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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,

VOL. IV,

At the Albert Hall, Jeypore.

FIFTY-EIGHTH DAY.

Monday, 29th January 1894.

The Eight Hon. LORD BRASSBY, K.C.B,, Chairman, pkesidins.

Sir Jamus Lyall, G.C.I.E., K.O.S.I.

Sir "WiLiiAM Roberts, M.D., F.R.S.
Mr. R. a. 0. MowjsKAY, M.P.
Mr. A. U. Fansuawe.

Mr. Aethue Pease,
Mr. Haeidas Yehahidas Desai.
Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.

Mr. J. Peescott Hewett, O.I.E., Secretary,

Rao Bauadue Kantee Chundek Mookerjee, O.I.B., called in and examined.

20,161. (Gliairman.) I believe you aro chief member
of tho Jcyporo Council and an hereditary village

grant-holder and Tazimi Sirdar of tbe State ?—Yes.

20,165. How long have you hold your present high
ofiioo in Jeypore ?—For the last 10 years ad chief

member of council. I came here in January 1865, as

Principal of the Maharaja's CoUefto. After 12 years I

was promoted to the Maharaja's Council as u, member,
and afterwards I was nominated as chief member of the

council.

20.166. In short, you have had a long service in

Jeypore in highly responsible positions, and you are,

therefore, eminently in a position to give us informa-
tion on the subject j-eferred to this Commission in

so far as it relates to tho State with which you aro

connected ?—That is so.

20.167. I believe you yourself have had some
experience as an opium-eater ?— Yes.

20.168. Will you tell us your experience ?—I take

one and a half grains of opium in the morning, and the

same dose in the evening. I commenced it 15 years

ago for chronic diarrhoea. I have got rid of the
disease. During the whole period I have been eating
opium I uovor felt the least craving to increase the

dose. I was so afflicted with bodily infirmities at the

age of 44, that if I had not used opium I believe either

my life would have been cut short altogether ur I

would have been iinable to discharge the duties that

then devolved on me. I have been so benefited that I

should recommend it to my friends under similar cir-

cumstances. I am now olt, and I think I can safely

say that I am quite equal to my duties. I am a living

instance of the benefit, of opium in moderation to a

man physically disabled. The reason which generally
induces people to commence taking opium is decline of

health. It is taken especially for dyspepsia, diarrhoea,

or any other disorder of the stomach or bowels, and
affections of the lungs, such as bronchitis, asthma, and
catarrh. The habit is generally formed between 30

and 40, when in tropical climates health and strength
have, it is believed, a tendency to decline. Men
generally begin with a grain a daj' and may go up to

eight grains. There are rare instances of men going up
to a tola a day. Instances of women using opium for

the same purposes are not so frequent as among men,
nor do they use so much in quantity.

20.169. Will you give ns your opinion as to the value

of opium when used in moderate quantities?—Opium
in m.oderate quantities is a protection against climatic

influences, which are injurious to health. Conse-

quently, those who use it moderately are less liable to

disease than those who do not use it. The moderate

use of opium improves the general health and protects

the physical powers from the impairing effects of age.

Hence, persons who take opium moderately are likely

to live longer than others. It is often the jiractice here

1o give very small doses of opium to children for

alleviating the troubles which arise from teething.

The practice has been found beneficial. It is generally

stopped at the fourth or fifth year. The moderate use

of opium does not often lead to excess, nor does it

O 82588.

produce a craving which, in too many instances of

alcohol drinkers, becomes almost irresistible and can
with difficulty bo suppressed. The relief which the
moderate use of opium affords, might sometimes incline
an opium-eater to increase the dose. There are cases,

though very rare, in which opium is taken merely as an
intoxicant, and such use might also lead to excess.

20,170. Comparing the effect of the use of opium
even when used immoderately with alcohol, what have
you to say ?—The immoderate use of opium may make
one indolent and injure health ; but it never causes
that sort of degradation and depravity found in cases of
immoderate drinking. When the excessive use of
opium so impairs one's capacity for work as to affect

the earnings, then, of course, poverty and domestic
misery are the results ; but unlike most other intoxi-
cants it never makes a man troublesome in the family
circle or to his neighbours. Sensuality is not a result
of opium-eating, nor does it cause insanity or make one
indecent or offensive. It does not lead to crimes. In
large cities hundreds of cases of crimes due to alcohol
come before tho mauistrate ; crimes are often traceable
also to ganja and cEaras ; but during the 30 years of
my official career I never heard of a single case in which
an opium-eater was charged with crimes traceable to
the habitual use of opium. An opium-eater may rob
and commit other crimes like an ordinary criminal, but
not because he eats opium. Immoderate opium-eaters,
if in want of money wherewith to purchase the drug,
may betake themselves to gambling in expectation of
giin. HoM'cver. here in Jeypore, opium is so cheap
that those using the drug even in excess can easily

afi'ord to pay for it. In the course of my ofl&cial career
I never came across a case of gambling traceable to the
habitual use of opium. The evil effects of the excessive
use of the intoxicants known to the natives of Rajputana
might be summed up as follows :

—

Free indulgence in alcohol excites people to madness;
ganja and cliaras tend to make them extremely irri-

table and quarrelsome ; bhang in excess stupefies and
often disposes men to court solitude ; while the im-
moderate use of opium, which is rather a soothing
anodjme, makes one indolent and ease-seeking. People
do not use opium in the belief that it increases the
sexual appetite, nor for the sake of restoring it when
failing. The general impression rather is that the
excessive use of opium impairs the sexual powers.
It has never been known to mcrease the appetite, nor
does it restoi'e tho power when failing. However, as

opium in moderation improves the general health, it

must indirectly have an effect in keeping a man's
powers in this direction unimpaired. People sometimes
use bhang in the belief that it increases tho appetite,

but I do not know whether it does.

20,171. Is tho habit of taking opium in moderate
quantities considered disgraeeful?—Hindus, Mahome-
dans . and .Jains do not consider it disgraceful to take
opium habitually in moderate quantities. It is only
ivhen one runs into excess that he may be ashamed of
the factr of his eating opium, just as a glutton is

ashamed of his voraciou-^ness, or tho drunkard of hi*

inebriety.

A
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20.172. Is opium-eating prohibited by the Hindus,

Jains, and Mahomedans ?—Opium-eating is not pro-

hibited by the religion of the Hindus, Jains, and
Mahomedans. There is also no religious prohibition

against the use of bhang, charas, and ganja. Bhang
and ganja are rather looked upon as sacred to Shiva,

who is said to be very fond of them. Alcohol is strictly

prohibited by the Hindu religion, except when pre-

scribed as a medicine and except in the case of the

worshippers of Sakti or Kali, who use it on certain

occasions. However, if in the observance of tlieir

religious rites they give way to excess, this is considered

discreditable. The Rajputs and other warlike races

among the Hindus are allowed by their religion to

take alcohol. It is against the religion of the Mahome-
dans to take it, while ganja, charas, and bhang are not

so strictly forbidden to the Mahomedans.

20.173. What do you say as to the prohibition of

opium except for purely medical purposes ?— The
prohibition of opium except for purely medical purposes
would most certainly lead to an extended use of

alcoholic liquor, though it is not likely to prove, in this

country, a suitable substitute for opium. Bhang,
ganja, and other intoxicating drugs will also take the
place of opium. Inasmuch as Rajputs, Meenas, .Jats,

GujarB, and other warlike races among the Hindus
have no religious scruples to face in the taking of
alcoholic liquor, it is certain that in their case alcohol

will take the place of opium ; while manj' of the other
opium-eating Hindus will be under temptation to

drink alcoholic liquor as a substitute for opium. Those
who do violate the injunctions of their religion by
taking alcohol, will have recourse to lies and deception
of diiferent kinds to conceal the fact from their co-

religionists. A great majority of the opium-eaters
among Mahomedans will presumably think of alcohol

as a substitute for opium, in spite of the perdition with
which their " Prophet" threatens all alcohol drinkers.
Jains would mostly use bhang for opium. Apart from
the religious aspects of the question, the substitution

of alcohol for opium will prove a source of domestic
misery, will create evils in society that do not now
exist, and will, in short, be nothing less than a
calamity to the Hindu, Jain, and Mahomedan com-
munities. Again, it would not at all be wise on other
grounds to limit the use of opium to medical purposes
only. As far as Jeypore is concerned, I do not see how
such a measure could be carried into effect in the
districts, mostly inhabited by the agricultural and
pastoral classes, of whom no less than 10 per cent, are
habitual opinm-eaters, and more than 30 per cent, use
opium occasionally either as a medicine for certain
diseases or as an antidote against the injurious effects

of damp and cold to which their occupation unavoidably
exposes them too often. Moreover, there are hundreds
of isolated villages in which even the native Vaid is

unknown. The inhabitants look upon opium as a
panacea, and to them the drug has, no doubt, proved
an effectual and at the same time a cheap medicine.
No sympathetic and humane Government ought to

impose such a lestriotion on the use of opium in their
ease, unless it can afford to make ample provision for
extending to every one of them the benefits of free

medical advice and proper medicines. This will

certainly be a difficult and expensive business. Jeypore
has an area of 14,465 square miles, with a population of
three millions, while the provision made for their

medical treatment consists of 19 dispensaries supported
by the Raj and six by the nobles. Each of these
dispensaries is looked after by a single hospital assis-

tant. So there is but one medical officer to .578 square
miles of the territory and to a population of 120,000
souls. Under the above circumstances, the prohibition
in question, if enforced, ivill subject the masses to

difficulties and inconveniences of which they could not
possibly be relieved. Even if arrangements could be
made for placing, free of cost, proper medicines and
medical advice within their easy reach, it is doubtful
whether it will satisfy the people. Ignorant as they
are, they can hardly bo expected to submit to the
prohibition without a feeling of resentment and a
bitter sense of injustice. They have unbounded con-
fidence in the efficacy of opium, and they could not
easily be induced to accept in lieu of it something else

of which they know nothing.

20,174. Do you consider that the use of stimulant in
some form or other is necessary to a large degree for

the populations with which you have to deal P—The
taking of alcoholic liquor by all classes, in its various
forms, is very common in cold countries ; and when
taken in moderation, it is allowed by the most eminent

medical authorities to be, as society is at present con-

stituted, beneficial, rather than otherwise. I need

scarcely mention that the trades, arts, and manufactures

of Europe would suffer greatly if the use of alcohol

were limited to medical purposes. Here in India tho

labouring and artisans classes, more especially those

among them whose occupation requires hard application

and close attention, feel equally the necessity of some
stimulant to shake off the ennui or lassitude to which

the climate of their country subjects them. They have

practically found opium and tobacco to be the most

effectual and cheapest stimulants, and they can scarcely

manage to do without them. The enamel-workers of

this city afford an illustration of the above remark.

The best enamel-workers are, with a very few exceptions,

habitual opium-eaters. Unless stimulated by tho use

of opium, they find themselves ill prepared for their

business, which requires close and undivided attention.

With the permission of the Royal Commission, I can

produce Goma, the best enamel-worker of Jeypore, who
is waiting outside at my request. Ho is 70 years old,

and a habitual opium-eater. He will speak for himself

and his brother artisans. The prohibition in question

will, in their case, seriously affect the art, and with it

the world-wide renown which Jeypore enjoys for the

exquisite beauty of its enamel work. The prohibition

must likewise affect more or less the other fine arts for

which Jeypore is famous.

20.175. Is the use of opium mixed up closely with
any religious and social customs of the Rajputs ?—Tho
prohibition will also affect many of the religious and
social customs of the Rajputs, to which they attach
much importance. On occasions of the annual celebra-
tion of the religious festivals of Akshay Tij, Holi, and
Dusserah opium-eating is looked upon as highly
auspicious and conducive to prosperity and happiness.
Opium is accordingly distributed among relations, as

well as among friends and dependants, whether Hindus
or Mahomedans, and the drug is partaken by all con-
cerned as something sacred. Marriage contracts and
the celebration of marriage among Rajputs are con-
sidered neither auspicious nor valid unless opium is

eaten on such occasions. Opium is also used on
occasions of funeral ceremonies. Moreover, when two
inveterate enemies become reconciled, and propose to

pass the rest of their lives peacefully, they generally
partake of opium at each other's hands ; and this

practice is recognised as making the tie of friendship
inviolable. If either of the two parties decline to take
opium, it is understood that he is not disposed to abide
by his promises. It is generally the practice among
natives of India to offer some refreshments to a friend
or acquaintance who comes to pay a visit. Pan-siipari
(betel and betel-nuts), tobacco, and spices are often
presented, but a Rajput would offer opium as an
unmistakable token of friendship and attachment.
Under the above circumstances, I do not see how such
a prohibitive measure could be carried into effect in
Rajputana. It will be idle to expect the co-operation
of the several chiefs who, as Rajputs, must feel
personally interested in the maintenance of tho
religious and social customs of their ancestors, and as
leaders and protectors of their clansmen and subjects
they must feel it their duty to preserve intact the
practices which, in the estimation of tho Rajputs, as a
nation, are sacred. If any chief were to break through
this double obligation and come forward to assist "in
enforcing tho said prohibition, his people would, I need
scarcely mention, look upon him as an apostate. He
would thus be placed in a very delicate and dan-
gerous position, which could not possibly be minimised
even by the protective influence of the Paramount
Power.

20.176. Do you consider that oases of the immoderate
use of opium are becoming less and less frequent
among the people of whom you speak ?—Tho evils of
tho immoderate use of opium are daily becoming more
and more manifest, so much so indeed as to act as a
deterrent to those inclined to go astray. The excessive
use of tho drug is accordingly diminishing. The
traditional accounts we so often hear of immoderate
opinm-eaters who lived during the 17th and 18th
centuries, and even in the beginning of the present
century, are amazing, even when divested of what are
apparent exaggerations. But at present a single im-
moderate opium-eater of the type portrayed by tradi-
tion is nowhere met with or heard of in Rajputana, nor
are immoderate opium-eaters so numerous now as they
were formerly. A hundred cases of opium-eating may
afford but two or three instances of excessive use, which
even does not exceed one iola a day. The progress of
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education and of civilisation discernible in all directions

should be relied on as the surest means of stamping out

the evil from Eajputana. It is, therefore, scarcely

neeossary for the Durbar to adopt special measures
for chocking the immodei'ate use of opium that still

prevails.

20.177. Have you noticed any hereditary tendency to

the excessive use of opium among the children of

opium-eaters P—The children of spirit drinkers are

said to have a hereditary tendency to drink. No such
tendency over came to my notice anaong children of

opium-eaters, many of whom I know to be in no way
different from the children of persons who take no
opium. '

20.178. Wo have heard something of tho use of opium
for tho purposes of suicide ; does that rarely happen in

this district ?—Opium is the drag sometimes taken by
suicides to accomplish their purpose. However, in-

stances of suicide by opium are very rare in Jeypore.

On a careful examination of the police records of the

city, and of the whole territory, I found that during the

past three years there was only one case of suicide by
swallowing opium.

20,179. Are tho medicinal properties of opium very
highly esteemed in the Pharmacopoeia of tho Hindus P

—

Yes, the medicinal properties of opium are spoken of

very highly in the Pharmacopojia of the Hindus, as

will apxjear from the following translations of three
passages from three dilTerent Sanscrit medical works
of great reputation :

—

Harlta Niglinnlusar.

(1 .) Tho milky juice of the poppy is called by six diifer-

ent names, i.<\, aphena, ahiphena, aphuka, aphenaka,
nisphena, and apaphena. It improves sexual appetite,

prLivonts the accumulation of malignant fluids in the

system and helps secretion of the bile, keeps up anima-
tion, acts as an astringent, cures cold and cough,

relieves difficulty of breathing and other constitutional

disorders, and increases vigour and semen. The poppy
is of four difEeient kinds (in accordance with the
diversity of the colour of its flowers), namely, white,

blaciv, yellow, and grey. Opium is accordingly of four

kinds. The first kind helps digestion ; the second is a

poison ; tho third keeps up the stamina of the body

;

and the fourth removes constipation. Opium, if taken
in moderate doses, acts as a panacea and imparts energy
and vigour.

MaAcmpala Nighantu.

(2.) The milk or juice which exudes from the capsules

of the poppy is called aphenaka, aphena, or saphenaka.

It keeps the system dry, acts as an astringent,

cures cold, helps secretion of tho bile, and supports

animation.

Rajani^liantu.

(3.) There are four kinds of opium, namely, white,

black, yellow, and grey (in accordance with the above-

mentioned diff'erent colours of the poppy flower). Tho
white is a digestive, the black is a deadly poison, the

yellow acts as an astringent, and the grey is a laxative.

The first helps digestion: the second destroys animal
life ; the third keeps up vigour ; and the fourth removes
constipation.

It is manifest from the above ancient records that

the use of opium must have prevailed in India from
time immemorial ; and the manner in which the drug
has been recommended in tho Pharmacopoeia of the

Hindus must be the reason why so many seek relief

from the use of the driig. I have often noticed that the

poppy flower is o f various colours, but never heard before

that the capsules from the flowers of different colours

posspss different medicinal properties. 1 also do not know
whether any person interested in the use of opium ever

thought of besting the correctness or otherwise of the

distinction made in the Pharmacopceia of the Hindus

by two different authorities, for whom the natives

entertain the highest regard. They would not presum-

ably have made such a distinction, without satisfying

themselves on the point by the results of their own
experience. However, those who are concerned in the

production, traffic,'and consumption of opium, from tho

poppy cultivator up to the consumer, appear to be totally

unaware of the distinction. The poppy bearing flowers

of different colours are grown intermingled in the same

field ; and when the flowers disappear, the capsules

look all alike. Juice-opium is collected from the

capsules without the least regard to the distipotion

above referred to. If it is true that the capsules from

the poppy flower of black colour yield nothing but a

deadly poison, the fact ought to startle all opium con-
sumers, whether habitual or occasional. As a habitual
opium-eater, I will promptly arrange preliminaries for

having the matter fully tested by the kind help of
of Surgeon Lt. Col. Heudley. The result will be
published as soon as it known. If the distinction made
in the Sanscrit medical works is borne out by the
result, it will, I need scarcely add, be a most important
contribution to our knowledge of the drug, while it will

confirm the discovery of the two distinguished Hindu
Pharmacologists ; and I will ascribe the result to the
visit of the Royal Commission to Jeypore as having
indirectly led to it.

20,180. We have had a good deal of evidence before
us from other witnesses to the effect that opium-
smoking, even in moderation, is an evil; do you concur
in that opinion ?—

^Yes, opium-smoking, even in modera-
tion, which almost always tempts to excess, is an evil.

However, opium-smoking in dens is strictly prohibited
by the Durbar. Consequently, there are neither any
chandu or madak shops, nor any opium-smoking dens
in the city. Of course, it is well known to me that

opium is smoked in private, although, so far as my
information goes, not to any extent. An opium smoker
enjoys his smoke more if he has companions with him,
and this loads to the formation of smoking parties in

their own houses ; but, it is patent that it would bo an
unwarrantable interference with the private rights of

the people if the Durbar were to stop these. The
number of opium smokers in the city and its environs,

with a population of 158,000, does not exceed 200,

giving an average of 1"2 per thousand. They prepare

and smoke chandu in their own homes. Chandu and
madak arc altogether unknown in the districts of

Jeypore.

20.181. How would you compare alcohol and opium
as subjects for restrictive legislation ?—Both alcoholic

liquor aud opium in moderate quantities are, un-
doubtedly, efl'ectual helps for supporting nature under
adverse climatic influences or exhaustion consequent on
hard work. It would not, therefore, be reasonable to

restrict the sale of alcohol in cold countries to exclu-

sively medical purposes because of thci faults of a few ;

and, seeing that the use of opium in warm countries

gives rise to far fewer instances of excess, it would be

more unreasonable to limit its sale to medical purposes

becaiise of these few. The evil in both the cases lies in

excess.

20.182. I will now ask you some subjects which con-

cern you in Jeypore. Can you give us any facts and
figures to show the direct and indirect losses which the

Jeypore Durbar and its subjects are likely to suffer in

case the production and use of opium for other than
medical purposes were prohibited in Eajputana ?—The
cultivation of poppy in the Jeypore territory consists

of :—(a.) Poppy which yields opium and is also valued

for its seed. The capsules after yielding opium become
useless. (5.) Poppy which does not yield opium and is

valued only for its. seed and capsules. The leaves and
other parts of poppy plants in either case are of no use.

Taking the average for the past five years, the total

area of Khalsa land under cultivation of poppy of the

first kind appears to have been 2,000 acres, and the area

of Khalsa land under poppy of the second kind 622

acres. The total areas of Jagir and other alienated

lands under poppy of the first kind and under poppy of

the second kind appear to have been 1,000 acres and

4,000 acres respectively. The above figures have, in

the case of Khalsa, been obtained from Tahsil reports,

showing the areas actually under cultivation of difi'erent

crops in each Tahsil, and those appertaining to Jagir

and alienated lands are given by approximate appraise-

ment. As greater care was employed in obtaining the

above figures, they do not exactly agree with those

furnished before by guess. The Eaj rent on land under

cultivation of poppy of the first kind is Es. 21 per acre,

and the land under cultivation of poppy of the second

kind is rented at Es. 7.8a. per acre. The expenses per

acre of cultivation of poppy are shown below :

—

(re.) Poppy yielding opium :

—

Es. a. p.

Cost of seed for sowing - 6

., manure - 3

preparing the soil

,, weeding 18
„ irrigation 6

labom- for collecting opium-720

Rao Bahadur
Kantee
Chunder

Mookerjee,
CLE.

{Jeypore
State.)

29 .Ian. 1894.

juice

Total cost - 24

A 2
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Jtao Bahadur
Kantee
Chunder

Mookerjee,
CLE.
{Jeypore
State.)

29 Jan. 1894.

(h.) Peppy which does not yield opium :—

Cost of seed for sowing -

manure - 1

,. preparing the soil 3

„ weeding 1

,, irrigation - 4

Total 10 8

The out-turn per acre of poppy of the first kind :—

Es. a. p.

Opium jnlco 221^ soers valued at - 90
Seed -

'

- - 18

108

of poppy of the 2nd

Total

The total out-turn per
kind :—

Poppy heads together witli seed weighing about 12

mds,, at Es. 5 per md., Es. 60.

Ket profit which the cultivator derives from poppy
cultivation :— (a.) The total value of the out-turn per

acre of poppy yielding opium is Es. 108, and the total

cost of cultivation per acre, inclusive of the Eaj rent, is

Es. 45. Deducting the latter from the former, a net
profit of Es. 63 per acre is left to the cultivator. (6.)

The total value of the out-turn per acre of poppy which
does not yield opium is Es. 60, and the total cost of

cultivation, inclusive of the Eaj rent, ia Es. 18. Deduct-
ing the latter from the former, a net profit of Es. 42 per

acre is left to the cultivator. If the cultivation of the

poppy were prohibited, the irrigated crops of -ivheat

and barley would most likely be raised in its place.

The Eaj rents per acre on land under wheat and barley

are Es. 9 and Es. 4 8a. respectively. The expenses per

acre of cultivation of the wheat and barley crops are

shown below :

—

(a.) The wheat crop :

—

Cost of seed for sowing -

,, manure
,, preparing the soil

,, irrigation

,, weeding

Total

(i.) The barlej' crop :

—

Cost of seed for sowing -

„ manure -

,, preparing the soil-

,, irrigation

„ weeding

Total -

The out-turu per acre of

—

(a.) The wheat crop :

—

Es. a.

Wheat 15 mds., at Hs. 2 a md. - 30

Khakla (stalks) used as fodder - 4 8

Es. a.

. 3 12

. 1 8
4 8

4 8
1 8

- 15 12

Es. a. p.

3

1 2

3 (I

4 8
18
13

Total 34 S

(l.) The barley crop :

—

Er. a.

P.arley 16 mds. at Es. 1 8a. amd. 22 8

Kliaklii (stalks) used as fodder -

P-
8 (I

Total

Net profit per acre which the cultivator derives from
the wheat and the barley crops :—(«.) The total value
of the out-turn per acre of the wheat crop is Es. 34 8a.,

and the total cost of cultivation per acre, inclusive of
the Eaj, rent is Es. 24 12a. Deducting the latter from
the former a net profit of Es. 9 12a. per acre is left to the
cultivator, (b.) The total value of the out-i,urn per
acre of the barley crop is Es 25 Sa., and the total cost
of cultivation per acre, inclusive of the Raj rent, is

Es. 17 10a. Deducting the latter from the former a
net profit of Es. 7 11 a. is left to the cultivator.

20,183. If poppy cultivation were prohibited what
would take place ?—If poppy cultivation is prohibited.

wheat is likely to take its place in the areas now under
cultivation of the opium-yielding poppy, and barley is

likely to take the place of the poppy which yields no
opium. The cultivator will suffer a loss of Es. 53 4a.

per acre in case wheat takos the place of poppy which
yields opium, and of Es. 34 2a. per acre in case barley
takes the place of poppy which yields no opium ; while
the Eaj land revenue will suffer a diminution of Es. 12

per acre in the first case, and of Es. 3 per acre in the

second case.

20,184. Have you any figui es you can give us with
regard to the poppy cultivation of Khalsa and other

lands ?—The total produce of Khalsa land under poppy
cultivation is as follows :

—

(a.) 2,000 acres of Khalsa
land now imder cultivation of poppy of the first kind
yield 1,125 maunds of juice opium, and 12,000 maunde
of poppy seed ; (b.) 622 acres of Khalsa land under
cultivation of Jioppy of the second kind yield 7,464

maunds of poppj- heads including seed. That of Jagir
and other alienated lands under poppy cultivation is :

—

(a.) 1,000 acres of alienated lands under cultivation of

poppy of the first kind yield 562 maunds and 20 seers

of juice opium, and 6,000 maunds of seed; (5.) 4,000
acres of Jagir and other alienated lands under cultiva-

tion of poppy of the second kind yield 48,000 maunds of
poppy heads including seed. Jagirdai's and other
grant-holders are not allowed to levy customs duty, but
they levy viapa or inland customs duty on the produce
of their respective holdings. The Thekanas of Shek-
hawati and Torawati levy ::alcat duty on goods exported
from, imported into, or passing through each Thekana.
The rates are not uniform. The direct annual losses
which the Eaj is likely to suffer in the event of pro-
hibition of poppy cultivation and trade in opium, are
given below:

—

(a.) Loss of land revenue on 2,000 acres of land under
cultivation of poppy of the first kind to be replaced by
the wheat crop at Es. 12 per acre - Es. 2'J.,000

(5.) The lost of land revenue on 622 acres of land
under cultivation of poppy of the second kind to be
replaced by the barley crop at Es. 3 per acre Es. 1,866

(o.) Loss of customs revenue :

—

Import duties on 64 mds. of juice
opium, at Es. 25 per mds.

Import duties on 113 mds. of cake
opium, at Es. 50 per md.

Import duties on 12 mds. of juice
opium at Es. 25 per md.

Import duties on 1,200 mds. of poppy
heads, at Es. 1 per md. -

Mapa or inland ciistoms duty on 694
mds. of juice opium, at Es. 25 per
md. - - - . .

On 78 mds. of cake opium, at Es. 35
per md.

On 4,862 mds. of poppy heads, at
4 ans. per md.

On 10,000 mds. of poppy seed, at
8 ans. per md.

On 5,000 mds. of poppy seed oil, at
8 ans. per md.

Total

20.185. Could any portion of that loss of customs
revenue be recouped by a revision of the tariff rates F—
It IS impossible under the existing circumstances to
recoup any portion of the loss. As no excise duty is
levied on opium or poppy heads no loss will be suffered
under this head.

20.186. What do you calculate to bo the total loss
whicli the Durbar would suffer under all the heads
named?—The total loss which the Durbar would
sulfei- under all the above heads would amount to
Es. 69,911 8a.

Es.
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(a.) Total loss of land revenue on

1,000 acres of Jagir and other

alienated lands under cultivation

of poppy of the first kind to be

replaced by the wheat crop, at

Kb. 12 per acre - - -

(6.) Total loss of land revenue on
4,000 acres of Jagir and other

alienated lands under cultivation

of poppy of the second kind to be
replaced by the barley crop, at

E,^^. 3 per acre ....
{(.) Total loss of Zaieat to the Shek-
hawati Thekanas and that of Mapa
levied by Jagirdars are likely to

amount to

Total

Es.

12,000

12,000

15,000

39,000

20.188. Are there any indirect losses which you
consider the landholders might be likely to suffer F

—

Indirectly the grant-holders will suffer heavy loss in

making new revenue settlement in their respective

holdings, the aggregate cost of which is likely to be
twice as much as the Eaj will have to meet for the

Klialsa Jamabandi operations.

20.189. At what figure have you put the direct annual
loss which the cultivators will be likely to suffer ?

—

I estimate the direct aunual loss which the cultivators

arc likely to suffer as follows :

—

Rs.

(a.) Cultivatoi'S of 2,000 acres of

Khalsa land in which poppy of the

first kind is grown, will suffer at

the rate of Ks. 53 4a. per acre, an
aggregate loss of -

(6.) Cultivators of 622 acres of Khalsa
land in which poppy of the second
kind is grown, will suffer at the

rate of lis. 34 2a. per acre, an

Total

(c.) Cultivators of 1,000 acres of Jagir
and alienated lands in which poppy
of the first kind is grown, will

suffer at the rate of Rs. 53 4a. per
acre, an aggregate loss of

(d.) Cultivators of 4,000 acres of Jagir
and other alienated lands in which
poppy of the second kind is grown,
will suffer at the rate of Es. 34 2a.

per acre, an aggregate lo.'^s of

Total

a. p.

1,0G,500

21,225 12

1.27,725 12

5?,2,''.0

1,36,500

1,89,750

Indirectly the cultivator will lose his credit, and it will

be found beyond his power to make good this loss.

20.190. What would be the loss to the opium traders P

—Their direct loss will be in stocks which will remain
unsaleable. These stocks will most likely amount to

more than 5,000 maunds, n^hich at the rate of Es. 500
per maund will be of the value of Es. 25,00,000. The
above estimate does not include the unsaleable stocks

of retail dealers, which, taken together, must also be
considerable. Indii'ectly they will suffer heavily by
their business being disorganised. j\Ioreover, they
have to make large money advances to poppy cultiva-

tors, which, in the event of prohibition of poppy
cultivation, the cultivators will not be in a position to

repay regularly or fully. Thus with their capital

seriously impaired, it will be extremely difficult for the
opium traders to establish themselves in any other
business. Their loss in this direction cannot be shown
by figures, while the loss of credit, which they are sure
to sustain, will seriously affect their position and stand
in the way of their retrieving the loss.

20.191. Have you made any calculation of the direct

losses to the Eaj, to the grant-holders, as well as to the
cultivators and the opium traders ?—The following is

an abstract of the direct losses to the Eaj, to the grant-
holders, as well as to the cultivators, and to the opium-
traders ;

—

Direct annual loss to the

Ea)j in land revenue -

Direct annual loss to the

Eaj in customs revenue

Direct annual loss to the

grant-holders in land
revenue

Direct annual loss to the

grant-holders in ::aliat

or mapa ...

Es. a. p

25,866

35,045 8

Es. a. p.

60,911 8

24,000

Jiao Suhadur
Kantee
Chunder

Mookerjee,

CLE.
{Jeypore
State.)

29 Jan. 1894.

15,000

39,000

Direct annual loss to the

cultivators of Khalsa
land

Direct annual loss to the

cultivators of Jagir
and other alienated

1,27,725 12

lands -1,89,750
-3,17,475 12

Total direct annual loss 4,17,387 4

Direct loss which opium traders (exclusive of petty

dealers) will suffer in their unsaleable stocks, will

amount to Es. 25,000.

20.192. Do you think the village money-lenders would
suffer any loss ?—The Bohras or village money-lenders
carry on a very lucrative business by lending money to

poppy cultivators. They as a body are likely to suffer

a diminiition of incomes amounting to nearly Es. 12,000

per annum.

20.193. What do you regard as the special advantages
which induce the cultivator to prefer the poppy crops

to all other crops ?—The profit per acre is far greater

than what could be obtained from any other crop. The
poppy enables the cultivator to spare a portion of his

annual gains for the purchase of agricultural imple-
ments and plough-cattle, and even to pay rent in cash
for the cereal crops instead of paying in kind, in which
case he has to give up one-third and sometimes even
half of the produce. Besides, the village patels,

patwaris, and others entrusted with the business of
collecting revenue, often take advantage of the
cultivator's illiteracy and deceive him for their own
illicit ends. The poppy crop requires comparatively
little water. As far as irrigation is concerned, an
ontlay of Es. 6 secures for the cultivator a net gain of

Ka. 63 ; while in the case of the wheat crop the same
result could not be secured for less than Es. 27. Tor
this reason the poppy crop is particularlj- advantageous
in years of drought. The poppy crop affords a great

amount of light work suited to females and children.

One or two acres of land under poppy gives

suitable employment and thereby the means of liveli-

hood not only to the young and old of the cultivator's

own family, but to many others of the village. It is

also to be noted here that the collection of revenue in

cash, if agreeable to the cultivator, aflbrds great
facilities to the Eaj for the effectual prevention of

smuggling, which could not be otherwise remedied. It

is only by the help of the valuable crops of which poppy
is the most important, that the cultivator is able to

avoid payment of tribute in kind. If the cultivation of

poppy were prohibited, the measure will, no doubt,
seriously affect the system of general cash payment,
which the Durbar has, with so much care, introduced
throughout almost the whole territory.

20.194. Dave you any observations to make to us on
the risks of smuggling?—The measures adopted for

the prevention of opium being smuggled into
British territory make the poppy cultivator liable to
false charges. This is the reason why the poppy crop,
notwithstanding its great value, is not cultivated more
extensively in the districts of Jeypnre. It scarcely
requires mention that unless the surplus produce finds

its way to some foreign market the cultivator cannot
be expected to extend the cultivation of the poppy. It
is also a noteworthy fact that Jagirdars and holders of
other alienated lands discourage the cultivation of
poppy, because they gain more from the cereal crops
for which rent is generally payable in kind.

20.195. {Sir James Lyall.) Ton say that the Eaj rent
on land under cultivation of poppy of the first kind is

Es. 21 per acre, and on poppy of the second kind,
Es. 7 8a. per acre ; are these what used to be called
xa^iti rates ?—Yes, these are called zoyii rates.

A 3
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20.196. If the poppy is not cultivated that rate is

not taken ?—Tho zahti rate obtains for all the valuable
crops ; for poppy, sugar-cane, cotton, &c. the rent is

paid in cash, which is called zahti.

20.197. But supposing that the field is occupied with
wheat one year, what is then taken ?—Then reut will

be paid in kind. The food grains are paid in kind, and
the valuable crops in cash. That is the system that

prevails here.

20.198. Again, you said that there would be a loss of

customs revenue in import duties ; those are import
duties on foreign opium passing through the State, are

they not?—If the cultivation of opium is prohibited,

customs duties on imports, exports, and transits will all

bo lost.

20.199. Import duty is only paid by opium grown
outside Jcypore p—Yes. Opium ^vhich opium traders

bring in here.

20.200. That pays import duty ?—Tes. Opium pro-

duced in Jeypore when taken out of Jeypore pays
export duty, but not opium passing through J eypore.

For instance, opium taken from Agra to Ajmere will

pass through the Jeypore territory, and will have to

pay transit dui,y, except when it goes by rail. We have
a treaty with the railway not to charge any transit

duties on goods passing through the Jeypore territory

by railway.

20.201. The transit duty is lighter than tho import
duty p—Yes.

20.202. The import duty is payable when opium is

brought by some merchant into Jeypore P—Yes, then
we charge import duty.

20.203. If it is a merchant travelling through it pays
transit duty P—Yes

.

20,201. Are there any opium scales in Jeypore p

—

There are no scales here ; they take it to Indore or to

Ajmere.

20,205. If the opium is taken away after being
weighed at the scales, and paying the duty to the
British officer, if it comes through Jeypore again is

duty paid then p—If it is covered by a license from
Government, it is no longer dutiable.

20,20fi. Which Government ?—The British Govern-
ment.

20.207. Is there a diiference in the various States on
that point p—That depends entirely upon the nature
and conditions of the treaty with the British Government
and each State.

20.208. Has there been any fixed cash settlement
made anywhere in Jeypore with the land revenue P

—

We are gradually introducing it, and it is a better

system, because it prevents smuggling.

20.209. Inside the Jagirs of the Thekanas, do they
levy their own import and export duty or not P—They
levy duty only when the produce is taken oat of the
limits of the Jagirs. Ifc is virtually a sort of export
duty, but there are some Shekhawati States in

which it is customary to levy not only export duty, but
also charge something on goods passing through their

States.

20.210. Those Shekhawati men are tributary to

Jeypore P—Yes.

20.211. You say that jmst is much used in this

country P—Yes, by the poorer classes.

20.212. That is composed of capsules of poppy
squeezed in water p—Steeped, and then squeezed in

water.

20.213. The higher classes use amal pani?—Opium
dissolved and purified and mixed with spices, and
formed into pills. They take it in that form. I take it

in that form myself.

20.214. At what time in the day do Rajputs generally
drink amal pani P—Generally once in the morning, and
once in the evening.

20,216. You said that of the agricultural and pastoral

classes about 10 per cent, are habitual opium-eaters,
and more than 30 per cent, use opium occasionally, do
you mean 10 per cent, of the adult males p—10 per
cent, of the whole population.

20,216. (Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand that the class

of petty bankers and traders, Mahajans and Banias,

is a numerically large class in this Jeypore State, is

that Bo ?—Yes.

20.217. Can you tell me, generally, what the number
would be P—I cannot give any idea of the numbers,
because I never made out any calculation.

20.218. I find it stated that it is about 200,000 ;

would that be correct for the whole territory P—It

may be.

211,219. Is the habit of taking opium in moderation
fairly common among that class ?—Yes.

20.220. You have referred to a special occasion on
which opium is taken as a social custom, Akshay Tij

;

will you tell us what that festival is .^^The only
feature of its celebration is opium-eating. Akshay
Tij takes place on the third day of the new moon, in

the month of Baisak, corresiDonding to the month of
April, and generally friends are invited and retainers
assemble together. The head of the family distributes

opium, and also pieces of cocoanut and sugar candy or
sugar. Then they congratulate one another, and return
to their homes.

20.221. Is it a festival that is generally observed
throughout all classes of the community in Jeypore ?

—

It is a peculiar Rajput festival, in which men of other
castes, Mahomedans, Kayasths, Brahmins, &c. join,
being either dependents of the Eajput noble or in his
employ.

20.222. I sec you have put the out-turn per acre of
opium at 22i seers ; is that in the case of land on which
no other crop is grown in the year except the poppy
crop p—There is no land on which the poppy crop is

grown every year. Certain irrigated crops go by rota-
tion. The field where poppy is grown in the course of
one year, in the next agricultural season will not be
found fit for poppy. Some other crop will be substituted
in place of poppy—some other irrigated crop.

20.223. What I mean is this : during the same year
in which the poppy crop is grown, is any other crop
grown on the same landp—No other crop is grown,
becauae land yielding poppy will not yield two crops
in the course of the same year.

20.224. Then the out-turn per acre is calculated on
that understanding, that the crop is a crop on good
poppy land, which is used for no other crop during the
year p—That is so.

20,22^. {Mr. Tlaridnn Veharidas.) You have said,
"persons who take opium moderately arc likely to
" live longer than others;" and in another place you
have said that in this district there are no less than 10
per cent, of the population who are habitual opium-
eaters and more than 30 per cent, who use opium occa-
sionally ; are those people whom you first mentioned as
taking opium moderately included in that 10 or 30 per
cent, p—The 30 per cent, has nothing to do with the
people I mentioned who took opium moderately. I was
referring to the effects of moderate opium-eating. As
to the 30 per cent.. I w:i,s referring to the occasional
opium-eaters in the district. That is a general remark
for the territory including the capital.

20.226. You have said that Eajputs, Meenas, Jats,
Gujars, and other warlike races among the Hindus
have no religious scruples to face in laking alcohol;
have you met with .nny particular passage of the Shastras
which allows Hindus to take liquor ?—I cannot quote
the particular passage, but I can prove it from texts in
their books.

20.227. Do you say that an opium-eater lives to a
great age ?— Yes, he is likely to do so ; but nobody can
guarantee that an opium-eater will live long.

20,223. {Mr. Mowbray.) You have referred to the
cheapness of opium in Jeypore

; could you tell me what
the retail price of opium is ?~Opium sells here at
a rate varying from six tolas to ten tolas for the
rupee.

20.229. What arrangements have you between the
cultivator who grows the opium and the person who
sells it in the bazar ; may anybody sell it in the bazar,
or does it re(|uire any license P—The cultivator is iree
to sell the drug to anybody he likes. We always realise
the rent from the culti^ato^ of opium, and then he is
free to sell the produce to anybody. We have no excise
system here.

20.230. The cultivator may sell to any person he
chooses, and any person may retail in any quantity he
likes ?—Yes, but the transactions must be confined
within the limits of the Jeypore territory. A cultivator
cannot sell it to a native of Agra and allow him to take
it away.
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20,231. When it comes to be exported I undcrBtand it

has to pay an export duty ?—^Tes ; and it cannot be

exported without a license from the British Govern-

ment, because we are bound by treaty not to allow the

export of any intoxicating drug from our territory.

20,23-2. Could you tell mo how much you do export

from the Jeypore territory ?—I can supplj you with the

iigures afterwards. I have not got it on record hero

as to the exact quantity, but wo have a Customs
Department.

20,23;i. I think it would be important ?—I will furnish

you with the figures.

20,234. The loss of your export revenue is included in

that Es, 35,000 which you estimate as loss ?—Yes, that

estimate includes everything. There are no export

transactions. We arc bound by treaty not to allow the

export of any intoxicating drugs from Jeypore.

20,285. Except, of course, under the conditions of the

treaty with the British Government ?—Yes.

20.236. That which you do export, I suppose, goes to

Bombay for export to the China or other foreign
markets ?—I do not know where they take the opium.
Our business is concerned with it bo long as it remains
within the limits of Jeypore, and when it is taken out,

except by way of smuggling, then, of course, we have
nothing to do with it afterwards.

20.237. Where do you import your opium from ?

—

Opium sometimes is imported from Malwa into Jeypore.

20.238. Is that in any substantial amount ?—I think
some opium-eaters prefer Kotah opium or Malwa
opium, and it is on their account that the opium traders
sometimes bring opium into Jeypore from Kotah or
Malwa.

20.239. You say that there are no opium dens in

Jeypore. I should be very glad if you could tell me
what practical steps you have taken, and how yon have
Ijeen able to succeed in putting down opium dens ?--

Because we havo made efficient police arrangements to

see that nobody smokes opium in dens.

20.240. What do you call a den ?—A den is a iilaco

frequented by opium smokers. Of course they do
smoke in their own houses.

20.241. How do you draw the distinction between
half a dozen people meeting together in a friend's house
and smoking privately, and what you call a den ?—Ifthe

house is known to belong to a private gentleman, and it

is reported to the magistrate that there are some six or

eight opium smokers smoking opium there, the magis-

trate is not allowed to interfere. An opium smoker
never enjoys a smoke unless he has companions, and it

is a curious fact that an opium smoker sometimes,

when there is nobody with him will close his eyes, and
hold out his pipe, and name a certain friend, and say,

" Now you take it for a moment and enjoy it." After

holding it in that way for sometime he ivill again

smoke himself. I know there are men in this city who
smoke opium in their own hou.?cs ; but, of course, I do

no know how such pi-actices could be interfered with

by the Durbar.

20.242. Do yon consider there are greater difficulties

in the way of the British Government interfering with

social customs than there are in native states ?—What
the Rajput princes are doing in their respective States

to remedy social evils cannot, for obvious reasons, be

done by Government in British territory. The mon-

ster meetings which met to protest against the " Ago
of Consent Bill," and the cry of " religion in danger "

in the same connexion are too well known to require

mention. The duty of initiating such reforms in

British territory rather devolves on the enlightened

natives of the country.

20.243. {Ml-. Wihon.) Do you thiuk opium is a good

thing for young men between 20 and 30 years of age,

who are in perfect health, and ha\'e nothing the matter

with them ?—Certainly not.

20.244. Would you like to see the consumption of

opium in the Jeypore State increase or decrease in

amount?—I should neither like to see it increase or

decrease. If excessive opium-eating is decreased it will

be well for society, but if moderate opium-eating, as it

exists, is diminished, many of the fine ?.rt?, as I have

already said, will suffer.

20.245. Would you like that the total quantity of
opium consumed in the Jeypore State should increase
or decrease in future years P—In future years it ought
to decrease by the quantity which goes under the head
"Excess."

20.246. We havo been informed that many of the
Rajputs both eat opium and drink alcohol ; do you
think that is correct ?—That is correct, not many
though ; there are rare instances.

20.247. Will you be so good as to tell me again what
steps have been taken in reference to the opium aens in
this city, because I have been informed that there are a
good many places where opium is still smoked and
sold P—Opium is sold everywhere in the city.

20.248. What about chandu P—Chandu is not sold
here. Those who smoke chandu buy opium and make
the preparation in their own homes.

20.249. Is it your opinion that there are not n^w a
good many dens in this city where chandu is sold and
smoked ?—It is a duty incumbent on me to see that
nobody keeps any chandu shops in the city.

20.250. I have no doubt that you try to discharge
your duty ; but do you think you have been successful
in stopping them?—I have been successful. I thiuk
there are one or two prisoners in jail at the present
time who were punished for contravention.

20,261. We have been told that chandu cannot bo
conveniently prepared in small quantities, that it

requires a considerable quantity of opium to be pur-
chased at one time, I think a, few seers ?—That
chandu cannot be prepared unless one has a few seers
of opium is a thing which I hear for the first time.

20.252. Do you think that two or three tolas could be
prepared at once P—I do not know. I have never
prepared any chandu nor had anything to do with it.

20.253. Whatis meant by Khalsa land?—Land directly
under the management of the Raj.

20.254. In reference to all the figures and calculations
you have given us, may I ask whether you are con-
versant with the system of poppy cultivation, or whether
you have obtained these figm-es from other persons ?—-I

am quite conversant, because the Revenue Department
is also under my charge. I have to superintend the
revenue business.

20.255. You have prepared these figures yourself ?

—

While I am in the capital I have to depend on the
statistics supplied to me by the district officers. It is

done in the same way by the British Government.
These statistics are always supplied by the ^British

Government, and if I have any doubts I have my own
way of checking the correctness of these statements.

20.256. Is the only reason why people do not grow
opium because they are afraid they may render them-
selves liable to false accusations P—I have already said
that by our treaty we are bound to see that no intoxi-

cating drug is smuggled from Jeypore, and owing to
this condition in the treaty we have to look after our
subjects. Our policemen sometimes deceive us. They
try to involve a man in a false charge, and bring him
to trouble, and for fear of snob trouble the cultivator is

not disposed to extend the cultivation of opium.

20.257. Is there any other reason besides the fear of
the police which prevents cultivators from getting the
large profit of Rs. 63 per acre p—Both for the Raj, that
is for the Durbar, and for holders of alienated laiids it is

more advantageous to have revenue in kind than in
cash, and consequently both the Durbar and other
holders of land in the Jagir have discouraged poppy
cultivation.

20.258. In reference to the Raj rents for poppy, for

wheat, for barley, and for other crops, do I understand
that the rent depends on the crop that is grown in each
particular year p—With regard to the value of the
crops, the rent is fixed at a cash rate every year, and
the value of the crops is as follows :—the most important
is poppy, next sugar-cane, and then cotton, for all these
valuable crops there is a fixed cash rate por acre, and for

the food grains the cereal crops, whether barley, jowar,
and bajri, the rent is payable in kind—the cultivator

has to pay from one-fifth to a half of the produce. This
is the zaiti rate.

20.259. Do the various officers of the Jeyjjore State

measure these lands every year to ascertain how much
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is wheat and poppy p—Yos ; the land has to be measured
every year just at the beginning of the agricultural

20,260. In some other parts of India we have been
told that poppy requires a very large quantity of water,

and you toll us here that it requires comparatively little

water ; can you explain whether it is owing to difference

of climate, or in what way it is that poppy requires much
water in one place and little water in another place .•'—
The case ought to be the same all over the world. You
are misinfr.rmed, I think. I can prove by figures that

the poppy crop requires comparatively less water than

anj' other irrigated crop.

The witness withdrt

Surgcon-
Lieutenant-

Colonel

r.H.Hendley,
CLE.

Surgeon -Lieutenant-Ooionel T. H. Hendley, C.I.B., called in and cA-amined.

20.261. (Sir W. RoberlK.) You are, I believe, Eesidency
Surgeon at Jeypore ?—Yes.

20.262. What opportunities have you had of studying
the opium question?—My service in India dates from
May 1870, and in Eajputaua from j\pril 1871. I was
in medical charge of the 4th Bengal Cavalry at Segowlee
in Behar, where I had some opportunity of seeing the
cultivation of opium, and for 15 months was medical
officer of the Meywar Bheel Corps. In a monograph
on the Bheels (which I contributed to the journal of

the Bengal Asiatic Society as far back at 1875) I find

that I noted that after a man had been wounded in a
quarrel between lival 'jpals or settlements, the Jogis,

who act as priests, or the Gammaitis or headmen,
generally have a solemn administration of opium,
thus securing peace, and a grand feast and debauch on
mohwa spirit follows. I was afterwards for about 15

monthsOfficiating Besidenoy Surgeon in Marwar, and for

a short time did duty with the Erinpura Irregular Joroe,
and in both oppointments had opportunities of seeing
something of the use of opium amongst tlie Bahtores
and aboriginal tribes. In April 1874 I was appointed
Eesidency Surgeon at Jeypore, and since 1881 have
been in charge of all the medical institutions of the
State. Prom 1876 to 1881 1 was Consulting Physician
to the Mayo Hospital, ,and began my first inquiries
into the use of opium amongst children in 1877, so that
my attention was very early directed to Ihe subject.

I took so much interest in the matter that in 1891 and
,1892, wlien on furlough in England, I attended most
of the more important meetings at which discussions
were held, or papers, read on opium, and in this way
familiarized myself with the opinions of both those
who opposed or were in favour of the use of the drug.
In Older to ascertain the truth, and to be in a position
to substantiate more clearly by facts the opinion which
I had already formed, I began a special inquiry on
my return to Jeypore in the summer of 1892, and in
August of the same year prepared, and issued to a
number of my assistants, and to leading men of all

classes, a series of questions, based in part on a paper
written by Surgeon-Lieutenant-Coloncl Crombie of
Calcirtta, but to a considerable extent on my own
experience. I have received a large number of replies
from men of all classes in Jej'pore. These include the
present Minister of the State and his predecessor, the
Eaja of Khetree, the Eao Eajaof Sikar, Eao Bahadur
Grovind Singh, the first noble of Jeypore, and other
members of the council, the President of the Jeypore
Municipality, the two United Presbyterian Missionaries
at Jeypore, the Superintendent of the gaols, and my
two fully qualified assistants (one of whom is a Calcutta
graduate), 20 hospital assistants, and seven native
doctors, three Moh.amedan Halcims or practitioners of
the Yiinani system of medicine ; Brahmans, Eajputs,
Jains, Kayasths, female medical practitioners, Vaids,
&c. In all 65 separate opinions have bean obtained,
of which I submit a carefully compiled precis as well
as a summary.* In considering these opinious most
weight must, of course, be attached to those of the
older and more experienced men, especially amongst
the hospital assistants, some of whom have only
recently entered the service. I have given their state-
ments in full, although in some cases their replies are
clearly mere guesses, as I wish it to be understood that I
have in no way made a selection to suit my own views.
I have for many years past had under my care from 60
to 90 in-patients at the Mayo Hospital in Jeypore, and
have also seen the most important cases amongst the
out-patients. The two large prisons of the State and
the lunatic asylum, as regurds their medical arrano-e-
ments, are also under my supervision. There are 27
dispensaries under me, and the hospital assistants in

• For list of persons consulted and snmmiry of their replies see
Appendix I, to this Volume "

charge of these send copies of all m.edical opinions they
give in the courts for my information. The whole of the

men in the Jeypore army, who are supposed to be fit

for pension, come before me, and, when in camp, I

have abundant opportunity of meeting men of all classes

and castes.

20,263. What opinion hate you come to on the basis

of this elaborate investigation in regard to the use of

opium in Eajptttana?—-My deliberate opinion, based
upon all my investigations and mature experience, is

that the prohibition of the growth, manufacture, and
sale of opium in native States would be not only un-
wise, but an act of cruelty. This is quite apart from
the economic aspect of the question. Opium, in my
opinion, is the best, the safest, and, in this part of the

country, the cheapest drug which is available for the

relief of pain and of many ailments from which the
people, especially the poorer classes, suft'er. It is the
one which is most under control, the one which, even
when tukeu in excess, is the least injurious, and the
one to the use of which, even amongst the most strict,

the least blame (if there be any stigma at all) is attached.

The inevitable resuit of any attempt to lessen the
facility with which opium is procurable would be the
resort to spirits of the strongest and most pernicious
kinds (these being the cheapest), or to other articles

which would serve to stimulate or relieve pain, but
none of which wonld, I believe, answer the purpose so
well as opium. In India there are very many articles

which, in emergency, are capable of service as stimu-
lants and narcotics, and all of them are occasionally
used. Hindus, and even Brahmans, take hhang with-
out sense of shame, but rather glory in its use, as it is

oh'ered to Shiva, or Mahadeo, with whom it is said to
be a favourite food. Dhatura seeds are used by a few,
arsenic preparations of the Icuchla nut, or strychnine,
by others ; many eat zarda or coarse tobacco ; the
richer classes take pan or betel with cardamoms,
cloves, lime, nutmeg, &c.. nearly all day long. All
of these, even^am to some when taken in excess as it

so often is, are, I consider, in most cases worse than
opium. Beyond this, however, is the fact that some of
them are mere luxuries, and all are incapable of exactly
filling the place of opium. Drugs and stimulants are
almost necessary if life is not to be a burden to the
poor vegetarian, whose food in India is notoriously
insipid to a degree which is hardly realised by
Europeans. One of my native correspondents says,
" Without the poppy the poor would be like the dead."
The use of hhang or other preparations of Indian hemp,
to which many would resort if deprived of opium,
would, I think, be a great evil, as it is not unfrequently
the cause of much misery, of deterioiationof health, and
oven of certain forms of insanity; but there can be no
question that the general use of alcohol would be a fearful
calamity. I hiive seen many families ruined by drink.
In the Jeypore State it is well known that, within
30 or 40 years, there have been as many as three or
four Thakurs or nobles who have succeeded one after
the other to valuable estates, and have all died from
drink. I have myself seen several young nobles of
less than 20 years of age who have thus come to a
premature end.

20,264. Speaking from your personal experience, do you
think that the effect of alcohol in Eajputana is different
from its efli'ects on the people of Western Europe?
There seems something in the nature of alcohol which
the Indian cannot resist. In too many cases nothing
can stop him until death puts an end to his life. Since
I came to Jeypore the number of shops for the sale of
European spirits has enormously increased. In Bengal
it is well known that alcohol has done fearful mischief
within the last 30 years. My assistant, Babu Jadonath
De, refers to this with just dread. He thinks it came
in with the European Conquest of Bengal, but the ^ioe
is an old one. The Ain-i-Akbari is full of examples of
the premature death of great Moghul nobles from
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excessive drinking, and so aic works which relate to the

history of later monnvchs than Akbar. No ono over

heard, as fur as my knowlcKlgc goes, in India of opium
doing such terrible mischief. Even if abused at the

very worst the opium-eater only does harm or is a

nuisance lo himself. I should not have the slightest

hesitation iu substituting opium for alcohol wherever
possible in the case of a native of India.

20,265. What objection woald you have to the use of

opium being prohibited except for medicinal purposes 'i

—It is asked whether the sale should be prohibited

except for medical purposes. I reply in the negative,

because in this country it would be impossible to give

medical sanction for its use in every village. In

Jeypore, which is particularly well supplied with
dispensaries, many people are a day's journey and in

some oases two or three from those institutions. Many
villages have neither VaiA nor Hakim, and what regu-

lations could control a bania or common shopkeeper 'f

It is the very facility with which a well-known remedy
like opium is procurable that adds to its value. There
is another thing, namely, that in Rajputana a poor man
can get relief from pain or stimulation in weariness for

a very small sum if he uses opium, whereas alcohol

would cost much more than he could afford. I have
dwelt particularly on eating opium, the use of poppy-
heads, and of opium in solution, because I have most
knowledge of these modes of using the drug, and opium
smoking is rare in Jeypore ; but in the districts infusion

of poppy heads is still cheaper, and, therefore, much
more resorted to by the poor.

20,266. Do you think that any further restrictive

measures are desirable ?—I do not think any restrictive

measures are desirable ; moi'eover, I feel sure that

they are impracticable. The Emperor Jahangir in

India in 1617. and Shah Abbas in Persia, did their

utmost to check by penal enactments the use of tobacco

shortly aftsr its introduction into the two countries,

but without the slightest effect, and so it would be with
opium. As far as 1 can learn, the Moghuls made no
such efforts to stop the use of opium, though in the

Ain-i-Akbari mention is made of its uses, ono man
going so far as to eat it like cheese fiom his mother.

A great many men might suffer for a, time by anti-

opium legislation, but in the end they would have their

way or resort to one of the substitutes to which I have

advanced such strong objections.

20,267. What do you think with regard to the

disposition of the people of India in regard to

the use of opium for non-medical purposes, and
their willingness to bear the cost of prohibitive

measures P— There are a few men whose minds
dwell on the abuse rather than on the use of

opium, of bhang, and particularly of alcohol, who see

individual oases in which harm has resulted, and who
are well fed, healthy, and well cared for themselves,

and have their passions and appetites under control,

who express a wish that something should be done,

and also think that prohibition or restriction might be

useful, but nearly all of them are of opinion that any
change must be very gradual, otherwise great suffering

would be caused, and, almost to a man, they fear that

in putting check on one evil, there is the terrible

danger of running into another, and that is ihe use of

alcohol. There is, moreover, a great unanimity of

opinion that if anything is to be done, the Government
should do it, as any odium that might be incurred

would not fall on individuals, but on the broad back of

the paramount power. The Walter Krit Eajputra Hit

Karini Sabha or Bajpur. Social Eeform Committee, and,

I believe, the Kayasth Reform Committee also would
restrict the use of opium, bhang, &c., but chiefly as a

part of ceremonial at feasts, &o., but they do not aim,

I think, at interference with personal freedom in the

matter. As to the willingness to bear even a part of

the cost of prohibitive measures, I am sure the general

attitude would be best and most correctly summed up
in the words of my friend Rao Bahadur Kantee

Chunder Mookerjee, that any attempt to make men
pay for it would be " ::uh(,m '' or oppression. Even

inquiry almost bears this aspect in the eyes of the

majority of the people. The Jeypore Durbar aided me
iu the accumulation of facts regarding the persons who
use opium, and my subordinates made their inquiries

with the utmost care and tact, and the people were also

assured that no tax or interference with them was

contemplated, yet the opposition and suspicion were so

great in the city of Jeypore amongst the common

O 82588.

people, thiit I felt that it would bo very undesirable t)
make a similar investigation as to the use of bhanr/,

and, therefore, refrained from collecting cases, when a
series of questions was sent to mc to All up for tiic

Commission on Hemp Drug-!. Even when the object is

beyond cavil a good one, the common people so dreiid
the results of minute peisonal inquiries, that I consider
the frequent making of them a source of political

danger both to our own and the native Governments.
I submit a letter* from my friend the Rao Raja of
Sikar, in which are some important remarks on this

subject.

20,268. What information can you give us in regard
to the consumption of opium by the different races
and in the different districts of India ?—As regards the
consumption of opium by the different races and in the
different districts of India, and the effect of such
consumption on the moral and physical condition of the
people. In the Jeypore teiTitory opium is consumed
by all classes of the population, and, as far as my
information and in(|uiries go, by about 25 per cent, of
the adult males among the Hindus generally, by
perhaps halt as many of the Mohamedans, and by a
still smaller proportion of the Jains, who are Hindus
by race, though not orthodox in religion. The last

named use more bhang. Rao Bahadur Kantee Chunder
Mookerjee, C.I.E., gives me a curious reascn, but
probably the true one, for the lesser consumption
amongst Musalmans here, viz., the fact that they are
physically stronger than Hindus. Perhaps this is

because they are meat-eaters. On the other hand, in

large towns in British territory, with a great number of

Mohamedan inhabitants, they use the drug much more
largely than the Hindus. The Rajputs are the greatest
consumers on the western border and in North Jey-
pore, or the Shekhawati districts. Ninety per cent,

of the Shekhawets, who observe some Mohamedan
customs also, are said by Thakur Hari Singh to

take opium in old age, while in youth 10 per cent,

perhaps may do so. Amongst the Rathores of Marwar,
the tribe of the Maharaja of Jodlipore, with whom the
great majority of the Kachwahas, the ruling clan of

Jeypore, are allied in marriage, opium is taken almost
without exception by all the guests at feasts of betrothal.
It is also offered at visits of condolence, and thus every
one personally learns the effects of opium and becomes
habituated to its use. The Rajput drinks spirit also,

and takes bhang, but, as a ruling chief once said to me,
" To take one intoxicant or drug is good, but a man is

" unwise who habitually uses several." This was with
reference to a prince who had just died from excess of
several kinds. Some subsidiary and allied castes take
opium in the same way. I have already noticed that it

is given to the Bheel to cement peace after quarrels.

Rajputs eat it together at the Akha Tij, or anniversary
of the beginning of the golden age, and it is said to be
generally given in cases of female infanticide. For
disease, or as a prophylactic, opium is used to the
greatest extent in the Jeypore territory near the fort

of Ranthambhor, and in the district in the south-east
corner of the State between the rivers Bannas and
Chamba', which is very malarious. Almost everyone
uses it in these parts in the belief that it protects
against the prevailing disease. All through the State,

accoi ding to my experience, sowars, the Nagas or
members of a sect of religious military monks peculiar
to Jeypore who are most reliable soldiers of the State,

and official servants of all kinds, whose duties necessi-

tate exposure to all weathers, in most instances, sooner
or later, use opium. The general history is this : a
sowar, for example, has to carry messages at all hours
of the day or night ; he gets wet, and his clothes dry
upon him ; this happens over and over again ; some-
times he suffers from fever, sometimes from muscular
pain, or from chronic rheumatism, or a little diarrhoea,

and is always sore and stiff; he takes a little ojiium,

which at once relieves him and enables him to do his

work. In my inspection tours such men accompany
me and get through their stage at a rapid pace, pei-baps

an hour before sunrise, without the slightest difficulty.

They can always be relied upon to do their work without
murmuring, but without opium they would have been
fit for nothing, and would not have been able to earn a
livelihood for themselves or their families.

20,269. What have you noticed in regard to the effect

of opium on old men ?—It is really pitiable to see the
worn out, crippled old men, who come to me every
year by the hundred to be examined as to fitness for

pension, who for jears have worked on under these
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conditions, and ha,\v. been kbpt goiut^ in many cases
b^' opium alcuc. Tlieir pay may be suCRcieJit tu ker])

thrm -WLdl-fed and Avell ckd, and sn protuca them
against disease, but every one has a family or a num-
ber of hangers-on to support, who dram him of funds,

and thus keep him ill-fed. Everywhere the pi lor suffer

to an enormous extent from malarious fevers, as well

as from their sequelae, from sciatica, enlarged spleen,

ulcerated legs, muscular pains, and neur.algia of all

kinds, also from chronic rheumatism, asthma, chronic

bronchitis, pleurodynia, chronic dyspepsia (due to

coarse feeding, exposure, and malaria), dysentery, and
chronic diarrhoea. In all such cases, and especially

where they are accompanied by aching and pain,

opium is the sheet anchor. Everyone knows it, every-

one can get it without diiKculty, and, in the vast

majority of instances, the sufferer obtains relief. It

is not, "therefore, wonderful that a man flies to the

remedy again and again, and at last cannot li^e without

it. It is also taken for reeral fistulas and hemorrhoids

to relieve pain. The rich in the largo cities, especially

iu Jeypore, suffer often for many years from such
affections owing to i heir sedentary habits. They fear

to be rolic\ cd by surgei-y, Bence resort to opium. I

have lately had a case in which a Seth or banker so

suffered, without undergoing operation, for six yeai's.

I remember another case of a great scholar who died

of jirolapse of the bowel consequent on the presence of

an enormous number of large hemorrhoids, who for

some yeai'S took opium to reliev^ fearful suffering

rather than adopt reasonable treatment which might
end in a surgical operation. Of course he ought to

have sought relief and cure in the proper way, but his

history is that of many people here, and especially in

the districts where no skilled surgical aid is available.

Opium, according to most authorities on drugs, cfiecks

every secretion in the body except that of the skin and
mammary glands, and, some add, the testicles. It is

used therefore on this account in certain disorders, as,

for example, epiphora or excessive discharge of water
from the eyes. My own khansama, or head table-

servant, who has been in my employ more than 16

years, and is a most reliable, respectable, and trust-

worthy man, has taken opium from his seventh year
for this cause. He now eats nine and a half ounces of

opium every month, or about 147 grains a day, without
ill effects, and has taken a great deal more. He is nearly

70 years old, and until last year went regularly into

•camp with me, riding 20 or even 25 miles every night,

and working several hours in the day.

20. 270. What further evidence have you had of the
usefulness of opium in diseases ?—In glaucoma, ulcer-

ation of the cornea and injuries or acute diseases of the

e3-e, the pain is very severe, and the onlj- known mode
of relieving it in the districts i,> by giving a narcotic,

preferably opium. Opium is the best generally avail-

able remedy or palliative for diabetes, the curse of well-

to-do people in Bengal.

20.271. Is it not the common household remedy
throughout Rajputana ?—^Yes.

20.272. In what way is it used P—The ignorant and
poor only kno^v one really effectual drug for relieving

pain in disease and accident, and th;it is opium. The
aged use it to lessen the feeling of iveakness and to enable

them to bear the trials and infirmities peculiar to their

time of life. It is not surprising that a drug, of which
a great aathority, " Whithi ," writes as follows, should be
found so valuable in disease in India :

" These hypnotic
" and anodyne qualities of opium rendei' it the most
" important drug in the P'harmacopceia ; and again, as a

" ' pain reliever,' opium surpasses all others in certainty
" of action and safety."

20,27:1. I understand you have got a very large

nnmbcr of answers from individuals to whom you
applied in regard to various points beai-ing on the

u^e of o]iium. What are some of the i-casons given why
people begin the opium habit P—My list of the reasons

for resorting to the habitual use of opium shows a large
number of ca^es in ivhich grief is stated to be the real

cause. This full)' bears out my experience. Very many
poor hardworking peasants, and speei;illy females, have
assured me that opium alone has given them ease when
deprived of theii- song or broad-winners, or of their

means of living in comfort. I do not recollect any case

in which such persons have abused the drug. Others
take it when cold and worn out by exposure and hard
labour, and iind it tides rhein over the difficulty and
enables them to recurn to their daily tasks witii renewed

energy. It is taken by a large number of |iersons iu

tlie same way that m Europe wine or beer is used, viz.,

merely as a. stimulant or a slight exhilaraut al'tei- toil,

for the temporary alleviation from the petty worries of

life widcli it atlords. No doubt many begin it in this

Avay because others use it, and because they learu its

value in these respects at caste feasts, but I do not
think that such men often use it in excess. A larger
dose is gener.iUy used in the wet season than in the dry
months, and still more in the cold weather. The regular
opium-eater l;hus becomes indifferent to cold and climatic
changes, and is protected from many diseases which are
caused thereby, and, as a consequence, does not, as far

as my inquiries go, suffer so much as other natives of
India from visiting Europe or the hills ; of course, it is

understood that he must be well fed.

20.274. What is the quantity usually taken by
habitual opium-eaters in this neighboui'hood p—The
quantity taken ranges from ,3 to 20 or eveu 30 grains
a day in ordinary eases up to a tola or 180 grains, or
even to far larger quantities. Those who take it regu-
larh" increase the dose, btit slowly ; those who are
irregular and careless in the end take large quantities.

In the rains and cold weather, as before stated, the dose
is increased to produce the same effect as in the hot
season. The tendencj^ is to increase the dose, but in
moderation with prudent persons ^\'b.o have command
over themselves. Like all drugs and stimulants it is, of
course, liable to abuse, but far less so, in my opinion,
and in that of all the more reliable and expei'ienoed
persons whom I lia\e consulted, than with spirits,

wines, or hhang.

20.275. What is the kind of opium used in this dis-

trict ; is it the opium grown here P—For the most part
it is grown in Rajputaua.

20.276. Can you tell us whether - the opium of
Rajputaua is of the same strength as the Benares and
Patua opium ?—I believe the pure opium is. It is ex-
ported as opium, and pays the ordinary duty on the
frontier.

20.277. In your opinion, at any rate, it is about the
same strength ?—The opium we get in the Bazars to
make our tinctures and other medical preparations,
which we use in the dispensaries, answers as well as
the ordinary Benares or Patna opium.

20.278. What have you to say in regard to the
relation of the opium habit to suicide P—I have never
seen a man desire to commit suicide because he was
addicted to opium-eating, but I have been called upon
for advice in such a case from the excessive use of tea.
I have also seen tobacco abused so as to nearly kill its

victim. For disease or weariness opium is generally
first used in middle life. Younger men take it in
company, or as beer or wine are taken at an earlier age
in Europe, and a few begin it at puberty or shortly
afterwards in the hope of remedying the evil results of
dissipation. In a very small number of cases parents
continue to give it to their own children from careless-
ness or on account of disease. Women take the drug
less frequently than men, and usually only for disease.
My impression is that I have seen niore females than
male-i who have assigned grief as the cause for their use
of the drug.

20.279. What effect has the use of opium on the
moral character ?—The most important questions, no
doubt, are whether opium tends to degrade those who
use it, to deteriorate their health, to cause neglect of
business, poverty, gambling, domestic unhappiness, or
sensuality. As to degradation, I think it is quite clear
that no stigma of any kind attaches to the man who
takes opium for disease, oi' even as a luxury and ordinary
stimulant. I have seen many men eat it publicly, even
Mobamedans of repute and respectability ; but, per-
ha]is, with the exception of eating tobacco and ^lavt, the
same cannot be said for any other drugs or stimulants.
A man who takes a large quantity may sometimes nod
in Darbar, and so be the subject of friendly chaff, but
his friends do not seem to have the less reo-ard or
esteem for him.

20.280. Are habitual opium-eaters good business
men P—As regards business, exce).)t in case of excess
and even then it will probaljly be found that other
stimulants aie used at llie same time, 1 do not think
ci,-es of neglect or diminished capacity are common.
On the contrary, I have found that opium-eaters are
tenacious of purpose, that they may he refied upon to
do work conscientiously, and after tiieir regular dose
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even show increasic of power and mental activity (such

increase of power has been made use of not unsui:ccss-

fuUyby those who have to nndorgo a severe educational

test examination). Some of the best soldiers who guard
my camp on tour, or the horsemen who show me the

road, eat large doses of opium. My khansama, who
has been already referred to as a great opium-eater, is

a valued servant well known as a most respectable and
really good man with unusually good manners. A
certain amount of time may be wasted, perhaps, in

taking the drug and as the effects are passing off, but,

from a business point of view, an opium-eater is as
sharp as his neighbours, and, I should say, a better

hand at driving a bargain. The present Minister of
Jcypore gives his own expeiience of the use of the drug,
which is sufficient as regards the intelligence of opium-
eaters, but he and I were once called upon to decide
whether a man who was in custody should be allowed
to take an enormous dose of the drug as it was feared
thSlt he intended to commit suicide. He took the dose,

which he weighed against a piece of chalk about two
inches long (that he scraped daily in order to diuiinish

the dose imperceptibly) before us, without any ill

effects. He was an exceptionally able man of great
intellectual power, and was, what is more remarkable,
the moat enormous man I ever saw.

20.281. Do you think poverty can result from the use
of opium ?—Poverty can hardly result in this part of
India from taking opium or the poppy, as both are very
cheap. Many men would not be able to work for their
families if they did not use the drug, hence to some
extent it may be looked upon as a source of gain rather
than loss.

20.282. Has it any efiect on family relations P—One
of my informants thinks domestic unhappiness might
ensue from the want of opium. The prevailing opinion
is to the same effect here, and I know of no cases to the
contrary. The family of the drunkard are always
unhappy and in fear, but the relatives of an opium-eater
know that, at the worst, he cannot bring them to open
shame or injure them. Those who use chantlu and
madalc, sometimes cause some trouble to their friends,

because these articles are taken in public shops, hence
may lead to neglect of work, just as in the case with
the frequenters of pablic-housus. When idleness ensues
it is from the same causes. Gambling is not a result of
using opium. It certainly does not increase sensuality.

As regards disease, I think much of the ill-fame which
is said by the unexperienced to attach to the use of
opium is due to the fact that the natural results,

progress, and (t:/^ination of the diseases for which it is

taken are contonnded with the supposed evil action of
the drug itself. As I have pointed out, men take opium
for a definite cause, generally for chronic disease, and
it is my firm belief that, in the vast majority of cases,

they do so with decided benefit, and with the effect of

prolonging life. But opium does not always care and
may only afford partial relief ; the disease itself may
increase, though less slowly than before, and eventually
kill. Sometimes opium may be taken in excess and so

become a disease itself, but I think such cases are very
rare. I see a few cases every year of obstinate con-
stipation, almost amounting to obstruction of the
bowels, in those who take large doses of opium, buD
they are generally due to irregular dosing, and usually
rapidly yield to proper treatment again. Dysentery is

often said to be caused \>y opium, but I think rarely
with justice. In his well-known work on poisons, Dr.
Murrell asks this question—''Is opium-eating or opium-
" smoking necessarily and universally pernicious?"
and in his answer attributes the prevailing belief to

the descriptions of the older writers, especially to

De Quincey, whose health oidy suffered when he took
enormous quantities. He instances the Chinese as a
nation which proves the contrary, and especially refers

to the great age of many habitual opium-eaters. All my
experience goes to confirm his views. A short time ago
I had an old woman in the Mayo Hospital who had
taken large quantities of opium for many years, and
finally died when about 100 years old. There are men
in Jeypore who are nearly as good examples of the long
duration of life of opium-eaters. On the whole, the
use of opium in preventing the encroachments or
mitigating the ill-effects of disease, and in lessening
the effects of worry, must increase the sum of years of
human life, and add greatly to the comfort of in-

dividuals. Most of my informants think it has nothing
to do with the duration of life, and many consider that

it lengthens it.

"20,28.3. Have you had any experience with regard to

the effect of the opium habit on subjects of surgical

operations ?—It has been said that opium-eaters are
not good subjects for surgical operations, I have not
found it so apart frorn the disease for which it has been
taken. Three months ago I removed a large calculus
weighing four ounces from the bladder of a man who
took opium and poppy (15 grains opium and 5 drachms
poppy-heads). He recovered without a single bad
symptom,

20,281. What has been your experience of the effect

of the opium habit on crime?—Almost without excep-
tion my informants agree that opium-eaters arc not,

as such, guilty of crime. Opium-eaters, like other

persons, may commit crimes, but not because they take
opium, rather the contrary indeed. A little petty
theft, for the sake of procuring the drug, may be
traced to them. I do not recollect ever having had to

dismiss an opium-eater from service under me or to

have had occasion to find serious fault with one,

though often I have had to deal seriously with
drunkards.

20.285. What experience have you had of opium
being given to infants ?—Children are given opium in

Rajputana from about the third month to the second,

third, or even fourth year, chiefly to keep them quiet,

and set free the mothers for domestic duties or work,
also to prevent pain and crying during dentition, and
in the hope of preventing and curing diarrhoea and
such like infantile disorders. At one time I thought
the practice wholly bad, but my views have somewhat
changed, and I am not wow prepared to say that a veiy
ancient custom such as this is withont justification in

a country in which pure milk is most difficult to be had
by the poor. Goats and cows act too often as scavengers
to make it at all sure that their milk is healthy even
when directly drawn from the animal. To the universal

practice of boiling the milk, to the prolonged lactation

of infants, and to some extent to the use of opium, 1

am inclined to attribute the fact that any children of

the poor in some of the large cities of Rajputana ever
survive to grow up at all tii be men and women. The
children show no desire in after-life to especially resort

to opium, nor is the progeny of those who use opium
less active or healthy than that of other people. Neai'ly

all my informants agree with me that insanity never
follows the use or even abuse of opium. The chief

Tunani physician here. Sheikh Buali Sena (Avicenna)
and Hakim Ali state that some kinds of mania are

cured by opium ; one man thinks the want of it leads to

foolishness. The general opinion is that it is not
disgraceful to take opium in moderation. Some think
it an infirmity, and of course all consider the abuse
unwise. It is only contrary to the religion of the

Musalman, and with liim in the same sense, that all

intoxicants and stimulants are forbidden even as

tobacco is ; but, as one of my subordinates s&ya, " pre-

cepts are not practice." Mohamedans allow it to be
used as a drug, but alcohol is so abhorred that if a
drop of it is spilt on a garment the piece of cloth

should be cut out. On the question of liability to

disease, I think that the opium-eater is protected

against many minor ills, and especially against bowel
complaints, diabetes, and malarious affections.

20.286. Have you anything to say in regard to opium
as an aphrodisiac ?—I think that the statement that

opium is used for vicious purposes as an aphrodisiac is

incorrect. All my evidence goes to show that it does

not increase sexual appetite. In cases of failing health,

due to excessive and premature use of the sexal organs
in the male, it is taken because it is the general ijn-

pressiou amongst nati\es of India, that it delays seminal

emission, especially if taken with milk. This is a very
different thing from employing it as an excitant. In
the east, where failure from various causes is verj^

common, many other medicines are used as aphrodisiacs,

as, for example, 8try,-3hnine, musk, Indian hem]3, and
very many indigenous' drugs. The authorities on

Maieria Medico, are very uncertain on this point. The
majority say nothing on the subject, a-nd others merely

that it is used in the Bast as an aphrodisiac.

20.287. I understand that you have collected the

details of some 4,400 opium-eaters in the Jeypore

District, and that you have tabulated the lesults P

—

Tes.

20.288. Do you think you could supply an analysis* in

tabular form which might be put in the Appendix p— I

think so.

Lieut.-Cul.

T.H. H<-n,lh,l,
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* See Appendix II. to this Volume.
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20,269. You also obtained 55 reports from persons

you applied ki, and I understand yon have made an

analysis of these reports ; would you kindly hand it in

for printing in the Appendix 'f— !fes.

20.290. (Mr. Wihon.) In referring to the fact that

the pouplo were largely vegetaiians, you spoke of

opiTim as almost a necessary of life, but apparently

only a small proportion of people get this necessity of

lifer'— I spoke generally there. I tiiid, •'Drugs and

stimulants of some kind ;
" in that I was referring to

fan, and some of the things I had previously men-
tioned.

20.291. Do you think a very large proportion of the

people do take florae of these articles you refer to ?—
They take something alw.ays, I think ; strong pickles,

or something of that sort, strong condiments, chillies,

&c. I believe I am correct in staling that all vege-

tarians here use chillies and assafoetdia.

20.292. Yon also refer to the number of shops for

the sale ol European spirits, are they pretty freely

liotmsed in this city ?—I know nothing of that aspect of

the question.

20.293. You know there are a great many?—Yes. I

think it is to the increased desire to use European
liquor that there are so many more Eiiropean shops

than formerly.

2< 1,294. You referred to the Eathoros of Marwar, are

they a tribe or clan of the Eajputs H—That is the i-uling

clan of Jodhpiiru, of which the Maharajah is the head,

[t is one of the great divisions of the Eajput races.

20.295. Am I right in believing it is a large aiid

numerous clan ?—Yes.

20.296. I do not know whether you are acquainted with

the " Annals of Eajasthan," by Lieut.-Col. James Tod ?

—I am.

20.297. Are you aware that in that book, on page 163

of Vol. 2, he says, " Though debased by one besetting
" sin, the use of opium, the Eathore is yei a noble
" animal y"—I have not found him a noble animal, I

have found him a very noble individual. T have served
in Marwar. I was thoroughly well acquainted with
the late Maharajah of Jodhpore and ihe present one,

and many of the Chiefs amongst the Eathorcs, and am
proud to have many of them as my friends.

20.298. Would you agree with Col. Tod that it is this

besetting sin which debases them?— I have not said

that opium was debasing, nor were the people debased.

20.299. Lieuc.-Col. Tod has referred to the use of

opium as the besetting sin of these people which debases
them ; do j-ou agree with that expression of opinion?

—

1 do not agrue. I think Col. Tod's experience of Mar-
war was very small. He was principally in Meywar,
and only made a tour, as far as 1 know, through Mar-
war. It is well known that Col. Tod was very much
prejudiced in favour of Meywar, and against Marwar.
In another place Col. Tod writes, with reference to the

Bajputs, of amal pani being " dearer to them than
life."

20.300. You said that almost everyone uses opium in

certain districts in the belief that it protects against

the prevailing disease, which 1 understand to mean
malarial disease ?— Malarial.

20.301. Is it your opinion that it does protect a man
against that ?— I believe it does ; but I believe there arc

better things. It is the only thing they can resort to

under the circumstances.

20.302. I am referring to the expression you used,

that they take it in the belief, is that your belief too ?

—

To a limited extent it is. Of course, it does not protect

like quinine or other drugs.

20.303. Then you also refer to " worn-out, crippled

old men ;
" but these old men have been crippled by

taking opium, have they not P—No, through disease.

They have only been kept alive by opium.

20,304 You think they would not have lived at all if

it had not been for opium ?—Tbty certainly would
hot have been able to work.

20.305. You do not think the opium had anything to

do with their miserable condition p—No. I think they
would be better without the disease than the opium.

20.306. Y'on referred also to chaudu and Madak as
being taken in public shops ; I daresay you heard wha'j

the last witness said, that there are no chandn shops ?

— 1 have said already 1 know very little about chandn
and madak.

211,307. You said that those who use cbandu and
madak sometimes cause trouble to their friends, be-

cause these articles are taken in [mblic shops. The last

witness said there were no such shops, and I want to

know whether you can reconcile your statement with,

his?—His statement is confined to Jeypore, and mine
is a general stacement.

20.308. Y'ou are not referring to this part of the
country ?—Not generally. Speaking of Jeypore, I have
already said that my experience is very small connected
with smoking opium.

20.309. Do I understand from your evidence that the
general insanitary conditions of Eajputana are extremely
unfavourable to child life ?— Very unfavourable to life

altogctber, I should thiuk, but still more so to child

life, especially in the lai'ger cities. Sanitation is

making some progress, but we are only ou the fringe of

i.he subject. It is notorious here that the mortality
amongst children is enormous.

20.310. In reference to the use of opium as an
aphrodisiac, I do not quite sec where the contradiction
is. You say that you think it is ii>correct to say that
it is used for vicious purposes, liecausc you think it docs
not have that effect ; but a thing m^iy be used for the
purpose, .ind yet not have the cfTect, may it not—it

may be taken for a vicious purpose although it may fail

to effect that purpose ?—Yes, but I do not think it is

generally taken in that way. I think it is taken when
a man's powers are failing—he t.akes it as a drug iu the
hope of keeping himself in good condition.

20.311. Have you known young men take it for that
purposs ?—Young men are very soon worn out in this
country, and they may take it under that impression
when they become diseased, but not as a stimulant
during health.

20.312. I gather .that you distinctly state that one
great reason why you would not favour any stringent
restriction on the use of opium is the fear that people
would Hy to the use of alcohol, gaiija, and so on ?—The
great reason is that it is the most available drug for the
relief of pain. I do not think any i-estrictive measures
are desirable.

20.313. Would you be in favour of any further re-
strictions than at present exists on those articles ? I
should like to see their use restricted very much indeed.
I doubt whether it would be possible, but the evils of
drink arc so enormous in this country, especially
amongst the nobility, that I should be very glad if they
could be in any way restricted.

20.314. I think that in the Med'ual Journal, of the
30th of April 1892, you wrote a letter in which this
passage occurs, " There is nothing remarkable iu this

"

(that is referring to Eajputs not caring to confess the
habit) "as no Rajput would care to acknowledge,
" especially to a European, that ho was not quite so
" strong as he used to be in his early youth, and that he
" was compelled to take a little wine or opium for his
" stomach's sake." Is not that a little contrary to some
of the things you have said to us p—I do not think so.
In what way p

20.315. That he would not like to confess he took it ?—He would not like to confess generally that he was
getting a weaker man, and had to take stimulants of
any sort.

20.316. What you meant was that he would not like
to confess to the weakness

;
you think he does not mind

confessing to opium?—A Eajput always calls himself a
Jawan, or young man, until he is 40, and he would not
like to confess that he has to take anything in order
to strengthen his failing powers. He dyes his whiskers
that ho may appear to be a young man as long as
possible.

20.317. (Mr. Fanshawe.) We have been told before
that the non-medical and medical uses of opium vci-y
much tijnd to merge into each other ; I rather under-
stand that is your view too p—It is difficult to distin-
guish the eft'ects of the opium and the disease.

20.318. 1 mean rather in this war, that many men
begin the habit in connexion with dis'oase, and then go
on with it as a habit, taking opium as a restorative or
stimulant f—It is quite possible. They begin the habit
and it is difficult to lea\e it off. They find cerlain
advantages are derived from it.
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20,31.9. Dr. Ricu, of 30 years' experience iu the

Central Provinces, told us that many men in the lower
classes would be unable to do their day's work, and
would be practically brought to starvation, if it were

not for taking opium ?—That is what I referred to with Surgeon-
reference to the Sowiirs. Lieut.-Col.

20,320. That is the view whi^'h you would also take ?
T.H.HemUey,

Yes, certainly. CLE.

The witness withdrew.
•29 .Tun. 1894,

Rao Baiiadub. Tuakur Gobinb Singh called in and examined.

20.321. (Sir .7. Lyall.) I believe you are Thakur, or

chief, of Chanmoo in Jeypore ?— Yes.

20.322. How big is your country P— It is a large

country. The population is about 45,000.

20.323. What opinion have you formed about the

opium ([uestion ?—I wish to show the results that are

likely to follow from a stop "neing put to the growth of

opium. If the growth of opium was suppressed there

would be a great loss in revenue and iu custom duties.

It would rot be possible by a re -adjustment of rates on
cereals and other crops that might take its place to

make up for the loss, for the rates have been fixed on
cereals and other crops for many years, and any
attempt to increase them would cause the utmost
dissatisfiiction, and would be regarded by the people as

a great oppression. And not only would there be a loss

in revenue and custom duties, but the Zamindars would
also sufi'er greatly, for, as I shall show further on,

there is no crop which gives such a large return to the

cultivator as opium, and therefore to suppress its

growth would be a severe hardship to the Zamindar.
There would be no loss in excise at all, for no excise

whatever is derived either from opium or any of its

preparations. Furthermore there will, in my opinion,

be a loss in credit if the growth of opium is prohibited.

The growers will say they have prohibited us from
growing the crop that paid us best, and allow us only

to grow what gives us a poor return for our labour. If

they have stopped the opium they may stop our other

crops at any time, or begin to take hasil from the zdbti

crop. What assurance have we that they will not ? In

this way there will be great disquietuae, then they will

have difficulty in getting advances from the Bohras for

their crops. At present they have no difficulty, for

the Bohras know that they will get their money back
again, but they will hesitate to advance on crops for

which a repayment may not be possible. Furthermore,

the officials will be thrown into a state of disquietude

because of the great difference in income caused by the

prohibition. There are two ways in which revenue is

derived from the cultivators. First, the cultivator

gives a certain portion of his grain crop, such as barley,

wheat, &o., to the Jagirdur. Secondly, there are

certain crops classed as ;:(Mi, such as cotton, sugar-cane,

chillies, carrots, and opium, &c. Now the cultivator

does not give any poi-tion of this crop to the Jagirdars,

but instead, he gives money, say, from one to two rupees

per bigha according to the crop. The Zamindars prefer

to grow this second class of crops, because it is more
profitable to them, while the first class of crops is

preferred by the Jagirdar for a similar reason In this

way the Jagirdars encourage the Zamindars to grow
the cereal crops, while they do what they can to dis-

courage the growth of the 'Mhii crops. For this reason

the cereal crops are more cultivated than the other.

But one article of the zahti crop must be exempted from

the above description, that article is opium. Opium is

a crop which is the most profitable crop both to the

Jagirdar and the Zamindar. Naturally, therefore, there

is a desire to have as much land as possible under

opium cultivation ; but for two reasons the growth of

opium is i-estricted. first, opium can only be grown on

certain land profitably, and that land is limited in area,

and secondly, supposing there was a large area of land

suitable for opium cultivation, it would still be restricted,

for grain and grass must be grown in suflRcient quan-

tities not only to supply present wants, but to enable us

to provide against a possible famine in the future. One
other point we may mention here, if we were to treat

the zabti crop as we treat the cereal, and take hasil

from it, that is, take a certain portion of the crop, then

certainly our revenue would be much increased, but

that change we cannot make, because this custom has

come down to the present time from antiquity, and no

change would be tolerated on thr part of the Zamindars.

It would be considered a wanton invasion of their rights,

and they would refuse to cultivate the land at all.

There can be no doubt that our forefathers, with great
wisdom and consideration, and with a perfect know-
ledge of all the circumstances of the case, made this

twofold division by which their revenue was derived.

And to attempt to change it now would be a disastrous
mistake. Again, were the growth of opium prohibited
the Zamindars would have the greatest difficulty in
paying back the money which has been lent to them by
the Bohras. This would be likely to give riae to a
good deal of ill-feeling and probably excitement. It

would hardly be expected that either of the parties

would tamely submit to such a loss, especially as there
would be no reasonable prospect of retrieving the loss.

A short description of how opium is produced, and the
effect the suj)pression of its growth would have on the
labourers producing it, may not be out of place. Opium
juice is taken from the head ofthe poppy plant while it is

standing in the field, afterwards the heads are cut oflf,

the seeas inside are taken out, and oil is extracted from
them. There is a kind of poppy head out of which opium
is not extracted. This is called "post." The heads
when dry, are steeped in water, and this water, which
contains the intoxicating ingredient, is drunk chiefly

by the common people, and the seeds of " poet " are used
in medicine. All the other parts of the plant except
the head are useless and are usually burned. The
Zamindar makes the land ready and watei-s it, while it

is growing the weeds are taken from the land where it

is growing. Labourers take the juice from the head of
the jjoppy while it is growing. There is a great deal
more labonr required for the cultivation of the poppy
than any other crop, and therefore were the growth of
the poppy stopped it would lessen the sources of income
for many a poor family. Those who are addicted to
opium take it in different forms. Sometimes it is eaten
dry, sometimes it is dissolved iu water and drunk.
Sometimes spices are mixed with it and it is made into
pills. Sometimes it is made into chandu and smoked.
As far as I have been able to judge about 15 per cejit.

among Eajputs take opium, and perhaps 10 per cent,
among the other castes. Among all castes about 3 per
cent, take it to excess. The greater number eat opium
twice a day. Some take it thrice a day, while a number
take it only once a day. As much as from two grains to
16 grains are taken at one time. Some take as much
as one tola a day. A man who takes a tola daily is

considered intemperate, but such instances are rare.
Opium is eaten on these special occasions. At the time
of betrothal, and marriage, on the occasion of a death,
on certain festivals, and un other times of rejoicing.
At the time of betrothal it must be taken, a betrothal
is not considered tomplete unless it is eaten. Besides
there are many diseases for the curing of which the
doctors prescribo opium. From this medicine much
benefit is derived There are many poor people in out
of the way places who, when sick, can consult no
doctor and are so poor that they cannot go where they
might consult a doctor. These derive much benefit
from the taking of opium. Besides this, opium is given
mixed with spices to elephants, horses, bullocks, and
camels. It is my opinion, though I do not take it

myself, that those who take opium in moderation get
no harm from it but good. In conclusion then, it will

be evident from what I have already said, that if opium
could not be procured except as a medicine, there would
certainly be harm done. Our customs could not be
sufficiently observed and injury would be done to men
who had been in the habit of taking it.

20.324. You said that you thought about 15 per cent,

of the Rajputs take opium; do ysu mean 16 per cent,

of the total population or 16 per cent, of the adult men ?—15 per cent, of the men.

20.325. Eighty-five out of 100 do not take it at ail ?—
That is my experience, as far as I can judge.

20.326. Have you made out an estimate of how much
poppy is produced per bigha P—No. I cannot give you
the exact amount unless I inquire from the Jagirdars
and others.

Rao Bahadur
Thakur

Gobind Singh.

{Jeypore
State.}

The witness withdrew.
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Thakur Futteh
Singh.

iJeypore
State.)

29 ,Tan. 1894.

Thakue Futteh Singh called in and examined (through an interpreter).

20.333. Some people have proposed that the use of

opium e.xcept for medicinal purposes should ha pro-
20,327. (Sir J. Lyall.) Of what place arc you Thakur ?

—Naela.

20.328. About hoAV many villages are there there ?

—

There are about 400 houses. The correct number of

inhabitants will be found in the census return.

20.329. I believe you were formerly vice-president of

the Jeypore (Jouncil ?—Yes.

20.330. What is the general custom in this part of the

country with reference to taking opium P—The general

practice is to take opium twice a day, morning and
evening. A few persons take it only once, while others

take it irregularly several times a day. it is generally

ofl'ered to guests on the occasions of the festival of
" Holi," "Dasserah," " Akha Tij," &e.—at betrothals,

marriages, and funerals.

20.331. What are the effects upon the people who take

it habitually day by day ?—^If not taken at the usual

hour the person becomes sick and otherwise indisposed.

20.332. If they take it regularly do they remain strong
and active P—If they take their usual dose they will

remain healthy. When the dose is taken the system is

restored.

hibitcd ; what would the people in this country think of

that?—It would cause pecuniary loss both to the ruler

and to the ruled. If a person habitually accustomed to

take opium does not get his usual dose he will not

remain in health and be able to discharge his usual

duties.

20,3:!4. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Would it not be regarded as

an interference with local habits and customs, and on
that ground cause discontent P—As it is customary, and
all persons are bound by custom to obser-\-e it, a man
not following ihe custom would be looked down upon.

All persons use opiuoi at festivals and ceremonies, aud
if one did not use it he would be looked down upon.

20.335. (Mr. Wilson.) Do you think it is good for

young men who have no disease to take opium P—WTien
young men are not suffering from any disease it is not

useful for them to take opium.

20.336. Do you approve of any change or restriction

in the mode of selling opium P—Do you desiro any
restriction yourself?—1 do not desire any.

The witness withdrew.

Hahim Abdul
Guffur,

DJianna Lall

Balabun,Chote
Khan Jan
Mohammad,

and Asgar A li

Hussain.
(^Jeypore

State.)

Hakim Abdul G-urrUE, Dhanna Lall Balabun, Chote Khan Jan Mohammad, and Asgak Ali Hussaik called

in and examined (through an interpreter).

20.337. (Mr. Wilson, to Ahdul Guffur.) 1 believe you
are a Hakim, practising in Jeypore ?—Yes.

20.338. How long have you been in practice P—For
four years.

20.339. Did you before that study under Hakim
Mohammad Assan Khan, of Indore, for nine years P

—

Yes.

20.340. Is it a fact that men begin to take opium in
small quantities from the pleasure it produces, and
that they go on increasing the doscP—Yes; people
often take little doses of opium, and not being satisfied

with that thoy increase the dose.

20.341. Does it become at last impossible to stop the
habit P—He can leave it.

20.342. Is opium often taken to cure coughs and
colds, and also for sensual purposes ?—It is taken foi-

coughs and colds, and also as an aphrodisiac.

20.343. In the case of a poor man who cannot get
rich food, does opium do him a great deal of harm P

—

It is very dangerous for him.

20.344. Are you of opinion that the people of .leypore
would be benefited if the authorities would stop all the
opium shops ?—It would be to the benefit of those
people who use opium.

20.345. Do you think that the people of Jeypore
would be glad to be delivered from rhe evils of opium,
and would say nothing against such action on the part
of the Government?—They are not able to make any
opposition.

20.346. What do yon mean when you say that they
are not able to make any opposition?—I mean that
they would be very thankful if the authorities would
close the shops, and then thoge who are opium-eaters
will live long. I have a patient who is an opium-eater
now under my treatment. I h.ave stopped his opium,
and he is now much better.

20.347. (Mr. Wilsm, to Dhanna Lall Bn.labun.) Are
you a teacher in a private school?— Yes. ily father
was a teacher, and I am a pri\ate teacher also in a
private school.

20.348. (Ifr. Wilson, to Chote Khan Jan Mohammad.)
Are you a chuprasi in the Tahsil Office P—Yes, I am.

20.349. (Mr. Wilson, to Asgar Ali Hussain.) I believe
you are a merchant and trader P—Yes.

20,3-50. (Mr. Wilson.) Do you all agree with the
hakim Abdul Gutfnr that the people of Jeypore would
be much benefited if the authorities would stop all the
opium shops P

(The Interpreter.) They say they all agree.

20,361. (Mr. Wilson.) Do they also think that the
people of Jeypore would approve of the authorities
stopping the common sale of opium P

(The Interpreter.) They say they would be very glad
for the authorities to stop the opium shops.

(Dhanna Lall Balabun.) I got into bad company and
took to the habit of eating opium. I have given it up
now for three months.

20.352. (Mr. Wilson.) Are yovi better or worse now
that you have given it up P

—

(Dhanna Lall Balalmn.) I was in bad hc;ilth, but
no-\\- that I have left it oft' I feci a little strength in my
bod}'.

(Asgar Ali Hussain.) I also take o]3ium.

20.353. (Sir W. Roberts io Asgar Ali Hussain.) TTave
you ever known opium-eaters live to an old age?—Men
who eat opium live to an old age, but they become a
little weak.

20.354. (Sir J. Lyall to Abdul Guffur.) What is your
age P—I am 20 years old.

20, 35.'). Where is your father's home ?—Agra.

20.356. You say you have been here four years ; I
suppose yon have lived in the city P—Yes.

20.357. How can you answer for the people nf
Jeypore when you are an Agra man, age 24, and
have only lived four years in the city ?—I am a
Hakim, and several people have come under my treat-
ment, asking and begging me to treat them and to give
tliem medicine so that they can leave the opium.

20.358. What made you come to Jeypore ?—I was
called to Rajputana by the Xawiili of Tonk, but I was
not appointed there. I am now serving one of the gentry
of Jeypore who is Kazir in the Maharaja's court.

20.359. Now you are a servant of the Nazir ? Yes.

20.360. What pay do you get ?—Thirty rupees a month.
20.361. What have you to do for that ?—I am a private

physician.

20.362. Who suggested that you should come here to
give evidence ?—No one suggested it.

23.363. (To Dhanna Lall Balahun.) What is vour
age ?—20.

'

20.364. What work do you do P—First my father used
to teach at a Missionary school ; now he has his own
private school.

20,3l>j. Have you a sehoolhouse, or do you sit in the
veraudah in some place ?—I have a house.

20.366. What rents do you pny for your house ?—It ismy own house.

20.367. How many pupils have you ?—About 50.

20,.368 You are 20 years of ago, and do you manaKO
the whole thing yourself ?—There is my father as well

20.369. Was your father ver\- angry with you when
you. began to take opium ?--I used to take opium
privately. My father did not know of it.
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90.370. {To Clioto, Khan Jan MohammivL) How old

are you. ?—I am 21.

20.371. What made you think about opium H

—

People were talking about opium and saying that it

was very bad, and was not to be eaten or given to

children and so on.

20.372. Did anybody particularly tell you this ?—
Yes.

20.373. Who ?—A neighbour of mine.

20.374. Do you belong to a temperance society ?

—

Yes.

20.375. What is the name of the society P—Tbere are
a few persons who neither smoke nor drink, and neither
smoke nor eat opium.

20.376. Did any person ask you to give evidence ?

—

Ko.

20.377. What is your pay ?—Four rupees a month.

20.378. (To Asgar Ali Hussain.) I believe you said
you are a merchant ?—Yes.

-!0,:w^i. What kind of merchant are you ?—I deal in
kcnisiao oil, broken things, broken plates and dishes
and saucers, -.natcheK, and buttons.

20,:IS0. Aro you an opium-eater ?—Yes.

20,38J. Do you eat iu excess?—I eat onu anna's
worth three times a day ; I take opium three times a
day.

20.382. What do you make a month in your shop P

I make three or four, or five annas a day.

20.383. {Mr. Pease. ) How much opium do you get
for one anna ?—About four mashas.

20.384. {Sir J. Lyall.) Has the habit done you much
harm ?—I took opium before the Mutiny. I used to go
iuto bad company and so I got into the habit ; I am
still using it.

20.385. Has it done your health much harm?—My
health is the same as before. My sons' children are iu
good health, and I am also in the same state of health.

20.386. {Chairman to Abdul Ouffur.) Is it your desire
that the authorities should close the liquor shops ?—

I

cannot say anything about alcohol.

20.387. Do "you think it an evil thing ?—It is an evil,

and it is a good, both.

20.388. Do you think that it is as evil a thing as
opium ?—No ; I think opium is worse.

The witnesses withdrew.

Adjourned to to-morrow at Ajmere.

At the Daulat Bagii, Ajmere.

FIFTY-NINTH DAY.

Tuesday, 30th January 1894.

Hakim AMvl
Gvffur,

Dhamia Lall

Balabuit,Chate
Khan dan
Mohammad,

and Asyar Ali

Hussain.
{Jeijpore

State.)

29 .Ian. 1894.

PBESENT :

The Highi Hon. LORD BUASSEY, K.O.B., Chairmau, peesiding.

Sir .Tames B. Lyall, G.O.I.E., K.O.S.I.

Sir William Bobeiws, J\1.D., F.K.S.
Mr. R. 0-. 0. MowiiKAY, M.l'.

Mr. A.,U. Fanshawe.

Mr. Aethuk Pease.
Mr. Haridas Vbhakidas Desai.
Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.

Mr. J. Pbescott Hewett, C.I.E., Secretary.

Lieutenant-Colonel H. B. Abhott called in and examined.

20,389. {Chairman.) You are resident for the West-
ern Bajputana States, on special duty?—Yes.

20,390. Will you tell us the particulars of your
political service in Rajputana ?—Having passed more
than 24 years of my political service in Rajputana,
during which time I have had direct relations with
nearly all the States, including the whole of the more
important ones, and having lived for over 13 years in

the opium-producing State of Jhallawar, where I

supervised the Revenue Settlement, and had therefore

unusual opportunities for observing the vital import-

ance of poppy cultivation to that native State, its

agricultural population and its traders, as well as of

seeing the result of almost universal consumption of

opium by its people, I have been appointed to represent

Rajputana before the Royal Commission.

20,391. I understand you are prepared to lay before

this Commission information obtained from the different

States of Rajputana, to introduce their witnesses for

examination, to state your opinion regardingthe claims

for compensation, and to give the results of your
personal experience ?—Yes.

20,392. Will you give us the leading statistics of the

province of Rajputana?—The province of Rajputana
has within its boundaries 19 States, ruled mostly by
the Rajput race, and differing in population and revenue

as noted in the table I now hand in.
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Lieut.- Col.

H. B. Abbott.

30 Jan. ]8!I4.

As regards opium the Rajputana States may be
grouped into those which produce and export it and
those which import it. Thi; former, which are situated

in t}ie south-east, border on Central India, and are

geographically a part of Malwa, form part of a country
in which long experience has shown the soil, water-

supply, and climate are all better suited to raising the

poppy than to the cultivation of any other irrigated

crop. Their interests in opium greatly exceed those

of the rest as it provides a large portion of their revenue,

is the main source of profit to their agricultural classes

and traders, and is more generally in use by all the

inhabitants. The table I now produce, which places

ihe Rajputana States in the order in which opium i.s of

the greatest revenue value to them, and showing pro-

portion the poppy crop bears to the total irrigated

area, exhibits their varied interests to some extent :

—

-
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20.404. Is it your opinion that that is a fair basis for

calculating compensation?—That will come into my
general summary with regard to this State and all the

others.

20.405. {Sir J. Lyall.) Is the land revenue in

Karauli on the same basis as it was said to be in

Jeyporj, that is if there was a grain crop a division was
made, and if it was one of the superior crops cash rates

were taken per acre ?— I am not aware ; I expect it is the
same.

20.406. The land revenue is said to be Rs. 1] ,312 P—
That would be on a money rate.

20.407. On 1,180 acres ?—Tes.
20.408. That is something less than Rs. 10 per acre.

Do they work the loss out by putting the whole land
revenue down, or do they take the special rate on poppy
and the rate of some other crop that would be substi-

tuted, and put down the difference P—That is what I
think they have done, and they have brought up the
amount pretty nearly to the present revenue. I fancy
in this instance they have considered that nothing can
replace the opium crop.

20.409. In Jeypore they said that the land revenue
was Rs. 21 per acre ; here they have only put down
Rs. 10 per acre ?—It varies considerably.

20.410. It may be that they have only put down half

the actual land revenue ?—I think they have taken the

net revenue they get.

20.411. {Chairman.) These tables will be taken for

what they are worth as sent in by the several States.

Turning now to your own summary ef Rajputana, will

you give us the general leading statistics P—The total

area under p<.ippy cultivation is 137,948 acres ; of this

4,818 acres were cultivated only for poppy heads, the
remaining 183,130 acres give a yearly yield of 37,624
maunds of opium juice. This is exclusive of the States

of Banswara and Bhartpore, which have not furnished
statistics. Of the above yield 19,635 maunds are ex-

ported to Bombay for foreign trade ; 2,133 mauuds are

exported from the producing States into the importing
ones, and there remains a balance of 13,372 maunds for

wastage in manufacture, for addition to the stocks and
for l0(!al consumption within the producing States, but
the opium of the Pertabgarh State is not included, as it

has not given information about export. The Banswara
and Bhartpore States are outside these calculations.

20.412. {Sir J. Lyall.) Is the number of maunds
exported to Bombay obtained from the States or from
the Opium Agents ?—The amounc of opium produced
within Rajputana going through the scales to Bom-
bay.

20.413. Are the figures got from the States?—
Yes.

20,4143a. {Chairman.) What are the advantages of the

poppy plant to the cultivator .''— The poppy plant pro-

vides the cultivator with vegetable food for himself,

fodder for his cattle, and fuel and manure, in addition

to its opium juice or milk and seed. The seed also

provides nourishing food for his cattle, and is of use to

oil-pressers, while the juice finds employment for many
persons engaged in the manufacture of opium. The
annual value of the poppy crop to the States and the

different classes interested in it has been estimated at

Rs. 107,99,056.

profit from opium to be Rs. 13,89,688; in this the
profits of the Jeypore traders have not been calcu-
lated. The three figures Rs. 64,58,751, Rs. 29,50,617,
and Rs. 13,89,688 make up the total of the estimated
Rs. 107,99,056.

20.414. {Chairman.) In what form is opium generally
consumed in Rajputana ?—Taking Rajputana as a
whole, opium seems to be more generally consumed in

the dry form, but it is common enough to take it, or
poppy heads mixed with water, which is more suited
to the means of the poor, and the rich make a spiced
mixture ; but smoking is very rare.

20.415. What is the usual consumption P—Witnesses
have difi'erent ideas of what constitutes a moderate
daily allowance ; but the more gen eral opinions seem
to be that the moderate habit means two doses a day,
which together may range from 4 to 20 grains.

20.416. Have you any estimate of the extent to which
the consumption takes place in different classes of the
population ?—Again, in the martter of estimating to
what extent the population generally, the different

castes, and men, women, and children are consumers,
and what proportion of those who take it do so to excess,
opinions are not all the same. This is not to be
wondered at, as they are the result of conjectures
which vary with the experience of, and the faculty of

observation possessed by, each witness, and with the
standard he sets up concerning excess. But, once
more, taking the more general opinion, it seems that
for the population generally consumers vary from 75
per cent, in Kotah and Jhallawar, to 6 per cent, in
Marwar.

20.417. Is the 75 per cent, a per-centage of the adult
males or of the whole population ?—I believe it to be of

the whole population.

20.418. {Sir J. Lyall.) Is it not probable that in
the different States they may have differed in the way
of treating the per-oentages, some taking the adult
males and some the total population ?—I think it is

possible that there may have been misunderstandings
on that point. Among the castes who are the greatest
consumers the per-centages are :

—

Lieut.- Col.

H.B.Abbott.

30 Jan. 1894.

To cultivators

To the money-lending classes

To field labourers

To village servants

To oil-pressers

To workmen engaged in opium
manufacture -

Total 9,nnual value

Rs.

46,66,095
4,31,068

13,61,588

64,58,751

But this does not represent the whole amount for

Rajputana, as in many instances the profit to one or

another of the different classes has been left out of

calculation, and in others it has been under estimated,

while the figures for Banswara and Bhartpore are again

wanting. I'rom the opium yearly produced, exported,

and imported the Rajputana States (leaving Banswara
and Bhartpore out of account) obtain revenues amount-
ing to 24,90,900, and the holders of alienated lands

within these States derive an income of Rs. 4,59,717, or

altogether Rs. 29,50,617. The traders or merchants as

distinguished from the smaller dealers, who are

associated with the cultivators, state their annual

U 82588.

T?or.
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Lieut.-Col.

M.B.Abbott.

30 Jan. 1894.

Its use among women seems to be mostly as a medicine
for ailments, or a tonic in advancing age. It must not
be forgotten that its use is extended to animals wben
extra exertion id demanded of tbem.

20.422. Tou say that opium is frequently used in

Eajputana, especially on ceremonial occasions ?—Among
the occasions which require the consumption of opium
are all the important epochs of life, some festivals,

festive occasions, and reconciliations.

20.423. What is the general opinion of the habit of

taking opium F—The general opinion is that the habit

when Jiept within proper bounds is of the greatest

advantage, answering all the purposes for which it is

taken, and thereby conferring an ineatima.ble boon
with special reference to the cultivating and labouring
castes. It is further looked upon not only as preserving
from liquor, but also as a reclaiming agent from drink.

Many castes, the Eajput and its allied castes chiefly,

look upon opium consumption at births, betrothals,

marria.ges, deaths, the Diwali, Holland AkhaTij (Hindu
new year) festivals, and all reconciliations as absolutely
indispensable, the custom rising to the level of a
consecration at betrothals and reconciliations.

20.424. What is the view taken of the habit of smoking
opium ?—Smoking seems everywhere to be looked down
upon as disgraceful, and the besotted consum.er has no
admirers.

20.425. How do you ihink the proposal to limit the
sale of opium to medical use would be received p—The
prospect of opium being unobtainable except as a
medicine is viewed with alarm. Witnesses from every
part speak of dire results, such as great increase of
sickness, and an appalling death-rate. The climax is

reached in Jaisalmir, where consumers expect the
country to be depopulated within a few years after

prohibition. To save themselves as much as possible,

consumers are expected to rush to drink, or to take
arsenic or other poisons. The opinions of Chiefs and
political ofi&cers as to the possibility of prohibition and
its consequences have only been advanced in a few
instances. The general result seems to be that the bare
possibility is not altogether doubted, but the difficulty

of prohibition is recognised as very great ; the absten-
tion from oflTering opinions and the many omissions to

estimate for the cost of prohibitive measures, however,
would seem to show that the possibility of prohibition
is not realised.

20.426. {Sir J. Lyall.) Were the Chiefs specially

invited to give opinions or not ?—They were asked what
they would think of such measures.

20.427. And they have not replied ?—Yery few.

20.428. {Sir W. Roberts.) Is this ceremonial use of

opium in Eajputana confined to Eajputs and allied

castes, or does it penetrate widely through different

strata?—It is more common among those castes than
others.

20.429. Do they form the bulk of the population of
the country?— Charans, Bhats, and even Jats consider
themselves allied, and so they make up a goodly
number. I could not tell the exact number without
reference to the census.

20.430. Do the cultivators use opium ceremonially?

—

I believe they do. The Jats, for instance, are a large
cultivating caste, and they use it as much as the
Eajputs.

20.431. So that it is not confined to select families ?

-No.

20,431a. {Mr. Mowbray.) Tou mention that it is

looked down upon not only as preserving from liquor

but also as reclaiming Irom drink. I do not know
whether anything has come under your personal obser-

vation in confirmation of that ?—No ; it is taken from
the statements of the witnesses.

20.432. (Ohairman.) I understand that you have a
table to put in summarising the claims for compensation
which have been sent in by the several States, and in
certain cases the political officer has expressed an
opinion that the estimate is quite an outside figure ?—
Yes.

20.433. In other cases he has stated the figure to bo

reasonable ?—Yes.

20.434. And in ottier cases under the mark p

—

Yes.

The claim under main heads are

—
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any other crop, and its profits are such that the culti-

vator's credit rests almost entirely upon it. The town
of Jhalrapatan and other centres of trade in Jhallawar

have risen and prospered on the traffic in opium. I

canuot venture to say what ruin would bo brought on
these traders and those associated with them in sup-

porting the agricultural classes, if the traffic were
stopped. Opium in one form or another might be
said to be taken generally. I can recall a very few
instances of persons who exceeded ; as for the rest, I

can only say I was not aware from their appearance
or behaviour whether they were consumers or not, and
that the population of Jhallawar is by no means less

robust than that of other parts of the province. As
an instance that opium need not do harm to the

intellect and will, I may mention a fcxrmer minister of

Jhallawar, the late Seth Harak Uhand, who was noted
for his ability and strength of character, though a

habitual consumer. In many religious festivals and
joyous occasions opium is the symbol looked for, how
could any interference with such customs be made
without great difficulty and unknown trouble? To
what I then wrote I would now add that prohibition

would upset the entire economy of the producing
States, cause a wide spread agrarian rising, and pro-

bably convulse the greater part of Rajputana, which
would heartily sympathise with the movement.

20,436. What arrangement have you made as to

witnesses ?—Befere introducing the witnesses I should

mention that originally the number of witnesses selec-

ted by the States were of the following number :

—

State.
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At Daulat Bagh, Ajniere.

SIXTIETH DAY.

Wednesday, 31st January 1894.

PRESENT :

Sm JAMES LYALL, G.C.I.E., K.C.S.I., in hie Chaik.

The Right Hon. Lord Beassey, K.O.B.
Sir William Koberts, M.D., F.B.S.

Mr. E. a. 0. MowBKAY, M.P.
Mr. A. U. Fanshawe.

Mr. Arthur, Pease.
Mr. Habidas Veharidas Desai.

Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.

Mr. J. Pbbscott Hewett, O.I.E., Secretary.

Mehta Bhopal
Singh.
(Meywar
State.)

,11 Jan. 1894.

Mbhta Bhopal Singh called in and examined.

20.445. (Chairman.) You are the chief revenue
officer of Meywar ?—Yes.

20.446. What are you by caste ?—A Mahajan.

20.447. What have you to tell us with regard to the

cultivation of opium in Meywar ?—I am at the head of

the Eevenue Department. In Meywar the Khalsa
portion has been surveyed, but the Jagir estates and
the lands given in charity have not yet been surveyed.

The land given in Jagir and charity is double the land

in Khalsa, i.e., of the whole State land one-third is in

Khalsa and the remaining two-thirds have been
alienated. It is therefore impossible to state what the

whole area in acres is. But as the area of the Khalsa
portion has been ascertained, it is not impossible to

form an estimate of the total area of the State. Accord-
ing to the settlement completed by Mr. A. Wingate in

1886, the total irrigated land in Khalsa was 93,734

acres ; of this 33,114 acres were under poppy cultiva-

tion. But I submit that price of opium having fallen

in late years, and the rainfall of Sambat years 1947 and
1948 having proved insufficient, the area brought under
poppy cultivation has since been reduced. A correct

estimate cannot therefore be formed by taking into

consideration the area brought under cultivation in one
year only. But according to an average, it can be said

that in Khalsa the total area brought under poppy
cultivation annually is 20,000 acres. But as there is

less irrigation in Jagir and alienated estates, the land

brought under poppy cultivation in ihem is in my
estimate 1| times greater than the land brought under
such cultivation in Khalsa (although the total area of

the Jagir and alienated estates is believed to be double

the Khalsa area as stated before). Thus the poppy
area in Jagir and alienated estates comes to 30,000

;

adding to this the Khalsa area 20,000, the total area on
which poppy is grown in Meywar can be put down at

50,000 acres. An average of the annual statements

furnished during the last five years also comes to

49,013 acres.

20.448. You say that in 1886, according to Mr. Win-
gate's settlement, there were 33,114 acres of Khalsa
land under poppy cultivation. Why have you, there-

fore, put the Khalsa land under poppy cultivation at

only 20,000 acres. You seem to say that fhe poppy
cultivation has fallen off owing to deficient rainfall and
low prices since Mr. Wingace settled the country, and
you put the Khalsa area as 20,000 instead of 33,114.

Why have you reduced it P—On account of the fall in

prices and the low rainfall.

20.449. But the poppy is cultivated on irrigated land,

is it not ?—Yes.

20.450. Does the rainfall affect that very much ?

—

When the rainfall is scarce the wells are not sufficiently

filled.

20.451. They cannot irrigate so much land from the

wells ?—No.

20.452. What years do the " Sambat years 1947 and
1948 " correspond with in English years ?—1947 corre-

sponds with 1889-90, and 1948 %vith 1890-91.

20.453. Will you give an estimate of the yield of

opium land?—After taking into consideration the

results of four years of good harvest and of one or two
years of unfavourable harvests in which the rainfall

was insufficient, and also keeping in view the fluctua-

tion in price and the annual average export of opium,
my estimate is that during the last 10 years an acre
must have produced 13 seers opium-juice per annum.
According to this mode of calculation the total opium-
producing area of 60,000 acres in Meywar must have
brought forward an aggregate produce of 16,250 maunds
of juice every year.

20,464. Supposing the cultivation were prohibited,
what crops would be likely to take their place ?—If the
cultivation of the poppy were prohibite.J , the probability
is that wheat and barley crops would take its place.

These two crops are such as can be raised by irrigation.

No wonder if sugar-cane be also grown in parts. But
it is feared that the last-named crop will be grown on a
very small scale, as more labour and care are necessary
in raising it.

20,455. What would be the result on the revenue
demand if wheat and barley were substituted for poppy ?

—An approximately correct answer to the question as
to what would be the diminution in the revenue demand,
consequent on the substitution of the wheat and barley
crops for the poppy, could be given only so far as the
Khalsa portion is concerned. It ssems propable that
the ryot will claim reduction in the present rate of
assessment from Rs. 1 8a. to Rs. 2 8a. per acre. This
claim will have to be admitted in respect of the entire
area now under irrigation, as iu Meywar poppy culti-

vation is not separately assessed. By this mode of
calculation it is feared that the total assessment will be
reduced in Khalsa by Rs. 1,87,468, because the total
Khalsa area under irrigation is retui-ned to be 93,734
acres. It is not possible to form a correct estimate as
regards the Jagir and alienated estates, as it is uncer-
tain what the total area in them is. But as the loss in
the Khalsa territory is estimated at Rs. 187,468, in case
the production of poppy in poppy-producing area of
26,000 acres be stopped, it will not, in my opinion, be
incorrect to estimate an annual loss of Rs. 2,81,202 in
Jagir and alienated estates.

20,466. Is there a fixed settlement of land revenue in
the Khalsa part of Mcj'war ?—Yes.

20.457. When was it introduced?—It was not done
everywhere at once. It commenced in the Sambat year
of 1942 in one district and in the next district in 1943,
and so on.

20.458. What other crops are grown at present on
the irrigated lands in Meywar p—Barley, wheat, and
sugar-cane are the winter crops.

20.459. What are the summer crops ?—Cotton and
Indian corn. The vegetables are grown in the vicinity
of the cities. They are not included. They are grown
about the district of Ajmere.

20.460. Would the stopping of poppy cultivation
involve an alteration of the revenue rates ? The
stopping of poppy cultivation would necessitate a
revision of revenue rates at least of irrigated rates.
The net amount of expenditure incurred on the last
settlement has not yet been ascertained. But so far as
can be seen the cost of the settlement has been six
lakhs of rupees. The regular settlement has never
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yet been revised in Meywar. The cost of revision

cannot, therefore, be estimated -without difficulty. If

it is correct that the cost of a revision is one-fourth of

that of settlement, then the cost oi' revising the assess-

ment on iri'igated land in Meywar can be put down at

Eb. 40,000.

20,461. What do you consider the out-turn of an
aero of poppy land ?—So far as can be ascertained I

am of opinion that the value of the out-turn of an acre

of poppy land is Rs. 93, inclusive of the value of poppy,
poppy leaves, garlic, coriander, and zira (cummin seed),

&o., which are also grown with poppy. In order to

raise this produce worth Rs. 93, it is necessary to

expend Us. 60, and the profit can, therefore, be put
down at Rs. 33 per acre. But there is one more point

to be borne in mind in this connexion, namely, that a

Kharif crop can also be raised in the land in which
poppy is grown; the value of this "Kharif" crop is

Rs. 24 p«r acre, the cost of raising it being about

Rs. 12. Adding the margin of Rs. 12 thus effected to

the profit of Rs. 33 on account of poppy produce, &c.,

as mentioned before, the aggregate profit comes to

Rs. 45 per acre of land which produces opium. If

wheat be sown instead of poppy, the profit will be
Rs. 8 per acre. The value oi the produce of an acre

of a wheat field, including the value of Bhusa (chaff),

&c. is Rs. 40, and the cost of raising such produce is

Rs. 32. The profit per acre is, therefore, Rs. 8, as

stated before. But it should be at the same time
brought to notice here that in order to be able to raise

a wheat crop the land must remain fallow during the

preceding " Kharif " season. The effect of this would be
that the land in which poppy is now grown will be " Tek
Pasli" (onecrop land) instead of" l5u Fasli " (two crop
land) land as at present. Moreover, soiae agriculturists

will sow wheat, others might prefer to sow barley, and
a few might elect to sow a mixture of wheat and barley

locally known as " Q-ujji." From an estimate made it

appears that the cultivation of barley leaves no
margin, But in the same extent of land the produce of

barley is larger than that of wheat, besides the
" Khakla " (straw) of barley is also used as fodder.

For this reason an agriculturist who has a larger

number of dependants and cattle, and who has little

hope of being able to sell the surplus produce of his

laud, prefers the cultivation of barley to that of wheat,

although the cultivation of the former leaves no
margin. After fully taking into consideration all the

circumstances, I am of opinion that the aggregate loss

which will be inflicted on Meywar cultivators pro-

ducing opium will amount to Rs. 21,16,672 per annum
in case the cultivation of poppy be stopped. In
arriving iit this conclusion it has been anticipated that

of the area which is now brought under poppy cultiva-

tion one-third will be sown with wheat and two-thirds

with barley and " G-ujji." I also submit* three state-

ments to illustrate how the value and the cost of the

out-turn of an acre has been calculated, and how the

figure of the aggregate loss has been arrived at.

20.462. In calculating the expense of a crop of poppy,
including garlic, coriander, and zira, at Rs. 60, have
you put a money value on all the labour employed ?

—

Yes ; everything is included.

20.463. Do you only chargs that labour which has to

be paid for, or do you charge for the labour of the men,
women, and children of the family at money rates as

well .f—I have calculated the whole of them.

20.464. As a rule, I suppose, the labour is not paid

for in poppy cultivation ; I mean, in cultivating poppy
it is generally the man's own family that does the

labour, is it not ?—Yes, generally the members of the

family do the labour.

20.465. That is the reason why barley is made to give

no profit, the labour has all been charged for, I suppose ?

—The labour has all been charged for in the barley.

20,465(x. But in reality there is a profit. If you do

not charge for the household labour expended on the

barley then there would be a profit P—Yes. There would
be a profit then.

20.466. In Jeyporo, we wore told by one witness,

that poppy there was generally cultivated on land
which had been fallow in the Kharif harvest. "You

say that there is generally a Kharif crop before the

poppy ; but in Jeypore we were told that poppy was
the only croji during the year?—It may be so in

Jeypore, but it is not so in Meywar.

• For these statements, see Appendix VII. to this Volume.

20.467. You mean as a rule ?—Yes.

20.468. What damage would result to the cultivator
if poppy cultivation were stopped F—-If poppy cultiva-

tion was stopped, there is no doubt that the credit of
the agriculturist would be greatly reduced. I n a field

in which he now raises a produce worth Rs. 200, he
will be able to raise a produce worth only Rs. 90 bj-

sowing wheat, or worth only from Rs. 18 to Rs. 26 by
sowing barley, in the same field. This way his credit

will be in proportion to the value of the produce of his

land, and it does not appear probable that his credit

will be restored to the present extent.

20.469. To what extent is sugar-cane cultivated ?—
To a very small extent. They cannot collect the sugar-

cane crop until a year and a half or so. It occupies

the land for that time. So that they cannot cultivate

it instead of poppy.

20.470. Is there much profit from the sugar-cane ?

—

There is no profit from sugar-cane.

20.471. (Mr. Wilson.) You have said that the cost of

the settlement has been six lakhs of rupees, who pays
that ?—The State pays it.

20.472. You have made some calculations showing
the extent of poppy cultivation, and the estimated value

and cost of the produce of an acre of poppy land, at

what rate of labour per day are these calculations

made ? I want to know how many annas per day a

man gets P—He gets about 3 annas at the beginning
when the crop is small, but they also employ women
and children.

20.473. What rate of pay do you charge them ?

—

1 anna to a boy, 2 annas to a woman, and 3 annas to a

man.

20.474. What do you mean by " at the beginning''?

—That is when the opium plant is small, when the

boys can do the work.

20,476. Are they paid more afterwards ?—It is

nearly the same afterwards. If the women are

employed they get 2 annas. Generally they employ
their own families, and when a cultivator cannot help

calling in other labourers—^which is very seldom—he
calls them in and pays them at this rate.

20.476. What is the meaning of makka?—Indian

corn.

20.477. In the estimated cost per acre of makka, you
charge for watering, cutting, &c. I want to know
whether " etcetera " means all the operations except

those which are mentioned p—It includes all charges.

20.478. Is it correct that watering and cutting of

poppy cost Rs. 8, and that the watering and all other

charges for Indian corn cost only Rs. 3 8a. ?

—

" Watering '' ought to be struck out. In growing
makka they do not need so much water.

20.479. [Mr. Fanshcvwe.) I suppose they do use a,

little water here ?—Yes ; but not nearly so much as

for other crops.

20.480. {Mr. Wilson.) In your estimate of the cost of

watering wheat do you put it down at Rs. 5 ?—Yes.

20.481. Is it correct that poppy costs Rs. 8 for

watering, and wheat only Rs. 5 ?—As far as I know it

is correct.

20.482. Do I understand you correctly that in

growing this mixture of wheat and barley there is no
profit ; that the produce is equal to the cost and that

no profit remains ?—From wheat there is a profit of

8 annas, but from barley there is no profit.

20.483. It is a mixture ?—Generally the barley will

bo grown and the gujji will be grown, but not so much.
Even in gujji there is no profit.

20.484. Are there any other crops which require

more watering than poppy ?—Sugar-cane.

20.485. Anything else ?—No.
20.486. {Mr. Mowbray.) Is it the case that there is no

special rate upon poppy land in Meywar ?—There is no

special rate.

20.487. How is it that if the poppy crop is so much
more valuable than any other crop no special rate is

put upon poppy lands ?—Formerly there was a special

rate for poppy lands, which was put on when poppy was
cultivated, but when the settlement was introduced the

settlement officer took it into consideration and put a

general rate upon all irrigated lands. It was impos-

sible to put a special rate on poppy lands because

poppy is not always cultivated in the same fields. It

C 3

Mehta Bhopal
Singh.

(^Meywar
State.)

31 Jan. 1894.
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Mchtn Bhopal is somi-times in one field and sometimes in another. It

Singh. was fixed on the understanding that poppy would be
{Meywar grown there as before.
State.)

20,488. (Mr. Wilson.) You say "it seems probable
" that the ryoi will claim reduction in the present rate
' of assessment from Bs. 1 8a. to Rs. 2 8a. per acre "?

—Yes.

20.489. You also say that the Khalsa cultivation has
fallen from 33,000 acres to 20,000 acres. That is

almost half. I want to know whether any reduction or

compensation has been made where the "poppy has not
already been grown?— I have calculated that if the

opium cultivation were prohibited altogether, the total

loss to cultivators would be Rs. 21,16,672 ; but if such a

loss were inflicted, it would be absolutely necessary to

give a compensation by partial reduction, which I

propose should be given to the extent of one-fourth or
one-fifth. By that reduction, I do not propose to give
reduction to the full amount of the loss, but only
partial. Besides this, the cultivators are in very bad
circumstances at present, so that they must get some-
thing in the way of a reduction of the rates.

20.490. {Mr. Fansliawe.) The rate on irrigated land
has been fixed on the understanding that poppy should
be grown at the will of the cultivators. If poppy
cultivation should now be entirely forbidden, the
Darbar considers that that would be a reasonable
ground for reducing the rate on irrigated land P—Yes,
undoubtedly.

20.491. {Chairman.) What rates did Mr. Wingate
apply to irrigated land?—Prom Rs. 6 8a. to Rs. 12

Q-overnment coin per acre generally ; and in the Sadri
district, where poppy is greatly cultivated, up to Rb.19
per acre.

20.492. On the makka laud you make out that the

rate of revenue at Rs. 11, Rs. 7 is put down for revenue
on poppy, and Rs. 4 for makka land. That is, Rs. 11

for the year. AVhy do you put down Rs. 10 in one case

and Rs. 11 in the other ?—The revenue rales are from
Rs. 6i to Rs. 12, varying a.ccording to the land. There
are some lands of better qualities, and others arc

worse. That is the reason why on the lands where they

grow opium I have put one rupee more, because the

land is of better quality. I should like to make a

further remark, which I should lil;e to add to my evi-

dence. 1 have estimated that there will be about eight

lakhs of rupees loss to the labourers which I have not

calculated if poppy cultivation is stopped. It is an
estimated loss.

20.493. (Mr. Pease.) How do you make up your calcu-

lation of eight lakhs of rupees loss to the labourers P

—

I have estimated Rs. 25 per acre for the labourers.

The members of the family do the manuring, plough-

ing, and watering ; but in collecting opium and cutting

poppyheads they must have labourers.

20.494. Do you value the labour expended over the

poppy at 12 lakhs of rupees, and the labour these people

would be able to give to these crops at four lakhs of

rupees, thus making the loss to the labourers eight lakhs

ofrupees ?—Yes. In my estimate showing the expendi-

ture of poppy cultivation and the initial value and
the cost of the produce of an acre of poppy land, I have
stated that weeding cost Rs. 11 and collecting juice

Rs. 14. That is also loss to the labourers. It would
make Rs. 25 per acre.

20.495. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You estimate 50,000
acres altogether ?—Yes.

20.496. That would be 12J lakhs of rupees P—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Sahiwala
Hamir Singh,

(^Meywar
State.')

Sahiwala Hamir Singh called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

20.497. {Ghavrman.) I believe you are chief officer of

the Customs Department, Meywar ?—Yes.

20.498. What are the duties of your appointment, and
what is the rule of the State as regards the customs P

—

I am the head of the Customs Department. The
Durbar has the exclusive right to the customs in

Meywar. Duty is levied on the opium exported from
Meywar. One chest contains 70 seers of opium. In
Meywar duty is levied at two places only, i.e. (1) Rs. 48
per chest at Ohitor on opium exported to Bombay,
and (2) at Udaipur on the opium which goes toMarwar.
The opium which is too dry to be sent to Bombay in

chests goes to Marwar. Under this item the annual
income is Rs. 836. From the customs records it

appears that during the past decade the average number
of chests exported to Bombay was 5,414, the customs
levied on them amount to Rs. 2,59,872, while Rs. 836
were received as customs on 40J maunds exported

to Marwar. The aggregate income came to Rs.

2,60,708.

20.499. The opium which goes to Marwar is for con-

sumption in Marwar, I suppose ?—Yes, the opium
which is too dry to be sent to Bombay.

20.500. Are transit duties levied on opium which
goes from one part to another in Meywar?—Transit

dues are levied when opium passes through Meywar from
one State to another. The Durbar only has the right

to take the transit dues. During the last decade the

average income under this item has been Rs. 4,133 per

annum.

20.501. What is the rate of transit duty?—From
Rs. 4 to Rs. 20. It differs at various places.

20,602. Why does it differ so much?—At a place

called Tikar the Meywar district is very narrow, so

they levy a less amount ; but generally they levy

Rs. 20.

-!C,503. Are there any other cesses imposed on opium?
—There is another cess also imposed on opium called
" mapa." The Durbar and the Jagirdars, both have
rights to this source of revenue. Different rates are in

force at different places. It is unnecessary to give its

details here. During the last 10 years the total

revenue from mapa to the Durbar and the Jagirdars

amounted to Rs. 48,984 on an average per annum. In
short, the total loss to the Meywar State under the

three items mentioned above would be Rs. 3,13,825 in

case the poppy cultivation and opium trade is stopped

in Meywar, and in that case it will be necessary to

make a revision in the customs tariff so as to have the
revenue the same as it is now. After taking into con-
sideration the present condition of the country, it

appears that there is no article left on which customs
can be newly levied. Amongst the articles liable to the
duty there seems to be none on which the present rates
can be enhanced. The introduction of new duties and
the increase of the present rates cannot be efl'ected

without causing a general discontent. Besides this, the
Mahajans and the agriculturists will suffer greatly in

case the poppy ctrltivation be stopped. In that case it

will not be fair to subject them to a furtiier loss by
raising the duty. In this way the prohibition of the
poppy cultivation would inflict a serious loss. The re-

vision of customs tariff does not seem, therefore, to be
of any benefit. The loss to be suffered every year has
been mentioned in my answer to the previous question.

20.504. Does any opium, after being weighed in the
Government scales, pass through Meywar on the road
to Bombay ?—There is a scale at Ohitor, where the
opium goes by train. No transit duties are paid, be-
cause it goes in the train.

20.505. Is there any excise system on the sale of
0])ium m Meywar p—No.

20.506. Every man is free to cultivate and to sell it

to whom he likes ?—Yes, everyone is allowed to sell to
anyone he likes.

20,507. Is there any excise
like the Government excise.

on liquor p—It is not

20.508. Is there something on the stills ?—Yes.

20.509. Can anybody distil as long as he pays that
rate P—No ; only the people who have a sort of license
can distill—the big Jagirdars, for instance.

20.510. {Mr. Wilson.) Do you know the amount of
mapa which the Jagirdars receive P—The opium culti-
vation has been estimated to be one and a half times
greater in the Jagirs than in the State; and on the
same calculation I got about 48,000, because the State
derives its income, Rs. 5,994, and about one and a half
times that will make this.

20.511. la the mapa levied on the land or on the
seevs of opium produced. What kind of a cess is mapa ?
—When the opium is e.xported from the Jagirdars'
villages to any of the Khalta villages, or imported from
tlie Khalsa villages into the Jagirdars' villages, the
Jagirdars levy this due—mapa—on opium.
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"20,512. {I 'hidrmaa.) Igit a kind of a weighman's due?
—No, it is something like transit dues.

20,513. Is it levied on the weight P—Yes.
20,614. (Mr. Mowlmy.) Is the Meywar duty of Rs. 48

a chest on opium exported to Bombay levied at the
same time and place as the pass duty of the British
Government ?—Yes, it is paid at the same time, but it

is generally paid at Udaipur by the tradesman, and he

gets a receipt from the Durbar officials. That receipt
is sent to Ohitor. The collector of dues allows the
opium to be sent to Bombay.

20,515,

Yes.
It is calculated at the scales at Ohitor ?

20,515ft. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Is not a mapa a kind
of measurement ?—No, it is not.

The witness withdrew.

Sahiwalu
Hamir Singh.

(^Meywar
State.)

31 Jan. 1894.

Mr. Nathuji Punjawat called in and

20.516. {Chairman.) I believe you are a Mahajan of
Meywar ?—^Yes.

20.517. Where do you live ?—I live in Udaipur.

20.518. To what extent is opium an article of trade in
Meywar P—In Meywar the principal commodity of trade
is opium. The cessation of its trade will lead to an
entire loss to the general and rural merchants. The
rural merchants who deal with agriculturists will

greatly suffer if the production of opium be stopped.
The cultivator of opium will lose his credit, and will not
be able to purchase anything on credit or to obtain
loans. This will lead to impediment and disorder in

agriculture. This will also cause obstructio a in recover-

ing the debts due to such merchants. The merchants
in general will thiis heavily suffer. The extent of loss

cannot be estimated at once. The rural merchants will

not then be able to pay on behalf of the agriculturists

the Government dues as at present. The banker will

also suffer because at present the rural merchants
enable themselves to advance loans to agriculturists

from funds previously borrowed from bankers, and
receive opium in return, which is afterwards purchased
by the bankers, and it thus becomes an article of trade

in their hands. The whole country will suffer if the
production of opium be stopped.

20.519. Have the rural merchants who deal with the
Zamindars long running accounts with them, extending
over many years ?—Every year a fresh account is made
up.

20.520. Is the Zamindar able to clear his account
eveiy year, or does a balance go on year after year ?

—

Generally the account is made up clear, but sometimes
a balance goes on year after year.

20.521. Can you give us any figures as to the loss you
expect ?—There is an obvious loss of Rs. 50,00,000,

because the opium produced in the Sambat 1949

,
(1892-93) has now been made into balls, and there are

in stock from former years about 10,000 chests. Opium
is always exported to foreign countries when it gets old

and dry. In Meywar there is no enterprise or business

which can satisfactorily replace the trade in opium.
When there is no other article of trade in Meywar
which can compete with opium, how can we say whether
there will be any other kind of trade which will com-
pensate the loss which will accrue in the event of the

trade in opium being stopped. But if this bo so, wheat
and barley can in this country be produced in the land

in which opium is at present grown. But the export

trade in barley and wheat cannot be expected to bring

in a good return or to compensate the loss which would
be caused by the opium trade being stopped.

20.522. Do you know how long ago opium cultivation

began in Meywar ?—My father and grandfather used to

examined (through an Interpreter).

deal in opium. I do not know when it began—perhaps
400 years ago.

20.523. What is the profit to the trader P—Profit in
opium trade greatly depends on the price current. But
generally speaking the profit of a city banker can be
estimated at Rs. 20 per chest, provided the chik (poppy
juice) is turned into dry opium and sold to merchants in
Bombay the same year in which the juice was pur-
chased. After taking into consideration the average
number of chests exported during the last 10 years, it

can be said that Meywar exports about 5,500 chests

every year, and that the total profit effected thereby to

merchants is Rs. 1,10,000 per annum. A rural merchant
usually makes a profit of Rs. 30 per chest by purchasing
" chik " (poppy juice) from cultivators. Thus the total

profit to rural merchants in opium in Meywar
comes to Rs. 1,65,000 per annum. If the produc-
tion of opium be stopped, the total annual loss to the
opium merchants of Meywar would, as explained above,
come to Rs. 2,75,000.

20.524. (Mr. Wilson.) What do you estimate the
present stock of opium to be P—10,000 chests.

20.525. Is not that the old stock ; this year's stock is

now ready, is it not ?—The 10,000 chests include the
past and present year.

20.526. What is the price of the opium which the
rural merchant pays to the cultivator P—The price is

Rs. 160 a maund; the rural merchants pay Rs. 3 or

Rs. 4 less to the cultivators per maund, and the big
merchants have equal rates.

20,257. {ClMirman.) Who fixes the rates of the big
merchants P—The rural merchants and the cultivators

meet at a place on Eaisakh Sudi Punam—that is some
time in the end of April or beginning of May—and then
the price is fixed by consent among them.

20.528. {Mr. Wilson.) You have told us how much
the rural merchant pays for a maund, but no cultivator

has so much as a maund to sell, has he ?—-Many of them
have two maunds. If they have less the price is given
by that rate.

20.529. {Chairman.) Do yon mean pakka maunds ?

—

It is Rs. 7 or Rs. 8 less in pakka maunds, instead of

Rs. 3 or Rs. 4. With your permission I should like

to add something. There is a class of people between
the rural merchants and the bankers called beoparis

—

the people who have the balls made up ; they will suffer

a loss of Rs. 2,75,000. I have not calculated that

before. The loss, therefore, will be altogether

Rs. 5,50,000.

20.530. Is the loss of Rs. 1,10,000 to the beoparis or

to the kothiwalas ?—It is to the bankers.

20.531. By whom is the price fixed ?—It is fixed only

by the Bohras.

Mr. Nathvji
Punjawat.
(^Meywar
State.)

The witness withdrew.

Thakue Manohak Singhji called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

20.532. {Clmirman.) I believe you are a Jagirdar of

Sirdargarh P—Yes.
20.533. What is the size of your jagir P—It yields

about Rs. 4,000 a year.

20.534. To what family do you belong?—I am a

Dodhia Rajput.

20.535. Will you give us your opinion about the

prohibition of the ]Joppy cultivation ?—In my opinion

the prohibition of the poppy cultivation, and suppression

of the trade in opium in the State of Meywar will cause

an irreparable loss, not only to the Durbar, but also to

its Jagirdars, cultivators, traders, and labourers. It

would be a grevious mistake to alter the present system

of the growth and cultivation of opium. Such a change

would arouse much dissatisfaction among the people.

The interests of so many persons are affected in the

growth, sale, export, and manufacture of opium that it

would be a very diflBoult task to estimate the loss each

individual will suffer. 50 per cent, of the population

derive their livelihood from the growth and trade of

opium. Any interference attempted in this direction

will, I am sure, lead to more harm than good. The
interests of the opium-growing districts are so large

and so intimately connected with the prosperity of the

agricultural population of this State that the abandon-

ment of the cultivation is sure to be productive of

disastrous consequences. Prohibition will reduce rents

and eirnings of cultivators, and would thus bring ruin

and disaster both upon landholders and cultivators. I

know everyone in this State is opposed to the change
;

and' if prohibitory orders were issued, the amount of

illicit cultivation would be so large as to paralyze puni-

tive measures, I know of no case in which habitual

consumption of opium has affected injuriously the

health or the morals of the individuals. On the

C 4
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Singhji.
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State.)
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contrary, its use promotes health and adds to the
longevity of the consumers. It is a well-ebtablished

belief among the people of this State that after 40
years of age, when the body shows signs of decay, and
health loses its elasticity, and also when the constitu-

tion has been more or less ruined t)y disease, or by the

use of alcohol, the habitual ute of opium conduces to

renovate the health and give vigour and capacity for

work to the consamers. To habitual consumers their

daily allowance of opium is a necessary of life. Any
attempt to restrict the consumption of opium in

individual cases would be an instance of cruelty and
tyranny

.

20,636. Is there very much opium cultivated in your
jagirp— Yes.

20.537. I suppose in your jagir there is not a fixed cash

settlement like that of the Khalsa land ?—No.

20.538. Is the revenue in your jagir by hatai on
grain, and by zahti or cash rates, on other crops ?

—

Yes.

20,639. What is the last cash on poppy ?—Bs. 7 per
bigha.

20.540. Is it always Es. 7 ?—In my jagir it is Es. 7.

20.541. Is it always Rs. 7 F—There is u. difference in

some places ; there are higher rates, and some rates are
lower.

20.642. Do you mean in other jagirs or other villages P

—In other jagirs.

20.643. In the whole of your jagir is there only one
rate P—Yes, it is Rs. 7 everywhere in my own jagir.

20,544. That is rather a low rate, is it notp—In ad-
dition to this, the cultivator has to pay all other
cesses.

20,546. {Mr. Pease.) You have said that 50 per cent,

of the population derive their livelihood from the
growth and trade of opium ; do you mean in the whole
of Meywar or in the villages ? — In the whole of

Meywar.

The witness withdrew.

3tohun Lai
Vishun

Lai Pandia.
(^Pertabgarh

State.)

MoHUN Lal Vishun Lal Pandia called

I believe you are a Nagar20,646. (Chairman.)
Brahmin ?—Yes.

20.547. Are you a Kamdar of Pertabgarh ?—Yes.

20.548. Where are you a native of?—I am a native of

Muttra, but for the last two years I have been domiciled
at Pertabgarh.

20.549. What opportunities have you had of forming
an opinion of the opium question P—I have served two
years in Pertabgarh, 24 years before that in Kajputana,
for four ] was agent for Muttra Seths in Kotah,
Jhallawar, Bundi, and Tonk, and managed their opium
business. I have general supervision over revenue
administration in Pertabgarh. My evidence is chiefly

taken from records in Durbar Office. The average
area under poppy cultivation in Pertabgarh during last

five years is about 8,383 acres. Most of the land in

Pertabgarh was surveyed some 20 years ago, but no
final settlement of land revenue was ever sanctioned.

The present calculation, therefore, is based on " andazi
"

appraisement. About 96,356 seers or nearly 2,384
maunds of opium are annually produced. The out-turn
per acre is calculated at 13 seers raw opium, of which
2 " chataks " per seer are wasted in the final drying
process. Total out-turn of raw opium for 8,383 acres=
108,979 seers, deducting wastage 13,622 seers= 95,357

seers or 2,884 mauuds.

20,650, What do you mean by '

' andazi appraise-

ment"?—Where there is no proper seitlement made
we make an appraisement of the land by measurement,
and partly by the eye.

20,551. What would replace opium if it was stopped?
—Opium, if stopped, would be superseded either by (a)

sugar-cane, or (6) wheat, barley, &c. Average rate of

opium land is Rs. 32 4a. per acre. Total for 8,383 acres

would be Rs. 2,70,380 per annum. Average rate per
Bugar-cane is Rs. 8 8a. per acre, amounting for same
number of acres to Rs. 71,255. Loss, if sugar-cane
were substituted, wonld be Rs. 1,99,125. Average rate

for other crops, Rs. 4 per acre. Total for same number
of acres, Rs. 33,532. Consequent loss, Rs. 2,36,848 per
annum.

20.562. You say that the average rate of opium land
is Rs. 32 4a. per acre ; is that worked out from fixed

cash rates on fields ?—No, that is our rate of assessment
on poppy cultivation.

20.563. Is there a fixed rate P—The rate varies from
Es. 10 to Rs. 40 01' Rs. 50 per acre.

20.654. Are these old rates which have come down
from olden times ?—Yes, they have been in force for a
long time in Marwar. In our State the rate is higher
than the rate in other States. Our land produces a
good deal of opium. The rate depends upon the pro-
duce of the land.

20.655. On what kind of lands aie rates such as Rs. 40
or Rs. 50 paid?—That is black soil, which produces a
good deal of opium.

20.556. How is that land irrigated ? — By wells,

baories, and ories.

20.557. What:.s an "orie"?—A small affluent of a
river. Temporary wells are made of ories.

in and examined (through an Interpreter).

z!0,568. Do they work these ories with a bag P—Yes.

20.659. Why is the sugar-cane rates so low P—Sugar-
cane cannot grow well in the soil in which poppy is culti-

vated. We can cultivate poppy in 20 acres, and that
can be irrigated by ories, wells, &c., but if it is replaced
by sugar-cane we have learnt by experience that in only
three acres we will be able to cultivate sugar-cane.

20.660. I was asking why the revenue rate for sugar-
cane was so low ; you have put it at Es. 8 per acre ?

—

The sugar-cane rate in our State is not high. The
yield of sugar-cane is not so large as poppy.

20.661. Does the sugar-cane rate also vary very much
in different parts of the country ?—Yes.

20,562. Is it sometimes lower than Es. 8 p—Yes. On
land where sugar-cane grows well the rate is high.

20,663. Can you give any other disadvantages which
would follow from substituting other crops for poppy ?

—Out of 20 acres now cultivated with poppy, only
three acres could be cultivated with sugar-cane, and
the remaining 17 acres might be cultivated with other
crops, because sugar-cane requires to be irrigated for
12 months instead of four months as in case of opium,
and the present wells would only irrigate three out of
20 acres all the year round. Opium, again, can be
grown on any irrigated land in this part of the country,
whereas siigar-cane can only thrive on certain kinds of
soil and if irrigated with specially good water.

20,564. If poppy cultivation were abolished, would a
revision of rates be necessary?

—

Yes.

20,566. "What would be the cost of a revision of rates ?—The cost of preparing a fresh assessment is calculated
at Es. 10 per acre, or a total of Es. 83,830. Loss in
customs to Durbar would bo Es. 30,000 per annum, and
to Jagirdars for " Khoont," or transit due, Es. 1,500.
Total loss, Es. 31,500.

20.566. What is "Khoont"
of transit duty.

20.567. Is it the same as "mapa" in Meywar ? No,
it is not the same ; it is a kind of transit duty.

20.568. la it a transit duty or an export duty ?—As
the Jagirdars are not authorised to take customs, they
take Es. 1,500 as what is customs, but under this name
of " Khoont."

20.669. Is it on their own opium or opium passing
through their territory ?—Opium passing through their
territory.

20.670. Could the loss incurred in the Customs Depart-
ment be made up by revision of customs rates ?—No.

20,571. Is there any system of excise on opium in
Pertabgarh?—No.

20,672. The sale of opium is quite free?—Yes.
2(1,573. Do people use opium much ?—They generally

take opium, but not in excess.

20,574. Is there any liquor excise in Pertabgarh
;any tax on stills or anything of that sort?—Yes, there

is on country liquor.

20,675. Do they pay customs on foreign liquors ?—
As far as I know, think no duty is levied on them.

' Khoont " is a kind
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20.576. Can you givo us your opinion about the
profits of opium cultivation ?—The profit to Patels, &c.
I'roni the cultivation of opium is calculated at Es. 20
per acre. Prom cultivation of wheat, &c. the profit is

Us. 3 12ii. per acre, that is, if the Patel and his family
cultivate themselves, they get Ks. 20, of which Us. 16
are calculated as remuneration for labour and Es. 4 are
paid as interest. If the Patel employs hired labour, his
profit is only Rs. 10, the remaining Es. 10 going to
labourers and in payment of interest. There would be
groat loss in credit both to cultivators and traders.

20.577. You mean if opium were stopped y—Yes.

20.578. By Patels you mean all the cultivators?

—

Yes.

20.579. (Mr. Wilson.) Can^ you tell me how many
acres of poppy each cultivator will commonly grow r"

—

One cultivator can cultivate about 60 bighas, or 30 acres
of poppy. Those cultivators who are wealthy and rich
can cultivate about 50 or 100 bighas of poppy. If they
have large families, they all help.

20.580. Can you tell me whether the cultivation of
poppy is increasing or decreasing in your country ; is

it more or less than it was a few years ago P—For the
last five years, it has been about the same ; it is not
increasing much.

20.581. Before thatP—It depends upon the trafi5c.

When opium is much needed, or there is a good profit,

then, of course, much is cultivated.

20.582. Has the price varied much during the last

few years P—Yes, it has varied.

20.583. Is it more now than it was a few years ago,
or is it less P—For the last two or three years it has
been less.

20.584. Do you know what the transit duty now is

from Ajmere P—I do not know, but I know the duty on
the opium exported from our teiritoi'y.

20.585. What Government scale does it go to from
here P—There is a Government scale at Mandsaur.

20.586. Can each cultivator grow as 'much as he
likes ; is there any restriction P—He can grow as much
as ho likes ; there is no restriction.

20.587. {Mr Mowhray.) Do you know how much is

generally exported to Bombay in the year from Per-
tabgarh State P — Sometimes 800 chests, sometimes
1,000 chests. Sometimes less and sometimes more.

20.588. It all goes to the scales at Mandsaur p

—

From Pertabgarh it goes to Mandsaur.

20.589. What rate per chest do you charge for your
customs duty P—About Rs. 20 per chest, and there are

two or three duties more, brokerage, &c.

20.590. Do you export opium from Pertabgarh into

other native States P—No.

20.591. Your whole export of opium is to British
territory ?—Yes.

20.592. {Mr. Fanshawe.) When you say that a cul-

tivator can grow 30 acres or more of poppy, I under-
stand you to mean that that area is sometimes cultivated

in the laud held by one individual, not that the culti-

vator can himself cultivate or prepare that amount of

poppy ?— Yes ; a single cultivator or two can grow from
6 to 10 acres ; and, if his family is large, then, of course,

he can cultivate more.

20.593. When you say his family, do you mean
the men in his house P—Yes ; they all labour in the

field.

20.594. {Mr. Wilson.) What is the meaning of the
" Kamdar" ?—It means "minister," it is the native

word for prime minister. Literally, the meaning is

"agent."

20.595. {Ghairman.) You are not a native of Pertab-

gai'h ?—I am originally a native of Muttra.

20595a. As an outsider, and a man of great ox-

perit'nce in Eajpatana, to what extent do you think the

habit of eating opium is injurious to tlie people in

Rajputana P—I think a moderate use of opium is not
injurious in Eajputana.

20.596. Is excess common P—It is not common.

20.597. Do the common country people use it much ?

—Yes, the cultivators and labourers generally take a
moderate amount.

20.598. Do you think it does them any good.'—Yes;
they labour hard without clothes in the cold, and
endure other hardships.

O 82588.

20.599. You think it is a useful stimulant for them P

—Yes.

20.600. Do they think it protects them from any-
thing, or do they take it as a stimulant, or do thoy
think it improves health; why do they take it ?—They
take it as n stimulant and a comforter after hard
work.

20.601. (Mr. Wilson.) Does everybody take it P—Yes.

20.602. Are there any persons who do not take it P

—

The labourers generally take it, and about 50 per cent,
of the middle class men take it.

20.603. You think the labourers all take it p—Yes,
generally.

20,601. {Ghairman.) Have you anything more you
wish to addp—I ask permission to lay before you
the following supplementary evidence which I have
prepared. I have to point out some difficulties in
substituting other crops for poppy, which iire as

follows :

—

(a.) There is a distinction in respect of

assessment between land actually producing opium and
land capable of producing it. {&.) There are several
kinds of Adan land in which poppy can be well cul-

tivated, but other crops can hardly be done so, and
if done, no profit will accrue. As, for instance, in
Dhuraiti and Dhameri lands sugar-cane can not grow
well, (r.) The poppy cultivation is at present being
irrigated generally by wells, ories, tanks, and baories,

&o. These waters differ each from the other, where
there is phika or mora water sugar-cane cannot grow
well, and if it does so, no best gur or sugar can be
obtained, (d.) The cultivation of poppy in an area of
about 20 acres can be well and easily irrigated by its

well or cry, but if sugar-cane be grown in that very
land the wells mentioned will be no sufficient means of

irrigation. For sugar-cane requires a perpetual irriga-

tion all round the year, and so the well which can
irrigate 20 acres of land adapted to poppy cultivation

will irrigate only three acres of the land adapted to the
cultivation of sugar-cane, (e.) In case the substitution

of other crops is forced upon us by the circumstances, it

would be necessary that out of the aforesaid area of 20
acres the sugar-cane would be cultivated in three acres

only, and in the remaining 17 acres such crops as

wheat and barley, &c. will be replaced. So the average
assessment of this mixed cultivation would be Es. S 8a.

per acre. And if the cultivatitm of other crops, ex-

clusive of sugar-cane, would most likely be replaced,

then the average assessment of the said amount of land
would be Es. 4 per acre. For the discussion of the
question of compensation payable to the Partabgarh
State, the most important thing to notice is, that in case

we strongly resent the prohibition of opium, how can we
be expected to accept it gladly P Because we know well
the present value of poppy and of opium in all its forms,
and the loss which will be incurred by us and our
subjects. Further, we are well aware that the cultiva-

tion of poppy is a matter of right or possession of
an important landed interest, and the compensation is

a matter of so miich money allowance. I have shown
in my statement how many parties would suffer loss,

and what would be their respective losses. In case

they consent to accept the compensation the paramount
power would have to make good the sum total of them
all. Since the prohibition of the cultivation, produc-
tion, and consumption of opium has been suggested
the people iu the opium-producing native states have
shown their sorrow by refraining from cooking their

meals and lighting their houses, &c. It has also

become a very hard task for the revenue officials to

pacify them, and to have them engaged in their

agricultural business. I fear that there may be a
diminution in the land revenue this year. In case

the Pertabgarh State is asked to extend the edict of

prohibiting the growth of opium except for medical
purposes, there is no doubt, as far as I believe,

that we would come to suffer the consequences of a
serious political danger. Consequently, the adoption
of preventive measures are also difficult, expensive,

and impracticable in the Pertabgarh State. How
can we prevent the Bhiels of our hilly tracts from
consuming opium ? They can be expected to do so

when their human nature is altered. For instance, I

refer the Commission to the Bhiel rising of 1881-82, in

Meywar. The census of them is taken still in the

rough calculation of four persons a house. The culti-

vation of poppy seems a very valuable crop Though
other crops can undoubtedly be substituted for

the same, yet they would not be so valuable and
beneficial to the poorer classes. The poppy plant is

D
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used variously, from first to last. Its tender leaved are

used as vegetables by the cultivators, iield labourers,
and other poorer classes. I have seen the Kajas and
State nobles also using it as vegetable, calling it Araal
Ki Bhajee. It is abundantly sold in every street of

villages and towns of this part of the country. Its

seeds are used for sweetmeats, in prepariut;-, iVir

instance, Dane Ki laddoo and Dane Ki piipri. Ac, and
the superstitious classes take them while they hold fasts,

i.e., vrats. Its oil is generally eaten and used in the

opium-producing districts, and the heads, after taking

out crude opium or ras therefrom, used as post, and
their powder and small pieces are thrown in the fields

in which all sorts of crops are cultivated to improve
the quality of land as well, as it is urgently neces-

sary, in the cultivation of sugar-cane, to save it from
the injurious insects and a kind of grass called Adya.
The stems of the plant are used in making barhs
or fencing walls around fields. Nobody has yet come
forward to say that any person is ever said to have been
injured by using the said leaves as vegetable, the seeds
and the oil, &c. I can therefore say that there is no
other crop so valuable and beneficial, which the poorer
classes can make various uses of from first to last. I

am serving in this opium-producing part of the country
from a long time, and I have always to deal freely with
people who cultivate, consume, and trade in opium, but
I have never seen any evils deserving consideration
arising from the con.<5umption of opium. I can safely

say that moderate and regular use of opium is not in-

jurious, and never followed by any special evils. I
consider alcohol is more harmful than opium. The
consumption of opium in Eajputana is neither excessive
nor harmful to the population, mentally, morally, and
physically. Even if taken in excess it will take years
for bad results to follow either on the body or on the
mind. There is one of the witnesses with me, named
Kirat Singh, who takes two tolas of opium daily with-
out being seriously injured by the use, and if he is

pressed, out of hospitality, to take more, I am quite

sure he can safely take two tolas in addition. Though
he is now 65 years old, yet he is healthy and
strong. Opium is commonly given to children to keep
them in health till they are four or five years old. It

is not considered disreputable to take opium ; no doubo
chandv, and madak are objectionable. Further, for the
sake of argument, it may be observed that not only the
excessive use of opium is harmful, but there are many
instances where the overeating of even sweetmeats has
proved fatal. It is considered absolutely necessary to

take it for such special occasions and purposes as be-

trothals, marriages, birth of children, festivities, hos-
pitalities, breaking mornings, making agreements of

peace and amity, establishing friendship between par-
ties at variance, and other like State and social occasions.

It is also customary to such an extent in Rajputana
that when correspondences are being conducted in

purely native forms, it is usual to write on the top of

the letter in the handwriting of the sender, " Manohar-
ka-amal levasi," i.e., kindly take opium in hospitality
at this my request, and writing this is considered and
taken generally as signing the letter by the sender.
From all this the Commission can well conclude what
would be the re.'^ult on the habits and customs, and
physical condition of the people of this part of the
country if opium could not be procincd uxcrpt as
medicme. In my opinion the prohibition of ojiinm
would therefore turn all things topsy-turvy, and cause
a great stir in all communities of the population of
Rajputana. Opium is a cheap and accessible drug even
to the poorer classes. If it will be placed beyond their
reach it is most probable they will have to resort to the
worst kind of liquor available either from the country
or imported from the continent of Europe. The use of
liquor is forbidden by religion to a number of castes
both Hindus and non-Hindus, but that of opium is per-
mitted. By the prohibition of opium and the intro-
duction of liquor the people ivill certainly be induced
to break the commandments of their religion, and a
race of opium-eaters will be replaced by that of lic(uor
drinkers. In conclusion, I resent, on behalf of the
Pertabgarh State, the extension of the edict prohibiting
the production of opium except for medical purposes
on the above-mentioned grounds.

20.605. (Chairman.) Suppose the Government did not
ask the Raja or any of the Rajas of Eajputana to
prohibit cultivation

: suppose the Government merely
said "We will not allow opium to pass through our

II

country, you can do as you like, but it must not come
'' into our country "

; what would the Durbar think of
that ?—It is necessary that we should urge now upon
the Commission what we want, as the future of the
opium industry depends on the conclusions drawn by
this Commission.

20.606. Supposing the Government did not ask any
of the Rajas to prohibit cultivation, but merely said to
them, " You can cultivate as you like, but we will not

allow opium to come into our territory or pass through
our territory "

; what objection irould the Durbar have
to that ?—If the English Government stops opium pass-
ing through their territory, what is the use of cultivatin"-
opium in our States p

'^

20.607. {Mr. Haridas VeJiaridas.) Do you eat opium ?—I did for about nine months, but now I have left it
oil.

20.608. If the Government did not allow your opium
to go through its territory for export to China or else-
where, you say the cultivators in your State would not
grow opium

; but do you not think you have a right to
request the Government to allow your opium to "-o
through its territory?—Yes.

"^

20.609. (Mr. Wilson.) "When did you prepare the
supplementary evidence you have just given us P—
About a week ago.

The witness withdrew.

Ram Chandra
Megraj.

(Pertabgarti

State.)

Ram Chandka Megbaj called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

20.610. [Ghairman.) You are, I believe, an Agarwala
Bania, resident in Pertabgarh ?—Yes.

20.611. Will you tell us what you know about opium P

—lam the Pertabgarh agent for the firm of Thakui'sidass

Suraj Mull. I have been 10 years at Pertabgarh. I

trade chiefly in opium and bills of exchange on opium
with Bombay, Calcutta, &c. I buy annually about 400
chests of opium, chiefly through Manotidars, Bohras,

&c. ; sometimes also direct from cultivators. I pay
Rs. 600 per chest, i.e., total Rs. 2,40,000. Profit on
each chest calculated as follows :

—

Rs. 15 as commission.

,, 9 average interest.

,, 10 profit on sale during last year.

The selling price continually changes. But total profit

last year came to Rs. 13,600, or about 17 per cent, on
original outlay. If opium trade was suppressed I would
also lose profits on bills of exchange now drawn on
opium credit, amounting to about Rs. 800 or Rs. 1,000 a

year, calculated at 4 annas per cent, on Rs. 2,40,000.

No other business would compensate my firm if opium
trade were suppressed. I have other business on a

comparatively small scale and depending chiefly on

opium trade and credit. Immediate loss would amount
to Es. 10,000 or Rs. 12,000 now due to me as arrears.

The firm would not become bankrupt, but would sufi'er
great losses from the certain bankruptcy of smaller
traders; and the Pertaljgarh branch of the business
would no doubt have to be suspended.

20.612. Who are the Manotidars and Bohras ?—Thcv
are the village bankers.

^^it^^t-jT T^'
^°" P'^y ^s- 600 per chest, what yearwas that ?—Last year.

''

20.614. Do you buy at as much as that from the culti-
vators or from the Bohras P_The Rs. 600 is for thedry balls made out of opium, and not for the juice.

20.615. Do people of your caste ever take opium P—
1 es, they take it.

'^

20.616. Do you think it does them any harm f—No
it does good and not harm. ^

^^v,

20,617. 1 suppose you mean if it is taken moderated P—
Wlien a man is ill or weak it does him good to take

m^lll'not'
^^"'^^''''^^ ^° y°^ *'^'^e it yourself?-

20,619 Is all the opium that you buj- for export intoBnti.h teiTitory or is any of it for consumption inTheStates P-lt IS all exported into British terri^tory.

The witness withdrew.
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(Loed^Bbassey here took the Chair.)

KiKAT Singh called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

20.620. (Sir J. Lyall.) Are you a Jagirdar of

Pertabgarh ?—Yes.

20.621. What is your caste?—I am a Charan.

20.622. What is the connexion between the Charans
and the Rajputs ?—The Eajpiits consider the Charans
to be like their sons, and whatever the Charans want
the Rajputs provide them with.

20.623. What have you to say with reference to the
consumption of opium among Charans, and the people
in Pertabgarh?—Charans sometimes eat pieces of

opium dry, and sometimes drink it dissolved in water
(Kasumbha). Others also smoke it in the form of
" chahdu," and " madak " Children take it from six

months to three or four years old. Men and women
begin taking it from the age of 25 or 30. Amongst
Charans about 50 per cent, of the men, 10 per cent, of

the women, and all children without exception take it.

About 5 or H pur cent, of the people in their country
take from 1 tola to 2 tolas a day. I have seen as much
as 11 tolas taken in one day without any evil effect.

People generally take it twice a day—morning and
evening. I take one tola's weight a day. I can take
twice as much. Opium is taken on occasions of betro-
thal, marriage, death, settlement of a feud, and festivals.

Even non-eaters take it on these occasions. As a medi-
cine it is universally used for all kinds of disorders.

Opium has a most beneficial effect on moderate con-
sumers. If opium were stopped all consumers would
become very ill. Everyone in this part of the country
recognises its worth.

20.624. How long have you been taking as much as a
tola?—For the last three or four years. I began
taking opium when I was about 21, but for the last

three or four years, since I was very ill, I have taken it

up to a tola.

20.625. {Mr. Wilson.) You say that 10 per cent, of

the women take opium ; why do men take it more than
women ?—Women chiefly take to opium when they get
ill, but men in going about the country mix with others

who take opium, and thus take to the habit also.

The witness withdrew.

[Seth Daulat Ram called in and examined (through an Interpreter)

20.626. {Chairman.) I understand you are super-

intendent of the Customs Department, Jhallawar ?

—

Yes.

20.627. What have you to say in regard to the

quantity of opium dealt with by the Customs Depart-

ment of Jhallawar ?—I put in a statement *showing the

receipts of the last five years in the Customs Depart-

naent from opium, poppy seeds, and oil, in customs,

bhoom, chapa, (fees taken on sealing bags of opium),

and mapa (fees realised on sales). The average

receipts for the last five years have been Rs. 61,624-

5a. annually. If the cultivation of the poppy, and
the trade in opium were suppressed, the State would
lose the whole of this Rs. 61,624-5a., and would also,

supposing other crops to be substituted for poppy, lose

the duty now realised on grain, &c., imported from

outside, which would under the changed conditions be

raised within Jhallawar territory, and pay only half an

anna per maund, instead of one anna duty. I estimate

that this loss would be about Rs. 4,000 per annum, but

that is, of course, conjectural. The average annual

receipts now from customs on imported grain are

Rs. 10,200 : the appended statements show details* : if

importation of grain ceased entirely the State would

lose Rs. 5,100 ;
possibly, however, importation would

not cease entirely, and I have therefore estimated the

loss at Rs. 4,000 only under this head. Some Jagirdars

collect private dues on grain passing through their

estates ; they would also lose in the same proportion as

the State ; but I have no means of knowing what their

present receipts from this source are. I do not think

it would be possible to make good the loss by increasing

Kirat Singh.

(Pertabgarh
State.}

31 Jan. 1894.

customs duties on articles other than opium. The
rates as they stand are already as high as the trade will

bear, and any addition to them would, I anticipate,

diminish the volume of the trade and the customs
receipts.

20.628. You say that the receipts in the Customs
Department for the last five years have been Rs. 61,624-

5a. annually ; if the cultivation of the poppy and the

trade in opium were suppressed, the State would lose

this money ?—Yes.

20.629. If other crops were substituted for the poppy
there might be a loss on duty realised on grain

imported from outside, and if that loss occurred, as it

might occur, you say there would be a further loss to

the State of Rs, 4,400 a year ?—Yes.

20.630. And you anticipate that there would be losses

by private persons, in addition to those which would
fall on the State ?—Yes ; but that account is quite

separate, and the Raj records would not contain an
account of those losses.

20.631. {Sir J. Lyall.) I understand that you have
on ly given an estimate of the losses in customs ?

—

Yes.

20.632. {Mr. Wilson.) Will you tell us what you mean
by the word "bhoom"?—The word " bhoom " simply
means earth. Ifgoods pass from one district to another
district, over land belonging to the State, the State

charges a small duty on it.

20.633. A kind of transit duty ?—Yes.

Seth Daulat
Bam,

(Jhallawar
State.)

The witness withdrew.

Mir Mahmud Hussain called iu and examined (through an Interpreter).

20.634. {Sir J. Lyall.)—I understand you are assis-

tant deputy collector at Jhallawar ?—Yes.

20.635. What have you to say with reference to the

cultivation of poppy in Jhallawar ?—The average area

under opium during the last five years has been

—

Khalsa lands
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in the State demand of, at least, 50 per cent, on first-

clasa irrigated land, and 25 per cent, on second-class
ditto, 'ilie total demand on first-class iriigated land in

the (Jhowmehla is Rs. 1,34,779, and on second-class land
B,s. 36,872 ; the reductions would therefore be
Rs. 67,389 and Ks. 9,218 respectively. In Wast pro-
hibition of opium ciijtivation would necessitate a reduc-
tion of six annas in the rupee on first-class land, and
three annas in the rupee on second-class land. The
present demand on first-class land is Es. 2,33,879, and
on second-class land Es. 69,34.5 ; the reductions would
therefore be Es. 87,704 and Es. 11,127 respectively.

Total reductions in Chowmehla and Wast would be
Es. 1,75,439. The opium cultivation in Shahabad and
Kirpapur is so restricted that its suppression there

would not entail any reduction in the State demand.
Over and above the 39,658 acres of fully assessed irri-

gated land of which I have given details above,

there are 1,088 acres of new irrigated land in the
Ohowmehla which will be fully assessed on the
expiry of existing leases four years hence ; there
then would be a further loss to the State on this

of about Es. 6,694. It would not be possible to

confine the reduction to lands on which opium is

actually grown ; it would have to be granted on all

irrigated land on which opium could be grown. Apply-
ing the same principles to the estimated acreage
for Jagir and other alienated lands, I calculate that the
holders would have to reduce their rents by Es. 30,457
on the area actually under poppy. There are no statis-

tics in the State offices from which I can estimate the
total irrigated area in alienated lands, and I have
therefore calculated the reduction on poppy land only.

The total reduction would necessarily be a good deal
more than Es. 30,457. Opium is very much the most
profitable crop to the cultivator ; so much so, that it is

popularly estimated to pay two-thirds of the whole
revenue of the State ; and if it were suppressed cultiva-

tors would not have the means to pay the present
assessments even on lands not directly affected by the
prohibition. The estimated average produce of opium
per acre is as follows :

—

In the Ohowmehla 10 seers 11 chittacks.

,, Wast 9 seers.

,, Shahabad 4 seers 6 chittacks.

At these rates the opium produced on the average area

under that crop amounts to 6,818 maunds, valued at

current prices at Es. 10,99,908. The customs returns

on the average of the last four years give the amount
of opium produced annually as 6,704 maunds. To this

must be added the value of

—

Opium seeds, estimated at Es. 11-2 per acre.

,, leaves, ,, Es. 1-6-3 ,,

stalks, ,, Es- 1-10-8 „

To this again must be added the value of makka, the

only crop which can be grown in combination with
poppy on the same ground and in the same year, and
which cannot be grown in combination with any other

crop, so that the abolition of the poppy would prac-

tically entail the suppression of makka too. This is

estimated at Es. 13-5-7 in Wast, and Es. 19-1S-3 in the

Chowmehla per acre. The total value of these sub-

sidiary products I have worked out on the average at

Es. 8,60,509. If opium production were suppressed

there are only two crops which could really take its

place on irrigated land in the Chowmehla and Wast
divisions of this State, viz., cotton and wheat. Sugar-
cane can never be a general crop here for two reasons,

because it exhausts the soil too much, and because it

requires watering in the hot weather, at which time the

very great majority of the wells here run dry. I

estimate the cost and profits of poppy (combined with
makka) cultivation as follows :

—
In the Chowmehla. Per acre, cost of cultivation

Ea. 59-4-5, and value of produce Es. 77-3 ; profit,

Es. 17-14-7.

Ditto ibr cotton, per acre, cost Es. 38-8-10, value of

produce Es. 25-14-3; loss, Es. 12-1^^0-7.

Ditto for sugar-cane, cost Es. 163-4-11, value of pro-

dace Es. 152; loss, Es. 1-4-11.

Ditto for wheat, cost Es. 39-1-1, value of produce
Es. 33-11-7; loss, Es. .6-6-6.

In Wast. Ditto for opium (combined with makka
Rb. 56-1-1, value of produce Es. 67-9-5; profit, Es.11-8-4.

Ditto fur

Es. 26-2-3,;

Ditto for

ducc Es. 89

Ditto for

Es. 26-11-2

value of producecotton, cost lis. 31-12-9,

loss, Es. 5-10-6.

sugar cane, cost Es. 96-12-7, value of pro-

; loss, Us. 7-12-7.

wheat, cost Es. 32-6-4, value of produce,
loss, Es. 5-11-2.

The statements put in give the details of the above

calculations.* Hence very little irrigated land is taken

up with anything but poppy ; it is only on land that

cannot be fully manured and irrigated that other crops

are grown. The prohibition of poppy cultivation in the

Ohowmehla and Wast would, on the above calculation

of the profit per acre on opium, cause a direct aggregate
loss to the cultivators in those divisions of Es. 634,204.

After allowing for a reduction in the aggregate rents of

Es. 212,591, the cultivators would suffer a net loss of

Es. 428,307 on their irrigated lands, which there would
be no possibility of their recouping by the cultivation of

other crops. In point of fact, they could not cultivate

their irrigated lands except at a loss, even if the rents

were reduced to the extent proposed above by me, and
the Ohowmehla and Wast would be entirely ruined.

20.636. You say that from the returns lately furnished,

the area of Khalsa land under poppy is put at 22,937
acres, and you say that at the time of the settlement of

1886 the area was 31,836 acres ; what, in your opinion,

is the reason for such a, decrease in the area?—As there

was a fall in the price of opium the State thought it

advisable to encourage the cultivators to produce other
crops. But as the soil is stony the other crops did not
do well, and did not pay. I produce a specimen of

wheat to show the soil is not adapted for it.

20.637. Was there Bjpahha settlement made in 1886?
—Yes.

20.638. Before that there was a hatai and cash settle-

ment ?—Before the settlement there was a contract for

five years, and before that the States charged something
in cash to each cultivator.

20.639. (Chairman.) You have made a calculation of
the reductions in the amounts which the Slate would
derive from the land revenue, and it shows that in the
district of Chowmehla, if the cultivation of opium were
prohibited, the reduction of State revenue would amount
to Es. 67,389 on one class of land and Es. 9,218 on
another class ; and in the Wast district prohibition
would imply a reduction on one class of land of
Es. 87,704, and on another class Es. 11,127 ?--Yes.

20.640. In Shahabad the loss would be less, as the
cultivation of poppy is not extensive. There the loss

would amount to Es. 6,694 ?—Yes.

20.641. Turning to the Jagir and other alienated
lands, you say that the reductions which the holders
would have to sufl'er in their rents would be not less

thanEs. 30,457 P—Yes,

20.642. (Mr. Fansliawe.) As regards the average pro-
duce of opium per acre, is it the case that poppy is

grown as the only crop in the year in Jhallawar ?

—

Maize is first sown, and after that poppy, so that they
have two crops in the year. Maize cannot be sown
with any other crop.

20.643. (Mr. Wilson.) Is it a fact that when the State
advised the people to grow other crops, as far as possible,
that policy proved unprofitable ?—We have to import
grain from other States into Jhallawar, and consequently
the State tried to get the grain produced in the country.
The cultivators tried it, but it proved unsuccessful.
The cultivators found it was to their loss rather than to
their profit. They were accustomed to grow poppy,
and consequently they disliked the order to grow grain,
and the State policy did not succeed. The policy was
therefore changed.

20.644. You say that the amount of land on which
poppy is cultivated is 8,899 acres less than it was at
the time the settlement was finished ; did the State
make any reduction in the land revenue on account of
that reduction in the poppy land?—The State proposed
to make some reduction, and some papers and returns
were prepared. It was proposed that reductions might
be made if the cultivators would agree to grow grain in
the place of poppy, but as the cultivators showed a dis-
inclination to do this, the State did not make any re-
duction, and allowed them to sow ])oppy freely.

20.645. Is all the manure put on the poppy land?
No, they manure other crops.

20,616. You have said that it is only on land that
cannot be fully manured and irrigated that othu- ciops
are grown F—More manure has to be put on the poppy
land than on land upon which other crops grow. They
are not inclined to grow ijtlier crops, and, therefore
they do not manure them so well. BesidcH that, they
have to irrigate poppy fields up to the very time that
the juice is taken, up to the time the incision is made
and the scraping is over. Whereab, in the ca^e of the

Not reprinted.
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other crops they have to give water only a certain

number of times, and not to the very last.

20,647. If the cultivators spend all the manure, or

most of it, on the poppy, then it is not surprising that

the wheat is very poor p—It is not for the want of

manure that the wheat has been so poor, but the laud

itself is not suited for wheat growing. Besides that, if

there is even a small quantity of rainfall in winter the Mir Maumua
crop is spoiled by that rain, and the leaves get pale Hus.sain.

and withered. In Jhallawar wheat is grown in dry {Jhallawar

land, black soil. If there is "26 inches of rain during Stale.)

the rainy season wheat is produced in large quantities
in those dry fields, but if there be rain in winter then 31 Jau. 1894.

those fields also are spoilt.

The witness withdrew.

Thakue Bahaduk Singh called in and examined (through an Interpreter)

.

20.648. (CliairmoM.) You are, I understand, a Rajput,
Jagirdar of Motipura, and Tahsil Bakani P—Tes.

20.649. Can you give ns any information as to the

growth and consumption of opium iu the Jhallawar

State P—In the Chowmehla and Wast no crop would be

a satisfactory substitute for opium. Sugar-cane, wheat,
cotton, and barley are the alternatives that suggest

themselves. Cane cannot, however, be grown satis-

factorily for want of water, and because it exhausts the

soil, so that without special care and manuring it cannot
recover itself. A man may grow cane for the sake of
" gur," but he cannot do it at a profit. Wheat can be
grown at intervals of three years in the same land ; in

the interim hemp has to be sown and ploughed in and
then a crop of opium taken. Cotton and barley do not

do well either. " I cannot give details of agricultural

expenses and returns to define the diiference Ijetween

poppy and other crops, but i can say with certainty

that if opium is done away with the cultivators will

never get a belly-full, and neither the State nor land-

holders will be able to get their dues, because it is the

only crop which can be grown to a profit. It will

certainly be necessary to reduce rents and revenue if

the poppy is to be prohibited, probably by 50 per cent.

In addition to this some Jagidars would lose their dues

on opium ; but this would not afi'ect me personally,

because I have not the right of " mapa " in my Jagir.

The witness

In my caste it would be quite an exception to find any-

one who did not take opium. All take it, men, women,
and children. Doses vary from tialf a ratti to nine

mashas, and some take more than that. People take as

much as suits their constitutions. Perhaps 10 per cent,

are large consumers
;
people take it once or twice or

thrice a day, and some people tiiko it whenever they

think of it, but the majority only take it once or twice.

Gralwan is specially gi\'en, and is de rigueur on occasions

of rejoicing. Moderate consumers are all the better for

it both mentally and physically, and would deteriorate

in every way without it. In fact, opium-consumers
would die without their allowance.

20.650. {Bvr J. Lyall.) What is the size of your

Jagir ?—It brings in E.s. 1,000 a year.

20.651. Are you a Rajput of the same clan as the

Raja P—I belong to the Bhati Clan.

20.652. Is the irrigation in Jhallawar from wells, or

what ?—From wells.

20,053. How deep are they ?—About 50 or 60 feet.

20.654. I presume it is very expensive to raise the

water ?— Yes.

20.655. Will you kindly explain what is meant by
Gal/wan P—It is a drink prepared by pounding opium.
It is put into water and then strained off.

withdrew.

Thahur
BahadurSingh.
(Jhallawar

State.)

GoviND Ram called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

20,656. {8w J. Lyall.) What is your caste P—I am
a Mahajan.

20,656-7. What are you ?—I am a trader.

20,658. What can you say as to the value of the

opium trade in the Jhallawar States ?—The value of the

opium trade to this State can best be illustrated by

detailing the components of the price of a single chest

of opium sold here at the average price of Rs. 493 :

—

Rs. a.

1. Price of opium-milk used in manu-
facture, 2 mds. 7i seers - 370

2. Commissiononabove to middleman 6 4

3. Cost of testing quality - - - 18
4. Interest on capital sunk in

purchase - - - 45

5. Miscellaneous charges, carriage,

&c. ....
6. Dalal's dues . - -

7. Weighing - - - -

8. Packing, &c. - - -

9. Oil - - - -

10. Storage - - - - -

11. Broken opium leaves used in

packing 8

12. Earthen utensils used in manu-
facture

13. Sewing bags
14). Opium leaves used to wrap up

opium - - -

15. Contribution to charity

16. Customs duty on import

17. Temple dues on import - - -

18. Merchant's profit - - - -

Total - - - - 493

1

2

1

53

If this opium is exported there are, of course, further

charges. Of these the following affect the State and

people of Jhallawar, viz. :—

Packing cases - - -
^

Securing cases in canvas, &o. - ' '
^

Carriage to Ujain
Jj

Cost of escort on road - -
'

o
Contribution to temples - - " ,5
Export duty - . - - 1-

a.

8

4

Total 23 12

Taking 2,800 chests as the average quantity passing
through Jhallawar markets for export in a year, we
therefore have Es. 10,36,000 distributed amongst the
agriculturists of the State. Taking 2,400 chests as the

average annual quantity passing through Patau, we
have distributed among Patan people :

—

Rs.

Among the mercantile classes - - 2,59,200

,, weighmen . . - 2,400
oilmen . . - . 2,400

,, broken-leaf sellers, &o. - 1,200

,, carpenters- - - 4,800
leaf sellers - * 2,400

„ cartmen and carriers - 6,000

,, temple dues on import - 3,300

,, poor people - - 1,200

,, dalals - 2,400

„ packers, porters, &c. - 9,600

„ house-owners for storage 3,600
potters - - - 1,200

,, bag-sewers ... 300

,, shopkeepers, porters, &c.

(item 5) - - - - 6,000

,, escorts - - 6,000

,, temples on export . 4,800

,

,

customs dues , import and
export - 35,400

If the cultivation of opium were stopped all these

sources of income would be closed to the people of the

city and neighbourhood, and great numbers of them
would be reduced to destitution, since there is no
trade possible which would give so much and so well-

paid employment. In addition to this the prohibition

of the opium trade would entail the loss of lakhs of

capital sunk in buildings and plant which could not be

utilised for other purposes. There is practically no
trade of any magnitude here except in opium, nor

is there any other local produce which could take its

place as an article of commerce. With the disappear-

ance of opium the importance of Patan as a trading

centre would vanish. The injury caused to opium con-

sumers, if the cultivation of the poppy were suppressed,

should not be overlooked. 75 per cent, at least of the

inhabitants of the State are regular consumers, and
people cannot keep their health without it in this

country and climate. If they could not get opium they
would be no good for anything. I should mention that

the figures previously given refer, to Patan trade only.

Bankers here have firms and branches iu Kotah, Agar,

D 3

Govtnd Sam.
(Jhallawar

Stale.)
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Ujaiii, iDdoiu, and Bom1j:iy, all of wliich would be
proportionately injured by the suppression of tbc
opium trade. The stocks of opium in Patan on the
14tli December 1893 -were 5,821 maunds, valued at

Es. 22,62,000 odd.

20.659. Tou liave given tlie price of a chest of opium
at lt,.s. 493 ; is that the average price for the last three

or four years .''—It is for this year only. The rates

vary.

20.660. Is the price now much lower than it was
formerly ?—Yes.

20.661. What is the reason for that.P—The demand in

China is less.

20.662. Tou put the price of opium juice at Rs. 370
for two maunds 7i seers ; is that the price paid to the

cultivatoi's r'—Te.s.

20.663. Did all the cultivators get the same price
this year, oi' is that an avei'age P—It is the average.

20.664. One cultivator gets a little more, and one
cultivatoi' gets a little less ?—Tes.

20,666. (Mr. Fanshawe.) In your statement joii have
on various occasions used the word Patan ; do you
mean by that the people of Jhailawar State ?—Jhalla-

war Is the State, Patan is the city, and close to it is a
cantonment called Jhailawar Patan. By Patan I mean
the city, and by Jhailawar I mean the whole district.

20.666. Wherever you use the word Patan, then, you
are speaking of the people of the chief town ?—Patan
means the chief town, and by the word Jhailawar I
mean the whole district.

20.667. {Mr. Mowbray.) The chest of opium you
speak of is a full chest of 140 lbs., is it not ?—Yes, a
full chest.

20.668. (3Ir. Wilson.) Whore is it that the opium
milk is converted into opium ?—In the city of Patau.

20.669. Are there matiy persons engaged in that
trade ?—Yes.

20.670. How many? — About 25 shops in Patan
itself.

20.671. Do you think that all the opium prepared by
these 25 firms or persons is of equal, uniform quality ?

—It i.s uniform quality.

20.672. One man does not make it better or of more
value than another .P—No.

20.673. You have said that 75 per cent, of the in-
habitants are regular consumers ; do you mean of the
entire population, men, women, and children; or do
you mean men only ?—75 per cent, of the males.

20.674. (Mr. Mowhray.) Where are the scales at
which the Jhailawar opium is weighed.''—Ujain. In
some cases the opium goes to Indore as well.

20.675. (Chairman.) Tou say that Es. 10,36,000 is

distributed amongst the agriculturists of the State;
how do you arrive at that figure ?—The agriculturists
pay customs duty on so many chests, and if the value
be calculated on these 2,800 chests at the bazaar
market price, it comes up to that figure.

20.676. (Sir J. Lyall.) You have taken the market
price at Es. 370 and multiplied that by 2,800?—Tes.

20.677. (Mr. Wilson.) Tou say that the stocks of opium
in Patan on the 14th of December 1893 wore worth
Es. 22,62,000; is that two years crops, or how do you
reckon it ?—That does not show the produce for one
year or two years. The Raja made inquiry, and all

the traders had to give just the quantity they had.
The totals of the different quantities given by the
diflierent traders comes to that amount.

The witness withdrew.

(Mr. Mowebay here took the Chair during the remainder of the proceedings.)

llao iBaliadur

Apji Amar
Singh.

{Kotah State.)

Eao Bahadub Apji Amar Singh called

20.678. (dhairman.) I believe you are a Member of

Council of the Kotah State?— Yes.

20.679. Are you a Jagirdar p—Yes.

20.680. Will you kindlj' give us an account of the

poppy cultivation in Kotah p—The average number of

acres under poppy cultivation in Kotah during last five

years amounts to 50,000 bighas or 22,765 acres. The
Khalsa area is known from the revenue records. The
Jagirdars alienated area I calculate from the returns

submitted by them and by appraisement from my own
personal kiiu\vledge. The out-turn of opium is about
6,2(50 maunds. The calculation is made at the average
rate of 6 seers a bigha, or 11 seers an acre.

There is no crop that can compare with opium, but
in opium lands, sugar-cane, barley, wheat, cotton,
" j^Tungphali " (pignut), " Kasum " (safflower), land
Indian corn can be grown. Gram and Jowar (millet)

arc not grown on opium lands. JNIillet is not sown
because the opium fields are always close to the village

site, where on account of the trees there are multitudes

of birds who devour the crop. Uram, if sown, will bear
no fruit.

Sugar-cane will be irrigated.

Barley ditto

Wheat ditto

Cotton will not be irrigated.
" Mungphali " (pignut) will be irrigated.
" Kasum " (safflower) will not be irrigated.

Indian corn ditto

Conse(|uenton the substitution oi the crops mentioned
before for the poppy, there would be a diminution in

revejiue demand of Rs. 3. 8a. a bigha, which on 50,000
biglias would conic to Es. 175,000.

20.681. Is there any difiiercnce between the rate for

opium lands and non-o].iium lands ?—The rati_s for

opium fields are higher than tliuse for oilier crops.

2n,(;;8J. Is the dill'eionie between the rates on opium
jands and other lands Rs. 3. 8a. a bigha P—If opium were
to bu stopped the Eaj would luivo to keep the rates at

Rs. 1. Sa. ; therefore the loss will be Rs. 3. 8a. The
ftveragi' rate for irrigated land is Es. 6.

-11,68:1. At present it is Rs. 5 ; if opium cultivation

were stopped it i\ould ha\ e to be reduced to Rs. 1. 8a. ?

—Yea.

in and examined (through an Interpreter).

20.684. That is how you estimate the loss at Es. 3. 8a.
per bigha ?—Yes.

20.685. If poppy cultivation is stopped will that
necessitate a revision of irrigated rates p—Yes.

20.686. How much do you estimate will be the cost of
that revision .P—About Es. 10,000.

20.687. If the production and export of opium were
prohibited, at what amount would you calculate the
loss to the Durbar P—If the production and export of
opium be prohibited, there will be a loss to the Durbar
of about Rs. 70,000 or Es. 75,000, even up to Es. 80,000,
if we calculate on returns for a period preceding the last
five years. During this latter period there has been
much decrease in the opium trade owing to the hifh
duty on opium levied by the Marwar State. If we
calculate on those last five years then there will he a
loss of about Es. 61,000 a year, but the calculation
should be taken on a more extended period than these
last five years.

20.688. What is that loss on, is it loss on customs
duty, or what p—Yes, customs duty.

20.689. Do the Jagirdars levy any taxes on opium
besides the custom duties of the Durbar p—The Jagir-
dars levy taxes on opium styled " Mapa "' and " Bhoom "
•' Mapa " is a kind of weighing tax on all opium (and
other produce) sold in the Jagir. All Jagirdars and
owners of alienated land levy this tax, "Mapa" I
cannot say definitely what loss other Jagirdars would
sufllcr if ni.ium .-cased to pay "Mapa," but I can
answer for 7ny o^i-n .lagir. 1 should lose a,bout Es. 200
a year m my five villages on opium " Mapa" alone.

20.690. Does the Durbar levy " Mapa " and "Bhoom "
?—

" Bhoom" is an ancient tax which certain Jagirdars
were entitled to levy on goods passing through their
Jiigb'. All owners of alienated l.ind cannot li'\y it
Only those who are eutitleil to do so from iinrimt timescm le\ y it

; I levy "Bhoom." If opium no longer was
iin ;irticlo of commerce I should lose iiliont Rs 250 a
year " Bhoom" that upiiim alone lirin"s in ' Maria"and" Bhoom" ;av ;ilsn l,,vi,.d by the Durbar or State
Itself The income on this hi;iid will be about E'
10.001.1 i. yciirto the State in resp.xt to opium aloneAt a rough mlculation I 4ioukl sav that the l.i^s to
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Jagirdars and holders of alienated lands would 1k' about
Ks. 5,000 a year in respect to " Mapa " and " Bhoom "

levied on opium.

20.691. Do the Jagirdars levy customs ?—The Jagir-

dars levy no cnstfims duty, except the Kotris (petty

States) which iin; eight in number.

20.692. Would there be any possibility of revising the

customs tariii, and putting a tax on other articles P

—

In my opinion there would be no use to revise the

customs tariff. There is no article of commerce that
would take the place of opium on which any customs
due conld be levied. If customs dues were levied or
increased on any produce other than opium it would
tend to discourage the growth of that produce.

20.693. Is there any excise in Kotah ?—There is only
excise for abjcari,—liquor.

20.694. There is no excise upon opium P—No ; there
is neither any excise upon opium, nor upon any pre-

paration of opium.

20.695. Have you made any calculations with regard
to the profits made by cultivators out of opium com-
pared with other crops P—Yes. If opium is grown,
there is an average yield of 5 seers a bigha, which,
taking the price at an average of Rs. 4 a seer, would be
worth Es. 20, then there would bo 2J maunds of seed
produced worth Rs. 7 8a. Generally cultivators also

grow Indian corn as a preliminary crop to opium.
After they have prepared the field for opium, the yield

of Indian corn would be about 6 maunds of seed worth
in all about Rs. 5. The total value of the crops would
then be Rs. 32 8a. The cost of cultivation per bigha
would be :

—
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Singh.

{Kotak State.)

above the actutil cost that •would be incurred in each

case it' labour were employed and ])aid for, has been
givcu. Where the oukivator and his I'aniily themselves
perform the field work, or some ol: it, of course the

cultivator would save that part of the cost, -whether with
31 Jan. 1894. regard to opium or any other crop, and would gain that

much extra profit.

20.697. Do you consider that there would be any
other loss to the people of Kotali if poppy cultivation

were stopped?—If poppy cultivation was stopped, most
certainly there would be a loss in credit. I can see no
way of maintaining it. Money-lenders advance thou-

sands of iTipees on the security of the opium crop alone.

I am not an opium merchant, but about 100 maunds of

opium are annually produced in my Jagir, the value of

which iit 4 rupees a seer is worth Ka. 16,000. This

would be the price in the village. I bring it to Kotah
and sell it here, where it fetches Rs. 20,000. If I

cannot sell it I make it into cakes and keep it, and by
that means I shall obtain a larger profit. I have now
about 30 or 32 maunds by me now.

20.698. Can you give us any information with regard
to the consumption of opium in your part of Rajputana ?

—Opium is taken in a dry form and in a diluted form.

Some take it in pills, some mix spices with it. No one
smokes it. It is not the custom here. If any Rajput
were to smoke it, he would be outcasted. Men, women,
and children alike take opium. About 75 or 80 per
cent, of the men take opium, about 50 per cent, of the

women take it. All the children are given it up to

about five years of age. Adults begin to take it again
from 25 to 30 years of age. I know of no one who takes
it to excess. Opium is taken twice a day as a rule.

The usual quantity is about two rattis at a time. I take
one ratti only once a day. I have taken it for the last

25 years. I took it at first to get rid of intermittent
fever which would not leave me. The fever left me
after I had taken opium for about a twelvemonth.
Since then I have never left it off. It is absolutely

necessary to take opium at betrothals, at weddings,
birthdays, big festivals, and other occasions of rejoicing.

Without opium a betrothal is not considered binding.

This is a very old custom, not a new custom at all.

People to whom it is offered are considered bound to

take it. If a man does not get his opium dose he is

rendei'ed useless. After a man takes opium strength

comes to his hands and feet. It gives him an appetite,

and he can talk well ; that is to say, it gives vigour to

the body and makes the heart cheerful, and improves
the intellect.

20,691*. Have you any wish to see the custom of

taking opium interfered with in Rajputana?—Our
ancient customs would be greatly interlered with that

have been handed down from our forefathers, our
habits would be interfered with, and hundreds of men
Wf;uld be in danger of death if they were not able to

get opium, and bodily health would be lost. We do
not smoke it as the Chinese do. Smoking opium, no
doubt, may be injurious to health. Whether it is so or

not I do not know. If the Commission wish to stop
Chinamen from smoking opium, pray do so ; but why
stop us from eating opium from which we derive so

much benefit, and which is with us such an old custom ?

20.700. {Mr. Wilson.) You have said that your cal-

culation is made at the rate of 5 seers a bigha, or 11

seers an acre ; is that quite correct ?—It is quite
correct. It is really less than it ought to have been.
I have taken an average.

20.701. Is that the right proportion—Rs. 5 for a
bigha and lis. 11 for an acre ?—Yes, it is right.

20.702. You have also stated that 75 or 80 per cent,

of the men take opium. I should like to know whether
those who do not take opium have not intellects so
bright ? Why should not their intellects be as bright
without it ?—I do not mean that nobody else but the
opium-eater has his intellect brightened.

20.703. With reference to the tables you have given
us how many annas a day is reckoned foi- the labourers P

—To every strong labourer 2 annas a day is paid, to

women 1 anna ; and 1 annas is paid to those who
incise the poppy because it is skilled labour.

20.704. Is it correct that watching for 20 days would
only cost 2a. 6p. ?—That is the average for one bigha
of poppy land.

20.705. Then I suppose one man would watch a great
many bighas ?—Yes ; he can watch four bighas.

20.706. That would be about half an anna a day for

the man's wages p—A child or woman can do the work.
No strength is required. One has him ply to throw a
stone to send away the birds that come.

20.707. You put down Indian corn seed at 2 annas.
Is it correct that you can buy enough Indian corn for 2
annas to sow a bigha of land ?—Yes ; it is sown very
distantly, not close together ; it is sown at intervals of

2 feet.

The witness withdrew.

Chaube
JRaghunalh

Vass.
{Kotah State.)

Ohatjbe Raghunath Dass called in and examined.

20.708. {Chairman.) I believe you are from Etawah in

the North- Western Provinces, a Brahmin, Chaturbedi,
age 45 and Superintendent of Revenue of the Kotah
State?—Yes.

20.709. You have given us the average number of

acres under poppy cultivation as 22,765 and the out-

turn of opium as 6,260 maunds ?—Yes.

20.710. Can you tell us on what you have based the
out-turn per bigha ?—Although the out-turn per bigha
or per acre varies not only in different localities, but
also in different fields of the same locality from four to

12 seers per bigha, we have for all practical purposes
fixed it at an average of not more than five seers a
bigha or 11 seers an acre. Calculating at this rate

22,765 acres would yield the quantity of opium stated

before.

20.711. Supposing poppy cultivation were to be pro-
hibited, have you any suggestions to make as to what
crops might take its place .^—Considering the great
and diverse advantages of poppy cultivation from a
pecuniary as well as an economical point of view, it is

almost impossible to suggest an eflioient substitute for

poppy, but if it must be given up, the only crops that
seem likely to take its place, if indeed tbey can ever do
so, are sugar-cane, cotton, wheat, and barley. Sugar-
cane is a wet crop, but is costly in cultivation, and
demands a sustained labour and continuous employ-
ment for more than a year. The land is prepared in

the rains, say, August and following months, the cane
is sown in January, it is harvested in February of the
following year. So it really takes two years to grow,
hence to the majority of cultivators it is prohibitive.

It is further liable to disease and its out-turn is un-

certain. Cotton.—Unirrigated or in some cases slightly
irrigated, would if it escaped frost and disease yield a
good crop the first year, but a very poor one, if at all,

the second year. Because an exhausting crop like
cotton takes so much out of the soil that it must lie
fallow for a year before anything could be grown in it.

Wheat in this soil, if irrigated, is most liable to the
disease called rust. If unirrigated.it would burn up
tlie incessant manuring of the opium land for very
many years past rendering it too strong for the plant
to grow and thrive thereon without water. Barley is

not a paying crop as it is so cheap. The average irri-
gated (peewat) rates are taken at Rs. 5 a bigha or
about Rs. 11 an acre, the dry rates at Rs. 1 8a. a
bigha or Rs. 3 4a. an acre. The land revenue at these
irrigated rates on 50,000 bighas or 22,765 acres is
Rs. 2,50,000, while at dry rates it will be no more than
Rs. 75,000. Since it would bo hardly possible to levy
more than Rs. 1 8a. a bigha from the land now under

\

poppy when in all probability cotton or wheat would be
grown thereon, the result of the substitution would be I

a clear loss of Rs. 1,75,000 to the State, and that directly
in the land revenue alone.

20.712. Do you agree with the last witness that the
stopping of the poppy cultivation would necessittite a
revision of the irrigated rates and that that would cost
about Rs. 9,000 P—Yes.

20.713. I believe you have prepared a statement of
the details of the expenditure, making np the Rs. 9,000 ?—Yes. The loss in revenue will amount toRs. 1,75,000.
The revision of the rates would cost about Rs, 9,000 in
the preparation of revised village papers and records.
The expenditure would be :

—
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(1.) Preparation of the statement
for every village of the
revised rates for the now
irrigated area comprising
1,68,000 fields -

(2.) Three fair copies of the
above statements, one in
Urda and two in local
Hindi characters -

(3.) Paper and stationery

(4.) A Mnnsarim to examine the
records thus prepared,
both original and copies
for one year

(5.) Binding of records -

Total
Or in round numbers -

Rs. a. p.

2,500

5,000
900

360
200

8,960
9,000

20,714. Ton have also made calculations as to the
relative profit on the growth of opium and of other
crops P—We have fixed the produce of opium at 5
seers the bigha.

Rs. a. p.
This at the rate of Es. 3. 8a. a seer, the

present market rate (and mind this is

the lowest) is worth - - 17 8
Poppy seed 2J maunds at Rs. 3 a
maund - - - 7 8

Sale of poppy heads and dry leaves 2

Total - - 27

Expense of Cultivation.

Opium land is ploughed 9 times at

2 annas a ploughing, this cost -

Manure 8 or 10 cartloads -

Three weedings and 2 diggings
The land is watered 7 times
Extraction of juice ...
Watching and miscellaneous 14

7
Revenue demand - - 5

Grand total - 12

To the cultivator the net gain is thus Rs.l5 a bigha,
but considering that almost the whole manual labour in

the above-mentioned operations is performed by himself
and his.family, and the bullocks that draw water out of

the well for the opium land serve as well for his entire
holding, which consists, besides the iiTigated tract, of
other lands under different crops, he will be saved the
cost of cultivation and so his profits come to about
Rs. 22 a bigha or about Rs. 48 an acre. In addition
to poppy the cultivator generally grows with it other
wet crops such as "zira" (cummin seed), "dania"
(coriander) and vegetables which give him another
Rs. 3, and when it is remembered that in most places

poppy is usually preceded by a crop of Indian corn
(maize), and this after paying his expenses gives him
another 4 rupees in money or kind, his aggregate
profits virtually amount to Rg. 29 a bigha, or about
Bs. 65 an acre.

Now as to substitutes

—

Sugar-cane.—For reasons already given very few culti-

vators would grow sugar-cane, but supposing some do
the out-turn at the highest would be 10 maunds of
" g^r " (molasses) worth Rs. 6 a maund or Rs. 60 in all.

Ea^enses of cultivating Sugar-cane.

Seed -

rive ploughings (deep)

Manure
10 or 12 weedings -

10 or 12 waterings
Extracting juice, &c.

Land revenue for two years

Total cost - 37 4

Profit - - 22 12

Divided between two years comes to 1 1 6

If we cultivate cotton in place of poppy it would not

grow well in a good many places and would generally

yield 3 maunds, but I would take the highest average

O 82588.

Rs.
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20,723. In timo they sometimos contract the habit of
taking it themselves ?—In some instances it is disease
which compelled people to take to the habit.

20,724. Of course, opium taken in excess is really
injurious ?—Decidedly it is.

The witness withdrew

20,725. (CJiuirman.) It is also taken largely as a

national custom and on ceremonial occasions ?—Yes, it

is taken on those occasions among Kajputs and those

who are accustomed to Bajpnt customs. There are a

good many other castes that follow Rajput customs on

all occasions.

Sirdar Mull.
{Kotah State.)

SiEDAE Mull called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

20.726. (Ghairman.) You are a Mahajan and Oswal,
42 years of age and agent of Rajroop Hunsraj of

Kotah ?—Yes.

20.727. What would the effect upon your business be
if the production and export of opium be stopped ?—If

the production and export of opium were stopped I

shoald suffer great loss. For the last 100 years my firm
has dealt in opium and transactions connected with the

cultivation and manufacture of opium. 1 have about
3 lakhs of rupees worth of opium now stored in my
godowns. About 700 or 800 maunds of opium are
manufactured by my firm every year. The profit on
this opium is on an average about Rs. 40 a maund
which gives an average profit of from Rs. 28,000 to

Rs. 32,000. There are branches of my firm in the
outlying districts of Kotah who deal directly with the
cultivator in lending him money, so I not only lend the

cultivator money but can obtain opium from him at a
very favourable rate. About 6J lakhs of rupees out-

standing is to be recovered from cultivators in the
districts. The branches in the districts turn this

money over as opportunity offers, lending money or

buying opium with it. I also get about Rs. 5,000 or Rs.

6,000 commission on buying and selling opium for other

firms. I also get a saving on exchange by the sale of

rnv opium in Bombay which obviates m}' having to

purchase handis to pay for goods, &c., bought in

Bombay. The gain on this account amounts to about
Rs. 3,000 or Rs. 4,000 a year. Thus, if the production
and export of opium were stopped I should lose 3 lakhs

worth of opium stored. I should lose 6J lakhs advanced
to cultivators in out districts. I should lose about Rs.

30,000 profit yearly on manufacture of opium and Rs.

5,000 or Rs. 6,000 on commission, besides Rs. 3,000 or

Rs. 4,000 ill exchange. Total prime loss once and for

all ru lakhs and yearly loss Rs. 38,000 to Rs. 40,000. I

should lose my entire capital and my whole credit as a

merchant would disappear. I should be ruined. I

should lose 64 lakhs of rupees that is oat in the dis-

tricts, besides this I should lose about Rs. 40,000 yearly

profit I now get through the transactions of opium.

20.728. Is all the opium out of which you make your
profit exported to British India ?— It is exported to

Bombay and into Marwar. I used to get a greater

profit than I do now. It is only Rs. 40 a maund now.

20.729. How is it that you get less profit now than
you used to get ?— There is no demand in China for

it.

20.730. How much of your opium goes to Bombay and
how much to Al arwar P—-Altogether I send away about
800 chests, 400 to Bombay and 400 to Marwar.

20.731. Your whole business is about 800 chests,

about half of which goes to Bombay and half to

Marwar P—Yes.

20, 732. Doss your firm make advances to cultivators

for any other crops besides opium ?—They only give

advances on opium,
in Harauti.

The grains are always very cheap

20.733. Do you mean that the other crops are not good
enough security for you to advance money upon ? —
They are not a good security as opium.

20.734. Besides merchants like yourself, are there any
other classes of the community who would be affected
if the cultivation of opium were prohibited ?—All the
poorer classes who earn wages in connexion with the
opium trade would lose those wages, such as persons
employed in the manufacture of opium, guards, cart-

men, carpenters, coolies, gunny bag makers, basket
makers, collectors of dry poppy leaves, not to mention
the cultivators who would be ruined altogether. It is

through opium alone that they pay their revenue.

20,735 (Mr. Fanshawe.) Is the habitual use of opium
iu small or moderate quantities common among the
people of your caste P—Some people take two rattis and
some take four. They take it just as they like.

It is a common habit among the people of my caste.

20.736. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Are you a Jain?

—

Yes.

20.737. Are there people also of your caste who do
not take opium ?—Yes.

-0,738. How many ?—50 per cent.

20.739. Males P—All taken together ; men and women
50 per cent.

20.740. Is the excessive use of opium injurious P

—

No. it is not injurious. Some take a rupee's weight.

20.741. {Mr. Wilson.) Are you agent for your firm ?

Are you the principal of the firm. What is your posi-
Gion in the business ?—I am manager.

20.742. When you speak about all these losses which
you would incur, do you mean that you would incur
them yourself, or that your firm would incur them p—

I

mean my firm.

20.743. When you say "I should lose 6J lakhs of
rupees," you do not mean yourself, but the people you
manage for P— I am a representative of the firm.

20.744. I suppose you are on a monthly salary?
Yes.

20.745. What do you mean by the term hundis ?

—

Bills of exchange.

20.746. Are you a partner at all in the firm of which
yon are manager p—No ; I have no share in the business,
I am only manager.

20.747. You come here to represent the interest of
the firm ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Karam
Chand.

{Kotah State.)

Kakam Ohand called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

20.748. {Chairman.) I believe you are a trader of

Barrau in Kotah P —Yes.

20.749. What is your caste ?—I am a Khattri.

20.750. What do you trade in principally p—In opium

.

20.751. If the opium trade were prohibited what
would be the result upon your business P—If the opium
trade were prohibited I should suffer great loss. I live

by this trade. I buy annually about 200 maunds ofopium
milk, and manufactare at Barrau. I have now about
200 maunds of manufactured opium in large cakes, and
about 69 maunds manufactured opium in small cakes.

This stock of opium is worth altogether Rs. 95,560. If

the sale of opium is stopped I should lose this. My annual
profit in dealing in opium comes to about 20,000, but,

ot course, it depends on the prevailing price of opium.
I should be entirely beggared if the trade in opium
were stopped. I could not compensate myself by any

other business. Other goods, such as grain, deteriorate

;

opium improves by keeping.

20.752. Do the members of your caste consume
opium P—Yes.

20.753. In what form?—They take it in dry pills.
Some take one ratti, some two and some four rattig.

20.754. Do they ever smoke opium P—No.
20.755. Do you ever take opium yourself?—Yes I

take it myself. I swallow pills.

20.756. What dose do j-ou take P—I take it twice a
day, three rattis at a time.

20.757. How many years have you taken it ?—I have
been taking it from my very childhood.

20,7.58. About how many men in your caste take
opium ?—About 15 per cent, and all the children up to
five years of age take it.
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20.759. Do any of the men of your caste take it to
excess P—I know two or three men who do.

20.760. Out of how many P—Out of about 700.

20.761. Do yon yourself consider the use of opium
to be beneficial P—Yes ; I think it is beneficial,
because the climate of the country in which I live is

cold. If I do not take opium I have pains in my knees
and I feel a little cold.

20.762. Can you give me any reason why Europeans in
this country do not take opium P—Europeans eat many
other hot things which the poor people in India cannot
provide themselves with. Besides that the Hindu
religion forbids thetu to take some things, such as meat
and liquor.

20.763. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Do the men of your caste
who eat opium generally begin about the age of 35 or

40 or do they begin at an earlier age P—Opium is given
to children up to five years of age generally. ^V'hon
they become boys and young men they give up eating
opium ; but afterwards when they feel weak and feel

cold, when they are about the age of 35, they generally
take to the habit.

20,764!. {Mr. Wilson.) Is it a good thing for young
men who have no disease to take opium regularly ?—It

is beneficial to them, too.

20.765. Then why do not the other men of your caste

take it P—Why should they take it when they are not
suffering from any disease ?

20.766. Do yon recommend young men who have no
disease to take opium regularly P—I could not re-

commend it. If they like to take it they may, but I

would not recommend them to take it.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to to-morrow morning.

At the Daulat Bagh, Ajmere.

SIXTY-FIRST DAY.

Thursday, 1st February 1894.

Karam
Chand,

31 Jan. 1S9-1.

PHESENT :

The Right Hon. LORD BRASSEY, K.O.B., Ohaikman, pbesiding.

Sir James B. Lyall, a.C.I.E., K.O.S.I.

Sir William Roberts, M.D., P.R.S.
Mr. R. a. 0. Mowbray, M.P.
Mr. A. U. Fanshawe.

Mr. Abthur Pease.
Mr, Haridas Vehakidas Desai.

Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.

Mr. J. Prescott Hewett, O.I.E., Secretary.

Colonel G. H. Trevor, O.S.I., called in and examined.

20.767. (t'hairman.) You are Agent to the Governor-
General, Rajputana P

—
"Ees.

20.768. Will you give us a general view on the ques-

tions submitted to this Commission ?—The information

placed before the Commission by Lieutenant-Colonel
Abbott renders it unnecessary for me to say more than
a few words. It appears to me to show that any general

prohibition of the use of opium in Rajputana, except

for purely medicinal purposes, is wholly impracticable,

and would lead to very serious discontent, even if the

Government were able and willing to pay the enormous
compensation estimated to the different classes that

would be affected by such a measure. Supposing the

Government desired to see the consumption of opium
reduced, the utmost it could hope to achieve, in my
opinion, would be gradually to induce native States to

increase the price of the drug where it is considered

too cheap. Restriction in this form is all that I con-

sider possible or desirable at present. I do not think that

the habit of indulging in opium to excess is nearly so

prevalent as that of indulging in spirituous liquors to

excess, and I doubt if it is as injurious to the community
at large, while I feel sure that any sweeping and in-

judicious attempt to place opium out nf the reach of those

who have been accustomed to the use of it would lead to

increased consumption of liquor or other more dan-

gerous stimulants, such as ganja. So much evidence

has been recorded on the point whether the sale of

opium under the restrictions hitherto imposed is

generally hurtful or beneficial, that my individual

opinion can have no weight. During 36 years of resi-

dence in India, and upwards of eight years iu Rajpu-

tana, I have seen very few cases of persons who have

been pointed out to me as physically shaken from con-

suming opium. Had I been specially interested in

tracing such cases, I should doubtless have seen more

of them. What I can say most emphatically is, that

any undue interference with opium, even in the loyal

Rajput States, would be politically full of danger to

British rule, and the influence hitherto exercised with
beneficial results by the Government of India. By our
treaties with the States we abstain from interfering

with their internal administration, and we could not

largely reduce their revenues from opium without
trenching upon treaty rights, unless we were prepared
to pay full compensation, which seems out of the ques-

tion. I shall be happy to answer anj questions which
the Opium Commission may think fit to ask me ; but
after the full information set forth in Colonel Abbott's

memorandum, I do not see that I need trespass upon
their time by any further remarks.

20,769. Will you give us your general impression as

to the effect of the use of opium in those parts of India
with which you are acquainted ? Would you be inclined

to say that it had been a serious cause of general moral
and physical degradation P—I should say not generally,

so far as I have seen. In Rajputana most people

eat opium, or consume it in some form, and they

are a specially healthy race. In Hyderabad, with which
I am acquainted, they are Mahomedans, and I think

more liquor was taken there than opium. The Nizam's
Government never troubled their heads about it. There

is a mixture of races there; they have not the hardy

ph) .sique of the Rajputs, but I never heard that ascribed

to opium. I believe that the immoderate use of opium
is very hurtful indeed ; there is no dispute about that.

20.770. Does the use of opium enter largely into the

personal habits of the people in Rajputana ?—There is

no doubt of it.

20.771. Is it much connected with ceremonies and

relig'ious observances ?—Yes, it enters into most of

them. In former days the Rajputs, before going into

battle, used to drink the stirrup cnp ; they considered

E 2

Col. G. H.
Trevor, C.S.I.

1 Feb. 1894;
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Col. G. H. that it nerved thera to do anything, that it was a
Trevor, C.S.I, stimulanc.

1 Feb. 1894.
20.772. Siich being the facts, how would you say that

the prohibition of the use of opium, as the people of

Kajputana have been accustomed to nse it, by outside

pressure fi-om the British nutliorities would be re-

garded p—I think it would tjc regarded with very
serious discontent, and in time of trouble would strain

to the utmost the loyalty of the States.

20.773. To what extejit do you think we have the

power to call upon the native States which you
superintend, to deal with opium in the manner which
has been proposed ?—I do not think we have the power,
unless we used it as we did in the case of suttee, which
was prohibited in Lord William Bentinck's time

;

and in that case we should have to declare that it was
a crime, and that the British G-overnment would not
countenance it any longer. But there is this differ-

ence between the two cases. When the British G-overn-

ment prohibited suttee as a crime all the general
opinion of the country was leading up to regard it in that

light. Although there were a few instances afterwards,

still the people wire prepared to welcome the prohibi-

tion, and when it was la'd down by authority-. If the

opium habit were stamped as a crime, and prohibited on
that ground, it would be contrary to the general feeling

of the people, I may mention that in the case of salt

the G-overnment of India found it necessary to keep the
monopoly. There was a good deal of salt in the States

(there was a big lake here), and the Government com-
pensated them largely for their rights. That was a
matter of negotiation.

20.774. Salt being a very important item in the
revenue of the c-ountr}', it was necessary to deal with it

on a comprehensive system throughout the length and
breadth of India ?—It was. There was a very large

compensation paid.

20.775. {8ir J. Lyall.) By agreement P—By agree-
ment. The case is not quite analogous. Nor is the
prohibition of suttee as a crime, because there is this

difference, that the whole sense of public opinion in

the country was all converging in favour of the order
which was issued.

20.776. The justification of the interference of the
British Government must, of course, depend upon
the subject matter with which you have to deal?

—

Precisely. Of course, if it is treated as a question oT

great Imperial importance, and the States are called

upon to give way, that will be our justification.

20.777. If the vital principles of morality or the

maintenance of public brder were involved, in the
interference, the vindication of it would be the im-
morality to be suppressed, or the necessity for the
maintenance of public order, but you would deprecate
such interference unless the occasion were sufiioiently

grave ?—Certainly.

20.778. If we came in and interfered in a matter like

this, it could only be by paying full compensation p

—

That would be the first preliminary. But even after

paying compensation to the Durbars I do not see how
they could prevent the consumption of opium. It would
require a very large preventive establishment. That
preventive establishment, I suppose, would be kept by
the States, and by persons who would always be inclined
to wink at any infractions of the rules laid down.

20.779. In order to keep up the salt monopoly in

British territory, we had had to maintain an enormous
hedge or fence running a thousand miles across India,

which was of a very vexatious nature, and it was with
the object of getting rid of the necessity of keeping up
that hedge and the preventive establishment which
would watch the hedge, that we entered into negotia-

tion with the States, was it notP—I believe it -was

chieriy for that. No douljt the salt cordon was a great
nuisance and led to a great deal of oppression. People
felt that and were very glad to get rid of it.

20.780. In order to get rid of it we really compensated
the Slates concerned who had salt resources in their

territory in an extremely liberal manner P—It was
liberal on the whole.

20.781. And we so induced them to agree?—Yes, we
did it by agreement.

20.782. Has there ever been, to your knowledge, any
precedent for our asserting the right to interfere in an
internal matter like the growth of a certain crop or the
management of certain produce P—No, I know of no
precedent.

20,7;3. Is it not the case that the excise arrangements

of many of the States in India, which joined the British

territory, have been exceedingly troublesonie to our

Oivn excise arrangements?—They are so very imperfect

that they must necessarily be troublesome. They

cannot guard sufliciently the passage of opium or any-

thing that is contraband. Some of the larger and more

civilised States have pretty good establishments, I

believe. Still there have been constant complaints of

opium being smuggled through, say Jeypore to the

Punjab.

20.784. We have had, I believe, ti tolerate the in-

convenience caused thereby unless we could get the

States, after argument and full consideration, to agree

to modify their arrangements p—Quite so. We have

not been able to prove the fact as far as I know,

although it is generally believed. I merely mention

that, because, I take it, their excise establishments are

imperfect. It must be so for some years to come

until they improve in their general administration.

20.785. {Mr. Fanshawe.) In referring to the sup-

pression of suttee, you recognise, of course, a very

marked distinction between suttee considered by

itself and the habit of consuming opium ?—I do. I

stamp the one as a crime, and you must stamp the

other as a crime before you can prohibit it.

20.786. Wo could not, of course, stamp opium con-

suming as a crime in the same sense as the other?

—

Certainly not.

20.787. And any attempt to put down a general habit

like opium-eating, if not in accordance with the

general opinion of the people, would be ineffectual, as

you believe P—I believe it would.

20.788. That would be specially the case in a country
like Bajputana?—Certainly.

20.789. Will you give us your views as to whether
the special use of opium among the Rajputs is attri-

butable to their early military history—I think you
rather suggested this ?—It certainly ia intimately con-

nected with their early military history. All their

great warriors took opium. It is stated by all their

bards that they always drank the opium cup before

going into action. On leave-taking there is the stirrup

cup ; they always partake of this cup of opium. It is

a social observance.

20.790. Perhaps you have not studied the origin of

the habit among the Rajputs?—I do not know how
long it has existed. I never heard of a time when the
Rajputs did not take opium. The Rajputs have a very
ancient and shadowy history, and we do not know
much about them until the last 700 or 800 years.

20.791. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Has any State
come forward to express its willingness to prohibit the
growth of opium ?—No, certainly not.

20.792. Would not that be the first thing to decide,
whether the State was willing or not, and then go into
the question of compensation ?—I think so I do not
think any State would be willing. You could only do
it by stamping opium-taking as a crime with which
the Imperial Government was bound to interfere,
unless it was done with a high, strong hand.

20.793. You do not think the Government can use
its official pressure on the State to prohibit the growth
of opium ?—I do not think so.

20.794. Then if the States are allowed to grow,
would not it be an injustice not to allow their produce
to go through British territory to other countries
beyond India ?—I do not quite see that. If you think
a thing is bad, you are not bound to give a passage
through your territory.

20,795 It is only a question of transit?—If you had
made up your mind that it was positively spreading
immorality, and that it was a thing to be put down
with a strong hand, I do not see that you would bo
bound to give a transit because you do not choose to
interfere ivith the growth.

20.796. Would not the States be at liberty in the
same manner not to allow any traffic through their
territory ?—They would be at liberty according to
reason, I suppose.

20.797. Would not the State be at liberty in the
same -R'ay ?—Yes, I think so. I do not think we are
bound to give transit. Supposing a thing was declared
contraband, suppose a State chose to convey dynamite
through British territory, I do not see that you are
bound, because you do not choose to interfere with the
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production of the article, to givo it passage through
British territory. That is a mere question of argu-
ment.

20.798. Take the case of Kutoh. Tormerly opium
went through Kutoh, but we asked Kutch not to allow
anything to go, under the impression that the British
Government supplied opium as much as the State
would require ?—-Yep.

20.799. Then if one part of the treaty were can-
celled ought not the other parts of the treaty to be
cancelled also P— 1 think that would be fair.

20.800. Then, of course, it would go through neutral
territory in that way P—Yes, it would.

20.801. You are of opinion that if the opium pro-
duced is sent throngh British territory to a foreign
country, Government cannot interfere or prohibit it P

—

I would not say that they cannot do it.

20.802. The question is whether it would be a fair

proceeding or in afcordance with the geneial policy of
the British Government to prevent it getting to the sea P—I think it would be very unfair to prevent it getting
through to the sea.

20.803. {Chairman.) There are examples of agree-
ment having been made with the native States pro-
hibiting the export of excisable articles from such
States into the British territories ; there are no similar

• precedent for the prohibition of expoits from native
States into foreign countries beyond the sea ?—There
are not.

20.804. {Mr. Mowbray.) Supposing the British
Government in the last resort is entitled to prohibit
the export of certain articles from native States into
the British territory, I presume you would consider
that that power could only be exercised in cases
involving great moral issues P—It could only be
justified in that way. I would say Imperial issues.
Morality is a matter on which opinions always differ.

I would rather say great Imperial issues—matters
declared to be of the greatest concern to the Empire at
large, obliging the Government to override till consi-
derations which ordinarily as between individuals
would be considered fair.

20.805. And in yonr opinion, is the opium question
of that character?—No, certainly not.

20.806. Suppo-.ing that export were prohibited from
the native States, would that involve a large increase
in the preventive establishment of British India sur-
rounding a native State ?— I thinlc it must— it stands
to reason.

20.807. Could you form any estimate with regard to

the cost of the necessary preventive measures ?—-I

could not indeed. It must be very large.

20.808. {Mr. Wilson.) You have been asked some
questions with reference to suttee ; can you tell me
what was the method by which it was abolished or
prohibited in the native States?— I only know
generally. It is a very long time ago that the
Govern or-General published a proclamation saying
that anyone who was guilty of it would be deemed
guilty of a crime, aid that the practice was to be put
down.

20.809. In the event of the practice being continued
in a native State, what could the Government at that
time have done ?—It co'ild not have done very much.
But public opinion in the States supported the Govern-
ment. The natives of India constantly groan under
the pressure of old custom, and when authority comes
in to prohibit it the most willing obedience is paid,

because they have not to reckon with their old people
who preach the Shastras at them, or with the Zenana.
They are obliged to say it is " hukum," or an order of
the Governlnent, and then the people cheerfully

acquiesce.

20.810. Was a communication sent to each of the

native States intimating that the Government of India
would henceforth regard it as a crime ?—I cannot tfll.

I always understood that it was abolished by pro-

clamation of the (iovernor-Geieral.

30.811. {Sir J. Lyall.) I am not aware that the

proclamation was applied to any but British territory ?

—I think from time to time agreements were made
with the native States as opportunities arose, and that

pressure was brought to bear upon them gradually.

20.812. {Mr. Wilson.) Can you give us any other

illustrations in regard to matters of that kind, or in

regard to similar matters in which we have exercised
inttuence, or pressure, or compulsion in the way of
interfering with the native States. I am anxious to
ascertain what Lord Brassey has already put to you,
the nature of our relations with the native States in
regard to matters either of great or of small im-
portance—whether it is anything more than a question
of degree P—I can only say that by treaties we
undertake to abstain from interference with internal
administration. I cannot give you any illustrations of
cases in which we have interfered. Of course, we have
brought pressure to bear upon the States in getting
agreements. We have pointed out what we considered
the evil or the good of such and such a course.

20.813. Can you tell us about the Age of Consent
Bill P Have similar provisions been extended to the
native States ?—No.

20.814. Not in any way ?—Not that I know of. I
know that the Rajputs passed some rules a short time
ago for regulating the expenses at marriages and
funerals, which were very burdensome to the people.
They also went beyond that, and said that the marriage-
able age of a boy should be 18, and of a girl 14. That
was before the Age of (Jonsent Bill was passed. The
infraction of those rules is not penal. Society has
drawn up those rules for itself.

20.815. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) The Age of Consent
Act has no operation in the native States ?—The
preamble says "British India."

20.816. {Mr. Wilson.) Have any negotiations or pro-
posals been made by the British authorities in India to

the native States to induce them to enact any similar
regulation? — Certainly not in Rajpntana. No
reference has been made to me from any foreign
Government.

20.817. What has taken place in reference to Jeyporo
in the matter of the age of consent ?—All I know is

that while the Bill was under consideration the
Maharaja sent a letter explaining the rules they had in
Jeypore, and stating his opinion that the measure was
a very necessary and judicious one, and that the Rajputs
themselves had anticipated it by providing that a bride
was not to be married before 14 years of age.

20.818. {Chairman.) You cite that as an instance in

which a step was taken which was commended by the
Viceroy's Government, and adopted by certain States
of their own free will p—It was never sent to them or
commended to them ; they were left free.

20.819. It was spontaneously done P—Yes, they had
done it before.

20.820. Then it would be more coirect to say that
the British Government followed the Jeypore Govern-
ment ?—They went beyond. The age of consent is

fixed at 12 years, but the Maharaja said they had put it

at 14.

20.821. (Jlfr. Wilson.) Do I understand you that when
the Maharaja of Jeypore knew what was going on about
the Age of Consent Bill in British India he sponta-
neously wrote intimating that they had already made
regulations of a still more stringent character ?—As far

as I know it was spontaneous. The first that I saw of
it was in the papers of the Government of India.

20.822. That they had already done it, and that it

went beyond the provisions of the Age of Consent Bill ?

—Yes.

20.823. {8ir J. Lyall.) You are not sure that in

Jeypore they have the force of law P—No, they were
only social rules.

20.824. {Mr. Wilson.) It was not done by authority,

but by common consent among the people P—Yes, they
pasped it. Of coarse the Darbars, the Maharajas, and
the heads of States promulgate these rules, and tell

their people they expect them to be followed. They are

rules only applying to Rajputs.

20.825. {Chairman.) The great point is that the

action taken with regard to the Age of Consent Bill is

no precedent of an edict going forth from the

British Government to be applied to the native

States against their consent?—Certainly not. As u,

matter of fact nothing has been done with regard to the

native States about the Age of Consent Bill since it was
passed. The existing state of things is exactly as it was
before the Bill was brought in.

20,820. Have any steps been taken in any of the

native States in Rajpntana similar to those taken in

British India with reference to the prohibition of
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20,8-27. May we take it as a fact that the British

G-overnment, or rather the old Company, made the

export trade by its arrangement with China, and caused
the development of the cultivation of dpiam in this part

of the world by its Chinese policy ?—That I cannot tell

you. Every Rajput is bound to take opium. It was to

them what I suppose whisky is to the Scotchman.

20.828. (Mr. Wilson.) iSir James Lyall has referred

to the salt hedge; when was that abolished?—In the

time of Lord Lytton and Sir John Strachey.

20.829. A Question was put to you as to the effect of

any attempt to put down opium-eating in the native

States ; is it not possible to imagine that the British

Government might desire to stop this export trade to

China without in the least attempting to interfere with
the habit of opium-eating in the native States ?

—

Certainly.

20.830. Would the same objection which you have
stated, and the same serious consequences which you
have referred to, be likely to ensue in that case p—

•

Certainly not. I do not suppose that there is much
opium grown in Eajputana that goes to China.

20.831. (Sir J. Lyall.) I believe that nearly all the
opium grown in Eajputana and Malwa does go to China ?

—It is so in Malwa, but I am speaking of Eajputana.
Two-thirds of the opium exported from Jeypore goes to

Ujjain and Indore. When I asked the Council there

what was the reason for it they could not tell me. I
made further inquiries, and found that it was exported
there because it is sold from thence as Malwa opium,
that being considered a better article.

20.832. Malwa is supposed to include Eajputana.
Malwa opium is a trade term p—Then, of coarse, there

would be this hardship—if you prohibited, you would
stop the market for their opium, and take away the
value of the crop.

20.833. {Mr. Wilson.) Then we may draw a distinc-

tion p— There is a distinction as to the degree of

discontent which would be caused.

20.834. Tou have said that we could not "largely "

reduce their revenues. The question of right and
wrong would scarcely depend on the amount, would it ?

—I think so. The States do not haggle about small
matters. A small thing you could manage by agree-
ment, that is what I meant. Tou can induce them. I

have myself recommended a State to increase its import
dirty—to make opium a little dearer—and they have
done it. But I could not do it. The G-overnment
could say to a State, " You may not get quite so much
'

' revenue, but do not you think that opium in your State
" is too cheap P We think it would be a good thing if

" you were to raise the duty a little." The State might
say, " We should lose so much revenue "

; still, I think
they would do it if the Government of India made a
great point of it.

20.835. Is the amount of transit duty payable on
opium sent to Bombay secured by treaty ?—-No, not the
amount ; the duty has varied at different times.

20.836. So that if the British authority were desirous
of reducing the amount of export, it might do it by
raising that duty without negotiation p—Yes.

20,837,

Yes.

20,838. You have given a very strong illustration in

referring to dynamite. Suppose any of the native
States established a dynamite factory, or anything of
the kind, and desired to export the article to any
foreign country which the British Government thought
undesirable and leading to complications with the
foreign country, I gather from you that you would
consider that we had a perfect right to say " We will

Although it might cause dissatisfaction ?

—

" not permit this dangerous stuH' to pass through this

" territory at all," and we should have the right in an

extreme case of positively refusing to jiermit it going

over our ground on any lerms whatever P— I think so.

We should be exercising the Imperial power in a ques-

tion declared to be of the gravest emergency.

20.839. Therefore it comes back to what Lord Brasscy

put to you, that it was very much a question of degree,

and of the opinion that we have of any particular trans-

action or trade P— Yes.

20.840. {Mr. Pease.) Do you know whether agreements

were made in connexion with the salt in all the States

that joined British territory P—It was only with those

States where there was any salt produced. All the

States did not produce salt of any value.

20.841. What arc the producing States ?—.Jeypore,

Kishengarh, Ulwar, and Bikanir ; there were salt in

them. Jeypore and Jodhpore have the greatest supply

in the Sambar lake.

20.842. There are other States in the Eajputana
agency besides those which adjoin the British terri-

tory ?—Bhurtpore joins and there is salt there.

2i3,843. {Chairman.) You have referred to the memo-
randum of Colonel Abbott; have you seen it P—Yes.

20.844. Are you acquainted with the reference that

he makes to the claims put forward by the native

States and the sums which they think they should be
paid in compensation in case the cultivation, sale, and
export of opium in the several States were prohibited?

He stated that looking at the matter broadly he believed

the sum named might be considered a not unreasonable
sum. Do you concur in that opinion ?—It is a thing
that I really cannot say anything about, because I have
not been charged with the preparation of these statistics.

I only saw the memorandum in the train on my way
here a few minutes before I wrote the short note of my
evidence.

20.845. We can see, as a Commission, that Colonel
Abbott's observation must be a true one, namely, that
the only way of verifying all these claims would be to
send a committee round, composed of the most com-
petent seltloment officers of the several districts, to
verify the statements on the spot P—I do not see how it

can be done otherwise.

20.846. I thought you might have a general im-
pression on the subject ?—My general impression is

that the compensation would be quite as large as the
sum named by Colonel Abbott. In fact, I have thought
from the first that it would be such a tremendous sum
that Government could not look at it.

20.847. Your impression would be that if not only the
trade with other parts of British India but the trade
with China were stopped and compensation not paid, it

would cause very considerable discontent F—I am
certain that it would.

20,81-8. {Sir J. Lyall) You are aware that there
was a trade in opium beyond the seas from what is now
the Bombay coast before any Europeans came to India 'f—YeiJ, I have read that, but the extent of it I cannot
say.

20,849. To prohibit opium from passing through
British territory to the tea would be to ruin an ancient
and important industry and trade, I suppose ?— I should
think it would.

20,860. Have we not in the name of free trade and in
common interest of the British territory and the native
States of the Indian Empire always tried to induce the
native Stale.? to abolish all customs duties and transit
duties on the borders of their States ?—We have.

20,851. Would it not be absolutely inconsistent with
this long continued policy if we refused to let opium
pass from those States to the sea p—Certainly, I think
it would.
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The witness withdrew.

Sukgeon-Major a. Adams, M.D., called in and examined.

20,852. {Sir W. Boherts.) You are Officiating
Eesidency Surgeon and Chief Medical Officer, Eajpu-
tana?—I am.

211,85^5. What opportunities have you had of studying
the use of opium in Eajputana?—I have been over
14 years in Eaj putana.

20,'So4. What conclusions havo you come to P — It is

largely used, and without detriment t5 the consumers

when taken in moderation. I can recall very few ca^cs
where it appeared to mo that the con.stitution had been
undermined or life shortened by this driio-.

2(1,855. Is opium a popular household remedy in
Eajputana?—It is very popular where there are no
dispensaries and the people have not medical aid Tt
is the people's remedy for all their maladies, and 1^
absolutely essential as a household remedy, where tho
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masses are so remotR from skilled medical aid. It is

the beHti remedy for painful bowel diseases so common
in this country ; it is the only thing they have got to
alleyiate their sufferings from painful and spasmodic
affections, rheumatisms, cougKs, asthma, and other ills.

They use it both to cure and prevent malarial fevers,
and it is a great prophylactic against many of the
diseases common in tropical climates. It gives them
powers of endurance, and when they are called upon to
make an extra effort they make it under the influence
of opium. It is their remedy against all kinds of hard-
ships, cold, hunger, thirst, and fatigue. In a climate
like' that of Hajputana, with extremes of temperature,
it is commonly resorted to to dull the sensation of cold
when night marches have to be undertaken, and it is

used in the same way to keep off miasmatic influences
when people have to remain in their fields all night to
protect their crops or watch their cattle. Camel
drivers who are exposed on long night marches resort
to opium to keep them warm and to keep off malarial
fever, and they perform long and fatiguing journeys
under its intluenoe. These people are thinly clad, and
would suffer terribly in the cold nights if they had not
opium. Old people who have to make long and
tiring marches in the sun do the last stages under the
influence of opium, whereas, if they had not this stimu-
lant, thoy would often have to lie by the roadside till

they recovered from their exhausted condition, and
some of them would never move on again. The above
classes are not npium-eaters, and only resort to it under
exceptional circumstances. It enables them to accom-
plish what they could not do without it ; it stays their

hunger and thirst, and it keeps oat the cold in a way
that nothing else could do.

20.856. These people you have mentioned eat opium P

-^Thej' are the ordinary people of the desert. If a
camel di'iver has to go a journey he talces a little

opium. Perhaps he has no food, and he takes a little

opium instead, especially if he has to go a long march.
Those people do not, as a rule, become opium-eaters
unless driven to it by some painful disease ; they are

the hardest working and the hardiest .'n the land.

20.857. What is your opinion as to the excessive

eating of opiirm ?—Excess of opium iu the well fed is

not attended with any serious degeneration for a long
time, and people who can a9'ord s;ood food will consume
the drug in enormous quantities for years. They
generally look well nourished, they are mostly capable

business men, good artisans or hard-working labourers,

so long as they can get enough of the stimulant, which
becomes a necessity for their digestion and life. They
live to a good round old age, and most of them work to

the last.

20.858. What have you to say about the effect of

opium on those who are insufiiciently fed?— The
underfed who exceed in opium suffer more, and they

become emaciated and diseased ; however, one does not

often see such extreme cases in these parts.

20.859. How would you compare the use of opium
with the use of alcohol P—When compared with the

drunkard the worst opium-eater is a respectable citizen,

capable of earning his livelihood, and never a nuisance

to his neighbours or a disgrace to his relations; nor

does he degenerate mentally, physically, and morally,

as the drunkard does, and his life is not shortened to

the same extent by his excesses.

20.860. What have you to say with regard to the

proposals for the prohibition of the production or sale

of opium ?—Any interference with the production or

sale of opium, which would put it beyond the masses

who depend upon it for so much of their comfort in

life, would bo luuoh to b3 deprecated. Alcohol would

undoubtedly be largely substituted for it ; the latter

would confer little or none of the benefits derived from

opium, and be attended with far greater evils when

taken to excess. The degrading effects of the abuse of

alcohol can be seen from time to time in this country,

although not to the extent that it is visible at home

;

however, this ia sufficient to make one rejoice that

the people have a less degenerating and debasing

stimulant.

20.861. (Mr Pease.) Could yon give us any informa-

tion 'as to how far the taking of opium is a general

prpcticc among the labouring classes, male andfemalep

—It is very largely taken by the people in the desert,

especially on certain occasions, as when they want tm

efibrt. They also take it for pleasure and in times of

feasting, and so on.

20.862. How far is it a general habitual practice
among the labouring classes p — They take it very
commonly ; all the villagers take it.

20.863. Day by day all the year round ?—Not day by
day. They take it when they have a cold or when they
are exhausted, and as a sort of refreshment.

20.864. Thoy do not take it regularly, but when they
want to put forth some special exertion or for some
ailment P—^A great many use opium in that way in the
western part of Rajputana.

20.865. How far is it habitually used by the women ?

—The men use it more than the women, but some of
the women use it.

20.866. In many places we have been told that it is

the practice to take it habitually after 40 years of age,
but not among the younger men; do you think tliat is

the case in Rajputana P—The old people undoubtedly
take it more. They often take it for asthma, colds, and
coughs, and they get to take it regularly.

20.867. I suppose those who take it habitually,
morning and evening all the year round, are quite a
minority of the population ?— It would be a minority
of the population, but a great many of the old people
take it regularly. Many others take it from time to

time, whenever they require it, to keep out the wet, or
whenever they have to b3 exposed. I have known many
who used it in that way.

20.868. Any general statement that it is a common
practice for all the people of Rajputana to take opium
habitually would be very far from the mark P—The
whole population do not take it habitually, daily.

20.869. {Sir J. Lyall.) The Rajputs are not the
labouring classes.

20.870. (Mr. Pease.) What would you say as to the
practice of the middle and upper classes ?—A great
many of the bania classes take it. They take it more
than the Rajputs. A great many ofthem use it regularly,
especially the older men.

20.871. Could you give us a per-oentagep—I could
not.

20.872. Could you give us your impression as to how
far it is the practice to take it habitually, say twice a
day all the year round?—A great many of the old
people take it among the Rajputs, among the bania
and the labouring classes especially.

20.873. Not the young people or the middle-aged ?

—

The young people do not take it as a rule, but it is

almost invariably given to children in the western part
of the Rajputana States,

20.874. (Mr. Wilson.) Do you think it is a good thing
for children ? — I have compared them with other
children. I could not find that they suffered in any
way from mal-nutrition or anything else. They seemed
to be just as healthy. I do not consider they were any
worse cr better. The mothers believe in it, and
say they cannot get on without it, and the majority of
them get it in these places.

20.875. Are there any kind of statistics as to the
number who take it?—Statistics of that kind are very
scarce.

20.876. What you tell us is your general impression
rather than the result of statistical information ?—

I

am giving you my own experience of the people. I

have not been able to collect absolute statistics. I
have seen hundreds of children who have had opium
regularly.

20.877. Tou say it is a great prophylactic against

many diseases ?—Yes, against dysenterj' and many of

the bowel diseases which are common in this country.

20.878. Have you any private practice ?—I have had
a groat deal of practice ; I do not call it private ; it is

among the people, dispensary and hospital practice.

20.879. Do you recommend opium as a prophylactic

—

do yon prescribe it ?—I always prescribe it for bowel
diseases, but many of them take it themselves as a

medicine.

20.880. Have you recommended it habitually as a

prophylactic ?—When they have a bowel complaint or

a chill I recommend a dose.

20.881. Have you noticed a distinct difference be-

tween the power of endurance of those who take opium
and those who do not ?—The habitual consumer must
have his opium, but the men I referred to are camel

drivers who use it for the cold. They only use it
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Surgeon-Major occasionally -when they have to make a great eflort.

I have ridden with a camel man myself -who only had
light clothing on. I was wrapped up, but I felt cold and
hungry. The man was able to attend and help me.
That was after riding 80 miles on the camel, when I was
fatigued and he appeared fresh.

20.882. But they belong to a different race?—Yes, it

suits them.

20.883. Have you had any opportunities of observing
whether any persons do not take it, and whether they
suffer more comparatively ?—They suffer more from the

cold certainly. I have st-en men taken out for shooting,

tiger hunting, and bo on. They take a little opium,
and have no food or water all day perhaps.

20.884. Are there any who do not lake it?—I think
they all take it under those circumstances. You find the

Bhils sitting round, and they all take it at the same
time.

20.885. Is the practice so universal that you are un-
able to institute a comparison as regards endurance
between those who do take it and those who do not ?

—

It would be difficult to do so unless one had an
opportunity of making experiments.

20,b86. The natives themselves believe in it to that

extent under these circumstances ?—They believe it is

useful, and they certainly do not suffer from hunger
and cold, as they otherwise would.

20.887. Are there any persons who do not take it?

—

Yes, there are many people who do not take opium.

20.888. Do they suffer more than the other persons ?

—They feel the hunger and cold more, I am certain of

that.

20.889. You have referred to the use of opium at

ceremonies, and so on. What (juantity will a person
consume on those occasions.''—It depends on whether
thoy are accustomed to the use of opium in large

quantities or not. Those who take it regularly and
habitual!}" will consume much more if they go to a

friend to be entertained than those who are not in the
habit of taking opium.

20.890. What forui is it generally taken in ?—It is

handed round as opium water, as a rule.

20.891. Dissolved?—Yes, they take it either that way
or in the dry condition.

20.892. Is it already cut up, or does each man help
himself?—It is passed round. They drink with each
other, among the caste people.

20.893. When it is passed round what form is it in H

Is it in small quantities, or do people help themselves
from a larger mass ?—People of the same caste will take
it nltogether from a small box in that way. They are

not very particular about it. They do not weigh it, as

a rule. They are not afraid of taking too much.

20.894. The box is passed round?—Yes.

20.895. Like a snuffbox?—-Yes, I have seen them
hand the box to each other. A little is given to a friend.

20.896. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Among the Rajputs, and the
banker or trader class, you say that opium is habitually

taken to some extent. Are cases of excess common or
not ?—It is difficult to say. Some take large quan-
tities, but very few of them suffer, especially amongthe
well fed. I could hardly find au3'oiie who had exceeded
to any extent. It is quite different, however, when
alcohol is consumed.

'20,897. You say, therefore, that taking opium in

excess is very rare ?—Yes.

20,898. You referred to the Bhils. Is opium taking
very common amongst them in Kajputana ?—Yes ; some
of them use opium and some use drink. Opium is

cheaper. A gentleman complained to me the other day.

He said, " I shall have to entertain my friends with
" alcohol, or drink, after this."

20.899. Was that a Bhil P—No ; some Bhils use

opium and some drink.

20.900. The use in connexion with social customs

and habits would be confined to Rajputs and allied

castes, I suppose ?—The Bhils use it in the same way
as well. It is cheaper than alcohol.

20.901. {Sir W. Roberts.) I suppose you would divide

the opium-eaters into those who use it for certain

occasions, and those who use it habitually day by day ?

—Yes.
20.902. I suppose those who use it occasionally cover

nearly the total population ?—iklost people use it

occasionally, in the Western States especially.

20.903. Among these camel drivers I suppose it is

universal ?—It is practically universal.

20.904. Mr. Wilson asked you whether those camel
drivers who did not use opium, even occasionally, were
able to accomplish their journeys as well as the other

men who take opium on these occasions ?—They them-
selves say they would suffer much more. TTiey take a

little opium to keep them warm, and to keep them from
feeling hungry when they go long journeys. It is

difficult to institute a comparison.

2U,905. Would they suffer more?—The man who
takes opium suffers leas. He would not feel the cold,

or hunger, or thirst. He would not suffer so much as

the man who refrained. It is experience that teaches

him that he derives benefit from it, and therefore he
takes it.

20.906. You said the practice of giving opium to

children was very common ?—Yes.

20.907. You also said you had not noticed that it

affected their nutrition ?—I was unable to detect any
difference whatever, the children are given it to keep
them quiet, I think, in the first instance ; but now it

is believed to be necessary by many mothers to help
children over their teething, and its use has become
general even among the well-to-do, who could afford

to have their children nursed and looked aftei-. . They
believe it to be the most potent remedy against the
diarrhoea and convulsions of teething.

20.908. Have j-ou seen accidents from the practice ?

—

I have not.

20.909. You have heard of some, I suppose ?—Yes, but
I have not seen anywhere a fatal dose has been given.

20.910. You have seen manj^ hundreds of children in
your time who have been given opium ?—Yes.

20.911. (Jan you rail to mind any case amongst the
well fed where opium did at length produce injurious
results ?—I have not known life to be shortened by it,

but I have known old men to die of diarrhoea, or some-
thing of that sort.

20.912. You think they have their lives indirectly
shortened ?—I have known them to live to a good round
old age. Of course the medicine is so much given for
that in this country that it probably would not have so
much effect.

20.913. In the cjse of the under fed it is a, mixture
of semi-starvation and opium ?—One hardly sees a case
of that. They generally explain that they fake opium
to excess for a cough, or cold, or rheumatism. They
generally excuse themselves in that way.

20.914. Do you think that opium used in malarial
districts is a direct or indirect preventive as a pro-
phylactic?—Malarial fever recurs very much from
exposure. The people take it very much for exposure,
when they have to take jute out of the water, or do any
hard work, it keeps off the recurrent attacks of ague,
brought on by exposure to the sun, or cold, or damp.

20.915. It is a prophylactic in that sense ?—Yes, and
the people believe in it to that extent.

The witness withdrew.

Bohra
Meghbahan
and Bohra
Mattan Lai.

(^Bundi State,)

CoHRA Meghbahan, Prime iliuister of Bundi, and BoHBA. Rattan Lal, Member of Council
and examined (through an Interpreter).

Bundi, called in

20.916. {Sir J. Lijnll, to Bohra Meghbahan). How
long have you been Prime Minister?—Five years.

20.917. And bow long in the service of the State ?

—

Five generations.

20.918. You are a native of Bundi ?—Yes.

20.919. {To Bohra Rattan Lal.) How long have you
been a member of Council?—Five years.

20.920. And how long in the service of the State ?—
For the last 54 years.

20.921. {To Bohra Meghbahan.) Will you give us
your views on the subject which is before this Commis-
sion ?—People cannot live in a healthy state on account
of the insalubrity of the climate which will be caused to
them without the consumption of opium. The chief
aim of the State is the welfare of its suljjects, and so
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when tte peace and health of the subjects are disturbed,

they both (State and its subjects) cannot bear the loss

and acquiesce in the prohibition of poppy cultiva-

tion and consumptioD of opium. In case of the people

being forced to bear the loss, the ruin of ths country

and insurrection is feared. Further, the State cannot

make any separate arrangements for each man, so that

he may be watched over and not allowed to consume

opium. In the opinion of the State, the prohibition of

opium, under the ground that it is prejudicial, and the

enforcement of the rules regarding withdrawal from the

consumption of opium by the Government, seems to be

unadvisable, for the people cannot undergo such pressure

because of the following reason. When even the dimi-

nution in the usual dose of opium-eaters maljes them

not only unfit for other works, but render them so

weakly that they cannot discharge even their ordinary

duties required for keeping up their bodies, then how

is it possible that they may manage when the consump-

tion of opium be totally prohibited, which will result in

the loss of their lives. The opium-eaters do not become

criminals, but now a full certainty of their determina-

tion to turn bad characters on account of their being

deprived of the use of opium is feared. If the Govern-

ment of India prohibits the cultivation and use of

opium by order, without giving any consideration i-o

the objections now made, the State and its subjects

have no option except to submit under protest, and they

both will then in every way be entitled to compensation,

though, in no way, can the bodily injuries to the people,

which will lead to the loss of their lives and the ruin of

the country, receive adequate compensation. In the

event of the stoppage of the poppy cultivation an ad-

ditional force of police will have to be recruited for the

purpose of makine arrangements for prohibitiou. The

expenditure that will have to be incurred by the Statu

annually for this purpose is estimated to be Rs. 50,000

(flftv thousand) according to following details :-*

Pay of 800 policemea at Es. 4 per mensem

,, 80 jemadars at Bs. 5 ,,
-

,,
4 inspectors at Rs. 30 ,,

1 assistant superintendent at Rs. 60

per mensem.
Cost of office establishment -

Miscellaneous expenses

Es.

38,400
4,800
1,440
720

3,600
1,040

Total - 50,000

Owing to the insolvency and poorness caused to the

cultivators by prohibition of poppy cultivation, a greater

portion of land will remain uncultivated <Parat),a.a&

the loss that will be entailed by the State in this case

can now hardly be estimated. Up to this time Govern-

ment has never interfered in the internal afl'airs of the

State. The prohibition of opium will interfcte with the

internal affairs of the State, and the Government has

been in friendly connexion with this State up to the

present time. I put in a statement showing the total

amount of loss both to the State and its subjects.

20,922. (To Bolira Rattan Lai) Will you tell us what

you know as to poppy cultivation p—The average annual

area under poppy cultivation for the past six years is

1 ,871|* acres, and for the last 12 years i-; 5,1043^ acres.

I'put in a statement* showing details. I have arrived

at these figures by average appraisement, which is

nearly accurate. With a view to submit statistics for

opium to the political agency the information regarding

thu area under poppy is from time to time ascertained

from the Patwaris. The average out-tarn of opium for

the past six years is maunds 371-10-5 chittaks, and that

for the last 12 years is 1,007 maunds. For details, I

submit statement.* The calculation is based on the

information furnished by the Patwaris, no Jmswar

account is kept in the office. If the cultivation of the

poppy were prohibited, wheat barley, Indian-corn

(maUka), gram, cotton, sugar-cane, and cummin seed

would most likely take its place. I submit a state-

ment* showing the profit to the cultivators and to the

State on ore acre on the cultivation of the poppy and

each of the crops replacing it. Another statement* gives

details of the loss of Rs. 34,396-15-3 that will be done mthe

land revenue realised from the cultivation of 1,871-||

acres the average annual area for the past six years and

of the loss of Rs. 93,790-3-3, which will be done in the

revenue realised from the cultivation of 5,10 I /^ acres,

the average for the past 12 years. There is no commo-

dity of so much value and importance as opium on

Wot reprinted.

which revenue rates be raised. Another table* shows
the revenue rates. No rates can be raised to make up
the loss in the revenue. The loss in the land revenue
has been stated before. If rates are revised, in future a
new survey and settlement will be necessary, which
will require hard labour and large expenses. The ex-
penses that are to be incurred in the new settlement
are estimated to be Rs. 1,00,000 (one lakh). By the
stopping of the poppy cultivation the cultivators'

credit will be seriously wounded. Opium being a
commodity of great value and importance, the Bohras
give loans to the cultivators readily, who, in their
turn, can pay their creditors easily by the sale pro-
ceeds of opium and poppy seeds, &o., and carry on
all the expense.: of their household. The cultivators,

so far as can be judged, will, in the event of the prohi-
bition of the poppy cultivation, commence growing in

its place wheat, barley, &o., and these crops which are
already cheaper, of little importance and little paying,
will, by over production, be again lowered in value, and
at certain times will remain unsold, and thus get spoilt

to the great loss and ruin of the cultivators. Should
tl-io cultivation of sugar-cane be encouraged, it is ques-
tionable whether they would be Successful in their new
attempts, for the crop of sugar-cane requires a greater
depth of irrigation, larger su-ns, and more labour than
any other crop would do, The cultivators, who have
for ages been using their skill and labour in poppy
cultivation, which yields fruits in little labour, would
not be able to work as hard as they would be required
to work for sugar-cane, &c., because sugar-cane takes
about the whole of the year in ripening, and cotton
about eight months. On the other hand, poppy takes
only four months for being mature, which, in other
words, means to pay more in little labour. In the crop
of sugar-cane, if any of its requisites, namely, irrigation,

expenditure, or labour be in any way deficient or the
wells fail to supply sufficient irrigation, the crop would
rather prove loss-giving than profitable to the culti-

vators, and will not yield them even the expenditure
incurred by them in its growing. Under such circum-
stances, the Bohras will be less trustful, and this dis-

credit will result in itie insolvency and poverty of the
cultivators. This loss can by no means be made up,
and the safe payment of the laud revenue being feared,

owing to the poverty of the cultivators, the rates will

have to be lowered again, which will entitle the State
for adequate compensation. Again, on account of the
poverty and insolvency of the cultivators, a greater
portion of the land will remain uncultivated, which
will lead to a. great loss to the State, the amount
of which can now hardly be estimated.

20.923. (To Bohra Rattan Lai.) Is there a fixed settle-

ment of revenue in Bundi, or is there a division of
produce on grain, and special cash rates on particular
crops ?—It has been surveyed according to State
custom, and this survey has fixed the rates.

20.924. Is the measurement every year with a certain
rate levied on particular crops, or is it a fixed settle-

ment, not varying from year to year ?—There are fixed
rates for lands.

20.925. Without reference to the crops ?—The crop.-:

are also considered. For instance, if they grow opir.m
they are charged higher rates.

20.926. Is that done for a term of years, or is it a
yearly business ?—It is a fixed rate for good, nol:

changed year after year.

20.927. {Mr. Pease to Bohra Meglihalian.) How have
you calculated the loss to the cultivators, Rs. 1,04,176 ?

—The profits from the poppy have been estimated, the
poppy revenue has been deducted; then the profits

from other crops that might take the place of poppy
have been estimated, and the figure given in the table

is the diff"erence between the two.

20.928. Has allowance been made for less labour
being required for other crops than for poppy ?—Poppy
requires less labour than the other crops.

20.929. (Sir J. Lyall.) What other crops P—Sugar-
cane.

20.930. (Mr. Pease.) For wheat the labour is less, is

it not ?—It is greater on wheat, too. Poppy cultivation

only takes four months to gather the crops.

20.931. (Mr. Wilson to Bolira B.<itfnn Lai.) In your
3rd statement* , how do you get the figure Rs. 5/4/6

in the bottom line ?—That is the average of the los.';

of the seven crops. If he were to grow cottor.

• Xot reprinted.

Bohra
Meghbahan
and Bohra
Battan Lai.

QBundi State.')

1 Feb. 1894.
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Meghbahan
and Bohra
Itat/an Lai.
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the expenses would bo Ra. 5/13/t) ; if he grew sugar-

cane the expenses would be Es. 15/5/6. Adding all the

seven items and then dividing by 7 the average is

obtained.

20.932. {Sir J. Lycdl.) Tou mean that the other

expenses per acre amount to Rs. 19,13/6. and then yon

give the expenses for each kind of crop ?—Yes.

20.933. The avcrao-e of all of them is more than that

of opium by lis. ."i/'l/'O ?—Yes, more than poppy cultiva-

tion—that is, the expenses.

20.934. {Mr. Wilson to Bohra Meglibalian.) Is the

habit of taking opium by young men in good health a

a good habit?—It is not considered a bad habit ;
on

the contrary, it is usefnl ; some people have a liking

for it.

20.935. Is it a good habit ?—It is not a virtue, but

sometimes it does a man good.

20.936. {To Bohra Battan led.) I will ask you the

same ciuestioii P—If a man takes it without any reason

it is considered a vice, bat generally a man takes it

when there is some illness, or when there is any other

reason for it, when ho has to do some labour or mental

work.
20.937. (To Bohra Mcglilnliiiii.) How much opium do

l)eople take when they visit their friends, habitual

opium-eaters, when it is handed to them ?—It depends

on the dose they usually take. When we do not know
what (juantity a man takes we offer him two or three

rattis at firsi, and if he is inclined to take more we
give him more. Sometimes it is put into the palm of

the hand.

20,038. {Mr. Moiobrny to Bohra Meghbahan.) Do you
wish to see the opium habit interfered with by law?

—

It is not advisable.

20,939. {To Bohra Battan Lai.) Do you wish the

habit interfered with ?—No.

20.940. {Mr. ILiridas Veharida.s to Buhra Mcghhahan.)

Do you take opium ?—Only on social occasions.

20.941. {To Bohra Battan Lai.) Do you take opium?
Yes.

20.942. As a habit ?—Yes, since six months.

{To Bolira: Meghbahan.) "Why do not yon take

considered a good thing?—I do not feel in-

It is no use taking it without any

20,943.

it if it is

clincd to take it

advantiige.

20,94.k You would take it on account of health?

—

Yes.'

20.945. {Mr. Fanshawe to Bohra Meghbahan.) How has

the amount of Rs. 75,000, the estimated loss by traders

in the Bundi statistics, been arrived at ?—The annual

trade in opium is estimated at 2,000 maunds, on each of

which a profit of Rs. 50 is made, so that the total loss

would amount to Rs. 1,00,000. The capital if not

invested in connexion with opium would only realise

As. 4 per cent, pci- month, which would produce only

Rs. 25,000, so that the total amount has been taken at

Rs. 75,000 loss.

20,916. When opium is handed round on social

occasions may the man who is not accustomed totake

opium only touch it and leave it?—He must take it.

20,947. {Sir J. Lyall to Bohra Battan ImI.) Has the

cultivation of opium fallen ofl a great deal during
the last six years in Bundi?—Yes, there is a decrease.

20,9 IS. What is the meaning of that?—On account

of the fall in price.

20,949. To what scales does the Bundi opium go ?

—

Through Indore to Bombay, and sometimes it goes
directly to Bombay. The thin cakes are only sent in

the native States, and the big balls go to Indore for

Bombay.

The witnesses withdrew.

I'atel

Sheobahsli.

(^Bimdi State.)

Paiel SuEOBAKsn called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

20.950. {Chairman.) You appear on behalf of the

cultivators .''—Yes.

20.951. What information have you to give with

reference to poppy cultivation ? —- The uses we
make of the poppy plant are as follows :— I.—In

the beginning, wo cook the young leaves which
serve ns as vegetable. II.—The poppy heads {doda) are

fried and eaten. III.—Opium is produced. IV.

—

i'uppy seeds {danas) are used in making pottage or
''

sliira," "hhichree," &o. Y.—Oil is pressed from the

seeds which is used in many useful purposes, such as

eating, drinking, and as a liniment. The oil is also used
for medical purposes. VI.—Oil cakes (IcJiol) that are

left after pressing oil from the seeds are best food for

cows and bnfl'aloes, ifec, which when fed with " khol"
give more milk from which more butter is pressed.

VII.—The shells (chhihas) when rubbed into water

make a kind of drink. They are also used for medical

purposes. Generally we employ ourselves for working
in our fields, but when we have not sufficient number
of men, we employ others for the pur[)ose, and the

wages that we have to pay is average about Rs. 7 8 a. per

one bigha. Sometimes we employ more and sometimes
fewer men, and the average amount that every man
derives from the poppy cultivation is Rs. 2 per mensem.
Wheat, barley, gram, cotton, sugar-cane, cummin seed

would most likely take its place. Whatever profit or

loss will be to us in the event of our discontinuing

poppy and growing other crops instead, is detailed in

the statement submitted by us which may be seen.

The details of the difference in profit on the cultivation

of poppy and other crops, which will replace it, have
been given in the statement submitted by ns which
may be seen. Our credit will be seriously disturbed in

the event of prohibition of cultivation of poppy. As
opium is a commodity of great value to us, the Bohras
give us loans very readily, and we can in our turn by
sale proceeds of opium, poppy seeds, &c. easily pay
them besides being able to carry on the expenses of our
houses. We can, however, grow wheat, barley, &c.

instead of poppy, but these crops which are already

cheaper, will again lie lowered into value by over-

production, and thus prove loss-giving crops to us, and
if these crops will remain unsold they will get spoiled

and will thus cause ruin to us. We can also grow sugar-

cane, but as it wants a greater depth of irrigation, more
expenses, and greater labour we are not confident

whether the profit on sugar-cane will in any way be so

much as on poppy crops. Poppy gets mature in about
four or five months, while sugar-cane takes about the
whole of the year for the purpose, and as we have for

ages past been employing our labour in poppy cultiva-

tion, which ripens by little labour and pays more, wo
hope we will not be able, when our skill and labour will

be transferred to the new undertaking of the growth of
sngar-cane, to work as hard as we would be required to
work for sugar-cane. Further, if irrigation, expenditure,
or labour be in any way deficient the crops of sugar-cane,
instead of being profitable to us, will not yield us even
the expenditure incurred by us in growing it. Under
these ciroumstanoes the Bohras will be less trustful,

and we Avill be reduced to poverty. The loss that will

thus befall us can in no way be revived, and we doubt
whether wc will be able to pay the revenue demand
safely.

20.952. {Sir J. Lyall.) Has poppy cultivation existed
in Bandi from time immemorial, or is there a tra-

dition when it began ?—From tirhe immemorial.

20.953. {Mr. Faiisliawe.) Will you tell us whether the
habit of eating or drinking opium is common among
the cultivators ?—They generally take it.

20.954. What is your caste ?—Dhakar.

20,956. Is that a caste allied to the Rajputs ?—No, it is

a cultivating class, they do nothing else but cultivate.

20.956. {Mr. Mowbray.) How many bighas do you
cultivate ?—11 bighas.

20.957. How many bighas did you have under poppy
cultivation last year ?—About 8 bighas.

20.958. And this year ?—I came from my village to
Bundi some time ago, and I do not know how much
has been sown this j'ear.

20.959. What is the whole size of your holding, how
much have you got altogether, irrigated and not irri-

gated ?—About 175 bighas.

20.960. How much irrigated P—About 36 bighas.

20.961. {Mr. Wilson.) All the cultivators asked you
to give evidence ?—Altogether about 20 or 25 persons
;isked me to come here, and there were representatives
from nearly all the villages in Bundi.
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20.962. Did you write the statement yourself?—1 did
not write it myself, I dictated it.

20.963. To whom P-A clerk called Karpon.

20.964. What clerk was ho ?—An official clerk.

20.965. Is the habit of taking opium habitually a
good one for young men in good liealth, from 25 to" 30.

years of age? -In my country it is thought a good
habit.

20.966. Do you think it is a good habit P—?es.

20.967. Arc there many cultivators who nave 175
bighas ?—There arc any amount of them.

Patel
Sheobaksh

.

(Bnndi State.)
'

1 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Pandit Bmj Natii called in and examined.

20.968. {CUairman.) Yon are Chief Eevonue Official

of the State of Ulwar ?—Yes.
20.969. "What have you to toll ns with reference to

the cultivation of poppy in your State P—The average
area under poppy in Khalsa and alienated lands is I'M
acres and 11 poles, as below :

—

Khalsa - - - 110 acres 1 rod 26 poles,

Jagir and Muafi (alienated)

lands - - - 19 „ 2 rods 25 „

The average area of Khalsa land is arrived at by
Patwaris' papers, and survey records, while, the
area of alienated lands under poppy shown abo\e
has been ascertained by special inquiries through
the Tahsildars. If opium were ertracted from the

poppy cultivated in the above areas, it would come to

20 maunds 32 seers 7 chittacks ; but, as a rule, opium
is not extracted here. It would appear from the

returns for the past few years that the production of

opium, taking the average for the past iive years, has
been 19 seers per year. It has been ascertained from
inquiry that a bigha, on an average, yields 3, or 4
maunds of the poppy, from which 4 seers of opium milk
could be extracted; at this rate an acre would give

6 seers 6 chittacks and 2 tolas of milk, or, in other

words, 130 acres 11 poles would give 20 maunds
32 seers and 7 chittacks of opium. There is no differ-

ence in the area and produce under poppy so far as

Khalsa land is concerned. The cultivation of the

poppy in Jagir and Muafi villages was, however, not
included in the returns sabmitted during the past
years. This area has now been ascertained by special

inquiries, and is included in the total area under poppy
cultivation given in answer No. 1. Hence the differ-

ence. If the cultivation of the poppy in above areas

were prohibited, wheat, barley, vegetables, indigo,

cotton, &c. in irrigated areas, and all kharif crops, such
as maize, jowar, bajra, &c. in unirrigated areas would
take its place, but wheat and cotton would most likely

have a preference. The revenue rates in Khalsa
villages generally are fixed according to the quality
and growing power of the land, without regard to the
kind of crops grown thereon, the cultivators being at

liberty to grow any crops they liked. In some of the
Jagir and Muafi villages and in a few Khalsa villages,

the cultivation of the poppy is charged for at the rate

of Es. 10 per bigha, while that of wheat, barley, &c.
at Ks. 4 8 a. only. Thus there ivould be a diminution in

the revenue demand of Ks. 5 8 a. per bigha, or

Bs. 1,144-9-4 on the total area under poppy in Khals.i
and alienated lands. The State revenue at the settle-

ment was fixed according to the qualitj' and growing
power of the land, without regard to the kind of crops
grown thereon. The stopping of poppy cultivation

would not, therefore, necessitate a revision of revenue
or irrigated rates. As already explained, no revision

of revenue rates would be necessary, but since the

cultivation of poppy would be prohibited by order, the
Zamindars would, as a matter of course, suffer a loss in

revenue. The difference in the cevenue on production
of the poppy as compared with cotton, which will

replace it, is Ks. 24 per bigha. The annual loss to the

Zamindars, Jagirdars, Muafidars, and cultivators on the

total area under poppy cultivation would, therefore,

amount to Bs. 5,000 annually, and they could reason-

ably claim compensation for the loss they would be put

to by the prohibition. As no revision of revenue rates

would be necessary, no expenditure would be incurred.

No customs or octroi duty is levied on opium in this

State. A mixed contract for all drugs has been given

to a contractor for three years, with effect from
September last, for Bs. 10,550 per annum. It appears,

however, from the examination of private accounts of

the present and the late contractors that the State

would lose Bs. 9,250, and that the personal loss to the

contractors would be about Ks. 1,652 per annum if the

consumption of opium and its productions be prohi-

bited. The difference in profit per bigha on the

cultivation of the poppy and the other crops which will
replace it is shown below :

—

Pandit
Brij Nuth.

(Ulwar State.')

Desoripton of
Crops.
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regularly would suffer great hardsHp, so much, so that
they would become quite unfit to hold up theh- occupa-
tion, and, no doubt, suljjected to difl'ui'ent kinds of

diseases caused by relinquishing the long-acquirrd
habits. The Council is not in a position to estimate the
amount of compensation wlii 'i the consumers would
Ije reasonably entitled to, bia Lhey have no doubt that

this loss would be very heavy, and beg to liring this

point prominently to the notice of the Royal Commis-
sion. Although there would bo no loss to the State
revenue so long as the present arrangement continues,

as the new settlement is shortly to commence, it is

very probable the profits derived from poppy cultiva-

tion will betaken into consiib'ration in fixing the new
jama.

Stathmekt showing the Loss which would be incurred
by the State and its Subjects if the production and
import of Opium were prohibited :

—

Thakur
Bridhi Sinqh.

{Ulwar Stcite.)

Loss o[ Front
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for pneumonia ; but the illness is more common among
men. It is also taken for restlessness. Perhaps half
the people who take it began to take it for this reason.

I did so myself. In old age, when breathing is difficult,

it is also taken. Besides it beii;g taken for illnesses,

people begin to take it on ceremonial occasions, such as

marriages, funerals, and betrothals. It is then given
to guests. Fan docs not grow in these parts, so opium,
either dry or in pills, is taken instead. It is given on
these occasions to all to take it or not as they like. In
this way people get into the habit of taking opium.
Among Kajputs of all kinds 30 people in a hundred
take opium. Taking men only, I should say about 40
out of a hundred take opium, but this is a guess. In
the same way I should say about 20 women in a

hundred take opium, and perhaps 12 or 15 children in

a hundred. Oharans, Mirasis and Golas all take opium
to a greater extent than Rajputs do. Biahmans,
Banias, and Jats take it less. Taking the Bikanir
State as a whole, I should say 25 per cent, of the
people take it. Chamars take it like Jats, but few of

them can afl'ord it. Out of 100 opium-eaters about one
takes it in excess, i.e., becomes lazy, feeble, and unable
to do his work. To the rest it does no harm, and to

those who take it in excess it is not dangerous to life.

Ordinary opiam-eaters take opium twice a day, in the
early morning and at 3 o'clock. Some take it only

once and a few three times, morning, noon, and evening.
One in a thousand may take it more than three times.

The ordinary amount taken at a time is from 1 to 6

ratis. Perhaps one in a hundred takes as much as 12

ratis. So much as this would not be taken more than
twice a day. I myself take it three times a day. I

take about 3 ratis at a time. I have taken it for 18

yea,rs. We Eajputs consider it necessary to give it at

weddings, funerals, and betrothals,—that is, it is abso-

lutely necessary to offer it to everyone. No one is

compelled to take it unless he likes at weddings and
funerals, but no betrothal is considered as binding
unless the fathers of the parties both take opium.
When enemies are reconciled opium is commonly taken,

and then everyone who is reconciled has either to take

it himself or to get one of his family to take it. It may
bs only a very little for form's sake. It is the castes

allied with Eajputs, such as Mirasis, Oharans, Darog-
has, and Golas that take opium on ceremonial occasions.
Other castes do not. Opium does no harm to persons
who take it in moderation. It gives them strength.
It is veiy good for wounds and lessons the pain. It is

of great advantage, as I have said, for many illnesses,

and it keeps off fever from cold. It is not taken here
as an aphrodisiac, though I have heard it said to be
one. I have not noticed any difference in respect of
the numbers of their children between those who take
and those who do not take opium. Those who take it

praise it and those who do not run it down. If opium
could not be procured except as medicine, I believe
that one-half of the opium-eaters would die ; the other
half would take to arsenic, dhatiira seed, bhang, liquor,

strychnia, and such like substitutes. 'They would bo
ruined by these things, as they are all more injurious
than opium. As a general rule opium-eaters d» not
drink liquor to excess. Those who drink and wish to
give it up can do so if they take to opium, whereas
those who take opium cannot give it up by taking to
drink. Excessive opium-eaters do not care about
liquor. For those who do not take opium at present
the effect of prohibition would be to deprive them of a
useful strengthener in old age, and that they would
not be equal to as much exertion as if they could get
opium. Opium is also given to horses, bullocks, and
camels when much work is expected from them. If
opium were stopped altogether there would be con-
siderable loss of life ; if it were made much more
difficult to procure there would be a largo increase in
in the consumption of liquor. Speaking of my own
condition I may say that two years ago I rode to
Ajmere (160 miles) on a camel in 2J days. Only last

month I went to my own home (80 miles) in three days
and am quite ready to go 80 miles in a day now. I am
at present a member of the Walterkrit and Brahman
marriage committees, the horse and camel committees,
and the legislative committee of the State.

20,991. (Sir J. Lyall.) What do you mean by
" restlessness," do you mean difficulty of sleeping or

difficulty of sitting still P—A pain is felt in the limbs,

it is uneasiness.

Thakur
Bahadur
Singh.

(^Bikanir

State.)

1 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

SliTTi EiKHAB Das called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

20.992. (Chairman.) Yon are a Bagri of Bikanir, and
of the Mahajan caste ?—Yes.

20.993. What information have you to give us with

reference to the opium traffic in Bikanir ?—I am 30

years of age. I have firms at Calcutta (Sheolal Har
Dass), Indore (G-ambirchand Suraj Mai), Kotah
(Kishori Lai Mayalal Das), Ajmere (Hansraj Gambir-
chund), and here (Damodhar Das Gambirchand). My
shops here, at Indore, and at Kotah, deal in opium.

Here my business consists in importing opium and
selling it in the bazar. At Indore and Kotah the

firms purchase opium, sell it and forward it to Bombay.
If the cultivation and import of opium were stopped

my loss here would be considerable. I import yearly

into Bikanir about 75 maunds of opium, the value of

which is about Rs. 37,500, my profit on this is 12 per

cent., so I should loose Rs. 4,600 a year. I generally

have also 250 to 300 pailas of opium, i.e., about 45

mautds in stock, which lvalue at Es. 22,000, and which
would become unsaleable. This, with the interest for

a year, which I should lose also, would be a loss of

about Rs. 26,000. The other traders in Bikanir would

lose in the same way. The circumstances of the Kotah
and Indore firms are the same, and I will show together

the loss which I should suffer in regard to them if the

production and export of opium were prohibited. I do

not give advances to cultivators, but I purchase from

them. I buy the juice of the poppy from them at the

rate of 6 rupees a seer to the extent of about Rs. 50,000

a year, I then manufacture it with oil. The manufactare

costs me Rb. 13 for every five seers of poppy juice.

The weight of the opium is the same as that of the

juice, as the oil put in makes up for the loss by drying.

I thus get about 11,000 seers of opium. This I sell

ao-ain at Indore or Bombay at an average proiit of about

10 per cent. My annual income from Kotah and Indore

thus comes to about Rs. 6,500 a year. Besides this, I

make a profit by commission on the purchase of opium,

which amounts to about Rs. 4,000. I receive com-

mission at varying rates which amount on the average

to about 12 annas per cent. I have accounts for three

or four years, but the figures which I have given repre-
sent an average over a series of years. Besides the
Rs. 10,500 which I should lose in the manner stated,

I should also lose about a lakh of rupees, the value of
opium which I have in stock, and which I should not be
able to sell. This would be a very heavy loss, and I am
not prepared to say what the general effect of it on my
trade and credit would be. I shoiild incur a further
loss also in the way of Rs. 25,000 or Rs. 30,000 a year.
The customers who buy opium through me frequently
do not send me money in advance. I buy for them
with my own money which is considered as a loan to
them, on which they pay 8 annas per cent. There are
some 25 other shops in Indore which would suffer loss

in the same way that I should. There are also eight or
ten similar shops in Kotah. There is no way in which
I could compensate myself for the loss which would bo
caused by the stoppage of opium. Mahesris take opiurn
dry and in pills, but not in the form of amal-pani and
post. Just as they take it, so Brahmans, Oswals, and
Agarwalas take it also. Men, women, and children all

alike take opium. It is given only to children under three
years. It is given as a remedy for pains in the stomach,
diarrhoea, cough, and other illness, and to keep children
quiet. Grown up people generally begin to take it

again at about 30 years of age. They take it as a
remedy for illness only and not for pleasure. Once
people begin to take it they do not give it up again. I
should say about 20 per cent, of the men of the caste

and 10 per cent, of the women take opium and 50 chil-

dren oat of every hundred. I should say that perhaps
6 per cent, of the consumers take enough to weaken
them, but that not that pr3|)ortion is seriously injured
by opium. I have never come across a case of a man
who has bten rendered unfit for his work by opium.
People take opium generally twice a day, some once,
and some three times a day. None more than
three times. People generally take from ^ a ratti to
three rattis at a time. I do not take opium myself.
We have no occasions whatever on which the giving or
taking of opium is compulsory. We take it only as a

Seth
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State.)
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remedy for illness and for the good -wlnRli it does us and
the strength which it gives lis. There is no doubt, in my
opinion, that it gives strength. It is certainly good for

old people. I should not begin it unless I were weak,
then I should. In my opinion, the moderate eating of

opium does no harm whatever, on the contrary it does

good. If opium were only procurable a.s a medicine, the

effect on present consumers would be very bad. A few
would die and the rest would become weak and useless.

They would not, I think, take to any other stimulant.

In the case of non-consumers, there would be no injury

till occasion for taking to opium arise from weakness,

illness, or old age, and then they would suffer.

20,99-1. (Sio- J. Lyall.) I understand that, although
you are a Bikanir man, yet you have dealings in opium
outside Bikanir P—Yes; I have shops in other places,

and I deal in opium through my agents.

20,995. Is there any opiirm produced in Bikanir P

—

No.

20.996. Does any opium pass through Bikanir into

Bhawalpore P—I do not know that it does.

20.997. Who are Mahesris .?—It is a, caste of Banias.
Bagri is a sect of the Mahesri.

20.998. (Mr. Faashawe.) Do you follow the Jain
religion ?—I am a Hindu.

20.999. Tou state that there are occasions on which
the giving or taking of opium is compulsory, does
that apply to Mahesri Banias ?—Yes. Among the
Mahesri Banias.

21.000. (Mr. Tease.) When you say 20 per cent, of

the men take opium, do you mean 20 per cent, of your
own caste P—Among my own caste.

21.001. Do they take more or less than the other
people in Bikanir ; are there more opium-eaters among
them per hundred, or fewer ?—Among the Mahesri
there is a smaller number of opium-eaters compared
with Eajputs.

The witness withdrew.

Seth Milap
Chand and
Seth Nemi
Chand.
{^Bikanir

State.}

Sexd Milap Chand and Seih Nemi Ohand called in and (Seth Milap OHAND^examined through an
Interpreter).

21.002. (Gliairmcm to Seth Milap Ghand.) You are

head of the Customs Department of the Bikanir State ?

—Yes.

21.003. (To Seth Nemi Chand.) You are Nazim of

Sujangarh in Bikanir ?—Yes.

21.004. (To Seth Milap Ghancl.) Will you tell us what
you know about the import of opium into the Bikanir
State ?—I am 60 years of age. I have been for 10 years
in the service of the Bikanir State, and have been in

charge of the Customs Department continuously save

for three years when I was a member of the Council. The
average import of opium into the Bikanir State has
been 355 mauiids and 21 seers for the past eight years,

i.e.

:

—
1885-«G -

1886-87
1887-88 -

1888-89
1889-90
1890-91 -

1891-92
1892-;i:! -

VIds.
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opium will increase of itself without raising tlie duty.

Without relying too much on the figures of the census
of 1881, I should say from my own experience of

Bikanir that the population has increased at least 20

per cent, in the past 10 years, and a similar inrrcnse

may be expected in future. The duty might easily bo
raised to Rs. 300 a maund, and allowing for an increase

of 20 per cent, in the population, the future loss to the

State by stopping the consumption of opium would not
be less than one and a half lakhs of rupees. Compensa-
tion for the customs duty taken by them was given to

Jagirdars in S. 1942 and the following years, amounting
to Rs. 50,000 or thereabouts a year. A very small

portion of this, not more than 0'02 per cent, represented

customs duty on opium, as these dues were taken by
weight or camel loads, and opium was valuable in pro-

portion to its weight. In my opinion the revenue from
opium could not be replaced fairly by additional taxa-

tion, because it is a revenue derived from the consumers
of the drug and to replace it would bo necessary to tax

other people. Neither is there any source from which
it could be replaced. The customs duties are high
already and could not be raised. The only grains free

from duty are the common ones which form the staple

food of the poor. The customs tariff was carefully con-

sidered that taxation shonld fall on those able to bear it

to the extent of their means, and any increase would bo
injurious.

21.006. {Sir J. Lijidl to 8eth Milap Ghand.) Why
has the datj' on opium, been raised so much lately ?

—Thoy follow the example of Jodhpore. When I first

came the duty was Rs. 70.

21.007. What was that duty called?—Mahsul.

21.008. Has there always been a customs duty on
apium in tho State ?—The charge was not so heavy
before.

21.009. Now that the duty has gone up to Rs. 200 is

it not very difiicult in a country like Bikanir to stop
smuggling?—-They make arrangements as far as

possible, but every now and then people are caught.

21.010. Do you not think a great deal must come in

like that—who looks after it P—There are police

stations. The inspector goes round in each village and
inquires, and if anybody is found to liavc failed to pay
the duty on opium it is put up for auction, and the man
is fined for it.

21.011. Are informers used or not ?—It is a rule when
the opium is put up to auction and sold that the Raj
takes only the duty leviable on the quantity, and the
rest of the price is given to the informer as a reward.

21.012. [Mr. Fanshawe to Beth Milap Ghand.)
Are there not a largo number of Banias in the Bikanir
State P—A large number.

21.013. Is the habit of taking opium in moderation
common amongst them P—A few take opium.

21.014. Can you tell me how many per cent, take it ?

—Eight or 10 per cent.

21.015. Is it the case among the Banias that the use
of opium is generally begun in middle life ?—They
generally take it in old age, but in middle age a person
takes it as medicine to remove some illness,

21.016. {Mr. Earidas Veharido.s to Seth Milap Ghand.)
Do you take it ?—No.

21.017. {Mr. Mowhray to Seth Nemi Ghand.) Where
does the opium imported into Bikanir come from ?

—Prom Kotah.

21.018. What is the retail price?—Rs. 12 a seer.

21.019. {Mi: Feasa to Seth Nemi Ghand.) When
the duty was raised in 1890, and again in 1894, was it

in the hope that the consumption of opium would
decrease ?—Opium in these years has become cheaper
on account of its production in China. The increase of

duty has had no effect, and the consumption is tho

same as bofove.

21 .020. The price was raised to increase the revenue
without opium becoming any cheaper ?—The custam
has been raised for revenue certainJy, but, as in these
years, opium became cheaper on account of the pro-

duction in China, the tax is not felt by the people—^it

is felt too little because they pay only about 8 annas
per head during the year.

The witnesses withdrew.

Adjourned to to-morrow.

At Daulat Bagh, Ajmere.

SIXTY-SECOND DAY.

Seth Milap
Chand and
Seth JVemi
Chand.

QBiAanir
State.')

1 Feb. 1894.

Friday, 2nd February 1894,

The Right Hon, LORD BRASSET, K.C.B,, Chaikman, presiding.

Sir James Lyall, G.O.I.E., K.CS.I.
Sir William Roberts, M.D,, F.R.S.

Mr. R. G. C. Mowbray, M.P.
Mr. A. U, Fanshawe.

Mr. Arthur Pease.
Mr. Haridas Veharidas Desai.
Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.

Mr. J. Prescoit Hewett, C.I,B., Secretary,

Surgeon-Major D. Ffrench Mullen called in and examined.

21,021. {Sir W. Boherts.) Tou are, I believe, Civil

Surgeon at Ajmere ?—Yes.

21,022 P—How long have you served in Rajputana?

—

I have served 16 years in Rajputana, and the greater

part of that timo in an opium-growing district (Udai-

pur).

21,023. What have been your impressions with regard

to opium P—I have no prepossession in favour of opium.

I do not think its use is necessary as a prophylactic, or

for the treatment of malaria in Rajputana. I do not

think healthy young people are any the better for taking

opium even in moderation. At the Mayo College, where
tho young Raj put nobles are educated, no boy is allowed
to take opium in any form, and they are as healthy a lot

of youngsters as you would see .inywhere. I consider
that the Mayo College is having and will have a decided
effect in bringing up tho young Rajputs to do without
opium. The people who exceed in the matter of

taking opium would take to alcohol or ganja if deprived
of it.

21,024. Speaking generally, do you consider opium a
harmful stimulant P—If the Rajputs must have a stimu-
lant, I think opium the least harmful.

F 4
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21.025. Does it incite to crime, do yon think P—I do
not believe it incites to crime. We get very few opium-
eating prisoners in the Ajmero Gaol. I consider it

would be qaite impossible for Government to prohibit

opium growing; they must trust to education.

21.026. How long have you been in civil practice in

this district ?—About 13 years.

21.027. Amongst what classes of people havo you
practised?—Amongst Rajputs, Bhils, and Banias, all

classes.

21.028. Have you had dispensaries under your
charge P—Yes, from 12 to 15 dispensaries, besides one
where I always work myself.

21.029. There you see the patients yourself?—Yes ; I

have had that under my charge for 16 years.

21.030. Have you noticed the efi'ect of opium as a
producer of much disease ?—I say it produces very little

disease, if any.

21.031. You recognise, I presume, the difference

between moderate consumption and excessive consump-
tion ?—Yes, there is a decided difference.

21.032. Have you noticed anything in the way of

disease produced in moderate opium-eaters P—Never.

21.033. But you have from excess P—Yes.

21.034. Have you noticed the efi'ect of excess on the
people who do not get enough to eat, who are poor and
insufficiently fed ?^It keeps away the feeling of
hunger more or less ; a man can do with less food if ho
takes opium.

21.035. You think it enables a man to do with less

food?—Yes, it dulls the sensation of hunger.

21.036. What effects have you noticed in well fed
people from the excessive use of opium p—I do not
think I havo ever met a man who ate opium iu excess

that had not some disease aa well.

21.037. You mean some disease independent of

opium ?—Yes.

21.038. Have you seen them use opium merely as a
restorative or comforter p— The people do use it in

moderation as a restorative; I was referring to excess.

21.039. You have not seen that class of consumers
go to excess P—Except where there was some indepen-
dent disease.

21.040. The people who have exceeded havo generally
had some disease?—Yes,

21.041. What is your impression with regard to the
use of opium in malarial conditions as a mi tigator or
as a prophylactic ?— Wherever you can get quinine or
medical treatment, I consider opium is quite un-
necessary.

21.042. But in cases where you cannot get quinine?
—Indirectly it will act by preventing ohillu which leod
to fever.

21,043. It prevents recurrent attacks ?-

chills.

-It prevents

21.044. In that respect yon consider it a prophylac-
tic ?—Indirectly only.

21.045. What is your general impression as to the
opium habit in Eajputaua ; is it on the whole a habit
that dooB more harm than good or the other way—

I

mean the habit as it is practised iu liajp'jtana ?—My
position with regard to that is, that a lot of the people

are badly fed, have very insanitary surroundings, and
are poorly clothed, and that with these people opium
does a certain amount of good. It prevents them
getting colds, and stifles the feeling of hunger to a
certain extent.

21.046. Do you think that the good does counter-

balance the evil ?—I think the good does counterbalance
the evil in their present state.

21.047. Have you any experience of the practice,

which I understand is prevalent here, of giving small
quantities of opium to infants ?—Yes.

21,04-8. Hare you seen accidents from that practice ?

—Whenever I attend a case myself I always stop the
opium while the child is under my treatment. I have
had cases of pneumonia and cases of bronchitis, where
if the opium had been continiied the child would have
probably died.

21.049. If the opium had been continued ?—Yes.

21.050. Speaking generally, does the habit appear to

you to interfere with the growth and nutrition of in-

fants ?—No, the children are a very healthy looking
lot.

21.051. Does the practice load to accidents or
fatalities amongst the infants ?—1 have no doubt it does
lead to a certain number of accidents from overdose, but
so it does in England.

21.052. Even under medical prescription P—Yes.

21.053. Then you do not think the accidents from the
practice here are more frequent than the accidents that
occur in England ?—I was one and a half years in
Wales, and I had quite as many accidents there from
these patent medicines containing opium.

21.054. (Mr. Fansliawe.) With reference to what you
said about the Eajput nobles at the Mayo College, it

would not be usual, would it, for boys of that age to
consume opium, even in their own homes ?—A lot of
them do, just as schoolboys smoke, on the quiet, and
sometimes when they want to get into the Zenana they
take a dose. It is not a regular habit.

21,056. It would not be a regular habit, but it would
be an occasional use at that age ?—Yes.

21.056. In your experience are the cases of excessive
consumption amongst the Rajput Thakurs common or
not ; few or many P—I suppose in my experience I have
met about six that exceeded.

21.057. Would that be few or many looking at the
thing in its totality ?—Some 3 per cent.

21.068. Some 3 per cent, of the Thakurs whom you
know would take it to excess P—Yes.

21.069. {Mr. Haridas Veliaridas.) You have said that
the people who exceed in the matter of taking opium
would take alcohol or ganja if deprived of opium ; do
you mean by that that the habit of taking alcohol or
ganja is more injurious than that of taking opium in
excess ?—What I mean is that the men who take opium
iu excess feel that they cannot do without a stimulant.
They have not strength of mind to deprive themselves
of it. If they did not take opium the)' would take some
other stimulant, and alcohol or ganja would bu worse
for them.

21,060. (Mr. Fease.) You think it a matter of regret
that so many of the people here who are in heallh take
opium?— Yes

;
just as I think a man need not take

liquor if he does not require it.

The witness withdrew.

Singhji

Surajmal.

(,Marwar

, State.')

Singhji Subajmal called in and examined (through a-i luterpretjr)

believe, Customs21.061, (Ghairman.) You arc, I

Superintendent at Marwar ?—Yes.

21.062, What is your caste ?—I am a Mahajan.

21.063, What have you to toll us in reference to
the consumption of opium at Marwar ?—I have served
11 years in the Customs Department, Comparison of
customs returns of the past five years with those of
the preceding five years shov. s an annual decrease of
93 i-niinnds in the annual import of opium, and I can
prove thereby that its consumption is decreasino-,
which decrease, I tliink, is mainly due to the gradual
decrease of immoderate opium-eateis, as also the frugal
tendency of the opium-eating rich in the use of opium
in festival and courteous hospitalities. In my opinion
the annual import of opium cannot go lower than 1,000

maunds a year. Prom the records of the past five
years, for the accuracy of which I can vouch I find an
average of 1,241 maunds opium imported, and this
cfuantity, with the duty at present levied, Ks 200
would bring in an income of Es, 2,48,200 'but while
comparing this figure with that of import of precedino-
five years, I find an average annual decrease of 93
maunds, and allowing this decrease to continue the
import of opium cannot, as already stated, go lower
than 1,000 maunds, which amount in my opinion is
essentially necessary for cousniuptiun in" Marwar 1
therefore fairly estimate the Durljar permanent loss
(on the reduced quantity of import, maunds 1 000 uitii
the duty at present levied) at lis. 2,00,000, Besides this
transit duty on opium for Jaisalmir brings to the Durbar
an average annual income of about Es. 500 Taking
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both items together the Durbar loss is estimated by
me at Es. 2,00,500. I believe the import of 1,000
maunds per annum would not decrease even if the
import duty were still further raised, a measure which
would likely create dissatisfaction in Marwar, as the
duty on opium has amply been raised. I consider the
above fairly represents the Durbar loss, as it could not
be made good by other changes. My experience enables
me to judge that loss in excise (mapa) to Jagirdars by
the prohibition of opium would be about Es. 5,000.
The average annual import of opium in Marwar is

1,241 maunds, out of which 641 maunds is consumed
in Khalsa and other villages where no excise is charged
on opium. I consider the average of Jagirdar's charge
of excise dues to be three pies on every rupee worth of
opium in Marwar. At this rate the total charge of
excise on 600 maunds comes to Es. 5,000.

21.064. (Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand that there is

no poppy cultivation in Marwar ?—No.

21.065. Will you kindly tell us from what States the
opium is chiefly imported into Marwar ?—The juice
comes from Tonk, and the balls come from Kotah and
Udaipur.

21.066. Is the quantity of 1,000 maunds, which you
mention, intended for actual consumption in Marwar
territory P—Yes.

21.067. Is there any excise for opium in force in

Marwar P—No.

21.068. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say that the
present consumption is 1,241 maunds, and you estimate
that at some distant date the consumption will fall to

1,000 maunds, but not lower ; do you think that next
year the consumption will be less than it is now ?—Yes,

I think that it will be lower.

21.069. But not lower than 1,000 maunds?— No,
certainly not, under any circumstances.

21.070. (Mr, Fease.) To what do you attribute the
gradual decrease of opium-eaters P—They levied extra
duty on opium, that is one thing. People who used it

in excess gradually decreased the dose. Another thing
is that the people used to ofler opium -vshen they met,

and they do not do it now to the same extent.

21.071. Do you think there has been a reduction in

the number of persons who take opium ?—From 93
maunds decrease, it seems that theje must have been
some decrease in the number.

Singhii

Surajmal.
(JMarwar
Stale.)
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The witness withdrew.

ICiBlEAJ MuBABDiiAN Called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

21.072. [Mr, Fansliawe.) You are a Member of Coun-
cil of Marwar, and a Oharan by caste P—Yes.

21.073. Will you tell us what you know about the
habit of opium' eating in Marwar p—I have had experi-

ence of opium-using classes in Marwar for the last

35 years, during which I have seen almost all the

Farganas in Marwar. Opium is mostly used among
Eajpuls, Oharans, and Bhats, who are followed by the
criminal and forest tribes, and miscellaneous classes

of Dholhis, Nais, Bambis, and Kumars. After them
come the Mahomedans (especially Sindhis, Kaimkhanis,
and Desi Sipahis), Hindu cultivators, Prohit Brah-
mins, and last of all the Mahajans. They use opium
in four forms ;

—

1. Dry mostly used by all classes.

2. Opium dissolved in water used by the rich.

3. Opium pills mixed with aromatic spices used by
few of the rich.

4. Tejara cold infusion of poppy heads used rarely

by the poor when opium is not available.

Men mostly, and women rarely, are habitual opium
eaters. Seventy-five per cent, of infants above two months
are daily given a dose of -^ lati till they are weaned, and
this dose not only benefits them in preventing dysentery,

chill, and evil effects of unwholesome milk, but also

gives time to enable their mothers to work at house

and in the fields. Twenty per cent, of opium eaters

take it in excess. Its moderate use per day is 4 ratis,

but with rich diet and good exercise it may be taken

up to 6 ratis a day. More than this is an excess which

goes up to 4 tola a day. It is taken moderately by the

labouring classes with benefit. The number of moderate

opium-eaters in Marwar is about 125,000 and that of

immoderate 30,000. About 6 per cent, of the popula-

tion of Marwar are habitual opium-eaters, taking into

consideration only 2 per cent, of the females as habitual

eaters. It is mostly taken twice, but a few take it

once and thrice. Its use is obligatory among men of

almost all creeds and classes in Marwar (with the

exception of a few sects of Brahmins, Mahomedaus,
and Mahajans)—on betrothal, on wedding day, during

mourning days, and for rccoticiliation, and at the first

visit of the son-in-law to his father-in-law's house.

This usage is binding from a long standing custom.

The succession of a Jagirdar ii! formally recognised by

the head man of the village offering opium. To
propitiate all festival days its use is customary, par-

ticularly the Akhatij (new year), Holi, and Dewali

festivals. Moderate use of opium after 40 is useful

to cultivating and labouring classes. Even its im-
moderate use is not so bad as the habit of taking
alcohol in excess. Few can keep the use of liquor in

moderation, and hence that substitute will lead to the
moral, material, and physical ruin of the people. If

the use of opium is stopped, mothers with infants will

not be able to find time, till they are weaned, to share

in the field or out-door labours. Those who are already
opium-eaters will become useless without it. Culti-

vators and labourers after 40 will not be able to perform
their tiresome duties without it as they do it now. In
fact, its prohibition will create discontent if its usage
is stopped in confirming and propitiating ceremonies.

Moderate use of opium is increasing owing to the

increase of cultivation and population in Marwar,
whereas the rich are using less opium and the number
of immoderate consumers is decreasing.

21.074. In speaking of Mahomedans you refer to

Sipahis ; are any large number of them in Marwar ?

—

They are not more numerous than Hindus, but still

there are thousands of them.

21.075. What class ofwork are they employed upon P—
The greater number of them serve the State. Some
of them cultivate, others do carpenters' work, and so

on,

21.076. In saying that more than 6 ratis a day is

an excessive use, will you kindly explain what you
mean by excess ; do you mean that this amount
causes harm to the health, or merely that you con-

sider it as an excessive use P—I consider it does harm
to health.

21.077. Do you wish us to understand that there are

30,000 men in Marwar who are causing harm to their

health by taking opium P—It does not affect their health
so much, but the people are rendered lazy, some people
it does not afleot at all, but the greater number of them
are rendered lazy.

21.078. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say that the

number of immoderate consumers is decreasing. Is

not one reason for that the fact that those who use it

in excess get old and die, and no new peojjle who take

opium in excess come in their place P—Yes, that is

what I meant.

21.079. {Mr. Fease.) You say the moderate use of

opium is increasing owing to the increase of cultiva-

tion ; what do you mean by that ?—On account of the

increase of cultivation the people have to work harder

now, and thereforeWe inclined to take more opium.

Kabiraj
Murardhan.
(Marwar
State.-)

The witness withdrew.

(LoBD Bjsassey here left the Chair, which was taken by Sir James Ltall.)

Pandit Mabho Prasad called in and examined.

are Superintendent of21.080. {Ohair'eimn,) You
Jalore in Marwar P—Yes.

21.081. What is your caste ?—I am a Brahmin.

O 8258S.

21,082. What has been your experience of the opium-

eating classes in Marwar ?—My experience of opium-

eating classes in Marwar is founded on 2 J years

G

Pandit Madho
Prasad.
{Marwar
Stale.)
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service of the State in different official capacities.

It is mostly used by Eajputs, Oharans, Bhats, criminal,

forest arid misdellaneous tribes of menial "labouritig

classes (Bambis, Knmars, and Naia) ; the nexb
greatest consumers are Mahomedana (Sindhis and
Kaimkhanis) ; then come Hindu cultivators Mats and
Kablis), Prohifc Brahmins, and last of all come Maha-
jana. Opium is mostly used in the dry crude form,

called "kora amal," but a few take opium pills, dis-

solved opium and tijara (i.e., poppy head) infusion.

Men are more generally habitual opium-eaters, but

only 2 per cent, of females when old and sick use it as a

habit. Seventy-five per cent, of infants, till they are

weaned (generally up to three years), are given a dose of

Jth grain daily with no harm to them. On the contrary,

it protects them from cold and against the ill-effects

of poor milk, while it enables their mothers to continue
their labours in the field or elsewhere. I roughly
estimate 6 per cent, of the population as habitual

opium-eaters in Marwar (not reckoning infants), calcu-

lating that about 10 per cent, are men, and 2 per cent,

women ; 20 per cent, of consumers take immoderate
quantities, that is, from 13 grains to sometimes 80
grains a day ; they are mostly rich persons, or those

brought up in luxury. It is mostly taken twice a day
and rarely once or thrice. Its use is essentially necessary
in confirming betrothal and reconciliation among all

classes, except some classes of the Mahajans, Mahome-
dans, and Brahmins. The use of opium for the first 12
days of mourning, as also in marriages and on festival

days, is customary ; it is held socially respectable, and
is the symbol of courtesy and hospitality to all. In
particular, betrothals and reconciliations cannot be
held binding without its use. The use of the drug on
marriage festivals and mourning days is of long stand-

ing, and people would consider misfortune and degrad-
ation had overtaken them if its use were prohibited.

The labouring and cultivating classes, deprived of it,

would be unable to withstand fatigue and exposure
as heretofore. Opium-eaters generally would become
miserable and dependent on their neighbours without
it. Mothers would not find time to attend to their

labours in the house and field, and the people of Mar-
war would take to liquor and other intoxicants. To
my knowledge drunkards have been saved from alcohol

by using opium. I am convinced that excess in drink-

ing is worse than the immoderate use of opium. I
believe up to 8 grains a day a moderate quantity,

which benefits the labouring classes who use it after

the age of 40. It helps them to bear the fatigues of

their calls, and to prolong their existence. With rich

diet it may be taken up to 12 grains a day with little

or no harm. If opium were to be prohibited, I believe

most of the opium-using classes would take to liquor,

which they cannot use moderately, and thus far more
fatal and wor.se consequences than even from the
immoderate use of opium will ensue, degrading the
morals, physique, and prosperity of the people. Its

essential and customary use on ceremonies has taken
the form of religious obligation, and hence the prohibi-

tion of opium cannot be regarded by the people without
great alarm and dissatisfaction. I believe that the
lavish expenditure of opium on ceremonies by the rich
and the number of immoderate eaters (most of them
becoming so by the society of the rich) is decreasing,

and that of moderate users, owing to the increase of
population, is increasing. As the duty on opium is

already sufficiently raised, I do not think it advisable
to raise it further, as the object of decreasing its

injurious use by the immoderate and the rich is already
being attained. On each paila (7 seers) of opium the
wholesale dealer makes a profit Rs. 4, and the retail

sellers who sell about half of the total import (1,241
maunds) again make the same profit ; the total profit to

wholesale and retail traders is therefore calculated at

Es. 4-2,648 per annum. Loss to wholesale traders :

—

Rs.
(o.) Total average import per year, 1,241

maunds, equal to 49,640 seers, at

B-s. 4 profit per 7 seers - . 28,365

(J.) Kctail sellers, half of above 14,183

42,548

All the traders are unanimous in saying that it will be
very hard for them to change their hereditary pro-

fession of trading in opium.

21,1 ly:'. Are you a native of Marwar ?^No, I am a
native of Kashmir.

21,084. You are a Kashmiri Pandit ?—Tos.

21.085. How long have you been in Marwar ?—This
is rny 24th year. I was educated in Ajmere College.

21.086. Is the sale of opium for internal consumption
free in Marwar F—Yes, anybody can sell opium.

21.087. Do you know at what price it sells ?—^Vbout
five and half or six tolas a rupee.

21.088. It is imported into Marwar?—From Kotah
and Malwa, it is not produced in Marwar.

21.089. You say that the number of immoderate
consumers is decreasing ; what do you think is the
cause of that ?—At one time the rich people were very
much applauded for their liberality in distributing
opium in their hospitalities, but they have not such a ten-
dency now to .show their extravagance on such occasions.

21.090. Can you explain why you think it does good
to the labouring and cultivating classes P—As far as I

have seen and heard from these opium-using men I
have found them all unanimous in saying that if they
did not make use of opium after the age of 40 they
would not be able to carry on their work and earn their
living as they do now, and I believe it from what I
have seen and heard.

21.091. I suppose those labouring and cultivating
classes consume very small amounts, do they ?—Yes,
moderate quantities, because they would be unfit if

they used it in excess.

21.092. Is Marwar a very healthy country or a
malarious country p—A very healthy country, com-
paratively far healthier than Patna and the JS[orth-

Western Provinces. Its dry, healthy climate is well
known.

21.093. What is the system as regards liquor in
Marwar?—It is under Abkari rules and is well con-
trolled.

21.094. Do licensed vendors get contracts?—Yes,
without a license nobody can distil.

21.095. Is the duty upon the still or upon the liquor
turned out ?—There is one contractor. He is the only
person who can distil it, and he can sell liquor from his
distillery to retail dealers.

21.096. Is the license for the districts put up to
auction?—Yes, public auction.

20.097. Can he establish as many stills as he likes P—No, he can only establish one still, and out of that
he can sell liquor through retail dealers.

20.098. What classes drink liquor ?—Almost all
classes, except Brahmins aad Mahomedans and
Mahajans. All Rajputs, Oharans, criminal tribes and
forest tribes use it.

21.099. Do the same people drink liquor and cat
opium generally ?—They can. Opium is not forbidden
in any religion, but very few take both together. Of
course, those who are in a, very bad condition by the
excessive use of liquor and who are on the point of
death, are saved by exchanging it for opium, no doubt,
and have lived for a good many years.

21.100. Are there many towns in Marwar ?—About
22.

21.101. Small towns P—Small towns, from 10,000 to
20,000 inhabitants.

21.102. {Mr. Pease.) Kabiraj Murardhan said he be-
lieved that about 6 per cent, of the population take
opium habitually ; is that your estimate ?—Yes.

21.103. Then the great bulk of the population, the
labouring and cultivating classes, do not take it habitu-
ally?—Yes, they take it habitually, but in moderate
quantities.

21.104. By far the largest proportion of the labour'
ing and cultivating classes are not habitual opium-
eaters ?—Very few use it habitually.

•20,105. You estimate also that of the females only 2
per cent, take opium, and another witness, taking the
same estimate says that 2 per cent, are very old and
sickly ?—I agree with that.

21.106. It is not at all taken by healthy women ?

—

Not at all for the sake of pleasure.

21.107. {Clminnnn.) Is it quite clear that it is (i per
cent, of the population that you mean who are habitual
opium consumers, or 6 per cent, of the adult males .f*

6 per cent, of the total population, including women.
If adult males only are taken, 10 per cent, is the rough
estimation.
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21,208. (Mr. Fanaliawe.) In speaking of the use by
the menial classes do yon include Minas and Bhils
among the menial class ?—Yes, criminal classes.

21.109. Ton have a large class of Banias, generally
called " Marwari traders," have you notP—Yes.

21.110. In saying that as regards the consumption of
opium Mahajans come last, do you wish to include

under Mahajans this Bania or trading class ?—^Yes.

21,111. Is the use, so far as yon know, amongst them
generally later in life, do they begin at the £ige of 35 ?—Yes, generally later in life. That is my experience.

21,112. (Ghairman) Is any customs duty levied on
opium when it is imported into Marwar ?—Yes, Bs.
200 per maund'.,

The witness withdrew.

Bhati Eaghunath Singh called in and examined (through an Interpreter)

21.113. (Ghairman.) You are a Eajput and Jagirdar

of Osian in Marwar ?—Yes^
21.114. What is the size of your Jagir?—About Es.

10,000.

21.115. Inside your Jagir you exercise, I suppose,

the offices of magistrate and judge ?—Yes, to a certain

extent.

21.116. What experience have you had of opium in

Marwar?—My experience of the last 30 years, during
which I have seen all the Parganas, of Marwar, enables

me to affirm that opium is mostly used in Sheo, Shergarh,
Sankra, Malani, and Sanohoro districts, that is, the

desert districts ; 15 per cent, of the males among
Eajputs are habitual opium-eaters, of whom 30 per cent,

take ic to excess. " Opium is used in three forms :—1.

Dry mostly uSied; 2. Solved in water and strained, used
by the rich ; 3. Opium pills used only by some rich

people. Men use it mostly, women rarely. Only 2

per cent, of the females on the whole, i.e.; very old and
sickly, make a habit of it. Seventy-five per cent, of

infants between two months and under three years are

given a small dose up to ^th grain daily with benefit. I

roughly calculate the population of Eajputs, including

Charans in Marwar to be about 2 lakhs. It is gene-

rally taken twice a day, but a few use it once or thrice

also. Its use is obligatory, and is considered sacred in

confirming betrothal, reconciliation, as also : during
the first twelve days of mourning, in marriage, and on
" Muklawa," i.e., on son-in-law's first visiting father-

in-law's house to fetch his wife. Its use is considered

propitious :

—

1. At Akhatij 1

2. ,, Dewali [ festivals.

3. „ Hoh J

4. When friends meet.

Its daily use up to 8 grains, and with good exei'cise

and rich diet up to 12 grains, is beneficial ; over and
above 12 grains is excess. The use of opium protects
from chills those of the cultivating classes engaged in
irrigation. If opium is prohibited, Eajputs would
substitute the worse and far more expenp.ive stimulant
of alcohol, for it. Immoderate drinkers who have
saved themselves by substituting opium must die with-
out it. Mothers with infants will find no tinae to

attend to daily domestic duties as hitherto. Habitual
consumers will become useless or die. Betrothal and
reconciliation will not be convincing and binding to

parties concerned. The number of eaters in excess,

and the expenditure of opium by the rich for courteous
ofiices, is diminishing, but owing to the increase of
population the number of moderate eaters is increasing.

21.117. You say in your evidence that the use of
amal-pani is considered sacred at certain ceremonies,
like betrothals, reconciliations, &c. Do you know
what the origin of that idea is—why people began first

to take opium at those times P—It has been for genera,
tions the custom among Eajputs to take opium on these
occasions, and the betrothal is not considered to be
binding until they have taken opium. I cannot give
any origin of the custom.

21.118. (Mr. .Pease.) You say that 15 per cent, of the
males among Eajputs are habitual opium-eaters, of
whom 30 per cent, take it to excess. Do you mean by
excess that they take more than 12 grains a day, or
that they take it to the injury of their health ?—

I

estimate those people who take over 12 grains to be
immoderate eaters ; but it does no harm to their

health.

21.119. Why do you call it excess if it does no harm
to their health ?•—I take about 60 grains of opium
myself, and it is not injurious to my health at all. It

is the custom to call a man an immoderate eater if he
takes beyond 12 grains.

21.120. (Ghairman.) How long have you been taking
so much as 4 mashas P—For the last 10 years. I began
taking opium 16 years ago.

21.121. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Do you charge any excise

duty on opium in your Jagir ?—I take " mapa " on
opium.

21.122. At what rate do you take " mapa "?—About
an anna or so on a seer. It is not sold in large

quantities in my 'Jagir.

21.123. (Ghairman.) You say it is mostly used in the
desert districts in Marwar. Can you give any reason

why it should be more used in the desert districts ?

—

They do not take any liquor there, and so they take

opium.

21.124. Liquor, perhaps, is not available there ?

—

It is not available, and therefore they take opium.

21,126. You say that 16 per cent, of the males
among Eajputs are habitual consumers. Hoiv many of

the other 85 per cent, are oooasional consumers ; are

they all occasional consumers, or how many?—About
30 or 35 per cent, take it on some occasions, and about

40 or 50 per cent, never take it,

21,126. Do you mean merely on ceremonial occasions,

or when they go on journeys, and when they are ex-

posed to fatigue ?— They take it when they go on

journeys, and when they are fatigued. They also take

it at marriages, and on other occasions of rejoicing.

Pandit Madho
Prasad.
(^Marwar
State.')

2 Feb. 1894.

Bhati
Raghunath

Singh.

{Maricar
State.)

The witness withdrew.

Mehta Eatan Lal called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

21.127. (Ghairman.) What is your occupation ?—lam
a paymaster of the army, and I keep all the records

and the accounts of all revenue and expenditvire. I am
State Accountant of Jaisalmir.

21.128. Will you give us your views in reference to

the importation and consumption of opium in Jaisal-

mir?—If the import of opium into Jaisalmir were to

cease the Durbar's loss (taking the average of past five

years only) annually would amount to Es. 21,340. Im-
port duty at (Es. 195 Bijeyshahi rupees =) 198. British

currency on 107f British maunds (average of past five

years), 21,264 plus Es. 75, on account of import duty on

poppy seed = Es. 21,339. But if the average ofthe past

10 years be taken, the total loss would be about 60 per

cent, more, i.e., about Es. 32,000. This loss cannot be

recouped by any revision of the State customs tarifi".

I am a moderate consumer of opium since 27 jyears. I

take it in the form known as " mawa" twice a day.

Opium is taken in five forms :

—

1. Crude, or " mawa," in any quantity up to one

tola.

2. "Masaladar" (or spiced) golia, pills weighing up
to one " ratti."

3. " Golis," plain pills of same weight.

4. "Bhian," i.e., pounded and strained through

cotton soaked in water. When strained through

cotton or woollen cloth it is called " G-alwan."

5. Smoked (by sick people only) in small bits in

" hukka."

The different forms of taking opium are made use of

in the following proportions :— Oruile, or "mawa,"
60 per cent. " Bhian," 20 per cent. " Gralwan," 10 per

ceut. " Golis," 7 per cent. " Masaladar golis " 3 per

G 2

Mchta Ratan
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cent. Fifty per cent, of the male population are con-

sumers. Ten per cent, of the female population are

consumers ; 80 per cent, of children under three, those

over that age do not take it. The different castes con-

sume opium to the following extent :—Eajpats and
Charans, 65 per cent. Lower castes, 60 per cent.

Musalmans, 40 per cent. Mahajans, 25 per cent.

Brahmins and the rest, 20 per cent. Of the above con-

sumers the following proportions probably exceed:

—

Rajputs, Oharans, and Musalmans, 10 per cent. Ma-
hajans, 5 per cent. Others, 2 per cent. Children
under three years of age are given opium in very small

quantities to send them to sleep or to keep them quiet,

to enable their mothers to work. Moderate consumers
take a morning and evening dose of from 1 to 3

ratis ; the dose of those who take to excess varies from
1 " masha " to 1 tola. About 5 per cent, of the con-

sumers take it only once a day, and about 2 per cent,

once a week only in small doses. The occasions on
which it is obligatory to take opium, are:—1.

Betrothals. 2. Weddings. S. The visit of a son-in-

law to his father-in-law's house. 4. After a death, for

12 days by Bajputs and Charans, and for the same or
lesser periods by other castes. 5. On the birth of a
male child among Bajputs and Charans. 6. First
removal of hair of a male child among Bajputs and
Oharans. 7. On the parting (or shaving in the
middle) of the beard by Bajputs and Charans. 8. On
the Akhatij " festival." 9. On reconciliations. It is

also considered the right thing to do at other festivals,

friendly greetings, and on fixed days at the temples.
When taken modeiately opium improves the appetite,

invigorates the body, gives courage, removes fatigue,

and keeps off cold. If the supply of opium were
suddenly stopped nearly all consumers over 50 years
of age (moderate included) would be dead within a
month ; those who survived would perish during the
succeeding rains or cold weather ; at least 20 per cent,

of the younger consumers would die in a year or two,
and nearly all the remainder would become impotent or
bo attacked by consumption and such like diseases.

Only recent consumers and robust young people would
retain their health, but would be incapacitated for hard
work. Liquor would be substituted for opium, but
cannot take its place as a stimulant.

21.129. Is any poppy grown in Jaisalmir.P—No.

21.130. How long has the import duty on opium been
Bs. 198 per maund p—For the last three years.

21.131. What was it before that ? — Bs. 160 per
maund, and before that Bs. 90 per maund, and before
that Bs. 70 per maiind.

21.132. When was this duty first imposed ? — In
1883.

21.133. Before that was there no duty P—Duty was

levied in difiterent forms.

21.134. When Sind was under the Amirs did opium

ever go to Karachi through Jaiealmir ?—Yes.

21.135. Much ?—I cannot say exactly.

21.136. You say that 65 per cent, of the Bajputs and
Charans consume opium. You mean the adult males,

I suppose .P—Yes, men only ; women take it but little.

21.137. Does that 65 per cent, include all, whether

they take it occasionally or habitually ?—-It includes

all, habitual aa well as occasional eaters.

21.138. Do you mean that 35 per cent, never take it.?

—That is so. 65 per cent, are habitual consumers, and

of the remaining 36 per cent, some take it on occasions

when it is offered at ceremonies, betrothals, &o.

21.139. (Mr. Wilson.) Yon say that " only recent con-
'

' sumers and robust young people would retain their
" health." Does that mean robust young people who
have been in the habit of taking opium ?—Yes, robust

young people amongst the consumers.

21.140. You give nine occasions on which it is obliga

tory to take opium. Is it not vciy common with many
of them not really to take it, but just to touch it, and
profess to take it ?—Those who are habitual consumers
take it ; of the others, some touch it only, and some
take a little.

21.141. (Mr. Fansliawe.) In speaking of these obliga-

tory occasions, are you referring to Bajputs and
Chajans only ?—Mostly it is done amongst Bajputs and
Charans, bat it is also the custom among Mahajans

;

they ofi"er opium on such occasions.

21.142. (Oliairman.) Is liquor much consumed in

Jaisalmir p—It is used, but not to a very large extent,

because Mahajans and Brahmins are prohibited by
their religion from taking liquor. Others do use it,

but to a small extent.

21.143. Is there an excise system in Jaisalmir ?—
Yes, there are two shops, and they get licenses from
the Baj.

21 .144. By auction P—Yes.

21.145. Do the same people take liquor and opium
generally, or different people P—Those that do not take
opium drink liquor, and some opium consumers also

take liquor.

21.146. (Mr. Wilson.) You have given us a great
many per-centages ; \\\\l you tell us whether those per-
centages are the result of your own opinion or the
result of any definite inquiry or statistics P—-It is my
own opinion.

The witness withdrew.

Thaknr

(Jaisalmi 21,147. (Oliairman.) What is your caste p—lama
State.) Bhati Bajput.

21,148. You are, I believe, Jagirdar of Jingali, in

Jaisalmir ?—Yes.

21.149. What is the size of your Jagir p—I own four
villages, and when there is a good rainy season they
yield about Ks. 1,200 or 1,300 a year ; in other cases

they yield less.

21.150. Will you tell us what you know of the opium
habit in Jaisalmir P—I have habitually consumed
opium in solution and strained through cotton, locally

called " Bhian " for the last 20 years, and twice a day.
Opium is taken in five different ways :—1. Crude, dose
up to one tola, called "mawa." 2. Pills mixed with
cream and spices, called " masaladar golis" (taken by
the rich only), made of any weight up to a rati.

3. Plain pills called " golis." 4. Pounded and strained

through cotton soaked in water called " Bhian." When
strained through cotton or woollen cloth it is called
" Galwan." 6. Small bits smoked in a hukka, used by
sick people. The difi'erent ways of taking opium are
made use of in the following proportions :—Crude, 60
per cent. ; solved and strained through cotton, 20 per
cent. ; solved and strained through cloth, 10 per cent.

;

plain pills, 7 per cent. ; spiced pills, 3 per cent. Of
the male population of Jaisalmir, 60 per cent, are con-
sumers, 10 per cent, of the women take it, and 70 per
cent, of children under three years of age are given it

in very small quantities to send theiji to sleep or Jteep

Thaktjk Bulidana called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

them quiet while their mothers are at work. It is

seldom, if ever, used by children over three years of
age. Opium is consumed by the different castes to the
following extent :—65 per cent, of Bajputs and Oharans

;

66 per cent, of Musalmans ; 40 per cent, of lower
castes ; 25 per cent, of Mahajans ; 20 per cent, of
Brahmins and others. Of the above consumers the
following proportion probably exceed:—Mus.ilmans,
15 per cent. ; Rajputs and Charans, 10 per cent.

;

Mahajans, 5 per cent.; others, 2 per cent. Moderate
consumers take a morning and evening dose, which
may amount to a masha, i.e., two mashas in the day.
The doses of those who take to excess vary i'rom two
mashas to a tola. Of the consumers, some 5 per cent,
take it only once a day, and some 2 per cent, only once
a week in small doses. The occasions on which it is
obligatory to partake of opium are: — 1. Betrothal.
2. Weddings. 3. Visit of a son-in-law to his father-in-
law. 4. Birth of a male child. 6. First shaving of a
male child's head among Rajputs and Charans. 6.
Shaving the parting of a beard by Bajputs and Charans.
7. For 12 days after a death among Rajputs and
Charans, and for the same or a lesser time among other
castes. 8. The Akhatij festival. 9. At reconciliations.
It is also customary at other festivals, at temples on
certain days, and at friendly gatherings. The moderate
use of opium improves the appetite, invigorates the
body, gives courage, removes fatigue, and keeps off"

cold. If the supply of opium were suddenly stopped
nearly all consumers over 50 years of age (moderate
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included) would be dead within a month or so ; the
succeeding rains and cold weather would kill the rest.
Of the other consumers, at least 30 per cent, would die
in a year or two, and nearly all the remainder would
become impotent or be attacked by consumption and
such like diseases. Only recent consumers and robust
young people would retain their health, though incapa-
citated for hard work. Lic[uor would be substituted
for opium, but cannot take its place as a stimulant.

21,161. What proportion of the total population of
Jaisalmir do you think are Eajputs, and what belong
to other castes ? -I cannot say.

21,152. {Mr. Fanshawe.) You say you arc «, habitual
consumer yourself. What amount of opium do you
take?—I take 4 grains in the morning and 4 grains
in the evening,

21,1-53. Why did you begin the habit ?—As it was the
custom of the country, I often took it at ceremonies,
and thus got into the habit of eating it.

Thahur
Bulidana
(Jaisalmir

State.')

2 Feb. 1S94.

The witness withdrew.

Mehta Hamikmall called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

21.154. {Chairman.) You are, I believe, an opium
trader and money-lender of Bap in Jaisalmir ?—Yes.

21.155. And a Mahajan by caste P—Yes.

21.156. Will you tell us what you know of the opium
trade and the consumption of opium in Jaisalmir?—

I

have carried on the opium trade for 15 years. Opium
is imported in its crude state known as " Amal-ki-goli "

from. Kotah, where it costs per British maund about
Rs. 245 (British coin) ; the customs duty is (Rs. 203
(Marwar and Jaisalmir). At Jaisalmir it is sold at
about Es. 570 per maund, which yields us a profit of
three annas in the rupee, or Es. 90 per maund. Our
total yearly profit, taking the annual average import at
about 160 maunds, comes to Rs. 13,500. Add to this

—

Rs.
Profit on other articles sold to con-
sumers of opium ... IjOOO

Profit derived by accepting payment in
kind instead of in cash - - 500

Profit on other articles bought with
opium without much extra cost . 1,000

Profit on sale of " Khar Bhanjan" (dry
fruit, &c.) necessai-ily taken after
opium----- 500

Sale of " Panni " or poppy leaves, &c.
received with opium - . 350

Total annual loss, &c. 16,850

The unsaleable stock, about 100 maunds, would put
us to a further loss of Es. 48,000, and Es. 5,000 more
would be lost as unrecoverable debt, total Es. 53,000.
Opium traders of Jaisalmir cannot possibly compensate
themselves by any other business. I am a habitual but
moderate consumer of opium. I take it in the form
"mawa" twice daily since lOs'ears; I tried to leave
the habit off more than once, but ocmld not succeed.
Opium is taken in five forms :—1. Crude, from J
of a "rati" to a tola at a time, called "Mawa";
2. Spiced pills, " Masaladar Golis," taken by the rich

only ; and 3. Plain pills, " G-olia," weighing 1 or 2
"ratis " each; 4. Pounded and strained through cotton
soaked in water, called "Bliian " pounded and strained
through wollen or cotton cloth, called "Galwan;" 5.

Small bits smoked in a " huhka," used by sick people
only. Eighty per cent, take it in the form of " Mawa "

or crude. Ten per cent, solved and strained through
cotton. Five per cent, solved and strained through
cloth. Remained pills. Sixty per cent, of male pcipu-

latiou are consumers, 16 per cent, of females, and 80 per
cent, of children under three. These last are given it

in very small quantities to send thcTi to sleep or keep
them quiet while their mothers are at work. Children
over three are seldom, if ever, given opium. Different

castes consume opium to the following extent :—Rajputs
and Charans, 60 per cent. Musalmans, 56 per cent.

Lower castes, 45 per cent. Mahajans, 36 per cent.

Brahmins and the rest, 25 per cent. Of these the

following proportions probably exceed :—Rajputs,

Charans, and Musalmans, 10 per cent, j Mahajans, 5
per cent. ; others 6 per cent. Moderate consumers
take a morning and evening dose which may amount
to 2 mashas, i.e., 4 mashas in the day ; those who take
to excess take doses up to 1 tola. About 4 per cent,

of the consumers take it only once a day, and 2 per
cent, once a week in very small doses. It is obligatory

to partake of opium on following occasions :

—

1. Betrothals.
2. Weddings.
3. The visit of a son-in-law to his father-in-law's

house.

4i. After deaths for 12 days by Rajputs and Charans,
and for the same or leaser periods by other
castes.

5. On the birth of a male child amongst Rajputs
and Charans.

6. First removal of the hair of a male phild among
Eajputs and Charans.

7. On the parting (or shaving in the middle) of
the beard by Rajputs and Chatans.

8. On the " Akhatij " festival.

9. On reconciliations.

It is also considered the right thing to do at other
festivals, friendly greetings, and on fixed days at the
temples. The moderate use of opium improves the
appetite, invigorates the body, gives courage, remove.=!

fatigue, and keeps off cold and cough. If the supply
of opium were suddenly stopped, nearly all consumers
over 50 (moderate included) would die within a month

;

the succeeding rains and cold weather would kill the
rest. Of the other consumers 30 per cent, at least

would die in a year or two, and almost all the remainder
would become impotent or be attacked by consumption,
asthma, and other diseases. Only recent consumers and
robust young people would retain their health, though
incapacitated for hard work. Liquor would be Eubsti-
tuted for opium, but cannot take its place as a stimulant.

21.167. You have eaid in your evidence that you are
an habitual but moderate consumer ; do you mind say-
ing how much )ou take daily ?—Two ratis at a time
twice a day.

21.168. What is the duty upon opium when it is

imported into Jaisalmir?—Rs. 198 per maund. Jodh-
pore charges Rs. 6 extra on opium passing through their
territory.

21.159. Transit duty ?—Yes.
21.160. How does it sell to the consumer in Jaisal-

mir?—They sell to the consumers at an average rate of
Rs. 14 4a. a seer, or Es. 570 a maund.

21.161. Is the sale perfectly free ?—Yes, quite free.

21.162. {Mr. Pease.) You say "I tried to leave the
'

' habit off more than once, but could not succeed "
; why

did not you succeed?—I could not give it up, because
whenever I tiicd to do so I suffered from diarrhoea or
cough, and I felt uneasy.

21.163. Have you tried to redvico the dose?—Yes;
but whenever I did that, after a space of three or four

months I sometimes suffered from diarrhcea, cough, and
so on.

21.164. {Mr. IVUson.) Why did you try to leave it

off?—Because I commenced at an early age.

21.165. Did you think it was not a good habit ?—The
propel- age for taking opium is about 35 or so. As I

commenced it earlier I tried to give it up.

21.166. Then you do not think it was a good habit for

a young man, is that so?—It depends upon one's

religion.

21.167. Was it against your religion to take it ?—No.

21.168. Then why did you want to leave it off?—

I

tried to give it up because my father reprimanded me
for taking it at such an early age.

21.169. Who translated your evidence?—A man
known as Kazi.

21.170. Who is this man ?—He was at Mount Abu in

Government service, and now he is a Raj servant at

Jaisalmir.

21.171. Did you write your evidence yourself, or did

somebody write it down for you ?—Another person took

it down.

21.172. Who was tj^at P^It was ib,e head clerk to tha

political agent.

a 3

Mehla
Hamirmall

.

(Jaisalmir
State.)
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21.173. Do you know tlic name of the clerk ?—I do
not know.

21.174. "WTiere was it taken down ?—At Jaiaalmir.

21.175. A.t the house of the political agent or where ?

—The Prime Minister of Jaisalmir and Kazi and myself
went to the political agent's camp at Jaisalmir, and
there it was taken down by the head clerk.

21.176. A-re you awaro that the language of some
parts of your statement of evidence is almost word for

word the same as the language of some part of two or

three other witnesses' evidence P—^I do not know that.

21.177. What do you think would happen to robust
young people who haye been in the habit of taking
opium if the supply were suddenly stopped ?—If it be

prohibited all at once they will be rendered lazy, they

will not be able to work, and very likely they will suffer

from colds, coughs, and other diseases.

21.178. What proportion of the women do you think

are consumers of opium P—15 per cent.

21.179. And of the men P—(JO per cent.

21.180. And of the children ?—80 per cent.

21.181. (Mr. Mowbray.) How many opium traders are

there in Jaisalmir ?—About 30 or 40. The retail dealers

are quite separate from these.

21.182. What do you estimate your own profits at?—
Rs. 1,000 a year in opium and other things.

21.183. What else do you trade in besides opium P—

I

deal in cloth and grain as well, but only to a small

extent. Opium is the principal thing I deal in,

The witness withdrew.

Singhji Jowan
Mai Sayar

(^Sirohi State.)

SiNGiiJi JoWAN Mal Sayar called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

21.184. (Ohcdrman.) Are you a resident of Sirohi ?

—

Tes, I am a native of Sirohi.

21.185. You are Superintendent of Sirohi; what
duties have you as superintendent ?—I am Superin-

tendent of Customs.

21.186. For the whole territory ?—Tes.
21.187. What has been your experience of opium in

Sirohi ?—Though the cultivation of the poppy is not

prohibited, very little is grown, as opium can be easily

and cheaply obtained without the trouble of cultivation

and preparation. Were it otherwise, opium would
certainly be produced as the people consider the use of

it at festivals, marriages, and funeral ceremonies so

important. In the hilly tracts of this State the climate

is so malarious that the inhabitants called G-rassias

almost all use it with very good effect, and they would
greatly dislike the prohibition of its use, which feeling

\vould be .'^hiired by the people in general. I submit a

statement showing the yearly average amount of opium
imported into Sirohi, as nearly 176 maunds, which
amount at the present rate of duty of Rs. 175 per maund
would yield an income of about Rs. 30,525, to which
must be added transit and export duties amounting to

Rs. 14, making a total sum of Rs. 30,639. But from
former estimates it seems the full consumption within
the State is estimated at 200 maunds yearly. The full

amount has not been imported lately, as traders have
kept extra stocks in order to improve the opium by
keeping. As the duty on the drug has risen in the past
from Rs. 80 to Rs. 175, it may be assumed the duty
would be raised hereafter to Rs. 400 a maund, to in-

crease revenue without diminishing the demand. Two
hundred maunds at a duty of Rs. 400 a maund would
yield Rs. 80,000, which is the yearly loss the Durbar
customs revenue would sustain if opium import into

the State ceased. There is no way in which the Durbar
could revise its customs tariff so as to compensate itself

for this loss. The small amount of dues on opium taken
by Jagirdars is included in the above estimate of loss.

21.188. Who are the Grirasias you mention ?—They
are supposed to have descended from Rajputs originally,

but they are considered to be low people now, and they
live in and cultivate the hilly tracts.

21.189. They are not Bhils p—No.
21.190. Does the opium imported into the State pay

anything else besides customs duty ?—Nothing else.

21.191. How does it sell to the consumer p—From
Rs. 12 to Rs. 15 a seer. The thin cakes are sold at

Rg. 12 a seer, and the big balls Rs. 15 a seer.

21.192. Are there any liquor excise arrangements P

—

Yes ; there is excise on liquor in Abu and districts.

21.193. How does liquor sell ; at what price per seer

or per bottle ?—Five bottles a rupee.

21.194. Do these Girasias drink liquor?—Yes, they
do drink, but not so much.

21.195. Do the same people who take opium generally
take liquor too, or not ?—Generally the people who take
opium do not take liquor ; sometimes they do.

21.196. {Mr. Pease.) When was the duty raised from
Rs. 80 to Rs. 1 76 ?—in the month of Joth, or May last.

21.197. What effect ]iad that upon the consumption
of opium?—In order to check smuggling to Gujarat
the duty was rfvised.

21.198. (Oliairman). Is Sirohi under the Raja or

under the British Government?—Under the Raja.

21.199. Did the Raja make this change of his own
accord, or did anyone suggest it to him ?—Some in-

struction went from the political agent that smuggling
ought to be stopped somehow or other, and then the

Raja of his own device raised the duty with that object.

21.200. {Mr. Pease.) What effect had the raising of

the duty on the consumption of opium by the people of

Sirhoi ?—The people who take opium take just the same
quantity as they did before. It did not affect them.

21.201. What reason have you to assume that the

duty will be hereafter raised to Rs. 400 ?—Even then
there will be no effect on consumers.

21.202. What would be the effect if it was raised to

Rs. 1,000?—Even then there would be no difference.

Those who do consume it will have it.

21.203. {Mr. Wilson.) Is the income of the Durbar
from all sources very large indeed P—It is large enough.

21.204. They have no need or desire lor more money ?

—If he can get more it will be all right, but not other-

wise.

20.205. Why do you not raise the duty to Rs. 400 at

once ?—It cannot be raised at once, it would be dis-

tasteful to the people.

21.206. Has the Durbar contemplated still further
advances in the duty ?—There is no contemplation by
the Durbar, but I gave my opinion to the Durbar that
it could be extended to Rs. 400.

21.207. Are there many offences in connexion with
smuggling opium ?—There are not many.

21.208. How many in a year? Four or five cases.

21.209. Are those offences in the State of Sirohi?

—

Yes.

21.210. What is the difference between cake opium
and the big balls you spoke of ?—The cakes are covered
with dry and rotten leaves, and the balls arc pure juice.

21.211. What is the difference in price ?—Rs. 3.

One is sold at Rs. 12 a seer, and the other at Rs. 15 a
seer.

21.212. {Mr. Mowbray.) Is that the price at present,
Rs. 12 and Rs. 15 a seer ?—Yes.

21.213. At what price was it sold in the bazars before
the ,duty was raised last year ?—Rs. 10 and Rs. 12
respectively.

21.214. Where does the opium imported into Sirohi
come from?—It comes from Kotah, through Beawar,
from Udaipur, and from Nimahera.

21.215. {Mr. Saridas Velmridas.) When did yon give
your opinion to the Durbar about raising the duty to
Rs. 400?—About two months ago.

21.216. In connexion with this inquiry p—Yes, when
the inquiry was being carried on.

21.217. Are there Dungri Bhils as well as Girasia
Bhils in Sirohi ?—Yes.

21.218. (O/iciirmcm.) Do you yourself use opium P

—

No, I do not.

21.219. When Sind was under the Amirs did the
trade in opmm to Karachi go through Sirohi ?—Tes.

21.220. Do you know how big the trade was ? Was
it a large trade ?—It was a big trade.

The witness withdrew.
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Eaj Prithi Eaj called in and examined (throngh an Interpreter.)

21.221. {Oludrman.) What Rajput are you P—Deora
Rajpnt.

21.222. Are you of the same tribe as the Eaia of
Sirohi.P—Yes.

21.223. What have you to say about the consumption
of opium among Rajputs P—In my brotherhood and
among other Rajputs opium is taken in small pieces,
swallowed in a little water. There are some who take
it in the form known as " Amal-pani " also. Very few
Of our females take opium ; those who do, take it in the
same way as the males. Children are given it in a very
small quantity mixed with their mother's milk. One-
sixteenth of our community are opium-eaters, of whom
one-eighth take it to excess. Opium is taken twice a day,
morning and evening. Those who take it in excess,
take up to

J- of a tola at a time, i.e., i tola per day;

others take about yV of a tola at a time, i.e., about i of
a tola per day. The occasions on which opium is taken
are festival days, births, betrothals, marriages, funerals,
reconciliations, and on long journeys. It is also taken
by those who suffer from asthma, cough, diarrhoaa,
dysentery, general debility, &o. Its eifects are re-
freshing and invigorating. Moderate consumers keep
healthy, and I know of no case of opium-eating with
bad result. Those who take it in excess even keep their
health and show no signs of bodily or mental exhaustion

;

on the contrary, they look stronger and healthier than
they actually are. If consumption of opium is stopped,
except as medicine, the opium-eaters will suffer

greatly and be useless. No treat or feast can be con-
sidered complete without opium. If consumption of

opium is prohibited all the Rajputs would be dis-

satisfied, and no betrothal can be regarded as complete
without the customary " Amal-pani."

MajPrithi Raj
(_Sirohi State.')

2 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Rao Bahaduk Vinayek Rao Ganesh Samamh called in and examined.

21.224. {Ohairman.) You are, I believe, finance mem-
ber of the Tonk Council ?—Yes.

21.225. How long have you been in the service of the
Tonk, State?—Seven years.

21.226. Where is your real home P—Poena.

21.227. What caste are you?—I am a Kayasth
Prabhu.

21.228. Will you tell us what you know in regard to
the cultivation of the poppy in Tonk ?—The area under
poppy cultivation is acres 14,010. Jagir and other
alienated lands are included in this total for the whole
State, and form nearly a sixth of it. The districts
totals are as follows:

—

District in Gentral India.—
Ohhabra, 4,893-33

; Pirawa, 3,870-83; Seronje, 413-40.
District in Majputana.—Nimbahera, 4,330-33; Tonk,
443*60; Alligarh, 58-83. The area of cultivation stated
above is the average of the ascertained area for the last
six years, a period which as a whole was under average.
The average of production of opium for the same period
is 2,548 maunds. The expanse of poppy cultivation
and its yield in opium both fluctuate very considerably,
according to the character of rains and the state of
weather, while the crop approaches maturity, ignoring
other causes. The maximum area of the poppy land is

about 25,000 acres, and the maximum yield about
5,000 maunds. It is solely to secure a share of the
foreign opium trade of India that poppy is cultivated
on its present scale in the district of Pirawa, Ohhabra,
and Nimbahera. The average of the State exports for

the last six years is 2,542 maunds. Excepting a small
quantity taken to Sirohi and Marwar the whole of the
exports join the general foreign trade of India after

crossing the British India barriers at either (Jjjain or
Indore, or at one of the minor opium scales in Central
India. Any action that may be taken with the opium
trade to starve the cultivation of poppy in this State
out of its present margin of profit would amount to its

actual suppression, and entail on the State a deprivation
of its share in the foreign trade and a loss of revenue
derived from it. The area occupied by poppy cannot be
wholly placed under other crops equally remunerative
to both the State and the cultivators. Therefore,
where by reason of its extensiveness and relative im-
portance, poppy cultivation has formed the basis of
the land revenue settlement of the irrigated lands, as

in Ohhabra, Pirawa, and Nimbahera districts and
parts of Seronje, Tonk, and Alligarh districts, the

entire settlement demand on irrigable land will, in case

of the stoppage of poppy cultivation, call for a revision

and re-adjustment at loss of about Rs. 132,900 per
annum. This reduction of Rs. 132,900 should, it is

cp.lculated, enable the State and holders of alienated

land to take off an area of 25,000 acres, Rs. 5-5-1 or so

per acre, leaving the demand at Rs. 6-7-11 or so against

present Rs. 12 or so per acre. The reduced assessment
is just likely to keep up cultivation of the poppy land
for less remunerative crops. The cost of revising the

settlement of irrigated area concerned will be about
Rs. 19,700. Besides the loss on land revenue, the State

and holders of alienated lands will lose in customs
collections a sum of about Rs. 59,!}16. The loss of

Jagirdars included in the total is Rs. 6,000. Even after

every e3"ort that may be made to turn opium land to

best advantage possible in other ways, the loss to culti-

vators both as landholders and field labourers, by the
stoppage of opium traffic and therefore poppy cultiva-
tion is estimated by the local ofSoers to be very con-
siderable. Local traders estimate the loss of their class
at Rs. 94,600, the incidence of which per maund
exported is about Rs. 37, and the export value of one
maund being about Rs. 200, the per-centage of profit

is about Rs. 18 5a. Bohras or agricultural money-
lenders fear that the stoppage of poppy cultivation will
entail upon them an annual loss of Rs. 104,050, besides
placing in jeopardy their debts and investments of
capital to the value of Rs. 3,000,000. Though con-
siderably larger than the present state of poppy cultiva-
tion can warrant, the Durbar is naturally reluctant to
reduce the estimates of the local officials, traders, and
Bohras without possessing the means of scrutinizing
them with the aid of special inquiries. It is impossible
to estimate beforehand what influence will the large
accession of rich area to food crops, which must follow
the withdrawal of it from poppy, exercise on the market
for those commodities. Should the influence of over-
production be to trench permanently on the cu Itivators'

profits from growing food-grains, and thus to disturb
the basis of the settlement made with them, the
revision of the entire settlement affecting both the
irrigated and nnirrigated la.nds will become necessary
at a further heavy loss of annual , revenue to the State,

and the holders of alienated lands, and a further
charge for a revision of the settlement. A further
loss on the customs collections is also appre-
hended for when opium and poppy-seed cease to be
exported and are no longer available to sustain the
present foreign imports, these must fall ofi" leading
to a loss of customs collections on foreign imports.
Unless the cultivation of poppy be replaced by some
other irrigated crop the wells provided for the irriga-

tion of the land would become useless, and the capital
spent in sinking and constructing them prove a dead
loss. The ownership of the wells sustains the credit
of the landholder, but when they cease to be useful
their hypothecation cannot support the owner's credit,

whether poppy cultivation can be replaced by other
irrigated crops is therefore a very important question.
In the Tonk and Alligarh districts, which have the
least area under poppy growth and where this crop is

not the most paying, sugar-cane and early cotton as

single crops, or cummin seed and barley after Indian
corn may take place of poppy, but it is not likely that
in all cases the wells would prove equal to the demand
of sugar-cane for a greater depth of irrigation, a longer
duration of it, and at a time when the water level is at

its lowest, i.e., during the hot weather. In Sironje

sugar-cane or vegetables may take place of poppy—as

in Central Provinces, 'Khandesh, and Gujarat cotton

does here without irrigation and therefore cannot

replace poppy. In Nimbahera, sugar-cane or early

cotton as single crops and barley or wheat after Indian

corn may replace poppy, but for reasons stated in the

case Peerawa, further on a contraction of the irrigated

cultivation is probable. In ;Chhabra and Pirawa to

replace the staple crop of poppy by sugar-cane or early

cotton as single crops, the irrigated cultivation may
have to be seriously contracted, because the majority of

wells which now irrigate poppy cultivation would fail
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to irrigate even a third of the poppy area nrheu placed
under sugar-cane, which not only requires a greater
depth of waterings but some of them during hot months
when the loss of water level is at its highest. In these
districts irrigated cotton is more liable to damage from
excessive rainfall, and yet irrigation must be available
during June for the sowing operations when all wells

cannot afford it. Barley is not a staple food crop of

the Parganas. Wheat is not generally irrigated, and
when irrigated it is more susceptible to the attack of

rust. Cummin seed, tobacco, ground nuts, and other
crops can be grown on the poppy land, but more as

experimental than as established cultivation. Kot to

seriously reduce the cultivator's means of earning wages,
which even now are far from adequate to their wants,
every effort will have to be made to keep up cultivation,

occupying as large an area as possible for poorer crops
in the absence of poppy. The stoppage of poppy culti-

vation will produce at first a complete dislocation of the
monetary relations subsisting between the cultivator
and his money-lender on the one hand, and the money-
lender and his banker on the other; and unless the
State is able to advance funds liberally to the cultivators
to keep them in work, a wide-spread distress must ensue
in districts as such Pirawa, Chhabra and Nimbahera.
Large sums will have to be spent on the construction
of tanks and carrying out of agricultural improvi5-
ments before any approach can be made to the existence
of normal economic conditions. Local consumption
being under no control whatever, and the consumption
of the cultivators, Bohras, large landholders, taking
place out of what they retain for that paipose out of
the quantity they handle, without in most oases
including the quantity so retained in the returns they
make of the production, the quantity actually consumed
cannot be stated except very roughly. It is estimated
to be about maunds 174. This is not fully covered by
the diti'erence between the amount of production and
that of export as stated before ; the discrepancy being
due to causes already indicated. Should the action
which it may ultimately be decided to take with poppy
cultivation and opium trade result in raising the price
of the drug required for local consumption, the con-
sumers in the State will be placed under a new form of
taxation, and correspondingly their capacity to pay
existing taxes would be curtailed, for where the use
has been Icng there would be little option left in the
use of opium. It will be very very long if at all that
it will be completely withdraw?n from infant life. On
the whole, compulsion will be exceedingly difficult to

enforce, and would be too irritating. In the case of
grown-up men actually in work, the sudden withdrawal
of opium wholly or in part is likely to paralyze industry,
and unless they secure the drug at about its present
price they are more likely to go without it than possess
the means of purchasing it.

21.229. What is your system of land revenue in
regard to Khalsa lands ?—The revenue is collected in

cash rates.

21.230. Is it a fixed settlement P—20 years settle-

ment introduced last year. Before that in part of the
State the revenue was collected in kind ; but now it is

a cash rate, and it is fixed for 20 years.

21.231. When you say it was taken in kind, was that

on grain crops ?—Yes, even then there were some cash
crops and some grain crops. Opium was a cash crop.

21.232. What was the rate on opium in those days?

—

Prom Es. 26 to Hs. !• per bigha.

21.233. What sort of poppy cultivation would ]iay

only Ks. 4 ?—It depended upon the soil and the water
supply, and upon the yield of opium. In an area where
the production was only about 3 or 4 seers per bigha
less was paid ; and where it exceeded 10 or ^!j seers,

more was paid.

21.234. These rates were fixed for the Talnka P—Yes.
They were the local rates according to the physical
conditions of the area.

21 .235. Does the old system still exist in Jagirs or do
the Jagirs still have a fixed settlement ?—The Jagirs still

adhere to the old system and collect in kind on all grain
crops, especially food grain^crops ; and collect cash rates

on cotton and opium and Indian corn. Indian corn goes
before opium. The first crop on poppy land is Indian
corn, and opium is the second crop.

21.236. Do you remember what cash rates were taken
on the Indian corn ?—About Es. 6 an acre.

21.237. At (hat same time poppy fields paid from
Es. 5 to Es. 8 per acre ?— Yes.

21.238. The Indian corn was about Es. 6 an acre ?—
Yes.

21 .239. Do you know what it is on cotton ?—About
Es. an acre, the same as Indian corn.

21.240. That is an immense difference between the

rate on opium and the other crops ?—Yes, becau.'ie the

price of opium was very high then 5 seers cost very

nearly Es. 60, and 10 seers nearly Es. 100., now the

price of opium has fallen. It has gone down 50 per

cent. That makes all the difference.

21.241. Is poppy grown only in irrigated land ?

—

Yes.

21.242. Is it changed about P—Yes, there is a rotation.

For instance, if the total area irrigated by a well is 20

bighas it is not necessary that the whole 20 bighas

should be placed under poppy cultivation every year.

It depends upon the conditions of the water supply.

In a very good year, when the rains close with a heavy
fall it is possible to put the whole area irrigated by a

well under poppy. The rain may be very heavy in

August, but if it closes with very light showers, or no
showers, in September, that would not help. It must
close with a heavy rainfall. The actual cultivation is

generally less than the total poppy area, because by
rotation the poppy is grown on a larger area than the

actual cultivation of any one year.

21.243. In making the fixed assessment now in force,

would the whole of the well land be assessed at one

rate P—Yes, because in an area where poppy cultivation

is the largest the settlement demand is based upon the

profits of poppy. All irrigated land is valued according

to what it will yield in poppy.

21.244. Do yon know what is the general rate used
in assessing poppy land ; does it vary very much P

—

Yes, because the produce varies very much.

21.245. You said "any action that may be taken
" with the opium trade to starve the cultivation of poppy
" in this State out of its present margin of profit would
" amount to its actual suppression "

; what do you
mean by that ?—Starve it out of profit ; that is to say,

a part of the profit has been intercepted by raising the
Imperial duty. For instance, when the price of a chest
was Es. 700, and the Imperial duty was Es. 600, the

profit gained by the cultivator was Es. 100. If the
duty was still increased it would be starving the
cultivator out of his profit.

21.246. {Mr. Pease.) What do you estimate the
weekly expenditure of a consumer of opium at the

present prices ?—I am not prepared to say anything on
that. I have not given much attention to that.

21.247. What is the present retail price of opium ?

—

It varies from Es. 5 to Es. 10. Where it is grown
very largely, and there is absence of any control, the
retfl.il nrice and the wholesale nrico does not varv-ary

Argaiy , auu buexe la itubence ui any cuutro
retail price and the wholesale price does not
much.

21.248. What do yon. think is the average consump-
tion of an opium consumer ?—I have not given any
attention to that subject.

21.249. You say that if the price of opium was
increased the consumers would not be able to pay their

taxes ; if a person takes 8 grains a day it would not
come to 1 pie per day?—I have said the total con-
sumption is 174 mannds. At Es. 200, taking the lowest
price, Es. 5 a seer, that means opium worth Es. 40,000.

The total consumption comes to Es. 34,000. If the
price goes up because the cultivation is under restric-

tion, tbe price would be twice that. It would mean
that people would have to buy the same quantity of

opium and pay nearly a lakh of rupees instead of what
they pay now. Instead of Es. 34,000, they would pay
1 lakh. Sixty thousand rupees would be the additional
burden placed on them.

21,2-50. {Mr. Wilson.) I understood you to say that
you think the local officials and traders and Bohras have
put their figures rather too high ?—Yes, because their

private interests are so much concerned, and it is quite

natural that when a man estimates the sum which he is

to receive he is liable to over-estimate. Not having the
means of checking those calculations, I could only say
what I said.

21,251. Do you think the habit of taking opium every
day is a good habit for a young man who is in good
health?—As I said before, I have never given any
attention to that subject, and I am not prepared to say
anything about that.
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21.252. But you liave a large acquaintance with the
people, and you can tell me whether you think the
habit is a good habit?—I can only look upon the habit
by comparison. I have not compared it with 'the liquor

habit, iHid cannot say whether it is a bettor or worse
habit than the liquor habit. I have no personal opinion
that can be serviceable to you.

21.253. Would you be glad for your son, or any young
man in whom you are interested, to begin the habit of

taking opium P—It depends on circumstances. If I

found he was suffering from anything, and was likely

to find relief, under proper advice I would not object to

his taking opium.

21.254. I was asking you about young men in perfect

health ; would you like your son, or any young friend

who is in perfect health to commence the habit of

taking opium ?—I would not wish him to take opium,

simply because I would not wish anyone in whom I

take interest to be addicted to a habit which he

cannot give up at a moment's notice.

21.255. (Mr. Mowbray.) You say that for the last six

years the area under poppy cultivation has been under
the average ; can you give us any reason why poppy
cultivation seems to have been falling off during the

last six years ?—First, owing to the deficient supply of

water ; secondly, owing to the falling off of the prices
;

thirdly, the falling off of the prices has so affected the

condition of the people, their means of manuring the

land, their credit, &c. that even the same supply of

water and the same character of soil sometimes pro-

duces more or less according to whether it is manured
fully or partially. These three things have affected

poppy cultivation.

21.256. You think that the falling off in prices, which
I anderstand you attriViute to a diminished dc-miuid in

China, has already affected the condition of your
cultivators?—It has alrjady reduced their profits, and
a further reduction of profits would simply make their

condition worse.

21.257. Do you import opium into Tonk ?
-

'I'hcre

are no imiorts which are officiallj' recognised as such,

but where the frontiers are so mixed up that the agri-

culturisti of one State do business with the cultivators

of other States, a certain quantity is ox3hanged. It all

depends upon their expert rates. If the neighbouring-

State levies a large export duty, it is likely that a small

quantity is smuggled into the State where the duty is

less. There is a heavier duty in Marwar State, and
from my personal inquiries I find that some quantitj' is

exported ; bat it does not enter into the official records
as imported.

21,258. What is your customs duty on export ; is it

steady ?—No, it varies from Rs. 25 to Rs. 29 a chest of
opium.

21,2•^9. Is that a full chest or half a chest?—A full

trade chest of 70 seers of opium or 140 lbs. ; full

consistency.

21,2b0. Is it 140 lbs P—Yes, 140 lbs. of the fullest

consistency.

21.261. It is the same for which the British pass duty
is its. 600 ?—Yes.

21.262. Has your export duty been altered at all of

recent years ?—It has. In 1877 the prices went very
high, and just about that time, I think, the Imnerial
duty was increased, and the native States took advan-
tage to intercept a part of the cultivators' profits by
increasing their own export duty. 1877 was the famine
year. There was a small rainfall and a great scarcity

of water, and the produce being less Ihan tlie demand
the prices went up.

21.263. (Mr. Jlaridas Veharidas.) Am I right in

understanding that you would not have allowed the

cultivation of poppy in your territory had it not been
for the sake of foreign trade P—Qaite so.

21.264. As the cultivation paid, it was really not so

much for the benefit of the foreign ti-ade aa for your
own benefit ?—The benefit we derived from foreign

trade.

21,20."). (Mr. Faiishawe.) Can you tell me now loni?

the foreign export trade to China from your State has
bf^eii going on ?—E\'er since the opium tr.idu between
India and China began, the Tonk territoi'y has had a

share in it.

31,266. Can yon say anything more definite in regard
to it ?—I can go back to 18.30. I have been looking
into the matter to find out whether iliero was any
mention of the opium trade. Before the advent of ihn

British in India there existed some trade ; but from
18o4 there is evidence to show that the whole of Central
India has shared in that part of the trade, including
Tonk.

Rao Bahadur
Vlnayek Rao

Ganesh
Samartli.

{Tonk State.)

2 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

21.267. (Chairman.) I believe you are aManotidarp
—Yes.

21.268. That is an agricultural money-lender or

banker, is it not P—Yes.

21.269. You are a resident of Somla, in the Bargana of

Piarwa P—Yea.

21.270. What have you to say with regard to the

opium question?—Out of my former capital about

Ks. 20,000 are in arrears. I at present deal in money
lending with a capital of Es. 9,000. Out of this,

Ks. 4,000 are paid to the State on behalf of the culti-

vators as Mauoti, and Bs. 5,000 are advanced to culti-

vators for seed, manure, and implements. If the poppy
growth were forbidden, the recovery of the above sum
would be impossible. It was given in hope of opium.

Opium alone would enable the cultivators to repay the

debt. In case of growing other commodities in place of

poppy, they would not be able to pay even taxes to the

Raj. How, then, can they pay our debts ? Our annual

income, exclusive of expenses, amounts to Es. 2,000.

Wo shall lose this sum annually should poppy culti-

vation be stopped. Besides this, our great loss, conse-

quent on stoppage of opium, will be the loss of greater

portion of our capital ; while, on the other hand, we
shall have to pay the debts we owe to our bankers.

When we suffer loss in our trade, our credit with our

sahukars or bankers will be ruined. In such a case pur

creditors will try to recover their debts at once.

Whether they realise their money from us or not we
shall be ruined in a year or two. When the opium

trade is gone we cannot take up any other trade,

because the bankers lend money to us on the security

of opium. When its production is forbidden they will

not trust us with their money. There are 29 Bohras,

and their invested amounts are as shown below :

—

O 82588.

ined (through an Interpreter).
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21.271. Have you capital of your own, or do yoti

boiTOW r.apital Cor your business from the Sahukars?

—

I borrow money from the Saliukars.

21.272. Is that the general way in which the Mano-
tidars carry on business.''—Some of them have their

own capital, and others borrow money from the

Sahukars.

21.273. What other agricultural produce is there in

Tonk which is exported besides opium ?—Cotton is the

only thing produced.

21.274. Where does that go to?—It goes from Tonk
to Indore. I do not know where it goes afterwards.

21.275. Is cotton dear or cheap now?—Last year it

was dear, but it is cheaper this year.

21.276. Has opium become very cheap ?—It is just

the same as it was last year.
^

21.277. Has there been less profit lately in the opium
trade than there used to be, or is it much about the

same ?—It has )ieen less during the last two years.

21.278. (Ifr. Te,ase?j Dp the Bohras lend money on
other crops besides opium ? — They only lend their

money on opium in my particular district.

2ij279. Do the cultivators who do not grow opium
borrow money from anyone ?—They do borrow, but
they get very little.

21,l!80. (j)/i-. TFiVso//.) Is a Manotidar the saiiio as a

Bohra ?—Yts, the same.

21.281. Is your own name in the list you have given ?

—Yes.

21.282. Why do you speak of your capital as Bs. 9,000,

and then of your invested amount as Bs. 4,000 't—The
Bs. 4,000 which I have mentioned are paid to the Tonk
Durbar on behalf of the cultivators ; the Es. 9,000

includes that and the money lent to the cultivators for

seed, &c.

21.283. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Are the 29 Bohras, including

your own firm, which you have mentioned, Bohras of

the pargana of Pirawa ?—Yes.

21.284. Besides those, do the other 25 Bohras which
you have mentioned also belong to the same pargana ?

—Yes.

21.285. {Chairman.) How many parganas are there

in Tonk P—Five.

21.286. Are the other four parganas about the same
size as Pirawa?—I do not know.

21.287. When a Manotidar advances money to the

cultivator, is the crop of that year pledged to him ?

—

Yes. The cultivator must give as much produce as

would cover the amount advanced.

The witness withdrew.

Seth

Ratan Lall,

{Tonk State.) 21,288. [Chairman.) I believe you are an agent of

—

_

Ram Lall Chattr Bhuj P—Yes.

21.289. And you are a Mahajan and a resident of
Chhabra P—Yes.

21.290. Is Chhabra the name of a pargana or the
name of a town ?—-It is both the name of a town and of

a pargana.

21.291. What have you to tell us P—My master's
agency at Chhabra deals in opium since 40 years, and
the average dealings are about 40 bags, weighing
120 maunds, valued at Es. 25,000, at Es. 575 to Es. 600
per bag. We purchase at Es. 200 per maund; we get a
net profit of Es. 75 per bag. This gives a net profit of
Es. 3,000 according to the average of the last five years.

We export opium juice (crude opium) to Indore, where
it is manufactured into trade opium. Three mauuds
of crude opium yields 2 maunds and 10 seers of trade
opium, and after payment of the Imperial duty fetches

the followiug price :

—

Seth Eatan Lall called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

One year old opium
Two years' old opium -

Three years' old opium
Pour years, or sting hard

Es.

1,125

1,1(55

1,210

1,300

Traders. No. of Bags.

Prohit Chaman Lall, son of Baldeo
Jot Mall Jatan Lall

Kam Ratau, Ram Partap
Poorun jVIall, Babcha
Bhoico Eighodiu
Balabuksh Dhonr(,ra
.lagan Nath Pardhan
Baij Raj Balot
Goti Lall

Dull Chand Maheshri
Govind Ram
Buchi Lall Baija

Govind Ram Motporya
Shaiikar Ilalvai

Kalu Ram
Mangi Lali Porwal
Ram Chaudar Jowahlv Mai

Total

A'aliie.
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the natirc. This oondomnation of the habit expressed

openly in my hearing led me to undertake a special in-

vestigation of each case. In my hospital experience in

India, with the exception of one Englishman, I have

not been consulted by opium-eaters for tne cure of the

habit, but amongst my ordinary patients I have had
many who were addicted to it, and these I was soon able

to recognise at a glance. The universal belief of the

incurability of the habit, and the sufferings that ensue

on an attempt to quit the drug, keep the opium-eater

from even thinking of a cure ; though, when suggested,

each would gladly submit wore it not for the agony he

knows will follow the process of cure. After a brief

experience, the hang of the head, and the look about the

eyes and face, made it possible for me in many cases to

tell the man, without asking, that he was an opium-

eater. That a confirmed opium-eatei is recognisable is

borne witness to by the native proverb which runs thus,

"Afimchi tin manzil se pahchana jata hai."
—"The

opium-eater is known or can be known three stages off."

Diet, constitution, habit, or disease may modify this

more or less; yet this was the first clear conclusion

forced in on me during my investigation. To each

opium-eater were put questions regarding the age,

quantity eaten daily, the duration of the habit, the

reasons for beginning it, &c. As the opium-eater

carries his supply with him, the amount in each case

was weighed. The data up to the hundredth case were

duly written down. While the hundred were recorded

with the view of finding the per-centages, a less number
would have sufficed to establish the general results

;

and in examination of many more since, 1 have not

found subsequent evidence conflict to any material ex-

tent with the conclusions then reached. These con-

clusions appeared as an article some four years ago in the
" United ipresbyterian Magazine," along with an article

on opium smoking as seen in the Nusseerabad opium
den. The habit of opium-smoking is, I believe, with

the exception of one or two extremists, on all sides con-

demned, and on it I need not enter. I simply add my
condemnation. *The figures of the investigation into

the hundred cases of opium-oating are given in an

appendix. In my present evidence, for a clearer under-
' standing of the subject, 1 purpose taking up the points

to be considered in the following order :

—

(I.)—The Habit in Infancy.

(II.''—The Habit in Youth and Manhood.
Til.)—The Habit in Old Age.
(XV.)—The Habit as related to certain prevalent

diseases.

(V.)—The Habit as related to Crime.
{VI. )—The Habit and the Customs of the People.

(VII.)—The Opium and Alcoholic Habits compared.

Before taking upi these points seriatim, I would here

remark that it seems to me that the present agitation

exemplifies the gregarious nature of man. A cer-

tain section, in their zeal for reform, has indulged

in somewhat incautious and to the reader exaggerated
language, and this has provoked a spirit of opposition,

and we see one man after another, like sheep leaping in

succession through a hole in the hedge, going to the

extreme in minimising the evils, and even in seeing no
evil in it at all. Reasons condoning a habit ought
never to be adduced as proofs of its harmlessness, and
while they may influence our attitude towards it, they
should not be allowed to bias our judgment. (I.) The
Habit in Infancy.—The merest speck is rubbed by the
mother on the gums or tongue of the infant to stop its

crying or put it to sleep while she does her work. This
practice may begin as early as the flrst month, and is

generally continued till the child is over two years.

The dose is increased a little as time goes on, and
specially so during the teething period. Crying from
any cause becomes an indication for exhibiting the

drug. The people also know its value in diarrhcsa, and
very often in cases of stone the pain and irritation are

assuaged by the drug. Par above all other reasons, how-
ever, the mother begins the practice, not for the child's

sake, but to save herself the worry which children give.

Now the medical uses of opium in the case of infants is

guarded by warnings of their susceptibility and their

liability to be poisoned from even a small dose. Deaths
from overdose are extremely common, and short of an
immediate fatal efi:ect the practice leads to infantile

marasmus in a large number of cases. The child be-

comes stunted and emaciated, the face becomes pinched,

the skin withered and dry, the bones protrude, and the

whole appearance is that of the decay of age rather

* For these dfita, see Appendix IX. t« this Volume.

than dimpled childhood. When this becomes advanced
the fatal end may come either from inanition, fever, or
an attack of diarrhoea. The stoppage of the drug in
time is often followed with an astonishingly rapid
return to health and plumpness. When diarrhoea
attacks an opium-fed child its chances of recovery are
less than ordinary. While we can excuso its use in
atone cases, those who get no opium, as I have seen,
appear healthy in spite of the disease ; and my only
death in 80 stone cases occurred in a child who had
been dosed with the drug for over four years. Opium-
fed children generally fare worse when disease comes

;

and when the opium complication is met with in acute
ailments, I am always more anxious and less hopeful of
the termination. (II.) The Habit in Youth and Man-
hood.—When we pass from the habit in childhood to

the habit in youth and manhood, we enter on a totally

different phase of the question. The drug, as is well
known, difiers in its action according to the difl'erence

in development of the nervous system. Differing in

animals as compared with man, its effects will also in

man differ in degree in infancy, manhood, and old age,

and in different types of men. This point lias, I think,
been overlooked. It foUowa, then, that in the em-
bryonic state of the nerve elements in childhood, the
habit will be fraught with more immediate risks to life

and health. And in old age, on the other hand, with
the retrogression of the nervous system, the practice
may be adopted witli less harmful effects thiin in .

youth. If, for example, there is rapid wasting in child-

hood, consequent on the opium habit, wo may expect
less rapidity of emaciation in those who begin the
habit later in life, and we may also look for a greater
toleration of larger doses. My experience bears out
this reputed action of the drug, that its influence is

more marked in youth than in manhood, and in man-
hood than in old age. The craving for excitants which
distinguishes youth and manhood from old age also

leads to the excessive users of the drug being found
in their ranks. The earlier the habit is acquired the
more likely is a man to crave for larger doses, when
toleration of the smaller has been cstabli-<hed, and, in a
short time, become an excessive consximer of the drug.
And this in actual experience is wliat happens. From
this class are lurnished the wrecks we hear of, about
whose existence doubts have been expressed. Natives
themselves use the term " posti " to mean a worthless,
lazy, good-for-nothing fellow, the derivation of the
word showing that the cause of the worthlessness is the
opium habit. In this class, too, we find those who have
lost their position or situation, and been reduced to

poverty. The beginning of the habit at this period of
life is connected with the temporary aid it gives to the
sexual powers. From my own investigations about 40
per cent, admitted this as a reason. A native gentle-
man who had looked into this, Avithout any promptings
on my part, stated that 60 per cent, began the habit on
this account, and over and over again have natives
informed me that sexual excess and the beginning of
the opium habit in youth" are intimately associated.

Temporary stimulation paves the way for sexual debilit}'

and impotence, and among other etfects these hold a
prominent place. In a country whore se.xual excess
due to premature marriage leads to debility, it would
not be just to attribiite all sexual debility to the use of

opium, or to say that impotence and the loss of the
sexual appetite must inevitably follow the habit

;
yet it

so often follows the habit that it is confessed to by the
opium-eaters themselves, and is noted in the proverbial
sayings and rhymes of Marwar. One of the rhymes
runs thus : " I should not blame Grod for having made
' me a woman, nor ought I to blame Bidhata for having
" destined such .a husband to my lot . . . may the
" friend die an untimely death who has taught my
" husband to drink opium '

; the whole purport of this

and several other songs being confirmatory of this

opinion. The consequences of the opium habit are
summed up in the old Persian proverb, " Afim khud
marz o marzhara dawast," — " Opium, which is a
remedy for many diseases, is itself a disease." This
disease may be summed up in the phrase—deterioration,

physical, mental, moral. (III.) The Habitin Old Age.

—

The growing decay of the nervous system brings with
it an inability to respond and react as in youth to ex-

citants of all kinds, and this decay in a measuie some-
what preserves old age from the full influence of the
drug. Hence neither the response nor the consequent
reaction is eo marked. This is well known in the cano

of alcohol. A glass of spirits stimulates to intoxication

the youth, whereas it only produces a sense of comfort in

an old man. In this way we can understand how the

H 2
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opium habit is credited by the natives with supplying
to (ill age tbe vital warmth and energy lost by nn.tural

decay. Those who are inclined to liold that old age
requires home excitant, and who are willing to pay the

])enalty of the depression which iu youth, manhood, and
old age characterises opium much more than alcohol,

will approve the habit in old age ; those who, like

myself, l)elieve that the penalties incurred far out-

weigh the comforts derived from it, will yet condone
where they cannot approve. Many old men are met
with, consumers for 30 or 40 years, who look as if they

had suffered little ; iu the same way, there are thousands
in England who have with seeming impunity drunk
alcoholic liquors for a like number of years. In both
cases the deduction is the same, namely, that both
habits may be continued for many years without loss of

life ; but they prove nothing more. (IV.) Ojjium as

T-elated to certain prevalent Diseases. —Among diseases

its reprited prophylactic powers in malaria first call for

notice. During the presenr. opium agitation some of

tlioso who have spoken in defence of the habit have
adopted this line of excuse for it. Now it would be
inceresting to see the hospital records and prescriptions

of those medical men who have taken up this position,

and to note how many of them have prescribed the
habitual use of opium to those patients who are liable to

malarial attacks. Further, if it be good for natives,

the presumption is that it would benefit Europeans in
like circumstances. I have only been seven years in

India, but have talked on this subject with other medical
men ofmuch longer Indian experience, and I have never
heard or read of any European doctor prescribing the
opium habit to either European or native for this pur-
pose. Moreover, in all who have come before mej no
native ever urged malaria as the reason for beginning
or continuing the opium habit. The habit exists in
districts like Marwar and Meywar, where malaria in

ordinary years is not very prevalent, and during the

last two seasons of excessive rain when malaria was
unusually sevei'e in Marwar, the opium-eafers suH'cred

equally with the non-eaters. Even if it were a pre-

ventive, of which I have seen absolutely no evidence,

the fact that it so enslaves its consumers would render
its adoption indefensible so long as we have in quinine
a drag which is admitted by all to be the best prophy-
lactic iu malaria, and can be discontinued at pleasure

without discomfort. The grain of trath underlying
all this talk of the beneficial use of opium in malaria
is its power of lessening the discomfort felt in the cold

stage of the attack. In tbe case of .asthma the habit, after

producing a brief amelioration, very often produced in

patients who came before me a state of matters much
worse than before. Guided and guarded by medical
skill, the drag is serviceable in asthma; as used by the
natives in asthmatic cases the habit often wrecks the
patient. A? with alcohol, the rule may be laid down
that tbe presence of the opium habit constitutes a grave
complication in many illnesses ; this to me is a matter
of strong conviction, the result of close observation of

every case of disease complicated with the Ijabit which
has come before me, and this conviction is corroborated
by native testimony and belief. (Y.) The Habit as re-

lated to Crime.—It will be readily admitted that the

brutal assaults and crimes traceable to drink cannot be
laid at the door of the opium-eater. Crime by opium-
caters I have icon little of. All that can be said is that

the facilities for procuring opium are such that it adapts
itself as a vehicle in poisoning and suicide cases, and is

largely employed in India for these jiurposes. The opium
and not the opium eater must here bear the blame. (VI.)

The Habit as related to the Customs of the People.—It

is needless to go into the details of the customs of the
Rajputs. Opium is proffered by a host to his guests on
occasions ; it is used in the settlement of quarrels, and
is a seal of reconciliation. It is not a custom among
the Rajputs to take opiuai or smoke the opium pipe

after dinner as asserted by Sir William Moore ; and
social habits which sanction its use are being given up.

'^I'he above st itements are based on i eliable native autho-

rity. (VII.) The Opium and Alcohol habits compared.

—

This matter cannot be settled off-hand. We may com-
pare opium iu ludia with alcohol iu Britain, or opium
in India with alcohol in India, and we would not lilceiy

get the same answer in both cases. In any comparison
the varying effects of the two habits on the iudividual,

on society, and on the race would require careful

deliberation. Opium in moderation would require to

bu compared, not with alcohol in excess, but with
alcohol m moderation, and opium iu excess with alcohol

in excess, and. with the same premises, the conclusion

drawn migh t differ according to the importance placed

by one person on one aspect, and by another on some
dift'erent aspect of the question. What Britain is, in

spite of alcohol, all know
; what she would become

under opium we might conjecture. Very little is re-

quired, in conclusion, to show in what direction the

above evidence tells. Some .^0 years ago, long before

this agitatio]! was thought of. Colonel Tod, in his
" Annals of Rajasthan," stigmatised the opium habit
among the Rajputs as a "debasing" one. At the
present day, as far as my experience goes, the habit is

discountenanced. I have never met a single opium-
eater who praised it ; I have never seen a proverb or

song which recommended or approved it ; and I have
never seen a case in which the habit appeared beneficial.

A native authority informed me that as a general rule
it might be said that the habit deprived men of one-
fourth of their usefulness. This language cannot be
styled immoderate, and it gives no support to the habit.

As a habit, it is to the healthy man unnecessary,
generally injurious, and more or less deteriorating ; it

leaves no part of a man's nature unaffected ; it is un-
manly, and in harmony with the efi'ects of the drug on
the secretions, its tendency is towards atrophy.

21.299. (Bir W. Roberts.) Do you recognise the
difference between the moderate use of alcohol or
opium and the excessive use ?—Certainly.

21.300. Do your remarks chiefly apply to the ex-
cessive use .?—JSTo ; they apply generally to the use of
opium, whether in moderation or in excess. It is a
difi'erence of degree. The efi'ects of the opium habit
simply vary in degree according to the amount taken
and according to the age of the patient.

21.301. And according, I presume, you would agree
to the individual tolerance ?—Certainly. The idio-
syncracy of the patient has to be taken into account.

21.302. I presume you recognise immense difi'erence
in the tolerance P— Yes.

21.303. Have you seen injurious effects from what
may be called the moderate use of opium, that is to
say, fj'om the use oi' such a quantity as is well below
tbe tolerance of the individual ?—I have certainly
found that the effects of moderate doses are not.

beneficial but rather injurious. Tbe reaction of the
opium invariably sets in, as far as my experience goes.
I have seen native friends of mine who have taken
opium, and I have found that during the period of
reaction they were certainly unfit to do their work.

21,3(11. When they had not the opium p—Yes.

21.305. That is rather a different point. Supposing
a moderate opium-eater hss his dose regularly night
and morning, have you. observed any injurious effects
on his healohP—Yes. The general effects are a ten-
dency towards emaciation. Most of the opium-eaters
tuat I have seen have come to me for some other
disease, and I have generally found that the opium
habit rendered the treatment of their case to me more
difficult than it would otherwise have been.

21.306. Have you had any large acquaintance with
opium-eaters who were not patients ?— I have met
with a number of friends who have become my patients.
Wheu they have anything wrong with them they come
to mc.

^

Of course most of the individuals with whom
I come into contact arc my patients.

21.307. Your study and knowledge of the opium
habit standing by itself (except with regard to patients)
would be very limited, would it not p—The patients do
not come on account of the opium habit.

21.308. But does a man come to you to treat him for
bronchitis or stone in the bladder on account of the
opium habit p—They were not patients who came tome on account of opium-eating

; they came and con-
sulted me for other diseases. Thev did not consult me
with regard to the opium habit, so that they could not
be called patients in that sense. I have only met with
those opium-eaters who came as patients on other
grounds. Their coming was not connected with their
opium habit.

21.309. We have had samples of people here befoie
us this morning, strong, healthy looking men, who
told us they had been using opium, some for 10, and
some tor a longer number of years. Are you able.' as a
medical man, to say that those persons are sufferino-
from the habit P—I do not see how anyone can say so"My judgment may be flatly contradicted by their own
statement. It is a matter of their own statement
whether they are suffering or not. I venture to say
and T hold that they are suffering.

'
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21 ,31 0. Do not you think that a man knows when he
i.f well ?— No, I do not think a man does always
know when he is well.

21,1)11. Unless j'ou can find some organic disease, I

presume, the sense of feeling wt'll is the best ivideiicc

that a mnu is well ?—A man addicted to the alcohol

habit may fuel quite well only a few minutes before he
has a paralytic attack.

21 .312. You can find evidence of that by physical
examination ?—T. do not think we can say that a man
is well because he simply feels well.

21.313. Are you justified as a medical man in saying
that a man in whom you can find no organic disease

whatever is not well simply becauso'he is in the habit

of taking opium ?—I never said he had organic disease.

How are we to know that a man has no organic
disease from his own statement ?

21.314. I mean from your own examination P—If I

find no organic disease, then I would say that that

opium-eater is free from organic disease ; but I do not
think that that implies that the opium has exercised no
injurious cfTeots upon him.

21.315. If he continues living on and on in comfort,

what sort of evidence have you that the man is not quite

well P—I have met a number'of opium eaters who did not
come to me specially for any disease, but v/ho were
friends, and the more I became acquainted with them
they told me that thej regretted ever beginning opium
habit.

21,31 (). But they continued well P—No, they did not
necessarily continue well. They continued fairly well,

wc will say ; but they olten eomplained to me that this

or that was the matter with them, and very often they
said it was due or brought about by this habit.

21.317. Could you give any suggestion to the Com-
mission explaining how it is that we have had medical
witnesses, skilled observers, who have had three times

your experience in this country, and who have told us

that they cannot tell an opium-eater who does not go
to excess from anybody else, and they cannot tell that

he is suff'ering from any disease p— [ think I might
explain it in this way. Wc all know that the habit of

taking (junja and hhang is also common among the

natives. 1 have also come across many people who are

habituated to eating Indian hemp. If 1 were asked by
the Commission whether I knew anything about ganja
or hhang, although I have met hundreds of cases, I

should say, "I cannot tell you anything about it

" authoritatively, although I have seen cases, because
" I have not paid the same attention or entered into
" the matter in so exact a manner as I have with
" regard to the opium habit." We are so far removed
from the natives that casual observation, as a rule, can
give no very reliable opinion concerning any of their

habits unless we lay ourselves out to a painstaking

investigation of each individual case.

21.318. With regard to giving opium to children, we
have been assured by medical observers who are in a

position to know, that this habit is extremely rarely a
cause of accident, as rarely as the use of opium under
medical prescription. We have also been told that it

does not interfere with the nutrition of infants, but
that they grow up into healthy children. Could you
give us any information which would reconcile ihose

statements with your own ?—I have read those state-

mtints myself, and I do not see how any medical man
with a knowledge of the action of opium on the various

secretions, beginning with saliva and going down, and
with his eyes open, can say that opium has no efEect upon
children.

21.319. But that is a theoretical objection ?—It

naturally follows that opium must have some influence

upon the secretions.

21.320. But it is a question of fact P- -It must be based

upon facts concerning the drug.

21.321. We have been tola that as many as 80 per

cent, oi' the infants have opium given to them, and yet

that those infants grow into healthy children and

healthy men P—That may be, but I know that I have

come across many deaths in children owing to an over-

dose of opium, and still more die from the continuance

of the habit. Within a radius of half a mile of Jodh-

pore Hospital I certainly can produce 20 cases.

21.322. Such deaths in England would require an

inquest ?—Yes, but it is not known in India. Not
having inquests the death escapes notice, and the cre-

mation of the child takes nlace within a few honrs of

death ; but I think it is generally recognised that a
great deal of wasting and marasmus accompanies the
giving of this drug to children

.

21.323. You are, of course, aware, or you must have
learnt from what you have read, that marasmus in
childicn is common enough in England from faulty
digestion. How would you distinguish the marasmus
produced by the opium habit in infants from the
marasmus with which wc are familiar in our own coun-
try from digestive disorder?—I think you are aware
that marasmus in infants in England has generally a
constitutional basis of struma, or ofsome inherited weak-
ness of the system, but here in India we meet with
children, otherwise healthy, who from no other reason
than the giving of the drug by their mothers, have been
reduced to this state which has only been jiartially de-

scribed by me.

21.324. You have said, " The stoppage of the drug in
" time is often followed with astonishingly rapid return
" to health and plumpness." That is a good diagnostic

mark that it is opium marasmus ; but in your experience
how often has it been the case that the stoppage of the

opium habit has restored the child U< health p—I am
sorry I could not give you the exact number of cases.

T can recall to my memory a dozen, or perhaps a score

of instances in which acting on my advice the parents
stopped the opium, and the child recovered health and
plumpness.

21 ,32.5. Why do you think the opium habit produced
marasmus in these few children, and not in the mass ?

—I can only speak of those I have seen ; I cannot say
as to the mass of children. A gieat many children do
die from it who are never brought before any doctor.

Of course, poor parents cannut supply their children
with all manner of fattening foods, and those children
will necessarily be more liable to marasmus than the
children of richer people. It is among the common^
people of the country that these cases of marasmus
generally occur, although I have seen oases where the
parents were rich.

21.326. Has it ever struck yon that there was an
initial difference of tolerance in infants, and that these
cases of marasmus were due to a congenital lack of

tolerance p— While admitting that there may be a
difference of tolerance, that would only necessitate the
giving of a larger dose to produce the desired effect by
the mother ; but, on the other hand, lack of tolerance
does not, I hold, explain the marasmus.

21.327. With regard to the efEect of opium as a

remedy for various ailments in malarial districts, I

suppose you are aware of the prevalence of the belief in

many parts of the country that opium is effective in

some way or other against the various ills incident to

those malarial districts p—The first I ever heard of that

was when reading the opinions of European medical
men. I never heard of it from a native.

21.328. Are you aware that even 50 years ago that

opinion was prevalent amongst the professional circles

in India, and that narcotine, the most abundant
constituent of Bengal opium, was provided for the

dispensaries p—I have never heard of it from a native.

I have only heard of it from European medical men.

21.329. Have you ever heard of its being used, not

as a prophylactic in the strict sense, but that persons

who have a little fever about them take it to prevent

the chills which bring on recurrent febrile attacks

;

have you met with that opinion in this neighbourhood P

.—I would like to say that I had, but I am sorry to say

that I have not. I maj' have hoard that some natives

who take opium increase their dose during the cold

season or when a cold is coming on. As a medical

man, I have often prescribed opium myself in cases of

chills (not, however, of recurrent febrile attacks), but

that does not refer, I think, to the habit lasting on

from day to day, or for years.

21.330. I suppose your experience has taught you

that opium is a very common household remedy in this

part of India p—Yes ; it is a very common remedy,

there is no doubt about that.

21.331. And it is present in almost every house, is it

notP—It is considered as a common remedy, but I

would not say that it is present in every house. In all

the jillages you will find opium in seme of its forms.

21.332. {Mr. Wilson.) Yoa have said: "To each
" opium-eater we put questions regarding the age,

" quantity eaten daily, duration of the habit, the
" reasons for beginning it," &c. Do you mean to each

H 3

Vr. W.
Huntly.

2 Feb. 1894.
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Dr. W. patient who came to ynu, or do you mean that you
Buntly. madf tomu other iiiV(j;-ligatiuu ?—The questioDB were

put the patient who was an opium-eater. Later on, in
2 Feb. 1894. putting the question, I seldom asked the man if he was

an opiuiii-eutcr
; I simply asked him: "How many

" grains of opium do you tak(> ?" lie then told me thr:

number of grains he took, and frequently he produced
the opium from some part of his person. The first

thing I did was to weigh it. His age was taken down,
the duration of the habit, the reasons for beginning it.

and so on.

21,333. Why did you change the form of yOTir

question
;
you said when you get a little further on

instead of asking a man if he took opium you asked
him how much he took ?— There are one or two reasons.
One reason was that very often at first the men denied
that they took it, more especially if there were one or

two others standing around us, as they do stand around
in an open dispensary. Another reason was because
I was able to recognise that there was a likelihood that
the man before me from his appearance was an opium-
eater.

21,3.34. You used the term "marasmus." "^Vhat is

that in plain English ?—It means infantile wasting;.

21.335. Tou have referred to a native gentleman who
has looked into this matter. I think yon got some
definite information from him ?—I endeavoured to get
my information definitely.

21.336. Is he the same gentleman that you have
mentioned to me in conversation ?—Tes.

21.337. Tou have also said : "In all who have come
" before me no native eve)- urged malaria as the
" reason for beginning or continuing the opium habit."

What do they give as the reason?
—

'I'here are three or
four rrasous. Of those whom I examined about 6ll i^er

cent, began the habit between the ages of 20 n.nd 40.

Sometimes the habit was commenced at a Mela, some-
times at times of fasting, and s(_)mctimes because it was
supposed to give some aid to sexual powers. Some-
times, also, the habit was bi'gun by taking opium for

some little trifiing aihueut, and then when the
ailment passed away the habit was established.

21.338. Fou say, " The social habits which sanction
" its use are being given up.'' Do you think you have
that on distinctly reliable authority p—Yes, I think so.

I have it on quiti; reliable native authority.

21.339. Does your information enable you to say
within what period it has been abandoned, whether it

is now being abandoned, or whether it has been gradu-
ally going on for some years p—I think evidence has
already been laid before the Commission that there has
been a decrease in the consumption tif opium in Marwar,
generally speaking, within the last decade. English-
men are not at the social gatherings, &c. as a rule

;

but so far as I have heard from native gentlemen, what
I have stated is the case.

21.340. A great many witnesses, both here and at
other places, have told us that persons who are mach
exposed, such as night-watchmen, camel-drivers, and
others, are in the habit of constantly taking opium, and
that it is the greatest possible comfort and advania.ge
to them. Do you know anything about that?—T have
seldom come across a camel -driver ivho took opium,
though I believe that several of them do, who say they
take it for long inarclies and when exposed tf) the night
air. As a rule, I do not think they' take opium, nor do
they give it to their camels. In the times of Dacoity,
if a nia,n wanted to get airiiy from his pursuers, he
could, by giving a piece of opium to his camel, get more
work out of it foi' that day, his aim being to get a,s far
away from his pursuers as possible. The life or health
of his camel would be of no consequence. Now-a-days.
the habit is changed. They give their camels alum and
coarse brown sugar, Ac. Thisc things are now more
commonly given than opium in the case of horses and
camels that have been fatigued by long journeys, and
are required to go on further.

21.341. Have you seen the evidence given by Bishop
Thoburn in Calcutta, in which some questions were put
to him with reference to the abolition of the tobacco
monopoly in I'ersia ?— Yes.

21.342. I believe you wish to make a short statement
to the Commission on the subject?—1'he question has
^efcrcnoe to the possibility or feasibility of the British
(.loverument ta,xir.g the Indian ryot in tobacco, b'efer-

enoe was made to the Shah of Persia taxing tobacco and

a revolt following. The fact is that the Shall of Persia

did not tax tobacco.

21.343. Do you know that P—As far as I can gather from
those who have been in Persia (lie facts are these.

The Shah of Per.-ia receiv-ed at first a tum of money
from a single gentleman to have control of the

cultivation, &c. of tobacco in Persia. The whole
aft'air was transferred by the single individual to a

huge company, which launched out with full powers
to stop all other cultivation of tobacco save by this

oompan}'. Then the people rose, practically on
account of the afiairs of the country being handed over

to foreigners, it being an English company. The
element of revolt was due to the feeling against the

foreigners. The "Shah had to pay 500,000L to the

company.

21.344. (Chairman.) Arc you sure it was a monopoly
of cultivation or a monopoly of tobacco, like the mono-
polies that exist in many foreign countries, monopoly
of sale ?—It -was somewhat similar to the monopoly
existing in Turkey ; I believe it included cultivation.

There were huge buildings put uj) all over Persia to

carry on the business of the company.

22,346. The company might themselves intend to

cultivate without having the monopoly of cultivation P

—There was a monopoly of cultivation ; it had to be
sanctioned.

22,346. On what authority do you state this ?—On
tlie authority of a medical man who was in Persia for a
number of years, and who has quite recently come to
Iiajputai:a.

21,317. (Mr. Mowbray.) Is it your suggestion that if

opium wore prohibited it would be safe to put a tax
upon tobacco, is that the point ?—Perhajis Mr. Wilson
will explain. I must refer yon to him.

21.348. You have told us, .speaking of the opium
habit generally, that "it is to the healthy man un-
" necessary, generally injurious, and more or less
" deteriorating." I suppose you would admit that
there are many habits besides the opium habit which
are to healthy men unnecessary, very often injurious,
and in many cases deteriorating P—Certainly.

21.349. I presume you would hardly propose to pro-
hibit all these habits by law ?—As a medical missionary
I do not believe that the people of any country can b'e

reformed by law altogether. I think rather, that the
regeneration of any company or class of men should
begin from within rather than from without.

21 ,3.50. I rather gather from what you have told us
with regard to the social habits which sanction the use
of opium being given up ; that, in your opinion, there
is something in that direction being done at the present
moment?—I do not associate, so to speak, with the
people, during their festivals. I can only take this on
native authority. It is somewhat similar to the differ-
ence in habit with regard to alcohol among the Scotch
people now as compared with 50 years ago. Fifty
years ago, after Holy Communion in ocrtainchurches,
there was often practically a debauch in drinking wine
and spirits. That habit has changed. A like change
is taking place with the use of opium in connexion with
the customs of the people here.

21,3r,l. That is to say, in your opinion, there is in
Rajputana an influence working in the direction which
you y.inr>elf wish it to work?—Certainly; it seems to
me that the habit is being discontinued.

21.352. As a practical man, with your experience of
the habits, cnstnms, and feelings of the people here, are
yi.u prejjared to advise this Commission to rocommend
a i)olicy of prohibition by law p—I should prefer to s;iy
that I would recommend to the Commission a policy of
discouraging the use of opium. If the policy of non-
prohibition be based upon the alleged beneficial action
ot the drug, I would say that the Commission, in recom-
mcndnig sucli a policy, were committing' a moral
wrong. The policy I should like to see would Ijc in the
direction of di.cournuiiig the use of the drug ; showing
that the habit is discountenanced, and thus helping the
people to free themselves from the Imhit; that is
different from prohiljitiou at once )jy law.

21.353. [Mr. Fan«li<i,Kr.) You have stati'd tliat in this
couiilry the opium-eater fills the giip which is occupied
by the diunkard at home; are you there referring to
the excessive opium-eater ?—I 'am referring to the
feeling that seemed to me to be held with regard to the
drug ill the case of tbo.?e who have come lipforo me.
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21.354. The drunkard at home is the excessive con-

aniiier of wine or alnohol ; do yoa niean in the same
way the cxrfssiTe opium-cater ?—Yes, certainly.

21.355. "Sou have referred to Sir William Moore, and
you say that it is not a custom among E,aj])uts to take

opium after dinner. You are aware that Sir Williiim

Moore was speaking ol' the Thakurs, the Eajput gentle-

men, as he calls them ?—The Thakurs do not take it

after dinner as we take wines or liquors.

21.356. You say not as a habit?—Not as a social

habit.

21.357. I suppose in Sir William Moore's own ex-

perience there may have been occasions on which he had
kn(jwn this done ?—My own experience is that it is given

on the occasion of first meeting, together with spices,

set on silver plates. It is also given on some other

occasions ; but it is not taken, as a social thuig after

meals.

21,358. Your information has been that it is jiot

taken as a habit after dinner by any class of Eajputs P

—That is so.

21,369. And further, that it is not taken, as wine

would be taken at home, after dinner ?—No.

21.360. With regard to the social habits
;
you have

stated that the social habits which sanction the use of

opium are being given u}) ; what social habits do you
mean ?—I mean so far as opium is connected with the

social habits, that those habits are altered, in that there

is not the same necessity for 1^1: e presence of opium as

part of the social function. I do not mean that all the

habits are being abandoned, but so fai' as relates to the

opium part of them.

21.361. You mean, I think,inot that certain social habits

are being given up, bat rather that the use of opium on

various occasions which has been common in the ])agt

is now less (lommon ?—Yes. A nvimber of the habits

are changed.

21.362. Can you instance any other habits which are

being given up ?—Alterations have been made in the
" holi " festival at Jodhpore. In that case the " mela "

has been abandoned, and the opium goes with it.

21.363. In the table of the cases which you have given

you have not mentioned the occupation of your patients P

—No. Ill the register of oases we gcneially put down
the caste, ^vhether Hindu or Mussalman. This was kept

in the hospital register. I might have put down the

occupation, but at the time I did not think it was
necessary.

21.364. Were these cases mainly obtained in Nus-
aeerabad ?—Yes.

21.365. The proportion of young men who have taken

to this habit, from what you have called sexual reasons,

is unusually large according to other evidence we have
had. Do you think it has anything to do with the class

of men to bo found at a cantonment like Nusseerabad r

—

I should say it would refer to the regular inhabitants,

taking them as a whole. It was only by accident that I

received that statement from a native gentleman as to

the per-centage being higher than I myself had put it.

21.366. You have made a reference to Tod's Rajasthan,

and to his strong views in regard to the opium habit.

I think it right to put this before you. It is stated in a

book* that has been sent to us that Sir Henry Lawrence,

who ^vas agent for the Governor-General in Rajputana
for some time, wrote that, m his opinion, there was little,

if any, truth in the statement made in Tod's Rajasthan ?

—I was not aware of that.

21.367. {Lord Brasseij.) Looking to the peculiar diffi-

culties which attach to any interference by a foreign

Government, such as the government of India by

England, with the personal habits and social customs

of the people, do you not think that the general argu-

ments which you have recognised in your replies to

Mr. Mowbray in favour of accomplishing moral re-

forms by social and religious agency, have a peculiarly

marked application to the ease which is Ijefore this

Commission. If you think that is true generally, isit

not particularly true when the interference sought for

is interference which must be exercised, as in the case

of this Government, by a foreign Government P--I think,

certainly, that any reform should be a matter of very

careful consideration, and, as far as possible, it is a thing

that must be brought about gradually.

Note bv Ml'. Vaiishawe.—This statement will be found at |)a!ro 12 of

A Vindiontioii ol UnKlamVa Policy with regard to the Opium Trade,"

yC R lliines- but 1 lunu bet'ii uimiile to verily the quotation frombyC
Sir H. Lawrence's letter.

21.368. Especially where the Government is con-
stituted as is the government of India by Englishmen,
and the case involves interference with personal habits
and ancient customs ?—It would be more desirable if it

were so brought about— if the natives themselves
moved first in the matter of legislation—1 certainly
perfectly agree with you there.

21.369. From what you have said, I gather that you
regard the use of stimulants generally, unless when
medically prescribed, as of doubtful advantage ?—Yes,
I certainly do, unless under medical supervision.

21.370. You have made it evident that in your view,
whatever Great Britain is in the world, is not because,
but in spite of alcohol ?—Yes.

21.371. Do you not hold that the remarks which you
would apply to the use of alcohol in England apply in
so far as alcohol is used at all, even more strongly in the
case of India ; and is it not the case that alcohol when
used in India is used with oven a less degree of impunity
than in England P—There seems to be a tendency
amongst those who take alcohol to be very liable to run
into excess.

21.372. That being so, do you think it woula be
desirable to put the utmost restriction in the case of
alcohol as in the case of opium P—Yea ; so far as it ifi

possible or feasible.

21.373. In short the arguments that prevail with yoa
in regard to opium apply equally to alcohol P—Yes,
generally ; but in the habitual moderate consumer of
alcohol, there is no experience of the period of re-action
which characterises every case of even the moderate
use of opium.

21.374. (Ohairman.) Do you think it is at all probable
that opium smoking has the effect of prolonging life in

the case of consumption?— 3t) or 40 years ago in

England there was a, feeling that alcohol was valuable
in the case of consumptives in prolonging life. That
was the opinion held at that time as far as my teaching
has gone. My teacher was Professor Gairdner of the
Glasgow University, and he taught us that it is of no
use.

21.375. When opium is drawn into the lungs of the
opium-smoker, do you think the opinion held by the
Chinese of the benefit of such smoking in cases of con-
sumption may be right p—I do not think so.

21.376. You say, "all that can be said is that the
" facilities of procuring opium are such that it adapts
'

' itself as a vehicle in poisoning and suicide cases, and
" is largely employed in India for these purposes." As
regards poisoning, that is new to mo. Isit not a fact that

opium, having a strong taste and smell, is net a good drug
for the purpose of poisoning. If a man died from it

the cause would be at once apparent, would it not?

—

(j'pium is taken along with other pungent condiments
used by the natives. The odour might be easily con-

cealed. Moreover, every case of death is not noticed.

There is no registration of deaths before disposal of

the body, and many deaths escape investigation. There
is not the dread of an inquest following as there is at

home.

21.377. Is that the result of your experience, or is it

merely a theory ; it is a. new thing to me ?—It is a

matter of experience in a number of cases that have
come under my observation. I happened to visit Tonk
Goal three or four years ago, and there were five or

six women there who were all concerned with the deaths

of their husbands, and opium had been used either by
them or by their paramours. Opium had been the

vehicle in those cases.*

* The following letter \v;is subsequently addressed by the witness to

Sir James Lyall :
—

"In my evidence at Aj men' you raised the question of opium being
used us a poisoning agent, and held the taste, &C. was against it being
thus used. A.t the time I thought you had missed my point, which was
to lay no stress on the poisoning, but to free the opium-eater from tlie

iilanie of it. Prom my wording of the sentence, you will see that I was
careful not to write liajputana but India. 1 was simplyacceitting what
many hold all over India (vcc :\litra of Cashmere, in " Indian :\Iedi( al

Ilerurd," February 1894). While I have seen poisoninsr by opium in

tiajputana, J affree with i/onr conf'-iU'on Uiat the t:iste slioiild be,

and likely is, against it being extensively nseil. In Hajputana the root

of the joarj dhatuia, and sometimes arsenic are grea'j r favounres than
opium for poisoniitir purposes. Opium is said to be used more in the
cise of children, and in poisoiiina: an opium-tater by the administering

of anc-xcesSive dose.. If I \iad been discussing suicile and homicide
comparatively I would not have jilaced th-m together, bur my wish to

Ijc concise, aiid my purpose, as I say ah ivc being of hrrwi.M-, I wrote it

as it was read. Ton «-ill see t hat the sentence begins, " All I hat can be
said." I wish to write to you to say that your contention was a just

one, and your ciuestion emiiiiig in at tin- end of the questioning did not
perhaps at the time recei\e the foiisidcration it .shimld h.ave done by
me. Vou may use this note before the t'oiniuissioii should you think

lit."

H 1

Dr. W.
Huntly.

2 .Feb. 1894.
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Dr. W. -21, 378. How could a person get a man to take opium
Huntly. without his Icnowing it ?—I have never tried it. It is

left to the poisoner to find out the best means to ton-
2 Feb. 1894. ceal the poison which is given. I have not given any

attention to that part of the subject.

21.379. Do you know whether the opinion you have
given as to ihe bad effects of the opium habit is shared,

so far as you know, by the other gentlemen who are

working in Eajputana as missionaries, or whether there

is a difl'erence of opinion ?—They might differ in detail,

but, as far as the medical men I have met with are con-

cerned, 1 think their opinion generally accords with what
I have said. They discountenance the habit generally.

21.380. (Ml-. Peiise.) With reference to what passed

between you and Mr. Fanshawe, I Ijelieve there are

certain occasions when it is obligatory to take opium such
as betrothals, shaving, and parting of the beard and
other various occasions. Js it not a lad, that these are

obligations rather in the less enlightened districts of

Eajputana?—At some of the lesser ceremonies, as far

as I have been informed, opium is not taken so much as

it was in the past in the larger towns. In the out-

lying villages the villagers retain the older customs
more rigidly than the people in the towns.

21,381. Do you think that with the spread of educa-

tion and enlightenment these customs are passing

away, and that the obligation is not felt to the same
extent as it was in the past P—Those people whom I

have met who are educated do not I'ecognisc these

obligations.

The witness withdrew.

The Bev. C. H. Plomeu called in and examined.

TheRev.C.H. 21,382. [Mr. Wilson.) I believe you are connected
Plomer. with the Methodist Episcopal Mission, Ajmere P—Yes.

21.383. What have you to say with regard to the

opium habit ?—I am a native of India, and have li^'ed

all my life in this country. I have laboured as a

missionary in the Central Provinces and the Punjab,
and came to Ajmere last year. Wherever I have been
I have seen the evil effects of the opium habit. It is

almost invariable, especially amongst the poorer classes,

for those who begin with small doses to go on increasing

the quantity of opium consumed. The effects on the

system of taking even u, small quantity is such that the

consumer is unable to endurefatigue without increasing

the quantity taken. The habit often originates in

opium being taken for fever or for bowel complaints,
but the continuance of its use deprives the patient of

the relief which he at first obtained from it. Poor
men who have acquired this habit are compelled to

spend on opium money that ought to be spent on food.

I have conversed on this subject with many in this

neighbourhood and in the Punjab, especially amongst
the poor. They own the evil of the habit, and would
be pleased to see the stoppage of the traffic, except for

medicinal use.

21.384. Tou say, " The consumer is unable to endure
" fatigue without increasing the quantity taken." We
have had a great deal of evidence of exactly the con-

trary character, namely, that those who have to undergo
considerable fatigue take it for the express purpose of

enabling them to do so. Can you in any way explain,

or reconcile, or add anything to that p—Both from
observation and investigation I have found that they
must of necessity take opium in order to cope with the

task before them. I have seen them myself as they
have been pursuing their own avocations resort to

opium.

21.385. Would it be right to put it in this way, that a
man who has been in the habit of taking regularly

four grains a day, and then has to undergo some special

fatigue, will increase the quantity to enable him to do
his work ; is that what you mean ?—Yes.

21,38(1. Do you say that the habit of taking opium in

the Central Provinces is looked upon with favour or

with disfavour by the people P—It is looked upon with
disfavour, most certainly.

21.387. Would you say that it was looked upon as

disgraceful ?—They do not put it exactly in that form.

Those who are habituated to the use of 0]3ium very
gladly admit the fact that they would rather have it

entirely discontinued.

21.388. Wonld the same reply apply to the Punjab?
—Yes, and to these provinces as well.

21.389. (Mr. Mowhray.) Your experience of these

provinces, about whicli you speak so confidently, is a

year ?—Yes, just a year.

21.390. How long have you been in the Punjab?

—

Seven years.

21,3ia. Where P—Lahore.

21.392. Have yon been in the city of Lahore all the
time ?—I did not confine my labours solely to the city

;

I went to the adjacent villages.

21.393. How long wore you in the Central Provinces P

—Two iiT.'d a half years.

21,394. (Mr. Fanshawe.) In what districts of the
Central Provinces have you been ?— I have been in the
Niiiiar district.

21,39.5. Was all your time spent there ?— I spent some
part of my time in the Hoshangabad district.

21.396. Dr. Rice, who was in the Central Provinces
for 30 years or so, told us that the poorer classes in
that province were in the habit of taking opium very
often to enable them to do their daily work, which
otherwise, on account of rheumatism and pains, they
would be unable to do ; have you any experience in the
Central Provinces of that sort of use of opium p—That
experience obtains almost through every province that
I have been in.

21.397. Your own experience would agree with that ?

—Yes, quite so.

21.398. Have you any idea how opium could be
supplied ior that kind oC use if it were generally pro-
hibited except for medical purposes p—The opium
consumers would of necessity have to meet with
diflrculties, as we might all admit; but the habit which
has already grown upon thcni would naturally have to

be fought against from the beginning.

21.399. This is a use among the poorer classes to

enable rheumatic men, or men suffering from pain,
to do their daily work, without which they practically
would have to starve ?—They would of necessity have
to resort to that agent who might receive sanction
from Government to be a drug seller.

21.400. And that would mean that a very large
number of drug sellers would have to be provided in
each district, would it not p—Not of necessity. They
would certainly have to resort to large towns, or towns
where such agencies would be appointed by Govern-
ment.

21.401. That would be a practical prohibition to the
people in the districts against obtaining the drug ?

That is so.

21.402. (Lord Brassey.) Do you think that the same
restriction which you recommend in the case of opium
is desirable with reference to alcohol, except for
medical use?—I would say that similar restrictions
might easily be introduced.

21 .403. {Chairman.) You say that you have conversed
with many people in this neighbourhood, and that they
would be pleased to see the stoppage of the traflB.c,

except for medicinal use. What do you mean by the
traffic

;
do you mean the cultivation

; would that imply
that cultivation should also be stopped?—Yes. to a
great extent, most certainly. They all believe that
certain restrictions should" be placed upon that.
Certain individuals might be given special licenses
from Government to devote part of their land to the
cultivation of poppy, Avhereby all these medical stores
might be supplied with opium solely for medicinal
purposes.

21.404. You are aware that by far the greater part of
the opium cultivation in Eajputana and Central India
is for supplying opium for export trade beyond the sea.
Do you suppose that that would be stopped ? That
would of necessity follow.

21.405. Do you mean to sa)- that you are able to
stiite from your one year's experience in the town of
Ajmere th;it popular opinion is in favour of stoj.ping
this large trade of opium cultivation ?—I think so.
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21.406. Will it not be financially a great loss to a
large number of people all over the country P—That is

universally admitted.

21.407. Yet you think the feeling against the habit is

BO strong that, notwithstanding the financial loss, they
would Ije glad to see it stopped P—Yes, for the good of
the people.

21.408. That is your idea of the popular feeling p

—

Yes.

21.409. That is a curious state of feeling. It is not
often you get people so disinterested P—Those alone are
interested in it who are to-day reaping the benefit of
the cultivation—and the Government, of course.

21.410. Who are the people you have conversed with P

—I have conversed with some influential natives of
India in every province where I have been.

21,411. AVith what class of people have you con-

versed in this neighbourhood P—I have conversed with
cultivators, those to whom licenses have been given for

the cultivation of poppy. I have also conversed with
some of the influential classes.

21, 112. {Mr. lFi7so/i..) Did I understand you to say, in

reply to a question that was put to you, that there is a
class of persons suffering from certain pains, and so

forth, to whom the use of opium is a practical necessity

to enable them to do their daily -work, as mentioned by
Dr. Rice P—Taking opium for any malady or for any
pain is a habit obtaining everywhere. A.t the same
time opium is also resorted to by opium consumers to

stimulate them to fulfil their eveiyday work. Opium
is also taken to alleviate pain. That is understood

everywhere, simply because there is no other medical

aid at hand.

The Rev. C. H.
Plomer.

2 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Brigade Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel T. Fpeenoh-Mullen called in and examined.

21.413. {Sir W. Bolmis.) 1 believe you are OflBci-

ating Medical Officer, Western States of Rajputana,
having headquarters at Jodhpore ?—Yes.

21,413a. What opportunities have you had of observ-
ing the eflect of the opium habit in India?—I have
actually lived in this province clohe on 20 years (all

furlough, &c., excluded), and in that time have not seen

as much damage done by opium as a month's residence
in such towns of England and Ireland as I ha\e
happened to stay in has shown me done by alcohol.

21.414. Have you observed whether habitual opium-
eateis necessarily increase their dosep—Habitual
opium-eaters do not necessai'ily or even usually increase

their daily allowance after the first year or two, and
amongst them a man who takes opium in quantity to

injure him mentally or physically is looked down on
and talked about as would a European who drank to

excess be amongst his fellows nowadays. A member of

a caste or subdi\'ision of a caste within which the taking
ofopiumis prohibited is, ofcourse,condemned for taking,

no matter how small a quantity, habitually as would a
teetotaller for taking alcohol. I have never known a

death caused by opium save in cases of suicide or

misadventure.

21.415. Have yon known any connexion between
crime and opium P—I know of no crimes due to the

taking of opium.

21.416. What has been your experience generally of

opium users P—Most of the opium users I know or have
known were at all events up to the average in mind and

body of their respective castes and classes, so long as

they kept to opium only. When they took spirits, or

more especially English spirits also, they, in my ex-

perience, took both to excess and quickly broke down,

and if they did not soon drop the excess died early.

The deaths of this kind which I have known of were
deaths from alcohol helped by opium, and not from

opium helped by alcohol.

21.417. What knowledge have you of the belief of the

natives that opium is useful in malarial fever P—I know
it is a general belief amongst natives of this province

that those who eat opium are less subject to malarial

fever than their non-using neighbours. I cannot vouch

for the truth of this belief from my own experience, but

I certainly do not wish to declare it un- or ill-founded.

I know that opium will often avert a fever seizure, and

that it is taken to shorten such. I know that from my
own personal experience of many years.

21.418. For what other purposes is opium used, is it

used as a household remedy P—Opium is largely used

in bowel troubles of all kinds, in rheumatic pains and

neuralgias of all kinds, asthma, chronic cough, some

forms of dyspepsia, and so on. I do not think it is much
used as an aphrodisiac, bub I have known it employed,

it was said successfully, to enable the sexual act to be

prolonged. It is, I think, the most widely used house-

hold medicine in this province.

21.419. What experience have you had of the opium
habit in gaols P—Throughout the '20 years referred to

above, I have, as a part of my duties, held executive

and medical charge of gaols wJtK « daily average popu-

O 82588.

lation of from 400 to 600. Many of the prisoners were
of coui'so post drinkers or opium-eaters (in my last

gaol about 12 per cent, of the men admitted were opium
users), but there was very seldom any serious difiiculty

in sto|)ping the opium at once on admission, save in the

case of old men broken by disease.

21.420. You mean independent disease, and not dis-

ease produced by opium P—Yes. In a large number of

cases the opium had been taken owing to disease of

some kind or other. In not 1 per cent, of these cases

vvas it necessary, on account of bowel troubles, &c. to

give for a short time some opium, iind then, of course, it

was given in disguised form. I do not think there is

so much difficulty in breaking off the opium habit as

there is in the case of alcohol ; not much more perhaps

than there is in the ease of tobacco. It depends upon
when you catch the opium-user. Many come and ask
for assistanoo to help them to break the habit.

21.421. {Mr. Wilson.) You have referred to the ques-

tion of malarial fever. I do not quite understand
whether you yourself have faith in opium as a prophy-
lactic P—No ; save, as I have said, used in this limited

sense ; if a man came to me within three hours of the

time he expected hia fever attack, I would not consider

that I had time enough to stop that attack by giving

him quinine .nlone, and from experience in my own
person, I would give him laudanum with the quinine in

solution.

21.422. Have you ever known cases in which opium-

eaters desii ing to free themselves from the habit have
sought medical advice P—Yes, hundreds. These cases

were chiefly boys and young men who were not en-

titled by the custom of their castes to take opium at

all at this age.

21.423. Do they succeed under medical advice P—It

is not very difficult when they put themselves under a

medical man. The individuals want assistance, not to

the same extent as a confirmed drunkard, but they do

need home help to aid them.

21.424. You have hardly known persons to apply to

medical men in order to break off the practice of

smoking tobacco P—I have known men suffer very

much from tobacco, and found it .extremely difficult to

persuade them to lessen the quantity habitually con-

sumed. I have often been consulted for irregular

heart action, and sometimes for failing sight, caused

by heavy smoking, and impossible of cure until the

smoking was stopped or materially lessened.

21,42-5. Have you known them have recourse to

medical assistance in order to got rid of it p—No ;
but

often to get rid of evils resulting from it they ought

to.

21.426. So that from that point of view it is distinctly

more difficult to get rid of the opium habit than the

tobacco habitP—ThatI would not say. As a rule a

man does not try to give up the tobacco habit unless

he is forced to do so owing to trouble with his heart,

or something of the soit.

21.427. You have said that there is not much more

difficulty in breaking off the opium habit than there is

in the case of tobacco P—Kot much more.

I

Brigade
Surgeon

Lieut.-Colonel

T. Ffrench-
Mullen.
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Brigade 21,428. But you have nob known people seek advice

Surgeon with reference to tobacco P—I have known people seek
Lieut.-Colonel advice for the effects of heavy tobacco smoking.
T. Ffrench-

r. m -r.

Mullen. 21,429. But not to give them assistance in breaking
it off?-—They did not know what the cause of the

2 Feb. 1894. trouble was.

2] ,430. (Sir W. Bdberts.) I presume the difficulty

of giving up the opium habit varies very much accord-
ing to the quantity which a person has got into the
habit of taking. A person in the habit of taking 20 or

30 grains twice a day would find the breaking off of the

habit very much more serious than a person who only

took three or four grains twice a day ?—Certainly.

21.431. Have you been able to verify that by your

experience ?—Certainly ; but the difficulty would not

be so very much greater as the difference in quantity

would lead you to believe.

21.432. Bat there is a certain relation ? — Yes,

certainly—marked.

The witness withdrew.

Snrgeor,-

Captain W. H.
Neilson, M.B.

Surgeon-Captain W. H. Neit.son, M.B., called in and examined.

21,433. (8ir W. Boherts.) I believe you are in

medical charge of the Erinpura irregular force F

—

Yes.

'21,434. And you have been in the service for 11 years,

of which 10 have been in Rajputaua?—Yes.

21.435. You have also had medical practice in the
force and amongst the inhabitants of the surrounding
district ?—Yes.

21.436. To a certain degree you have been in civil

practice ? —There is no other medical officer within
many miles, so that I get practice in the district. I
get both surgical and medical cases.

21.437. Have you dispensaries under your chaige P

—

Theie are no dispensaries there.

21.438. Will you tell us what your experience lias

been P—Opinm is rot grown in the district, but im-
ported ; amal and amal-pani are consumed ; chandu
and madak are not used; the price is from Be. 1 for
five to Ee. 1 for seven or eight tolas according to the
quality.

21.439. What are the men composing the force you
are in charge of p—In the cavalry, Sikhs and Maho-
medans. In the infantry, Eajputs, Minas, Bhils,

Mhairs, Surgaras, Gujars, other Hindus, Mahomedans.
With the exception of the Mahomedans, all are occa-
sional eaters ; 6 per cent, of Sikhs habitual eaters

;

women and children of Sikhs occasional eaters. Opium
is given to women and children of others as medicine
only.

21,440-1. What have you to say in regard to the
bazaars in the town?—Mahajans, Brahmins, Eajputs,
Mahomedans, Minas, Bhils, Kvimhars, Gauchis,
Gouais, Chamars are, with the exception of Gousis,
either occasional or habitual caters, and amongst thom
some consumers of enormous amounts.

21.442. What about the country districts?—Eajputs,
Minas, Bhils, Eabaris, all occasional, and many large,
eaters.

21.443. Have you found the taking of opium very
common?—The taking of opium, either occasionally or
habituiilly, is thns almost universal. By occasional
eaters it is taken -with the object of increasing physical
energy and powers of endurance. To guard against
results likely to ensne from exposure, e.g., colds, fever

:

dose usually about one grain. By habitual eaters it is

taken with different objects. The habit is acquired at
difl'erent ages, and the dose varies with the object from
one grain two or three times a day to 60 grains, and
probably more. By some it is taken as a brain stimulant
between the ages of 35 and 40, e.g., by Mahajans; by
others it is taken to earlier as an exhilarant, and in these
cases the dose is apt eventually to become enormous

;

by others the habit has been gradually acquired, the
drug having, in the first instance, been taken' as a
medicine for the relief of pain, &c., &c.. However
acquired the babit is per.sisted in. Asa medicine, it is

taken by all for coughs, colds, diarrhoea, I'heumatism
;

by the habitual eater as a pieventive and ourer of
fever; as assisting powers of digestion. It is used as
an aphrodisiac. It is used for purposes of conviviality
at certain fes^tivals, such as the Holi and Dewali. I have
been broncht into contact with occahional and habitual
oalei's. My attention was first drawn to the subject 10
years ago on a stone case, where the patient was in the
habit of consuming seme 30 grains a day.

21.441. What conclusion have you come to with re-
gard to opinm-tatingp—I have come to the following

conclusions : That in occasional eaters physical energy
and powers of endurance are increased for the time

being; that taken with this objecl, it is of the greatest

use ; that there are no after ill-effects, such as depres-

sion, derangement of appetite, &o., &c. ; that no craving
for a repetition of the dose is experienced ; that in

habitual eaters the moderate consumption of the drug is

a distinct aid to the brain, stimulating its powers, e.g.,

the case of the Mahajans ; that even in cases where the
drug is taken in what might be considered excessive

doses—up to even 60 grains—so long as the drug is in-

dulged in there appears to be no deterioration of the
niental powers—the physical energies, the working
powers, if anything, are increased ; the digestive func-
tions are not disturbed, the appetite remains fairly

good ; disease is not more frequent, fevers distinctly less

frequent and severe ; that the habit does not in any way
interfere with medical or surgical treatment; leads to
no disreputable habits, laziness, dirt, or crime ; that
life does not appear to be shortened. It is an extremely
difficult mutter to pick out the habital consumer from
his fellows—non-consumers— and I have never come
across a man debauched by opium as pictured in medi-
cal books. I have never seen any harm, and I have
seen good resulting from the habitual use of opium, and
am prepared with examples. The results arising from
the withdrawal of the drug are too well known to be
entered into here. Any attempt to stop the importa-
tion of the drug would give rise to general discontent,
and would be met by smuggling.

21.445. With regard to habitual eaters, you say that
it is taken with different objects ; by some it is taken
as a brain stimulant between the ages of 36 and 40, and
by others it is taken to earlier as an exhilarant. Do
you mean for its restorative effect, or as an aphrodisiac P—I do not mean that it is taken for either. I mean
that it is taken in the same way as wine is taken and
as smoking is taken to in youth by young men who take
to it as an experience and so fall into the habit.

21.446. I presume you have been a good deal in touch
with opium-eaters P—^Yes ; I have had a tremendous
number of Sikhs and Eajputs in the regiment. My
attention was more particularly directed to it when
men came in from the outside districts for operations.
I found to my astonishment that they took a good deal
of opium. I imagined that it would do them harm

;

and therefore 1 paid rather more than ordinary
attention to these men. I remember the case of one
man who took 30 grains a day. I operated upon him
for stone, and there were no ill results of any sort
whatever. His recovery was as quick
ordinary case.

any
as in any

21.447. Is it your experience, broadly, that in cases
of opeiation the fact that a patient is an opium-eater
has no influence upon the course of his recovery p No
influence whatever. The opium-eater is in as favourable
a condition for operation as the ordinary man.

21.448. Of course you recognise, as a surgeon, that
there is an immense difference in individual tolerance ?
—Yes, presumably; as there is for any other thino-
tobacco or alcohol.

°'

21,419. You also recognise, I suppose, that sometimes
an opium-eater will exceed his tolerance, and become
an opium sot ?—I have never come across those cases.
I do not know where to draw the line of excess.

21,450. Supposing an opium-eater shows signs of
distinct somnolence, that would be a sign that he did
exceed his tolerance ?—Yes

; but I have never seen aman in that conditioii,
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21.451. Have you seeu much of the use of the drug in

infants ?—No. Infants, as a rule, do not come under
my notice.

21.452. {Mr. Wilson.) What is ahout the strength of

the Erinpura iri'egular force ?—About 180 cavalry, and
600 infantry.

21.453. Which of the varioias races that you have
mentioned take the most opium ?—I should say Eajputs
and Bhils ; 1 refer to the infantry portion. Amongst
the cavalry the Mahomedans are supposed not to touch

it, but the Sikhs all take it occasionally.

21.454. Have you any idea whether the Mahomedans
have any religious objection to it P—It is laid down in

the " Koran " that they are not to touch anything in the

shape of opium, or tobacco, or alcohol. Anything in

the shape of a narcotic is forbidden.

21.455. There has been a great deal of discussion about

that. Tour experience amongst these men is that they

regard it as forbidden P—Yes. But on the other hand
nearly all the Mahomedans in the bazaar take opium.

They are the lower caste—if you can talk of a lower

caste of Musalman.

21.456. We have had a good deal of discussion about
the use of opium as a preventive of malarial fever ; has

that come under your notice in any wayP—I have
never given it with that object, but I have noticed that

those men who take opium halDitually are not so liable

to fever, and they have come under my observation for

that complaint far more rarely than those who are non-

opium-eaters.

21.457. You think habitual consumers are less liable

to fever P—^Yes, they are distinctly less liable to fever.

21.458. Can you in any way account for the fact that
the habit has not spread. You say that only 5 per cent,
of the Sikhs are habitual opium-eaters P^Oceasional
opium-eaters take a little with the object of warning off
fever; they also take opium on cold morningp, and
when they are subjected to wet and exposure. You will
find the occasional opium-eater under those circum-
stances will take his little dose of opium, perhaps it

will be once a month. There is no tendency for a habit
to be formed when thus taken and for these objects.

21.459. You know that this is a habit amongst them,
bn t you have not yourself prescribed it for that purpose ?—No.

21.460. You prescribe other things?—I pioscribc
other things to ward off fever. As a matter of fact

men never come to me with that object; they come
after they are ill. Occasionally when there is an
epidemic about medicine is given as a preventive. As
a rule the men coino to mo after they are eeedy.

21.461. (Mr. Funshawe.) From what part of the
country are your Mahomedans in the cavalry recniitcd ?

—Soiae arc Punjabis. The inajotity of the men in the
cavalry ai'e Sikhs. The Mahomedans in the cavalry arc

few compared with the Sikhs.

21.462. Where did you learn that the Mahomedans
are prohibited from taking opium ?—I learnt it from
my hospital assistant. He simply stated ns a fact that

the Mahomedans in the cavalry denied that they touch
opium, and gave the injunctions laid down in the
Koran as the reason . I know as a fact that nearly all

the Mahomedans in the bazaar are opium eaters.

Surgeon-
Captain W.H.
Neilson, M.B.

2 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to to-morrow.
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The: Eev. 0. W. be Sodza called in stiid examined.

21,463. CMr. Wilson.) You are a missionary of the
Methodist Episcopal Mission P—Yes.

21,404. You have been stationed at Eooi'kee for 10
years, and have been at Ajmero for about a year ?

—

Yes.

21,465.—What have you to tell us with regard to the

Use of opium ?—In my work as a missionary I have met
both opium eaters as well as smokers ; in no case was
the habit defended, but in every case it was apologised
for, and was admitted to be disgraceful by all users as

well as non-users. I have no objection to its use as a
medicine under proper restrictions, Ijut the habitual

use is certainly injurious, especially among the poorer
classes. I have never heard of its being used for fever,

either as a prophylactic or a remedy. I have visited

some of the places a week ago where it is smoked in

Ajmere. I have been to five such places in company
with others, and found unmistakable evidence of the
drug being sold and smoked in these dens. Since the
arrival of the Commission in India, I have conversod
with natives of all classes on the subject of opium con-
sumption, and almost eveiy one I have spoken to

declared the habit to be injurious and disgraceful. In
one or two instances when I questioned a regular
opium eater as to what would be the effect of all

sale and traffic in opium being stopped, he would
invariably answer, '' I will die immediately ;

" but when
questioned further as to what would happen if he were
sent to jail, where Ills allowance of opium would have
to stop, he would remain silent.

21.466. I suppose you are quite conversant with the
languages or dialects spoken her;.' p—Pretty fairly.

21.467. You have no difficulty in conversing with
these people ?—I can make myself understood, and I
understand them partly.

21.468. We have heard a great deal of evidence to the
efEect that opium eating is not regarded in any way as
disgraceful—are you distinctly of the contrary opinion p—^Yes, so far as I know and have heard it from others.

21.469. Do your remarks refer to opium eating chiefly

or to smoking ?—To both.

21.470. Do yon think the people draw any distinction

between the two practices as to its propriety or dis-

graceful character ?—Perhaps smoking is regarded as

moi'e disgriiceful.

21.1?]. Off. 2roi':hraij ) Wliorr is liuovkre t'_Xu lb''

North-westi-'j-n l-'i'i>\inc?H in Hie zilla of !Sa.h;i.)-,-Mipii]\

been 13 years altogether

21.472. Your experience of Rajputana is limited to

the year you have been at Ajmere ?—No, I was here
before I went to Eoorkee.

21.473. How long?—Two years.

21.474. In what position p—Ministering.

21.475. Was that your first place as a minister P—
Yes.

21.476. You have
missionary ?—Yes.

21,477.—Two years at Ajmere, 10 years at Eoorkee,
and now for another year at Ajmero ?— Yes. The two
years were not spent in Ajmere itself, but in
Eajputana.

21.478. What part of Eajputana p—At a railway
station a little lower down, Bandakui.

21.479. W'hL-re is that p—Between Delhi and Ajmere,

21,480.—With reference to the smoking places you
have been to, is it not contrary to law that opium
should bo sold for the purpose of being smoked on the
premises ?—I believe it is.

21.481. You say you have unmistukable evidence,
have you drawn the attention of the authorities to what
you consider to be unmistakable evidence ?—Not yet.

21.482. You cannot say whether any action has been
taken ?—-None that I know of.

21.483. {Mr. Earidas Veharidas.) You know that
human nature is inclined to take some stimulant, and,
therefore, if opium is prohibited, except for medical
purposes, will not the Hindus and Mahomedans take to
drink P—As far as I know some of them are given to
alcohol already, even opium eaters.

21.484. But if opium is prohibited P—They luay take
to alcohol.

21.485. Do you consider the habit of taking alcohol
more injurious than the habit of taking opium P—

I

consider it injurious; I am not in a position to say
whether it ia more or less injurious.

21.486. {Mr. Fanshnve.) Are thure other missionaries
in Ajmere of the Methodist Episcopal Mission who have
had many years' experience in Eajputana p—There is
another ^^entleman who has liad. perhaps, about three
or four ye:irs' experience.

21,(87. Is Ihoi' anyon,' with loni^.-r ix]ierienc^' p
No.
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21.488. Is the opium habit, even in moderation,
regarded as disgraceful among Kajputs P—In some
pases it is. The term " afimchi " is applied with a
feeling of disgrace.

21.489. Is the opium habit in moderation generally
regarded as disgraceful among Eajputs ?—I cannot say.

21.490. Do you think your experience entitles you to
express a general opinion on the part of the people of
Eajputana ?—As far as it goes ; as far as I have met
people I am able to give something of a testimony.

21.491. [Mr. Pease.) Are ithere any of the adherents
of your church in the practice of taking opium P—I know
of no definite case yet ; that is, no case that I have
questioned personally.

21.492. Have you any rules in this connection as
affecting church membership p— Certainly.

21.493. What is the rule P—No opium eater can be
admitted into membership of the church.

21.494. {Mr. Fanshame.) Is there much malaria at
Eoorkee ?—There is.

21.495. Much P—Not very much—as much as prevails
in most parts of the North-west.

21.496. My knowledge of Saharanpur and Hoorkee is

that they are healthy, is not that so ?—Perhaps the
stations themselves are, the places where the Europeans
reside, but the villages are unhealthy.

21.497. Tour experience in connection with- the use
of opium in fever has been necessarily rather small P

—

Tes.

21.498. In the parts of India where malarial
conditions]exist P—Tes.

21.499. Mr. Plomer, who gave evidence yesterday,
has lived all his life in this country, and he said the
habit of opium taking often originates in cases of fever
—your views are different P—^Tes, my opinion is based
on my experience of the people that I know.

21.500. {Mr. Wilson.) Are you a native of India
yourself P—I was -bom in India.

21.501. Have you obtained your evidence from im-
pressions made upon you in places where you have
lived, or have you since obtained information more
generally over the whole of Bajputanap Does your
evidence apply to the whole of Ra:ip'utana or more
particularly to Ajmere P—To those parts of Eajputana
which have come under my notice. My work lies very
largely in the district, and I come in contact with the
masses of poor people—villagers and others—outside
of Ajmere to a very great extent.

21.502. How far do your travels extend from Ajmere P

—A radius of about 100 miles.

21.503. {Mr. Mowbray.) How do you travel 100 miles
out from Ajmere P—By rail in some cases.

21.504. There are only three sets of rails P—I go out
for instance in the direction of Jodhpur, and further on
sometimes to Bikanir, and then out where the railway
does not go.

21^506. How many times have you been toBikanir
within the la^t year ?—Once to Bikanir itself, and about
three times in that direction.

The Bev.C. W.
de Souza.

3 Feb. 1894.

Witness withdrew.

Mrs. Louise DaifMAN called in and examined.

21.506. {Mr. Pease.) What have you to tell us with
regard to the opium habit ?—I am a zenana missionary
of the United Presbyterian Mission, Ajmere, where I
have been working for 26 years. Especially during the
last six or seven years I have observed the evils of the
opium habit ; women complain to nae of their husbands,
brothers, and fathers, who are losing their money, and
getting thin, and " drying up," through taking opium.
They also say that it injures the moral character, and
naakes men inattentive to their duty. The great
majority of the men, and a smaller proportion of

women, take opium; women take it always for alle-

viating pain ; men from custom and other reasons. It

is very common to give opium to children, and deaths
frequently occur through an accidental overdose.
A number of zenana ladies, whom I have recently
questioned on the subject, call it "poison" and
" destructive," and express their groat desire that
Grovernment should remove it entirely, except for

medicine. One woman, an opium eater, said to me,
write to the Queen of England, and ask her to give us
a medicine which will cure us of the habit.

21.507. Can you explain how it is, working here for

26 years, you did not observe the evils of opium,
especially until the last six or seven years ?—I did
not know that such a thing existed, and the first time I

heard about it was when a cook put salt into fruit

instead of sugar. In that way I learnt the men were
taking opium. I then heard it was a bad thing, but
before that I did not know what opium was. This
was some 25 years ago ; up to that time I had heard of

several cases, but I paid no attention to the matter. I

thought the people were getting thin on account of

the climate.

21.508. Have yon seen many cases in which persons

have evidently suflered in health fi-om taking opium ?—
Certainly among the men. I had a cook who rained

his health through it, and his wife died in our mission

compound.

21.509. Deaths frequently occur from an accidental

overdose. Have you known many cases of that kind ?

—

I heard Dr. Grant, a lady doctor, who went to Kotah.

When she was in Ajmere once, she came back from
her dispensary and said, "I regret so much, I wanted
" to save the dear little child, and ho died. He was
" about a year or fifteen months old. I did my
" best to save him ; the mother gave him an overdose
" of opium." Miss Grant was two or three hours
trying to save the chihl. I heard other ladies speaking

about it, and I know ii woman who htlped Miss Grant
(who afterwards became Mrs. Bonnor), and she said

that Mrs. Bonnor told her that women found niany

ways (jf giving opium to their children in Kotah, and

that Mrs. Bonnor did her best in trying to prove to the
women that it harmed the little ones.

21.510. There have not been many cases come under
your notice besides those which you have heard of

from friends P—No, because I have nothing to do With
medical work.

21 .511. Do you think there is much opium taken by the
ladies themselves in the zenanas ?—1 tried to find out
the percentage, but I could not exactly. Sona.e people
say 20 out of 100, and others say 10 or 16.

21, -512. Of the ladies ?—^Of the women generally
speaking, but there are a great many more men who
take opium.

21.513. Do yon think the strong feeling which they
express, calling it poison and other things, arises from
what they have seen of the influence of opium on the
ladies or upon the other members of the household ?

—

I think it was especially on account of their having
their husbands and brothers taking it. Of course it

takes a great deal of money away from the family, and
the women are often sufferers.

21.514. {Mr. Wilson.) Have you anything else to say
generally upon this question P—I should like to mention
that I talked the matter over with 50 zenana women
carefully, and I found 45 who all called it poison,
harmful, hurting the human body, and wishing that
the Government would take it away. These women had
no idea of the conflict which is now going on. They
never leave the house, and I only wished that I had had
another lady with me to hear them. Eive women spoke
about opium as very beneficial in great pain, and also

in certain diseases. . Three out of these five said it was
very good, and the two others said it was good if taken
moderately in certain diseases.

21.515. As far as your experience goes, and your
opportunities of intercourse with these people, you
think the great majority of them regard the practice of

taking opium as an evil habit p—Most certainly.

21,515a. {Mr. Mowbray.) Could you tell me how
many of these 45 zenana women were themselves opium
consumers ?—Ont of the 45, some might take some
opium on the sly, but they did not speak to me as

consumers of it.

21.."ilii. Were thjse the five who rather apjiroved of

the use ot opium ?—No, but the five out of the 50 who
told me so. "' "

21,517. The 45 who disapproved were none of them
opium consumers?—I do not think so, I did not, ask

everyone that question, as they did not liko it to be put.

I 3

Mrs. Louise
Vryman.
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Mrs. Louise
Dryman.
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Lieul.-Col.

JJ. B. Abbott.

21.518. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Is your 2ii years' experience
limited to Ajmere itself ?—^"fes.

21.519. How many families are you in the habit of
visiting. Is it some hundreds of zenanas ?—Where I
teach or snperintend the work it is about 60, but there
are a great many other houses where I visit.

21.520. Tou habitually visit some 60 families, and
yon oocaaionally visit many others ?—Yes, I know a
great many women.

21 ,.^>21. Are you in the habit of visiting the families
of Mahajans or Banias F—Yes.

21.522. Were any of these opinions which you have
mentioned the opinions of Mahajan or Bauia ladies ?

—

The Mahajans are not very much against it becauso
their husbands are cngugea in the business, and they
are afraid to speak against it, but if I did question them
they would eay that it is no good.

21.523. That is a general answer. Can you toll me
whether any of the 45 ladies were JNIahajan or Bania
ladies ?—There were certainly a few. I think there
were two Mahomedan women out of the five in

question addicted to it who regretted very niuch
having learnt to take it.

21.524. Would those be Banias ?—No.

21.525. Were any of the 45, Banias or Mahajans ?

—

Tes, I know two were Babus' wives, wealthy women.
There might have been one Bauia or Mahajan woman.

21.526. I am asking whether out of the whole 45
ladies who expressed their views to you, there were
any Bania or Mahajan ladies ?—Yes, certainly.

21.527. How many?—I could not say.

21.528. Was it a large proportion?—I really could
not say. They belonged to all classes and to what is

called good castes.

21.529. Among the families which you are in the
habit of visiting, are there many belonging to Thakurs
or Eajput gentlemen ?—Not many, but some.

21.530. One of the great objects of this Commission
is to distinguish between moderate and excessive use.

Were the opinions generally expressed to jou against
the excessive use or the moderate use ?—It was also

expressed against the moderate use, because they all

said, when I asked about the quantity, that they took
a dhal or little pill, and the dose went on increasing

;

because the consumers suffer great pain if they do not
increase it. That is what all the women said to me.

21.531. As far as you know, it was a general opinion
against the use of opium generally ?—Certainly it was.

21.532. (Chairman.) You have spoken of the strong
views expressed by the ladies of the zenanas where
you have been visiting in reference to the evils of
opium. Does your zenana experience encourage in you
the hope that where the women of the families you
visit have decided views they are able to exercise an
appreciable, valuable moral influence in securing an
improvement in their morals or habits in any way ?

—

They cannot exercise it as the men want opium.
They all mourn over it ; they all grieve that their
husbands and brothers take it, because they lose a
great deal of money thereby. They also get so careless

about their clothes, so untidy, and inattentive to their
duties.

21.533. That is the evil which these women deplore ?

—Yes.
21.534. Do you think the fact that they do deplore

the evil, and feel strongly about it, would bring about
a moral influence to be exerted by them over the male
members of their families?— I think it is absolutely
impossible, because the men will have it.

21.535. You think these women, however strongly

they may feel on these subjects, are not able to produce

social reforms by their moral and personal influences ?

—

I do not think so, because I have heard many women,

saying that the men must have it; they suffer so much,

and they would rather soil their clothes or their jewels

than go without it.

21.536. Since I have been in this country I have

been repeatedly told that in so far as alcohol is used it

does an even greater harm than opium ;
there seems to

be less ability to resist the temptation to excess in the

case of alcohol where people use it. Have you heard

anything in your zenana experience in that sense?

Have you heard any allusion to the evils resulting from

over-indulgence in alcohol ?—I have heard that opium
is worse than alcohol.

21.537. (Sir William Bohcrls.) You have been working

here for 26 years, and you say that you have observed

the evils of the opium habit, especially during the last

six or seven years. Do you mean to suggest by that

that there has been an increase of the use of opiuin of

late years?—I was signing a petition against opium
in regard to China, and I went heartily into it. I

explained to one .of my servants, a Mahomedan woman,
that somebody would come to sign the petition. I said

to her, " If he is willing to sign, let him sign." She
got inquisitive, and asked more particularly about the

petition. I said, " It is about opium—a great evil

—

something that people take in China." The woman
knew far more than 1 did, and she said, " We have got

such dens in Ajmere." I told her that she did not
understand what I meant, but she maintained that

there were opium dens in Ajmere. 1 did not believe her,

and I determined to go and see for myself, and I found
in it three opium dens. That was six or seven years
ago. I took a native Christian and his wife with me.
There were three of us. We went to see the dens, and
the men were ail lying on the ground. There is no
noise in an opium den. It is a very sad sight indeed

—

young and old lying helpless. The woman was quite

right, and since that time I have read a great deal in

the papers about it.

21.538. Your attention was called to the subject?

—

Yes, through my servant. I thought she had made
a mistake, but it was true enough I am sorry
to say.

21.539. You are talking about opium-smoking ?

There were three dens.

21.540. Had your attention been called to opium
eating before that ?—Yes, I knew many men did take
it, but I never knew anything so evil as this chandu,
because I saw two or three men who looked so sad and
who entreated me to write to the Queen of England,
and they asked me for a, medicine which would take
the habit away.

21.541. In the first 20 years of your zenana ex-
perience, the opium habit did not intrude itself on
your attention ?—Not very much, but I certainly saw
cases. I did not know it was smoked until six or
seven years ago.

21.542. I am speaking of the habit of eating and
drinking opium ? —I knew it was taken.

21.543. It had not intruded itself on your attention ?—I heard several times of children dying from the
effects of it. A friend of mine, an English°gentleman
lost his baby. The ayah gave hia child an overdose.'A great many native children are given it. I have
heard that, and I have seen many water men and
khansamas and servants taking it, but I had no idea
it was so hurtful.

The witness withdrew.

Lieut.-Colonel H. B. Abbott recalled and further examined.

21,544. (CliJ'irmiAii) I believe you have a document
that you desire to place before the Commission?—Yes.
I request permission to hand in a kharita* (with
translation), addressed by His Highness the Maha-
rawal of Banswara to the address of the Secretary of
the Bojal Commissinn, received after my summarv
had been drawn up, expressing His Highness's view's

regarding prohibition and forwarding a claim for

Es. 1,69,088 annual loss to the State and subjects of
Banswara. I have not had the opportunity of
examining the figures and can therefore make no

* See Appendix V. to this volume.

remark on the reasonableness of the claim. I also

Karauli
'"^ ^ ^^''"*'' ^"""^ ^^^ ^i^^araja of

21 .545. (Mr. Wilson.) With reference to your state-ments m regard to theMeywar statistics, I should beglad to know whether they are compiled from thestatements that have come from the States ?-.Thev arecompiled from the figures sent by the States.

21,546. In your first statement you have given thevalue to the money-lending classes at Rs 1 65 000 •

in whose evidence does that statement appear P—Inthe evidence of Nathuji. He stated that there were
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500 chests at Rs. 330 per chest, bringing the amount
up to Ks. 1,65,000.

21.547. That is what you call the rural merchant
who advances the money ; in the one case you call him
a money-lender and in the other a merchant ?—I have
Raid, " the money-lending classes."' The small traders
are those who deal directly with the cultivators, in
contra-distinction to the large merchants who carry on
the trade in opium.

21.548. You speak of the money-lending classes as
supporting the cultivators ?—Tes.

21, .549. We have generally regarded the cultivators
as supporting the money-lenders ; I suppose you mean
that it is mutual P—I think the cultivators look to the
money-lenders as supporters ; they covild not get on
without them.

21.550. With regard to the figures Es. 6,98,735 as the
value of opium to the State, where does that item
occur ?—In the Meywar statement.

21.551. May I ask if this is your compilation P

—

Tes.

21.552. Are we relying on you, or are you quoting
from the statements that you have received P—I am
quoting thoir statements entirely.

21,.553. From the information furnished to you which
is comprised in these papers P—Yes, that is so through-
out.

21 ,554. What is the meaning of the phrase " alienated
lands " P—It means land which does not give revenue
to the State. It is alienated for some reason or other.
Some lands are given in charity, some are given on
religious grounds, some are given for service, some
belong to members of the ruling family. The revenue
of all these lands goes to the holders, and not to the
State ; they are alienated from the general jevenue of
the State.

21,.'J.55. We have had gentlemen who are called
Jagirdars, Talukdars, and other designations ; are they
the holders of these alienated lands ?—They are one
class of holders.

21,656. Their estates are included in these alienated
lands ?—Yes.

21,557. With regard to the Meywar statistics, do I

understand that the statements are a sumn^ary of
information furnished to you, as for instance, when you
say, " it is considered necessary " ?—I take it from their

statements.

21.568. It is rather a summarising of the evidence ?

—Yes.

21.559. Not so much your own opinion ?—It is based
entirely on information received from the States. I
did not express my opinion on these.

21.560. Your own views are given in your general
statement ? — My personal views are given at the
end.

21.561. I see that you are described as being "on
special duty " p—Yes.

21,.'>62. Is that special duty the preparation of
evidence for this Commission ?—Collecting evidence,
compiling it, and putting it into shape.

21,663. Will yon tell us in what way it has been
obtained?*—Questions were framed and sent to the
States as a sort of guide for collecting evidence. They
collected evidence in ways that I am not acquainted
with, because I cannot say what occurred on the spot.

I have heai'd that they mostly formed local committees,
and called up persons who were best acquainted with
the different parts of the subject, and put questions to

them, and their answers were compiled into statements.
Those statements are the statements that have been
compiled here, and have been read before the Com-
mission.

21.564. I have no doubt you are aware that in several

instances the phraseology of difl'erent witnesses is

absolutely the same P—Very likely.

21.565. Could you explain how that is likely to have
occurred ?—Probably they said much the same thing.

I was not on the spot to see, but I think that is a

reasonable explanation.

• Tho qucsticiis issued liy Lieut.-Col. Abbott with the connccled

correspondence will be found in Appendix IV. to this volume.

21,366. You were asked before whether you put in a
Ust of questions that have been submitted to some of
these people, and you have handed in a paper with a
manuscript list of tho questions. T have understood
that the list circulated was in print P—Yes.

21.567. May I ask why we did not have the copy in
print ?—The questions were printed on the same piper
as a note .which forms part of the demi-official corre-
spondence which I have been directed not to present,
as it would be contrary to the standing orders. That
is the reason why I had to present it in manuscript.

21.568. (ChoArman.) In the papers you have laid
before us 1 observe that you put in a memorandum,
which is practically a, covering letter, giving us a
synopsis of all particulars sent in by the different
States, and then with each separate statement there is

a notice of the view taken by the Political Officer ofthe
figures submitted by the Governments of these different
States. Will you kindly tell me what is the position of
this Political Offioar, is h? an officer of the Civil
Service P—Yes, of the Civil and Military Services.

21.569. Is there a Political Officer for each State p

—

Not for each State. Sometimes for a group of States
and sometimes for a single State.

21.570. It appears to me that the Political Officer

whoever he is, being an official of the Grovcrnment,
seems, on the whole, lo have endeavoured, according
to his lights, to take an independent view of the
statistics, and to have made remarks not necessarily
on one side. I observe in regard to the Meywar
statistics it is stated that '' the Resident is of opinion
" that the figures for compensation as detailed above
" are approximately correct and near the mark." In
the case of Dungarpore statistics there are no remarks.
In regard to the Pertabgarh statistics " the Political
" Officer is of opinion that tho loss as estimated for
" wages of labourers is rather complicated, and does
' not seem to be clearly expressed." In reference to

the Tonk statistics, " the Political Officer is of opinion
" that the estimate of compensation is made with great
" care, and is reasonable, and i3 as accurate as at pre-
" sent cauba ascertained," and he seems to be advising
the Commission wnen he says :

" The claims for loss to
" cultivators and traders are, however, stated to be
" exaggerated." As to the Jhallawar statistics, "the
" Political Officer considers that it would be difficult
" to over-estimate the injury to Jhallawar." In refer-

ence to the Kotah statistics, " the Political Officfer is of
" opinion that the immediate and non-recurring loss to
" States' subjects is perhaps an over-gloomy estimate."
In regard to the Bundi statistics, " the Political Officer
" considers the Durbar's estirtiates of the loss, direct
" and indirect, both to itself and its subjects as
" accurate as it is possible to make them under existing
" circumstances"; suggesting that we must take
whatever is said to us with some considerable reserve.

As to the Shahpura statistics, it is stated :
" the claim

" for compensation under the various heads put in by
" the chiefship has been examined by the Political
" Officer, and he considers that so far as it refers to
" direct loss it is in accordance with the best infor-
" mation at present available." That is, he assumes,
that all the indirect losses are hypothesis. In the case

of the Kishengurh and Jeypore statistics there are no
remarks. In the case of the Karauli and Dholpur
it is expressly stated that the Political Officer has not
stated his opinion. With reference to the Bikanir
statistics, " the Political Officer considers the comjien-
" sation claimed for the States and on account of
" internal trade as fair, but that for the foreign trade
" decidedly under the mark, that the loss altogether
" would be a very serious one, and unless full com-
" pensation was given both the States and its inhabi-
" tants would sutfer very severely." As to Jaisalmir,
" the Political Officer considers the estim ate for compen-
" sation to be reasonable." As to Marwar, " the Political

" Officer is of opinion that the loss in revenue shown by
" the Durbar is not only reasonalile, but is, if any-
" thing, estimated below what it might actually lose

" under the circumstances contemplated." With
regard to Sirohi, " the Political Officer is of opinion
" that the Durbar has estimated its loss at quite an
'• outside figure " P—I may say with regard to Marwar
that in the item "prospective loss in the customs

revenue " the word " prospective " should be omitted.

21,571. May I take it from you that it was your wish,

when you put in these figures, that we should take

due note of the remarks of the Political Officers, which,

in a considerable number of cases, suggest that if this

I 4

Lieut.-Col.

U. B. AbhoH.
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were to be dealt with as a matter of business, you
would have to keep a pretty sharp look-out, lest you
might be subject to overcharge ?—Yes, it is like sending
in a claim " errors excepted."

21,572. (Mr. Wilson.) Would you have any objection

to state the names of the Political Oflioers ?—None. I

will hand in the list. It is as follows :

—

Meywar, Lieut.-Ool. WylUe ; Pratapgarh, Oapt.

Pinhey; Tonk, Pundi, Shahpura, Lieut.-Ool. Thorn-
ton ; Jhallawar, Mr. G. Irwin ; Kotah, Capt. Herbert

;

Jaipur and Kishengarb, Ool. Peacock ; Kerauli and
Dholpur, Lieut.-Ool. Martelli ; Marwar, Jaisalmir and
Sirohi, Lieut.-Col. Abbott; Bikanir, Mr. 0. Bayley.

21,573. (Mr. Fanshawe.) "With reference to the

remark as to money-lenders supporting cultivators, is

not the initial necessity for a loan in this country on

the part of the cultivator ?—Yes.

21, .574. In the conditions in which agriculture is

carried on in this country, unless the cultivator,

generally speaking, could get a loan he could not

cultivate P—In most cases.

21,57-5. You are not yourself prepared to express any

general opinion as to the weight to be given to these

claims on the part of the money-lenders ?—I would

rather not say more than I have Raid in my summary.

It is a matter that requires deep investigation.

The witness withdrew.

(Lord Brassey here vacated the chair, which was taken by Mr. Mowbray.)

Thakur Sawai
Singhji.

{Kishengarh
State.)

TriAKUR Sawai Singhji called in and

21.576. (Mr. Mowbray.) Tou are one of the leading
nobles and first class Tazimi Sirdars of the Kish-
engarb State p—Yes.

21.577. What have you to tell us with regard to the
cultivation and use of opium in your State ?—If the
cultivation of the poppy were stopped barley would
take its place. The revenue rate on poppy is Bs. 16 8a.

per acre, whereas the equivalent of the Baj or
Jagirdar's share of barley is about Bs. 10 or Bs. 11

per acre. There would thus be a loss of revenue of

about six rupees per acre. We Jagirdars charge
no customs duties. There will be a diminution in the
collection of the cess on oil-presses to Jagirdars
owing to the disappearance of the poppy seed, which is

at present procurable for expressing oil for domestic
use. In my caste, more tharf half the men above '10

years of age and about one-fourth of those below 40 are

habitual consumers. As to other castes, there are
about one-fourth or one-fifth of them who take opium.
About 40 per cent, of Bajput women use opium, and
commence using it either when they become widows or
have some ailment. Opium is given to children below
three years of age as a rule, as it keeps them in good
health and softens the severity of small-pox. About 16
per cent, of the consumers use it to excess, but they are
not of worst type. Opium is taken twice a day, and
an average moderate dose is 15 or 16 grains. The
following are the special occasions and purposes for

which it is taken :—betrothals, marriages, festive occa-

sions, ber banana or making up of disputes and
difi'erences, birth of a male child, holi, dassera, diwali
and other festivals, harvest time and half-yearly
assessment of revenue demand, mourning ceremonies,
H. H's condolence visit in recognition of a successor to

a deceased, when going on an expedition, in battle or in

fatigue, in grief as a sustainer and for cold and other
diseases, as a substitute for drinking which is sometimes
given up on religious principles, and sometimes on
account of its pernicious efl"eots. Opium is absolutely
necessary in ceremonies connected with betrothal, recon-
ciliation of enemies, and recognition of succession and
before starting on an expeditioi;. The use of opium in

moderation produces exhilaration, acts as a tonic,

increases energy and power of endurance, and is benefi-

cial. If opium could not be procured except as
medicine, it would cause great hardship to consumers.

examined (through an interpreter).

Excessive consumers would die in great numbers, and
some would take to other intoxicants like liquor, ganja,

charas, or arsenic, dhatura, and other poisons. Certain

ceremonies would be afl'ected, while above all great

general discontent would be caused, as the use of opium
is so general in all castes, and is a household remedy
both for the people and their cattle. I myself found

opium useful in curing me of my piles when I was 30

years of age, and of another severe ailment nine years

ago. I am now quite healthy and strong.

21.578. Are you a Jagirdar P—Yea.

21.579. Is the revenue rate on poppy the same on
Khalsa land as on Jagir land P—The same rate

prevails.

21.580. {Mr. Fanslume.) Will you tell us what cess is

charged on oil-presses Ijy Jagirdars P—Each oil-

presser has to pay two chatties of oil and half an anna
each time he presses.

21.581. Has the use of opium among the Bajputs in

Kishengarb State been increasing or decrcusing of late

so far as you know p—It has increased lately.

21.582. (Mr. PcK'Se.) Is it considered a bad habit for

young men to take opium p—We do not approve of a

young man taking opium.

21.583. What is the effect of opium upon the 15 per
cent, of consumers who use it to excess ?—They grow
lazy.

21,584.. You state that the average moderate dose is

15 or 16 grains—is that the result of enquiry or your
own general impression ; and is it pure opium ?—They
take 15 or 16 grains of pure opium. I came to this

conclusion after enquiry.

21.585. Is the dose taken twice a day P—Moderate
consumers take 15 or 16 grains of opium twice a day.

21.586. Do you consider 32 grains a day a moderate
quantity to take P—Excessive consumers are those who
take 40 grains a day—three or four mashas P

21.587. (Mr. Moiohray.) Are you a consumer of
opium yourself at the present time ?—I am an habitual
consumer, I take a grain at a time.

21.588. Is that twice a, day ?—Yes, altogether two
grains a day.

The witness withdrew.

Jtao Bahadur
Si/am Sundar
Lall, B.A.
{Kishengarh

State.)

Bag Bahaddk Syam Sundae, Lall, B.A., called in and examined.

21.589. (Mr. Mowhray.) You are a member of the
State Council of Kishengarb, and you appear before
ns to represent the views of the Durbar of Kishengarb
with regard to the opium question P—Yes.

21.590. We shall be glad to hear what you have to

say upon the subject ?—Judging from the enquiries
made from the representatives of the various castes and
communities, and from the census of opium consumers
of some selected Tahsils, it would appear that the
habitual use of opium is more prevalent among Bajputs
than others, and that the general average proportion of
consumers to the total population of this State may be
fairly put down at 20 per cent. Prom an examina-
tion my appended tabular statement of the Bajput,
Khas Ohauki Irregular Infantry, at Kishengarb, it

would appear that :—58 per cent, are below 30 years
of age, 25 per cent, are between 30 and 40, and 17 per
cent, are above 40. Of these 15 per cent, are consumers

of whom 7 per cent, are below 30 years of age, 41 per
cent, are between 30 and 40 years, and 52 per cent, are
above 40 years of age. Of the Musalman soldiers 28
per cent, are consumers, and are all above 40. The
above results would also bear out the general average
of 20 per cent., as in the said Ohauki there is a pre-
ponderance of young men below 30 years, among whom
only one out of 60 is an opium eater. Excess is decidedly
injurious, but is fortunately very rare, being found in
only about 5 per cent, of the consumers. Opium
smoking is both injurious and disreputable; but there
are hardly any opium smokers in Kishengarb. The
habitual use of opium as a luxury is also harmful ; it
is, however, limited in extent, and confined to a few
young men among Bajputs and some other well-to-do
classes— all other consumers using it as a necessity,
and with benefit too, whether it be for the sustenance
of energy in the decline of life, for the suppression or
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prevention of bodily ailments, or for warding off the
effects of exposure and for enduring hard work. I have
known several instances of the habitual use of opium
giving permanent relief from epileptic fits. It is a
universal practice in this part of the country to give
minute doses of opium to children of all classes and
castes up to three years of age. There are many,
particularly among the labouring classes, who use it

only during the cold weather for the sake of their

health and give it up for the rest of the year. The
labouring classes regard opium as a great help in their

work, and would be rendered less capable of doing hard
work or resisting exposure without it. Among them,
the harder the nature of their work, the greater and
more frequent the resort to opium ; e.g., Dhobis, Regars,
Ohamars, use it more than Malis, Gujars, Khatiks,
or Masons. Opium consumers are generally quiet and
inoffensive, whilst it is proverbial that liquor is the

mother of quarrels and crime. The inoiiensiveness of

the abuse of opium is also borne out by the fact that of

all the criminals admitted into the Kishengarh Jail

during the last few years, only six percent, were opium
eaters, the yearly averages ranging between 5'3 and 6'7

per cent. In one respect, opium m.ay be said to increase

crime, and that is in oases of suicide among females, in

which opium comes very handy. Suicides are, however,
very rare. Liquor is prohibited by both the Hindu and
Mohamedan religions and is in disrepute. It is,

moreover, more expensive, and consequently less

accessible to the poorer classes, than opium ; whilst

excessive indulgence in it is more harmful and fatal

than excessive opium eating. Accordingly, in many
instances, people give up liquor and take to opium as a
substitute on physical, economic, or religious grounds.
Ablutions, fasts, and general disregard of the rules of

hygiene in the exercise of piety and devotion, are the
characteristic features of the present orthodox Hindu
religion, and these generally lead the more devout, and
those in religious orders, to the use of opium to ward
off the effects of exposure and privation. There are

many social and political ceremonies in which the use
or tr'eat of opium is either customary or essential ; e.g.,

betrothal. This ceremony has come to be called the amal
ha dastwr or opium ceremony, from the fact that the

ceremony is not held to be complete unless the bride-

groom or his father or guardian has partaken of the

opium ofiered by the bride's father. In fact, opium
taking is as essential a, part of betrothal as the phera or

seven perambulations round the sacred fire are for the
marriage ceremony. Adoption, succession, mourn-
ing, reconciliation of enemies, festivities and
festivals. Opium is a household remedy, and is also

largely used in the treatment of cattle diseases. It is

very commonly given to horses, bullocks, when they
are fatigued or making forced marches. The prohibi-

tion of the cultivation and trade of opium would mean
serious pecuniary loss to the cultivating and manu-
facturing classes, as well as to the Durbar and Jagirdars

(as has been dealt with in detail in the accompanying
memorandum). The prohibition of its use would cause

great hardship to infants and consumers, and would
lead to the use of either liquor or arsenic, dhatura, and
such other poisons. Such prohibitive measures would
be very difiicult to enforce, and involve unduly heavy
expenditare. It is, moreover, calculated to give rise to

general agitation and grave discontent. Under such
circumstances the Durbar would not consider it either

expedient or necessary to adopt prohibitive measures.

21.591. Your general conckision is that the Durbar
does not consider it either expedient or necessary to

take prohibitive measures ?—Yes.

21.592. You wish to hand in a memorandum showing

the various heads under which loss will accrue, and
also a tabular statement giving the number of opium
eaters in the Raj Khas Ohauki Irregular Infantry at

Kishengarh ?—Yes.

21.593. You estimate the loss to the State by
diminution of land revenue as Rs. 671 on the Khalsa

land aiid Es. 4.55 on the Jagir land ?—Yes.

21.594. What would be the loss in customs duties ?

—

Es. 8,626.

21.595. What would be the loss in excise ?—
Es. 1,800.

21.596. You say, " Fees for licences for wholesale and

retail vendors of opium,'' how long has that regulation

been in force that licences must be obtained before a

person can sell opium i'—Nearly two years.

21.597. There is another item of Es. 3,780 loss from

other taxes, how is that made up ?—Rs. 2,880 represents

O 82588.

Mapa duties on total quantity of poppy seeds, and Rs.
900 is the moiety of the cess levied on the oil-presses in
Kishengarh.

21,698. You estimate the cost of revision of
revenue and customs rates at Rs. 1,000 ?—Yes.

21.599. That is a non-recurring figure ?—Yes.

21.600. What do you estimate the expense of prohibitive
measures?—Es. 3,600.

21.601. What do you consider comes under the head
of prohibitive measures?—The cost of an establish-
ment to prevent anybody growing poppy, and to see
that opium is not smuggled into the State.

21.602. Neither grown in it nor smuggled into it

from outside ?—That is so.

21.603. What do you estimate the loss to cultivators
at P—The loss to cultivators would be Es. 35,208, and
to field labourers Es. 3,163.

21.604. You state that the loss to oil-presses would
be Rs. 6,000, are those the people engaged in the trade
apart from the State ?— They are the oil
manufacturers.

21.605. Apart from the profit which the State
derives from the taxation of the industry p—Yes.

21.606. You have estimated the loss to traders at
Rs. 131,200, that is a recurring loss, and you estimate
the opium stock which would remain unsaleable
at Rs. 80,000, so that the total amount would be
Rs. 211,203.

21.607. Is there much opium grown in Kishengarh P

—-Not much.
21.608. Where does the large item for compensation

to export traders come from P—Our traders deal in
opium ; it is not all home produce. They have shops
all over the country, and they are engaged in the
opi\im trade. The principal firms are at Kishengarh,
and their branches are at Rajputana, Bombay, and
Malwa.

21.609. The grand total of loss would amount to Rs.
351,103 ?—Yes.

21.610. {Mr. Fanshawe.) You state in the memorandum
that you have lately had a census of habitual opium eaters
of the Sarwar Pargana, what kind of census was that r

—

It was a census to ascertain the ratio of opium eaters to
the whole population, and it was found to be 75 per
thousand.

21.611. Do you think you can ascertain the real
truth by such a census ? — Yes, approximately of
course. It was a census to get a rough idea of the
proportion.

21.612. Thakur Sawai Singhji told us that in his
opinion two daily doses of 15 grains each would be a
moderate dose, do you think he meant that, speaking
generally, men of his class may take that quantity of
opium without doing harm to themselves p—I should
think 10 grains would be a moderate dose.

21.613. Twice a day, 10 grains would be a moderate
dose among the Rajputs ?—Yes.

21.614. You mean by "moderate" a dose such as
would be commonly taken among Rajputs?—Yes.

21.615. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do all the other
castes take the same quantity ?—No, lesser quantities.

21.616. What do they take ?—I have made enquiries,

and find they take six or seven grains at a time.

21.617. You are not willing to adopt prohibitive

measures either with regard to the growth of poppy or
the consumption of opium ?—No.

21.618. If the Groverument offered you compensation
for your losses, would you then adopt prohibition p

—

No.

21,619. You do not wish to take compensation ?—We
have not set forth the losses with the view of taking

compensation.

21.620. JSio compensation would satisfy you or induce

you to prohibit the growth of poppy and manufacture

of opium ?—No.

21.621. {Mr. Wilson.) You have referred to the Khas
Chauki Irregular Infantry ; what do you mean by
Khas Ohauki ?—It is a special body-guard.

21.622. What is their total strength ? — Three
hundred and thirty-two.

21.623. Altogether 53 men of that body-guard take

opium ?—Yes.

K

Rao Bahadur
Syam Sundar
Lall.B.A.

(^Kishengarh
State.)
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Rao Bahadur 21,624. Are the remainder of the men, those who do
Syam Sundar

Lall, B.A.
(^Kishengarh

State.')

3 Feb. 1894.

not take opium, any the worse for not taking it ?—They
are not any the worse.

21.625. Are the men who take it any the better ?

—

These men, I find on enquiry, have taken to opium as

a necessity.

21.626. They are chiefly elderly men ?—Yes, there
are very few young nien who take opium, only one out
of 60 among the men under 30 years of age.

21.627. You have no wish to see the number
increased?—No, in fact, about 25 or 30 years ago
His Highness's father issued an order that the men of

the Khas Chauki were not to commence taking opium
without permission. The permission was generally

given to men after the age of 40, or, in case of some
ailment, it was given earlier. Since that time there

have been fewer opium eaters in the Khas Chauki than
formerly. The restriction is not in force now.

21.628. You do not think it is good for young men P

—No.
21.629. That is your individual opinion, and also the

opinion of the Durbar ?—Yes.

21.630. Do you think it is a good thing to give doses

of opium to children p—The practice is universal. I

think it need not be given unless it be occasionally

given in cold weather. It does good in the cold weather.

21.631. You say the labouring classes are less capable

of doing hard work without opium p—Yes.

21.632. Do you ihink those who do not take it suffer ?

—Not if they have no hard work to do. If they have
to do very hard work they require something of this

sort, whether it be opium or some other stimulant.

21.633. Do you mean regularly or occasionally under
special circumstances ?—Occasionally, under special

circumstances, whenever they have to undergo any
great strain.

The witness withdrew.

Pundit
Jeyshunher
Nursi Ram
( l^ungarpur

State.]

PusDiT Jetshunker Nuksi Kam. called and examined (through an interpreter).

21.634. (Mr. Mowbray.) You are aMotamidof H.H. the

Maharawal of Dungarpurp—Yes.

21.635. What is a Motamid p—Chief officer.

21.636. You have been deputed to come here and
give information with regard to opium in your State P

—Yes.

21.637. We shall be glad to hear what you have to

tell us P—The land for poppy cultivation is 2,285 acres,

28 gunthas, and 9 annas, equal to 4,000 bighas (khalsa

1,714 acres, 11 gunthas, 9 annas, and jaglr 571 acres, 17

gunthas). The land in which 1^ sai (24 seers) of wheat
is sown is equal to a bigha. If bighas go to an acre.

Expenses for cultivation of opium and wheat per acre

are as under :

Item. Opium. Wheat.

(1.) Cultivator's own labour, bullocks,
manure, watch, &c.

(3.) Hired labour -

(3.) Payment to money lenders on
account of interest and seeds.

(4.) Carpenter, Ac, menials

(5.) Land revenue

Total

Es. A. P.
17 14

Es. A. P.
6 11 2

13 4
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Dmacharan
Mukhyopad-

hya.

( Dholpur
'
State.)

3 Feb. 1 894.

UmachjVKan MnKHTOPADHYA Called in examined.

21.653. (Mr. Mowbray.) You are settlement officer of
Dholpur ?—Tes.

21.654. Are you deputed here to represent the
Dholpur State before this Commission ?—Yes.

21.655. We shall be glad to hear what you have to
tell us with regard to the question before this
Commission?—The nature of my official work has
brought me specially during the last five years in con-
tact with all classes of people in this State, from the
peasantry and the labouring community to the gentry ;

Hindus and Muhammadans. I have also been for

sometime chief judge of the State, and as such have
come across the litigant and criminal sections of the
population. As household officer of His Highness the
Maharaj Rana, I have for years known also the priestly
and personal servant classes. My experience of the
eastern parts of Bajputana extends over the last 17
years. I may be allosred to remark in the beginning
that opium has been for ages an established institution
in the country. It has come to be looked upon as the
chief factor in some social customs and usages through-
out Bajputana. For instance, it is customary among
the Rajputs at the betrothal ceremony technically
called Amal ka Beohar, that the bridegroom should eat
or drink opium oifered by the bride's party. The
whole company afterwards drinks the drug by turn out
of the palm of the host. The extent to which opium
has got itself wound up with the daily avocations of
the people as a tradition will be realised from the fact
that among the Thakurs and other high castes it is

invarably seen that before beginning a letter, a prayer
is expressed on top of it, asking the addressee to take
on the writer's account, double the quantity of his
daily allowance. The words are, if addressed to a
superior, " Manohar ki amal mave se duna levasi or
arogjo." I candidly believe that before the appoint-
ment of the Royal Commission the attention of the
natives had never been directed to the use of opium,
whether for good or for bad as a general question]
except its preparations chandu and madak, which have
been both regarded always with disrespect. In my
humble opinion, apart from a financial view of the
question, it would be highly impolitic to prohibit by
legislation the production and use of opium for other
than medical purposes in Rajputana. There exists no
justification for such enactment, nor is it called for by
the present conditions of the communities using the
drug. No evils on a large scale affecting society or
the Government have been traced to the use of opium.
Besides, any such prohibition is sure to create dis-
content and disaffection very largely, and may also bo
regarded as a prelude to further interference with social
customs and individual diet. I will now deal with
figures for this State. The area under poppy growth
for five years i.e., 1889-1893 for Dholpur is 407 acres
and for Sir Mutlra (an alienated piece of Dholpur
regarding revenue matters) 934 acres, total of both
being 1,341 acres. I leave out the decimals. The
variations from year to year are very striking. The
year 1890 shows 317 acres for Dholpur, the figure for
the preceding year being only 16 acres. So with Sir
Muttra the areas for 1890 and 1891 being 419 acres and
38 acres respectively. All these figures are arrived at
by survey as recorded at land settlement. The total
yield of Dholpur including Sir Muttra for these five
years is put down at 360 maunds, five seers, two
chittaks British weight. The average yield per acre is
10 seers, 11 chittaks. The average yearly income
from excise to the State calculating on the aforesaid
five years is Rs. 1,180. 3a. 3p. Customs and transit duty
average, Rs. 730 Oa. 9p. and land revenue average, Rs
1,206 2a. lOp. The total revenue derived from opium
annually by the State is Rs. 3,116 6a. lOp. to which is
to be added the revenue realised by Sir Muttra, viz.,
Rs. 4,185 9a. 7p., the two together amonntin" to
Rs. 7,302 Oa. 5p. This represents in round figures the
amount of compensation the Government would have
to pay to this State yearly if the cultivation of lioppy
was by law stopped. Of coui se, accurate figures will
be supplied through the proper channel, and the ques-
tion further gone into in details regarding the actual lossm the land revenue from suppression of opium cultiva-
tion, being the difference in assessment rates of poppy
and other crops which will take its place, if prohibition
IS finally decided upon by the Government of India
The five years mentioned above give an average oon-
su^iption of only 3 maunds, 12 seers, and 3 chittaks

per annum for Dholpur, the male population of which
being 158,047 souls gives an average of about 12 grains

per head yearly. I have excluded women, as there is

no consumption among them to speak of. Sir Muttra
is left out, as I have no figures at hand to deal with.

In Dholpur the parganas of Bari and Baeeri grow
poppy now. Rajakbera has given it up owing per-

haps to the uncertainty of the profits. All the opium
grown in this State is generally bought up by B'arauli

traders, and along with the quantity grown in Karauli
for export finds its way to the Malwa Opium Agency
paying transit duty at the Dholpur Customs House.
The quantity thus exported during the last five years
amounted to 1,322 maunds, 20 seers or an average of

264 maunds, 20 seers per year. Opium is eaten or
drunk as a rule, and rarely smoked in this State. I

need not enter into the details of how the preparations
called chandu and madak are made and smoked. The
processes are, I believe, much the same throughout
India. No license is given to sell opium for smoking
purposes, as the selling of chandu and madak has
years since been made penal in this State unlike
British territories. Sometimes opium is dissolved in

water and drunk as well as the decoction is used of
poppy heads the crude opium of which has not been
extracted. The tender leaves of the plant are some-
times eaten as vegetable, and the seeds called post-dana
are made into a kind of sweet pastry and eaten. The
dry stem is used as fuel. Opium eaters come from
all classes of the people, high and low, excepting the
peasantry in Dholpur

;
pre-eminently Gujars, Minas,

Brahmins (who, unlike the general usage in Bengal,
till the soil in Rajputana) Golapurabs, Lodhas,
Kachhis, &c. In fact they use no stimulant habitually,
barring tobacco. Immoderate consumers of opium in

any shape are rare in this State. It is often the custom
among Kayasths and other castes as well to give small
doses of opium daily to infants until they are six or
seven years old, in order, it is alleged, to prevent them
catching cold. Among Hindus, I guess, 10 per cent, of

the adult male population use opium, and among
Thakurs, i.e., Rajputs 20 per cent. The percentage
among Musalmans may be slightly higher

;
young

men between 20 and 25 also contracting the habit.
Men above 40 years old think it beneficial to take the
drug habitually, saying that it dries up the bad
humours of the body and prolongs life. It is also said
by the consumers to act as a general stimulant to the
brain and the muscles. 1 have often seen kahar classes
take opium before beginning a journey with a palki
and passenger on their shoulders. As to crime there
is no record in this State to show that it has been
attributed solely to opium, not even petty thefts have
come to my knowledge. Opium is not considered to
affect the morals of the consumer. Those that use
chandu and madak show signs of deterioration in the
physique. I am strongly of opinion that opium has
done no harm whatsoever to the population of Dholpur.
The habit is not easy to shake off, and any prohibition
of the growth of poppy would be a most difficult task.
If opium was prohibited, alcohol would take its place
or perhaps the hemp-drugs. As it is, Rajputs are
addicted both f o opium and alcohol ; their women using
the latter only. Opium is offered to a visitor as a
cigarette or cheroot is in an English family. Hence
this drug is looked upon as an article of general
consumption.

_
21 ,656. There seems to be a very remarkable varia-

tion in the area under poppy from year to year, how
do you explain that?—I think it is owing to the
uncertainty of the profits to the traders that they do
not advance money. I have mentioned that Raja-
khera has given the cultivation up, perhaps owing' to
the uncertainty of the profits.

21.657. Do you mean uncertainty of yield ?—I mean
there is no profit to the traders in the long run.

21.658. What do you attribute that to ?—To the fall in
price of opium. Traders are not alwaj's certain as to
the prices they will get, so that they will not advance
money to the cultivators as regularly as they otherwise
would.

21.659. The cultivators cannot grow without the
advances ?— They do not care to cultivate without
advances.

21.660. You say that there will be a loss of land
revenue

; is there a special rate on poppy land, or
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whatP—The rate which prevails in Dholpur differs

according to the constitution of the land. The highest
rate is Rb. 12 per acre. This includes either poppy
cultivation or sugar cane.

21.661. In the particular district you have mentioned,
where the cultivation is not now carried on, has the
land revenue been reduced ?—No.

21.662. Why do you estimate that there woild be a
great reduction on the land revenue in other parts if in

one particular part where it is voluntarily given up, no
reduction is made ?—The State demand on. land where
they grow poppy is Rs. 12 on an average per acre.

Poppy generally brings in something more than Es. 12

to the zemindars, the intermediate class of people
between the State and the cultivators.

21.663. Ton say you believe that before the appoint-

ment of the Royal Commission the attention of the

natives had never been directed to the use of opium
whether for good or for bad. We have been told several

times by witnesses that they never heard people in

Rajputana speak in favour of opium. Do you think
that until this question came up it did not occur to

them to speak of it either favourably or unfavourably,
that they regarded it as a matter of course ?—Tes.

21.664. (Mr. Fanshawe.) You state that the selling of

chandu and madak has been made penal for some
years past, have you been succcssfol do you think in

preventing the use entirely in Dholpur P—Tes, except-

ing in one or two families where they use it, we have
succeeded.

21.665. At any rate, you think the use of it has been
largely restricted ?—Yes.

21.666. Have you a fixed land revenue settlement P

—

Yes, we have had one for 12 years.

21.667. What is your revenue demand on poppy
laud?—The State demand of revenue is regulated
according to the class of soil.

21.668. What is the State revenue on the class of soil

which you call poppy laud ?—Rs. 12 an acre.

21.669. What did you mean by saying that the
zamindar wjuld lose P — The zamindar is an inter-

mediate man between the State and the cultivators, he
collects the rent and is paid 5 per cent, theoretically
for the collection.

21.670. The zamindars in your State are not land-
holders P—No, except the chief one.

21.671. They are a special class who collect rent?

—

Yes.

21,67J. What are tliey paid P—Theoreticall}- 5 per
cent.

21.673. You say you have not reduced the revenue
demand in the places where poppy cultivation has
stopped ; I do not understand how you arrive at the
loss ?—If poppy cultivation were stopped the zamindars
would losO their percentage.

21.674. You mean the money that the State pays
for collecting P—No. It is not strictly 5 per cent., the
zamindars collect the rent from the cultivators and
the cultivators pay Rs. 20 to the zamindars. We have
calculated at that rate.

21,67.5. The rates charged by the zamindars would
have to be reduced if poppy cultivation were stopped P—Yes.

21,676. Therefore they could not pay the Rs. 12
revenue to the State P—That is so.

21,077. The State consequently would have to reduce
the demand P—Yes, to Rs 7 or 8.

21.678. Have you any number of Rajputs in Dholpur P—Yes, a laige number.

21.679. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Is Dholpur an
independent State ?—Yes.

21.680. And, therefore, the British laws are not
enforceable in that State ?—No.

21.681. You say " if the cultivation is stopped by
law"

;
you mean an imperative order?—Yes.

21.682. You mean that unless tue British G-overn-
ment issued an imperial order you are not inclined to

stop poppy cultivation P—No.
21.683. You are not prepared to accept compensation

for the loss unless the British Government issue
compulsory orders P—No.

21.684. (Mr. Pease.) Do you draw any distinction
between the injury done by eating and drinking opium ?

—It is the same.

21.685. Or between taking opium in these different

preparations ?—There is no difference, they all have
the same effect.

21.686. You have a strong feeling against the
smoking of opium P—Yes.

21.687. That is the feeling throughout the State?—
Yes.

21.688. (Mr. Mowbray.) Have you actually impiisoned
people for selling madak or chandu p—We have not
imprisoned them, but they have been fined.

21.689. Are there many cases P—No. There used to

be five or six years ago. There were five or six cases
for selling madak or chandu to smoke on the premises.

21.690. (Sir William Boherts.) When the practice of

smoking chandu was more prevalent, "vias it confined
to the lower classes P —No, some high-class Musalmans
used to smoke chandu, and also the Jats, and some
Brahmins.

21.691. Did they smoke it in the same way as the
Chinamen p—Yes, they have a sort of pipe. They put
a flame into the pipe and smoke from it.

21.692. Is there a difference between madak and
chandu smoking ?—Yes.

21.693. In your remarks just now you referred to

chandu smoking P—Yes.

21.694. Have you any personal knowledge of the
injurious results from chandu smoking?—There is a
clerk in my office who smokes chandu at home. He is

very lazy, and altogether looks very haggard.

21.695. Is that the only case j'ou have noticed?—

I

have noticed three or four cases.

21.696. It makes them lazy ?—Yes.

21.697. Much more thaa eating opium P--Yes, much
more.

Utnactlaran

Mnhhyopad-
hya.

(^Dholpur

State.)

3 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

MuNSHi Bhola Nath Kamdae called in and examined.

21.698. (Mr. Mowbray.) You are chief revenue and
administrative officer of Shahpura ?— I'es.

21.699. You have a statement to submit to us with
reference to the cultivation of poppy in your State ?

—

Yes. The annual statements submitted to the agency
will clearly show that tho cultivation of poppy daring

the last five years only was very limited and much less

than what has been in the previous years. The reasons

assigned for it are as follows. The irregular fall of rain

in 1889 which was very unfavourable to the poppy crop

which being damaged yielded but a poor produce. In

1890 and 1891 there were arought and famine. The
insufficiency of water in wells and the urgent want of

fodder for cattle forced the cultivators to sow barley in

the irrigated area of poppy cultivation. In 1892 the

excessive loss in the preceding two years of cattle, and
the want of the advances resulting from the failure of

poppy crop during the last three years made the culti-

vators incapable of cultivating the whole of the poppy

soil. The rise in the value of food grain during the

years in question, and the sudden successive fall of

value of opium. The scarcity of forage duiing the last

three years being an important reason of substituting

barley for poppy. In order to give a fair idea of the

normal extent of poppy cultivation a larger tcTm of

years should have been lakeii for drawing out ;i fairly

normal average, but for the want of regular recordj

the accounts are taken for six years only. Takmg the

average for the past six years the area undor poppy in

khalsa and alienated laud was 636 acres as detailed in

Appendix A.* The area in khalsa was ascertained from
the yearly returns submitted by tahsiklars, but that of

alienated lands is an estimate or " andazi " made out

for every year by the grant holders and tahsildars

conjointly. Further enquiries however show that the

• Tht!ae ivtiirus iiiv ^ain.ii i.im',1 \a the statement pr.-|Kuvd bv
liieut.-Cul. .\.bb)tt, ,«fe,V.|]pendK VI. to this Vnluine.
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(^Shahpura

State.')
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area in alienated lands was ander estimated, for the

land holders tried to show as little us possible. The
out turn of opium of the above area was :—opium juice,

128 mds. 3tJ,V seers ; seed, 3,816 mds.
;
poppy heads,

414 mds. 'L'aking an average for the past six years as

shown in Appendix B.* The average out-turn thus

taken is very low, for the last two years of famine and
scarcity of water are taken into account. If the culti-

vation of poppy in the al)ovc areas were prohibited, the

irrigated crops of sugar-cane, wheat and barley can be

sown in its place, sugar-cane is the most productive

crop as shown in Appendix C.,* but as neither the soil in

the pargana of Phulia is suitable nor water is

sufficient, the cultivation of sugar-cane is impossible,

and consequently wheat and barley crops would most
likely be substituted for poppy. The diminution in

the revenue deiijand, consequent on the substitution of

wheat and barley crops is estimated to be Rs. 33,064 the

poppy crop in pargana Phulia is charged at an
average rate of Ka. II' lia. 8p. per acre, excludmg 6a.

lor patwari cess, while partition system is in use

for wheat and barley crops. The value of the Eaj
share of the latter produce is nearly equal to the

assessment for poppy in favorable years but when the

latter crops are damaged iu any way as is often the

case, or the price is too low, the Kaj sutt'ers a loss

;

while no damage to the poppy crop or falling of the

value of opium can have effect upon the revenue
demands. It is also to be considered that when wheat
and barley take the place of poppy crop there is no
doubt that the value of the former must fall and also

effect the value of jowar, Ijajra and other food grains on
which the rent is charged in kind and not in cash.

Consequently the Raj loss under this head will not be
limited to the area under poppy but would also extend
to the total revenue collected in kind. The details of

the direct loss in revenue is therefore given iu

Appendix D.* The rate of assessment on poppy crop in

the pargana Phulia in Shahpura is not so high as

elsewhere, because under the custom of the pargana
the cultivators are bound to have only j of the irri-

gated land in each holding under poppy cultivation.

As partition system is in use, the stopping of poppy
cultivation would not necessitate a revision of revenue
rates. In consequence of the above there would likely

be no loss or expenditure under this head. The differ-

ence in profit on the cultivation of poppy and the crops

of wheat and barley which would be substituted is

Rs. 45 lla. 4p. and Bs. 46 3a. 4p. respectively per acre

of poppy yielding opium and Rs. 32 lla. 4p. and
Rs. 33 3a. 4p. respectively per acre of the crop yielding

25oppy heads as shown in Appendix E.* If poppy culti-

vation is stopped there would of course be a loss of

credit to cultivators as well as to Bohras as, for opium
was the best security for monej' advances. The revival

of the credit seems impossible for the present and
nothing can be said about it until the cultivators and
the bankers attain a satisfactory state and the affairs

are brought to a more settled condition.

21.700. You also hand in some appendices, which
will appear in our appendix ?*—Tes.

21.701. Will you tell us why there is a more perfect

security to Bohras for advances on the poppy crop than
on othei crop.s ?—Poppy is the only thing the value of

which is collected in cash. It is given to the Bohra
and the Bohra delivers it to the traders who pay cash
at once.

21.702. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Have you a fixed land lerenuc
settlement in Shahpura ^—No.

21.703. What is the cash rate for the poppy crop ?

—

The cash rate of land revenue of the poppy crop is

Es. 10 6a. per acre.

21.704. You regard wheat and barley as the crops which
would bo substituted for poppy, if poppj- cultivation
were prohibited p—Yes.

21.705. Do you charge cash land revenue rates for

wheat and barley ?—No.

21.706. They are. rates in kind?—Yes.
21.707. What money value would you give to these

rates in kind on wheat and barley P—About Rs. 10 per
acre.

21.708. In esfimating your losses therefore if poppy
culti\ation were i)rohibited you take the difference
between Rs. 10 and Rs. 10 6a.P—Rs. 10 6a. for tlir

land revenue, and 10 annas more for the patwari cess.

21.709. The difference is between Rs. 10 per acre and
R?. 10 6a. for the land revenue P—Yes.

* A'fv fooljupfo on prccodiDK pftge.

2!,7l0. What do you mean by the patwari cess; is

tiiere a higher cess on poppy cultivation ?—No.

21.711. Then will you kindly explain ?—It is a cess

levied at about 5 or 7 pies per rupee. Crops which are
not charged in cash but in kind have to pay grain in

quantities. As to the crops on which cash is charged
about 7 [lies per rupee is charged for the patwari cess.

21.712. Why is the patwari cess reduced if poppy
cultivation is given upp—In wheat and barley we get
only Rs. 10 per acre, and the patwari cess is only
5 annas. On poppy we get Rs. 11 per acre and then
the patwari cess is 6 annas ; there is only one anna
difference per acre.

21.713. Is the patwari a State servant or is he paid
by the village p—He is paid by the village.

21.714. Why would the State have to make up the
difference to the patwari p—As a rule it is charged at

six pies per rupee, or if in kind a rupee worth of grain
—six pies per rupee worth of grain.

21.715. But you say the patwari is paid by the
village p—He is paid by the Raj.

21.716. You say you would suffer a loss so far in the
wages of the patwari P—Yes.

21 .717. (Mr. Mowbray.) I believe you also come hero
too make a representation on behalf of the Raja
Dheraj P—-Yes.

21.718. Does this representation e.fpress the view of
His Highness the Raja himself which he wishes you to

lay before the Royal Commission r—Yes. The state-

ment is as follows :—Regarding the proposal for the
prohibition of the cultivation and consumption of and
trade in opium, Raja Dheraj thinks that it is an
interference in the internal administration of the chief-
ship opposed to the sense of the " sannad " granted to
the chiefship, and it is contrarj' to the usage which
has uninterruptedly been followed since the cliiefship
was formed. 2. In the opinion of the Raja Dheraj
no Buch wide spread or important evils have ever
resulted from the cultivation and use of and trade in
opium as to cal) for the strong measures proposed.
3. The prohibition would cause general discontent in
every class of people for the following reasons, (a.)

Poppy is the crop which affords employment to the
cultivator and all members of his family as well as to
field labourers and yields the moat valuable produce.
If it is stopped the field labourers and family members
of a cultivator will have a less employment and
consequently the earnings of the family would be less.

(b.) The valuable produce of poppy crop liquidates the
heavy debts of cultivators and is a security for all sorts
of advances. If it disappears the cultivators will be
reduced to poverty and must sufl'er a great deal in
every respect for want of advances, (c.) To Bohras
and traders opium is the only thing of merchandise
on which a large amount of capital is invested with-
out any risk of unfavourable market, for its quantity
grows better, and its value increases for a certain
length of time and is therefore sold only when the
price is high and sufficient to pay the costs and the
interest on the capital, (d.) To ordinary consumers is
is an indispensable article of requirement without
which they arc (_|uite unable to do any work. (e.)
To the middle-aged it restores full strength when
they are tired, to the weak and old it is°the only
available drug which strengthens and enables them to
work hard. If they are deprived of their occasional
or usual doses of opium the impairment of capability
for hard work would reduce them to a still poorer
state. (/.) Among the rich and the noble it is used as
an auspicious thing on all religious and social mcetino's
As it is^ generally used by both sexes of all classes^of
p iiple m all ages and its moderate use is generally
known to be beneficial, there is no doubt 'that the
prohibition would create a general loss and grevious
discontent. 4. 'Jonsequently it would be impossible to
enforce any such prohibition by any reasonable means
wilhm the power of the chiofship. 5. The prohibition
of the cultivation of and trade in opium would also
cause a heavy loss to the chiefship by the decrease of
land and customs revenue for the impo,=ition of
of increased transit duties ou other articles would not
be advisable for Shahpura, where the trade is so dull
and would consequently injure the existing trade. If
the export trade in opium is stopped the loss of revenue
would interfere with the administration of the chief-
ship, i;. The Raja Dheraj is however willing to adopt
such I'ulch' for coulroUing the ,-ale and consuraiition of
opium by inhabitants of the chiefship as may be found
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desirable and efiective in Britist tevritot^^es.^ 7- A
memo showing total compensation due to Raj-, and its

subjects is herewith enclosed for favour of consideration.

21.719. {Mr. Earidas Veharidas.) Sbahpura is an
independent State ?—It is a chiefship.

21.720. It has full powers of jurisdiction ?—Yes.

21.721. Life and death ?—In consultation with the

British Government.

21.722. British laws are not in force ?—No.

21.723. Tou have your own laws ?—Yes.

21.724. If the British Government were to prohibit

the growth and consumption of opium except for

medical purposes, would the order be legally applicable

to your State ?—No, I think not.

21.725. (Mr. Pedffg.) What grounds have you for

thinking that 50 per cent, of the males in your State

take opium ?—They are numbered in some of the

villages.

21.726. With regard to females we were told that in

Dholpur none of them took opium ; do 25 per cent,

take it in your State ?—Yes.

iil,727. Some of the opium I suppose is consumed by

young men; do you approve of young men taking it?

Yea, some of them. My opinion is that when a man
has to work hard and is tired the practice of taking

opium is good.

21.728. Is it a good thing for a young man in health

to take opium ?—Not in large quantities ; if it is taken

in moderate quantities it is not harmful.

21.729. Do some of your people injure themselves by

taking opium P—Some of them.

'2l,7'30.. Have you made any allowance in your state-
ment for those who have injured themselves by taking
opium P You have given a statement of the loss to
consumers ; would there not be a benefit to consumers
if they could not got opium?—To tlio-e who take- it in
moderation it would be a benefit.

21.731. Where have you made any allowance for the
Rs. 7,500 which the opium consumers would save
by not spending their money upon it ?—They would be
able to earn a great deal more than they would
spend.

21.732. You have said that a certain sum is spent in
opium ; if the opium is not consumed that amount will

be so much in their pockets ?—It will not be in their
pockets, because they must try to get some other
medicine or other things to revive their strength, they
will take other intoxicanos.

21.733. You have said that some take it who ought
not to take it, and that some take it to excess ; so far

they would be benefited?—Yes.

21 .734. {Mr. Mowhray.) What is the amount you export
to Bombay ?—A hundred and twenty-eight maunds
is the whole produce of the pergunnah ; some is im-
ported from neighbouring villages, about 50 maunds.
Twenty-five maunds is the average consumption, and
about a hundred and thirty maunds is exported to

Bombay.

21.735. The export duty is Es. 3 per cent, of the
value P—Yes.

21.736. Which you estimate at Rs. 773 per annum ?—

.

Yes.

Munshi Bhol
JVath

Kamdar.
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The witness withdrew.

Sah Badei Lall called in and examined (through an interpreter).

21.737. {Mr. Mowbray.) You are customs officer of

Sbahpura ?—Yes.

21.738. Have you any statement to lay before the

commission P—Yes. If the production and export of

opium be prohibited the loss to the chiefship will con-

sist of—(a.) Customs import, export, and transit duties

on juice, head, and seed. (6.) Local "mapa" and

tulai charges on juice, head, and seed. The cultivators

after collecting the produce make it over to their

Bohras. Mapa duty is then charged at a rate of Rs. 2

per cent, of the value, at the same time Rs. 1 per cent,

is charged on account of tulai. Both of the duties are

levied by the Raj in Khalsa and by the jj,girdiirs in

alienated villages. Their rates differ in almost all

villages the average of these is taken into account.

The Bohras then import the articles to Sbahpura for

delivery to the traders. An import duty is then levied

by the Raj at the rate of Rs. 3 2a. per cent, of the value.

The juice is then manufactured into opium and exported

to Bombay. An export duty incliidmg Bhom is then

charged at Rs. 3 per cent, of the value. Nearly half

of the poppy seed is pressed to make oil and the other

half is exported to Ajmere or Beawar and is charged at

the said rate of export duty. Besides some opium juice

is imported to Shahpura from the neighbouring Meywar,

Kishengarh, and Harauti villages by the traders who
reside in Shahpura. Taking an average for the last six

years the amount of income derived under these heads

IS Rs. 4713 as detailed in the annexed statement. The

prohibition of trade in opium would require a revision

of the customs tariff for reducing: duties on other articles

of trade with a view of encouraging the traders to adopt

trade in other articles. No duty can be raised in Shah-

pura for the existing trade is so dull and the country is

greatly sufi'ering for the want of improvement m trade

owing to ir-s being situated far away from the railway

lines and high roads and to the heavy taxation of duties

in the surrounding Meywar districts. Consequently the

state will probably have to abolish or reduce duty on

grain and reduce the duty on til (oU seeds) and other

articles Thus the amount of Rs. 7,000 derived from

duties on grain will be reduced to 4,000, and the amount

of Rs 200U will be remitted on other articles, ihe total

loss therefore would come to Rs. 5,000. As there is no

excise duty in Shahpura there would be no loss of revenue

to the chiefship in tlie prohibition of the consumption oi

opium The out-standing advances among the culti-

vators amount to Rs. 20,000, of which there is no doubt
that Rs. 3,000 will remain irrecoverable, for the advances
of cash money made to cultivators for their expenses and
for the ]_)ayment of land rents are always paid by opium
and cotton crops. The cultivators generally keep the

produce of grain for their use or if given to Bohras is

returned to them for their daily usa. Out of the out-

turn of cotton too, the cultivators keep some portion for

their personal use. But opium juice is a substance
which is not used unless it is manufactured, nor is

required by cultivators in large quantities, the Bohras
have a certainty of recovering their money advanced to

cultivators. If this cultivation of opium is stopped he
will have to stop aU advances in cash and consequently
will lose an interest at 3 per cent, per month on a capital

of Rs. 7,500 which he annually invests in the advances.

On the promise of giving opium juice, the Bohras draw
money from bankers without interest and support their

cultivators and thus carry on their trade. If the culti-

vation is stopped the credit of the Bohras and of the

cultivators will be lost. The Bohras will have no oppor-

tunity of investing their own capital, nor will be able

to draw money from the bankers. The recovery of

existing advances will not be in cash, Bohras will have
to accept cattle, furniture, &c., or instalments. The
value of Bharna will not be collected just to the amount
for which it be accepted. The interest for the amount
of instalments would be stopped. Consequently he will

have a loss of about Es. 4,000 under this head.

21.739. What is the amount of opium exported from
the Shahpura State into the British territory P—One
hundred and thirty or one hundred and thirty-five

maunds.

21.740. What is the export duty charged hy the

Shahpura State P—Three per cent, on the value ot the

opium.

21.741. How much do you estimate that would come
to in the year p—Rs. 4,713 is the average for six years,

21.742. Is that the duty when it is exported into

Bombay, or is it all the duties which are charged by

the Shahpura State at various places and on different

occasions P —It is the total charge for the Shahpura

territory.

21.743. I want to know the amount which the three

per cent, ad valorem duty on opium exported to Bombay
comes to ?—It is the total export duty on opium and

K 4

[Sah Badri
Lall.

{Shahpura
State.)
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Sah Badri poppj seed exported from Shahpura to British terri- average value of that on which the 3 per cent, is taken P

Lall. tory. —Ks. 1,170.

(Shahpura 21,744. You have said that the average amount 21,745. On opium alone ?—Opium alone; poppy seed
State.) exported is about 130 ov lo6 maunds ; what is the is an addition to that.

3 Feb. 1894.
The witness withdrew.

Mr. B. M.
Dane.

Mr. B. M. Dane called in and examined.

21,746, (Mr. Mowbray.) I understand you wish to hand
in a list of witnesses who have attended here for the

purpose of being examined and who have sent in

abstracts of their evidence which have been supplied

to members of the Commission ?—Yes. The names only
of those witnesses who, as far as can be ascertained,

actually attended and furnished abstracts have been
included in the list. They are not here at the present

moment because when the examination of the witnesses
from each State was concluded all the witnessesbelonging
to that State went away.

21,747. I understand you wish to have their names,
addresses and descriptions inserted on the minutes of
evidence .''—Yes. I do not ask that their abstracts may
be brought into the appendix, because I do not think it

is necessary.

List of Witnesses from .Vative States in Rajputana who came to Ajmere to give evidence and furnished abstracts
of ihe evidence they were prepared to give, but who were not examined.

Meywar.

1. Mehta Takhat Singh, Mahajan, revenue oflB-oial.

2. Partabji, Brahmin Karadar.
3. Partha Patel Kumbi, cultivator.

Partabgarh.

1 Magan Lai, Mahajan, Sadr revenue officer.

2. Obnkar Pema, Kurmi, cultivator.

3. Issar, Borah, manotidar.
4. Futteh Mahomed, labourer.

Jhallawar.

1. Pyari Lai, Mahajan, manotidar.
2. Euj Mul, Mahajan, manotidar.
3. Sewa, labourer.

4. Dewa, carpenter.

5. G-ulab Singh, Sondia, jagirdar.

Kotah.

1. Mor Singh, Bajput, jagirdar.

2. I'andit Uma Shankar, Brahmin superintendent of

Customs,
3. Bam Chandi'a, Kayasth Patel.

4. Ooukar Mina, cultivator.

Bundi.
1. Shah Kesari La],Brahmin, Customs superintendent,
2. Ganpat Lai, trader.

3. Sukh Lai, Mahajan.

Tllwar.

1. Govind Baksh, moneylender and drug contractor.
2. Jawahir Lai, Kayasth revenue official.

3. Zabar Khan Lambardar.

Sikanir.

1. Thakar Pani Singh, Bajpnt Puttadarof Brichawas.

SiroM.

1. Sobba Chund, Mahajan.
2. Ada Barad Laldanji, Charan jagirdar.
3. Ada Barad Eamdanji, Charan jagirdar.

Tonk.

1. Sahibzada Oobeid Ullah Khan, C.S.I. , Minister.*

Marwar.

1. Bhumia Daya Bahadur Singh, Bajput.

' ^fot examined owing to ill-health.

The witness withdrew.

Capt.mn P. J. Melvhl called in and examined.

Captain P.
J. Melvill.

21.748. [Mr. Mowbray.) Tou are Collector of excise,

customs and opium for Ajmere-Merwara and Asssistant
Commissioner of Ajmere P—Tes.

21.749. And in that capacity you hand in a *memo-
randum which is in the bands of the Commission and
will appear in the appendix ?—Tes.

21.750. Will you explain the item with regard to

Ploughing, Bs. 5?—The reason of it is this. The
cultivators are very poor, and a considerable section of

them not having ploughs of their own are obliged to

hire them. If they have ploughs of their own and use
their own oxen, they have to give them extra food
during the time, the work being fairly hard. That is

the reason why it is put in. It makes no difference in

the calculations because it is on both sides for cereals,

cotton and opium.

21.751. Is that the reason why you have put in that
item for the expense of ploughing, but not for the other
forms of labour P—Yes. You will see at the end that
I have put in other forms of laboiir, because they
supply the labour themselves,

21,7.'j:,!. (Mr Fanshawe.) You have left oat the cost

of water for irrigation because they would irrigate

^ See Appondi.\ VIII. to this Volume.

themselves ?—Yes, it is entirely well land. Then I
may say that the cultivators in Malwa live at an
average distance of 50 miles from the nearest market
town, and it i.s a matter of enormous importance to
them to have a crop which is portable. Fifty miles
would take them about three days.

21.753. (Mr. Pease.) Were you present when a state-
ment was made with regard to some chandu smoking
places in A jmere ?—I was not.

21.754. Can you give any information on the subject?—Some little time ago m e found that there were two
Illicit chaudu shops, hut they have been closed It is
exceedingly difficult to detect cases of this kind
because under the law as it at present stands the
possession of five tolas of opium or preparations ofopium IS allowed, and so long as a man has not more
tHan fave tolas it is impossible to convict unless you
can prove a sale. No doubt it is smoked to a certain
limited extent.

21,765. (Mr. Fanshawe.) The witness stated that
there was unmistakable evidence of its having been
sold r--! shall only be too delighted if he will furnishme with the evidence ; I cannot say more.

The witness withdrew.
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Eao Kesri Singh called in and examined.

21.756. (Mr.Mowlray.) You belong to Bhinae ? —Yes, I

am uncle to the present Raj, and 1 hold the village of

Bhinae.

21.757. Where is Bhitiae P—It is an estate in Ajmere.

21.758. What is the area under poppy in the Bhinae
Estate ?—The average area is about l6 acres.

21.759. In what form do the members of your caste

consume opium ?—Eajputs mostly eat it. Some make
an infusion of it and drink it. " Post," an infusion

made from poppy heads, is used by Eajputs of the

poorer classes.

21.760. Do men, women, and children alike take itP

—Many Rajput men eat opium. Amongst the women,
only widows and old men use it as a rale. It is always

given to children till they are about three years old,

and then it is discontinued.

21.761. What proportion of the caste take it ?

—

Amongst the men, about 60 per cent.

21.762. What proportion, if any, of the persons

whom yon have mentioneid above as taking opium, take

it to excess P—Amongst the men, about 7 per cent.

Women very rarely take it to excess.

21.763. How often is it taken a day, and how much
at a time?—It is generally taken twice a day, and
about li mashas at a time.

21.764. What are the special occasions on which it

is taken, and is it considered absolutely necessary to

take it at these times ?—Ceremonies connected with
births, adoptions, betrothals, marriages, and deaths,
religious festivals, and social gatherings. On these
occasions it is considered absolutely necessary to take
opium.

21.765. What are its usual effects on those who take
it in moderation ?—Its effects are beneficial. A man
who takes it iu moderation preserves his health.

21.766. What would be the result on the habits and
customs and physical condition of your caste, if opium
could not be procured except as medicine ?—If the
possession and sale of opium were prohibited, the
health of consumers would suffer, and amongst Rajputs
generally there would be the greatest discontent.

21.767. Do you yourself take opium P—Yes, I have
taken it for the last 18 months, and have derived great
benefit from it. I take half a ratti of opium twice a day.

I have not increased the amount since I commenced
taking it.

21.768. What is your age ?—Forty-two.
21.769. You say that 7 per cent, amongst the men

take opium in excess ; will you explain what you mean
by that P—Those who take five or seven mashas at

a time are excessive eaters.

21.770. Does the opium eating in their case cause
harm to their health P—In some cases it does injiiry to

their health ; in others the consumers keep their health

well.

liao Kesri
Singh.

3 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

SuBABAK Dalla Called in and examined (through an interpreter). Subadar
Dalla.

21.771. {Mr. Mowbray.) You are from Merat, your age

is 52, you reside in Chittar, Merwara, and you are a

pensioned Subadar of the Merivara battalion?—Yes.

21.772. Are you a cultivator of poppy ?—Yes.

21.773. If the cultivation of the poppy crop were
prohibited what crops would most likely take its place

irrigated or unirrigated p—As a rule in Merwara,
poppy is cultivated either on land which is too moist

for the cultivation of maize, or on land cui which the

proprietor has raised a cotton crop. In the former

case, cotton is usually sown in the Kharif, and poppy
in the liabi ; cotton is not picked till it is too late to

sow wheat, barley and otlier grains, and the only crop

wliich it is possible to sow for the Rabi is poppy. In
the latter case, either cotton would not be sown, or no
Rabi crop would be obtained. If the cultivation of

the poppy were prohibited the results would be (1) that

the owners of land not suited for maize and" other

Kharif crops would be able to raise one crop only (the

Rabi) in the year, and the payment of the Government
revenue demand would therefore press more hardly

on them than at present ; and (2) that the owners of

other land would be deterred from sowing cotton which
is a profitable crop. The prohibition of the cultivation

of poppy would create great dissatisfaction amongst the

cultivators in Merwara.

21.774. In what form do the members of your caste

consume opium ?—They mostly eat it, but a few make
an infusion of it and drink it. Many people make an

infusion of poppy heads, which they drink.

2I.77."). Do men, women, and children alike take it'i

—Women very seldom take it, and it is only given to

them and to children as a medicine.

21.776. What proportion of the caste take it ?

—About 30 per cent, of the men take it.

21.777. What proportion if any, of the persons whom
you have mentioned above as taking opium, take it to

excess?— There are very few who take opium to excess.

Perhaps one per cent, of consumers.

21.778. How often is it taken in a day, and how
mucli at a time p—As a rule it is taken twice a day,

and in amounts ranging from one to three ratis. I

myself take two ratis twice a day.

21.779. What are the special occasions and purposes
for which it is taken, aud is it considered absolutely
necessary to take it at these times P^Whenever any
number of the caste assembles, opium is always eaten.

On such occasions as visits of condolence on the death
of a person, opium must be eaten.

21.780. What is the effect of the consumption of
opium on those who take it in moderation P—Its effects

are beneficial, and it enables a man to do more work
and endure greater fatigue.

21.781. What would be the result on the habits and
customs and physical condition of your caste if opium
could not be procured except as medicine P—The result

would be that the health of oonsum.ers would suffer, and
men would probably drinli more liquor than they now
do, and take to using drugs, such as ganja.

21.782. Have you anything more to say on this sub-
ject ?—I first ate opium during the Afghan war. At that

time about one-third of the regiment ate it, and we found
it of the greatest use in enabling us to support the
cold and great fatigue. After returning from Af-

ghanistan I gave up eating opium, and did not take it

again till about three years ago when my health began
to fail. I then took to eating opium again, and have
found it of great benefit. If the cultivation and sale of

opium is prohibited there will be great dissatisfaction

among the people. I have never increased the amount
of opium which I take, since I began eating it.

21.783. (Mr. Pease.) What age were you when you
returned from the Afghan war ?—About 40.

21.784. What quantity did you take in the Afghan
war ?—Pour grains twice a day.

21.785. Did you find any difficulty in giving it up?
—^When 1 gave it up I felt very uneasy, and had to

drink liquor for Mume time. I suffered from diarrhoea.

At last I gave it up.

21.786. Did you find your health after you had given
it up as good as it was before F—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

O 1^255
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Seth Sobhag
Mull.

3 Feb. 1894.

Seth Sobhag Mull called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

21.787. (Mr. Mowhray.) I understand you are a
merchant of Ajmere ?—Yes,

21.788. Do you deal in other things besides opium P

—In grain, cotton, silver and gold; 1 am a banker.

21,7811. What would be your loss as an upiuni merchant,
if the production and export of opium was stopped ?

—Poppy is not cultivated in the Ajmere district.

About 5,000 pailas, are brought here annually from
Kotah, and aboiit 20 maunds of an opium named
" nikhalia " from Jawad and Nimbahera. As opium is

sold here at an average profit of Rs. 2 per paila,

the loss to Ihe merchants of Ajmere "would be about
Rs. 10,000 per annum. I import opium from Kotah, and
sell it to the license-holders in Ajmere at a profit of

Re. 1 or Re. 1 8a. per paila. I have a shop at

Kotah, and opium is purchased there and forwarded to

customers and my shops at other places, Re. 1 per
paiala, being charged on account of commission and
other expenses. I make advances to cultivators, and
instead of paying interest they sell me their opium at

Re. 1 per paila, less than the market rate. At
Indore, in Malwa, I have a third shop which deals in

opium only. Malwa owes its prosperity to opium, and
if the cultivation of poppy were prohibited there, I
would suffer very heavy loss. The details of this loss

can be supplied by my principal agent at Indore, if

enquiries are made there. They are briefly :—(a.) I

deal with the cultivators of opium and make a profit

of Es, 3 on every 5 seers of opium on account of

interest, discount, &c. (6.) I make a profit without any
risk. The cultivators, to whom advances are made,
sell me their opium at Re. 1 less than the market rate

for 6 seers, (c.) My customers for whom I procure
opium with my own money, pay me Rs. 5 on every 5

seers of opium on account of interest and discount.

{d.) I make a profit of Rs. 15 per chest exported by me
to Shanghai and Hong Kong.

21,790. Could you to any extent compensate yourself

by other business ; if so, how and to what extent ?—In
the Ajmere district, whore no opium is produced, a
loss of only Rs. 10,000 per annum would be caused,

and we could compensate ourselves for this by trading
in grain, cotton, gold, silver, cloth, &c. But many
other trades depend on opium. In connexion with the
opium trade, we deal in hundis for large amounts, and
obtain good interest on the money so utilized. As a

tank supplies water to wells by percolation, so opium
supports other trades. The prohibition of the cultiva-

tion of poppy would therefore injure all other trades.

We could not compensate ourselves for the loss which
would be caused by the prohibition of the oaltivation
of poppy by any other business. Suppose the money
now invested in opium were invested in grain and
cotton ; these articles cannot be kept for more than a
year or two, and if they are not sold within that period
the trader suffers heavy loss or is absolutely ruined.
On the other hand, as opium gets elder it increases in
value. For these reasons we could not compensate
ourselves for the loss which would be caused by the
suppression of the opium trade by trading in grain or
cotton. Only very small profits can be made on cloth,

spices, metals, &c., a person who invests his own
money in these articles can make a profit, but only a
small one. Further, the opium trade gives employ-
ment to thousands of people, and if the cultivation of
poppy were prohibited we could not compensate our-
selves for our loss by any other business.

21.791. You say that in the Ajmere district no opium
is produced, but opium is produced, I believe, in
Merwara P—Yes.

21.792. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you take
opium P--NO.

21.793. The custom exists in your caste P—Yes.

21,791. Do many of them eat opium P—A few only.

21.795. As a habit or occasionally P—Occasionally.

21.796. What is your caste P—Oswal, and I am a
Jain by religion.

21.797. Do the people take it after 40 years of age P—
In case of disease.

21.798. Do they take it as a habit in that case P

—

Yes.

21.799. What would be the dose generally P—Half a
ratti twice a day.

21.800. Do you call that a moderate dose P—

A

moderate dose.

21.801. {Mr Pease.) You state that as opium gets
older it increases in value ; for how many years p—20
or 25 years.

21.802. Why does it increase in value P—It is more
beneficial for eating.

21.803. Is it a matter
difference in the taste.

21.804. Does it become stronger with age ?—It is not
injurious as far as heat is concerned.

of flavour P^It causes a

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Indore.

At the Residency, Indore.

SIXTY-FOURTH DAY.

Tuesday, Gtli February 1894.

[Section A.J

Mr. R. J.

Crosthwaite,

C.S.I.

C Feb. 1894.

PKESENT ;

The Right Hon. LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B., Chaieman, PEEsiDiNG.

Sir William Robekts, M.D., F.R.S.
The Hon. Sir Laohhmeswae, Singh,

K.C.I.E., Maharaja of Dharbhanga.
Bahadur,

Mr. R. G. C. MowBjiAY, M.P.
Mr. A. U. Fanshawe.
Mr. H. .1. Wilson, M.P.

Mr. J. Peescott Hewett, O.I.E., Secretary.

Mr. R. J. Oeostewaite, C.S.I. called in and examined.

21,805. (Chairman.) Your position is that ofAgent to

the G-overnor-General for Central India P— Yes, I am
now in the thirty -'first year of my service in India. For
the first 15 years I was in the North-Western Provinces

holding ordinary executive and judicial appointments
I then served two years in Burma, and seven years iri

the Central Provinces as Judicial Commissioner and
I have also held other appointments under the G-oVern-
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ment of India in tlie Ijegislative Department. I have
been agent to tlie Governor- General in Central India
since the 1st of January 1891.

21.806. Will yon state briefly the position of the

States in Central India with reference to the suzerainty
of the British Government P—There are numerous
States in Central India, some of which are independent,
subject to the suzerainty of the British Government,
and some have less independence, the authority of the
chief being restricted in various particulars. There is

also a large number of petty Chiefs who, though they

have not the status of a ruling Chief, yet administer the

affairs of the local area included in their tenures, sub-

ject to a varying amount of control on the part of the

British Government or of a superior State. These
tenures are usually known as "estates."

21.807. How are these different States and Estates

circumstanced with reference to the production of

opium P—In about 46 States and Estates, situate for

the most part in Malwa, the productions of opium may
be said to exceed the demand for local consumption,

and from these opium is exported. From some of these

46 the export is considerable, and the Chiefs realise a

large amount of revenue from opium. In others the

export of, and revenue derived from, opium is not so

considerable. There are also States and Estates in

which the production of opium is equal to, or less than,

the local consumption, and from which there is prac-

tically no export. In all the opium-producing tracts

the amount derived from the drug forms an important

item in the revenue of the Chief. Speaking generally

it would not be possible to abandon this source of

revenue without involving the States in financial

difficulties, as it would not be practicable to raise the

necessary amount of revenueby other forms of taxation.

The large tracts of country comprised in Bundelkhand
and Baghelkhand do not produce enough opium for

local consumption. The States in these tracts, as a

rule, raise a small amount of revenue by selling the

monopoly of the sale of opium, and in some oases by
imposing an import duty.

21,808. Can you tell us anything with reference to

the history of poppy cultivation ?—It is not possible to

state when the cultivation of the poppy first com-
menced ; but it must ha"ve been in very ancient times,

as there appear to be no traditions about it. It is said

not to be mentioned in m.edical works before A.D. 1400.

In Sir John Malcolm's time, about 1819, the ouUivation
was generally carried on. There is a family at Ujjain
still called Jahazwala, because their ancestor exported
opium in his own ship from Broach, probably about
1800.

21.809. Will you describe to us the steps which the

Government of India has from time to time taken in

order to secure a control over the production of opium
in Malwa ?—About 1818, the Government of India first

.

endeavoured to control the production of opium in

Malwa, with the object of preventing the Malwa opium
from interfering with the Bengal monopoly. Malwa
opium was taken to Diu, Daman, and Karachi, and
shipped to China, and so competed with the Bengal
opium. Agreements were concluded with several

States by which the Darbars, in consideration of the
payment of compensation by the British Government,
were to sell their surplus opium to the British Govern-
ment, and were to limit the area under poppy cultiva-

tion. The first agreement was entered into in the year
1826. Gwalior and several other States had, however,
refused to conclude agreements of this nature, and the

result was that large quantities of Malwa 0]num were
exported to China without passing through British

India. In those States, with which agreements had
been concluded, there was general discontent, and
smuggling was carried out on an extensive scale.

The result was that the British Government decided

about 1829 to terminate the agreements, and in 1830

the pass system was adopted, the rate per chest being

fixed low (Rs. 175), so as to draw the opium to Bombay,
and five years later this rate was lowered by Es. 50.

Afterwards, on the subjugation of Sind in 1843, it was
possible to close the route to the other ports, and the

rate of i)ass duty was steadily raised until it was fixed

at Rs. 700 in October 1861. The result of the high

pas? duty has had the eflect of decreasing, or at least

preventing the increase of, poppy cultivation. The
profits of the cultivator aio reduced to a minimum, and

the export trade has been injured.

21.810. Have there been any applications on the part

of those interested in the trade for a reduction of the

pass duty p—In consequence of the injury caused by
the high duty to persons interested in the opium trade,
the Government of India has been asked to reduce the
duty. In 1882 the merchants submitted a memorial
which was supported by the Maharaja Holkar of
indore

;
m 1883 the merchants of Malwa, and 1890 the

leading merchants of Indore submitted a memorial
In June, 1882, the duty had been reduced froni
Rs. 700 to Es. 650, and the first two memorials were
unsuccessful. In July, 1890, the duty was reduced to
Es. 600. If the price of opium continues to fall, a
further reduction of the duties imposed by the British
or the Native Governments will be necessary in order
to allow of the export of the drug.

21,811. Turning our attention to the treaties with
the Eajput States, do you consider there is any ground
for saying that they have been of an unduly burden-
some character in relation to poppy cultivation ? My
attention has been called to a statement made by
Mr. St. George Tucker in 1829, to the efi'ect that the
Government of India contracted burdensome treaties
with the Eajput States, to introduce and extend the
cultivation of the poppy. This statement must be
erroneous as regards the Central India States, as the
treaties or agreements concluded with the Malwa
States had for their objects the restriction of the free
export of opium from Malwa. The third article of the
agreement of 1826 with the Maharaja Holkar provided
that the Maharaja's Government should confine the
cultivation of poppy in his territoi'ies within an extent
calculated to yield a quantity not exceeding 6,000
maunds of dry opium. Of this the British Government
agreed to buy 6,000 maunds, leaving 1,000 maunds for
consumption in Indore territory. The fact that the
smuggling of opium assumed such alarming proportions
shows that more opium was produced in the States
than was required by the British Government. I am
not aware that the Native States have ever been
pressed to increase the cultivation of poppy. I can
find no records in my office to show that they have.
It would be useless to use pressure, as no one would
cultivate at a loss, and if the cultivation were
profitable it would be extended without any pressure.
The rent of land is fixed with regard to the quality of
the soil, and the tenant of first-class land paying a high
rent will of course grow the most profitable crop he
can. We have now no agreements with ITative States
by which they engage to manage their opium cnltiva-
tion_ so as to safeguard the British revenue. The
cultivation of the poppy is left to the option of the
cultivator, who is guided by the market. If the price
of opium were high and the cultivation paid well, a
State might seek to extend cultivation by spending
money on irrigation works, but, as far as I am aware,
no direct pressure is, or could be, put on the cultivators.

In some cases a tax is levied on the crude opium
produced in each field, but in other respects the
cultivator can deal with the crop as he does with any
other crop, selling it or storing it as he thinks best.

Except where the cultivator is well off, he takes
advances from a banker or zamindar just as cultivators

do generally in India with respect to all crops. The
best and moat prosperous class of the peasantry
cultivate the poppy, and the possession of a poppy field

is considered desirable as showing that the cultivator

has a good position in the village. The poppy requires
good irrigated land, and, as a rule, two croj)S are raised

in the year. Indian corn is generally the first crop,

and is grown in the rainy season. It would be difficult

to induce the cultivators to give up a system of

cultivation which they have followed for generations,

especially as there is no crop which matures in so short

a time as opium, and which can be so profitably grown
after another crop in the same year.

21,812. What has been the result of your inquiries

and personal observations with regard to the con-

sumption of opium in Central India?—The result of

my inquiries regarding the consamption of opium in

Central India is that it is very general. All castes and
religions, except perhaps the Bohras, can eat opium.
The Jains, whose religion forbids all intoxicants, may
eat it. Children are, as a rule, given opium until they
are about three years of age, when it is discontinued.

The rule is that men do not begin to eat opium until

they are over forty. The general opinion of the people

is that opium-eating in moderation is beneficial and
conducive to health, especially in the case of young
children and elderly people. I have heard it said thai

the moderate use of opium is not good, inasmuch as

the daily dose is likely to be increased, but I think

L2
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C^th^'
"^' *^^^ ^^ ^ mistake. The moderate consumption of

t,rosthwaiie, opium is general, and excessive consumption exoep-
• tional, which could not be the case if moderate

g Tf , consumption invariably or even generally led to ex-

"__ cessive consumption. I have had to take opium
myaolf in England as a medicine for some time. I
did not feel the slightest tendency to increase the dose,

nor any disinclination to stop taking opium. Certainly
the people do not regard the moderate n.sc of opium as

in any way disgraceful. The practice of giving opium
to young children prevails even among the upper
classes, and amongst the Eajputs, except perhaps in
Bundeikhand and Baghelkhand, it is considered a
necessary act of courtesy to offer a guest opium, as in

Europe he would be offered a glass of wine or a cup
of tea. ( )n the other hand, in some parts of Malwa
opium-smoking is considered bad, and in some States
is prohibited by the Chief. Many persons are of
opinion that opium-smoking in the preparation called

chandii, is injurious to health, and i am informed that
this is the reason of the prohibition. The fact that
opium-smoking is prohibited, while opium-eating is

not, goes to show that opium-eating is not believed to

be injurious. If o])ium-eating were distinctly injurious,

:md the excessive consumption of opium at all common,
I should certainly have known, during my residence
in India, of cases either among my own servants or
:imong public officials in which a person had become
incapacitated by reason of eating opium. I cannot
recollect one case, and I believe that, having regard
to the climate, the constitution of the people, and the
nature of their diet, opium is a valuable drug, pre-
serving them from and curing them of various ailments.
If the moderate use of opium led to the excessive use,
and so to the ruin of the consumer's health, it is

difficult to understand how the population could have
increased. It appears from the last census that the
increase in the population of 20 opium-producing
States amounted to over 500,000, an increase of nearly
9 per cent. Moreover, considering the number of

years during which the custom of eating opium has
obtained, there would be a general deterioration of the
village communities, and the evils of opium-eating
would have attracted the attention of the chiefs just as

the evils of smoking opium have.

21.813. How do you compare alcohol and opium ?

Which do you think is the more injurious of the two ?

—As a rule, people who eat opium abstain from
alcohol. The Sikhs are, I believe, an exception. I

have no doubt that alcohol is more injurious in every

way than opium-eating. I have had considerable

experience of the criminal administration as a magis-
trate in the North-Western Provinces, and as Judicial

Commissioner in British Burma and in the Central

Provinces. I know that drink leads to crime, but I

know of no case in w^hioh opium-eating excited a

man to commit a crime. Prom my inspections of jails

in the Central Provinces I should say that among
criminals opium-eaters arc in the minority.

21.814. What have you to say as to the practicability

of limiting the sale of opium to medical use ?—I do not

think that the suggestion, that the cultivation of the

poppy and the production of opium should be
prohibited, except to the extent required for medical
use, is practicable. It would be impossible to ascertain

the quantity required for medical use. Opium is the

most valuable medicine the people have, and it would
be cruel to deprive them of it. There are no chemists,

and a supply would have to be kept in every village.

The result would bo that opium consumption would
continue as at present. This proposed partial pro-

hibition of opium would be unpopular, both with the
chiefs and people. We have no right to demand the

consent of independent chiefs to such a prohibition.

They have the right to decide whether their subjects

may use opium otherwise than as a medicine. They
have also the right to regulate the cultivation of the

land in their territories. If by the payment of

compensation we induced the principal Chiefs to agree

to the prohibition of opium, except to the extent

required for mudical use, it would still be necessary to

arrange for a like prohibition with the numerous petty

Chiefs who have a right to manage the cultivation of

their tenures without interference from the superior

Chiefs, If such an arrangement were made it would
be almost impossible to secure that it was properlj'

carried out. The amount of supervision and inter-

ference which Tfould be required for that purpose
would cause great friction, and, from a political point
of view, would be dangerous. It is probable that the

Chiefs would be unable to restrict the production of

opium without using their armies to enforce their

orders. An attempt to stop the poppy cultivation

would involve the risk of throwing the opium-producing
country into a state of civil war.

21.815. What about the loss of revenue to the States,

the petty Chiefs, jagirdars, and cultivators ?—The
prohibition of the exports of opium from the Native
States through British India would involve a gi-eat

loss of revenue to the States, the petty Chiefs, and
jagirdars, and of profits to the cultivators. It would
also ruin a number of merchants. Such a prohibition
would, in my opinion, be opposed to the spirit of our
treaties of friendship with the States, and would be
regarded as an unjustifiable act of oppression. If the
States agreed to the arrangement in consideration of
the payment of compensation, the prohibition would
still be most unpopular. To distribute compensation
between the ruling States, subordinate Chiefs, jagirdars,
and other landholders, the tenants and the merchants,
would be a matter of great difficulty.

21.816. Do you think there is any grave risk of
extensive smuggling if tne policy of prohibition were
attempted to be enforced?— The amount of com-
pensation which would have to be paid for the loss
caused by the prohibition of the export of opium
cannot be well ascertained. Colonel Eobertson will give
the amount which, it is calculated, will cover the loss

;

but the States would, of course, expect that the com-
pensation should be liberal. I have no doubt that, if

the export of opium were prohibited, smuggling would
become prevalent. The smugglers would have the
sympathy of the people generally, and it would be
extremely difficult to put a stop to the illicit import of
the drug into British India. 'The expense of the
preventive force would be very great, as the frontier
to be guarded would be about 2,385 miles in extent.
In many parts the border lands are covered with
thick jungles, and it is easy to smuggle opium.

21.817. We may gather from your evidence that, in
your view, opium is a necessary article of consumption,
and in many cases beneficial, and that prohibition
would be decidedly unpopular and not called for by
any considerations of a moral nature or otherwise ?

—

I do not say that I consider opium necessary and
beneficial to health ; I am not prepared to say that,

but T say that the cultivation is popular and con-
sumption general, and that the people regard the
consumption of opium as necessary. I may say that
if opium had been like drinking I must have seen
cases where men had been ruined by it. I have seen
cases wheie men have been ruined by drink and have
committed crime. With regard to the opinion of the
people in this part of the country, I have no doubt
that they regard it as necessary and beneficial to
health ; not all, but a large proportion.

21.818. Is there a party in these States, a certain
number of persons, favourable to prohibition?—I am
not aware of it. In making my inquiries I have
spoken to the people that I have thought would be
most competent to inform me. I have spoken to Chiefs
of States, to their sirdars and officials, and the subhas
of districts in Gwalior, and asked them privately their
real opinion. In that way I have formed my view as
to the opinions of these people. I am of opinion that
it would be dangerous to interfere with the cultivation
of the poppy in, or the export of opium from, the
iS^ative States. There are so many States which have
a right to regulate the cultivation of land within their
territories that it would be extremely difficult to
enforce any limitation of cultivation. The cultivation
is ])opular and the consumption of opium is general,
and is, as a rule, regarded as necessary and l)enefioial

to health. As a medicine the drug is most useful, and
if the people were deprived of it, mortality would be
largely increased. To interfere with the consumption
of opium would, I think, be as unpopular as to interfere
with the use of tobacco in England, and would give
rise to discontent and suspicion, which might result in
most dangerous consequences.

21.819. {Mr. Wilson.) You have referred in your
evidence to numerous States. I see that in Colonel
Robertson's paper there are certain lists mentioned. Do
you know whether these lists include all that you have
been referring top—Colonel Robertson will be able to tell

you. His list, I should think, would include them ; it

may not include all the States which are called
unguaranteed States.
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21.820. You have stated that the rate of pass duty
was steadily rai.sod until it reached Rs. 700. Was any
objention made, do you know, to that steady increase

of the pass duty ?—I have not seen any objection

previous to that which I have mentioned. The price

of opium was then high.

21.821. You state that if the price of opium con-

tinues to fall, a further reduction will be necessary to

allow the export of the drug. Are you contemplating
that the price of opium is likely to continue to fall P

—

I think there is a possibility of it, but it is impossible

to say, owing to the present state of Indian coinage

and numerous complications.

21.822. Would you consider that the British Govern-
ment was in any way bound to reduce the duty by
treaty or on moral considerations ?—That is a com-
plicated question. There are two parties taxing the

drug, the one the Native State and the other the

British Government. If the price of opium falls below

a certain point it will be necessary to reduce the duty,

or the trade of the country and the revenues of the

State will be affected injuriously. It would then have
to be considered which daty should go and in what
proportion the reduction should be made.

21,823. You have said that Mr. Tucker's state-

ment must be erroneous as regards the States of

Central India. I have not his statement at hand ; can
you toll me if it appeared to include the States of

Central India ?—I think he said that burdensome
treaties had been contracted with the Rajput States.

There are Rajput States in Central India and there are

Rajput States in Rajputana. I suppose what he referred

to were the Rajput States with which these agreements
were made, some of which were situated in Central India

and some in the agency known as the Rajputana agency.

21.824. You have referred to the third article of the
agreement of 1826 providing that cultivation should be
confined to a certain extent. I do not quite understand
whether that restriction still exists ?—That restriction

went wiLh the agreement. The agreement was put a
stop to about 1829 or the beginning of 1830.

21.825. You say that we have no agreement with the

Native States by which they engage to manage their

cultivation so as to safeguard the revenue. Although
we have no agreement, have we no understanding of

any kind ?—No understanding of any sort I think.

The British revenue from opium depends on the export
duty. It is protected by the British territory encircling

the Native territory. We levy a duty on opium that

goes towards the seaboard.

21.826. You say that possession of a poppy field

shows that the cultivator has a good position in the

village. I do not uiidei'stand why that should be.

Why might not a poor man have a small poppy field as

well as a wealthy cultivator a big field?—We usually

find that the best land goes to the best and most
prosperous cultivators.

21.827. I suppose that is another way of saying that

the best land makes the richest man p—You generally

find that the house with the most expensive rent goes
to the person who has the most money. In the same
way if you have land of high value the probabilities

are that it will not be let to the man who has got
nothing.

21.828. You have stated that the people do not
regard the moderate use of opium as in any way dis-

graceful. I understand your evidence to be rather of

a general 'character. You do not make that statement
with reference to any particular district, but as a result

of your impression of the district over which you have
supervision P—I refer to CenLral India and other parts
of Inilia whore [have boon. 1 have given the genoral
rosiilli of what I know on the subject, especially with
regard to the enquiries which 1 have made since the
Royal Commission was announced. My attention was
not directed much to opium in former times. I used
to ask about it when I inspected (he jails. Sometimes
the men were suffering from the want of opium. In
British jails opium is stopped directly the prisoner

enters. He then becomes ill, and they give him opium
again until he gets well. In the Native jails the practice

is to ask a man whethor he takes opium, and if he sajs

yes, they say "' you require it for your health," and
they give it to him.

21,Hi29. You say that the fact that opium is not pro-
hibited, goes to show that it is not injurious. You
would not go so far ai to say that the rulers of all

the Native states attem.pt to put down what they believe
to be injurious ?—They forbid opium-smoking. I
asked several of them, and they said that if a man
smokes opium, he becomes yellow and dries up and is

perfectly useless. They did not condemn it on moral
grounds ; they merely said it destroys the man, and on
that ground they felt bound to prohibit the smoking of

opium. In the same way I say that if the eating of

opium made a man turn yellow, dried him up and
made him useless, the Chiefs would probably stop it,

just as they stopped opium-smoking.

21.830. You do not go so far as to say that the rulers

of these Native States practically stop that which they

regard as injurious in reference to other matters ?—

I

oouid not miake a general statement of that kind.

21.831. As one example, is not hook-swinging still

common in some of these districts ?—I never heard of

a case in Central India.

21.832. So far as Central India is concerned, you
think it does not exist P—I have not heard of a case

since I have been here. It might happen in an out-of-

the-way place without my hearing of it. But I think

I should have known of it.

21.833. I wish to ask you a general question as to the

extent of the control that we profess to exercise over
the proceedings of these Native rulers. You say it

would not be right to do this and that ; but as a matter

of fact do we not to a considerable extent interfere with
their individual liberty to put down what we consider

abuses P—It is rather difficult to answer a question of

that kind. The general rule that guides our inter-

ference with Native States is this. We have the chief

power in India, and we are the main support which
these States have at their back. We are therefore

bound to see that the ruler of the State does not com-
mit atrocious crimes or acts of gross oppression over

his subjects. That would be the rule of our interference.

21.834. To take a case that has been raised before in

this connection, what did we do in reference to the

practice of suttee ?—I should have to read up the

histonr of it to give a satisfactory answer an that point.

My r^ollection is that we did nothing beyond giving
advice and pointing out to the chiefs that we con-

sidered that suttee was an objectionable practice, and
that it was desirable that it should be discontinued. I

do not think we did more than that. In the case of

Indore we made a treatv stating that the British

Government has no concern in the internal adminis-

tration of the State or with the Maharaja's subjects and
servants, over whom he is absolute. Of course, if the
Maharaja were to commit atrocities or anything of

that kind we should be obliged to interfere ; otherwise,

ordinarily, we do not interfere at all. He is responsible

for the administration.

21.835. (Ghairman.) In short, it comes to this, that

if his rule is of such a character that you can call it

gross misrule, you do interfere P—Yes.

21.836. And from time to time the British Govern-
ment has stepped in and has appointed a council of

regency, or a resident or an officer of its own who has
taken charge of the Government for the time being.

That has been where the misrule has been of such a
character as to be described as gross. It is a question

of degree ?—Government would have to intervene and
take the State out of the hands of the ruler if he were
utterly incompetent.

21.837. {Mr. Wilson.) In the case of the smaller

States, what you call Estates, we exercise a great deal

more influence and persuasion ?—We do not treat them
with the same amount of political difference that we
ilo the bigger States. With regard to criminal

jurisdiction many of them are in a manner subordinate

to the British Government. The evidence is often

enquired into by the political ageut. The guaranteed

Thakur tries petty cases.

21.838. You say that there is a varying amount of

control on the part of the British Government p—Yes.

21.839. Without entering into minute details I

.suppose that covers the ground p—I suppose it would,

you might take it in that way. As regards the

internal part, the cultivation and management of u,

petty Chief's estates, we do not interfere more than we
do in the case of an important State. We are not

bound by treaty in the same way as we are with the

big chiefs. It must bo recalled, howevor, that those

giiaiicnteed estates are nearly all part and parcel of the

big State which covers them all by the treaty. The

L 3
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^fr. R. J. guaranteed estates are very peculiar. We have
CrosthwiiHc, guaiauteed their tenures and in that way to protect;
C S.I. them against the Suzerain States. Foi- example, take

^
" the state of Indore, because it is one with which we

Cieb. 1894. have treaties. Under Indore there is the petty Chief
" who has perhaps a small estate with an income of

E. 25,000. "W'e maintain him in his rights intact, and
his jurisdiction in criminal and civil matters is a mere
matter of custom which is very often extremely
diflScult to determine. But with regard to the interior

economy of his state he is left perfectly free, and he
is included under the Soverign State in which the estate

is situated.

21.840. Tou have referred to the profits of the cul-

tivator and to cultivation being popular ?—Tes.

21.841. Of course you are speaking to us about a
great extent of country and a variety of conditions of
life. Do I understand that it is your general opinion
that on the whole the cultivation is everywhere pro-
fitable P—In Central India I think it is, certainly.
They like their poppy crop just as a man likes to have
an orchard round his cottage at home. They like to

have poppy flowers and they like to have the opium.

21.842. Tou think that it is at present profitable ?

—

It is certainly profitable or they would not grow it.

21,813. Ha.^ there not been a considerable falling off

in price?—Yes, in price and in profit. The profit is

getting very low, bat in spite of that they are culti-

vating it. Last year and the year before the general
report I bad was that poppy cultivation was being
discontinued, that it was decreasing, and that there
were complaints that it did not pay, that the people
were being ruined, and so on. This year I have not
heard those complaints. They say that they have a
plentiful supply of water. There have been two good
rainy seasons, and the wells are full so that they can
cultivate the poppy. They told me in places where I
was travelling this year that they were sowing opium
to a considerable extent, having plenty of water.

21,844. I suppose there is no inducement in any of
these states in the way of advances from the State, as
in the case of the Bengal Monopoly advances ?—No, I
do not think that there are any advances of money
directly. The money is advanced by the village money
lender or the opium merchants.

2 l,S46. (Mr. Mowbray.) With regard to the question
of our interference with native states I rather gathered
from V u that it was what I may call an executive
interfei-i noe in the case of maladministration rather

than a interference in the direction of legislation in

those states ?—We do not at all interfere with legisla-

tion.

21.846. I presume that if such a prohibition as has
been proposed were carried out in British India and
extended to the native states it would have to be done
by legislation in those states ?—It would have to be
done entirely by the native chiefs themselves. We
could not prohibit opium cultivation in a native state

any more than wc could prohibit it in Prance.

21.847. To stop it would require legislation rather
than executive action on the part of the native state,

would it not ?—They would simply issue an order
saying that opium was not to be cultivated, and
afterwards they would have to enforce it, which would
be an extremely difficult thing to do.

21.848. Are there any factories in Central India

—

cotton or paper factories or anything of that kind ?

—

There is a large cotton mill here which belongs to the
Maharaja Holkar.

21.849. Has any suggestion ever been made to the
Government of his Highness that the recent factory
legislation of the Indian G-overnment should be
extended to his State?—Yes, I suggested that myself,
and he said that it was absolutely unnecessary, that the
people were quite happy.

21.850. Is that the only instance in which you
suggested the extension of the recent factory legislation ?

—There was a small State that said they would try to
make Homothing like a Factory Act for themselves,
and I think the headman of the State drew up a kind
oi' Act modelled on the Indian Factory Act.

hands and conferring a great benefit on the people. I
have been over it myself. It is an immense benefit to the
husband, the wife, and the children, all earning money.
Ihey are able to take it easy, and there is no pressure
upon them to work as there is iu European countries.
They can always take a holiday, whenever they like.

21,852. With regard to another measure of the Indian
Government, the Age of Consent Bill, has any attempt
been made to induce the natives to carry out similar
legislation ?—No, that is beyond the scope of our
interference. I do not think we should have a right to
ask them to do anything with regard to the marriage
laws and things of that kind.

21,8 )3. You think that such a suggestion would be
beyond the scope of your authority ?—Of course it
would be possible to suggest anything, but our ordinary
practice would not go so far as that.

21.854. I suppose you would consider the cultivation
and consumption of opium to be a matter concerning
a common domestic habit and more difficult to deal
with?—It is entirely within their jurisdiction. Yon
could not touch it without infringing on their rights.

21.855. I suppose as a matter of argument a
distinction can be drawn between prohibiting cultiva-
tion in the States, and prohibiting the import throuo-h
our territory ?—Of course we have a perfect right to do
as we like in our own territory, but it would be really
an extremely unjust and unfair thing to do. With
regard to people like the Maharaja of Gwalior and the
Maharaja liolkar we fought them in battle and had
great difficulties. Thou we made treaties which we
called treaties of lasting friendship. We were always
to be bound by the most friendly relations. It seems
to me that if they had known that we were going to
reserve the right to stop one of their articles of produce
and destroy a portion of their revenue they would
rather not have had the treaty, but would have fought
it out. I think that with a fair gentlemanly construc-
tion of the agreement that we should be friends. It
would not be fair to turn round and say, "We are

I'

going to put on such an import duty as will prevent
your exporting one of your principal articles of
commerce."

21,856. I suppose one might go a step farther and say
that though, as you have told us, there is no agreement
or even understanding, with regard to any assistance on
the part of the native Chiefs, so to manage the opium
traffic as to safeguard the British revenue,still as a matter
of fact our pass duty is levied with comparative ease,
owing to our being in cordial relations with the native
Chiefs and their regarding us as treating them fairly I—As regards the levying of the pass duty, I do not
think that the cordiality of the relations with the
native chiefs would affect it very much. The opium
simply comes into the scales and goes off by railwayWe have the things in our own hands. Where it would
affect our cordial relations with the Chiefs would be as
regards smuggling. It is so easy to smuggle opium
and the devices are so ingenious, that if you had the
native states against you I doubt if you could possiblv
prevent it.

•'

4.1.'^^'^^'^' ^''^''' ^"'"s/iawe.) I understand you to say
that the prohibition in an independent native State of
the growth of the poppy or the opium trade is not a ques-
tion in which interference would be justifiable regard
being had to treaty rights and obligations and the
policy of the Government ?—We should have no
whatever to do it.

right

21,851. I suppose the factory question is a very
infinitesimal one in Central India, that the number of
factories is very small ?—Yes. In Bagholkhand a big
factory has been started employing a great number of

21,858 Has there been any precedent, so far as you
know, which might be relied on as a justification for
such an act of interference as the prohibition of the
growth of the poppy and the use of opium except for
medical purposes would be ?—No, there is no precedent
tor any interference of that kind. I suppose the salt
case would come as near as anything, and we concluded
that matter by treaty, paying a very high compensation,
I ao not know of anything else which can be at all
taken as a precedent.

21.859. And that was entirely a matter of arrange-
ment with the States on the grounds of fair and full
compensation ?—Yes, it was a bargain.

21.860. Relorring to the antiquity of poppy culti-
vation you are no doubt aware that in the Ain-i-
Alchbari the poppy is stated to be a staple product of
the Malwa province P—Yes.
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21.861. When you except the Bohras from tne castes

that consume opium, I understand you to be referring

to a Shia sect of Mahomedans ?—Yes.

21.862. With reference to your remarks about the

best and most prosperous class of peasantry cultivating

poppy in this part of India, we have heard that both
in Behar and in the northern part of India the market
gardener, that is the Kachhi or the Koeri, is

the chief poppy cultivator, that he generally has a
small holding, and that though he is a good cultivator

he' is not necessarily a large or prosperous man. Are
you referring to a different class here P—Yes. Poppy
is cultivated by the Kaohhis here too. Some of them
have large holdings ; they have irrigated fields with
the best soil, in which they would grow poppy when
the circumstances were favourable.

21,863. {Chairman.) 1 gather fi'om yon that the

question of the expediency of our intejferevice in the

government of a Native State in the name of the

Queen-Empress, who is the acknowledged suzerain over

all India, depends upon the nature of the occasion ?

—

Yes. I think it might generally be said that we have
no right to interfere except where we are bound to do

BO in case of gross misrule. In such oases, in the in-

terests of justice and humanity, and in order to protect

the people against a ruler whom they would destroy at

once if we were not here, we are bound to interfere.

21.864. Taking the question before us, suppose that
opium was in our judgment an article that ought to
be controlled, that we regarded it as inevi tably a
poison, and could not be taken and never was taken
without involving serious moral and physical degra-
dation ; if you could take such an extreme view as
that of the opium habit, you might feel yourself called
upon, on moral grounds, to press upon the native ruler
the question of prohibition ?—In that extreme case, if
the use of opium invariably involved moral degradation
and destroyed the people, we should represent that fact
to the Native State. We should say to the Chief,
" You see that all these people are dying from taking
" this drug

;
you ought to make some arrangement to

" stop it." We should give that advice. ' But that is

a hypothetical case.

21.865. It depends upon your appreciation of the
intensity of the evil wrought by the particular article

that you were dealing with P—We might advise him
and say, "This is doing harm," and he might say,
" On the contrary, I think it is doing a great deal of
good," and decline to stop it.

21.866. So long as the question was open to any
sort of doubt, you would say you could not interfere ?

—I do not think we ought.

Mt . R. J.

Crosthwaitc,

C.S.I.
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The witness withdrew.

Lieut.-Oolonel Eobertson called in and examined.

21.867. {Chairman.) What is your present position ?

—I am the Political Agent of Baghelkhand and Super-
intendent of the Eewah State, but have recently been
engaged under the orders of the Agent to the Governor-
General in collecting data for the whole of Central
India regarding the production, consumption, export
of, and revenue derived from opium, in order that, so far

as was possible, reliable information might be presented
to the Koyal Commission. The Chiefs of Native States
are, as a rule, suspicious of interference in their affairs,

and dislike the trouble of having to supply any infor-

mation about administrative questions, and unless
special measures had been taken to explain whai was
required, and to urge upon them the importance of

supplying the best information available, the matter
would probably have been regarded as an ordinary and
unimportant question of routine to be treated with
indifl'erence. There is good reason for believing that

the annual opium produce statements submitted by the

States to Government have been prepared in a per-

functory manner, without any sufiScient inquiry, or

genuine attempt to obtain reliable figures, such as has
been made in the present instance. In order to present

the main points of the case for Central India in a
comprehensive manner, I have prepared* a statement
which shows the States grouped in the order of their

importance from the opium revenue point of view ; it

gives the estimated produce, and revenue arising

therefrom, but for reasons which I will subsequently
explain it was not found possible to tabulate particulars

about consumption. The States comprising the A. and
B. groups are all to be found in the 'tract known as

Malwa, of which the district around Indore is roughly
the centre. It is in this fertile region, rarely, if ever,

visited by famine, that opium is mostly produced.
Beyond its limits the conditions of soil and climate

are, or by the conservative traditions of the country
are supposed to be, less favourable to the cultivation of

the poppy. Central India is divided into two unequal
parts. The western and more important portion, in

which Malwa is situated, contains 100 States, including
Gwalior, Indore, Bhopal, and several others largely

interested in opium, whilst the eastern division, com-
prising Btmdelkhand and Baghelkhand, with about
33 per cent, of the total population, which is geographi-

cally a separate tract, does not grow enough opium for

its local consumption, and is consequently much less

interested in the questions under consideration than
the States in and around Malwa. In submitting my
evidence the primary object I have in view is to repre-

sent, as dispassionately as possible, what I believe to

be the opinions held by the many persons in Native
States with whom my enquiries have brought me into

contact.

21.868. Did you anticipate that there would be some

* See Appendix XI. to this Volume.

trouble in inducing seme of the Native Governments
to supply the full information you desired, and did yo'u
think it necessary to take special measures to explain
what was required, and urge the importance of supply-
ing the best information available .P—Yes, I framed
and circulated 62 questions* which were sent to the
Political OfBcers of Central India. A copy was sent
to each Political Agent with a demi-official letter
explaining exactly what was required. The Native
States of Central India, as a rule, with the exception
of the large States of Indore and Gwalior, are ex-
tremely backward in their modes of administration,
and unless the matter had been fully explained to
them, they would have been unable to supply the full
information which the Hoyal Commission would
require. The action I took was merely with a view of
explaining what were the points on which information
was required, leaving it of course to the people them-
selves to say what they thought proper. Vor the sake
of convenience, I propose to divide my remarks under
the heading of:—(1.) Production; (2.) Consumption;
(3.) Export and trade

; (4.) The direct revenue derived
from opium by Native States, and the interests which
would have to be taken into account were it necessary
to consider the question of compensation

; (5.) The
enforcement in Native States of the prohibition of
cultivation and production, except for medical pur-
poses, were this measure undertaken by British
India

; (6.) The prohibition of export through British
territory.

21,869. The first great subject that you have had to
deal with is that of production P—Yes, the total area
under opium in the Native States of Central India is
returned as 610,763 bighas. I am afraid that this total
can only be accepted as approximate. The practice is

to assess for a term of years all irrigated land capable
of producing opium, at rates which vary from Es. 5 to
Es. 25 per bigha. It is assumed, and probably with
good reason, that, as opium is, looking to the time,
labour, and capital required for its production, un-
doubtedly the most profitable crop, all holders of land
assessed on the irrigated scale vidll ordinarily grow it,

but the fields are not inspected at each harvest to see
whether other crops have been grown instead of
opium, or whether any land has been allowed to lie

fallow. The cultivators pay at the same rate whatever
crop they raise, or even whether they cultivate or not.
It is evident then, that with such imperfect super-
vision, there is nothing upon which an entirely reliable
estimate of the area of opium cultivation could be
based, though, for the pm-pose of a preliminary
inquiry, and a summary estimate of the interests
involved, the figures given, being the best information
available, may be accepted as approximately correct.
Except in such portions of their territories as are

Lieut-Col. D.
Robertson.

• For these questions, see Appendix X. to this Volume.
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comprised in jagirs [i.e., alienations of land made for

maintenance or in lieu of payment for service) there is

no one intermediate between the chiefs and their

cultivators. The land revenue is assessed, generally

on some fixed scale, according to the class of land, and

whether irrigated or not, for a term of years, and is

collected either by State officials direct or through

contractors. We have no information regarding the

relations between the jagirdars and their tenants, as

the former furnish none to the Darbars, but m these

estates the position is much the same as m the Khalsa,

the jagirdar taking the place of the Chief. The yield

of poppy milk may on the average be taken to be 5|

seers (11 lbs.) per bigha. The total produce of Central

India works out therefore to 510,763 X 5i = 2,809,196

seers. It takes 16 dharis* of crude opium to make a

chest (UOJ lbs.) of the manufactured drug; the total

out-tnrn of opium in these States is therefore on this

calculation 36,116 chests annually. The figures, how-

ever, ghon by the States, as entered in statements

A. E. and C. work out to a total of 35,911 chests. The

Litter estimiile I accept as approximately correct.

The averaL?" rxport is bhown further on to be 2.j,082

chests, t the balance of 10,829 chests must therefore be

divided between provincial exports, consumption and

increase to stocks. There is nothing peculiar about

the cultivation in Malwa, except that in the collection

of the juice it is put into a vessel full of oil, in order,

it is said to retard the process of inspissation. For

this reason Malwa opium takes longer to dry, and is

regarded with some disfavour by the outside public as

having an aperient tendency. The crude opium is,

under the custom by which Indian agriculturists have

a running account with the village banker, in which
they are mostly on the wrong side, usually sold,

semetimes before it is gathered, to a middleman or

money lender, who disposes of it to a dealer who rnay

or may not be an exporter ; the middleman may him-

self be the dealer. The manufacture requires little or

no technical or scientific knowledge, involving merely

kneading with the hands and making up the crude

opium, which after manipulation becomes of the con-

sistency of dough, into balls of about 1 lb. in weight

;

these are then covered with a coating of poppy-leaf

dust, and allowed to dry and harden. Opium improves

by keeping, and is sometimes kept for two years before

being exported. It is estimated that there are now
55,000 chests of opium:]: held in stock by the merchant'5

of the chief towns in Malwa, and that, owing to dull

trade, stocks are steadily increasing. The profit

made by the cultivator on each bigha of opium
cultivation§ is variously estimated at from Es. 22

to Ks. 8, but there are so many different points,

either to be taken into account or omitted from the

calculation under varying circumstances or contin-

gencies, that it is unprofitable to attempt to frame any
exact statement of such profits, which could be held

applicable to the whole of Central India. It is, how-
ever, admitted on all sides that opium is by far the

most valuable crop that could be grown in Malwa, and
that any attempt to supersede it by wheat, linseed,

cotton, tobacco, or even sugar-cane, must, apart

altogether from the dislike with which these extremely

conservative people would regard the proposal to

change their methods of agriculture, result in wide-

spread loss to the cultivators. The suggestion to

substitute indigo for opium, is met at once by the

reply that its cultivation is not understood. The two

most promising crops which might be raised in place

of opium seem to be tobacco and sugar-cane, but really

good tobacco of high enough quality to command a

market elsewhere, cannot it is said, be produced in

Malwa, and the same remark applies to sugar-cane and

the juice which could bo expressed therefrom. To this

crop, moreover, there is the additional objection that

it takes quite a twelvemonth to come to maturity, and
requires more water than is available as a continuance

in Malwa. The cultivation of opium is enhanced in

value by the disposal of the seeds and poppyheads,

which bring about in about Es. 8-8 per bigha. More-

over, the same land is available for raising a food-crop

(ordinarily maize) during the rains. The young poppy

plants, too, when thinned supply a nutritious vegetable,

and there is generally room in the irrigation channels

for lines of onions.

* One dhnri = 5 seers (10 lbs.)

t Deducting the 5,6(;'! chi.'sU o£ Jlejwar opium weighed at Udaipiu-

and the 0,000 chests of Eajputana opium weighed in Central India.

( Vide remarks under the trade and export.)

X The greater portion of which (about 48,000) are in Gwalior and
Indore.

§ Including the preceding maize crop.

21,870. Is it possible to make an estimate of the

amount of opium consumed in Central India which
would be considered accurate P—It is praotica,lly im-

possible, the materials for calculation beitig^ so

unreliable, to give even an approximate estimate of the

amount of opium consumed in Central India. For
small tracks rough estimates have been attempted, but
these are purely guess work, and to apply such calcti-

lations to the whole of the Province would be entirely

misleading. In the first place, the produce cannot, as

I have explained, be accurately gauged ;
and in the

second place, the system of retail sale is so limited in

extent, and at the same time so imperfectly controlled,

that no safe deductions can be hazarded as regards

either the number of consumers, or the amount they
consume. All over Malwa there is no limit to the

possession of opium. Cultivators can either sell or

keep as much as they please, and except in some of the

large towns, the States make no attempt to obtain a

revenue from retail sale. The exception to this rule is

in the districts of Northern and itSTorth-Eastern Gwalior
which lie outside Malwa ; affeo in Bundlekhand and
Baghelkhand. In these districts the produce of opium
merely sufiices for local consumption, or the drug has

to be imuorted from outside ; the right to sell by retail,

mostly in towns, is ordinarily sold by auction, the
purchaser being allowed to start shops wherever he
pleases. No statistics of consumption are available for

these tracts of country, but, except perhaps in G-walior,

Samthar and Eewah, looking to the moderate revenue
which the chiefs derive, the consumption can hardly be
considerable. In Indore the retail price of opium is, at

at the rate of Es. 12 per seer, about 7 tolas weight for

one rupee. Throughout Malwa there are undoubtedly
a very large number of consumers ; indeed, opium
eating is so common that it attracts no notice. It is

almost invariably given to children from their birth

until they are three or four years old, without, so far as
is known, any harmful result or difficulty in weaning
them from the habit. After middle age, in the case
especially of cultivators or those who have to undergo
exposure, habitual opium-eating, without any signs of
general debauchery, and without any visible detriment
to the public health, is the rule rather than the excep-
ti(m. The drug thus taken is regarded as the stafi' of
life, and, rightly or wrongly, believed to bo highly
beneficial for warding olf fatigue or mitigating suffering.

It is in most oases impossible for the non-professional
eye to detect wlio is and who is not an opium-eater,
unless the drug is taken to excess, and I ha\.j met very
few of such instances. What constitutes a normal dose
is a doubtful point. From my enquiries it varies from
6 to 40 grains per diem. Many consumers do not know
the exact weight of their daily allowance, but measure
it merely by the eye. They talk of their opium as
weighing so many ratis or mashas* but in many cases
that have been tested, the weight has been found to be
more than was supposed. There is no social disadvan-
tage or disqualification attached to the use (eating) as
distinguished from the abuse of the drug. Smoking,
on the other hand, is thought to be rather dissipated,
probably from the fact that the smoking places are
more or less public and frequented by all sorts and con-
ditions of men. Smoking is discouraged by some States.
In the two principal States, Gwalior and Indore, for
instance, it is a penal otfence ; in Eutlam and Jaora one
shop only is licensed in the capital town. The practice
of smoking in Central India is by no means a general
one, and such evil effects as arise ttierefrom must be of
very limited extent. In Malwa there are a large
number of Eajput Thakurs, some of whom owe their
political existence to our mediation and support.
Amongst them the kasumhha custom, which has doubt-
less been already described, is in fall force. Those
psrsons -.vho know them best anticipate that it would
be extremely diflicnlt to eradicate this custom. I am
now in my twenty-ninth year of Indian service, which
comprises over 23 years of civil, magisterial, and
politic,al work in various parts of India, viz., in Mysore,
Ilyderadad, the Central frovincea, Eajputana, and over
II years of Central India. I was for four years First
Assistant Agent to the Governor-General at Indore.
During the past five years I have been Superintendent
of the Eewah State (about 13,000 square miles in
extent with a population of over 1^ million)—an
appointment necessitating a close acquaintance with

' 1 Rati = about 2 grains.
1 Masha „ 16
1 Tola „ 180
2| tolas „ 1 ounce.
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the habits and customs of the people. Throughout my
service I have mixed very freely with natives of all

classes, living often without any European society, but
I have never come across, in Central India or elsewhere
any evidence of general opium debauchery, nor do I

remember to have either seen or heard of a case in

which a man was found creating a distui'banoe on the

road, or lying drunk and incapable from opium ; nor
with a considerable magisterial experience, both in

Native States and British India, can I recollect ever

having had to deal with a case in which the crime
could even remotely be attributed to the effects of this

drug. It is, from my experience, as incorrect to say
that habitual consumers invariably increase their daily

doses, as to assert that a moderate allowance of whisky
aad soda necessarily leads to drunkenness. If desired

I can produce before the Eoyal Commission a number
of moderate opium-eaters at Indore, who will show the

amount they take daily now, and depose for how long

they have consumed the same dose.

21,871. What have you to say on the subject of trade

and export ?—The system in force is that all opium for

export to Bombay for China, must be brought to one of

our scales, where it is weighed, and the duty, which
constitutes our Imperial revenue (now B.s. 600 per
chest of 140i lbs ), is levied. There are altogether

eight scales at convenient centres under Indore, and in

each case, except at the head quarters and one other

place, tbe establishment is paid through us by the

State in whose territory the scales are situated. After

weighment the opium is sent under guard, and special

railway arrangements to Bombay, where it is delivered

to the Customs authorities. The amount of opium
exported through our scales has, during the past

15 years, averaged 35,345 chests (of 140i lbs.) per
annum, including 1,716 chests weighed at Udaipur
and 3,547 chests weighed at Ohitor. This ia without
taking into account the supplies sent to the Punjab
(viS, Ajmere), Hyderabad, Mysore, Madras, Coorg,
!13erar, or Baroda for local consumption. Such opium
is usually of an inferior description, but, in the case of

Hyderabad, Madras, and Berar, being intended for

excise purposes, it pays a higher duty, viz., Es. 700
per chest, which is ultimately realised by the State or

Province to which the export is made, the Imperial
revenue deriving no advantage therefrom. As regards
Mysore, Coorg, and Baroda no duty is levied here ; the

localities make their own arrangements. Under the

system in force, it is not possible to determine from
what particular State opium weighed at any one ol: the

scales has come. Nor can the States themselves
supply this information. I may add that all the opium
weighed is not tbe produce of Central India. Chitor
and Udaipur are in Rajputana, and the opium
weighed there (about 5,263 chests) is net grown in

Central India ; whilst Jhallawar, Kotah, and some
States in Bajputana also send their opium (about

5,000 chests per annum) to Indore, Ujjain, and Man-
disor. It may be mentioned that between 300 and
400 chests of opium grown in Central India are

exported to States in Rajputana without passing
through any scales. So long as this opium does not
enter British territory there is no restriction upon the
transport. The native merchants assert that only pure
opium is sent to China, but their test, besides that of

the feel, is mainly confined to filtering, by which
farinaceous adulteration, if slight, cannot be detected.

An olhcer of the Bengal Opium Agency, who came to

Indore to buy Malwa opium for G-overnment excise

purposes in 1883, ascertained, by means of the tincture

of iodine test, that 2J per cent, of the opium brought
for purchase was adulterated with farinaceous matter.
Presumably the Chinese do not find this out, as they
would refuse to pay a high price for adulterated stuff.

If they did discover adulteration it would probably
cease, as the same duty is levied on all opium, good or

bad, and it would not do to export inferior stuff. It

will be seen from the statement* accompanying that

there has of late years been a fairly steady decrease in

weighments, due to a falling off in the trade, occa-

sioned by prices which have at times ruled so low that

rates at Shanghai were about the same or even less

than those at Indore. Quotations are now Rs. 39 per
dhari for new, to Rs. 42 for old opium, whereas
16 years ago as much as Rs. 85 were realised. Mer-
chants have been obliged, in order to free capital, to

export at a loss ; and generally speaking the good
times which opium 3xporters formerly enjoyed are

gone, probably never to return. A chest of opium now

Zieul.-Col. D.
Robertson.

costs in Indore Rs. 492,* excluding the British Grovern
ment duty of Rs. 600, or Rs. 1,092 in all. Some
merchants with whom I have discussed the situation
mentioned that on recent shipments a profit of Rs. 60 6 Feb. 1894
to Rs. 60 per chest had been made, but that rates were _^
then falling. At the present time trade is again some-
what brisker, and weighments have in consequence
been heavier. The opium export trade, fluctuating and
uncertain though it may be, still possesses attractions
for local traders. One of the sources of its popularity
is the speculative dealing for forward delivery, known
locally as satta oi' time-bargains. In these transactions
it is not intended that 'uhe opium sold shall be deli-

vered, and they are practically wagers on a rise or fall

in prices. Settling is effected on rates fixed, generally
at the full moon, by a committee of merchants in one
of the important trading centres, of which Indore,
Rutlam, and Ujjain are the chief. These risky tran-
sactions, which are often of immense extent, naturally
result occasionally in financial disaster to trading
firms, but though spoken of in a deprecatory manner
by many persons satta still flourishes, and the bargains
are taxed by some States. Independent, however, of
these speculations there is a large bonS, flde trade in
opium, the benefits accruing from which are shared by
the chiefs and their ryots as well as by merchants. A
considerable amount of poppy seed is also exported,
figures for which I will produce as soon as they are
received from the railways with whom I have com-
municated.f It is impossible to ascertain with any
approach to accuracy the amount of capital engaged in

the opium trade, as the merchants are not unnatuaally
reticent about this part of their business, but from
common report, and to judge by the yearly weight-
ments and stocks held awaiting export, the total capital

can hardly be less than three crores. Any radical
change, such as a sudden cessation in the supply, or a
diminished value of the drug, would certainly involve
many firms in bankruptcy. There would, moreover, be
no scope for the profitable employment in Malwa of

the capital held by firms who were sufficiently wealthy
to weather such a crisis, and were it diverted to another
Province the important mercantile towns of Indore,
Ujjain, Mandsaur, Rutlam, Jaora, Dhar, and indeed
the whole country, would suffer considerably.

21,872. Tour next head is the direct revenue derived
from opium by Native States, and the interests which
would have to be taken into account were it necessary
to consider the question of compensation ?—The direct
revenue realised by the States is derived from :

—

1. Land revenue. 2. Taxing the crude opium. 3. A
local export duty. 4. Various minor imposts, such as
taxes upon entering manufacturing towns, on sales,
on speculations, &c. 5. Sale of the monopoly of
retail sale. In Indore the State has the monopoly of
manufacturing rubba opium, an inferior kind prepared
by extracting particles of the drug from the cloth bags
in which the crude stuff has been brought to the
manufacturing centres. The direct revenue from
opium under all headings which must be taken into
account in estimating the probable losses amounts to
Es. 70,81,252. I have alluded pointedly to the un-
certainty which attaches to estimates of opium
produce, but the figures about direct revenue enjoyed
by tbe States may, in most cases, be accepted as
reliable. To some of the States the loss which a pro-
hibition of cultivation and production must entail
would be a very serious matter, not only to the
exchequers of the Chiefs, but also to their cultivators.
The compensation payable would have to be on a
liberal scale, and claims would certainly be made, not
only on behalf of cultivators compelled to raise less
profitable crops, but also by traders, some of whom
would be ruined, whilst others might be obliged to
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transfer tneir business elsewlu're. None of the im-
portant States are prepared to make a definite claim
for compensation without an exhaustive inquiry which
would probably enhance rather than lessen the present
roughly-prepared estimate. This amounts roughly
for cultivators to Es. 66,38,080, for merchants
Es. 23.04,363, or, including the direct losses which
would fall upon States, a grand total of Es. I,60,'.i3,695,

a large portion of which would, for some years at any
rate, be required as a yearly payment. This estimate

does not include the sums expended on irrigation

works, under which the opium cultivation is in ordi-

nary seasons protected from drought, and which, were
the growth of opium prohibited, would, it is asserted,

yield an insignificant return on the capital exioeuditure.

The Indore authorities assess this outlay at

Rs. 33,000,000. The necessary investigation to deter-

mine the exact amount of compensation payable under
al 1 headings would take several months to complete

;

it would even then be difficult to check the results

arrived at, whilst attempts to curtail exaggerated
claims would raise general discontent. Before quitting
this section of my evidence I should perhaps allude to

the charitable institutions and works of public utility

which are maintained, not only by the opium merchants
themselves, but also by the British Government out of

the cesses levied on each chest. These comprise, on
behalf of the merchants, a system of religious chari-
ties ; and, on the part of G-overnmeut, a widespread
scheme of affording gratuitous medical relief to the
people, and of maintaining roads, which are of con-
siderable public advantage, besides the support of

schools.

21,873. The next point is the propriety or practica-
bility of enforcing in Jfative States the prohibition of
cultivation and production except for medical purposes.
What, in your view, would be the only justification for
such a prohibition ?—I do not propose to discuss the
question whether the British Government would have
the right, under existing treaties or usage, to forbid
the States to cultivate opium, but I may perhaps be
justified in assuming that no such interference would
be exercised until it had been conclusively demon-
strated that the cultivation of the poppy in British
India was, on general grounds, indefensible. In the
course of my recent visits to the various States, I have
had many opportunities of discussing the question
with the chiefs concerned, as well as with their

officials, merchants, and cultivators, and can claim to

speak with some degree of certainty with respect to

the popular feeling. There can be little doubt that
any interference at all, even with liberal compensation,
would be most unpopular, and the prevailing feeling
is an utter inability to understand the raison d'etre or
necessity for the present inqairy. No reasonable
jjerson, whose perception of the proportion of things is

not clouded by preconceived notions, can truthfully

assert that there is any such general debauchery from
the consumption of opium in Central India as might
be held to ,]ustify special intervention ; more specially
too, interference which, in the opinion of many people,
would tend to ruin the country. There would be much
difficulty, and no little danger of exciting a popular
outbreak, in carrying prohibition into effect. The
qualification about supplies for medical purposes is

absolutely impracticable. There are neither licensed
chemists, nor, with the exception of those educated
under our system of medicine, very few of whom are
to be found in Central India, qualified medical
practitioners who could be considered competent to

judge and certify whether a man took opium for his

health's sake or merely as an indulgence. Anyone
who can induce people to believe in his skill or occult
power maybecome a medical practitioner, and aNative
gentleman of Rewah informed me the other day that
one of the most popular children's doctors in that
locality was a scavenger, whose modus operandi, besides
dispensing reputedly efiicacious prescriptions, was to

make mystic signs before his patients with a broom.

The Nawab of Jaora, a Mahomedau Chief, will, I hope,
app?iir liel'ore the Koyal Commission ; and the evid.'uce
recorded by the Mmister of Indore, under the heading
" Political Danger," may be takan to represent in
great part the sentiments of th:i Native public in
reference to the proposal to prohibit tlie cultivation of
opium.

21,874. With regard to your last head, the otoppage
of export through British India, our power to maintain
the present arrangement rests, does it not, upon the
geogi'aphical circumstance that wo hold the seaboard ?—Yes. There are no treaties or engagements now in
force to regulate the transport of opium through British
India, excepting an incidental reference to opium in
the salt agreements with three States* under which
they bind themselves to prohibit the export from their
States of /./^ang', ganja, spirits, opium or other intoxi-
cating drugs or preparations, by all routes, and in all

directions heretofore barred by the Inland Customs
line. The maintenance of the pi'esent arrangements
rests mainly upon our possession of the seaboard, to
which none of the States can have access, except by
crossing our territory. Were we to forbid opium to be
transported to Bombay, the result would probably be
at first to stimulate consumption not only in the Native
States, but also in the surrounding British districts.

Opium is very portable, and it would practically be
impossible to check smuggling even *vere the frontier
carefully guarded. Sooner or later about two-thirds of
the opium-growing land would be thrown out of culti-
vation, or, if the cultivated area remained unchanged,
as opium produced at the present rate would be unsale-
able except at a low price, it would be necessary for the
chiefs to reduce their assessments all round on irrigated
land. In either case the result would be a considerable
loss of revenue, which the Chiefs, who, as a rule, live
well up to their incomes, could ill afford. They would
naturally look to the British Government to compensate
them, as well as their cultivators and their merchants.
If this claim were rejected on the plea that we were
under no engagement to allow opium to pass through
our territory, much discontent would inevitably arise.
The Chiefs would probably argue that to terminate
arbitrarily and without compensation an arrangement
which had been in force for many years, and to further
which they had, so far as they were able, loyally
co-operated, was a harsh measure, altogether at variance
with the friendly relations and solicitude for their
welfare which the supreme Government had always
endeavoured to maintain. Moreover, a large preventive
establishment would be necessary ; for the Chiefs are
now acting with us, in the sense that their interests in
opium are intermingled with ours, in recognition of
which they pay for the establishments maintained at
all scales, except Indore and Eutlam. It is well known
even now that smuggling does exist, even though the
Chiefs may wish to stop it. We could expect no
sympathy or assistance under an altered arrangement,
as the position would be entirely different when it came
to be a question of hostile interests and our endeavour-
ing to keep their opium out of British India. The
dangers of spreading a network of necessarily under-
paid subordinate officials, in the shape of a preventive
establishment, over the country, to harass and extort
money from the people, are too obvious to require
elucidation.

^ Of the two evils, viz., prohibiting pro-
duction in Native States, or stopping the transport of
opium through British India, the latter would probably
be the lesser,^ in that it would not give rise to any
immediate and serious excitement among.st the people,
such as might be caused were they to be deprived of
what IS practically life to many of them. Butthe ellect
as regards the discontent of Native Chiefs, and ulti-
mately of their cultivators and merchants, would be
nauch the same. In neither case would the meddlesome
philanthropy which prompted our action be appreciated,
or even understood, and the political consequences
could hardly fail to be dangerous if not disastrous.

* Gwalior, Datia, and Samtliar (in Bundelkhand).

The witness withdrew.

Brigade-
Siuiji oii-

Lieiit.-(]ol.

D. F. Keegan,
i\r. !>.,

F.R.C.S.

Brigade-Surgeon Lieut.-Colonel D.F. Keegan, M.D., F.E.C.S., called in and examined.

21,875. {Sir William liolerts.) You are Residency

11,876. What opportunities have you had of studying
the eHect of opium in the Malwa .States P—I have had
nearly 28 yean-' Indian service, 25 of -nhich hare been

passed m Central India ; have Ijeen through Afo'han
war m medical charge of Central India Horse, in wliioh
regiment there are a large number of Sikhs and have
superintended the Charitable Hospital, Indore for 13
yoar5. The daily averge number of in-patieuts in this
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hospital, varies betwep.n 160 and 190, the number of
out-patients is about 150 daily. I have therefore had
ample opportunities of becoming intimately acquainted
wi-th the customs of the natives of this part of this
country, and their prevailing diseases.

21.877. Have you reason to believe that opium eating
is common in these districts ?—Opium eaters constitute
a very considerable percentage of adult males—between
20 and 30 of the population of Malwa and Central
India. Amongst the Ifa^jputs opium assumes the
position in social life and ceremonials accorded to alcohol
in other countries.

21.878. For what purpose is the opium habit
generally commenced P—The purposes for which the
opium habit is contracted are to alleviate rheumatic
pains ; to cure chronic dysentery and diarrhoea ; to

act as a prophylactic against malarial fever ; to cure
diabetes ; and it is often taken as an aphrodisiac.

21.879. What is your own personal impression, as to

the effect of the moderate use of opium P—The
moderate use of small daily doses of opium, is of
benefit in the diseases I have mentioned, and enables
men to undergo prolonged muscular exertion on a
small allowance of food. Its moderate use is neither
immoral, degrading nor injurious ; nor does its moderate
use cause any mental, general or physical deterioration
of those who consume it.

21.880. I suppose it is scarcely possible to define in
figures, what is a moderate iise P—It is extremely
difficult.

21.881. Have you had any experience of opium
smoking in this part of India?—It is very uncommon,
taking into consideration the vast population.

21.882. Have you observed that there is much diflS-

culty in diminishing the quantity of the opium eaters,

daily allowance or in stopping the use altogether ?—

I

find that the reduction of an opium eater's daily
allowance is neither diflionlt nor infrequent. I found
that out from my po.sition as Superintendent of the
jail at Indore.

21.883. What have you learnt with regard to the
giving of opium to infants P—Opium is given to a very
large percentage of the infant population of the
province of Malwa and Central India generally. In
Malwa this practice of giving opium is generally
begun when the child is 12 or 14 days old ; that
between 80 and 90 per cent, of the infant population
of Malwa gets opium soon after birth ; that it is given
to the children of both rich and poor ; that the dose
of opium thus administered, is at first about

-J
of a

grain, a bit of opium, the size of a mustard seed, twice
or threi,- times daily ; that the dose is gradually in-

creased until the child takes about two grains of opium
daily ; that this practice is continued until the child

reaches the age of Sg or o years, and that then the
child is gradually weaned from the use of opium.
Opium is thus administered to all castes in Malwa,
with the exception of the children of Bohras, i.e.,

Musalmans of the Shia sect. The parents assert that
opium thus administered keeps their children happy
and contented, and prevents them from crying, and
that it acts as a prophylactic against capillary bron-
chitis, diarrhcsa, and other infantile disorders. In my
experience this practice of giving opium to children
in Malwa exercises no injurious effects on their

health.

21,88 1. Do you think it would be practicable to pro-

hibit the growth of the poppy and the manufacture of
opinm p—It would, in my oijinion, be quite impractica-

ble to prohibit the growth of the poppy, and manufacture
and sale of opium except for medical purposes, among
Native States, and such prohibition, even if possible,

would entail great hardshiji and suffering on the

inhiihitants of Malwa and Central India.

21,SS5. Have you been h.il to recognise that there is

a ditlevence of tolerance between the natives of IndiR,

and ICuropeans with regard to opium ?—I think there

is a difl'erence, the natives tolerate it better, for

climatic reopons.

21.886. You put ' it down to . the climate ?—Not
only the climate, .but th^ general surroundings,

clothing, &i:.

21.887. You have stated that the practice of taking

opium is almost universal ; has it occurred to you that

the greater tolerance of the natives of India for opium
is pailly induced by the giving of opium to infants,

that an unusual tolerance is caused in that way, and

that that tolerance survives until they begin to take
opium again when they are 25, 35 or 40 ?—I do not
think so, because the child is weaned from the use of
opium when he is three years of age.

21.888. You think the taking of opium again has
nothing to do with having had it when they were
children ?—No.

21.889. You do not think there would be any effect
left on the constitution ."—That would be a very diffi-

cult question to answer.

21.890. You have not formed an opinion on that?

—

No.

21.891. Have you seen any evil results from the
practice of giving opium to infants ?—No.

21.892. Not single examples ?—No.

21.893. Have you seen anything in the nature of an
accidental dose being given ?—Yes, I have seen children
poisoned by being given large doses.

21.894. The mothers gave them too much ?—Very
likely the mothers left the box containing the opium
near the children and they got it and ate it.

21.895. That would be a pure accident ?—Yes.

21.896. Are the mothers very skilful in the use of

opiiim ?—Yes.

21.897. You have not seen any ill effects from the
practice itself ?—No.

21.898. You have not seen marasmus caused by the
practice ?—Isl o.

21.899. Are you in a position to say that you have a
sufficiently intimate knowledge of the mothers and
children in these pai'ts to detect such examples if they
occurred ?—I think so. I superintend one of the
largest native hospitals out of Bombay or Calcutta. I
am at the hospital for many hours during the day, and
I see native children brought to the hospital every day.

I have had a very large experience.

21.900. Is it a fact that the Musalmans of the (Shia

sect do not take opium p—I do not think any Bohras
take it.

21.901. You think opium does act beneficially and
prophylactically in malarial fever?—Yes.

21.902. That is a conviction which has grown up in
your mind ?—Yes.

21.903. You cannot give us any facts beyond the
impression?—No, I cannot.

21.904. Is malaria prevalent in these States ?—Yes.

21.905. You think the use of opium as a domestic
remedy is practically universal ?— I'es.

21.906. You mean that there is a little opium kept in
every house ?—Yes.

21.907. {Mr. Fanshawe). You say opium is often
taken as an aphrodisiac, I suppose that would be among
the younger men?—Not always, sometimes the older
men use it for this purpose when their powers are
failing.

21.908. Do a large number of consumers take it for
that purpose ?—No, it is only taken occasionally for
that, I think.

21.909. {Sir William Boherts.) Is opium much
believed in in this part of India as an aphrodisiac ?

—

Yes.

81.910. There are a great many things taken as
aphrodisiacs, and opium is one of them ?—Yes.

21.911. {Mr. Mowbray.) Is there much opium con-
sumed by women in this part of India ?—Yes, a large
quantity, not so much, of course, as amongst the males.

21.912. You say the proportion of adult males who
take opium is 20 to 30 per cent., can you give any pro-

portion with regard to the women ?—I should say about
10 per cent, of the women take it.

21.913. Do they take it in old age or when ?—About
35 years of age.

21.914. Is a woman who takes it regarded as worse
than any other woman?—No.

21.915. Do you mean among respectable classes of

women P—Among all classes, in this part .of Western
Malwa , especially.

21.916. "WTieu you speak of the population of Malwa
what aiea do you include ?—The Western States under
the Central Indian Agency.

^' 2

Brigade-
Surgeon

Lieut.-Col.

D. F. Keegan,
M:D.,

F.R CS.
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Briyade- 21,917. (Mr Wilson) Yon have referred to opium
Surgeon being taken as a prophylactic against fever, do you

Lieut.-Col. believe in it yourself as a prophylactic against fever P

—

D. F. Keegan, I believe in it, and I know the people take it for that
M.D., reason.

I» 7> y^ o
'

21,918. Do you prescribe it for that purpose?—

I

6 Feb. 1894. occasionally do, not very often.

' — 21,919. To Europeans or natives P—Only to natives.

21.920. You referred to the taking of opium enabling
men to undergo prolonged exertion on a small allow-

ance of food, do you mean that is an occasional or an
habitual thing P—Habitual among the old men. The
old men take a certain quantity of opium and it enables
them to do as hard a day's work as their sons.

21.921. Would you say that the habit of taking opium
was a desirable one for a young man who was not
suffering from any disease ?—No, not for a young man
who had no disease.

21.922. You do not think the moderate use causes
any deterioration P—No, so far as I have been able to .

recognise.

22.923. Do yon regard it as an insidious drug,
tending to cause a de.sire to increase the dose ?—No,
excepting in certain cases. Amongst a certain number
there will be one or two perhaps who go to excess.

21.924. You would not say there was any danger of
it tending to make the consumer increase his dose P

—

No.

21.925. Under what circumstances do opium eaters

reduce their daily allowance ?— I referred to compulsory
reduction when a man is put in jail.

21.926. You refer particularly to prisoners P—Yes.

21.927. Taking the case of a man at large is it diffi-

cult for him, with opium within reach, to give up the
habit p—I do not think he would like to give up the
habit. It is very rarely he discontinues the habit
voluntarily.

21.928. Do you think the children of the Musalmans
of the Shia sect sufier in any respect for want of it p

—

As a matter of fact they happen to be the most
unhealthy children in this part of the country. The
Bohras as a rule in this part of the country are most
unhealthy.

21.929. I refer to children p—The children of the
Musalmans of the Shia sect are the most unhealthy
children, whether it is through not taking opium I do

not know, but as a matter of fact the children of the

Bohras are very unhealthy.

21,930. You do not say it is because they do not take
opium that they are unhealthy p—No.

21,9.31. Do you have a large number of native

children come under your notice ?—Yes.

71.932. In what way ?—At the hospital which I

superintend ; it is a very large hospital, the daily

average number of in patients is between 160 and 190
and there are a large number of out patients.

21 .933. We have heard frequently of this habit of

giving opium to children, can you suggest any
reason why children in England or any other country
should not be given it as well here?—None, except
that it is the result of cumulative experience.

People find out it is a good thing to give their children
opium ; it is a habit that has descended for many
hundreds of years.

21.934. The fact that it stops crying is not always
considered an advantage. You would not like to see
it extended in England for that purpose p—I do not
know, perhaps it would be a good thing if it prevented
the children from crying so much.

21,93.5. Do you think it would be a good thing p—

I

would not go so far as that, but I have stated that the
natives use it for' that purpose. That is only one of
the reasons. A peasant woman who has to work in the
fields gives her child some opium and puts him in a
basket in the corner of the hut, or perhaps she takes
the child with her to the field, puts him in a small
basket and gives him a little opium to keep him quiet.
She also gives the baby opium to ward off certain
diseases. The natives in this part of the country
believe it is a prophylactic against capillary bronchitis
and other diseases.

21.936. You would not like to see it extended to
England for that purpose ?—I have not considered
that.

21.937. What is your opinion ?—I should say it would
be a good thing to stop a child crying at any time.

21.938. {Chairman.) Not by administering opium ?—

I

gathered from an answer to a question put by Mr. Wilson
that you did not recommend the giving of opium to
children at home P—I do not think it is necessary to
give it in Europe.

21.939. (Sir William BoherU.) You would require to
be assured that the tolerance for opium would be the
same as in India, the cases are different?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Surgeon-Major Dane called in and examined.

Surgeon- 21,940. {Sir William Roberts.) You are Agency Sur-
Major Dane, geon at Bhopal p—Yes.

^"~
21,941. What service have you had in India?—I have

nearly 19 years' service, of which 13 have been in Cen-
tral India. I also served in Afghanistan in 1879 and
1880, and saw the effects of opium on Sikh and other
sepoys.

21.942. What has been your position for the last 10
years?— For the past 10 years I have been in charge
of the Bhopal Battalion, which contains about 170
Sikhs, many of whom take opium daily, without any
bad effects ; also as agency surgeon I spend some three

months in the district every year visiting dispensaries

and inspecting vaccination work, and thus have very
ample opportunities of conversing with natives of all

classes. I have always understood that a very large

percentage of the cultivating classes take daily doses

of opium without any bad effects ; that all classes use

it as a prophylactic against fevers and dysentery in the
rainy season.

21.943. What impression have you gathered as to the

effects of opium ?—That opium in small doses acts as a

powerful stimulant there is no doubt, and under its

use men are able to bear fatigue, and get through an
amount of physical exertion they would otherwise

never accomplish. It also allays the pangs of hunger,

and some say of thirst.

21.944. Have you had any experience of opium
smoking in these districts P — Opium is but little

smoked by the cultivating classes, but there is no
doubt that in Bhopal itself, as in other large cities,

many men do smoke, and also take the drug in othor

ways in excess ; but these persons are only a smal I

percentage of the population, and are usually men who
have commenced to take the drug to allay pain, such
as they suffer in the tertiary stages of syphilis from
rheumatism, &c. They are usually the classes which
correspond to the gin-drinking population of England.

21.945. In what other way is opium used in the
Bajput States P—Also opium is used in excess by the
wealthier Rajputs, whose drink of amal pani or
Tcasumbha represents the excessive consumption of
alcohol by the habitual drunkard. Amongst them the
principal effect that I have observed from the abuse
of the drug is, that they become sterile, and I have
had many applications from such men to ask why they
cannot beget children. This fact many persons, con-
sidering the over-population of India, would look upon
as very much in favour of opium consumption

.

21.946. Have you gathered any impression as to the
feeling of the people with regard to the prohibition of
the growth of poppy ?—I am at present touring in my
districts, and on every side the people are in a terrible
state of mind regarding the idea of the cultiration of
opium being stopped, as, letting alone the benefits
that they consider accrue from its consumption, it is
the crop that pays the cultivator's rent. The land
where it usually is cultivated is also damp, low-lying
land, with heavy soil and not suited for the growth of
other crops.

21.947. What is your general impression as to the
good or evil effects of the opium habit in these parts P—From what I know of the general use of opium in
these parts, I can confidently state that any evils which
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may arise from its abuse are fifty times over compen-
sated for by the benefits it confers, letting alone the
disturbing effects that any attempt to interfere with
its cultivation would have on the temper of the popu-
lation, and the enormous pecuniary losses they would
sustain.

21.948. May I take it that you have had a suffi-

ciently intimate acquaintance with the opinm habit,
in regard to children, to enable you to say whether
it is commonly given to infants?— A.mong the people
in the Bhopal State it certainly is common. All the
people except the Bohras give it to their children in
infancy.

21.949. Have you observed any ill effects from the
practice P—I have frequently seen children overdosed,
and I have also seen children given opinm much in the
same way as the mothers at home give them gin. Their
mothers cannot nourish them and they give them ex-

cessive quantities of opium.

21.950. Have yon seen the soporific effect of the
opium habit P—Yes, and marasmus as well.

21.951. How did you distinguish the cases of maras-
mus in these children from the marasmus we have
at home, from indigestion and so forth p—Generally
by the confession of the mothers themselves. On en-
quiring from them I found they had been giving larger
quantities of opium to the children than was the cus-
tom of the country.

21.952. You distinguish between the 'post hoc and the
propter hoc ?—I ask the mothers of the children how
much opium they give them, whether they give them
a rati a day, and the answer will probably be that they
give them three or four ratis.

21,963. You came to the conclusion that it was from
taking opium because you found the quantity given
them was excessive ?—Yes, the mother probably had
not sufficient milk for the child, and so she gave him
an extra dose of opium to keep him quiet.

21.954. Have you found that the diminution or
cessation of the practice of giving opium causes the
children to recover P—I cannot say. When we have a
native child as a patient we only see him once perhaps,

and after that lose sight of him altogether or at any
rate do not see him for weeks.

21.955. So that you are not able to apply a crucial

test P—No.

21.956. You have a great many infants pass under
your notice, almost all of whom have been given opium.
Can you give me any idea how frequently the cases

which you considered were marasmus occurred p—One
or two cases in a month

.

21.957. Do you call that a large proportion? how
many children would come under your notice within a

month ?—I am only speaking of sick children brought
to me for that purpose.

21,968. You could not say whether they have
recovered or aot ?—No, because it is not like an
English dispensary where you see your patients every
day. Perhaps you might see them a week afterwards,

perhaps not all.

21.959. Are these Sikhs very moderate consumers P

—The Sikh sepoy who takes it, as a rule takes about
three grains as a dose. He only takes one dose unless

he has somelhing arduous to do and then he takes two,

once at morning and once ai night.

21.960. Are they habitual consumers?—Some of them
are, but the men I have come across only take it when
there is an actual need for it.

21.961. The amal pani of the Eajputs you say is

used for the purpose of intoxication only on ceremonial

occasions and in a very small quantity P—My experience

of the people—I see a great deal of these Eajput chiefs

—is that they have regular parties to drink the amal
pani. They meet at each other'.s houses and issue

invitations to each other.

21.962. Something like the wine parties at home ?

—

Yes, like a wine party at college.

21.963. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Do I understand you to say

that it is common among the wealthier Rajputs to take

cmial pani to excess p—Yes, among the men I have come
across.

21,964. Do you mean the Thakurs P—Yes, large land-
holders.

Surgeon-
Major Dane.

21,965. You think that the habit of taking amal
~—

2Mni to excess is common amongst them ? Yes. My
experience of the men I have met leads me to that
conclusion.

21.966. (Mr. Wilson.) You have used the expression
" I havo always understood." Do I gather from that
that it is only your general impression, or have you
made special inquiries with regard to this method P I
travel in the districts in the cold weather for three
months. I know the natives. I converse with them,
and they have always led me to understand that it is a
common custom.

21.967. You have spoken about opium parties. Do
those parties result in intoxication ?—I do not say the
whole party becomes intoxicated, but the daily drinker
of amal pani becomes almost " muzzy " from taking
it.

21.968. You would not be surprised to hear that some
of these guests become unconscious from taking it P
No, just the same as it happens sometimes with guests
at home.

21.969. Do I understand that in the district where
you have been touring poppy is regarded as a distinctly
profitable crop P—Yes, certainly it is a crop that pays

;

it is not very difficult to cultivate, and they get their
money sooner.

21.970. Has the acreage under poppy in that district
fallen off during the last few years P—I do not think so.
The cultivation all depends on the tanks from which
they irrigate the land.

21.971. It depends upon whether there is pleiity of
water ?—Yes ; if there has been a good rainfall you
will have an increase of land under poppy. If the
tanks are full and there is plenty of water to be ootained
the cultivators will put as much land under poppy as
they possibly can.

21.972. On the other hand, if there were no water
they would not grow poppy?—No. They could not
grow it without water.

21.973. Did you say that the Sikh soldiers only took
a grain or two of opium at the time p—I think three
grains is the dose. The ordinary small dose is about
three grains.

21.974. Did I understand you to say that the mothers
give their children 3 or 4 ratis?—I said during the day
those are the cases where the children have shown that
they have had an excessive quantity. In that case they
have been given up to 7 or 8 grains in the day.

21.975. How many infants under 2 or 3 years of age
would you see at the dispensary during the month p I
only see one or two. They would be brought simply for
me to see them. The ordinary routine work of the dis-
pensary is done by the hospital assistant, and these are
only cases which he brings to me for consultation. I
don't see every case that comes to the hospital. It is only
certain cases that the hospital assistants would bring to
show me.

21.976. Do you think the habitual taking of opium is a
good thing for a man in good health ?—I certainly would
not take it myself, or recommend any other European to
take it, but it has grown up here as a custom. The
ordinary moderate consumption has no evil effect, but
I would not recommend anybody to commence the habit,
nor would I commence it myself.

21.977. You would not recommend either a European
or a native to take it p—Except in eases where there are
no other drugs available.

21.978. I am not speaking of cases of ill health P—As a
custom I would certaiuly not recommend it.

21.979. {Mr. Mowbray.) We are sometimes told that
opium is much worse than alcohol because it is so
insidious that people cannot resist going to excess with
it. In youi- opinion is there a greater probability of a
person going to excess with opium than with alcohol ?

—I think a weak-minded man who takes alcohol is more
likely to go to excess in that than a weak-minded man
who takes opium.

6 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.
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Surgeon
Lieut.-Col.

M. Caldecott.

6 Feb. 1894.

Surgeon-Lieut. -Colonel E. Caldecoit called in and examined.

21.980. {Sir William Boherts.) Will you tell us your
present position and what ojiportunities you have had
of studying the effects of taking opium in these parts ?

—I have had 24^ years' service, 22 of which have been
passed in Malwa, the greater part of which time I have
been in charge of the Cientral India Horse, and the
Political Agency of Western Malwa. The Central
India Horse in largely composed of Sikhs, a large pro-
portion of whom are opium consumers. My civil

medical duties have brought me in daily contact with
I he cultivating classes in Malwa, who are all more or
less opium eaters. I have also acted as Beeidency
Surgeon at Indore on odd occasions since 1877, in alt

for about three and a half to four years, and at those
times held charge of the hospital with its constant
daily attendance of about 300.

21.981. What has been the result of your experience
as to the prevalence of the habit of using opium in these
parts p—I know very little about it ; of course, I know
that there are opium eaters . One hears of such a thing
but it has never come under my notice in any way. It

is only since I was told I should be called as a witness
that I have made inquiries about it.

21.982. How long ago was that ?—About four
mouths.

21.983. What have you learnt in that time ?—It is

very difficult to get auy evidence which coincides
;
you

get different evidence from different people. I have
found that probably nearly 50 per cent, of the adult
males of the population eat opium. A very small per-
centage smoke it ; those who do are mostly fakirs, and
people about the temples. It is very generally used by
agriculturists and by all those engaged in trades
involving exposure. I should say that the average
daily consumption of a confirmed consumer i.s between
30 to 40 grains. The price of SO grains is two pice,

but the poorest of the agriculturist class are able to get
opium by working in the fields and being paid in kind,
and they are also allowed to go into the fields after the
opium has been gathered in the same way as the
gleaners at home in England.

21.984. What is a tola in this district P—About three
drachms.

21.985. What is the age at which they begin to use
opium P—I believe that as a, rule the men do not begin
to use opium until they reach the age of about 3.j or 40.

My knowledge has only been gained since I have
been told I should be asked to appear before this

Commission.

21.986. The matter had not intruded itself upon
your notice at all P—Not in any way. It is compara-
tively rare for young men to use it ; rheumatism is

often the cause of their commencing to eat opium

;

and the younger men are not so liable to attacks of

rheumatism as the older men are. Malaria and
dysentery are also the cause of men taking opium

;

there is no doubt that all the natives of these parts

have a very firm belief in the efficacy of this drug, not
only as an alleviating remedy during the disease, but
also as a prophylactic. As .to its power to promote
endurance of great exertion, I can speak with confi-

dence from my own observation. This is the only
thing I can speak of from my personal knowledge.
During the 22 years of my service in Central India 1

have known men working as shikaris who have been
capable of really wonderful feats of endurance, who in

the hot weather months would go out beating in the
jungles during all the hottest part of the day, would
march 15 to 20 miles that night, and do the same thing

day and night duiing the months of April and May
;

these men were all confirmed opium eaters ; most of

these men have lived to a good old age, and, as far as

I have seen, have been able to work the same as before,

almost up to the end. I am of opinion that all the

men who work in the way these do are opium oater.s,

and that it is by the use of opium alone that they are

able to do it for years and y(iars as they do.

21,987. Have yon had any practical experience of

the kassumba ijiaclice P—None at all, except what
people have tuld me. I am told that the practice is

very common, Imt it is not a thing that is taken to any
excess as far an I can make out. It is a kind of greeting

cup at receptions, or on arrival of guests. Kasumbha
is prepared by dissolving about one tolah (three drums)

of opium in about half an ounce to one ounce of cold

water ; after dissolving, it is filtered and is generally

distributed by dipping a piece of cotton into the
mixture and squeezing it into the palm of the guest's
hand.

21.988. What have you been told about the giving of
opium, to infants ?—It is commonly given by all classes
except, I believe, the Bohras. It is certainly given by
the lower classes, but not, so far as I know, by the
upper classes. It is only those who cannot afford to
remain with iheir children or to hire anyone to look
after them. Children are generally given it up to one
and a half to two grains. About a quarter to a half
grain is used ordinarily. I do not know of any case where
deleterious effects have been produced by its use.
There is no difficulty in weaning the child from the
use of opium, as a rule. Sometimes it is done
gradually, but, as a rule, at once. It generally causes
some diarrhoea, but this only lasts for a few days, and
after it ceases, no further trouble occurs.

21.989. It is used externally ;—The only decoction
made from poppy heads is that made in our own hospitals
and used combined with camomile as a local application
to relieve pain.

21.990. Is it given to animals ?—Certainly not.
Opium is not k?iowu to be given to horses, camels or
bullocks in these parts.

21.991. What is your general view as to the use of
opium in these parts P— I am perfectly certain opium
staves off the pangs of hunger, and also that it is largely
used for this purpose by the poorer classes during their
constantly recurring periods of scarcity and want.
Opium eating is said at first to increase the appetite

;

the opium eater is said to live as well as he can; he
eats several meals and drinks large f^uantities of milk,
and generally looks no thinner than others. The
poorer classes who cannot afford to do so are said to be
thinner and to have smaller appetites than others ; but
even amongst that class it is quite impossible to point
out opium eaters by their appearance. I have no
reason to think any opium cater dies sooner than any
one else. I have known many of great age. If required
to I could bring middle aged habitual moderate eaters
of opium for inspection. There is one woman who is
known as Subadar's widow. She lives at Goona and
she eats from six to eight ounces of opium at one
time.

21.992. Do you mean solid opium .'—Tes.

21.993. She is absolutely insensible to it ?—Absolutely.
If she had been offered enough of opium to eat on the
way she would have come before this Commission for
nothing else. The case of eating six ounces occurred
in the time of Surgeon-Major Lowdell. I was not
there at the time. That is only an occasional thing, but
she takes an enormous quantity.

21.994. These are only facts of natural history, and
are not really concerned with the opium habit?—
No.

21.995. {Mr.^ Wilson.) With regard to the giving
of opium to children, why do they stop giving opium to
them at the age of two or three ?—My acquaintance
with this matter is not \ cry intimate, but I suppose it
is because they are old enough to be left. I imao-ine
the main reason why they give opium to the chikb-enis
to enable them to go to work and to keep the child
quiet. The women here are quite as much the bread-
winners of the family as the men, they work quite
as much as the men.

21.996. You say that opium caters are said to live as
well as they can—do not most people?—Yes, but the
lower classes do not get much chance in this country.

21.997. What did you mean liy the phrase ?—They
take large quantities of milk and fattening thinn-s.
They are great sugar-eaters.

' "

21.998. I su]5pose you mean the same as wc have
heard in other places, that it is highly desirable for an
opium cater to have plenty of nourishment to prevent
tl]e effects of opium P—I think so, more or less It
improves their appetite.

21.999. You have mentioned that vou could brino-
opium eaters he-e for our inspection, I'suppose it would
be quite possible to bring a great many stout opium
caters ai.d a great many thin ones ?—Yes, but I do not
think you can ]iick out opium eaters by their apiicar-
anoe. 1 am speaking of the men of my regiment whom
I know.
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'^2,000. Itou would not doubt that it is possible to
pick out thin ones as 'trell as stout ones ?— I do not
think opium has any effect one way or the other.

22.001. {Mr. Mowbray.) Have yoa any special infor-

mation to give us with regard to the men of the Central
India Horse ; have you made any special inquiries P—

1

have, but it is exceedingly difficult to find out because
they tell you what they think you want.

22.002. What class of m.en form your regiment p—We
have six troops of Sikhs and four troops of Eangars in
the two regiments.

22.003. Where do the Eangars come from p—Prom
Eohtak and Delhi. They are the converted Eajputs, the
Eajputs who became Musalmans. We have also two
troops of border men, Pathans, Tewanas, and men like
that, and also two troops of Hindus.

22.004. Have you been able to get any facts which
you consider worth telling the Commission P— I really
have not. As a rule the men do not take to opium in
their early service as far as I can make out. Some of
the men whom they loll me are confirmed opium-eaters
are among the best men in their regiments, but there
are very few men who eat any large quantity.

22.005. I suppose it is exceptional to have a man in
the ranks after 40 years of age ?—Yes, 21 years service
is the length as a rule.

22.006. Tou never have had any difficulty arising
fi'om the use of opium ?—Never. If it interfered with
a man's duty he would be brought up at once. No case
has ever come before me.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till to-morrow at 11 o'clock.

At the Holkar College Hall, Indore.

SIXTY-FIFTH DAY.

Wednesday, 7th February 1894.

(Section A.)

Surgeon
Lieut.-Col.

R. Caldecott.

6 Feb. 1894,

PEESENT :

The Eight Hon. LOED BEASSBY, K.O.B., Chairman, peesiding.

Sir William Egberts, M.D., F.E.S.
The Hon. Sir Laohhmeswar Sing-h, Bahadur, K.C.I.B.,

Maharaja of Darbhanga.

Mr. E. G. C. Mowbray, M.P.
Mr. A. U. Fanshawe.
Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.

Mr. J. Pkescott Hewett, C.I.E., Secretary.

Surgeon-Major Gimlette, M.D., called in and examined.

22.007. {Sir W. Roherts.) I believe you are tutor to His
Highness the Maharaja of Eewa and Agency Surgeon
Baghelkhand p—Yes.

22.008. Your experience is derived from five years'
service with native regiments either entirely or partly
composed of Sikhs and nine years' service in native
States ?—Yes.

12.009. What was your experience among the Sikh
soldiers P—Almost all the Sikhs in infantry regiments,
and a smaller proportion in cavalry regiments, are
moderate opium-eaters. I never saw a soldier who
suffered in the very slightest, either physically or
morally, from the drug, or know of a case in which the
dose was gradually increased to the stage of excessive
consumption. Native soldiers occasionally increase
their daily dose when called on to undergo any excessive
exertion or privation, but this increase is never, in my
experience, permanent, and is discontinued as soon as

the occasion for it has passed. Sikhs look on opium as
a harmless and necessary stimulant, a substitute for

tobacco, which they do not use. In moderation, this is

what I believe it to be, and nothing else.

22.010. Is the opium habit widespread amongst the
population of the native States of Central India?

—

Among the population of the native States of Central
India opium-eating and smoking is a tolerably wide-
spread habit. The proportion of people who use opium
varies greatly in different .districts, being much higher
in the more malarious and unhealthy parts than in the
more fortunately situated villages and towns. Thus,
in the city of Eewa, containing 22,000 inhabitants.

there are 500 consumers of opium or 2'27 per cent. In
Sutna, with 6,760 inhabitants, there are 169 or 2'49 per
cent., while in the low hills and intervening valleys the
proportion rises to five or six per cent., and higher. In
one range of hills inhabited by a scanty population,
composed mainly of Kols and Baigas, known as the
Maikal Pahar, 90 per cent, of the population are said to

use opium.

22.011. How were these different statistics obtained ?

—The statistics of the population were obtained from
the last census taken two years ago.

22.012. How did you ascertain the number of opium-
eaters p—I ascertained it by getting the persons who
purchased opium counted daily at the licensed shops
for a week or ten days at Eewa, Sutna and also in some
of the larger villages. In other places I was obliged to

go by hearsay, having no opportunities of counting.

22.013. I suppose throughout the percentages mean
the percentages of the adult males P—Yes.

22.014. What is your impression as to the effect of
opium on the population ?—For the greater part of the
year the climate of these regions is a very trying one,
and diseases due to it, such as malarial fevers, with
their sequels of enlarged spleens, rheumatic pains and
chronic headaches, dysentery, chronic diarrhoea, colic

and disordered digestion, chronic bronchitis and
emphysema, are the bane of the ill-nourished and
scantily-olothed inhabitants. While their one available
antidote ia opium, to deprive them of it would be an
act of the most cruel inhumanity. The drug is of the
highest value in the treatment of the above-named

M 4

Surg.-Maj,
Gimlette,

M.D.
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diseases: on this point there cannot be the smallest

possible doubt.

22.016. From what you have told us opium must be

regarded as a household medicine P—Yes.

22,01t>. Have you had any experience of habitual

consumers of opium ?—I have recently examintd up-

wards of a hundred habitual consumers of opium, and
have at hand notes of their cases and appearance.

These persons are inhabitants of diiferent parts of the

Rewa State. Nine were prisoners, convicted of theft,

in the Rewa Gaol, which bad ou the day I made my
observations a strength of 226 prisoners, a proportion

of but 3'39 per cent. Of the nine, five only eat opium,

four smoke it al^o. These prisoners' doses had been
gradually reduced from the time of their entering the

gaol, without injury to their health, any ailments from
which they suffered having been treated in the gaol

hospital. In a few cases it was found impossible to

altfigether discontinue the drug, persistent diarrhcea

resulting from want of it. Excepting the nine prisoners

the remainder were all well-conducted members of

society. Of 100 cases 77 eat opium, or swallow it mixed
with water ; 8 both eat and smoke it ; 15 only smoke it.

The only persons among them whose appearance led to

the conclusion that they had suffered physically were a

very small number of the excessive eaters, and perhaps
half of the smokers. As regards the rest, with 14

years' almost daily experience of natives of India as

hospital patients, 1 could not have recognized them as

consumers of opium.

22.017. Do you mean opium-smokers or opium-eaters ?

—Both.
22.018. Tou do not distinguish between the effects of

the two forms ?—I have not made any distinction, it is

a question of degree.

l!2,019. How is the habit of opium usine generally

commenced P—In 81 of the whole number of cases the

habit was commenced on account of illness, and to

relieve suffering ; 19 either gave no reason or stated

that they were led to commence it by the force of

example. The great majority affirmed that they had
consumed their present dose for many years ; that they
were not increasing it. Many declared that they had
largely diminished their original dose.

22.020. Have you met with any cases of excessive and
injurious effects of opium eating ?—I know of a certain

number of debauched persons belonging to the higher
classes who consume opium in great excess, with
lamentable results. I consider, however, their cases

exceptional and entirely outside the question.

22.021. Had you intimate knowledge of those persons P

—Yes, fairly intimate knowledge.

22.022. What were the results you noted as to the

effect of excessive consumption of opium amongst these

higher classes p—The results were both physical and
mental deterioration, more particularly the latter ; they
become entirely unfit to carry on their business. These
cases are few, but the results are very marked.

22.023. Do they become emaciated P—Yes, thin and
dried up.

22.024. Did you notice that there was a somnolence,

a dulnesB and stupidity about them ?—Yes, marked.

22.025. Are you aware whether any organic disease

arose in them ?—-None, as far as I know.

22.026. Did you see many of these excessive con-

sumers who were able to throw ofi' the habit and
reform P—The cases I refer to are quite a small number.
I have not known of any instance in which they have
been able to throw off the habit.

22.027. I presume you would compare those cases to

the case of drunkards in our own country P—Yes. The
comparison would not quite apply, because they form
such a small proportion.

22.028. Have yon had medical care of cases seeking
your aid for the ailments produced by the excessive use

of opium P—I have never had under nay care a person
suffering from over-indulgence in opium, nor do I

believe that such excess, although in some cases

undoubtedly enfeebling to both mind and body, tends

to shorten life. During the last 10 years the popula-

tion of Rewa has increased, and during the same period

the consumption of opium has increased also. The
State being under superintendence, the census was
accurately taken.

22.029. How was the increased consumption of opium
ascertained F—By the accounts opium is a State monopoly.

22.030. Was the increase beyond the increase of the

population ?—I think not ; the total quantity has
increased.

22.031. What is your general conclusion with regard
to the opium habit in thi'j district ?—The general
conclusion at which I have arrived is that, to the vast

majority of moderate opium-eaters in India, the drug
is not only harmless, but, under their circumstances,

beneficial and necessary. The great variation in the
degree of toleration that is attained, and in suscep-

tibility to the influence of the drug in different persons,

makes it impossible to define arbitrarily what modera-
tion is. That must be judged by the effect in individual

cases.

22.032. Have you come to any conclusion as to the
difference in tolerance to opium or susceptibility to

opium between natives of India and the people of
Western Europe ?—I have not formed any definite

conclusion. I am inclined to think that the natives of
India are less sasceptible, but I am not able to substan-
tiate the opinion ; it is merely an impression.

22.033. What is your view with regard to opium-
smoking P —Smokiny I believe to be, as a rule, harmful

;

partlj' because the average smoker uses much more
opium than the eater, and partly because the narcotic
effect is stronger and more immediate from smoking
than from eating. The smoker moreover idles away a
considerable portion of his working hours.

22.034. Have yon noticed the practice of giving
opium to infants ?—Yes.

22.035. Is it very prevalent P—Very.

22.036. Almost universal ?—I would not say that.

22.037. Is it practised among the better as well as

among the lower classes p—Yes.

22.038. What do they give it for?—Simply as an
English mother gives her child Mrs. Winslow's Sooth-
ing Syrup. She sees that there is something wrong
with the child, and gives the only medicine she has at

hand.

22.039. What would be the consequence if the
facilities for obtaiuing opium were curtailed p—The
question naturally arises in an inquiry of this kind

:

If facilities for obtaining opium were curtailed, would
the consumption of alcohol proportionately increase P

There can, among rational people with opportunities
of judging, bene two opinions on this point; it most
certainly would. The native consumer of alcohol,
happily not a common object, in this part of India at

least, is always a drunkard, alwaj'S belongs to the
lowest classes, and is always despised as a wortJbless
person. Deprived of the sedative and stimulant he
finds necessary and uses as a rule in moderation, the
opium-consumer would most surely take to alcohol or
hemp. It is not necessary to dilate on the conse-
quences to the health and morality of society which
would certainly follow.

22.040. {Mr. Wilsnn.) We have had some evidence
that the various Sikh regiments do use opium in very
small quantities—evidence that does not bear out your
statement with regard to almost ail the Sikhs. Can
you give me the force you particularly refer to ?—The
14th Sikhs, the Central Indian Horse, the 7th Bengal
Infantry before the organisation of the regiment was
altered. At one time they contained a company of
Sikhs, also troops of the native States.

22.041. I do not quite understand your reply to Sir
William Roberts about the pe]--centages referring to
adults. The population of Rewa is 22,000 ?—Yes.

22.042. What did you say with regard to adults P

—

That there were 500 adult consumers of opium.

22.043. In proportion to the total population ?—Yes
;

there are no means of finding out how many children
consume opium.

22 044. You speak of it as a widespread habit P
Tolerably widespread.

22.045. Do you call 2i per cent, tolerably wide-
spread p—That applies to the city of Rewa only.

22.046. Further on you said five or six per cent. ?

And higher.

22.047. You would not call five or six per cent, wide-
spread P^At the conclusion I quoted 90 per cent.

22.048. Were you referring generally to these
populations P—Yes.

22.049. The figures given hardly bear that outp—
Taking all the statements together I think they do.
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22.050. What means have you. of knowing how much
opium the people in an opium-growing State themselves
consume ?—The only means one has of knowing is to

count the number of people who purchase it.

22.051. Do you not think that they keep it them-
selves ?—I do not think they do. The cultivators belong
to certain classes called Kumbis and Kaohhis. They
are people who do not use opium. It is a matter of
common report and knowledge that they do not use it.

22.052. You have referred to " cultivators ;
" what

cultivators are they P—The cultivators of opium.

22.053. Do you refer generally to Central India, or to

any particular district P—To the district previously
mentioned—the one through which I had just gone.

22.054. We have understood generally, that in Cen-
tral India there is no State monopoly, but there is in

that State ?--It ia so in the State of Eewa.

22.055. Tou have referred to debauched persons con-
suming opium in great excess, and to the lamentable
results, with deterioration bodily and mental. Do you
not think that that state of things must tend to shorten
life ?—One would imagine so, but as a matter of fact,

these people live to a great age, particularly the ones I
referred to. I refer particularly to certain Thakurs
holding landed property ; I know several of them who
consume enormous quantities of opium, and who are
tolerably advanced in years. I have known others who
have died at an advanced age, having consumed opium
the greater part of their lives.

22.056. In this debauched manner, with deterioration
of mind and body ?—Yes.

22,057. It sounds
what 1 have seen.

contradictory p—I can only say

22.058. What do you mean by the State being under
superintendence ?—The Maharaja is a minor, the State
being managed by a superintendent.

22.059. Do you think that habitually taking opium
where there is no disease is a good habit P—I suppose
yon mean in moderation P

22.060. Yes P—I should not be inclined to say it wn,s

either a good or a bad habit. I am not preparud^to say
that it is a good habit.

22.061. It is a matter of indifference?—Practically,

yes. I think it does no harm.

22.062. You do not think it teuds to harm? —No, I
do not.

22.063. (Mr. Fanshawe.) With regard to the 14th
Sikhs, your conclusions, I understand, are founded on
your general knowledge of the men while serving with
them P—Yes, I have served with them a very short
time—14 years ago. When I first came out to this

country.

22.064. [Mr. Mowhray.) We are often told that opium,
is worse than alcohol, because it is much more insidious,

and that it is much more difiicult to prevent a person
going to excess when he once begins the habit. Does
your opinion concur in that ?—Not as regards the
natives of India. In the cases which I took some care
in examining I was very much struck by the fact that
a large majority of them for many years had not in-

creased their daily dose. They denied it strongly, and
many declared that they ha4 decreased their dose very
much.

Surg.-Maj.
Glmlette,

M.D.

: Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Lieutenant-Colonel D. Robekison recalled and further examined.

22.065. (Mr. Mowbray.) I should be glad to know how
far you hold yourself responsible for the accuracy of

the figures which are in these* papers P—I should like

it to be distinctly understood that I appear merely as a
compiler of information which has reached me from
the Native States. I in no way guarantee its accuracy.
Nor does the estimate either of production or of com-
pensation purport to be more than an approximate
estimate.

22.066. With regard to all these figures, I may take
it that you have, so to say, passed them on to us ?—Yes.
I should like also to make this explanation. As
regards the larger Chiefs, I have accepted the figures

entirely as they reached me. In the case of a few of

the smaller Chiefs, where the amount of compensation
appeared to me palpably exaggerated, I took upon
myself to reduce the estimate, in order that the return
might not be burdened by figures which were prima
facie exaggerated.

22.067. I do not know whether you have expressed
your own opinion as to the reasonableness of the totals

which are here presented P—I think upon the whole
they are reasonable; they certainly are as compared
with Rajputana.

22.068. You have referred to annual settlements with
regard to the opium produced as submitted by the
State to the Government—what are those statements P

—I have no copies with me. Every year the Finance
Department or the Home Department (I forget which)
require the States to submit a statement of the opium
produced. These statements are prepared very much
in the way of routine. Nobody takes much interest in

them, so far as I understand, in the States ; and I believe

that their genuine character is open to question.

22,068a. Therefore if any question arises of variance

between the figures in those statements and the figures

presented to us you would regard the figures presented

to us as unquestionably more trustworthy ?—Certainly.

This is the first time tbat any attempt has been made
to obtain from these Native States information in such
detail regarding opium cultivation and production.

22.069. When you speak of the poppy as being so

profitable to the cultivator and by far the most valuable

crop that could be grown in Malwa, that is your opinion

oven now with the bad price obtained from the China
market during the last few years P—Yes, up to the

present time. My opinion, of course, is merely based
on what I have heard in the Native States, witnesses
from which will appear before you.

22.070. Are yon of opinion that the trade in its pre-

sent condition is able to bear the present pass duty
which the British Government exacts ?—I think the
trade is a very fiuctuating one, but at the present time,

I think, there is no doubt it is able to bear the pass
duty, because there is every prospect before the end of
the present official year of exceeding the estimate of

the number of chests which pass the scales.

22.071. That, I presume, depends very much on the
season P—Chiefly on the prices in China.

22.072. Also on the amount of rainfall in the year p

—

Not necessarily, because there are more chests now in

stock than are ordinarily required for a year's export P

—The out-turn of the present year, for instance, would
not afiect materially the exports of this year, because
they rarely send new opium to China. They send it

when it is one or two years' old.

22.073. Is the price in the China market better just

now than it has been ?—I believe it is.

22.074. Can you tell me the retail price of opium in

any of the other States* P—I could obtain the informa-
tion and present a paper showing the rates in the whole
of Malwa. I can state the retail prices in the State

of Eewa, in which I am Superintendent.

22.075. Will you do so ?—The retail price now in

Eewa is Es. 20 per seer.

22.076. That is the price which a man pays when he
goes into the bazaar to buy it for his own use P—Yes.
In Eewa we have a monopoly in order to keep the price

up, because we adjoin the British North-Western
Provinces.

22.077. And the State is under British superinten-

dence ?—Yes.

22.078. Es. 20 per seer I understand is the price at

which it could be bought at the bazaar ?—Yes ; the

price we pay to the cultivators is Es. 6 or Es. 8 per
seer according to the quality of the opium. We retail

to the contractor at the rate of Es. 16 per seer. The
difference between the purchase price and the price wo
sell to the contractor constitutes the State's income.

22.079. You require all the opium grown in the State

to be brought to the Government p—Yes.

22.080. In fact you have the same sort of systsm of

monopoly as in Bengal P—Eoughly it is the same. But
we have not any establishment or any factory, because
it is so easy to make. There is no chemical laboratory

and so on.

Lieut.-Cd.
D. R ibertion.

See Appendix XI. to thia volume. See .Appendix XII. to this volujne.
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Lieul. Col. 22,081. Do you think you get all the opium from the

D , Rcbertson. cultivators or that any is kept hack?—I think none is

kept back. If we do not get any it is smuggled into
1 Fet. 1894. the adjoining British districts, where the retail price is

high. We do our beat to prevent it. The cultivators'

names are all registered, and if a man sold no opium
to the State he would be called to account as to what
he had done with his opium.

22.082. You have made the price high in Eewa,
partly because it is so near the British territory that

you want to stop the inducement to smuggle as much
as possible P—Yes. I found it necessary two years ago
to increase the price on that account. We found that

the consumption was apparently largely increasing, and
there was no evidence to show that the individual con-

sumption was increasing, and we found out as a matter
of fact it was being smuggled into the adjoining British
districts.

22.083. So that your action is largely based on the
interests of the British Government ?—

^Almost entirely.

22.084. With reference to smoking, you say that in

the two principal States, G-vvalior and Indore, it is a
penal offence ; does that mean that smoking itself is a
penal offence, or the selling of preparations for smok-
ing ?—There are no smoking shops allowed, and I have
no doubt that anjbody found smoking in the public
places would be prosecuted and punished criminally.

22.085. I suppose there is no inquisitorial system to

interfere with private smoking?—The Minister of

Indore will appear here, and I think he will be a better

witness on that point. I have no personal knowledge
of what they do. I only know that smoking is penalised

both in Indore and in what is called Prant Gwalior,
and the big city of Gwalior.

22.086. When you say that there are eight scales at

convenient centres under Indore, that means under the

Indore agency ?—Yes. The Agent of the Governor-
General is the opium agent, and one of his assistants

is the deputy opium agent. These scales are under
Indore, in the sense that they send the pass duty they
collect here, as well as the Ghalans or invoices of opium
are despatched to Bombay. This is the central ofHoe.

22.087. It is Indore in the sense of the agency, and
not of the State P—Yes.

22.088. The total export through the scales seems
to be 35,345 chests P—Yea.

22.089. If I understand the figures correctly, 25,082
are cheats of Malwa opium passing through the scales

under Indore P—Yes, passing through the scales not
only at Indore, but scales under Indore.

22.090. 5263 chests are really Rajputana opium pass-

ing through the scales at Udaipur and Chitor, which are
under the Indore agency p—Yes. I separate them,
because the opium weighed there is not produced in
Central India, but in Rajputana but for administrative
purposes the scale at Chitor is under Indore.

22.091. In addition to that, you estimate about 5,000
chests grown in other parts of Rajputana, which also

come into the scales under Indore P—Yes.

22.092. And those three things make up the figure

35,345 ?—Yes.
22.093. Of course comparing that with the figures

given by the Prime Minister in his statement, and the
export 10,902 chests from Indore, he would refer to the
exports of the State of Indore ?—Yes.

22.094. You are referring to the exports that pass

the scales under the agency of Indore ?—When I speak
of the scales under Indore, I refer to the British opium
agency.

22.095. According to your computations, a chest of

opium now costs in Indore Rs. 492, and the British

Government pass duty it is Rs. 600, so that the duty
amounts to about 120 per cent, addition to the cost of

the article itself?—Yes.

22.096. The figures you give us under the fourth
head are all the figures which are in these tables ?

—

Yes.

22.097. In your estimate of Rs. 70,81,252 for loss of
direct revenue, you include the losses to the Jagirdars

as well as the losses to the State?—Yes.

22.098. With regard to charitable institutions and
works of public utility, do you refer to works main-
tained by the British Government in British India F

—

No, in the Native States we have, for instance, a large
hospital here in which the patients treated are entirely
from the Native States. It is supported to this extent
out of this fund. There are also other dispensaries
in the Native States. The money collected is expended
for the benefit of the subjects of the Native States.

22.099. Are these institutions maintained out of the
pass duty collected here P—In addition to the pass duty
there is a rate, I think of Rs. i per chest, taken at all
the scales where opium is weighed except in Indore.

22.100. Is that taken by the British Government ?—
It is taken at the time of weighment by the assistant
opium agent at the scales.

22.101. On behalf of the British Government ? The
British Government is in the position of a benevolent
trustee for this fund. It derives no advantage from it.

The British Government do not get anything out of it.

A charitable fund is created which is expended in
medical relief and education.

22.102. Is that figure in any column of these tables ?—No, but the accounts are regularly submitted to the
British Accounts Departments.

22.103. It is money which the British Government
collects as a, trustee and spends for a specific purpose P—Yes.

22.104. With regard to these losses or grounds for
compensation is the total which you have given us an
annual loss or does it contain any capital loss ? It is
difiicult to say.

22.105. For instance the loss to merchants can
hardly be considered entirely an annual recurring loss p
—I am not prepared to say, nor is any Native State
prepared to say, what exact annual payment would be
required. Probably it would not be much less than
the sum named. An accurate estimate would take
several months

, perhaps a year to prepare. And it would
probably be found that the total would be quite that.
With regard to the special arrangements with Gwalior,
Datia, and Samthar with reference to the export of
ganja, -^spirits and opium, it came into force in J878-9.
I have a copy of the treaty dated March 15th, 1879.

22.106. I understand that there was no new restriction
imposed upon the State, but hitherto they had been
barred by a Customs line ; that that Customs line was
done away with and in lieu of it certain arrangements
were entered into to prevent exports over where the line
had previously been?— Yes, I can read you the article
of the Treaty. '

' His Highness the Maharaja agrees
" to prohibit the export from the State of Bhano-,
" Ganja, spirits, opium or other intoxicating drug or
'

' preparations by all routes and all directions hith'erto
" barred by the inland Customs line."

22.107. It was no new restriction but merely a new
way of enforcing the old restriction p—Yea.

22.108. {Mr. Wilson.) You have put in certain tables
and lists of States, do they, taken collectively, include
all the States under consideration p—I have grouped the
States in the order of their importance, and as an Appen-
dix there are a number of States entered from which
either unimportant information or no information has
been received. There are 80 small States and estates
the majority of which grow no opium at all.

22.109. Do these tables include all the States P—Yes.
22.110. I rather gathered from your evidence that

there was nothing approaching to restriction or mono-
poly m the States. 1 now understand that in the State
of Eewa there is such a restriction or monopoly p -Yes.
I have already explained that as Rewa marches with
the North-Western Provincea, and as the opium-nrowino-
tract runs quite close to the border, it was necessary
both in the interests of the State and also to avoid com-
plaints from British districts that wc should place
cutivation under control.

22.111. Is that the only case in which that kind of
thing prevails ?—So far as I know I am almost sure it
is the only one.

22.112. You say that "No statistics of consumption
" are available for these tracts of country, but except
" perhaps, in Gwalior, Samthar, and Rewa, but looking
" to the moderate revenue which the Chiefs derived
" the consuinption can hardly be considerable •" that
implies that in Rewa it is somewhat considerable'? The
revenue of Rewa is much smaller than that of any of
these big States ; the total revenue wo derivi-- i<j

Es.16,000.
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22.113. "We understood from Dr. Gimlette that in his

opinion the consumption was extremely small, but you
put it with two others as the largest?—In all those

three places as compared with the other parts of Central
India the consumption is not considerable. What I mean
is that in the districts outside Mlilwa the consumption
is absolutely inconsiderable. The only exception is that
of these three States, Gwalior, Samthar, and Rewa
is where the consumption is hardly considerable, but it

much more than in the places where there is no opium
consumed at all. I mean that, as compared with other
tracts out of Malwa, there is more opium consumed in

these three places. I divide Central India into two
parts. One part comprises Malwa and the other part

comprises the large area which stretches across East
India and includes Gwalior proper. There the produc-
tion and consumption of opium are, as compared with
Malwa, inconsiderable. The only exception being
Gwalior city, Bewa, and Samthar, where there is a
little more opium consumed, but it is not exoessiTe.

The araount of consumption cannot from the revenue
point of view be considered considerable.

22.114. [Mr. Mowbray.) Tou draw a distinction be-

tween Gwalior city and Gwalior territory and the Malwa
province of Gwalior ?—Yes.

22.115. (Mr. Wilson.) You suggest that the good
tiroes are probably gone, never to return. Docs that
refer to your general view of the prospects of the China
market P—Yes. What I mean is that the prices at one
time in China used to bo very high and the profits of

the cnltivatqrs and everybody connected with the opium
trade were larger than they are now.

22.116. With reference to the speculative dealing,

am I rightly informed that it amounts to a matter
of very great excitement at certain periods ?—I believe

so.

22.117. As bad as anything we have at home P—I am
no authority as to anything at home, but there is a good
deal of excitement.

22.118. With regard to the question of the possi-

bilities of compensation, has any allowance been made
throughout for the cost of collection of all this

revenue P—I think not. The estimates, as I have ex-

plained, are those that have been received from the
Native States. It would be very difficult to make any
allowance in the Native States for the cost of collec-

tion. They employ officials who are remunerated by
grants of land, which in many cases they would get
whether they worked or not. There are many States

that are obliged to support certain people by graiits of

laud, and they pay them whether they do their work
or not. It would be extremely difficult to estimate in

the out-and- dried way that we do it in British India.

22.119. With reference to what you said about

charitable institutions and works of public utility—is

that a voluntary subscription P—In the case of the mer-
chants themselves it is voluntary in the sense that they

all pay it. I do not think any pressure is brought to

bear upon them. In the case of money expended under
the guidance of British officers it is paid as a usual

charge just the same as the pass duty is paid.

22.120. In the case of merchants is it anything more
than a voluntary subscription, a voluntary assessment in

proportion to their business?—It is an assessment to

which I have never heard any objection. They support

their private charities in the same way. They pay the

money to the charities which are worked under Govern-

ment officers. There is no such thing as realising by
distress or anything of that sort.

22.121. With reference to gratuitous medical relief

that I believe is allowed to the State by the British

Government?—Yes; there is a dispensary, a large

hospital here of that nature, and the Residency surgeon

would treat anyone who came to the dispensary free of

charge.

22.122. Is this pass duty ear-marked for this purpose,

or does this gratuitous medical relief come out of the

general funds of the British Administration ?—Prom
these realisations a fund is formed called Dharamsala

Fund ; it is audited by British accounts officers, and a

certain proportion is expended under the direction of

the agent of the Governoi-General on hospitals in the

Native' States of Central India, and on schools. I be-

lieve that a big bridge was bailt many years ago out

of that fund. It has been in existence a great many
years.

22.123. Is there a definite proportion of this pass

duty applied to it?—It is not a portion of the nass

duty ; it is distinct from it. The pass duty is Es. 600,
extra to the Dharamsala fund levy, a man has to pay a
few annas on each cheat. The amount is funded, and
realizes a certain sum per annum. The Dharamsala
fund declines of course as the exports decrease. The
fund is administered under the orders of the Agent of
the Governor-General in Central India, and is distributed

in fixed proportions to the objects I have mentioned.

22.124. (Mr. Mowbray.) I see that you have " charity
" one rupee" is that the amount?—No, that is the
charity which the merchant would pay himself before

coming to the scales. There are institutions which the
merchants themselves maintain, Hindu temples, insti-

tutions to provide doles for indigent persons, and so on.

22.125. [Mr. Fanshawe.) It is not included under
that ?—No, it is something beyond that.

22.126. (Mr. Mowbray.) But of the same nature P—
Yes. The fund;forms no portion of the Imperial revenue.

22.127. (Mr. Wilson.) Suppose, through the failure of

the China trade or any other cause the sales of opium
fell off p—They would have to shut up the dispensaries,

unless the Native States chose to come forward and
support them themselves.

22.128. As far as that fund is concerned P—There is

no other fund from which the money could bo derived.

22.129. You gay there are no Treaties or engagements
in force ?—No.

22.130. The present rate of pass duty is not the

subject of Treaty or engagement P—No.

22.131. If the British authority were to raise or

lower it one rupee to-morrow, it would not require the

cancellation of any present engagement P—It would
merely require an executive order of the British

Government.

22.132. You say it is well known even now that

smuggling does exist even though the Chiefs "may
wish " to stop it. I gather from that expression that

some of them are not very anxious to stop it ?—I think
they would all wish to stop it, because if opium is

smuggled out of a Chief's territory he loses the rates

that he takes on the crude opium and on the export.

22.133. In some of the papers before us there is a
reference to different kinds of opium, different colours ?

—Yes.

22.134. Generally speaking is the export opium
substantially of the same quality and worth the same in

the Bombay market P—Yes.

22.135. Is there a very great difference ?—The
merchants themselves will tell you that only the best

opium is exported to China, because it is not worth a
man's while to pay the whole amount of our pass duty
on inferior opinm ; he would get a smaller price for it.

22.136. We have before us a considerable number of

States and of small manufacturers or merchants or both
;

is the product tolerably uniform throughout, or does

the price vary very much according to the manufacture ?

—There are certain parts of Malwa where better opium
is known to be produced than in others. In the market
there is a wide distinction between the best class of

opium and the inferior sorts amongst the merchants.

22.137. Do they test it in sample, or is it thought that

certain merchants have a reputation ?—They always
test it.

22.138. Do they test each chest ?—I do not know. A
man would test according as he trusted the person from
whom he bought. It comes to him in the crude state

in bags, and I have no doubt that he would test a

certain proportion of the bags, as we test for weight in

our scales.

22.139. It has been explained and shown to us in the

case of the Patna and Ghazipur factories that very

great pains are taken by the use of large vats in which
a great mixture takes place, by analysis and so on, to

produce as far as possible an article of exactly uniform

quality ; so that it is believed that, to a large extent,

the whole out-turn from those factories is uniform ?~-

Yes.

22.140. I assnme that there cannot be anything of

the kind here P—No, I have referred to it in my
evidence.

22.141. Under your method there must be a great

variety of qualities F—It is not sent to China without

being tested liy the irerchants. It is tested here and I

think again in Bombay. Asa matter of fact the opiiim

N :i
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22.142. "Were the questions submitted to the various

States drawn up by you or furnished to you ?—They
were drawn up by me.

22.143. {Mr. Fanshawe.) In raising the price of opium

in Eewa the interests of the Native States were no doubt

taken into consideration as well as the wishes of the

North-West Government in regard to the prevention of

smuggling P—In raising the price of opium I was

guided in some measure by the fact that the con-

sumption appeared to have increased very largely. As
there appeared to be no reason from an administrative

point of view to account for it, I was led to believe that

opium was largely smuggled into British territory, and

shortly afterwards a case was found in which a large

quantity was being taken by a third-class passenger.

AVe then increased the price of opium to Es. 14, then to

Rs. 15, then to Rs. 16 per seer.

22.144. Both the financial interests of the State as

well as the views you held in regard to the prevention

of smuggling were taken into consideration ?

—

Certainly.

22.145. Am I correct in understanding that in most

of the States of Central Ind ia there is a fixed land

revenue settlement for a term of years^P—In all the

large States I believe there is.

22.146. Under that settlement are cash rates paid in

all cases on irrigated and unirrigated lands P—I am not

quite sure, but I am almost sure that in all the large

States nothing except cash is now taken.

22.147. I understand you to say that the rate on

irrigated land has been assessed on the direct under-

standing that poppy has been the most valuable crop

grown on the land P—Yes, on that supposition.

22.148. Is poppy grown as a black cotton soil crop in

Malwa r—Yes, the land is called black soil.

22.149. In preparing the estimate of the loss of the

Native States, what crop or crops have generally been

taken as crops that would have to be grown in the place

of poppy ?—Wheat, I think, or linseed would be the

general crop.

22.150. Can you tell me why the substitution of

cotton has not been suggested p—Cotton is ii, very

precarious crop, and in my discussions with the people

about what crops might be substituted, cotton has been

put on one side as a very outside probability.

22.151. On which also the profit derived is probably

smaller than on wheat or linseed P—I do not think it

would be mure, and it is a more precarious crop.

22.152. In staling that the sugar-cane crop requires

more water than poppy, will you explain what you

mean ?—I mean that the reserve of water in the wells

would not be sufficient to water a crop that requires

to be watered all through the hot weather, such as

sugar-cane.

22.153. With regard to tobacco I understand you to

say that it would in some circumstances be the crop

which could be well substituted for poppy, provided you

bad a market and provided the people had acquired a

BufBoient skill to grow tobacco ?— 5fes.

22.154. In the absence of these it is not regarded as

a probable substitute for poppy in this part of the

coimtry P—No.

22.155. Dr. Dane told us that the class of Thakurs
with whom he was acquainted in Bhopal were in the

habit of taking opium in the form of amal pani in excess.

Can you state from your own experience whether an
excessive use of this kind among the Thakurs is

general P—My knowledge of this matter is negative,

if they do take it to excess it has never come under my
observation, and I have a very much larger acquaintance
with the Rajputs than Dr. Dane.

22.156. We may take it that you have a larfro

acquaintance with these Thakur noblemen or gentleman,
and that an excessive use has never come before your
attention ?—Not as a general rule.

22.157. With reference to the sum spent on irrigation

work by the Indore State, am 1 right in understanding
that this expenditure would have led to an extension of
the irrigated area P—I may explain that on this point
I am somewhat doubtful. Since submitting my evidence
I discussed the point with the Indore Minister. I have
no such knowledge of the Indore State as to enable me
to say whether the irrigable area is capable of extension.

22,168. This expenditure of Rs. 3, 30,000 must have
led to an extension of the irrigated area ?—Yes, and
contributed largely to the revenue devived from opium.

22.159. Then your argument would bo that the
prohibition of poppy cultivation would necessitate a
reduction of the rates on irrigated land, and would
in that way alter the conditions on which the money
had been invested, and in fact deprive the State of the
interest which it contemplated deriving ?—Yes.

22.160. That was your view P—Yes.

22.161. {The Maharajah of Barhhanga.) If poppy
cultivation were prohibited, would not people think, as

some of the newspapers say, that Grovernment did it

in order to encourage the trade in imported liquor p

—

I have very good reason for knowing that such a rumour
was afloat in Central India, and that it gained strength
by the insertion of a paragraph in the " Pioneer."
People pointed to that paragraph and said, "We thought
" this was really the intention of the G-overnment of
" India."

22.162. You think for that reason prohibition would
be likely to cause a certain amount of discontent?—

A

very large amount of discontent.

25.163. (Mr. Mowhray.) Your last table is said to to be
a return showing the quantities of opium that passed the
scales under the Malwa opium agency in each of the
past 15 years. It is really an average of the whole 15
years taken together p—Yes.

22.164. One of the questions referred to this Com-
mission is the efiect on the finances of India of the
prohibition of the sale and export of opium, taking into

consideration, among other things the cost of the
necessary preventive measures. I do not know whether
3-ou consider yourself in a position to give us any
information on that point, or to form anjr estimate P

—

I am afraid I am not. It would require a great deal of
thought and preparation to devise a scheme for
protecting the enormous frontier of Central India (I
think Mr. Crosthwaite has given the extent of the
frontier). I am not prepared to give any opinion as to
the extent of the establishment that would be required.

22.165. You will only say that it would be something
very large and mischievous P—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Santajikao Sahib Temak called in and examined (through an Interpreter).

Santajirao

Sahib Temak.

( GwalioT
State.)

22 166. {Mr. Mowbray.) You are the Revenue Member

of the Council of Regency, Gwalior ?—Yes.

22 167. What have you to tell us with regard to the

cultivation and use of opium in Gwalior, and also with

rcard to the proposed prohibitory measures ?—I have

been serving His Highness Maharaja Scindia for the

last 32 years. During the first 15 years I served in the

Judicial Branch as Naib-8ubha, Subha, Naib-Diwan

Pouzdari and Diwani, and the remaining period in the

Revenue line as Subha, Sir-Subha, Naib-Diwan, and

iucliarge Diwau. I at present hold the position of the

Revenue Member of the Council of Regency, Gwalior.

J served for 10 years as Sir-Subha in Malwa itself,

which produces good opium, and where it is eaten by

more than a third of the whole population. I never

came across a single case in which a man was charged
with crime committed under the intluenee of opium,
while, on the other hand, crimes have been committed
under the influence of liquor, and the persons charged
have received punishment. Opium is considered a
blessing in Malwa, Rajputana, Punjab, and other parts
of India. Opium eating cures the evil efl'ccts of cold
and heat, as well as cough, asthma, fever, intestinal
maladies, diarrhoea, rheumatism, dysentery, diabetes,
iVc. Opium is useful to infants, adults, and old men
alike. Babies are held dearer than lite by their parents.
Now thousands of parents give them opium in moderate
doses to protect them from the evil clfects of heat and
cold, as well as croup {badal) and derangement of the
stomach, caused by indigestion of milk taken by them.
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Opium not only serves this purpose, but makes the
babies healthy and strong by causing milk to be pro-

perly digested. Had opium been productive of evil

effects, would these parents have given it to their darling
babies P Adults likewise are able to labour and culti-

vate by eating opium, which protects them from the
evil effects caused by inclemencies of weather, such as
fever, <fec. In old age man is prone to the attacks of
rheumatic pains in all parts of his body, which make
him unlit for physical labour. He, by taking his

moderate dose of opium, is able to labour and earn the
livelihood of his families. By eating opium he does
not feel physical exhaustion, as opium keeps up his
strength. If the cultivation, export, and use of opium
be prohibited, the State and cultivators, as well as

traders, labourers, and others who get their livelihood
by opium will most heavily suffer. For there is no
other production so important as opium, which, with a
limited outlay and labour, yields a rich and valuable
crop, and enables the cultivator to support himself and
his family easily after paying the State demand.
Opium may almost be called the "black-coloured,
gold " of Malwa. A greater loss besides the above one
is this : thousands of children and old men and adults
who keep their health by the use of opium, and who
maintain themselves and their family by its cultiva-

tion, will suffer from, and fall victims to various diseases

caused by the prohibition of opium. This loss is in-

estimable, and cannot be compensated. People can
enjoy the advantages of opium by spending a, pice or
BO. If it be prohibited, the cultivators might take to

liguors. Now liquor will cost no lesn than two or three
annas per day. This means starvation to their families.

The use of opium is not condemned by any Shastra or

religion. Brahmins, Bauias, Bajpnts, Musalmans,
Punjabis, Sikhs, &c., all eat opium, and give it to their

children. In my opinion it is not advisable to stop the
cultivation, trade, and export of this beneficial article,

which peculiarly suits the climate of India.

22.168. Have you had an opportunity of seeing the
statistics which the other Minister has prepared?
Yes.

22.169. Do they in your opinion form a correct basis
of what you believe the Gwalior State would lose were
the cultivation and export of poppy prohibited ?—I have
seen the estimate of the loss which would be incurred
by the State, and by the merchants and cultivators,

and I believe them to be correct.

22.170. {Mr. Fanshmve.) Will you tell us what par-
ganas are included in the Gwalior Province of Malwa,
because we have had Malwa used in dili'erent senses
once or twice ?—Ujjain, Shajapur, Agar, Mundisor,
Neemuch, and Amjhera. There are six Subats. A
Subha is the one in charge, and the Subat is the area
of which he is in charge. These :;ix Subats are under
a Sir Subha.

22.171. (Mr. Wilson.) Can you give us any idea of the
per-centage of adult men in the Gwalior State who
take opium habitually ?—I have not prepared an
estimate, but about one-third of the adult men eat
opium.

22.172. What would be the probable average con-
sumption of each habitual consumer per day P—From
two to five machis is taken, but the normal or modeiate
dose does exceed three machis.

22.173. Are you aware that no one has suggested that
the use of opium, should be denied to those who require
it for medical purposes, and for their health ?—I am
not aware.

Santajirao

Sahib Temak.
( Gwalior
State.)
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The witness withdrew.

Lieutenant-Colonel Sib Michael Filose called in and examined.

22.174. {Chairman.) "What post do you hold in the

Malwa State P—I am the Governor of Malwa.

22.175. How long have you been connected with the

Maharaja Scindia's service?—Since I was two years

old, all my life.

22.176. Will you give us your opinion on the ques-

tion of opium, which has been submitted to this Com-
mission for inquiry ?—During my residence in Malwa
for the last 14 years, I have had occasion to come in

contact with every class of people, and have not found

a single case in which an opium consumer has suffered

from the bad effects alleged to the use of opium. On
the contrary, I find most of the consamers enjoy good

health. The soil and climate of Malwa are extremely

favourable to the produce of opium. The excessive

moisture in the air unfortunately creates, particularly

among the vegetarians, a deal of sickness, such as

fevers, rheumatism, and diarrhoea, which in bad weather

easily turns into cholera. Nature seems to have pro-

vided a remedy at hand for the most prevailing diseises

of the country. The poorest villager, tens of miles

away from any hospital, finds a remedy for these

diseases in opium produced on the spot. I believe

there is a deal of truth in the general cry throughout

Malwa that all the young children will die if opium be

not given them until they attain the third or fourth

year of their age. Most young men, who manage to

discontinue the use of opium after their childhood,

have to take to it again at the decline of their age,

say, about 45, to maintain their health and strength.

Most of the inhabitants of Malwa are pure vegetarians,

and a gi-eat number of them abstain strictly from wiues

or spirituous liquors. Opium has been used by them

for centuries, and is looked upon by the people as a

necessity. Their requirements cannot be disregarded.

If habit be a second nature, how revolting will it be to

deny the earnest cravings of a multitude whose customs

and habits, as well as their food, are defined and sanc-

tioned by the religion they profess. It will be a heavy

responsibility for any one to bear ; for it is certain that

many deaths must occur owing to the prohibition of

opium in Malwa. The vegetarians m this province are

not content to observe vegetarianism themselves, but

try their utmost to force it on others even at the risk of

causing disturbances. Several cases of riots that have

occurred testify to the zeal and earnestness with which

they stick to their time-honoured customs and habits.

Judging from the character of the people of Malwa, I

expect to encounter a stubborn resistance to any pro-

hibition of the produce, export, and consumption of

opium. A memorandum of the losses of revenue to the

Gwalior State, the cultivators and traders, amounting
to about seven millions of rupees per annum, has been
made over to Colonel Robertson as the proper amount
of compensation if the prohibition of the produce and
export of opium be carried out. But the immense loss

of life and bloodshed this prohibition may cause is

incalculable.

22.177. {Mr. Wilson.) Will you tell me why you think
the young children would die if they did not take
opium P—In the first place, I have often observed that
when the women go to work in the fields, they put the

children in baskets, and give them a little opium to

keep them quiet. They remain comfortable in the

baskets, and thus allow their mothers to work. She
occasionally goes and nurses them. Without the
opium the child would be very restless, and the mother
would not be able to work. Sometimes the woman is a
widow, and if it were not for opium she would not be
able to support either herself or her child. Then, again,

in Malwa the climate is so full of moisture that a child

easily gets dysentery or diarrhoea, and cannot digest

milk. The people say that if opium is not given to the
children, they must almost all of them die.

22.178. The reason generally given to us why it is

given, is that it is to prevent the children from crying
—your reason is that it is to preserve their lives ?—To
preserve their lives and also to help them to digest

milk. In Malwa it is difficult to digest milk unless

opium is taken. I have seen many men look really

robust who take opium and who drink milk. They
cannot drink milk without taking opium.

22.179. I am referring now to children. Tour idea

is that opium is given not as other witnesses have said,

to prevent them from crying, but to save their lives ?—

•

Exactly.

22.180. {8i/r William Soherts.) I presume you mean
that opium is very useful to these children, situated as

they are, while their mothers are at work, that is to

say, the opium keeps them quiet when the mother's

care is away from them. I presume you do not mean
more than that r—And also that it helps them to digest

the milk.

22.181. {Mr. Mowhray.) I believe you prepared the

figures which Colonel Robertson handed in ?—Yes.

N 3

Lieut.-Col.

Sir M. Filose.

(Gwalior
State.)
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22.182. I see you put down tho probable loss to the

State if the production of opium were prohibited and
other crops substituted at Es. 26, 45,000 ?—Yes.

22.183. Could you give mo any details as to the way
in which the figure has been arrived at P—They are

prepared from the actual annual papers and the papers

which have been got at by the Revenue Survey. I can

send any detail to you you like.

22.184. I see that the land revenue derived from the

cultivation of opium is put down at 28 lakhs, what do

you estimate would be the land revenue supposing

opium were put a stop to P—About Es. 2. 8. per bigha

would be the most that could be got. If you substitute

wheat for it you will only get about Es. 2J or Es. 3 per

bigha.

22.185. What is the present rate P—About Es. 10.

22.186. You think that the rate of the revised land

revenue if poppy were prohibited would be about one

quarter of what it is at present ?—Yes, about a quarter.

Scindia's bigha- is about half an acre.

22.187. Altogether the total revenue which the State

derives from opium under various heads is nearly 33

lakhs according to the figures I have mentioned ?

—

About 33 lakhs.

22.188. You estimate you would lose four-fifths,

about 26-2- lakhs out of 33 lakhs P—Yes, about that.

22.189. Is this figure of 26 lakhs loss of State Eevenue
what you would call an annual loss, or is any portion of

it in your opinion a non-recurring loss ?—It is all

recurring, an annual loss.

22.190. {Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand that you belong

to a family, the members of which for some generations

have held high positions of trust under the Gwalior

State, is that so P—Yes.

22.191. "What are the chief races or castes in Malwa ?

—Eajputs, Kumbis, Brahmins, Mahomedans, Anjenas,

and 'a few Jats and Khatis. The Khatis are very good
cultivators.

22.192. I understand your view to be that if the culti-

vation of poppy were prohibited the only crop which, in

the special circumstances of Malwa, could take its

place would be wheat P—Just now, under present
circumstances, we could only substitute wheat to euch
a large extent.

22.193. Have you a fixed land revenue settlement in

Malwa P—Yes.
22.194. For what term of years is tho settlement

in force P—The settlement which has just been made
is a 12 years' settlement.

22.195. Are the land revenue rates payable in cash
under that settlement P—Yes, in cash.

22.196. Will you kindly tell me the present strength
of the Gwalior State army p—I have been away from
Gwalior for about 14 years, but I think I know tho
strength pretty correctly.

22.197. Will you give it to us in round numbers p

—

8,000 infantry, regular troops, 2,000 regular cavalry,

4,000 irregular troops, and 6 batteries of artillery.

22.198. Can you, speaking from your past experience,
tell us how far the habit of using opium is prevalent
among the men of the army P—Most of them declare
they require to take a dose of opium in the decline of
their age, say after 40. They are able to move about
better if they take it, and it prevents colds, coughs, and
rheumatism. I have not seen any man who takes opium
intoxicate himself.

22.199. I may take it that this habit is fairly general
among the older men serving in the Maharaja's army,
that is what you wish to say ?—Exactly.

22.200. Are the men of the army at tho present day
largely Eajputs or do they include Poorbeasp—-Except-
ing the low class Brahmins and Mahomedans all castes

represent the army.

The witness withdrew.

Eao Bahadur K.C. Bedarkae,' Minister Indore State, called in and examined.

{The Witness.) My Lord, before you proceed to

examine me, I have to present, under the direction of

His Highness the Maharaja Holkar, the following

KLarita, to your Lordship and the members of the

Commission :

—

Indore, 6th February 1894.

The Honorable Members of the Eoyal Commission
on Opium.

My Lohd and Gentlemen,
I AM very glad to welecome you to Indore.

I have watched with absorbing interest the evidence

which has been placed before you since the appointment

of the Commission.
I am hopeful that the evidence which has been taken,

and which will be taken hereafter, will be the means of

dissipating a number of doubts and misconceptions

which have gathered round the opium question.

As the head of a State, the population of which

grows, sells, and consumes opium extensively, and pays

a considerable revenue into the State treasury, and

whose interests I have personally watched, I am
necessarily familiar with the different aspects of this

question, which is of vital importance to my State.

Detailed information on the various points connected

with this question will be supplied to the Commission

by my Minister and other witnesses, who will appear

before the Commission. But I think it my duty to

place before the Commission my convictions on the

subject. Tney are as follows :

—

(1.) In view of the relations existing between the

Paramount Power and my State, the former

would not be justified in requiring me to pro-

hibit the cultivation of opium in my State,

except for medical purposes, even. though it

may itself enforce such pr.ohibition in British

India.

(2.) No money compensation can properly or

adequately compensate the State or the

various classes aifected by it for the losses

which they will sustain.

(3.) The prohibition will bu oppressive to my
Bubjf'cts.

(4.) As a rule, the consumption of opium in my State

is modci\it,o, and that a moderate use of opium
is not prejudicial in any way.

(5.) I have always found my subjects peaceful and
law-abiding, and I apprehend that interference
with the present state of things will make
them discontented.

In conclusion, I beg earnestly that anxious as the
British Government is to increase the prosperity of the
Native States in India, the Commission will give tho
utmost consideration possible towards the solution of
this question, and be extremely slow to recommend a
change calculated to mar that prosperity to increase
which is the anxious care and avowed object of Her
Majesty the Queen Empress,

(Signed) Shivaji Eao Hoikak.

22,201. {Chairman.) You have been Minister of In-
dore since 1890 P—Yes, I have been Minister of Indore
since 25th October, 1890. I am a B.A., LL.B., and
Fellow of the Bombay University. I entered the
service of the British Government as translator and in-

terpreter of the Bombay High Court on 25th April,
1863. I was appointed deputy registrar, sealer, and
reporter of the High Court on its Appellate side in
1867. I acted as chief registrar of the High Court on
several occasions, and acted in this capacity for iie;ii'ly

two years before my appointment as Judge of the Court
of Small Causes, at Poona in 1885. The ibllowing are
the terms of the order of reference made to the Eoyal
Commission :

—

1. Whether tho growth of the poppy and manufacture
and sale of opium in British India should be
prohibited, except for medical purposes, and
whether such prohibition should be extended to
the Native States.

2. The nature of the existing arrangements with the
Native States in respect of the transit of opium
through British territory, and on what terms,
if any, these arrangements can be with justice
terminated.

3. Tho effect on tho finances of India of the pro-
hibition of the sale and export of opium, taking
into oonKid( 'ration {a) the amount of compensa-
tion payable

; (6) tiio cost of the necessary
p)n'v(--ntive measures; (c) the loss of revcuue.

4. AVhethcr any change ishort of total prohibition
should be made in the .system at jirosent followed
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for regulating and restricting the opium trade
and for raising tlie revenue therefrom.

5. The consumption of opium by the different races
and in the different districts of India, and the
effect of such consumption on the moral and
physical condition of the people.

6. The disposition of the people of India in regard to
(a) tho use of opium for non-medical purposes

;

(6) their willingness to bear in whole or in part
the costs of prohibitive measures.

I presume the Commission will confine their inquiries,
within the scope laid down, in the terrns above set
forth. It follows that the inquiry of the Eoyal Oom-
mission will be addressed to the Indore State upon the
lines specified therein and with special reference to
the conditions obtaining in the State. I therefore
propose in this memorandum to discuss what those
conditions are and their bearing and application on
the points laid down in the order of reference. The
first brancJi of inquiry may be stated thus :—If the
growth of the poppy and manufacture and sale of
opium should be prohibited, except for medical pur-
poses in British India, could such prohibition be
extended to the State of Indore ; and, if so, whether
it shcndd be extended to it ? For the discussion of the
first part of this question, the most important thing to
notice is the relation existing between the Paramount
Power and this State. The Statute and proclamation
of 1858, which transferred the Government of India
to Her Majesty the Queen, declare that all Treaties,
made by the Honourable East India Company, shall be
binding on !&er Majesty. Article 8 of the Treaty of
Peace and Amity between the British Government
under the Company and Jaswant Eao Holkar, dated
24th of December 180.5, says: "The British Govern-
" ment will not interfere in any manner in the con-
" cerns of Jaswant Bao Holkar." This provision of
the Treaty has been followed up to this day, and the
British Government has never interfered with the
interna] administration of the State and with its fiscal

policy in particular. The right of the Paramount
Power to interfere with the internal affairs of the
State can only arise upon the occurrence of such gross
misrule as may lead to internal rebellion, and it is

their, duty to interfere in the case of foreign aggression.
Save and except these occasions, the Paramount Power
may advise and persuade, but may go no further. The
Treaty engagements and the constitutional usage
which has sprung up preclude the interference of the
Paramount Power in any matter relating to the raising

of the State revenue and the I'ules and regulations

which the State may frame in that behalf. Three
principal matters may be mentioned in which the
Paramount Power has brought friendly pressure to

bear upon the fiscal administration of Native States.

They are salt, abkari, and transit duties. In each of

these the agreement of the Native States is the essence

underlying the adoption of the measures introduced.

None of these was a coercive measure. And all were
in the interest of the States and their subjects from a
general point of view. The Paramount Power did not,

for one moment, try to assume a dictatorial power and
say to the Indore State: "You shall do this or that."

It only said, " It is advisable in the common interests
" of the British Government as well as yourself to
" adopt a fiscal policy which will result in the interest
" of all," and the State gave its assent. Thus neither

by Treaty engagements nor traditional usage would the

Paramount Power be justified in forcing the policy of

opium prohibition upon the Indore State. This point

of view is not without a precedent. In 1826, the

British Government desired to assume the exclusive

right of purchasing opium produced in the Native

States of Central India, and although they succeeded in

persuading the States ofIndore, Dewas, Eutlam, Jaora,

Kotah, Sailana, Pertabgarh, Amjhera, and Sitamau
to enter into engagements with them, their persuasion

with the Maharaja Soindia failed ; and which failure

was one of the principal reasons which actuated the

British Government in giving up the monopoly within

a very short time. The fact that the Maharaja Scindia

did not enter into the general scheme, and, secondly,

the fact that it was necessary to enter into formal
engagements with Indore and other Native States,

establishes the proposition that the British Govern-
ment would not be justified in coercing a Native State

into adopting a fiscal, commercial, or agricultural

policy at their pleasure. The political supremacy of

Parliament or the Government of India would not

justify the enactment of a measure compelling a

Native State to join in a policy which they may choose

to adopt, for reasons of their own. A Native State
would be perfectly free in the agricultural and com-
mercial interest of its own subjects, or for the protection
of its own revenue, or in deference to time-honoured
custom, or tradition, or habits of its subjects, or
otherwise, to abstain from joining in the policy. Even
Mr. Charles Lewis Tupper, with his extreme albeit
non-official views in Our Indian Protectorate goes no
farther than to say : "If there were any strong political
" necessity for the application of a particular terri-
" torial law in parts of a Native State where juris-
" diction is not vested in the British Government, the
" constitutional course would be to induce the Chief
" to introduce the law on his own authority" (See
page 353 of his work.) It cannot be said that the
question of the prohibition of opium, or its extension to
Native States, is a political necessity in any senne,

much less is it a strong political necessity such as Mr.
Thipper speaks of above as a justifying ground for

friendly interference. The question has arisen wholly
and solely in consequence of the cry of anti-opium ists

in the name of morality against the iniquity of poison-
ing our good Chinese neighbours who refuse to be
converted to Christianity by "barbarian poisoners."
These agitators charge the Government with having
forced opium upon China, and think it iniquitous for a
Christian Government to derive a revenue from that
immoral trade, and they advocate the prohibition of
opium to relieve the national conscience and to remove
the obstacles in the way of the spread of Christianity
in China. The whole case clearly rests on so-called

moral considerations, and has nothing to do with
politics. It is not necessary for the purposes of the
present discussion to enter into the question whether
the grounds put forth by the anti-opiumists are

tenable. I will assume that they are moral grounds,
and simply say that the argument that upon any moral
grounds the Paramount Power, even after prohibiting
opium within its own territory, can and ought to

bring pressure upon Native States to act likewise, is a
non sequitur. Whether opium was forced upon the

Chinese at the point of the sword, as has been asserted

by the anti-opiumists, or whether it was voluntarily

introduced into the tariff by the Chinese themselves,
as has been asserted by those who ought -to know the

truth, is not a matter with which the Indore State has
any concern. It is enough to say that no plea on
moral ground can possibly justify or entitle the British

Government in complying with the demand of the
anti-opiumists in bringing pressure upon the Native
States and seeking to bring about by that means the

suppression of the premier crop of Central India.

Having thus disposed of the part of the question re-

lating to the right or authority of the Paramount
Power to prohibit the growth of the poppy in Indore
State, I turn to the second part of the question whether
the Paramount Power should do so, even if they had
the right.

22,202. Tou have stated what you conceive to be from
a constitutional point of view the relation between the

Paramount State and the independent Native State in

relation to such a matter as that before the Commis-
sion. The powers having been such as you have
described them, do you think that it would be ex-

pedient, if it were rightful to do so, to bring the

powers of the Paramount State into action in relation

to this question of the poppy ?—My answer to this

question is in the negative, and for the following

reasons :

—

(1.) The State would suffer a loss of about

lis. 21,000,000 annually, and would gain no
benefit for a sum of Bs. 33,000,000 sunk on
wells and tanks.

nao Bahadur
K.C.

Bedarkar.
(Indore State.)

7 Feb. 1894.

(2.)

(3.)

(4.)

(5.)

The agriculturists would suffer a loss of

Bs. 18,66,190 annually, and would get no pro-

portionate return for a sum of 3 lakhs of

rupees sunk by them in wells within the last

few years, and of other large sums spent by

them in previous years.

The jagirdars would suffer to the extent of

Bs. 1,63,500 annually.

The traders would eufi'er a loss estimated at

Bs. 8,50,000 annually, and would find no good

investment for nearly a crore and a half of

rupees now invested in the opium trade.

No money compensation can adequately make
up the loss, and it is impracticable to appor-

tion such compensation.
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(6.) The impracticability of carrying out preventive
measures.

(7.) There would be a resort to liquor, leading to

physical deterioration, moral and social degra-
dation, breach of religious commandment, and
increase of crime.

(8.) There would be grave discontent amongst the

people, amounting to political danger.

(9.) No object will be gained by making so much
sacrifice and incurring so much risk, as China
will continue to grow and consume its own
inferior opium, in spite of all and everything.

22,203. I understand you are prepared to support in

detail each of the points you have dealt with in your
list ?—Yes. Opium is capable of being produced in

irrigated land only. The quantity of irrigated land
inclusive of khasgi and exclusive of jagirdars in the

State is about 152,000 bighas, each bigha being i of an
acre. According to the revenue system prevailing in

the State, no distinction whatever is made in respect of

assessment between land actually producing opium
and land capable of producing it. The whole is popu-
larly known as adan, and is assessed on the sole

principle as to its capability of producing opium. It is,

therefore, a matter of extreme difficulty to arrive at

the number of bighas under actual poppy cultivation.

In the annual returns S'ilmiitted to the Agency during
the last seven years, the, quantity of opium land in the

J ion knasgi mahals hp.g not been included, nor also the

iand owned by jagirdars. A careful investigation,

made in connexion with the present Commission, tested

by the result 'if a similar investigation made by His
Highness the 'ate Tukoji Bao Maharaja—the ablest

revenue administrator Mal^^a has ever produced

—

shows the number of bighas under actual poppy culti-

vation to be about one lakh and ten thousand. A
bigha of adan pays annually an average assessment of
Es. 13-14-y

; so that the land revenue of the State by
by poppy cultivation comes to about Es. 15,35,553
annually. The State levies a cess of Ss. 2-5-0 per
dhadi of 5 seers of crude opium, weighed at the State
scales. The annual revenue derived from it is

Ks. 2,03,738. The State levies a consolidated export
duty of Es. 16 per chest of about 14 dhadis or 140 lbs.

of manufactured opium. This yields Es. 1,83,288

annually. The State levies a tax called dhadwai at

the rate of one anna per dhadi upon sales of crude
opium in the city of Indore—half an anna from the
seller and the other half from the purchaser. The
annual revenue thus realised is Es. 45,896. The State
has a monopoly of manufacturing rubha opium from
crude opium, adhering to bags in which it is brought
from up-country to Indore city. This gives an average
annual income of Es. 24,449. The vend of retail opium
takes place under licences granted to farmers. The
annual revenue so derived is about Es. 13,017. The
export duty on poppy-seed gives an annual income of
about Es. 3,902. The total of these figures of income
is Es. 20,09,843. The total area under actual poppy
cultivation being 122,000 bighas, inclusive of the
jagirdars' 12,000, the produce of crude opium therefronr

would be the same number of dhadis as, roughly
speaking, one bigha yields one dhadi. This produce
when converted into manufactured opium will make
up 7,625 chests ; for 16 dhadis of crude opium or chick
is equivalent to one chest. The total of the receipts

from the items of " land rent," Es. 15,35,553,

"Es. 2-5-0 cess," Es. 2,03,738; "export duty,"
Es. 1,83,288 and dhadwai, &c., Es. 45,896, is

Es. 19,68,475. This together with the income of the
jagirdars, Es. 1,87,500, gives the aggregate receipts at

Es. 21,55,975. Dividing this by the number of chests,

7,625, we get Es. 283 for the receipts per chest, which
is very nearly the same that was made out by His
Highness the late Maharaja. In addition to these
items of revenue enumerated above, there is one more
which requires some detailed explanation. The average
export from Indore every year is 10,902 chests, and the

average yearlj' exports from towns other than Indore,

such as Eampura, Garot, Manasa, &c., are 1,000 chests.

The exports from Indore are made up partly by opium
produced within the State itself, and partly by opium
imported into Indore in a crude form from foreign

territory. The proportion in which these two quantities

stand in the sayar (customs) returns is 4,628 chests of
the former and 6,274 chests of the latter. The mofassil

exports of 1,000 chests may be taken to represent only
the State-grown opium, as there is little likelihood of

foreign opium going there. Th? entire produce in the
State is 7,625 chests, as given above. Deducting
1,000 chests for mofassil exports, as explained above.

and, say, 1,000 chests for local consumption, there
remain 5,625 chests available for being exported from
Indore city. But the sayar reUirus record the actual

quantity of State opium received into Indore to be
4,628 chests only, as shown before. This figure falls

short of 5,625 by about 1,000 chests, which is, therefore,
in my opinion, the extent of smuggling. The smug-
gling is believed to be carried on in two ways. Some
of it is pure and simple smuggling, that is to say, so

much chick is brought by stealth from the districts

to Indore directly, and thus has evaded the Es. 2-5-0
cess altogether. But in parts close to or bordering
upon foreign territory of other Native States the
likelihood is that chick produced within our boundary
is smuggled into foreign territory, and again brought
back into the State under cover of foreign opium,
which at once makes a vast difference in the cess

charged upon it. The cess on foreign chick is only one
rupee per bag, which usually contains 15 dhadis. Con-
sidering the facilities for this latter kind of smuggling,
600 chestsmay be taken to represent it, leaving 400 chests
representing pure direct smuggling. If the 600 chests,

indirectly smuggled, had come in the regular way, it

would have yielded at Es.2-5-0 the following revenue :

—

600 X 16 = 9,600 ; 9,600 X Es. 2-5-0 = 22,200, or,

roughly speaking, 20,000. The above result is arrived
at synthetically starting from the datum that the area
under opium cultivation in the State is 122,000. The
same thing may be put aualytically as follows :—The
number of dhadis annually taxed at Es. 2-5-0 per
dhadi on the chick produced and sold in the State as
shown by the fadnavishi accounts is 90,322. Sixteen
dhadis of crude opium make one chest of manufactured
opium. So 90,322 dhadis give 5,645 chests. The sayar
accounts show that annually 74,034 dhadis of chick
produced in the State is brought to Indore for being
manufactured. These dhadis make 4,628 chests. The
difference between 5,645 and 4,628 is 1,017, or in round
numbers 1,000. From the information called for from
the Eampura District, it is known that about a
thousand chests are annually exported direct without
coming to Indore. So 90,32-J dhadis annually taxed by
the State are correctly accounted for. The average
number of dhadis of chick annually coming to Indore
from outside as given by the sayar is 99,360. These
dhadis give 6,210 chests. The number of chests there-
fore manufactured from opium chick produced in the
State and from that coming from outside is 5,645 +
6,210= 11,855. The average annual export of chests
from Indore as shown by the Opium Godown Depart-
ment is 10,909 chests. The number of chests exported
direct from Eampura is 1,000. So the total number of
chests exported annually from the State is 11,902.
Thus the number of chests annually manufactured
tallies very nearly with the number of chests annually
exported. The question then arises—Whence comes
the quantity of opium for consumption in the State ?

The population of the State is nearly eleven lakhs.
Taking 25 per cent, as opium consumers, the numljcr
comes to 2,75,000. The average quantity consumed per
head daily is about one mashaoTl5 grains. At this rate
the total amount consumed in the year comes to about
20,000 dhadis. To these must be added about 12,000
dhadis which, though really produced in the State,
come back under cover of foreign chick by smuggling,
making 32,000. This number of dhadis gives 2,000
chests, which, together with the 6,645 chests given
above, makeup 7,645 chests, which is nearly the pro-
duction of 122,000 bighas at one dhadi per bigha. To
proceed to account for these 2,000 chests or 32,000
dhadis. A portion of it is manifestly being retained
by the cultivators for their own consumption, and
therefore does not come under the Es. 2-5-0 cess.
Taking it to be about 750 chests, the remaining 1,260
only may be presumed to be smuggled into Indore by
direct and indirect way. This result accords very
nearly with the result worked out in the other way.
There is thus every reason to believe that smuggling of
an indirect kind under cover of foreign chick has been
going on to the extent above shown, and that it might
he^ stopped by rigorously cliecking every import of
chick from foreign territory by requiring parwanas
under which it lelt the foreign territory. Orders have
accordingly been issued to that eHect, by which
Es. 20,000 at least will bo added to the revenue from
the Es. 2-5-0 cess. Adding this sum of Es. 20,000 to
the total income given above, gives a grand total of
Es. 20,29,843, representing the annual revenue to the
State from opium. I should like to add that I have
endeavoured, to the best of my power to give an
estimate of the loBses that would be sustained. It was
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made witliiB the short time allowed to its, and I have
reason to believe that if the figures are worked out

more leisurely aud carefully there may be an increase
;

I do not think there will be any decrease. There is one
item, for instance, which I have omitted from con-

sideration—the revision of the assessment. If any pro-

hibition policy were to come into operation it would,

I think, be necessary to revise our assessments, and in

the case of an important State like Indore there might
be under that head a very large increase—three or four

lakhs.

22.204. For the mere re-assessment ?—Yes. These
figures are only to be taken as approximate estimates.

22.205. That charge for re-assessment would be an
expenditure occurring once only P—Yes.

22.206. The other figures are recurring ?—Yes.

22.207. In addition to the items making up the total

of 20 lakhs you have dealt with another item which you
say requires some detailed explanation—smuggling
Bs. 20,000. Can you give us the general result of that

statement?—Indore and, several other States are con-

terminous, the villages of one State bordering upon
those of another. Our tax upon opium from tho place

of production is Es. 2 5a. In order to evade that pro-

ducers will produce opium in Indore territory, take

it to a neighbouring \'illage belonging, say, to G-walior

or Jaora, and then bring it back to Indore as opium not

belonging to our State, but belonging to either G-walior

or Jaora. They have an inducement to do that be-

cause the duty which they have to pay for bringing

opium to one of our villages where opium is produced
to Indore is Rs. 2 5a., whereas the tax which we
levy upon opium for the purpose of being manufactured
from neighbouring States is Es. 1 per bag containing

about 25 dhadis of seers each. That is the principle

upon which the calculation is made.

22.208. Having explained to us ivhat may be called

the total income derivable from opium, in order to get

a net figure, you must deduct something for the

revenue which may be expected to be realised from the

croD next best to opium ?—From this must be deducted
theestimated amount of revenue expected to be realised

from the crop next best to opium. Having regard to

the circumstances existing in this State, wheat is con-

sidered to be this crop, and the average rate expected

to be realised from it is Es. 2 per bigha, or Es. 2,20,000

in all. Export duty on grain as at present levied

should also be added to this probable estimate of the

substituted revenue. This export duty on grain is

estimated yearly to be Es. 6,248. So, on the whole,

the total income will be Es. 2,26,248. Thus annual

loss to the State from the prohibition of opium would

bo Es. 20,29,843 minus Es. 2,26,248, or Bs. 18,03,595.

22.209. You have referred to the expenditure upon
tanks ; to what extent would there be a loss under that

liead ? His late Highness Tukoji Eao Maharaja spent

no less than 33 lakhs of rupees upon tanks and -wells

with the view expressly of affording facilities for the

growth of opium within this State. As no other

irrigated crop can, under the circumstances of the

State, be profitably raised instead of opium, this large

sum of money must cease to be remunerative. This

sum at 4 per cent, per annum would have yielded an

interest of Bs. 1,32,000, which, therefore, must also be

added to the above sum of Es. 18,03,595 to arrive at

the total annual loss to the State, which thus comes to

Bs. 19,35,595.

22.210. What figure have you taken for the necessary

preventive establishment ?—It will be necessary to add

the cost of preventive measures for the suppression of

opium. It is ray personal experience, and I believe

it also to be the experience of every officer connected

with the administration of the State, that the present

staff, both at head-quarters and the mufassil, is unable

to cope with the work which they have at present

to perform. The old lax system under which a

patwari, who drew the nominal pay of 14 annas per

month, was expected to keep the accounts of a village

yielding a revenue of several thousands of rupees, is

being replaced by better-paid men. The hereditary

servants, such as Kangos, Mandlois, and others, are

being replaced, where practicable, by regular servants

of the State with the view of promoting general

efficiency and getting rid of corruption. There is

therefore a cry for more men and better pay in every

department of the State, and the cry is undoubtedly

well founded. Consequently if opium be suppressed,

extra establishment will have to be maintained,

O 82588.

costing about Es. 2,92,950 annually, as will be seen Bao Bahadur
from the details given later on in the discussion K. C.
regarding preventive measures. It may be pjjsible Bedarhar.
to curtail, on the other hand, a part of our present {Indore State.")

establishment; but it will be quite impossible to reduce
it to a greater extent than Es. 50,000 a year, which sum ^ ^^^- 1°^*'

should therel'ore be deducted froin Es. 2,92,950. A
greater jiart of the preventive establishment will not
be I'equii'od to be maintained throughout tho year. It
will therefore be fair to deduct another sum of
Es. 1,00,000. The preventive measures will thus at
least cost Es. 1,42,950. Adding this to Bs. 19,35,595
the total comes to Es. 20,78,545, representing the total
annual loss to the State, or, in round members,
21 lakhs.

22,111. The next question with which you propose to

deal is the loss to agriculturists?—It is calculated
with reference to question No. 62 of the series of
questions sent by the Agency to the Darbar, and
which, with my answers, are appended to this memo-
randum, it is found -that a cultivator realises a
profit of Es. 17 per bigha of opium-growing land.
In the case of the next best crop his net profit would
be Rs. 2 per bigha ; deducting 2 from 17, the loss

to .him per bigha would be Rs. 15. The area of
land under actual opium cultivation in the State lands
is 110,546, and the area in jagir lands is 12,000, in all

122,546. Multiplying by 16, the total loss to the opium
cultivators, both of the State and jagirs, comes to

Es. 18,38,190. Besides the loss given above, account
must be taken of the loss corresponding to the invest-

ments by the cultivators on their own account in the
sinking of wells. They have borrowed capital on this

head both from the Sirkar and sowcars. The State
accounts show that loans to the amount of Rs. 3,00,000
have been made to them during the past few years, for

which they pay interest at varying rates. It is impos.
sible to ascertain how much the cultivators have
borrowed from other sources or spent out of their own
savings. But there is no doubt that their investment
-would come to a considerable amount. For this sum
they have been paying interest to their creditors.

This thej' must continue to pay until the liquidation of
their liabilities even if poppy cultivation were stopped.

Leaving out of account the interest on their unascer-
tained liabilities, that on Rs. 3,00,000, advanced by the
Sirkar at 6 per cent., gives Rs. 18,000, which, together

with the loss in their savings given above, makes up
the sum of Rs. 18,56,190 as the annual loss.

22.212. What is your estimate of the loss tothejagir-
dars ?—The irrigated land in jagir villages is 15,000
bighas, of which about 12,000 is under poppy cultiva-

tion. Tho average assessment realised by them may
be taken to be Rs. 15 per bigha, as I think they charge
a little more than the State. Deducting from it the
assessment that could be levied by them on the next
best crop at the rate of Rs. 2 per bigha, the net loss to

the jagirdars and thakurs would be Es. IS per bigha
or Rs. 1,56,000 in the aggregate. In addition to their

own land rent they get some share of the Rs. 2-5-0
cess levied by the State on the chick produced and
weighed at their villages. This share varies from
annas 4 to 16 per dhadi. Taking the average to be
10 annas, the income to the jagirdars taken together
from this source is Rs. 7,510. These two items added
together give the annual loss to jagirdars at Rs. 1,63, .500.

Besides this actual loss the jagirdars will get no
adequate return for the cost of construction of wells

and other improvements made by them in their estates,

with a special view of facilitating the growth of poppy.

22.213. What do you estimate to be the loss to the

class of traders and bankers.?—The opium chick pro-

duced is generally purchased by the village tipdar or

middleman on his own account or as agent to the city

manufacturers. He buys the chick at one or two
rupees less than the market price from the cultivators,

for whom he stands security to Revenue officers with
regard to the payment of assessment. Eoughly speak-

ing, he makes 1 rupee per dhadi sold. The village

dalal or broker gets 4 annas per dhadi for his labours

in travelling- from place to place and collecting juice.

The village tullawati or weigher gets 2 annas per dhadi
of the chick weighed and sold. The village tipdar then
brings the chick to the city manufacturers. First it

goes to the sayar or Customs office, where it is weighed
and dhadwai tax levied when sold._ The city sowcar
gets from the village tipdar commission at 8 annas per

cent, on the amount of purchase.
_
The time inter-

vening between the coming of the chick to the manu-
facturer and that of the drying of the balls fit for being

o
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10 Bahadur sold in chests is about 18 months. For tLiis period the

K. C. sowcar calculates interest at 6 per cent, on nis invest-

Bedarkar. meat. All the sowcars are not manufacturers. Some
ndore State.) of them get the manufacturing business done through

others, by paying Ks. 14 for 30 dhadis of chicli manu-
factured for them. The manufacturers get a net profit

of Rs. 4 out of the Es. 14. The city dalal and tullawati,

combined into one, get about Us. 2 per chest. There is

a class of traders who buy chests locally manufactured,

and send thom to Bombay. They make B,s. 4 per

chest. Taking ?Al these items together, the different

persons concerned get Rs. 72-

foUows :

—

-10-li in all per chest as

Rs. a.
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and there is no doubt the cultivators if prohibited to

grow opium will never be able to repay it.

22,215. What do you estimate to be the net cost of

the necessary preventive measures ?—The wide-spread
cultivation of the poppy in this State would make it an
extremely dif&cult task to prohibit its growth, except

for medical purposes. Nearly every village in the

Eampnra District, including Bhanpura, grows poppy.
Few villages in Indore district are without the poppy.
In Nimad it is sparsely grown, and in Nimawar it is

rarely grown. To allow the poppy to be grown where
it is now grown, but to restrict its growth in each place

to the extent only of the medical requirements, would
be impracticable, if not absolutely impossible, and
would require a host of preventive officers at an expense

quite incommensurate with the object to be attained.

It will be expedient to select a part of the country and
allow in it as much opium to be cultivated as would be

required to meet the medical requirements of the whole

State. Special rules and regulations will have to be made
for the cultivation of the plant, for the ascertainment

of the quality and quantity cf the product in its crude

state, for its manufacture into a saleable condition, and
for its distribution to those who may require it. Rules
and regulations and a large number of preventive

ofiBcers will be necessary to enforoa the prohibition of

the growth in the rest of the territory. All this pro-

ceeding, besides being inquisitorial, will require a

lare extra establishment, the present one being scarcely

able to perform, the work which it has to cope with
now. During the time that the ephemeral Treaty
negotiated in 1826 lasted, a state of things existed

which is described in two sentences quoted below from
Sutbofland's sketches quoted by Aitchison, Yol. III.,

p. 332, first edition, and to which Mr. A. Mackay
alludes in his introduction to his work on the Chiefs of

Central India, page lix. and Ix.
'

' They (the British
" Government) did not know that they had raised up a
' cloud of spies and opium seizors, whose hand was in
" every man's house, and in every man's cait ; that
" they were teaching the Governments of these
" countries to lend us their aid to forward views most
" opposed to the interests of their own subjects,
" whether agricultural or commercial, or to the extent
" to which the odium of the whole system fell upon
" themselves."

* * * *

" At last, opium carriers armed to oppose opium
" seizers, and a sort of civil war had in some places
" arisen, which is likely to become more extended." It

is believed that, viewed by the light of the above two
passages, the establishment detailed below will not be

found to be more than necessary for the suppression of

the poppy in this State. There are over 5,000 villages in

the State, of which I assume 3,000 to be those in which
the poppy is grown. This estimate is rather under
than above the mark. There are 40 mahals in the

State. Upon these facts, I think it will be necessary

to have one guard in each opium-producing village,

and one inspector in each mahal, with a sub-inspector

to assist him in the larger mahals. The inspector

would lequire a karkun or two, and a few chaprasis.

The molrassil establishment will be of two kinds, the

watchmen remaining stationary in each village, and
the inspectional staff travelling for at least four months,
and being engaged on duty for six months. The head-

office at Indore will be full-time workers, but must
travel for at least four months and superintend the

operations of the whole department. The establish-

ment and the cost necessary for this purpose will be as

follows :

—

Head-Q/uarter Establishment.

Charges for one year.

Head preventive ofi&cer at Indore on Eg.

300 a month - ' -

One head clerk on Es. 50 a month
l.st „ „ 30 „

2nd ,, ,, 26

3rd ., ,, 20
4th „ .. 20

6 Chaprasis at Es. 5 each .,

Contingent expenses for one year

Total

Es.

3,600
600
360
300
240
240
360
150

5,580

Mofassil Inspectorial JEstabUshment.

lib.

40 Inspectors on Es. 100 per head
per month including travel-

ling allowance - . 48,000
80 Karkuns at two Karkuns

under one inspector, one on
Es. 35 and the other on Es. 25
per mouth - - - 28,800

160 Chaprasis at four chaprasis
under one inspector on Es. 5
per head per month - 9,600

20 Sub-inspectors for large mahals
on Rs. 50 per month, includ-

ing travelling allowance - 12,000
20 Karkuns at one karkun under

each Kuo-inspootor on Es. 25
per month each - 6,000

40 Chaprasis at two chaprasis for

each sub-inspector on Es. 5
per head - - - 2,400

3,000 Guards at one guard per village

on Es. 6 per head - - 1,80,000
Contingencies for inspectors and

sub-inspectors - - 300

Total - 2,87,100

Grand total - 2,92,950

Having regard to the fact that this establishment
will not be a whole-time establishment, and that only
the head office will have to be maintained throughout
the year, I will in the lump deduct one lakh of rupees
from the above amount, and I will also deduct a sum of
half a lakh of rupees which may be saved by a reduc-
tion from our present administrative establishment.
These deductions leave Es. 1,42,950 as the least amount
which will be required to take preventive measures for
the suppression of the poppy. The preventive measures
of this State to be effectual must be of a character co-
operative with the measures which may be adopted by
the British Government, and the other States of
Central India, and may require to be modified both as
regards costs and numbers.

22,216 The inquiry on which this Commission is

engaged has been instituted in deference to the wishes
of those who have a high moral object in view. Those
who have promoted the inquiry are exceedingly anxious
that in all countries with which our Government is

either directly or indirectly concerned the principles

of moderation and the avoidance of excess in all things
shall prevail. Supposing a policy of prohibition to be
established in British India and accepted by the State
with which you are connected, how do you think thjat

the diminished use or the cessation of the use of
opium, would lead to excess in other directions P—

I

^have very great respect for Sir Joseph Pease and his

philanthropy, and also for Mr. Caine, with whom I have
had the pleasure of personal acquaintance; but I am
still of opinion, having considered the matter carefully,

that so far as this State is concerned a policy of pro-

hibition in the first place is unnecessary, and, in the

second place, would produce very grave discontent and
lead to a resort to liquor. If the cheap and easily

accessible opium be placed beyond the reach of the
people, and if the people must have something as a

luxurious stimulant or comforter after toil, they will

most probably have recourse to the worst kind of liquor,

In these parts toddy is not obtainable
; so that the only

liquor available will be either the country liquor of

cheap liquors imported from Great Britain and the

Continent of Europe. The great majority of the people

of this State are Hindus, and a great portion of them
belong to castes whom religion forbids the use of

liquor, but permits that of opium, and consequently

who consume that drug very generally. Indeed, even
tobacco-smoking is foibidden by religion to a number of

castes, both Hindu and non-Hindu, such as the Nagars,

Bohras, Parsis, Sikhs and others, and is held socially

not respectable by a host of others, but there is not a

single class or caste in the whole of India, or, for the

mattoi- of that, in the whole world, whose religion

interdicts the use of opium. 'i\> all such, liquor will be

an inducement to break the commandments of their

religion. As for the rest, those among them who
hitherto satisfied their cravings for a stimulant by
opium will do so by liquor. So that a race of opium-

eaters will be substituted by a race of liquor-di'inkers.

Liquor of the sort which they will get, being of bad

O 2

Sao Bahadur
K.C.

Bedarkar.
(^Indore State.)

7 Feb. 1894.
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Rao Bahadur quality, will not prove so harmless as opium has been,
K. C. but will work destructively on their mental powers and

Bedarkar. physical constitution, and will also lead to oft'ensive-
{Indore State.) ness in society, depravity in morals, and criminality in

their actions.

22,217. You wish to say something on the question
of what you call political danger ?—The traditions of

mythology or the records of history give no instance of

any portion of humanity who at any period of time did
not indulge in a stimulant of some sort. On the con-
trary, mythology and history alike teach us that every
nation has been in the habit of using one or more sub-
stances to gratify their innate desire i'or a drug or
substance which brought on exhilaration or intoxication.

From a variety of local causes, one nation had one sort

of a stimulant and another the same or something
different. For centuries in India opium has been used
as a stimulant by several classes of people, and in
Malwa a considerable portion have come to regard it as

a necessary function of their daily life. "Whether as an
article of necessity or luxury, as a tonic or as a medicine
against disease, opium has become a part and parcel
of their life. The daily administration of opium to

infants is universal throughout India. Hardly 10 per
cent, go without it. Opium does no physical harm to

them, much less to adults, when taken in moderation.
Even taken in excess it takes years for bad results to

follow either on the body or on the mind. There are
some people who take 8 or 10 tolas without being
seriously injured. I am told there is one man in the
city who can eat half a ball of opium without injury,
and I can produce him. At the same time opium may
of course be abused like anything else, however harm-
less in itself. It may be used for self destruction or
murder ; but the above is an exception, and the moderate
use is the rule in this part of the country. Opium
consumers for the most part belong to castes which,
by religion or usage, are forbidden to use liquor, and
have found in opium a svibstanoe giving energy for their

daily toil and a solace and comfort after that toil is over.

The habit of using opium v/hen once formed is ex-

ceedingly difficult to get rid of. Its use is absolutely
harmless and leads to no criminality. On the contrary,
opium cultivation has in this State positively chocked
the criminal practices of the criminal tribes, such as

the Moghias, Sondyas, Bhils, Baoris, and others upon
whom Maharaja Holkar has spent large sums of moneys
and whom the Darbar has given lands for peaceful
settlement. These will almost surely resort to their

forefathers' predatory occupation. The recent report

by the Actuary of the Oriental Life Assurance Company
has established that the Company has not had to deal

with a single death from opium for so many as 20 3'e.ars.

Mr. Rustomji Pestonji Jehangir, of Bombay, has shown
in his recent work on ' The Lives of Opium Smokers in

Bombay ' that, during a period of eight years, he has
not found a single case of criminality originating in the

use of opium. There has been within my knowledge
not a single case of a Government servant being di.^-

missed for over-indulgence in opium either in this

State or in British India, whereas cases of dismissals

for over-indulgence in liquor may be counted by the
dozen. The preventive mcasuie.s which can be de\'ised

ibr restricting the growth of the poppy to medical
purposes, and prohibiting the growth otherwise, would
be needlessly inquisitorial in tlie highest degree and
distasteful all round. Under these circumstances the
least interference with the use of opium is sure to be
resented by every class of the people on one ground or

another. Non-users would resent it on the ground
that if the use of opium is interfered with to-day

something else might be selected for interference to-

morrow. Prom the highest to the lowest the inter-

ference would be resented on the ground of the

infraction of a right to use any substance in any rational

way they pleased. Users would resent it on the ground
of interference with their habits and customs. And
all would resent it on the ground of the sure probability

of the substitution of the more dear and (icstruotive

alcohol imported from the home of the philanthropic

anti-opiumists and religious bigots blind to all argu-

ments but their own, notwithstanding the fact that

some of them may be total abstainers. India is

essentially a conservative country, and the Indian

people's predudices, sentiments, and practices being

Ijleiided more or less with religion, are deep-rooted

and cxlrcmcly difEoult to eradicate. Indian histoi-y

furnishes numerous instances ol' serious di.slur])ances

having arisen li-om a disregard of these eli!U-;iot<'L-

istic susceptibilities. The rioLs of this yuar in the

various and distant parts of India are th(j must

recent illustration of this fact, which may be takeii
as incontrovertible, and when it is obesrved that
the proximate causes of these riots have been such
insignificant tirifles as the ringing of a bell, the parad-
ing of a tabui, or the sight of an animal legitimately
slaughtered, it is but reasonable to suppose that the
ignorant portion of the community will resent any
interference with their inveterate domestic habits most
bitterly and most certainly. 'I'he cultivators Avill be
discontented because their principal product of agri-
culture will have gone. The mai-tial classes like the
Sikhs, Rajputs, Eathors, and Poorbeas, who form the
major portion of the State army, the Police and the
Shibandi, will resent it because of the loss of their
favourite stimulant and giver of energy. The merchants
and traders will resent it because their whole occupa-
tion will have gone. It is clear, therefore, that the
proposed measure is certain to result in the gravest
discontent amounting to serious ])olitical danger such
as no G-overnment would take the risk of incurring

;

and this danger would be infinitely enhanced by the
fact that it has originated in the agitation raised by
proselitysing missionaries and tenaciously pursued by
them both in and out of India. It would be unwise,
impolitic, and impracticable for any Government to
incur the risk of such a widespread discontent and such
a serious political danger. It is indeed a pity that
things should have been allowed to have gone on to the
extent to which the}' have already proceeded, and it

would be necessaiy and wise to allay in the best
possible manner the discontent which has unfortunately
already been caused, and which I noticed both amongst
traders and agriculturists during the course of my
inquiry for the purposes of this Commission. Their
despairingly defiant tone was shown in a manner for
which I was not prepared.

22.218. What have you to say with regard to the
effects of prohibition on China ?— If the object of the
proposed prohibition of opium be to put a stop to the
poisoning of the Chinese on moral or religious grounds,
then that object will remain as distant from fulfilment
as ever, because I believe the prepondei-ancc of autho-
ritative evideiice goes to show that the Chinese will
grow and consume opium in spite of everything to the
contrary.

22.219. Are there any further i-emarks that you desire
to make ?—For the reasons I have given the British
Cfovernment would not be justified by right or reason
to as]^ the Indore State to extend the edict of prohi-
biting the growth of opium, except for medical pur-
poses. The points of reference Nos. 2 and '.'>, 4, .5. and
t). so far as they apply to this State, have been already
discussed and disposed of above. There exist no special
arangements with this State in respect of the transit of
opium through British territory. The practice has
been for the British Government to charge a reasonable
duty on each chest of opium exported from the State,
and for the reasons explained it would be unjust to
make a substantial change in the practice. His High-
ness the late Mahai-aja Tukoji Rao over and ovei again
protested against tho levying of a high export duty,"and
his Highness' protest was always treated with conside-
ration and listened to. Tho present proposal is quite
revolutionary in its character, and no protest would be
too strong against it ; for it is obvious that both the
pi'ohibition of opium and the raising of duty to a pro-
hibitive figure can lead to but one result. As to a
change short of total prohibition, I am of opinion that
there is no case made out for regulating or restricting
the opium trade or raising the revenue therefrom in the
case of this State. The consumption of opium in a
moderate way, as is the case in the State, is not
only not deleterious, physically, mentally, morally, or
socially, but is, on the other hand, positively beneficial,
as it brightens the intellect, alleviates hunger, assists
digestion, prevents disease, relic^cs toil, and satisfies a
natural cra\-ing. As to the willingness of the people to
bear the cost of preventive measures it would be askinn-
them to assist in their own destruction. One might as
reasonabl}' expect them to alter human nature.

22,220. (},Ir. Wilson.) You have mentioned throe
principal matters in which there has been some sugges-
tion of an alteration in the Native States ; is it the case
that the British Goverunient has never, in the case of
this State, gone beyond saying '

' It is advisable ? "—In
revenue niiittery I am absohi*-ely certain that it has
nevei' gouu beyond that.

22,2:.:J. Y.m do not apply that remark U> other
matters t'—l have answered the question with leference
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to reventie ; if yon will put a distinct question on any
other point I sliall bo prepared to answer it.

22.222. I will not press it if you do not wish to

answer it. My question was whether in regard to other
matters the British Government had gone beyond
saying that it was advisable ?—^Your question is a very
comprehensive one, and a vague answer would not be
satisfactory. If you will put the question in precise

terms, I will give as precise an answer as I can.

22.223. I will not press it. You have said that the

whole case clearly rests on so-called moral considera-

tions, and has nothing to do with politics P—That is

what I conceive the case to be.

22.224. You regard morals and politics as entirely

separate matters ?—In one sense they are, and in

another they are not. Morality may be the ground of

all our considerations, politics included. But dealing
with politics especially, I make a distinction between
politics and morality.

22.225. Will you explain the distinction a little more
clearly?—I conceive the case to be this. As the noble

Ohajfmanhas said, this agitation arose in consequence
of certain conscientious samples entertained by a

certain class of very venerable people on the ground of

morality. Morality to a certain extent in that sense

includes religion. Morality in a practical form may be
shaped according to the religion upon which each par-
ticular aspect of it is based. India is an extremely
conservative country, in the principal affairs of which
religion has a potent inHuence ; and the above remarks
specially apply to it. The agitation having originated
in that way, it has a mixture of the religious and the
moral aspect. Separating morality altogether from
politics, I say, that this question has a purely moral
aspect. The British Government is not supposed to in-

terfere with our religion. The Queen's proclamation
forbids it. They can only interfere on other than
religious grounds. The ground upon which the Com-
mission has proceeded being professedly a moral
ground, and a conscientious ground, including religion

but excluding politics, I say that the question, based as

it is upon grounds of morality, has nothing whatever
to do with politics.

22.226. With regard to the three lakhs sunk on wells

and tanks, those are not exclusively for poppy, are

they p—Mostly, because othci' crops do not require the

water poppy does. Poppy cultivation is distinguished

from all cultivation in this respect, that it requires the

shortest possible time, and all the water that is given
to it has to be given within a certain short space of

time. In Malwa, and especially in Indore, water lasts

only for a short time, and unless these special pro-

visions of wells and tanks are made, the cultivation of

poppy will not thrive as well as it otherwise would.

22.227. With reference to the three lakhs sunk by
agriculturists, that is in addition to the 33 lakhs

already referred to ?—Tbe 33 lakhs has been spent by
the State; the three lakhs is what the State has ad-

vanced to the cultivators themselves. The State has

helped the agriculturists to build their wells for the

purpose of poppy cultivation.

22.228. In reference to smuggling, why do you make
a difference in the payment, apparently giving pre-

ference to a neighbouring State as compared with your
own ?—For the purpose of increasing our export duty

—

that is one reason. Another reason is, that the

merchants of Indore can alone, as a rule, afford to pay
the expense of manufacture.

22.229. You say that orders have been issued for

making a change P—Yes, but the order has not yet

been carried into effect.

22.230. It has not come into full operation ?—It can-

not, because this is not the time when any poppy milk
is produced. Orders have been issued, but there will

not be any poppy juice coming in for some time.

22.231. It is only quite recently that it has occurred

to you -to take this means of stopping smuggling P—It

has occurred to me for some time, but measures have

been taken quite recently.

22.232. With reference to these various charges, have
you in your calculation made allowance for the cost of

collection P—Yes. I represented to the Agency that

the course followed by the last Public Service Com-
mission might be followed in this case, so as to allow

every witness to bo ready with information on the

subject. To aid the Commission I thought that if

certain questions were framed, wo should be better

able to assist you by placing evidence before you.

22.233. Is it Hot a fact that there is now a smaller
quantity of poppy sown than usual?—Decidedly not.
I do not think so. I not think there has been any
change in the quantity of poppy sown.

22.234. Not even in this neighbourhood r—No. I
think this is rather a good year. We are exceedingly
hopeful of realising our full revcime this year very
easily.

2-, 235. You say that the use of opium is "abso-
lutely harmless." Of course I understand you to

speak as the Minister of this State ?—Decidedly not. I
have endeavoured to frame my answers as if I were on
oath or affirmation. I have tried to the utmost of my
ability to be as accurate as the information supplied to

me will enable me to be.

22.236. You do not think that the habit of taking
opium can be in any way regarded as a vice ?—The
habit is decidedly a vice ; but if anybody has got into
the habit I see no reason why he should not be allowed
to indulge in it. I would not go in for opium myself,
not having been in the habit up to now.

22.237. You have expressed considerable respectfor Sir
Joseph Pease and Mr. Caine ; would you class them
among the "-religious bigots blind to all arguments
but their own " p—That depends upon their actions.

22.238. In this case you would ?—I look to the
actions, not to the men themselves.

22.239. Was there not in this State an order issued
a few weeks or months ago with reference to the
cultivation of opium p—What about ?

22.240. In reference to diminishing the quantity?—

I

never heard of it up to this moment. If there is any
foundation for it I should be very glad to know.

22.241. Are you aware that an impression prevails
amongst some people th;it such an order was issued P

—

All I can say is that the origin of it must be very
wicked. No oi'dtr would go except with my signature,
and none has gone ; none has ever been in contempla-
tion, to my knowledge, up to this moment.

22.242. {Mr. Mowhray.) With regard to the amount
of poppy land under cultivation, I understand that the
1,10,000 bighas, which you calculate consists of irrigated

lands, under the State itself, exclusive of the Jagirs p

—

Yes ; 10,000 or 12,000 more for the jagirdars.

22.243. So that in fact nut of the 1,52,000 bigahs
110,000 or more than two thirds of the irrigated lann
are under poppy cultivation ?—Yes, that is my esti-

mate ; it is only an estimate.

22.244. With regard to the Treaties with the Native
States, are there any agreements in force of that nature
with the Maharaja Hollcar's State P—None, except the
one mentioned, and that has ceased long ago.

22.245. There are no arrangements at all now ?—None.

22.246. The State levies a cess of Es. 2-6 per dhndiof
5 seers of crude opium weighed at the State scales j. is

that on what'is consumed locally and what is exp'orted'?

—No; the Es. 2-5 is a duty that is imposed on opium
the moment it is removed from the place of pro-
duction and is generally brought to Indore, or, jierhaps,

some little part of it goes outside. When it is so
removed this tax of Rs. 2-5 per 5 seers is paid.

22.247. Then, of course, if it goes to be exported, the
export duty is on the chest when it is manufactured

;

Es. 2-5 is on the crude opium P—The export duty is

upon the chests which go to the scales.

22.248. I rather gather that you are anxious that the
Commission should come to as prompt a decision as
possible P—That is my humble wish.

22.249. I do not know whether this uncertainty that
you refer to is more important at any particular time
of the year than at any other time ?—No, I do not think
there is any difference. I have had to collect infor-

mation from agriculturists and traders in order to assist

you in your present investigation. The agriculturists

specially were very bitter ; they all had verj- false

notions of what was coming. They thought that the
British Government were going to introduce liquor

and to prohibit altogether the growth of opium. I

had considerable trouble in explaining to them what
the real facts of the case were. Their tone was almost
unreasonably defiant, and I thought it was my duty to

place before you what was placed before myself, and
what I thought of it.

22.250. (Mr. Fanshawc.) Will you kindly explain
what is the meaning of the term khasgi ?—It is a sub-

division of the State which is under the general control

of the Maharaja Holkar, and espeoially under the

O 3
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control of the Maharani through the Minister of tho
State.

22,251. Are the details of the poppy grown upon
that land included in the returns that you have sub-
mitted ?—-Ves, they are now.

22,262. They hare not been hitherto P—Not hitherto,
nor the jagirdars.

-'2,253. Will you tell us what the " Akra Panch" of
l/idoreis?—It is a body of traders appointed by the
State from their position and o.xperience to regulate
certain commercial matters, and they are invested
with a bankruptcy jurisdiction. They are the repository
of al' commercial information. They arbitrate privately,

bring about se'tlementB, and fix prices. They are a very
useful body of people.

22.254. {Chairman.) A sort of Chamber of Commerce,
with jurisdiction in matters of bankruptcy?—Yes,
they are.

22.255. (Mr. Fansliawe.) Have you a regular land
revenue settlement in force in the Indore State ?—We
have.

22.256. Under that settlement are the rates fixed in
cash on irrigated and unirrigated soil ?—They are cash
rates. Sometimes the revenue is paid in kind, but it

is realised in cash. All our dealings are in cash.

22.257. I understand that poppy is your chief crop
grown on irrigated land ?—It is.

22.258. If poppy cultivation is prohibited, you con-
template that tho rate on irrigated land will have
to be reduced ?—Yes.

22.259. The throe lakhs for irrigation works is, I

understand, advanced to the cultivators ?—Yes.

22.260. Have they repaid part of it ?—It is now being
repaid.

22.261. They are going on repaying it at the present
time ?—Yes, they pay a certain interest and a portion
of the principal. What would be true now, woi:ld not
be true eight days hence ; it is constantly changing.

22.262. On the larger part of the sum, are they still

paying interest ?—Yes.

22,263. Then that sum represents capital not yet
repaid ?—Yos.

22,264 So that if poppy cultivation were stopped,
tho security on which you advanced these large sums
would bo gone ?—Yes.

22.265. That is why you think it ought to be taken
into consideration in assessing the amount of loss ?—
I do.

22.266. In estimating the loss to agriculturists, what
IS the next best crop which, in your opinion, can be
substituted for poppy P—Wheat. There are two crops
that come near it—cotton and linseed. Our soil in
Indore is much more adapted to the cultivation of wheat
than of linseed or cotton.

22.267. You have stated that " in the case of the next
best crop " the net profit would be Ks. 2 per bigha ?—Yes.

22.268. In making that statement you refer to wheat ?
—Yes.

22.269. I understand you to say, that moral grounds
do not justify the actual prohibition of the growth of the
poppy, or interference with the opium trade, bat not to
lay down the general proposition that the Government
could not, in the interests of public morality, address
a Native State by way of advice or remonstrance P On
moral grounds they might bring persuasion or pressure
to bear.

22.270. I said by way of advice or remonstrance, but
not beyond that p—Not beyond that. On the ground
of political necessity, they may perhaps go further.

22.271. {Sir William Roberts.) You said in answer to
Mr. Wilson, that you considered tho opium habit a
vice P—Yes,

22.272. Do you mean that in the same sense as you
would call the use of tobacco a vice ?—Yes, but not
so much as alcohol ; that I would put upon a very
diiferent ground. Alcohol I would consider a hateful
vice, but opium eating I should consider a vice like
smoking tobacco.

22.273. {Mr. Fanshanve.) You mean a bad habit P—
Exactly. Merely a bad habit.

The witness withdrew.

Chintamanrao
Vinayak
Vaidyi\

( Gwalior
. State.)

Chintamanrao Vinatak Vaibya, M.A., LL.B., called in and examined.

22.274. {Chairman.) What is your post in Malwa ?

—

I am the Prant Judge of Malwa.

22.275. In that capacity you have had opportunities

of coming into close contact with the people of Malwa ?

—Yes.
22.276. You have thought it your duty to look care-

fully into the opium question in connexion with the
Gwalior State p—Yes.

22.277. What is your general view in regard to the

efEects of opium from a physical point of view ?—I have
nowhere seen any physical degeneriition consequent on
the use of opium. On the contrary, the people are

generally healthy and free from disease. Opium (called
" the Gift of God " to man) may be considered almost
a necessity (o children and old men, and to many
agriculturists and labourers, who are thereby protected

from cold, indigestion, asthma, diarrhoea, and other evil

effects of the damp climate of Malwa and the adjoining

provinces. The habitual use of opium in moderate
doses acts, it has been found, as a great preventive of

the diseases mentioned above.

22.278. What proportion of the population of Malwa
are users of opium p—About one-third.

22.279. Would you say it was the same proportion in

Gwalior and also in Esagarh Prants P—Yes.

22.280. If opium were prohibited, what do you think
would be the effect with regard to the use of liquors p

—Agriculturists and labourers in all countries take

some sort of stimulant. If opium consumption be pro-

hibited, these and others will take to liquors, which
are more injurious than opium.

22.281. You are speaking as a man who has a judicial

office—has your experience led you to tho conclusion

that the use of opium induces crime P—Opium intoxi-

cation does not lead to crime. I had before me five

cases of culpable homicide, two of highway roljbery,

and one of an attempt to commit rape, committed under
the influ'.Mice of liquor, but. none under that of opium.
Piom statements prepaiedfrom the files of Subordiunto

CourtK, I find that some cases of theft, hurt, and abusive

language have occurred under the influence of liquor,

but nono under that of opium. In a province where

opium is consumed most and liquor least, that is a
significant fact. The reason appears plain: the man
in opium intoxication is engrossed with himself, while
the brutalising tendency of liquor is notorious.

22.282. What have you to say with regard to the
policy of prohibiting the use of opium except for
medical purposes p—The prohibition of the use of
opium, except for medical purposes, is impolitic. It is
a settled principle of politics that the Legislaturc'should
not punish intoxication as a, crime, but leave it to the
religious and moral preachers, and the spread of educa-
tion to remedy tho evil. The habit of intoxication
like some other vices, if suppressed by coercion of law
will lead to very great moral and political evils.

22.283. In the province with which you are connected
do you think that the consumption of opium mav be
regarded m any sense as a necessity p—In this pro-
vince, further, opium consumption is not at all a vice
but a physical necessity. Its use has grown among
the Rajputs into a ceremonial custom. They drink
kasumbha to the health of others as they do wine in
England, and its use is ordained by custom in betrothal,
niarriage, &o. To compel bo many men (say 5 lakhs of
adults in the Gwalior State alone; to give up the habit
of taking opium—a habit of centuries and not harmful
—IS exceedingly difficult and dangerous.

22 284. It has been proposed that the use of opium
should be prohibited excepting for medical purposes •

do you think such a regulation would be practicable P—it would oe diflicult, in many of the cases of opium
consumption, to determine whether it is not taken for
medical purposes. Qualified doctors cannot be sent to
every village, and even if sent, to every important
village, their appointment will involve a laro-c expen-
diture. The prohibition of opium except fo? medical
use will also, by increasing its value and the cravioGr of
those who desire opmm, create very dangerous tempta-
tions to coriiiptinn HI the wny of the Subordinate
medical service and the growers of opium.

22.285. (Mr.Wih-on.)Wm you toll me the meaning
of the word " Prant "P-It means a division of this
btate, composed of five or six districts.
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22,286. Can you tell me whether it is anywhere laid

down as an authority, as a settled principle of politics,

that the Legislature shall not punish for intoxication?

—

I have read "Sedgwick's Politics," and it is 8tatod

therein that so far as politics are concerned with the

internal afl'airs of a State, they are regulated through
tte functions of a Legislature, and the business of the
Legislature should be to manage the conduct of indivi-

duals, concerning not their own welfare but their

relations with one another.

22.287. Are you aware that in most European
countries intoxication is punisbedP—I do not think it

is. Of course, if a man is drunk in public, that kind of

intoxication may be punished, because he is a nuisance

to others.

22.288. {The Maharaja of Barbhanga.) By the word
" intoxication " you simply mean the use of stimulants ?

—Yes, if a man gets drunk he may be said to be in-

toxicated, but if he confines hinself to moderation, and
does not drink to excess, he is not intoxicated.

22.289. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Is it the case, that you
anticipate that if the use of opium were prohibited,

there would be an extension of the use of ulchol? —Yes,

among those who have no objection to take alcohol.

Those who are prohibited from taking it by their

religion, would probably take to datura and the root of

iowar plant, which it is impossible to prevent people

from obtaining.

22.290. Can you tell me from your knowledge, speak-

ing generally, among what classes in the Malwa rrant
the use of opium is more common, or is it a general

practice P—^It is general amongst almost all classes,

but the Eajputs use it most—about 80 per cent, of

them.

22,290a. You mean that there is a larger proportion

of persons who use opium among the Rajputs F—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

£2,290n. Is it used as a domestic remedy in many
houses in your part of the country ?—Yes.

22.291. {Mr. Mowbray.) Is your experience of the
whole of Iho Q-waliur State, or are you speaking only
of tbe Malwa part?—I have specially stuaied the opium
question in connexion with the Gwalior State. 1 was
appointed to assist Sir Michael Filose in this connexion,
so that I can speak with regard to the whole State.

22.292. You spoke of the Gwalior and Esagarh Practa
—are they situated in the north-east part of the State ?

—Part of the Esagarh Prants is contiguous to Malwa
the remaining portion of the Prants is in tbe north-east
of the Gwalior State.

22.293. Do you think the same proportion of people
consume opium in the north-eastern part as in Malwa ?

—

No, perhaps the use is greater in Malwa as far as the
quantity which is used is concerned. The habit,

however, is general.

22.294. You mean to say, that about the same pro-
portion of people consume it, but that the dose is greater
in Malwa ?—Yes, the climate is damp, and perhaps they
use it in larger doses.

22.295. I do not understand what you mean when
you say, " In the city population of Lashkar the
" number of consumers is naturally less, because I
" think the general evidence has gone to show that the
" consumption of opium is geater in the cities than in
" the country districts " ?—It may be so in other parts,

but in Lashkar there are no agriculturists in the city,

and these are the men who consume opium most. It

has been found that in Lashkar tLe consumption of
opium is less than in Malwa.

22,296. Your conclusion is that the consumption of
the bulk of the opium in Malwa takes place in the
country districts ?—Yes.

(Jliiiitcmanrao
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Mahakaj Cdani Singh called and examined (through an interpreter).

22.297. {Chairman.) You are from Amla Barnagar p

—Tes.

22.298. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission ?—I eat opium twice a

day, about three mashas or one-fourth of a tola. I have

been eating for 10 years. T took to it because I

suffered from purging. It has cured my disease.

Many of my servants and subjects eat opium. If a

person suffers from fever and has to work, opium is

given him, and it stops his fever. Prohibition of opium
will cause much loss of revenue, and cause general dis-

content amongst the people. The lives of many men
will be in danger. I myself will have to suffer a loss of

about Es. 20,000 of revenue. Opium-eating is beneficial.

It is not against religion. But' the consumption of

liquor is productive of very bad effects and is sinfal.

22.299. {Mr. Mowbray.) You state "I myself will

" have to suffer a loss of Rs. 20,000 of revenue "
; what

is your interest P—I am a landowner, aitd if the opium
cultivation is stopped, I shall suffer a loss.

22.300. How much land do you cultivate ?—About
1,600 bighas, which is equal to 800 acres—or a little

more.

22.301. Do you cultivate 1,600 bigahs of poppy or

1,600 bighas of irrigated land ?—1,600 bighas of poppy.
I do not cultivate myself, but have tenants under me.

22.302. What rent do you get from your tenants P

—

Rs. 15 per bigha.

22.303. Supposing poppy cultivation were stopped,
what do you suppose would be the crop which your
tenants would cultivate ?—Wheat could be produced,
but they would net get so much revenue out of it.

22.304. What revenue would they get from wheat P

—Rs. 2 per bigha.

Maharaf
Cham Siugh.

QGuialiur

State.)

The witness withdrew.

Sevaram Samantram called in and

22.305. {Chairman.) What appointment do you fill p

I am engaged in the money-lending business, with a

capital of one lakh. I am also a member of the muni-
cipality and manager of the Opium Godown at Ujjain.

22.306. Will you kindly explain to us what your

duties are as manager of the Opium Godown ?-—I com-

bine my commercial business with my position as

manager of the Godown, and in some cases I advance

money.

22.307. What is the meaning of the word Sahukar ?

It means money lender.

22.308. What have you to tell us with regard to the

questitm before this Commission P — Cultivators in

Malwa pay the whole revenue demand from opium
produce. Thev can keep other produce for their use

and benefit. There are about 210,000 bighas under

opium in our Maharaja Sahib's Malwa. They produce

about 15,000 or 16,000 chests of opium. Their value

is about 76 lakhs of rupees. The land also produces

opium seed worth about 16 lakhs of rupees. In all

the produce to the cultivators is worth 91 lakhs. If

wheat, cotton, or other produce ia grown, the value

of the produce would be about 25 lakhs. Malwa
cultivators thus generally are in a good condition.

Malwa people rarely go to other provinces. Whenever
there is any scarcity in Marwar and other provinces,

examined (through an interpreter).

thousands of people come here, and the people here
assi.st them. It is not true that the use of opium
weakens the people. The majority of the cultivators
eat opium and are strong, and do their work in the
open air. If immoderately used, it does harm, but
even liquors do very great harm. If Government has
not prohibited trade in liquor and other intoxicants,
why should it prohibit trade in opium, from which s.i

many people in Malwa derive so great a benefit?
Children and old men and cultivators cannot pull on
without opium. There are about 27,000 chests of
opium in store, and about 135 lakhs of rupees are
engaged. We sahukars get interest and profito, &c.,
on such a large sum. The value of any other produce
substituted for opium will be about 25 lakhs of rupees
only ; and for trade in such a produce, which cannot
be kept even for a year, much less capital will be
required. If opium trade be prohibited, the loss of
the merchants, &c., will be as follows :

—

commission.
on the manufacture of opium.
on satta transaction.

on the sale C)f prude opium.

Rs.
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SiHSDBHA Sakhabam Mabtand Called in and examined.

22.333. (Ghairman.) You are a native of this place

and a Jagirdar
;
yon have served the Indore State for

21 years, first as manager of the State arsenal, then
colonel in the army, when you had command of three

batteries and three regiments
;
you afterwards became

lieutenant-general, and you are now the ilevenue
Minister or Sirsubha of the State P—Yes, that is so.

22.334. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission ?—The irrigated area

in the State is 1,52,000 bighas, of which more than two-

thirds is under poppy cultivation. ]:f opium were pro-

hibited, there is no crop which can be raised in its

place as favourably, easily, and profitably as opium.

The cultivation of opium is exceedingly popular among
the people, because they make large profits with smalJ

labour, outlay, and time. Opium land being Bo-fasU,

it allows the Indian corn to be grown upon it besides

opium, which affords additional facilities to the culti-

vator. The consumption of opium is extensive in the

State, and is equally indispensable. The ratio of opium
consumers, in ray opinion, is 50 per cent, of the adult

population. Opium is very useful in old age and as a

relief against bodily exertion. The income to the State

from opium is (1) land-tax, 15^ lakhs
; (2) Customs

duty, 2 lakhs
; (3) Export duty, about 2 lakhs

; (4) mis-

cellaneous, 1 lakh. The total loss would be about 21

lakhs yearly, and there would be a non-recurring loss of

several croars. The loss to traders, cultivators, and
Jagirdai'S together would be 30 to 35 lakhs yearly.

Prohibition would be impracticable to carry out, and
would throw an additional burden on the State. The
first thing that calls for suppression is alcohol, and
if it is stopped India will be saved morally as well as

financially. My long connexion with and intimate

knowledge of the State army enables me- to say unhesi-

tatingly that a moderate dose of opium is an unmixed
good to the consumers. Opium-eating does not neces-

sarily lead to immorality or crime. It gives staying

power under great exertions such as long marches
and hunting excursiocs. As compared with alcohol

drinkers, I found opium consumers to be steady, quiet,

reliable, and obedient soldiers in my time I found 40
to 50 pi r cent, using opium in the State army. Forcing
Native States to prohibit cultivation would be a breach
of Treaty engagements, and it would he almost imprac-
ticable to compensate satisfactorily all Dhe parties con-
cerned—agriculturists, tipdars, traders, merchants,
labourers, Jagirdars, and the States.

22.335. What is the meaning of Do-fasU ?—It means
two-crop land.

22.336. What does "tipdar" mean P—It means
money-lender.

22.337. {Mr. Fanshawe.) When you say that 40 to oO
per cent, of the men in the State army in yoar time
used opium, do you include those who used it habitually

and those who used it occasionally P—I mean those who
used it habitually.

22.338. You found that the moderate use in no way
interfered with the discipline or behaviour of the men ?

—No.
22.339. Have you any poppy cultivation in your

Jagir ?

—

Yes, it yields me Ks, 3,500.

22.340. Every year P—Yes.
22.341. What rate per bigha do you charge for the

land P—The same as G-overnmeut, Es. 14.

22,3-12. If poppy cultivation were prohibited, what
crop could your tenants grow on the land?—Sugar-
cane and other crops ; but they would require a large

capital, and would have to spend more time on the
cultivation—it is quite different to the poppy crop.

22.343. If poppy cultivation were prohibited what
crop would have to take its place under present con-

ditions P—There are four or five, but none so good as

opium.

22.344. What would be the crop they would have to

cultivate, and which would not be so profitable as

poppy p—Wheat.

Sirsubha
Sakharam
Martand.

{Itidore State.)
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The witness withdrew.

Bakshi Khcjman Sin&h, O.S,

22.345. (Gliairman.) Your are a Rajput, I believe, by
caste ?—Yes.

22.346. What is the meaning of " Bakshi "P—It

means commander.

22.347. You were Bakshi of all the cavalry regiments

of Indore, and you have served the Indore State for

45 years P—Yes.

22.348. You became General of the army and lastly

the Minister ?—Yes.

22.349. You are now a pensioner
;

you visited

England in 1871 ;
you are a jagirdar and have the

decoration of G.S.I. P—Yes.

22.350. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission?—It would be a

mistake to prohibit the production ol' opium for non-

medical purposes. No cause whatever exists for any

such prohibition. Any change in the esisiing ordei' of

things would be tor the worse. Opium taken in

moderation is perfectly harmless both physically and

morally. In opium-eating in India moderation is the

rule, and abuse an exception. It is largely consumed

in the Indore State, as elsewhere, without the slightest

bad efi'ect on the physical or moral condition of the

people as a whole. It is, of course, harmful in excess

like anything else. The .suppression of opium by force

will cause widespread discontent amounting to political

danger. The measure will touch people's purses as

well as their bodily comfort and their susceptibilities.

Opium is a general medicine among the people, and

adds largely to the State Ilevenue. If prohibition is

I., called in and examined.

enforced Malwa will become poor. The extension of pro-
hibition to the Indore State would be a breach of Treaty
rights and constitutional usage. It would be a violation
of the most solemn pledge to the Native Princes con-
tained in the Proclamation of 1858. The State has a
right to export opium through British territory just
as the British Government have a right to tax opium
so exported. Even an arbitrary enhancement of this
tax or duty would be irregular. But for the Govern-
ment to disallow the transit of opium coming from a
Native State would be against political law or political
morality. Opium is the life and soul of the income of
the Darbar, cultivators, traders, and land-holders, and
jagirdars, and its prohibition would entail the enor-
mous loss of 55 or 60 lakhs yearly. Besides the large
capital now invested in the trade and agriculture of
opium, and the accumulated outstandings of revenue
against the ryots, amounting to many orores, are staked
on opium and will be gone, if opium id done away with.
The State will be impoverished if not utterly ruined.
Prohibition to be effective will require the creation of a
large costly establishment, the working of which will
be vexatious to the people, and make the confusion
worse confounded. The Indore State cannot be satisfied
with money compensation. It would insist on its subjects
being compensated as well.

22.351. Do yon agree with the opinions the Minister
has expressed before us?—I quite agree with the
opinions he has expressed.

22.352. {Mr. Mowbray.) Do you take opium ?—No, I
do not eat opium ; but many of the members of my
family eat it.

Bakshi
KhumanSingh,

C.S.I.

{Indore State.")

The witness withdrew.

Sadashiv Vishwanath Dhurandhae, B.A., LL.B., called in and examined.

22.353. {Chairman.) You are an advocate of the High
Court, Bombay, and Chief Justice of the Indore State P

—Yes.

22.354. Will you give us your previous experience P

I am an ex-student of the Elphinstone College,

Bombay, and a Graduate of the Bombay University,

O 82588.

was called to the Bombay Bar m 1876, pi-actised at the
Bar for eight years and served as the Diwau of the
Kajpipla State, Keva Kanta, Gujarat, for three years.
I have been serving as the Second Judge and latterly
as the Chief Justice of the Indore State for eight
years. I have travelled both professionally and other-

Sadashiv
Vishwanath
Dhurandhar.
(^Indore State.)
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{Indore State.)
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wise all over the Bombay Presidency and portiora of

Central India. I have acquired some knowledge of the

Eevenuo matters relating to parts visited.

22.355. M'onld you say that the statistics which have
been put in by the Minister with regard to the growth
of opium, the revenue derived from the trade and so

on, substantially represent the facts of the case F

—

They do.

22.356. Do you desire to say that in your belief the

use of opium by the people in India is harmless when
nsed in moderate quantities ?—I think it is.

22.357. Are there any restrictions as to its use by any
particular caste and creed?—No.

The witness

22,3-i8. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Do agriculturists and others

who follow trades involving exposure use it ?

—

Yes.

22,.)59. You consider it is in common use as a pro-

tection against chills, colds, &c. ?—Yes, it is in common
use in Malwa.

22.360. Do you consider there are a large number of
cases where opium is used to excess ?—The excessive

cases are very few in comparison to the excessive cases

of spirit drinking.

22.361. You are speaking from your own experience
in both these matters ?—Yes.

withdrew.

Patel Soma
Bin UdaiRam.
(Indore State.)

Patel Soma Bin Udai Ram called in and examined (through an interpreter).

liam Chatidra
Padya.

[Indore State.)

22.362. (Ohairman.) You are 58 years of age, Eodwal
Brahmin by caste, inhabitant of the village of tlandwasa,

pargana Harsola, and appear here to represent the

cultivators ?—Yes, I am a cultivator myself.

22.363. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before the Commission ?— I am an hereditary

cultivator, and I have followed that profession since I

became of age, that is since the last 40 years. I culti-

vate from 15 to 20 bighas annuaDy, which produce
opium amounting to 100 seers (200 lbs). There are
about 50 to 60 cultivators in my village who produce
opium every year like me. The land under opium
cultivation in my village is nearly 300 bighas, and
the produce of opium from that land amounts to

1,725 seers or 3,450 lbs., which fetched Rs. 11,000

annually when the prices were high, but, in conse-

quence of the prices having gone down, the annual
income from opium is 7,000 to 9,000 rupees at present.

Opium supplies us with sufficieni; funds to bear the

expenses on account of marriage and other happy or

sorrowful occasions, and also enables us to pay off the

Government demand of the whole of the land we
cultivate. The grains produced in dry land are used
in the maintenance of our families and to pay off the
labour employed in cultivation throaghout the year.

Opium brings money into our hands and keeps us
happy and comfortable. We cannot make changes in

the opium land for two reasons : 1st, land is not avail-

able ; and 2rd, the opium land requires to be in the

vicinity of a well. Makai (maize) is grown in opium
land prior to the cultivation of opium by those culti-

vators who are in straitened circum.stanocs ; but

well-to-do cultivators, in the hope of producing good
quantity of the costly substance of opium, do not sow
makai ; they sow hemp and urd, an Indian crop, prior

to opium, and when these two have become old, of

about two months or so, they crush them by ploughing
the land, and allow them with their leaves and stems

to deteriorate with the object of producing a superior

sort of manure. Sometimes the cultivators retain some
quantity of hemp for ropes, &c., required in the pro-

fession. No other produce can bring money so much
as opium does. We devote all our time and attention

to the cultivation of opium and submit ourselves to the

necessary expenditure on that account. Opium and
its seed are the produce from the opium field. In my
opium land of 20 bighas I get 60 maunds of seed worth
Rs. 125 sold at the rate of Rs. 2 or upwards per maund.
If any cultivator wished to sell leaves of opium plant,

they are sold at one rupee per maund. We respect the
opium plant, because it keeps us happy and comforta-
ble, and we call it " Kalikadevi " (Black Goddess).
If our merciful monarch prohibits the growth of opium,
it will be a death-blow to us, and we shall prefer death
without it. All the members of our family do not eat

opium ; it is only given to children up to the age of
three to prevent attacks of any sorts of diseases ; it

is also gives to men who have become weak by old age
or other causes. It is a substance which gives strength
at all times. It is not injurious to health, but, on the
contrary, it is beneficial.

22.364. Do you take opium yourself?— Yes, one
masha in the morning and one in the evening.

22.365. How long ago did you begin to take opium ?

—I have been eating opium for six or seven years.

22.366. Do you take the same dose as when you first

began to take it ?—Opium was given to me when a
child, and when I reached the age of 40 I took small
doses and gradually increased it to the present dose,
since when I have not increased the quantity.

22.367. (Mr. Fanshawe.) You say that there are
nearly 300 bighas under poppy in your village ; what
is the total number of bighas of irrigated land ?—There
are about 100 bighas of irrigated land besides the
irrigated land under poppy.

The witness withdrew.

Ram Chandka Padya called in and examined (through an interpreter).

22.368. (Chairman.) You are Munim to Seth Maluk
Chand Sheo Baksh of Indore ?—Yes.

22.369. What does Munim mean ?—Manager.

22.370. What business do you engage in ?—I am both

an opium trader and a banker.

22.371. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission ?—I have been in the

opium trade for 35 years. I have written a Marwari
pamphlet on the Malwa opium trade. The bankers and
traders, manufacturers of opium balls, religious institu-

tiona, all together will suffer a loss of 184 lakhs of

rupees if opium be prohibited. I have given full

particulars on this point in my answers to the Agency
questions, and can give them to the Commission. The
total investment in opium is If crores, and three crores

of recoverable outstanding debts. I'here will be grave

discontent among all classes by the prohibition.

22.372. (Mr. Wilson.) Can you tell me whether there

is a considerable accumulation of opium in the hands
of the merchants now ?—Yes, there is.

22.373. How does that arise ?—From the trade being
slack ; opium not sent to China is necessarily kept in
stock.

22.374. Are you expecting a rise in price ?—The rate
in China has improved, but on account of the deprecia-
tion in silver our profits are curtailed.

22.375. Have some traders lost heavily through the
low price ?—No.

22.376. (Mr. 2Iowhray.)'Do you think the China trade
in opium has been much affected by the recent cur-
rency changes in India ?—Yes, the profits have been
curtailed.

22.377. During the last six months ?—^Yes, during
the last six months ; they were not afl'ected before.

22.378. Do you consider the prospects of the trade
worse now than they were six months ago ? -— It
depends in groat measure on whether an arrangement
as made about silver.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. R. M.
Dane.

Mr. R, M. Dane called in and examined

22,3'!'. (Chairman.) I understand that there are

sevcT'al witnesses in attendance whose abstracts of evi-

dence you desire to be printed in 1 he Report ? The
following witnesses are in attendance from the Gwalior
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and Indore States and have furnished abstracts of the

evidence they desire to give :

—

From Gwalior State.

Durga Shankar Joshi, of Ujjain
;

Thakur Danlat Singh, of Barda, Barnagar.
Ambaram, Nnmberdar, of Bhitaree, Ujjain.
Bbava Walad Bagwant, Patel of Jalwa, Ujjain.
Gunpatrao Wahudeo, Snbha of Mandsaur.
Badridas, Mnnim of Subkaran Pralhaddas, Ujjain.

Umrao Singh, Munim of Ganeshdas Kishnaji, Ujjain.
Ganeshram, Mnnim of Taraohand Ghanshamdas,
Mandsaur.

Sevaram Parakha, Banker, Mandsaur.
Raghunath Walad Omkar, Patel of Agar.
Rajajee Vyas of Ujjain.

Narayenrao Vithal of Agar.
Thakur Pralhad Singh of Runija Barnagar.
Thakur Pattesingh Istamrardar of Tajkhedi Bham-

gurh.
Parashram of Nandavada, Mandsaur.
Lachman Parshad Kamdar Raoji Tonaday, Agar.

From Indore State.

Rai Bahadur Nanak Ohand, Deputy Minister.
Nago Bhikaji Daube, Naib Dewan Khasgi.
Keshav Gopal Kamb, L. M. & S. Principal Medical

Officer, Holkar's Army.
Kcsari Chand.
General Balmnkand Gayadeeii , commanding the Army

at Indore.
Dhanraj Brijlal.

Harkisan Ramlal Modi.
Raoji Janardhan Bhide.
Balkrishna Atn).aram Gupte, Inspector General of

Police.

Dayambaksh, Major, Adjutant-General.

I ask that, if there be no objection, the abstracts*

ol all these witnesses may be printed in the Appendix
to the Report.

{Chairman.) Certainly.

Mr. R. M.
Dane.

7 Feb. liU4.

Adjourned to to-morrow.

At the Collector's Office, Ahmedabad.

SIXTY-FIFTH DAY.

We(inesday, 7th February 1894.

(Section B.)

PKBSENT :

Sib JAMES B. LYALL, G.O.I.E., K.O.S.I., IN THE ChAIK.

Mr. Abthuu Pease.
I

,

Mr. Hakidas Vbhaeidas, Desai.
Mr. Pemberton, Assistant Secretary.

Mr. Anant Gangadhab Khoie called in and examined.

Tou are at present Subha of

-The collector

inagis-

22.380. (Ghairman.)
Baroda p—Yes.

22.381. What is the office of Sabha P

of the district.

22.382. And magistrate also P—Yes, district

trate.

22.383. How long have you been in the service ?—

I

have been 18 years in the Baroda service.

22.384. Are you a native of Baroda ?—No, I am from
the Oarnatic. I have worked in the Southern, Central,

Northern, and Kathiawar districts of His Highness the

Gaekwar in the capacity of a police magistral e,

revenue, forest, customs, Abkari, and opium officer.

22.385. Will you tell us what opportunities you have
had for becoming acquainted with the opium habit, and
what opinions have you formed of that habit P—Out of

the 18 years' service, four years I was solely connected
with the customs, abkari, and opium administration in

the Baroda State. Of late, I was entrusted with the

work of inquiry regarding the use of hemp di'ugs in

His Highness's territory. During my services of various

nature, I had ample opportunities of visiting every

nook and corner of His Highness's dominion whether
malarious, enervating or bracing, and moving and
mixing with all the castes and creeds abiding therein.

I have minutely observed the habits and customs of Ihe

higher and lower classes and studied their mode of life.

In fact, I am intimately acquainted with eveiy phiase

of life of the people living in His Highness's Eaj. As a
police officer and a magistrate, I can allege, with a great

amount of safety, whether opium bears any connexion
with crime and whether its use is degrading the morals
of the people at large. As a revenue officer, I can
speak of the opium administration in Baroda State in

general, the advantage j^nd disadvantage of Govern-
ment monopoly introduced by the Treaty engagements
of 1878, both fur the purpose of cultivation and
manufacture and for the purpose of home consumption
and exportation. I can also state whether any other

cultivation can be substituted for poppy with advantage
to the ryot and the sirkar (StateJ. I can treat of the chief

classes who greatly indulge in the drug, their habits

and customs both social and religious, togetVier with the

use and abuse of the drug in general. As forest officer,

I can give my experience of the opium consumers as

well as non-consumers who live in jungles, a notorious
tract of country for malarious fevers, and tell with
confidence whether the consumers or non-consumers
are better able to stave off the evil effects of water and
climate. As a customs, abkari and opium officer, I can
assert, with some force, whether it is possible to

enforce total prohibition of cultivation and sale of

opium, whether patisfactory preventive agency can be
organized for the pui-pose of suppressing the cultivation
or sale and whether with all the facilities for obtaining
opium, as existing at present. Government has
succeeded in completely rooting out the evil of
smuggling. I can also speak of the existing system
in the Baroda territory for the purpose of retail sale of
opium and the object of continuing the same. With
my experience and icnowledge of the country for the
last 18 years, in the various capacities as above
indicated, I can authoritatively lay down that the use of

the drug is non'here,so made as to rouse the sympathy
of the philanthropists or attract the attention of the
politicians. The use of the drug is gradually losing

instead of gaining ground before the advance of
education and under the seal of social condemnation.
Of late, we scarcely meet with new opium consumers.
The tendency of all the classes appears more towards
liquor than opium. When the educational and social

forces are already acting against opium and that the

drug is dying of itself, the necessity for appointing a
Commission to inquire after the drug on its death-bed
cannot be made out. A Commission for checking the

extent of home-made liquor as well as the advent of

foreign liquors, wines and malts will, under the

existing circumstances, be a decided gam as the

Mr. Anant
Gangadhar

Khote.
{Baroda
State.')

7 Feb. 1894.

* See Appendix XIII. to this volume.
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{Baroda
State.)
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narcotics are not Buch dire enemies of mankind as the
alcohol. With these preliminary remarks and before
touching the main questions pertaining to the drug, I

beg to lay bare a fundamental fact which, I believe,
mast convince the most sceptic mind that the fact of
His Highness countenancing the existing arrangements
for cultivation, manufacture, and sale of opium in his

dominions, the most enlightened prince in the whole of

India who at the introduction of the measure of

compulsory education, in spite of the great opposition

to the contrary, happened to remaik rhat for the sake
of educating his people, he would draw upon his

private purse, nay, oa en spend his last farthing, a
prince who spends an equal or perhaps a larger amount
of revenue than what opium returns to him in feeding
his poor subjects, who is so much in touch with the
people, who but last year sent for me and the statement
of production and sale of opium to realize the true
state of things, is a convincing proof in itself that the
present arrangements and restrictions in regard to

opium are the best safeguards required by the country
as it 18, at present, situated. Who would ever believe

that the prince who has made so many sacrifices for

bettering the condition of his subjects, nay, even
sacrifioed his own health, for the benefit of which he is

seeking repose, would like to make money ny
degrading his people physically, mentally, and i)iorally

if the use of opium is such a pernicious evil i^ He
would be the first prince to see his country purged of

the evil if it be an evil at all ! When such a prince
countenances the existing arrangements and restrictions

in respect of opium and its use, is not this a more
overwhelming evidence to refute the arguments of the
intolerant body of men and pigeon-hole the cart-load

of their pamphlets p My observations may look
strange but they are nevertheless weighty. There
has, of late, grown a healthy public opinion which is

now shaping the future of India socially, morally, and
'politically. There are now princes in India who know
what is good orliad for their people. There are various
public bodies striving hard to improve the morals of

their societies. Notwithstanding all these powerful
agents being silent, a cry is raised from far off to

improve India's morals, by those who know very little

of the country, its social and religious customs and
the mode of living of its people. A sensational

description is given before a religious audience, a des-

cription that nowhere exists but in the imagination of

the persons describing in order to move their hearts and
thus bringing pressure upon Government to interfere

with the accredited customs. Would this tampering,
this serious interference with individual liberty, be ever

tolerated ? No. All the people in India will resent it

with one concordant voice, and tell those people in

England who ai'e waging war against opium traflSc to

improve the morals of their own people and wait
patiently until India looks to them for succour to extri-

cate them from the clutches of the so-called opium-vice.
I now turn my attention to the other points of inquiry.

His Highness's territoryconsists of four divisions of moj-e

or less alluvial and sandy formardons, requiring different

quantities of rain in different divisions for fertilizing ;

the opium-producing country requiring twenty inches

of rain on an average. Some parts of the territory

under forest is abounding in malarious fevers. The
other parts are also more or less feverish. The spleens

are very often enlarged. Dysentery and diarrhoea,

at times, prevail to a very great extent. Bowel and
lung affections arc not less frequent. All these diseases

make their ravages, and where there is a i-oom vacant

it is filled up by diabetes. Here the sovereign remedy,
the family doctor, the home Void, is opium. People in

general never frequent public dispensaries till they

finish the stock of the home-made medicines. If one
has an attack of cold, his old grandma, who is

always considered to be a very experienced doctor,

tells him to apply opium dissolved in milk to his head
and nose. If he has sore eyes she tells him to apply

opium dissolved in lemon juice round his eyes. If he

has dysentery or diarrhwa she advises him to take

opium in Grol. If he suffers from cough or griping

jjain in the stomach, she prescribes opium with G-hi.

Opium is thus prescribed in 20 and odd diseases by
grandma, and there is always an instantaneous relief.

In this manner opium is, when medically used, held

in great esteem. Opium is given to small infants who
are weak and do not sleep at night or who are subject

to convulsions. Opium is not gi>0:i in a ci-ude form

but it is mixed with several spices and made into pills.

One-half of a. tola goes to make three hundred pills.

These i»ills are made by the license holders or by parents

and given to children every morning and evening to

make them sleep well, digest their food, and prevent
them from falling a prey to other diseases. Such
children are easily weaned by gradually reducing the

daily allowance. Opium is considered a specific for

checking diabetes. It is so used by several diabetic

patients and found to give a great relief. The use
of opium in the country is so very general,—each house
possessing a, tola or two and the climatic influences

therein are so enei'vating that I regard its use, not as

a vice, no, not even luxury, but a bare necessity of life.

I acted as a police officer in His Highriess's Southern
and Kathiawar districts and as magistrate in all the
four districts. I have apprehended various offenders

and inquired into several cases of petty and heinous
offences. But I never found that opium was instru-

mental in the commission of crime. Almost all offences

can be traced to alcohol but none to opium. There is

no connexion between opium and crime. It is not the
fruitful source of either immorality or insanity. The
reason is obvious. Opium is a sedative drug; so it

does not stimulate. Its toxic properties are quite
diH'ereut. No- other intoxicant will ever supply its

place. The fear that alcohol or ganj a will be substituted
for opium is more imaginary than real. The opium-
consumer will have his daily ration in spite of your
peg or G-anja Chilam. The toxic properties of opium
are calmative and palliative. They soothe the head
and invigorate the body. I should say they are the
peace makers between the mind and the body. Con-
sequently this pe.ioemaker's help is always sought to
make up the differences whether social, religious, or
political. I was Conservator of forests in His Highness's
teriitory, and as such I had many subordinates under
me both consumeis and non-consumers of opium. The
largest number that sutt'ered from the evil effects of
that tract of country ivere one and all without exception
non-consumer.'^. The consumers of opium did not look
bnllcy but were better able to counteract the evil effects

of water and climate and endure more privations and
fatigues than the non-consumers. IVom my experience
of three years in the forests

—

notoriously unhealthy—it is

perfectly evident to me that opium acts as preventive
and febrifuge, and gives very great staying powers
under severe exertions. That is why our old mail-
bearers and Jasuds were fortified with opium before
they were sent on their errands. Even the grooms
and the ruuneis occasionally take opium when they
have to run a race with their master's horse. Such
occasional consuming does not grow into a habit.
The Baroda State is, strictly speaking, the cultivator,
manufacturer, and seller of opium. The State under-
took the business since the introduction of the monopoly
on the Bengal system, at the instance of the British
Government, which called upon the State to act up to
the provision of the Convention of 1820. In spite of
this convention between the British and His Highness's
Governments, the practice in vogue was to cultivate
opium as much as the people liked, manufacture it in
their private warehouses and export it to foreign
markets after paying the Darbar and British export
duty. The cultivator was then contented, because he
was at liberty to set any value upon his property. The
money-lenders and capitalists were better able to utilize
their own capital because the export trade was affording
them extensive field for circulating the same. In this
manner, the opium traffic was entirely in the hands of
the people of the northern division, the other divisions
producing opium for local consumption only till 1878,
when for reasons, as it is said, that as opium in large
quantity was smuggled in the British territory and for
the protection of British opium revenue, the Convention
between both Governments was revived and made
binding. The following are its provisions:

—

(1.) To purchase all the opium produced within the
territory.

(2.) To supply the merchants and subjects of the
territory with the opium required by them.

(3.) To fix the price of the opium so supphed and
sold within the territorial limits at the rate
obtaining in the British districts.

(i.) To confiscate all opium brought secretly for sale
into the territory,

(5.) Not to purchase opium from the Government
stores until that produced in the territory and
stored by it is consumed.

(6.) To be the sole medium of supply of the drug to
the merchants and subjects.

(7.) To obtain supplies of opium as required from the
opium godowns at Kaira, and when such
cannot be obtained, to procure the same in
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Malwa and to convey it thence to Baroda free
of tax subject to the condition set forth under
heari five.

This Convention was a mere dead letter till 1878.
The Baroda Government insisted upon the existing
practice being contiuued, but the Government of India
was not prepared to forego the right acquired by the
British Government under the Convention of 1820.

Consequently, the Baroda Government had to enter
into arrangements and establish a State monopoly on
the basis of what is called the Bengal System. The
Baroda Government then undertook the monopoly
under the following conditions :

—

(1.) That poppy cultivation be limited to thesupply
of the licit demand for home consumption and
export.

(2.) That the cultivation of the poppy be restricted
to the Northern Division.

(3.) The retail sale prices be assimilated with the
British price.

(4.) That no British duty be charged on opium
imported by the Baroda State from foreign
territory for home consumption.

(5.) That Baroda Government indent upon the
neighbouring collectors or oflBcers in chaiTge of
opium depots for opium for retail sale to be
supplied at cost price without any duty or
profit being charged.

The Bombay Government accepted the proposal with
the following conditions ;

—

(1.) That the concession of allowing Baroda to export
opium will be withdrawn if it is found to be
abused or to lead to iinanoial loss or incon-
venience and that the Baroda Government
will be held responsible for illicit export of
opium beyond its territory.

On the recommendation of the Bombay Government,
the Government of India passed a resolution to the
following effects. Baroda Parbar has formerly
acknowledged its willingness to carry out the principal
provisions of the agreement of 1820, viz., to establish
State opium monopoly system on the basis of the
Bengal system and to limit the production of opium to

the extent of the licit demand, and that the Govern-
ment of Bombay has decided to continue the following
concession to the Baroda Government :

—

(1.) To permit the Baroda Government to import an
amount of opium required for actual licit

home consumption at cost price and free of

duty from Malwa or from Government
Depots.

(2.) To permit the Baroda administration to export
opium locally produced to Bombay through the
scales at Ahmedabad on payment of the full

British duty.

These engagements entered into between the Baroda
and British Governments brought about the total

extinction of export traffic. The Baroda Government
lostan annual opium exportrevenueofBs. 2,60,000; the
poppy plant ceased to lay the golden egg ; the circu-

lation of the capital was greatly impeded and the
credit of the poppy cultivator was the thing of the
past. However, the State monopoly has helped to

survive the dying trade and sinking credit, to a small
extent, by giving better rates for the produce of the
juice, by making advances without interest, by manu-
facturing purer drug than what can be obtained by
smuggling, and lastly by better supervision and control
over the retail sale. The following are the figures of

the retail sale for the last ten yea.rs :

—
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ecpal advantage. Wbcrit and riipcseed are substituted

by people when the Grovernment notify very low rates.

Poppy cultivation is not then a very paving occupation
for I ho ryots. But feaidug ths risks to which the
other crops are liable, many cling with a great tenacity

to poppy cultivation, because it is less risky, entirely
l?eb. 1894. free from the ravages of cattle, more productive in the

long run, and lastly enables thee altivator to strengthen
his credit with the money-lenders. Having no religious

objection to the use of the drug all the classes of people

without an exception consume it. It is chiefly used by
all the warlike and turbulent classes such as Eajputs,

Kathis, Kolis, Bhils, Waghers, Mekranis, Mayars,
Sidis, Charans; Kunbis, iJarotes, Fakirs, and Bawas
are also its votaries to some extent. Opium is, in large

cases, used to obtain relief from some malady or other

or as a restorative, iSuch a use does not grow into

excess. It is, in a few cases, used as a luxury : such a use

tends to grow into excess. There is a very inperceptible

line between the moderate and excessive use of opium,
as excessive use with nouiishing food is as beneficial

as che moderate use of it. The general idea is that one
who consumes opium below 30 grains per diem is a

moderate consumer. Consumption to that limit is not

looked doven upon, one exceeding that limit is regarded
as excessive consumer. The excessive consumer does
not suffer form social opprobrium so long as he preserves

his health and the effects of excess are invisible. There
are ]io statistics to show how many persons consume
opium cut of the whole population. However, it can
be safely laid down that there are 5 per cent of moderate
consumers and one per thousand of excessive consumers.

Opium is never harmful unless it is consumed without

a good nourishing food or when it is used as an
aphrodisiac, in that case, its use stimulates virile

powers and leads to excessix'e sexual intercourse.

Opium is consumed on the occasions of birth, marriage,

death, by all warlike classes as well as Kunbis and
Barotes. It is either eaten in a crude form or drunk in

a liquid foi-m called Kasumhha. Among these classes

opium forms the leading factor in the hospitality to be

shown to the guests. Its use figures very much in

making up quarrels and differences between the

antagonistic parties. Opium is used in anointing the

Hindu Q-ods. The merits to be secured from anointing

the deity with opium are considered to be hundred-fold

more than what can be procured by anointing the

deity with sugar or milk. To enforce absolute

prohibition of the production and consumption of

opium is impossible. It is also undesirable as its use

is nowhere seen to degrade the morals of the people or

affect their health. Tlie people who consume opium
are so numerous and India is abounding in so many
narcotics that deprivation of one narcotic which people

for generations have been accustomed to regard as a

legitimate and harmless luxury, and which has done
no perceptible injury, will be followed by another

narcotic more pernicious in its effects. The warlike

classes, who are the chief consumers of the drug, when
deprived of the drug miiy create disturbance and the

peace of the country will be endangered. The use of

opium on social and religious occasions is regarded
fissential by numerous classes who will regard piohi-

bition as unjustified and unnecessary interference with
their individual liberty. The prohibition will be a

serions privation to those who are now habituated to

consume opium. The prohibition will drive the people

to the medical practitioners for ordinary diseases which
are now cured or prevented by opium. The grandma's
business will be extinct and the doctor's bill will swell.

People thus touched in their pockets and confirmed

m their belief that Government is forcing down their

throats spirits mixed with medicines with a view to

tamper with their religion will be much disaffected.

Nobody can say that such a state of things will not

breed discontent. Absolate prohibition seems to me
an idea beyond the range of practical politics. How
can such a tremendous agency both preventive and
protective be organized to enforce complete prohibition,

and what new source can be traced to amass a large

amount that will be required to maintain the force

especially when opium revenue is to cease ? People

against whose wishes opium revenue is to be sacrificed,

will n"t benr the imposition of a new tax. Will not

this create general disali'cction and add fuel to fiire ?

Besides, notwithstanding the existing facilities for

obtaining I ipium and thejiiaiutenance of the preventive

ari'iiugenients, do we not know that a linge quantity is

slill smuggled into our territory H With this knowledge

of the country, and its people, the success achieved by

the preventive agency, we must admit that if absolute

prohibition and sale of opium be enforced, we shall

not be able to cope satisfactorily with the smuggling
which must flow in either from poppy-producing
countries or patches that v/ill have to be planted with
poppy for pure medical purposes, however costly and
strung the preventive agency be. Then there will be
a difiiculty of protecting the patches planted with popDy
for medical purposes. How large an army of policemen
will have to be maintained to guard these fields, and
how many men will have to be kept to look after the
yield ? These expenses will render the drug very
precious and stimulate smuggling. What fine prospects
will thus open for oppression, corruption, and extortion ?

With all these difficulties looming in the way of absolute
prohibition, no responsible Grovernment will ever take
such ill-advised step and lose not only the revenue but
endanger the safety of the Eaj. I cannot close the
subject of prohibition without quoting the words of that

eminent statesman Eaja Sir T. Madhava Rao, who
remarked "any measure having for its aim the im-
mediate or ulterior suppression of the production of

opium cannot but be as unfair and as unwelcome to this

INativo State as to any Native States in Malwa." The
question of compensation does not require any lengthy
treatment. When we are not prepared to enforce
absolute prohibition for reasons above alluded to, and
as there can be no compromise in matters of Treaty-
rights, the question of compensation falls to the ground.
Supposing such a contingency is in near future, there
will even then be a serious difiiculty of estimating
accurately the amount of compensation. The ten years'

average of opium net revenue will not be an adequate
figure of compensation. The reasons are that the
revenue is gradually rising every year by the substitute
of duty-paid opium for smuggled opium. Besides if we
raise the present duty by Rs. 2, the opium revenue will

increase by almost a lakh of rupees. Then the poppy
cultivator's loss, more especially the loss of the credit

with the money-lenders, and the stoppage of circulation
of the capital and consequent general loss of wealth to

the country, all these interests will have to be taken
into account before fixing the amount of compensation.
But these interests are so much intermingled with
other agriculturists and mercantile enterprises that
arriving at an accurate figure of eompensation is a task
well-nigh impossible. Since the establishment of the
State monopoly in 1878 till 1889 opium was sold by
separate license-holders for each shop. The license-
holder paid a certain sum for the right to open a shop and
sell the Sirkar's opium, purchased in the depot, at the
issue rate. The license-holder used to take a small
quantity of the Sirkar opium to avert suspicion, but made
his profits by retailing illicit opium. When it was
found that such illicit dealings could not be stopped,
the safest course that appeared best under the circum-
stances was to introduce what has been designated as
the Minimum Guaranteed Vend System. The right to
vend opium was given to one person for the whole
district after fixing the minimum quantity, to be
retailed, at appointed number of shops and at prices
fixed by the Government. This system makes it

incumbent upon the farmer to pay duty on a certain
minimum quantity even though his actual sales fall

short of the minimum. This condition was entered
with the object of checking smuggling so rampant when
the separate licensed system without guaranteeing the
sales was in vogue. The condition makes it the interest
of the farmer to refrain from dealing in contraband
opium, as he has to dispose of the guaranteed quantity
of opium himself. The farmer being one for the whole
district he has increased powers to bring to light the
illicit dealings. The only fault attributed to the system
is that the quantity of opium to be disposed of in a
year being guaranteed, the farmer has to encourage sale
by hook or crook. But this fault in the system is rather
imaginary than a real one, in the opium transaction.
The quantity to be kept in possession and to bp retailed
being restricted and the minimum and maximum rates
of sale being fixed, the farmer finds it very difficult to
dispose of a large quantity by cheap sale. Then there
is a fear of being detected and the license withdrawn.
His best interest to extricate himself from this pre-
dicament, lies in disposing of the quantity at maximum
price and thus make up the loss accruing from the
quantity unsold. The following results will better
illustrate how the system works:—After the intro,
duotion of the system, in the year 1891-92, the farmers
guaranteed to vend 74,2 15 lbs. in one year. They
actually sold 72,208 lbs. They had, therefore, to pay
lJ,0o6 Rs. for the quantity fallen short of the minimum.
The right of vending opium was leased out to them for
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ttree years. So the farmers had to pay during those

years not less thau Rs. 1,08,456. After the expiry of the

first lease, the new farmers guaranteed to vend 62,850
lbs., that is, 11,366 lbs. less than the outgoing farmers.

In this way, the quantity goes on falling and the opium
being sold at maximum price, thn excessive indulgence
is placed beyond the reach of the masses. We often

hear that the Minimum Guaranteed Vend System is

condemned as it is alleged ihat it encourages con-

sumption. But the actual results prove to the contrary.

It is the only system which substitutes licit opium for

illicit. But the persons who condemn the system do
not devise another which can be substituted in its

place. As long as another better system cannot be

suggested, so long the Government should be allowed

to maintain its own policy.

22.386. Tou say, " The use of the drug is nowhere so
" made as to rouse the sympathy of the philanthropist
" or attract the attention of the politicians "

; I

suppose there are a considerable number of cases of

excessive use, are there not P—No.

22.387. Have you ever seen men incapacitated for

their profession by the use of opium ?—No.

22.388. As an officer at the head of large establish-

ments, have you ever had to reduce a man, or dismiss a

man, for intemperance in opium P—Never.

22.389. Tou also say that " The use of the drag is

" gradually losing instead of gaining ground before the
" advance of education and under the seal of social
" condemnation ; of late we scarcely meet with new
" opium consumers "

; does that apply to the common
country people or to the educated class P

—
'I'o all the

classes I should say. Among even these cultivators

we do not see the young people eating opium, although

the old people generally do so.

22.390. Do you attribute that to anything else

besides the " advance of education and the seal of
" social condemnation"?—Also to the high price of

opium.

22.391. Is it more difficult to get than it used to be ?

—Certainly.

22.392. Before the opium monopoly was created was
the sale free in the villages P—It was not exactly free ;

but there were many shops, and the price of the article

was very low.

22.393. Tou have told us that you have never seen

instances of excessive use ; if there are no instances of

excessive use why should there be any social condem-
nation of the habit P—The thing is this, some people

do go to excess, and the people laugh at them ;
but the

cases are very rare.

22.394. I suppose the social condemnation is a sort

of fashion ?—Tes.

22.395. You say the fashion is tending more towards

liquor ?—Tes.

22.396. "What kind of liquor ?—English liquors. We
see almost all the classes using whisky and brandy
instead of ganja, bhang, or opium.

22.397. That surely is among the upper classes, not

among the lower ?—The lower classes use country

liquor I think.

22.398. Do you think that change of the fashion

towards liquor is a bad thing or a good thing P—It is

a very bad thing.

22.399. Tou also say thai, there has of late grown a

healthy public opinion which is now shaping the future

of India socially, morally, and politically ; why does

not that healthy public opinion stop the growth of the

habit of taking liquor P—It has been doing of late a

good deal that way.

22.400. Are there any temperance societies ?—Tes,

even among the lower classes.

22.401. Can you give us any description of them P

—

There ia an association at Sinore in the Baroda district

where the boatmen had formed a society not to touch

liquor at all.

22.402. Is that a large association ?—It numbers
about 2,000.

22.403. Does it include most of the tribe P—Tes.

22.404. Are there any other such associations ?—Tes.

There are also in the Nausari district, the southern

district of Baroda, people who have formed an
association.

22.405. What people ?—Maohis and Kolis.

22.406. Have they done that entirely of their own
notion, or has it been suggested to them by people
above them P—Of their own notion.

22.407. Has anything similar been started among
the higher classes ?—There are various associations
amongst the Brahmins and other people against the
use of liquor.

22.408. Do the Machis and Kolis who have formed
associations against liquor include opium in their vow ?

—They do not include either bhang or opium.

22.409. Apparently they think those lesser evils ?

—

Tes.

22.410. Do you know if these associations among the
Brahmins and higher classes make a vow against all

intoxicants P—Tes, against all intoxicants.

22.411. Is opium included in that?—Tes.

22.412. Tou say that opium is the sovereign remedy,
the family doctor, the home Vaid, is that among all

classes P—It is almost general.

22.413. Do you yourself think that the custom of
giving opium pills to children is a good or bad thing P

—I think it is a good thing. It has done no harm. 1
v/as given opium for three years when I was a child,

and I do not suffer from it.

22.414. Tou say there is no connexion to be traced
between opium and crime P—No.

22.415. But it has been generally said that excessive

opium eaters in some parts of the country take to petty

thefts P—I have not seen them here. I was police

oflEicer in all the districts of Baroda for seveD years, and
I never met with a single case.

22.416. The Convention between the British Govern-
ment and the Baroda Darbar of 1820 was made, I think,

very soon after the war between the British Governmeni.
and the Maratba-States P—Tes.

22.417. Do you think the Baroda Darbar agreed to it

of their own free will p—That 1 cannot say. It was
forced upon them so far as I know. Even in 1878 it

was forced upon them also for the interest of the
British opium reventie.

22.418. Sir Madhava Rao was not a man who would
let himself be forced into a thing which he delilierately

disapproved of ; he was a very independent man p

—

Tes ; he was a very independent man.

22.419. I see that another witness has mentioned that
there was also a sort of agreement in 1803 between the
British Government P—There might have been, but I
have not seen it.

22.420. In Qonsidering the agreement of 1878, it must
be remembered, must it not, that it was a fact that a
very large quantity of Baroda opium was smuggled
into British territory P—It is so stated, but we have
not examples.

22.421. But do you not know as a fact that it was so ?

—I do not know that it was. Of course all that kind
of pressure was brought upon the Baroda Darbar.

22.422. That was a legitimate reason, so far as it

existed, for pressure was it not P—Tes.

22.423. Tou say that by the engagement entered into
between the British Government and the Baroda
Darbar, the Barodai Government lost an annual opium
export revenue of Bs. 2,50,000 ?—That Rs. 2,50,000 is

calculated at Rs. 135 per chest ; and there were other
duties also, Chungi and Tolamni.

22.424. Tou say that the consumption is decreasing,
and that there are very few new consumers

; but the
figures of retail sale which you give do not show any
decrease, as it were P—No, not much decrease; but
there has been a decrease for the last two years since
the interruption of the Minimum Guarantee System.
The farm guaranteed to sell 74,000 lbs. in 1891-92. It

was a contract for three years. Since the last lease

they only guaranteed the vend of 62,850 lbs.

22.425. Tour figures of retail sale show no great
decrease ?—It was 72,000 lbs. in 1891-92, and it was
59,000 lbs. in 1892-93, and it was 66,000 lbs. in 1890-91

;

so that there is a good deal of decrease.

22.426. Tou say, "Opium is used in anointing xha
" Hindu gods. The following is the religious autJho-
'" rity :

" can you give us a translation of tnose lines ?—" Milk, curds, butter-milk, honey, sugar, cold water,
" liquor, water washed from rice, opium, hemp, the
" poison from dhatura, these are the articles i!3sd for
" anointing Hindu gods; and anointing by opium is
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" much more meritorious thau anointing with other
" articles."

22,4-27. Where does that come from ?—It is from the

tenets from the Shastras, the persons who worship

Marahatta* ; they are called Varmamagis.*

Feb ^894 22,4.28. Is it a frequent practice to anoint gods with

__^_J__ opium ?—It is a frequent practice on certain days, that

is on Shivfsrat, Panchmi and Durgapuja.

22.429. You say, " Notwithstanding the existing
" facilities for obtaining opium and the maintenance of
" the preventive arrangements, do we not know that a
" large quantity is still smuggled into our territory

;

where does that smuggled opium come from ?

—

Generally from Malwa.

22.430. And from Central India and Eajputana P

—

Yes.

22,d.31. How is it smuggled ?—It is brought through

the jungles ; it is not brought by railway.

22,431a. How is it concealed?—It is concealed in bags,

and it is generally carried at night.

22.432. What preventive establishment is there—the

police p—Yes ; we have preventive people as well aa

policemen.

22.433. You say, "The revenue is gradually rising
" every year by the substitute of duty-paid opium for

" smuggled opium"; do you mean that the revenue

is rising, or that more licit opium is used every year ?

—I have given the figures. I say the figures are

going down.

22.434. What do you mean by saying that the

revenue is gradually rising ; do you moan that less

illicit opium is used now ?—Yes.

22.435. And the prevention of smuggling is im-

proving p—Yes.

22.436. The minimum guaranteed vend system was
introduced in 1889 P—Yes, in 1889 in Baroda.

22.437. It was introduced into British territory and
Bombay about 1879, was it not p—I do not know
exactly, but aa far as I remember I think it was in

1874.

22.438. Before the minimum guaranteed vend
system was introduced, is it your opinion that the

licensed vendors used to smuggle ?—Yes ; we had
several cases like that on the record.

22.439. But if they smuggled themselves, they could

not easily inform against other people who smaggled,
could they p—No, they could not.

22.440. If they do not smuggle themselves, and buy
from the Durbar, then, I suppose, they do inform as

much as possible P—Yes, exactly.

22.441. Do the licensed vendors give information

which enables many smugglers to be caught P—They
do sometimes.

22,441a. {Mr. Tease.) Why does the advance of educa-

tion cause ;), decrease in the consumption of opium p

—

The reason is, because the educated people would not

advocate the cause of any narcotics.

22.442. Do your educated people abstain from
narcotics P—I cannot say, because opium is never con-

sidered to be a very bad poison. It is sometimes
necessary.

22.443. What do you mean by the expression, that

the drug is gradually losing instead of gaining ground
before the advance of education ?—Educated people will

not generally take opium.

22.444. In what way does the seal of social con-

demnation against opium show itself?—When a man
uses opium excessively the people generally deride him.

22.445. You make allusion to malarious fevers ; do

you know of any cases of persons taking opium before

they had been attacked with fever or some other ail-

ment in order to prevent them from catching the fever p

—Yes.

22.446. Is the view that opium is a preventive against

fever general in this district p— It is general in the

jungle districts.

22.447. I suppose that people here take quinine more
than opium for that purpose p—So far as I know people

do take quinine in the Baroda and Kari districts,

whore there is not much malarious poison.

22, 118. What is the price you give to the cultivators

for their opium P— We give different rates at dill'erent

* It has not been found possible to verify these two words.

times. We give sometimes Es. 3.4 as., sometimes
Rs. 2.4 as., and sometimes Rs. 2.8 as. It generally de-

pends upon the stock we have in the depot. If the stock

runs short we give a high price for a seer of juice. We
manufacture the opium ; the people do not.

22.449. Do I understand that your price varies from
Rs. 2.8 as. to Rs. 8 for juice ?—No ; we give from
Rs. 2.4 as., to Es. 3.8 as.

22.450. You say that the State monopoly has helped
to survive a dying trade and sinking credit ; why do
you call it a dying trade P—Because at first the people
were allowed to export, and now the Grovernment has
taken the monopoly.

22.451. According to the return you have given us
in 1891-92 there were 72,000 lbs. sold, and in the suc-

ceeding year, 1892-93, the quantity came down to

59,500 lbs., which is a reduction of 20 per cent. In
what way do you account for that ; do you think it was
an increase of illicit opium, or a decrease in the con-
sumption, or that there was some decrease in what
was held over the year before P—I cannot exactly give
you the reason. The reason which I would assign is

that there may have been less marriages and births

and other ceremonies where opium is very largely

consumed.

22.452. Is there any opium smoking in Baroda?—No.

22.453. Is there any opium smoking in clubs or in

private houses as far as you know P—No, nowhere.

22.454. Is it your estimate that a person may be a
moderate consumer who consumes up to 30 grains a
day ?—Yes ; even persons taking 30 grains of opinm a
day are not the worse for it ; they enjoy perfect health.

22.455. Do you mean persons with specially strong
constitutions ; there are many people who would suffer

very much if they took much less quantity, are there
not?—Yes.

22.456. And there are many people who have not
good nourishing food who sufi'er from taking opium

;

you say it is never harmful unless it is consumed with-
out good nourishing food P—I mean taken in excess.
Opium taken in excess without nourishment is very
harmful.

22.457. Yon have observed that ?—Yes.

22.458. In what way is it possible to force down the
throats of people medicines mixed with spirits ?

—

People regard all tinctures as being mixed with spirits
;

so whatever liquid is given to the people they regard it

as spirit.

22.459. In what way is there any compulsion to take
tinctures?—What will they take if opium is taken
away from them ?

22.460. Can you tell me the amount of revenue
derived by the .State from opium P^The net revenue
is about Rs. 5,00,000 retail sale.

22.461. Do you not think that your system of requir-
ing a minimum guarantee is almost equivalent to
saying to the licensed vendor, " After you have sold a
" certain amount of Government opium, then you may
" sell illicit opinm"?—I do not think that is the
meaning we attach to it. It is not that.

22.462. The object of a minimum guarantee is to
prevent the licensed vendor from selling illicit opium
until he has sold the Government quantity p—Yes ; but
he can take an extra quantity if he likes when the
minimum is finished.

22.463. (Mr. Haridas Vehandas.) You say that there
is no other crop which can be substituted for poppy
with equal advantage. I believe before the present
system there were other parts in the Baroda territory
where opium was grown ?—Certainly.

22,404. And the cultivation was put a slop to ?

Yes.

22.465. The cultivators were obliged to discontinue
the poppy cultivation which was very beneficial to
them; have the Government of Baroda made any
siixangements with the cultivators in the way of com-
pensation p—No, the Government has not made any
arrangements to give compensation, but the cultivators
deserve it, I suppose.

22.466. You say that the cultivation of poppy is one
hundredth of the other cultivation in the Kari division.
Have you compared the condition of the cultivators
who grow poppy with those who do not ?—I could give
you the amount of the yield and all the expenses for a
bigha.
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22.467. I want to know whether the poppy cultivators
are much better off than those who grow other crops ?—They aie much better off according to my own
experience. The people of TJnja are much better off.

22.468. Have you any applications from cultivator.s

to grow more poppy than you require for your
purposes P—Tes.

22.469. And do you ever refuse those applications P

—

Once in 1891 I restricted the cultivation to a few
Talukdars. There was a great clamour. They sent
m a lot of petitions to Baroda asking permission to

extend the sphere of cultivation, and we granted it.

22.470. The cultivators themselves did not reduce
the area of cultivation, but you refused to allow them
to cultivate ?—When we do not want much juice we
give less rates.

22.471. So that you do not consult the convenience and
desire of the cultivators as regards poppy cultivation,

but you have to consult your own needs P—Exactly
;

because we have got the monopoly.

22.472. You have said that you were a police officer.

I believe you had the authority to fill up vacancies ?

—

Yes.

22.473. In case there was a vacancy in the ranks of

the police, and two candidates appeared, in other
respects equal, but one took opium and the other did
not, on whom would your choice fall ?—I should make
no distinction provided the opium eater was healthy.

22.474. You would not mind whether he took more
or less opium so long as he was healthy P—It depends
upon the health of the person.

22.475. The habit of taking opium would not come in
the way of an efficient performance of duty would it P

—

So long as the habit did not come in the way of a man
efficiently performing his duty it would make no diffe-

rence with me.

22.476. {Chairman.) You have said that the Durbar
pays from Es. 2. 4 as. to Es. 3. 8 as. per seer for the
opium juice P—Yes.

22.477. In Rajputana we heard that the Sahukars and
Bohras pay from Es. 4 to Rs. 6 or even more than that
per seer ?—Yes ; but we do not.

22.478. Ill Bengal the British Government pays Es.
5 per seer. Cnn you explain why the Durbar rates
soem so low P—I do not know why that is, because when
we manufacture opium it comes up to Es. 6. The
issuing rate is Es. 10. I do not think the rates are very
low.

22.479. Can you tell me what the ball of opium for
export costs per seer ?—Es. 5 almost.

"22,480. No more than that f—No.

22,481. You are not in charge of that Department,
are you, and perhaps you do not quite know P—No ; I
do not exactly know.

22,-182. Probably the Excise superintendent will be
able to answer that question P—Yes.

22.483. You have said that no compensation was
given to the cultivators in those parts of Baroda where
cultivation was stopped. Can you tell me in what part
the cultivation was stopped, and in what part it was
allowed P—It was stopped in Petlad and the Amreli
districts.

22.484. Anywhere else P—It was also stopped at
Dhegaum.

22.485. Is that a Taluka or district P—A Taluka.

22.486. In the rest of the territory it was allowed P

—

There are four districts in Baroda: Nausari, where
poppy was not grown at all ; Baroda, where poppy was
grown ; in Petlad it was stopped ; and poppy was
grown in some of the Talukas of the Amreli district

:

that was stopped ; and it was stopped at Dhegaum and
Attursumba, which are in the Kari district.

22.487. Was there much poppy cultivation in Petlad P

—I have not got the figures but there was, as far as I
know.

22.488. Was the poppy cultivation in the Talukas of
Amreli much or slight ?—I think it was slight there.

22.489. I suppose it was stopped where it was difficult

to look after or where it was slight p—It was stopped
for two reasons—it was very difficult to lock after, and
the yield was very small.
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The witness withdrew.

Mr. Ealph Keeshaw called in and examined.

22.490. (Chairman.) You are opium superintendent of
the Baroda State ?—Yes.

22.491. How long have you been in the Durbar's
employ ?—About 16 years—since 1878.

22.492. Have you all along been in your present
appointment P—Chiefly in my present appointment. I
have been assistant in the Dewan's office, but most of
the time I have been superintendent.

22.493. If the production and use of opium for non-
medical purposes are prohibited throughout British
India, could such prohibition be extended to the Baroda
State ?—Such prohibition can not be extended to the
Baroda State. " The production and use of opium " m
Baroda are a matter of treaty rights. The right of
producing opium for export and local consumption has
been granted to Baroda under the treaty of 1878 ; and
the transit of its exportable opium is guaranteed also,

provided it passes through the British scales at Ahme-
dabad and the full British duty is paid. [Eeferenoes ;

—

Raja Sir T. Madhav Rao's letter No. 2562 dated 9th
March 1878 : Aitohison's Treaties, New edition. Vol.

YI ; Resolution of the G-overnment of Bombay dated
6th April 1878, No. 1771 ; Paras. 3 to 6 of a letter

No, 4020 dated 9th November 1878, from the Govern-
ment of India to the Government of Bombay.] Under
this treaty His Highness' Government undertook two
monopolies; flrst.that ofthe production ofopium; second,
that of retail sale. The British Government on their

part agreed "
(1) To permit the Baroda Administration

" to import an amount of opium required for actual
" licit consumption within the Baroda State at cost
" price and free of duty from Malwa or from the
" Government Depots. (2) To permit the Baroda
" administration to export opium locally produced to
" Bombay through the scales at Ahmedabad on payment
" of the full British duty." Vide Para. 3 of a letter of

the Government of India to the Government of Bombay
dated 9th November 1878, No. 4023. The principal

obligations which the treaty enjoins on the Baroda

O 82.588.

Government are first, that the cultivation of the poppy
in the Baroda territories should be restricted to the
Kari Division of those territories alone ; second, that the
cultivation should be limited to licit demand for home
consumption and for export ; third, that the cultivation
should be by license ; fourth, that the State should buy
all the juice and convert it into opium; fifth, that the
opium for export should be in charge of the State till it

has paid British duty at Ahmedabad ; sixth, that the
retail sale should be carried out under a complete
Sirkar Monopoly, analogous to that prevailing in British
provinces, the prices being assimilated, and seventh, that
the Baroda Government should give the strictest and
most loyal adherence to, and enforcement of the
arrangements, and exert its utmost efforts to carry
them out faithfully and cordially. The obligations
which the treaty enjoins on the British Government, as
noted above, are first. That they should permit transit of
Baroda exportable opium, taken to the scales at Ahme-
dabad, on payment of the full British duty and second,
allow opium required for consumption within the
Baroda State at cost price and free of duty from Malwa
or Government depots. • As long as the Baroda
Government continues its " strictest and most loyal
" adherence to and enforcement of the arrangements,
" and also its utmost efforts against the prevention of
" the illicit export of opium beyond its territories,"

there can be no withdrawal from, or interference with,
the tieaty. Any attempt at prohibition in regard to

the production or use of opium would, under the
circumstances, be obviously unjustifiable. It may be
added that the Baroda Administration was most re-

luctant to adopt the arrangements proposed in the new
treaty, and did so only " yielding to the pressure of the
situation " and in protection of the British Opium
Eevenue. In undertaking the monopoly of production
the Baroda Government had, much against its wish
and conviction, to interfere in respect of "a cultivation
" which had been going on from former times and
" which had attained a considerable magnitude under

Q
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Mr.Ii. " influences similar to those which had operated to
Kershaw. " increase the production in the Native States of

" Central India. Very large interests had grown up
" in progress of time " and these had to be summarily
swept away. Furthai the Baroda (Torernment heavily
sufiered in its export Revenue to the extent of abouu 2

to 3 lacs and the prosperity of the trade of the Division
where opium was being cultivated was tQaterially

affected. The capitalists as well as the village money-
lenders received such a severe shock from the unex-
pected, and the sudden introduction of the measure
that the trade has not yet recovered from its effects.

Fifteen years have passed since, still the trade of the

Division remains dormant, and the traders, in every
grievance relating to their condition prominently put
forward the introduction of the State Monopoly as the

chief cause. The opium growing ryot suffered also,

and suffered considerably. The credit he had then
and the easy interest he had to pay are now the things
of the past. He grew his ojjium for a private trader

—

his own money-lender—with whom he had transactions

on all occasions whether for the settlement of Govern-
ment demands, or marriages, births or deaths as his

fathers had before him. He drew on this bank liberally

and the bank honoured his orders. But things have
altered since. The condition of the opium grower is

far from being the same. He grows opium now for the

Sirkar who certainly gives him advances, but only to

meet the expenses of his cultivation ; in all other
respects he is still dependent upon the money-lenders,
deeper in debt and worried much and oft. He finds

credit simply because he still cultivates the only
precious crop in the parts where it is grown. In
carrying out the retail sale monopoly the Grovernment
had to buy up, and often at a loss, all the old opium in

the territories and also imported from Malwa. It hap-
pened to be in a year when the Malwa crop having
suffered the price of opium had risen nnprecedentedly
high. '

' The most extraordinary excitement in trade "

says the Baroda Q-azettcer " sprang up in the Division
" (Kari) during late years from speculation in opium.
'' The intensity of the desire to deal iu opium reached
'

' a climax in the very year when the State made the
" manufacture and sale of opium a State monopoly,
" that is, on and after the 1st October 1878. Every
" class of people even those who were ignorant of the
" meaning of trade or the qualities of good and bad
" opivim rushed headlong into the speculation and
" suffered proportionately." The Baroda Grovernment
under the obligation of the treaty arrangements had to

enter the market and buy up the whole produce of the
Division. It can easily bo imagined how distasteful

was the action of Grovernment with the trader and the
cultivator, how gi'eat the commotion and the clamour
of dissatisfaction. I was an eyewitness to the whole
and as opium superintendent a worker in the field . I

do not even now, after the lapse of so many years,

forget the difBoulties and disagreeableness of the work.
"Any measure" says Eaja Sir T. Madhava Eao
" having for its aim the immediate or ulterior sup-
" pression of the production of opium here, cannot but
" be as unfair and as unwelcome to this native State
" as to any native State of Malwa." Sir Madhava
Bao wrote this previous to the framing of the present
treaty. How much more unfair and unwelcome it

would be now when the State at a great sacrifice and
loss of revenue accepted the treaty, and has been most
strictly and most loyally fulfilling its obligations.
'

' Yielding to the pressure of the situation '' may be all

well and fair, in the interest of the fiscal measures, of

the paramount power and in the protection of its

revenue, when by illicit measures that revenue suffered,

but not so, when the state of things is different, and
the Baroda Grovernment puts forth as agreed to, its

utmost efforts towards the prevention of the illicit

export of opium beyond its teriitory.

22,494. What is the nature of the existing arrange-
ments with the native States in respect of the transit of

opium through British ten'itory ; could those arrange-
ments be with justice terminated P—This question has
to a great extent been dealt with in the previous answer.
The existing arrangements with the Baroda State in

respect of the transit of opium through British territory

form the subject <:il' one and the same treaty as those in

regard to the production and use of opium. The Baroda
Government in having agreed to estaljlish a State
monopoly had in rfturn certain concessions granted,
or, to quote the words of the Government of India :

—

" His Excellency in Council notices that the Baroda
'' Durbar has formally acknowledged its willingness to

" carry out the principal provisions of the Agreement of
" 1820, viz., to establish State opium monopoly system,
" on the basis oi: the Bengal system and to limit the
" production of opium to the extent of the licit demand
" and that the Government of Bombay has decided to
" continue the following concessions to His Highness
" the Giaikwar's Government." One of these conces-
sions being, to quote again the words of the Government
of India :

—

(2.) " To permit the Baroda Administration to export
" opium locally produced to Bombay through
" the scales at Ahmedabad on payment of the
" full British duty.
"These concessions have been granted on

" the understanding that His Highness the
" Gaikwar's Government will not import and
" export opium other than those thus defined
" iu toor from the British territories and loyally
" carry out all the other terms of the Agree-
" ment.

" His Excellency the Governor-General in
" Council fully approves the arrangement
' made with the Baroda State as detailed in
" the Eesolution of the Government of Bombay
" dated 6th A.pril 1878. No. 1,771."

Let it be plainly stated with all respect, that under
this treaty of 1878, so clearly ratified by the Govern-
ment of India, the British Government would have to
pass Baroda grown opium to Bombay provided, first

that it is presented in its own charge at the scales at
Ahmedabad and secondly the full British duty is paid
there, even were there to be a complete prohibition
against all export of opium from British territory.
Under the same treaty arrangements the British
Government have to pass through their intervening
territories opium conveyed from one part of the Baroda
territory to another for licit consumption. Let it be
noted that these are not all new rights obtained under
the present treaty. Even under the Convention of
1820 (taking it in the sense in which the British
Government demanded it to be observed after over
half a century) Baroda was entitled to produce opium
for use iu its territories, and in case the stock ran out
to obtain the required quantity free of duty from the
British depots or from Malwa. But the Convention of
1820 had never been observed. Its provisions remained
a dead letter. No State monopoly of retail sale as
therein provided for had been created. The State
never purchased up all the opium produced in its terri-
tory. The cultivator was left free to grow opium
according to the demand of the market, the trader to
buy the produce of the field, cake it, and export it or
sell it in the territcjry. Being the highest and most
paying crop the cultivation grew and multiplied.
Export trade increased rapidly commencing with 1867,
the occasion being the- establishment of the scales at
Ahmedabad. In 1862 over 3,900 chests passed through

scales at Ahmedabad for export to Bombay payingtb

pass-fee there
; still the British Government"' did" nol

object to the action of the Baroda Government. Every
year a large number of chests continued to be conveyed
to the scales by private merchants, and the British
Government went on passing the chests and collecting
their duty. Between 1862 and 1N77 over 32,150 chests
had passed through the scales and paid British duty.
Large agricultural and mercantile interests thus grew
up in course of time. Pi'actices sprang up which had
obtained the strength of prescriptive rights. Neither
the cultivator nor the merchant knew anything about
the Convention of ls20, nor about the question raisedm regard to it. Over a generation the cultivation and
trade had existed, and it never entered into their calcu-
lation that there was anything so destructive of their
prosperity as the State monopoly, looming so near.
The Malwa crop failed, the price rose to a tempting
height, and all without distinction of sex or condition
rushed into the speculation hastening to be rich. In
the same year the convention of 1820 which existed
only in name was set aside and the present monopoly
introduced. It was a rude awakening for all parties.

^
2J,49.'.. ^rhat comiion'^ation ivould Native States be

fairly entitled to iu case of measures of prohibition
being adopted P —There can be no question of com-
pensation in a, case of treaty rights like the one above
noted. Can such prohibition be extended with justice
is the second question. It has been shown in answer
that it cannot be done so with "justice.'' The
question, therefore, of compensation calls " for no
answer. It is only in the case of the Baroda Govern-
ment agreeing with the British Government to come
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to a compromise on the subject matter of the treaty,
that the question of compensation could be brought on
the board. But I am certain that His Highness'
Government have no -wish, even were the highest com-
pensation made, to accede to an act which would be
ruinous to the agricultural interests of the State, and
the little trade that remains in the Kari division

;

that would interfere without cause with the individual
and social liberty of its subjects, that would drive out
one imaginary evil spirit to make room for seven in the
shape of some other drug, that would create dissatis-
faction and disturbance among its subjects ; in short
what would be a serious political blunder as will be
shown further on in detail. Besides in a ri)atter like
this it is impossible to ascertain the amount of com-
pensation. It is not only a case where a certain fixed
revenue is concerned where one may take the figure
of average profit. In the present case, there are the
agricultural interests involved and there is the fear of
impoverishing the ryots by prohibiting one of the
richest crops, and the only rich crop ir, the parts where
opium is grown. It is a question of land revenue.
There may arise difficulties, and I declare there will,

as to the collection of the assessment, because by the
prohibition of the poppy cultivation, the cultivator will

not only be deprived of his best and most paying crop,
but of that which gives him credit with his money-
lender and what poor ryot is without his Sahukar
or money-lender P It is hard to ascertain precisely
how the revenue will suffer in this matter. In case of

difficulty of collection there will have to be used the
harassing process of distraining which will drive away
the Ryot, and necessitate the writing ofi" of ai-rears, or
the reduction of land assessment. Again, when a state

unjustly deprives a cultivator of his right of cultiva-

ting a crop on which he chiefly depends for meeting
the dues of the Sirkar may he not fairly expect a com-
pensation in some way or other. How can such a
compensation be settled at once ? Further, a total

prohibition of cultivation is one thing, but when a.

partial cultivation is kept up only for medical purposes
there wiU be required a most expensive preventive
force. It is hard to imagine just yet what the strength
of such an establishment would be. The prohibition
is bound to raise the price of opium to a speculative
height which will open a way to extensive smuggling.
In fact the greatest difficulty will be to settle the area
and the district for a cultivation of the drug purely
for medical purposes, and if such a thing is sold by
auction there can be no question of its fetching a high
amount. And what guarantee is there that there will

not be illicit cultivation notwithstanding an extensive
preventive establishment. Every field will have to be
watched, and even if the area is kept under control

and supervision there is the question of collection

of the juice. There will be every reason for the
cultivator to keep back as much of juice as he can.

Of course, there will be one of the members of the

preventive department there, but will not the tempta-
tion prove too much for a peon on five, a havaldar on
ten, or oven a mehta on Rs. 20 a month. Then there

come.s the caking process. For though the trade to

China may cease and the use of opium locally may be
prohibited and made penal, still the opium will have
to be caked, or if not caked, dried in some shape or

other, before being used for medical purposes. This
will have to be constantly watched, and the cakers will

have to be highly paid ; and yet it is hard to say

whether the temptation to steal or smuggle opium will

not prove too much for their poor strength. I can go
on dealing with the diflTerent processes in this manner
until the opium goes into the custody of the medical
man, for medical use, and even there difficulties will

arise and a watching will be required. It is not
possible, therefore, to come to any definite conclusion

as to the strength and expense of a detective force.

Without all these particulars no amount can be deter-

mined as to compensation. But taking the above facts

into consideration together with the resulting loss of

export trade the amount may be roughly estimated at

twelve lacs of rupei'S a year.

22,496. Have you ,any general observations to make
with reference to the eiJects which the prohibition of

the cultivation and use of opium is likely to have ?—
As I propose to express my opinion in regard to the

efi'ects which the prohibition of the cultivation and use

of opium is likely to have, in case of the former on the

aigricultural and money-lending classes, and in case of

the latter on individuals and the society in general
; as

I shall liave in the course of my remarks to compare

the efl'ccts of opium with those of alcohol, as they have

come under my personal notice, and also to speak of the
feelings and fears of the people in regard to the present
movement and to make observations of a similar
nature, and as I propose to give evidence on these
points in addition to those noted above, it is but fair

that 1 should indicate here what opportunities I have
had to obtain information regarding these matters. I
have been in His Highness the G-aekwar's service for
over 15 years, that is since the establishment of
State opium monopoly in the Baroda State, to carry
out which I was appointed by the Baroda Government
as superintendent of the Opium Department. I am
also superintendent of Customs and Abkari in the
Kari Division. My position as opium superintendent
constantly brings me in contact with the Ryots in

general and the opium-growing Ryots in particular,

and with the trading and money-lending classes ; and
hence I have had many opportunities to inform myself
on the subjects I'egarding which I shall speak here. I

have also been with more than one Christian missions
and churches in the capacity of educational teacher or
preacher, in Bombay, Poena, and Gujarat ; and from
the knowledge I gained in these and other capacities,

I am enabled to form my opinion as to the comparative
effects of opium and alcohol on individuals, on society,

on crime, and on morality and religion. What I shall

say will be only in regard to the practical view of the
question, the physiological being left to experts. With
these remarks, which I feel were due under the circum-
stance, I shall proceed to the subject and be as brief as

possible on each point, leaving the subject to bo ex-

panded as the questions arise. Independent of the

matter of treaty rights and monetary gain or loss, the
Baroda Government has also to take into account the

efi'ects that the prohibition of the production and use
of opium would be likely to have in its territory. I

shall first address myself to the subject of the prohibi-

tion of the production of opium :

—

{a.) It would be ruinous to the opium-cultivating
Ryots of the Kari Division where the poppy is

grown.

"Any measure," says Eaja Sir T. Madhava
Rao, "having the eifects of sooner oi' later
' destroying the production of opium in
" Baroda territories would not only prove
'• ruinous to the agricultural districts and
" comnierioial industries therewith connected,
" and to the revenues therefrom derived by
" this State, but would also, I submit, be
" prejudicial to British interests.

" Again, with the suppression of opium pro-
'' duction in Baroda territories the revenue
" derived therefrom mvist disappear."

Sir Madhava Rao wrote this when he was fighting his

ground, inch by inch, against the introduction of the
State monopoly in the Baroda State. But still the
monopoly gained in the field and is now in full posses-

sion. With the establishment of the monopoly " the
" commercial enterprises connected with the produc-
" tion of opium " ceased to exist. The agi'icultural in-

terests suffered also. But if the cultivation is completely-

prohibited it would create great agrioviltural distress in

the parts where opium is grown. It would in fact be
altogether ruinous to the ryot. The reason is obvious.

In the parts where opium is grown there is no crop of

equal value or anything near it that the cultivator

would go in for in case of the prohibition. The soil is

light and sandy and rejects such valuable crops as

sugarcane, cotton, &c. In fact as these opium ryots

have told me they cannot even grow chillies instead, if

opium was stopped. It is a soil good enough for food

grains and cereals of some kinds, l)ut not for such crops

that would equal opium or replace it. It is well known
what lifelong and intimate transactions—transactions

which come down from sire to son—exist between the

ryot and the money-lender. In these transactions

opium holds the chief place. The opium-grower is

readily trusted by the Sahukar who comes to his help

on all occasions, whether of marriage, birth, or death,

or Govornment dues, or other monetary difficulties,

because the Sahukar is comparatively sure of not losing

his money. I have known many oases in which Sahu-

kars have refused to lend money to ryots on account

of their failing to grow opium one year, unless they

promise to do so next year. The crop yields on an
average 15 lbs. of opium juice and seven and a half

maunds (three hundred pounds) of poppy-seed per acre.

Taking the former at the avcrag.j low rate of three

rupees a pound and the latter at two rupees a maund,
the total amount comes to Rs. 60 an acre. Besides, in

<4 2
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some sub.divisions it is usual to take » crop of lajrci

before utilizing the land for the poppy ; and though the

yield of opium juice is a little less va svich cases yet the

margin of protic loft upon the whole is larger. The
cultivator is also benefited in his land, as a iield grown
with poppy gives in the succeeding year a better yield

of wheat or other cereals that may be sown in it. Not-
withstanding the bad years and less return of food

grains and foddei- on one side and the State keeping

down the cultivation by giving low prices on account

of the market in Bombay being against the export of

opium due to low prices on the other, on an average

over 8,000 licenses a year are issued. It must be

remembered that though the licensee may be one lie

has not unfrequenlly i)eki' Ihagias (co-sharers) and
especially so in a crop like Ihat of opium, which, being

valuable, requires much care, labour, and attention.

Tiie cultivation is not confined to any particular class,

it is popular with all classes. The largest number of

cultivators are kanbis. But the Dher and even the

Bhangi grows opium. The families of the opium
growers arc during the season engaged in the field.

The labouring classes of the village find work during

the weeding and the juice collecting season. Stop a

cultivation so profitable and helpful without any other

to replace it, and it goes without saying that the coii-

Bequences will be serious. Agricultural distress and
general discontent must follo-\v. Impoverished ryots

must throw Government dues into arrears. Distrain-

ing processes will drive away the defaulters, and, in

the long run, the result all round will be e.x.ceedingly

undesirable impoverishment to the people and loss to

the revenue. The prohibition will also afl'ect the

money-lending classes. The village money-lenders arc

not capitalists. They themselves are generally bor-

rowers of money. They take loans from the capitalists

at a certidn interest and lend out money to the culti-

vator on a higher interest. Since the establishment of

the State monopoly the interest has risen, still the

opium grower can always find a Sahukar to lend him,

and get Ihe money on less interest than others. It

may be asked wherein lies the security, so great as Ihis,

with regard to the opium gi-ower. The answer is plain.

In the first place, opium is a valuable crop giving a

realisation much higher than any other. Secondly,

there is a certainty connected with it of which the

money-lender does not lose sight and in which the

ryot has confidence, viz., that the price of the juice

will come in a lump sum from the G overnment at an

appointed time and on immediate delivery of the pro-

duce, which the cultivator will be ready to pay and the

money-lender to receive. They know also that no

decree of the civil court can touch it nor can the

Government dues, except the advances made for the

poppy cultivation, be deducted from it. Thirdly, food

grains have outlets in a variety of ways, while opium,

being under Government control, has none. If, there-

fore, the cultivation is prohibited the money-lender

will be backward to give credit, and, if he does, the

amount of interest charged will be crushing. The fact

is, Bince the establishment of the monopoly the chief

trade of the Division consists in money lending, there

being no commercial indiistries, this trade will also be

to a great extent swept away by the prohibition. Now
to the question of the prohibition of the use of opium.

I believe the action would be very unadvisable ; that it

would serve no good purpose ; that, on the contrary, it

would have just the opposite ofleot ; and that the people

would seriously resent it; and that it would lead to

very serious discontent, and perhaps to political danger.

I say this from what I know to be the feelings of the

people. The object of the present inquiry by the Com-
mission must be acknowleged to be good. But it is

looked upon with suspicion. The impression amongst

the people is that a pressure will be brought to bear

upon the Government to prohibit the use of opium with

the efi'ect of spreading the use of " Vilayati darn." They
openly declare it so. In fact, I have been asked by

people over and over again whether such is not the

intention. When I tell them it is the very people who
would like to see all sorts of daru banished the earth

Ihey give me a smile of scorn and surprise. They

say :
" Why don't they stop it amongst their own

" people, why don't they stop it coming into the
" country where it is flooded? They will spoil our
" children, they will teach them to drink, they will

" destroy cur religion. Opium is not against our
" religion. Opium does not disgrace one's name or
" family." They have often asked me whether they

should not memorialise to the Government. 1 advised

them not to do so. I told them that it would serve no

good purpose, that it might be misunderstuod as if got
up for the special purpose, and I kept them back.
This prohibition will not aft'eot one particular class of

people. It will affect all classes. Everyone is inte-

rested in one way or another—the opium grower in
his own way, the money-lender and capitalist in theirs,

the opium eater in his own. Then there is the social

and religious feeling against drink which has unfortu-
nately got mixed up with this afi'air. Taking all in all,

a more unadvisable -iction cannot be taken, and hence
any recommendation towards the prohibition must be
resented. 1 am personally no advocate of any narcotics
or stimulants. I should like to see one and all

banished the suiface of the earth. But it is a matter
of personal opinion. Such opinions cannot be enforced
by law or by breaking of treaties or engagements.
Besides "' cui bono ? " When alcohol is going about slay-
ing its thousands, why persecute or desti'oy the use of

a drug that, if moderately taken, is never known to do
harm ? Examine your hospitals, your gaols, your lunatic
asylums, and show me a single man whom simply
opium eating has driven there. Take note of the
register of crimes, do you find a single case there that
you could attribute to opium eating. Prom a very
early age I have had opportunities to watch and study
alcohol—not opium—because nobody in those days ever
talked about it, I suppose because there were no printed
reports in those days. I have seen the finger of scorn
pointed while preaching in the streets as professed
Christians passed reeling along the road. In all my
tours with missionaries, in all my intercourse with
them, 1 have not hitherto heard any one of them make
a remark to the eflect that opium eating retarded the
progress of morality or was a stumbling block in the way
of the spread of Christianity. lu fact, the most that
the old and experienced missionaries will say is what
Dr. MacDonald, of the Free Church of Scotland, is

reported to have said, "Opium eating and smoking
" was bad, but could not be compared to the bodily
' evils and moral degradation caused by drink." He
had unbounded opportunities of studying the effects of
indulgence in both. Take our own population, com-
pare the figures of the consumption of drink and opium
averaged lor the last five years per head of iiopulation
ending with 18!)l-9:i and you get

—

Srs. Tolas.

Liquor - - 2 38
Opium - 1-19

It is our desire and study to see the per-eentage of the
former fall off as much as possible, knowing that the
latter will be swept away by the current setting in
with higher ideas of things. But I must note one Jact,

that where there is more of consumption of opium there
is less of drink, but not proportionately—the proportion
of the latter is much greater. Here are the figures of
five years' average consumption of liquor and opium
per division :

—

Division. Liquor. Opium.
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seen any ovil oonsoquenoes proceed from moderate
opium eating. In fact there are hundreds of respect-
able intelligent business people who take it and yet
you would not know they did. I have seen also cases
of excessive consuracrs, but they did not act like what
those under the influence of drink do. There was no
wife-beating, there was no nuisance to neighbours,
there was no frenzy or madness, and there was no
attempt at suicide or homicide. It was sublime somno-
lency or sublime indifference to the passing things of
the world. Whenever I think of the story of Alnas-
char's dream it makes me question whether Alnaschar
or his storyteller was not under the sublime dreamy
iniiuence of opium at that time. An opium eater under
the full influence of his favourite drug imagines himself
the " monarch of all he surveys, there is none his righl
to dispute," but all the dispute that may arise about it

does" not in the least upset the placid equanimity of his

mind. I have said before that education is fighting

opium out of the field. Can as much be said of

alcohol ? Is it insinuating itself into higher classes or

not? Is it spreading with education or not? These
are serious qtiestions, questions requiring seriously to

be pondered. There is much to bo done in this respect
without interfering with the use of a drug that is

quietly dying away and will soon disappear. How
small is the per-centage of opium eaters compared with
that of those who use alcohol. Then the per-centage

we have of the latter is simply of the use of country
liquor. There is no record of the pev-centage as regards
imported liquors. I shall further on notice this article

of import as far as the Presidency of Bombay is con-

cerned. In the meanwhile let me quote here the words
of the Government of India in regard to tlie habits of

intemperance as connected with education, and claim
the same consideration for a harmless drug lest any
extreme measure should lead the people to a greater

and more to be dreaded evil. One of the earlier
" effects of the spread of education and enlightenment
" in such countries as India may sonietimes bo an
" increase in intemperance; old checks based on
" imaginary sanctions lose their power of restraint and
" the result is excess. But this result is, we believe,
" only temporary, education in time establishes more
" solid and enduring restraints against intemperance
" than those which it destroys. The gradual growth of
" a healthy public opinion will, in our opinion, reduce
" intemperance in a wider, surer, and more lasting
" manner than the most severe restrictive measures
" which Government could adopt. It seems to us
" better to await with confidence this result of educa-
" tiou and to assist m the formation of sound public
" feeling than to be hurried by alarm at a temporary
" evil into hasty attempts at forcible repression." It

will be seen from the above that in the case of a drug
from which greater evils proceed, wisdom dictates a
waiting with confidence the result of education and
deprecates severe restrictive measures, now much more
of this patience is necessary in the present instance
when the result carries a greater certainty with it.

Now as to imported liquors. Taking the figures of
the five years ending 1891-2 I find the quantity of

potable spirits imported into Bombay to be 1,105,466
proof gallons which gives an average of 221,093 proof
gallons. But this comprises only brandy, whiskey,
gin, rum, old tom and hollands. Liquors such as
liquors, ale, beer. Wines, porter, and other fermented
drinks are not included in the Port Trust Customs
Eeports in the above figures, as they do not fall under
the heading of potable liquors. So also alcohol rectified

and methylated spirits, spirits used in the composition
of medicines, chemicals, and perfumed spirits are
excluded. As all these things are used more or less,

the Bau do Cologne being not an exception, it is hard
to fix the per-centage without full figures. But I am
not concerned with the drink question just now. I

simply mention this with it view to show that the

danger of moral degradation does not lie towards the

side' of opium. One word more in regard to the effects

of the use of opium as regards orimt'. I am not awai'e

of a single case in which opium eating can be made
responsible for crime. Our Police Commissioner, Mr.
S. Kyte, to whom I referred the question that I may
compare notes,* expresses his views so much in conso-

nance with mine tliat I caimot do better than give them
here: "My experience of police duties,"' says Mr.
Kyte, "dates from June 1866, I have had about 22
" years' experience of police work in British territory
" and about six years' experience of the same duties
" under His Highness' Government. My opiuiou on
" the comparative effects of opium and alcoholic drinks

" with regard to their eifects on crime in general or Mr. R,
" crime of any special character is that there is no Kershaw.
" comparison between the two, for alcoholic drinks are
" and have been found by mo to be the source of any 7 Feb. 1894.
" amount of crime of all descriptions, whereas the use
" of opium has never to my knowledge and experience
" been the source or cause of a single cause of crime
" (suicides excepted). I cannot also bring to reoollec-
" tion a single instance in which the smoking of
" Ohaudu and Madakhas given rise to any crime what-
" soever. I beg to state that opium has never to my
" knowledge been used l)y criminals to further their
" designs or to induce their victims to partake of it in
" order to stupefy them. Should opium be used in any
" other di'ug for the purpose of stupefaction the
" nauseous taste would act as a preventive rather than
" as an inducement to the partaking of the drug. I
" would beg to state that the consumers of opium, and
" smokers of Chandu and Madak, have never been
" known to me as offensive neighbours." Opium is a
household remedy, used as a specific for children. It is

given to weak, emaciated, cranky children. It is used
for this purpose amongst all classes, high and low. The
idea is that the child remains in hhush mizaj (happy),
and grows up vigorously. They believe that if it were not
for the administering of opium they would Jose 40 per
cent, of their children from diarrhosa, fever, cough,
&c. The drug is administered till the child is about
three or five years old. It is used as a specific by
people to check chronic diarrhcea, which is common
here, especially amongst the lower classes, also in

oases of cough, asthma, and chest affections, and as

a febrifuge, &c. I have known people taking it in

diabetes. Amongst what are called " Shuralok," that

is, the heroic or warlike races, such as Eajputs,

Sikhs, Mahomedans, Bhats, Charans, Dharalas, Tha-
kardas, Kolis, Kathis, and Waghers, opium is held in

great esteem. It is the drink of " Shuras," they say,

"the di'ink of the brave." Their quarrels and mis-
understandings are made up over Kasumbha. All bad
feeling must cease the moment Kasumbha is taken to-

gether. In fact, Kasumbha fills the place of the social

glass over which quarrels are made up amongst certain

people. In visits of congratulations or condolence

Kasumbha holds an important place. The Hindus are

not the only races, the Mahomedans used it also, in fact

it has no religious or class restraint. The most re-

spectable people make use of it, as it is considered to

give staying power and keep one in hhush mizaj, or

happy humour. "While on this subject, I cannot do

better than to quote extracts from our chief medical

ofiicer, Dr. Shamsudin's reply to my inquiry in regard

to the use of opium, as all that be says I can testify to

as having come under my notice and personal know-
ledge. " Opium holds an important place," says Dr.

Shamsudin, " both in European and native pharma-
" copoeias. There are several compound drugs in
" which opium is the chief ingredient, and its place
" cannot be supplied by any other drug. There are
" some diseases in the treatment of which opium is the
" sheet anchor, without which results are likely to be
" very unsatisfactory. Opium is largely used by
" Hakims and "Vaids in the treatment of diseases. It
'
' is also used as a household remedy for bowel com-
" plaints, and cough, chronic diarrhoea, dysentery,
" bronchitis, and asthma. Opium is made use of as a
" household medicine, and thereby much suffering and
" many lives are saved. As regards the effect of opmm.
" on constitution, its dietetic use amounting to a few
" grains daily does no harm. Hundreds of people use
" it, and those who live in damp and malarial districts

" imperfectly clad, indifferently fed and housed, and
" keenly susceptible to attacks of fever from chills are
" greatly benefitted by it in point of health. They do
" not suffer so much from climatic changes as the non-
" opium eaters do when placed iu similar circum-
" stances. Habitual moderate use of opium gives
" staying power to man under severe exertion.

" Shikaris going iu the jungle can walk the whole day
" without takiu'g any nourishments, and without ex-

" perienciug feeling of fatigue when they have taken
" their usual allowance of opium before starting.

" Opium when used moderately as a matter of habit
" does not prevent man from following his usual
" avocation, whether it be connected with brain or not.

" Opium when taken habitually in a comparatively
" large quantity causes emaciation of Iwdy, especially

" in the case of poor men who cannot afl'ord to live well.

" No serious organic disease of any kind ever results

" even from the abuse of opium. Habitual imbibition
" of alcohol in large quantities produces terrible

Q 3
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Mr. a. " results. It causes cirrhosis of liver, kidney disease,
Kershaw. " dropsy, fatty degeneration of heart and arteries,

^ " paralysis, and insanity. In the majority of cases of
7 Feb. 1894. " insanes in Europe the cause of deranged mental cou-

" dition is attributable to the abuse of alcohol. From
" what has been stated aboTu. it will be seen tliat tin

" evils from opium are nil as compared with those from
" alcohol." In conclusion, I would request the liberty

of being allowed to say a word about the moral grounds
on which the agitation appears to be based. This is an
important point. I have not the least doubt that if

every rupee as far as the revenue is concerned had to

be sacrificed. His Highness's Government would not be
deterred from siding with morality. But I beg respect-

fully to submit that morality is not at all concerned in

the matter. It is a fearful misunderstanding to make
opium responsible for a serious matter like that when
the trade in drink is permitted to flourish, when the
importation of liquors is allowed, the consequences of
which are so well known and daily seen that on moral
grounds, opium should be drummed out of the country
as its worst enemy. If it is not immoral to take a
glass of wine, I trust I shall be permitted to say that it

cannot be immoral, especially as the excess of it has
not such demoralising and degrading consequences to

take a pice worth of opium. It is a matter of personal
liberty, and if the man by excess sins against' law or

society he has his punishment. In matters of eating
and drinking each nation has its own code. If the
stronger one compel its own on the weaker it would be
against all law and justice. Matters like this must be
left to education, moral persuasion, and fitting example.
But any extreme measure that wovdd interfere with
one's individual or social liberties would only lead to

unpleasant and serious consequences. I beg to submit
that the feelings of the people are very much against
any action that would interfere in their liberty in this

respect, and I am not singular in my opinion. The
Subhas of the several divisions who have had vast
experience and intimate knowledge of the people
entertain the same opinion.

22,497. You have said that one of the obligations of

the Treaty of 1878 was that the cultivation of the poppy
in the Baroda Territories should be restricted to the

Kari Division of those territories. Why was that ?

—

That is one of the conditions we entered into, that we
would not extend it beyond the Kari Division.

2-2,498. Is it mentioned in the Treaty too, do you
remember?— Sir Madhava Rao's letter is the Treaty.
There is no other Treaty except that lelter ratified by
the G-overnment of India. That letter will l)e found in

Aitcheson's Treaties, I think, in vol. (i of the new
edition.

22,499. Perhaps you can tell us what was the object

in restricting it to the Kari Division P—The cultivation

in the other parts was not worth anything. In the
Dhegaum Taluka we stopped it, because in the first

jjlace it is an interlaced Taluka. Every third village

is British, and the other is Gaikwari. The cultivation

was not very much. It was a highway of smuggling
from Malwa on the other sides into Ahmedabad as

well as into Baroda, and that was stopped. In Amreli
and Baroda Petlad the cultivation was verj* little.

We have no figures of the cultivation. We have only
the past cultivation to go upon.

22.500. Was the cultivation in Kari bettor ?—Kari
was the chief place. The bulk of the cultivation was
in Kari, and certain parts of Kari.

22.501. Was that because of the soil?—Yes. It is

a kind of light sandy soil where opium grows better

with manure than anything else. In that part no other

crop will grow so well. We stopped cultivation in

Kalol and Kari.

22,602. Are they Talukas P—Yes. Knri is the head-

quarteis of the Division. The caltivation was very
small, and the superintending and weigliing the juice,

and that sort of thing, caused great trouble.

22,60.1. What year was this stoppage carried into

effect?—In l'S78-79. I think the monopoly came into

operation on the 1st October 1878.

22,"i01. Was there much complaint by the peasantry

in those Talukas when it was stopped P—Yes, terrible

complaint. In fact, for the first two years, they would
not cultivate, a ul the money-lenders who lent them
money on ullu r cro|iK would not li'iid them nu that

account. II. gave ua a, i;j'iMt deal o! trouble; but after

the third year they all came round and begged of us to

allow them to cultivate. They could only stand it fol- a
year or two in that Division.

22,506. You mean for two years they did not culti-
vate any crop ?—Only about one-third ofthe cultivation.
They thought if they did that the Government would
withdraw the monopoly, and let them have their own
way again. When they found we were determined
they came back again.

22.506. For those two years they let the land lie

wa.steP—No. They grew other crops. At that time
also there was a slight scarcity of grain.

22.507. Do you know what other crops they generally
grew in place of poppy on that land?—In certain
mahals, where the bulk of the cultivation lies, they
grow wheat or rape seed.

22.508. I am speaking of those Talukas in which
poppy was given up P—They grow cotton and castor oil
plant. Those crops pay them better than opium. In
Kari and Kalol opium would not yield five or even
three seers an acre, while the other crops thrive there.

22, .""jO!!. Then why did they complain?—They did not
complain.

22.510. The complaint was about the monopoly, and
not about the cultivation."— Yes, the monopoly. The
merchants complained.

22.511. For instance, in the Amreli Talukas, and
in Petlad where you • have stopped poppy cultiva-
tion, you say it was not very good ; was there much
complaint there ?—I do not think so. Not so much
there. There would be complaint not so much from
the cultivators as from the money-lender and retail
seller, because they bought and sold their own opium.
Truly speaking we know very little about Amreli and
Petlad.

22.512. You said the Baroda Government suifered
heavily in its export revenue to the extent of about two
or three lakhs

; is it not the fact that under the Treaty
of 1820, the Baroda Government had no right to export
opium at all ."—In 1820, when the Treaty was made,
that Treaty was understood in one sense by the Baroda
Government, and in another sense b}- the British
Government, and it was never given elfcct to. The
Treaty of 1820 remained a dead lelter. Fifty-three years
afterwards the British Government decided that the
Treaty of 1820 meant so and so, and the Baroda Govern-
ment accepted that view, and introduced the monopoly
under another Treaty—not under the Treaty of 1820.

22,513. As a matter of fact, opium went to Bombay
and was exported before 1878 ?—Yes. It went to'

Bombay in not only a few chests, but in two or three
thousand chests a year.

22,.il4. Did it go to any British Government scales P—It went to the British scales at Ahmedabad. The
British Government received duty and passed opium
for export to China.

22,515. But no question was raised whether it came
from Baroda or not?—They knew it came from Baroda
at the scale at Ahmedabad. It came from Kari in
Baroda Territory.

1
^^j''^'";^-'-® ^^^' °''^''^' opi>^™ weighed at Ahmedabad

besides Baroda ?—Ajmere opium used to be weighed
there, I believe. The same line that runs there as to
Kan.

22,617. By Ajmere you mean Rajputana P—Yes.
22,518. You said that the export trade increased

rapidly comraenoing with 1857, the occasion beincr the
establishment of the scales at Ahmedabad

; before 1857
I suppose there was no export ?—No, the opium used
to be sent to Butlam before, and caked there. Before
the scales at Ahmedabad it always used to go to the
Malwa side to be caked and weighed.

22,:.l!l. ^Vhat States in Central India and IJaiputana
does Baroda territory touch; does it touch' any ofthem P—On one side Palanpur and JMahi Kantha It
does not touch Rajpulaua or Central India.

T^j^i^'i''^'';
^° yo'.' ^iiow it got through to Rutlam before

185/ P— It was in this way; the produce used to be
ooiight from the traders at Rntlam and Ahmedabad
but by what route it went I cannot say.

'

22,;.21. Before 185"/ it went under the name of
II alwa opium P— Yes, to a certain extent, when it was
caked at Malwa.

22,,'-,l:2, Before IHJH ,va,s there a sysleni of licenses to
retail vendors?—No ; there used to be farms, but no
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licences. It was not like the Grovernment licences that
are issued now.

22,523. The farmer could establish as many shops as

he liked p— Ves.

22,-'"i24. And the farms were sold by public auction?
—Yes.

22.525. And anybody who bought opium except from
a farmer was punishable P—I do not think there was
any law to that effect.

22.526. Is there a fixed cash settlement in the Baroda
territory of land revenue P—Yes; I do not think it is

anywhere paid in kind, unless it is in some, parts of

Amreli.

22.527. I suppose land growing poppy is assessed as

first-class land?—Yes. Under the new survey there

ar6 different rates, biit still it is assessed as first-class

land.

22.528. You say that a crop of poppy yields on an
average 15 pounds of opium juice per acre ?—That is

the average taking the whole. If we took separate

mabals it would be more in some cases than in others.

The average is 15 pounds.

22.529. How many pounds of opium would that 15

lbs. of juice make P—Abou.t 160 or 170 lbs. of juice

would make about 140 lbs. of opium.

22.530. Then the 15 lbs. of juice would make about
13 lbs. of opium ?—Yes.

22.531. You say that the average rate of opium is

Rs. 3 per pound ?—Yes ; a low average rate of payment
would be Rs. 3 per pound. We have paid B?. 3-8-0,

and Es. 3-4-0. We have paid less than Rs. 3, but I

find the average we have paid is Rs. 3 per pound.

22.532. Your rate seems to be about the same as the

rates paid in Rajpntana, and higher than those paid in

Bengal ?—Yes.

22.533. You say that the use of madak and chandu is

made penal in the Baroda State by the Gaekwadi
Act 1 ?—Yes ; opium smoking is not allowed.

22.534. Was that Act passed in 1861 ?—Yes.

22,53.''p. Do you know at whose suggestion that Act
was passed ?—It was done at the time of Khanserao.

22.536. Sir Madhava Rao was not there then ?—No.

22.537. Have you ever heard whether the practice

was common in those days P—It is very old compared
with our times.

22.538. Has the Act absolutely stopped the practice,

or does it still go on ?—I do not believe the practice is

known. As far as the Kari Division is concerned

nobody knows what madak or chandu is. They do not

understand it—it is not known. In Amreli there is no
madak or chandu, neither is there in Nausari. I

believe if the Act was passed at all it must have been
passed for the sake of Baroda itself. I believe in

Baroda there is no practice of that kind carried out.

There are no dens, and no shops or anything.

22.539. You have never heard of it being practised

in private houses P

22.540. You say that education is also a valuable

worker in the field against opium ; how do you think

that educatioii affects it ?—I should say from what I

know of the people, as the people get more educated

they seem to despise opium and respect and honour
drink.

22.541. You speak of English education,—that it

teaches them to despise native things and follow English

fashions ?—Yes.

22.542. You have given some figures as to the im-

ported liquors into Bombay : I presume you got them
from the Customs report p—Yes.

22.543. What is the .law with regard to the import

of English liquor into the Baroda territory ?—There is

a Customs duty on it.

22.544. Can it go in bQnd into the Baroda territory

from the sea P—We have iio sea to bring it in. What-
ever comes comes from Bombay direct.

22.545. It pays duty at. both places P—Yos. It pays

whatever the Bombay duty may be ; and it pays duty

pn coming into the Bg,roda territory.

22,646. Do you know what sort of duty it is ?—So
much a gallon—I think four or eight annas.

22.547. You have referred to a report made by Mr.
S. Kyte of the Police Department, and he says,

—

" I cannot also bring to recollection a single instance
" in which the smoking of chandu and madak has
" given rise to any crime whatever "

: Do you suppose
he is referring to smoking chandu and madak in the
Baroda territory P—He gave his cpinion as a British
officer and as a Baroda officer. He belongs to the
British service. He knows we have no chandu or
madak.

22.548. Ton mention that at one time you were
engaged in mission work P—Yes.

22.549. May I ask what church you were connected
with P—There are a great many phases about it. I
was in connexion with the Free Church of Scotland

;

I was in connexion with the Baptist Church, and partly
in connexion with the Methodist Church, and I am
at the present time a Roman Catholic.

22.550. Where were you born p.—I was born a Parsi
priest : I am a convert.

22.551. When you were in the Free Church and the
Baptist Chiirch and the Methodist Church, did any
of these chvirches make it a matter of discipline that
their converts should not take any opivim ?—I never
heard of such a thing as opium discipline. There used
to be discipline about drink. We had Sikh converts
there, but I never heard of opium in those days.

22.552. It did not come to your notice that converts
ever took opium ?—No.

22.553. Probably they did not?—No, they did not.

22,564. Where were you working when you were in
connexion with the missions ?—I was in Bombay in
connexion with Dr. Wilson's College. I was there as
a student, and I used to go out with Turner and others
preaching. I was sent out by the Baptist Church.
I used to preach in Poena and in the hills about there.

I was in Gujarat in connexion with the Irish Pres-
byterian Mission. I was head master of the Mission
School, and I used to preach there.

22.555. (Mr. Pease.) Can you tell me what has been
the acreage under poppy cultivation for some years
past ?—I am not prepared with those figures.

22.556. You have said that you are personally opposed
to all narcotics and stimulants?—Yes, I am.

22.557. I suppose, therefore, you would disapprove
of the practice of giving opium to healthy children ?—

I

know nothing about it. I do not give opium to my
children, but the people who give it to their children
know what is best. I do not disapprove of a custom
that improves the health of children ; I cannot say that
I disapprove of it. It is given as a medicine : it is not
given as anything else.

22.558. Have you ever known any accident that has
occurred in connexion with an overdose of opium given
to children ?—I am not aware of any instances ; but an
accident might occur.

22,569. You have said, " notwithstanding the bad
years and less return of food grains, and fodder, on
one side, and the State keeping down the cultivation
by giving low prices on account of the market in Bombay
being against the export of opium due to low prices on
the other, on an average over 8,000 licences a year are
issued." Can you explain what you meau by that ?—In
the 'first place we have had very bad years. There
has not been that plentiful supply of food grain and
fodder which the laud ought to produce. Then the
present British pass duty is very heavy on export
opium, and we can hardly meet that, because it comes
to a great deal more than the cost price of the opium
itself. We have to keep our cultivation down ta jus
suflicient to meet our own requirements. We are bound
to give a very low rate. If we gave an unusally high
rate there would be plenty of cultivation.

22,660. Yon mean that with the present English
Pass duty foreign trade is of no value to you ?—It is of

very little value to us under the present circumstances :

and hence we are obliged to keep our cultivation down.
Our agreement is that we are to cultivate according to

the licit demand, what we want for export and for our
own consumption.

22,561. (Ohairman.) I believe there has been very
little export lately P—That is so ; in fftct there has been
no export since 1887.

Q4

Mr.R.
Kerihaw,

7 Feb. 1894.
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Mr. R. 2-2,562. (Mr. Haridas Vebaridas.) I bolieTO tbat Sir

Kershaw. Madhava Eao was appointed by the Government of

India during the minority of the present Maharaja,
7 Feb. 1894. under special circumstances ?—Yes.

22,563. He was not so inde])cndcnt as he would have
been if he had been appointed by the present Mahiiraja

after his majority ?—I would not say that. He did use
his independence to a certain extent. Sir Madhava
Rao acknowledged that pressure was brought to bear

upon Mm, and that he yielded to that pressure. He
was independent, but pressure was brought upon him.

22,664. All this arrangement was not according to

his own wishes, but with the view to comply with the

wishes of the G-overiiment of India p—Quite so.

22.565. (Ghairman.) And in conformity with former
agreement?—I cannot say. That is just the point in

which the Baroda Government and the British Govern-
ment have been at variance.

22.566. If there had been no former agreement to

refer to, the British Gove rnment could not have brought
that pressure to bear F—I cannot say even that, Where
the Imperial fiscal question is concerned I do not know
bow to meet it. As far as British revenue is to be

protected, of course there is a difficulty as to what
measure we may have to introduce. This was a question
of British revenue no doubt ; but they made capital of
that agreement of 1820.

22.567. (Mr. Haridas Veliaridas.) 1 suppose the
figures you have given witli regard to the losses that
would result from the prohibition of opium except for

medical purposes are simply intended for the infor-
mation of the Commission, and not as a basis on
which compensation might be calculated ?— I liave been
distinctly told to slate that we want no compensation,
and that we would be sorry to agi'ee to any.

22.568. The Bar.oda Government does not think it is

under any obligation to enter into any agreement with
the British Government for the prohibition of the culti-

vation F—No.

22.569. If there was an Imperial order expressing
compulsion by the British Government with regard to
prohibition, will the Baroda Government enter into any
agreement with reference to the prohibition and growth
of opium except for medical purposes ?—The Baroda
Government does not expect any such contingency. It

docs not expect that the Imperial Government will

bring any such pressure against the Treaty rights.

The witness withdrew.

Major W. B.
Ferris. Major W. B. Feems called in and examined.

22.570. (Ghci.iriaan.) I believe you are in political

service, are you not?—Yes.

22.571. And I suppose you work under the Agent
Governor General of Baroda ?—Yes.

22.572. Have you separate charge as it were of

Arareli ?—Separate political charge.

22, ."17.!. Is Amreli a detached piece of couucry ; is it

separated by British territory from the rest of Baroda p

—It is surrounded by Native States, with a little

amount of British territory. The Amreli mahals are

entirely surrounded by the other Kathiawar States.

22.574. It is detached by long distance from the rest

of Baroda ?—A very great distance.

22.575. What is the amount of the drug consumed in

the Amreli and Okhamandal districts P—The Mahals
sonsist of Amreli, including Bhimkatta, Dhai-i, in-

cluding Khambha, Damnagar, including Sihanagar,
Kodinar, Bwarka. Population according to the census
of 1891 :—Males, 93,532 ; females, 85,960 ; total, 179,492.

The Contractor Vithaldas Lilladhar, who has held the
Ijara (farm) for the past three years, contracts to sell

12,525 ratals, i.e., seers of 40 totals per annum. He pays
nothing to the Durbar for the concession. If the con-
sumption is in excess of the above he can get additional

opium. For every seer, less than the contracted
amount that he fails to sell, he is fined Us. 5.

22.576. What is the average consumption per head
of the population F—Of the whole population 2.79 tolas.

Assuming that adult males make up 25 per cent, of the
population. Of adult males 11.16 tolas.

22.577. What have you to say with regard to the
customs of the people, and the use of the drug as an
article of daily necessity?—The castes that may be
classed as opium consumers:—Kathis, Higher Eajputs,
Barots, Bharwads, and Mers among Hindu; Mianas,
Mi-'kranis and Arabs among the Mahomedans ; Bawas
and Waghers of both persuasions ; individuals of all

castes also have the habit, but it is usually acquired by
the drug having been taken as a remedy foi' some
disease. Form of Consumption.—Opium smoking is

unknown. Among Kathis and the well-to-do of the

habitual consumers, in a'liqnid form called kasumbha,
80 called from its colour which is that of the safflower

(cartTiamua-tinctoriua). Among the poorer classes, and
those who take it to allay pain or to give relief in

disease, the crude drug is chewed. No opium is in-

corporated in sweets ; it is stated by some that
" Majum " contains opium as well as hemp, but this

requires confirming, Kasumbha how made.—Cut the
opium into small pieces, add a little water, mix to a
thick consistency

;
put the mass into a thick woollen

cloth, pour cold water on gradually and strain through.
Drink the decoction without any addition of sugar, or
anytning to destroy the bitter taste. The proportion
is usually 1 tola opium to 20 tolas water. Ordinary
Daily Consumption.—According to the Ijardar, this

varies from i tola to 1 tola per diem. According to
Kathis the usual dose of kasumbha contains 6 rattis

or Jj tola of opium, and this is taken twice or thrice a
day according to habit. They say that probably the
smallest dose is one ratti at a time, and the largest

i tola or ^',. tola in the 24 hours. According to my
experience the average quantities taken by those
having the habit is Es. 1 worth, or 3i tolas a month.
One man a Sadhu admitted that he used to take 28
tolas n month, but as it unduly excited his sexual
passions, he reduced it to his present habit of lOJ tolas
a month. Women Consumers.—In all castes may be
found individual women who lake opium either medi-
cinally or as » stimulant in old age. The only class
that has the habit, is that of prostitutes, especially
Mahomedans. Children Consumers.—It is an universal
habit among all castes and classes to give their chil-
drru, from the age of one month until they are weaned
—say up to three years of age—a small quantity of
opium daily in what is Jcalled bal-goli or child's
pill. The object is : (a) to keep the mind happy and
contented

; (h) to make them sleep well
;

(c) to prevent
diarrhoea. The bal-goli is made of nutmeg, cinnamon,
macc^ and other spices, and a little opium. The
quantity of the latter is about \ tola to l,uOO pills, or
say i grain to each pill—one is given in the morning,
or two smaller ones, morning and evening. The pill
is put down the child's throat, and he is at onco put to
the breast to enable him to swallow it. The pills are
usually prepared by the mother. The poorer classes
give the crude (ijiium beginning with a piece the size
of a poppy seed, and increasing to a bajri seed. As
the drug is bitter a little milk is squeezed from the
mother's breast into a shell, and the opium dissolved in
it and administered to the child. Weanhuj —Among
the poorer classes once the child ceases to suck the
mother, the bal-goli is stopped

; but the better educated
wean gradually, either by lessening the dose or
lengthening the intervals. Evil results.—So far as I
can discover, whatever the evil results may be, children
never acquire tho opium habit from being given bal-
golis, neither when stopped, is there any apparent
craving or physical disability, such as emaciation, as in
the case of adults giving up the habit. Age at which
Kathis begin the habit.—At festivals a youngster is
sometimes given a mouthful of kasumbha, as we might
give a sip of champagne or the top of a peg, but it is not
until the youth is 18 or 20, that is when he begins to
take part in the business of life with the adult males,
that he takes to the habit.

22,578. Is the use of opium imperative in certain cases
of festivity and mourning ?—Ctistoms social and religions
in regard to consumption.—Among Kathis kasumbha is
consumed at all funerals, marriages, betrothals, and
such like ceremonies. As a fact it is never refused
but there is no religious obligation to take it. Never-
theless, if a Kathi has the habit and refuses kasumbha
on such an occasion it would cause offence. In cases of
reconciliation after a quarrel among Kathis, the drink-
ing of kasumbha, even by those not having the habit is
do rigueur. To refuse would be to raise a suspicion
that the reconciliation was not sincere. Each party
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must take some, howovo!- litilc, or the reconciliation is

incomplete, it is a necessity almost amounting to a
religion for a guest of alvathi to be given and to accept
kasumbha. A failnre on either hand is a grave breach
of hospitality and respect. Promises and verbal con-
tracts and agreements are sealed among Kathis by the
parties drinking kasumbha together. This makes the
fulfilment as binding as an oath. When families agree
to divide the ancestral property by mutual agreement,
vfithout having recourse to documents and the law, the
parties drink kasumbha to clinch the undertaking.

22,.!i79. What effect has the drug on the people ?

—

To judge by the physique and longevity of the Kathis
it would seem that the habit is not only harmless but
beneficial. After consulting a large number, the follow-

ing is an epitome of their opinion absolutely unanimous.
It induces appetite, it staves off hunger, prevents
dysentery and diarrhoea and cures it, aids digestion,

relieves indigestion, invigorates the whole system, forti-

fying both mind and body ; endows with great power of

endurance and staying. Under its influence a man is

bright and wide awake and his body is capable of bearing
great fatigue. Even old men so fortified are capable of

walking 20 or 30 miles at a stretch. It keeps the mind
from fretting and worrying while the body is less liable

to disease, it is good as a febrifuge, for asthma, cough,
and lung affections, it conserves virility, and by pro-

venting loss of tissue induces longevity. It is a
harmless and necessary stimulant, and prevents those

with the habit from seeking relief from alcohol,

ganja, &c. It is not intoxicating and does not cause

drowsiness although by keeping the body in health

insomnia is averted. Being a nerve soother it is not

the cause of crime. A man inclined to commit violent

offences is more likely to be deterred from them by the

habit, he is certainly indisposed towards violent crime
when the habit is uninterrupted. Crime cannot be
traced directly or indirectly to the consumption of

kasumbha by Kathis. A man does not become a
nuisance to his neighboars or slovenly in his habit

unless deprived of the drug. All those having the

habit take the drug internally in some form the first

thing in the morning. There is no immediate ex-

hilarating effect .such as is induced by liquor, but if

the allowance were not taken there would be a feeling

of lassitude, discomfort, fidgetiness, and craving. The
effect wears ofl' with some in seven or eight hours, that

is the uncomfortable sensations would make themselves
felt if another dose were not taken. Such persons take

three allowances, morning, 2 p.m. and night. In others

the body is stimulated for 12 hours and more, and no

dose is requisite Ijetwcen the morning and evening

ones. Aftc'T effects.—I cannot find that any are felt

such as the excitement consequent on ganja and alcohol

consumption or results as from smoking opium. The
general effect is that of winding a clock before it has

run down, it keeps it regular, but the winding does not

accelerate the pace. Result of stoppage of habit.—There

is a consensus of evidence that partial abstention is

attended with physical pains, nausea, vomiting, purg-

ing, loss of appetite and debility, and of opinion that

total abstention would result in death. Numerous
instances in support are cited. Insanity.—I have not

been able to trace a case of insanity cither directly or

indirectly to the opium habit. The disease is almost

unknown among Kathis. Increase of dose.—When a

young man commences the habit he naturally takes a

smaller quantity than when he has practised it for

years. Still there is no ever increasing desire requiring

the dose to be continually augmented. The ordinary

limit it would seem, as already stated, is about one-

third of a tola in the 24 hours. There is a general im-

pression that opium consumers require constantly to

increase the dose as the effect wears ofl' by habit, and

that what would cause restfulness to-day will have no

effect a year hence. This may be so in cases like that

of De Quincy, who took to the use of the drug originally

to allay pain and continued it afterwards to superinduce

an unnaturally brilliant condition of intellect. The
Kathi does not seek superlative results, he takes opium
to keep him in good health. No doubt it is a stimulant

and an artificial means of gaining an end, but the

effect for the purposes required by him does not wear

off, and|he is consequently not obliged to go on increas-

ing the dose indefinitely. In cases where opium is taken

for the cure of disease or the alleviation of pain, the

dose fluctuates with results. If phy.-ioal suffering has

yielded to the treatment the quantity taken is diminished

and vice versa. But a moderate habit invariably

remains. As an aphrodisiac.—I find it admitted gene-

O 82588.

rally that opium is taken occasionally by persons to

preserve their failing virile powers. This is, of course,

not the true use of an aphrodisiac, which is to e_xcite

venereal desire. The idea appears to be tliat when
virility is failing from old age fi'om early excesses or

from some other cause, opium will restore vigour. It
also appears to be a popular belief that as the mind and
body are invigorated so arc the sperm cells in the

habitual consumer, and therefore the power to impreg-
nate the female is greater. No man will admit that he
takes or has taken opium with this end in view, but all

agree in the philosophy of the effects. In the case of

prostitutes the drug is taken purely as a physical

stimulant. The lives they lead and the calls on their

vital forces enervate them. Opium gives them renewed
energy. It is not taken by them to excite their desires.

Physical effects on individuals.—Occasionally painfully

emaciated persons are pointed out as opium eaters. I

have held these up to those having the habit as

examples contradicting the theory of the beneficial

effects of the drug. This is the explanation :—If a
person be well nourished especially on ghee, milk,

wheat, sugar, &c., the opium has none but beneficial

effects, enabling them to digest and assimilate their

food. The emaciated aje those who being poor deny
themselves proper nourishment in order to obtain the

drug. The result is pernicious, and as they say " the
" craving feeds on itself." I think the true explana-

tion lies between these two statements. Opium appears

to have no emaciating effect on those enabled to live

generously on a milk and vegetable diet. It may attack

quantity in the matter of food Ijut not quality. Lepers.—
Those afflicted tell me that when they can afford f,o

pra,ctise the habit a great alleviation of their sufferings

is obtained by a moderate use of opium. Popular belief.

Opium eaters proof against cobra poison.—There is an
universal belief, both in Kathiawar, G-ujarat, and the

Deccan, and among those with and without the habit,

that a confirmed opium eater does not suffer evil effects

from a cobra bite. To be entirely proof, however, a

man must be the habitual consumer of much larger

quantities than those usually having the habit. One
Viro, a Kathi, deposes that his nephew Viko was bitten

on the ankle by an undoubted cobra. He (Viro) saw it

himself. Viko, who had a habit or 104 tolas a month,

immediately took an extra doae, gave himself up for

lost, lay on his bed and slept, but awoke next morning
feeling no ill effects. One Bhoja, a Kathi, aged 60,

bitten on the toe by a cobra at 9 p.m. went home to die.

Next morning awoke feeling dizzy and refused his

usual morning dose. By midday he was quite well.

In this case it is asserted that the cobra was found dead
from the effects of biting the man. A historical

parallel to the fate of the mad dog sung of by the poet

Goldsmith. In cases of scorpion sting

.

—There is u, less

prevalent belief that those with the habit sufi'er less

from scorpion sting. I have statements in support of

this. Those with the habit proof against an overdose.—
A certain Kathi named Ram Vala had the habit of one

tola daily. His house was robbed and in despair he
determined to commit suicide. He therefore purchased

and took at one dose 10 tolas of opium. He then bid

his wife, children, and friends goodbye, and they

surrounded his bed in tears as drowsiness supervened
and he slept. From noon one day until noon the next

he remained unconscious, the mourners waited for the

last signs of breathing to remove the body for crema-

tion, but Earn Vala upset their arrangements
^

by
awaking none the worse for his abnormal dose. Origin

of the habit among Kathis.—The Kathis say that

originally they were a very quarrelsome race, con-

tinually fighting among themselves, and appealing to

arms on the smallest provocation. One of their bhagats

or high priests introduced the caste custom of kasumbha
drinking as a pacificator. The hot blood was scotched,

the social characteristic became good temper and

peacefulness, and now they live together in harmony
on patriarchal lines.

22,680. Have you anything to say with regard to the

antiquity of the habit F—Among lacustrine remains of

the early stone or paleolithic age (say 1200 B.C.) found

in Central Europe, on the Hungarian side of the Alps,

at MoosseedorfllBee, poppy seeds were found along with

barley, wheat, pea and flax, showing that at that early

date, the poppy was cultivated. (Vide Monroe's Lake

Dwellings of Europe, p. 498.)

22,581. What in your opinion would be the results of

prohibition in Native States ?—My opinion after 20

years' experience from political connexion with Native

Durbars and their subjects, in Kolhapur, the South

E

Major \V. B.
i'tirris.

7 Feb. 1894.
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Major W. B. Maratha Country, Janjira, G-ujarat and Kathiawar is,

Ferris. that any attempt at interferenoo with the rights of

Native States in this matter, that is to say the sale and
7 Feb. 1984. consumption of opium, will be strongly resented, and

• prodnctivu of exceedingly grave complications. It

would be looked upon as an unwarrantable interference

with inherent rights that have been enjoyed from time
immemorial, and would give rise to an opposition,

little if at all inferior to that which would result from
tampering with the religions of the people. It would
further have the dangerous effect of supplying all

castes and creeds with a common grievance against the

paramount power.

22.582. Do the castes which you mention as large

consumers, the Kathis, Rajputs, Barots, Bharwads and
Mirs, &c., form a small or large part of the population ?

—The Eajputs are the largest consvimers. Next come
the Kathis.

22.583. Do the races you have mentioned as con-

sumers form the bulk of population, taken altogether,

or only a small portion of the population ?—They form
only a small part of the population.

22.584. Do you believe that it is the opinion amongst
that population that opium eaters are in any way proof
against cobra poison ?—A case came before me a short

time ago in which undoubtedly a man had been bitten

by a cobra on the day before I saw him, and he was
absolutely none the worse for it. There is no doubt
about his having been bitten by a cobra ; but whether
the cobra had lost its poison bags I cannot say. The
alkali of cobra poison is narcotic.

22,585 Poppy cultivation is not allowed in Amreli is

it P—It is not allowed now ; it used to be.

22.586. Then the opium is all brought in?—Yes, it is

brought in from Kari under passports.

22.587. Do the surrounding Kathiawar States all get

their supply in the same way ?—They get their supply
from the British depots. They only get a partial

drawback ; Baroda gets the entire drawback.

22.588. Have you yourself in talking with the Amreli
people beard any expression of opinion from them as to

how they would regard prohibition?—Yes. There is a

very universal feeling against prohibition. There is

rather a feeling of alarm just now that tha Commission
is going to stop opium.

22,58m. I suppose after all, in the villages there are

very few people who have heard about it yet ?—I think

The witness

most of them have heard about it. The Native Press
has been writing it up

; and in some parts of the
country people have been going about preaching that
the Commission had come out for the nurpose of

stopping it ; they have been preaching in opposition to

any such policy.

22,530. Have j'ou ever heard any such expressions of

opinion on the other hand in favour of prohibition ?—

I

have, by individual high caste people, who said it

would be a good thing if opium could be done away
with, people who are not in the habit of taking it.

22.591. I suppose among English educated people,
too, there is a division of opinion, is there not?—Yes,
undoubtedly.

22.592. Some would be in favour of doing away with it,

and some would resent the interference ?—I think the
majority would resent interference on the part of the
Government ; but some would like to see opium become
less popular.

22.593. (Mr. Feaae.) You have spoken about poople
preaching ; what is it they preached ?—They preached
that the object of the Opium Commission in coming
out here was in the name of the Sirka]' or Government
to stop opium ; and they advocated that every
legitimate means should be taken to persuade Govern-
ment against taking such step,? as it wa,s interfering
with their right and with their religious rite.", as many
of them think it to be.

22,694. It was not that the Government had any
sinister object ?—In some cases it was thought that the
Government wanted to do away with opium in order to

increase the consumption of other liquors.

22,595. Where has this taken place ?—In many parts
of the Bombay Presidency.

22,696. But not in Baroda ?—No, not in Baroda
territory itself. We were on the look-out for those
fellows, but they never came. They were reported in

many of the Native States. They were wandering
mendicants, men of no status whatever, men who had
tlie habit, and who I suppose from personal feelings
desire to take time by the forelock.

22,597. Do you remember where this has taken
place ?—I could not tell you the places. We have been
on the look-out for them because we have seen it in the
uatire papers. They have not come in my way at all.

I am only speaking of what I have seen in iho Native
Press.

withdrew.

Mr. A. P. Maconochie called in and examined.

Mr. A. F.

Maconochie,
22,598. [Chairman.) Will you explain to us what

opportunities you have had of studying the opium
subject, and what you consider to bs the general effect

of the drug ?—I am a member of the Indian Civil

Service, of eleven years standing. With the exception

of eight months in the Deccan, the whole of my service

has been spent in Gujarat, and I am well acquainted
with all parts of the Province. For four years I was
Assistant Collector and Magistrate at Ahmedabad.
holding charge of the western portions of that district

bordering on Kathiawar. On two occasions I acted as

Administrator of the Rajpipla State bordering on
Central India. I was for a year Assistant Collector

and Magistrate of the Panch Mahals. For the last

three years my services have been lent to Baroda, and
I have travelled through nearly every part of the State.

Livin.g thus amid an opium-using population, I have
had every opportunity of observing the extent to which
the drug is consumed, and the general effects of its

consumption on the people. I consider that the drug
is wholesome and beneficial ; it is largely used, and
very little abused ; its prohibition would in my opinion

be fraught with serious injury to the people, and the

resulting discontent would form a serious dangei' to

Government. In my experience the use of the drug
seldom leads to bad results. It is a sedative, and
therefore conduces to peace and quiet; not a stimulant

like alcohol, which rouses the passions and is an incentive

to disorder, violence, and crime. In all my magisterial

expt-rience I never remember a confirmed opium-eater

being convicted for any olTence ; but of the two murder
cases 1 had to try while at Eajpipla one was directly

caused by drink. I have never seen any one the ^vorse

for taking opium ; on the contrary the few opium-eaters

I have known have been exceptionally healthy and
vigorous, and it is a common saying in the country

here that if a man eats opium no disease has power

over him. As a supplement to bad insufficient food, as
a support during the exhausting hot season, as a
preventive of that scourge of the country, malarious
fever, T believe it to be invaluable. Any attempt at
suppressing its use will be bitterly resented, first by
the Native States where it is produced, as an interference
with their Treaty-rights, and secondly by the people at
large, as depriving them of what is to millions a neces-
sary of life.

22,699. Do you think the reason which prompted the
Government to send out this Commission is understood
by the people ?—It is absolutely misunderstood. Indians
do not understand the dishitej-ested philanthropy that
prompts English humanitarians, instead of remedyino-
the evils caused by alcohol to the degraded population
at their own doors, to take away from a hardworkino-
and sober population out here a drug which in health
cheers their hard lot, which in disease is their best
friend. The efl'oct of prohibition on the health of the
people would be no less injurious. Some stimulant or
other they must and will have ; and if it is not to be
opium they will infallibly take to alcohol, or drugs even
more poisonous, such as dhatura. Both politically and
socially therefore it would be a fatal mistake to interfere
with present arrangements, and any such action must
gravely impair the content of the people and the
stability of the empire. The one idea that the people
of these parts have got into their heads about the Opium
and Hemp Drugs Commission is that they represent a
veiled endeavour on the part of Government to drive
the masses to liquor by suppressing drugs, and so raise
the local Excise revenue, at the same time givino- a
fillip to the English export spirit trade. The use tliat
the sedition mongers are making of this theory is
obvious.

22,600. Do you say that from what yon have read in
newspapers P—No, from talking with the people.
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22.601. From talking with common country people ?

No, with tho more educated people who have asked me
what it meant, and if I could explain it.

22.602. Some other witnesses who have appeared
before us have said that with education the consumption
of opium is decreasing

;
your evidence seems rather

inconsistent with that. Can you explain it ?— I do not
think it is decreasing to any considerable extent. I

think large classes of the population, such as the

Bajpats, are certainly not decreasing their consump-
tion.

22.603. Perhaps it is decreasing among the natives

who are educated in the English fashion P—Yes ; I think

they prefer alcohol.

22.604. Have you acquired any knowledge as to the

Treaty arrangements between the English Government
and the Baroda State ?—The Baroda State possesses by
Treaty the right to supply its own subjects with opium
produced in its own territory. Opium has always been

largely grown in this part of the country, and smuggling

of the drug from Baroda into adjacent British districts

early necessitated the interference of the British

Government. In 1803 the cultivation of opium in

Baroda territory was absolutely prohibited, and the

prohibition was only withdrawn as an act of grace, on

the express stipulation that the opium cultivation in

Baroda was to be only for home consumption in the

State. In 1820 there was concluded a Treaty between

the British Government and the State " for the manu-
' facture of opium in the Gaekwar's territories to an
" extent sufacient to provide for the consum]ition of

His Highness' territories." (Letter from the Govern-

ment of Bombay, Oct. 1820.) This Treaty bound the

State :

—

(1.) To buy up all the opium produced within its

territory.

(2.) To supply the merchants and individual consu-

mers within its territory with the opium
required by them.

(3.) Eo fix the price of the opium so supplied and
sold within its territory at the rate obtaining

in the surrounding British districts.

(4.) To confiscate all opium brought secretly for sale

into its territory.

(5.) Not to purchase opium from the stores of the

British Government till all that had been

produced in its own territory and stored bv it

had been consumed.
And it entitled the State :

—

(6.) To be the sole medium, of supply of the drug to

its own subjects.

(7.) To obtain supplies of opium as required from the

opium-stores at Kaira, and when such could

not be thence obtained to procure the necessary

quantity in Malwa, and to convey it thence to

Baroda free of tax subject to the condition set

forth in clause (S) above.

This Treaty, however, remained for many years a dead

letter. In spite of the stipulations that opium was to

bo grown in Baroda only for home consumption, the

British Government allowed the State, as a matter of

favour, to export large quantities to China via, Bombay,
on payment of transit duty at Ahmedabad. The State,

at the same time, exercising no control over the

production and sale of opium in its territories, the

smuggling into British districts went on unchecked.

In course of time it thus came about that the far

o-reater part of Baroda opium was not grown for home
consumption ; in fact the people of His Highness's

territories hardly oonsum.ed their own opium at all

;

they did n.ot like it, and they much preferred Malwa
opium, which they imported in large quantities, while

their home-grown opium either went to the Ahmedabad
scales for export -to China, or was smuggled into the

neighbouring districts of Gujarat and Kathiawar.

Under these circumstances, in 1878, yielding to pressure

by the British Government, the State concluded the

agreement on which the existing arrangements are

based. These are set forth in Appendix A of Mr.

Einlay's note on "Arrangements with Native States

" regarding opium " presented to the Commission on

the 24th November 1893,* which contains, besides the

Treaty of 1820, (1) a letter No. 2662, dated 9th March

1878 from Sir T. Madhava Kao, K.C.S.I., late Minister

of the State, to the Agent to the Governor General at

Baroda, and (2) an extract relating to opium from a

memorandum of points discussed and understanding

* Vol. II. Appendix X.

arrived at in a conference between the Minister of the
St.ate and the Commissioner of Salt Opium and Abkari
Bombay, in 1886. Under these agreements tho culti-
vation of the poppy and manufacture of opium are
allowed in Baroda both for the home consumption of
the State and also for export by sea. The arrangements
may bo summarized as follows :

—

(a.) The Darbar has established a State monopoly of
opium produced in Baroda on the basis of the
Bengal system,

(i.) The Darbar has agreed to limit its own production
of opium to the extent of the demand re-
cognized under the present arrangements,

(c.) The retail selling price of opium both in Baroda
and in neighbouring British districts shall not
be less than Es. 11-4-0 per lb of40 tolas in excess
of the rate fixed by the British Government
for the issue of opium from the Government
depots (Es. 10 per lb.)

(d.) Tho Darbar is allowed to import any amount of
opium required for actual licit consumption
within the Baroda State at cost price and free
of duty from Malwa or froju Government
depots,

(d.) The Darbar is allowed to export Baroda opium
by sea, from Bombay after weighment and
payment of the full British duty (Es. 700 per
chest of 140 lbs.) at the Government scales .at

Ahmedabad. Since 1887 the Gaekwar's Go-
vernment has not availed itself of the privilege

of exporting opium by sea under clause (c),

and no Baroda opium has since that year been
brought to the scales at Ahmedabad.

22.605. You say, "In 1803 the cultivation of opium
' in Baroda territory was absolutely prohibited, and
" the prohibition was only withdrawn as an act of
" grace "

; have you ever seen any document purporting
to be a prohibition ?—I think it is quoted by Colonel
Mead in his letter. I have never seen the original
document. It is in a letter to the Chief Secretary to tbe
Government, Poena, from. Mr. Pritohard, the then
collector of Salt Eevenue. He says, " The cultivation
of poppy was strictly prohibited in Gujarat from the
'

' year 1803." It was not to interfere with our monopoly
elsewhere

22.606. Would that necessarily include Baroda?
—Yes.

22.607. In talking generally of Gujarat, you might
be talking of British Gf-jarat, might you not p—Yes.

22.608. I know well- enough that it was proVijbited

in 1803 in British Gujarat, but it is new to me that it

included Baroda P—It is my impression that it included
Baroda, because the prohibition was w'+.hdrawu as an
act of grace.

22.609. Have you any reference to its being with-
drawn as an act of grace ?—Yes. It is in the letter from
Mr. Melville, the agent of the Governor-General, Baroda,
to SirMadhaJva Rao. It is quoted in " Selections from
the records of the Baroda Government ; No. 4, opium;"
and is as follows :

— '

' In 1803 the Gaekwar had agreed,
" at the request of tho Government of Bombay, to
" prohibit the cultivation of the poppy throughout
" Baroda ; but the Court of Directors, considering that
" the absolute prohibition of poppy cultivation was a
'

' measure of severity, and one calculated to render the
" Government unpopular, expressed their opinion that
" it would be expedient to permit the cultivation to an
" extent sufficient for the use of the inhabitants. The
" prohibition was accordingly relaxed, and it was on
" this ground apparently that the Gaekwar sought
" permission to continue the growth of the poppy, and
" that the Bombay Government assented to the manu-
" facture of opium iji the Gaekwar territories to an
" extent sufBcient to provide for the cousumption of
" His Highness's territories."

22.610. I think in 1803 we conquered some territory

in Gujarat P—Yes ; it was the beginning of our relations

with the Baroda Government. The first Resident,

Major Walker, was sent to the Court of Baroda in 1803.

We were fighting the Gaekwar's cousin in Kari in that

year. An alliance was of the greatest importance to

the Gaekwar at that time. We saved him from being

eaten up by his cousin on one side, and by the Peshwa
on the other.

22.611. You say, "The British Government allowed the
" State, as a matter of favour, to export large quantities
" to China fia Bombay, on payment of transit duty at
" Ahmedaoad." Another witness has told us that that
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only dates from 1857 ?—It went to Eatlam before that

in Central India; the juice was sent to Ratlam and
it was made up there.

22.612. I suppose that was practically a smuggling
trade, was it notP—It was. "The Gazetteer of the
" Bombay Presidency, Volume VIII , Baroda, states :

—

'' The poppy is certainly a difficult plant to bring
" under culture. It requires constant care and atten-
" tion, and all the processes connected with it entail
" much labour. But those difficulties were soon over-
" come by the cultivator, and the cultivation spread
'

' rapidly. It was the manufacture of opium that for
" a long time baffled the attempts of the trading class.

" There were no skilled men in the division to prepare
'

' the drug so as to make it marketable in China. There
" was certaiuly an attempt made to dry a small quantity
" of juice and turn it into awkward little balls; but
" these were reserved only for local use. It was therc-
" fore a practice till 1857 to send the greater part of
" the juice to Eatlam, to be made up there. Fortunately
" for Gujerat the unusually heavy monsoon of 1853
" flooded the grain market at Eatlam. The effect of
" this may be easily imagined in a soil like that of
" Malwa. The result ivas that the pack-bullocks on
" which the out-turn of the season was sent could
" hardly wade through the mud, and several animals
" perished in the attempt. Besides the damage to the
" juice the loss of animal life offended the susceptibi-
" lities of a class mostly Jain in faith and infinitely
" loth to see even an insect in pain. Measures were
" forthwith taken by the opium traders, amongst whom
" an Ahmedabad firm was the chief, to procure opium
" cakers from Malwa. The services of Hamals were
" obtained in 1858, and thus the opium manufacturing
" work commenced in this division," It was on account
of the aversion of the Jains to take animal life.

22.613. Do you suppose that that practice of sending
the opium to Malwa was necessarily known to our
Government ?—I think it was known, and permitted

;

because we allowed them to export to China, and this

was a preliminary.

22.614. It would be exported as Malwa opium bo that

it would not be known ?—I think it was known because
there was no attempt at interference with it.

22.615. Ton say " Under these circumstances, in 1878,
" yielding to pressure by the British Government, the
" State concluded the agreement " ; I suppose in

imposing pressure the British Government based its

pressure upon the preceding conventions .''—Tes, upon
the Treaty of 1820. TheBaroda Government contended
ihat it had so long remained a dead letter that it could

not be enforced, but the British Government said that

it must be enforced.

22.616. I believe it was a well-known fact that our

Gujarat districts were largely supplied with Baroda
smuggled opium P—Tes.

22.617. Can you give us any information to show
what the old area under cultivation was before the
present arrangement came into force?—There are no
figures available to show the area under cultivation and
the average consumption per head of population before

the present arrangements came into force. Cultivation

was carried on indiscriminately in the Kari Division
and in the Petlad Mahal of the Baroda Division. The
whole of the opium used in the Baroda and Nausari
Divisions and part of that used in Petlad was Malwa
opium. There was no farm of the light of retail sale

in the Kari Division, the revenue being derived from
export duty. The greater part of this duty was collected

in Visnagar, but some was also collected in Siddhpur
and Kari.

22.618. Can you tell us what the averago annual
collections were .P—The average annual collections in

Visnagarwere about four lacs of rupees. The number
of chests annually exported necessary to produce a
revenue of this amount (at the rate of Es. 135 per chest)

was roughly speaking 3,000. Of this quantity part was
taken to the scales at Ahmedabad, and part was
smuggled into British districts and Native States which
were bound to use British opium only. Prom a return
prepared by the Collector of Ahmedabad it appears that

the average quantity of Baroda-grown opium taken to

the Ahmedabad scales during the five years ending with
1876-77 was 1,700 chests; and of this quantity 2ii0

chests were brought from the Siddhpur and Kari
Mahals. Thus the licit Visnagar exports did not exceed
1,500 chests a year and therefore only about half the
Gaekwar'p export revenue on the A'ianagar opium was

drawn from licit exports,—the remainder, Es. 2,00,000,
being derived from opium smuggled into British
territory and Native States subject to the British opium
tax. Besides this, a considerable quantity of the opium
made in Baroda escaped the Gaekwar's export duty, and
was smuggled out of the State without yielding a
penny of revenue to either the State cr the British
Government.

22.619. What is the state of things under the new
system ?—The introduction of the State monopoly has
altered all this. Cultivation has been confined to the
Kari Division, and is only permitted under license

;

all juice gathered by the cultivators is bought up and
stored in a central depot at Siddhpur, where it is

prepared for the market. The care with which it is

manufactured has resulted in its displacing Malwa
opium from the favour the latter had always enjoyed
over the locally produced drug. So much is this the
case,^ that inhabitants of the surrounding British
districts and Native States living on or near the borders
largely consum'5 Baroda opium in preference to that
sold by their own farmers, though to do so involves
either smuggling without profit, or walking a con-
siderable distance to the nearest i3aroda shop. Hence
it is impossible to get accurate figures of the consump-
tion per head of the Baroda population, as the total
amount showed as consumed includes that consumed
by dwellers outside Baroda limits. Cultivation is only
permitted to persons granted licences by the Opium
Superintendent ; the number of such licences granted
every year is determined by the quantity of opium m
stock. As many as 8,000 licences are issued in one year.
The village officers see that cultivation is only carried
on by licence-holders, and their supervision is again
checked by four inspectors under the superintendent.
The people of these parts are so law-abiding that very
little unlicensed cultivation, if any, takes place. The
police are supposed to look after ilhoit import and sale
of the drug, and do check this to a certain extent ; they
are not, however, very efficient, and I should say that
a good deal of opium was smuggled into the Kari
Division from Central India through the Mahi Kantha.
When I was at Ahmedabad in 1886, the authorities
there seized a large quantity of opium which had been
smuggled from Dehgam into Ahmedabad, and on
complaint being made to the Baroda Government the
latter declared that the opium was not Baroda-grown,
but must have been smuggled into their territory from
some other opium-producing district.

22.620. Can you tell us from your experience as Settle-
ment Officer whether the cultivation of poppy is popular
in the Kari Division or not?—Yes, it is very popular.

^
22,621. Do the people go up themselves to get their

licences, or are the licences sent down to them ?—I be-
lieve they apply themselves. The Superintendent of
Opium can tell you best about that. They like havin<T
fixed advances to count on. It keeps up their stains',
and gives them credit with the money-lenders, and
enables them to marry their daughters well.

22.622. What other crop do you think would take the
place of poppy if poppy cultivation went out ?—Irri-
gated wheat, mostly. It would not pay them nearly so
well.

22.623. Would cotton take its place ."—To a certain
extent. I think they would try irrigated wheat. They
do not irrigate here a.'^ a rule.

22,62't. What other crops are there that they irrigate ?—I do not think they do irrigate other crops. Of course
they irrigate chilis and vegetables.

22.625. Do they grow tobacco? — No, not much.
Petlad IS the place for tobacco, in the Central Division.

22.626. Speaking carefully, and from what you have
learnt as Settlement Officer, do you consider in the Kari
Division that the prohibition of the cultivation of
poppy would be a very serious injury to the cultivators ?—Yes, I do

;
I think it would be a very serious injury.

22.627. In other districts or talukas where the culti-
vation is stopped, it was done by order without giving
any compensation, I understand?— Yes ; but I thiuk
that was very hard indeed. It must have injured them
Yury much. They did not complain because they were
so good.

22,(i2S. Who are the chief opium-con.xuming-classes?
—The chief opium-con.-,uming classes are the Eajputs
the Levva and Kadwa Patidars, the Thakarda-Kolis the
Ganjas, or barburs, and the Mussulmans. Among' the
Eajputs " Kasumbha," or opium-water, is a daily neces-
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Bary, an indispensable part of the rites of hospitality
;

while lit births, marriages, funerals, it forms one of the

chief features of ihe ceremonies. All those classes use

the drug both as a luxury and as a medioino. Tts use is

rare among Brahmins and Wanias.

22.629. Have you any figures to put in of the Baroda
revenue P—Yes.*

22.630. Do you think these figures arc reliable P

—

Yes.

22.631. I think you have also prepared a statement

you wish to put in showing transactions in Baroda-

grown opium from 1879 to 1891 ?—Yes.*

22.632. Supposing the Darbar wanted to stop the

cultivation of the poppy and the use of opium, except

for medical purposes, do you think it could do it P—

I

am strongly of opinion that it would be impossible to

entirely check the cultivation of the poppy. To check

it to any considerable degree it would be necess9,ry_ to

entertain a large preventive force armed with inquisi-

torial powers. The people are already so much dis-

tressed by the petty tyranny of the low-paid subordinates

of the revenue, police, forest, and other departments,

that the chance of any addition to this grievance cannot

but be viewed with alarm. The expense, too, of keeping

up an even decently efficient preventive force would be

prohibitive.

22,633. {Mr. Pease.) You say that the area under

cultivation on the 31st July 1883 was 17,372 acres, and

in the next half-year, on the 31st of January 1884, it

was 332 acres, that seems as though the Government
did decrease the area. You have also said, " It would
" be impossible to entirely check the cultivation of the
" poppy. To check it to any considerable degree it

" would be necessary to entertain a, large preventive
" force armed with inquisitorial powers.'' Had they a

large preventive force, armed with inquisitorial powers,

when thfy reduced the cultivation from 17,372 acres to

332 P—No, they had not. The people knew that it was

only a temporary measure. They knew that next year

they would be allowed to cultivate again.

22.634. It would create a great deal of dissatisfaction

if opium cultivation were prohibited P—Yes.

22.635. I suppose there was no compensation paid

when those 17,000 acres were thrown out of poppy culti-

vation ?—No.

22.636. You have said that the consumption of opium

is to millions a necessary of life ; do you take that

literally ?—Yes.

22.637. Perhaps you are hardly aware of the amount
of evidence wo have had with regard to opium con-
sumers being put into gaol, and coming out better men
than when they went in ?—I should say from my ex-
perience that thousands, millions in fact, cannot live

without it.

22.638. {Ghavrman.) Do you mean a, necessary of life

in the sense that tea and coffee are necessaries of life to
the people at home, or a necessary of life in the sense
that bread is a necessity of life?—It is absolutely
necessary. It is part of their religion for one thing.

22.639. (Mr. Pease.) Do you mean that they would die
without it ?—No, I do not say they would all die ; but
they could not carry on their religion without it.

22.640. (Mr. Haridas Vehafidas.) Perhaps it has come
within your knowledge that those opium eaters who
commit crimes, and are sent to gaol, are not allowed to

use opium, and that they have to give it up ?—I do not
think thsy have to give it up entirely.

22.641. We have had evidence from Dr. Rice, and
from variovTS medical officers, that under no circum-
stances would they give opium to prisoners ?—I have
heard of its being given here. In Baroda we do give it.

22.642. You are only talking about Baroda ?—I am
talking about British districts too.

22.643. The doctors say that cutting off the opium
does not affect the health of the prisoners, and that they
go on well and do their work. Has it come within your
knowledge that opium is not allowed in British gaols P

—

No.

22.644. Do you consider it an advisable habit for a
young man of from 20 to 30 years of age, and in good
health, to take opium for pleasure p—Yes ; I should not
think any harm of it as long as he was moderate.

22,646. You think that if he is in health he may take
it ?—Certainly.

22.646. Do you know that the habit of taking opium
enslaves some people ?—Not unless they indulge in it to

excess.

22.647. If a man takes opium in the morning regu-
larlj-, but should happen not to do so on a certain

occasion (even if he was in the habit of taking a
moderate dose), would ho not suffer pain or something
of the kindp—He wouid feel much the same as an
Englishman would feel if he were accustomed to smoke
a cheroot every morning, but on some account could not
do so. He feels inconvenienced and put out because he
has not got his usual smoke. It is a matter of habit.

Mr. A. F.
Maconochie,
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The witness withdrew.

Mr. F. S. P. Lely called in and examined.

22.648. (Gliairman.) I believe you are a member of

the Indian Civil Service ?—Yes.
22.649. How many years have you been in the

service ?—Over 24 years.

22.650. I believe you are at presep *" Collector of Surat ?

—Yes.

22.651. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted P

My experience relates to the Surat District, the

Ahmedabad District, and to a portion of Kathiawar.

In Surat District opium is of secondary importance.

Liquor and toddy drinking is the prevailing vice.

Smoking is confined to about a hundred persons in the

city of Surat, where it was first introduced about 20

Vears ago. About 3,000 persons eat or drink it out of a

population of 1,08,000 in the city. Of these about.2,000

are Mahommedans, and 1,000 Hindus of various castes

from Brahmins to Dhers. Over three-fourths are

moderate consumert, and the rest may be called ex-

cessive. Among the Eajputs of Ahmedabad, and

elsewhere, opium-water is constantly drunk as a social

beverage.

22 652 You say that over three-fourths are moderate

consumers, and the rest may be called excessive
;
how

do vou draw the line P—I should say that a moaerate

consumer would take from 10 to 15 grains a day
;
and

that an excessive consumer would take oO grams a

22 653 I suppose there are some people who can

take 30 grains with as little harm asjnost people can

• See ippondices XIV. and XV. to this volume.

take 15 ?—Probably ; but I should think very fe-;7

would exceed 30 grains a day.

22,664. What is your experienco with regard to the
effect of the consumption of opium on the moral and
physical condition of the people ?—Many, perhaps most,
consumers in Surat allege that they have taken to the
habit because it affords them relief against some
disease, such as dyspepsia, diarrhcea, asthma, diabetes,
rheumatism, &c., and they profess to regard it as a
godsend. In the great majority of such cases there is

no reason to doubt their word. The minority who are
excessive consumers no doubt injure their health and
enfeeble their intellect, especially when they cannot
get sufficient nourishing food. Most of them are weak-
^vilied people, who would debauch themselves with
something or other in spite of all attempts to save
them. The vast majority of Rajputs are moderate
consumers, and appear none the worse for it. They
are an indolent race, but that is not a consequence of

opium.

22.655. You say that tho minority of excessive con-

sumers no doubt injure their health. 1 presume you
have seen a great number of excessive consumers P—

I

have seen a certain number, but they would be an ex-

ceedingly small minority of the population. Men
socially wrecked by opium do, however, exist.

22.656. Do you see those people in towns or villages,

or both P—Chiefly in the towns. 1 cannot say that I

have ever seen them among the agricultural popula-

tion. They may exist, but they chiefly exist in the

towns.

22,667. You said there are about 100 people who
smoke opium in Surat ?—Yes.

R 3
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22.658. I suppose they used to smoke in public

saloons?—Yes, until lately. The smoking shops are

prohibited now. There were four smoking shops in the
city of Surat.

22.659. Where do the opium smokers smoke now?

—

They smoke at their homes, and they collect together

into small clubs.

22.660. Can you tell us to what caste they belong, are

they Hindus or Mahommedans ?—These 100 smokers
belong to all castes and classes. It is a miscellaneous

mixture. I have often been into the smoking shops
when they existed, and they seem to be a mixed lot

there.

22.661. I suppose a respectable person would go into

a shop of that sort ?—No. If he did, he would lose his

character and good repute.

22.662. Can you say from your own knowledge that

these smokers were people of generally depraved
character p—No, I believe not. Except in that respect,

they were decent enough people.

22.663. Is opium-smoking a habit to which prosti-

tutes are addicted ?—Not that I am aware of.

22.664. Did you see any women in the shops you
went into F—No. The habit of smoking is believed to

be dying out in Surat. Before the shops were closed,

that was the case.

22.665. Is the use of opium for non-medical purposes,
thought disgraceful by the people ?—A moderate use
of opium is not considered disgraceful by the people.
All the Mahommedans, except a few strict sects, regard
it as lawful. The largest opium shop in the city of
Surat (at the Burhanpuri Bhagal) is actually in quarters
belonging to a mosque, and close to its gates. It is re-

garded as a valuable medicinal agent, and a protection
against the effects of fatigue and cold.

22.666. Supposing the use of opium except for

medical purposes were prohibited, and the loss of
revenue had to be met, how would the people regard
fresh taxation for that purpose p—With the very
greatest dissatisfaction. They 'nould resent having to

bear the burden of cost of any prohibitive measures.

22.667. Do you think there is any case made out for

prohibiting the sale of opium, except for medical pur-
poses?—Prohibition, whole or partial, would in my
opinion be both unjustifiable and dangerous. I am in-

formed by reliable persons that even the appointment
of the Commission has already caused n]uch undesir-
able excitement. A rumour has gone abroad that
Grovernment is going to close the opium shops, as it

has already closed the chandul and ma,dat shops, and
much bitter comment is the result. The concurrence
of the inquiry with that into the use of hemp drugs is,

in my opinion, most unfortunate, and it will be years
before the eflect on the minds of the ignorant classes

passes away.

22.668. What do you suppose is the effect upon the
minds of the ignorant classes ?—They think the
Ijovernment is interfering with their pleasures and
daily enjoyments, for some subtle purposes of its own.
When any reason at all is given, the suggestion is

made that it is some indirect means of increasing the
Abkari revenue, especially the use of European liquors.

2l',669. Tou are a Collector of some standing, I
believe ?—Yes.

22,070. I should like to know how you regard the
measure which has Ijcen carried out of putting an end

to the minimum vend guarantee system?—I think
that has worked very well, so far as it has gone.

22.671. You think putting an end to that has dono
no,harm ?—No.

22.672. What was the minimum vend guarantee
system for ?—I suppose it was a check against illicit

practices on the part of the farmer. The antidote to

that supplied by the new system is the attested
character of a farmer. He is a very carefully selected
man now, a man who will have nothing to do with
illicit practices.

22.673. Hovv" does a farmer get his farm, at auction
bid, or how ?—He is selected by the Commissioner, and
the farm is given to him straight off.

22.674. How is the amount fixed?—By a careful con-
sideration of the past receipts of a district, and the
probable wants of the people.

22.675. Does the farmer get his farm for a term of

years, or for one year ?—For one year now.

22.676. I suppose if he is a selected man, unless he
does anything wrong, he may take it for granted that
he will continue to have the farm?—I believe, as a
matter of fact, that is so. In Surat, at any rate, the
last year's farmer was again selected this year. The
Commissioner's hands are not tied, but probably he
would give a preference to a man who had already done
well.

22.677. I suppose the short term is fixed in order to

have a check on him (—Yes.

22.678. I suppose the Convention of Gujarat has very
much stopped smuggling, and therefore facilitated the
doing without the minimum vend guaranteed system,
has it not ?—To some extent it has no doubt. There is

much less smuggling from Baroda than there used
to be.

22.679. You have not heard anything about the old
trade in opium from Surat to China . before British
rule ?—No, I have never inquired into that.

22,679a.. (Mr. Pease.) You have stated that 3,000
persons eat or drink opium?—Yes, out of a population
of 108,000 in the city or 150,000 in Surat and district.

22.680. Yon have said that Rajputs are an indolent
race ; that is not their characteristic generally, is it?

—

They are willing enough to engage in martial exer-
cises. I would not call them an industrious race at all.

They are very reluctant to take to actual cultivation or
actual business of any kind.

22.681. [Mr. Haridas Vcharidas.) You say "The
" largest opium shop in the city of Surat is actually
" in quarters belonging to a mosque and close to its
" gates." Do you think that the Iilahommedans would
have a liquor shop in a similar situation ?—No ; because
they object to liquor in a way they do not object to
opium.

22.682. Do you think that the habit of taking liquor
is more objectionable than that of taking opium ?—

I

think the habit of drinking European liquors as prac-
tised by many of the higher classes of the country is

distinctly worse than the opium habit.

22.683. if opium is prohibited except for medical
purposes you think people will take to drink, and you
think that is more objectionable and injurious than
taking opium

;
you would not like to see prohibition of

opium brought about at such a cost beca-use the result
would be much more serious ?—Thotc arc my views.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. H. O. QuiKN called in and examined

22.684. (Ghairman.) How long have you been in the
Indian Civil Service p—Eight and a half years.

22.685. I believe you areTalukdari Settlement Officer

at Gujarat.?—Yes.

22.686. What does Talukdari Settlement Officer

actually convey P—The office was created originally in
1862 to settle estates encumbered with debt. An Act
was passed by the Bombay Government. Since then
work of other kinds has accrued to it.

22.687. Who arc the Talukdars?—They are landed
proprietors. They receive the rents of the land. A
certain per-centa,ge of the rents is jjaid as revenue,
called jamna.

22,688. "\^'hat is your e.\pcrience with regard to tbc
consumption of opium p—I am personally acquainted
with the Ahmedabad, Kaira, and Broach districts, l)ut
chiefly with the Rajput Girasia, Thakurs, and Taluk-
dars of those districts. As regards the consumption of
opium, I W(3uld prefer to S]ieak with special reference
to the Talukdars of Ahmedabad alone as the most
numerous and important of their class. The majority
of them, perhaps 50 to 75 per cent., are habitual con-
sumers of opium, and there are hardly any who do not
on occasions of ceremony ])artake of it.

" Opium is a
necessary of life with almost all Rajput Girasias. It
is ui^ed as an essential part of the ceremonies at
weddings and funerals, and it is the invariable custom
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when visitors come to a Girasia house for hosts and
visitors to take opium together as a mark of friendship
and hospitality. It is also, as I learn, largely used lor
medioinalpurposes. Children are frequently given it

as a medicine, and sometimes cattle as a stimulant
when they have been undergoing heavy labour. Most
of those who consume opium habitually take one or two
grains daily, while those who take it to excess consume
up to one-eighth of a tola. The opium is either eaten
di'y or mixed with water and sipped out of the hand.
In the latter form it is known as kasumbha ; it is never
smoked amongst the Eajput Grirasias.

22.689. What is the distinction between a Rajput
Girasia and Talukdarp—There is no difference. The
words are synonymous.

22.690. They are landed proprietors paying a certain,

per-centage of the rent to the Government ?—Yes. The
Thakurs and Talukdars are all Eajput Girasias, with
very few exceptions.

22.691. Has the Talukdar any sort of jurisdiction ?

—No, not in the Ahmedabad district ; he has no juris-

diction at all.

22.692. What is your experience as regards the effect

of opium consumption on the moral and physical con-
dition of the people P—So far as my own experience is

concerned, although I have been in close communica-
tion with the Rajput Girasias of Ahmedabad for more
than four years, and have travelled in their villages, I

have seen almost nothing of the alleged ill-effects of

opium consumption. It; is true they are on the whole
an extremely apathetic class, and very backward as

regards education ; but this I should say is due more
to their pride of race, which forbids them to work for a
living even when but little of their ancestral estate is

left to them than to any effect of the consumption of

opium. The great majority of habitual consumers take
but moderate quantities, less than one-eighth perhaps
consuming enough to have any appreciable effect on
their health. They are often fine, stalwart men, and
their powerful frames bear but scant testimony to the
harmfulness of the habit of opium-eating. As regards
the moral effect, I am not aware in my own experience

of any case in which either a special crime or a ten-

dency to evil-doing or dishonesty has been connected
with the habit of opium-eating. I have come across a

few cases in which the intellect seems to have been
dulled by the use of opium, but in those cases the

amount habitually taken was I believe very large.

Cases have also come to my notice in which an habitual

opium eater was good for nothing until he had had his

daily dose, when he was at once refreshed and capable

of doing whatever was wanted of him. I am given to

understand that with habitual consumers amongst the

Rajput Grassias there is not as a rule any tendency to

increase the quantity taken.

22.693. Do the Rajput Girasias also consume liquor

to any extent ?—^Tes, a certain proportion of them do

;

but those who consume opium do not consume liquor,

and vice versa.

22.694. Do they consume country liquor or European
liquor P—Those who can afford it, I think, probably

consume European liquor. There are not, however,
many who can afford it. Others consume country

liquor.

22,696. Do any of the Rajput Girasias themselves

cultivate, or do they consider that beneath them P—As
a rule, they consider it beneath them. There are

occasional instances where they do cultivate, but they

are very rare.

22,696. How do the Rajput Girasias regard the use

of opium for non-medical purposes P—My opinion as to

the disposition of the Eajput Girasias of Gujarat in

regard to the use of opium for non-medical purposes is

that they look on the drug as a necessary of life. In

Tod's Rajasthan I find it stated that "opium to the
" Rajput is more necessary than food," and I am
inclined to think that much the same might be said of

the Girasias of Gujarat. If it were possible to prohibit

opium entirely, it is difficult to say exactly what the

result would be ; but it would be something extremely

serious and might mean the physical ruin of a race to

whom it has become an absolute essential. It would

also mean, as I am informed, that the consumption of

liquor would greatly increase. Although the Girasias

admit that excessive consumption is most harmful,

there is amongst them, so far as I am aware, no feeling

whatever against the use of opium in moderate quanti-

ties and they would be altogether at a loss to under-

stand the need for doing away entirely with the habit
of opium eating in which they have indulged from time
immemorial. The prohibition of the sale of opium
would be regarded by the Girasias with the utmost
disfavour.

22.697. Supposing prohibition were carried out and
taxation became necessary, how wonld they regard it P^
There can I think be no doubt whatever that the
Rajput Girasias of Gujarat would be moat unwilling to
bear even in part the cost of prohibitive measures. So
long as they continue to regard opium in the light they
do now, they would consider it the greatest of
hardships to be deprived of the drug, and they would
certainly not be willing to pay for such deprivation.

22.698. What is your opinion with regard to the
proposition that the sale of opium should be prohibited
in British India except for medical purposes P—In my
opinion the sale of opium in British India, except for
medical purposes, should npt be prohibited. I consider
such prohibition would be in the first place unjustifiable
and in the second impracticable. Unjustifiable because
to certain classes and individuals opium has become a
necessary of life, and it has not been shown that
moderate consumption is harmful, and impracticable
because it would not in my opinion be possible, in view
of the necessity for a supply of the drug, to prevent its

being either illicitly grown or smuggled. Amongst
the Rajput Girasias of Gujarat, for instance, unless
the prohibition were extended to the Native States in
Kathiawar and to the Baroda State it would be value-
less in the adjacent British districts ; and even if the
prohibition were so extended it is difficult to see how
the cultivation of the poppy could be altogether
stopped in the Native States, where the chiefs would
probably be at least indifferent and when the demand
both in the State and the adjacent districts Would be so

great and so urgent.

22.699. How do you think the Native States would
I'egard a request to them to prohibit cultivation P—

I

fancy they would regard it as being a thing which
would be unju.stifiable to their own subjects.

22.700. Do you think that there is any change of

fashion or change of feeling going on with regard to

the consumption of opium. Some witnesses have said
that they think the use of opium is going out ?

—

Speaking of the Talukdars, f think the number who
now consume opium habitually is considerably less

than it was a geuei'ation ago. That is partly due to an
increase in the price, and partly, I should say, to the
influence of education.

22.701. Do you think the decrease in the number of
people who consume opium has been accompanied with
any increase in the number of those who consume
alcohol P—That I am not prepared to say. I fancy
there is more alcohol drunk now, but whether it is

amongst the people who were originally opium con-
sumers I cannot say.

22.702. I suppose the Girasias, particularly the
richer ones, are inclined to spend lazy lives, are they
not P—-Yes.

22.703. And it is among a class of that kind that the

excessive use of stimulants is most to be expected ?

—

Probably.

22.704. Have you seen many who have absolutely

ruined themselves by excessive use of opium P—Yery
few indeed.

22.705. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You have said that

opium is a necessary of life and later on, in answer to

the Chairman, you said that the use of opium is on the

decrease. There must be many people who do not

take opium, would you not therefore modify your
general assertions ?—I mean that many of these people

have got into the habit of eating opium from one cause

or another, and they find in that way it has become a

necessary. The necessity would be stopped by
prohibition.

22.706. You say the price of opium has increased;

the people cannot afford to take it, so in that sense it is

not considered as a necessary of life _P—It is not a

necessary of life in the sense that bread is.

22.707. They like it, and those who can afford it can

take to it ?—It is a necessity of social life amongst the

Girasias.

22.708. Those who do not like it can do without it ?

—Yes, those who have never taken to the habit.

R 4

Mr. H. O.
Quinn.

1 Feb. 1894
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Mr. H. O. 22,709. (Mr. Fcase.) I presume you mean that it

Quinn. would be a necessary of life very much in the sense

that a smoker's pips iDeoomes a necessary of life ?—No.
7 Feb. 1894. J consider it would be a much greater necessity of life— than a pipe. It is an absolute necessity with those

who have begun the habit. A great many take opium
to begin with as medicine ; but by the time they have
finished their course of medicine they have become
confirmed opium eaters and unable to give it up.

22,710. We have had evidence of cases where men
are necessarily obliged to give up opium and that while

it creates a great deal of discomfort for a time it does
not permanently injure the health?— Thai is not the
opinion the people hold themselves. I have asked the
question several times, and the answer that I at once
get is that they will die.

22.711, But you have not heard of anybody who did
die P—No.

22.712. Their saying that they will dio is very much
like the Irishman saying that he will bo Icilt P—I am
afraid they go through a great deal more suffering than
the Irishman does when he says that.

The witness withdrew.

Khan Bahadur
Bahmanji E,

Modi.

Khan Bahadur Bahmanji E. Mow called in and examined.

22.713. {(lliainnan.) I believe you are District Deputy
Collector of Kaira?—Yes.

22.714. What experienbe have you had with regard
to the cultivation of opium by the different races of

people in your district ?—T have been a deputy collector

for 23 years, and I am personally acquainted with the
opium-consuming races in the Kaira, Ahmedabad,
Panch Mahals, and Broach districts of Gujarat.

22.715. Have you anything to say as to the moral
and physical condition of opium consumers ?—I am
positively of opinion that no bad effect is produced on
the moral or physical condition of the people by the
consumption of opium. On the contrary it has had a
good effect in preventing them from resorting to

alcohol. The majority of consumers believe it keeps
them in good health if taken in moderation. Oases of

excess are very rare, but of course in such cases the

consumer's bodily health and his mind are wrecked,
but even then it is a question whether he would not
have become worse if he had had resort to gaiija or

alcohol, if opium had not been available.

22.716. How would people regard the use of opium
for non-medical purposes ?—The use of opium for non-
medical purposes is not considered by the people as a
bad thing. The majority of the people of India are not

addicted to opium, alcohol, or ganja, and those who do
not use opium do not show any repugnance to those

who do.

22.717. How would peojile regard new taxation to

meet the cost of prohibitive measures ?—The people

would certainly not be willing to bear in whole or in

part the cost of any prohibitive measure. It would, in

nay opinion, be a grave political error to saddle them
with any such cost.

22.718. How do you regard any suggestion that

opium should be prohibited except for medical pur-

poses ?—The sale of opium, except for medical purposes,

should not be prohibited either in British India or in

Native States. It would be impossible to make rules

deciding who should be according to native ideas

regarded as medical practitioners.

22.719. Supposing total prohibition to be impractic-

able have you any suggestions to offer ?—Total prohibi-

tion is impracticable. I consider that the present
system for regulating and restricting the opium trafBo

and raising revenue is all that can be desired.

22.720. Ton say that it would be impossible to make
rules deciding who should be regarded as medical prac-
titioners ; in those districts of Bombay with which you
are acquainted are there any class of medical prac-
titioners who practise in the villages ? — There are
Mahommedan Hakims as they are called and Hindu
Yaids. They have their own native systems of

medicine.

22.721. Are they hereditary Hakims or do they set

up practice for themselves F—They were formerly
mostly hereditary, but now they set up for themselves.
There are now many quacks also, but the people do
believe in them, otherwise those folks would not have
been able to live.

22.722. Are there Pansaris in the villages ?—There
are in the large villages.

22.723. They sell all kinds of drugs ?—Yes.
22.724. What sort of people are these druggists

; arc
they well-to-do or poor people P—They are moderately
well-to-do.

22.725. Do they sell anything besides drugs?—In
large towns there are druggists who sell nothing else

])ut drugs, but in small places they sell grain and other
IhmgH and they sell those sort of drugs as extra.

22.726. In Bombay is there any rule about the sale of

arsenic or other poisons ?—Yes, there are regulations.
The druggists have to keep registers of the persons to
whom they sell these poisonous articles. There is a
Poisons Act in the Bombay Presidency,

22.727. Does that apply to villages as well as towns ?

—It applies everywhere.

22.728. A man must not sell poisons without keeping
a register?—That is so, and he must take down certain
pai ticulars as to the use for which the poison is pur-
chased, and the purchase)- signs his own name in the
register with his own hand. The books are examined
regularly by the officials,

22.729. Do yon know what poisons are included?

—

The list is given in the Poisons Act, I cannot remember
just now what poisons are mentioned. Arsenic is the
chief and there are the compounds of mercury, also
nux vomica and verdigris,

22.730. Do you know what the Act is ?~I think it is

III, of 1866 or 1807,

22.731. Are those shops generally confined to towns?—Yes, to towns generally,

22.732. There are very few in the villages ?—I should
say none. I do not know of any in the villages of the
districts in which I have served. In the towns of Matar
and Borsad there are no shops for selling poisonous
drugs.

22,73:;. Is opium eating or drinking at all common
among the Parsis ?—Drinking is not at all common,
but there are some Parsis who do take opium. I know
some among my own relations even, but other people
would not notice that they are opium eaters.

22.734. Opinions have been expressed that the fashion
of opium-eating is dying out, have you seen anything
to indicate that?—As far as my observation goes I do
not think that it is going out.

22.735. Not even among the English educated class ?—The English educated classes have not taken to
opium, so that I cannot say it has gone out with regard
to them. It never existed among the English-speaking
people.

22.736. There are various classes of people who are
now taking to English education who did not take to
English education before ?—Yes.

22.737. So that perhaps some of those people would
belong to the classes who used to take opium? I think
the children of those who used to take opium are not
educated, in English generally. Eor instance, the sons
of the G-iasias are not educated in English, but among
the Talukdars there are many young people who are
educated in English. They have taken to alcohol but
not to opium.

22.738. (Mr. Pease.) How is the habit of taking opium
looked upon by the Parsis ?—It is looked upon with
indifference by them. They have not any positive
dislike to those who take opium,

22.739. Is it looked upon as a good habit ?—It is not
looked upon as a good habit

_;
and I may go further and

say that those who take opium do not say that it is a
good habit. They admit that it is not a good habit,

22.740. But as a body the Parsis are not favourable
to the opium habit ?—No.

22.741. You have expressed the opinion that opium
consumption has a good effect in preventing people
from resorting to alcohol; would you tell me upon
what you ground that?—The Girasias who are educated
in English have taken to alcohol. People must have
some sort of stimulant

; and I think if they leave off
opium they will take to alcohol. Those who have plenty
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of time on hand would like to have some sort of
stimulant.

22.742. Have you observed the case of anyone who
has been prevented from taking opium, and who has
taken to alcohol as a consequence P—1 have known
such cases. One case was in Cutoh. I know the case
of a Mahomedan gentleman whom 1 cannot name. He
was in the Jiabit of taking opium, and he was prevented
from doing that, and he then took to alcohol. I know
also of the case of a man in Dholka. ' I took a great
interest in that man. I stopped his opium, the result
was he took to drinking, and he become worse. He was
a young man, and was what you might call a wreck.
Whether it was from the effects of alcohol or opium I

do not know.

22.743. Do you mean that those who have taken
opium in excess if the opium were stopped would take
to alcohol, or do you mean that moderate consumers of

opium would take to alcohol if their opium was stopped P

—If they leave off opium they will take to some other
intoxicating thing. It would not matter much whether
they were taking opium in large or in small quantities.

22.744. You know that intoxicating drink is forbid-

den both to the Mahomedans and to the Hindus. Do
you think if they were to give up opium they would
take to alcohol ?—The lower classes of Hindus are not
prevented from taking alcohol, and many Mahomedans
openly take alcohol. The gentleman that I mentioned,
who was in Dholka, is a Mahomedan, and he has taken
to alcohol.

22.745. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Have you experience
of the results of opium eating, and when people take to

it generally ?—If they take opium in moderation there
is not any bad effect. If they take it in excess they go
on from bad to worse, and become what are called

wrecks. When young men begin to take opium they
do so generally on account of getting into bad com-
pany. These people are vicious in other respects also,

and the result is the ruin of their health and of their

intellectual powers. I do not think that they acquire
any vicious habits, such as thieving or lying, when
they are in good circumstances. It is poverty aggra-
vated by inability to work owing to the excessive use
of the drug that produces the deterioration and the
ruin of their morals. These opium wrecks are gene-
rally persons who suffer from other vicious habits and
diseases, and it is not opium that produces these accom-
panying habits. These generally existed before the
use of opium began. The opium eaters, such as

Girasias, cultivators, and labourers, do not take opium
in excess, and they do not suffer any evil effects. They
themselves admit that they would like to break off the
habit, but are unable to do so, although I have observed

that in the gaols the habit can be broken. At the same
time it should be observed that whenever they are let
out they take to it again. The dearness of the price of
opium has no doubt deterred several persons from con-
tracting the habic ; but the present price is in my
opinion sufficiently high. Any further increase in the
price would be unjust and an unnecessary restriction
on the liberty of the people. The minimum guarantee
system did not in my opinion increase the consumption.
There is a great difference betwoen liquor shops where
liquor is drunk on the premises or in the vicinity,
where the shopkeepers can induce the customers to
take more and more, and opium shops. The opium
eater generally does not exceed his usual quantity. He
purchases it, goes to_ his house, and takes it at the
fixed time. The minimum guarantee system was of
great use in putting an effective check upon smuggling,
which is carried on on an extensive scale. The licensed
shopkeepers, under the screen of licenses, smuggle
large quantities, more than double or treble what they
took from the Government Dep6ts. My impression
about the prohibition of the cultivation of opium in
Panch Mahals in 1878, is that it has not materially re-
duced the consumption of opium in that district.
Although before 1878 opium was very cheap, it was
not consumed largely. In 1879 we had to give some
compensation to the Thakur of Limri on account of
the prohibition of opium cultivation on his lands, and
also on account of the failure of the rains in that year.
One Ohandu shop was opened at Broach, hut it failed.

22.746. Do you take any stimulant as a habit ?—No.

22.747. Will you not modify your assertion that
everybody must have a stimulant?—I do not say
everybody ; I say most people.

22.748. Then it is not must. Those who like it may
take to it, but not everybody must have it P—It is

rather difficult to judge other people by ourselves.

22.749. Ton think that the generality of the people
require a stimulant ?—Yes.

22,760. Those who are not so learned, or so sober,
and do not improve their ideas as you do would of
course think that they must have something P—It is

not all people who can have command over their
inclinations.

22.751. So that it is not the case that everybody must
take it as a necessary thing p—It is a difficult question,
hut I should say that stimulants are, as a rule,

necessary with the majority of mankind.

22.752. That is your personal view P—Yes. There are
many people who take alcohol, and whenever I argue
with them they always say that they find it necessary,
although I myself do not think it necessary for myself.

Khan
Bahadur

Bahmanji F..

Modi.

7 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

BiAO Bahadur Saedak Bechakdas Vehaeidas called in and examined.

22,753. {Chairman.)
Nadiad ?—Yes.

I believe you are Desai of

22.754. What are the duties of a Desai P—He is a
medium between the Government and the tenants.

22.755. Have you any magisterial powers P—I was
an honorary magistrate, but I am not doing the duty
now.

22.756. What opportunities have you had of obtaining
information with regard to the consumption of opium,
and in what districts ?—I am well acquainted with the
British districts of Kaira, Ahmedabad, Broach, Panch
Mahals, the Gaikwari Mahals of Baroda and Petlad,
and the State of Cambay. In all these districts opium
eaters are found among all classes, but owing to the
enhanced price of opium the numbers are greatly
diminished, being, in my opinion, only about one-fourth
of what they formerly were.

22.757. What in your experience is the effect of the

consumption of opium on the moral and physical con-

dition of the people P—I do not think that the moderate
consumption of opium in a regular way produces any
bad effect on the moral or physical condition of the

people.

22.758. Do you think there are are many oases of the

excessive use of opium P—Yes. Those persons who
take it excessively do not keep their moral and physical

condition properly.

22.759. Out of a hundred consumers how many take

it in excess ?—Before the duty was raised more than

O 82588.

10 per cent, were excessive eaters, but at present we
have not got more than one or two in a thousand
consumers.

22.760. Do yon think the people of India would
approve of the Government prohibition of the use of

opium P—They would not like to have prohibition.

22.761. What do you think their feelings would be

if Government not only prohibited opium, but put an
additional taxation to meet the cost p

—
'I'he people

would not be in a position to bear the cost of prohi-

bitive measures.

22.762. Do you think it would create any violent and
strong feeling?—No doubt it would, At present,

according to the general talk of the people, they are

all crying out that Government is going to abolish the

sale and cultivation of opium, and they are all un-

willing to see these measures taken by the Govern-

ment.

22.763. If the British Government prohibited the use

of opium in its own districts, do you think it could

prohibit it in the Native States ?—No.

22.764. Supposing total prohibition to be imprac-

ticable, can you suggest any change in the system at

present followed for regulation and restricting the

opium traffic and from raising a revenue therefrom p

—

There is no necessity to take any measures for restrict-

ing the opium, but if Government are inclined to do

so, the end in view would be to a great extent obtained

by increasing the present duty on opium, and by

Rao Bahadur
Sardar

Bechardas
Veharidas.
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liao Bahadur
Sardar
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Veharidas.

7 Feb. 1894.

Mr. Motibhai
Haghunathji
Pandia.

decreasing tho quantity which may be licitly kept by
one person from twj tolas to one, and by reducing the

number of opium shops. But the effect of this would
be to drive opium consumers to alcohol or other
stimulant.

22.765. Which do you think is the most pernicious

thing—opium or alcohol P—Alcohol.

22.766. Tou state that in your opinion the opium
eaters are only abovit one-fourth of what they formerly
were. Do you think that that is a good thing?—

I

think the less intoxication there is the better.

22.767. Do you think it is a good thing, and do you
not rejoice at theirbeing only one fourth of the number
of opium consumers that there used to be P—Tes.

27.768. Do you think statistics would confirm your
view as to the reduction of the quantity consumed P—

I

have no statistics with me, but I am of opinion that the
number of opium eaters has been lessened on account
of the duty being raised.

22.769. Tou suggest increasing the present duty on
opium and decreasing the quantity which may be
licitly kept; would you advise that?—That is only by
experience. When Government first increased the
duty the number of opium eaters was lessened. The
Government has given education to the people, and at

the present time they are not so much in favour of

taking opium. They see in the books they read the
vices of opium eating and how opium eaters are
suffering. The new generation is not taking so much
opiu.m. The taste of opium is bitter, and therefore
they prefer alcohol as a stimulant.

22.770. You do not recommend at the present time
that the price should be raised or that the quantity
should be decreased, but you think the time may come
when it would be wise to carry that out ?—Tes.

22.771. What makes you think that persons would
take to alcohol if they gave up opium P—I am not well

acquainted with those who have left opium and gone to

alcohol, but the customs and company of the new
generations lead them to alcohol. There is the entice-

ment of other friends which induces them to take
alcohol.

22.772. Tou think that persons of the class who used
to take opium will take alcohol in the future ?—Tes.

22.773. Ha^e you known persons who have given up
opium and taken to alcohol as a stimulant in its place ?

—I have heard of many cases. I know of certain
princes who used to take opium, but they have given it

up, and they prefer alcohol as a stimulant.

22.774. (Mr. Ha/ridas Veharidas.) Perhaps you know
the quantity of opium used in connexion with the cere-
monies and the social gatherings on the death of your
grandfather, and also on the death of your father

;

from that would you say that there was a decrease in

the consumption of opium ?—My grandfather died in
1851 or 1852. In that year, I suppose, nearly three
maunds of opium were consumed for the purpose of
treating the guests.

22.775. And how much was consumed at the death of
your father ?—My father died in 1881, and in that year
not more than 10 lbs. were used by the guests.

22.776. Tou also know that there are many social
occasions when kasumbha is offered to the guests. Have
you noticed any decrease in the amount of opium used
on those occasions ?—Tes, there has been a great
decrease. Formerly when there was a marriage people
would come from the villages to visit us and we were
obliged to give them kasumbha, but nowadays when
people come to meet us and we order our servants to
bring kasumbha and offer to the guests they say that
no one is drinking opium. When there is a marriage
procession, or anything of the kind, and people come
to visit uB, kasumbha, used to be given before they
commenced eating, but now that practice is abandoned
and nobody is taking opium in that way.

The witness withdrew.

Mb. Motibhai Eaghunathji Pandia called in and examined.

22.777. {Chairman.) Tou are the President of the
Nadiad Municipality, Kaira District P—Tes.

22.778. Have you been long President?—Nearly 4
years.

22.779. Will you state what your experience has been,
and what you know of the habit of the consumption of

opium ?—I am acquainted with several parts of Gujarat,

and have a particular knowledge of the Kaira District,

in which I reside. Opium consumers are found among
all classes of the people. The Rajputs and Dharalas are
the chief consumers. It is usually eaten in the raw
state or drunk as kasumba. It is very rarely smoked in

the parts with which I am acquainted. It is used by
several castes at marriage and funeral ceremonies, and
is also given in very small quantities as medicine to

infants.

22.780. What is your opinion as to the eifects of the
habit ?—I am of opinion that taken in moderation it

does not cause any bad effect, moral or physical, on the
condition of the people. On the contrary, if wholesome
food is also taken, it is beneficial. In excess it is

injurious both morally and physically. It acts as a
stimulant to labourers when taken in small doses.

22.781. Do you think it would excite discontent if

Government were to prohibit the use of opium?—The
general tendenc}' of the people is not to discontinue the
use of opium for non-medical purposes.

22.782. What would they think if it were proposed
that they should give it up?—They will be totally

unwilling to bear any portion of the cost of prohibitive
measures.

22.783. What would Native States think if they were
asked to prohibit opium ?—It is not desirable to prohibit
the sale of opium, except for medical purposes, in
British India, either in the interests of habitual con-
sumers or that of trade. As I think the sale should
not be prohibited in British India, the same is my opinion
as regards prohibition in Native States.

22.784. I suppose there are a certain number of
excessive consumers, are there not, who do themselves
harm ?—I have no personal knowledge of excessive use.

22.785. Are you a Brahmin?—Tes.
22.786. Brahmins never have ased opium much ? No,

formerly they did not use it, but nowadays they do.

22.787. Do people who have had an English education
take to opium ?—No, I have not heard of them takino-
opium, but sometimes I have heard they take alcohol."

22.788. Do you think the present system of regulating
the use of opium that exists in British India can be
improved in any way—can you suggest any improve-
ment ?—No, I do not know of any new system.

22.789. (Mr. Earidas Veharidas.) When you say " the
''^ general tendency of the people is not to' discontinue

the use of opium except for non-medical purposes,"
do you mean that the people have increased their use of
opium, or that they would not like to see prohibition of
the use of opium except for medical purposes ?—I mean
the prohibition of the use for non-medical purposes
not the increased use of it.

'

The witness withdrew.

Rao Bahadur
Ranchodlal
Chotalal,

CLE.

Rao Bahadub Ranchodlal Ohotalal, C.I.E., called in and examined

22.790. (Chairman.) I think you are President of the
Municipality, Ahmedabadp— Yes.

22.791. And a member of the Legislative Council ?

Tes, a non-official member.

22.792. Tou have received the honour of the
Companionship of the Indian Empire P—Tes.

22.793. What in your opinion is the eflTect of the use
of opium?—The effect of opium on the moral and

physical condition of the people is not good. Some
people consider that a little opium does good in old ao-e
but I have seen many instances in which very old
people have kept their health very well without opium
or any other kind of intoxicant.

22,794. What do you think the general feeling of the
people is in respect to the use of opium ?—I consider
that the general disposition of the people is against the
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use of opium for non-medical purposes, alttougli there
are certain classes of people witli whom it is customary
to offer opium to their guests. As education extends,
and opium becomes dearer, this practice seems to be
diminishing.

22.795. WTiat would the people say if the Government
put on an extra taxation to meet the loss ?—I think
that the people will not be willing to bear in whole or
in part the cost of prohibitive measures.

22.796. In your opinion is it advisable that the British
Government should prohibit the use of opium except
for medical purposes P—Total prohibition of the sale of
opium in British India is not advisable, because of the
outcry it will create amongst consumers, but I think
that its consumption should be gradually curtailed.

22.797. Do you think the Native States would agree
to it ?—In some of the Native States the consumption
o£ opium is greater than in British India, and it will,

therefore, be more difficult to extend the prohibition to

them.

22.798. What measures would you suggest for im-
proving the present system ?—1 would suggest the
gradual raising of the selling price of opium so as to

dissuade people frona beginning the habit of using
opium. At the same time Government should adopt
every practicable measure to prevent opium-smuggling.

22.799. Ton said that yon have seen many instances
in which very old people have kept their health very
well without opium or any other kind of intoxicant

;

have you not seen also many people who take opium
and keep their health very well to a great age P—Tes

;

but those who take a moderate quantity, and can afford

to have proper nourishment with it, are able to keep
their health well ; but the poor people who cannot have
nourishing diet with it do suffer in their constitution.
That is my opinion.

22.800. Are there many consumers among your work-
people in the mills P—There are some. We generally
employ women and children more, and with them, I
think, the great curse is alcohol. Perhaps that is doing
more harm than opium. There are very few opium
eaters, and we have never had any person dismissed on
account of opium eating. Many were dismissed on
account of alcohol. Out of the three chief sources of
intoxication I consider alcohol the worst ; the next is

ganja, and the third is opium. They are all bad things
;

but there are degrees, in my opinion.

22.801. Were the people who had to be dismissed for

the abuse of alcohol common workpeople or people in
the position of overseers ?—Both sorts. The higher and
lower classes of people. Those taking country liquor.

22.802. I suppose the people who, perhaps, are most
given to the use of opium are the Eajputs Girasias ?

—

I think the Kolia, who are inferior Girasias. I think
they are more among the classes of Hindus at
Gujarat. They are consuming more opium than the
other classes.

22.803. These are people who live in the country
villages ?—Tes. Some of them live here, but most of
them live outside. I observe that the custom of eating
opium is diminishing

; it is less than it was in former
days. Those who' have an English education do not
like opium eating. Though their parents are opium
eaters the children give it up; but unfortunately if

they are not under proper control those young people
will go to alcohol. It is not because they have left

opium that they are obliged to take to alcohol, but it is

the change of education, the change of example, that
now induces them to go to the other kind of thing.

22.804. A sort of change of fashion P—Tes.

22,806. I suppose if the price of opium were raised
very much it would be very difficult to stop smuggling,
would not it ?—I do not think it would be so difficult as
some people suppose, because at present the temptation
to smuggle is not small. Opium is not bulky, it can
easily be smuggled, and Government require to be very
vigilant and very careful in detecting it. If the price is

raised a little more I do not think it will be much more
difficult to prevent smuggling. It will have a very
good effect on the new generation, because as they
cannot afford to pay a very high price, they will not
contract a habit of opium eating. The unfortunate
people who have got the habit will not be able to give
it up, but their children will. If you go into a village

and ask why the habit is not so common as it was, one
of the reasons they give is, " It is too dear for us now
" to take to opium eating ; we do without it." This

doarness has had some effect on the total consumption,
and the total cons umption will further decrease. Of
course a little exertion might be required on the part of
the officers to prevent smuggling, but it is not very diffi-

cult. Of course I would not say put a very high duty
at once, but it might be a little increased. Those who
have unfortunately got the habit might be treated
differently. That is the only way I can see how it

can be curtailed.

22.806. {Mr. Pease.) Do you think there has beeu
injury or benefit to the general health by the decrease
in the habit of taking opium through the increased
price P—There has been no injury through giving up
the habit of opium eating. I do not think the people
do suffer. It is in particular diseases, such as asthma,
that it does good as a medicine ; but for a person
enjoying good health it does no good in my opinion.

22.807. Do you approve of the alteration of the law
deing away with the minimum guarantee, and the
selling of licences P—Tes, I approve.

22.808. Perhaps you can tell me what your experience
isP—The minimum guarantee means this— it creates a
motive for the person who takes the farm to sell a
particular quantity. If he is not able to sell that
quantity, he has to pay a penalty, so that he will try to
induce people to purchase as much as he possibly can.

When that is taken away he will work more honestly,
and in a more straightforward way. Therefore, I

think the abolition of the minimum guarantee system
has been a benefit as regards opium in this district. 1
think there is no reason why it should be reimposed.

22.809. Ton agree with the evidence given by Mr.
Lely, that the effect has been good ?—I was not present
at the time he gave his evidence ; but I think it is

good. It will curtail the consumption a little. There
will be no temptation for any middleman to increase the
consumption.

22.810. (Ghcdrmwn.) How do you think the vendors
could increase the consumption ?—In the case of alcohol
they could increase the number of shops, or do some-
thing or other that way.

22.811. Would the vendor be allowed to open more
shops P—It depends on the magistrate. With the
magistrate's permission the vendor can open more or

less.

22.812. Without opening more shops do you think
the vendors can sell more P—In the case of opium they
cannot do so ; but they can do a very great deal of

harm in the way of alcohol It is very true that a

person who takes opium would not take more than his

usual dose, but he can gradually increase it.

22.813. All shopkeepers will sell as much as they can,

will they not ?—Tes, because they get profit.

22.814. How did the minimum guarantee make the

vendor sell more than he otherwise would p—He would
exert himself more if the interest was created for him
to do so. He would not care if he was not suffering

any penalty—he would be rather indifferent whether he
sold a little more or lees. It would not matter much as

he would only lose his profit ; but here besides losing his

profit, he would have to suffer a penalty.

22.815. But the principle was, was not it, that the

sum of the minimum guarantee vend, should be fixed

after inquiry as to the amount that had been sold in

past years ?—Tes, but it is liable to abuse.

22.816. If the system was worked properly it would

be fair enough, but it is liable to be used unfairly ; is

that what you mean ?—Tes.

22.817. The system was intended to stop smuggling P

—To stop smuggling, and create an interest for the

middleman to stop smuggling and other things.

22.818. (Mr. Ea/ridas Veha/ridas.) Do you not think

that if opium were prohibited except for medical pur-

poses, the people would take to alcohol, which you con-

sider to be a more vicious habit P—I have not observed

any case of that kind,—that a person who has left

opium has gone direct to alcohol. There are a certain

class of people—the Patidars, Brahmins, and high-class

people— who will take opium without any objection,

but they will not go to alcohol if opium is stopped.

22.819. But if opium were stopped, and there was no

supply of opium for those who use it, do you not think

those people would take to alcohol ?—Mahomedans or

high-class Hindus would not take to alcohol, on account
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of their religion. They would take to bhang or some
other kind of intoxicant.

22.820. But there are some Mahomedans and
Hindus who take alcohol P—The respectable people do
not take it openly

; they do it secretly.

22.821. When there is a probability that they may
take to alcohol, do you not think some stringent measures
are necessary in regard to that before opium is dealt
with ?—T. am of that opinion. Before Government takes
any active measures about the prohibition of opium they
should take Pome steps to stop alcohol among the
Indian people. If they did this it would be considered
a great boon by the people.

22.822. {Mr. Pease.) You gave us your views with
regard to the minimum guarantee ; will you also tell us

what your views are with regard to the selling of
licences by auction p—I do not think that is a good
thing at all. I have given it as my opinion that as
regards alcohol Government should give licences—that
the middlemen or farmers should not be employed.

22,823. What is your view with regard t3 the selling
of licences for opium P—I do not know about opium. I
have not seen much injury done by the middlemen as
regards opium; but as regards liquor shops Govern-
ment is losing a good deal, and are stimulating the
consumption.

22,824. (Chairman.)
farmer ?—Yes.

By middlemen you mean the

22,825. And he has under him shop-sellers P—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Rao Bahadur
Chujiilal

Venilal,

Kao Bahadur Ohunilal Venilal called in and examined.

22.826. (Ghairman.) You have served Government for

a good many years, I think P—44 years in four col-

lectorates, in Thana, Ahmedabad, Kaira, and Broach as

deputy-collector.

22.827. You are now pensioned P—Yes.

22.828. \Yhat class of people is the use of opium
most common amongst p—The use of opium is most
prevalent among Bajputs, Girasias, Musalmans, Kolis,
Bhats, Charans, and Ghadris. The Kunbis and some
members of the higher castes use it less freely.

22.829. What is the distinction between Girasias and
Bajputs P—Some of the Girasias are of Rajput caste.

They are called Girasias because they enjoy gias and
water allowance from Government. They are the
cultivators. A Girasia would not give his daughter
in marriage to a Eajpat, but a Rajput would to a
Girasia.

22.830. What are the Ghadris P—They are a class of
buj'ers who go about to different Girasias.

22.831. (Mr.Earidas Veharidas.) What are Charans P

—Charans, Ghadris, and Bhats are nearly alike.

22.832. {Gkairman.)Wha,t is your experience as to the
effects of the opium habit p—I consider the moderate
use of opium to be beneficial expecially in the old age,

and in checking diseases of various kinds. It sharpens
the intellect and strengthens the system. It does not
produce disease. The moral condition of the opium
consumer is certainly much better than that of the
user of alcohol.

22.833. Did you ever find it necessary to take it

yourself p—Only on one occasion when I had to travel

9 miles in a monsoon. The road was impassable for a

cart, and as I could not get a pony I had to walk. I saw
I would not be able to do the journey ; but Iwas advised

to take a small piU of opium, and with great reluctance

I took it. I performed the journey of 9 miles on foot,

and at the end I did not feel fatigued.

22.834. How would the people regard an order of

Government prohibiting the use of opium except for

medical purposes ?—In my opinion the people consider

the prohibition of opium for non-medical purposes a
grievous interference, and they would be most un-

willing to bear, in whole, or in part, the cost of

prohibitive measures.

22.835. I suppose you would consider that the sale of
opium should not be prohibited P—In my opinion the
sale of opium, except for medical purposes, in British

India should not be prohibited. Such a prohibition

could not be extended to Native States. It would be
undesirable, both politically and financially. I do
not suggest any change in the present system for

regulating and restricting the opium traffic, and for

raising revenue therefrom.

22.836. Do you think the present system of Excise
is good, or can you suggest any improvement ?—

I

think the present system is good. They are gradually
improving it, and perhaps may find room for still

further improvement hereafter. I do not think the
system has reached perfection yet.

22.837. How do you regard the abolition of the
minimura vend guarantee ?—I think it cuts both ways.
The minimum guarantee system is in one way good
and in another way bad. The abolition of it is also one
way good and in another way bad. For instance, if
the system was in force, it would be the business of the
farmer to see that his sale came up to the amount
guaranteed, and that illicit opium is not imported. In
another way, perhaps, he might try and extend his sale
so as to bring it up to the amount stipulated by him.
So in one way it was injurious, and in another way it

was beneficial. The abolition was also beneficial and
injurious. When a farmer had to sell his opium up to
the amount guaranteed by him, of course he would
stimulate the sale.

22.838. Properly worked, the sum guaranteed ought
always to be less than the probable sales, ought not it p—Yes, that was the intention of the rule.

22.839. If that intention was properly carried out,
then, I suppose, there would be no disadvantages in the
rule P—No.

22.840. On the other hand, the advantage is that it
gives the licensed vendor a strong reason for not
buying smuggled opium ?—Yes.

22.841. {Mr. Pease.) It would have the effect, would
it not, during the earlier months of the period, of
making the licensed vendor anxious to sell a large
quantity of opium, in order to make sure that at the
end of his term he had got up to the quantity
stipulated ?—The sale would not depend upon the
months. Sometimes one shopkeeper might be able to
sell 10 times more than another shopkeeper in the
neighbourhood. Owing to one or two marriages or
deaths among the Rajputs and Girasias, they may
require a large quantity of opium.

22.842. You say you consider a moderate quantity of
opium to be beneficial; you do not take it yourself.
Would you advise other people to follow the course yoii
have adopted P—I would advise other people not to
take opium for pleasure, but I certainly should advise
them to take it if they needed it.

22.843. You would advise people to abstain fromopmm except when they require it for health?—Of
course healthy people do take it in very small quan-
titles. I should say that in moderation the minimum
quantity is 3 grains, and the maximum, 9 grains. It
does a great deal of good to people who take that
quantity. I have known several cases in which people
suffering from asthma, consumption, and bowel com-
plaints have checked those diseases by taking opium
Opium IS not good when taken for pleasure's sake • but
everything is bad. Alcohol is bad, ganja is bad, b'han"
IS bad

;
and I should say that daily food is bad—if

taken in excess it might cause indigestion.

22.844. {Chairman.) Which of those drugs do youthmk the most injurious p—Alcohol ; next gania, and
then opium, if taken m excess, but not in moderation

The witness withdrew.
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Darasha Hoemasji Baeia called in and examined.

22,846. (Chairman.) You are, I think. Chief Medical
Officer, Dhrangadra Slate, Kathiawarp—Yes.

22.846. What school of medicine do you belong to —
are you a graduate of the Grant Medical College,
Bombay P—Yes.

22.847. Will you state what opportunities you hare
had of observing the use of opium among the people ?—I have been connected with this State for the last 12
years, and my experience as regards opium habit in
others extends over this period and is confined to this
State only.

_
The classes of people who generally resort

to the habitual use of opium are Eajputs, Khawas
(servant class,) Bharwads (shepherds), Kathis and
Charans (native bards). About 3 per cent, of the
population are opium habitufe. Besides this figure,
there are others who take it on special occasions, such
as marriage and death occasions, holidays and occasions
of reconciliation between two parties. Most of the
habitual consumers of opium contract the habit by
following the example of others, and some of them use
it for medical purposes, e.g., those suffering from
diarrhcBa, dysentery, colic, neuralgia, rheumatism,
asthma, &c. As far as my knowledge goes, opium is

not used as a prophylactic against malaria in this part
of the country. Most of the habitual consumers take
about five to seven grains morning and evening, i.e.,

about 15 grains per day. Some only use it in a solid
form, but most of them use it as a watery solution.
Hardly anybody smokes opium in this State.

22.848. You say " about 3 per cent, of the population "
;

do you mean 3 per cent, of the total population or 3 per
cent, of the adult males?—3 per cent, of the total
population itself.

22.849. Have you included in that the giving of it to
children P—No, not children : the habitual consumers
of opium.

22.850. What is your opinion of the habit upon the
people ?—As far as my experience goes, there is no
moral or physical deterioration of persons who take
opium habitually in a moderate quantity, but an regards
those who take it in a large quantity there is sooner or
later some lowering of the moral and physical powers.
As compared with the habit of taking alcohol, opium
taking is a less injurious habit, and the latter does not
tell upon the constitution so much as the former. Opium
even when taken in more than moderate quantity is far
less injurious in its immediate and subsequent effects

than alcohol also taken immoderately. Opium tends to
keep up the moral and physical stamina of persons who
use it in a moderate quantity. Its habitual use does not
tend to shorten life ; in fact some people seem to live

to a green old age who have been taking opium from
early manhood. After being once used to a habit of
taking opium the habit cannot be easily broken off.

If forced to so, the consumer suffers in constitution or
resorts to some other and more injurious narcotic
substances, such as alcohol, hemp, &c.

22.851. Do you think that the habit is going out as
education increases ?—I believe it is a little, but
decreasing if anything.

22.852. Is that decrease balanced by an increase in
the drinking of alcoholic liquor p—I cannot exactly
say.

22.853. How is the opium habit regarded by the
people P—As far as my experience goes the people in
general do not look down upon habitual opium con-

sumers, but in fact they are as a rule indiffert.nt to this
question. They would not like to put any restriction
on the sale or use of opium for purposes ..ther than
medical. Opium consumers are as a rule such an
innocent set of people, that they are hardly noticed in
a wrong light by the masses of people. On account of
these causes the people would have no reason to take
any prohibitive measures against the use and sale of
opium, much less to bear, in whole or in part, the
burden of any prohibitive measures that may be taken.

22.854. By "noticed in a wrong light "you mean, I
suppose, looked upon as wrong-doers ?—Yes.

22.855. Your opinion is that the sale of opium should
not be prohibited ?—No, it should not.

22.856. In the Native State in which you are employed
how would a request that they should prohibit opium be
regarded by the Durbar P—So far as I can see, the
Durbar would not take the request kindly.

<<
^?'^^'''- (^'- Pease.) You say " forced to give up opium

J
the consumer suflTers in constitution or resorts to

" some other more injurious narcotic substances," can
you tell us any instance you have known of that ?—If
people are forced to give up opium, they suffer from
diarrhoea or sleeplessness, or some other ailment.

22.858. I ask whether you can tell ns of cases where
this happened?—Yes, I have seen some cases like that
in which people who have been forced to give up opium
actually suflfered.

22.859. How were they forced to give up opium P

—

Their relations or friends may have induced them to
give up the habit, or sometimes people themselves give
up the habit; and then they either resort to opium
again or take some other narcotic substance, such as
hemp—something to stimulate them.

22.860. You have observed that that has been the
custom P—Yes.

22.861. You say that " opium consumers are an
" innocent set of people "

; do you mean that none of
the bad people are consumers of opium ?—I mean that
opium eating does not lead to crime.

22.862. Is it not a fact that some of the worst
characters are opium consumers p—Not so. The only
things that can be attributed to them are petty thefts
occasionally. As a rule they are people of good moral
character. Opium does not spoil their morals.

22.863. What is the practice of people of bad moral
character in regard to stimulants P—Alcohol spoils
the morals worse than anything else.

22.864. [Mr. Saridas Veharidas.) Perhaps you mean
to say that opium eaters are not immoral characters
because they eat opium ; do you mean to say that ?

Yes.

22.865. Their immorality is just the same as other
people's?—They have lower moral tone than the
others.

Mr. Varasha
Hormasji
Baria.

( Dhrangadra
State.)

7 Feb. 1894.

22.866. But total abstainers from any stimulant are
not, of course, immoral ?—Not for that reason only.

22.867. They are moral in the same way as other
people P^I mean to say that those who take opium are
not worse moral characters than others. In fact they
are a better-behaved set of people than those who
resort to other stimulants, other narcotics, such as
hemp and alcohol.

The witness withdrew.

Peabhashankae Makakaji Bhat called in and examined.

22.868. (Ghairman.) You are the Naib Diwan of the
Dhrangadra State in Kathiawar p—Yes.

22.869. What experience have you had of the con-
sumption of opium in Dhrangadra State P—I am
acquainted from my lifetime with the Dhrangadra
State, of which I am a native. From my experience I
state that generally Rajputs, their menials, Kathis,
Charans, cowherds, and shepherds, and also some
Mahomedans, Banias, Brahmins and others consume
opium in this State. About 3 per cent, of the popula-

tion are habitual consumers or the drug. There are

others who take it on special occasions, such as marriage,

death, festivals, &c., and also as a sign of reconciliation

between two parties. Most of the habitual consumers
have formed the habit by following the examples of

Mr. Prahha-
shankar

others, whilst some of them use it for medicinal Makaraji
purposes. Most of the habitual consumers take about Bhat.

10 to 15 grains per day. Some of them use it in solid (^Dhrangadra

form, but most of them use it in liquid form. Opium State.)

is very rarely smoked in this State. As far as my
experience goes moderate consumption of opium does
not deteriorate moral or physical condition of the
consumer, nor does it produce laziness or indolence.

It imparts more staying powers ; but excessive use of
the drug enervates the constitution and in some cases
perverts the moral senses. Moderate habitual use of
opium does not shorten life. In my opinion the people
of India are not disposed to have the use of opium
stopped for non-medical purposes. The people consider
opium as a harmless drug, and consequently its con-
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aumeJs a.'e not generally looked upon in any degrading
light. 1 he consumption ofopium having been generally
considere'l innocent, the people of India would not, in

my opinic n, be willing to bear in whole or in part the
cost of p'. ohibitive measures. In my opinion the sale

of opium in British India, for purposes even other than
medical, should not be prohibited, nor could such
prohibition be extended to the Native States with
which I am acquainted. Nor any further restrictions

in the production and sale of opium are desirable,

because such restrictions will prove calamitous to the

opium-eating people, and will give place to the use of
other alcoholic and harmful drugs. Nor in my opinion
the existing arrangements in regard to opium with the
Native States in Kathiawar could, with justice, be
terminated, even if it were thought desirable to impose
any further restrictions, on the production and sale of

opium in British India.

22.870. Are there any classes of people in your State
who are especially criminal—who commit burglaries or
robberies P—No, not any special class.

22.871. What is the commonest crime in your State P

—Thefts and robberies.

22.872. What sort of people generally commit rob-

beries ?—Generally Kolis.

22,87.3. Are Kolis opium eaters ?—Some of them

;

not all.

22,874. Do Kolis also drink alcohol ?—Most of them.

22,876. At what age do people generally take to

eating opium in your State P—At the age of 20.

22.876. Is not that very young to bake to eating

opium ?—They contract the habit by following the

examples of others. Their friends press them to do so,

and they are tempted.

22.877. Is it not a bad habit to take to at the age of

20 P—It is certainly bad.

22.878. Among 100 opium eaters, how many do you
think eat it in excess P—Only two or three.

22.879. Do many people take to it for pleasm-e, as a

luxury ; or do they take to it for their health ?—Some
of them take it for medicinal purposes, while others

take it for the purpose of getting more staying power
to enable them to work hard. Some people take it for

pleasure.

22.880. Do yon find that people who take opium in

excess are mostly amongst those who take it for plea-

sure P—Generally I find such cases amongst the lower
classes, as cowherds, shepherds ; not among well-to-do

classes.

22.881. Is that because they cannot feed themselves
properly, that opium does them harm P—Yes, generally

that is the reason.

22.882. Have you ever heard how it was that opium
came to be prohibited in Kathiawar ?—When the

Kathiawar Political Agency was first established,

Government prohibited the growth and sale of opium.

22.883. How did the British Government get suze-

rainty over Kathiawar P—The British Government
succeeded the Peshwa.

22,883a. After fighting the Peshwa, they succeeded
to his dominion the country p—By Treaty rights.

22.884. Have you anything else to say?—Yes, I am
instructed by His Highness to state that the views I

have expressed are also the views of the Dhrangadra
State.

22.885. {Mr. Haridas V'eliaridas .) If the British

Government ceased to supply you with the quantity of

opium agreed upon for the consumption of the State,

what would you do ?—We should request Government
to restore the status guo.

22.886. What was that ?—The Peshwa's State had a
right to grow and sell opium. That right should be
restored to the Kathiawar States.

22.887. That means the obligation would be cancelled P

Yes, when one part is cancelled, the other part is can-
celled, too

.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Lalubhai
Samaldas.
{Bhaunagar

State.)

Me. Lalubhai Samaldas, called in and examined.

22.888. {Ghairman.) 1 believe you are Eevenue Com-
missioner at Bhaunagar ?—Yea.

22.889. Your father was Diwan of the State ?—Yes,

and my brother is so at present.

22.890. What is the size of the Bhaunagar State P

—

About 2,860 square miles.

22.891. Can you tell us roughly what the gross

revenue is ?—About 40 lakhs.

22.892. Can you tell us anything about the opium
habit in the Bhaunagar State P—In this Bhaunagar
State the races that chiefly use opium are Eajputs,

Kathis, and Musalmans. Even amongst these races

the habit is, as far as I am aware, falling off. The new
generation therein is, generally, not addicted to the use

of this drug ; though it is possible they may take lo it in

their old age, when, according to their belief, it is useful

as a powerful tonic. In all the other races the cases

of opium-eating are few, and these are generally due to

persons beginning to take it as medicine, and after-

wards not being able to give it up, or by long contact

the opium-eaters of the other races they contract that

habit. Sometimes labourers use it after a day of hard

work. It is customary amongst Rajputs, Kathis, &c.,

and sometimes amongst well-to-do Kanbis to offer

kasumbba (mixture of opium with water) to guests.

22.893. What effect has the habit upon the moral and
physical condition of the people P—The effect on the

moral condition is not so bad as it is alleged. It is not

incentive to crime, though it generally leads to in-

dolence. Ill some cases where petty thefts are attributed

to opium- eating, they are not the effects of opium, but

are due to the persons feeling very badly the want of

money to buy opium, which to them is more important

than the bare necessaries of life. The physical con-

dition of the people using opium is generally weaker
compared to the people not using that drug, though in

some cases that drug is said to strengthen the physique,

but such cases are few.

22,89-1. What is the general feeling in regard to the

proposal t(j prohibit the use of opium, except for

medical purposes P—This question cannot be answered
definitely, for the people of India are not of one mind

as regards the use of opium for non-medioal purposes.
The Brahmins, Banias, and such of the Rajputa,
Musalmaua, as are educated, are against the use of

opium, while the majority of uneducated Rajputs,

Musalmans and others look upon the use of opium with
favour.

22,896. Do you think that the educated people are in
favour of prohibition being enforced by law P—I do not
say that tbey are in favour of prohiljition, but they,

themselves, would not like to take opium. They are
indiflferent.

22.896. If opium were prohibited it would mean that
a law would have to be passed, and that if anybody
used opium, he would be punished like a criminal, and
put in gaol. That is the case now in Burma—a great
many people are put into gaol for using opium. What
would be the general public opinion about tliat p.—It
would be decidedly against it. I do not think Govern-
ment can do it—at least, they ought not to do it, even
if they can do it. It would not be advisable.

22.897. What would the people of India think, if

prohibition were enforced, and if extra taxation had to
be imposed to meet the loss of revenue P—I think the
people of India would be unwilling to bear, in whole or
in part, the cost o f prohibitive measures.

22.898. What is your opinion with regard to pro-
hibiting the growth and sale of opium ?—I do not think
it would be advisable to prohibit the growth aud sale of
opium in British India. The number of people using
opium is so large, and the habit of taking it is so
difiicult to give up, that total prohibition would lead
to much discontent and a great deal of misery. More-
over, it is quite possible that, if the sale of opium were
prohibited, those of the people who now use opium
would begin taking alcohol, which would be more
injurious physically and morally. As the prohibition,
in my opinion is not art\isable in British India, the
question about extending the prohibition to Native
Slates does not require any reply; though I may add
that even if the growth and sale of opium be prohibited
in British India, such prohibition cannot be extended
to Native States.
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22,899. Yoa say that such prohibition cannot be ex-

tended to Native States ; but in your Native State there
is prohibition of the growth of poppy ?—Yes. It was
first prohibited in 1820. Major Barrington issued an
order by which it was prohibited. All the Chiefs of

Kathiawar submitted a petition to Government in 1887,

and I would submit a copy of the mem.orial to the
Commissioners.* The views of the State are expressed
at full length. It gives the history of the prohibition
of opium in Kathiawar. The Government wanted the

States to sign a Treaty by which they would bind them-
selves to accept all the regulations in force in British

territory. We objected to that, and we said : " The
" effect of our accepting this obligation would be, that
" any regulation which the British Government make
" in relation to opium, would at once have force in
" our territories without any reference whatsoever to
" their rightful and independent rulers. That would
"be in absolute breach of all those sacred, those
" inviolable, and those oft-repeated pledges, as regards
" the security of our independence and abstention
" from interference in our internal affairs, which
" the British Government have solemnly given, and
" hitherto observed, and which we have no hesitation
" in declaring bind us more than anything else to the
" throne of England by the ties of loyal friendship
" and of comnaon interests. Once break down the

" wholesome check created by these pledges, and there
" will be occasions more than enough when the British
" Government will find it desirable to act upon that
" fatal precedent, which, it is apprehended, will
" eventually cost us some of our best cherished and
" highly valued rights and privileges, and seriously
" impair our integrity, which has been time after time
" guaranteed by the wisest British Statesmen."

22.900. The States of Kathiawar were sort of tribu-

tary States under the Peshwa and Gaekwar P—Yes

;

we pay our tribute, and we are free to do everything

else.

22.901. The Government, therefore, naturally has

stronger power of interference than it hag with the

Independent States P—Yes.

22.902. (Mr. Peaee.) You are aware that in Lower
Burma all opium consumers by registering themselves

can purchase the drug ?—I had no knowledge of that.

22.903. You are personally opposed to the opium
habit P—I myself do not take it.

22.904. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) If the Government
were to stop the supply for consumption, would they
consider themselves free to grow it?—Government
ought to give us power.

Mr. Lalubhai
Samaldas.
(Bhaunagari

State.)

7 Feb. 1894.

The witnesB withdrew.

Dr. Shivnath Ramnath, L.M,

22.905. {Chairman.) Are you a graduate of the Grant
Medical College P—Yes.

22.906. I believe you are in charge of Sir Jasvatsin-

ghjis' Dispensary at Bhaunagar ?—Yes.

22.907. How long have you been in charge P—Fifteen

years.

22.908. What have you observed with regard to the

opium habit in Bhaunagar P—Opium is largely used

by the Katbi and Rajput classes in these districts on
all occasions when friends and relations meet, and the

preparation and distribution of the kasnmbha is most
important in every one of their entertainments—reli-

gious and social. Of the other classes, some of the so-

called opium-eaters are those to whom the drug may
have been commenced in the earlier period of their

life for medical purposes, some are those who take to

the drug to stop the usual general debility of advancing
age, and a small number use it as an article for mental
relief or enjoyment.

22.909. What, according to your observation, is the

effect of the habit upon the moral and physical con-

dition of the people P—There is little particular to note

about the moral and physical condition of opium-eaters

in general, and such degradation of a few only of the

opium-eaters is mis-attributed to the drug. Instances

Can be quoted of persons taking very large quantities of

opium who have enjoyed vigorous health and long life,

and with immunity from injuries and diseases which
attacked and proved fatal to others. It is in those

cases of opium-eaters only who are reduced to poverty

that those conditions suffer on account of want of food ;

because opium, to persons habituated to its use, is an
article they are more urgently in need of than the

barest necessities of life, and they must provide for,

even at the expense of the latter.

22.910. Is it regarded as a bad and disgraceful

habit P—Not among the classes who consume it.

22.911. What would the people think of the prohi-

bition of opium P — They would not like it. They
complain of, and some are unable to buy opium at, the

present price, and will be totally unwilling to bear, in

whole or in part, the cost of prohibitive measures.

22.912. You are against any prohibition, I suppose ?

—Yes.

22.913. Do you yourself, as a medical man, think

that it is a good thing for the people of this country to

take opium in old age ?—Not necessarily.

22.914. But you think it does good to some people ?—
Yes.

22.915. What kind of people should you recommend
to take it in old age P—Very old people who have to

earn their bread by physical labour.

22.916. You think it supports that sort of persons ?—
Yes. _J

* See Appendix XVI. to this Volume.

,S., called in and examined,

22.917. We have been told by some people that opium
is an article of mental relief and enjoyment. Do you
think it does harm to people who take it for enjoyment
and mental relief like that ?—If it is not followed up by
plenty of good food it does harm.

22.918. Have you seen many people who have injured

themselves seriously by taking too much ?—Yes.

22.919. Have they ever come to you in the hospital to

ask you to try to cure them of the habit p—Yes, I have
had four cases of people coming to me to try and cure

them of the habit.

22.920. To what classes of people did they belong ?—

I

do not remember exactly what caste they were. I

believe one was a Brahmin.

22.921. Did you cure them p—Yes. We do not give

opium to any patients in the hospital. I have had 20
Cases of opium eaters admitted into the hospital for

difi'erent complaints. Four of them came to try and
leave off the habit, and they left the hospital non-
opium-eaters. None of them got opium while they
were in the hospital.

22.922. Why was their opium stopped in all the cases

while they were in the hospital ; do you find that
opium eating interferes with the use of other drugs P

—

I do not like the habit. If they can leave it off it is

another thing.

22.923. How do you compare the opium habit with
the alcohol habit p—Alcohol is worse than opium. As
far as my experience goes, the alcohol poisoning cases
were violent, and the opium poisoning oases were not
violent at all. People addicted to alcohol often commit
crimes, but opium-eaters rarely commit crime. They
injure themselves by taking opium in excess, but they
are not likely to commit any crime.

22.924. Do you find that the opium habit produces
any particular kind of disease of the tissues, or any-
thing of that sort, or does it merely lower the general
health P—It lowers the general health by causing a

diminution of all the secretions.

22.925. [Mr. Pease.) You have said that some people
complain that they are unable to buy opium at the

present price ;
you would not be in favour of its being

sold at a lower price P—I would be in favour of it.

22.926. You think it would be a general advantage
to the people to be able to buy it—to those who cannot

buy it now ?—Yes. There are some very poor people

who are in the habit of taking opium. They have to

beg for the money to buy their opium with.

22.927. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say you are in

favour of lowering the price as it would be a benefit to

those who are already in the habit of taking opium P

—

Yes.

22.928. But would it not also facilitate the means of

obtaining the drug by those who are not addicted to the
habit ; do you not think it would be an injimous thing

S 4
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to extend the use ?—Education would be a better means
of stopping the habit.

22.929. if deterrent measures are to be taken, the
higher the price the greater the deterrent?—If you
increase the price to twice the amount a person who
buys 1 pice worth of opium would have to pay 2 pice.

That is not much for him. If he begs for 1 pice he
would beg for 2 pice.

22.930. In your printed statement I see that you say
that opium eaters often use it for stimulant as others
take a cup of tea ?—Yes.

22.931. A person in the habit of taking tea could,

perhaps, give it up without much inconvenience or

pain P—I believe the pain in leaving off the habit is a
matter of degree in the cases of both tea and opium.
As opium eaters are not so well educated they cannot
curb their minds so well as tea drinkers would. They
feel themselves more wretched without a dose.

22.932. You think the pain would be more senti-

mental, and not that a man would really have more
pain or difBculty in giving up the opium habit than in

giving up tea ?—He will have a motion or two more,
and he can have medicine for it.

22.933. So far it would be more painful ?—It is a
matter of degree.

Adjourned to 11 o'clock to-morrow.

At the Holkar College Hall, Indore.

SIXTY-SIXTH DAY.

Thursday, 8th February 1894.

(Section A.)

Sir William Bobehts, M.D., F.R.S
Mr. A. U. Fanshawe.

PEESENT :

Mk. K. G. G. MOWBEAY, M.P., in the Uhaik.

Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.

Mr. J. Pkescott Hewett, O.I.E., Secretary.

Mir Munshi
Imtiaz All,

Minister.

( Bhopal
State.}

Feb. 8, 1894,

MiE Munshi Imtiaz Ali called in and examined (through an interpreter).

22.934. (Ohairman.) 1 believe you are Minister of

Bhopal ?—Yes.
22.935. I believe you have brought a Yaddasht from

Her Highness the Nawab Shah Jehan Begam of

Bhopal ?—Yes. It is as follows :

—

1. If native chiefs exercising full powers be asked to

put a stop to opium cultivation, a difiBcult question will

arise ; that is to say, as long as the cultivation of opium
is not of the nature of a criminal act, neither the culti-

vators of opium can be justly punished, nor can it be

stopped. If the duty be increased, it will neither stop

the cultivation nor consumption. Habitual opium-

eaters will certainly continue to mse the drug no matter

how high the price may be at which it is available.

Should they give up the use of it, it is feared that they

may be attacked by dangerous diseases, such as diarrhoea,

catarrh, &c., which may have fatal results.

Under such circumstances the commission of crimes

and ruin to the people may be anticipated.

2. The land revenue which is now derived from the

cultivation of opium will be lost if it is put a stop to.

3. The Darbar will also lose the income which is

derived from the export of opium.

4. The cultivators of opium will suffer immense loss,

land 'will be thrown out of cultivation, and no other

crop,' of an equal revenue value, can be found to take

its place from which advantage could accrue to the

State.

5. The local traders who deal in opium are sure to

suffer heavily. For a large number of them lay out

money in the cultivation of the poppy, and when the

opium is ready it is exported to other countries. If

the cultivation of this drug is put a stop to, it is greatly-

feared that general discontent will result among culti-

vators, labourers, and traders, and it is also apprehended

that this step will occasion extensive outbreaks and
serious crimes.

6. The cultivation of opium is no innovation—it has

existed for thousands of years. It will bo a difficult

task to explain to the ignorant people why, after all

these years, it is now to be put an end to.

7. I estimate roughly that the State of Bhopal and
its subjects will sutler a loss of not less than 12 lakhs
yearly if the cultivation and export of opium be
stopped. My Minister will give the exact details of
this loss.

8. If the British Government undertake the responsi-
bility of making good the losses that the native States
will suffer by discontinuing poppy cultivation, and at
the same time will bear the losses that must also ensue
in British India, and, furthermore, withdraw from their
trade (in this drug), I am of opinion that no just and
lawful taxation will ever make up for the loss that will
be sustained. If a new tax were imposed to make good
such loss, the people of India would not be able to bear
the burden thereof.

9. In my opinion the cultivation of opium should not
be stopped. For opium is not so deleterious as has been
described ; it is far better than alcohol.

Will the British Government consent to stop opium
cultivation merely for the sake of some imaginary
benefits as represented by a body of padres, whose
experience in administrative matters cannot be con-
sidered reliable ?—Never

!

10. Besides the losses detailed above, I consider that
the prohibition of opium cultivation and trade in
Bhopal will be entirely contrary to the terms of treaty
engagements between the British Government and the
Bhopal State.

The Government of India have by virtue of treaties
allowed this State full independent powers, more
especially in revenue matters, and Government will
never approve, in the face of the terms of the treaties
conferring those powers, of interference in a purely
revenue matter of such vast moment as the cultivation
of and trade in opium ; which would occasion, not only
to the Bhopal State, but also to cultivators and traders
enormous losses. For, throughout Malwa and Bhopal,
a great portion of the revenue is derived from oprum
cultivation, which is extensively carried on. If the
cultivation and trade of opium be stopped or restricted
very large losses will be incurred by the State, culti-
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vators, and traders. In these circumstances, a summary
prohibition of cultivation would not only be difficult,

but seems to be impossible. If prohibited by -weight of

superior autLority, it would result in immense losses

to the States oonoemed, and would be keenly resented
by the chiefs.

In my opinion, therefore, it is in no way wise to stop
or limit the cultivation of opium. Other Chiefs will, I
presume, also hesitate in giving their consent, for as
the Bhopal State is estimated to lose yearly 12 lakhs of
rupees if the cultivation of opium is to cease, other
Darbars will similarly suffer losses which they will not
be able to bear.

11. I have already instructed my Minister to submit
to you full details in writing, and I hope he will do so.

22,936. Will you now lay before u.s any statement
that you desire to present on your own account with
reference to the subject before the Commission P—There
are two points worthy of consideration with regard to

this:—(1.) A large number of men consume opium in

this State. About 76,000 men whose age is over 20
years consume opium. (2.) When once a man com-
mences opium, then it is difficult to leave it off. It its

use be stopped, it makes a man ill of dysentery and
other diseases. Opiiim ia given to children up to the

age of three or four years. By its use children do not
cry, and therefore allow the females to carry on their

household and other duties without interruption.

People must take some stimulant. Gahja and charas

are used by low men, bhang would not be enough as a
substitute for men who take opium, and therefore they
would take to alcohol in place of opinm. Opium is

cheaper than alcohol. The use of country liquor even
would cost in a day as much as the use of opium would
cost in one month. It is incorrect to say that the dose
of opium increases gradually. There is always more
tendency to increase the dose of alcohol than opium.
The use of alcohol is the cause of many fatal diseases.

Drunkards are always turbulent, but opiam eaters are

not. Opium cultivation is the most advantageous—no
other crop can vie with it. Cultivators of opium, get a
net profit of Rs. 10 per bigha. About 25 per cent, of

cultivators cultivate opium. The others do not culti-

vate poppy simply because they cannot get opium laud
to cultivate. Opiuua cultivators are always well off.

Sugar-cane takes the whole year, whereas opium takes

only four or five mouths to get to maturity. Sugar-
cane requires watering in the hot weather mostly when
water becomes scarce. Wheat will not pay even the
cost of irrigation. Bhopal State exports 1,580 chests of

opium annually. Its trade is not only advantageous to

those who export it, but also to those who deal in it in

the State. A sum of Bs. 14,60,000 is invested in the
trade of opium, which would be idle if opium cultiva-

tion be stopped, which gives an annual profit of Bs.

3,50,000 to the traders. This State would lose Es.

3,33,313 annually if cultivation of opinm be stopped.

Jagirdars of the State would have to suffer a loss of

about three-quarters of their income if the prohibition

be carried out ; and it is feared that they might adopt
the dangerous proceedings of their ancestors. If once
adopted, this calamity would spread like wild-fire and
rain the country ; it would be difficult to check it.

Prohibition of cultivation of opium is therefore
dangerous, and should not be attempted. A perusal
of the treaty, dated 26th jTebruary 1818, between the
East India Company on one side and the Bhopal State

on the other shows that the British Government has no
such right. This State has always been loyal, and has
always carried out the conditions of the treaty strictly.

Bhopal chiefs have always been assured that the
Grovernment would not interfere in internal affairs of

the State. Therefore it is hoped that the Government
would not introduce a change that would cause serious

loss to the State, traders, and cultivators, and ruin the
country. Interference in such matters is opposed to

the policy of the British Government. The trouble and
inconvenience thut this prohibition would cause to

opium eaters have been described above. To overcome
this they would try to get opium at any price. Opium
would be smuggled and the opium cultivation would
be carried on stealthily. If it be proved beyond doubt
that opium is injurious mentally or physically or cuts
short life, prohibition of its cultivation would be
incumbent on each State. But when we see that it is

not so, and that the opium eaters of Malwa are as

healthy and strong as non-eaters of the N. W. P., and
also when we look to the pecuniary losses that would
be caused to the State, cultivators, and traders, as well

as the dangerous results it ia likely to produce in the

O 82888.

country, and will only be supplanted by alcohol, which
is costly and injurious, I am sure no one would have
the least hesitation in saying that the opium cultivation
should not be stopped.

22.937. Can yuu toll me the number of bighas under
poppy cultivation in the State of Bhopal ?—25,724
bighas in the average of three years.

22.938. I understand that that represents about one-
fourth of the irrigated area of Bhopal ?—Less than a
fourth.

22.939. What is the State revenue rate on the irrigated
land in Bhopal P—The average rate is about Es. 11 or
Es. 12 per bigha.

22.940. Is it the same rate upon all irrigated land
whether it grows poppy or other crops ?—The assess-

ment is taken on the irrigated area at the rate I

mention ; but when the State is resettlfed at the end of
10 years, if it is found that any land has been thrown out
of cultivation, it will be necessary to reduce the rate.

22.941. Therefore, if the cultivation of poppy were
prohibited the rates should be reduced generally, and
it is to that that you attribute a loss of revenue to the
State ?—Yes.

22.942. You say that the Bhopal State exports 1,580
chests of opium annually ; what export duty does the
Bhopal State charge per chest P—Es. 12 per chest.

22.943. What is the retail price of opium as sold in
the bazaar to the consumers P—The price varies ; the
average is about Es. 6 per seer.

22.944. Do I understand that there are no excise
regulations or license fees charged in Bhopal State?

—

There are no licenses at all.

22.945. Could you give any detail of the way in which
the sum of 3^ lakhs to the traders is made up in your
statement?—I estimate the capital employed in the
State in the opium business at Ra. 14,16,000, and on that
capital I estimate a return of 24 per cent., which accrues
to the merchants in two ways ; in their dealings with
the cultivators, the advances made to them and the
interest on those advances, and the subsequent profits

made in commerce.

22.946. Do you reckon that that capital could be
employed in any othei' way, and if so at what rate of

interest if poppy cultivation were prohibited P—

A

portion of this capital might be employed in other
modes of commerce, but not the whole of it. Because
the other profitable commerce has already had its own
capital devoted to it.

22.947. The estimate of 3i lakhs ia just 24 per cent,

on the capital invested
;
you have taken it as a loss on

the whole capital ?—Of course if any portion of the
14 lakhs were to be employed in other channels of

commerce it would be necessary to reduce the item of

3J lakhs ; but at present it is impossible to say to what
extent it could be reduced.

22.948. Are there any treaties between Her High-
ness's Government and the British Government
relating to fiscal matters, except the treaty of 1818 to

which you have referred ?—There ia no other formal
treaty between the British Government and the Bhopal
State relating to the special point to which I allude

with regard to the interference of the British Govern-
ment. My remarks and my opinion are based, not
only on that treaty, but on the general procedure and
relations existing between the British Government and
the Bhopal State, which have been continually pro-

ceeding since the date of that treaty.

22.949. There is no special treaty of any kind with
regard to opium ?—None.

22,949a. {Mr. Wilson.) With regard to the question

of interest on capital invested in the trade, what
difficulty would there be in investing it, if not in trade,

at all events in other ways, such as railways and
public stocks?— As to railways the native merchants of

tbia country, the Bhopal State in particular, are not

accustomed to [invest their money in railways. They
do not understand that kind of business, and if they
were to purchase promissory notes the utmost interest

they would get would be 4 per cent.

22,960, Does the objection to railways extend also to

a variety of other investments, such as we are accus-

tomed to in England—shares in companies. Government
securities, and so on P—In my experience I have not
known of these Hindustanimerchanta investing in shares.

22,951. You have stated in your evidence that people
must take some stimulant, is it not the fact that a
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great number of persons in India are precluded by
their religious obligations from taking stimulants?

—

When I say tbat people must take some stimulant I

mean tbose who are accustomed to it.

22,9S2. Those who have contracted the habit?— Yes.

22,963. May I take it that you consider that opium
eating is very common in Malwa and not common in

the North-western Provinces P—Yes, certainly.

22.954. It is so common in Malwa that you are obliged

to go outside Malwa to get a standard of comparison ?

—Practically, so far as my observation goes consumers
and non-consumers are equally healthy in Malwa.
Therefore it would be diflBcult to institute a comparison

between men who do not consume opium in Malwa and
men who do not consume opium in the North-western
Provinces. I should like to produce two men, one an
opium eater and one not, and I should like you to isay

which is the opium eater.

22.955. (Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand that there is a

regular land revenue settlement in force in Bhopal for

ten years ?—The new setriement is for ten years, part of

the old settlement is for 20 years, and it has not yet

expired.

22.956. There is a fixed settlement in force throughout
tho State ?—Yes.

22.957. Under this settlement are the revenue rates

on irrigated and unirrigated lands cash rates ?—Uni-
versally cash.

Ham Krishna
Mahipat.

(Dhar State.)

22.958. Both on irrigated and unirrigated lands ?

—

It is cash on all descriptions of lands.

22.959. In estimating thelosS'to the State if poppy
cultivation should be prohibited, what is the crop which
has been taken as the crop that would have to be sub-

stituted for poppy ?—Principally wheat would be sub-

stituted, and to a certain extent grain, and one or two
other crops like linseed.

22.960. What is the cash rate which you have taken

in estimating the loss ?—I have deducted Es. 10 and
left Rs. 2 the rate per bigha.

22.961. The rate for those crops is Es. 2 per bigha,

and you have taken the difi'erence between Es. 2 and
Rb. 12 in calculating the loss?—Yes.

22.962. I understand that there is a Mahomedan
population of nearly a lakh in the Bhopal State ?

—

Approximately.

22.963. Is it the case that there is an habitual use

of opium among that section of the population ."—Ap-
proximatelyabout a fourth ofthe Mahomedan population

are habitual consumers.

22.964. In this matter would you draw any distinction

between the Mahomedan population and the rest of tho

population, or do you think that the consumption is

pretty much the same throughout P—The per-centage is

about the same. It does not include children. The
children up to four years of age, whether Hindu or

Mahommedan, get opium, but they are not included in

this estimate.

The witness withdrew.

Eam Kkishna Mahipat called in and examined (through an interpreter)

.

22.965. {Chairman.) I believe you are Kamasdar of

Dhar ?—Yes.
22.966. What is a Kamasdar P—Administrator of a

district comprising town and country round the head-

quarters of the city of Dhar.

22.967. You have been for many years connected with

the revenue administration of the State of Dhar p—20
years.

22.968. Is Dhar one of the Malwa States of Central

India ?—A portion of Dhar is in Malwa and a portion is

in Nimar.

22.969. You have some information to lay before us

with regard to the cultivation and production of opium
in your State ?—I am well acquainted with the mode of

cultivation and production of opium, and can describe

it in detail if required to do so. Opium cultivation is

distinctly popular in this State. The production varies

according to pripes. With low prices the least produc-

tive lancl is thrown out of cultivation, but on good land

no other crop can advantageously replaco opium. It is

a troublesome crop, and if the cultivator could find a

crop that would pay approximately as well as opium,

he would undoubtedly prefer it ; but uo such crop exists.

Even if export should cease, opium would always bo

cultivated for local consumption, which is quite suffi-

cient to keep up the price to the level which would
make good opium land pay. The agriculturists here

rarelj- grow opium on all their land, but only on the

best part, and tliey appreciate the crop particularly as

one that brings a certain return of ready money. Any
interference with cultivation would cause serious loss

and widespread and dangerous discontent. The number
of consumers, occasional or habitual, is very large ; but

I am unable to give accurate figures. Probably about

30 per cent, of the population take opium daily, and
many more take it occasionally. Abuse is exceedingly

rare. It is but rarely smoked, but most commonly taken
as kasnmbha. Children generally get opium during the

first two or three years of their lives, and this preserves

them from fever, diarrhoea, and other ailments. The
habit is resumed later on in life ; and from long and exten-

sive experience I can say that it never is productive of

evil, but generally improves the health of.the consumer.
Malarial fever is at certain times exceedingly common
here, and the villagers would sufler much more than
they do if they had not got opium. All classes of the com-
munity consider occasional opium consumption as an
innocent pleasure, and would consider restrictions as

tyrannical and unjustifiable. No Native G-overnment
has ever tried to interfere with the domestic habits of the
people to that extent. I can, if desired, give details

regarding production and consumption, and an estimate
of the loss that would be caused by total prohibition, but
the extent of discontent that would be caused by any
attempt to interfere with the earnings and daily habits of

the people cannot be measured by mere considerations of

the loss in money.

22.970. Is there any difi'erence in tho cultivation or
consumption of opium between the part of Dhar which
is in Malwa and the part which is not ?—There is more
in Malwa.

22.971. Oan you tell us what proportion of cultivators
in the Malwa districts of Dhar cultivate opium ?—

I

have no figures available to enable me to answer the
question.

22.972. Is it a large amount?—I believe Jj.th of the
cultivators in the Malwa portion cultivate opium.

22.973. {Mr. Wilson.) You state that about 30 per
cent, of the population take opium daily ; do you
include the entire population, or do you refer to adult
males P—Children are included in the calculation.

The witness withdrew.

Wasudeo
Trimbak
Kapsy.

CDhar State.)

Wasudeo Teimbak Kapsy called in and examined.

22,974. (Ghairman.) I believe you are Principal of the

Dhar College ?—Yes ; it is called the college, but it is a

school.

22,976

-Yob.

Is that under the State management of Dhar p

2'2,!i76. You have lived in Dliar 11 years and have

been in the service of the State ?—Yes.

22,977. Yon have at the request of the Dcwan tried

to obtain as much information as possible regarding

the cultivation of opium in the State. I understand
you are personally acquainted withmany opium traders,
cultivators, and consumers P—Yes.

22,978. Oan you give me any facts with regard to the
amount of opium cultivation in the Dhar State

; do you
draw any distinction between the portion of Dhar State
which is in Malwa and the portion which is not in
Malwa P—Yes ; the only distinction that can be made
is that in Niniar much opiixm is not grown but it is in
Malwa.
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22.979. You have given us c«rtain figures, are they
figures for the whole State ?—Yes.

22.980. I suppose they principally concern the Malwa
part of the State P—They include the other part, but
there is not much opium there.

22.981. I see that you give the number of acres on
which opium is cultivated at 9,162 P—Yes.

22.982. You mean acres ?—^Yes, if turned into bighas
it would be nearly 21,000.

22.983. Then you calculate that it produces 2,625
maunds of opium, and the approximate value is Rs.
5,25,000?—Yes.

22.984. You calculate that about 12,000 families,
agriculturists, or 60,000 persons, nearly oiie-third of the
population of the State, are interested in the production
and sale of opium P—Yes.

22.985. With regard to the State interest in opium,
can you tell me what is the State rate upon poppy
lands P-i—It varies.

22.986. Is there any difference between poppy land
and other irrigated lands or is there the same rate ?

—

The opium land is taxed from Rs. 4 up co Rs. 15. The
average rate would perhaps be Rs. 9J. There are four
classes of opium lands.

22.987. For other irrigated lands which grow other
crops than opium, what is the rate ?—Other land of a
poor sort is taxed Rs. 3 or 4.

22.988. Have you made any calculation of what the
l(5ss to the State would be in land revenue, supposing
the cultivation of poppy were prohibited and other
crops grown P—It would come to Rs. 1,43,000 loss to
the State in revenue, to which may be added the
income derived from customs.

22.989. That, I understand, is the loss which you
estimate—the difference between the land revenue
which can be obtained by the State upon poppy, and
the revenue which would be obtained on other rates if

other crops were substituted ?—Yes.

22.990. What in your opinion would be the most
probable crop substituted for opium if the growth of

the poppy were prohibited P—No other crop would be
substituted as profitable as opium. Others may be
substituted, but they will not yield so much profit.

22.991. Can you give any idea of what would be most
probably substituted ?— Q-enerally wheat. To some
extent it is done even now. In some portions wheat is

grown.

22.992. With regard to the loss to the State, you say
further that there would be a loss of customs duties ?—
Yes.

22.993. Is there an export duty on opium in the
State P—Yes ; crude opium is not exported. Manu-
factured opium is sent, and the export State duty on
one chest of opium is Rs. 10.

22.994. What number of chests annually are exported
from Dhar ?—Last year the number of chests was 725J.

22.995. Then that would come to Rs. 7260 P—Yes.
22.996. Are there any other profits derived by the

State from the opiiim cultivation P—The total income
derived from customs on crude opium within the
jurisdiction of the State is Rs. 14,699.

22.997. Does that include the Rs. 7250 P—Yes.

22.998. Is there any other item of loss to the State P

—There are other losses.

22.999. You estimate the losses to the State at Rs.
1,68,663 P—Yes.

23.000. I understand that opium production in the
last few years has shown a tendency to fall off P—The
opium production has diminished to some extent during
the last few years on account of low prices. When
prices are high it pays to sow poppy even in poor land.

When prices are low only the better class of land is

cultivated in this way. With low prices, wheat, &c.,

pay better than opium on poor land, but no crop can
replace opium on good land.

23.001. Besides the loss to the State there are about
12,000 agriculturist families, or 60,000 persons, interested

in the production and sale of opium. Have you any
figures as to the loss you estimate would result to the
cultivators ?—The loss to the cultivators is Rs. 83,958.

23.002. How do you arrive at that P—They lose Rs. 3

per bigha.

23.003. Is that the differehce in profit which you
calculate between growing opium and growing wheat,
for instance P—Yes, a loss of Rs. 7 per bigha.

23.004. That is the total of Rs. 83,968 p—Yes.
23,006. With regard to the traders in opium, what

are your figures with regard to the losses which might
be estimated to them ?—The loss to the traders is
divided into two heads. The export traders lose Rs. '

36,276, the local traders lose Rs. 3,828. Altogether the '

loss would be Rs, 40,103.

23.006. Is that the total loss which you estimate to
the traders of Dhar P—Yes.

28.007. Is there any other item of loss that you wish
to bring before the Commission p—The loss to the
village blacksmiths, coppersmiths, and so on, those
who have to do with the cultivators, Rs. 28,452.

23.008. Making altogether Rs. 68,655 P—Yes. The
total loss under the four heads would be Rs. 311,176.

23.009. What do you think would be the effect on the
feeling of the people if prohibition as proposed were
carried out ?—This loss, coupled with the imposition of
new taxes, would certainly cause deep, widespread,
and dangerous discontent. The same discontent would
be felt by all consumers to whom opium is either a
necessity or one of the innocent pleasures of life. Any
measures tending to restrict comsumption would lead
to increased mortality and illness, and whatever the
actual increase might be, a very large proportion of
ordinary mortality and disease would by consumers be
attributed to prohibitive measures.

23.010. Turning to the consumption of opium in the
Dhar State, have you any estimate of the number of the
occasional or habitual consumers in the State ?—

A

rough estimate might be given—about 30 per cent.
including infants. The habitual adult eaters would not
be more than 10 or 11 per cent.

23.011. Is the proportion of consumers in the Malwa
district larger than the proportion in the Nimai
district P—Yes, there are Thakurates in the Malwa
district.

23.012. The proportion there is higher than in the
other parts P—Yes.

23.013. At a rough estimate you put it at 30 per cent.
all through P—Yes, taking all the population.

23.014. Is there any opium smoking?—No, it is

nearly unknown.

23,016. In what form is opium consumed in Dhar P

—

It is drunk as kasumbha and eaten in a solid form.

23.016. What is the ordinary dose P—It varies from
fractions of a grain to four or five grains.

23.017. Is there any tendency to increase the dose ?

—

There is no tendency.

23.018. What is your general opinion with regard to
the use of opium ?—It is considered beneficial, and as
a means of pleasure exactly as a European would take
wine. Abuse is exceedingly rare, and the consequences
of taking opium as taken here do not in anyway appear
to be injurious. Opium consumption is not known ever
to have caused crime, while alcohol drinking frequently
has this effect. Among the Bhils, who take less opium
and more alcohol than other classes, murders and other
crimes are more common, and in many oases distinctly
attributable to alcohol. Opium consumption in
moderation is not deprecated by anybody, and
occasional or habitual moderate consumers are not
held in low esteem on that account. Nor are they in
any way incapacitated for any kind of work. My
distinct opinion, after long acquaintance with opium
eaters, is that opium does no harm whatever. A
stimulant is frequently required, or, if not absolutely
required, at least desired, and if the people could not
get opium, a large proportion would take to the far

more pernicious alcohol, or possibly to ganja and
similar things.

23.019. [Mr. Wilson.) Is your college a large one ?

—

No ; it does not teach boys for the higher examination

;

it teaches up to matriculation.

23.020. You have told us two or three times that
opium does not do harm P—Yes.

23.021. Do you approve of your students taking it in
their present state ?—They might have taken it when
younger.

You have no objection ?—^They do not take it
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23.023. Have yoil any objection to their taking it ?—
If it is taken for ordinary purpose I have no objection.

23.024. If they take it habitually when they are not

ill do you approve of it?—I do not think they would

take it when they are not ill.

23.025. If you would rather not answer my question

you need not do so. The question is do you approve of

young men who are not ill taking opium habitually ?

—

I do not appro\e of it.

23.026. Why not ?—Because it will not do good unless

there is a necessity for taking it. If they took it

without necessity I would not approve of it.

23.027. Ton have told us that production has

diminished during the last few years on account of the

low prices ?—Yes.

23.028. Are you expecting those prices to improve?

—

Perhaps they may, there is a tendency sometimes to

rise in price.

23.029. Suppose the Chinese demand should diminish,

what would become of your State ?—If there were no
demand for the article the farmers would try to grow
something which would pay them. If there is no
demand for an article it is no use growing it.

23.030. Tou do not think that the State would be
ruined in that casef—Of course it would be ruined.

There is no other thing to substitute.

23.031. Do I correctly understand you to say that you
think the ordinary dose is not more than four or five

grains ?—-Yes, the ordinary dose. Those who take it

simply in order that they may be able to work the

better for it, generally take it in small quantities.

23.032. "We had a witness yesterday who told us that

in his State the ordinary dose was about three mashas
;

that is not in your experience P—Those who are adults

and have taken it for a long time may perhaps take so

much; it will not do harm to those Who are inured

to it.

23.033. Am I to understand that there is a very

marked difference between your State, where the

ordinary dose is up to four or five grains, and the State

represented by a gentleman yesterday who said that

the ordinary doso was about three mashas ?—Certainly,

three mashas represent a larger quantity than three or

four grains. That is true, but as far as my knowledge
goes I think they take it o«ly in very small quantities.

23.034. [Mr. Fanehawe.) In speaking of an ordinary

dose do you mean the amount taken at one time or

during the day ?—Only once.

23.035. Only once?—They take it two or three

times ; what I have mentioned is one dose ; they

generally take it twice, once in the morning, once in

the evening. By a dose I mean a quantity taken at

one time.

23.036. You would draw a distinction between the

Eajputs in your state and the rest of the people ?

—

Yes. They take more.

23.037. Have you a fairly large Bhi) population ?

—

We have.

23.038. la the habit of taking opium common amongst
them ?—Kot so much. They do not take opium so

much, only a few take it.

23.039. In speaking of opium being grown on poor
land when prices are high, are you referring to irrigated

land ?—Yes, but not so fertile.

23.040. Irrigated land of an inferior sort ?—Yes.

23.041. Have you a fixed land revenue settlement
with cash rates in Dhar p—Yes.

23.042. Can you tell me within what limits your
irrigated land rates vary ?—Prom Es. 3 to Rs. 15.

The witness withdrew.

Mao Bahadur
Vishnu Kes-
hava Kunte.
(^Dewas State,

Senior
Branch).

Rao Bahadur Vishnu Keshava Kdnte, B.A., called in and examined.

23.043. (Chairman.) I understand that you are Super-

intendent of the Dewas State, Senior Branch ?—Yes.

23.044. You have lived in Malwa from your birth,

and your official experience dates from 1853 P—Yes.

23.045. During the last 20 years you have come in

contact with thousands of opium-eaters, and during

seven or eight years you have held charge of the Dewas
State, Senior Branch, and have had opportunities of

knowing much about opium-eaters and drinkers P

—

Yes.

23.046. What opinion have you formed with regard

to the result of the habit p—I can say without hesitation

that its moderate use, so far from undermining the

physique, tends in many instances to improve it.

Many an old man sustains his strength and is able to

do his work well with the help of opium. Opium is

kept in almost every house for purposes of medicine.

Women of the house use it even without the inter-

vention of a doctor, vaid or hakim, and with good

efi'ects. The majority of Hindu women, and many
Mahomedans too, give it to their infant children up to

three years to great advantage.

23.047. What is your experience with regard to

opium and crime P—From my experience and intimate

intercourse with opium consumers I can say without

hesitation that the habitual moderate use of opium does

not lead men to commit crime.

23.048. Is opium considered degrading amongst the

persons you have mixed with ?—The use of opium is

not considered degrading by respectable people in

India. Among Eajputs, who are not inferior to any
other class of the Hindu society in respectability, the

use of opium is specially prized . Among other castes

its use, though not general, te not considered degrad-

ing.

23.049. I understand that you have come to give us

the faces with regard to the production of opium in the

Dewas State, Senior Branch, the revenue derived

from opium, and the loss sustained by the State in the

ease of the prohibition of opium cultivation P—The area

under opium cultivation, in the Dewas State, Senior

Branch, is 9,053 bighas and 8J biswas, each bigha

measuring 165 feet square. The quantity of opium
pioduced in one year is 1,334 maunds and 19J seers.

Out of this, 116 luaunds and 9} seers are locally con-

sumed, and 1,218 maunds and 10 seers are exported.
Within the past ten years the area under opium culti-

vation has permanently fallen by about 10 per cent,

owing to a great fall in the price of opium. Indepen-
dently of this fall the area under opium cultivation

varies from year to year to the extent of 4 or 5 per
cent., owing to various causes. No other crop can so

profitably be cultivated in the place of opium. The
number of opium cultivators is about 5,000, and the
members of their families, who help them in cultiva-

tion, is about 20,000, at an average of four for each.

The total number engaged in opmm cultivation thus
comes to 25,000, or nearly one-third of the entire

population of the State, which is 77,000 in round
numbers. The average production of poppy milk per
bigha in the various classes of land is as follows :

—

1st class land - - 7i-?7 seers,

and ditto - i>^ „
3rd ditto 3| ,,

General average - - 6| ,,

The land revenue is assessed for a term of years, and
not at each harvest. The laud is roughly classified and
then assessed. The average rates per bigha for the
various classes of land are as follows :

—

1st class land - - 13J ruoees.
2nd ditto - lOf \,
3rd ditto - 7|
Greneral average - - lOf ,,

The cultivation of opium is not extending. It may
be said to be contracting slowly. The Darbar officials

do noo seek to extend it. The cultivation of opium is

popular among the people, as compared with other
crops, owing to the fact that no other irrigated crop
yields a return equal to that derived from opium.
Inclusive of the rent payable to the State as land
revenue, the expenses of cultivating opium, and of the
crop which precedes it in the rainy reason, come to
about Es. 36-6-2 per bigha. The receipts derived by
the sale of opium and of the crop which precedes it

come to about Er. 40-2-0 per bigha. The profit to the
cultivator in cash thus amounts to Es. 40-2-0 less
Es. 36-6-2 expenses and amounts to Es. 3-11-10 per
bigha. But this is not all the profit that he derives.
For three months of the year he himself and the mem-
bers of his family labour in the cultivation of opium,
and derive their subsistence therefrom. These are the
months during which no other crop can engage that
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labour, Smd but for the opium cultivation, the main-
tenance of the cultivator and his family would cost a

great deal. Most of the opium land is dofasli. The
crops which orHinarily precede opium are maize, paddy,

black gram, chilli, &o. Maize, the Indian corn, which
is the staple food of the cultivator, suffices for his wants
and those of his family for three or four months. The
dried stalks of the Indian corn ssrve as fodder for his

cattle, until grass is out and the jawari stalks also

become available. The other crops are not generally

used by him as food. They are sold in order to meet a

portion of the Sarkar demand. The poppy seed is

separately disposed of by the cultivator. The price per

mani of 240 seers is from Us. 20 to lis. 25. The average

produce of poppy seed per bigha is 85 maunds of 20

seers each. The poppy seed which is not used locally

is exported to Indore, Ujjain, &c. The quantity thus

exported approximately comes to 5,000 mnunda of 40

Government seers each. There is much local trade in

poppy khali and poppy oil. Poppy heads aod dust are

not separately sold, and they fetch no price. Except

in the city of Dewas, no arrangements exist for vend
of opium by retail sale. At the Dewas city the right

of selling retail opium is farmed. The retail price of

opium is half a tola per anna, or Rs. 10 per seer.

The amount of land revenue derived from the cultiva-

tion of opium is Ea. 1,03,630-8-3. The tax levied on

opium chick is one rupee per dhari in two of the

parganas and a little more in the third. It produces

annually Bs. 11,122-1-0. Another tax on the export of

crude opium is levied at one rupee per bag of 24 dharis

in two of the parganas and a little more in the third.

It annually yields Es. 515-4-6. Another tax called

"Tulai" is levied on chick at 4 annas per dhari. The
proceeds of this tax amount to Rs. 2,668-15-0. The
revenue derived from the retail sale of opium in the

city of Dewas amounts to Es. 376. Thus the land

revenue and taxes derived from opium come to

Es. 1,18,311-12-9. The opium trade is not yet a losing

one. It, however, threatens to become a losing one.

The exporters of opium from the manufacturing towns

now find it difficult to dispose of the stock they have in

hand. Merchants who take crude opium to the manufac-

turing towns have hitherto been able to sell it there at

some profit. If the production of opium were to cease,

or be stopped, the loss would fall on (1) the State, (2)

the cultivator, (3) the trader, (4) the village artisans,

such as the carpenter, the blaclcsmitb, the chamar, &c.,

and (5) the labouring population. (1.) The State, inclu-

ding the Jagirdars, Istamrardars and Thakurs, will

not be able to collect the fnll assessment now levied on

opium land, and the share of its loss will be represented

by the revenue now derived from opium minus that

which can be levied on crops substituted for opium.

This will amount to Es. 76,403-4-3. Supposing that it

will be possible to levy Rs. 5 per bigha as assessment

on the land now under opium cultivation, the land

revenue realised will amount to bighas 9,053 biswas

Si X 5 = Es. 45,267-1-0. Deducting this amount from

Es. 1,03,630-8-3, which represent the land revenue now
derived from opium, the net loss of land revenue will

amount to Es. 58,363-7-3. Add to this amount

Rs. 3,358-9-0, which will be lost on account of cesses

appertaining to that portion of land revenue which will

be lost, and also Es. 14,681-4-6, which are collected as

taxes on opium. Thus the total loss to the State will

come to Rs. 68,363-7-3 + Rs. 3,358-9-0 and Es.14,681-4-6

= Es. 76,403-4-9. (2.) The cultivators will lose the

profit which they now realise in dash from the cultiva-

tion of opium. Their loss will amount to Es. 33,866-13-0

at Es. 3-11-10 per bigha. This is exclusive of the

money which will be required for the subsistence of

themselves and their families during three months of

the year. This will be about Es. 30 for each cultivator,

or Es. 1,50,000 for 5,000 opium cultivators. (3) The

traders' loss will be the loss of profits which they now
realise from opium. This will amount to Rs. 16,013 at

Rs. 1-8-0 per dhari. (4.) The village artisans will lose

the remuneration they now get from the cultivators.

(5.) The labouring population will lose the work which

they now get in connexion with opium. Opium cultiva-

tion engages them from December to April. No other

crop will require labourers during these months.

23,050. {Do you wish to make any remark with regard

to any particular figure that you have given us in your

BTatement?
—

"With regard to the estimate of Es. 6 per

bigha, on i-econsideration, I think that figure is an over-

estimate.

23,061. You think it would not be possible to get so

much as Rs. 5 assessment ou the substituted crop ?—Yes.

•23,052. Therefore, in your present opinion, the claim
on behalf of land revenue would be somewhat larger
than the figure you have stated P—Yes.

23,053.' Have you any opinion as to the right of the
British G-overnment to interfere with the Native States
in such a matter as the cultivation of crops ?—The
Native States have a right to allow to be grown in their
land any crop, and the British Grovernment would not,

I humbly think, be justified in preventing them fi'om
allowing opium to be grown in it. So long as China
demands opium the Native States will justly claim the
right of exporting direct to China opium grown in

their territory, even if the British G-overnment abolish

the existing scales at which opium is weighed, previous
to being exported.

23.054. Do you consider the prohibition of opium
cultivation likely to produce serious discontent among
the people P—Yes, I humbly do think so.

23.055. What proportion of the people do you consider

consume opium ?—About 11 per cent.

23.056. Is that H per cent, of the whole population
or of adult males ?—It is inclusive of children— 2 per
cent, of children and 9 per cent, of adults.

23,067, Is there much smoking in your State ?—No.
Cultivators do not smoke, only some worshippers of

temples who have nothing to do, who are idlers.

23.058. Are there any chand/u shops in the State P

—

None.

23.059. There are no shops licensed for the sale of
Ohandu in the State, and no shops were chandm is

soldP—

Rao Bahadui'
Vishnu Kes-
hava Kunte.

(^DetBOS State.")

8 Feb. 1894.

23.061. Do you infiict penalties on persons for

smoking P—A little fine, nothing more.

23.062. Have you any general remarks to make with
reference to the consumption of opium in your State P

—All agriculturists and others, who follow trade
involving exposure, do not ordina/rily eat opium. But
those who do, eat it moderately, take it equal to the
size of the green gram or jawari. Gradually, the dose
can be increased further a little without harm. In the
case of such people, the abuse of opium is generally
not known. The use of opium is often due to old age,

infirmity of some sort, or liability to great exertions.

In old age a moderate opium eater is able to keep up
his strength and follow his usual avocations. In the
case of infirm parsons the same result follows In the
case of persons liable to great exertions opium enables
them to grow through their work without fatigue.

Opium is generally given to infants up to three years
of age. The dose varies from -y^th of a grain to a grain.

It producss no deleterious effects. The use of opium
is not ordinarily confined to any particular caste or
castes. Men take it more freely than women.

23.063. (Sir William Roberts.) You say that all agri-

culturists and others who follow trades involving ex-
posure do not ordinarily eat opium, but those who
do eat it moderately take it equal to the size of green
gram or jowari ; how much is thatP—About half a
grain ; that is the lowest dose ; they take it thrice
a day ; it is the dose of beginners.

23.064. Children P— No, those who begin to take
opium.

23.065. What do they get to generally P—To about
30 grains.

23.066. Is that twice a day or once P—Thirty grains
for the whole day.

23.067. Fifteen grains twice a dayp—Yes.

23.068. That is the common doseP—A common mode-
rate dose.

23.069. You have seen, I daresay, bad effects from
taking opium too freely P—Yes.

23.070. What effects have you seen in those cases

where opium was used in excess P—They cannot get
through their business well ; they are lazy and in-

dolent.

23.071. Can you give us any idea as to the propor-
tion of opium users who take it in injurious excess in

that way ?—I think not even 1 per cent, or a J per
cent.

23.072. Do they shorten their lives when they take il

to excess ?—I cannot say that.

23.073. I suppose it shortens their useful lives ?—It

does.

T 3
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23,074.. {Mr. Wilson.) You are Superintendent of the

Senior Branch P—Tes.
23.075. What is the Senior "Branch P—It is the big

branch. There are two branches having one common
ancestor. The State was divided between two sons.

23.076. Will you tell me what are the institutions

for improving the administration of the State which

would be abolished P—The civil and criminal courts

and the schools.

23.077. Anything else P—The police and the dispen-

saries.

23.078. You have said that within the past 10 years

the area under cultivation has fallen ?—Yes.

23.079. And that it is not extending P—Yes.

23.080. And that the Durbar oflBcials do not seek to

extend it ?—^Yes.

23.081. Why do they not seek to extend what is so

very profitable ? — Because nowadays profits are so

very uncertain. Prices fall and rise without our cal-

culation. We cannot calculate upon a certain rise.

23.082. Do you think that all this compensation

ought to be paid for a source of revenue that is ex-

tremely uncertain P — Yes, compensation should be

paid.

23.083. For an uncertain revenue P—The amount of

profit is uncertain, it is certain there will be profits,

but the amount is uncertain. There will be no loss as

matters stand at present.

23.084. You have said that after people begin to take

it, the size of a green gram, the dose can be increased

a little further without harm P—Yes.

23.085. Is it a good thing to increase it?—I have

seen and talked with opium eaters and have carefully

studied 2,000 cases, and I can say from my conversa-

tion and my intercourse with them that it has done no

harm to increase the dose to 30 grains.

23.086. My question was, is it, in your opinion, a

good thing to increase the dose ?—I think if it does no
harm to those who increase it, it does good.

23.087. But it must be done gradually P — Very
gradually

.

23.088. If it were done more quickly it would do

them harm P—I think so.

23.089. {Mr. Fanehawe.) Yon say that the land re-

venue is assessed for a term of years ?—Yes.

23.090. Are cash rates payable in all cases under this

revenue assessment P—Yes.
23.091. During the term of this assessment the re-

venue, from poppy cultivation, of course, is fixed P

—

Yes.

23.092. So that you would not at present be liable to

any loss unless the State made a revision of revenue

—

any. loss from the stoppage of cultivation during the

period of land revenue settlement P—The State will be

liable, I think.

23.093. It would probably think it necessary to make
a remission, but the revenue is fixed for the term of

the settlement ?—Yes ; but remissions will have to be

made.

23.094. Is it the case that two crops are grown, as

a rule, on land on which poppy is grown ?—Yes.

23.095. If poppy cultivation had to be stopped, what
crop do you think in your State would have to take its

place ?—Wheat, barley, and peas.

23.096. What is the fixed cash assessment or revenue

rates on those crops generally P — Only about two
rupees. It varies from Rs. 1\ to Rs. 2.

23.097. The only export duty which you levy is an
export duty on crude opium and not on manufactured
opium P—Yes, because Dewas is not a manufacturing
town.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
Krishna Rao
Mule

Dewas State,

- Ju7iior

Sranch.)

Mb. Krishna B,ao Mule called in and examined.

23.098. {Chairman.) You are Karbhari of the Junior

Branch of the Dewas State ?—Yes.

23.099. Is the area for which you are minister, the

same as that for which the last witness is minister P—He
belongs to the Senior Branch and I belong to the

Junior Branch.

23.100. The areas of the two branches are distinct

—the areas from which they derive revenue ?—Yes.

'23,101. You were appointed to your post on the 24th

March 1893. Will you tell us what previous appoint-

ments you held P—Before joining my present appoint-

ment I served the Tndore State for 14 years, begmnmg
in 1879, as Private Secretary to His Highness the

present Maharaja Holkar, who was then heir-apparent,

and ending as 'His Highness's Vakil at the Central

India Agency in October 1893, when I retired from the

servi(!e of that State.

23.102. What opportunities have you had of forming

au opinion on the cultivation and consumption of

opium ?—I was born and bred at Indore, which is a

large opium-cultivating and opium-trading place. 1

have lived in this part of the country all my life, and

have had many opportunities of seeing and talking to

various opium cultivators, traders, and people who use

opium in some shape or other.

23.103. I believe you are here to give us details re-

garding opium production, export, revenue, and

consumption in the Dewas State, Junior Branch,

including the Thakurs under it P—Yes, I will begin

with a few details regarding opium production, export,

revenue, and consumption in the Dewas State, Junior

Branch,' including the Thakurs under it. The area

under opium cultivation in bighas of 145 square feet

each is ll.<.i83J. The yearly produce of opium in

mauuds of 40 Government seers is 1,343|. The yearly

local consumption is 1131 maunds. The amount

annually exported is 1,223
J-
maunds. This place does

not trade with China direct. The aforesaid amount of

opium is, therefore, exported to the neighbouring

States of Indore, Jaora, Rutlam, and Ujjain, where

there are scales at which opium is weighed. The

quantity of opium in the hands of traders is at present

seven maunds. The annual land revenue derived from

opium cultivation is Es. 1,38,209-13-3. Duty on raw
opium is Bs. 10,492-1-6 per year. The local export

duty taken by the State is Rs. 480-12-9 per year.

Another duty called Tulai, which is the same as Wazan
Kashi, is Rs. 2,946-7-3 per year. Amount realised from
retail sale is Rs. 410-12-0. The population of the State

is 66,723, out of which 12,074, or 18-37 per cent., are

estimated as engaged in the production of opium, and
the per-centage of opium consumers to the total popu-
lation is 10'2. The average rate levied by the State

per bigha of opium land is Rs. 11-13-3. If the cultiva-

tion of opium were to cease or was stopped, the loss

would fall on the Darbar, the cultivators and the
traders. I make out the loss of each to be as

follows :

—

Rs. a. p.

The loss to the Darbar - 1,06,469 14 5

„ cultivators 29,208 10

„ „ „ traders - 17,221 12

Total loss 1,52,900 4 5

23,104. Have you any general remarks that you wish
to make in connexion with the proposed prohibition of

the cultivation and consumption of opium except for

medical purposes ?—If the production and use of
opium for non-medical purposes are prohibited
throughout British India, such prohibition could not
be extended to the Native States. The reason of this is

that although Native States are in subordinate alliance
with the Paramount Power, still I submit that they
have their independence practically secured to them
in matters of internal administration, such as the rais-

ing of reveirae by means of taxes that may suit their
peculiar circumstances. I am humbly of opinion that
the British Government, even if they stopped opinm
cultivation in British India, would not be justified in
asking Native States to do the same in their territories.

The measure is fraught with very great difiiculties. It
is exceedingly difiioult to determine what production
and use of opium would be for strictly medical purposes
and what would not be so. It is difficult to estimate
the number of professional men that would have to be
engaged with a view to determine this. In addition to
these professional men, a considerable establishment will
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have also to be entertained, 'vvjth ^ view to see.^ that the
prohibition is really enforced. The cost of both would
be something fearful. And the question arises—who
should bear the cost P It would not be proper to ask
the Native States to bear it. I humbly "think that it

should form a part of the compensation that would
have to be paid to them if they were called upon to

stop opium cultivation. The question of compensation
is. again not very easy of solution. Compensation
should, I submit, be given at present as well as poten-
tial loss. It may be practicable to estimate with some
approach to accuracy the actual present loss. But it is

exceedingly difficult to estimate the potential or future
loss. The Native States would be quite justified in

claiming compensation for both the above-mentioned
kinds of loss. The amount of such compensation would
be BO appalling that I do not think it would be possible

for the British Groverhment, whose resources are, after

all, not quite inexhaustible, to be able to provide for it.

The compensation that it would be possible to give to

the Native States would thus be inadequate; which,
with their limited resources and with the everyday
increasing and unavoidable calls for improved admi-
nistration made upon them, would mean to them a very
heavy financial strain which they cannot possibly boar.

The use of opium is not the dreadful evil it is supposed
to be by some. My experience, derived from a careful

observation of opium eaters, is that opium taken in

moderation is beneficial to health. It is most commonly
given to the infants in this part of the country up to
the iige of three with great benefit to them, and they
are weaned from it without the slightest diflSculty and
without any evil efiects on their health. It is often
observed to be the stay of old age. It refreshes many a
toil-worn man and enables him to bear hard work and
fatigue and exposure. It does not promote crime.
Not only that, unlike alcohol, it brings no social de-

gradation to those who use it, but that amongst
Sajputs, who are generally recognised to be one of the
martial races of India, the use of opium is considered
fashionable, and is a sine qua non'on marriage and
kindred festive occasions. When taken in excess,

opium, like every other thing, is injurious, but even in

cases of excess it is not as obnoxious to society as

alcohol: and these cases are so few and far between
that no Governmental action need be taken in regard to

them. I quite agree with Dr. Ferris when he says in

his evidence before the Oommission that " in a country
" like India, having regard to the habits of the peoples,
" the character of their avocations, the peculiarities of
" the climate and the particular character of their
" food, opium is distinctly beneficial, that it is not
" harmful, that it is not a vice, that li does not promote
" in any way immorality, that it does not increase,
" but distinctly decreases mortality." "That men as
" a rule with rare exceptions will resort to either a
" stimulant or sedative" .... that "opium
" because it is a sedative absolutely prevents natives
" from becoming obnoxious in any way," that "the
'
' natives will have the one or the other, the sedative or
" the stimulant. If the G-overnment prevent the resort to
" the sedative, then we must expect to find the
" wealthier classes giving themselves up to the more
" refined forms of alcohol provided by Europe ; while
" the poorer classes will develop a very wide use of
" native rum, arrack, and spirits, and the result will be
" widespread vice, misery, crime, and an increased
" mortality." The prohibition of the cultivation of

such a harmless drug as opium is thus indefensible. It

would mean practicable financial ruin to the exche-

quers of all the opium-growing Native States ; it would
ruin innumerable traders in opium. It would bring

misery to the poor cultivator and to the agricultural

labourer whom no crop that could take the place of

opium would give as much to live upon as opium does.

All the opium-consuming, opium-trading, and opium-
cultivating communities of India would resent this

prohibition. It would make British rule very un-

popular throughout India. The ignorant masses have

already begun to attribute motives to the British

Government in reference to the opium question. They
are not educated enough to understand that the Govei-n-

ment has nothing to do with the agitation, and that

their attitude in reference thereto is one of strict

impartiality. But it is the habit of ignorant oriental

masses to identify the Sirkar with all such movements. .

^^''-

Some have begun to think that it is only to enoourage "^"? ' '

the trade in the wines of the West that the Government , j,
•'""^'

have started this question, while others suspect that it ^
""" ^f<"^-)

is the conversion of India to Christianity that is q j- i, 2094
ultimately aimed at. Ignorance dies hard, and in

'

'

matters like the present one it is not the sensible few,
but the unintelligent many that have to be thought Of

by the practical administrator. The mists of prejudice
that are slowly but steadily gathering round this ques-
tion may, I apprehend, gain in volume and spread far

and wide. It is difficult to say what the consequences
may be. So far as I can see, they constitute in my
humble opinion a grave political danger which it is on
no account advisable for the British Government to

23.105. Tou have given us the average rate levied by
the State per bigha on opium land ; can you tell us the
average rate on other crops ?—About Rs. 2.

23.106. In estimating the loss of land revenue to the
Durbar have you taken the difi'erence between the
B.S. 11-13-3 and Bs. 2 on the area now under opium?—
Yes.

23.107. You speak of the amount exported to the
neighbouring States of Indore, Jaora, llutlam, and
Ujjain ; is there an export duty levied by the State on
that ?—Yes. I may add that it is crude opium that is

exported ; no manfactured opium is exported.

23.108. And is the export duty on the crude opium
what you describe as the local export duty amounting
to Rs. 480 a year P—Yes.

23.109. {Sir William Boherts.) You have been only
about a year in the Junior Branch of the Dewas State P

—Yes.

23.110. Have you ascertained what is the customary
dose of those who take opium habitually ?—Fifteen or

twenty grains.

23.111. Twice a day P—Yes.
23.112. Much as in the other State P—Yes.
23.113. What proportion of the men, do you think,

use opium habitually P—About 10 per cent.

23.114. Mostly among the elderly people?—Yes.

23,116. Do many young men take it ?—Not many
young men.

23.116. Is it injurious to young men?—Yes, to

young men it is injurious, but not to infants.

23.117. Does it make them lazy P—It is not supposed
to be beneficial to young men. The habit of taking
opium is generally begun at the age of 40.

23.118. It is not considered to be injurious, but
beneficial when begun at that time ?—Yes.

23.119. How many people go to excess so as to pro-
duce sleepiness P—I have not been able to find out the
exact number who take it to excess, but I should think,
as I have said, that the cases are very few and far
l)etween.

23.120. {Mr. Wilson.) You have just said to Sir
William Roberts that it is not a good thing for young
men to take it ?—Yes.

23.121. Will you tell me why yon did not put that
into your printed statements ?—It did not occur to me
to put it in.

23.122. Is the growth of poppy increasing in your
State P—It is not.

23.123. Why not ?—On account of the falling ofi" in
the prices of opium.

23.124. Suppose the prices should go on falling,
what will become of your revenue F—It will be ruined.

23.125. Quite apart from prohibition ?—Yes.

23.126. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Have you, like the Senier
Branch, a fixed land revenue assessment?—Yes.

23.127. What is the term of years for which the
present settlement is in force P—The last settlement
was for 12 years.

23.128. Are cash rates charged under that in all

cases ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew,
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Sayad Nasir Ali called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23.129. {Chairman.) Ton are general secretary of the
Narsingarh Government ?—Yes.

23.130. Can you give me any figures with regard to

the loss which you estimate would be incurred by the

State if the growth of the poppy in Narsingarh were
prohibited P—The direct loss to the State revenue
would be Es. 92,750.

23.131. How do you make that up ?—I have calcu-

lated that the irrigated area, whether opium is pro-

duced or not, is assessed at a certain price, deducting
the amount which would be realised if another crop
were sown in the land. The balance represents the loss

the State would incur.

23.132. That is, loss of land revenue ?—Yes.

23.133. At what rate is irrigated land at present
assessed in Narsingarh State ?—The irrigated land is

assessed at Rs. 10 per bigha, and the assumption is that

it will produce two crops, the first Indian corn, the
second opium.

23.134. At what rate ha-i-e you assumed that it would
be assessed if opium cnltivation were prohibited?

—

Rs. 6-4 per bigha would be the loss. There would,
therefore, remain nearly Rs. 4.

23.135. Then it will be assessed at Rs. 3-12 ?—Yes.
23.136. Is there any other loss to the State which

you have taken into consideration besides the loss of

land revenue?—Rs. 30,000. Customs dues and other
dues in connexion with opium.

23.137. Is there any export of manufactured opium
from the Narsingarh State P—Crude opium is taken to

Indore. It is not manufactured in the Narsingarh
State.

23.138. Export duty is charged on crude opium?

—

There is a dispute between the two States of Rajgarh
and Narsingai'h, and to settle it, it has been decided

that a certain portion of this export dues should be
received by Narsingarh and a certain portion by Raj-

garh. In order to insure a continuance of the arrange-

ment, there is a post established at a certain place on
the main road. It is worked under the Political Agent,
and the dues are taken as the opium passes along, and
the shares are given to each of these two States.

23.139. I understand the total loss which you esti-

mate, including all heads, is Rs. 92,750?—That is only

the land revenue.

23.140. And Rs. 30,000 represents the other?—Yes.

23.141. Do you put the total claim at Rn. 1,22,750 ?—
That is the State loss.

23.142. Besides that you have estimated a loss of

Rs. 1,50,000 to cultivators ; can you give us any figures

as to how you have arrived at that amount ?—I esti-

mate that the profit to each cultivator is Rs. 10 per

bigha. After paying the land revenue and taking into

consideration all expenses.

23.143. What do you estimate the profit which the
caltivatoi' v.'ould derive from any other crop that might
be substituted P—Out of the Rs. 10 there would be a
loss of Es. 8 to the cultivator.

23.144. Is that the method by which you have arrived
at the total IJ lakhs to the cultivators?—Yes, I have
put the loss at Rs. 8 on the total area of the land.

23.145. How many bighas are under poppy cultiva-

tion at present P—14,840.

23.146. Is there any other item of loss which you
have reckoned?—I omitted to deduct from my total of

IJ lakhs the profits which the cultivator would get

from the other crop.

23.147. Then that revised estimate would come to

Rs. 1,18,000 p—Yes.
23.148. You have estimated a loss of Rs. 65,000 a

year to the traders, how do you arrive at that figure ?

—The profits of the traders are now derived from two
source; advances made to the cultivators, and subse-
quent profits in the ordinary course of trade in dis-

posing of the opium. I calculate that the total prnfifs

of the traders per bag amount to Rs. 70. A bat' is

200 lbs. weight of opium.

23.149. Does that make Rs. 65,000?—1,000 bags are
produce, of which I estimate 800 go out of the State,

and 200 are consumed in the State.

23.150. (If?'. Wilson.) Are you aware that the figures

that you have given us do not agree with the tabulated
statement that was handed in ?—I am not aware of
that.

23.151. Do you think that the habit of taking opium
regularly is a good habit for young- men from 2U to

30 years of age P—I am only taking into consideration
the claims of Narsingarh. I think the habit is not a
bad one.

23,162. Why do you say it is not injurious even to
men of 30 years of age ? At what age is it injurious p

—With regard to the climate of Narsingarh I do not
think it is harmful.

23.153. {Mr. Fansliawe.) Is the area, 14,840 bighas,
said to be under poppy cultivation, actually under
poppy cultivation, or is it the whole irrigated area?-
14,840 represents the area under poppy.

23.154. Can you tell me the entire irrigated area of
the State p—The total irrigated area is 28,582 bigalis.

23.155. Can you tell me whether the populatio-.i of
the State comprises a large number of Rajputs ?

About a fourth of the population are regarded as
Rajputs.

The witness withdrew.

£,alla Ajudhia
Pershad.
(^Rajgarh
State.)

Lalla Ajudhia Pebshad called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23.156. {Chairman.) You arc a Tahsildar of Eajgarh
State ?—Yes.

23.157. What w the nearest English equivalent of

that P—Eevenue officer of the headquarters subdivision.

23.158. You have served for 15 years as ""ahsildar in

the State, and 15 years previous to that as a Naib Tah-
sildar (Deputy Tahsildar), and have thus acquired
information about opium ?—Yes, 30 years altogether.

23.159. What statement have you to lay before ua
with reference to the " cultivation of opium in your
State ?—The trade and cultivation of opium have been
carried on in this State for a very long time. It is said

that when opium was not produced in other places this

State used to help them. The opium produced in

Eajgarh is of a high quality and is sold dear. It adds
greatly to the revenue, Es. 6,95,526, of the State.

Bighas 16,091 biwas 9 are under opium cultivation, the
land revenue of which at Es. 6-4-0 per bigha amounts
to Es. 1,00,571; the cesses amount to Es. 23,677, i.e., a
total revenue of Rs. 1,24,248. Opium tends to the
population and other improvements of the State. The
cultivators reap a profit of Rs. 1,50,855 and traders

Es. 40,000 a year. About 1,100 bags of opium are

produced annually, of which 800 are exported and 300
consumed locally. Thousands of rupees have been
given to the cultivators for making wells and tanks for

opium cultivation. As the trade of opium is the most
beneficial, bankers and traders have advimced money
to cultivators of opium. Opium is the mainsti.v of
trade. The traders export opium, and in oxchung',; n-ot

other goods from foreign countries. In additimi^to
opium, poppy produces poppy seed also, in which the
people trade. Poppy seed oil is burnt in lamps

; culti-
vators use poppy seed throughout the year ; oil cake is
given to cattle. If opium cultivation be prohibited,
there would be a loss of oil and oil cakes as well. As
poppy cultivation is the most advantageous, about 80
per cent, of men cultivate opium. The advantage from
opium cultivation is that the cultivator pays his rent
from opium, and the other crop he produces in that field
maintains him throughout the year This inquiry about
opium has caused much anxiety to the cultivators, who
cannot bear the loss that prohibition of opium cultiva-
tion would cause, as they can produce no other crop of
such an advantage as opium is. Likewise Eajputt; and
others who eat opium habitually are anxious too. The
losses would be as under :

—

State
Cultivators

Traders

Total

Es.

1,24,248

l,50,5fc8

40,000

3,15,103
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People -would object to t.he prohibition of oultivatioii

of opinm. In my experience of 40 years opium has
never been injurious to any one. Prohibition of its

cultivation would cause enormous losses. Therefore it

is hoped that its cultivation will not be stopped.

23.160. You said that the opium produced in Rajgarh
is of a high quality and sold dear. What is the price

at which it is sold in the bazaars P—^Es. 7 or 8 per seer.

23.161. Is there a special rate on opium land for

revenue purposes in the Rajgarh State?—Tes, a special

rate of Bs. 6-4 for opium land.

23.162. Is that the whole rate on opium land P—There
are two crops. Indian corn is the first and opium is

the second. The rate for Indian corn is Rs. 3-12, and
for opium Rs. 6-4.

23.163. Making Rs. 10 per bigha ?—Tes, the circum-
stances of both States, Rajgarh and Nasirgarh, are

almost identical. They are adjoining.

23.164. Suppose that opium were prohibited, do you
think that no more than Rs. 3-12 could be got in the

land assessment?—The Indian corn would realise

Rs. 3-2, but nothing more.

23.165. How much land is under cultivation ?

—

16,091 bigahs.

23.166. Is your bigha a local bigha ?— 1724 ft.

square.

23.167. Do I understand that you have arrived at

your figure for cultivator's loss by assuming that they
would lose the whole profit of Rs. 10 per bigha P—No, I

have deducted the profit that would still remain on the
Indian corn. The Rs. 10 would be the loss solely on
opium cultivation.

23.168. What do you estimate the present profit on
opium to the cultivator ?—The loss per bigha on Indian
corn would be Rs. 2, and on opium Rs. 10. Total
Rs. 12.

23.169. Do you mean that at present the cultivator

gets two crops—Indian corn on which he reckons to get
profit of Rs. 2, and opium on which he reckons the
greater profit of Rs. 10 P—Yes.

23.170. If opium is prohibited I understand that no
other second crop can be grown with the maize P—If

opium is prohibited and Indian corn retained no other
crop could follow on the maize.

23.171. (Sir WiUiam Bdberts.) is the consumption of
opium non-medically very common in yonr State P
Yes, it is common.

23.172. Do hall' the people over 30 or 40 use opium?
It is generally given to children up to age of five ; after
that it is left off, and then it is again begun at no
certain date. After 30 it is generally taken with
advantage.

23.173. [Mr. Wilson.) What is the weight of a bag of
opium ?—100 seers or 200 lbs.

23.174. What is the price at which it is sold for local
consumption P—Unmanufactured opium is sold for Rs. 5
per seer, and manufactured opium at Rs. 7 or 8 per
seer.

23.175. For local consumption?- -Yes.

23.176. What is the price of that which is exported
from the State ?—-Unmanufactured stuff is not sold for
local consumption, only the manufactured article.
There is no rate for the unmanufactured stuff for local
purposes. The export price for the unmanufactured
article is Rs. 5 per seer.

23.177. And notwithstanding they sell at the same
price internally and externally, they get Rs. 20,000 out
of it ?—The exported opium is crude opium, and on
that the charge is Rs. 5 per seer ; for the manufactured
article' locally consumed it is Rs. 7 or Rs. 8 per seer.

23.178. You say that the Rajgarh opium is a high
quality and sold dear. Do you consider that a high
price ?—I consider Rs. 5 on unmanufactured opium and
Rs. 7 or Rs. 8 on unmanufactured a good price.

23.179. Are you aware that it is much higher in some
other States, and does not that lead to great smuggling ?—I do not know.

23.180. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Is it the case as a general
rule that maize is grown with poppy in the same year P

Pulse can be produced, but generally maize is pro-
duced.

23.181. The general rule in the State is to grow maize
with poppy p—-Yes.

Lalla Jjudhia
Pershad.
(JRajgarh

State.)
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The witness withdrew.

Khan Bahaduk Yah Muhammad Khan called in and examined.

23.182. {Chairman.) You are minister of Jaora?

—

Yes.

23.183. I believe yon have a statement to lay before
us from His Highness the Nawab of Jaora ?—Yes. I
beg to be allowed to read a copy :

—

Jaora, 5th February 1894.

To the Pkesident and the Honoukable Membehs of the

Royal Oommissio.v on Opium.

Mt Lokd and Gentlemen,
I HAVE hitherto watched with utmost attention

the proceedings of the Royal Commission on Opium,
of which you, my Lord, and you, gentlemen, are the
honourable members, as the matter under 3'Our in-

vestigation is a most important one, in which the
interests of my State as well as of my subjects are in-

volved. I thei'efore seize with readiness the present

opportunity afforded me of expressing to you my views
on the subject. The main question for consideration

regarding opium is whether the production and use of

opium for non-medical purposes can be prohibited in

the territories of the Native States in Central India. I

am strongly of opinion that the stoppage of the growth
of opinm would entail ruinous losses upon the Native
States in Malwa. It would deprive them of the

possession of an a? tele from which they derive the

greatest portion of their incomes. Taking the case of

my State, the total annual rent of land-growing opium
amounts to Rs. 4,20,000, or more than half of the total

yearly income of the State ; this revenue would be lost

to the State by the stoppage of the cultivation of opinm.
There exist no means by which such a considerable

loss can be recoupc d. I do not think that any other
crops, such as wheat, cotton, &c , are as profitable as

opinm. The produce of opium is so valuable that it

affords the cultivators the means for paying the rent of

O 82.588,

the land under its cultivation at the high rate of Rs. 20
per bigha, while land growing other crops can be
assessed only at Rs. 2 per bigha, a striking difi'erence,

due to the varying paying capacities of the crops. It
is also worthy of notice that opium is the source of
revenue to my State in other ways—the taxes levied on
the exportation of manufactured opium from my State
to other parts of India, and chiefly to Bombay for ship-
ment to China, and on speculative bargains in opium,
bring to the State an annual amount of Rs. 64,000.
Prom the above-mentioned facts it would appear that
my State derives annually from opium in more than
one way an income of Rs. 4,84,000, which will be totally
lost if the cultivation of opium is prohibited.
My jagirdars would also share in the losses, and their

yearly loss would amount to Rs. 2,50,000. Besides the
State and its jagirdars, the other subjects, such as the
cultivators and the traders, would also be involved in
losses. To the cultivators opium is the most remu-
nerative crop, while to the traders of Malwa it is the
most profitable article of commerce. It is impossible
for both of them to find a gocd substitute for it. I
estimate the loss of the cultivators to be Rs. 4,20,000,
and that of the traders Rs. 1,02,000.

I have taken the opium question into my full con-
sideration, and I have arrived at the conclusion that
there are no grounds for the stoppage of the production
of opium. The belief that the use of opium is harmful
to the people seems to me to be quite unfounded.
The consumption of opium is very general among the
people of Malwa, and experience shows that its use is,

without producing any injvirious effects to a certain

extent, beneficial to their health. 0{)ium-eaters reach
a good old age, and they mostly present a healthy
appearance.

I do not think that opium makes any pernicious

effects on the morals of the people ; it is not an in-

centive to crime ; on the contrary, it makes those ivhc

use it quiet and law-abiding.

u
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In conclusion, I would draw your attention to the fact

that nothing but harm would result to the Native

Htates and their subjects from the prohibition of the

production and use of opium, and that any steps taken
in this direction would create considerable discontent.

I have the honour to be,

My Lord and Gentlemen,
Tour faithful Friend,

(Signed) Mahomed Ismail Khan,
Nawab of Jaora.

23,184. As Minister of Jaora you wish to give evi-

dence on your own account ?—Yes. As regards the

opium question, the primary point under consideraiion

is whether, if the production and use of opium for non-

medical purposes throughout British territory is pro-

hibited, such prohibition could be extended to the

Native States. In this respect the first question that

suggests itself is on what grounds the production of

opium is deemed to be undesirable. As far as I think,

I do not find any reason for stopping its growth. On
the contrary, any restrictive measures in this direction

seem to me to be moat impolitic and quite uncalled

for. The theory that the consumption of opium by
the people of India is injurious to them, physically and
morally, is fallacious. It seems that a few onlj' have
been by religious prejudice or through ignorance of

the matter led to entertain it. Malwa, where opium
is very generally used, ofl'ers an extensile field for

observation. It is my native place, and I have passed

my whole life in it. I can, therefore, claim to have
some experience in the matter, To take, for instance,

the case of the population of Jaora State, I say, with-

out fear of contradiction, that more than 50 per cent,

are addicted to the use of opium. People of all classes

and different castes and nationalities take it, more
especially the Rajputs, of whom 90 per cent, can be
said to be in the habit of using opium. The cultivators

also use it freely, as it sustains their bodily strength

and enables them to do bard work in the fields.

Opium is consumed in three ways. It is taken in pills

or in the form of a solution, or it is smoked. The last

method is not generally resorted to. I find that the

moderate use of opium does not produce any harmful
eflects, physical, moral, or mental. In fact, no cases

of such ill-effects have come under my notice. On the

contrary, it is a general belief, and I think a true one,

that in a country like Malwa, where the air is saturated

with moisture, opium, if taken in a proper and in a

small quantity, proves very beneficial to health. It is

said that opium emaciates the body and weakens the

whole system. Tes, it does, if taken in very large and
immoderate doses, and even then in the cases where
proper nourishment has not been obtained, otherwise

the opium eaters present a healthy appearance and
often live long. The abuse of opium is certainly in-

jurious to health, but it is not generally prevalent. Of
the opium eaters one per cent, only will be found to be

using it in an immoderate way. Considering the efl'ect

of opium on the morals of the people, I fail to dis-

cover any connexion between opium and crime. On
the other hand, I find the opium eaters to be well-

behaved and law-abiding people. It is alcohol, and not

opium, that has a perceptible influence in causing crime.

As to mind, its deoerioration cannot be ascribed

to the use of opium, Opium does not at all afi'ect the

mind. People while intoxicated by opium are found

to be as clear-headed as those not under its influence.

The harmlessness of the moderate use of opium is

demonstrated by its being generally given without pro-

ducing bad effects to the children of very tender age.

There is no doubt that the prohibition of the use of

opium will entail great hardship upon the people who are

given to it, and it is certain that enforced abstinence

from opium will lead them to indulgence in other

stimulants, most probably alcohol, the free use of

which would result in ruining health, causing demorali-

sation and bringing impoverishment.

23,185. Have you any information to give the Com-
mission as regards the financial aspect of th e question p—
There is no doubt that the prohibition of the production

of opium would lead to results proving disastrous to

the Native States as well as their subjects. It is, in

fact, impossible for the Native States of Malwa to do
without opium. The revenues derived from land form
the major pjortion of their income made up by the rent

of the land growing opium. In the case of Jaora State,

with the administration ofwhicnlam connected, the

total .annual income is nearly eight lakhs of I'upoes : of

these the amount realised in the firm of laud L'ovenno

is aljo:it Rm. 6,40,000. of which K.s. 4.20,000, or more

than half of the total income, are received as rent of

the opium-growing land. This revenue will be lost to

the State by the stoppage of the cultivation of opium.
The jagirdars and other land-owners in the State
would in the same way lose an annual income of

Rs. 2,50,000. This loss cannot be made up by any other

means. There is no other crop which can serve as a

substitute for, and prove as remunerative as opium.
The land growing opium brings such valuable returns

as to warrant its being assessed at the high rate of

Rs. 20 per bigha of 160 square feet, the rate of assess-

ment of land producing cereals and other crops being
not more than Rs. 2 per bigha. It is this advantage
that persuades the State to encourage the growth of

poppy, and to increase its cultivation as much as possible.

Opium is also a source of income to the State in other

ways. The exportation of opiuta by traders from Joara
to other parts of India and Bombay for shipment to

China is taxed at the rate of Rs. 30 per one chest con-

taining If maunds of manufactured opium, or in case

of crude opium at the rate of Rs. 15 per maund. This
tax brings to the State an annual amount of Rs. 60,000.

Besides this, a tax is levied on speculative bargains in

opium, very general in Malwa, and produces annually
Rs. 4,000. This opium is the means by which the State
acquires in three ways an annual income of Rs. 4,84,000,
while the jagirdars and other landholders are benefited

by it to the extent of Rs. 2,50,000. Thus the total loss

to the State and its jagirdars would be annually
Rs. 7,34,000—a considerable amount, which the State
cannot afford to lose without bankrupting itself. I
have stated before that the stoppage of the production
of opium would considerably injure the pecuniary
interests, not only of the State, but also of its subjects.

By subjects I mean the agriculturists and the traders.

The former would be prevented from raising a crop
which 18 most advantageous to them, and which cannot
be replaced. Comparing the profit derived by the
cultivators froiu opium with what accrues to them
from other crops, there is found to be an excess in case of
opium to the extent of Rs. 12 per bigha. There are at
present 33,500 bighas, under opium cultivation in the
territories of Jaora State. Calculating the loss at the
rate of Rs. 12 per bigha, the total yearly loss to
the cultivators will amount to Rs. 4,02,000. As for tlie

traders, they would also be involved in losses. There
is no doubt that opium is a most profitable article of
commerce, and the trade in it atibrds the merchants a,

good and sure means of acquiring profit. There aie
three stages of the tiade at each of which the merchant
gains. First, the local trade or the purchase of crude
opium from the cultivators and its sale to the local

manufacturers ; second, the local sales of the manu-
factured opium ; and third, its exportation to Bombay
for shipment to China. Estimating the gains of the
merchants at the first stage to be Rs. 6 per maund,
at the second stage to be Rs. 20 per maund, and
at third Rs. 6 per maund. the total gain per maund
amounts to Rs. 32. The yearly produce of opium in
the Jaora State territories is estimated to be 4,000
maunds : of this one-fourth is sold in crude form to
residents of foreign Sates, while the remainder goes
through the regular process of the manufacture and is

exported to Bombay. According to the above calcula-
tion the trade in opium benefits the merchants of
Jaora to the extent of Rs. 1,02,000 in a year. The
suppression of opium would deprive the merchants of
a lucrative trade.

23.186. The Commission would be glad to hear your
general view of the question p—Consideruig the question
in all its aspects, I have arrived at the conclusion that
any attempt to interfere with the rights of the Native
States and the privileges of their subjects in regard to
the cultivation, sale, and consumption of opium will
result in grave complications and will produce con-
siderable discontent. The appointment of the Opium
Commission and its proceedings have already created
a feeling of alarm and uneasiness among the people.
I take this as a strong indication of the temper of
the public on this subject which it would not be wise to
disregard.

23.187. What is the retail price of opium in Jaora p

—

One rupee for ten tolas.

23.188. Can you say what is the total export from the
State of Jaora P—Opium is exported from Jaora in two
ways. It is exported to Bombay for shipment to China
in chest, that is, manufactured.

23,"! 89. Can you give us the number of chests p I
cannot give the exact figures, because they vary. The
average number of chests, I estimate, is 1,000 in the year.
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23.190. What is the export duty on the manufactured
opium ?—30 rupees per chest which contains if maunds
of manufactured opium.

23.191. There is also a tax on the export of raw
opium ?—In a crude form. All the opium produced in
the territories of Jaora does not go oat in a manufac-
tured form. There are two outlying districts belonging
to our State where there are no capitalists who manu-
facture opium. Therefore, t.he traders of other foreign

States buy opium in the crude form and take it out.

We tax that opium, in the crude form at Es. 15 per
maund.

23.192. These two forms of export duty are included
in your estimate of the loss to the State, which you put
at Eb. 484,000 ?—Yes.

23.193. You calculate the loss to cultivators at the

rate of Es. 12 per bigha P—Yes.

23.194. Is that the total profit which you estimate
the cultivator derives from the cultivation of opium ?

—As I have said, comparing the profit derived by the
cultivator from opium with what aoorues from other
crops, there is found to be an excess in the case of
opium to the extent of Es. 12 per bigha.

23.195. Your revenue rate of Es. 20 per bigha on
opium land is higher than we have heard in several

other States. Bas it been fixed long ?—I have given
this rate as an average rate. Our highest rate is Es. 35
per bigha. The land in the territory of Jaora is con-
sidered to be the best producing land, the richest soil

in Malwa.

Muhammad
Khan.

(Bajgarh
State.)

8 Fet. 1894.

23,196. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Is poppy grown as a rule as Khan
a single crop in Jaora ?—Maize precedes it without any Bahadur Yar
exception. " •

23.197. You have stated that 33,500 bighas are under
poppy cultivation P—Yes.

23.198. Can you tell me what the total irrigated area
is P—That is solely under poppy cultivation. There
are 1,500 bighas more.

23.199. Have you a fixed settlement in force P—Yes,
it is not a very regular settlement. There has been
no regular survey, but it is fixed. We levy it in cash.
The settlement with the cultivator is yearly. The
landholder has the option to eject the tenant if he likes
after a year, but it is not always the case. Generally,
they are not ejected, because they are good tenants,
and are kept on.

23.200. Is your cash rate fixed on the class of land or
with reference to the crops P—On the class of laud,
and with reference to the crops which it grows. There
are two qualities of land growing opium, one called
Adan aiid the other Eankur. The producing capacity
of Eankur is not as much as Adan. The race for
Eankur is Es. 6 per bigha, while for Adan the average
is Es. 20.

23.201. Is the rate fixed on the class of soil or with
reference to poppy cultivation P—On the class of soi)

—

that is, on irrigated land.

23.202. Also fixed on the supposition that thai class
of land will, as a rule, grow poppy ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Khan Bahaduk Cukseiji Eustamji Thanewalla called in and examined.

23.203. {Chairman.) You are Diwan of the Eutlam
State, Malwa ?—Yes. The present Maharaja is a minor,
and I am the administrator, subject to the control of a
Political Superintendent.

23.204. You are of opinion that, even if the pro-

duction and use of opium for non-medical purposes
were prohibited in British India, the prohibition could
not be extended to the Native States, especially to those
where the growth and use of opium have been quite

free from restrictions ?—Yes.

23.205. I believe there are three kinds of opium
arrangements prevailing in the Native States generally ?

—Yes.

23.206. In the States of Central India generally, and
in Eutlam, the cultivation and the use of opium are

absolutely free P—Yes.

23.207. Are you of opinion that in Central India the

consumption of opium is a deep-rooted and almost
universal habit ?—Very deep-rooted.

23.208. Are you of opinion that the proposed prohibi-

tion would meet with opposition—give rise to discontent,

and excite a spirit of lawlessness amongst existing

criminal tribes?—Yes. When a system of monopoly
was tried some years ago the result was exactly what
we are now afraid of.

23.209. Do you consider that the Arms Act, not being
in force in the Native States, would increase the diffi-

calty of suppressing any lawlessness that might arise P

—Certainly. I do not know about big States like

Grwalior or Baroda or Indoro.

23.210. You have given some statistics with regard
to the loss per bigha which would be incurred by
farmers and cultivators in your State ; would you
explain to us exactly what these figures are p—There
is, first, the loss to the State of Es. 17-6 per bigha.

23.211. What is the total area under p^ppy cultiva-

tion in Eutlam P—About 18,000 bighas. All over irri-

gated land is assepsed at a particular rate, whether
poppy or any other vegetable is cultivated.

23,2iy. What rate is that?—The average rate is

about Es. 17 per bigha.

23.213. Can you give us any idea of the per-contage
of the irrigated area in Eutlam which is under poppy
cultivation at present ?—18,000 bighas under poppy
cultivation.

23.214. What proportion does that bear to the whole
irrigated landP—Hardly one-fourth is under some
other cultivation.

23.215. Then the area under poppy cultivation
amounts to two-thirds P—Yes.

23.216. The State would lose the whole of the land
revenue at present assessed on the opium land ?—No.
We would get the next best crop, which would be
cotton or wheat, and for that we would get between
Es. 2 and Es. 3 per bigha.

23.217. You estimate the loss to the State at Es. 17-6 ?— Yes. On the average we now levy Es. 17 per bigha,
if wheat were cultivated instead of opium we should get
about Es. 3 per bigha, and the net loss would be Es. 14.
To this I have added excise duties and some miscel-
laneous taxes on the juice which is produced ; that comes
to about Es. 3. Hence the total average loss would be,
as I have said, Es. 17 per bigha.

23.218. Have you worked that out to the total of whai
your claim in respect of the State would be P Yea.
The loss of opium cultivation, after deducting the rates
which would be realised for wheat and other crops,
would be about Es. 2,52,000. Then we have some kind
of excise duty Es. 6,700; then other miscellaneous
duties. And we levy Es. 25 per chest on opium exported.
In that way the total revenue which the State now
derives from poppy cultivation is (minus what is
expected to be derived from other crops) Es. 3,13,000.

23.219. Then with regard to the loss to cultivators P—The loss to the cultivator is Es. 10 per bigha, minus
the produce which ho would get from cotton or wheat.

23.220. At what total do you calculate thatP—I have
not worked it out.

23.221. At 18,000 bighas it would be Es. 1,80,000 ?—
Yes.

23.222. Do you consider that there would be a net
loss to the cultivator of Es. 10 ?—Yes. If poppy ig not
cultivated he loses the benefit of the irrigation ; the
irrigation would be of no use to him.

23.223. In calculating the Es. 10 you have allowed
for the profit, whatever it may be, which he would make
on any other crop P—Certainly.

23.224. With regard to manufacturers and traders you
estimate that at Es. 8-10 per bigha P—Yes.

23.225. Have you calculated what the amount would
be P—About a lakh and a half.

23.226. I do not know whether you have any figures
that you wish to lay before us as to the way in which
you have arrived at the Es. 8-10 with regard to tra-

ders P—In the answers which I have given to Colonel
Eobertson's questions I think the details have been

U 2
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given. They buy fronj the cultivators, make the juico

up into balls, and then sell it.

2?., 227. What is the total number of cheats which you
export in the year on an average P—About 2,20 1 from
Rutlam.

23.228. Are there scales at Eutlatn ?—Yes. It sends

out 2,200 chest.s ; 200 are consumed locally.

23.229. So that you put the production of Rutlam
State altogether at about 2,400 chests ?—Yes, the pro-

duction may be more, because all the produce is not
exported in a particular year.

23.230. I gather from your statement that the State
of Rutlam would suffer a los-s of about 25 per cent, of

its whole revenue supposing the cultivation of poppy to

be prohibited?—Yes.

23.231. And that it would involve the Native State in

financial difficulties of a serious nature?—Yes.

23.232. Do you wish to add anything farther F—Yes,
I should like to add that there is attached to the Palace
at Rutlam what is called an Abdarkhana, where re-

spectable persons coming to see His Highness or the

Dewan aie treated with a drink of a solution made of
opium 'kasnmbha). The Jagirdars, as also the servants
of His Highness, and citizens who frequent the Darbar
office, partake of the drink. If respectable Jagirdars
and Thakurs are not offered the kasumbha drink, they
would feel that they are not treated propei'ly. On a
birthday, the Dasera Holiday, and at tue time of certain

Darbars, the Thakur.s, Jagirdars, officers and others
are treated with kasumbha. The Darbar is dissolved

after all the persona have resumed their seats after

having taken the kasumbha. No pansupari, flowers,

garlands, &c. are given in such Darbars, the kasumbha
taking the place of all these things. The Abdarkhana
institution has been in existence from time immemorial.
During the minority of His late Highness, the Political

Superintendent of the State had to maintain it, and it

has been maintained up to this time, though nowadays
it is used principally by persons of the middle class.

Formerly it cost much, now the cost is much reduced.
The importance of the kasumbha drink is so great that
in friendly letters and invitations the Thakurs, Rajas,
Dewans, and others generally endorse in their own
autograph as follows :

" After reading this letter, do
" you take kasumbha drink as a treat from me in
" honour of yourself." This request is considered
complimentary, and is made by one not inferior in

rank to the other. When a friendly letter with such
a request is received, the reqiiest is in certain cases
literally carried out by at once having a kasumbha
party in honour of the jjeraon who made the request.
With the time-honoured custom prevailing amongst the
chiefs, nobles, and the people generally, it would, I

The witness

need not submit, be quite impossible to enforce any
prohibitiou of the use of opium except for medical
purposes.

23.233. {Mr. Wilson.) Is it a Uct or not that this
ancient custom of offering kasumbha is very often
satisfied by the pretence of taking it, not really drink-
mg it ?—That will depend upon the person himself.
Many are not accustomed to drink, but in a party they
are obliged to join. They may drink a very little

;
just

as when wine is offered one may take a whole glass or
only a sip.

23,2.34. Some put it to their lips and do not drink
any of it ?—I have not seen that. I have been there a
year and a half only ; but I have never seen a case in
which those who have joined have not drunk the
kasumbha at all.

23,236. Have you been there long enough to know
that this custom is rather going out of fashion? I
should think not. I have not been long there, but I
know the custom is not going out of fashion, because
they would not allow me to abolish the institution,
which, as I have Said, attaches to the Durbar itself.

23,236. You speak of the difficalty of making both
ends meet in your revenue. Supposing there is no inter-
ference with the cultivation of the poppy by the
British Grovernmont in any way, do you think the
decreased demand in China is likely to increase your
difficulty ?—The demand in China has decreased, but I
do not think it will much affect Malwa, because the
opium from Malwa is liked in China, and there is
always a market for it, though the prices may differ
now and then.

23,236a. If the demand for opium from India should
get less, do you think that the British Government will
give a preference to Malwa opium, and will be willing to
let go its own Bengal monopoly i-— As far as the facts
go, to the best of my knowledge, English opium does
not fetch in China the price that Malwa opium fetches.

23.237. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Have you a fixed land
revenue settlement in Rutlam ?—Yes ; as far as the
present land revenue system is concerned the assess-
ment is fixed. I do not know whether after a few years
we may revise it.

23.238. What is the term of years .°—Ten years gene-
rally, but they are repeated.

23.239. Are cash rates in force on irrigated and un-
irrigated land ?—They are all cash rates.

23.240. In Rutlam is poppy grown as a single crop,
or is it grown in conjunction with another crop ?—
Thioughout all Malwa we have opium grown with
some corn. In this part it is generally grown with
maize, in other States there is bajri.

withdrew.

Kunwar
Jaswant Singh.

(^Sailana

State.)

Kunwar Jaswaki Singh, called in and examined.

23,2 (On. {Chairman.) Do you hold an official position

in the State of Sailana ?—Yes.

23.241. What ?—I am Regent of the State.

23.242. In the event of poppy being prohibited what
loss do you estimate would result from suck prohibi-

tion p The amount of poppy land in Sailana is, I

believe, 6,419 bighas ?—Y'es.

23.243. Producing 2,407 maunds and five seers of

opium ?— y^es.

23.244. Y'ielding a revenue of Rs. 1,60,475 by rent of

poppy land and R.". 10,000 by duties into the State
Treasury every j'ear ?—Yes.

23,24.j. That, I think, ivorks out at land revenue
Rs. 2."i per bigha P—Y'es.

23.246. I suppose that poppy land in Sailana is of
very high quality P—It is very rich land.

23.247. If poppy cultivation were prohibited have
you made any calculation as to the reduction in land
revenue which would result from such prohibition ?

—

Yes ; the loss would be Es. 1,60,475.

23.218. I presume if poppy cultivation were pro-
hibited you would not lose the whole of the assess-

ment P—The loss will be Rs. 1,47,637 if wheat is grown
instead of opium.

23.219. That would be land revenue which you would
lose if wheat were substituted ?—That would be the

loss if wheat were grown.

23.250. So that instead of receiving Es. 1,00,000 you
estimate that you would only receive somithiuEr like
Rs. 13,000 ?--Rs. 12,838.

^

23.251. What are the duties in the State which
brmg m Ks. 10,000 per annum r Are they export
Quties on opium, or what P—Export and transit duties.

23,252^ How many chests are exported from the
bailaiia State P—ln Sailana State opium is very seldom
manufactured

;
it is exported in the crude state.

23,253. What do you put the loss at altogether sup-
posing poppy to be prohibited P— Rs. 1,47,637.

23,2.54. That is the whole amount ?—And Rs 10 000
duties. '

23,255. Es. 1,57,000 altogether ?—Yes.
23,266. You consider that there would also be a loss

to the cultivators P—Yes.

2.3 257. Have you any figures showing what that
would amount to ?—Rs. 1,28,380.

23.258. You consider the profit on any other cropwould be much less than they at present get from the
cultivation of opium P—It is not estimated what other
crops would yield.

23.259. Have you made any allowance for anv other
crop ?—No. ^

23.260. I do not know whether there is any other
item of compensation which you wish to lay before the
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Commission P—No j we have already shown you the
loss ; that would be the compensation.

23,261. Turning from the question of loss and com-
pensation, what is your opinion generally with regard
to the consumption ol: opium?—G-enerally s|)eakiug,

opium is consumed by all castes in this district, it is

not linown making any deleterious effect in moderate
doses. On the other hand, expuricnce teaches ns that
it prevents a great many discaaes in a climate like that
of Sailana. Consequent on the consumption of opium
no case has been seen of unnatural death, as it has
been seen with those who indulge in alcohol, the excess
of which they cannot help. Opium is used medicinally,

also as a family medicine, among those who are not
habitual eaters of it, to spare the cost and trouble of

having recourse to medical men, and it cures them
satisfactorily. Opium is in general consumed all

over India. Its stopping soems impossible, and if

stopped, it would inevitably arouse a preafc discoiitent

and dissension among the people, and it is not known
where this would end. The people eat it in small

doses, and there might be a few using it in somewhat
large doses too ; but it is not seen producing any evil

effect either on the brain or on the body. But the
estimation of these cannot be given. This drug is also

given to infants, where it is considered absolutely

necessary, to preserve them from the effects of cold,

and practically it does prove so. The obituary among
children is much less by its use. It is also given to

domestic animals in certain diseases. All respected
members of various communities are in a body opposed
to its stopping. They say it will go hard to satisfy

such an overwhelming number of men, and are afraid

lest it may not bring forth some grave consequences,
which might produce great anxiety to the British

Grovernment, which does not seem to derive any real

benefit from this, besides loss and vexation. The
respected membei's of communities do not think it

degrading to eat opium. Every man in the decline of

age is recommended to its use, in order to add to his

longevity; otherwise he is more susceptible of many
diseases arising from cold. So in the form of a tonic

they consume it. The poor and hard labourers use it

as a stimulant in making them earn their livelihood.

A large number of men do not use beer or alcohol,

being forbidden by caste prejudices ; so they ordinarily

have recourse to the use of this drug, and are much
safer by this than those who consume alcohol. The
consumption of opium is very popular and is not con-
sidered any vice.

23.262. {Sir William Boherts.) What are the doses
generally used by those who take opium in your State ?

—From one to six mashas.

23.263. Is that amongst people who are middle aged
and past middle age ?—G-enerally they take it in middle
age.

23.264. Do young men sometimes use it habitually ?

—Sometimes.

23.265. Does it agree with them as well as with the
old people ; is it good for them ?—Yes.

23.266. Tou have not seen any ill-effects even in

young men ?—No, in moderate consumption.

23.267. I suppose they sometimes use it in exces* P—
Excess IS l)ad in everything. If you take bread in
excess you will suffer from indigestion.

23.268. You state that the excessive use of opium is
uncommon in yonr State P—It is not common.

23,2611. You say it is given to children and infants P—
Yen.

23.270. I gather from your statement that you think
that more good than harm arises from that practice ?—
Yes.

23.271. That is your deliberate opinion ?—Yes.
23.272. Have you had much opportunity of iuds'inp'

on that point P—5res.
J J b b

23.273. Whether children are injured by the practice
of giving them opium p—They are not injured.

23.274. {Mr. Wilson.) What opportunity have you had
of judging of the effect on children ?—I am a Kajput,
you know, and Rajputs are famous for opium consump-
tion

; I am, therefore, well acquainted with the sub-
ject.

23,276. You are not a medical man P—No.

23.276. In reference to infants, you say that opium is
given where it is considered necessary to preserve them
from the effects of cold P—Yes.

23.277. Other witnesses have said that it is given to
keep them from crying

; what do you think is the real
reason P—To prenerve them from the effects of cold.

23.278. Not to prevent them from crying P—Some-
times.

23.279. What proportion of the people do you think
take opium ?—Nearly 40 or 50 per cent.

23.280. Including children ?—Including children.

23.281. Do those who do not take it suffer very much
from not taking it P—Theii- health does not require it

;

if their health required it they would take it.

23.282. They only take opium if their health requires
it P—Yes ; it is not a luxury, it is a stimulant.

23.283. What parts of India have you been in?—In
Malwa.

23.284. All your life ?—All my life.

23.285. Have you travelled in other parts p—I have
seen many parts of India.

23.286. What parts P—Eajputaiiu, and I have visited
almost all pares of India.

23.287. (Mr. Fanshawe.) You state that 6,419 bighas
are under poppy cultivation in your State ; what is the
total irrigated area in the State p—The whole area is

under poppy.

23.288. You say that 40 or 50 per cent, of the inha-
bitants of your State take opium ; does a large propor-
tion of those consist of middle-aged men or not ?—Men
of middle age.

23.289. Are the inhabitants of Sailana largely Raj-
puts P—Yes.

23.290. Have you a fixed cash rate on irrigated and
unirrigated land P—Yes.

Kuntvar
JaswantSingh.

{Sailana
State.')

8 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Khan Baiiadtje N. M. Khoet called in and examined.

23.291. {Chairman.) 1 believe you are a pleader of

Mhow ?—Yes.
23.292. Do you reside in the cantonment there ?

—

Yes.

23,393. Are you connected in any way with the

Grovernment either in the cantonment or in the Native
State of Indore ?—I hold no service from the Govern-
ment.

23,294. Will you give us your opinion with regard
to the cultivation of poppy in Central India ?—The
cultivation of onium is popular in Central India.

Amongst the ryots the extent of opium land one

possesses decides his rank. In the estimation of his

neighbours he rises higher or lower in proportion to

the number of bighas of opium land he holds. The
opium crop leaves to the cultivators a larger margin of

profit than other crops. Sometimes the crop of sugar-

cane grown in the opium fields about one and the same
time adds to that margin of profit. Mr. Aberigh Mac-

kay in his " Chiefs in Cen r.i'. India," Vol. I., calculates

the profits at from Es. 20 to 30 a bigha in a good year

and from Rs. 15 to 10 in a bad year. The area under

poppy cultivation has steadily increased since Sir John
Malcolm's time. The ruling chiefs and merchants are

also largely benefited by the opium traffic. Some of

the former can ill afford to lose the revenue derived

from this source. The prohibition of poppy cultiva-

tion would therefore be in my humble opinion attended

with bad results all round, and cause great discontent.

In my long experience in Central India I can trace no

crime or acts of violence to the influence of this drug.

The general belief is that when used in moderation

it works as a stimulant and beneficial to health. To
the poor and working class it is regarded as a blessing.

It is the commonest remedy employed by the natives

in the treatment of their ordinary ailments, such as

cold, &c. In cases of infants it is chiefly resorted to.

The habit of using opium has taken such a firm root

that to interfere with it is to cause inconceivable

misery, more specially when the principles of morality

and huma ity are not in any way aSected by it. There

U .3

Khan Baha-
dur N. M.
Khory.
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Khan Baha- i^ another danger that is to be averted. To prohibit

dur N. M. ^^^ ^se of opium is to increase the consumption of
Khort). alcohol, which would be followed by disastrous results.

. Out of these two evils I would sooner pi'efer the lesser.

8 Feb. 1894. Besides, a report is flying about that the British
Government are forcing the Indians to substitute
alcohol drinks for opium against their own religious
precepts. This must be the doing of mieohief-makers,
but thi; report must be nipped in the bud.

23,29-5. You state that the area under poppy cultiva-
tion has steadily increased since Sir John Malcolm's
time ?—Yes.

23,296. ^\'e have had evidence before us to show that
recently the tendency has been in the other direction ?—It may be so within this lasst one or two years, but
I am not aware of it. The more I study the autho-
rities the more I come into contact with the people

;

my profession brings me into contact with all classes of
people in Malwa, the more I find that the caltivation
is highly appreciated by the people. Mr. Mackay in
his " Chiefs in Central India," after making personal
inquiries, came to the conclusion then that the area
had been steadily increasing since Sir John Malcom's
time.

23 207. [Mr. WiUm.) What is the date of the book
to which you have referred?—It was published in 1879.

I should like to say that opium, as compared with
liquor or alcoholic drinks, is much cheivper. One seer
is equal to 80 tolas, and one tola is equal to 180 grains.

At that rate, if a seer of opium is purchased by the
labourers, or working classes, they have simply to pay
between Es. .5 and Rs. 8, but 1 rupee's worth of opium
will lasi the consumer, if he takes the highest quantity,

say, 7 or 6 grains, for seven or eight months. One and
a half rupee's worth of opium will last him for a year
or more. The people here think that the Government
•wants to prohibit the use of opium and introduce
alcoholic liquors. I am quite .sure that that is not the
intention of Government, bat that is the common
report. Moreover, according to Dr. Lyon, in his
" Medical Jurisprudence of India " (page 257), alcoholic
drinks are more liable to be abused than opium.

23.298. (Chavrman.) In your judgment, alcohol is

more deleterious than opium, and you think that the

expenditure upon alcohol would be larger, if prohibition

were enforced, than the expenditure upon opium at the

present time, because opium is much cheaper ?—Yes.

23.299. {Mr. Fanshawe.) What is the length of your

experience in Mhow ?—I have been on this side of

India for 22 years. I was at Mhow first for five years

as ma.ster of one of the high schools ; then I was at

Indore as master of the Eajkamar College, and then I

have been here for the last five or six years, so that I

have had 10 years' experience of Mhow itself. During

my practice as a lawyer I have had experience of the

whole of India, because I am required everywhere.

23.300. I am speaking particularly of Mhow ?—

I

have had 10 years' experience of Mhow.

23,301-2. Can you tell me, speaking generally, what
the moral and physical effects of opium have been in

Mhow, so far as you are able to express an opinion ?^
During my experience as a lawyer 1 have found that

no crimes or acts of violence can be traced to the use
of opium, but that crimes and acts of violence can be
traced to the use of alcoholic drinks.

23.303. What have you to say about opium as regards
its general effect on the people, physically and morally P—My personal observa I ion leads me to think that the
lower classes, the working classes and servants who
take opium, are better behaved, and more hard-workin"
Rud honest than those who do not take opium, but who
are addicted to alcoholic drinks. The native servant
class have a thieving propensity, as a rule, but those
who take opium lose that propensity.

23.304. Leaving alcohol out of consideration for the
moment, can you express an opinion as to the general
eft'ects of opium eating, so far as you are acquainted
with it—has it caused harm or not, speaking generally?—The general effect of opium eating is not bad, in my
humble opinion.

23.305. Have you come across any special cases of the
excessive use of opium in Mhow ?—I have not.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. li. Tin
Dane.

Mb. R. M. Dane called in and examined.

Th,:

lieu. J. F.

Campbell.

2:!, 306. (WUhkss.) The following is a list of witnesses
who are ijresent and who have jirepared abstracts of
their evidence, which I ask may be printed in*the
Appendix :

—

Muhammad Hidayal Khan, of Karpardaz, Khil-
chipur

;

Pandit Surajbali Bajp.ii, Head Pandit, High School
and Octroi Collector

;

Thakur K( ^ai-i Singh of Piplod'i;
Rai Bahadur Bala Parshad, Diwan, of Sitamau

;

Bins Harki,san, Amin of Bori in Jhabua
;

Lala Lachman Parshad, Munserim, Salt Depart-
ment, in Datia State ; and

Muhammad Baksh. representative of Bagli.
These gentlennen can be called, if necessary, but if it

is not thought desirable I ask that their abstracts may
be printed in the Appendix to the Report.

23,307. (Ghairman.) The abstracts of these witnesses
will be printed in the Appendi.x* as you desire.

The Rev. J. F. Campbell called in and examined.

23.308. {Cliiurmnn.) You are a missionary of the
Canadian Presbyterian Church at Rutlam, and you
have been a missionary in India for over 17 years,
exceptiuy one furlough ?—Yes.

23.309. What have you to tell us v/ith regard to the
question before this Commission ?—Without paying
special attention to the matter and thus coming to
know the full extent of the evil, I have seen enough to
know that it is a very real evil ; e.ij.. men, even young
men, emaciated, men unfit for work, &c. when from
any cause unable to get their usuiil dose, men spendino-
for 0]iium what was greatly needed by themselves and
their families for I'ood and clothing, men appealino- for
medicine to deliver them from its thraldom. It is less
injurious to tlio-e who are well nourished than to
others, less when eaten or drunk than when smoked,
which is a comparatively rare mode of using. I
remember of only once being told of its use to
prevent fever

;
and the user said it Wiis injurious, which

was emphasized by his fellow cultivators who did not
use it. It is of less value as a medicine to those who
habitually use it. Until lately I do not remember ever
hearing the habit defended

; the habitual user seemed
always either pitied, blamed, or despised. Some begin
through illness or suffering or frailty, or to meot strain,
some for gratification of lust. It is generally given to
children, to ki ep them quiet till two or three years of
age. Cultivators find it one of the most profitable
crops for irrigated land, for which a high rate has to be

paid. But of late years the price of opium has gonedown, and if it continues to decrease it will become
unprofitable If either from that cause or its suppres-
sion It should cease to be cultivated, the loss wouldcome first on the cultivator but ultimately on the State,which could not get more for the laud than the people
could afford to pay I remember distinctly on^ casein which a man said he cultivated it only because re-

^™o ^l^t
^''^^'''- I'^'-eq^ires much labour and

expense, and there is risk of failure. Some say thatsugar-cane is more profitable though requiring longer

ronle^thn
*''°^-.

P*
^^^^' rumours among the

of the Fno.V^rr™ '' *°
^J

suppressed in the interests

Immed^arf ''''^ ^^ opposition to its suppression,immediate suppression would be resented by many as

ouirTnt al^'

""'' *^^ BJBtem adopted in BurrJah of>e-

prohibftinl
P^^'^'^t/^ers to register themselves andprohibiting others from beginning, has been warmlvcommended by those whom I have told of {7 Theprincipal hindrances to mission work frnm «„•'

this country seom to be (1) that it lo'oSTndTeakensthe moral nature, and makes it iriesolute -1 •

v.and shrinking from the troubles and difficnlr"^^-
volved in becoming a Christian and leading.- n rv"''^

"'
hfe, and (2) that the person who is addicted to i" and

• See Appendix XIII. lo this Volume..
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shrinks from the pain of giving it up, and yet knows
that this would be required, is thus deterred from seek-
ing to become a Christian, even when convinced that
here lies truth and salvation.

23,310-11. {Mr. Wilson.) The general tendency of your
evidence is that practically all the people you have
met with regard it as a bad habit, and would like to be
delivered from it ?—That is certainly the general result

of all the conversations I have had on the subject.

23,312-13. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Has the nature ofyour work
brought you into contact with the cultivating classes,

and the people of the districts generally ?—Yes, more
or less. For several years I spent three or four months
in district work, and in that time I went over a large

part of the district to the west of Indore, as far as

Central India extends.

23.314. Would that be among ths Native States P—
Yes.

23.315. Have yon seen many cases yourself in which
men have deprived their families of food and clothing

owing to their having taken up the opium habit?

—I cannot say how many cases I have seen, but I have
known cases which came under my notice without
making special inquiries.

23.316. We have been told by a number of medical
witnesses that opium enables many persons who are

suffering from rheumatism and other ailments to do
their daily work, and that without opium they would
practically have starved—do not you think that this

must be taken into consideration on the other side ?—

I

have certainly, in some oases, been told by men that,

unless they had their usual supply of opiam they could

not do their work— whether that was the result simply
of their becoming habitviated to it, and consequently

unable to do their work without it, I cannot say.

23.317. I am speaking of old men suffering from
rheumatic pains, <fec., who have to support their

families, and who could not work withont opium, and
who would consequently starve ; has that come within

your experience P—I have certainly been told of old

people taking opium for that purpose.

23.318. When you speak of the habitual user of opium
being blamed and despised, do you speak of the ex-

cessive use ?—The question of what is excess is difficult

to answer. What I had in my mind was the habitual

user, as distinguished from the occasional user, either

for medicinal or social purposes. I meant the man
who has become so addicted to it that he could not do
without his usual dose. I do not wish it to be under-
stood that I mean that every person who habitually uses
opium is despised as compared with everybody else,

but that he is despised in that regard. In other respects

he may be respected, bnt he will not be respected as

much as he would be if he were free from the habit.

23.319. I have no doubt that you are well acquainted
with Hindustani ? We have been told by a great
many witnesses that the word " Afimi " or '' Afimchi "

means an opium eater in excess—is that your experience ?

—I have always understood it to mean an habitual user,

one who could not do his work unless he had opium. I
have not gone into the question of excess. I have
simply, divided the consumers into habitual and
occasional users.

23.320. What conclusion do you wish to be drawn
from the single instance you have quoted of a man who
cultivated poppy because he was required to do so by

the Sarkar ?—I have often been told by the cultivators
when I expressed an unfavourable opinion with regard
to the opium traffic that the Grovernmeut caused them
to do it, but I remember only one particular case in
which a person said he would prefer not to grow it, but
that he was required to do so by his Sarkar. I under-
stand that many witnesses have expressed the opmion
that there are many such cases ; it may be so, but I do
not know it.

23.321. You are referring to the Native Government,
I suppose P—Yes, in the case I referred to.

23.322. Do you think that cultivators in this part of
India would grow a crop to please the Durbar if it did
not pay them P—There are different ways in which
things may pay people.

23.323. But if it did not pay them in any way r

—

Certainly not, but it would not pay them to offend the
Sarkar.

23.324. I mean financially, as affecting their own
pockets?—To offend the Sarkar would affect their
pockets.

23.325. Do you think the cultivators would grow a
crop by which they would be out of pocket merely to
please the local Sarkar P—No,, unless they believed it

to be to their advantage ; taking all things together, I
do not suppose they would.

23.326. Have you found the opium habit a practical
hindi:ance to mission work in the fields in which you
have laboured 'f—Yes, in the ways I have spoken of. I
can given you an illustration. Wb lately had a man who
expressed his desire, as the result of the preaching he
heard, to be a Christian. The apothecary who worked
under me found oui that he was an opium eater, and he
told him be could not continue the habit as a Christian,
and the man immediately went away.

23.327. Have you had any other instances like

that P—Yes, I have had other cases. I remember
a man who for a long time professed his con-
viction, and who attempted to give up opium. He
became very ill in consequence, and had dysentery. He
went to the hospital, and when he recovered he took
opium again. The man was in my service and I had to

dismiss him at last.

23.328. Was the question of his becoming a Christian
involved in that case too ?—I certainly understood so.

If he had not been an opium eater he seemed to be a

hopeful inquirer, but he did not continue so.

23.329. {Chairman.) Is it a sine ^ua mon in your com-
munity that they do not admit opium eaters ?—-I should

think so ; I do not think we should allow a person

to be a communicant who was an habitual user of

opium.

23.330. Can you explain to me how it is, if the opinions

expressed to you are so general as you represent them
to be, that with such a large number of native witnesses

whom we have been examining during the last few days,

your opinion has not been confirmed ?—There may be

different reasons for it. I suppose one's judgment is

very often affected by bias ; that bias may be produced

in different ways—certainly I know plenty of natives

who would give an opposite opinion.

23.331. I have been looking through the list of wit-

nesses submitted for our consideration, and I confess

I do not see their names on the list of witnesses P—

I

have nothing to say to that.

The
R<v. J.t\
Campbell.

8 JTek 1894.

The witness withdrew.

The Eev. W. a. Wilson called in and examined.

23.332. {Chairman.) You belong to the Canadian
Presbyterian Mission of Butlam p—Yes.

23.333. What have you to tell us with regard to the
question before this Commission P—I have been in India
about nine yea'-s, saving time of furlough. I have been
for some years in the habit of making inquiries among
the villagers in district work as to the extent and effects

of the use of opium. About three years ago I visited

t*vo opium dens in Ujjain. I have been frequently told

that opium is almost universally given to children till

they are about two or three years of age, that old people

with failing strength and growing infirmities frequently

resort to it, that others take it to relieve suffering from
illness and other causes. I know the case of a life

apparently destroyed by it, and other cases where men

have been unfitted for business and their characters

deteriorated till they became utterly unreliable. I

know of no confirmed opium eater ever becoming a

Christian. I have been asked for medicine to enable

users to break off the habit. I have found a general

belief among the people that by its use weak or diseased

people can do more work with it than without it. I

have found those who use it invariably unwilling to

acknowledge themselves addicted to the habit. Until

recently I have found none willing to defend the habit.

Opium smoking is said to be bad and only bad. Opium
smoking is said to be resorted to by depraved characters

to inflame and feed their lusts. Cultivators say the

cultivation of opium costs much hard labour and care,

and yields little profit, but they wish the present order

U 4

The
Rev. W. A.

Wileon.
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The of rhings oontiiraed, as they realise a little ready money
Rev. W. A. and can realise a second crop on the ground in the year.

Wilsoti. Though the excessive use of opium is an undoubted evil,

aud though its use is, I believe, except as a medicine,
8 Feb. 1894. ^o be wholly deprecated, a policy of restriction seems in

the circumstances the only feasible one.

23.334. (Mr. Wilson.) I believe the Canadian Presby-

terian Mission ia the only mission in this part of the

country ?—No, there is a branch of another mission in

Mhow, and in Bhopal there is also a branch of the

Trienda' Mission. With these exceptions we are the only

mission in Malwa West, except some work being carried

on by Eoman Catholics from Mhow. Our mission ia the

chief mission.

23.335. Is your mission entirely, as its name implies,

Canadian p—Yes.

23.336. Is there an anti-opium society in Canada ?—
Not that I am aware of.

23.337. You say that until recently you found none

ready to support ihe habit, what do you mean by that ?

—Since returning from furlough, about three months
ago, I made it a point, to aak some educated gentlemen

in Neemuoh their opinion as regards the opium habit.

Previously I had chiefly asked villagers, but on this

occasion the first educated gentleman I asked was

disposed to say that it was not looked upon with dis-

resjiect. That was the first experience I had of anyone

saying that.

23.338. I do not understand whether the change yon

appear to have discovered was because you asked a

gentleman of another class of society or because some
change has come over the matter lately?—He was a

gentleman of another class, but it may be due to

another cause.

23,359. You say a policy of restriction seems to be

the only feasible one, can you explain that a little fur-

ther ?—I mean that so long as public opinion in India

is so opposed to prohibition it would be impossible for

Government to carry out a policy of prohibition. It

would be the duty of the Government to try to educate

the people, but not to impose upon them laws tha,t

would not be carried out, for that would be impracti-

cable.

23.340. You think some further restriction might be

imposed, but you do not think prohibition is feasible ?

—No, I think the Government should have no con-

nexion with the opium traffic that would lead anyone

to suppose it was stimulating it. Government should

in no way stimulate it, but on the other handshould

do its best to restrict it, and so abolish the evils con-

nected with it so far as it can.

23,340(7. (Sir William Boherls.) You belong to the

flame society as Mr. Campbell, I believe ?—Yes.

23.341. Is it a settled policy with your mission net to

admit opium eaters as church members?— 1 do not

know that we have ever discussed the matter as a

mission. I think the practice of individual mission-

aries is not to admit those who are confirmed opium
eaters. I do not know of any that have been received.

23.342. Do you take up any attitude in regard to the

use of alcohol ?—I take up very much the same attitude

as in regard to opium, that is, that until the people

are ready for a prohibitory law it would be unwise for

Government to piss such a law. The Government
cannot move faster in its legislation than the moral

education of the people will permit.

23.343. In principle, you disapprove of alcoholic

liquor P—I think its use save medicinally is bad.

23.344. Equally as bad as opium ?—In some respects

alcohol is worse in its effects than opium.

23.345. From your experience in India have you
known opium eaters who were robust and useful men,
men that you could not distinguish from their neigh-
bours as opium eaters ?—I have met such men.

23.346. I suppote the use of opium amongst infants

has not come much under your notice /—Nn, exi-ept

that I have been told again and again that it is given to

children until they are about three years of age.

23.347. (Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand that your state-

ment that no one was willing to defend the opium habit
is founded on your experience mainly of one class— the

cultivating class—am I correct in understanding that?
—In my work among the villagers I found nobody
defending it previously, and I do not know that among
the same class anyone would defend it now to me.

23.348. Has it been your experience that opium is

used very largely as a domestic remedy by the people
for. pains, coughs, &o., and by old men as a restora-

tive p—When I have asked them as regards the preva-
lence of the habit, I have invariably received the answer
that it is given to children and used bj' old people when
they become infirm.

23.349. Do I understand you to say that no one spoke
in favour of it being used by old men as a restorative ?

—They do not defend the habit. They do not say
that ib is a good thing. I do not know whether they
knew my sentiments and answered so as to please me.

23.350. Those who know the natives of India are
aware that they have a tendency to speak according to

what they believe to be their questioner's views P—I am
aware of that.

23.351. We have had a great deal of evidence, espe-
cially among the Rajputs, that the opium habit is widely
diffused. Surely it would be an anomaly that the
habit should be the custom of the country and yet that
no one should speak in favour of it. Supposing we
apply this to England and say that 50 to 60 per cent,
of the people take beer and yet that no one speaks in
favour of beer, would not that seem rather unintelli-
gible?— I can only state the facts.

23,362. You said you limited it to a class of villagers ?— ihe villagers whom I consulted. There are doubtless
plenty now who will defend it looking to the attitude of
the question.

23.353. Have your nine years been spent in Central
India and in this part of the neighbourhood P— I was
nine months in Mhow and the rest of the time, excepting
when on furlough, I spent in Neemuch and the country
round about.

23.354. You gave us your views as to restriction,

and said that you wished to see the connexion of the
Government with the opium trade done away with, but
so far as these Native States, in which your experience
lies, go, I do not know that there is much comic -iion

between Government and the opium trade ?—No, there
is not.

23.355. Therefore in expressing that opinion you are
rather expressing an opinion about the whole of India
and not as regards your personal experience ?—That is

so. I would like to say that I have visited somi^ opium
dens atUjjaiu and one at Eatlara. In the den in liatlam
there was not one among the smokers who defended the
habit, but indeed, perhaps with the exception of '.me
or two—there were eight of them—they ])lcaded
with us to have the opium den closed, and some of
them asked for u. medicine to enable them to break off
the habit. Two of them followed us to the street and
pleaded to have some arrangement made to save them
from the effects of the habit.

2:'., 366. In speaking of an opium den you mean a p'.ace
where opium is smoked; were they smoking Chnndu
or MadakP—Both; there were two places, one for liigh
castes and the other for low castes, who were tmoki:
mudah.

cmg

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Cyrus P.
Anhetell.

Me. Cthus p. Anketbll called in and examined.

23,367. (Chairman.) You are a native of Ceylon, and

you have lived in various places in India since 1^73 ?

—

Yes.

23.358. Where have you lived ?—I have lived mostly

in southern India tmtil a year ago, when I came to

Mhow.

23.359. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission P—I have been always

interested in the opium question ever since I learnt at

school that the English people forced opium on the
Chinese through a war, and they trade in opium for
the sake of revenue. The thotisands of candidates who
appear for the various examinations of the five larr'e
Universities in India annually get this impression from
their usual school books. Therefore, the rising o-gnera-
tion of the educated classes cannot be piTNuaded to
be]ie\eon the good intentions of the British Govern-
ment as long as the opium trade is cari-ied on. This
I believe, is not a matter to be slighted. In the interest
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of the Empire it is not wise to let the body of the
educated people, who are now beginning to lead the
country, to grow from their school days with the im-
pression that the British Government would uofc hesitate

to sacrifice its moral principles for the sake of revenue.

What I have always learnt and heard it said is that

opium is a great ovii. My experience in Mhow is only

one year, but I availed myself of every opportunity of

making a minute inquiry for my own satisfaction. I

have not found a single person defend smoking or a

large dose. I made a careful search from experienced
medical men and villagers to find out if a moderate use of

opium habitually was harmless. They all agree that
unless milk, ghee, native sweetmeats, and such nourish-
ing food are also taken even a moderate eater loses his

health. It is, therefore, a question whether it is the
nourishment or the opium that gives him that health. To
a poor man who cannot afEord to pay for such luxurious
nourishments opium is sure ruin. I consider school the

best representative gathering in a city. In our school

at Mhow there are boys of all classes and castes, and I

found only 3 or 4 per cent, of the boys whose parents
used opium. I tried to ascertain from the head-
master of another school how many opium eaters'

children attended his school. He replied that the

teachers thought that such an inquiry would offend the
boys and the parents. I make this statement simply to

show that these are unfailing indications to prove that

opium eaters are a disreputable class of people. A man
who drinks may give it up at any time and can be with-
out it when he has no money, but an opium eater is

entirely disabled from his daily duties even if he misses
one dose. As far as the British territories are con-

cerned, the loss of revenue can be made up partly by
the Disestablishment of the Church. This measure will

greatly please the natives and make the Church of

England, too, more spiritual in India. As far as my
experience of 20 years goes in South India, I may safely

say that the disfiontent will be insignificant there. Com-
pared to the whole population of India, therefore, those
who would make any serious complaint for the sake of

opium itself cannot be a large number.

23,360. (Mr Wilson.) Can you tell me in what way
you learnt at school that the English people forced

opium on the Chinese ? Do you mean when you
were at school yourself ?—^Tes ; the subject was intro-

duced to my notice by a " Reader." Nothing there

was stated about the policy of the British Government,
of course, but it said that it was dangerous to give
opium. I found this' statement also in one of the

London Readers published by the Christian Vernacular
Education Society. It is translated and used very
widely almost all over India. I found the statement

also in the Third Reader Royal V., where it is men-
tioned only as a medicinal drug. I also read about it in

studying geography, where we learn about the export

of opium from India and the import into China. But
every student learns that the English force opium on
the Chinese in their English and Indian Histories,

where the policy of the government is condemned
mostly. To make my answer clear, T quote the fol-

lowing as an example from Collier's British Empire,
Senior Class Book, page 316 :

—
" A dispute arose with

" China about the ti ade in opium, a drug which the
" Chinese love to smoke and chew, although hundreds
" die from its poisonous effects. The Emperor, alarmed
" at the growth of the practice, forbade the importation
" of opium ; but British merchants who made great
'

' profits by the trade still smuggled it into the country.
" 'The mandarins in authority seized and destroyed
" many cargoes of the forbidden drug. . . . War
" was declared in 1840." To make a good impression

of the British government among the people in this

country either opium must be stopped or the importa-

tion of all such text books from England.

23.361. Tou wish to tell us that in several books
used in colleges and schools there is a reference to this
subject P—Yes.

23.362. Tou speak about making a " careful search."
What induced you to make that search P—I had always
been under the impression that opium was very bad
and injurious, but I was surprised to hear when the
Commission came that many people spoke in favour of
opium, and I thought I would make an impartial
inquiry for myself. I took every opportunity to
inquire, when travelling on railways, of my schoolboys,
from doctors, and every one I met.

23.363. Your first impressions were against the opi:im
trade P—Yes.

23.364. And seeing some of the evidence given before
this Commission you wondered if it was correct P

—

Yes.

23.365. And you accordingly made inquiries?—Yes.

23.366. What do you mean by the sohrol being the
beat repreeentative gathering in the city ?—We have all

classes of boys there, rich and poor, of all castes and
all religions.

23.367. Do you think they would admit to you that
their parents used opium P—The boys do not like to
say that at once, but if I asked one of the boys and he
denies it another boy would say, "His father uses
opium, sir," and in that way I found out. They would
not come forward and say it because they were ashamed.

23.368. What is your age P—Thirty-six.

23.369. Do you regard the use of alcoholic beverages
with the same hostility as you regard the use of opium ?

—I do not favour alcohol, but since my late inquiry I
think opium is worse than alcohol, because an intoxicated
man is not drunk for very long, but an opium eater to

be useful must be intoxicated all his life, because he is

unable to do his work without his usual dose of opium.

23.370. Would you favour the prohibition of alcohol
as well as opium P—Yes, if it could be done I think it

would be good for the country.

23.371. {Mr. Fanshawe.) What school were you
brought up at in India or Ceylon ?—In India and
Ceylon as well.

23.372. At what place in India P—I learnt at Salem.

23.373. What pay do you receive in your present
position as headmaster of this school ?—Rs. 65.

23.374. Do not you think that if the Commission
wishes to ascertain the views of the people of India on
this subject of opium they would naturally look to the
Rajputs, and the people who are resident in this part of
India instead of to a person who belongs to Ceylon like
yourself p—There may be a tendency to do that.

23.375. You are aware, I suppose, that the use of
opium in the South of India is comparatively very
small ?—Yes.

23.376. You would not ask us to draw any conclusion
as to the possibility of discontent arising in other parts
of India from your experience of the South of India P

—

No, I would not say anything about other places be-
cause I have not been long enough here. I think the
discontent arising from the loss of opium itself would
not be very great, but the discontent arising from the
loss of money may be great.

23.377. That is the distinction you make p—Yes.

23.378. Is it the case that you have many boys of the
better class in your school—sons of Rajput gentlemen
and so on ?—We have more of the poorer classes.

23.379. Have yon boys of the Bania or Mahajan
class ?—We have a few.

23.380. Only a few ?—Yes, a few.

Mr. Cyrus
P. Anketell.

8 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Me. Hakbhajan Das called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23,380(1. (Ghairmcm.) What is your position in the

Canadian Mission High School of Mhow ?—I am a
master.

23.381. Are you the head master ?—I am assistant

master to Mr. Anketell the last witness.

23.382. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission P—I am a native of

this place, and I know several villages also. I am
closely acquainted with great many who used opium
smoking and chewing. Smokers become very un-

healthy and weak sooner and more than the eaters. I

O ii2588.

know and have heard of oases of suicide in a fit of
passion because opium was easily obtained or was in
the house itself, and many such cases are hidden
from the Government. Those who say that they eat
moderately, keep up their health by taking plenty of
ghee, milk, and other good food. Those who cannot
afEord to eat good food, when they take opium, soon
lose their health. Tliosu who say that they eat opinm
moderately and still keep up theii- health are only very
few. Even those who use moderately, generally begin
it for increasing their sensual pleasures, and in course
of time the opposite i.s the result, and the general talk

Mr.
Harhhajan
Dm.
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Mr.
Barbhajan

Das.

8 Feb. 1894.

in the country is that such persons become impotent.
Opium eaters are not respected, aod in our language,
" aflmi," an opium eater, is used contemptuously, and
would provoke a person. I also know of people who have
been reduced to poverty by using opium. From my
birth I have- lived and moved among the opium eaters,

and my experience is that they cannot be trusted.

When an opium eater has not his usual dose he is in a

miserable state, and is unable to do any kiud of work
whatever till he gets his doses. When he is too poor to

get it, he begins to borrow or steal. In all cases of

fever in our family and our relatives we mostly get

treated by native doctors, and I do not remember any
instance in which they prescribed opium.

23,.383. Of what place are you a native ?—Mhow.

'JSjaSi. How old are you?—Twenty-seven.

23,386. (Mr. Fanshawe.) You state that you know
several villages, do you mean you have visited these

villages, or have you been an inhabitant of them?—

I

sometimes go to these places.

23.386. Do you think from your experience that the
word " aflmi " is used of an eater of opium in modera-
tion .^—if a man eats opium at all whether in small or
large (.(uantities he is called an aflmi. In our country
a man who drinks a little is held up to reprobation, but
in England a person who drinks a little is not held up
to reprobation.

23.387. Aflmi is used in that sense ?—Yes.

23.388. A man who drinks a little would be called a
drinker quite as much as a man who takes a large
quantity ?—Yes.

23.389. Has youi' experience been in Mhow itself ?

—

Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Miss O'Hara,
M.n.

Miss O'Haba, M.D., called in and eiamired.

23,390,, {Chairman.) We shall be glad to hear what
you have to tell us with regard to the question before

this Commission?—I have been in India o rer two years,

and have had charge of the Mission Hospital here since

March Ist, 1893. JJuriug that time I have Been many
women and children who used opium to their own
injury, but only men tion those cases which are registered

as fatal, or diseased by the use of the drug. Two cases

of acute poisoning had a fatal termination. Two
women were in-patients who were slaves to opium.
Eighty-one children were treated whose vital functions

were so interfered with by the use of opium that life

was only a miserable existence, soon to terminate in

death unless effective treatment were used. Opium in

the hands of those who do not understand its properties

is sure to cause evil; and until the women of India are

more enlightened than they are at present, it would be

well if some measure could be adopted by means of

which the health, and even the lives, of themselves and
their children could be protected from the use of this

injurious drug.

23.391. {Mr. Wihoii.) Of what University are you a

doctor of medicine P^Queen's University, Kingstown,
Ontario, Canada.

23.392. You say that you only mention those cases

which are registered as fatal or diseased by the use of

the drug ; will you explain what you mean ?—I only

thought about my evidence before this Commission a

week ago, and I then went to my yearly register to see

the cases, and these cases I have mentioned are the

cases which were registered as having been diseased,

or having died from the use of opium during the past

year. The register is for the whole hospital year,

beginning from the 1st of March up to the present

time. Ihad no intention of giving evidence when I

registered the cases.

23.393. These cases were not cases of general disease

complicated by the use of opium, but cases in which
you believe opium was the cause of the ailment ?—
Yes, opium was the cause.

23.394. Out of those 81 cases which you mention of

children, did many of them recover?— I think many
of them did recover after the drug had been withdrawn
and nourishing treatment had been given. I could

not say all of them recovered, but many of them did.

Some of these children were brought from the village,

&nd their mothers brought them only for a few times,

and then got tired of it and stayed away.

23,395. Do you think these mothers, who bring the

children to you, are at all conscious that they are doing

the children any harm by giving opium ?—Some of

them are, and pome are not. The day before yesterday

a woman came to me who had found out that she had
done harm by giving opium. She told me that she had

had seven children, and they had all died at an early

a^c. I asked her what they had died of, and she said

that opium was the cause of the sickness.

23.396. We have had a great deal of evidence that

opium has a very beneficial effect in preserving the

lives of children, but I gather your opinion is the

opposite to that ?—1 do not believe in it at all

—

directly the opposite. I believe it is a direct injury

to children.

20.397. One reason why il^ is given is to prevent

the children from crying ; speaking from a medical

point of view, do you think that is an advantage ?—
No; I do not think it is an advantage to take the life

of a child to prevent it from crying.

23,397a. {Sir William Boberis.) 1 think you admitted
that you had seen disease produced among these
children by opium P—Yes.

23.398. Do you mean organic disease ?—l think it

tended to that direction. It was principally dysentei-y,
diarrhoea, and glandular disease that was caused by it.

23.399. Produced by the mothers giving the children
opium?—Yes, in this way; digestion was interfered
with, and all the functions of the body in such a way
that they became diseased.

23.400. Prom your medical education you know that
it is often very difficult to trace the sequences in the
production of ailments, is it not ?—Yes.

23.401. You also know that dysentery and diarrhcoa
are not very uncommon amongst infants who do not
take opium ; how did you distinguish these cases with
regard to their being caused by opium ?—The same
way as I distinguish any disease from another—by the
history of the disease and by the symptoms.

23,402 Do you mean by the fact that opium had
been given to them?—By the way the mother has
treated the child—how much opium she has given it

and so on.

23.403. You take it generally that opium was the
cause, because it had been given to them ; that im-
pressed your mind ?— Ye^.

23.404. We have had once or twice mentioned to us
cases of what are called opium marasmus, a condition
that I can easily understand might arise ; have any of
these cases fallen under your obserration?—Almost
all the 81 cases are cases of that description. They
would amount to it in the end. They have marasmus
and all kinds of diseases. At the first history of the
case they will have constipation alternating with
diarrhoea, and this goes on until the system of the
child gets into such a condition that he has constant
diarrhoea and dysentery.

23.405. Were they a very defined group ?—Yes, very
defined.

23.406. I mean in regard to their symptoms and
course ?—Yes.

23.407. The symptoms were of diarrhoea and dy-
senteric^ purging ?—In the end, yes, and also of
emaciation. The child has an old appearance that
they get from nothing else except opium to my mind.

23.408. Did you notice what quantity of opium the
mothers gave in this case ?—They will say " So much,"
holding up their fingers to indicate ; they do not tell
you how many grains.

23.409. Would it amount to two or three grains?
More than that sometimes.

23.410. Have you recognised that the children of
these natives and the natives themselves arc more
tolerant to opium than Europeans ?—If they were not
given it I do not think they -would he. I think they
become tolerant to it by the constant use, -just as
people become habituated to anything else but a
new-bom child in India is not more tolerant to it
than one in England or America, as far as I know.

2:!,411. The dose given at first is very minute, is it
not ?—Yes.

23.412. Have you ever seen it given P—No, the
mothers tell me about it.

23.413. I presurne your experience is almost en-
tirely hospital and dispensary experience?—Yes of
the mothers ii,ud children,

'
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23.414. Have you seen healthy children who are

given opium ?—Yes ; I have seen children who were
tolerably healthy who used it in small quantities.

23.415. Is it your impression that the habit of giving
opium to infants is so common, that it may be said to

be given to 80 or 90 per cent, of the children about
here?—-Yes. I meet some people who do not take
opium. I met a young man yesterday who has no
connexion with the Canadian Mission. He was here
yesterday listening to the evidence, and he told me
that he was very much surprised at what he had
heard, because his mother had taught him when he
was little not to use opium. • She had counselled her
children not to take opium, or give it to their children.

The young man was a Brahmin, and had no connexion
with the Canadian Mission.

23.416. I understand that the fatalities among these

children cannot be very great P—They are.

23.417. How is it that the population is increasing in

these States ?—If you were to question the mothers
you would find the mortality is very great indeed.

23.418. You consider the fatalities are considerable in
number P—Yes.

23.419. {Mr. Fcmshawe.) Are the children to whom
you have referred brought in from some distances
around, or only from some of the villages near to you ?

—

Some of them were brought from some considerable
distance, one child was brought 20 miles. Most of
them are brought from the villages and the city.

23.420. Is your hospital the one which the women
would know most about, and to which they would bring
their children p—Yes.

23.421. (Chairman.) What proportion are these 81

children out of the total number of children you have
had through your hands during the year P—I do not

know ; I did not count up to see how many there were.

23.422. You have no idea ?—The number of patients

since the 1st of March is over 7,000.

23.423. Of women and children?—Yes.

Mtss O'Hara,
M.D.

8 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Khan Singh Eamsingh called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23.424. [Ohairman.) "Where are you living now P—

I

live with Mr. Wilkie at Indore.

23.425. Are you in his service P—I am a catechist of

the mission at Indore.

23.426. Is that the same mission which has been
mentioned two or three times before us to-day P—Yes.

23.427. How long have you been in this part of

India P—I have been 16 years in Central India.

23.428. How long have you been a catechist of the
mission P—About three years.

23.429. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission p—I am 66 years old,

have lived all my life in India, was formerly a Sikh,

became a Christian when about 25 years old, have lived

in the Punjab, Bombay, Eajputana, and Central

India, was as a young man a soldier, and have served in

different positions under the Government, the last

being that of Kotwal of Sirdarpore, Central India. I

have seen much of the use and effects of opium in all

parts of India, and, so far as I have heard, the people

all say it is bad and produces only bad efiects to the

extent it is used. Children are injured by it, and some
die ; homes are broken up and wi^es are separated from
their husbands ; those who eat it gradually become
more and more enslaved ; require more opium to enable

them to do any work; gradually lose their strength

and require rich food, or they grow emaciated ; when
the habit becomes fixed most serious canseqnences, even
death, follow, if they do not got the needed supply;

and in that case they resort to all manner of evil

courses to get it, hesitating at nothing. I have never

heard of opi»m being used either to prevent or drive

off fever. Those who eat opium may, as long as the

influence of opium remains, do as much work as others,

say for an hour or so, but after the nasha passes off

they are not able to do as much as others. I would
not think of taking opium to help me through some
stress ofwork, and I do not think any wise person would
think of opium at such times, unless he previously

had acquired the habit. When I was Kotwal I saw
prisoners accustomed to take opium suffer much from
the want of it, as it is forbidden to them in jail ; but
after a few days, when a gradually reduced dose was
given them, they got rid of the habit, and then
generally became stout and healthy again.

23.430. [Mr. Wilson.) Was opium ever permitted to

be given to prisoners in jail P—It is not permitted.

23.431. Have you heard of such a case ?—In the case
of prisoners becoming very ill they are sometimes given
a small dose of it.

23.432. Do you agree with the witness who told us
that the use of opium tended to cure people of stealing ?

—No, it is not the truth ; I think they will steal more.
If they do not get opium they will certainly steal.

23.433. (Mr. Fansliawe.) In what regiment did you
serve ?—I was a prisoner at the battle of Chilianwal a.

I was in one of Eanjit Singh's regiments. I served in

a Sikh regiment in the Punjab first under the Maharaja
Eanjit Singh.

23.434. Have you been in a British regiment ?—The
regiment was afterwards transferred to the British
Government.

23.435. You have spoken of your being Kotwal at

Sirdarpore, what pay were you receiving then ?— Es. 30,

a horse and the expense of keeping the horse.

23.436. Do yon think there is no such thing as the
eating of opium in moderation P—If a man can get opium
he will increase his dose daily.

23.437. Are you aware that some number of people of
middle age take to the habit of eating opium P—I am
aware that the practice exists, but a good man will not
take it.

23.438. Do you consider that taking alcohol is a
bad habit?—Drinking much liquor is bad, but I do not
condemn moderation. Thej are both bad.

23.439. (Chairman.) How long have you been a Chris-
tian P—Nearly 40 years.

Khan Singh
Uamsingh.

The witness withdrew.

Mk. Joseph Namaji called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23.447. How long were you there ?—14 years.

23.448. Then you began at 12 years of age ?—Part of

23.440. (Chairman.) You are 28 years old ?—Yes.

23.441. Your father was a soldier in a native regi-

ment and afterwards a policeman at Ahmednagar P

—

Yes.

23.442. What are you yourself ?—Catechist in the

Canadian Presbyterian Mission.

23.443. How long have you been connected with the

mission ?—T have been a catechist for four montbs.

23.444. How long have you lived at Indore P—I have

been here during that time. Before that I lived a year

at Mhow. Since then I have been here engaged in

this work.

23.445. What were you engaged in at Mhow ?—I was

a catechist there also.

23.446. And before that?— I was a catechist at

Ahmednagar in the Church of England S. P. G. Society.

Mr. Joseph
Namaji.

that time I was a school teacher, and for two years a
catechist,

23.449. Did you begin to be a school teacher at 12
years of age ?—Yes, a pupil-teacher.

23.450. In fact all your life you have been a pupil-

teacher or catechist ?—Por about 14 or 15 years I have
been either a teacher or a catechist.

23.451. What have you to tell us with regard to the
question before this Commission P—Opium was given
regularly to our first child for a time but, it became first

thin, then sick, and finally died. The doctors all said

that opium caused the disease, and because of the opium
the medicine given had no effect. An intimate friend
of mine was a dooly-bearer and was led to begin taking

X 2
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Mr. Joseph vipium through the influence of a fellow-beftrer. In 10
Namaji. years, though a young man, he became old and unable

to do any work. His wife left him and he ivas forced
8 Feb. 1894. to live by begging till he died. I am surprised to hear

within the last few weeks that opium eating is good,
as the people I have met with all say it is bad, are afraid

of those who begin it and speak of its being so difficult

for them to give it up, except when force is used ; and
so far as this new idea i.'? circulated great and serious

evil must result. My old schoolmaster was an opium
eater, and many times urged me to have nothing to do
with it as it was a very bad habit, which he wished very
much to get rid of but could not leave it off.

23,452. [Mr. Fanshawe.) I gather that your father

was a Maratha, is that so ?—Yes.

'j:j,l;Vl. Was jour father a Christian?—He was not.

'?MAb i. When you say that all the people you have met
say that opium is bad, are you juferring to the people of

Ahmednagar particularly ?—I refer to wherever I have
been—Ahmednagar, Mhow, or Indore.

23,455. Do you think four months' experience at In-

dore entitles you to come before the Commission and
speak a? to the views of the people of this place ?—

I

have met a large number of men and I think I can
speak on their behalf.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev.
J. Wilkie.

The Eev. J. Wilkie called in and examined.

23.456. (Ghairman.) Tou are a missionary of the

Canadian Presbyterian Ghiirrli, and have been for the

past 14 years in and around Indore amongst all classes

of the community, except when at home once on fur-

lough P—Yes.

23.457. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission ?— Opium is used by
large numbers of the people ; in the villages by children

and old people, and in the city by many of almost all

classes. Its results, so far as known to me, are in

almost all cases injurious. Many children die, and many
more suifer seriously. Amongst the older people it gradu-

ally dries up the boay except when rich food is taken. In
all cases the dose has gradually to be increased, or the

end sought for is not attained ; and in proportion as its

use increases the strength decreases. Those taking it

work, probably, as well as their companions as long as

the influence of the opium lasts, but when that is gone
they become listless and careless. More than once we
have had to dismiss men from o\ir employ because of

this. It is not generally resorted to in times of emer-

gency or exposure, so far as I can learn, except by
those accustomed to it, whose physical strength does

not enable them to bear what their companions can

undertake. The people in many cases blame opium
for their bleeding at the nose, asthma, impotency,

diarrhcea, &c. It is much used to relieve pain, and I

have heard it is used for fever ; but, so far as I know
from inquiry or personal observation, the people do

not value it either to ward off or cure fever, but use it

to relieve the accompanying pain. Even with opium in

their hands they prefer quinine for fever when they

can get it. It has a sadly demoralising effect on its

users. When the required amount cannot be obtained

its users hesitate at no course, however low, and at such

times they are excessively ill-natured and quarrelsome.

It seems to destroy the will power, hence those who
begin its use seldom gi^e it up, except when under
compulsion, as amongst the prisoners in the jails. It

is, I believe, different from the drink habit, in thai it

more quickly and more completely enslaves its victims.

It is generally regarded as a disgraceful habit, and
hence is so generally concealed, till concealment is no
longer possible. I would be glad to see the whole

traffic in it, as an intoxicant, brought to an end ; and
do not believe the result would be a very serious loss to

the people in Central India. The agricultural classes

the great mass of the people—now cultivate it at a

loss, they say, and hence this year in the villages around

Indore, much less is sown than usual, and in some cases

gram and wheat are sown in its place. The villagers

say they only get now from Rs. 18 to Rs. 22 per dhari,

or 6 seers, whereas a few years ago they received

Rs. 40 to Ks. 60 for the same amount ; and that they

cannot cultivate it with any profit at that rate. To the

most of them it would make no difference financially

whether opium were cultivated or not. If the price of

opium falls still lower, the greater number of the pre-

sent cultivators will probably cease to grow it, except

when specially ordered to do no by the authorities.

The traders have in many cases lost heavily in late

years, and, except by those given to gambling, it is

regarded as a very uncertain article of trade. As no
special or expensive machinery is required for the pre-

paration of opium no loss would follow under this head
were the trade stopped. The stock of opium would
speedily bo sent out of Indore and turned into money

—

probably at enhanced prices—were it intimated that

the British Government wei'e about to raise the opium
tax; and so the merchants would have all their capital

in their hands, and would lose only the interest of that

money, till it fould be turned into another branch of
trade. The owners of the land would probably suffer

somewhat, as they might not obtain the present rent
for the opium land ; but as that forms but a small part
of the land now cultivated, and as attention would then
be directed to other things that could be grown on such
land the loss would probably be only temporary in its

character. I believe the great mass of the people would
soon cease to either use or wish for opium, except as a
medicine, were it made increasingly difficult for them
to get it, and this could be done by the British G-overn-
ment intimating that after a certain date the tax on all

opium passing through British territory would be
greatly increased. The immediate effect would be the
shipment of all stocks on hand to the sea-board, and as
it would not then pay to cultivate it the farmers would
not sow it. For medicinal purposes the rulers in
Central India could easily secure the growth of the
quantity required in certain small restricted areas, and
by taking possession of the whole amount grown could
command their own price. The possibility of smug-
gling to any serious extent would thus be removed.

23.458. {Mr. Wilson.) Can you give us any informa-
tion about the Canadian Presbyterian Mission in this
part of India ? How many stations have you got, and
how many missionaries ?—We have two ordained
missionaries and one lady doctor, and two Zenana
ladies at Mhow. I am the only ordained minister at
Indore, but there are two lady doctors and four Zenana
ladies. There are two ordained missionaries and one
doctor in Rutlam. There is one doctor—his wife is

also a doctor in Ujjain. There is one lady doctor,
two Zenana ladies, and one ordained missionary in
Ncemuch.

23.459. Have you a considerable number of schools,
colleges, and institutions of that kind ?—We have one
college, three high schools, and a large number of
vernacular schools in all our stations and in the
districts around.

23.460. (Sir William Boheris.) You say : "I would be
" glad to see the whole traffic in it as an intoxicant
" brought to an end ;" do you take the same view with
regard to alcoholic beverages ?—The same views.

23.461. You regard both the opium habit and the
alcohol habit as vices ':'—I regard them both as Ijad. I
should like to see them both stopped by legislation or
otherwise.

23.462. {Mr. Fanshawe.) We have had a large number
of persons before us who have stated that they have not
increased the dose of opium over long periods. Some
of these persons were in a high position. Do you think
your experience enables you to lay down the general
proposition that in all cai^es the dose has to be in-
creased?—I am only speaking of what I have actuallv
Been and heard. I have had no practical experience
myself, of course, but that is what I have heard.

23.463. The result of information which you have
received ?—Yes, from talking with the people and
asking them about it.

23.464. Have you made it a practice to speak to
people on this subject for some years, or have you
taken it up lately ?—During the first four years of my
stay in Indore I spent the cold season in the district
and I was brought a very great deal into contact with
the people, and was led to feel that there were serious
evils connected with it. In Indore I have not given so
much attention to it until comparatively lately, but I
have been constantly met with it, and I may say that
within the last few days I took pains to gather together
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a number of people representing several different

classes that I thougiit I could rely upon, and my belief

was confirmed—my old impressions were confirmed.

23.465. Do you think, looking at the subject as a
whole, that the evil of it predominates, is that the
impression that was confirmed P—I think it is a very
serious evil that ought to be, if at all possible, brought
to an end.

23.466. In speaking of the preference of people for

quinine, does that apply to your experience of the
villages in this part of India P—My experience both in

the villages and wherever I have come into contact
with the people. I am not a doctor, but I have made it

a practice to take medicines with me when I go out in

the villages. I have also a dispensary where I give

medicines to all those connected with me, and I know
those who can get quinine prefer it to opium. I have
asked people whether they would use opium for fever,

and I have never had an affirmative answer.

23.467. The evidence before us has 'shown that the

medical and non-medical uses of opium are very much
mixed ; would not you recognise that as a very serious'

difficulty in attempting to restrict the use of opium for

what are called non-medical purposes P-^I do, but I do
not recognise it as an insuperable difficulty at all. Of
course, t may be wrong. Salt is not a natural product
of Central India, but it is used by the people and can
be imported by them if they want it. In the same way
a aufiicient quantity of opium can be grown and re-

tained by the Princes of Central India, and those people
who wanted it could go and get it.

23.468. Ton do not use salt for medical purposes ?—

•

No.

23.469. It is a diilerent thing ?—Tes, but if the price

of opium is made so high that the people can only use
it as a luxury they will gradually give up its use.

23.470. Is it not the case that opium is used as a

common domestic remedy, and as a protection against
many pains, and so on ?—The people, so far as I know,
n^e it to soothe their pains, and it is the only remedy
they fall back upon in all oases of trouble, but not as a
cure for disease. I do not think as a rule they think it

will cure the disease, but they use it to relieve the pain
because they cannot cure the disease.

23.471. Do you think it would be practicable to make
arrangements so that they could use it for that pur-
pose, it seems to be a very legitimate purpose ?—I do
not see why people could not get it in the same way as

they get anything else. It would be better if they had
to pay a higher price for it than that the present
arrangements should continue.

23.472. What would your arrangements be to ensure

that they get it for medical purposes P—I say that even
although the difficulty would be great, there is greater

difficulty caused by the present arrangements.

23.473. Tou think there should be some further

restrictions ?—I should like to see the whole traffic in

it as an intoxicant stopped, and I think it could be
done were it made increasingly difficult for the people

to get it—where the people constantly get it freely they
will continue to use it.

23.474. Tou are not prepared to make any suggestion
for the allowing of it to be obtained for medical pur-
poses ?—It is not for me to make arrangements for the
rulers of Central India. I have simply mentioned
certain lines—whether other and better lines conld be
devised it is not for me to say.

23.475. (Ohairman.) Do you wish us to understand
that the great mass of the cultivators of Central India
are actually cultivating at a loss at the present time P

—

I do not exactly say that.

23.476. You said " the agricultural classes — the
" great mass of the people—now cultivate it at a loss,

" they say " ?—I said that they say so.

23.477. Do you wish us to believe that ?—I can only

believe men who make a statement of that kind over

and over again. They have no interest to tell me an
untruth, and I must accept their statement until I am
sure they are speaking wrongly. Whether it is so or

not I do not know, but I must believe it until I hear

differently.

23.478. Can you give me any reason why these people

should go on cultivating that, which they say to you,

brings them loss, if it be a loss ?—No, but I imagine

that when they say they cultivate at a loss they mean
that they have to piay a high rent for opium laud

;

higher than for other lands.

The witness withdrew,

opium.

23.479. To the State or to the landlord P—It happens The Rev.
that in some cases the State is the landlord. They J. Wilhie.
have to pay a higher rent for opium land than for
other lands, and in the meantime, whilst matters are 8 Feb. 1894.

in an unsettled condition, when it is not known whether
opium will go up or down, they cultivate it a little,

nothing like so much as they did before, hoping that
things would readjust themseUes.

23.480. Do you state on your own knowledge that
they pay a higher rent for opium land to the State
than for other lands P—Tes, a higher rent than for
wheat lands. They pay a higher rent for wet land
than for dry land. Wet land is used for

sugar-cane, and such things.

23.481. Do they pay a higher rate for opium land
than for other irrigated land P—No, I did not mean to
convey that impression.

23.482. Why, if they pay the same rate for opium
land as they do for other irrigated land, do they grow
opium on irrigated land at all if it does not pay them
to do so ?—I believe the explanation is that they are
now in a more or less unsettled condition. I under-
stand that they are not growing so much opium as
before. I do not know the whole of Central India. I
am speaking of a limited area of land in Indore, and I
say they are not growing so much as they formerly
did, for this reason, that they are actually growing
wheat and gram on land which, in former years, was
used for gowing opium.

23.483. The first reason you assigned was they paid
a higher rent for opium lands p— I said they were
actually growing wheat on irrigated land. I should
have used the term " irrigated land " instead of " opium
land."

23.484. Tou draw a distinction between irrigated
land and opium land?—I mean the land in Central
India, which is actually set apart for opium itself. In
a certain section they will have four fields. They will
take one or two of them for opium, one for sugar-cane,
and one will lie fallow. If you take the whole quantity
of dry and wet land together the actual amount which
is used for opium is, I am given to understand, com-
paratively small. I should like to make an additional
remark with regard to my statement about the sub-
stitution of wheat for opium. In Canada an acre of
wheat is supposed to produce, as an average crop,
30 bushels, or about 900 seers, and at the rate at which
wheat is sold to-day—in fact even at a lower rate

—

they would realise fully Rs. 60 per acre for their land
in Central India if they paid the same attention to it,

and if they could raise the same crops of wheat on their
land as in Canada, and if they were to give the same
attention to wheat land as they do to opium laud they
would raise as large crops as in Canada in Central
India.

23.485. Do you speak as an agriculturist P—No ; but
I know something about agriculture.

23.486. Can you give me any reason why it is that
the great mass of cultivators are cultivating at a loss :

we have had no evidence from the cultivators them-
selves to that effect P—I believe—I do not say it with
conceit—that we have an opportunity of getting the
opinions of the common people in a way that the
officials cannot, for the very reason that they are
officials. The natives will naturally ask, " What does
the official want P " and they will give an expression of
opinion according to what the officials want. They
know we are missionaries, and they give us their opinion
in a way they would never think of giving it to officials

belonging to the Native States or to the British G-overn-

ment In that way, as missionaries, we have a better
opportunity of getting at the inner thoughts of the
people than the officials.

23.487. Do not you think you might have suggested
to them that they had an opportunity of stating their

complaints to this Commission P—I do not think that

was my place—it was the place of the Commission ; I

am not an agent for the Commission.

23.488. Is there any rule in connexion with your
Church as to the use of alcohol with regard to converts

coming into your Church ?—I think it is our practice

not to admit those who take alcohol, but there is no
rule to that effect that I know of.

23.489. The practice with regard to opium and alcohol

is the same ?—Tes.
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Vr.
Buchanan.

De. John Buchanan oallsd in and examined.

—

—

2:"!,-IS0. (O/wwrmaw.) What arp your qualifications?

—

e Feb. 1894. I ,ini a Minister of the Canadian Presbyterian Church,
doing medical mission work, and working just now
at Ujjain. I have been five years in India, and I have
experience daily in the dispensary, having worked for

some time past without an assistant. As I have no
hospital assistant I am brought more especially into

contact with the people than others who have a number
of assistants might be.

23,491. (8ir William Boherts.) What diplomas have
you p—I graduated in Arts and Theology in Queen's,
Kingstown, and I graduated in Medicine in the Uni-
versity of Vermont.

'.i3,491(t. What have you to tell us with regard to the
question before this Commission P—I have been a little

over five years in this country engaged in medical
missionary work. Especially in my dispensary prac-
tice I have seen the evil effects of the free use of opium
in the hands of the Indian people. Many small chil-

dren suffer greatly from a severe form of diarrhoea
which takes frequently the dysenteric form, due to

opium being given to the children, and it is, I believe,

the cause ofmany deaths. Bronchitis and pneumonia are
often seriously complicated by the free use of opium
given by the mothers to the children. Those addicted
to the opium habit present usually a wasted appearance.
In many cases I have fonnd a kind of asthma that I
have been in the habit of writing down as " opium
eater's asthma." Sympathetic pains are also com-
plained of by such patients, which I think are due
merely tn the drug. So far as I have seen, those who
use the drug are much weaker after using it. Many
people ask for medicine that will enable them to break
off the habit. I never knew a man addicted to the
habit who did not wish to be freed from it if that
could be done without the pain and sickness that such
persons experience in trying to leave off the habit with-
out medicine. My practice has been when giving opium
as a medicine to keep the patient in ignorance of what
drug he is taking, as even this knowledge might induce
him to continue the use of the drug and so become an
opium eater. My former assistant, Pooran Lai, who
was in UJjain previous to my being appointed there,

refused to administer opium in any form because so

many were being injured by the drug that he was
afraid he might help to increase its daily use, and also

because so much opium was used that the ordinary
dose would have little effect upon those patients. I
have felt that there was much weight in his view, but
still I am unwilling to give up the use of the drug as a
medicine unless it should be absolutely necessary.
People begin the use of opium chiefly, I think, either
to administer to their lusts or to relieve pain, and they
are in a short time unable to break off the bad habit.

While I say that opium is a valuable drug I think it is

very dangerous to have it so easily attainable, because
while it relieves pain the patient is often deceived into
believing that he is really benefited, when he is merely
relieved. Thus he is induced to take the drug day by
day till it becomes his master. I have found that even
ordinary labourers in Ujjain can describe the effects

of the drug. Those who use the druij are usually
ashamed to say so publicly ; ao much disrespected is

the habitual user of opium that the word '
' afimi,"

applied to all such persons, has also a figurative signifi-

cation—a " sot," auseless fellow. I think there should
be some restriction put upon the sale of opium, because
so long as it is so easily attainable a great temptation
lies before the people to use opium for every slight
complaint that many lives will be ruined.

23.492. I presume, like the rest of the medical wit-
nesses we have had before us, you have not seen any
organic changes pioduoed by the opium habit P—

I

think there has been organic trouble. I speak of the
" opium eater's asthma." It seems to me it is either
organic or it may be due to the action on the nervous
system.

23.493. Functional ?—Yes, I think it produces a real

disease among the people.

23.494. It is the first we have heard of it. I was
interested in what you said about your fearing to pre-

scribe opium unless people might got addicted to the
haljit—have you recognised the difference in suscepti-
bility to opium on the part of the natives of India and
on the part of Europeans P—1 have not noticed it, it

was a rule laid down by our professors at college that
if you have a nervous person, especially one with a

hvaterical tendency and weak mind, and who was subject
to headaches or anything of that kind, not to let them
know that you arc giving them a particular medicine,
such as chloral or opium. Where you have suscep-
tible cases, and where the drug is so common as it is

in India, it becomes more dangerous to let them know
you are prescribing opium which has ruined so many
people.

23.495. I suppose you recognise that the opium habit
exists in what may be called a moderate degree in a
great number of instances?—I am quite aware that
people go on for years taking opium, some taking it

in small quantities others in larger quantities, but I
think usually there is a gradual increase in the amount
of opium taken.

23.496. I presume you have seen many opium eaters
who have not injured their health ?—I do not think I
have seen any person with whom I have had conversa-
tion on the subject and who was addicted to the opium
habit that I did not find had injured his health. You
will find men who have been using it for 20 years who
will tell you that before they used it they were strong,
and now, although they may be fairly strong, they will
not have much flesh, they waste away. I have asked the
coolies working in the construction work what the
elfects of the drug are, and so far from hearing that it

is beneficial I hear that it causes waste, and " dries
" up a person."

23.497. I think you are connected with this Presby-
terian Canadian Mission ?—Yes.

23.498. All those who come in contact with voa
would know that the mission you are connected with
looks with disfavour on opium ?—I do not think so. I
have just come home from tour, and the people I have
met are quite unconscious of our views on the subject.
So far as I am aware no missionary has ever been over
this ground before. These men who are addicted to
the habit come to me pei'sonally, and, wishing to get
medicine, they naturally tell me all their failings and
their habits, so that I may be able to prescribe
accordingly.

23.499. I think you have been a little over lour or five
years in this neighbourhood P—A little over five years.

23.500. Is it your impression that the opium habit
tends to shorten life ?— Yes.

23.501. You have no record that would enable you
to put something before us in the nature of evidence on
that head ?—I can only speak from my experience. I
have seen children brought in whom I am certain
would have recovered if their mothers had not been
giving them opium.

_
It seems to be most disastrous

particularly when given in lung disease to children.
The children get into a weak condition, without any
tone to their condition, and the use of opium also
prevents their clearing the lungs of the matter accumu-
lated.

23.502. Yon have only a general impression!-' A
general impression and an actual practice.

23,502a. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Where were you before you
were at Ujjain ?—I was here for a short time learning
the language, and then I was at Mhow for a little
while helping there.

23.503. You say from your experience that emacia-
tion always follows the use of opium P—Yes.

23.504. We have had before us 50 or 60 big stout
Sikhs who have taken opium for years P—1 have
never found a man yet who did not say that before
taking opium he was much stronger and stouter
although he might have a fair appearance. I am
prepared to say that every man who takes opium does
not become a complete wreck, but he becomes very
much weaker and is injured by it.

23.505. I am speaking about loss of flesh. I under-
stood you to say that opium eating always caused a
loss of flesh ?—I have never seen a man yet who was
addicted to the opium habit who expressed himself as
being anything like as strong as he was before using
the drug and they are all anxious to have relief from
the drug, if they can 'jet it without suffering pain.

23.506. But can you say that opium eating always
leads to loss

,
of Hesh P—I think it leads to deteriora-

tion in flesh and muscular power.

23.507. (Ghairmaii.) Are these habitual consumers
mostly men after middle life ?—I think a great many
of them begin in young manhood, between 20 and 26.
A good many of them begin at that age, sometimes
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from social cuntoms, when opium is passed round at
festivals and the like ; BOmetimes to gratify their lusts

and passions, and sometimes to relieve pain.

23,508. Do you think they develop it as a habit at
that age ?—I think it develops very often into ft habit
before they are 35 years old.

The witness withdrew.

Dr.
J. Buchanan.

8 Feb. 1894.

The Rev. Normau H. Eusseli called in and examined.

23.509. ((Mr. Wilson.) I think you are a missionary
of the Canadian Presbyterian Mission stationed at

Mhow ?—Yes.
23.510. You have heard the evidence ef Mr. Wilkie

and Mr. Campbell and others, do you substantially

agree with the statements they have brought forward P

—Those statements about the matters I am acquainted
with I support.

23.511. Have you anything to say with regard to this

question?—I and my brother missionaries speak not
only for ourselves but also for a class of the people, the
Native Christian population, natives of the soil whose
duty it is to go over all the villages and towns of Cen-
tral India and find out what are the stumbling blocks

which prevent these men coming to a knowledge of

the truth, and improving morally ; and therefore I
believe we are in a better position to judge of the
opium habit than any other class in India. It has come
under my notice that when a man eats opium he
requires rich food to counteract its effects, and in the
case of poor men it leads to much more suffering than
in the case of those who can get these rich foods, such
as milk, sugar, sweetmeats, and so on. This also

causes great expense to the family of a poor man. The
opium eater generally is looked down upon, and I know
a man in a responsible position near Mhow of whom the

people say when his opinion is quoted on any subject,
" Oh, he is an opium eater, and what is his opinion

worth !" I would like to mention that in the canton-

ment of Mhow there is an opium den which I have
visited in person, and in which I found 49 people

smoking opium or preparations of opium. They told

me that over 50 people smoked opium there, and that

there were a great many more people in Mhow who
Blacked opium in their own houses.

23.512. (Sir William Boberts.) Do you take the same
view with regard to alcohol as with regard to opium ?

—Yes, I am a total prohibitionist with regard to both.

I mean, of course, making due allowance in the case of

both for all medical necessities.

23.513. You would not take the same view with
regard to tobacco ?—No.

23,614. (Mr. Fanshawe.) With reference to what you
have told us as to your position in the matter of

ascertaining the feelings of the people of the country

I think I am correct in understanding that you speak of

the feelings of one class, the cultivating class?—Not
necessarily, we deal with all classes of people.

23.515. You spoke about going out among the

villages?—We find all classes I in the villages, and our

people go into the large towns and cities also. There

is one class which is not reached by our mission, and

that is probably the class which has given so much
evidence in favour of opium before the Commission, I

mean the ruling class.

23.516. How many natives of India have you in your

Church ?—It is difficult to give you statistics, we are

just at the end of our official year.

23.517. Can you tell us generally ?—We have about

700 altogether in this part of India.

23.518. You made some remarks as to opium eaters

not being trustworthy, would those remarks apply to

opium eaters in excess ?—I would agree largely with

what my brother missionaries have said in this matter,

we look down upon a man who is an habitual eater.

23.519. He may eat opium habitually in excess or

moderation ?—It is diflScult to say what is moderation.

23,-520. Without doing harm to health or character ?

I have found very few who habitually use opium who
did not sufier from it.

23,521. You know no habitual users of opium who
do not go to excess ?—It depends on what is meant by

excess. If it means that a man suffers from it to any

extent then I think it is the case with all habitual
opium eaters, and I speak for my agents as well as myself.

23.522. Does it affect his carrying on his ordinary
duties and earning his livelihood and being a respec-
table citizen ?—A man who takes drink at home has his
work interfered with more or less, and if he gives way
to the habit it interferes more with his work ; a man
who becomes an habitual user ofopium must deteriorate
mentally and physically, and I must say my men have
been constant observers of such cases, people who are
deteriorating mentally and physically day by day.

23.523. You draw a parallel between drinking and
opium eating. Surely you recognise there is a
moderate use of drink, may not there be a moderate
use of opium ?—I would not undertake to say yea to

that.

23.524. (Chairman.) You have spoken to us as speak-
ing on behalf of the native Christians who have a
special knowledge, as you say, of hindrances in their
work, and Mr. Campbell to-day mentioned opium as

one of the hindrances to mission work, I suppose you
would agree with him in that P—Yes.

23.525. Do not you think your native agents, being
naturally anxious to spread Christianity, and finding
opium an hindrance to their work, may take a more pre-
judicial view of the question than other persons who
are not looking at it from exactly the same point of
view ?—In the first place I would like to say that native
Christians and native agents are not interchangeable
terms. An agent is one merely employed as a cate-

chist, <fcc. Outside these are the native Christians, and
they have their say through their elders in matters
pertaining to the discipline of the Church and such
other matters, and they agree with us in this. Why
should we raise an obstruction to a man joining our
Church if it were not a very serious matter with us, and
why should we come before the Commission and offer

evidence which, so far from making us friends, will draw
down upon us a certain amount of ill feeling from
those whom we count our friends, the rulers of India ?

Some people may say we are fanatics ; we do not look
upon it in that way. We wish to lay before the people
of England through the Commission our opinion that
we think opium is a serious evil, and I do not see at all

where the prejudice comes from. If there were a
prejudice it would be all the other way, a prejudice in
order to add to our numbers, that would be the natural
aim of the workers.

23.526. To minimise evils ?—To minimise all things
which keep people out of the Church.

23.527. Do yon mean that opium is not so much an
hindrance to people bec«9ming Christians as the feeling
amongst native Christians that opium eaters should not
be admitted into the Church ?—No, we want to help all

classes. We love the opium eater in the sense that we
use the word love. Wo want to help him and cure him
of his habit, but we, i.e., the native Christians and our-
selves, consider that a man who eats opium is not
trustworthy.

23.528. To put it shortly, the difficulty which is made
as to taking opium eaters into your community arises

not from your point of view, the point of view of the
missionary, but from the point of view of the members
themselves ?—Along with ourselves ; we of course are
members, and have a very large influence.

23.529. That is the point I wish to impress upon you,
whether in the first instance it was the objection of the
missionaries to admit opium eaters into the community ?

—I could not go back to the origin of the matter. I

found that spirit among the native Christians when I
came here. I believe it came from the fact that they
are Christians, from the feeling that " Whatsoever
causes my brother offence, that I must give up."

The Rev.
N. n. Rmsell.

The witness withdrew.

X 4
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Mr.
K. J. Drew,
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Mb. Edwin J. Deew called in and examined.

The Rev.
J. Wilhie.

23,530. (Mr. Wilson.) Do you live at Mhow P—Tea.

23,631. Ton carry on an ice business there ?—Tes.

23.532. Ton have lived in India 2:> j-ears ?—Tes.

23.533. Do you employ a number of wood-cutters to

fetch wood for your purpose?—Tes.

23.534. Some of these men are opium eaters P—Tes,

four of them.

23.535. Do you find a difTerence between the opium
eaters and the others as to their trustworthiness ?—

A

vast difference, the opium eaters are quite untrust-

worthy. '

23.536. Do you as a matter of fact in a practical way
draw a broad distinction as regards advancing money
to an opium eater and one who is not an opium eater H

—Tes, a vast difference. 1 advance a non-opium eater

money up to Es. 100 to buy carts to go into the jungle

to bring the wood back, but on no account would I

advance more than Ea. 15 to an opium eater.

23.537. Have you any opium eaters in your factory ?

'—No, I object to them. They are altogether untrust-

worthy, and I would not trust them there.

23.538. Have you seen many men ruined by this

opium habit P—Tes, quite a number.

23.539. Tou regard the opium habit as a blight

and a curse on the country in which you live P

—

Undoubtedly.

23.540. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Will you tell me the num-
ber of men yoQ employ in wood cutting, is it a large

body ?—35 to 40.

23.541. Are these four men, so far as you knoiv, ex-

cessive opium consumers ?—Tes, I should say so.

23.542. Tou have some large expeiicnce of India. We
have had a good deal of evidence, eapeoia.lly in this part

of India, that the Banias and Mahajans, a successful

trading class, are opium eaters ; and this does not seem to

affect their power of doing business ?—My evidence in

reference to this is yerj much like the evidence which
lias been already given. People of this class who con-

sume opium counteract the efl'ects by the fact of their

having money and being able to get plenty of food.

23.543. Tou would admit that among a class of this

kind the opium habit does not necessarily tend to un-
trustworthiness or unbusinesslike habits P—He would
certainly be an untrustworthy man if he increased the
dose.

23.544. A large number of them take opium in

moderation and they are practical business men P—It is

very difficult to find oat that. I do not want to give my
evidence from hearsay.

23.545. Tou admit the force of that argument?

—

Tes, I do, just the same as those who drink in modera-
tion.

23.546. What are your views as regards drink ?—

I

think drink is an evil, the saiie as opium, because it

tends to destroy a large amount of life. I look upon
the evil effects of opium, because of the great number
of children it.has destroyed, in the same light as I would
look upon the effects of Suttee, infanticide, and other
evils, done away with in India long ago.

23.547. Tou are an advocate of complete abstinence ?

-—Abstinence from all that is evil, decidedly.

23.548. I mean as regards alcohol and opium.?—Te=i,

because I believe both have a tendency to drag down
humanity to death.

23.549. Would you like to see complete abstinence
enforced by legislation ?—I leave that to tliu Com-
mission. I think wo should have prohibition of opium
decidedly. I would not, howcer, condemn medical
authorities. They ha\-e a right to use it if it is neces-
sary for medical purposes.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. J. Wilkie recalled and examined.

23,550. (Witness.) I fear that I have made an impres-
sion on the Commission that I have not done my best

to get evidence. I appointed a council to deal with the

matter ; it was only on Saturday last I heard that I was

to give e-i'idence, and I then did all I could to procure
those who could give evidence about those who wish for
the prohibition of opium.

The witness ^^-itlldrew.

Mr.
Heweit,

M"R. J. Pbesooti Hewett, Secretary to the Commission, called in.

23,551. (Ghnirman.) I think you have some petitions

to bring to our notice p—I have 12 petitions from the

residents of Ajmere signed by 823 persons. They are

in the vernacular or in English and are all to the same

effect, seating that the people of Rajputana find the
use of opium veiy valuable and praying that the traffic

may not be discontinued under any circumstances.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to Monday, the 12th February, at Bombay.
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At the Collector's Office, Amedabad.

SIXTY-SIXTH DAY.

Thursday, Sth February 1894.

'(Section B.)

Mr.

Sir JAMES B.

Akthue Pease.

PBESBNT

:

LYALL, G.C.I.E., K.O.S.I., in the Chaie.

I
Mr. Hakidas Vehamdas Desai.

Mr. Pembebton", Assistant Secretary.

EuNCHORDAs Jaishankar Bakshi Called in and examined.

23,£52. (Ohairman.) Your are Joint Revenue Com.
mssioner, Jamnagar State?— Tea.

23,552a. "Where is the Jamnagar State P—In
Kathiawar.

23,553. What is the revenue ?—25 lakhs.

23,554!. Do you remember what the population is ?

—

Nearly 375,000 in the Jamnagar State.

23.555. What class generally consume opium in your
State ?—The Rajputs, Oharans, Kathis, [Bhats, and
other Hindus and Mahomedans use opium.

23.556. What is the effect of the habit ?—If used in

moderation it will not injure the physical state, but if

used in excess it will ruin the body.

23.557. Does it affect their morals ?—Tes, a poor man
if he cannot get opium will probably indulge in petty

thefts.

23.558. That is if they are loo poor to buy the opium ?

—Yea.

23.559. Would the people like or not like to have the

use of opium prohibited ?—No, not at all.

23.560. But if the order was made that they could
use it for medical purposes, but not for other .purposes,

would they like that V—No, they would not.

23.561. What would they think if prohibition led to

extra taxation ?—They would think it tyranny.

23.562. Then you are against prohibition'?—Yes.

23.563. Do you know the arrangements which at

present exist for the supply of opium to Native States

in Kathiawar P—Yes.

23.564. Could those arrangements be stopped P—The
nature of the existing arrangements with the Native
States in respect of the transit through the British terri-

tory is that opium is brought by a pass obtained from
the Political Agent and necessary pass fee of Government

paid on it. These arrangements could not with justice

be terminated.

23.565. If they were terminated what would the

Native States do P—They would go their own way.

23.566. Grow their own opium P—Yes, sow their own
opium.

23.567. Supposing, in spite of what yon say, the
arrangements were terminated ; what compensation
would the State claim?—The State does not wish to

have any compensation in cash. If the Political Agent
will not supply opium the State will make arrangements
of their own.

23,56S. Has any estimate been made as to what the

compensation should be ?—Yes. It was made for the

information of the Commission. It was estimated that

our State would lose Es. 20,000.

23.569. Do you mean Es. 20,000 a year or once for

all ?—A year.

23.570. What are the arrangements for alcohol in the

State ?—It is leased.

23.571. Does the distiller get a lease?—No, the

merchant.

Runchordas
Jaiskankar

Bakshi.
{Jamnagar

State.')

3 Feb. 1894.

23,572
Yes.

Is there one farmer for the whole territory P-'

23.573. Can the farmer establish as many shops as he
likes ?—Yos.

23.574. Do you know at what price the farmer sells a

bottle of liquor ?—Es. 2J a quart.bottle.

23.575. {Mr. Pease.) You mention that there are some
people who take opium to excess ; do you think anything
can be done to prevent people taking opium in excess P

—No.
23,576. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Ave there different

rates of price for liquor, according to quality ?—From
10 annas to Es. 2-8-0.

The witness withdrew.

Bharot Umla Vaja called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23.577. {Chairman.) You are, I believe, a servant of

the Jamnagar State P—Yes.

23.578. And by caste a Charan P—Yes.

23.579. Do you own any land P—I own a village

under assignment.

23.580. What sort of people consume opium in your

State ?—In the Jamnagar State, Rajputs, Kathis, and
Charans consume opium. Some Musalmans also con-

sume it.

23.581. What is the physical effect of the consump-

tion of opium upon the people ?—It gives vigour and
strength to a man, and makes him comfortable. It

does not derange his mind, but, on the contrary, it

improves his intellect.

23.582. What is the moral effect ?—It does not affact

the moral conduct.

O 82588.

23,583. If opium is taken in excess, what then ?—It

would, of course, injure in every way; but even food

would do the same if taken in excess.

23,684'. If opium were prohibited except as a medi-
cine, what would the people of India think?—People

would think that the Government were doing an act of

injustice.

28, .585. If prohibition was carried out in British ter-

ritory could it be extended to Native States ?—No. If

prohibition were prohibited in British territory the

ruler of my State would not follow.

23.586. {Mr. Pease.) Do many people take to excess in

your State ?—There are many who take a moderate
dose ; but there are some who take in excess.

23.587. What do you consider a moderate dose ?—Up
to 18 grains.

Y

Bharot Umla
Vaja.

{Jamnagar
State.)
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Malek All

Nowrang.
(^Jamnagar

State.)

23, -588. Do you take opium P—Yes.
'23,5.s!i. How much ?—Fifteen grains at a time, twice

a day.

-3,590. {Ghcdrmati.) How long have you taken that ?

Twenty-five years.

23,591. {Mr. Pease.) Have you taken the same quan-

tity all that time ?—The same quantity ; I have not

increased it. For a year I took it in a small quantity

very secretly ; but after a year I began to take it

openly, and have continued taking the same quantity.

23,51):^. Does it affect your health ?~I keep the same
good health which I had Ijcforc I began to take opium.

The witness withdrew.

Malek Am Nowrang called in and

2:;,.L.9:;. {Ohamnan.) You arc from the Jamnagar

State y -Yes.

23,594. What class consume oi)iuni in the .Jamnagar

State?—Eajputs, Kathis, and Charans, and soim' Mu-
salmnns. It is also given to little children.

2;!,5'.i.~.. What effect has it on the physical nnd moral

condition of the consumers P—The use of it keeps

children in good health, and gives them rest. Tn the

adults it gives strength, and it does not affect their

mental or moral calibre. It prevents the wounded
from getting tetanus, and it helps to heal sutures

properly.

23,r>9i.l. What happens if it is taken in excess ?—It

bcomes an intoxicant, and it would injure in many
ways.

23,.j97. Do any people wish that it should be pro-

hibited except for medical purposes in your State P

—

No ; they would consider it a great oppression.

23, -598. Do you, yourself, take opium P—Yes.

2:!,-j9!i. How muchP—From 12 to 24 grains.

examined (through an interpreter).

23,600. (Mr. Pease.) How long have you been taking

that .''—The last 2-"i years.

23,01)1. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) What is your age P

—50.

23.602. {Chairman.) What did you begin it forP—

I

commenced it in company with others as a habit. I

had piles, and by the use of opium they were cured.

When I began I took six grains at a time, and I

gradually increased it to the present dose.

23.603. How long have you been taking the present

dose P—Sixteen years.

23.604. Except for the cure of piles, .are you benefited

by it P—I keep good health. If I did not take it I

should be just like dead.

23.605. {Mr. Pease.) Have you ever tried to give it

up ?—No, I have not even thought of giving ii up. If

I gave it up I think I should die.

23.606. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Did you ever take

opium later than the usual time you generally take it P

—Yes, sometimes 15 or 20 minutes later ; and during
that time I felt very much pain.

The witness withdrew.

Mathvrbhai
Varajbhai.

Mathukehai Vakajbhai called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23,007. {Chairman.) You are patel of Dani Limbda,
Ahmedabad P—Ye^

.

:23,008. V/hat is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium bj' trie different races of people in

the di.stricts with which you are personally acquainted P

In the Ahmedabad district it is customary among
the Kolis, Patidars, Kajputs, Bhats, Charans, Girasias,

Kathis, Mnsalmaus, &'c. to eat opium and to cause

others to oat it on occasions of wedding and funeral.

23.609. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical condi-

tion of the people.^—Those opium eaters who are in

good circumstances, that is who can Iced themselves

with milk aad ghee, ar.- always strong and healthy in

body, while those who are poor, that is who cannot feed

themselves with milic and ghi, are a little weak in

body. Again, opium produces no effect on the moral

condition of those opium eaters who are in good cir-

cumstances. But Kolis and certain other classes of

people being poor, a change takes place in their moral

condition and they commit thefts and other offences,

when, after having once formed the habit of opium
eatino-, they are not in possession of enough money to

procure opium.

23.610. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of 0|iium for

non-medical purposes ?—I am of opinion that the people

are not disposed to refrain from using opium for non-

medical purposes.

23,011. Would they be willing to bear the wliole or

part of the <-ost of prohibitive measures P—I dn not

think so.

23,613. Do yiin think the sale of opium should be

prohibited exce]it for medical purposes ?—There sliould

I)" no prohibition, for, if the practice i>l' using opium
which has prevailed from ancient lin;es among the

people mentioned in the first answer be stopped, they

would feel greatly aggrieved at heart, and perhaps nas-

understandiugs might arise. Not only this, but the

iKippy is cultivated in India and opium is manufactured

thi re'from and then exported, with the result that a

large sum of money is received in India and the people

are^benefltoil thereby. At the same time many persons

carry on trndo in opium, and if it be stopped the people

will sustain heavy injury. I am therefore of opinion

that the ]iii|ipy should be aUowed to be cultivated in

all Ihnsu jiliiccB where it has been hitherto cultivated,

and that the present arrangements for preventing its

unlawful use should be continued, so that trade might
increase among agriculturists and other people. From
this it is not to be inferred that the production of

opium would be stimulated and that its consumption
would increase among the people by reason of its be-

coming cheap, for the number of opium eaters is much
smaller now than it was before 1878, and day by day
the number is decreasing. The reason is, that educa-
tion is advancing among certain classes of the people
mentioned above, and that consequently they cease to

be opium eaters, and learn to drink liquor. There
would thus be fewer opium eaters.

23.613. Do you think prohibition could be extended
to Native States ?—Perhaps the prohibition could be
extended to the smaller Native States, but in my
opinion it is highly impossible to extend it to the
larger ones.

23.614. You said that "Kolis and certain other
" classes of people being poor a change takes place in
" their moral condition, and they commit thefts and
" other offences " ; are there many such people?—No,
very few.

23.615. You say that the number of opium eaters is

much smaller now than it used to be before 1 878, and
that the reason is that education is advancing ; is not
opium much dearer also since 1878, and is that not
another reason P— Yes; both on account of the spread
of education as well as the enhancement of the price of
opium.

23.616. You say that opium eating is decreasing and
the people are learning to drink liijuor by reason of the
spread of education

; do you mean linglish or vernacular
education ?—I mean both.

23,017. Why should vernacular education incite
people to drink liquor, seeing that liquor is prohibited
by the Hindu and Mahomedan religions P—Owing to
the company and example of people educated in other
ways the students of vernacular education also take to
drinking liquor.

23,618. Which is the worst intoxicant in your opinion
—how do they rank ?—In point of injurious quality I
put alcohol first, next ganja, and then bhang and
opium.

23,610. You are hereditary patel of the village P

Yes. I am a shareholder in the village.

23,620. What is your caste P—I am a Kanbi.

The witness withdrew.
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Mr. GriRDiiAEiAi HiEABHAi Called in and examined.

You are Deputy Minister of the23.621. (Ghairmaii.

Idar State?—Yes.

23.622. What is the revenue of Idar State? -Be-
tween three and four lakhs. I am not sure of the exact
sum.

23.623. What is the title of the ruler ?—He is called
Maharaja.

23.624. He is a Eajput of the same clan as the Maha-
raja of Jodhpur ?—Yes, he is an off-shoot of Jodhpur.

23,625. What is your experience as regards the con-
sumption of opium by the different riices of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

—I am acquainted with the Ahmedabad district and
the Native States of Idar, Sachin, Palanpur, and B.ad-

hanpur. My experience as regards opium consumers
is only general. I have known Musalmans, Banias,
Kanbis, and a few of the higher castes as consumers.

23.626. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical con-
dition of the people ?—Their moral and physical state

was good.

23.627. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive mea-
sures ?—The people use opium so commonly for non-
medical purposes that, in my opinion, they would be
quite unwilling to bear in whole or even in part the
cost of prohibitive measures.

23.628. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium
in British India be prohibited except for medical pur-
poses ; and could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted ?—In my opinion
the sale of opium, except for medical purposes, should
not be prohibited in British India. Such prohibitions
could not be enforced in the Native States with which
I am acquainted.

23.629. To what class do the people in your State
chiefly belong?—Kajputs, Banias, Kanbis, Kolis, and
Jungle Bhils.

23.630. Do the Bhils and the Kolis take opium ?—
Yes.

23.631. Much?—I have never seen them take it, but
they take it a little.

23.632. Do the Bhils and Kolis also drink liquor ?

—

Yes, they take liquor also.

23.633. What are the arrangements for sale of liquor-*
in Idar ?—Licenses are given to the liquor sellers, and
•they pay some fixed amount, The licenses are gene-
rally sold b}' public auction, and particular sums are
given for each shop.

23.634. That is, the license of each shop is sold by
auction ?—Yes.

23.635. Can you tell us what price liquor is sold per
bottle?—I could not. It is not my function; there is

a separate officer for that.

23.636. Does Idar get its opium from British Govern-
ment?— Yes. There are some arrangements made

between tae British Grovernment and the State where-
by the State gets opium. If they were to take it from
Bombay a pass is given, otherwise it is purchased in
Eajputana, but with the permission of the Political
Agent.

23,637 What would happen if those arrangements
were stopped ?—They could not be stopped because the
British G-overnment has pledged itself.

23.638. They could not be justly stopped you mean.
Supposing it was stopped, justly or unjustly, what
would the State think .P—It would be oppression. The
Maharaja could not withstand the wishes of the British
Government ; but it would be oppression if it were
stopped, and these arrangements upset.

23.639. Was the cultivation of opium prohibited when
those arrangements were made ?—Yes, I think so.

23.640. Before that was there any cultivation of poppy
in Idar ?—I believe so.

23.641. Have you not seen any cases of injaryfrom
excessive use of opium ?—No, I have not.

23.642. Is liquor often drunk to excess ?—Yes, it ib"

drunk to excess, and the one who drinks becomes mad,
and does injury and speaks nonsense.

23.643. Has this system of liquor license comedown
from very old times?— I believe it has. The State
derives a revenue from it.

23.644. Have you ever heard of any time in these
Mahi Kantha States when no revenue was derived
from liquor ?—I do not know about that.

23.645. You have never heard of any such time ?—No,
I have not.

23.646. Is your State in the Mahi Kantha ?—Yes.
23.647. [Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Is it within your

knowledge that a large quantity of opium used to go to
the Samlaji Fair at Idar for sale ?—Yes, and formerly
the traffic depended on that. Some large quantity came
from Udarpur, Dungarpur, and some other Bajputana
States aJso.

23.648. They are bordering States ?—Yes.
23.649. Who were the traders who purchased the

opium from the fair?—The Gujarat merchants pur-
chased it, and other people from the Gaikwar States, and
British Government States; but principally Gaikwar
traders.

23.650. (Ghairmaii.) Was it for export, or for con-

sumption there?—It was exported to that part. It

must have been sold or consumed somewhere else, but
I do not know.

23.651. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Has that been dis-

continued lately ?—Yes, it has been discontinued by
British Government.

23.652. Do you know whether the State received any
compensation from Government ?—I do not suppose so,

Ijut the Idar State does receive some benefit from other
arrangements made by the British Government with
the Idar State.

23,6.53. They get opium passed free ?—Yes, and that
is a source of revenue.

Mr.Girdharlal
Hirahhai.

{Idar State.)

8 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Ajitkai Shivadas called in and examined.

23.654. (Ghairman.) You are the District Abkari
Inspector for Ahmedabad ?—Yes.

23.655. May I ask where your home is ?—I am a,

native of Ahmedabad.

28.656. What is your experience as regards the con-
sumption of opium by the different races of people in
the districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

—The Girasias and Kathis who live in the southern
part of this district have always been using and been
addicted to the habit of eating opium, and the habit is

still prev.alent among them. Kasumbha is prepared
twice a day, that is in the morning and evening, when
poor Wasavas (low class labourers) (such as barbers,

potters, Kavanyas, havaldars, Oharaus, Bhats) who are

habitual opium eaters are supplied with opium accord-

ing to their requirements. This is a mark of generosity.

On wedding and funeral occasions the use of opium is

indispensable among these people, for their reputation

on account of the dinners given on those occasions

depends on such use. It is a custom among these

people that when guests come to them from abroad on
any unusual occasion, or on ordinary business, the village

barber on behalf of the guests invites the resident house-
holders of the village to drink kasumbha. All those that

assemble in response to the invitations are supplied with
kasumbha by the guests at their own expense, and pieces

of opiuni have also to be given according to the require-

ments of the persons invited. If one onaits to do this,

he is not considered respectable. Another class of

people residing' in this district are the Patidars and
Kanbis, who have always followed the usage mentioned
below. On a wedding occasion one may use opium at

his pleasure, but when a respectable old man dies, the

use of opium in honour of his memory is indispensable.

During the first eluven days after the death of the de-

ceased, when people of the surrounding villages, with
wliom such formalities are usually interchanged, come
in crowds to ofl'er condolence, kasumbha has to be sup-

plied to them a,nd their servants, and opium has also to

Y 2
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Hfr. lie distributed among them. Afterwards on the last or

Aiitrai thirteenth day all porsons with whom such formalities

Shivadas. ^'"® usually interchanged, and all relations come from
abroad and assemble. This gathering is called Saraoni

8 Fet. 1894. a-i^d. if expenditure on a large scale is contemplated, it

is called Gam Saraoni. The greater the quantity of
opium one dispenses on this occasion the more credit
he gets. Formerly twenty pounds was the maximum
and five pounds the minimum quantity used. But
since the Opium Act came into J'orce, and smuggled
opium ceased to be imported, these people have been
reducing their expense on account of opium. At
present the maximum quantity amounts to four pounds,
while the minimum is half a pound. The reason
assigned for this is that they are unable to procure
opium, as G-overnment have adopted prohibitive
measures, and as opium is sold at a high price. In
consequence they have reduced their opium expenses
and I think that in future they will be still further
reduced. The Kasbatis and Molesalams who form part
of the Musalman community use opium in the same way
as the Girasias, and being Giras-holders they cannot
command respect without the use of opium. This being
so, opium is a necessity on every social occasion in-

volving expenditure. Besides the above-mentioned
classes of people, the Brahmins, Banias, Rabaris, Shep-
herds, Dhers, Kolis, Thakardas are also obliged to use
opium according to their respective means on funeral
occasions. In short, my experience is that in villages,

as distinguished from towns, opium is equivalent to a
mark of according welcome to visitors, and as such it is

indispensable.

23,657. What is j-onr experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical condition
of the people ?—The consumption of opium does not
produce any bad effect on the moral condition of these
people. The intoxication resulting from the use of
opium is of a very mild and sedative character. If an
opium eater gets good food, the effect on his physical
condition is not injurious, but on the contrary he
becomes strong and energetic. If a person eats opium
immoderately and does not get good and nourishing
food, he becomes weak and indolent, and if this state

of things continues, it results in his death. Certain
habitual opium eaters foolishly contract an evil habit

under the supposition that if intoxication is to be in-

duced, they must do something after eating opium , that

is to say, must eat some food, then smoke tobacco and
then go out for a ride, etc. If this be not done, they
imagine that opium has not produced any intoxication,

and under that belief they again eat opium. But this

is a false notion, and hence these foolish people involve

themselves in danger. This, however, is a fault of the

opium eater and not of opium.

23,6-"i8. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for non-
medical purposes, and as to their willingness to bear
in whole or in part the cose of prohibitive measures P

—

The practice of using opium for non-medical purposes
has been prevalent in India for many years past, and
the disposition of the people seemu to be in favour of

its continuance. I do not think that any class of

people would voluntarily agree to bear, in whole or iti

part, the cost of prohibitive measures.

23,659. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium
in British India be prohibited except for medical pur-

poses ? — No. I am not of that opinion, for the

practice of using opium has been prevalent in British

India for many years ])aht, and I thiuk that if it wei'e

suddenly prohibited the disposition of the people

would change. I am, therefore, of opinion that if the

The witness

measures at present adopted under the sanction of
the law be continued, the result will be that after a
few years the consumption of opium will decrease as
the moral condition of the people goes on improving.

23.660. Could such prohibition be extended to .Native
States with which you are acquainted ?—No. I am not
sure that this could be done. There are no large
Native States m the Ahmedabad district, but having
had frequent opportunities of meeting and conversing
with the servants and subjects of other Native States
1 have found that the practice of drinking opium and
of causing others to drink it, prevails largely among
the Girasias and Rajputs, and therefore it seems difii-
oult to prohibit the practice at once.

23.661. (Ghairman) You say that poor Vasawas
(such as barbers, potters, <fcc.) who are habitual opium
eaters are supplied with opium according to their
requirements, that is by the rich people—rich Girasias ?—Girasias and other landholders supply it.

23.662. Do you think that the custom of eatino-
opium 18 decreasing .P—Yes ; decreasing day by day. °

23.663. What reason is there for that .P— Since the
Ax:t I. of 1878 was passed the price of opium has been
advanced, and strict measures were taken at the time
to prevent smuggling, the people have not taken so
much.

23.664. Is it also a matter of fashion .?—Yes • the
rising generation is not inclined to take to opium.'

_
23,665. Is this change in the fashion followed by any

mcrease m the use of alcohol ?—Yes, the use of alcohol
i« spreading, but not on account of the decrease in the
use of opium.

23.666. What fs the reason, do you thiuk, for the
spread of the use of alcohol y~I think people use
alcohol more because its intoxicating effects are sadden
on the body.

23.667. Are you speaking of Native or Bno-Jish
spirits .''—Both kinds of spirits.

°

23.668. At what price does Native liquor sell inAhmedabad P—Rs, 3-12-0 per gallon or six bottles.

23;669. Do you know the price at which the lowest
kinds of brandy, gm, &c. are sold?—The lowest kind
of brandy costs Rs. 1-4-0 per bottle ; the lowest kind
of gm costs Rs. 2 per bottle.

23.670. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you consider
the habit of taking alcohol worse than taking opium ?— X GS.

23.671. Has any measures similar to those with
regartl to the prohibition of opium been taken for
restricting the possession and sale of liquor P—There
is a law prohibiting the possession and sale of more
than a gallon.

23.672. What quantity of opium can be possessed ''—
No one can possess or sell more than 2 tolas.

23.673. Are not the measures with regard to opium
more strict than those in regard to alcohol''^—Yes
there is an apparent difference

; but I think that
2 tolas of opium would be quite enough to kill a man
while a bottle of country liquor would not do so.

23.674. Would a gallon of country liquor take the
life of a man P_A gallon of liquor would make a man
intoxicated

;
but I cannot say whether it would kill him.

iZm.(Ohamnan.) Is there any limit with respect
to the sa e of European liquors m the amount that aman can buy? -No, there is no restriction as regards
the possession and sale of European liquors,

withdrew.

Mr, Joseph
Benjamin.

Mr. Joseph Bek.iajiin called in and examined,

You arc a medical practitioner ?23.676. [Chairman.

—Yes.

23.677. Where did you study medicine ?—At the

Byramiji Jijibhai Medical School at Poena.

23.678. Did you take any degree ?—No, I passed
through the school.

23.679. Have you been in Government employ ?

—

Yes, I was 10 years in Government service.

23.680. As a hospital assistant ?—Yes,

2:!,681. What opportunities have you had fo)' seeing

opium consumers '(—While I was in medical charge of

the taluka dispensaries at Sanand, Modasa, and

Pnanle;! (all of this district) from March 1884 to April
1892 I had frequent opportunities of seeing opium
used among the different communities there AtSanand, where its use was seen the most, it was found
prevalent among the Girasias (Rajputs), Kadwa,
Patidars (Kanbis), Audich Brahmins, Bharots and
simic Shra\-ak Bamas (Jains). At Modasa and Prantei
It was found used by the Mahomedans.

23.682. When do people take it, and in what form '•'--

Persons, who are habituated to take opium, generailv
take it m its crude form, some once a dav in themorning

;
the majority twice a day, viz., in the mornmg and evening; and a few thrice a day viz in themorning, afternoon, and at night. Amono- the
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Eajputs, Kanbis, and Musalmans opium is served to

guests on festive and other occasions in the form of

kasumbha opium diluted with water). If no kasumbha
is served to guests on these occasions the host's honour

is lowered in the estimation of the guests who use

opium. Some pei-sons in the larger cities smoke
opium in the form of chandul ; such persons are

generally the dregs of society, and are mostly gamblers.

Some persona take opium in small doses, whereas
others take from about half a drachm to as much as a

drachm and a half of it per diem. The habit of opium
eating is seen more in Gujarat than in the Deccan

;

and it is more prevalent in villages and towns than in

cities. Hindus are in the habit of giving opium mixed
with other drugs in the form of Balgolis (children's

pills) to their children from their infancy till they are

able to walk about, simply with the object of keeping

them quiet. Such children are oi^tentinies very

peevish, and occasionally accidents from overdoses do
occur among them. Opium is also a favourite mode
of administration among suicides. When several

opium eaters assemble together they give kasumbha to

each other, and they are very fond of sweet things.

Kasumbha is also given to one another when a recon-

ciliation takes place between two contending persons.

23,683. "What is the effect of the opium habit so far

as you have observed?—I have seen persons who
habitually take opium in large doses not enjoying very
good health. They were generally found dull, drowsy,

and inactive. They generally spend hours together in

idle talk in the company of other opium eaters. While
attached to the Ahmedabad jail a Mahomedan prisoner

was admitted in October 1892 into the jail, who used to

take more than a drachm of opium a day before

admission. On admission he was found to be almost

a skeleton. He had no particular disease, but it was
the opium that had entirely broken down his con-

stitution. As he was not considered a fit person to

remain in jail he was released, and we soon afterwards

learnt that he died in a week after his discharge from
the jail. It is my humble opinion that the habit of

taking opium for its own sake is to be condemned,
because it does not do any good to such persons.

23.684. Is opium a common medicine ?—As a medicine
opium is invaluable, and is one of the best remedies
we possess. In chronic ailments, such as diabetes,

chronic bronchitis with profuse expectoration, in

diarrhoea and dysentery, in all painful diseases, and in

general debility of old age opium doses oftentimes

prove beneficial. I have seen persons suffering from
anaemia, bleeding piles, diabetes, bronchitis, and
phthisis, and chronic diarrhoea and dysentery, &c., use

it. In such persons it seems to do good. In ague it

has been found very useful in the cold stage. At
Modasa I saw opium used by the people in cases of

tetanus, and oftentimes with good effects. However,
opium is not required in health, and therefore in health

its use is to be deprecated.

23.685. Is opium used as a domestic medicine without
medical advice P—Yes, it is used.

23.686. In the villages p—Tes.
23.687. Is there any other medicine which they use

largely in the villages without medical advice ?—No,
there is no other medicine which is used as largely as

opium.

23.688. How do people acquire the habit of eating

opium ?—Some people acquire the habit of eating

opium for aphrodisiac purposes, but it has the contrary

effects. The habit of eating opium, when once acquired,

is not easily broken off. On the contrary, after the

habit has been once established, opium eaters are

required to increase its doses to produce the eflfects

they felt with its smaller doses in the beginning.

However, when I was attached to the Poena District

jail from October 1882 to February 1884, and the

Ahmedabad jail from August 1892 to January 1893, I

generally found that pi'isoners addicted to opium whose
opium was disallowed in jail lost weight slightly in the

beginning, but ultimately gained much in weight.

23.689. Do you think the habit of eating opium has

any effect upon the character of the consumers ?—

•

Though opium does not make persons prone to commit
any crime of a serious nature, opium eaters of the
pauper class do commit petty thefts for its sake, if they
do not get it to eat.

23.690. What is the pojJnlar opinion of opium eating ?

—The habit of opium eating is looked down upon with
contempt, and consequently the habit is gradually

getting less as education is spreading among them, Mr. Joseph
and therefore no prohibitive measures are required. Benjamin.

Besides the people are too poor to bear partly or wholly
any burden of the expenses for prohibitive measures ® ^^^- •'®^'**

against opium, nor would they be willing to bear any
such burden.

23.691. According to your experience as a medical
man, which causes the most damage to health, the
habit of eating opium or the habit of drinking alcohol ?

—Alcohol.

23.692. Do you think the drinking of alcohol is as
much as it used to be, or is there any charge P—Alcohol
is increasing, especially in cities.

23.693. Is that increase an increase in the consump-
tion of European liquors, or of native liquors, or of all

kinds of liquors ?—All kinds, both European and
country liquors.

23.694. Is it not the case that under the excise
system the price of liquor has been greatly raised ?

—

Yes, it has been raised.

23,69Ji. Still you think the rise has not caused any
decrease in consumption P—No.

23.696. In some places where the price of liquor has
been greatly raised it has been said that the people who
used to drink liquor have taken to drinking bhang and
other things instead ; have you ever heard of that
taking place in this part of the country?—No. It has
not taken place so far as my experience goes.

23.697. Asa medical man, what is your experience of

the use of children's opium pills ?—They are given by
ignorant women simply to keep their children quiet.

23.698. Is it not also said that while the children are

being suckled their bowels are apt to be very loose,

and that the opium has a useful eifect in checking the
bowels ?—If the bowels are loose these children's pills

might do good, but not otherwise. They have their

disadvantages also, because opium checks secretions,

and if there be any bad milk of course poisoning takes
place in the system.

23.699. You say that occasional accidents from over-

dose do occur among children : is that a general report,

or have cases been brought to you P—I have seen two
or three such cases.

23.700. Did those children recover, or did they die

from the dose P—One died.

23.701. What led to the overdose, was it a mistake,
or what ?—A mistake.

23.702. You mention the case of a man who came
into the jail in a very emaciated state, and was sent
out and died ; did that man have any other organic
disease P—No other organic disease ; he was simply
emaciated.

23.703. It was a case of atrophy P—Yes.

23.704. You say that the habit of opium eating is

looked down upon with contempt ; how does that agree
with your saying that it is so prevalent among the
land-holding class P—It is not so prevalent as it was
before.

23.705. I suppose it is among the young generation
that it is looked down upon with contempt?—Yes.
Even the people who take opium admit that they
commit wrong in taking it.

23.706. Admit that it is a bad habit P—Yes.

23.707. You are not in favour of prohibition, all the
same P—No, I am not in favour of prohibition.

23.708. You think the thing will cure itself ?—By
the spread of moral education among the Rajputs,

Girasias, and Kanbis, the ha;bit is getting less. So
by the increase of education it will get less and less

in the future. Besides, legal measures have not always

the desired effect, as experience has shown in the case

of tobacco in James the First's time, as well as when
the Emperor of Turkey prohibited the smoking cf

tobacco ; in spite of the orders it increased.

23.709. (Mr. Pease.) Where have you had experience

of the smoking of opium ?—I saw it here.

23.710. Is there any smoking in Ahmedabad now P

—

Yes. Only 15 days ago I saw a smoking club, and I

saw one at Poena some 10 years ago.

23.711. How many persons were in this club you saw
15 days ago P—Four persons. When I went there three

were lying down on the ground, and one was smoking.

Y 3
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23,712. What class of people were they ?—They were
all Maliomodans whom I saw. One man was shampooing
the legs of another.

2:1,713. Toil say the habit is more prevalent in villages

and towns than in the cities; that is contrary to the
evidence ^vc have had in other ]]laccs ; are yon (jnite

sure that that is so ?—Tes ; so far as my experience
goes, I have seen it nsed moru at Sanand than it is in

the largo cities.

2:!,711. Would you be at all apprehensive that a

person who had been accustomed to cake, opium and
had liad it stopped would lose his life by it J"—No,
bectuse persons addicted to opium have left off the

habit and did not die.

23.715. Is it your experience that that is a very
iTeneral impression—that persons would die if they
gave up their opium F—No, they say they would suffer

a great deal.

23.716. Not that thej- would die.''—I had three cases

cured of opium eating—three Kolis who nsed to take
opium, and I gave them medicines.

23,717. (ilfr. Haridas Veharidas.) It appears from
what you say that the habit of eating opium cannot be
given up without some pain or suffering to the man
who wants to give it up?—In the beginning he will

have so'.ne pain, but if proper medicine is given he will

have very little pain.

23,71H. lie 7-equires some treatment; he should not
bi' left alone ?—No, he requires some treatment.

23,719. What medicine do you give just to keep him
well during the time he does not take opium y—This is

my trcitment:—Aromatic spirits of ammonia, spirits of
chloroform, tincture of ginger, pejopermint water; with
tincture of opium equal to a quarter of the opium that
the patient has been in the habio of taking. Then I
gradually decrease by ten minim doses the tincture of
opium. I keep the other medicine the same; but reduce
the quantity of the tincture of opium.

The witness withdrew.

JIawal Sum liAnisiNGnji Eupsinghji called

of

and examined.

2:1,720. {C'lLainiiaii, ) You are a relation, I think
the Maharaja of BhaunagarF— 1 am his first cousin.

2:1,721. And you are a large landholder .°—Tes.

23.722. Where were yoa educated p—At the Uajkumar
OoUege.

2:1,723. Please tell ns what your experience is as

regards the opium habit?—]My experience extends to

Kathiawar only. Tlio Uajputs living in this province
iiru, as far as I know, opium enters from 30 to 40 per
100.

2:1,72 t. That is, per 100 of grown-up men ?—Yes.

23,725. What is the effect of the habit ?—Opium, I

imiievo, has no effect on the morals of a man, Irat it no
douDt makes him physically indolent if taken in largo

quautities.

23.723. What do you think are the medical effects of

opium ?—I h.ave not studied the subject with regard to

the therapeutic properties of opium, and have no data
to come to any definite conclusion as to its being a cure
to an}' malady.

23.727. If opium was prohibited, and other taxation

had to be imposed, what would the people think ?

—

People would not like it, of course. India is already a
jioor country.

2:'., 728. Do you think if opium was prohibited for non-
medical purposes, do you think the people would take
to anything else ?—Tes, they would drink alcohol.

23,729. How do yon compare alcohol with opium?

—

Alcohol is very bad, of course, compared with opium.

23,7:30. Alcohol is much worse ?—Tes.

23.731. What ivould be thought if the British Govern-
ment prohibited opium in its own territories, and
wished prohibition to be extended to the Native States ?

—They would not like it.

23.732. Would they think that the Government had a
right to ask them to do it?—I do not think that it

would be possible to extend its prohibition to the Native
States, as it would be a fruitful source of annoyance as

well as it would bo looked upon as tantamount to an
interference with the rights and privileges of the States
themselves. '

23,733. Is opium
medicine ?—Tes.

greatly used as a domestic

23,734. (Mr. Pease.) Do you think there is a tendencj'
to increase or decrease the quantity of opium taken in
Bhaunagar p—I cannot say ; I have no experience.

The witness withdrew.

Kh uman
Bhoj
Oghad.

{Bhaunagar
Slate.}

2:1,735. (CUainaan.) Are you a Kathi

l3,736. Have you much land p—Tes,

2i,7:17. Will you tell us what you know of the opium
habit in Bhaunagar ?—A great part of the population

of this country take:s opium. Warlike clans use it at

the lime of war for keeping up the spirit. And I

believe o|)ium is necessary for these men. Some of the

opium calers are weak, but not, as 1 think, owing to

opium. 0|iinm is a specific for asthma, chronic

dv.entery, occ. it prolongs the life of men suffering

from these diseases. Opium is Ices injurious compared
with other narentios, and does not lead to much
physical and moral deterioration. The majority of the

people are for the use of opium for non-medicinal pur-

poses.

23.738. If prohibition was ordered by the Government,

and an increased taxation became necessary, what
would the people say P—The people are poor, and any

increment in taxation, the necessary consequence of the

piohibition of the use of opium, will cause dissatisfac-

tion in their minds, and they would bo unwilling to

bear the coat.

23.739. Do you think any change in the present

nystein advisable ?—1 am a Kathi by caste and do not

takeooium. But from my experience I say that any
chiiiiec iL' T.ne present system is not advisable.

Khuman Bhoj Oghad called in

—Tes. 2:1,740. Tou say warlike clans use it at time of war
for keeping np the spirit. What do you mean by that?—liy taking opium before setting out to fight they will
remain in good humour for fighting, and if they are
wounded tbey ivill boar the pains of the wounds very
easy. It is an old custom.

23,74d. Tou say that opium is less injurious compared
-ivith other narcotics ; how does it compare with alcohol ?

—Opium is much better than alcohol, as alcohol pro-
duces violent effects, while opium does not. Opium is

not so injurious as alcohol is.

23.742. Tou say that you do not yourself take opium ;

why have yoa avoided it ?—I have not used opium
because I do not like it. It is not a necessity. However,
if 1 went on a warlike expedition I would certainly
take it.

23.743. Among grown-up men in your caste, how
many do you think take it, and how many do not take
it in a hundred P—About 50 per cent, of adults in my
caste take opium.

23.744. Do they take it in

eicess ?—A few take in excess.

2:1.715. {Mr. Teasr.) What do you consider to be
excess ?—Anything over five grains twice a day would
be e.xeoss.

moderate doses, or in

The witness withdrew,
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Mr. Desaibiiai Kalidas called in aud examined.

2.^,746. {Qhcdrman.) You are a District Government
Pleader iu Kaira p~ Yes.

23.747. And you belong to the Mahudha Dosai family p

—Yes.

23.748. The office of Desai is an hereditary office, is

it uot ?—Yes.

23.749. A. sort of headship over a certain number of
villages?—Yes. The Dcsai and Mazmudar formerly
were serving Government as tlie Chief Adviser of
Government for the land revenue and accounts.

23.750. What is your experience as regards the con-
sumption of opium by the different races of people in
the districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

—I iim a native of the Kaira district, and belong to the
Mahudha Desai family. Being the Governmeut
Pleader and Public Prosecutor for the district for the
last 30 years, and having had for the most part of that
period to stay at Ahmedabad, I am closely acquainted
with the different races ofpeople consuming opium in the
two districts of Kaira aud Ahmedabad, and I am also

tolerably acquainted with the habits of such people in

the Native States and Agencies having connexion with
Gujarat. The custom of eating and drinking opium
exists in a greater or less degree in all the castes in-

habiting the parts noted above. Of these, Kolis,
Kathis, Girasias, Bajputs, and Bhats use more of it

than other people. On occasions of marriage and
death the Patidars, Kolis, Eajputs, Girasias, Kathis,
and Bhats offer opium for eating and drinking as a sign
of hospitality. But among other castes it is not now
used for such purposes. The custom of offering tea
instead of opium is gaining ground, and has become
almost universal. Even among the new generation of
fiajputs, Kathis, Kolis, and Girasias the habit of using
opium is getting less and less day by day. People who
as messengers (khepias) or otherwise have to tr.avel on
foot use opium to allay the effects of fatigue ; and the
Barvatias (marauding outlaws) also resort to that drug
for removing the effects of the constant toils of their

life. In my opinion, however, the number of habitual
consumers of opium is no^v going do'vtn, and the drug
is used more as a sign of affection and hospitality, of
good omen, and peace and goodwill re-established than
anything else. On such occasions the drug is offered

and drunk in the form of kasumbha (i.e., opium mixed
with water and sipped from the offerer's palm) among
the Rajputs, Kathis, Girasias, &c. The habitual oon-
sumption of it is, however, slowly but surely decreasing,
owing to a variety of causes, such as education and a
healthy public opinion, and. I believe, that the con-
sumption of it as a habit will without any extraneous
interference slowly die out.

23,751. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical
condition of the people ?—The habitual moderate con-
sum.ption of opium has never any baneful effect on the
moral and physical condition of the people. On the
contrary, with a good diet il; improves the physique
immensely and increases the capacity of work of the
consumer. Taken in a moderate quantity, opium allays

fatique and the effects of sleeplessness, and sharpens
memory. It prevents cough and bronchitis, and goes
a great way in keeping the body free from disease. In
Gujarat opium is eaten and drunk, but it is hardly ever
smoked in the province. It is greatly used for medical
purposes, and very serious and often incurable diseases

are avoided or checked thereby. Those who take to it

now do so not so much out of a liking for it, but for

the sake of health and avoiding diseases. Taken in

excess, opium like every other intoxicating drug would
certainly do harm ; but in Gujarat its consumption is

moderate and is never such as would be followed by
baneful effects to the body. By a moderate use of it

memory is sharpened, capacity aud energy for work
increases, the intellect becomes developed and brighter,

and courage and other manly qualities are grpatly

strengthened. Its use in excess is not favoured, but if

moderately used it is never disfavourably regarded by
any class of people in Gujarat or other parts of India.

23,762. What ia your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes ; and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive mea-
sures ?—The use of opium for non-medical purposes is

not disfavourably regarded by the people. On account

of its merits and good effects it is in favour with all

claBses of people, and they are not willing to see its use
prohibited. Consequently tiiey are quite unwilling to
bear in the least the cost of prohibitive measures.

23.753. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India Vjc prohibited except for medical pur-
poses F—In my opinion there is no necessity for pro-
hibiting the sale of opium in British India for non-
medical purposes ; because the beneficial effects oi a
moderate use of it being unquestionable, a prohibition
of its sale would work mischief rather than good. The
habitual consumers of it would be put to a great deal
of annoyance and pain, and the lands specially fitted

for opium cultivation, which support so many f.^milies

in the country, would be put to a great loss without
any the least advantage to the people and the country
at large. Again, a prohibition of the sale of opium
would give a great impetus to the use of liquor, which
unfortunately has already spread far and wide over the
country, and the moderate consumer of opium, who
even yet keeps himself aloof from alcoholic stimulants
out of religious motives, would, as the result of such a
prohibition, be tempted to resort to alcohol, and this

would in my opinion be a very serious evil.

23.754. Could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted p—For the
reasons I have stated no interference is in my opinion
necessary for prohibiting the sale of opium in the
Native States also.

23.755. You say that among other castes the use of

opium as a sign of hospitality is going out, and that
the custom of offering tea is gaining ground and has
become almost universal ; how long is it since the
custom of offering tea has become common ?—It hag
increased every day since the introduction of the
British Government.

23.756. I suppo'se it is only the superior class of
persons that offer tea ?—Nowadays all the people give
tea in hospitality ; but chiefly the Brahmins, Patidars,
and Banias.

23.757. Do you think that the great decrease in the
habit of consuming opium, which you say is occurring,
is a matter chiefly of fashion, or is it because expe-
rience shows that the use of opium is pernicious P—
Eo; on account of the high tax on opium, and the
poverty of the people. With the high taxation they
cannot get sufficient opium. Since the introduction of
the British Government the people are quite changed
in their views. By the increase of shops they are in-

clined to take alcohol instead of opium.

23.758. Ton say that the use of alcohol is increasing
owing to the increase in the number of shops ; but has
it not always been the case from time immemorial that
liquor was brewed and sold in India?—Yes, but very
little ; because only the lower classes were using it who
could not get opium.

23.759. It was the fashion or custom which t>re-

vented people in old days from using liquor, and not
the want of shoi^s, was not it P—They were prevented
because it was a disgrace amongst them to talce liquor

;

but it was no disgrace to take opium. The people who
took liquor required to keep it as secret as possible.
Nowadays the number of people who take liquor has
increaseii ; and they are more powerful.

23.760. You mean it is less disgraceful now- than
it used to be ?—Yes. Unless the Government takes
some measures India will be ruined sooner or later by
alcohol.

23.761. But is it not the case that in Bombay the
Government has increased the taxation on liquor and
on palm juice very much, and the people have com-
plained very much p—There was a great cry on
account of the Government prohibiting the flowers

of the Maura tree, because they were used by the
people to oat. Sometimes they made juice from it,

which had the effect of making people intoxicated.

The poor people not being able to get opium for the

purpose of allaying their fatigue, made an outcry when
the Maura was prohibited, not because of any in-

creased taxation on European liquor.

23.762. Was not the cry also about Tari, palm juice P

—Yes, also on account of that. Palm juice and
Maura juice were the drinks of the poor people.

23.763. Bo you consider that alcohol is prohibited by
the Hindu religion P—Yes.

Y 4

Mr. Desatbhai
Kalidas.

8 I-'eb. 1SU4.
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Jaisinghbhai
Hathising
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23,764. Do you consider that opium is not prohi-
bited P—No, it is not.

23.765. {Mr. Pease.) Do you thing the habit of taking
opium is a bad habit ?—It' produces some good eflPects,

and, therefore, for those who take it in moderation it

is good, and for those who take it in excess it is bad.

23.766. Tou say that owing to a variety of causes,

such as education and a healthy public opinion, you
believe the consumption of opium is a habit which will,

without any extraneous interference, slowly die out

;

would you be glad that it should die out?—There are

certain cases in which the effects are good. It is the
immoderate consumption I wish prohibited.

23.767. You used two expressions which seem to
difTer a little in their tone. Tou say, the habitual
moderate consumption of opium has never any painful
effect on the moral and physical condition of the
people ; and you also say that the result of education
and a healthy public opinion will be that the habit will

slowly die out ; reading these two together, would it,

in your opinion, be a good thing if the habit did die
out .P—It would not be a good thing ; but it will die
out. The new English education has produced a dif-

ferent effect altogether, and people have a dislike to
opium whether it is beneficial or not. They think
alcohol more respectable, and thoy use it more. The

people are being guided by the English educated people
nowadays, and, therefore, will be in favour of prohi-
bition ; but the majority will not like it.

23.768. Do you think that a healthy public opinion
will cause the habit to die out ?—People of the upper
classes do not now take it, and the others are also

following their example.

23.769. (Chairman.) You mean they are following in
a blind way, not because they have come to the con-
clusion that it is a bad thing, but out of fashion ?

—

Opium is very dear nowadays, and very difficult to get.

The people are following the habit set them by others
of not eating opium.

23.770. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Is it to be under-
stood from what you say that there is a greater facility

in procuring alcohol than in procuring opium ?—No
doubt.

23.771. If a young man about 20, in good health,

takes to opium in moderate doses, would you consider
it a good habit ?—No.

2;i,772. Would it be a good thing for a man of 40,
feeling weak and requiring to keep in good health, to
take it in moderate doses P^No doubt.

23,773. If he takes it in excess it would be iniurious p

-Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Shetii jAisiNGnBiiAi Hathisins called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23,774 (Cliairman:,

Ahmedabad ?—Yes.
I believe you are a native of

23.775. Are you any relation of the gentleman who
built the Hathising Temple ?—Yes ; I am his son.

23.776. "What is your experience as regards the con-
sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

—The districts of which I have some knowledge,
though not minute, are Ahmedabad, Kathiawar, Rad-
hanpur, Palanpur, JVIarwar, Meywar. My general
remarks regarding them are as follows :—In the Ah-
medabad district, mostly ttio Hindus, the Kanbis,
and Girasias are in the habit of taking opium. Conse-
quently I believe the consumption of opium by them
is more than that by other castes of Hindus who use
opium. In towns the practice of taking opium is

comparatively much less than in villages, where opium
is considered to Ije a special treat to friends and guests

;

and it is used by almost all castes of Hindus and by
Mahomedans in villages for non-medical purposes.
Mahomedans in towns also take opium. In Kathiawar,
Badhanpur, Palanpur, Marwar, and Meywar, all castes

of Hindus and Musalmans consume more or less opium.
The Rajputs, Kathis, Girasias, &c., I believe, consume
opium much more than any other castes among
Hindus, while the Musalmans are not much more
backward than they in point of consumption of opium.
It would be very hard for them to leave the habit of
laking opium, which has come down to them from
their forefathers.

23.777. "What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical con-
dition of the people P—Opium does not tell badly upon
the moral condition of people. It does not corrupt the
physical condition of people if used moderately. As it

is believed to give some vigour to the constitution in

old age it is taken by some old men.

23.778. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for
non-medical purposes, and as to tlieir willingness to
bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive
measures ?—The people of India would not like that
the use of opium for non-medical purposes be checked
by prohibitive measures ; and they, as far as my know-
ledge goes, are not willing to bear in whole or in part
the cost of prohibitive measures.

23.779. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India be prohibited except for medical pur-
poses P—I do not think ic would be safe to prohibit the
sale of opium for non-medical purposes, as those who
are in the habit of taking it would feel it hard to leave
the habit.

23.780. Could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted ?—Such pro-
hibition cannot be extended with safety to the Native
States with which I am acquainted. As Native States
of Kathiawar, Radhanpur, Palanpur, Marwar, Meywar,
are ruled by Rajput and Mahomedan princes who, as
well as their subjects, are habituated to take opium,
there will bo all probability of their being much
displeased by such prohibition.

23.781. Have you seem many cases of people who
have injured their health by excessive consumption P
No; I have not a very great experience of opium
eaters, and I cannot tell the injurious effects of an
excessive dose of opium,

23.782. Is the habit supposed to be n bad one in
youth, and not bad in old age P—If a man takes opium
in moderate doses at an advanced age it would bo
advantageous to him. My old mother has been
benefited by taking opium in small doses. But if a
young man takes it it would generally be injurious to
him. If a young man was inclined to be hot tempered
opium would moderate his temper.

'

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
Motilal

Khushalji.

{Idar State.)

Mr. Motilal Khushalji called in and examined.

You are medical officer of the23.783. (Chairman
Idar State ?—Yes.

23.784. Where did you receive your medical educa-
tion ?—In the Grant Medical College.

23.785. Did you take a degree there P—No.

23.786. How long have you been medical officer in

the Idar State P—Seven years.

23.787. Before that, where were you P—I was at
Wadhwan, Junagadh, and Bhaunagar.

23.788. What races have you observed use opium P

—

All kinds of people, but for the most part Rajputs and
Musalmans.

23.789. To what districts does your evidence apply ?
—Junagadh, Bhaunagar, Wadhwan, Mahuda, Idar, &c.

23.790. To what extent is opium used amono- the
population of the districts to which your observations
apply ?—The minimum dose of opium and the maximum
dose taken by the aforesaid races is three grains and
one tola respectively.

23.791. "What effect has it upon the physical and
moral condition of the people ?—Opium, when taken
internally in small doses, produces at first some
excitement of the vascular and nervous systems shown
by increased fulness and rapidity of the pnlae, exaltation
of the mental functions, and very pleasant sensations
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These after a time are succeeded by a feeling of
drowsiness, and at last by a sound sleep, often
accompanied witb perspiration. On awakening tho
individual usually feels nausea, headache, and much
weakened ; his bowels are constipated, appetite is lost,

tongues becomes furred, and there is increased thirst.

The stimulant eifect of opium is transient and does not
last more than half an hour. Habitual opium eating
produces general pallor of the skin, emaciation, general
weakness, premature old age, &o. In fine, it shortens
life.

23,792. What is the method of consumption P—It is

used by the natives in the form of—
(a.) Bal Goli used for children as a hypnotic.

(b.) In combination with some other powders, e.g.,

cinnamon, nutmeg, saffron, &c.,to check diarrhoea

and dysentery ; also as a hypnotic.

(o.) External application in combination with water
as an anodyne in neuralgia, rheumatic pains, and
also over the eyelid in some cases of severe con-

junctivitis.

(d.) It is also taken alone as an aphrodisiac.

28.793. In making post-mortem examinations have
you ever discovered any serious organic lesion, or any
lesion at all, attributable to opium ?—No.

23.794. Is it difficult for an opium consumer to give
up the habit, and when given up is it likely to result

in the use or abuse of other drugs or of alcohol P—No,
it is not. There was an opium eater who used to

consume half a tola by taking twice a day. This habit

he thought to give up, and he succeeded in doing so

without any need of taking any other narcotic drug
instead of opium. After leaving the habit of taking
opium he lived for 10 years, dying at the age of 54 in

good health.

23.795. What effect has the habitual use of opium on
the mental faculties, and does it interfere with the

consumer's ability to conduct his business successfully ?

—When I was superintendent of the Junagadh Central

Jail Hospital there were some prisoners who used to

take opium. They were advised to give it up by-and-

by. They did so and preserved good health.

23,795a. Have you any other observations which you
may desire to make P—I, from my own experience, can

say that by taking opium it does not produce any ill

consequences and effects. Nay, a man can live long

and preserve good health without at any time suffering

from any ill consequences, i.e., opium in no way impairs

the health and mental faculties. E.g.

:

—all Chinese,

who are supposed to take opium as the Indians use
tobacco, can preserve their health and mental faculties,

by which they are able to make so many inventions.

23.796. Do you think from your observations that the

habit of consuming opium is decreasing or increasing ?

—To a certain extent decreasing.

23.797. What reasons do you think there are for that ?

—The poverty of the people and the heavy tax.

23.798. A previous witness said that the people fol-

lowed the example of their rulers and of the educated
class, and that as the rulers and the English educated
class consumed alcohol, so the fashion among other

people tended towards alcohol and not towards opium;
do you think that is true ?—I do not think so.

23.799. You think it is merely on account of the

increased price ?—Yes.

23.800. Do you think the use of alcohol is increasing ?

—Yes.

23.801. Native spirit or European spirit P—Country

and European, both.

23.802. What do you suppose the reason of that is P

—

For pleasure, and from the association of people.

23.803. Formerly in Native States and in British
territory there was only the farming system, that is, a
man was farmer of spirits for a district tin-i could open
as many shops as he liked, and sell liquor cheap ; waw
not that the old custom P— I have no experience oi

that.

23.804. In your experience has liquor become cheaper
or dearer P—They generally use country liquor, and
that is cheaper.

23.805. Do you mean to say that country liquor is

cheaper now than it was 30 years ago ?—No, it is dearer.

23.806. Drinking cannot have become more popular
because spirit is cheaper ; what other reason is there P—The society in which people at present live leads to
the vice.

23.807. You mean that the old social rules which
used to restrain it do not now restrain P—Yes ; the old
rules are not considered.

23.808. Which do yon think the most enticing thing,
alcohol or opium ?—Alcohol.

23.809. Do people drink alcohol quietly in their own
house, or do they meet and drink it in company ?—Of
course they drink in their own home, but generally
in company.

23.810. (Mr. Pease.) You say the stimulant effect of

opium is transient and does not last more than ha'.f an
hour. I think we have often been told that men were
able to do work for several hours as the result of a dose
of opium ; what is your opinion P—In my opinion the
stimulant effect does not last more than half an hour.

23.811. You say it is not difficult for an opium eater

to give up the habit P—Yes. I have seen myself that if

an opium eater desires to give it up he can do so. In
the beginning he finds a little inconvenience, but not
afterwards.

23.812. Have you not heard again and again from
opium eaters that they cannot give up the habit P—It

depends on the firmness of the mind.

23.813. Have you not again and again heard from
opium consumers that they could not give up the
habit ?—Yes, I have heard so ; but if they at all intend
giving it up they can do so.

23.814. Have you known many oaaes in which persons
have given up the habit P—^Yes ; when I was connected
with the Junagadh Central Jail Hospital there were
plenty of prisoners who had been taking opium, and
gradually had given it up.

23.815. Of course they were under constraint then

—

they had no choice ; but have you known persona per-
fectly free who have had the strength and purpose to
give up taking opium p—One instance came to my
notice.

23.816. I said many cases P—No.

23.817. I think your experience differs from that of
everybody else we have had before us. They have all

declared that a man can give up opium, but it requires
a very great effort ?—I said that.

23.818. (Mr. Hariclas Veharidas.) When you were in
charge of the Junagadh Central Jail Hospital did you
give anything to the prisoners who took opium to keep
their health up until they were habituated to not taking
opium—some sort of medicine to prevent any pain or
consequences from the opium being suddenly given
up?—No medicinal drug. Sugar-candy was mixed
with kasumbha and given to them.

23.819. Did you gradually diminish the opium P^No,
it was done quite suddenly.

23.820. And you gave him medicine in the mean-
while ?—Yes.

Mr.
Motilal.

Khushiilji

(Idar State.")

8 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Eaisinghji Shivsii^ghji called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23.821. (Chairman.) You are a Thakur of Kunvar ?—
Yes.

23.822. What is the size of your estate?— Five

villages.

2:!,823. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

—I am personally acquainted with the Ahmedabad
district only. In that district it is customary among

O 82588.

the young and old of all the communities, viz., the
Rajputs, Girasias, Kolis, Kunbis, &c., to use opium.
Among them there must be at least 60 per cent, of

habitual opium caters (adult males).

23,834. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical con-

dition of the people P—The consumption of opium does
not affect the moral and physical condition of the
opium eater. On the contrary, it does him good, for in

Z

Mr.
Raisinghfi
Shivsinghji.
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the case of old persons, opium preserves health. Opium
is not as injurious to the body as liquor, but on the

whole it is beneficial.

2.3,8-J:x What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purjioses, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive

measures ?—The people of India are not willing to sto])

the use of opium : on the other hand, they would bo

glad if the use of liauor were prohibited. The pro-

hibition of the use of opium would aflect the health of

habitual opium eaters, and, therefore, the people would
never consent to bear the cost of prohibitive measures.

i:l,8-i6. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical pur-

poses P—In my opinion the sale of opium in India

should not be ]n-ohibited.

23,826a. Could such prohibition be extended to

Native States with which you are acquainted ?—In my
opinion even if the Native States propose to introduce

such prohibitive measures into their territories it will

be very difficult to accomplish the object.

23.827. You say, " on the other hand they would be
•' glad if the use of liquor were prohibited," do you
think it would be right to make the use of liquor a

criminal oft'enoe, punishable, so that a man could be
fined or sent to jail for drinking liquor?—I think it

will be much better to prohibit the use of alcohol, but
it would not be advisaljle to consider the use of alcohol

as a crime and pnt the drinker in jail.

23.828. (Mr. Pease.) You say that in the case of old

persons opium preserves health ; do you think it a good
habit for young persons to take opium ?—If a young
man in health takes opium it would not do him harm or

good.

23.829. (Mr. Hao-idas Veharidas.) If a young man in
health takes opium as a habit, would he not have to

take it at a particular time in the day, and if he did
not take it regularly would he not sufi'er, and so far is

the habit not injurious to him ?—-Yes.

Mr.
Vajesingh

Jinaji. (^Morvi

State.

)

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Vajesingh Jinaji G-ikAsia called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23.830. (Chairman.) You are a Deda Girasia ?—Yes.

23.831. You come from Morvi P—Yes.
23,S:!2. "What part of Kathiawar is Morvi in P—The

State of Morvi is situated in the northern part of

Kathiawar.

23.833. How much land do you own?—I have a share

in two villages.

23.834. What have you to say with regard to the con-

sumption of opium P—I am now 50 years of age. I

have been taking opium for the last 30 years. I

take nine ratis (one rati is equal to two grains) every

day. I acquired the habit of taking opium by com-
pany only. I have not suffered physically by the_ habit.

I feel lethargic when the eflect of opium is' gone.

I have never suffered from dysentery or such like

diseases since I have been taking opium. The
habit of taking opium is considered honourable among
Girasias.

23,!r3.5. How long have you been taking nine ratis ?

30 years.

23,s36. At first you took smaller doses P—When I

began to take opium it was only in one rati doses
;
but

I gradually increased it.

23,837. How long have you taken the present dose p

—I have been taking the same quantity about 12 years.

23.838. Among your clan what proportion of grown-
up men take opium in each hundred ?—About 40 per
cent.

23.839. Do the other 60 per cent, lake it on occasions
of hospitality, and that sort of thing, or do not they
take it even then P~-The occasional users of opium are
many ; and those who do not take it at all are very
few.

23.840. Is the habit of taking liquor common among
Girasias, or uncommon p—The habit of taking alcohol
is not so general as that of opium.

23.841. Prom your personal experience, which do you
think is the worst to take ?—The habit of opium is

much better than that of alcohol in my experience.

23.842. (Mr. Pease.) How often do you take opium ?

—Twice a day.

23.843. How do you feel if you do not get your
opium at the regular time P—I find myself dull.

23.844. Did you ever try to give it up ?—No.

23.845. Are you glad now that you began when you
were 20 years of age to take opium ?—Yes.

2o,84il (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Even now, at this

age, if you were quite well, and did not take opium,
would 3-0U consider it advisable to take to the habit p

—

Yea.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
Bhaosinghji

( Morvi State.

Bhaosinghji (Mobvi Bhatat), called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23,847. (Chairman.) Are you one of the family of the

Kule'r of the Morvi State ?—Yes
23,852. You use opium yourself, I believe P—Yes.

1 r 1 J a v„„ T i^nTTo 23,853. Will you tell us how much you use and what
hare of land?—Yes; 1 have „„.„',., ,„„ ,,•' .„„„ ,_t i,,^. K„„l ;„ 4.i,„ i,.,!,,-^ „<23,848. Do you own a

two villages.

23,8 19. Among Rajputs of your clan is the opium

habit very common ?—Generally only a small proportion

take opium.

23,850. Has there been any change in that respect

among Rajputs; is it more common or less common
than before p—It is on the decrease.

23,861. Can you give us a reason for that?—It is

efl'eot it has upon you ?—I have been in the habit of
taking opium for the last four years. I take four ratij

p, day. I was suffering from continuous cold and
cough and I was advised to take opium. I am cured
of the disease and I have improved in health. I can
now work more efficiently ; and I can say opium has
done me no harm.

1,854. How old are you ?—34.

because opium has become dearer.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
.V'igji Nathu.

(
\furui State.')

Mr. Nagji Nathu called in and examined.

2:i,855. (Chairman.) Vou ii,re the Chief Judge, I

lielie've, of the highest Court, subordinate to the Court

of (lie Ruler, in the Morvi State?—Yes.

'3 856. Will you tell us what you know about the

ronsumption of opium in Morvi ?—The disposition of

tho people of this part of the country at least 13 m
favour of the use of opium for non-medical purposes.

I have ^ome experience of the greater part of Kathiawar.

A moderate use of opium is in many cases found to be

physically beneficial. If any restriction will be placed
upon its use the opium eaters will, it is feared, have to

resort to alcoholic drinks, which besides being prohi-

bited by religion would bring in disastrous results. As
a result of the above observations the people are not
willing to bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibi-

tive measures such as they exist even now, much less

that of any further prohibitions. I do not think that a

prohibition on tho use of opium can be extended to this
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State even if it be deemed advisable to set a prohibi-
tion on its manufacture and use in British India ; as its

use in the State cannot be done away with looking to
the habits and manners of the people. Under the
exiatint; arrangements the Morvi State is prevented
from growing opium for any purpose whatever. It

has to meet its wants from British territory, or other
Native States out of Kathiawar on a payment of a pass
fee of Es. 700 (less Rs. 233-5-4 refunded by Grovernment
to the State) per chest of opium of about 1 10 lbs. No
such pass fee is levied on opium taken by other Native
States outside Kathiawar as far as I know anything
about them. The State has besides to keenly protect
the British monopoly in opium at sometimes an extra
cost. These arrangements are considered detrimental
to the interests and also to the recognised rights of the
State, besides being very hard on the opium-eating
classes who have to pay very heavy price for opium
owing to these restrictions. Any further restriction is

therefore calculated to produce a greater hardship on

the people. The questicm of compensation does not
arise as an adoption of the prohibition of th:; vise of
opium is not deemed advisable. But on the other hand,
considering the effect of the existing arrangements on
the people, the levy of pass fee should be abolished or
the State should be allowed to manage the cultivation,
manufacture, and sale, within its own limits, of opium
that may bo required for the use of its people.

23.857. What are the arrangements about liquor in
the Morvi State ';'—It is farmed.

23.858. Do you happen to know how much it sells per
bottle P—From. 8 annas to 1 rupee.

23.859. Was poppy ever cultivated in Morvi ?—Yes,
formerly, but it was prohibited by Government in

1847.

23.860. Does what you have stated represent the
views of the Durbar t—Yes.

JVnuji Nathii.
{Morvi State.)

S Feb, 189 (.

The witness withdrew.

KaO Bahadub, Naesikam called in and e.\amined (through an interpreter).

23.861. (Chairman.) Do you live at Kaira?—Yes.

23.862. I believe you were formerly Daftadar to the
Political Agent at Kathiawar p—Yes, and I have also

served in Gujarat. I have been in the Revenue Depart-
ment, the Judicial Department, and also in the Settle-

ment Department.

23.863. What experience have you had as regards the
consum.ption of opium by the different races of people
in the districts with which you are personally ac-

quainted ?—My experience has been in the Ahmedabad,
Kaira, Broach and Panch Mahals districts of Gujarat,
in the Jhalavad and Gohelvad Prants of Kathiawar,
and part of the Mahi Kantha. In all nearly all classes

use opium in one form or other. The chief consumers
are Rajputs, Kathis, Patidars, Kanbis, Bharots, Oha-
rans, Rabaris, Bharwads, Mnsalmans, Dharalaff and
other low castes.

23.864. What is your experience as regards the effect

of the consumption of opium on the moral and physical

condition of the people ?—The moderate use of opium,
which is general, in no way injuriously affects the
moral or physical condition of the people. People above
40 years of age take it for the preservation of their

health. Nearly all labourers use it to enable them to

endure fatigue, and to freshen themselves for their

work. The old custom of using opium on occasions of

marriage, funeral or holiday ceremonials, which some
30 years ago was very genera], is now dying out,

although it is continued by Rajputs, Charans, Patidars,

Dharalas and some others as a matter of honour. The
youths of such families in giving up opium have taken
to alcohol on such occasions to the injury of their health.

Opium is given to infants with benefit to their health.

Until I had personal experience amongst my friends of

the benefits conferred by opium on elderly people I did

not believe in it, but from that experience I am con-

vinced that opium taken in moderation is in no way
physically injurious, and that in old age it is positively

beneficial. Really religious Hindus and Musalmans
will not willingly touch alcohol, whereas ihey willingly

take opium for medicinal purposes.

23,866. In your opinion would the people of India

be disposed to give up opium for non-med,ical purposes ?

—The people of India are not in any way disposed to

give up opium for non-medical purposes, because they

see that those who take it moderately in no way suffer

physically. They would, therefore, not be willing in

any way to bear wholly or even in part the cost of

prohibitive measures.

Rao Bahadur
Narsiram.

23j866. Should the sale of opium in British India be
prohibited except for medical purposes, and could the
prohibition be extended to the Native States P—The
prohibition of the sale of opium in British India would
be looked on as an unwise and evil measure, as opium
with many, the labouring classes in particular, is just
their life, and necessary to sustain their life and enable
them to earn their daily bread. Any such prohibition,
if extended to Native States, will equally be looked
upon as an uncalled-for measure.

23.867. You have stated that the use of opium is

dying out, although it is continued by Rajputs,
Charans, Patidars, Dharalas, and some others as a
matterlof honour; and that the youths in such families in
giving up opium have taken to alcohol to the injury of
their health ?—I think even in the case of Rajputs,
Charans and others the habit has been decreasing, Ijut

alcohol has taken its place. In my estimation the
consumption of alcohol has ten times increased within
the last 20 years.

23.868. Some classes of people have alwaj'.? drunk
alcohol, have they not p—In former times the lower
classes used alcohol, but they had to distil themselves.
There were not any shops. If there was a shop it was
located outside the village in an isolated part. Now
there are many shops located in the hearts of the towns
and villages, and people have free access to them.

23.869. The increase in alcohol has taken place
among the higher classes ivho did not formerly drink
it?—Yes.

23.870. As the price has been increased very largely,

I suppose among the lower classes who used to drink
there is less drunk now, is there not ?—The higher
classes and well-to-do people can afford to purchase
European liquors, and the lower class take native
liquor.

23.871. The increase in the consumption of liqn iv

among the higher classes, I suppose, is due to the
weakeningof the influence of the old social and religious
rules p—Yes.

23.872. You say that opium is given to infauts for the
benefit of their health ; do you think it is given for
their health, or merely to keep tliem quiet p—Anion"'
the higher classes opium alone is not given to the
children. A very small quantity mixed with other
spices in the form of a pill is given to the children for
the benefit of their health. And among the lower
classes, and those who are not well-to-do, it is given
also for quieting the children when the mothers are at
work. This is done until the child is weaned.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Sakangdhak Muisiiankah called and examined (through an interpreter).

23.873. (Gludrman.) I believe you are Abkari Officer

of the Junagadh State ?—Yes.

23.874. What have you to say with regard to the

consumption of opium p—I am acquainted with the

Sorath Prant in the province of Kathiawar. The total

population of this State, according to the last census

report, is 484,100, out of which about 5,380 persons
take opium as a stimulant. This number, for the most
part, consists of Rajjiuts, Kathis, Khawas, Kuli.s,

Babrias, Mehers, Mutalmans engaged iu military
service, Zamindars, Girasias, &c. Although there is a
religious prohibition to resort to any sort of intoxicating

Z 2

Mr.
Saraiigdhdr
Midshanhiir.

(^Junagadh
State.)
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di-ng, a long-standing custom has made the use of

opium common among the above-mentioned classes.

Native physicians, as well as European doctors, pre-

scribe opium in certain diseases. Judging from the

amount of opium consumed here during the last five

years, the average consumption per yra,v comes up to

17! I niaunds. Opium is taken here mostly in two
ways :— (1) in the solid form, or (2) liquid form called

kasumbha. Very few persons are known to smoke
opium. In the whole of the .Tunagadh State there are

only five shops for smoking chandul, and they are in

the capital. Opium is taken by males of advanced age,

and also by some females. Moderate consumers of

opium take it daily from 2 to 10 grains. It is given

even to children until they are five years old. Females
take it only as a cure for asthma, cough, diarrhoea, &c.,

and also as a stimulant to enable them to perform their

household duties with energy and swiftness. It is

given to children in very small quantities, with a view

to keep up their spirits, and in the belief that they

thereby become strong. Opium, poppy-seeds, and
poppy-heads are used as a cure for rheumatism, hard

breathing, asthma, and diarrhoea, also for healing

wounds and relieving pain arising Irom boils, &c.

They are also used for cattle. It is a custom among
Grirasias to carry with them, a small quantity of opium
when they go on a journey, and to offer kasumbha to

the members of the family with whom they put up.

This custom has to be observed even if the guest

is not himself an opiima eater, and he to whom the

kasumba is offered, does not accept it so long as he

does not prevail upon the guest to taki; even a drop of

it. This brings on the habit of taking opium. Opium
is taken also to calm and soothe the nervous system,

and to invigorate the body. Out of the total number
of opium eaters in this State, 4,035 use it moderately,

and 1,345 in excess.

23.875. What is your experience as regards the

effects of the consumption of opium on the moral and
physical condition of the people ?—I consider that the

habit of taking opium in moderation as a relief from
pain is beneficial, but that of using it otherwise or in

excess is injurious to the body and the mind, inas-

much as it brings on physical and mental debility,

drowsiness, &c., and produces a hankering after sweet

things, which, when not obtained in the Tight way,

tempt the opium eater to commit theft, &c. Again,

when the required immoderate quantity of opium is

not to be had the victim is induced to steal it.

23.876. What, in your opinion, is the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes?—I think that the people of

India are not disposed to have the use of opium pro-

hibited except for medical purposes, and certainly

not all of a sudden ; as such a measure would entail a

great hardship on habitual opium eaters, who would
either injure their health, or be induced to resort to

other stimulants of a worse nature.

23.877. Do you think they would be willing to bear

the cost of prohibitive measures ?—Wlion the people do

not wish to have the use of opium prohibited they

Avoiild not like to bear in wliole or in part the cost of

prohibitive measures, if adopted.

23.878. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited, except for medical purposes,

and could such prohibition be extended to the Native

State with which you are acquainted p—I think the

sale of opium in British India should not be prohibited

except for medical purposes, until the people are

enlightened enough to give it up of themselves ; nor
should such a prohibition, even if it is enforced in

British India, be extended to the Junagadh State,

before the people in general are suflSciently educated,

as it would affect materially the physical and moral
condition of habitual opium eaters, and would there-

fore be viewed by them as an uncalled for restriction.

•23,879. What is the nature of the existing arrange-

ments with the Ka' ive States in respect of the transit

of opium through Eiitish territory, and on what terms,

if any. could these arrangements be with justice termi-

jiatc'd ?—At iire'Sent opium is imported into this State

from Mundaser and other districts under the follow-

ing arrangement. A Parwana is obtained from the

Political A^ont for the number of chests to be im-

ported. Wlieii this Parwana is shown to the British

Officer in charge of the district where the purchase

is made, he allows the chests to be exported by routes

sanctioned for the purpose, on payment of a pass-fee

of Rs, 700 per chest of opium (containing ^ij maunds)

He at the same time gives a pass under his own signa-
ture, and when this is produced before the Political

Agent, one-third of the pass-fee is remitted to the State
by the British Government, in consideration of certain
conditions to be observed in the interest of the British
opium monopoly. From the Native State point of view
the present arrangement by which Native States' sub-
jects are taxed for increasing the revenue of the British
Exchequer, is detrimental to the recognized rights of

the States as well as to the convenience and liberty of
the people. I do not therefore think there is any
necessity of restricting it still further or doing away
with it altogether, but if Government are inclined to do
so I think the best way would be to allow the State
authorities to cultivate and. sell opium in their own
territory according to their requirements.

23.880. What would be the effect on the finances of
India if the sale and export of opium were prohibited ?

—It is plain that the adoption of prohibitive measures
would be a great financial loss to Government from
every point of view.

23.881. In your opinion could any change short of
total prohibition be made in the system at present
followed for regulating and restricting the opium traffic,

and for raising a revenue therefrom P—-I think no change
whatever is necessary. But if Government are inclined
to restrict the opium traffic and, at the same time, raise

a revenue therefrom, it could be done only by raising
the price of the drug and by doing away with the com-
pulsory cultivation of opium. The demand for opium
would be reduced by the first measure, and the second
would lessen the supply of the same. But Native States
like Junagadh, who prefer to cultivate opium, should at
any rate be allowed to do so, within their own territory,

to meet their requirements.

23.882. What States are included in the Sorath
Prant ?—Kathiawar is divided into four divisions, of
which Sorath is one, and in it there are Junagadh,
Porbandar, Jafrabad, and Jetpur.

23.883. I presume the population you have given is

of Junagadh only.''—Tes.

23.884. Can you tell us how long it is since the five

shops for smoking chandu were established p—Five
years ago a very small shop was opened by a fakir

;

since then in the last three years four more have been
opened; but they are limited.

23.885. What class of people frequent these shops ?

—

Chiefly Mohamedans from the north and north-west of
India.

23,88(5. Are these shops licensed?—Only permits are
given.

23.887. You have said that S, 580 people take opium,
of whom 4,035 use it in moderation and 1,315 in excess

;

how did you get these figures ?—It is customary for the
opium vendors to take the names of the consumers as
well as the quantity they consume. I being the Excise
Officer of the Abkari Department get all the statements
from the opium vendors.

23.888. What dose did you fix in making this cal-

culation as the dividing line between excess and
moderation P—Prom 2 to 12 grains a day was considered
to be a moderate dose.

23.889. \'ou say that the British Officer allows the
chest to be exported on payment of a pass fee of lis.

700. Ought not that to be Es. 600 ?—Native States
have to pay Ks. 700 as a pass fee if the opium is

purchased for local consumption ; but if the opium goes
to Bombay for export it has to pay Rs. 600 only.

23.890. What do you mean by the words compulsory
cultivation of opium ^—The State sei^ds agents to
Eajputana to purchase opium, and there they have
heard from difierent people that the cultivation of
opium is compulsory.

23.891. Do you think that the Eaja ordered it to be
cultivated or what ?—I myself went to Eajputana to
purchase opium ; and I found that the officers of the
State compel the cultivators to grow opium. If they
do not do it they are forced to do it even by uprooting
the other crops.

a"'o.

!3,802. When are you speaking aboutp—Two years

23,893. In what State did you hear that ?—I learnt
that at Rutlam Mandsaur. I learnt it from the opium
traders chiefly, and a few cultivators told me also.
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23,894. When we were in Eajputana we heard that

cultivators were very fond of cultivating poppy P

—

Some pooplc may like to grow opium but many do not.

23,896. Was that unwillingness because the price had
gone down P—No ; but opium growing entails a great
deal of labour and expense, and the rate of rent is very
high.

23.896. The land revenue is a fixed revenue ; if the
price goes down it will not be profitable to the

cultivator, will it P—It will not be profitable.

23.897. Is not the fact that the price has gone down
lately a sufiicient explanation of the cultivators

complaining and not wishing to go on cultivating P

—

Yes.

23.898. As the price used to be much higher, do you
not think in those days the cultivators used to cultivate

freely and willingly ?—Yes.

23.899. {Mr. Pease.) Did you find many persons in

these five smoking shops ?—There were only 50 people

in the five shops, and those 50 people were strangers.

23.900. Do you think that the number of consumers
is more or loss than it used to be in former years ?—

I

have not got the data to make a comparison ; but it is

believed that the use of opium is decreasing.

23.901. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you know that
Inamdar of Khadia was bringing smuggled opium for
his use, and the quantity was great ?—That was
discovered, and he was politically tried and fined when
Mr. Haridas was Dewan.

23.902. You say, " But Native States like Junagadh
" who prefer to cultivate opium, should at any rate be
" allowed to do so, within their own territory, to meet
" their requirements "; what do you mean by that?

—

I mean that Native States like junagadh would be free
from the obligation of not growing poppy in their
territory, in case the British Grovernment stopped the
required quantity of opium.

23.903. {Ghairman.) Does the evidence you have
given us represent the views of the Durbar P—Tes.

The witness withdrew.

Hakim Abdul Eazak called in and examined (through an interpreter.)

23.904. {Ghairman.) "Where do yon live ?—At present

I live in Junagadh. My original home was in Eampur.
I have lived in this district for 20 years, of which
the last eight years have been spent in Junagadh.

23.905. Are you in the service of the State ?—Yes.

23.906. "What service P—I am employed to administer
medicine to people according to the Yunani system.

23.907. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the difierent races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted P

—I am acquainted with Grujarat and Kathiawar, some
people whereof use opium in the liquid form called
" kasumbo," some use it in the solid form, and a few
smoke it. Opium is taken both by the Hindus and the

Mussalmans, and by the higher as well as lower classes

of people. It is prescribed by native physicians as a

cure for certain diseases and pains. It is administered
to children in very small quantities until they are about
four or five years old. Opium in the form of kasumbha
is usually offered to all who attend the courts of Kathi
chiefs.

23.908. What is your experience as regards the effects

of such consumption on the moral and physical condition

of the people ?—Opium eating or smoking does not
produce any effect on the moral condition of a man. I

have heard from those who resort to it that they are

thereby enabled to keep up their spirits and work
harder with less fatigue. If opium is taken immode-
rately it acts like poison, and if it is taken for years, even
moderately, it gives rise, in the long run, to diseases of

various natures, which are, however, remediable.

23.909. "What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India with regard to the use of opium
for non-medioal purposes ?—Opium eaters should not

be forced to give up at once the habit of taking opium,
because by so doing their health suffers, and they are

in danger even of losing their lives. In my opinion

those who do not take opium should not be allowed to

contract the habit.

23.910. Do you think the people would be willing to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures H

—The present condition of most of the people is such as

would not permit them to bear the burden of any extra

expenditure.

23.911. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes
;

and could such prohibition be extended to the Native

States with which you are acquainted ?—Grovernment
would not be able to make the people give up the habit of

taking opium of their own free will. But if they do so

forcibly such a measure would give rise to smuggling

and many other offences ; because those people would

obtain opium in one way or another, and failing that

they would resort to other poisonous drugs, which
would aftect their moral condition.

23.912. What is the nature of the existing arrange-

ments with the Native States in respect of the transit

Mr.
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of opium through British territory, and on what terms,
if any, these arrangements could be with justice
terminated P—The existing arrangement is best known
to the State authorities, but it seems to work well, and
a great number of the people who used to take opium
have since the late restrictions given up the habit.

23.913. What would be the eS'ect on the finances of
India of the prohibition of the sale and export of opium ?

—Grovernment finances will evidently suffer, because
the opium revenue will entirely cease, and Government
will have to incur a heavy expenditure for adopting
preventive measures.

23.914. Do you think any change short of total
prohibition should be made in the system at present
followed for regulating and restricting the opium traffic

and for raising a revenue therefrom P—Such an arrange-
ment should be made as would prevent people in future
from contracting the habit of taking opinm as a luxury.

23.915. Is the custom of giving opium pills to
children dangerous or not p—In this country, which is

near the sea, and the air is moist, and where colds and
coughs prevail, we give these pills to the children to a
certain degree to cure or moderate various diseases.

23.916. You have said, " In my opinion those who do
" not take opium should not be allowed to oontr;ict the
" habit "P—^Yes. I consider that it is a bad and
unnecessary habit ; and I think that people should be
stopped from getting into into such bad habits which
over-master them. Therefore though I would allow
those people who are in the habit of taking opium
whether they do harm to themselves or not—to continue
taking it, I would prevent people who have not adopted
the habit and who are in good health and do not want
the drug taking it unnecessarily.

23.917. How are you going to prevent them taking it ?—The people who are in the habit of taking it might
be registered, and they might get it ; and other people
might be forbidden to get it.

23.918. Supposing a man secretly or in an underhand
way got hold of opium and took it, would you punish
him ?—Yes ; I would punish him by fine, or perhaps in
some other way.

23.919. {Mr. Haridas Velmridas.) Do you smoke
tobacco P—I do not smoke tobacco, nor do I even chew
betel-nut. Even tea-drinking is not one of my habits.

23.920. {Ghairman.) How do you compare opium
with alcohol?—Alcohol is the worst of all intoxicants:
a man neither looks after his life nor his property when
he takes to it. Charas and ganja are less injurious

:

but they, too, make a man who takes them rather
incapable of looking after things. Bhang is still less
injurious ; and opium is the least injurious. It does not
make a man incapable at all of transacting his business
if taken to the extent of a grain or two occasionally for
medicinal purposes. But if it is taken as a habit it is

not good; when taken in excess it is very injurious.

Hakim
Abdul Bazak.
(Junagadh
State.)

The witness withdrew.
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Vaidya Eaghunathji Tndbaji called in and examined (througU an interpreter).

23.928. What is your opinion as to tbe willingness

of the people of India to bear in whole or in part the

cost of prohibitive measures ?—When the people are

against the prohibition of opium eating they cannot
be expected to willingly bear in wiole or in part the
cost of any prohibitive measures.

23.929. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical pur-

poses ; and could such prohibition be extended to the
Native States with which you are acquainted p—I do
not think it necessary to prohibit the sale of opium
except for medical purposes, but if such a, measure
were adopted it would be received with dissatisfaction

by the native princes and the people.

23.930. What is the nature of the existing arrange-
ments with the Native States in respect of the transit

of opium through British territory ?—The nature of

the existing arrangement is known to the State autho-
rities, but the arrangement itself is, so far as the
interests of the people are concerned, not bad.

23.931. Do you think any change short of total pro-
hibition should be made in the systena at present
followed for regulating and restricting the opium
trafBc, and for raising a revenue therefrom p—The only
change I think necessary is that steps should be taken
to induce the people to desist from forming a new habit
of taking opium.

28.932. What steps would you take with that object ?—Those who do not take opium should be prevented
from coming in cont;ict with opium eaters ; and opium
should also be made dearer. There are three reasons
for taking opium. First, when a man has some disease

;

second, when he is in company with others ; and third,
when he gets old and feels himself weak.

23.933. Ton think the second reason objectionable ?—Yes.

2.';,li33«. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you wish the
extracts taken from the Sanskrit works on medicine to
be put into the Appendix?—Tes.*

23.934. Have you written a book on Hindu medicine?
—Yes. I have shown in that book the different
qualities of medicinal plants and their use.

Vaidya
Raghunathji
Indraji

23,1)21. {Chairman.) Where do you livoP— Juna-

State.} ^^
23,922. Are you an hereditary Yaid ?—Yes; praotis-

8 Feb. 1894. ing under the Hindu system.
'

23,923. Is that your only profession ?—Sometimes I

read Purans.

23.924. Is not your brother a great antiquarian and
writer P—Yes. My brother, Bhagwau Indraji, was a

great antiquarian. He has got the title of Ph.D.

23.925. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted p

—I am acquainted with Kathiawar where the Eajputs,
Kathis, Atits, and others use opium diluted with
water, which is called " kasumbha." Opium eaters

take opium in the solid form. Some administer opium
to children when they are one or two years old. It is

prescribed in the Sanskrit works on medicine as a cure
for various diseases, and is beneficial when taken in

moderation to relieve pain. In Junagadh itself 900
persons take opium, and the quantity daily consumed
by them amounts to 7J lbs. Females are not, so far as

my knowledge goes, addicted to taking opium. The
Grirasias consider the drinking of kasumbha as respect-

able.

23.926. What is your experience as regards the

effects of the consumption of opium on the moral and
physical condition of the people p—Labourers who have
very hard work to perform can, with the help of a

little opium, do it without feeling fatigue. Its con-

sumption produces no effect on their moral condition.

By administering opium to children in a very small
quantity they get a sound sleep and keep good health.

23.927. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes ?—Those who are addicted to

opium eating should not be made to give up that habit
at once, because a sudden stoppage would ruin the
constitution of habitual opium eaters. Again, if opium
is prohibited the habitues would be tempted to obtain
it by smuggling, or they would resort to other stimu-
lants of a worse kind.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Devkaran
Mauji.

dDhrol State.)

Mr. Devkaean Mauji called and

23.935. {Ghairman.) I believe you come from the
Dttrol State, Kathiawar p—Yes.

23.936. What cases are heard in your court p—Cases
of landholders against the State, as well as oases
between one landholder and another.

23.937. What is the revenue of the Dhrol State?—
Two lakhs a year. The revenue of the Ruler of the
State is two lakhs, and three lakhs are assigned to his

kinsmen, and to a class of people called Mul Q-irasias.

23.938. What is your experience as regards the con-
sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted P

—Eajputs, CharanSjKhawas, Bharwads, and Musalmans
eat opium to a great extent. A few people of other
castes also eat it.

23.939. What is your experience as to the effect of

the consumption of opium upon the moral and physical
condition of the people ?—I understand that if people
eat opium in moderate quantity their moral and physical
condition is not affected thereby; but if taken in excess,

it is possible that their physical condition suffers.

23.940. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes P—Many people are disposed to

eat opium for non-medical purposes.

examined (through an hiterpreter).

23.941. What is your opinion as to the willingness of
the people to bear in whole or in part the cost of pro-
hibitive measures p—The people are not at all willing
to bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive
measures. But the Thakur Sahib, of Dhrul, is of opinion
that, if prohibitives measures are carried out, there
is every probability of the public peace being broken.

23.942. Could prohibition in your opinion be extended
to the Native States P—Such prohibition should not
extend to Native States.

23.943. What is the nature of the existing arrange-
ments with the Native States in respect of the transit
of opium through British territory, and on what terms,
if any, could those arrangements be with justice ter-
minated P—My chief is of opinion that no change should
be made in the present arrangements for the purchase
of opium on payment of the prescribed duty under a
permit from the political agent and for its transport
through British territory. My chief at present gets as
revenue in the shape of duty and license fees about
1,500 to 2,000 rupees a year, but he is not willing to
prohibit the sale of opium iu his territory on receiving
cornpensation for loss of revenue, because such a pro-
hibition would cause hardship to many, and result in
the commission of crimes by the people.

23.944. 'Ave you authorised to give evidence for the
Euler of the Dhrol State P—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Lalbhai Moeabji Desai called in and examined (through an interpreter)
Mr. Lalbhai
MorarjiDesai. 20,945. (Ohairman.) You are Karbhari of the Sayla

CSayla State.-) State p—Yes.

23,946. What are your duties as Karbhari ?—

I

Prime Minister,

23,947. What is your experience as regards the con-
sumption of opium by the different races of people in
the districts with which you are personally acquainted ?—(Jwing to my service in three States, namely, Bansda

Not reproduced.
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State, in Suiat Agency ; Rajpipla, in Eewa Kantha
Agency; and Sayla, in Kathiawar Agency. My ex-

perience is that many persons of the classes of Eajputs,
Kathis, Bhats, Brahmins, Banias, Kanbis, Bharwad,
Kolis, and Mnsalmans are habituated to conaame opiam
above the age of 40 with a belief to sustain their health
at an advanced age, and, in my opinion, that belief is

well founded and warranted by experience. They take
opium twice a day, in the morning and in the evening.
Many of them take it in liquid form and very few in
solid. Sometimes young children are given opium in

a little quantity for having a sound sleep.

23,948. What is your experience as regards the effect

of the consumption of opium on the moral and physical
condition of the people p—If opium be taken moderately
it does not affect their moral condition, nor does it

tell upon their morality even if it be taken in a large
dose. It gives much stimulus to the eater to work. It

does not affect their health also. It ensures efficiency

of work. It also tends to cure certain diseases. When
the habit of taking opium is once formed the con-

sumers, in m.y opinion, cannot without much diflSculty

and inconvenience do away with that habit.

23.949. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people in regard to the use of opium for non-
medical purposes ?— Except under some exceptional
circumstances the habit of taking opium should not, in

my opinion, be contracted for non-medical purposes.

23.950. Would the people of India be willing to bear
in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures P—
Any further taxation occasioned by the prohibitive

measures, if they be taken, will go very hard with the

poor raiyats. It is not therefore desirable. This is my
opinion, and further I am directed by the Thaknr Sahib
to state that under the treaties made by Government
with the chiefs any new arrangement regarding opium

cannot be made without the consent of the latter. He ^r. LcUhha'

therefore wishes that any new burden should not be Morarji Desdu

imposed. iSayla State.)

23,951. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium
in British India be prohibited except for medical pur-
poses P—Any sort of prohibition is likely, in my opinion,
to entail a serious hardship upon the consu mers. There-
fore no steps should be taken to prohibit the sale.

2.S,952. Could such prohibition be extended to the
Isative States with which you are acquuinted P—If the
prohibition is not desirable even for the British districts,

it cannot be extended to the Native States. Having a
clear regard to the treaties made with them and the
prevalence of the habit of consuming opium in Native
States, any such prohibition there will engender dis-

content.

23.953. What is the revenue of the Sayla State P—
About a lakh.

23.954. Does that exclude assigned land P—Yes,
23.955. Is there much other land which is assigned

landp—Yes.

23.956. You say, "except under some exceptional
" circumstances the habit of taking opium should not
" be contracted for non-medical purposes," you think
that the habit is a bad one P—Tes.

23.957. Do you think it ought to be left to the
individual to decide for himself, or do you think some
law is wanted P You further say, " Aiiy sort of pro-
" hibition is likely, in my opinion, to entail a serious
'

' hardship upon the consumers." What do you mean
by saying that the habit should not be contracted for

non-medical purposes, do you mean it is not a good
thing P—Yes.

23.958. Do you mean that it ought to be made a
punishable offence^p—No.
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The witness withdrew.

Mr. Wagiiji Fateh called in and

23.959. [Ghairman.) I believe you are a Jamadar
residing in the Wadhwan State P—Yes.

23.960. What is your caste p—I am a Chauhan.

23.961. What have you to say with regard to the

opium question generally ?—I have been in the habit of

taking opium for the last eight years. I take it in the

form of kasumbha. I take it twice ,
every day, in the

morning and in the afternoon. Bach time I take about
eight grains of opium. It has never been found to be
injurious to my health. It has produced no bad effect

on my mind or energy. There has been a decided im-
provement in my health, as I can endure fatigue in my
duty of breaking in horses. When I had no such habit

I was unable to do so. I cannot give up this habit. I

have seen others resuming the same habit after they

had renounced it and were unable to do without it.

examined (through an interpreter).

23.962. Is the habit of taking opium common among
your caste P—The habit is common, but it has been
greatly diminished.

23.963. Why has the habit been diminishing ?

—

Because opium has become dearer.

23.964. [Mr. Pease.) Do you know people who can
break in horses without taking opium ?—If the horse-
breakers feel fatigued they would take opium.

23.965. Are there not a great many men who break
in horses who do not take opium P—Yes.

23.966. You say, " I cannot give up this habit," what
have you done to try and rid yourself of the habit ?—

I

have not tried ; but many people who thought of trying
it suffered pain, so I think if I tried it it might be very
painful to me.

Mr.
Waghji Faleh.

( Wadhwan
State.)

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Ladha Damodar called in and examined.

23.967. {Chairman.) I believe you are the State Vakil
of Gondal, which is a first-class State in Kathiawar ?^
Yes.

23.968. Do you appear to give evidence on behalf of

His Highness the Thakur ?—Yes.

23.969. What is the revenue of the State of G-ondal P

—Thirteen lakhs.

23.970. Does that include Jagirs P—No, exclusive of

the produce of Jagirdars' estates.

23.971. Is there much Jagir land ?—Yes ; certain

Bhayats and Girasias hold land and villages to the

extent of about two lakhs.

23.972. What have you to say about the cultivation

of the poppy, and the opium question generally P—The
cultivation of the poppy or the manufacture of opium
within the limits of the G-ondal State is not permitted

except under restrictions by the Durbar for medicinal

or horticultural purposes. All opium required for con-

sumption in this State is purchased from the Govern,
ment store. The right to sell opium is farmed out

every year. If the farmer wants to purchase opium
for consumption at Bombay or in Central India in pre-

ference to obtaining it from the Government warehouse

at Eajkote, he can do so under a permit signed by the

Political Agent. One third of the full pass fee on
opium which is paid by the farmer is refunded to the
State. The farmer sells opium at the rate fixed by
Government. The transport from one place to another
within the State limits, of any quantity of opium
exceeding 10 tolas in weight, is prohibited, except under
cover of a permit granted by the Eevenue Commis-
sioner of Gondal. The farmer is required to keep an
account book of his purchase and sale of opium. To
prohibit the sale of opium is likely to create disaffec-

tion amongst opium eaters. In my opinion such pro-
hibition ought not to be extended to the States. The
annual income derived from the farming of opium sale,

inclusive of the pass fee, amounts to about Es. 10,000.

23.973. Is opium consumed much in your State P

—

Yes. The Inland Eevenue amounts to about Es. 10,000
a year.

23.974. What class of people consume opium P—The
Eajputs, Kathis, Girasias, Kolis, and Kanbis generally
take opium.

23.975. Do many take it in excess P—No, most of

them take it in moderation.

23.976. Do you wish to add any further remarks P

—

Yes. I am instructed by His Highness the Thakur
Sahib of Gondal to convey the Durbar's views on the

Z 4
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State.)
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Mr. Ladha
Damodar.
{Gondal
State.}
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subject of the inquiry into opium. If the growth and
sale of opium be prohibited in British India, such pro-

hibition cannot be extended to Native States. If the

British G overnment would not supply opium for con-

sumption as agreed upon l^y the treaty, the status quo

ante should be restored, i.e., the State may grow poppy
and sell opium. As regards the effects produced by

opium on the moral and physical condition of those

who are addicted to it, the Durbiir are of opinion that

the deteriorating effects of a moderate indulgence in

the drag arc not so great as are believed to be produced

from it in some ojuartcrs, though it must be admitted

that the habit of indulgence in all intoxicating drugs

is to be deprecated.

Mr. Bapumia
Shermia.
iVholka
Stale.)

The witness withdrew.

Mr. BAPUMIA Shekmia called in and examined (through an interpreter),

you are Kasbati of23.977. {Ghairman.) I believe

Dholka, are you not?—Tes.

23.978. The Kasbati is the head-man of the Maho-
medan community, is he not ?—I am the head
Mahomedan of the town.

S.i,'- 71'. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquniuted p

—Opium is consumed among the Girasias, Rajputs,

Musalmaus, Brahmins, Kanbis, Kolis, Banias, and
other claFses of people forming part of the population

of Ahmedabad, Kathiawar, Marwar, Kaira, Panch
Mahals, Meywar, Malwa and Bombay.

23.980. What is your experience as regards the

effects of the consumption of opium on the moral and
physical condition of the people ?—If one eats opium
punctually and moderately after the age of 40, it gives

much support to his body, being like a prop supplied to

a falling house.

23.981. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

jion-medical purposes ?—If one does not cause his caste

men to drink kasumbho on occasions of wedding,funeral,

and social gathering, or omits to give the same to

guests, he loses his reputation. And if persons between
whom a feud exists drink kasumbo together, they are

thereby deemed to have been reconciled.

23.982. Would the peojjle be willing to bear in whole
or in part the cost of prohibitive measures ?—The people

of this country are not able to bear the cost of pro-

hibitive measures or any part thereof.

23.983. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes ?

—Considering the reasons I have set forth, I am of

opinion that the sale of opium should not be prohibited.

And such prohibition is dangerous.

23.984. Could such prohibition be extended to the

Native States with which you are acquainted ?—I do

not think that in the Native States with which I am
acquainted the people can do without opium if its use

be stopped therein.

23.985. Does the custom of offering kasumbo on the

occasion of weddings, funerals, &c. prevail among the

Musalmans of your caste ?—Tes, on all such occasions.

23.986. What is the size of the town of Dholka ?—
There are about 16,000 inhabitants, of whom about
6,00() are Mahomedans.

The witness withdrew.

Hfr. Khodidas
Vishvanath.

( Wadhwan
State.)

Mr. Khodieas Yishvanath called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23,987. (Gliairman.) I believe you are Judicial Officer

of the State of Wadhwan ?—Tea.

2:!,988. How long have you served ?—Thirteen years.

23,989. We shall be pleased to hear what you have to

say with reference to the opium Cjuestion p—I am
acquainted with the pi-ovince of Kathiawar in general,

and the territories of Limriand Wadhwan in particular.

Having served in Limri and \\'adhwan for a period

of nearly 26 years, I have had occasions to be

acquainted with the history of the opium arrangements
wiih the Native States of Kathiawar, and had an
opportunity of knowing what classes of people consume
opium, and in what quantity it is consumed. My
experience is that the habit of taking opium is generally

to be found amongst Kajputa,Kanbis, Banias, Bharwads,
Eabaris, Kolis, Musalmans, Khavas, and Kathis.

From what I have heard and known and observed, I am
of opinion that the habit of taking opium does not in

any way affect the moral condition of those who
take it. For during the period of the 26 years of my
service in Native States, when I have served as a magis-

trate for some time, and as a Sarnyayadhish, I have not

come across a single case in which any offence was
committed by one taking opium, simply because of

havinc been a habitual opium eater. Not only that,

but I know of no instance of a man who was otherwise

intellectually sound having suffered in any way with

respect to bis intellect, after having addicted himself to

the habit of taking opium. As to the effect of opium
on the physical condition of the people, I am of opinion

that if taken in moderate dose it does not tell on the

physical constitution, but when taken in excess it is

certainly injurious to health. I am however of opinion

that to those who lead a sedentary life, the habit oftaking

opium, even in a moderate dose, is physically injurious
;

but for those who have to work hard bodily for their

bread, the habit of taking opium is beneficial, as opium
is known to have that power of allaying fatigue from

hard work. I have observed that the use of opium for

non-medical purposes by the classes mentioned abo\c

is regarded as a necessary habit with them. But those

of these classes who are educated dislike the use of

opium except for medical purposes. The people on

this side of India view with regret even the present

arrangements of opium which burden them with the

additiona 1 cost of prohibitive measures ; and it is but

natural that they must be quite unwilling to bear any
further cost, either in whole or in part, of prohibitive

measures. As most of the labouring classes have to

take opium to keep up their strength by being free from
fatigue, and as most of the t-lassus of people mentioned
above use opium in accordance with the prevailing

custom of their race on several occasions, I am of

opinion that the prohibition of the sale of opium except
for medical purposes, is not only not advisable but it

will be a real hardship on them. The history of the
opium arrangements with the Native States of Kathia-
war clearly shows that they have been already debarred
from making any income from the cultivation of poppy.
Not only that but they have to pay a pass-fee at the
rate of Rs. 700 per chest, from which a remission of

one-third of that amount is allowed. No pass-fee was
charged for nearly 60 years under the arrangements of

1820 A. D. I am of opinion that this pass-fee is an
indirect taxation on the opium consuming classes in the
Native States by the Bi-itish Government, and that also

on a commodity which is not the product of the British
district. It is a sort of transit duty which kind of levy
is thought by the British Government as one likely to

hamper trade, and the Native States of Kathiawar have
at the advice of Government abolished this kind of
taxation on goods passing through their territories.

Under these circumstances it is but fair and just that
the British duty on opium ought to be abolished. When
the agreements regarding the purchase and sale of
opium for consumption in Native States were last taken
in 1887, it was agreed by the parties concerned that no
further restrictions would be placed on the same.
Hence it is not open to the British Government to
disturb the present arrangements, and much less so to
prohibit the sale of opium except for medical purposes.
For it will not only increase the alreadv heavy respon-
sibilities on the States but it will prove extremely
injurious to, and hard on, those who take opium except
for medical purposes.

23,990. Tou say, " I am of opinion that to those who
" lead a sedentary life the habit of taking opium, even
" in a moderate dose, is physically injurious; but for
" those who have to work hard bodily for their bread
" the habit of taking opium is beneficial." Who are
the class of people you are referring to as leading a
sedentary life ?—I was referring to the Brahmins and
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Banyas who take opiura In moderate quantities, but who
do not work.

23.991. How does the efif'ect show in those people f- --

Costiveness, and other kinds of diseases.

23.992. You have said, " The people on this side of
" India view with regret even the present arrange-
" ments of opium which burden them with the
" additional cost of prohibitive measures"; what
measures do you refer to?—I am referring to the

measures wljich were adopted in 1878.

23.993. Are you authorised to answer for the Euler

of your State?—Yes.

1^3,994. [Mr. HarUlas Veliaridas.) Bo you know that

maoh smuggled opium was imjiorted into Wadhwan ?—
!^es, even after the arrangements made with the Britieih

Government in 1820 with regard to opium. I knew it

from a case instituted in the Wadhwan Court during the

minority of the chief, when Mr. Haridas was Govern-
ment manager. The case was to recover some money
from an opium merchant, and in that case it was found
out that a large quantity of opium was purchased by
that merchant from the plaintiff, and the money due
from him was on account of the smuggling transactions.

The claim was disallowed, and the man who brought
the smuggled opium into Wadhwan was politically tried.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to to-morrow at 11 o'clock.

At the Collector's Office, Ahmedabad.

SIXTY-SEVENTH DAY.

Friday, 9th February 1894.

[Section B.J

PbBSBKT :

Sib JAMES B. LYALL, G.C.I.B., K.O.S.I., in the Ohaie.

Mr. Arthur Pease.
|

Mr. Haridas Vehasidas Desai.

Mr. Pbmbeeton, Assistant Secretary.

Seth Matabhai Peemabhai ISTagarsheth called in and examined (through an interpreter).

23,99.5.

Yes.
{Chairman.) You are a Bania, I think P- people would be subjected to great

23.996. Your family were formerly engaged largely

in the opium, trade, were they not P—Yes.

23.997. What is your experience as regards the con-
sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

—I know Ahmedabad, but I am not personally ac-

quainted with any talukas.

23.998. What is your experience as regards the effect

of the consumption of opium on the moral and physical
condition of the people ?—By eating opium moderately
a person of mature age remains healthy, and it imparts
strength to a person of such age.

23.999. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures ?

—The use of opium for non-medioal purposes is agree-
able to the people. If it were stopped they would feel

much aggrieved at heart. Besides, the people of India
would thereby be subjected to great hardship ; and if

the Government of India were deprived of its large

revenue, a heavy tax would have to be imposed upon
the people, and this would create dissatisfaction among
them.

24,000. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical pur-

poses P—The sale of opium should not be stopped. If

Mr. Khodidas
Vishvanath.
(JWadhiiian

State.')

81'el). 1894.

it be stopped the
hardship.

24.001. Could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted P—I think that
if the sale were stopped in Native States this would be
likely to result in a breach of the peace.

24.002. Is it your opinion that the custom of eating
opium is increasing or decreasing p—It is not within
my knowledge.

24.003. Is it within your knowledge that many
people take opium in excess, and injure their health by
so doing P—No, I have not heard of such a thing.

24.004. Owing to the arrangement made in 1878, has
opium become much dearer ?—Yes.

24.005. Do you think that the opium people use now
is mostly opium that has paid duty ; or do you think
that there is still a good deal of smuggling P—I do not
know.

Seth Mayahhai
Premahhai
Nagarsheth.
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24.006. (Mr. Fease.) Do you think that the taking of

opium by persons in health is a good habit p—No. I

know only that old people would be benefited by taking
opium.

24.007. Do you think that anything could be done to

prevent the young people beginning the habit P—So
far as I know, very few young people take to the habit

of opium . I cannot suggest any means of preventing
young people taking to the opium habit.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Nanabhai Dajibhai called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24.008. {Ghairman.) You are deputy-assistant political

agent ?—^YeS, now in Kathiawar.

24.009. You have served formerly in the Mahi

Kantha P—Yes.

24.010. How long have you been in Government
service ?—Altogether 20 years.

O 82588.

24.011. May I ask where your native place is P—Near
Nariad, Kaira district.

24.012. What is your experience as regards the con-
sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

—I am personally acquainted with the whole of Mahi

A fi

Mr. Nanabhai
Dajibhai,
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Knntba. I was personal assistant to the political agent
there tor al)Out eight years, and Diwan of Idar for four
years. The consumption of opinni ih genorall}' j-cstric-

ted in the districts to the Kajpnts and well-to-do Kohs.
The well-to-do Bhils, who are a sort of wild aboriginals
ot the hills, also consume opium whenever they have
tiome festive occasions and meetings wherein their

differences are squared and enemies made friends. The
drinking of '' kasumbo " (opium filtered through cotton)

is amongst them a conclusion of peace and friendly tie

winding up all past ditl'erences and animosities. Any
settlement ot disputes without an exchange of kasumbo
is not considered final. Amongst the Rajputs opium is

offered as a treat, just as a cup of tea or wine is offered

amongst the Europeans and Parsis. At all the gather-

ings that take place on the occasion of marriages or
death ceremonies there is a free use of opium, and even
non-consumers of opium are then pressed to have a

taste of it. This custom is prevalent more or less

amongst the cultivating, commercial, and other classes

of people in the whole of Mahi Kautha. Opium is not
smoked at all in any part of Mahi Kantha. Some
workmen and talukdars or landholders iii'e habitual
consumers of opium and caimot doanythiiii;- without it.

24',013. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical con-
dition of the people p—The effect of such consumption
on the morals of the consumers is not so bad as is the
consumption of liquor or other drugs. Some of the
poorest consumers of opium take to petty thefts to

enable them to purchase the drug. The physical con-
dition of the opium consumers does ^^ndergo some
chiruge, ivhich is marked by effeminacy of appearance
and a sort of dulness on their faces.

24,014. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes ; and as to their willingness to

beai-, in whole or in part, the cost of prohibitive
measures ?—The people of India have a general dis-

position in favour of the use of opium on various
occasions of feutivity and do not understand the word
prohibitive measures. Thej' have willingly borne the
cost of the r(;strictive measures heretofore.

24.015. In your opinioo should the sale of opium in

British India lie prohibited except for medical pur-
poses ?—The sale of opium should not be prohiljited in

British India, and if it is done, people will be very
much discontented, and they will be taking to more
harmful stimulants, such as liquors, wines, &c.

24.016. Could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted ?—I do not think
such prohibition should be extended to JSTative States

;

because the discontent there will be a good deal greater.

Payment of compensation to the chiefs for such pro-
hibition will fill their pockets and leave their subjects

discontented.

24.017. I suppose you have seen a good many cases

where people take opium to excess, and do themselves
liarm ?—Very few.

24.018. Amongst Thakurw, and other people in Mahi
Kantha, cases of excess do occur sometimes p—There
are very few instances ; I knew of only one ; with very
old people, not with young Thalcurs.

24.019. Have the young Thakurs to some extent
given up the habit ?—Yes, to some extent.

24.020. Have they taken to anything else instead ?

—

Liquor.

24.021. What kind of liquor?—Country and British.

24.022. Do they often do themselves harm with
liquor p—Much harm ; I have seen young Tbakars come
out of colleges ruined entirely ; not attending to any-
thing ; doing no work, but only drinking ; their States
have gone to wreck and ruin ; we have a Rajkumar
college at Rajkot, where the sons of the chiefs are sent
i'oi' education ; when they come of age they are given
their estates. Many who come out of this college take
to this haoit of liquor and are ruined.

24,0;i3. How do you explain their inclination to take
to liquor nowadays p—If they once get into the habit
they continue.

24.024. What prevented them in old days from
taking to liquor P—Because it was condemned by
society.

24.025. Society and religion P—Tes.

24.026. And the old social and religions rales allowed
pium to be taken, but did not allow liquor P—Allowed

opium, but not liquor. There has been no diminution
of_opium. It is taken by even the most religious
persons. There is nothing unchaste in it.

24.027. Why have the old restraints ceased to have
effect upon these people p—Times are chant^ing ; they
come more in contact with people who use ]ii|uor.

24.028. You mean European and that sort of people p—Exactly.

24.029. But among Europeans the habit of using
liquor has decreased P—May be, but not in this
country.

24.030. You say the physical condition of opium
consumers does undergo some change, which is marked
by eflemiuacy of appearance, and a sort of dulness in
their face; do you mean there is always some change
whether the dose is moderate or excessive p—When
excessive. When moderate that change of course is
not to- lie seen.

24.031. Can you suggest any change in the present
system of excise on opium which would be an improve-
ment ?—I cannot. The present duty is so heavy that
I think it does not admit of being raised.

24.032. (Mr. Haridas VeJiaridas.) Do you think it
would be advisable when a person is young and in good
health to take opium P~I do not think it advisable fw
persons in good health to take any drugs.

24.033. You think opium would benefit those who
require it for the sake of health, whether they are old
or young ?—Yes, I have known instances where ic has
benefited both young and old persons, when they
required it.

24.034. You condemn the habit of taking opium for
the sake of pleasure p—Yes, I do, just as I condemn
taking all drugs for the sake of pleasure.

24.035. Would you condemn in the same degree the
habit of taking alcohol as you do the habit of opiu m ?—Yes, in a greater degi'ee.

24.036. Do you not make some difference in the
injurious effects of alcohol and opiam P—Opium is
better than alcohol.

24.037. (Mr. Pease.) Do you think that there is any
alteration m the practice of taking opium on festive
and ceremonial occasions p—No. Even though opium
has been made costly people have to use it on ceremonial
occasions, and get ic at any cost.

24.038. Do you think it is taken in smaller quantities ?
—Yes, but they cannot do without it. They ouo-ht to
give an appearance of it at least in the ceremony!'

24.039. We were told at another place that oftentimes
now people merely touch opium and do not take any of
it

;
18 that the custom here ?—Yes, that is the custom

to a certain extent, here also.
'

24.040. People do not feel obliged to taste it?—They
do taste it; if they did not there would lie a qmrrel
aliout It. Those who do not taste are made to taste bv
pressure. •'

24.041. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Have you declined
such offers yourselves P—Many times.

24.042. And was there any quarrel p—It was a very
quarrelsome business. I had to steep my lips in the
opium. If I did not do that they would say I was not
friendly.

24 043. In form and in practice opium is now oradu-
aily being taken less, is it not P—That is what I mean.

24.044. (Chairman.) Has no official agent been
deputed here from Kathiawar ?_What I have said
about Mahi Kantha applies to Kathiawar also. I have
been deputed from both the places.

24.045. Do you know the history of Kathiawar well P

24.046. When did the British Government assume the
suzerainty over Kathiawar ?—In 1802.

24.047. After a war with the PeshwaP~Ye« after
the Biitish got Ahmedabad.

'

24.048. Before that the Peshwas had the suzerainty p

24.049. Was there any fighting in Kathiawar P-
Plenty.

24.050. Between the British and the chiefs?—Between
the British and the chiefs and between the chiefs
themselves.

T, -.l':°^lv.^*'®'' ^^'^ fighting was the Gaikwar and the
British Government jointly suzerains p—The Gaikwar
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authorised the British to do the whole thing, and the
British did it on behalf of the Gailcwar and the
Peshwa.

24.052. The British did it on behalf of the Gaik^^'ar

and on behalf of itself in place of Peshwa P—Exactly.

24.053. Was it then that the order was issued

prohibiting the growth of poppy ?—The treaty related

to the opium trade ; it did not relate so much to the

growth. The trade was vetoed even i'rom very early

days, that is, it had to be carried on under certain

restrictions.

24.054. That trade, I suppose, went to Din ? --Yes, and
other places.

24.055. The opium came down from Molwa, and was
exported from the ports of Kathiawar ?— Yes.

24.056. To China and other places P—Yes. Before

the advent of the British there was no resti-aint on the

opium trade ; the whole thing went on as free as

possible; it was only the British Government that

restrained it.

24.057. Do you know when the order prohibiting the

growth of poppy camo int6 actual force ?—In 1878.

24.058. But it was prohibited before that, was not it ?

—Not so strictly. There was moral compulsion, but
not legal.

24.059. How do you meanP—It was discouraged, but

it was not held criminal to cultivate poppy before 1878.

24.060. There was some cultivation in Kathiawar ?

—

Yes.

24.061. Did the Baroda opium go Kathiawar way ?

—

Yes, it was smuggled into Kathiawar.

24.062. Before 1878 ?—Yes.
24.063. Is Diu now a place of any importanpe P—No

much.

24.064. I suppose there aio Portuguese merchants
there now ?—Yes, but it is not a place of much
importance.

24.065. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Can you cite any
instance of the fight between the British and the other
States in Kathiawar ?—Of course wherever the forces
went there was opposition and fighting.

24.066. Do you mean to say the British mc; with
opposition, or the Gaikwar ?—The Gaikwar's force was
under British control. It was arranged in a curious
way, so that it was diflScult to tell what power it was.

24.067. Perhaps you know there were three powers in

Kathiawar, the Gaikwar, the Peshwa, and the Junagadh;
and these three powers used to send their forces to collect

the tributes from the States P—I am alluding to that.

24.068. When the British Government conquered
the Peshwa, it stood in the place of the Peshwa
towards the Gaikwar. Before that the Gaikwar
used to manage in its own right as well as that
of the Peshwa. The British Government and the
Gaikwar then ruled together. Afterwards Junagadh
made a treaty with the British Government P—Yes
and the British Government undertook to levy Zortalabi
—tribute levied by force. T-he Gaikwar withdrew, but
gave a force, called Gaikwar's contingent force.

It contributed to the force, but withdrew from having
anything to do with it ; and it left it under British con-
ti'ol. Thus the whole thing remained in tht hands of the

British.

24.069. When did the Gaikwar withdraw, do you
remember what year that was P—1810. We got the

treaty in 1824.

24.070. Did not the British Government at one time
save the Gaikwar from his brother P—That was at

Baroda, not in Kathiawar.

24.071. Do you know what year that was P—I do not
remember. That is in the Baroda history.

Mr. A'anahhai
Dujibhai.

9 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Dr. Hahi Bhikaji called in and examined.

24.072. (Ghavrman.) I believe you are the Chief
Medical Adviser of the State of Gondal, in Kathiawar p

—Yes.

24.073. May I ask where you received your medical
education P—In the Grant Medical College, Bombay.

24.074. Did you take a degree P—I was one of the
Hospital Assistant's class.

24.075. Will you tell us what has been your experience
in reference to the opium habit P—I have been in the
medical service of Gondal State for 18 years. At
present I am chief medical officer of Gondal State and
superintendent of the State Jail at Gondal. I am also
superintendent of the Baiba Sahib Asylum at Gondal.
I have seen opium eaters physically ruined, I have not
seen any person morally ruined by the abuse of opium.
I have not seen persons smoke opium. In the part of
the province over which my experience extends the
opium eaters mostly use the drug in the crude form,
but some drink it as kasnmbha. Young men contract
the habit of eating opium for vicious purposes, or from
seeing other men take it. Old men or middle-aged men
begin the habit by taking it to revive the natural
powers. I have seen infants dosed with opium by
mothers generally to keep them quiet ; but this habit
is risky and dangerous. The habit of using opium in
young men is considered a disgraceful thing ; in elderly
people it is excused. Opium eaters are practically a
well-behaved class of people. The intemperate use of

opium causes deterioration, producing emaciation,
gastric disorders, and, no doubt, short life. Opium is

probably the commonest remedy used by natives to

relieve their ordinary ailments ; it is chiefly resorted to

in cases of dysentery, diarrhoea, diabetes, chest affec-

tions, rheumatism, aud neuralgia. As a medical man I

use opiuni largely in the treatment of nearly all the

above diseases among my patients. Opium is taken

also in malarial fevers, but I put no faith in it, as a

febrifuge. I am convinced if opium were prohibited

it would mean an increase in the consumption of alcohol

and ganja.

24.076. Is the Baiba Sahib Asylum at Gondal, of

which you are superintendent, a, lunatic asylum ?—No,
an infirmary for people unable to obtain their livelihood.

24.077. A sort of poor house ?—Yes.

24.078. You say, " I have seen opium eaters physically
ruined" ; have you seen many P—Many in the a<ylum.
They come there.

24.079. Is it not the case that sometimes people take
to opium because they are physically ruined P—They are
not under the impression that they are physically ruined
by opium.

24.080. Is it not the case that sometimes people take
to opium because they suffer from consumption or
ast'nma?—They take it for those complaints. It is an
ordinary medicine in Kathiawar where my experience
has been.

24.081. Is it not rather difficult to say, when a man
comes into the poor house, whether he is physically
ruined from opium, or whether it is some other disease

besides the opium that has ruined him p—He takes a
little opium to relieve the disease, and then he becomes
a conBrmed opium eater ; and after knocking about he
comes to the asylum in a bad state of health.

24.082. In such cases, how do you make out whether
it is the opium that has ruined them or the disease that

they took opium for P—They say what their complaint
is, and that some of their friends advised them to take
a little opium. They take it for some days, and they
become confirmed opium eaters.

24.083. In the Gondal State is the opium habit very
common ?—Yes, a good many people use opium. I see

many persons using it.

24.084. Among a hundred people who take opium
regularly more or less, how many people do you think
ruin their health by it P—About 10 per cefit.

24.085. By ruining their health you do not mean that

they come to the point of death F—No
;

physically

ruined—weakened.

24.086. Does it affect their minds ?—They become
lazy and stupid.

24.087. Ijethargic P—Yes ; bitt I am speakiug only ot

those who indulge in it to excess.

24.088. You say, " opium is taken also in malarial
" fevers, but I put no faith in it, as a febrifuge "

; it is

taken by people under medical advice for malarial
fevers?—No, not under medical advice, because in

A a 2
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/''• India there are millions of people lieyond llie reach of
HariBhicaji skilled medical aid. In such cases they use opium. It

(Gotidal ig tjie only remedy known and believed in by the
Stale). people.

9 Feb. 1894. 2'^i,089. The people who take it like that, take it for

every kind of thing P—Yes, a little pill. In my opinion
there is no harm in that.

24.090. Is there much alcohol used in Gondal?—It

is very slightly used.

24.091. What class of people use alcohol in Gondal?
—Only the low class people—Girasias, Eajputs, and
such people ; not the Banias or Brahmins or Mahom.e-
dans.

24.092. Mr. Pease.) What is your practice with
regard to persons who have been accustomed to take
opium who come into the State .Tail ?—When a man is

.sent to jail, if he is a confirmed opium eater, he asks
ior opium for some days ; but I do not allow it, and
after a week or ten days he does not feel the want ol

it.

24.093. Have you known any prisoner who has
permanently suffered from having opium stopped ?

—

No. I only notice that he is a little less bright and u,

little more lazy than the others.

24.094. Do they increase in weight after the opium
has been stopped ?—If they have been confined a long
time in the jail.

24.095. What is your practice in the Baiba Sahib
Asylum P—I allow those who are opium eaters to eat

opium ; and I allow those who smoke ganja or tobacco
to smoke.

14,t)'.-ni,. Do you try to break them of the opium habit
while they are there P—No. If they are not allowed
opium for a day they are sure to leave the asylum the
next morning and go into the town.

24,097. (Ghairman.) It is a fact, is it not, that in jails

in India generally, when a man comes in who is

addicted to the habit of opium, it is treated like any
other luxury to which he is addicted, and stopped, just
as is done in the case of smoking p—Even smoking is

stopped in our jails.

24,098. (Mr. Ewridag Veharidas.) How many years
wore the British administration at Gondal ?—Fourteen
years.

24.090. Were you appointed during that adminis-
tration ?—Yes. I have been in the service for the last

18 years ; so that I was there during the adminis-
tration.

24,10(.). The arrangement of the jails is something
like the British jails, are they not p—Our arrangement
is according to the Jail Manual of the British Go-
vernment.

2 1. 101. You follow the same arrangement now ?

—

Yes, that of the British Administrators.

24.102. Have you any experience of the dealings
with opium eaters in jails of other Native States ?—

I

have very little experience of other Native States
except Gondal and Kuthiawar. I have not even seen
the big towns in Kathiawar.

The witness withdrew.

Assistant-

Surgeon
T. M. Shah
(^Junagadh
State).

Assistant-Surgeon Teibhovandas Motichand Shah called in and examined.

I24.103. (Chairman.) You are Chief Medical Ofiioer

believe, of the Junagadh State p—Yes.

24.104. Wore you educated at the Grant Medical
Coll.'ge?—Yes.

24.105. And you took your degree there p—Yes.

24.106. Did you get the gold medal there P—^'es.

2-l-,107. How long have you served in the Jumigadh
State F—For the last eight years.

24,10S. Where did you neiwe before that .^—I was in

British service.

24.109. Your services have been lent to the Junagadh
State p— Yes.

24.110. How many dispensaries are there in the
State P— Hi.

24.111. They are all under your superintendence P

—

Yes.

24.112. ^V ill you tell us the population of the State,

and the amount of opium consumed ?—The entire

population of the Junagadh State is 184,190. The
number of habitual opium eaters, excluding infants, is

5,380, and the ])er-centage of opium eaters to the popu-
lation is therefore 1"15. The average of the quantity
of opium sold in this State during the last five years is

179 maundn. The minimum
(
[uantity in Samvat 1,947

was 115:1 maunds and the maximum in 1,949 was 20^!

maunds. This quantity of opium represents not only
that consumed by opium eaters, but includes also that
used for medicinal purposes, for infants, for cattle, and
for external application. It is therefore impossible to

arrive at the correct average per each habitual con-
sumer. However, dividing the gross amount by the
number ni habitues, we gel an average of 55 tolas per
head per annum, and 2t, annas by weight equal to '!0

grains per day. The quantity of opium consumed per
head per a.nnum of the entire population amounts to 9f
annas by weight, equal to 120 grains. The average per
head per annum of the male population (including
male children) is 1-| tola.

21.113. Is the haliit limited to any particular caste?
—The habit of taking opium is not limited to any parti-

cular cla-ss or race, but it pervades, more or less, all

caste,-;. However, sonic fjartirular cla,ssos resm-l, to it

morefreclv, openly and ciitiliomaiily.

24,111'. Is it prohiinted by reli,t,aon p—The p.rectj)ts

of both Hinduism and Mahoniednnism strictly ]iriiliihit

the habilual imliibition ol' crei'y intoxicalriiig dru", but
opium Cannes no real intn.xiral ion, and its nu'dicinal use
IS so fre([ucnt anil |Hi]nilai' thai it has, niuic or Ic^.s,

ceased from the category of religious prohibition. The
use of opium is not therefore regarded as disgraceful.
However, it is not approved among the higher classes.
While the habit of taking bhang, smoking ganja, or
drinking liquor is decidedly considered disreputable
among all respectable classes in this province.

24.115. Are native physicians in the habit of pre-
scribing opium ?—Opium is extensively prescribed by
native physicians, both Yunani and Hindi. It is a
remedy |)ar excellence in coughs of various origin, pains of
various causation, bowel complaints, fevers, and several
other maladies. Opium is no less popular and remark-
able for its use in European practice. In extent of
utility opium surpasses all drugs. If physicians and
surgeons had to select one single drug for the treatment
of all diseases that human flesh is heir to, their choice
must fall on opium. In short, the usefulness of opium
as a remedy is inestimable.

24.116. To what extent arc opium, poppy-heads, and
poppy-seed used by people P—Opium, poppy-heads, and
poppy-seeds are largely used as medicine by the people
for themselves and their cattle. Poppy-seed is besides
extensively used as a condiment and as an adjunct to
other preparations of medicines. Its supply is now
dear and limited, but formerly when the growth of
poppy was free, the oil of poppy-seed was abundantly
used in place of the common oils in dietary.

24.117. What is the mode of taking opium ? Opium
is taken for the most part in the (a) liquid form as
kasnmbha, or (i) in the solid form as a bolus or pill, or
(c) it is smoked. It is difficult to ascertain the exact
extent of these three modes of taking it ; however, as
far as this province is concerned, smoking of opium is
rarely practised. Smoking is here properly regarded
as the most injurious form of its consumption.

24.118. Is the habit confined to males, females, or
children p—Opium is taken, at all ages. There are to be
met with in India, habitues in opium from babies a few
days old to persons octagenerian and centenerian. For
the most part males and infants consume it. Very few
women are known to use it habitually,

24.119. What leads to its commencement.^ The
answer for the sake of convenience may be divided into
two ]iarts

;
that i-elatin.L;' lochildren and that pertaininti-

to males. "

A. Children—«0 The sad custom of adminjsteiing
opium to infants prevails in this province from times
immemorial, amon^ mothers oi' all castes and creeds,
rich and poor, _vnnng and old. As the uncivilized
Indian uoiLian is lialiituiil.ed lu imiiilic unnei e-ssary de-
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COclions in cliild-bed, and as she inflicts self-punishment
by providing dirty clothes and a dark corner of the

house during her confinement, so she doses the innocent
baby with opium under cover of the custom and credu-
lence of doing it good. Mothers give it as crude opium
in the liquid and solid form or in the shape of bala goli

(infants' pills). Bala goli usually contains, besides

opium, many other drugs, such as cardamom, cloves,

nutmeg and its mace, oatechu, atees, &o. The quantity
of opium in them is usually very small.

(6.) Besides this routine custom, mothers begin to

give opium to infants when they are cross, restless, and
crying, or when they suffer from colic and diarrhcea.

(c.) Opium is also given to infants in order to cause

them to sleep, so that the mother may go out for work
or she may enjoy sound sleep at night.

(d.) Over-lactation is the nale among Indian mothers.

They go on suckling children for two, three, four or

more years, and even throughout the next pregnancy.

Opium is given to infants by some mothers to avert the

evil effects of suckling during pregnancy.

(e.) Opium is administered under the belief that the

child thereby keeps good health and gathers flesh.

The administration of opium is continued till the

child attains from one to four or five years of age, and
then it is given up either suddenly or gradually. In
rare instances this habit is continued on to adult life.

Weaning children from the habit of opium is easy and
not attended with risk, difficulty, and embarrassment
that attends in ridding an adult or old person of his

opium eating.

B. Adults Of old persons acquire the habit of opium
under various circumstances :

—

(a.) As nientioned above in some instances the habit

has commenced in infancy or childhood, and then con-

tinued onwards. This is not at all unfrequent among
the children of G-irasias and Chiefs (landholders).

(6.) Opium habit is contracted for the relief of diseases,

such as cough, rheumatism, neuralgia, colic, diabetes,

and diarrhoea. This class of habitues is mostly met
with among the more advanced, that is, after 40 and 50

years of age. Opium is extensively used for extei-nal

applications for pains and inflammations.

(c.) Opium eating commences sometimes under
compulsory circumstances ; some attendants of chiefs

thus take to opium. Rarely an opium-eating friend leads

another, not in the habit, to follow his example.

{d.) Opium is commenced for sexual enjoyment. It

is not an aphrodisiac in its true sense as strychnia, but

it possesses the power of deferring and checking the

discharge of all bodily secretions. Emission of

semen is thus delayed undei' the influence of opium
and the period of sexual intercourse is therefore pro-

longed. This is a physiological fact which is borne

out by the experience of opium eaters. Good many
persons are enticed to opium on this account. On
questioning opium eaters I learn that this effect is

not permanent. This effect is produced so long as the

drug acts physiologically. If the drug were taken

occasionally, it would continue to produce the same
effect. But when taken habitually, the system be-

comes inured to its use, and that effect ceases unless

the drug were taken in a larger dose. This is one of

the reasons of opium being increased in quantity.

(e.) The warriors of this country take opium when
proceeding to the field of battle, with two objects

—

one for the purpose of stimulation and another to pre-

vent the discharges from bowels or bladder, so that

the body may not be soiled at the time of death. It

is considered not only a disgrace in this world if the

body were thus soiled, but it is believed that the soul

and body would thereby he rendered impure for the

next world.

(f.) Amongst certain classes' and castes opium eating

is customary. Eajputs, Kathis, Mahomedans and

many other Chiefs and Girasias use kasumbha as others

resort to tea, coffee, or wine. Kasumbha is offered to all

guests, and even pressed with vigour. On all festive

occasions this liquid of opium is freely distributed.

As the Arab uses his coBfee, so the Kathi relishes his

liquid opium. As e. Hindu or Parsi holds a tea-party,

so a, Rajput celebrates his kasumbha party. As a

European puts forth a glass of wine before a friend,

so a Mahomodan throws open his silver or golden box

containing opium bcfnro his guost. To m:ike the reunion

of friendship after dissension, kasumbha is druuk

together among these classes of people.

(g.) in compauy and association, many persons fall

victims to opium. Thus in the Kachevi or Dehra of

the several Darbars and Chiefs of Kathianar, most

of the attendants acquire its habit. They get it for

nothing, and 5, 10, or more pounds of opium are con-
samed per month in such companies.

{h.) Dealers of opium, cultivators of poppy and
others, that come ^ in daily contact with it, arc liable

to be embraced by the drug. I learn from reliable

sources that dealers who frequently smell ib. feel it"!

want when they do not get it.

(i.) Labourers and persons undergoing fatiguing
exertion and exposure take opium.

24.120. In your experience, does opium sastain

mental and physical labour P—Opium is the sovereign
of stimulants. It is called raj niso. It calms and
soothes the nervous system and at the same time it is

said to regulate, invigorate, and sustain both physical
and mental force. Men and animals both are benefited

by it when undergoing a fatiguing journey. The
Chinese are remarkable for their minute handiwork-
manship, .and their mental and sedentarj' labour is

sustained by opium. Habitues of opium affirm that

when taken in moderation, ideas fiow readily and
harmoniously, and this is borne out by the statement
of Surgeon-General R. Harvey, who says, " opiam
" sharpens the mental faculties, brightens the wits,
" and improves the logical powers." The same may
be alleged in favour of other stimulants when taken in

moderation.

24.121. What hold does opium take on its habitues ?

—Opium forms an unfailing snare in which victims
are entrapped, some willingly and others unwillingly.

Opium takes the most powerful hold on its victims ; it

is periodic and most punctual in its calls. Other nar-

cotics will allow a latitude of time and may be taken
earlier or later, but the repetition of this so-called

king of narcotics can not be delayed. Its orders are
imperative, and any dilatoriness on the part of its

subject is immediately punished by mental and physical
disturbance. In the case of allied drugs strong and
irresistible desire is the main factor of inducement.
In the case of opium, the physical disturbance is

supreme and imperious in its demand. Bhang, ganja,
and alcohol may be taken at odd times in larger or
smaller quanity, and hours, days, or months may be
stepped over without taking them. Any such irregu-
larity is inadmissible under the away of opium Were
it not for the firm, imperious, and inseparable fetters

that it lays on its devotees, it would have been, opium
eaters declare, a most happy gift of God.

24.122. Do the consumers themselves condemn the
habit ?—Addiction to opium is contracted in various
ways mentioned above, and when taken as a remedial
or necessary measure it is a blessing, but its addiction
originating in luxury or custom becomes a life-long
curse to the consumer. He must obey the dominative
summons of uncle opium, otherwise he is not the right
man in the right place. Its habitual use is condemned
by its most devoted consumers. I have the word of
Durbars and Khans that they would not like to bequeath
the habit to their posterity, that they would not con-
scientiously advise friends to its daily use, and that
they would warn others to avoid the pitfall in which
they have nolens volens jumped.

24.123. Is it harmful or beneficial when taken m
moderation ?—In numerous instances when taken in

moderation no harm is appai'ent ; on the other hand
many persons have evidently thrived and have been
benefited in general health after its addiction. As
many cases may be cited wherein positive harm has
accrued to the consumers, I would not advise anyone
to take it when in perfect health.

24.124. What are its effects mentally, morally, and
physically P—Morally.—Opium holds the supreme rank
among all narcotics known in this country. An opium
eater never broods evil ideas ; his language is neither
indecent or impolite, and inclination to crime is the
last to enter into his head. He is a quiet creature
doing no liarm to society. On the contrary, it is reputed
to reclaim vicious persons to the right path

;
young

men given to licentiousness, debauchery, and bad com-
pany, and addicted to disquieting drugs like alcohol
and hemp are brought round by contracting the habit
of opium. I know of instances wherein opium was
substituted for alcohol and ganga with much benefit to

the individuals addicted to the latter drug. Herein
lies the su[)remacy of opium to other intoxicants. All
over the world different individuals, societies, and
nations havi.' their own customary luxuries and stimu-
lants, alcohol prevailing in one place, opium in another,
while toliacrn, bhang, and coea in others. Alcoboi
reigns supieme in llurope and Amoi-ica, tobacco per.
haps extends into the dominions of all nationalities.
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Bhang has its limited sphere in India, and opinna rules

ill China, and possesses a small territory in India. In

the hot discussion about the use of opium in India this

fact ought not to be lost sight of, that the ]iumber of

persons that use opium when compared to tlio entire

population is infinitesimal ; I believe the per-centage

of alcohol consumers will far exceed that of opium
eaters here. While in Europe and other countries all

classes, high, middle, and low use it either in modera-

tion or in excess. Cigar, cheroot, bidi, or hubblebubble

is seen riding between the lips of Christians, Mahome-
dans, and Hindus. The luxury of tobacco is thus

most general and the least harmful. The use of opium,

as far as India is concerned, causes no great harm, while

liquor is the most powerful drug and causes the greatest

harm to society, physically, mentally, and morally.

Mentally.—Opium is not known to cause any parti-

cular mental disease. An opium eater is never excited

violent, or unmanageable. If taken in excess for a long

time it will cause general dulness of the mental faculties.

Physically.—When opium is taken in increasing or

excessive quantity it produces evil effects on the consti-

tution. Irregularity in point of the time and quantity

is also certain to cause evil effects on the consumer.

The effect is then more soporific and narcotic rather

than stimulant. The secretions and excretions are not

then free, and the refuse matter is retained in the

system. Constipation, loss of appetite, emaciation,

sallow complexion, sunken cheeks, languid appearance,

drooping lids, &c. combine to form a characteristic

opiumised type. Such examples are few and far be-

tween, and are the result of abuse of opium. It is

alleged that such symptoms met with in opium eaters

arc the result of prior illness for which the habit of

opium was contracted, or are due to insufficient food

and bad sanitary surroundings. They may be partly

due to these causes, but they are in my opinion due

also to the abuse of opium. Opium does not, however,

attack and disable the vital organs of the body as

alcohol does. Excessive consumption of opium by

persons of limited means brings about financial ruin,

and to some people it proves a curse and misfortune in

this way.

24.125. Are there not cases of poisoning by opium

:

can you say anything on that ?—Poisoning with opium
is in adults generally suicidal, and in children it is

accidental. The symptoms that follow a poisonous

dose of the drug are characteristic of narcotism,

drowsiness followed by slow pulse, deep stupor, ster-

torous breathing, contraction of pupils, constipation

and tympanitis. In the accidental poisoning of children

either the child gets hold of a lump of opium and

swallows it, or the mother by mistake gives a large or

a double dose. Out of 28 cases of opium poisoning

treated at the Junagadh Hospital in four years from

1890 to 1893, there were 19 children, six females, and

three males. Thus suicide with ojjium •seems to bs

more frequent in females than in males. Out of them,

two children, one female, and one male died, and the

rest recovered. Criminal poisoning with opium is not so

common as to neecssitate any stringent measures to

check it.

24.126. What is the maximum daily dose of a

modeiate consumer ?—The maximum daily dose of a

moderate consumer may be set down from two to ten

grains. The consumption of opium in large quantity

is not at all unfrequent. Opium in varying quantity

from a quarter to two tolas in weight is taken by

several persons per day, 1 have seen a Parsi that

used to take daily about 8 to 12 grains of morphia

hypodermically and could take ten tolas of opium
instead at a time. Even such large consumers can not

be marked out, unless they confess it, and they do not

apparently appear to be the -worse for it. It is therefore

rather arbitrary to set down a maximum moderate

dose.

24.127. Do opium eaters increase the dose ?~A11
consumers do not go on inoreasirg its amount, but

some do increase it either voluntarily or involuntarily.

By far the greater number of habitues are moderate

and regular, and do not go on increasing the quantity.

Some increase it voluntarily, becauoe when the system

becomes accustomed to a certain dose, that dose is not

enough to produce its original effect, and an additional

quantity is therclorc taken. Some people augment its

quantity under pi'cssuTe of friends and guests. In some

instances the dose is increased during illness. Opium
of inferior quantity leads to its increase.

24.128. What are the efi'ects of stopping the opium ?

—The effect of sudden stoppage depends upon the

quantity and the length of time one is taking it. If

the quantity is small or the time of habit short, the

effect will not be serious or severe. The symptoms
narrated below would then be manifested in a mild
form. If the supply of opium be suddenly withheld
from a confirmed opium eater, he suffers from severe
pains and cramps all over the body, and especially the
calves, profuse perspiration, sneezing, yawning, water-
ing from eyes and nose, more or less severe diarrhoea

and vomiting, anorexia, insomnia, languor, disinclination

to work, and restlessness, and the habitue often declares

that he would die. I have seen the effect in several

instances of both total and partial stoppage of opium
supply. It is said that when Government increased
the tax on opium, and prohibited its growth in several

provinces, the immediate elfect on the poorer classes in

the territories concerned was an increase in mortality
and disease.

24,129. Have you ever weaned opium consumers
from their habit ?—I have weaned three classes of

consumers from its habitual use. (1) Some with wnom
it did not agree and felt tired of their bondage to it.

(2) Some that could not afford to continue its con-
sumption. (3) All the opium eating criminals that are
admitted in the Central Jail of Junagadh. The formei'

two, of course, volunteered to give it up, and the latter

were compelled to do so. The following are some
instances :>—Kala Yira, aged 28 years, inhabitant of
Junagadh, took about 60 grains of opium per day. He
contracted the habit by association five years since. He
became emaciated and suftered in general health and
therefore decided to give it up. He was treated first

with morphia injection, and subsequently solution of

morphia was given by mouth. His treatment was
begun on 11th December 1893, and terminated on 20th
January 1894. The next was Kalu Uahman, aged 30
years, resident of Junagadh, addicted to opium by
persuasion of friends since eight years. He took about
78 grains daily. His circumstances were straitened
and he wished therefore to leave it oft'. His bowels
were very costive and his general health poor. He was
treated with morphia injection and morphia solution
from 11th November to 16th December 1893. There
was another, Parshotam Bhagwandas, aged 40 years,

of Ahmedabad, took about 20 grains of opium per day.
He contracted the habit since six years for bad health.
It did not agree with him ; he got debilitated. He
wanted to leave off' the habit as he was reduced to
starvation. He was treated with subcutaneous injection

of morphia. Treatment was commenced on the 11th
August 1893, and ended on the 6th September 1893.
Opium is sometimes given up or lessened in quantity
by the consumei himself gradually decreasing its

amount. At the hospital liquor morphia is substituted
in the form of a mixture, and its quantity slowly
diminished, or morphia is injected hypodermically and
then the quantity of injection lessened. In the jail a
pseudo-kasumbha is substituted. A solution of burnt
sugar is prepared, and this liquid simulates the colour
of kasumbha. Therecjuired quantity of opium is mixed
with this liquid before it is given to the prisoner. The
quantity of opium is gradually decreased, but the
quantity and colour of the liquid continue the same ; and
the prisoner believes that he is taking the same quantity
of opium daily. A small quantity of quinine is added
to the sugar so as to replace the bitterness of the
reduced quantity of opium. The proportion of opium
eaters to the numbers of prisoners admitted in the
Junagadh Central Jail during the last five years is as
follows ;

—

Admissions.
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the number of days taken in leftTing off opium, the

quantity of opium consumed during these days, and the

tottil quantity of opium that would have been required

by each during the term of incarceration if the habit

were not given up.

24,130. Howwould the absolute prohibition of opium
be regarded by consumers and by the native public ?

—

Such a prohibition would prove a dire calamity to the

consumers. Some of them would die or their lives would
be shortened. Some would be victims to diseases,

and others would find immediately a relief in other

intoxicants whereby they will be far ivorse off. The
public would deem its prohibition, a great hardship,

and promoters of such an act would at least be bitterly

cursed, if nothing more serious may turn up. There

exists no necessity for such a prohibition, unless the

Government wish to inflict an uncalled for hardship

upon the people, and they wish to replace opinrn. by
alcohol, and deprive the nation of a comparatively

harmless Inxury. In fact, a tatal prohibition of either

opium., alcohol, or bhang is out of the question.

Hundreds of people, rich and poor, feci the want of a

slight stimulant after being knocked up with mental or

bodily labour during the day.

24,131. Do the people consume country spirits or

hemp drugs ?—People of this province do make use of

hemp drugs and country spirits. Opium, bhang, and
liquor all in medicinal doses are beneficial. In moderate

doses even they are all apparently harmless. But
human nature is unable always to keep them, in

moderation, and the ignorant masses are often led to

their immoderate consumption. The quantity habitually

taken is not enough to tickle and exhilarate their

spirits, and the limits of moderation are therefore

transgressed, and then each and all intoxicating drugs

become evils to human society.

24.132. Would the prohibition of opium lead people

to resort to other intoxicating stimulants ?—The pro-

hibition of the cultivation and the sale of opium would,

in my opinion, most decidedly lead people to resort to

other forms of intoxicating stimulants, such as hemp
drugs, dhatura, or country spirits. Let rather opium
take the place of these drugs than allow them to replace

opium in India. To eradicate all vices from Bociety_ is

an impossibility. To render the entire population

honest and righteous is not feasible. To deprive India

of an innocent stimulant, which they and their fore-

fathers BO long enjoyed, is not easy. Not only would

the people, after such a restriction, take the intoxicant

secretly, but they would be obliged to contract a second

evil of smuggling. Fair and restrictive checks may be

placed in order to limit the use of stimulants, and such

checks may even be augmented step by step, but a

wholesale and oppressive prohibition ought not to be

broad oast over a population that is ignorant and dumb
to a great extent. " Choose the lesser out of two evils

"

is a motto applicable to the whole world, and is well

worth a consideration for the subject under review.

Ilemp, opium, and liquor are the three chief stiniulants

extensively used in this country. The opinion of

medical men, that of persons that have actually

experienced the efi'ectB of these three stimulants, and

that of persons that have devoted their best attention to

the subject will declare with one voice that liquor does

the greatest harm, hemp the next, and opium the least, if

we have to choose the lesser evil, our choice must fall on

opium. The wisest course therefore in India would be

to let the total import and distillation of spirits be first

prohibited, let the growth and manufacture of hemp
drugs be then restricted, and then lastly let the cultiva-

tion of poppy be checked. No prohibition or heavy

taxation will succeed, without discontent and a general

cry, in utterly annihilating the consumption of opium

which has life-long attachment to masses of ignorant

people for generations. True enlightenment and civili-

zation is likely to give a far more powerjul blow m
the long run to the use of intoxicants than U-overnment

interference. Let all children be taught with their

alphabet that it is a sin to touch intoxicants. Let them

be impressed as they grow up that intoxicants are

impurities that ought not to pollute the holy shrine of

human body . Let such precepts be followed by example

of parents and elderly people, and the effect of rooting

out these enemies of society would be marvellous m the

course of a few decades.

24.133. Which is the cheapest stimulant ?—Bhang is

the cheapest stimulant, opium is dearer, and liquor the

most costly.

24,131. Out of alcohol, hemp drugs, and opium which
has the more injurious influeuce on the physical and
moral condition of the people ?—Alcohol exercises the
most injurious influence on the moral and physical
condition of the people of India. Its injurious effects

on the body, and particularly in regard to crime, are
increasing, and will culminate in future as the use of
alcohol is daily increasing. It is supplanting the use of

both bhang and opium in India. Europe and other
liquor-using countries areideploring the evil effects of it,

particularly from a criminal point of view, and India
will have at no distant date to send up the same cry to

heaven. It is most striking to an impartial observer
that no due attention is paid to alcohol, the king of
evils, while such a hot war is waged against the humble,
the innocent, and the honest opium. The records of
criminal courts, the officers of police, and the houses
of debauch afford full and unequivocal evidence of the
crimes of liquor consumers, the brawls of spirit

drinkers, and intolerable behaviour of drunkards. A
person under the full influence of alcohol is not a man,
but an animal, devoid of all sense and forgetting himself,

his family and his God. An excessive consumer of

ganja will sometimes approach a drunkard, but an
opium eater is a different type altogether. He is never
known to be disorderly, impudent, or transgressing the
limits of law or justice. He is ever himself and
conscious of his acts.

24,135 How did you get the number of habitual con-
sumers p—Through my State authorities.

24.136. Prom the shops ?—Through the Dewan.

24.137. Do you know how he got it P—He sent orders
to the different Mahals, and got answers from the
different officers.

24.138. You say that smoking is popularly regarded
as the most injurious form of opium consumption. I
should like to ask you, as a medical man, whether you
would have expected that smoking would have been
more injurious than eating p—No.

24.139. Do you think it really is more injurious than
eating P—I have no experience.

24.140. You say, " as I have mentioned in some
" instances, the habit is commenced in infancy or child-
" hood, and is then continued afterwards ; this is not
" at all infrequent among children of Girasias and
" Chiefs"; do you mean if is continued afterwards
without any stop at all P—Without any stopping at all.

24.141. Is that because the child has a craving for it,

or for any other reason P—The habit has been contrac-
ted and it is continued. Elderly people also take
opium.

24.142. Yes, elderly people ; but this is a new thing.

We have always been tald before that it is a very
common custom to give it to children up to between
three and four years, but that afterwards it invariably
stops until they get to 18 or 20 ?—It is not invariable

;

but they do contract the habit.

24,148. You have seen a child go, on?—Yes, without
any stopping at all.

24.144. Do you think that is because the child craves
for it, or because there has been so much opium used in
the family that the child gets at it p—There is a natural
craving, and in order not to oppose the craving the
opium is continued.

24.145. I suppose you think that is very bad p—It is

bad.

24.146. I presume from what you say that there are
two reasons why opium injures poor people: (1) that they
starve themselves of other food in order to buy opium,
and (2) that they take it irregularly, when they can get
it p—Yes.

24.147. You say, " criminal poisoning with opium is
" not so common as to necessitate any stringent
" measures to check it " ; I suppose it would be very
difficult to poison a man with opium without his know-
ing what you are doing ?—Yes, very difiicult.

24.148. Because of the taste and smell being so strong
and so well known P—Yes.

24.149. Is the practice of taking morphia hypoder-
mically at all common in Bombay?—No.

24.150. Do you stop the opium of habitual consumers
in the Central Jail at oace or by degrees ?—By degreea.

24.151. How long does it take you to stop it?—I;

varies ; sometimes it takes days and sometimes it takes
weeks.
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24.152. Do you think there is some danger in stopping
it at once ?—There is.

24.153. Would it set up diarrhcea ?—Yes, and vomit-
ing, restlessness, and sleeplessness.

24.154. The opium habit is treated like the tobacco
habit in cases of prisoners, and stopped a,s part of the

jail discipline ?— Yes.

24.156. I see you generally cure patients of the habit

by the injection of morphia, but the oases you give are

all recent cases ; have you any confidence that the cure

would be permanent ;—Yes, of course; a man ought to

be willing to give it up. If he is, it is permanent.

24,166. Are you aware that in China the medical
missionaries are in the habit of trying to cure opium
smokers in the same way by hypodermic injection, and
that the result has been that a great number of shops have
been set up by Chinamen in which injection is carried

on, and the Chinese poor people find that cheaper than
smoking, and take to it as a habit ?—There is no such
thing in existence here.

24.157. Is there not some risk that people may learn

it, as they did in China?—The people do not know how
to use the instruments here ; it is always left to the

medical man to use them.

24.158. They have had to legislate to put down these

injection shops in Hong Kong, and in China they are

still going on ?—I do not doubt that.

24.159. Tou say that the prohibition of opium might
lead people to take other drugs, and among those other
drugs you mention dhatura ; is dhatura ever used as

a stimulant in this country ?—Yes, as an intoxicant.

24.160. How is it used ?—Smoked.
24.161. With tobacco or by itself .^—Even by itself.

24.162. It grows wild all over the country, does not
it?—Yes, almost all over the country.

24.163. Does bhang grow wild in the Bombay Pre-
sidency ?—No.

24,161. I see you have given the doses of opium in

your table as vals ; how much is a val equal to ?—Six

grains.

24,165. (Mr. Pease.) Is it not a fact that often young
children suffer in health when the opium is stopped ?

—

If it were stopped suddenly they might.

24.166. Do you subject them to any special treatment
when the opium is stopped ?—Children are noc brought
under treatment.

24.167. If the opium is suddenly stopped what is the
effect upon the child P—There would be more or less

the same symptoms as in an adult, that is to say,

diarrhoea, looseness of bowels, voDiiling, and rest-

lessness,

24,l(iH. With regard to opium smoking, do you not
think there will be a material difference between the
effect of opium taken into the stomach, where it mixes
with the gastric juice and undigested food, and opium
which is inhaled into the more sensitive tissues of the

lungs ?—The effect, if inhaled, would be more rapid

;

the ultimate effect would be the same.

24.169. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Have you served in

malarious districts ?—Yes.

24.170. Where did you serve before ?—In the Konkan.

24.171. As a British medical oflScer ?—Yes.

24.172. Is rico grown in the Konkan ?—Yes.

24.173. Was opium used there to prevent or cu7'c

fever ?—Not to my kno\vledge.

24.174. You have served in Ahmedabad also ?—Yes,
for six years, as teacher in the Medical School.

24,176. Is there fever here ?—There is fever ahnost
everywhere after the rains have ceased.

24.176. And you do not use opium ?—No, opium is

not i^sed.

24.177. (GhavrmoM.) Is there not an idea among some
people who live in malarious countries that those people
who are habitual takers of opium have better power of
resisting malarial fever than others ?—Not on this side
of India.

24.178. No such idea prevails?—No.

24.179. Is there not an idea on this side of India that
if a man was going to make a journey into the jungles
or forests of a malarious country, and had to sleep out
at night, by taking a pill of opium he would avoid chills

which might bring on fever ?—.No. To prevent
fatigue he might take it, but not with the object of
preventing malaria.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Appaji
Govindruo
Kale (Pali-

tana State.)

Mr. Appaji Govindrao Kale called in and examined.

24,180. (Ohairman.) You are Medical Officer of the

Palitana State, are you not p—Yes.

24,181. Where did you get your medical education?

In the Bombay Medical College. I am a Government
servant lent to Palitana State.

24.182. To what districts of the Presidency and to

what races are your observations applicable P—I have

been in Kathiawar for the last 26 years, and have had
independent charge of dispensaries. During this time

I have come very often in contact with opium eaters.

From my personal experience I can say that my obser-

vation is applicable to Kathiawar and to all races in

the district.

24.183. To what extent is opium used among the

population of the districts to whi( h your observations

apply ?—I possess no statistics and cannot gi\e my
opinion as to the extent of use of opium.

24.184. What ai'C the effects of its use and abuse on

the moral and physical conditions of the user ?—The

opium eaters are generally well behaved men
. They

arc always firm minded and never excited or unmanage-

able. Opium soothes the system and sustains both

physical and mental forces. Labourers use it very often

to get themselves refreshed from fatigue. When taken

in moderation it is not only harmless, but strengthens

the system and oven prolongs the life. I have seen

some opium eaters who had passed the age of 80 years,

and in good health. Irregularity in time and quantity

causes constipation, loss of appetite, emaciation, &c.

;

but such cases are very few. It does not injure the

organs as alcohol does.

24.185. State the methods of consumption and eftects

of the drug in each form of consumption P—Opium is

used in the forms of kasumbha oi' watery solution and

pills, but very rarely smoked. Both these forms are

equal in their effects. Opium stimulate? the system
slowlj', and brightens the intellectual power.

24.186. Is opium used as a prophylactic, and if so,
for what diseases and with what result?—Opium is

used as a prophylactic for malarial fevers, and with
good resiilt.

24.187. Does the use of opium as habitually indulged
in by natives lead to consequences as serious as those
which foUow the use of alcohol ? Contrast the two,
taken moderately and in excess ?—Opium eaters are
never violent as are those who use alcohol.

24.188. In making post mortem examinations have
you ever discovered any serious organic lesion, or any
lesion at all, attributable to opium P—I have never
found any organic lesion in opium eaters.

24.189. Is it difficult for an opium consumer to give
up the habit, and when given up, is it likely to result
in the use or abuse of other drugs or of alcohol ?

Opium can be given up, but the difficulties depend on
the quantity and period of the habit.

24.190. What effect has the habitual use of opium on
the mental faculties, and does it interfere with tho
consumer's ability to conduct his business successfully p—I have never known it to have any prejudicial effect
(in the mental faculties.

21.191. You say that opium is used as a prophylactic
for malarial fe\er, and with good results ; do you mean
by the people themselves or by doctors P—I got to know
of it thrpngh having charge of the Chamardi Dispensary
in the K'athiawar district. It is rather malarious, and
most of the people take opium there ts a prophylactic.

24.192. Do you think they ^vere taking it as a pro-
phylactic, or because of the pains which follow mala-
rious fever ?—As a prophylactic—preventive.
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24.193. Have yon seen many excessive opium eaters ?

—Very few.

24.194. Have yon seen poor people made unable to

do their work by the use of opium, and so reduced to

beggary ?—Very few.

24.195. Do you tbink the same number of people eat

opium nowadays as tbere were 20 years ago, more or

less ?—I think less.

24.196. Do you attribaite that to opium behig dearer,
or to some other reason ?—On account of opium beinj^
dearer.

24.197. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) When you were in
Government service and had charge of dispensaries,
did you prescribed opium as a prophylactic for mala-
rious fever ?—No.

24.198. Have you had cases of malarious fever in
your district P—Yes.

Mr. Appaji
Govindrao

Kale.

(^Patitana

State.)

9 Fab. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mtjhammad Bin Ham called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24.199. [Chairman.) You are an Arab Jamadar of the

Palitana State, I think ?—^Yes.

24.200. How long has your family been in India ?

—

I do not know the time ; but my father came to India

from Arabia.

24.201. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted?

—I am acquainted with Palitana, Bansda, and Dha-
rampur. In Palitana almost all people of every caste

are addicted to opium eating, except a few educated

men, who are State employes. Among the latter also

there may be a few who eat opium. Opium is used

among these people on occasions of marriages and
funerals. Some use opium on account of certain

diseases.

24.202. What is your experience as regards the

effect of such consumption on the moral and physical

condition of the people P—G-enerally opium does not

produce any baneful effect on the moral and physical

condition of the people, save on the poor people who
do not get good food.

24.203. What is your opinion, as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures ?

The use of opium, except for medical purposes, should

not be prohibited. There are certain classes of la-

bourers who can only work if they take opium. If

they eat one or two pice worth of opium, they can earn

about half or one rupee, and thereby support their

families. Opium is the parent of poor people. The
people will not be able to pay in whole or in part the

cost of prohibitive measures.

24,204. In your opinion should the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical pur-

poses P—No. The prohibition of tho sale

should not be made.
of

Muhammad
Bin Hadi.

opium ( Palitana
State.)

24.205. Could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted P—In Native
States it will not be possible to make this prohibition,
and if made, many persons will lose their lives.

24.206. Be good enough to state fully what is your
personal experience as to the effect of opium eating on
yourself as regards your physical health, your capacity
for transacting your business, ahd your power to give
up the practice, if necessarj' ?—I have been eating
opium for the last 32 years, and it keeps me in ex-

cellent health, and active in discharging my duties.

If I feel myself a little sluggsh, I eat a little more
opium than my ordinary dose, with the result that my
body becomes active again. I cannot leave off the habit
of opium eating.

24.207. How much opium do you take a day ?—One
eighth of a tola three times a day.

24.208. How old are you ?—About 60 years of age.

I have got a son ; and when we siD together some people
call him my father.

24.209. Are there many Arabs in Palitana p—About
50 in the service of Palitana.

24.210. Is it general among them to take opium P

—

About 15 out of 50 take it.

24.211. (Mr. Pease.) How many men out of every
hundred in Palitana State do you consider are habitual
opium consumers ?—About 30 per cent, of male adults.

24.212. Thirty per cent., taking the people in the
service of the State ; but there must be a greater per-
centage or lesser one in other castes P—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Eai Sahib Nahsilal Revadas called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24.213. (Chairman.) You have served Government as a

Mamlatdar p—Yes.

24.214. And you are now pensioned P—Yes.

24.215. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted P

I am acquainted with the districts of Ahmedabad,
Kaira, Panch Mahals, Broach, and Surat. Opium is

eaten in large quantities in the first three districts and

in small qaancities in the remaining two districts.

The practice of eating opium prevails to a large extent

generally among the Rajputs, Girasias, Kathis,

Musalmans, Bhats, Charans, Gadhris, and Kolis, while

a very small proportion of opium eaters is met with

among the Kanbis, Banias, and Brahmins. In many
districts opium mixed with other articles is given to

young children , and it is also taken as medicine.

Opium is ordinarily eaten every day, and, besides, it is

used in large quantities by the aforesaid classes of

people on occasions of wedding and death.

24.216. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical con-

dition of the people P—I have heard from opium eaters

themselves that if opium be taken according to a fixed

measure it increases the strength of the body, and I am
personally convinced that if opium eaters can get

substantial food, they remain healthy and strong in

body, and that opium is also very eflficaoious in the case

of cough, diarrhoea, &c. But it is undoubtedly true

that if it be eaten in excess, and substantial food be not

O 82588.

taken along with it, it produces a baneful effect on the
body.

24.217. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to
bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive

measures ?—In my opinion the people are not disposed
to give up the use of opium for non-medical purposes.
I do not think that any class of people will be willing to

bear the cost. •

24.218. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical pur-
poses P—Not at all. Should this be done, however, the
consequence would be very bad. The aforesaid classes

of people consider the eating and serving of opium to

be a token of the highest respectability, and they have
been habituated to this practice for many years past.

The prohibition would, therefore, produce a very bad
effect upon their minds, and encourage liquor drinking
in place of opium eating.

24.219. Could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted ?—Perhaps it

will be possible to extend the prohibition to the smaller

Native States ; but it will, in my opinion, be extremely

difficult to extend it to the larger States. Further, the

manufacturers of and dealers in opium would suffer

much loss.

24.220. A Mamlatdar is a magistrate and collector of

a subdivision of a district, is it not P—Yes.

B b

Rat Sahib
Narsilal

Revadas.
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Rat Sahib
Narsilai
Revadas.

9 Feb. 1894.

Parakh
Sakaichand
Nihalchand,

24.221. Have yon seen and cases of poor people who
by taking opium in excess have been unable to do
VTork and have come to beggary p—A few.

24.222. In your opinion is there any change going on
in the way of dropping the habit of opium eating ?—
Yes.

24,22;!. What are the reasons for this change ?—The
real cause is education ; but partly the dearness of the
drug.

24.224. What kind of education P—All kinds of

education.

24.225. Do you think the people who give it up
through education take to any other stimulant P—

I

cannot say that it is on account of education that the
habit of opium eating is decreasing and the habit of
alcohol is increasing, but I can say that the alcohol
habit is increasing.

24.226. (Mr. Earidas Veharidas.) I believe you were
in the Revenue, Survey, and Assessment Department ?

—Yes, for nearly 12 years.

24.227. And while making assessments you had to

deal with the cultivators direct ?—Yes, I had.

24.228. Did you notice any marked instances of
taking opium amongst them p—No. I may have seen a
few instances taking a moderate dose, but not any
excess. Kolis, Gadhris, Musalmans, and Bhats were
seen taking opium to a great extent.

24.229. Did you see people who owned land taking
opium p—Yes.

24.230. Many P—Yes, there were many ; but there are
not so many now.

24.231. Do the cultivators drink alcohol ?—No, very
few.

24.232. Who are the cultivators chiefly ?—Kunbis.

The witness withdrew.

Paeakh Sakaichand Nihalchand called and examined (through an interpreter).

24.233. (Chairman.) Are you a banker ?—Yes, I deal
also in bills of exchange.

24.234. AVhat is your experience as regards the
consumption of opium by the diflTerent races of people
in the districts with which you are personally ac-

quainted P—I am acquainted with Mahi Kantha, the
Ahmedabad district and some portion of Kathiawar.
There it is customary among such classes as the Bhats,
Charans, Eajputs, Kolis, and Kunbis, and to a small
extent among such classes as the Brahmins and
Banias to eat opium.

24.235. What is your experience as regards the
effect of such consumption on the moial and physical
condition of the people p—Opium eating has no baneful
effect on their moral condition, nor on the physical
condition of those who are able to eat good food. But
if one eats opium in excess, and gets scanty food, his

body is weakened.

24.236. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive
measures ?—From ancient times it has been customary
to use opium on occassion of wedding, funeral, and
social gatherings. If the custom were stopped, the
people would be dissatisfied. Prohibition is impossible,
and this country is unable to bear any part of the cost

of prohibition.

24.237. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical pur-
poses P—No. For, besides opium, the poppy and the
oil produced therefrom are used for eating purposes,
and by its being exported from one country to another
it becomes an article of mutual trade. And the poppy
is also used for medical purposes.

24.238. Could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted?—I am acquainted
with the Native States of Mahi Kantha. It is not
possible to prohibit the sale of opium in those States, as
they contain many persons who habitually eat opium
and use it according to ancient practice.

24.239. Do you think the use of opium is decreasing P

—Yes, it is decreasing.

24.240. What ai'e the reasons for that decrease p

—

Prices being raised.

24.241. Before the arrangement made in 1878 was
opium much cheaper p—Before that opium could be
bought very cheap.

24,2-]2. {Mr. Pease.) What was the price liefore 1878 p—From 5 to 7 tolas per rupee.

24.243. What is the price now p—3i tolas per rupee.

24.244. What experience have you of persons being
weakened who take opium in excess and get scanty
food P—I have seen a few such cases.

The witness withdrew.

Shetii IIatisingh Guiaeohand called in and examined (through an interpreter).Sheth
Hatisingh

Gulabchand 24,245. (Ohairman.) Are yon a merchant of Sadra P

—Yes.

24.246. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

Lue districts with which you are personally acquainted p

—I have experience of the Mahi Kantha Agency, where
opium is used by the Bhats, Charans, Girasias, Kolis,

and Kunbis to a large extent, and also by other classes,

ihe Brahmins, Banias, &o. to a small extent.

24.247. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical con-

dition of the people p—The consumption of opium has
no baneful effect on the moral condition of the people,

nor on the physical condition of such opium eaters as

are aisle to eat good food. But one who eats opium in

excess, and gets scanty food, is weakened in body.

24.248. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear, in whole or in part, the cost of iirohibitive

measures ?—From ancient times it has been customary
to use opium on occasions of marriage, funeral, and
social gatherings, and therefore the people would be
dissatisfied if such use were prohibited, and likewise,

in my opinion, they would not be willing to bear, in
whole or in part, the cost of prohibitive measures.

24.249. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India be prohibited except for medical pur-
poses ?—No ; for, besides eating opium, the people use
the poppy and its oil, and further, the poppy becomes
an article of trade by its being exported from one
country to another. The poppy is also used in medi-
cine.

24.250. Could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted P—I am acquainted
with the Native States under the Mahi Kantha Agency.
It is not possible to prohibit the sale in those States,
as they contain many habitual opium eaters, as also per-
sons who use it according to ancient customs.

24.251. Do you think people generally would dis-
approve if the use of opium except for medicine was
prohibited, or do you think that the dissatisfaction
would be confined to the opium eaters p—Besides -the
opium eaters many persons will also be displeased, such
as Talukdars, who lose their revenue, and traders who
lose their business.

24,2.'i2. Are there any great number who would be
pleased ?—No one in Mahi Kantha would bo pleased
by prohibition so far as I know.

The witness withdrew.
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Mia Shei Abhesinghji called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24.253. (Chairman.) "What is the size of your Taluka ?

—12 villages.

24.254. la all that your property P—Yes.

24.255. Do you tako rent from your tenants m kind or

in cash ?—My revenue is in kind.

24.256. What is your experience as regards the con-
sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted P

—I am a fourth class Talukdar in Mahi Kantha, and
am fully acquainted with it. I therefore state from my
knowledge that in all parts of Mahi Kantha sepoys
belonging to the Rajput, Thakarda, and Musalman
communities are generally habitual opium eaters.

Further, the Kanbis, Banias, and Brahmins also eat

opium in small quantities. Those who are not addicted
to the habit of opium eating, take it on occasions of

wedding and death, as well as when they are guests of

other persons. Opium is also given to young children.

24,257. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical condition

of the people ?—Opium eaters usually remain morally
pure. I have not observed any instance in which
immorality was practised by them. I have observed

instances in which some of those that drink liquor and
smoke ganja practised immorality. If an habitual

opium eater takes it according to a fixed measure, he
remains healthy. If he takes it according to a varying
measure, that is, in a greater or less quantity, his heaUh
is disturbed. 1 have, however, observed fewer instances

of injury having been caused to one's health by opium
eating than by drinking liquor or smoking ganja.

According to my experience an opium eater lives longer

than one who drinks liquor.

24,258. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to use of opium for non-

medical purposes, and as to their willingness to bear

in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures ?

—

People in the district I have seen use opium for non-

medical purposes and are unwilling to discontinue such
use, for I have heard many habitual opium eaters say

that they would die in a few days if they did not get

opium to eat. The people are not at all willing to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures,

as they are unable to pay more taxes than those now
payable by them.

24,269. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes P

—I do not think that the sale of opium in British India
except for medical purposes should be prohibited.
There are two reasons for this :—Firstly, if the sale

were stopped, habitual opium eaters would die in large
numbers for want of opium, and this would have a very
bad eflect in the country. Secondly, there would be a
heavy deficit in the Treasury of Government.

24.260. Oould such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted P—The prohibition

cannot be extended to Native States in Mahi Kantha.
The reasons for this are set forth in the fourth answer.

24.261. How long has your family been converted
to Mahomedanism P—My ancestors were converted to

Mahomedanism in the reign of Akbar.

24.262. Are there many Talukdars who have become
Mahomedans in Mahi Kantha ?—There are five besides
myself who have become Mahomedans.

24.263. Do you think the opium habit is commoner
among the Mahomedan Talukdars and landowners than
among the Hindu Talukdars and landowners ?—About
equal.

24.264. What caste do your cultivators belong to P

—

Mostly Kanbis, and some Kolis.

24.265. Do the Kanbi or Koli cultivators often take
opium ?—Kanbis used to before the arrangement of

1878, but they do not take much now.

24.266. Then they used to take it, but do not take it

so much now ?—Tes.

24.267. Is the habit of taking opium decreasing at all

in Mahi Kantha ?—Tes.

24.268. What reasons do you give for that P—Because
Government has made opium dearer. If it were made
cheaper people would take it again in the same way. I
think also that the spread of education has led to some
reform. Eeformed notions have had effect in decrea-
sing the habit.

24.269. Is there any change in the habit of drinking
alcohol in Mahi Kantha ; is it as it was, or has it

become less or more prevalent P—There is no change.

24.270. What class of people drink daru ?—The
Musalmans and Hindu Talukdars use alcohol, and the
lower classes also use it.

•MiaSkri
Abhesingjhi.

9 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Chotalal Peanjivandas called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24.271. (Chairman.) You are Thandar of BavisiP—

Tes.

24.272. What is the meaning of Thandar ?— I have

criminal and civil power.

24.273. Over what Talukas do you exercise those

powers?—The Bavisi district, which comprises many
petty States.

24.274. Do the chiefs of these petty States manage
their own revenue work P—Tes.

24.275. You were appointed by the political officers

to do the criminal and civil work for them ?—Yes.

24.276. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted P

Bavisi district. Habitual opium eaters are met with

in large numbers generally among Thakardas, Rajputs,

Musalmans, Patels, Bhats, and Oharans, and in small

numbers in other communities. Generally all classes

of people use opium, but the Thakardas, Rajputs,

Patels, and Musalmans in particular use it on occasions

of wedding, betrothal, and death, as well as at the

time of receiving guests. In some places even the

Banias and Brahmins use it on similar occasions.

24.277. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical con-

dition of the people p—Opium is eaten from ancient

times, and its consumers regard it with fondness.

When taken moderately it gives strength and keeps

up health, but when taken in excess it becomes

injurious and affects the moral condition of the opium

eater.

24.278. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for
non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive
measures P—Looking to the present consumption of

opium in this part of the country, it is necessary that
the free use of opium should be allowed to continue as
heretofore. There is no likelihood of the people being
willing to bear the cost of prohibitive measures.

24.279. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India be prohibited except for medical pur-
poses ?—In my opinion the sale of opium should not
be prohibited.

24.280. Oould such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted P—Not without
difficulty.

24.281. How long have you been Thandar ?—15
months.

24.282. Before that what appointment did you hold ?

—Before that I was general manager of the Court of
Wards' Estate, and before that I was a Mamlatdar of the
Idar State.

21.283. Do you think that the habitual use of opium
is more common or less common than it was P—Much
less common than it used to be.

24.284. What do you attribute that to P—Since the
arrangements in 1878 opium has become much dearer.

24.285. Is there any other reason ?—No.

24.286. Is the custom of drinking liquor the same as
before, or less common p—A little more.

B b 2

Mr.
Chotalcu

Pranjivandas,
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Mr. 24,287. What do yon attribute the slight increase to ?

Chotatal —More shops are opened, and the inoliisation of the

Pranjivandas. people is attracted.

9 Feb. I89.1. 24.288. When were more shops opened ?—Before 1872

the nnmber of shops was restricted. Since then it has

been free and more shops have been opened in Mahi
Kantha.

24.289. Generally speaking, as far as I know, in

Bombay and other parts of India the tendency has been

to reduce the number of shops in the last 20 or 30 years ;

why have they been increased in Mahi Kantha ?—There

are no more distilleries ; but retail shops are open with-

out any restriction.

24.290. Is the licensing of liqaor shops in the power
of the Talukdars and the Thakurs, or is it in the power
of ihe political ofiBcer?—It is in the power of the

political officer when the political agency has to

manage the State ; otherwise it is in the power of the

rulers of the State.

24.291. In your district of Bavisi is the power of

licensing shops in your hands, or that of the owners of

the State P—It is not in my hands ; it is in the hands of

the political agent.

24.292. Are there any other districts like Bavisi in

which the political agent manage the excise for the

States ?—Yes, there are four others.

21.293. Out of the whole of Mahi Kantha, how much
is included in these five districts which are managed by
the Dolitioal agent, and how much is included in the

Independent States—the other States which manage
things for themselves ?—Much the greater part of Mahi
Kantha is occupied by the Independent States, which
manage their own excise.

24.294. Where the political agent manages, what
becomes of the revenue ?—It is taken by the political

agent and used for general public purposes of improve-
ment in the country that pays it.

24.295. When you said that since 1872 liquor shops
had been increased, were yon speaking of the Indepen-
dent States or of the five districts managed by the
political agent ?—My remarks applied simply to the
Bavisi district.

24.296. Is there only one farmer of liqaor for tlio

whole of Bavisi ?—Only one for opium ; but five for
alcohol.

24.297. May they establish as many shops as they
like ?—Yes, in their own circle.

24.298. Do you know whether that is the case in the
other districts of the Independent States ?—I do not
know.

24.299. (Mr. Pease.) Have you known many cases in
which the moral condition of the opium eater has been
injuriously aff'ected by excess P—Only a very few.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
Ishavarlal

Ochavram.

Mr. IsHAVAULiL OcHAVKAM called in and examined.

24.300. {Ghn.irmoM.) 1 believe you are special magis-
trate and municipal commissioner of Ahmedabad p

—

Yes.

24.301. What experience have you had, and what is

your opinion on the question of the opium habit ?—

I

am a banker, and have been successively Chief Justice

of Dhangadra for two years, and Dewan of Cutch for

three years, and Government official in charge of Jet-

pur Taluka for four years. In all these States there are

opium eaters and drinkers ; and I have had many
opportunities of observing the effects of the opium
habit. It is attended with very evil consequences when
taken by poor men who have not the means of pur-

chasing rich food. I think the sale of alcohol should

be prohibited first ; and that the prohibition of opium
should follow. It would be desirable to allow those who
have already formed the habit to register themselves,

as is now done in Burma, and with this exception, the

sale should be prohibited for other than medical pur-

poses.

24.302. Is Dhangadra one of the States of Kathiawar P

—It is one of the first class States of Kathiawar.

24.303. Where is Jetpur Taluka P—It is very near
Junagadh, 22 miles north of Junagadh.

24.304. What size is the Jetpur Taluka P—It is a

subdivided Taluka. Government appointed me to pre-

side over the Taluka, because it is co-shared on account

of primogeniture not obtaining there. It is a large

State, yielding 10 or 12 lakhs of rupees.

24.305. You say, " It would be desirable to allow
" those who have already formed the habit to register
" themselves, as is now done in Burma, and with this
" exception, the sale should be prohibited for other than
" medical purposes." Are you aware that in Burma, if

a man who is not registered takes opium he is fined and
very often imprisoned ; would you like that done here ?

—No. I mean prohibition in the sense of restriction.

I believe that the evil of opium is a great deal exagge-
rated. That it is bad there is no doubt, but there are

many things which are much worse, and attended with
far more pernicious consequences.

24.306. Do you carry on business now as a banker ?

—I have three firms here, at Bombay, and at Parlap-

garh.

24.307. Do you think the habit of taking opium
amongst those classes with whom it is common is

increiitiiig or decreasing?—It is decreasing, by the

blessings of education it is decreasing.

24.308. Would it, in your opinion, be better to trust

to education and the efforts of temperance societies,

or would it be desirable to make the taking of opium a
criminal oflenco P—Not exactly a criminal offence ; but

it certainly would be desirable to make opium as dear,
and to put it out of the reach of the people as much as

24.309. (Mr. Pease.) Have you seen the evil ocnse-
quences of the opium habit in those who are well-to-do ?

—It does no harm to those who are well-to-do, aad those
who can afford to take rich food with it.

24.310. Have you see many instances of poor men
who have suffered from the habit p—Those who have
come before me, I could not say many. In Kathiawar,.
in my experience, there are one in a hundred who take
opium, so that it is not possible to see " many instances."
The " many instances " are rather with regard to
alcohol.

24.311. Do you say you estimate that those who con-
sume opium are not more than one in a hundred of the
population?—I am speaking of my experience of
Kathiawar; here it is much less.

24.312. What do you think it is here P—In Ahmedabad
district, with a population of 925,269, only 1,345J lbs. of
opium is used, while incur adjacent State of Junagadh,
with a population of 484,000, 179 maunds, or 14,320 Iba.

have been used.

24.313. Do you think there is much smuggling from
Baroda into Ahmedabad P—There is very little—if any
at all.

24.314. Do you know anything with regard to the
smoking of opium in Ahmedabad ?—Very few are
addicted to it.

24.315. Have you had any opportunity of seeing the
effect of opium smoking upon those who are addicted
to it p—I have not seen any opium smokers here.

24.316. {Mr. Haridas Vcharidas.) You have said that
the evils of the use of opium are rather exaggerated

;

do you think that the advantages of the use of opium
are also exaggerated?—As far as I have read the
current evidence which has been taken before the
Commission, I cannot say (of course medical use
excepted) that there are any advantages.

24.317. Do you think that the advantages of the use
of opium are exaggerated ?—Any advantages beyond
medical advantages which may he attempted to be
shown are exaggerated. I know persons who are
taking opium in small quantities with other thinn-s
mixed, and they take rich food, and the opium is

advantageous to them in old age—but that is in the
sense of medicine. I wish it to be understood that
alcohol is the greatest evil. There is hardly a com-
parison between the evil of opium and the evil of
alcohol. Alcohol should be stopped first, before any
action is taken with regard to opium, because if opium
becomes dear people may resort to alcohol.

The witness withdrew.
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Pandit G-anesu Gopal called in and examined.

24.318. {Ohalrman.) I believe you are a B.A. of the

Bombay Universicy ?—Yes.

24.319. And are you a landowner in the Ahmedabad
district ?—Yes.

24.320. How much Tknd do you hold ?—About 2,000

acres.

24,;j21. Have you ever followed any other profes-

sion than that of an agriculturist ?—I have been the

manager of two cotton mills ; I have been a teacher in

the G-overnment High School, and also in missionary

and private schools. At the present time I am an
agriculturist.

24,822. Was this land inherited by you from your

father P—No ; it is Government assessed land, and I

have purchased the occupancy right.

24.323. With what particular mission were you con-

nected ?—I was connected with the Irish Presbyterian

Mission in Surat ; I was also connected with the

Scotch Mission, the General Assemblage Institution in

Bombay.

24.324. Yon have always remained a Hindu ?—Yes,

I am still a Hindu.

24.325. For how long were you a manager in the

mills ?—About 10 years.

24.326. Was that in Ahmedabad or Bombay ?—In
Ahmedabad.

24.327. What have you to say with regard to the

opium question ?—One, who is addicted to the vicious

habit of taking opium in any of its forms, is easily

known from a number of people not given to it, for

usually his eyes are drooping, his face pale, his whole
physical system is dried up and wasted. He looks a

helpless person, a prey to the cruel habit. The rich

who have plenty of nourishing food, such as ghee and
milk, do not so soon fall a prey to the drying up and
wasting influences of opium as the poor, who cannot

ait'ord to take these nourishing articles of food. Though
they (the rich using plenty of ghee and milk) withstand

the" degrading influences of opium for a short time,

still those influences are slowly but easily working their

way on them, and thus we see many noble and rich

men reduced to penury and the consequent degradation

owing to the vice of opium. The case of the poor

working classes is certainly deplorable. Like other

intoxicants, opium acts on the animal system in raising

it for a time and then the reaction follows, and a corre-

sponding depression is the consequence. To raise up
the system again the poisonous dose is necessary. The
craving for it at stated times is almost irresistible.

The victim of it will rather do anything than forego

the pleasure, as he calls it, of his dose. The depres-

sion that follows the excitment caused by opium is

greater than follows that caused by either ganja or

alcohol, and consequently the craving for it is much
keener. I think it is, therefore, the worst of the three

intoxicants, alcoholic spirits, ganja, and opium. Opium
is an older Indian vice than alcoholic spirits, and con-

sequently is not looked down upon with the same
disapprobation as those spirits. Notwithstanding this

fact it is at the same time true that an aflmi is not

considered a respectable man. He is considered a use-

less man, as he can do very little or no work, and he is

not trusted, as he will do any immoral or disreputable

act to satisfy his craving for his dose. If Govern-

ment decide upon total prohibition of opium the

opponents of prohibition say three dangers are likely

to follow :

—

1. Government will lose a large portion of its re-

venue, and so fresh taxation will have to be levied,

for which the poor country is ill prepared.

2. Those who are addicted to the vice will have to

sufier, even to the extent of death in many cases.

3. If opium cultivation and growth is stopped, people

will take to some other intoxication, namely,

either ganja, or alcoholic spirits, or both.

In sinswer to these objections, I think (]) no Govern-

ment has any right to raise any revenue by making its

subjects vicious. Unrighteous revenue will not really

help the Government in any way. If reform in this

particular matter is decided upon, it will naturally be

followed by reform in the system of administration,

which is more costly in this country than in any other

country on the face of the earth. In this way it will

be seen recourse to fresh taxation may not be necessary.
The wise, experienced, andhighly paid financial officers

could devise means by which such taxation will not bo
necessary. (2.) It will no doubt be a hardship on the
poor victims of opium, but the hardship will be only
temporary. Many a person addicted to the vice of in-

toxicants (opium included) have been restrained by
kind hands, by watching them, and not allowing them
to indulge in the vicious habit. The temporary auSer-
ings caused by their not being able to get the drug
will be like unsavory medicines which give relief from
sickness and restore health and vigour. (3.) If opium
growth and cultivation is stopped, except for medicinal
purposes, it is absolutely necessary that the prohibition

of the importation and manufacture of alcoholic spirits

should accompany, if not precede, that prohibition.

24.328. Does the description you have given of the
appearance of the opium eater apply to all opium eaters,

or to excessive opium eaters ?—The opium eater can bo
distinguished from the non-opium eater, as I have said,

even if he takes the drug moderately. But very few do
take it moderately ; they begin moderately, but go to

excess in a short time.

24.329. You say, "I think it is, therefore, the worst
" of the three intoxicants—alcohol spirits, ganja, and
" opium." Do you think that people in Governme,>it

employ, or in the employ of companies, or working as

barristers, &o., are as often made unfit for their em-
ployment by opium as by alcohol P—I do pot know
about people in Government service ; but many weavers
and spinners in our mills were so much reduced and
wasted physically by opium eating that they had to

give up work, they could not attend to it.

24.330. Was not that the case with respect to alcohol

drinking ?—Alcohol drinking is also equally bad ; but
the instances that have come under my notice are all

opium, eaters.

24.331. Is it not the case that a man is not called an
afimi unless he takes opium largely ?—He is called

bandhani generally here, that is he has a binding of

opium upon him, and he cannot do without it. He is

called afimi when he goes to great excess.

24.332. You say, "No GoTcrnment has any right to
" raise any revenue by making its subjects vicious."

Is it not the case that before 1878, in the Bombay dis-

tricts opium was very cheap and easy to be got, and
that since then Government has made it dearer and it is

not so easy to be got ?—As far as I understand the con-
sumption of opium has increased notwithstanding the
raising of the prices.

24.333. Is it not that the consumption of Govern-
ment opium has increased ? Before 1878 was it not
the case that most of the opium which was consumed
did not appear on the Government papers at all ?—It

might not have appeared, because there was not that
vigilance on the part of the Government.

24.334. If Government has made opium very dear
and so raised the revenue, do you call that making its

subjects vicious?—To keep the monoply in its own
hands is not a good thing.

24.335. You think it ought not to sell opium at all ?

—I think it ought not to allow it to be producfid at all.

I think that would be the proper course.

24.336. Would you make the eating of opium a
criminal ofl'ence ?—Yes, I would.

24.337. Do you think that if Government shut up all

the shops and forbade the use of opium in British
districts, opium would come in from Rajputana and thfj

Central Indian States, or not?—If no smuggling is

allowed it might not come. Government is supreme
;

it can stop it from coming.

24.338. You think it can stop it from coming?—Yes,,

if it means to stop it from coming it can stop it.

24.339. Through the police, and I suppose informers
will have to be employed ?—By making arrangements
with the Native States of Rajputana. Whatever means
Government now employs for preventing smuggling
might be employed. I am not prepared to say how
Government should proceed in the matter, but I think

Government can maUe all these arrangements.

24.340. Would the Native States be very dissatisfied

if they were ordered by Government to stop the sale

Bb 3
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tlie Native States. If they are of the same opinion as

I am, they would be very well satisfied with such an
arrangement.

24<,341. Would you give them compensation or not ?

—If they are wise rulers they can recoup their revenue
by other means.

24.342. Is it not the case that opium is a domestic
medicine, and very much used by the people as a
medicine without consulting doctors ?—In cases of

dysentery and diarrhoea it is used.

24.343. Would it not be difficult to supply it for

medicine, and not supply it for other purposes ?—No ;

I do not think it would be very diiEcult.

24.344. Can you suggest any way?—Yes.

24.345. HowF—Supposing it is to be so arranged
that only medical dispensaries and hospitals have a
supply of it and give it for bond fide medical purposes,
it can be got.

24.346. In order that all the people in the villages

should be able quickly to get it, you would have to

multiply the number of dispensaries very greatly,

would you not ?—There might be a shop or two in a
group of villages, and along with other things they
might sell opium, but for bond fide medical purposes
only.

24.347. Are there in every one or two villages men to

be found whom you could trust to sell opium for medical
purposes only ?—If a search were made, I think they
could be found.

24.348. {Mr. Haridas Veliaridas.) You know that
alcohol is prohibited by the Hindu religion ?—Yes.

24,389. And opium is not P^No ; it is not so strictly

prohibited, though intoxicants are prohibited.

24.350. Perhaps you also know that the effects of
alcohol are violent, whilst the effects of opium are
stupefying. Would you not therefore consider that the
effects of alcohol are worse than those o f opium p—Yes

;

I think so. As a habit, I have said that opium is the
worst of the three, though all are bad. Opium is the
worst as a habit ; it is very difficult for the victim of it

to give it up.

24.351. Would you not modify it in the other sense,

and say that alcohol is worse than opium p—They are
sisters in that one respect.

24.352. What do you think about it?—When the
stated hour comes the afimi must have his opium or
else he will lose his life.

24.353. (Ghairman.) Are you a member of the tem-
perance association here p—Yes, I am.

24.354. Are you an officer of the association ?—Yes, I
am one of the secretaries.

Mr.
Jiwanlal
Chotalal. 24,355. (Ghairman.) You are, I believe, in charge of

{JasdanState.') the Jasdan Dispensary p—Yes.

24.356. Jasdan is a third-class State in Kathiawar, is

it not p—Yes.

24.357. Where did you receive your medical educa-
tion p~In the Indian Medical Department.

24.358. Did you go to any school of medicine P—No,
in my time there was no school.

24.359. Then you simply learned in a hospital p—^Yes,

as a medical pupil.

24.360. What hospital did you learn in P—In the

Civil Hospital of Admedabad, and other dispensaries.

24.361. What is your experi(mce as regards the con-
sumption of opium in the different races of people with
which you are personally acquainted p—I have experi-

ence of Jasdan Taluka for the last 16 years. Here I
have seen opium consumed by manj' of the Kathis,

Charans, Musalmans, Kolis, &c. I have seen them
taking in 1 to 20 grs. dose twice a day.

24.362. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on the moral and physical condi-

tion of the people p—If opium is habitually taken in

moderation, non-medically, I am of opinion that it has
not any special effect on the morality of the people, but
it is not beneficial to the physical condition of the user.

In its abuse it is certainly a bad thing, but not worse
than alcohol. In its medical use it is a most useful

drug in many organic diseases. If taken in excess the
consequences of habitually indulging in opium are not
so serious as those of alcohol ; but in moderation the

latter is better than the former. The opium taking
habit can be given up, but not without some difficulty.

In this respect hemp and alcohol are better than it.

The habitual use of opium has no effect on the mental

,
faculties of the consumer, and does not interfere with
the ability of conducting his business except some
laziness.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Jiwanlal Ohotalal called in and examined.

24.363. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for
non-medical purposes, and as to their wilHngness to
bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive
measures P—In regard to the use of opium except for
medical purposes, some people of India commence the
habit for the sake of enjoyment which it first affords,
and it is not highly condemned by the Hindu and
Mahomedan religions as alcohol is for higher classes.
They would not like to bear any cost of prohibitive
measures.

24.364. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium.
in British India be prohibited except for medical
purposes P—The sale of opium in British India should
not be prohibited as it is the cheapest stimulant for
poor classes.

24.365. Could prohibition be extended to the Native
States with which you are acquainted ?—I cannot say
for certain, but I think for the above reasons prohibition
in Jasdan State would not be welcome.

24.366. Are there many habitual opium eaters in
Jasdan P—There are some, but how can I say whether
there are many without comparison.

24.367. Do you think there are more opium eaters
than alcohol drinkers P—Yes.

24.368. What castes or classes in Jasdan most drink
alcohol ?—The Kathis, Rajputs, and lower caste Hindus
use alcohol.

24.369. What castes take opium most?—With reo-ard
to opium there is no exception ; the Kathis, Charans,
and Musalman Kolis take it generally.

24,:j70, You have said, " If taken in excess the
" consequences of habitually indulging in opium are
" not so serious as those of alcohol, but in moderation
" the latter (alcohol) is better than the former (opium) ? "—That is a mistake,

2 1,371. What do you mean by that ?—If opium and
alcohol are both taken in moderation opium taking is
better than alcohol.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
Jatash ankar
Jagjivan.

(Bajkof State.)

Mr. Jatashankae Jagjivan called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24,372. (Ghairman.) I believe you are revenue
officer of the Eajkot State?—Yes.

24,;!73. What is the size of the Rajkot State P—It

yields three lakhs of rupees,

24,374, What is your experience as regards the effects

of the consumption of opium on the physical and moral
condition of the people in your district ?—I have not

observed any instances
resulted in immorality

;

excess, weakens the body.

in which opium eating has
but opium, when taken in

24,375. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for
non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to
bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive mea-
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Bures P—I am unacquainted with the disposition of the
people of Hindustan ; but in my part of the country
men have been eating opiuna from ancient times, and
they regard the use of it as honourable, and oflfer it in
the shape of " knsumbho " at social gatherings. The
Girasias wish to use opium for non-medical purposes.
The people are not willing to bear in whole or in part
the cost of prohibitive measures. Such prohibition will

lead to the pablio peace being broken.

24.376. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India be prohibited, except for medical pur-
poses P—I am of opinion that the sale of opium, except
for medical purposes, should not be prohibited in British
India.

24.377. Could such prohibition be extended to the
Native States with which you are acquainted?—Such
prohibition should not extend to Native States, as such
a step will be a great grievance to the people and will,

it is feared, result in the commission of crimes by the
people.

24.378. How long have you been in the sorvioe ?—
Forty-seven years.

24.379. Are you a native of Bajkot ?—Yes.
24.380. Is the excessive use of opium common ?

About 1 or 2 per cent, of opium eaters take it in excess,
and about 30 per cent, of the total population take it
in moderation.

24.381. Is there any class of people in the Eajkot
territory who would like to see the use of opium pro-
hibited except for medical purposes P—No.

24.382. Do you take opium yourself ?—No ; I do not
ta.ke it.

24.383. Is opium taken as much as it was formerly
taken in the Bajkot State ?—Fewer people take it now
than formerly.

24.384. In your opinion what is the cause of that ?

—

It is owing to the spread of education, and also because
opium has become dearer.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Dayabhai Nathabhai called in and examined.

24.385. {Ohavrman.) I believe you are revenue as-

sistant of the Idar State ?—Yes.

24.386. How many years have you served in the
Idar State ?—18 years.

24.387. Where did you learn English P—Ahmedabad.

24.388. What is your experiencd as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people
in the districts with which you are personally acquain-
ted P—My experience is confined to the Idar State, in

which all my service has been passed. The habitual
consumers of opium are Hindus and Musalmans.

24.389. What is your experience as regards the effect

of the consumption of opium on the moral and physical
condition of the people ?—According to my experience
the effect of opium consumption is not very injurious
either morally or physically. The consumption is

usually moderate, and it is for the purposes of checking
diseases, such as dysentery, asthma, or general weak-
ness, or to enable the user to undergo hard labour.

Even the few who take it in excess are not so much
injured as if they took alcohol.

24.390. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness
to bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive

measures ?—The principal consumers are Bajputs,
Musalmans, Charana, Bhats, Kanbis, and Kolis. Be-
sides the purposes above named, it is used in these
provinces on the occasions of rnarriage and funeral

ceremonies in the form of kasumbha. Guests attending
the ceremonies, even though non-opium eaters, are
required as a matter of courtesy and honour to take
kasumbha. Such usage has, however, owing to the
increase in price of opium and the restrictions put on
it, been declining of late years, but the Barbara and

Talukdars still keep up the custom liberally. The
people will be quite unwilling to bear any part of the
cost of prohibitive measures.

24.391. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India be prohibited except for medical purposes,
and could such prohibition be extended to the Native
States with which you are acquainted?—The sale of
opium for non-medical purposes should not be pro-
hibited, nor should such prohibition be extended to any
Native State. Such a measure as total prohibition, or
even further restriction than at present, will produce
general discontent.

24.392. Has opium got much dearer in Idar since
the new rules were made in 1878 P—-Yes.

24.393. Can you tell us what the price was before,
and what it is now ?—It used to be 10 or 12 tolas for a
rupee ; now it is 3J tolas for a rupee.

24.394. Did the people complain much about raising
the price of opium ?—They complained, but what is

the use of their complaining.

24.395. Do you mean that nobody would listen to
them ?—Yes.

24.396. What is |the system in Idar with regard to
liquor, is it farmed?—Yes.

24.397. Is it one farm for each Talnka, or one farm
for the whole State P—Different circles are farmed,
and each farmer has one circle.

24.398. How many villages are there generally in
one circle ?—From one to 15.

24.399. Where a circle contains a number of villages,
can the farmer have as many shops as he likes, one in
each village ?.—No ; he is not allowed to have as many
shops as he likes. He must sell where the distillery is.

24.400. Are the farms sold by auction ?—Yes.

Mr.
Jatashankar
Jagjivan.

{Rajkot
State.)

9 Feb. 1894.

Mr.
Dayabhai
Nathabhai.
^Idar State.)

The witness withdrew.

Bag Bahadub Dulbkai Giedhaklal called in and examined.

24.401. (Ohairman.) You are, I believe, personal

assistant to the political agent at Mahi Kantha P

—

Yes.

24.402. How long have you been in the service P—20

years.

24.403. Have you ever been in the political depart-

ment ?—Yes, I was for 10 years in the Baroda Resi-

dency, eight yeal-s in the Palanpur superintendenoy,

and I have been for upwards of one year in the Mahi
Kantha agency.

24.404. Where is your home ?—Ahmedabad.

24.405. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts, with which you are personally acquainted ?

—I am personally acquainted with the districts under

the Baroda, Kathiawar, Palanpur, and Mahi Kantha
agencies. The chief consumers of opium are Bajputs,

Kathis, Mahomedans, Oharans, Bhats, Kunbis, Kolis,

and Eabaris. It is used by other classes also, but not

to BO great an extent.

24.406. What is your experience as regards the effect
of such consumption on the moral and physical con-
dition of the people ?—In my experience as a magistrate
in the Palanpur and Mahi Kantha agencies, I have
found that opium eaters are all well behaved, and far
less inclined to commit crime than persons given to
the habit of excessive drinking. It is better, of course,
to avoid all intoxicants, but this can safely be said that
the moderate use of opium is not so injurious as in-

toxicating liquors, and opium taken in moderation is

not so injurious to the moral and physical condition of
the people as is supposed by those not using it.

24.407. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive mea-
sures ?—The general opinion among the people is that

the drug has a beneficial effect in rheumatism, cough,
malarious fevers, and other maladies, and that it gives

staying power and tone to the system ; and I am in-

clined to believe in the accuracy of this view, as I have
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ofteu heard of cures resulting from its use. It does not

find favour with the ribing generation, and so its use is

decreasing. The cduoated native condemns its use and

only habitual opium eaters consume it. The general dis-

position of the classes who have not contracted the habit

would not appear to be in favour of the use of opium ex-

cept for medical purposes. But among the lower classes,

who are generally illiterate, the habit preponderates

;

it is customary to distribute opium on occasions of

social gatherings, marriages, and deaths, and I fear

that owing 1o want of education and better associations

young people may be contracting the habit, and adding

to the already large number of habitual opium takers.

As opium is thus largely used by the classes mentioned

Above, and is moreover regarded by the people as an

article of daily requirement, they would look upon

prohibitive measures as extremely harsh on them, and

they cannot, therefore, be expected to be willing to bear

in whole or in part the cost of such measures.

24.408. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical pur-

poses, and conkl such prohibition be extended to the

Native States with which you are acquainted ?—Opium
is a drug which has been in use in India from time im-

memorial. Its use is regarded amongst certain classes

as an article of daily requirement ; it is not looked upon
as poison if used in moderation. On occasions of social

gatherings, as i have already mentioned, it is offered

by hosts to guests as an exhibition of ordinary hospi-

tality, just as tea or cheroots are ofiered in other

countries. The use of the drug is on the decrease, but

this is probably duo to the tendency of the people to

indulge in alcohol instead, and to ihe drug being in

less favour with the rising generation than it is with

the old people. I am therefore of opinion that the

present restrictive measures are sufficient, and that

further prohibitive measures wo aid only result in

serious discontent and dissatisfaction among the people,

which Grovernment would not consider it advisable to

engender. Opium eating is an evil which had better

perhaps be left to time and the wider spread of educa-

tion to cure. There are thousands of opium eaters in

India, and as it is not easy to shake off the habit of

taking opium after one gets into it, it cannot fail to

lead to serious consequences if the sale of opium,

except for medical purposes, is prohibited.

24.409. Ton say, " It does not find favour with the
" rising generation, and so its use is decreasing. The
" educated native condemns its use, and only habitual
" opium eaters consume it." Can you give any reason

for that feeling P—It is owing to the spread of educa-

tion.

24.410. You say the opium habit is not so injurious

as the alcohol habit; why should the spread of educa-

tion tend to decrease the opium habit ?—People have

come to think that opium after all is a bad thing and

has bad effects, and so far as one can it is better to

avoid all intoxicants. Owing to education they are

able to form an opinion for themselves.

24.411. Has the spread of education also diminished

the habit of drinking alcohol ?—No. On the contrary,

it has acted the other way. Owing to religious scruples,

formerly, whenever people wanted to indulge in in-

toxicants they used to resort to bhang, ganja, and

opium ; but by the spread of education most of them
have shaken off religious prejudices, and have taken

up alcohol, bearing in mind the fact that it is used by

civilized nations.

24,412. I believe you have had some experience of

the Native States?—Yes.

24,41:!. What do you think the Native States would
think of a request from the Government to join in

prohibiting the use of opium ."—The question of revenue

is concerned, and they would not like it. The pro-

hibition that was ordered in 1878 was looked upon with
disfavour by the Native States, because a large area

was under opium cultivation, and there are several

States which did not get as much compensation as they
expected. Viewed from the point of revenue to the

State it would not be liked.

24.414. Viewed from another point, what sort of

view would the Thakurs, Eajputs, and Chiefs gene-
rally take of such a request ?—Viewed purely from a
point having reference to the good of the people, the

traffic in opium should be discouraged, but they have
to consider the question of revenue.

24.415. We had before us a witness from the Bavisi
district, Mr. Chotalal Pranjivandas, and I put the

same question about alcohol to him. He said that the

habit of taking alcohol was increasing, because since

1872 the farms in the Bavasi district were allowed to

establish as many shops for the sale of liquor as they
liked. He also said that this business was in the hands
of the political agent. As personal assistant to the

political agent, 1 should like to ask you whether it is

correct that the farmers were allowed to establish as

many shops as they liked ?—In that respect I would
correct the statement of Mr. Chotalal Pranjivandas.

It is in this way. When we established our different

agencies wo introduced reforms gradually. In 1872
we fbund it was necessary to take the Abkari arrange-
ments into OLir hands, and since then we have been
introducing the system of farming out the right to

open a distillery, and to sell liquor at different shops.

We allow the farmers to open one or two shops with
OUT express permission and sanction. They are not
at liberty to open as many shops as they like. It is

one of the conditions laid down in the agreement that

a man shall open a distillery at a certain place, and
retail liquor at certain places ; he cannot open a shop
at any place other than that mentioned in the license.

24.416. Before 1872 there were distilleries all over
the country .''—Yes.

24.417. In the other districts that are not managed
by the Mahi Kantha agency is the farming system
generally in force ?—They have adopted rules based
and modelled on our rules.

24.418. (Mr. Pease.) Do persons take the drug as a
preventive, or is it taken only to care fevers ?—It

rather acts as a preventive.

24.419. Do persons ever take it who have not had
fever to prevent fever p—It is taken under certain oix-

cumstances—generally to ward off fever which people
think is due to moisture.

24.420. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) It is taken to ward
off fever and to bear the pain of fever ?—Sometimes
they take it before the fever is on and sometimes after

the fever has left them. There are various modes in
which opium is used. It is used as a medicine.

24.421. Do you know how many shops a distiller is

allowed to open ?—For each village we generally allow
one shop, if we think it necessary. There are several
villages without any shop. Often one village has to
go to another village to get its supply of liquor.

The witness withdrew.

liao Sahib
Molilal

Hirabhai.

JiAO Sahib Motilal Hibabiiai called in and examined.

24.422. {Chairman.) 1 believe you are district police

inspector at Ahmedabad ?—Yes.

24.423. How long have you been in the service of

Government ?—24 years.

24.424. Have you been in the police all the time P

—

Yes.

24.425. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted p

I have served in the Ahmedabad, Kaira, Broach, and

Surat districts, and am also acquainted with parts of

Kathiawar, Palanpor, and Mahi Kantha. Except in

Surat, where the use of opium is less, owing to toddy

and spirit being more freely consumed, opium is in

general use in all tho other districts and agencies by

Eajputs, Girasias, Kanbis, Musalmans, and Koli
Thakadas. A few Brahmans and Banias also take it.

It is either eaten dry or in the form of kusumbha,
and Girasias smoke it in the shape of chandul.

24.426. What is your experience as regards the effect
of such consumption on the moral and physical con-
dition of the people P—The moderate use of opium does
no harm to the consumer. Taken in excess and without
nourishing food it is injurious. According to my ex-
perience no moral harm results from moderate use of
opium, except to smokers of chandul. Opium eating
does not tend to the commission of crime.

24.427. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for
non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to
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bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures ?

—The races I have mentioned use opium at marriage
and funeral ceremonies, by distributing it to guests,

either as Kasumbha or raw. It is regarded by them as

essential to their honour and position so to use it.

Many of them give it in the form of pills to their

children. They regard it as beneficial to their health,

and as preventing disease. The would, therefore, not

consent to bear, wholly or even in part, the cost of

prohibitive measures.

24.428. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes,

and could such prohibition be extended to the Native

States with which you are acquainted P—It would not

be advisable to prohibit the sale of opium in British

India, nor would it be desirable to do so in Native

States.

24.429. Where have you seen chandu smoking ?—In
Ahmedabad.

24.430. When did smoking chandu begin in Ahme-
dabad ?—After 1878.

24.431. Do you know what sort of people first intro-

duced it?—Musalmans.

24.432. Natives of Ahmedabad ?—Tes ; the poor

Musalmans introduced that custom.

24.433. Were those poor Musalmans natives of

Ahmedabad ?—Yes.

24.434. Where did they learn the habit ?—Prom
Hindustan.

24.435. Were these opium smokers men of good or

bad character P—They were generally bad characters.

24.436. In what way were they bad characters P

—

They were uneducated men who committed thefts and
other ofiences.

24.437. Were they men with homes of their own,
married men P—Yes, married men.

24.438. Is smoking still going on P—No ; the shop
was closed by Grovernment order.

24.439. Do the people still smoke in their own homes P

—I do not know.

24.440. {Mr. Fease.) I see from the report of 1801
that it was thought that there would be about a
thousand chandu smoker.s in Ahmedabad ; would that
accord with your view ?—Some years ago there may
have been that number, but I cannot say how many
there are at the present time.

24.441. Do you think the thousand people have given
up smoking P—They may have given it up.

24.442. Is it your opinion that there are very few
opium smokers at the present time P—Yes.

24.443. We have heard of one smoking club, do you
know of any more P—No, only one.

24.444. How many people attended there P—Tea
people at a time.

24.445. How many persons do you think were in the

habit of going there P—About 50 persons.

24.446. When was that P—Some years ago.

24.447. (Chairman.) Do you think that a thousand
people were smoking three years ago P—I should think
there were only about a hundred or two hundred
people.

Mr. Rao
Sahib

Motilal
Hirabhai.

9 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to to-morrow at 10.30.

At the Collector's Office, Ahmedabad.

SIXTY-EIGHTH DAY.

Saturday, 10th February 1894.

[Section B.]

PRESENT :

SiK JAMBS B. LYALL, G.O.I.B., K.C.S.I., in the Cuaik.

Mr. Arteue Pease. Mr. Hamdas Vehakidas Desai.

Mr. Pembebton, Assistant Secretary.

Mr. Vakhatchand Umedchand called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24.448. (Ghairman.) 1 believe you are Eevenue
Assistant and Naib Manager of Manavdar State in

Kathiaffar ?—Yes.

24.449. Who is the ruler of the State P—The ruler of

the State is a Pathan. The emperors gave him the title

of Babi.

24.450. What is the size of the State?—It yields

2J lakhs of rupees.

24.451. What is your experience as regards the

consumption of opium by the different races of people

in the districts with which you are personally ac-

quainted ?—I have experience of the three talukas of

Manavdar, Bantwa, and Gidar in Kathiawar, and Vasna

and Pethapur in Mahikanta. The Babi Chiefs, Rajputs,

Musalmans, Sardars, Khasgis, Girasias, Kanbis, and

some among the Brahmins, Banias, and other castes,

consume opium either in crude form or in the shape of

kasumbho.

24.452. What is your experience as regards the effects

of such consumption on the moral and physical condition

of the people ?—Opium eating does not appear to have

made any change in the moral condition of consumers.

The drug does not produce any baneful efi'ect on the

O 82538.

people Taking it moderately. It keeps young men in

vigour and old men in good health. Crimes do not
seem to have resulted from opium eating.

24,458. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive
measures P—It is customary amoDg the classes of people
above-mentioned to use opium on occasion of weddings
and funerals, on holidays, and at assemblage of guests.

It is administered to young children for a certain
period to keep them in good health. Some use it for

cough, asthma, &o., and in old age. Some labourers
also eat it. For all these reasons, it becomes a sort of

support in life and labour. People are not willing to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive
measures.

24,454. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India be prohibited except for medical purposes,
and could such prohibition be extended to the Native
States with which you are acquainted?—In my opinion
it is not just and fair to prohibit the sale of opium in
British India as well as in the Native States above
mentioned.

Cc

Mr.
Vakhatchand
Umedchand
(Manavdar

State").

10 Feb. 1894.
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(^Manavdar

State.)
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24.455. Where does the opium oome from P—It comes
from the Eajputana Grovernment Treasury, and from
Eutlam and Bombay.

24.456. What proportion of the pass-duty is remitted ?

—One-third.

24.457. How many opium shops are there in the

State ?—There are 23 shops.

24,468. Do 'you know how many liquor shops there

are P—There is only one liquor shop.

The witness withdrew.

24.459. Why is there only one liquor shop ; is there

no custom for liquor P—-There are very few drinkers.

24.460. I believe at present the State is managed by
an agent appointed by the British Government, during
the minority of the rnlor p—Yes.

24,4151. And do you speak for the State ?—Yes ; I
speak on behalf of the State as well as on my own
account.

Sheth
Asharam
Valichand

CChura-State)

SiiETH AsHARiM Daiiohand Called in and examined.

24.462. {Ghairman.) I believe you are minister of the
Chura State in the Kathiawar Agency ?—Yes.

24.463. What is the revenue of the Chura State P

—

It yields from 90,000 rupees to one lakh.

24.464. Are there many jagirdars P—Yes, there are

eight villages.

24,466. How long have you been minister P—Four
months.

24.466. Do you speak for yourself only, or for the

Chief of the State P—As regards the benefits derived
from opium farming I speak on behalf of the State,

and with regard to other information as to the benefits

and injuries from opium, I speak from my own
experience.

24.467. What is your experience as regards the
consumption of opium by the different races of people
in the districts with which you arc personally

acquainted p—I am acquainted with Halar, Q-ohclwad,
and Jhalawad Prants in the province of Kathiawar
where I have served in various capacities for nearly
30 years. The consumption of opium is, in the said

districts, chiefly confined to the non-mercantile classes.

It is given to children in thuir babyhood, and also

used as a stimulant for transport and riding animals
when they are tired. Old men generally take to opium
eating for keeping up their health.

24.468. What is your experience as regards the
effect of such consumption on the moral and physical

condition of the people ?—The moral capacities of a
man are never affected by opium in whatever quantity

it be taken; but in my opinion the habit of taking
opium tends to some moral improvement, e.g., it makes
a man more calm, and sometimes a better thinker also.

Its consumers suffer physically only when it is taken
to an excess.

24.469. What is your opinion as to the disposition

of the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive

measures P—The people on certain occasions do indulge
in opium drinking as a luxury, and resort to it for the

purposes of refreshment also. They would not like to

see the use of opium prohibited even for non-medical
purposes. They -would certainly not be willing to bear
the extra expenses that would be entailed upon them by
such a prohibition.

24.470. Should, in your opinion^ the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purjioses,

and could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted?—Any prohibition

on the sale of ojiium except for medical purposes would
cause great hardship to those who are its habitual

consumers. If the prohibition is not desirable even for

the Zilas, it cannot be extended to the Kative States.

Having a clear regard to the treaties made with them
and the prevalence of the habit of consuming opium in

Native States, any such prohibition there will engender
discontent.

24.471. How many opium shops are there in your
State ?—There is only one shop in the capital.

24.472. Is the owner of that one shop the farmer for

the whole district ?—Yes.

24.473. Is the farming pub up to auction ?—Yes.

24.474. Every year ?—Yes, generally, but sometimes
the farm has been given for two years and sometimes it

is farmed for five years.

21,476. How many liquor shops are there?—One.

24.476. Is that also farmed ?—Yes.

24.477. For the whole Taluka ?—Yes, for the whole
State.

24,479. By the
British Districts ?-

24,478. Can the opium farmer and the liquor farmer
open other shops if they like in other places P—Not
without the permission of the Durbar.

' Zillas " I presume you mean the

-Yes.

24.480. If the British Government prohibited the
import of Malwa opium into your territory what would
the Durbar say p—The Durbar would be unwilling to

see it on account of revenue, and the people would be
much dissatisfied.

24.481. {Mr. Haridas VeJiaridas .) Would the Durbar
take any measures to satisfy them ?—If opium is

prohibited from being imported the Durbar may take
some measures to get the poppy grown in his own
territory.

24.482. You say " The moral capacities of a man are
never affoctcd by opium in whatever quantity it may be
taken." Wliat do you mean by that?—Sometimes a
man is a very bad character and very active in all bad
dealings though opium makes him quiet.

24.483. Would he take to lying a little ?—I do not
think all opium-eaters speak lies except where they take
kasumbha.

24.484. Would you apply that to well-to-do people
who get good food and can afford to take opium as
much as they like ; or do you refer to the poor people p

—It injures the health of poor people who do not take
nourishing food, but the poor people have great refresh-
ment in opium because there is no other thing which
they can find.

24.485. But when they are poor and take opium in
excessive quantity, would they not be inclined to
commit little thefts ?—No, because by taking excessive
quantities of opium the physical activities are lost, and
therefore theft is not an easy thing.

24.486. If they did not get money would they die ?

—

They would go begging. You know that wherever
there are Girasias they give opium free.

24.487. Do you think it is desirable for a young man
in good health to take ojiium p—I do not think it is

desirable if he has health.

24.488. Do you think it is objectionable P—Of course
it is objectionable for a healthy man.

21,l-8'.>. Those who are in need of taking opium for
the sake of health may take it, but not otherwise P

Not otherwise. We sometimes use it in entertaining
guests. Intoxifiiting stuffs are always used for luxury.

24.490. But that is occasional and not habitual ?

That is so.

24.491. (Jfr.Peo.se.) You speak of persons who take
it to excess and suffer, are those persons who have
taken it in the first place merely for pleasure?—Some,
times they take opium for pleasure and sometimes they
are compelled to take it as a remedy to restore their
health.

24.492. I was alluding only to those who take it in
excess. Are those who take it to excess persons who
have taken it in the first place for illness, or often-
times those who have taken it for pleasure P—The
habit of taking opium for pleasure is decreasing now.

24.493. Have you known many persons who have
suffered in their health from taking opium to excess ?

Yes, very poor people wlio ai'e not well off, and who
take it in excess and do not take nourishing food
physically suffer.

24,'I94. {Chiiirman.) Some people begin to take opium
habitually day by day, after they are 40 years of age.
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vriien ttey begin to feel their strength a little declining.

Do yon consider that taking it for pleasure or taking it

for medical purposes ?—After 40 years of age if the

people are habituated to take opium it is for medical
purposes, and not for pleasure, only to keep up health
and spirit.

The witness withdrew.

Sheth
Asharam
Dcdichand,

10 Feb. 1894.

Mr. OHATUaBilAi JiVABiiAl called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24.495. [Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) I believe you arc
revenue officer of Wankaner in Kathiawar P—Yes.

24.496. What is your experience as regards the
consumption of opium by the different races of people
in the districts with which you are personally
acquainted ? — I am acquainted with two States
Wadhwan and Wankaner, in Prant Jhalawad, Kathia-
war. My total service in these two States is 17 years.

In these States, Bajputs, Girasias, Kathi's, Kolis,

Musalmans, Brahmins, Banias, Bharwads, Eabaria. and
others, except the Bohras, consume opium.

24.497. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such, consumption on the moral and physical

condition of the people ?—From the experience that I
have had in my service in the Revenue Departments
of these two States, I can say that opium, if taken in

moderation, does not produce any baneful effect on the
moral and physical condition of the people. Labourers
eat it to mitigate their fatigue. Young children are
administered opium pills which, instead of causing any
injury, make them healthy, if a man above the age
of 40 finds himself weak, a moderate use of opium by
him improves his health. The habit of opium eating

contracted by young men for the sake of pleasure only
is injurious to health.

24.498. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard, to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive

measures ?—I am of opinion that the habit of opium
eating in excess is bad. But it is necessary to continue

the long-standing practice of using opium or kasumbha
on marriage and funeral occasions and when entertaining

guests. Opium is also essential to habitual opium
eaters, because ifthey do not get it their health is sure to

suffer. The people should not bear the cost of prohibi-

tive measures, because the present tax on the drug is

too heavy to be borne by them ; and the arrangements
made under the Treaty between the British Grovernment
and Native Chiefs should not be deviated from without
the consent of the Native Chiefs concerned.

24.499. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes.

and could such prohibition bo extended to tho Native
States with which you are acquainted P^-The sale of
opium should not at all be prohibited, because it has
no baneful effect whatsoever, but in some respects it is

beneficial. Such prohibition could not extend to

Native States. The opium agreements entered into

with the Native States should be observed by tho

contracting parties. If tho stipulation as regards the

quantity of opium to bo supplied to a Native State

which is very essentially required by the subjects of

that State, is not observed, the Native State concerned
will understand that its liberty to grow poppy in its

territory, which existed before the years 1820, is

restored to it.

24.500. Is it advisable for young men in good health

to eat or drink opium as a habit ?—No, it is a bad habit.

24.501. Is it beneficial for labourers to take opium
after the fatigue of the day ?—Yes.

24,602. (Chairman.) How many shops for the sales

of opium are there in the Wankaner State ?—There is

one opium-farmer who keeps four or five shops in the

State.

24.503. Is there one liquor farmer?—^There is only

one liquor shop in the State.

24.504. What is the title of the Chief ?—Eaja Sahib.

24.505. Is the ruler aEajputP—Yes, he is a Jhala
Eajput.

24.506. At what price is the opium sold P—At the
rate of 12 rupees a pound.

24.507. At what price does liquor sell P—The country
liquor is sold at 10 annas per bottle, and English liquor
is dearer.

24.508. {Mr. Pease.) Is there as much liquor consumed
at marriages and funerals and when entertaining
guests as there used to be 20 years ago P—The
consumption lias decreased.

24.509. Has it decreased to any considerable extent ?

—Not much ; it is on account of its dearness.

24.510. Are you authorised to speak for the State p

—

Yes.

Mr.
Chaturbhai
Jivabhai.

( Wankanm-
State).

The witness withdrew.

Mr. EusTAMJl HouMASJi called in and examined.

24.511. [Chairman.) I believe you are a pleader in

the courts, are you not P—Yes.

24.512. Are you a pleader of the High Court ?—I am
a pleader of the Agency Court.

24.513. In what agencies P—Mahi Kantha Agency,

Idar State, and also Palanpur Agency.

24.514. Should, in your opinion, the growth of poppy,

and manufacture and sale of opium in British India be

prohibited except for medical purposes, and could such

prohibition be extended to the Native States ?—It

should not be prohibited, as a very large number of

high class Hindus, Eajputs, and Thakardas in general,

and also Mahomedans, use it as an essential article of

daily consumption. Opium can be taken without any

religious objections, and those people who are forbidden

by their religion to take spirituous drink, freely take

opium as a substitute for it. I know that particularly

in Native States opium is largely used, and prohibition

cannot safely be extended to the Native States. Any
forced prohibition of opium will be seriously felt by

habitual opium eaters who keep themselves lively by

use of the drug ; and I am quite sure that its prohibi-

tion would be substituted by some like intoxicating

drug, as without it they will find it very difficult to pull

on.
° Again, Native States will not be agreeable to

such prohibition, as they will be great losers of revenues

derived from the cultivation of poppy, and manufacture

and sale of opium in their States.

24.515. What is the nature of the existing arrange-

ments with the Native States in respect of the transit

of opium through British territory, and on what terms,
if any, could these arrangements be with justice

terminated ?—The nature of the existing arrangements
with the Native States is satisfactory, and more than
sufficient, and there is no necessity of terminating the
existing arrangements. If it is at all on some sub-
stantial grounds to be terminated with justice, it must
be done by awarding the Native States full compensation
for it, otherwise it would be taken by the said States
as a breach of faith by the British Government, and
will further be a cause of lowering its prestige, and the
day must be far distant when such a state of things
occurred.

21,516. What would be the effect on the finances
of India of the prohibition of the sale and export
of opium, taking into consideration the amount of
compensation payable, the cost of the necessary pre-
ventive measures, and the loss of revenue?—The eifect

on the finances of India will be very serious, as a very
large amount of revenue is annually recovered from the
sale and export of opium, and the prohibition of opium
would put the revenues to substantial losses. India, as
present situated, cannot make up the said losses by
any other source of income. If fresh taxes are imposed
on the people to cover the said losses, it will cause
great dissatisfaction amongst the people, and the said
item of losses cannot be recovered either by fresh
taxes, as already the people in the country are over-
taxed, and cannot bear the fresh burden. Tho pro-
hibition will force the revenues of the country to lose
the large income derived from the sale and export of

Cc 2

Mr. Rustamji
Hormasji.
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opium, and will bring an additional burden for the
amount payable as compensation to tbe Native States
and tbe cost of the necessary preventive measures,
which, I am sure, fl'ill bring the revenues to a further
loss, as such expenditure will have to be met from the
remaining reyenues of India. The amount of such
expenditure and compensation will be very large
indeed. To the Indian Exchequer the losses will be
very heavy. The greater part of the income from
opium is derived from its export trade, and if that is

put a stop to, the G-overnment of India and the
cultivators would lose its income without any benefit

to the people, for whose moral welfare the matter is

taken in hand, as the Chinese are accustomed to the
use of opium from time immemorial, and the habit ia

so strong now with them that they will not give up its

use at once. India, by the prohibition, will lose its

income, but countries like Persia and others, which
grow poppy and manufacture opium, will gain by it,

and the consumption by the same people will be the
same. If on moral grounds the prohibition of the use
of the opinion ia at all quite necessary, it is premature
to begin at first in India. All opium-producing
countries must be consulted, and they must be induced
to enter into some sort of arrangement as to the total

prohibition of opium. Then, and then only, it will be
in some way efiective, as the people who are habituated
to it will in course of time give up its use and forget
all about it. But this could not be done in one day.

24.517. Should any change short of total prohibition

be made in the system at present followed for regu-
lating and restricting the opium traffic, and for raising

a revenue therefrom ?—No change is necessary to be
made. The present system is very strict, and any
change to further restrict or regulate its use and make
it dearer than now to raise revenue therefrom, will be
hard on the opium using communities of India, who
are to a great extent poor.

24.518. What is your experience as regards the effects

of the consumption of opium on the moral and physical

condition of the people ?—The use of opium generally is

very moderate, and as tea and ooii'ce are a necessity

with civilized people, so opium is a necesssity for its

eaters and smokers.
,

Early in the morning, up from
bed, after cleaning their mouths they take opium, and
they are equally smart and strong as those who do not
use it. Its use makes one calm and quiet, and when
there is serious mental worii to be done, it is used by
persons of great ability. It also drives away drowsi-
ness when late hours are to be kept, for whiob, also, it

ia taken by many, such as watchmen, chowkiats, &c.
Again, those who have to maintain bodily labour find

it very useful, as by its use they do not feel the fatigue

of the labours that they have to do. Opium eaters

generally lead a long life. It docs not excite one and
make him go out of his senses aa spirituous drinks.

As far as crimes are concerned it is almost nil, as

during my 17 years' experience in the courts I have
come across no case in which it was alleged that an
olfence had been committed under the effects of opium.
Generally the moral and physical condition of opium-
consumers is satisfactory, and no way inferior to those

who do not use the drug. There are a few, about one
in a hundred, who take opium in very large quantities,

who alone look sleepy and inattentive. Some restric-

tions, if necessary, might be made for them only. In
small villages, where medical aid cannot be got, opium
is largely taken as a medicine for diarrhasa, dysentery,

cough, &o., and almost any ailments in which pain has
to be relieved, and during cholera epidemic it ia freely

used by non-oonsumera. It is also believed, but how
far it is true I cannot say, that the effects of snake-

bites in a confirmed opium-eater are minimized to a
certain extent.

24,519. What is your opinion as to to the disposition

of the people of India in regard to the use of opium
for non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear, in whole or in part, the cost of the prohibitive

measures P—It is never objected to. It is considered as

a necessary article of consumption for opium eaters to

keep up their body and make them lively ; and the con-

sumers are not looked down upon by the general non-con-

suming communities ; and the disposition of the general

public is in its favour and for its continuance. They
are quite unwilling to bear in whole or iu part the cost

of prohibitive measures, as such costa arc thoroughly

unnecessary.

24,520, Are you a native of Bombay p—Yes.

24,521. Did you read in any college P—I attended
Sir Jamsetji Jijibhai Institution for Parsis.

24,622. Do you use opium yourself at all?—Very
little, occasionally.

24.523. Do you think the custom of using opium
habitually, daily, is declining ?—I think it is declining
to a great extent.

24.524. I should like to know what the reasons are
for its declining, can you tell me ?—In the first place
the spread of education has made the people learn that
it is not a necessary article of daily consumption ; in
the second place opium has now become dearer than
before, and people cannot afford to take it.

24.525. What is the case as regards liquor : is the
use of country liquor declining ? —In my district I can
say that there is no change ; it is the same as it was
before. In the Mahi Kancha, particularly, liquor is

cheaper than in British districts.

24.526. Are European liquors sold in Mahi Kantha P

—Very little. They are used by European officers
and other people who can afford them, but these people
are very few.

24.527. In, Mahi Kantha is darn distilled by kalals ?—
It is distilled by the kalals themselves—those who take
the farms of these liquors distil it.

24.528. Are they kalals by caste P—They are kalals
by caste—liquor distillers.

24.529. Do you know what the ancient caatom was
aa regards the kalals making liquor in olden times in
the Mahi Kantha country ?—There was no restriction as
there is now. All the kalals of the villages used to
distil liquor and sell it at their convenience, but now
there are restrictions.

24.530. Formerly it was a free business p—Yes

;

every kalal used to distil liquor. They sometimes
arranged between themselves and sold by turns.

24.531. I suppose in those old days liquor must have
been very cheap p—It was very cheap indeed. It is
now cheap in the districts, so that it must have been
very cheap previously.

24.532. (Mr. Pease.) Ia it a frequent custom in the
courts here to aak a witness whether he is an opium-
consumer ?—Sometimes from the look of a man it is
apparent that he ia an opium eater, and aoroetimes
queationa of that nature are put to witnesses.

24.533. What is the object of putting such questions
to them'H—The object is to put them iu the wrono-
box; but generally in the districts in Avhich I move",
opium is not taken in any way objectionably.

24.534. What do you mean by putting him in the
wrong box p—Showing him to be a man in whom no
reliance could be placed.

24.535. Is that the general impression, that the
person who is an opium-consumer is one upon whom
no reliance can be placed ?—That may be the im-
pression in civilised places like Bombay, but in the
districts where there are people from Native States
and others there is not that impression.

24.536. Is the question put in those districts p—
Sometimes it is put.

24.537. If that is not the impression in the districts,
why is the question put in the districts p—Because
judicial officers are not officers of the class who take
opium. Sometimes judicial officers administering
justice take strong views with regard to opium-
eaters.

24,638. You say it does not apply here ; but do you
think that there is any justification for that view in
other places, that a person who takes opium is not a
reliable witness P—If he is a thorough habitual opium
eater, then I think it is not safe to entirely depend
upon what he says.

24.539. I gather from your evidence that you think
the taking of opium is a bad habit for people in
health P—If a man in failing health takes opium, I do
not think it is in any way objectionable; but' if a,

person is in health it is certainly a bad habit.

24.540. {Ghairman.) I suppose when the question
" Are you an opium eater P " is put to a witness in the
courts, the insinuation meant to be conveyed is that
he is an excessive opiam sot p—Yes, a man who takes
large quantities of opium, and whose head is not
expected to be in the right place, and who cannot give
rational answers.

The witness withdrew.
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Mr. MAGANLiL TiUBHOVANDAS Called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24.541. (Ghairman.) I believe you are the secretary
of the Talukdari Association of Ahraedabad P—Yes.

24.542. Have you come to give evidence for yourself
only, or on behalf of the Association?—I have come on
behalf of myself oaily.

24.543. What have you to say generally with regard
to the matter under our consideration F—I have a
knowledge of the zilla of Ahmedabad, and also a part of

Kathiawar. I have come across habitual eaters of
opium; and! have also a good knowledge of the con-
dition of drinkers of intoxicating liquors. The use of

all sorts of intoxicants is injurious to all denominations
of men, and it is also contrary to the dictates of religion.

The number of persons in this country who express
their dislike for opium is small, as compared with
those who condemn intoxicating liquor. For my part
I am against opium eating. Although the evil effects

of opium on a man's body and his morals are not
apparent to quite such an extent as are those of alcohol,

still an opium eater seems to possess much less energy
and general activity than a man who does not take
opium. Moreover, when the intoxicating effect of the

drug has almost disappeared, they (opium-eaters) seem
to have lost all their strength, and to be quite

emaciated. The harm it does to the man who can
afford to get good nourishment (ghee, milk, &c.), is, of

course, not so great as that which it does to the poor.

However, I cannot bring myself to believe that it is

good under any circumstances. An opium-eater, if he
has neither money nor strength, soon learns to steal

and to commit other crimes ; and becomes a vicious

person in some way or other. As there are large

numbers of opium-eaters of long standing, they must
be supplied with such quantity of the drug as would
supply their wants. No more than the fixed quantity

should be permitted to be consumed. The Grovern-

ment should get down the names of the towns or

villages where these confirmed opium-eaters live, and
should also ascertain the quantity of the drug each
individual consumes during a certain period. If such
an arrangement were to be made, there is no possibility

of their being an increase in the number of these men.

Every opium eater should be given just the weight of
opium that may have been put down in the Govern-
ment Register against his name, and no more. In my
humble opinion, all sale of opium over and above this

should be put a stop to throughout British India.
But it is necessary that intoxicating liquors should be
prohibited. For otherwise the consumption of these
will be increased enormously, the good intention of
Government will come to nought, and it will be easy
to find a great number of persons degraded in body
and in morals. Therefore it is necessary that in-

toxicating liquors should be first prohibited from being
sold, and then opium in the way I have tried to
indicate. It cannot be just to charge this country for

any deficit consequent on such a prohibitionary measure.
For, since the establishment of the honourable British
rule in this country, the Government has been making
laws in order to limit the consumption of opium and
other intoxicants, and also laying on themi proper
taxes. But the result is that there has all along been
an increasing demand for intoxicants, and the laudable
efforts on the part of Government have proved fruitless

;

therefore if in making those efforts succensful. Govern-
ment has to sustain a loss, it is but right that the
loss should be sustained, in order to put a stop to the
devastating influence of the drug which has proved so

fruitful in crime and immorality. I do not think that

the people of this country are at all inclined to make
good such loss.

24.544. When you say " the devastating influence of

the drug," what do you mean—opium or alcohol, or

both ?—I mean both.

24.545. Tou are in favour of the prohibition both of

alcohol and of opium, except to habitual consumers

;

for all the rest of the populations of the country would
you make the taking of opium or liquor a criminal
offence, which might be punished by the magistrates,

or do you only mean that so far as possible the supply
should be cutoff?—I do not mean that those people
should be treated as criminals, but that such measures
should be taken to check the supply in order that they
may have no facility for getting opium or alcohol.

Mr. Magandal
Tribhovandas,

10 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Kana SASfiAjsJi Khodabhai called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24.546. {Ghairman.) I believe you arc a Bhayat, and
one of the clans of the Chiefs of Lakhtar ?—Tes.

24.547. What is the title of the chief ?—Maharana.

24.548. Is he a Eajput ?—He is a Jhala Rajput.

24.549. What is the revenue of Lakhtar ?—The
Maharana's revenue is 76 thousand rupees. If the

assigned revenue were added, the whole would come
up to one lac five thousand rupees.

24.550. Is your evidence your own evidence only, or

do you speak for the Darbar ?—What I speak on State

matters is on behalf of the Darbar, and on other matters

I speak for myself, as well as on behalf of the Darbar.

24.551. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

—I am personally acquainted with Laljihtar in par-

ticular, and with Kathiawar in general. Girasias and
other Rajputs, Kanbis, Kolis, Rabaris, and other

labouring classes, Mahomedans and Kathis take opium.

Some Brahmins and Banias also take it. It is taken

either in the solid or liquid form, the usual dose com-
monly taken by an ordinary opium eater being from

about one to ten grains. Some take it once, many
twice, and a few three, four, or even five times a day.

It is taken either as a luxury, or to increase the power

of endurance. It is also used for medicinal purposes.

It is offered in its liquid form to guests on occasions

of joy and mourning. Opium kasumbha is also used

when reconciliation takes place. It was commonly
considered to be a shame if a man of family made no

use of opium either personally or by way of hospitality.

It is still the case with opium-eating classes. The
consumption of opium has, however, much decreased

of late years as it is very costly and is considered to

be adulterated. Education has also been instrumental

to some extent in discouraging opium eating. iJcoholic

liquors have taken the place of opium in most places.

24.552. What is your experience as regards the effect

of the consumption of opium on the moral and physical

condition of the people ?—Moderate indulgence in the
habit of opium consumption is prejudicial neither to
the moral nor physical condition of the people. On
the contrary, it steadies a man of a fiery or nervous
temperament. An opium eater is never known to have
committed a violent crime. Snake poison has little

effect on a habitual opium eater. Immoderate in-

dulgence in the habit, however, acts as a slow poison,
making the individual physically and mentally weak
and desponding.

24.553. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for
non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive
measures P—The use of opium for non-medical pur-
poses is not at all regarded prejudicial by the people
who are, therefore, unwilling to bear in whole or in part
the cost of prohibitive measures.

24.554. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium
in British India be prohibited except for medical pur-
poses P—The sale of opium should not be prohibited
in British India. It is best suited to the climate of this

country. The sale of alcoholic liquors, which are not
at all suited to the climate of this country, and which
are the cause of so many violent crimes, should be
prohibited in its stead. If opium were withheld, the
labouring classes, who take it as a stimulant, will

resort to alcoholic liquors, which will utterly ruin
them.

24,565. Could such prohibition be extended to the
Native States with which you are acquainted?—No
such prohibition should be extended to the Native
States, as it will give rise to a great deal of discontent.

Nor can it be done as the present arrangements have
been made according to the treaty of 1820 A.D., and
if the British Government does not intend to observe
its terms, the State is at liberty to make its own
arrangements in the matter of producing or buying
opium.

Co 3

Rana Sagranj
Khodabhai
{Lakhtar
State).
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24,556. You say " tte consumption of opium has
" muoh. decreased of late years as it is very costly, and
" is considered to be adulterated." Can you tell us what
the price was before 1878 and what the price is now P

—

Before 1878 opium was sold at Rs. 4 or 5 a pouiid :

now the price is Es. llj a pound.

24,457. You say " alcoholic liquors have taken the

place of opium in most places." Can you give any
other reason for that be.sides opium being dearer?

—

Besides opium being dearer I think that the educated

people are inclined to to take alcohol.

24.558. "Whom do you call the educated jjcople in

your State ?—Those who have received an English
education.

24.559. Have many Bhayats received an English
education?—There is not an English school in Lakhtar

HO that no Bhayats have received English education.

In speaking of an English education I was referring to

Kathiawar in general.

24,660. Do you know how many opium shops there

are in Lakhtar ?—Opium is not farmed out. The
Darliar brings it from the Government Treasury at

Kajkot. Tliere is one shop at Lakhtar and also here

and there there are two or three places in the villages.

24,561. What are the arrangements with regard co

liquor p—There is a farm given for the sale of liquor.

2 1,502. Is there one farm for the whole of Lakhtar ?

—There is only one farm and liquor is only sold at one
place.

24,563. {Mr. Pease.) Are there now many families in

which opium is not given by way of hospitality ?—No,
there are not any families.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
G. B. Beid,

Mr. Gr. B. EiilB called in and examined.

24.564. {Chairman.) 1 believe you are Commissioner,
Northern Division ?—Yes.

24.565. Majr I ask you how long you have been in

the service ?—I have been more than 26 years in the

servi ce.

24.566. What is your experience with regard to the

consumption of opium by the different races of people

with which you are personally acquainted ; and what
is your experience as regards the effect of such con-

sumption on the moral and physical condition of the

people ?—ify experience is mainly in some of the

Deccan districts and in Northern Grujarat, especially

Ahmedabad, and the interlacing Baroda and Mahi
Kantha territory. The consumption in the Deccan
being insignificant, I confine my remarks to Northern
G-ujarat. The opium-consuming classes are mainly the

lower orders of Musalmans in towns, Kathis in

Kathiawar and on our borders Girasias, including

Eajput Hindus and Molesalams, Bhats, Charans,

Kolis and Thakardas. Consumption now is, I believe,

less than formerly. Among the older Thakui's and
Girasias the custom of guests taking their morning
and afternoon drafts of kasumbha or opium water

from the hand of the head of the house still continues,

but the custom is dying out with the rising generation.

Opium is to some extent being replaced by liquor, but
in other cases it is being di'opped withouD any sub-

stitute. The Kolis use opium to a considerable extent,

but even with them Ithinli; consumption is diminishing.

They take it when they have to do hard work as they

consider it has sustaining pot? er. The Kunbi cultivator

class use it considerably, especially at caste feasts and
funerals, but I am informed that this custom is also

altering very much, and the consumption on such
occasions is laigely diminishing. It must be re-

membered that the Girasia is a lazy sort of squireen

with little occupation for his time, and if he were
deprived of opium, he would certainly take to liquor,

or some more deleterious drug. I do not think,

generally speaking, that the opium halnt shortens

their lives or materially weakens their intellects. The
man becomes stupid as the time for his dram comes
round, but so long as he has his regular supply and is

well nourished, I do not believe that the habit does

them much harm, certainly not nearly so muoh as

indulgence in liquor would do. Among the higher

castes and more cultivated classes the custom of taking

opium in any form is not general. Pew people take it

in eariy life. It is considered a specific in chronic

diari'hoea, rheumatism and asthma, and it is not un-
common for persons suffering therefrom to take to

opium. After middle age, say 45, it is a good deal used

to sustain failing powers, and excess among these

classes is very rare. It is not used till the want of it

is indicated, and the general opinion is that it is a most
valuable remedy. I have not heard of it as a prophy-

lactic against ague and fever in this part of the country,

but the popular belief is that the habitual consumer is

to some extent protected from cholera. There is no
religious or caste feeling against the moderate use of

opium. It is forbidden to the followers of the Swami
Narayan sect.

24.567. You say that among Rajputs, Bhats, and
Charans the custom is dying out with the rising

generation. Can you tell us what causes, you think,

are tending in that direction ?—The fashion of giving

kasumbha, as far as I understand, is altering to a
certain extent, owing probably to the richer classes of
Rajputs taking moi'e to liquor and to their giving up
this particular habit, and not taking to any other bad
habit. If you go now to a petty chief you will

probably find, if the chief is an oldish man, and one
who keeps to the old ways, that this custom of giving
"kosumba" is kept up; but you will find that with
his young son, who has been to school and who has
been educated, the custom is different ; they do not
do it.

24,568. Had not the Rajputs and those others con-
nected with castes some idea that the use of opium
went to their martial character, aa it were ?—Yes, that

is their tradition, certainly.

24,669. I suppose now that they have dropped their

martial character to a great extent, the fashion would
be likely to change ?—That I am not prepared to say.

I should say it was more a change of civilisation. I

think to a certain extent they are dropping it for other
things ; it may be for even tea and coffee or anything,
and it may be for liquor.

24.570. You think the change of civilization has led to

a change of fashion in the matter ?—I think so, to a
certain extent.

24.571. With regard to the Kunbis and Kolis, is the
diminution of consumption due to a rise in the price ?^
I believe that the figures of the department do not
support me ; but it is my own impression, from what
people say, that it is diminishing among them ; if so, it

is diminishing from the greater difficulty in procuring
the drug owing to the higher cost and to the danger of
infringing all sorts of Government resolutions, and
being exposed to various, more or less vexatious
formalities which have to be gone through before a man
can possess the drug.

24.572. I .suppose one inconvenience about getting
it foj- feasts and funerals would be the small amount
which one man can get at a shop at one time ?—It may
probably have been brought to your notice that special
permissions can be obtained for the purposes of that
sort. Collectors can give that permission and can
delegate that power to certain subordinate officials so
that on occasions of marriages or feasts and ceremonies
of th;it sort a man can apply and get permission to
obtain the drug for a certain number of days.

24.573. Still it would be a considerable trouble to the
man to apply ?—Yes ; it is a trouble, and nobody wants
to deal with Government officials unless they can help,
and there is always the danger of making som.e
mistake. The Kanbi is not always a very cautious
person in spending money, but still like everybody
else when he has a good reason t.i give, to get off
spending money, hi- is alwas very glad to avail himself
of it.

24.574. Are the followers of the Swami Narayan sect
numerous in this part of the country P—They are very
numerous in this part of the country. I thmk their
tenets are strictly observed. Many of the Kathis, who
are opium consumers to a man, have become followers
of the Swami Narayan sect, and they have given up
opium.

24,576. When was this sect started ?—1 believe it
was started a hundred years ago. Not only is opium.
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liquor, and ganja prohibited, but even strong smelling
things, such as leeks and onions.

24.576. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the coat of prohibitive

measures P—I have no hesitation in saying that the

people have no desire to see the consumption of opium
limited to the extent proposed, and they would resent

most bitterly being taxed in any way towards the cost

of prohibitive measures.

24.577. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited, except for medical purposes,

and could such prohibition be extended to the Native
States with which you are acquainted P—I consider that

it would be most oppressive to prohibit the sale except

for medical purposes. It would be at least as tyran-

nical as to prohibit the sale of beer in England. The
irritation among the habitual consumers would be

intense, and no such prohibition would have any sujiport

from the educated classes. I can imagine no measure
more uncalled for or more wantonly foolish. The above

applies to British districts. In the Native^ States a

larger proportion of the population are habitual con-

sumers. If prohibition were attempted in them nothing
but a large armed force could prevent the cultivation

or sale of opium in the Native States of Gujarat.

24.578. Supposing total prohibition to be imprac-

ticable, can you suggest any change in the system at

present followed for regulating and restricting the

opium traffic, and for raising a revenvie therefroin P—

I

think the present system for regulating and restricting

the opium traffic, and for raising a revenue therefrom,

is in this Presidency as nearly perfect as possible.

JSven now smuggling of an article of such value and so

small in bulk cannot be entirely stopped, and I am
certain that further restrictions would lead to an in-

crease of smuggling, which would require an enormous
staff to cope with it. In my opiniun the effect of the

present Bombay system has been slowly but surely to

reduce the consumption of opium. In former days
opium to any extent was easily procurable anywhere.
Now it can be obtained only at licensed places, and very

small quantities only can be kept without risk of

prosecution and fine. These restrictions and the in-

creased cost tend to decrease consumption and to

-event the formation of the habit amongst the young.
consider that the relaxation of the Government con-

trol over tlie houses licensed for the consumption of

chandul and madat has been a great mistake. It has

led to the consumption of smuggled opium, and has
increased the number of persons who take to this

objectionable habit in their own homes.

24.579. In your division were there many places where
shops were licensed for the smoking of chandul and
madak ?—I fancy there were very few. I have not the

figures before me, but I should say myself that there

would not be certainly six places in my division,

24.580. Do you think that the closing of those shops

has led to the abandonment of smoking, or do you think

it is still carried on ?—I should think that it has not led

to the abandonment of smoking, but that it has merely
led to its being carried on in private houses, and
probably to a greater extent and without any control.

I am prepared to say that it has not led to any decrease

in smoking.

24.581. I Suppose that opinion of yours is rather a

surmise than actual knowledge ?—It must be. No
government officers can say what goes on in private

houses, but that is my impression. As far as I am
aware, in this division, it has never extended beyond a

few large towns.

24.582. The smoking of chandul and madak is rather

a troublesome business. The chandul and madak has

first to be made, and pipes have to be bought, do you
not think that when people whose profession is to make
chandul and madak and supply the peculiar pipe

required, are obliged to drop their profession, it is

likely to lead to a diminution of the habit, or at any

rate to prevent a considerable number of people who
have not taken to the habit from taken to itp—Of

couise it is, to a certain extent, a troublesom.e process.

I have seen the process ; I believe, if people have once

taken to the habit of smoking, it is easy enough to

arrange to have it done ; they would meet together in

clubs and do it in their own private houses. I do not

I

think it is so excessively trouble, though it is a certain
amount of trouble, of course.

24.583. As long as a shop is open in which the
chandul and madak are ready on the counter and pipes
are also ready, it is probable that a certain number of
people will drop into the shop and begin the habit p

—

Yes, that is a prima facie view certainly ; but irom
what I have gathered from the not very deep inquiries
I have made I believe the habit has never prevailed
among a large number of people, and that the stopping
of the shops has not diminished the numbers, they
still go on much the same.

24.584. In 1891 the inspector of police and the opium
inspector of Ahmedabad reported that chandul smoking
was going on very briskly in the town of Ahmedabad

;

the opium inspector said he thought that there were
about a thousand chandul smokers in the city. The
inspector who was examined by us yesterday did not
confirm that. He said he thought there were only
about 200 smokers in 1891, but still he seemed to be of
opinion that with the closing of the shops the habit
had almost entirely ceased?—I remember making
inquiries at Poena, where I was at the time. That was
the impression there ; at the same time the number of
opium smokers, I think, in Ahmedabad is insignificant,

and probably always has been. There are more here
than anywhere else in the whole division. As far as I

am aware in these parts it is merely' a habit of the
scum of the big cities. I think it is not known any •

where else.

24,685. (Mr. Pease.) You say that the number of
consumers in the Native States is larger than it is in

the British districts P
—
"What I meant by the Native

States they are the Nati-^-e States that are comprised in

the northern division—the small Native States in

Mahikantha and Bewa Kantha. The proportion of
what we call the Hindu and Musalman Girasias is

very large in the Mahi Kantha States, and therefore the
proportion of consumers is very large. In the Bewa
Kantha States the population is comprised of wild hill

tribes, and tlie opium consuming classes are confined
to the Eaja and his family, and a few Rajputs, and the
people of that class. The Kolis and Bhils and others
never sec opium, they are not rich enough to purchase
it.

24.586. (Mr. Haridas VeJiaridas.) You say " I do not
'

' believe that the habit does them much harm, certainly
" not nearly so much as indulgence in liquor would
" do." You think, therefore, that the liquor habit is

more harmful than the opium habit P—My experience
is the same as that of every European who has been
in the country for many years. With perhaps one
exception I have never had a subordinate of men who
in any way suffered from opium so far as I am aware,
but I have had any number of men who have been
entirely ruined from liquor, and who have had to be
dismissed from public service.

24.587. Do you not think that more stringent
measures are necessary in connection with the use of

liquor than in connection with the use of opium p—-That
is a big question. It is very much more important in

India to stop liquor than to stop opium if we could do
it. Probabljr the one would be fis difficult as the
other.

24.588. Before the present strict arrangements came
into force smuggling was carried on to a great extent
as far as opium was concerned, and therefore the figures
shown with regard to the consumption of opium were
not correct p—Certainly not.

24.589. Whatever the actual figures are, though they
may show an increase in the consumption, there really

has not been more consumption P—^That is so.

24.590. Opium is eaten and drunk for medical and
other purposes, but with regard to opium smoking that

is always done for luxury or pleasure P—That I believe

to be true. Opium smoking is confined to a very small
and more or less degraded class of the community. I

believe it is entirely confined to big cities.

24,591- Would it not be advisable for Government to

let the matter alone as far as opium smoking is con-
cerned P—Except for purely sentimental reasons I can
see no objection to the old system of supervision over
chandul shops ; it is better for Govei'nmcnt not to

touch filth in any way, except for that reason I can see
no good reason.

Mr.
G. B. Beid.

10 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Cc 4
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Kavishvar
Ualpatram
.Dayabhai,

CLE.

10 Feb. 1894.

24,592.

-Yes.

Kavishvak Dalpatkam Dayabhai, CLE. called in and examined (through an interpreter'

(Chairman). Are you a native of Ahmedabad?

24.593. When did you get the title of C.l.B. P—In
1885.

24.594. Was that in recognition of your talent as a

poet ?—It "was because I composed poetry at the time

of the mutiny, showing the advantages of the British

rule. I also contributed to the seven standard books

in Gujar.iti used in the schools.

21.595. What have you to say with regard to the

opium question?—Seeing that opium and other

intoxicants are causing a great deal of harm in this

country, I have been, for 43 years addressing large

meetings in ISurat, Ahmedaljad, Viramgam, Gogha and
other places against these vices and composing poems
on those subjects, and I am still doing the same,
(composing poetry on the subject), and thus I have
been telling people how harmful these intoxicants are.

In Native States, owing to the spread of education

afinis are decreasing in number, but at the same time
Irhe number of drunkards is increasing, Intoxicant

liquors are more injurious than opium. My opinion,

therefore, is that if opium and intoxicating liquors are

useful for medicinal purposes, they should be allowed

to be kept in medical dispensaries and hospitals only.

Opium dries up the body and impairs memory. It

makes poor people very miserable. Owing to it they

learn to steal and speak false. The vice of intoxicant

liquors is still worse and makes its victims more
miserable. However, if the present Soyal Commission
on Opium succeeds ia making some proper arrange-

ment with regard only to opium, it will be a great boon
conferred on the people of this country.

24,596. Have not the arrangements made since 1878
resulted in making opium much dearer than before P

—

I have no personal experience, but I have heard that it

has been made dearer.

24,.j97. Would you approve of the consumption of
opium and alcohol being made a crime punishable by
a magistrate, or would you only try to restrict the
supply.''—I do not wish that it should be considered a
criminal oIlLiice and that people should be punished

;

but the G.ivernmeut should take such measures so as

to reduce the use of opium and alcohol to a minimum.

24.598. (Mr. Haridas Veliaridas.) You have given
your own opinion but have you to say anything about
what your friend Sadhu Krishna Swarupdasa told you ?

—Yes. He asked me to express his opinion, that the
use of liquor, ganja, bhang, toddy, and opium is very
injurious, and therefore measures should be taken to

restrict their use as much as possible.

24.599. Who is Sadhu Krishna Swarupdasa .^—He is

an ascetic, and a religious teacher, following the sect

of Swami Narayan.

24.600. Arc you also a follower of that sect ?—Yes.

24.601. When did this sect begin?—About 94 years
ago.

24,GU2. Can you give us any idea of how many people
belong to the sect?—There are about 400,000 followers,

the religious preaclicrs are about two thousand.

24,603. Is there anything in the dress, or any other
outward distinguishing sign of the sect ?—There is a
particular tilalc, or mark, on the forehead ; they also
wear a double thread iulsi necklace.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Mavalji
Jijibhai

{Malta State).

Ma. Mavalji Jijibhai called in and examined (through^an interpreter).

24.604. (Chairman.) What is your caste P—I am a

Charan of Malia.

24.605. What is your position in the employment of

the Thakur of Malia ?—I am his bard or poet.

24.606. Is much opium consumed in Malia ?—About
25 per cent, of the adult males take it.

24.607. Are the Mianas who made trouble in the

State, opium consumers ?—Yes, the old people among
them take opium.

24.608. How long has the Thakur of Malia been

living in Ahmedabad?—About 17 months.

24.609. Before the Thakur left what was the

arrangement about opium in the State ; was there a

farmer ?—Before the Thakur left Malia the selling of

opium was farmed out to one man, and there was one

shop.

24.610. What is the age of the Thakur Sahib ?—He
is about 50 years of age.

24.611. Does the Thakur Sahib take opium himself?

—No.
2 l,C12. Is the Thakur opposed to the use of opium P

— Yes.

24.613. Did ho ever take any measures against it ?

—

Yes, by not taking into his service tliosewho are opium
caters.

24.614. In other respects, is the system the same as

it is in other States P—Yes.

24.615. Is the Thakur also opposed to the use of

liquor ?—Yes.

24.616. How many liquor shops are there in Malia?

—

There is no liquor shop.

24.617. Is not liquor drunk at all ?—No.

24.618. How big is the Malia State ?—I do not know.

The population might be about 6,000, Ijut I cannot tell

you.

24.619. Do you knMW wliat the revenue is P—About
Rs. 90,0011.

24.620. Are you certain, or arc you only guessing

that?—I do not know it for certain, but it is talked of

as being that amount.

24.621. Has liquor never Ijoen sold in the State, or
has it been stopped ?—I do not know, Imt I do not see
liquor sold in the State.

24.622. As the representative of Shri Modji, the
Thakur Sahib of Malia, have you any statement of
his views on the opium question that you wish to bring
before us ?—Yes ; the Tliakur Sahib wishes me to put
in the following statement as expressing his views :

—

" I give my personal opinion with regard to opium,
as follows :—All intoxicants, such as opium, liquor
ganja, &o. produce an unnatural effect on the natural
state and coiirse of blood, and it (the blood) is spoiled,
and consequently the face appears pale and dried up.
Those -who are rioli and can afford to take nourishing
articles of food, such as ghee and milk, do not suffer at
once from the harmful eii'ects of opium, and they do
not at once become dull and heavy, but by and bye it

wc;ikens their digestive powers, their blood is spoilt,
and they lose their strength. Like liquor, opium does
not make its victim shameless and rash, but it has the
bad efl'ect of making him dull and lazy, and so its
victim cannot study or do any work where exertion is

necessary. It makes its A'ictims, if they are poor,
i]V(i-S(.- to work, and therefore \ery miseraljle. Rich
people who take opium themselves take great pride in
giving opium to other people liberally. Their depen-
dents take to the habit of taking opium because they
get it for nothing, and Ijeoause their master gives them
and uses it himself. These dependents gi\e up all
work, and learn how to beg and live on begging.
When they do not get sufficient for themsehes in one
place they go on begging from one place or village to
another. Such are there known by the disrespcetablo
names of afinis, Ma\aits, Khefias, &c. These people
live in miserable condition, their clothes are dirty and
stinking. These people are so dirty that so soon as you
see them you cannot avoid feeling dislike and disgust.
Most of the afinis are also tobacco smokers, and
several arcidents have taken place by fire falling from
thilr hukkas on their (smokers) clothes, or on those of
utiicrs sitting: by them, while they smoke under the
stupifying intiuence of npium and are dozing. By the
H^indu Shastras opium is i'orliidden ; but its original
use seems to have been in bringing stupor and forget-
fulness to the wounded. It is useful for medicinal
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purposes also ; but its habitual use is in no way a good
thing ; on the contrary, to those who are habituated to

it it does nob do any good as medicine, for when their

bowels are loose opium does not produce any curing
effect on them. Besides that, when an iifini sick man
is free from the influence of his opium he sull'ers from
two things : 1st, opium depression ; and 2nd, the

disease he is suffering from, and so no medicine can
act for good on afinis. On the whole, spirituous

liquors, opium, and ganja are very injurious articles
;

spirituous liquors and ganja make a man insane, and
lose all sense of decency, and become immoral. Those
who are addicted to opium become dull and lazy,

untruthful, and very poor, are tempted to steal. It is

therefore the duty of well wishers of mankind to

eradicate those vices. Some afinis say that opium is

a preventive against diseases ; but this statement is

without foundation. The followers of Swami Narayan
are more than 400,000, and none of them take opium,
and still they are henltliy people. Some opium-eaters
say that if they give up their opium they would die

;

but this statement also is groundless, for it is well
known that convicts in jail are not allowed opium, and
yet they do not die because it is not given to them.
Many such instances can be pointed out. I do not like

pei'sons addicted to intoxicant articles to be engaged as

my servants, and I have none such as my servants."

Mr. Mavalji
Jliihhai.

(Malia State.)

JO i'eb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Lakshmanrao Gangadhar called in, and examined (through an interpreter).

24,623. {Ghairman.)
Limri State?—Yes.

Do you appear on behalf of the

24,62'l. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted P

—I am acquainted with Kathiawar and the district of

Ahmedabad. Having served in the Limri State and

being a landowner in that state I am better acquainted

with that state, and from my experience of the districts

named I know that the classes who eat opium there are

Bajputs, Kathis, Kanbis, Bauias, Brahmins, Bharwads,

Rabaris, Kolis, and Musalmans.

21.625. Compare the effects of alcohol and opium on

the consumers P—The habit of opium-eating as com-

pared ^TJth that of other intoxicants is in some degree

beneficial. Not only is the habit of eating opium less

injurious to the body than the habit of taking other

intoxicants, but the use of opium calms the excited

brain. Again, a moderate use of opium does not

impair health, and does not endanger life or property

as the use of other intoxicants does. In the case of

labourers opium alleviates fatigue, because opium has

the property to do this. Into.\ication from opium does

not create insensibility. I'eople believe that it is

necessary to give opium to young children and to men
above the age of 40. In Gujarat and Kathiawar it is

the custom, among the class of people named above to

sip and offer otheis to sip kasumbho on occasions of

marriages and funerals • and on holidays and at

assemblies of guests, and this custom is regarded as

honourable.

25.626. What is your experience as regards the effect

of siich consumption on the moral and physical con-

dition of the people ?—Opium gives vigour to man in

times of warfare in keeping guard and in walking. I

am not aware of any instances of habitual eating of

opium resulting in heinous crimes.

24.627. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive

measures P—Opium is a very useful drug. From the

time the cultivation of poppy was stopped, the people

of this part of the country have been put to great loss

and became miserable. When poppy was cultivated

the people obtained poppy-seeds and extracted oil

therefrom, and then the oil was obtainable at from

Es. 2 8a. to Es. 3 per maund, whereas now it is sold at

from 6 to 8 rupees a maund. The burden of this loss

has fallen on the people. The poppy-heads and the

leaves are much used in medicines, and are specifio

against certain diseases. The deficit' in the supply of

these articles is greatly felt by the people. I am,

therefore, of opinion that if opium be allowed to be

cultivated, people will get the drug cheap and of good

quality and the rich as well as the poor may be equally

profited. I may add that Government purchase opium

and store it in iheir warehouse. They then sell it to

the purchasers. Sometimes this opium proves of bad

quality and therefore the opium-eaters require double

the quantity of their usual dose.

24.628. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes,

and could sucii prohibition be extended to Native States

with which you are acquainted P—People of the labour-

ing class eat opium to alieniate their fatigue; some

people eat it to check certain diseases ; and many eat it

O 82588.

according to their hereditary custom, consequently, it

is not advisable to prohibit the sale of opium except for

non-medical purposes, and such prohibition will prove

a hardship to the people. It appears from the o))ium

arrangements entered into with the Native States of

Kathiawar that the chiefs arc prohibited to cultivate

opium in their territory, and they are required to pay
Es. 700 per chest as pass fee. By the arrangements of

1820 the Chiefs were not required to pay any pass fee for

60 years, subsequently they were made to pay it, and
this levy is a form of tax on the opium-eaters. The
chiefs have abolished the levy of transit duties in their

territory, and it behoves the British Government to

abolish the levy of this pass fee on opium from Native

Chiefs. The people therefore are not willing aud ablt,'

to bear the cost of prohibitive measures. iNo duty is

levied on foreign wines find spirits imported into India,

andthci-ct'ore their consumption is increased very much.

If any duty is imposed on them, the revenue derived

therefrom will more than recoup the loss to besustfiitifd

by Government by the abolition of the duty on opium.

The increased consumption of liquor in India has

reduced the people to a very poor state. Not only does

the use of liquor produce evil effects on their body, but

it leads to heinous crimes. Why then should such an

article be not taxed p No such prohibition should

extend to Native States.

24,629. Have you anything further you wish to say ?

—I have been eating opium for the last 30 or 35 years.

I am about 63 years of age. I have not suffered at all

from this habit and my physical condition is as it was
before.

24,030. What is the revenue of the Limri State P—
Five and a half lakhs.

24.631. How many opium shops are there p—Up to

last year there were five or six opium shops ; but this

year there is only one.

24.632. Is there any particular rea^son for th-j dimi-

nution in the number P—The other shops were closed

with a view to reduce the sale of opium.

24.633. How many liquor-shops are there P—There

are two liquor-shops, both in the town of Limri.

24.634. If the villagers want liquor must they go

into the town to get it P—Yes.

24.635. You say the use of opium is generallj com-
mended ; why, then, was any attempt made to reduce

the consumption by shutting up the shops?—What i

have said in my evidence in praise of opium is ray own
personal opinion.

24.636. What is the age of the Thakur Sahib?—
Thirty-five.

24.637. Was he educated in the Eajkumar College ?

—Yes ; and he has visited England three times.

24.638. You say that you yourself have eaten opium
for the last 30 or 35 jcais ; how much do you eat ?—

I

take six grains twice a day.

24.639. You have said that the Chiefs ought not to be

obliged to p»y any pass fee on opium ; do yon say that

on behalf of your Chief, or, is that your own opinion P

—I believe it is my Chief's opinion, Ijut he did not tell

me to say so. My Chief was at Bomlwy, and he merely
ordered me to give evidence on behalf of the State.

24.640. {Mr. Pease.) Do you think it is a good habit

for persons in health to take opium P—No.

Dd

Mr.
Lakshmanrao
Gangadhar.

{JLimri

State.)
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Mr.
Lakshmaiirao
Gangadhai:
(Limnt
State.}

10 Feb. 1894.

24,641. (I'hainnan.) Then why
originally t*—It was owing to the
into.

(lid you take to it

bad company 1 got

Ye;

21,f!4'-!. Ta the custom of taking opium decreasing?

—

21., 64.3. Is that through the influence of the Thakur
Sahib, or what ? ~ The Thakur S;ihi)i is u, great
reformer, and he sets an example.

24,61.4. Is the Thakur Sahib a member of Council?
—He was a member of the Legislative Council.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
Leherchand.
Lalchand
(^Limri

State.)

Mr. Leiiercband Lalchand called in and examined (through an interpreter).

24,615. (Oliairman.) What is your profession ?—I am
an opium vendor of Limri. Previously I was a

servant of the opium farmer in the Ahmcdabad
District.

24.646. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

—I am acquainted with the district of Ahmedabad and
the province of Kathiawar, in which Rajputs, Grirasias,

Brahmins, Kathis, Kolis, Banias, Bharwads, Rabaris,
and Musalmans eat epium.

24.647. What is your experience as regards the effect

of the consumption of opium on the moral and physical
condition of the people p—The habit of opium eating
does not produce any evil effect on the moral condition
of the consumer, and from my own experience, I can
say that an opium eater keeps good health and is not
injured in any wa}-, l:)y ihe use of the drug. Opium is

beneficial to the labourers as it alleviates fatigue. It

is of great use to men on night watch and in warfare.

It is administered to young children who keep good
health therebj' and remain quiet. In old age the use
of opium strengthens the body. In Gujarat and Kathi-
awar it is the custom among the people named above
to prepare and sip kasumbha and offer others to sip it on
occasions of weddings and funerals, and on holidays,

and when guests are assembled. This custom is said

to be honouiable. If one does not follow this custom
he is despised. I do not know that any crime has been
the result of opium eating.

24,648. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive
measnres?—Opium is a very useful article. It is a
specific against many diseases. From the time the
cultivation of poppy was stopped in this part of the
country, opium oil has become much dearer and the
people suffer a great deal thereby. When opium agree-
ments with jSTative States were first entered into, the
British Government used to supply opium to Native
Chiefs at cost price. Now pass fee at Rs. 700 per chest
is recovered from them. This tax is double the value
of the opium, and its burden is thrown on the poor
people. It should therefore be abolished.

24.649. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India be jjrohihited except for medical purposes,
and could such prohibition be extended to Native States
with which you are acquainted?— I am of opinion that
the sale of opium in British India as well as in Native
States should not be prohibited.

24.650. How long have you been in Limri ?—My
ancestors came from there.

24.651. Is the use of opium less common than it was ?

—Yes.

24.652. What is the reason?—Government has taxed
opium very much and made it dearer.

24.65.3. Is there any opium-smoking?—No. They
drink opium.

24,i;;54. Do you think any opium gets into the State
other than that which comes from the Government
depots ?—Besides my supervision, the Durbar's restric-
tive arrangement is so great that nobody can bring
smuggled opium.

The witness withdrew.

Shetii Detchand N AGAii Called in and examined (through an interpreter).Sheth
Devchand
JSagar.

24,655. (Chairman.) Where do you come from ?

—

(Mansa -mt

State:,
^'^"^^-

2I,<:56. A\'hat aie yon by profession ? -I am a mer-
chant.

2k657. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which yon arc personally acquainted ?

—I have experience about the Mahi Kantha agency,
wherein opium is consumed to a large extent among
the Bhats, Charans, Girasias, Kolis, and Kathis. It

is also consumed to some extent among the Brahmins,
Banias, and other classes of people.

24.658. What is your experience as regards the effect

of such consumption on Ihe moral and physical con-

dition of the people ?—The consumption of opium has
no baneful effect on the moral condition of the people,

nor on the physical condition of those who can afford to

eat good food. But one who takes opium in excess and
gets insufficient food is weakened in body.

24.659. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India, in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes, and as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive

measures ?—From ancient times it has been customary
to use opium on occasions of wedding, funeral, and
social gathering. Hence the people would be dis-

satisfied if such use were stopped, in my npiniou the

jieople would not ha willing to Ijcar in whole or in part

the cost of prohibitive measures.

24,660. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India lie prohibited except for medical purposes,
and could such prohibition be extended to Nativi'
States with which you are acquainted? — No; for,
besides eating opium, the people use the poppy and its
oil, and by its being exported from one country to
another it becomes an aiticle of trade. Moreover, the
poppy is used as medicine. I am acquainted with the
Native States in the Mahi Kantha agency. It is not
possible to prohibit the sale of opium in those states,
as they contain many persons who are habitual opium-
eaters, and who use it according to ancient usage.
Such is my opinion. But if opium be sold, and the
poppy cultivated in the manner which prevailed from
1877, neither government nor the people will suffer any
injury.

24,6lil. Is the habit of taking opium decreasing or
increasing ?—It is decreasing.

24,662. What are the reasons ?—The government has
raised the price and made certain restrictions. Before
1878 opium was used much more than it is now.

24,6ii:'.. Do you think it a good thing or not that
the price of opium has been raised, and that it is more
difficult to obtain ?—It is good for Government, but it
is bad for the ryots and traders, because in the old days
people were allowed to grow opium and it was cheap.
They earned their bread by it.

24,66 1, Arc you a large dealer in opium yourself?
Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to Monday next at Bombay.
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At the Town Hall, Bombay.

SIXTY-NINTH DAY.

Monday, 12th February 1894.

PRESENT :

The Eight Honoukablb LOED BEASSEY, K.C.B. (Chaibman, pkesiding

Sir James B. Lyall, G.O.I.E., K.O.S.I.
Sir William Egberts, M.D., P.E.S.
The Honourable Sir Lacuhmeswar Singh Baiia-

DUK, K.O.I.E., Maharaja of Dharbhanga.
Mr. E. G. 0. Mowbray, M.P.

Mr. A. U. Fansiiawe.
Mr. Arthur Pease.
Mr. Haridas Veiiaeidas Desai.

Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.

Mr. J. Presoott Hewett, O.I.E., Secretan

The Hon. T. D. Mackenzie called in and examined.

24.665. (Chairman) Will yon state to the Commis-
sion the position that you fill f—I am at preseni; acting

commissioner of customs, salt, opium, and abiiari, in

tho Bombay Presidency.

24.666. You desire to hand iu a statement ?—Yes.
*Note on the system of excise management of opium
in the Bombay Presidency.

The witness

24,667. As we are receiving it now for the first time
it will not be possible for us with any advantage to

examine you upon it to-day. Wo will take the delivery
of it from you now, and ask you to attend later in

ordcT to ;inswer any questions which the members of

the Commission may desire to put ?—I shall be happy
to attend at any time on receiving an intimation.

withdrew.

The Hon. T.

H. Mackenzie.

12 Feb. 1894.

Brigade-Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel James Aenott, M.D., called in and examined.

24.668. (Sir William Roberts. ) You are physician in

charge of St. George's Hospital, Bombay?—Yes.

24.669. Will you tell us what opportunities you have
liad for studying the efl'ect of opium on the natives

of India p—I am a brigade-surgeon lieutenant-colonel

in tho Bombiiy Medical Service, and on April 1st,

1894, shall have 27 years' service. Most of my service

has been m the Bombay hospitals, but I have also

served in Poena, where I had charge of a jail and
lunatic asylum, and I have served with troops in the

field in Abyssinia and Afghanistan. I have no ex-

perience of other parts of India than those mentioned,
except what I have gained as chief medical adviser of

the Oriental Government Security Life Insurance
Company, Limited, with which I have been connected
almost from its commencement, about 20 years. A
considerable part of my service has been at the

European General Hospital (now called St. George's
Hospital) Bombay, but I served about 18 months in

charge of the Gokaldas Tejpal Hospital, a native
hospital, and about nine years at the Obstetric Hospital,

and Hospital for Women and Children in connexion
with the Sir Jamsetji Jijibhai's Hospital, also a native

hospital.

24.670. Is opium much used by the natives in this

neighbourhood ?—Opium appears to be but little used
by the adult population of this part of India. I can-

not state the proportion per mille of persons using it,

but I believe the proportion to be small. European or

Eurasian opium eaters arc very rare, it is rare also in

the Parsi community. But I have met with opium
eaters among Marwaris, Banias, and Mahomedans.
Taking the population as a whole I have no evidence

to show that in Bombay opium eating is at all common.
I should say it is rare.

24.671. What is your experience of the habit of

giving opium to infants ?—The habit of giving opiam

to infants is very common among all classes except

Europeans and Parsis. It is considered to be beneficial

to infants during the period of teething, but probably

the chief reason for giving it is to quiet children.

24.672. What has been your experience with regard

to prisoners?—When I was in charge of the Poona Jail

in 1871, a ration of opium was given to a few Chinese

and Malays, and to Waghiro, a tribe from the Katbia-

' See Appendix XX. to this Volume.

war coast, of whom there were a considerable number
of prisoners in jail. Tho Chinese and Malays did not
appear to be in any way injurioasly affected by the drug,
and the Waghirs were of fine physique, and healthy
and intelligent. There was in the jail one man who
had taken opium to excess and who was in bad health,
but I cannot say that his bad health was entirely due
to opium eating.

24.673. You say that the practice of giving opium to
infants is very common in this neighbourhood ?—Yes,
very common.

24.674. Have you noticed any evil effects from the
practice ?—On infants who are otherwise well cared
for, th'j use of opium has not the bad effect I was
prepared to expect. I have seen many infants to whom
opium was habitually given quite well nourished and
healthy, but others ill-fed and ill-cared for are emaciated,
and no doubt among these last there is a large mor-
tality. In such cases it is not easy to separate the
effects of opium from the other causes of infantile

mortality in large towns.

24,676. What is your impression of the good or bad
effect of the consumption of opium ?—Although I have
strong opinions against the use of narcotics and intoxi-
cants, I am unable to say from personal experience
that the moderate use of opium is injurious, but the
excessive use is injurious, causing loss of appetite,
disordered digestion, emaciation, diarrho3a, dropsy, and
by diminishing mental energy and alertness injnrioiis

to the well-being of the individual. I have known
opium used in diabetes, asthma, sciatica, and such
chronic and painful ailments. Its moderate use iu such
cases is beneficial. I am in the habit of prescribing it,

variously combined, in fevers and inflammations, and
with marked benefit. I am quite certain that it is a
valuable remedy iu malarial fevers, and though I liavo
not used it as a, prophylactic, preferring other remedies,
I believe it would be a useful prophylactic.

24.676. I suppose you can scarcely give us any idea
of the proportion of those who go to injurious excess
amongst opium eaters ?—I believe the proportion to be
small.

24.677. Would you think it one per cent. ?—I cannot
give any definite opinion as to the proportion.

24.678. Comparing the use of opium with the use of
alcohol, what conclusions have you come to ?—Opium
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has by no meaiiB as serious effects as alcohol. The use
of alcohol, except in the most moderate does, is as

injurious to natives as to Europeans, and causes a large

mortality. In European hospitals many ailments are

due to the immoderate use ol' alcohol, and many also to

the so-called moderate use ; and the same applies to

native hospitals. When in charge of the Grokaldas

Tejpal Hospit:!,] many cases, and notably abscess of the

liver, were oausea by alcohol, and at the Obstetric

Hospital I mot a few similar oases. Evidence of a

similar kind is found in Storehead's Work on Tropical

nisciises, published many years ago. Alcoholic drunk-
ards are frequently admitted into native hospitals. On
the other band, opium eaters, except suicides, are not

commonly admitted solely for the effects of the drug,

and while opium may be used by people of unsound
health who are patients in hospital, the number ol

patients admitted for the remote effects ol'o|jium eating

alone ^re not very common. I mean that diseases solely

due to opium eating are not common.

24,(379. Have you miide any post-mortem examina-
tions of persons who have used opium in injurious

excess?—lam unable to say that 1 have in the post-

mortem room seen lesions due to opium eating, while
those due to alcohol are common.

24.680. Have you noticed what the effect of the opium
habit is on the mental faculties?—I have met business

men habitually using opium who were successful

mercbants and bankers.

24.681. Would you like to make a:iy other observa-

tions on the question ?—When on service in Abyssinia
and Afghaiiistau, the opium question did not excite an}-

interest. 1 do not remember to have treated a single

man in either campaign for the effects of opium, nor
do 1 remember anyone being punished for crime the

result of opium eating. I cannot say the same of

alcohol.

2 i.682. What has been your experience in regard to

Hie assunjuce?—Among proposers for life assurance
the pi-o|iortion of opium entois is very small, and in

jiearly J'J years .1 cannot reoollec!! a single death due to

its moderate or even immoderate habitual use. While
few natives confess to the opium habit, a considerable
number of all castes confess to alcohol drinking.

Judging by my experience as a physician in charge of

hospitals, imd as a referee for an insurance company, I

should say that the effect of the consumption of opium
on the moral and physical condition of the people of

India is trifling, and does not call for parliamentary
intervention.

24,683. Is there, do you think, any improvement in

regard to the habit of using alcohol P—I am able to say
that as regards the European jiopulation of this part of

India there has been during ihe past 2^ years a great
improvement as regards alcohol drinking, due no doubt
to education, enlightenment, and public opinion, and
similar results may be expected as regards opium in

the districts, where it is more used tlian it is in Bombay.
In hospital and private practice there is abundant evi-

dence of the evil effects of alcohol on the health, of its

degrading influence on the character, and of its effects

as a cause of crime. Such effects from opium eating are
not common. The evil effects of alcohol are constantly
seen, those from opium have rather to be sought for. I

should like to add a remark on the question of the
diminution in the nse of alcohol. I have been particu-

larly struck, since I reioined the hospital, with the
small number of cases of alcoholism, and more especially

with the almost entire absence of delirium tremens, as

compared ivith my experience there as junior officer 2.'j

years ago. On looking over some old records the other
day, I found that the same point had been referred to

by ono of my predecessors in charge of the hospital

—

the diminution iu the drunkenness as evidenced by the

admissions into St. George's Hospital of Europeans and
Eurasians during the past 25 years.

2 i,(j84. I should think, from your account, that the
number of people in middle or advanced life who use
opium habituallj , like wine or t jbacco, is not very
great iu Bjuib.y ?—It has not obtruded itself in any
way on one's attention. From my experience here, I
should say that the number was not very great.

24.685. (Mr. Pease.) Were the troops on service in
Abyssinia m possession of opium ?— I think that pro-
bably they were, but I cannot say positively \vhether
they were or not. The question did not arise in any
way.

24.686. No opium was served out to them, I suppose P

—No, as far as I know.

24.687. In Afghanistan they would supply themselves
with opium, I suppose ?—Yes. In each regiment there
is a regimental Bania, who supplies whatever they
reciuire. I do not know whether he gave opium or
not, probably he did.

24.688. We have been told before that in the Afghan-
istan campaign they purchased for themselves at the
regimental canteen?—I should think that probably
they did.

24.689. Do you observe in your experience any change
as to the number of persons who consume opium, or in
the amount consumed P—I cannot say that I do.

24.690. (Mr. Mowbray.) Ton say that a few natives
confess to the opium habit, but that a, considerable
number confess to aleoliol drinking; do you think that
that arises from any feeling that opium is more dis-
graceful than alcohol, or anj-ihing of that kind, or that
there are more natives who take alcohol than there are
natives who take opium p—I have no opportunity of
forming an opinion. I should think that there are
more natives generally—certainly on this side ol' India
—who take alcohol than there are who take opium.
My experience is that there is a great deal of alcohol
drinking among the natives.

2 1.691 . Do you attribute your remark that few natives
ciinfess to the opium habit to any feeling on their part
that it is a disgraceful habit?—I cannot tell you. [

think it is possible that they may consider it a dis-
graceful habit, but I have no knowledge either one way
or the other about it.

24.692. (Mr. Raric'as Veharidas.) I gather from what
you have said that you think that the effects of alcohol
are more injurious ithan those of opium ?—Certainly.

24.693. Would you like to see some more restrictive
measures in regard to alcohol than there are at present ?—I should certainly like to see the habit of alcohol
drinking diminished among my native friends.

24.694. Would you like to have those restrictions
made in connexiou with alcohol before taking any tteps
with regard to opium ?—I think alcohol is more dan-
gerous than opium eating, as far as my experience
goes.

24.695. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Is opium given to infants
anjong the well-to-do classes in Bombay ?—Yes.

24.696. Do you think that in the case of those classes
the chief reason for giving it is to keep the children
quiet?—There are two reasons, and I believe that is
the chief reason

; but another is that some people believe
that opium is beneficial.

24.697. The well-to-do classes would have no neces-
sity, like the poorer classes, to keep their children quiet,
because they would be able to have servants .^ Ye; • I
know that there is a belief among some of the better
classes that the use of opium from birth to two years of
age is beneficial.

The witness withdrew.
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Brigade-Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Maoonaoiiie, M.D., M.E.C.P., called in and examiiied.

24.698. {Sir William Boherts.) You are, I believe.

Ophthalmic Surgeon and Principal of Grant Medical
College ?—Yes.

24.699. Have you had any experience in regard to
the effect of the opium habit on operations P—On per-
sons about to subject themselves to operations.

24.700. Would you give us an account of your expe-
rience ?—Having often heard of the supposed dele-

terious effects of the consumption of opium by natives
of India^ I, as an ophthalmic surgeon, having many
operations to perform on elderly people, as for cataract,

at an early period of my practice supposed that surgical
operations on opium eaters must prove disastrous, and
for several years in every case made minute inquiries

as to the consumption of opium by patients about to

undergo operation. Natives of Bombay were not so

much given to opium as people from Kathiawar, Cutch,
and other northern districts, and these in most cases

used opium. The quantity, as a rule, was small—say
one pice worth (about 7 grains) per day or two days, in

pill. The people who used opium did not apparently
differ in appearance from those not using opium, and
so far as I. could see it had no deleterious effects what-
ever. They recovered from the operations in exactly
the same numbers as non-consumers, and were prefer-

able patients to tobacco smokers, who in spite of all

rules to the contrary will smoke tobacco in the hospital

wards. For a number of years I have made no inquiries

on the subject, as I came to the conclusion that the
moderate consumer of opium received no more evil

cifeot from it than the moderate consumer of tobacco
from the latter drug. Immoderate consumers of both
opium and tobacco suffer harm, the latter causing
blindness and other affections of the nervous system,
the former disorders, chiefiy of the digestive organs.

24.701. How would yon compare the use of alcohol

with the use of opium?—As regards the use of alcohol

and opium, I hold the same opinions as those who have
expressed themselves strongly in favour of opium as

compared with alcohol. The latter in the tropics,

unless taken in very small quantities, is a most dele-

terious poison. Opium in large quanUties is also, of

course, highly objectionable, but less so than alcohol.

24.702. In your experience what have you found to

be the reasons why people have taken up with the
opium habit?—-As to why people commence to take
opium, it is not easy to give an answer ; so in the same
way it is difficult to say why people smoke tobacco.
The reasons which a tobacco smoker can give for using
this drag will probably hold good for opium in many
cases. Undoubtedly both classes of people appear to

find pleasure in consuming these substances, and opium
undoubtedly is often c(msumed on account of various
ailments in which it gives relief. Before coming to
India, while practising as assistant to a surgeon near
the Wash in Lincolnshire, a damp, low-lying, malarious
district, I found that the labouring classes often suffered
from ague, rheumatism, and bowel complaints, and the
use of opium was very general. It appeared to be used
mainly to ease the aches, pains, and shiverings so com-
mon among the people with a malarious taint, whei'e
the symptoms very frequently did not reach to the
extent of causing regular ague. It was much cheaper
than quinine, which cost at that time (1865) about 12s.

an ounce, whereas opium cost about the same price

per pound, and a small quantity of opium served the
purpose required. If it be true that the contraction of

the superficial blood vessels caused by the over-sensi-

bility of the nerves in malarious people is prevented
by opium, and the shivering quickly ceases, it is easy

to understand why opium is used by such persons all

over the world. It appears to me, then, that the ener-

getic Europeans and Americans, as a whole, prefer

tobacco as a stimulant and sedative, while phlegmatic

Orientals prefer opium,' and it will be just as easy by
Act of Parliament to compel the Englishman to give up
his tobacco as the native of India to give up his opium.

24.703. Have you had any personal experience of the

effect of the opium habit in regard to malarious com-
plaints?—Yes, while I was assistant to a medical

practitioner in Lincolnshire.

24.704. I speak of India."—I have not much ex-

perience.

24.705. Reverting to your experience in Lincolnshire,

did you observe that there was a tendency to the

formation of the opium habit in that district, people

Briq.-Surg.

Lt.-Col. J. A.
Maconachic,

M.D.,
M.R.C.P.

taking it occasionally, medicinally, for the pains and
aches of malarial conditions ?—There seemed to be a
very large amount of opium consumed in the district,
but as to your question I am not quite certain. I may
mention that I was living in a smidl town of about 12 Fetj. 1894.
4,000 inhabitants. There were five medical men and
five large chemists' shops. These chemists had no op-
portuuity of making up prescriptions, and they made a
living by selling opium

; so that opium was sold in very
large quantities to the labouring classes.

24,706. (Sir James Lyall.) I will read to you a letter
which I have lately received from Mr. Thomas Stiles,
aged 96, formerly an apothecai-y of Wisbech, and I will
ask you whether you think that your experience in the
Lincolnshire Eens confirms his account :

—

21, St. Thomas' Iload, Spalding,
12th October 1893.

Sm James,
My friend Mr. Joe Oalthrop has solicited me to

write to you in compliance with the wishes of Miss
Broadwood respecting the consumption of opium in
this district and its effects on the health, &c. of those
who indulged in the habit of taking it. There are but
few men living who have had a better opportunity of
acquiring a knowledge of the subject than myself, and
I most cheerfully sot about giving you the best infor-
mation in my power. I am in my 96tli year of age. I
have lived in the Fens of Lincolnshire and Cambridge-
shire all my life, in which the consumption of opium
was at one time enormous, and at the same time ague
rnost extensively prevailed. On the completion of my
l-Sth year (1813) I commenced my apprenticeship at
Wisbech, in the centre of the Fens of Cambridgeshire,
with a surgeon in large practice, who, as common at
that time, had a retail trade, and daily I supplied a vast
number with either opium or laudanum.
In consequence of the undrained condition of the

country ague was frequently succeeded by rheumatism,
and Professor Miller, in an elaborate work entitled
" Fenland Past and Present " supposes (and with much
justice) that the old apothecaries administered opium to
relieve the pains caused by those affections. Thus
what was at first used simply as a medicine came in
time to be habitually used as a stimulant. When the
habit had taken deep root, the desire for the periodic
dose became irresistible, and every consideration of
home necessities was sacrificed. The amount of opium
consumed in the commencement of the present century
in this form was enormous, and it is surprising the
quantity of laudanum which was taken with impunity,
after being habituated to its use. During my ap-
prenticeship (76 years ago) I served a miserable-looking
old man (Tom Williamson) with an ounce and half of
laudanum, which he swallowed in the presence of two
medical men, who watched ^ts effect, which was only to
give him a comfortable nap. In 1826 I commenced
practice near Spalding in the centre of the Fens of Lin--

colnshire. I also established a retail trade, and disposed
of large quantities of opium and laudanum. I was 52
years in active practice, indeed, until I had reached my
80th year, and 10 years later, until I had reached my
90th year, I discharged the duties of Medical Officer of

Health.
The following is the result of my experience. In

proportion as a more perfect system of drainage had
been effected, so did ague decrease.

I have explained that opium was at first adminis-
tered to relieve the sufferings caused by ague and
rheumatism. Under a more perfect system of drainage,
by which the superabundant moisture of the soil was
carried off, and its very surface brought into the
highest state of fertility that it has so long ceased to

emit malaria, and aided by the people being better
fed, clothed, and housed than formerly, ague, once the
horror of the Fens, has been so long eradicated that
there must he a vast number of medical men who have
been many years in practice and who have never seen a
case of genuine intermittent fever. The senior drug-
gists in this town (Spalding) assure me that the con-

sumption of opium diminishes annually.

Was the life of the opium eater shortened, or did it

create disease ? During my professional career ex-

tending over a period of 62 years I cannot call to my
remembrance that life has been shortened by the use of

opium or its being the cause of disease.

Tom Williamson was upwards of 70 when I left

Wisbech in 1818, and he lived several years afterwards.

D <1 3
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Ill my own praotico I have known opium eaters who
lived to old ,ii;es. Their lives were spent in a two-fold
si;it!_', one of dc]n'ossion and another of excitability. In
the earlier part of the day they were careworn and
dejected, but give them a pill of opium and the system
wirald be renovated, and those ^iho lived by their own
industry would do a better day's work than those who
were not addicted to the habit. I have drawn up the

best I'eport I am able ; if of any service to you I shall

be amply repaid.

I am, Sir James,
Tours most respectfully,

Thomas Stiles, M.'fi.O.S.

—At the time I was there there was a great deal of

malai'ia. I lived in a town called Holbeaoh, which wai
opposite the middle of the Wash, and there was a great
deal of malaria and ague there. 1 was assistant to a
surgeon who was a parish doctor, and attended the

Union Workhouse Infirmary, so that I had a good
opportunity of seeing the working classes. We had a
great deal of ague. I i-emenrbei' that the expenditure
on quinine was so great that I took to using arsenic in

large quantities. We also introduced cheaper sub-

stances, such as cinchonine, with a view of saving
expenditure on quinine.

2I'.707. I believe that part of the Fen district has
been drained, and that part remains undrained ?

—

These were drained. There were dykes or deep
ditches; the coantry was under the level of the sea,

so that at high water the water was all kept back by
locks, and during the wiuLei' the whole country was
under water. The fields cimld only b'j drained at low-

water. 'VJav place where I lived was about six mile.-;

from the sea a^ the crow flies, and in that district it

was very damp.

24,708. Mr. Stiles's experience wa,^ about Wisbech ?

—That is further on. Where I lived was right in the

centre of the Wash.

24.709. (8vr William Boberts.) Broadly, your expe-
rience of what you saw in Lincolnshire corresponds
with the experience of this very old practitioner who
has written to Sir James Lyall?—Yes, to a very great
exteat. I never saw any particular harm from the opium
these people took. They seemed to take it in quantities
to suit their complaints. They suffered a good deal
from aches and pains, and when the disease got so far
as a bad attack of ague they came to the parish doctor.

24.710. (Mr. Mowbray.) Did you suppose that surgical
operations on opium eaters would prove disastrous,
from what you had heard of the consumption of opium
by the natives of India, or from your experience in
Lincolnshu-e ?—From what I had read in missionary
magazines and books of that sort. I had heard of the
evil efl'ects of opium upon natives of the tropics, and I
thought it must be different from my experience with
the natives of England. I was, therefore, always on
my guard ivhen operating upon elderly persons who
had a history of opium eating.

24.711. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do I understand
you to say that opium eating in India is as common as
the use of tobacco in England P—I cannot say.

24.712. Do you think that giving up tobacco smoking
is as dinicult as giving up opium smoking ?—I am not
a tobacco smoker, but my friends who have given up
tobacco seem to suffer as much as my acquaintances
who take opium.

21,710. Is it your experience that the habit of opium
eating enslaves a person, inasmuch as if he does not
get it at the regular time he feels useless until he gets
his dose ?—I have not had mnch general pxj)erience of
opium outside my hospital, and I cannot answer the
question.

24,714. Opium is given for aches and pains and
shiverings ?—Yes, it relieves the pains for the time ; it
is a powerful anodyne.

The witness withdrew.

Siii-ff.- Col.

H. Cook,
M.D.

Surgeon Colonel H. Cook, M.D., called in and examined.

21.715. (Sir Willliim Boherts.) Yoa are Principal

Medical Officer in the .\agpur district."—Yes.

2 1.716. What opportunities have you had of observing
the effect of the opium habit on the natives of India ?

—

I can only give a general opinion or answers on the

subject, as it is one which has never until recently

claimed my special attention, and never particularly

obtruded itself on my notice.

24.717. You have been in the course of your service

in Gujarat ?—Yes.
24,718-19. What was your experience there as to the

use of opium ?—During a residence of several years in

Gujarat it became known to me that opium was m
frequent use among the natives of that part of India,

and that its use was not confined to any particular

section of the people, and that it was not only used by
the adult population, but also given to young children

for the purpose of keeping them quiet, and allowing

the parents to follow their ordinary occupation. My
jiersonal knowledge of people addicted to the uso of

opium has been principally confined to prisoners in

jail, u'ho not infrequently stated on admission that they
were in the habit of using the drug, and that if its

stopijuge were onforerd they would get ill and be
unable to work. As a matter of fact it was found in

many of these cases that stoppage of the drug led to

diarrhoea or ])ains in the limbs, and rendered the

patient unfit for work, .and in these eases it was neces-

sary to give opium to a moderate extent and gradually
diminish ilic quantity as time passed, until, in a
variable time, the ]>aticnt could do without the drug
altogethei-. Not infrei|iieiitly other medicinal treatment
hadlo be used in conjunction with the opium. Others
a.gain, and these ivere those who only used small

quantities of oi)ium, could stand the total stoppage of

the drug without any serious ill-effects. There were a

good number oT old aud emaciated prisoners admitted,

partly from wa,nt of proper food and partly perhaps
from excessive use of opium ; but how far the em.aoiation

had been induced by opium or starvation I am unable
to say, I have also observed in persons addicted to

(\ci'ssi\'e uso iiT opium a condition of mental torpor dr

(hci-epitude induced, which seemed to be clearly due
to the abuse of opium, and I have occasionally noticed in

the ca^:e of hinalic asylums under my charge that

opium is sometimes set down as a supposed cause of
insauit}-, though, so far as my personal knowledge
goes, 1 have never known insanity to be the result of
opium alone, though it would appear to be frequently
the rwult of indulgence in hemp preparations or alcohol
in one form or another.

24,720. What is your general impression as to the
effect of the moderate use of opium ?—As to the
moderate use of opium (and I think I may say that
the great majority of the people who use it do not use
it to excess), I think that on the whole its use is
beneficial, particularly to those who are ill-fed, badly
clothed and housed, and have to work hard under all
conditions of weather and season, and in the majority
of cases no harm results from its use. I know the
habit continued for years is not incompatible with good
health, active mental powers, and longevity, and 1 am
of opinion that the benefits derived from its use as a
whole considerably exceed the injurious effects following
its abuse.

'

2'1,721. I presume you speak exclusively of the natives
of India ?—Yes.

21,722. Have you any cases in, which crime has been
the result of the use of opium ?—I have never known
crime as a result of the use of opium, unless it has
been deliberately used as a poison, and then it is the
agent of a criminal and not the instigator to crime
and I have never seen an organic lesion in the course
of a post-mortem examination which could be attributed
to the habitual use of opium.

24,72:}. Has it struck you in your experience that for
some reason or another the natives of India react
towards opium very differently from the inhabitants
of iLurope .-—I cannot say that I have had any expe
rienco of the use of opium among European people at
ail. i speak of its use in India.

24 724, You have occasionally, I presume, seen casesm which opium has been used in injurious excess ?—
Occasionally habitually used.

24v2.5. What were the facts that attracted your
attention in these cases I-'— 61 y experience of these
casrs ^vhere injurious effects haA'e Ix.en observed has
fjeeii principally among prisoners and people of that
sort, who have been poor and ill-fed and probably com
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mitted somo crime to get into jail. It is very dillioiilt

to say bow far the result may be due to previous disease

or anytbing else.

•24,7"-!6. Ho that you scarcely express a very clear

opinion as to the fact of the opium habit pursued to

"excesB pure and simple ?—I could not say.

24.727. {Mr. Pease.) You speak of the benefits derived
froni its use ; I suppose you mean benefits of a medical
or semi-medical character ?—The popular idea is that

it enables people to withstand the liability to malarious
fevers, and enables them, as it undoubtedly does, to

undergo considertible fatigue which they otherwise
would not be able to do. I mean that it is beneficial

in that way. It is not necessarily a mediciil use ; it is

dietetic rathei' than medical.

24.728. Tou would not advise a person in good health

to adopt the opium habit, would you?--No; I liave

never advised anyone to do so.

24,720. Tou would not think it a good thing for a
young man in good health to commence the opium
habit ?—I never thought about it in that relation.

24.730. {Mr. Mowhray.) You say tiiai until recently
the subject never claimed you special attention. What
is it that has recently called your attention to it ?—The
fact of this Commission having been appointed.

24.731. It is not anything which has come before you
medically ?—No ; because recently it has been entirely

out of my observation.

24,782. I presume I may take it IrDiii you that if the

m.edioal evils of opium had been as great as is some-
times alleged your attention would have been drawn to

them l/i'fore now ?—They would have forced themselves
on me long ago.

>urg. -Col.

H. Cook,
M.D.

12 Feb. 189-1.

The witness withdrew.

Surgeon-Major D. N. Paeakh called in and examinerl.
Surg.-Maj.

D. N. Parakh.

24.733. {Sir William Boberts.) You are surgeon to the
Gokaldas Tejpal Hospital, Bombay ?—Yes.

24.734. To what district or districts of the Presidency
and to what races are your observations applicable ?

—

My observations apply to the cities of IPoona and
Bombay, and are principally confined to Mahomedans
and Gujarati Hindus. In my capacity as assistant

civil surgeon of Poona in charge of the Bassoon Hos-
pital, and also as surgeon in charge of the Gokaldas
Tejpal Hospital, I have come across several opium
eaters and a few opium smokers. Most of these opium
eaters were Mahomedan beggars and labourers and a
few were Hindu beggars. In my private practice also

at both these places I have met some opium eaters

amongst the better classes of Hindus and Mahomedans,
and in one or two cases they were Parsis and Eura-
sians.

24.735. Are there many consumers in Bombay?

—

The population of Bombay by the last census is said to

be 821,764, and there are said to be 7,600 opium con-

sumers. The proportion per mille of persons using it

would then be 9' 24.

24.736. What have you noticed as to the effect of the
use of opium ?—Moderate indulgence in the habit of

eating opium, say to the extent of from 3 to 10 grains
per day, which is the quantity, I am told, generally
used by opium eaters, produces exhilaration of spirits,

brilliancy of the eye, increased activity of the imagina-
tion—sometimes of the voluptuous kind—stimulation
of the powers of conversation, increased nervous and
mental energy, followed by a period of quiet repose
and satisfaction, an agreeable languor, relief from any
existing pains and aches, forgetfulness of mental
troubles, and, lastly, quiet sleep. The habit makes
the man more quiet and reserved, more fond of his own
company and of self-communion, and more shy of

mixing in society. The moral character is not affected

beyond this. On the bodily functions the efi"ects are
equally harmless ; there is a feeling of warmth owing
to increased circulation, increased perspiration, a firm
and elastic step, and diminished appetite ; the eater
under its influence keeps his fast with comfort. The
habit enables the overworked and under-fed labourer
or the beggar wandering in the streets to endure
fatigue and privation ; it relieves muscular rheumatic
pains and neuralgic pains to which by I'eason of hard
work and exposure he is specially predisposed. It

retards peristaltic movement of the intestine, and so

allows time for his food hurriedly taken, or taken
ander difficulties, or at irregular times, or under un-
favourable circumstances, to be leisurely absorbed and
assimilated. The only drawback is constipation and
the craving for the dose when its eff'ects have passed

off.

24.737. Have you noticed the effect of using opium
in injurious excess ?—The abuse of opium continued

over a long time may possibly produce degenerative

changes in the brain and consequent deterioration of

the moral and mental faculties, as the abuse of any
other such powerful drug would produce ; but I have
not seen any cases to support this presumption. On
the physical condition the effects vary according to

race and individual idiosyncrasy. From slight gastric

catarrh causing nausea and vomiting and loss of

appetite, headache and constipation to diarrhoen.

serious general malnutrition, emaciation, and exhaus-
tion, there are met with several degrees of suffering.

In, considering the exhaustion and emaciation it must
be borne in mind that the very diseases for the relief

of which opium is often taken may have much to

answer for them.

24.738. How is opium used by habitual users P

—

Opium is most often eaten by itself; sometimes it is

mixed with saffron and bhang. I have very little

experience of opium smokers. Very few of my hos-

pital cases smoked opium. I should say that opium
smoking was much more injurious than opium eatmg.

24.739. Is opium used as a prophylactic against

malarial conditions?—Opium is said by the natives to

be a prophylactic against diarrhoea, ague, and cholera.

I know of instances in which it appeared to me that

persons otherwise predisposed to malarious fevers

escaped them because they were opium eaters. On
many occaidons when I asked opium eaters why they
began the habit, they declared that it was to relieve

aching of limbs, feelings of chilliness, and symptoms
which are best expressed by the phrase " general

malaise." Now these very symptoms are often the

precursors of an attack of some forms of malarious

fevers. There is no doubt in my mind, from my own
experience, and the highest authorities in England
bear me out, that the most certain preventitive measure
in times of cholera epidemics is to check the preliminary

diarrhoea, and the best remedy to do that is opium
;

and no wonder, therefore, that natives have a belief in

its prophylactic power against cholera.

24,740. What, according to your experience, has been

the effect of the habitual use of opium by the natives

of India .f—The consequences of the use of opium as

habitually indulged in by natives are not by any means
as serious as those which follow the use of alcohol.

The moderate alcohol drinker taking country liquor, if

he takes it undiluted or slightly diluted for any length

of time, lays the foundation of stomach or liver diseases

or bowel complaints ; if he takes it very much diluted

he still injures his kidneys, and in both cases his brain,

in the long run, suffers. However moderate he may
be, provided he is a habitual drinker, he is a bad

subject for the administration of chloroform, and for

bearing surgical injuries and operations, and he easily

succumbs when attacked by acute disease. He has not

the consolation of the opium eater that, however bad

his symptoms may be, cessation of his habit would

enable him to regain his lost health. He suffers

morally and mentally also; at first the moral sense,

then the will, and lastly the intellect are slowly debased,

and the man gradually becomes unfit for his duties in

life. The habitual opium eater suffers comparatively

much less bodily and mentally. Individuals addicted

to the opium habit not only frequently retain full

possession of their intellect, biit have the most perfect

co-ordination of thought and action. Witness the

high-class Banias and Bhatias and Marwaris who take

opium (as an Englishman would take a cigar to clear

his brain) just at the time when they have to put forth

the best efforts of their brains for successful business

transactions ; and they are undoiibtedly at the present

day the most enterprising and successful business men

in Bombay. I have seen a few Mahomedan gentlemen

of the most unimpeachable moral character and high

Dd 4
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Surg. Maj. intellectual attainments take opium and retain those

Z>. N. Parakh. characteristics. I have never known opium eaters

bear surgical operations or injuries badly ; one Ma-
12 Feb. 1894. homedan, for instance, who had the most extensive and

severe injuries during the recent Hiudu-Mahomcdan
riots in Bombay, and who made the most remarkable
recovery, was a confirmed opium eater. If ulcohol is

taken in excess, and large doses are taken for a long
time, the man vrould either get delirium tremens and
die; or if he survives he may have stomach, liver,

heart, lung, brain, or spinal-cord diseases, with wel]-

marked and serious structuia] alterations in all these

organs, which would shorten his life and make it

miserable and useless. Leaving off the alcoholic habit

ro.ay prevent further mischief, but would never allow

the previous organic mischief to be repaired. With
the native opium eater who eats it to excess, tolerance

increases with increasing doses, and very soon excessive

doses are taken with impunity as far as immediate
danger to life is concerned. The woi-sl effects seen are

obstinate constipation alternating with diarrhoea and
emaciation. In some of these cases of emaciation that

I had under observation at the hospital it was very
diflBcalt for me to decide as to how much of the emacia-
tion was due to the chronic diarrhiea, or dysentry, or

chronic bronchitis, or phthisis, for which the opium
vas habitually taken, and how much to the opium itself.

The effects on the brain of excessive alcoholic indulgence
are voiy serious indeed, and the man often ends his life

in a lunatic asylum. Some of the worst behaved and
most troublesome hospital patients are alcoholics. The
alcoholic is daTigerous both to himself and to society,

as he may commit the most frightful crimes. The
worst opium eaters never give any trouble in the

hospital, and very many of them would not be known
to be such, but for their asking for their opium supply,
which is abruptly stopped on admission. I have never
seen cases of iasaiiity due to opium eating, and never
had to give evidence in courts of law about Lbe

re.-pousibility of ni)ium eaters in cases of crime. The
worst mental efi'ects I liavo seen ai'c u, duliiess of
intelli'ul, habitual drowsiness, and secretive habits.

The worst troubles, however, of the nervous S3-stem in

the opium eater are chieily functional anil of a, tran-

sitory character, and if under proper medical advice

the habit is stopped, they disappear, leaving the man's
organs intact, and their functions but very slightly, if

at all, impaired.

21,741. Have you had any pos1}-mort8m examinations
of confirmed opium users ?—I have had very few
opportunities of making post-mortem examinations on
the bodies of opium eaters. As far as I remember, I

failed to detect any organic lesion in their organs.

Even in cases of deaths from opium poisoning nothing
beyond hypercemia of the brain and serous effusions

in the ventricles and congestion of the lungs is found.

21,712. "What do you regaid as one of the most
important di'awbaoks to the opium habit y—An ob-

jectionable feature in the case of an opium cater,

whether moderate or e.vcessivc, is that a condition of

body and mind is brought about by the habit by which
the ordinary functions of life are propeily performed
only if the drug is regularly taken ; if opium is with-
drawn suddenly, apparently dangerous symptoms come
on, such as aches, pains, jawnings, shiverings, great
mental and physical depression, nausea, vomiting,
and even diarrhreia, and exhaustion. I said " ap-
parently " advisedly, for all these symptoms may
disap]3ear either by the administration of the drug or

by giving other medical stimulants, strj-thnia, Ac. As
the habitues .aic alarmed by these sym|)toms it is verv
difficult for them, unaided, to leave off the habit. I

found it difficult in many cases to persuade them to

stop the habit whilst under my care.

24,743. Would prohibition of the growth of poppies
and the suppression of the opium habit lead in your
opinion to the taking of other stimulants instead.?—As
to whether the cessation of the habit leads the opium
eater to seek the effects he wants in other drugs or in

alcohol, I cannot say much from experience. I know
that opium eaters begin to 1 ake opium either because
they have some chronic disease causing pain, cir have a
belief in its efBcacy as a prophylactic, or they take it

as a stimulant either to stimuhrte their mental faculties

or to increase their bodilj" powers of endurance during
seveie exertion or hunger and starvation, or to have
incrcasi'd capacity for sexual pleasure; I know that
opium is given to infants so that they may not cry and
suffer tlie pangs of hunger or thirst during their

ni'itlii rs' abiiMice when they are out on woi'k in the

fields ; and, lastly, we all know that amongst mankind
there is a strong and universal craving i'or something
that would, at the same time that it excites and
stimulates, make one forget the troubles of life. Now
if all these persons are deprived of their relief or en-
joyment, I have no doubt they would have recourse to

alcohol or cannabis Indica or other drugs,

24.744. According to your experience are the mental
faculties impaired by the moderate use of opium ?—As
I mentioned before, the mental faculties are not
impaired by moderate doses and very slightly by
excessive doses, and so I consider an opium eater is

quite able to conduct Ids business successfully.

24.745. Would you like to make any further observa-
tions with regard to the use of opium ?—I may mention
that my observations of the effects of opium apply to

intelligent patients, some of them people of means and
refinement in private practice, and to a few in hospital
jjractioe. The opinions expressed by me are founded
on my own experience. They differ from the opinions
expressed in English medical books written by well-
known authorities ; but in judging between the two
opinions it must be remembered (1) that there is a
great difference between Europeans and natives in the
tolerance of opium; I have known Europeans suffer
severely from the effects of doses which would not
produce any effects on a native ; I have known Euro-
pean babies easily- becoming drowsy and even comatose
under the smallest doses of opium which would not
affect at all, or at most proditce quiet sleep, in native
babies not previously accustomed to"bala goli "

; (2)
that when opium is taken in Europe it is taken either
in great excess or in very objectionable forms, such as
the hypodermic injection of morphia

; (0) that there it

is taken very often because the alcoholic habit is either
broken off, or because after indulging in alcohol the
depres.-ing effects of it are sought to be counteracted
by ta'iiug opium. The evil results are thus the com-
bined results of alcohol and opium

; (4) that the habit
being a secret habit iji Europe it is much more likely
to be excessive. In India, particularly in some places,
e\-ery one knows every one who takes opium and how
much ; it is offered as a glass of ivine is olfered, and
the publicity is a check to overdosing. I was for two
years in charge of the Obstetric Hospital in Bombay
and for upwards of two years in charge of the Obstetric
Department of the Sassoon Hospital, Poona, and I do
not remember having met a single case of abortion
or sterility caused by the opium habit.

24.746. I think you are, yourself, a native of India ?—Yes, I am a Parsi.

24.747. Could you say that your acquaintance with
the domestic life of Hindus and Mahomedaus would be
sitfficiently intimate to enable you speak with authority
in regard to the use of opium in their home life P—It is
not sufficiently intimate. All my experience, as I ha\ e
said, is derived from a few pri\ate patients and a few
hospital patients.

24.748. {Mr. Pease.) Can you tell us how yon obtained
these statistics with regard to the number of opium
eaters in Bombay r— I ubtained them from an official
source.

24.749. Has there been a census taken of the persons
who consume opium ?—]Not that I know of.

24.750. How could any oflicial return give the num-
bers ?—I asked for information on the subject and I
got it. I do not, myself, know how many opium eaters
there are in Bombay.

21.751. Will j-outell us the source from which you
obtamed these official figures P--Am I bound to mention
itP

21.752. If you have reasons of your own, certainly
not ?—It was privately obtained.

2i,7.:.3. {Chairman.) Have you reason to believe that
these figures are tolerably exact P—I have every reason
to believe that they are exact.

24,754. {Sir William Boherts.) But you could not tell
whether they were obtained by any form of enumera-
tionof opium eaters or by some estimate of the quan.
tityP—I cannot tell how they were obtained. I only
asked for the information because I did not know any
thing about it. I did not know how many opium eaters
there are in Bombay. 1 asked for the information from
a source where I thought I could obtain it.

24,75.5. {Mr. Pease.) You might, perhaps, be able lo
sprai-; privately to the person from whom von obtained
ttie inlormalion and a-certain whether it'is possible to
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put before via tlie way in -whioli tlie figures were
obtained ?—I will ask the gentleman who supplied mo
with the information.

24,750. Do yoa'think there is a difference of tolerance
between a European and a native of the same age and
same weight?—I think there is.

24.757. You think that there is a toieranoo of the
native and not of the European ?—Yes ; one bear,^ the
same dose much better than the other.

24.758. Have yon, in your practice, mot with in-

stances of babies being injured in health or having
lost their lives through doses of opium P—I have never
met with oases where they were injured or killed by
doses that are generally given to infants.

24,7.59. Have yoa known cases in which they havo
suffered from over doses ?—By accident children have
taken opium when it was in the way ; in that way I

may havo met with a case of opium poisoning.

24.760. Would you say definitely whether you have ?

—I do not remember ; but I have never met with any
injurious effects from the usual way in which opium is

given to infants.

24.761. (Ml-. Haridas Veliaridas.) Your remarks about
opium are applicable only to the limited poi'tion of the

population which you mention—less than 1 per cent. H

—Yes.

24.762. (Mr. Fanshawe.) It has been stated by Dr.

Arnott that opium is not given to infants among
Parsis ; do you agree with the correctness of that

statement?—Yes; I have never met with cases, but I

have heard of cases where Parsi infants have been
dosed with opium.

24,76". The practice is not common P- It is not
common.

24,7til-. Could you, as a Parsi yourself, explain the
reason for that difference in practice between the Parsis
and the other races amongst which they are living ?— I'arsis, if their infants have ailments, are in the
habit ot consulting medical men laore than other races;
that may be one reason. Then there are no labouring
classes among the Parsis, and there is no occasion i'or

a mother to give opium to a child when she goes to do
her work in the fields ; that may ))C another reason.

24,705. Do you know any other reason fur their not
giving opium to infants?—I do noL think there is any
other reason ; I cannot think of any other. Of course
in the case of adults, they can take alcohol; there is no
occasion for Parsi adults to take opium.

21.766. Do yon think there is any connexion ivitli

race in this different mode of treating infants ?— Not
that I know of.

24.767. (Sir James Lyall.) One or two Indian wit-
nesses have told us that according to indigenous
systems of medicine, opium is thought to toe suited to

persons of cold or phlegmatic tempefament and not to

persons of hot-blooded temperament ; is It not the
general opinion that Europeans are more hot-blooded
in constitution than natives of India are ?— ies.

24,76y. Do you think that that might be some ex-

planation of the fact that you have observed that a
small dose of opium, which would have no injurious
effect on a native of India, has sometimes an injurioas

effect on a European ?—That may be a reason, though
I am not quite prepared to say that it is.

Siiry. Maj.
n.N.Parakh.

12 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Surgeon-Major II. W. B. Boyd, E.E.C.S.I., called in and examined.

24,709. (Sir William Roberts.) You are Superin-

tendent of the Lunatic Asylum, Oolaba ?—Yes.

24.770. To what district or districts of the Presidency
and to what races are your observations applicable ?

—

My observations are applicable to Bombay city as well

as to the Dharwar, Satara, and Khandesh coilectorates

in the Bombay Presidency.

24.771. What is your estimate of the extent to which
opium is used among these populations P—I believe

the use of opium is confined to from one to two per

cent, of the population of these districts. In the city of

Bombay the proportion is also one or two per mille,

and is confined principally to people from Upper India

and China, thougji a good many Hindus and Mussalmans
of Bombay use the drug.

24.772. Of course in that computation you exclude

the giving of opium to infants
;

you mean habitual

users ?—-I refer to the habitual consumers of opium.

24.773. And your estimates are based upon the total

population, not merely on adult males ?—On the total

population.

24.774. What has been your experience of the effects

of the opium habit ? —I do not think its moderate use

has any appreciable effect in the moral or physical

condition of the user, and I do not think that it

conduces to crime or insanity.

24.775. What experience have you had of the abuses

of the opium habit ?—I have no knowledge of its abuse,

and have only met two cases where it was taken in

large doses, and in these cases the users were strong,

healthy men, accustomed to bft boxes weighing 180 lbs.

and carrying them from place to place.

24,770. What are the methods of consuming opium

that you have observed P—There are four methods of

consumption ordinarily practised, viz., crude opium
;

2nd, by smoking " chandul " ; 3rd, by smoking

"madak"; and 4th, by drinking "kasumbha." The

effects of each of these are much the same, only that

by smoking the effect of the drug acts quicker than

crude opium when it is taken by the mouth. Crude

opium is taken in the form of pill. It acts when taken

in moderation, 1st, as a stimulant; and 2nd, as

narcotic, anodyne, and antispasmodic, operating chiefly

through the cerebro-spinal system. It tends to

diminish the secretions exceptthat of the skm, which

it increases. In over-doses it is poisonous.

24,777. Da you know anything about the use of

in malarious districts?—I have heard of itsopiUm

O 82588.

being taken as a prophylactic in malarial districts,

especially in Gujarat, where I have heard it is regu-
larly taken in small doses once daily in the morning
by the poorer classes ; but 1 have no personal know-
ledge of its being so used. I have reason to believe
that in cholera epidemics it is frequently used to ward
off an attack, and to act as an astringent in premonitory
diarrhoea.

24.778. Does the habitual use of opium by the

natives of India lead to injury ?—No. The habitual
moderate consumption of opium is harmless. It leads

to no organic changes in tlie system. It is a luxury,
and is not followed by cousequenjcs as serious as those
which folloAV the habitual consumption of alcohol. In
moderate doses opium is stimulant and sedative

;

alcohol is more stimulant and irritating to the stomach
and liver, and produces a greater reaction. In excess,

opium produces narcosis and stupor, but does not

produce any organic disease or pathological change in

the system ; whereas alcohol in excess produces de-

lirium, organic changes, diseases of the liver and
nervous system, delirium tremens, and hardening of

the surface of the brain.

24.779. Have you anything to say with regard to

post-mortem appearances in opium eaters P—No post-

mortems have been made by me during the time I have
acted as Superintendent in this Asylum, as no opium
case died here during that time. I have never knoivn
any pathological change found on post-mortems of

opium eaters, nor have I heard of such changes from
others.

24.780. It is a difficult habit to give it up, is it not P

—

It can be given up quite easily by those who take it in

moderation, but those who are weak-minded find it

difficult, and those who take it to alleviate disease, as

well as those who consume it to excess. By the latter

it can only be given up slowly and by decreasing the

dose very gradually. Except where given up slowly,

there is a great liability to alcohol or hemp being sub-

stituted.

24.781. What effect has the use of opium on the

mental faculties ?—In moderate doses the habitual use

seems to sharpen the intellect and make the consumer
work harder and bear fatigue better. It is also said to

lessen the appetite and enable the consumer to do with
less food. It does not interfere with the consumer's
ability to conduct his business successfully, but quite

the contrary. I have no knowledge of it in excessive

doses, except in two cases.

Ee
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Boyd,
F.R C.S.I.
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24,78-2. Have you any other observations that you
would like to make P-—My experience has been 17 years

in India, 3J of vfhioh were in regimental employment,
and 13 in civil, having been in charge of the Dhnlia
Jail as superintendent for about 7 years. I have also

visited the Bombay opium smoking clubs, and I have
not seen a single case which would leave me to believe

that the opium used as it is in these clubs has acted

injuriously. I have also examined two men who eat

the opium in very large quantities. One is Mahadeo
llaulu Male. He comes from .Khandalgaum, Poona
zilla, ago 40, married, with two children. He takes

about 2.5 grains of opium a day. He is strong and well

i)uilt, and does a lot of work. The other is Khunjilall

Balloo, aged 5ii years, married, two children. He is

well built and strong. He takes 30 grains morning
and evening. Both these men are employed in the

the opium godown, where they lilt and carry boxes of

from 180 t« 200 lbs. all day. They show no signs of

deterioration and no ill results.

24,7y3. TlOu have been for the last three years super-
intendent of the Asylum of Kolaba?

—

Yck, and I was
superintendent for seven years of the Dhulia Jail.

24.784. Is the Kolaba Asylum a large one ?—The
average number of inmates is 285.

24.785. They are drawn from the people of this

neighbourhood?—Principally from Bombay and the

surrounding country.

24.786. Have you been able to trace opium as the
cause of insanity ?—No. In the 11 years from 1883 to

1893 we have had only three cases in which opium was
put down as the probable cause, against 55 from spirit

drinking and 103 from hemp drugs. In seven cases the

certified medical officer said that the cause was un-
known. In one case the cause was put down to ganja
and opium coml)ined. In one case I could not ascer-

tain the cause, as the man was sent in 1886, long before

I was attaclied to the Asylum, to Eatnagiri Asylum.
In one case only the certifying officer put down opium
as the cause.

24.787. I understand that the conviction has grown
in your raiud that, after all your experience, opium
cannot be reckoned as an eiiioient cause of insanity F

—

iSTot at all. I have come to a very strong conclusion
about it. I do not think that opium has ever produced
or will ever produce insanity ;

that is my very strong
opinion. It may, in large doses, produce hallucination

for a short time, but never insanity of any form.

24.788. Has it been used in the ti'eatment of insane

persons amongst the natives of India P—It is frequently

used in cases of mania ; Ln fact, it is one of our best

remedies in oases of acute mania.

24.789. I suppose you have no comparative expe-
rience with regard to the use of opium on the natives

of India and on Europeans, as far as Insanity is con-

cerned ?—I think that in cases of acute mania and many
other forms opium is very beneficial, but the dose has
to be larger when given to a native. The toxical

effects are more easily produced by the same dose in a

European than in a native.

24.790. Have j on any further remai-ks that you
would like to make on the same part of the subject P

—

I think not, except that I brought the records of two
cases here.

24.791. (Mr. Pease.) You would use opium in acute
mania ; do ^-ou use the ornde opium or subcutaneous
injections P— Subcutaneous injections generally; we
use morphia subcutaneously where we cannot get the

patient to swallow medicine by tlie mouth.

24.792. Otherwise you give it by the mouth.?—Yes.

24.793. Either laudanum or crude opium P—Lauda-
num or crude opium, or Batley's solution, as we think
best.

24.794. You do not distinguish between the efi'ects of
the two forms ?—No.

24.795. What is the source from which you obtain
your per-centuge—one or two per cent, of the popula-
tion .?—Prom general inquiries amongst the population.,
amongst my own subordinates, amongst practitioners,
and amongst my own patients. It is only a personal
opinion that I have given. It is a very general in-

quiry.

24.796. What was the class of persons from whom
you heard that opium is taken as a prophylactic iu
Gujarat P—Prom hospital assistants who have served
there and from an apothecary, as well as from my o\vn
knowledge while I was in Eajkot with my regiment.

24.797. May I gather that you are opposed to the
habitual use of opium and alcohol, that you think the
consequences of opium consumption are not so serious
as those which follow the habitual consumption of
alcohol P—I think the habitual moderate use of opium
ha,s not the slightest ellect on the system or on the
mind, morally or otherwise. The habitual moderate
consumption is, in my opinion, utterly harmless. It is

II luxury and indulged in as such. It is taken by
natives for many things, for pains, and as a prophy-
lactic to ward off any fatigue. It assists them in very
hard work.

24,79o. You would view it as a bad habit for a per-
son in health—a habit from which he could not easily
free himself P--The opium habit is one that I know of
my own personal knowledge men have given up. I do
not look upon the habit as worse than excessive eating,
dringing, or excessive smoking. It is simply in almost
all these cases a habit.

24.799. You say that it enables the consumer to do
without food; I suppose you m.ean temporarily P—Of
course.

24.800. It could not supply the place of nourishment ?—No ;
but as long as the man takes opium he will be

able to do with a smaller quantity of food than the man
who takes no 0|jium and goes through the same amount
of physical labour.

24.801. Much in the same way as a tobacco smoker
often says that he can do without his meal if he can
have his pipe P— Pos.'iibly so.

24.802. What class of people did you see in the Bom-
bay opium clubP—Some of them were weavers, some
w-ere men working iu the Government Dockyard, some
in the Prince's Dock, some were Hindus, and some
Musalmaus

.

24.803. Do you think they were men of good charac-
ters P—I coukl not judge of it in so short a time, but
they appeared to be quiet men, very happy, and enjoy-
ing themselves thoroughly.

24.804. I suppose the poppy might have the effect of
making them quiet P—They were \ery happy and con-
tented. It has a soothing and sedative effect on them.
None of them appeared to be drunk from the effects, or
delirious, or anything of that sort.

21.805. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Youhave been Civil Surgeon
in Khandesh for seven years P—Yea.

24.806. You have a large number of Bhils in that
district P—A large number.

24.807. Can you tell me whether the habit of eating
opium IS at all common among the Bhils P—I cannot
remember at the present moment.

The witness withdrew.
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Mr. J. MacNabb Cawpbeli, C.I.E., called in and examined.

24.808. {Chairman.) What is your position p—I am
collector of customs, land revenue and excise in Bombay.

24.809. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts in which you are personally acquainted P

—The districts in which I have served are, besides the

town and island of Bombay, the Panch Mahals with
Eewa Kantha in Gujarat, Khandesh in the Deccan,
Bijapur and Belgaum in the Southern Maratha coun-
try, and Kolaba and Thana in the Konkan. So far as

my acquaintance goes in none of these portions of

Western India is the use of opium abused. No crime
can be traced to opium, no general failure of health or
of mental or bodily vigour is due to the use of thedrug. The only district whore instances of the cxoes
M\-e use of opium have come under my notice were in
the Panch Mahals and Eewa Kantha. In that district
excessive fondness for opium made one native officer ofmounted police, one skilled blacksmith, and one or two
of the gentry emaciated, weak, and uncertain These
instances of excessive devotion to the drug were un
usual. Except the members of certain of the small
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lawless classes of ascetics no people, so far as I am
aware, can as a body be said to suffer from taking
opium. On the contrary, in the west of the Panch
Mahals where, as in the neighbouring district of Kaira,'
the moderate use of opium by certain of the cultivators

is usual, it is notable that the Lewa and Kadwa Kunbis,
the class of cultivators who take regular and moderate
doses of opium, are not only the most vigorous and
best nurtured class in the district but are among the
most orderly and skilful cultivators of Western India.

In Bombay city Marwaris, North Indian Hindus and
Musalmans, and the Cutch and Kathiawar Memons,
Khojas, Bhatias, and Lavanas are the chief users of

opium. I i<now of no case of Gujarati, Marwari, or

Pardesi Hindus being made less energetic and vigorous
by the use of opium. Musalman embroiderers and
other craftsmen occasionally show signs of the exces-

sive use of the drug. They aro the exception. And
in almost no case does the injury done by the use of

opium go so far as to interfere with the regular and
successful management of a trade or craft. Over 20
years' residence has convinced me that there is no
opium question in the Bombay Presidency.

24,810. What is your experience with regard to the

effect of the consumption of opium on the moral and
physical condition of the people ?—Very exceptional

oases apart, judging by the classes who use opium in

Gujarat and m Bombay city, the result of the moderate

use of opium seems, on the whole, advantageous both

physically and morally in the broad sense of aiding

cheerfulness and evenness of temper.

24.811. What is your opinion as to the disposition, of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes and as to their willingness to bear

in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures P—

>

Except a few enthusiasts or sentimentalists I know no

natives of Inaia who take exception to the present

system of supplying and controlling the use of opium.

No intelligent native of India with whom I am
acquainted would fail to regard with anger and dismay
any attempt to levy fresh taxation to make up the loss

of revenue sacrificed to the prohibition of the use of

opium. If such a suggestion is made the mass of the

people will say, as the people of Gujarat are already

saying, " What has come over the English ? " The tax

upon opium is in no sense an unpopular tax. The opium
revenue is considered one of the most suitable and least

objectionable forms of taxation. The few natives who
I have been told favour the sacrifice of revenue have
been either enthusiasts whose opinion on such a matter

seems to me worthless or political schemers whose
judgment is warped by the hope of private profit or of

class aggrandisement.

24.812. Should in your opinion the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes ?

-- 1 see no reason why the sale of opium in British India

should be prohibited. I look upon opium as a gift and
a gain to the people at large. In Western India the

proportion of evil which the excessive use of opium
causes is, I am satisfied, trifling compared to the good
its moderate use does to health and spirits and the

happiness and contentment it brings to thousands of

hardworked and dreary lives. Nor would the prohibi-

tion of opium remove the proportion of evil its present

excessive use causes. Even in the case of the landed

gentry, some of whom in North Gujarat and_ in

Kathiawar use opium to excess, the i)rohibitionof opium

would do them little good. In a certain number of the

landed gentry their idle sluggish life calls for excite-

ment. If opium is barred they will drink liqueurs or

take to decoctions of dhatura or other powerful and

poisonous stimulants.

24.813. Supposing total prohibition to be imprac-

ticable, can you suggest any change in the system at

present followed for regulating and restricting the

opium traffic and for raising a revenue therefrom ?—

I

can imagine no less objectionable or more suitable or

profitable source of revenue tiian the excise on opium.

To rob India of its opium revenue seems to me a wrong

to the people little short of a crime. Even if this

sacrifice of revenue was enforced by prohibiting the

sale of opium in British territory I believe the

scheme would fail in its object. It seems to me likely

that in Western India the sacrifice of revenue would

mean the increase not the diminution of the use of the

drug. If in British territory alone the use of opium

is prohibited or more closely restricted the growth of

the poppy will increase in Native States. No funds

will be available to maintain the present opium pohce

or otherwise to prevent smuggling. In ail British
territory bordering on poppy-growing States the drug
will be cheaper and the use more general than at
present. It may be said that the way of escape
from this danger has been already indicated. Prevent
the growth of the poppy in Native States and the
prohibition of the use of opium in British territory

must mean a reduction not an increase in the use of
the drug. Three difficulties face this suggestion : —
(a.) In none but the smaller and less independent
Native States can the growth of the poppy be pre-
vented. (6.) No considerable restriction on the growth
of the poppy in Native States can be enforced except
by the expenditure of ruinous compensation. (o.)

Even if the local growth of the poppy is prevented or

greatly restricted, foreign illicit opium will find its

way from the sea-board all over Western India.

Within the last 10 years arrangements have been
introduced into the States of Gujarat with the object

of putting down smuggling by bringing the whole
supply of opium under the supervision of Government.
In only a few of the States affected was the poppy
grown. In certain of the smaller States the growth of

the poppy was prohibited. But, though this exception
seriously damaged the efficiency and completeness of

the settlement, prohibition was not attempted in

Baroda. Baroda continues to grow and to make opium.
If, though extremely desirable, prohiljition proved im-
possible in Baroda, how can it be attempted in Central

Indian or other first-class ytates ? Again, in any of the

States which make as well as use opium no considerable

restriction on the growth of the poppy or on the

making of opium can be introduced without lavish

compensation. The basis of compensation in the

Gujarat States was the average State revenue from the

local consumption of opium during the 10 preceding
years. The feasibleness of this settlement in no way
implies the feasibleness of a proposal to prohibit or to

restrict the growth of the poppy in States where the

poppy is a profitable crop. First the land revenue

from one of the best paying of crops would have to be

made good as well as the very large revenue from the

export of opium. Compensation might also fairly be

claimed on the ground of the unpopularity and dis-

affection which any severe restriction on the growth of

the poppy would arouse. Additional police or troops

would be required to prevent disturbance ; and two
unpopular burdensome and probably corrupt forces

would have to be organised, one to move from village

to village -to prevent the growth of the poppy or to

destroy growing crops, the other harassing travellers

and pestering lines of communication nominally in

search of the illicit exportation of the local drug. So

far as my experience goes no native ruler who had the

interests of his people at heart would consent, nor

would any responsible Government agent recommend
such loss, vexation, and misery as would be the result

of the prohibition, or even of the extreme restriction, of

the making of opium in any of the larger States where

the poppy is now a gainful crop, (c.) Even if the

making of local opium was stopped foreign opium would

take its place. To prevent the smuggling of opium by

sea is a task of extreme difficulty. Only a small per-

centage of the articles or packages that pass through

the Customs House can be examined. Even with trust-

worthy inrormation effective measures to prevent sea

smuggling are most difficult to enforce. To search

suspected" boats, baggage, and passengers, if not im-

possible, is at once so grievous an interference with

trade and so distasteful a duty that it can be attempted

only under circumstances of special importance. A
considerable amount of Egyptian opium comes secretly

into Bombay through Bohra and other firms of wealthy

Arabian merchants. To prevent this importation is

practically impossible. Egyptian opium is eaten in

many wealthy up country Musalman families, For

several years past no instance of the seizure of Egyptian

opium in the Customs House is on record. Considerable

quantities of Persian opium come by sea into Bombay.

The bulk of the Moghals or Persian Musalmans in

Bombay city eat opium. Almostnone of them use any

opium except the Persian drug. Nor is its use confined

to Moghals. Eor eating though not for smoking almost

all rich Musalmans prefer the Persian to the Indian

drug. This is known to the officers of the Opium De-

partment. Schemes for detecting the smuggling of

Persian opium receive careful attention. The success of

these devices is of the smallest. Most of the opium is

brought by horse dealers and their men. The men
wear loose clothing, they carry bulky bundles of horse

rugs, along with them are boxes and bags with grain,
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spices, and drugs. At landing ttie horses are nervous

or can easily bo mado nervous. It is difficult if not

impossible to insist on a search that may cause a fight

or a stampede among the notoriously quarrelsome

Persian horses. At the stables search is little loss

hopeless. In most stables there are over a hundred
men. The arrival of: an opium officer is at once known.
The information passes by signs round the stables and
contraband opium is secreted. If the difficulties in

I-!ombay are so serious vfhen the gain from, and the

temptation to, import illicit opium are moderate
;

^vhen the opium revenue supplies an efficient stall' of

detectives to keep a wateh on smuggling; and when
the disposal of illicit opium involves time and risk,

what will be the state of things when on the one hand
the prohibition or extreme restriction of the local drug
has so greatly increased the demand for foi'eign opium
that its prompt and easy disposal is secured, and when
on the other hand the sacrifice of the opium revenue has

destroyed the means of maintaining a detective police ?

It may bo argued that p irt at least of this picture is

i'anciful since the necessity of a stronger preventive
service will be admitted and an efficient police is sure

to be provided. So far as experience is a guide, if the

opium revenue is sacrificed not one opium policeman
will continue to be employed. Even supposing that

tho new opium arrangements ran counter to expe-

rience, cvcii if this double financial wrong is perpe-

trated, and to the destruction of revenue is to be added
such waste on special police charges as would suffice

to make opium smuggling difficult in Bombay, even
then tho import of foreign opium is by no means
stopped. The result will be to divert tho opium
traffic from Bombay to its old headquarters in

the Portuguese ports of Goa, Daman, and Diu. Or,

should special arra,ngements witli the Portuguese be
concluded, the illicit traffic in opium will pass to the
smugglers' Paradise, tho .so-called foreign Indian ports

of Kathiawar and Outch. These ports which have no
British Oustouis House, not even a British Customs
officer, arc gradually being connected by rail with the

entire area ol inland India. Last 3'ear the attempt
was made to evade the imperial import duty on kero-

sinc b}' Ifinding a cargo at one of the foreign Kathiawar
ports and passing it inland by rail. The size of the
kero.^ino cases prevented this scheme from succeeding.

With opium such a venture would almost certainly

prove a success. If the supply of India]i opium was
seriously restricted, Persian, Egyptian, and doubtless

in a few years, Chinese opium would pass inland
through many ports on the western coast of India.

These ports will also play a leading part in the con-

fusion that must result from any prohibition or exces-

sive restriction in British districts whether or not
accompanied hy any nominal prohibition or extreme
restriction in the C'entral Indian States. The fortunes

Ibrmerly mado by the illicit export of Malwa opium to

China through Daman and Diu are not forgotten.

With such fatal facilities ior shipment no one who
knows the enterprise and ingenuity of the Marwari
and the Bbatia can doubt that, in spite of severe

restiiction or nominal prohibition in poppy-growing
Stntes. a way will be found for the large and gainful

export of illicit o|iiiim. With the jjiescnt np-country
an-nngements for tho supply of opium 1 have no fault

to tiiul. Tliey secure a considerable revenue, juaintaia

an eltiei^nt police, make smuggling difficult, and pro-

vide for consumers a convenient and sufficient suppl}'

of pure and wholesome opium. Liberal compensation
lias removed from most of the local Chiefs the temiDta-

tion to favour illicit traffic. And the sufficient supply
of the class of drug that is in demand secures the con-

tentment of the local consumer and prevents illicit

competition passing beyond moderate bounds. My
acquaintance with the city and island of Bombay in-

creasingly impresses me with the difficulty of prevent-

ing opium smuggling. This is in no way due to the
backwardness either of Government or of the farmer
in furnishing a sufficient force of detective or other

police. The difficulties are inherent in Bombay, in its

immense traffic, its huge houses, its numbers of trained

nnd skilful smugglers. If the difficirlties in tho way of

preventing smuggling are so serious when tho price of

opium is not excessive and when care is taken that
coiisnmevs lunc a i.iholpsome, suitable, and sufficient

supplv, I am satisfied that any attempt to prohibit or

even grievously to restrict the use of licit opium would,
in Bombay, result in the complete breakdown of

con':rol over smuggling. Apart from the luss of

I'cvenuc, 1 am sntislied that the withdrawal of Govern-
ment oon'roi from the opium trade would bo a

serious evil. The enforcement of suitable and necessary
restrictions on the use of the drug would cease. What
is worse the guarantee that tho drug used is pure and
wholesome would be at an end. To any one who knows
the Bombay drug market the conviction amounts to

certainty that if Government supervision is withdrawn
the bulk of the illicit opium supplied to consumers will

be poisoned by adulteration. Aly dread of the evil of

withdrawing Government supervision is not specula-
tive. The last six months have proved the dread to be
well founded. In 1892, in deference to the mistaken
and faint-hearted scruple that in the eyes of the people
of India such duties discredit Government, the super-
vision of opium smoking-houses was withdrawn. The
result has been that instead of about iiU licensed

houses, of which the inmates were under surveillance,

ivhere stated hours were enforced, where none but good
and wholesome opium was obtained, over l.jiJ clubs

have been opened, unhampered by rules as to hours or
behaviour, and doubtless using large quantities of

illicit and more or less adulterated opium. When I
consider that it is suggested that arrangements so pro-
fitable, wholesome, and sensible as the present opium
system should be swept awa)- in faTOur of a scheme
Avh'ch implies ruinous loss of indispensable revenue,
lavish wii.ste on compensation and police, no probable
reduction in tho quantity and a grievous decline in the
quality of the opium consumed, I can only in amaze-
ment echo the Gujarat cry, " What has come over the
English ?

"

2-1, 814'. (ilfr. Mowbray.) You have referred to the
closing of the opium smoking-houses in lSii2

; you do
not appear to consider that that has been a success p

—

Since my answers were written I have collected some
further figures on the subject of opium smoking.
These figures seem to show that since the closing of
the licensed smoking-houses the number of smokers
has increased. The number of smoking places has
risen from 20 to 150, and the question arises. What
increase does this represent in the number of smokers ?

In one of those clubs about 7.j people assemble ; in
several there are about 40. Almost none have fewer
than 10 members. An average of l-} would perhaps be
fairly correct. Formerly between 700 and 800 men
smoked in the licensed houses, but now, so far as I can
ascertain, about 2,260 or three times as many smoke in
clubs and private houses.

21,815. I do not quite understand why the fact of
houses not being licensed has tended to increase the
number of people who frequent them ?—Because the
private smoking-houses or clubs are in some respects
more convenient than the licensed houses. Private
houses are under no restrictions as to hours or as to
behaviour

; they are as independent as other clubs. No
opium officers can go into these clubs unless he has a
suspicion that illicit opium is being sold, or that the
rules are otherwise infringed.

2f,S16. Have you taken any steps to interfere with
an}- of these houses, and if so, with what result F We
took what we considered a strong case before the
second police magistrate. He said we had no right to
enter private smoking-houses unless we had a strono-
suspicion that some breach of the rules was beinS
committed. °

21,817. What wns the technical offence which you
tried to establish p—It was possession of more than two
tolas of opium, and also selling illicit opium.

24, H8. You mean selling opium without a licence p

The information we had was that the opium being used
was illicit opium. We also wished to ascertain whether
the possession of more than two tolas belonging to the
niembers by the manager of a club was an infringement
of the 2 tola rule. The manager of an opium smokiug-
club is not allowed to sell opium. If he sells opium
or ohaudu it is an offence. The manager may commit
one of two offences. He may use illicit opium, or he
may sell opium in some form or other.

24.819. Is there any general prohibition against the
sale of chandu and madak in the Bombay Presidency
apart from selling it on the promises where it is
smoked?—If a man buys licit opium that has paid
duty he can use it in any form ho chooses. There is no
interference with him ; he can eat it or smoke it in his
own houne.

24.820. Can people buy chandu and madak now at
an ordinary opium shop in Bombay P—Eo, they cannot.
They can only buy dry opium.

21.821. If people want to smoke chandu a ad madak
they must buy it m the form of dry opium and manu-
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facture it themselves, or get it manufactured ?—^That is

so. They oughtiiot,of course, to buy illicit opium, but,
as far as I can make out, n large proportion of what is

smoked is illicit opium.

24.822. What do you moan by illicit opium ?—Opium
that has not paid duty, brought clandestinely down
from Malwa or Gujarat, or smuggled from Persia,

24.823. Tou consider that there is a large amount of
that at present ?—A very largo amount. The amount
of illicit opium which is at present supposed to be
smoked, judging by the character of the men who buy
it, is put down at 1,150 lbs. during the last five months.
It is five months since the rule closing the licensed
smoking-houses has been introduced. The entire sales

during the five months before the chandu and madak
contract was stopped were 1,900 lbs., so that the
difference between 1,150 lbs. and 1,900 lbs. is apparently
due to increased smuggling, since, so far as we can
judge, the amount of smoking has meanwhile increased.

24,824. You mean that there has been a falling off

in the licit sales ?—Formerly there were two classes of

sales—sales of dry opium and sales of opium to be made
into chandu. Formerly the right to sell chandu and
madak for consumption in the licensed shops was the
subject of a separate contract. The total decrease in

the two items of dry and chandu sales in the last five

months compared with the corresponding sales in the

five months before the chandu contract was stopped is

from 7,400 lbs. to 5,900 lbs.

24.825. Is it your opinion that that does not mean
u real reduction in the consumption, but that the place

of licit opium, which was previously used, has been
Supplied by the illicit opium ?—Yes ; because during
the same time the number of smokers has increased.

According to the calculation which I gave above, since

the licensed emoking-houses wore closed the number
of smokers is double, probably treble, what it was
before.

24.826. Can you suggest any means by which these

unlicensed shops could be dealt with by legislatioji or

otherwise ?—I do not think any legislation could touch
the clubs or private smoking-houses.

24.827. (Mr. Pease.) There is no liberty to have clubs
without a limitation of hours that did not exist at the
time when there were licensed smoking shops P—Oluba
might have existed before ; but clubs were unneces-
sary as the licensed houses supplied the demand in a
convenient form.

24.828. Wag not the inducement that there should
be no limitation of hours a sufficient one to induce
certain individuals to have clubs ?—No. The licensed
houses in spite of restrictions were found convenient
and sufficient. The only .smoking club of which we
knew was one frequented by Chinamen.

24.829. Was there the same effort made on the part
of the police to find out whether opium smoking was
taking place in other than licensed shops that there has
been recently ?—Some effort was made though not so

much as has been made since the rule has been changed.
Since the licensed houses have been closed we have
employed extra opium police to try and control the
private smoking-houses and clubs.

24.830. I undsrstand that your figures would show
that there has been a reduction in the amount of

opium used for the purpose of smoking P—We do not
know how much licit opinri is at present used for

smoking. We can only make a rough estimate of the

quantity.

24.831. You estimate that there has been a reduction

in the quantity of licit opium used for smoking pur-

poses ?—Yes.

24.832. And it is only your calculation as to the
number of smokers, and also the estimate that each
smoker uses as much as he did before, that leads you
to the opinion that there is a great deal of smoking
of illicit opium ?—That is so.

24.833. In taking action against these clubs why
did you raise the question whether opium was licit or
illicit ; is it not a penal offence to sell opium in these
clubs, whether licit or illicit P—Yes.

24.834. Why did yoa raise the question as to its

being illicit opium instead of taking action merely on
the question of sale F—There were two questions.

Each question was equally before ua—the use of illicit

opium and the sales. It is easier to prove the use of

illicit opium than to prove the fact of a sale in a club.

24.835. I understood you to say that you had taken
action against the sales of illicit opium in the clubs ?—
In that particular case we believed the opium used
was illicit. We also tried to prevent all sales as far

as wb could. We find we can take steps to prevent
sales, biit that to prove that a sale has taken place is

almost impossible.

24.836. How far have you been successful in your
actions P—We failed in the action to which I have
referred.

24.837. You have only taken action in one case P^We
have only taken one case into court, because we have
found it impossible to procure proof that chandu is sold.

Our action has therefore been limited to the attempt
by close supervision to prevent sales taking place.

24.838. Are there sales going on in these clubs?—

I

do not know whether sales take place or not. I believe

there are not many, if there are any. We do all we
can to prevent sales. We send detectives, but the
managers will not sell to strangers. If sales are made
to members the chandu is not paid for when it is

smoked, and the payment is made not for the opium
but for the use of the room, the cook, or the pipe.

24.839. How many shops are there for the retail sale

of opium for Bombay Town and Island F

—

I have not
the figures ; they are in the Commissioner's statement.*

24.840. {S ir James Lyall.) Is it not possible that while

there were chandu shops and smoking saloons licensed

by the G-overnment in Bombay the popular idea was
that unlicensed saloons or clubs were illegal F—That is

so.

24.841. Perhaps when the Government ceased licen-

sing the saloons that idea was exploded, and may have
encouraged people to set up clubs ?—That is undoubt-
edly one reason why there are now so many clubs. The
other reason is that formerly the licensed houses

sufficiently provided for the wants of opium smokers.

24.842. What is the limit of the amount of opium
which a man can now buy at a shop P—Two tolas.

21.843. What used to be the limit F—Ten tolas. As
regards opium eaters I think the reduction was a mis-

take. At the same time smokers veryseldom take in a

day as much as two tolas of dry opiuin, which makes
four tolas of chandu. I believe no smoker smokes more
than two tolas of chandu in a day. The reduction of

the amount a man can buy from ten tolas to two tolas

has not pressed upon opium smokers, but upon men who
eat opium in large quantities.

24.844. If a. man buys two tolas at a shop is there

anything now in the law to prevent his selling one of

those tolas to another man P—Yes. I should say such

a sale would be illegal. At the same time it would not

be likely to be detected unless he did it habitually.

24.845. I suppose the words of the Act are that

nobody must sell except a licensed vendor p—I think

they are.

Mr. J. M.
Campbell,

CLE.

12 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. J. PfiESOOTT Hewett, Secretary to the Commission, called in.

24,846. {Ghairmaii.) I

some petitions P—Yes.

The first purports to

residents in Moulmein.

believe you wish to hand in

I have received two petitions,

come from certain Chinese
It was handed to me by Mr.

Alexander this morning. The petitioners state that

they have had long experience of the disastrous effects

of opium consumption, and complain that they have no

power to prevent it because of the facility with which

opium can be procured.

24,847. {Chairman.) The petition will be taken into

consideration.

24,848. (Wiinsss.) The next petition is signed by nine

persons "On behalf of a large number of opium oon-

" Bumcrs in Bombay," and requests that an early day

be fixed to enable them to appear before the Commission

in a body as "an ocular demonstration against the
" futility of the out-cry the anti-opiumists have
" raised."

Mr. J. P.

Hewett.

* Sec evidenco ot the Hon. Jlr. T. D. 3Iackenzie at page 281 of this

vohnlH'.

The witness withdrew.
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Surgeon-Lioutenant-Colonel T. S. Weib called in and examined.

24.849. (Sii- William Roberts.) You are executive
health officer of Bombay P—Yes.

24.850. How long- have you occupied that post?

—

Since 1873.

24.851. You have also acted occasionally as municipal
commissioner p—Yes.

24.852. You have had other opportunities of exami-
ning the opium habit, 1 believe ?—Yes. I have
observed the use of opium not only in India, but
around the Persian frontier up to the Caspian. I have
made many experiments on myself and othei'S with
opium. The late Mr. Ourwon and I thought of pub-
lishing a work on the subject. In Khorassan and
around the frontier, where I observed the sft'ecta of

opium, probably more people take opium in proportion
to their numbers than in any part of the world. They
say the habit of taking opium has only been known in

Khorassan during the last 30 years. i\Lo3t of the
people seem to think that, apart from the influence of

custom, the cause of the habit was the ill-health caused
by malaria. Down in the valleys where there is water,
and by the streams of water and moisture, fevers are
very prevalent. And, as I hope to state hereafter, the
use of opium, like all habits, is influenced by the
manner of life, and follows the necessities of the people.

Where the people live in a buoyant climate and are in

buoyant health they do not think of opium, nor will

they be bothered with taking opium. It is the juice of

the grape they long for, not the Juice of the poppy,
those who seek intoxication or "kief." The popular
view of the opium eater indicates how the use of opium
is regarded. The opium eater, by which I mean the
one who takes opium in excess, is looked on as a joke,

and many stories laughing at him are told. Tiiere is a
very entertaining book, in Hindustani, full of stories,

all laughing in a good-natured way at opium eaters

and smokers. The effect of opium in excess, and this

is the chief ill effect even in excess of opium, is to

produce abstraction of mind and an indifference to

trifling objects. This abstraction of mind is con-

sidered by the ordinary observer an impairment of

memory, but it is not. Hence to commence with

the difference of opinion amongst people as to the

most objective of the phenomena from taking opium
in excess. It is simply this, that most of the people

who have written about opium have been under
the influence of European literature ; and, as we know,
in nearly all writings about the East, the people, and
their customs, the same opinions are passed on from
European writer to European writer and from book to

book. I can see from the evidence, if the evidence has

been correctly reported, that most of the people who
have given evidence have either an imjjcrfect knowledge
or have only had occasional opportunities of seeing

persons who use opium. In the first place, it is only

through the influence of European literature tbat opium
has come to be considered, like alcohol, in its uses and
in its effects. Anyone who has had any experience of

opium knows -that any person who wants intoxication

will not be satisfied with opium ; and all people whose
object is drunken oblivion, though they may take opium,
take a,lcohol to produce intoxication. My observation

has been that no one who wishes for intoxication will be

satisfied with opium, aud generally no one in perfect

health will take the trouble to take opium or reiueuiber

about it. Here is the great fact that some 80 per cent,

of the popiilation of this great city of Bomljay have in

their cbildhood been fed with opium. People with
little aud imperfect experience have formed wrong
conclusions from imperfect opportunities of ob-^ervation

or from imperfect understanding. For instance, some
nave said that opium makes people timid and cowardly.

This impression has ai'isen from the fact that opium
produces a desire for quietness and rei)Ose, and hence
opium users dislike noise aud tumult, iuid have a great

diglike of chattering. Others believe that opium
develops and causes utter incapacity for business ; while,

as we sec. some of the most enterprising merchants
take a small dose of opium every evening. In the clubs

or meeting places or, to use tire British phrase, " dons,''

whore opium is used, there are found ii, certain number
of hereditary and professional mendicants and purpose-

less, worthless [)Oo]j]e. A.Liieat number of tbem are ill

in Ijody and mi'id, and il' thry caai get opium they will

take ojiium in excess, and if they c;in get hemp they will

talcc hemp in ixcess, and if they can grt alcohol, which
they like better than opium or hemp, Vaej will take

alcohol in excess. Thoy are generally incapable of work.

not because of opium, or of hemp, or of alcohol, but
from hereditary causes and hereditaxy training.

Wherever they are found these arc the people who
generally tell you that they are ruined by opium,
or by hemp, or by alcohol, to excite your pity, in

order to persuade you to give them mouej- to spend
on opium, on hemp, or on alcohol, and they will
tell you of their terrible sufferings if thej- cannot
get some. It is just the same when the well-nourished
mendicant strikes his stomach, and says he is dj ing
from starvation, he docs not mean staiwation, because
he is not starving, but he uses the ge.sture and the word
to indicate that he is in want. It is expressive, and so he
uses it. The same people, if they want money for food,
will talk of the same sufferings, but instead of opium
they will talk of food. Opium taken in excess will, like

food, do harm ; but I believe that for one person injui'cd

by opium, ten persons are injured by sweetmeats,
hundreds are injured by too much food, and thousands
by too little food.

24.853. Have you had any experience of the effect of
using opium in your own case ?—While travelling on
the frontier, I suffered constantly from fever, and it was
only with the assistance of opium, with, and sometimes
without, quinine, that I was able to make long marches
and ride long distances in a country where the water was
salt and the valleys direly feverish, and the ])opulation,
where collected in towns aud villages, sorely afHictcd.
After returning to India, while suffering from fever, I
took for some years opium generally with, and sometimes
without, quinine. Opium increases the action of quinine.

24.854. Have you had any experience of the effect of
opium in Persia ?—Around the moist lands on the
Persian side of the Caspian some of the population
seemed to me to be famishing from malarial poison, for
they could only digest a thin wafer-like bread, and they
could not use the ordinary bread the people of Persia
use. The effect of opium is to do in an imperfect
degree, and less exalted form, what healthful air does,
and to make people nearly feel as they would feel in
good health. On the Persian frontier it was interesting
to observe the influence of climate on the habits of the
people and especially on the use of opium. The popu-
lation on the Khorassan frontier are grouped in cities
and in villages, in which the people are partly settled
and partly nomadic, and in camps of nomads. Amongst
the town population almost every man, woman, and
young person, and many children use opium ; but
although amongst the village population a large number
use opium, the use of opium is not so general as in the
towns, bat amongsi; the nomads the use of opium is so
uncommon that it may be said to be unknown. But
the nomads use intoxicating drinks ; "it is the juice of
the grape or fermented drinks they love. The use of
intoxicating drinks is the only vice of the great warrior
nomadic races of the East.

'24,86-j. What has come to your knowledge as to the
impression produced on the people of this city by the
proposal that the use of opium should be prohibited ?
If I am asked as to how the prohibition of the opium
shops has been received in this city, I reply that it has
been regarded as another instance of the intention of
the Government and of the British people to interfere
with the customs of the people. I went frequently
around these shops, the days before the sale of opium
was prohibited, aud heiird crowds disciissing the policy
of Government. Even those who were not opposed to the
use of opium did not believe the action of Government
was from noble motives to rescue the people from the
habit of opium. It was unpleasant to hear how the
action of Government was attributed to proselyiisino-
infinenco or to selfish motives. Some of them— the
people I remonstrated with—said if the British Govern-
ment wish to improve the people, whv do they not stop
the importation of English goods ?

' Whv do they not
feed the poor P said some others. Those 'who did not
say it was ii sham philanthropical pretence of the
Government, said it was due to the " Padri Jog." Onlv
the educated classes understand and apjn-ociate the
IjLuevolent purpose of the British Covcrnnieut.

24,856. What is your ojnnion as to the effect of such
prohibition ?—If 1 am asked what will be the effect of
prohibition, I say, from my experience as the head of a
department of over 4,000 people, which has been called
the greatest prosecuting machine in Bombay, that the
only effect will be injury to Government. No measure
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*liibli is opposed to the iiiterests of any large numbfir
of the people can be enforced, even in the city of

Bombay. We see law after law passed, and tbey never
kave been and never can be enforced. People in Eng-
land have an utterly exaggerated and foolish, idea of

the influence and power of Government in India.

24,857. What conclusion have you come to as to the
effect of the opium habit on the health of the con-
sumer P—The physical injury caused by opium in
excess cannot be compared with the effects of alcohol.

The effects of opium are rather of a mental character.

I have seen people who, although they had been
devoted to opium, almost as soon as they had ceased
using the drug appear as if they had never used it. I

give two instances from a reformatory, in this city, of

boys who had been taking opium in large quaniities.

I referred to these instances in a lecture I delivered in

Bombay some time ago :
—

" I have seen two boys under
" 12 years sent to a penitentiary to be cured of the
" habit of opium—one because he stole to buy opium,
" was sent by a m agistrate ; the other because he had
" become too fond of opium, was sent by his father.
" Both had been cured and looked perfectly healthy.
" The boy who had been sent by his father had been
" eating large quantities of opium, and smoking opium
" too, for some two years, and yethe had not suffered in
" body. My experience is—and I have tried myself
" both opium and hemp while ill with fever—that it is to
" many people more easy to give over eating opium or
" hemp than smoking tobacco."

24,858. Have you anything to say as to the influence

of opium on missionary work ?—I think there is a great
deal of truth in the- statement of missionaries, that

opium causes people to reject or treat with contempt
their teaching. It is this, that opium produces such
repose of mind that the teaching of a missionary, be he
Christian or other, is regarded as a mere delusion.

Missionaries not taking opium, and only seeing opium
eaters occasionally, have mistaken the cause as well as

the significance of the phenomena they have observed.

In this city a large number of the people who frequented

the opium shops were mendicants. From the profes-

sional you can get any reply according to the tone you
ask a question. They naturally give the reply which
they think will please ; the object of the mendicant is

to persuade people. .Another class, a large number of

whom use opium, are the public gariwallas ; no one

who knows them will accept, without consideration, any
statement they make.

24.859. What has been your impression as to the

effect of opium eating on the people P—To my mind the

man who eats too much i^ as much, if not more, to be

pitied than the opium eater. The man who eats five

large meals of strong food is in far more danger than
the man who eats opium even in excess. Amongst the

classes who eat flesh, a far larger number are injured

by too much food or unwholesome food, and amongst
the classes who do not use flesh, a far larger number
are injured by sweetmeats than by opium.

24.860. In what repute is opium held by the natives

of India ?—Many people look upon the use of opium as

disreputable, but it has to be remembered that many
of the people who look upon the use of opium as dis-

reputable look upon the use of coffee or tea as disrepu-

table, and that they consider it disgraceful to eat in a

hotel or in a refreshment room at a railway station.

Most Europeans have no idea of the courage which
Hindus display who use hotels or refreshment rooms.

Neither Hindus nor Musalmans look upon the use of

opium as they look on the use of any forbidden food.

Opium does not deflle as the use of forbidden food.

They do not look on the use of opium with loathing as

they look on the use of forbidden food. In the popular
estimation, the use of opium is looked on as something
between the use of tobacco and alcohol. Many of

the people look on the use of tobacco as disreputable,

and some regard it as sinful. Opium smoking does not

altogether bear the same relation to opium eating that

tobacco smoking does to tobacco chewing. It is not so

much injury that opium does when smoked as the

smoking of opium in society. It is the same with all

habits. I will give an ilhistration of my mea'aing.

We all eat more when we are together tlmn when we are

alone. In hotels and clubs, men eat more than when
they are alone. Society, with opiaiii as with everything

else, excites to indulgence.

24.861. What is your impression as to opium smoking?
—As to tho efl'ects of opium smoking and the different

opinions expressed, the difference of opinion is due to Surg.Lt.. Col,
most of the people who have given opinions having seen T. S. Weir.
opium smoking and opium smokers only occasionally.
1 think the smoking of opium does less organic injury 12 Feb. 1894.
than the smoking of tobacco, but at the same time I
think the smoking of opium does more harm to the
individual usefulness than the smoking of tobacco. It
is not the opium i:i itself, it is the conditions which
opium smokers, iu society, like to surround themselves
with. It is to me amazing that most of the people who
have given testimony as to the nocuousness or innocu-
ousnesa of opium smoking have not observed that it is

the harmlessness of opium smoking in moderation that
causes danger. The two conditions essential to the
enjoyment of opium, in society, are quietude and dim-
ness of light. Many years ago I compelled with much
difficulty the owners of places where opium was used
to improve the lighting and ventilation of them. As to

the fascination of opium, it is something more than
tobacco and something less than alcohol. To one who
has never seen a public-house in the slums of a Euro-
pean town, an opium house is a pitiful sight. When
one knows the character of Ihe people, the pity is not
excited by the use of opium, but by the individual lot

of the individuals. A considerable number of the
people are mendicants—hereditary and professional
and a large number are worthless and diseased people,
who, if they were not here, would be in worse places,

whose only object iu life while not seeking alms is
" nisheh" enjoyment.

24,862. What is your opinion of opium as an aphro-
disiac P—I see it has been stated that opium is used as
an aphrodisiac; but it has to be remembered, as I
mentioned in referring to the repute in which opium is

held, the number of other agents used in India and in
other parts of Ihe world, as aphrodisiacs ; for instance,
milk is a very common one ; for one person who uses
opium, thousands use large quantities of milk and
strong food. Incantations are very common, and even
fa-\-ourite prayers and pious exercises.

24,86.3. What do you think would be the effect of

closing places for the sale of opium p—If I am asked
what will be the effect of closing the places for the
sale of opium I reply injury to Government, and
suffering to the mendicant and the diseased. If I am
asked whom it will benefit, I reply the people who
cheat and live on the needs of the needy.

24.864. Do j-ou think the habit of giving opium to
infants is as prevalent as ever p—I mention that now a
smaller number of children are given opium than 20
years ago. This is ascribed to three influences—less

house crowding, the advice of medical men, and greater
prosperity of the artisans through factory labour.

24.865. What is opium given to children for?

—

Opium is chiefly given to children to help them to
digest milk. The poor also give it to keep the chil-
dren quiet and out of danger.

24.866. Is opium also taken as a household remedy
in malarious district P—Tho evidence that opium is

taken as a, preventive of malaria is an indication of
how little malaria is understood. Some time ago a
missionary, who has had some medical training, was
speaking to me of the evidence given before this

'

Commission of the use of opium against malaria. He
was speaking incredulously. I told him that I had
taken opium, and would again take opium for low
fever. He then told me that the only affection in
which he had found small doses of opium useful was a
state which he believed to be dysentery, but which I
had no doubt was merely a congested state of the
mucous membrane, very common in malarial districts.
This is why the evidence about the effect of opium in
malaria so much varies. A congested state of the
mucous membrane, indicated at one end by hawking
and low fever, and at the other end by a congested
state of the bowel, is a very common effect of malarial
poisoning, and I have no hesitation in saying opium
gives more relief in this state than any other remedy.
This state in Bombay is the most common cause of the
use of opium. Dr. Liviug^tone might have survived
his sufferings had he used opium as a food. The true
remedy for opium indulgence is improved conditions
of life, good dwellings, and food. Another cause of
indulgence iu opium is the overcrowding in dwellings
and depression from foul air. I believe that for one
person injured by opium hundreds are injured by the
theatres. It is as foolish to say that opium in modera-
tion docs harm as to say that opium in excess does not
do harm to the individual.

Eel
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24,867. What are the general conclusioiiB at which
you have arrived p—The conclusions I have come to

are that opium in e.xcess doea not do the oi'gauic injury

which alcohol, tobacco, and strong foods may mo in

this tropical country. The popular saying in India

amongst the poor, contrasting opium and nlcohol, sums
up the popular impression of both

—
" Alcohol puts a

" man in the gutter ; opium puts hira to dreiim."

Under 5 per cent, of the adult population of Bombay
take opium now. Alcohol amongst the poorer classes

is used instead of opium. This is tho result of higher

wage.?

2 1
,81:8. I take it from the tenor of your evidence that

you do not recognise much difference in susceptibility

and tolerance of the opium habit l)etweon the native of

India and the European ?—I think the idea of difference

arises from the imperfect notion which Europeans have
had in the past of the effect of opium.

-i'lsSC'.i. (J/r. Pease.) You say that a certain numljer
of hereditary and professional mendicants and purpose-
less and worthless people are to lie found in smoking
dens p—Yes.

24.870. You say, " It is not opium itself, it is the
" conditions which opium smokers in society like to
" surround themselves with " ?— Yes.

24.871. Is it not like the old controversy in I'lngland

as to whether the pig made the stye what it was, or

whether the stye made the pig what it was P Your
opinion seems to be that it is not the opium smokers
who make the den what it is, but the den that makes
opium smokers what they are P—My opinion is this,

that the mendicants and the " ghariwalas," for instance,

who use opium if they had not opium dens would pro-

bably go to places even more objectionable. The opium
den is objectionable in itself, but it supplies a want
which has not yet been supplied to the mendicant class

and the poorer classes in this cit}' or in any part of

India that I know of.

24.872. What is the want that ought to be supplied ?

—There are many things that ought to be supplied, but
it is extremely difiioult to say what is practicable and
what is not.

24.873. I do not understand what is the want that

needs to be supplied P—There is no system of relief in

the way of food or medical relief in the city such as

you have in Europe ; there are no means of giving
relief to tho body in health or in disease such as you
have.

24.874. Have you any free dispensaries ?—There are

a certain number of dispensaries, but the greater num-
ber of the peoj)le have so little confidence in dispensaries

that they use them very little in comparison with the

numbers.

24.875. You have alluded to a class of persons who
consider the taking of tea and coffee as disreputable P

—Yes.

24.876. May I ask you who they avr P—Many high
caste Hindus look upon tea and cofl'ee as disreputable

;

many Musalmans look upon coffee as unlawful.

24.877. Do you not think that an opium house is a

pitiful sight to those who have seen a public-honse in

the slums of European towns ?—To me the pitifulness

is entirely different fj'om the pitifulness which a public-

house in Europe excites. It is a pitiful sight, but there

is in it less degradation and brutality to my mind than
there is in the surroundings of a public-house in

Europe.

24.878. It is a matter of comparison and you think

that the English public-house is the worst p—I put it

very much in this way, the man who goes to an English
publio-house not only hurts himself, but hurts others.

The man who goes to an opium den only hurts himself

—not anybody else.

24.879. Are you not aware that opium consumers
have told us that the habit had risen from bad com--

pany P—I have heard opium smokers say so, but the

numbers who have acquired habit of smoking opium
fr jm ]jad company are very small in proportion to the

numbers who have acquired it from other causes.

24,8^0. I have bul'ori.' me a book written by Dr.

Aitchison, entitled " Notes on the products of Afghan-
istan a)id Persia " P—I know Dr. Aitchison.

24.881. He .says that the inhabitants have taken to
the culture of opium, resulting in the complete de-
morahzation of the villagers who, almost as a whole,,
men, women, and children, have adopted the pernicious
habit of eating, besides smoking, the drug ; do you
agree with that ^iew P—'I'here is no doubt the habit is

common, Ijut its perniciousness is the result of conditions
which liave caused malaria.

24.882. Do you know the date of the book ?—I think
about 1886.

24.883. {Mr. Motohray.) You have spoken of " the
great fact that some 80 per cent, of the population of
this city of Bombay have in their childhood been fed

" with opium." Is that a fact which you have verified
for yourself, or how do you arrive at it P^I arrive at the
fact in this way amongst others. I may say without
exaggeration that I have spoken to thousands of persons
in regard to their having had opium in their childhood,
and almost every one of them has said that he has had
opium—not only Hindus but Musalmans.

24,881. I suppose they only speak of their general
impression

; they cannot recollect it as a matter of
fact ?—They are of course speaking from the experience
of what they themselves do and what they have seen
others do.

21,885. In looking at your own circle of acquaintances
you think that 80 per cent, may be fairly said to take
opium in that form P—My impression is that the
number of children in this city who get opium is over
80 per cent.

^^
24,886. You have said, " We see law after law passed,

" and they never have been and never can be enforced."
I do not know what you had in your mind when you
wrote that ?—I would rather not mention details. Wo'
have here laws against the commission of nuisance,
and offences of every possible kind, but it is impossible
to enforce them.

24.887. Are they laws with regard to sanitary
matters p—Laws in regard to sanitary matters and also
some matters which are not sanitary. It is necessary
even here for the enforcement of any law that a vei-j-
large proportion of the population should be in favour
of it, or at least not against it.

24.888. Yoa attribute the failure to enforce these
laws to the fact that they have been carried without
popular sanction?—I would not say that, but it is
practically the same thing. I mean that unless the
laws are to the interest of a very large number of the
people it is impossible to enforce them.

2f,889. You have found that by practical experience
in this city p—Yes.

24,S'.I0. You would prefer not to go into details P—

I

would rather not. I simply make that statement as a
general impression.

24,891. What are the classes of people who look on
the use of tobacco as not only disreputable, but sinful ?—Musalmans generally, although a very larcre number
of them take tobacco.

' °

24,8'.J2. (ill,-. Haridas Veharidas.) You say that many
Mahomedans look upon tobacco as sinful p—Yes.

25.893. Do you mean the few who are religiously
mchned ."—Even those who use it will, if you ask
them, admit that it is not a proper habit.

24.894. But most Mahomedans uso tobacco p— A
very large number of them do. A great many Hindus
do not look upon smoking as proper.

24.895. They do not look upon it as so sinful as
alcohol p—iTo.

24.896. It may not be good, but they do not re<Tard
It as sinful; they would not excommunicate a man
tor It .^— Their view is that it is less disreputable than
alcohol.

24.897. They would not excommunicate a man for it
as m the case of alcohol P—There is no caste amono-at
Musalmans. °

24.898. If a man takes alcohol he is not considered a
respectable man P-There are many different customs
in different countries, and many different ideas in
regard to intoxicating drinks.

The witness withdrew.
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The Hon. C. S. Crole called in and examined.

24,899. [Ghairman.) "What is yoar position under
GrO'vernment?— I am the first member of the Board of

Revenue of Madras. Up to December last I was a
separate revenue commissioner and also a member of

the board.

M',900. You are here to put in a general statement ?

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till to-morrow at 11 o'clock.

—Yes. I have prepared a* statement for the use of the
Commission. I prepared it some months ago when I
was in charge of the Separate Revenue Department,
which includes opium.

24,901. We will give it our careful attention, dnd we
shall be glad to see you again to-morrow.

The Hon.
C. S. Crole.

12 Feb. 1894.

At the Town Hall, Bombay.

SEVENTIETH DAY.

Tuesday, 13th February 1894.

[Section A.J

Present :

The Eight Hon. LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B. (Ciiaibman, PKEstniNo;.

Ml'. R. G-. C. Mowbray, M.P.
Mr. A. U. Pansiiawe.

Mr. Aetiujr Pease.
Mr. IIaridas Veharidas Desai.

Mr. J. Prescott-Hewett, CLE., Secretary

The Hon. Javerilal Umiashankar Yajnik called in and examined.

24.902. (Mr. Fcmshawe.) You are, I believe, agent

to His Highness the Rao of Cutoh, and member of

His Excellency the Grovernor's Legislative Council,

Bombay ?—Yes.

24.903. Will you kindly state what your experience

has been to enable you to s,.eak upon the opium habit p

I am a native of Nadiad, in the district of Kaira in

Gujarat, and a resident of many years in Bombay. As
agent of the Cutch State in Bombay I had at one time

to make purchases of opium in the Bombay market

for internal consumption in that State. At present I

collect on behalf of the Darbar from the Government
of Bombay refunds, from time to time, of the drawback

on pass duty on opium imported into Cutch. I am a

justice of the peace, and a member of the municipal

corporation of Bombay and of the standing committee

of the corporation. I. am also an additional member
of the council of His Excellency the Governor of

Bombay for making laws and regulations.

24.904. What has your experience been with regard

to the consumption of opium by the different races of

people in the parts of this Presidency with which you

are acquainted ?—I have in course of business or other-

wise come across the different races of people who con-

sume opium in Bombay and in the districts of Gujarat

and the States of Kathiawar and Cutch. Prom what I

have known of the habits of the people with whom I

have come into contact, I am able to say that among

the higher classes, such as Brahmins, Banias, Kayasthas,

Lohanas, Bhansalis, and Shrawaks or Jains, the con-

sumption of opium is confined to hardly over two or

three per cent, of the people in each caste. The classes

who use opium in an appreciable quantity, or more or

less habitually, are Girasias, Jarejas, Waghelas, and

other Rajputs, Kathis, Barotes, or Bhats and Charans,

Atits Gosains, Patidars, Kunbis, Kclis, Bhils, &c.

among Hindus ; and Maleks, Sheikhs, Pathans, Syeda,

Arabs, Mekranis, Fakirs among Mahomedans._ The

cultivation of poppy and the consumption of opium in

India date as far back as many centuries before the

commencement of British rule. At present opium is

not cultivated anywhere in Gujarat except in the mahals

of the Baroda State, nor anywhere in Kathiawar or

Cutch. Opium is taken in j, variety of forms. By the

majority of people it is used in small fragments in a

O 82588.

The Hon.
Javerilal

Vraiushankar
Yajnih.

pure state. Pills made of opium and other ingredients
are given to children as balagoli (children's pill) by
Voids, Hakims ajid doctors to soothe the pains of
teethinL', to prevent sleeplessness and indigestion, and
otherwise to induce peace and quiet during illness. By 13 Feb. 1894

adults and elderly persons it is used as a preventive
and curative in malarial fevers, asthma, diarrhoea,
dysentery, acute rheumatism, and spasms. A person
suffering from cold applies liquid opium to the bridge
of his nose. It is also applied to cure the redness of
the eye and in skin eruptions, and is taken by persons
suffering from diabetes. Kossids or messengers and
post-runners on long journeys are invariablj- known to
take a few pills before starting. The posta or poppy
boiled in hot water is a well-known remedy for fomenting
parts of t.he body. Pew opium eaters are known to
begin the habit before 25 years of age. A much larger
number is known to begin its use between the ages of
thirty and forty. By well-to-do consumers opium is

often mixed with spices to give it flavour before making
into pills. It is possible for an opium eater to reduce
his quantity of daily consumption gradually, and there
are cases in which the habit is entirely given up after a
few months' or years' trial. Besides pills the form in
which opium is largely used in Gujarat, Kathiawar, and
Cutch, and I believe in Rajputana, especially among
Girasias, Jarejas, Bhats, Charans, Patidars, Kunbis,
and Bhils, is a special preparation called kasumbha or
amal pani—that is to say, opium infusion or opium tea.

Finely powdered opium is mixed with water, and the
mixture passed through a filter. Or the powder is

taken on the palm of the hard and water poured over
it. Over this mixture is placed a cotton plug and the
whole rubbed for a while. The liquid is absorbed by
the plug, which is held up, and the water pressed out
on the palm . The process is repeated till the beverage
is known to attain sufficient strength to be offered to the
guest or friend invited to take it. He is asked to sip it

from the palm of the offerer. The sip is followed by
the eating of sweetmeats. The custom of making
merry over kasumbha is very general and popular among
the classes I have named. Recourse is had to it to mark
the end of a long-standing dispute or to celebrate recon-

ciliation or renewal of friendship between members of

' See Appendix XVIII. to this Volume.
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the same or different castes. It is also resorted to on
festive occasions in a family, such as the marriage of n
son or daughter, when members of a caste are invited to

partake in the rejoicings. In times of mourning, too, a
G-irasia, Patidar, or Jareja offers kasumbha to such of the
mourners as attend in person to offer their condolences
and sympathy. The domestic records of almost every
notable Girasia or Patidar or Jareja will bear witness
to the number of tolas or pounds of opium consumed on
these occasions. This use of opium as kasumbha bears
a striking resemblance to the custom, in Europe, of

holding social gatherings or festive parties over beers,

wines, and spirits. One may as well think of putting a

stop to this social custom in Europe or England as con-

ceive a hope to enforce a change in the habit of opium
eating among a population so conservative and so

tenacious of their habits as that of India. As far as I
am aware, opium smoking is not so common in Gujarat,
Kathiawar, or Cutch. I know of the existence of opium
shops or opium dens inBombay in which opium smoking
is said to bo extensively carried on, but I have no
personal knowledge of them or of the persons who
resort to them.

2'1,905. What has been your experience as to opium
eating in moderation ?—In the cases of opium eating I

have come across, I have found that, taken in moderation
and followed up by nutritious food, such as milk sweet-
ened with sugar or condiments, opium is not only not
injurious, but distinctly conducive to health. The
Kunbis, Patidars, and Rajputs of Gujarat, but especially

of the Kaira district, among whom the habit of opium
eating is widely prevalent, are physically and morally
the finest among the whole peasantry in the Bombay
Presidency. They are healthy, industrious, skilled in

agriculture, and law abiding. Among the classes that
constitute the district police in this Presidency are

Rajputs, Kolis, Bhils, Marathas, and Mahomedans,
many of whom are opium eaters, but they are as robust
and healthy as one can conceive. And the remark holds
true of the martial races of Northern India, suoli as the
Sikhs and Gurkhas, who form part of the native army.
Taken .in excess, opium like all intoxicants is undoubt-
edly injurious to body and mind. It brings on con-
stipation, lassitude, emaciation, prononess to sleep,

dulness, and disorders of the bowels. Its effects, how-
ever, are sedative. Not many opium cases are known
to hospitals or courts. Opium leads to no violent crimes,

to no infringements of public peace or decency, and to

no domestic quarrels. It has none of the deleterious

effects of alcohol or ganja. Alcohol has worked and is

working more ruin and misery among the working
classes in India than opium. It is a fact that during
ttie late riots in Bombay while liquor shops wero ordered
to be closed as long as the riots lasted, opium sales

were allowed to be made freely in the bazaar. On Holi
and Muharam festivals the same precautions are

observed. In Bombay it is believed that from .50 to 60
per cent, of the wage-earning population, such as factory

hands and others, are addicted to drinking, whereas
hardly 10 per cent, are opium eaters. Opium is not so

destructive of moral feeling and self-respect as alcohol.

There are no such scenes of the beating of wife and
children and of the disturbance of domestic peace and
harmony observable in an opium eater's family as are
witnessed in that of a drunkard. In native society it

is generally felt that the efforts of philanthropic bodies

or missionaries would be directed to better purposes in

suppressing alcoholic drinks than in advocating
measures for preventing opium eating and putting down
opium traffic. A commission for inquiry into the
disastrous effects of alcoholic drinks in India, or into

the causes of the decline and ruin of many indigenous
industries and the disastrous results of the large
importations of foreign goods which have displaced
native manufactures, would have been more intelligible

to them and more welcome. In making this remark, I
say at once that no sensible person contends that the
habit of opium eating is good or is to be commended or
encouraged ; but since people will have such a stimulant

as opium, either as a prophylactic against disease in

malarious districts, or as a stimulant, it is found to be

less harmful when taken in moderation than many a

drug. An overdose of opium undoubtedly kills people.

The Hindu religion does not prohibit the use of opium
as it does the use of alcoholic spirits, and among
Brahmans of the highest caste, who would never touch
lifjuors, cases of opium eating are not unknown. It will

thus bo seen that it is not the use but the abuse of opium
which, ]>roperly speaking, proves injurious. In the form
ol' kasumbha it is known to be innocuous.

24.906. Tou have been speaking here of what you

call the moderate use, and then you say it is not the

use but the abuse of opium which, properly speaking,

proves injurious ; in your experience are the cases dI

excessive use of opium few or many ?—Not many, but

very few.

24.907. What is your opinion as to prohibiting the

use of opium except for medicinal purposes ?—Any
interference with the non-medicinal uses of opium,
therefore, I consider to be not only undesirable and
inexpedient but calculated to result in great hardship
and serious discontent and political danger. Some
conception of this danger may be formed by imagining
the outcry and discontent which a similar prohibition

of the use'of beers, wines, and spirits on festive occasions

or at social gatherings would produce in England. In

a question of this sort, affecting as it does the private

welfare of men who have come to years of discretion,

they naturally desire to be left uncontrolled in the

exercise of their right of private judgment, and any
attempt to control this exercise of private judgment
will be regarded as lying beyond the legitimate

functions of Government. This will be all the more so

regarded by a people to whom indulgence in opium
eating has never been denied by any previous Govern-
ment. The Maratha Government discouraged toddy
and liquor drinking by stringent Abkari rules, but
seldom, as far as we can say, prohibited opium eating.

24.908. Do you think that the prohibition of

the use of opium would po.s.silily have the effect of

making men have recourse to alcohol or other intoxi-

cants p—Apart from the direct hardship which a j^ro-

hibition of opium eating will inflict on those who are

confirmed opium eaters, one important result of such an
interdict will probably be to drive them to toddy or ganja
or alcoholic drinks—a result to be greatly deprecated.
Already the inquiries of this Commission have produced
an impression among the ignorant masses of the people
which, though erroneous and unfounded, is nevertheless
pretty general, namely, that the crusade against opium
is directed more in the interests of the distillers and
manufacturers of spirituous liquors in Jingland than in

those of humanity and morality. Such an impression,
though it has no ground to support it, is calculated to

do injustice to a body of men whose intentions in
the cause of morality and benevolence are beyond
doubt excellent, but it shows the direction in which
popular belief in India is tending. Should, however,
the results of prohibitive measures in regard to opium
be really to drive people to alcoholic drinks, they will

go far to strengthen the general belief as to the pre-
vailing Abkari policy of the British Government.
Rightly or wrongly the belief cuiTeut among the
people at the present day is that Government pursue
their Abkari policy with the true instincts of a trader,
the goverjiing consideration being that of revenue more
than one of humanity or morality. One fact which seems
to lend support to this popular view is that whereas the
revenue from opium is steadily declining from year to
year, th;it from spirituous drinks shows a remarkably
steady growth. Any action therefore wnich Govern-
ment may take with respect to prohibiting the use of
opium for non-medicinal purposes from the highest and
purest motives of philanthropy will, it seems to me, be
liable to misconstruction.

24.909. Have you any remarks that you would like to
offef- on the financial side of the question p—The
strongest and perhaps the most practical objection to
the suppression of opium trafl[ic is the amount of sacrifice
which India will be called upon to make, and the
extreme difficulty, if not the impossibility, of recouping
this loss in the present critical condition of Indian
finance. The loss to Government I estimate between
seven and eight millions sterling annually, and the loss
to cultivators, merchants, and native administrations
about as much, in all between thirteen and fourteen
millions sterling a year. A portion of this loss will be
such as no amount of money can compensate the losers
for. I know of no way by which to meet so heavy a
deficit in revenue which is not open to grave objections,
except a very material reduction of administrative
expenditure or the imposition of heavy taxation. But
taxation is known to have reached its limits. Trade is
dull, the bulk of the agricultural classes arc in an im-
poverished condition, all indigenous industries are
Buli'cring from the efl'eots of keen competition and the
influence of recent currency legislation, and the work-
inu; classes are among those who share the "eneral
depression.
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24,910. If the sale of opium were proliibited. in

British India except for medical purposes, do. you
think such a prohibition could be extended to the

Native States with which you are acquainted ?—Com-
ing to the Native States, I consider the extension of the

prohibition of the sale of opium to the Native States of

Gujarat, Kathiawar, and Dutch to be wholly impractic-

able, having regard to the conventions entered into

with the i-ulers of those States and which are at present

in. force. In virtue of these conventions, the British

Government have secured to themselves the co-opera-

tion of these States in effectually stopping all contra-

band trade in opium passing through their territories.

Excepting Baroda no other State in the Bombay
Presidency, as I said before, is allowed to cultivate

poppy and manufacture opium. In Visnagar and other

mahals of the Baroda Government, poppy is cultivated

and opium manufactured for conaum.ption in the

Gaekwar territory as well as for export to China. Of
late, however, the cultivation and manufacture of

opium have dwindled down very considerably. The
system regulating retail sales and soiling prices in

Baroda and other States conforms to the system pre-

vailing in British territory.

24,911. Have you any other remarks which yon would
like to offer as regards the opium arrangements in

Cutch and Kathiawar, with which States you have been
so closely connected ?—The history of opium arrange-

ments with Cutch, as far as I am aware, may be briefly

stated thus : Cutch had the prescriptive right to pur-

chase opium annually in Malwa direct for internal

consumption in the State to the extent of 400 maunds
free of pass duty ; but in 1874 Government disallowed

this right and decided that the State might obtain the

required quantity of opium on payment of duty. Cutch
protested against this decision. On a reconsideration

of the matter by Government, Cutch was allowed the

right to purchase opium on payment of four-fifths of

the pass duty on every chest of opium imported into the

State. Against this order the Cutch Council of

Regency appealed to the Government of India. On
this appeal the Government of India decided that

Cutch should have the right to purchase opium on
payment of two- thirds of the usual jjass duty. This

decision has fbr the present been accepted by Outch
under protest, ponding the result of an appeal to the

Secretary of State for India which is contemplated.

The Gujarat and Kathiawar States have agreed under
conventions with the British Government to supply

themselves with opium required for internal consump-
tion within their territories from the British dep6t at

Ahmedabad or from Bombay, or by means of direct

importation from Malwa under regular passes, and the

opium so supplied is retailed to their subjects at

prices not below those obtaining in British territory.

Moreover, the States have agreed to do their best to

prevent untaxed opium from being either imported into

their territory or smuggled out of it. In considera-

tion of their undertaking to see the conventions

faithfully carried out, these States are guaranteed
certain privileges by the British Government. For
instance, Baroda- enjoys the whole of the revenue

derived from the opium monopoly of the State and the

right to import free of duty from Malwa such quantity

as may he needed for internal consumption in the

State. The States of Mahi Kantha, Eewa Kantha,

Cambay, and Palanpur receive exemption from payment
of the pass duty on opium imported for domestic con-

sumption in their territories to the extent of the whole

amount of such duty ; whereas the Cutch and Kathiawar

States are, as stated above, allowed a remission to the

extent only of one-third of the pass duty. These are the

present arrangements for the supply and sale of opium

in the Native States referred to above. Any measures

prohibitive of the sales of opium within the territories

of these States would, in my opinion, lead to the follow-

ing results :—(1) Such prohibitive measures would

seriously interfere with the inveterate habits of the

people in the Native States and inflict hardship on

those of the consumers who cannot afford to give up

such habits without danger to their lives. It is pro-

bable that these consumers would not survive such

prohibition. No ruler of a Native State who thoroughly

understands the disposition of his subjects, and

sympathises with their frailties, would like to face the

discontent which the disturbance of the existing

arrangements will produce. (2) The prohibition would

result in a serious loss to the Native States and to the

British Government, who profit by the present arrange-

ments. (S) Such action on the part of the British

Government would revive old controversies. Even as

things stand at present, the arrangements in force have
not given satisfaction. They are considered tc be one-
sided and unjust. By Cutch and Kathiawar it is ccn-
toiided that they are entitled to the enjoyment in full of
the pass duty on opium consumed within their respec-
tive territories, that it is an injustice to them to be
allowed a refund of only one-third of the pass duty
while the remaining two-thirds should go to the benefit
of the British Government for opium not consumed
within British territory, and that this arrangement is

tantamount to taxing them for British fiscal objects.

The injustice of it, they urge, is all the more glaring
when viewed in the light of the fact that while they are
allowed a remission of one-third of the pass duty, the
inland States of Gujarat are permitted to enjoy a refund
to the full extent of the pass duty. It would appear
that from their geographical position the States of

Cutch and Kathiawar are relatively of greater impor-
tance than the inland Gujarat States, so far as the
intercepting and prohibition of untaxed opium passing
through their territories is concerned. There was a
time in the history of the British opium trade with
China when Malwa opium was smuggled through the
Portuguese ports on the coast of Western India to

China. By allowing their ports to be closed to the
opium traffic—a measure which has necessitated the
keeping up of a coastguard line by them—Cutch and
Kathiawar have done the British Government a service

which has enabled the Government in course of time to

raise the pass fee on opium exported to China from Rs.

125, at which it stood at first, to Rs. 700 per chest. The
history of each successive step talcen on the raising of

the pass-duty is the history of the assistance cheerfully

afforded by the States of Cutch and Kathiawar during
the early period of the British Indian trade with China
when the Government stood sorely in need of such help.

In such a time of need these States might fairly have
exacted, if they had chosen to do so, a very substantial

recompense from the Government of India as the j^rice

of their help—a price which, looking to the magnitude
of the interests involved, the Government of the day
would scarcely have deemed it worth their while to

refuse to pay. But not only has the sacrifice so

generously made by these States been thought to be of

no account by the Government, but it seems to have
been held 'that it is within the discretion of the British

Government to levy pass fees even on opium consumed
within the local limits of the territories of those States,

and that such levy is considered to bo the price which
the subjects of the Native States are bound to pay for

the advantages of living in States protected by the

British Government. Such arguments, however, take
no account of past services, no account of the fact that
until so recently as 1878, Kathiawar did receive duty-

free opium. In 1874-76 it was authoritatively remarked
that the supply of opium to Kathiawar was to be free of

the pass duty of Rs. 600 per chest. In the Bombay
Administration Report for 1875-76 this admission is

reyeated in the following words :
—" The opium to this

" province (Kathiawar) is issued free of pass fee." The
report for 1876-77 contains the following admission :

—

"The opium is issued to the province of Kathiawar
" free of pass-fee charges." Such authoritative ad-

missions, however, end with this report. These points

would naturally claim the first attention of Government
in any new arrangements which may be proposed in

disturbance of the existing conventions.

24.912. Ton are of opinion that an attempt to pro-

hibit the use of opium, except for medical purposes, in

Cutch and Katliiawar would lead to discontent ?

—

Yes.

24.913. (Mr. Pease.) You say that no sensible person
contends that the habit of opium is good or is to be
commended or encouraged; and again, you say that

opium eating with good food is distinctly conducive to

health ; they seem a little opposed to each other, how
do you reconcile these two statements P—Opium is not

resorted to by all classes of people, but only those who
are suffering from some chronic pains ; and in their

case when it is taken moderately it not only cures the

diseases, but proves distinctly beneficial to their

health.

24.914. Do I understand then that in all that you
have said in reference to the habit of eating opium,
everything you have said in any way approving of it,

relates to persons who arc suffering from some disease ?

—No. Not merely to persons who are suffering from
some disease, but to persons who use it for non-medi-
cinal purposes.
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24.915. Yoa say that the revenue from spirituous
drinks shows a remarkably steady growth, a/id you
speak about the revenue from opium consumption in

India steadily declining?—The revenue from opium,
so far as I read the financial statements of the Govern-
ment of India, is declining.

24.916. Have you got the figures with you P—No.

24.917. Are you referring to the consumption of

opium in India, or to the revenue derived from the

export trade ?—I refer to the revenue as a whole.

21.918. You do not mean to say that the revenue
from opium consumption in India is declining ?—No, I

mean the revenue a,s a whole.

24.919. Are you not mixing up the question of liquor

drinking in India with opium smoking in China ; are

yon not comparing the revenue of the two ?—As regards
opium revenue, I mean revenue derived both from con-
sumptiuu of opium in India and from the trade in

China.

24.920. I do not think that is what you said. Tou
said, " Eightly or wrongly the belief current among
" the people at the present day is that G-ovcruraent
" pursue their Abkari policy with the true instincts of
" a trader "

;
you are referring to Abkari, not to China

at all. I ask you whether you are prepared to tell the
Commission that the Abkari revenue from opium is

declining?—No, I referred there to the revenue from
the use of liquor.

24.921. Arc you aware that the Government of India
has taken credit to itself for its efforts to reduce the

consumption of opium in India ?—No, I am not.

24.922. (Mi: Mowbray.) In answer to Mr. Wilson, I

think you told us that what you had said in favour of

opium was in favour of it as used by persons medici-
nally, who were suffering i'rom some disease ?—Yes

;

and also by persons who use it in a non-medicinal
way.

24,92:;. Now I want to ask you whether you think it

would be priieticable to restrict the use of opium to

such purposes P—No.

24.924. Do you regard opium as a domestic remedy,
the use of which must be loft to the discretion of those

who use it r—Yes.
24.925. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Perhaps you know

that there was a good deal of smuggling going on before

measures of !-uppressiou were taken in regard to opium p

—Yes.

24.926. So that at that time the figures did not show
the exact actnal consumption, liccause there was a good
deal of smuggling going on; but since arrangements
were n^iade for suppressing smuggling in 1878 it has
been gradually lessened, and any ligures showing
increased consumption do not show an actual increase ?

—No. because practical steps have been taken to put
down smuggling.

The witness

24.927. The figures show an increase because the
smuggled opium has become licit opium ; they do not
really show an increase ?—No.

24.928. The habit you say is on the decrease P

—

Yes.

24.929. You belong to Nadiad, where I too belong,
and I know the cultivators

;
you use the word

" peasantry " in a broad sense
; you do not include

the Patidars who do not actually cultivate ? --Yes
I do.

24.930. Which have you most experience of as opium
eaters, the cultivators or the Patidars P—I have come
in contact with both of them.

24.931. Do you think that the Kunbis, the actual
cultivators, use as much opium as the Patidars P—No,
they use it to a very small extent.

24.932. {Chairman.) You said that whereas the
revenue from opium is declining from year to year
that from spirituous drinks show a remarkably steady
growth ?—Yes.

24.933. When you say that there is a decline in the
revenue from opium you are referring, are you not, to
the excise revenue, and not to the revenue from the
export duties on opium?—As regards revenue from
opium, I take not merely the excise but also the
revenue deri-»Bd from the opium traffic with China.

24.934. But if you looked to the excise alone how
would it be P—Probably the revenue would show an
increase.

24.935. As a matter of fact it does ?—Partly from
the steps which have been taken in recent years to
prevent smuggling.

2-1,936. And to prevent the consumption of illicit

opium ?—Yes.

24.937. Now, speaking of the efl^ect of the use of
opium generally, would you say that opium was a good
thing for a man in strong health ?—No, a, man can
keep up liis health without the use of opium.

24.938. Per instance, you would not recommend a
son to take it?—No, certainly not.

24,9:19. (Mr. Haridas Velmridas.) You are an agent
of the Cutch State ?—Yes.

24.940. If the British Government withdrew any
obligation on their part to supply opium to Outch,
Cutch would think itself at liberty to grow opium in
its own territory ?—Cutch would claim to be set at
liberty.

24.941. Cutch need not claim, I should think. When
one party breaks an agreement the other party would do
so. The practice of exporting opium through the Cutoh
territories, beyond the seas, would also be resumed?—
Yes ; Cutch in that case would not be bound to prevent
the exportation of such opium.

withdrew.

Mr, v.
McL. Slater.

Mr. Duncan McLauchlan Slateb called in and examined

24,942. (Oliairman.) You are manager and actuary
of the Oriental Government Security Life Assurance
Company of Bombay P—I am.

24,943. And you are hei'e to tell us the effect which
the taking of opium has had on the value of the lives

of asBurees of the company during the last 20 years P

—

Yes. 1 am the manager and the actuary of the Ori-

eiital Government Security Life Assurance Company,
Bombay, transacting life assurance business iu India,

Burma, Straits Settlements, and Ceylon. I am also a
Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries of Creat Britain
and IreLand since 1873. 1 founded the company in May
1874, and with the guidance of the board of directors

have personally administered the affairs of the com-
pany ever since the beginning of the institution. The
company is purely an Indian one ; its speciality lieing

nativ life assurance at the same rates as Europeans.
During the first decade of the company it was con-

sidered expedient to put on a small extra on opium
consumers in moderate quantities, more as an extra

precautionary measure than on account of any pjroNed

ill cfl'ects of the opium habit, as the data then were too

limited lor any deduction to be based tbereim that

would justify the company in accepting opium eaters

at ordinary r.xtes. At 31st December 1885 an investi-

gation of the company's mortality experience was made,
and it was .iscertainod that out of 167 deaths not a
single one was due to the use or abuse of opium. In-

deed, the Indian lives had suffered no more mortality
than was to have been looked for among English lives
iu England, the ratio for each 100 computed deaths
being

—

English 154 100
Eurasian ''^2 T ,- j • -, aa
Native ;^Qg I

Indian 100

That is to say, while the English lives in India had
experienced 54 per cent, greater mortality than what
was looked for in England, the aggregate Indian lives
had suffered precisely the same mortality as shown by
by the H'" Table in England. The foregoing results
were deduced with great care and enabled the directors
to modify the extra for opiiim eating. In fact, in a
few cases between 1886 and 1891 we put on no extra at
all for opium as the lives were exceptionally healthy
and sound. The mortality of the lives assured up to
3lBt December 1891 has again been examined and simi-
lar comparisons instituted. The results deduced sub-
stantially corroborate the results reported in 1886.
The lives have been separated into three classes
English, Eurasian, and Native. There have been 779
deaths

—

English -
147

Eurasian gQ
Natives . 566

779
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Comparing with the mortality looked for in England
we got the following results :

—
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"Wlien I say moderate quantities, I mean 3 to 10 grains
a day ; above tbat we decline tliom altogether.

24.960. (Mr. Mowbray.) I am not quite sure whether
I understand your figures. Of course, you have
different rates for the three classes of lives.^—No;
they are exactly the same in the "Oriental" for all

classes, Eurasian and native.

24.961. English lives here seem very much worse
than lives in England?—-Tos, that is our experience.

24.962. The Eurasian lives are better?—Yes. The
reason is that the number is so limited. Native lives

are the proper gauge. The Eurasian community is so

much smaller than the native that you cannot get the
proper average.

24.963. I did not quite understand the statement
that the aggregate Indian lives have suffered precisely

the "ame mortality as shown by the H'" Table in

England. Do you reckon both Eurasians and natives ?

—Yes ; we add Eurasians and native together. We
could ]iot take the Eurasians separately, because the
numbers are too small, they would not be sufficient for

an average. This is not done by myself, but by Mr.
Meikle, our consulting actuary, who is thoroughly
independent. He puts the two classes together, and
takes an average. He calls them Indians ; but you
may change the name and call them natives.

'24,964. It seems to be 18.5 where you wouhl have
expected 200 ?—It is in the same proportion as 200.

24,965. You say that the aggregate Indian lives have
suffered precisely the same mortality as shown by the

H"' Table. I should have expected that the two
added together would be 200. The figures are, English
154 as against 100 ; thus, English lives in India have
54 per cent, ijrealer mortality than would be looKed for

in England?—! ijuote the words of Mr. Meikle. We
are actually 15 per cent. less. 1 have used the words
of our consulting actuary in his report of the 13th of

January 1887, which I have submitted to the Com-
mission.

24,966. With regard to what you said as to charging
an extra premium on opium eaters, your general ex-

perience is that lives under 46 sustain a lighter mor-
tality, and lives over 45 a greater, quite apart from
opium?—Yes, in fact, opium is not taken into account
at all. In our exceptional experience with regard to

opium eaters of 20 years, it has been harmless when
taken in moderation.

2-1, '.J67. Have you found any greater hesitation in

confessing to the use of opium than in confessing to

any other habit which you inquire into ?—Not to my
knowledge, but I do not know what effect may have
been produced by reading the account of this Com-
mission. Perhaps the number assured in the company
who take opium may be more than 2 per cent., only
they were afraid to mention it. I wish it to be clearly

understood that I am not now speaking from actual
facts and figures, but from reading the reports of the
Opium Commission. I believe applicants for assurance
answer the questions correctly in all cases.

2 1,968. You have no personal experience of any hesi-

tation ?—Xone.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
Badrudin

Abdulla Kur

Mr. Badhudin Abdulla Ktje called in and examined.

24.969. {Chairman.) What is your position p—I am
a landlord.

24.970. What have you to say with regard to the

habit of opium eating?—I consider that the growth
of the poppy and the manufacture ami sale of opiam in

British India should nob be prohibited, nor could such

prohibition be extended to Native States. The present

arrangements with the latter are quite satisfactory,

and could not be terminated without injustice. The
efi'ect on the finances of India would be simply dis-

asirrjns in the extreme, because it is well known that

the land revenue now accruing has reached its maxi-

mum. Any new device for taxation would cause much
discontent. The opium revenue, being in great part

derived from Chinese dollars, does not fall heavily on
Indians, and the Indian Treasury is greatly helped by
this revenue. I consider that the present system of

regulating the traffic, and raising revenue therefrom,

is quite satisfactory. I believe that the consumption
of opium is not excessive, and that it has no bad effect,

morally or physically, on the condition of the people.

Many people take it for non medical purposes, and the

people generally would be (|uite unwilling to bear

either in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive

measures.

24.971. {Mr. ]Vilson.) Do you think that opium eating

is a good habit ?—I cannot call it a good habit. People
take it here generally as a kind of tonic, so far as I

know. In this part of the country the Mahomeilaiis,

especially the Kaohi Mahomedans and the Marwaris,

take it as a tonic. If they take it in excess it is a very

bad habit.

24.972. I hope that Musalmans do not all require

tonics?—It is an evil to a certain extent; but when
compared to alcohol it is far better for the people in

this climate. I have seen peo|ili; who have taken opium
for the last 10 or 15 years who are still in vciy good
health.

24.973. Do you think it is a. good habit to be com-
menced by persons in good health ?—I would call it a

liad habit if they began to take it in excess, which they

do not do.

24.974. If they take it in moderation you call it a

good habit ?—It depends upon one's own constitution

and surroundings. If a man is in weak health, and if

he begins to lake opium, it may spoil his constitution.

21,;i75. I ii,sl<ed you whether it was a good habit for

a person in good health ?—1 should not call it good or

bad.

24,it7ii. (Mr. Mowhruy.) Do you think that lobaeoo

smoking is a good habit for a man in perfect health ?

—

In this climate it is to a certain extent injurious if taken
in excess.

24.977. {Mr. Hurulas Veliaridas.) You know perhaps
that the habit of taking opium enslaves its devotee to a
certain extent, and that if he does not take it he feels
pain ?—Ves, to a certain extent. ^

24.978. Then so far it is bad ?—I am told that people
who are sent to prison do not suffer if they are habitu-
ated to taking opium.

2 I,: 17: 1. If they do not get it at the proper time ?—
They may feel it to a certain extent.

24.980. Do you think that the habit is bad if it is not
required for the sake of health, but merely for pleasure ?—It has no moral effect on the nation as a whole.

24.981. I do not think you takeoiDiump—No, but I
know hundreds of Mahomedans who take opium.

24.9^2. Do you think that an occasional dose as a
stimulant does no harm

; but that as a habit it binds a
man ?—It does not bind him more strongly than people
are bound to liquors. It is an evil to a certain extent.

24,'.ih:1. In the opinion of Mahomedans the opium
habit is not so bad as alcohol both in regard to its
injurious effect and in a religious point of view ? 1
know scores of Maulvis who take opium. They liave
confessed it to me. In the Koran there is the strictest
prohibition of liquor.

24,9:-^4. But opium is not expressly prohibited p— No.
24,98-'.. You would like that strict measures should

be taken to prohibit the use of alcohol before any
measures are taken for the suppression of opium ?—

I

should think so.

24,'.is;6. {Mr. Fanslunvc.) We have been told by aoTtam number of witnesses that the habit of taking
opium IS fairly common among middle aged men of 36
or 4l.)

;
IS that your experience in the Sunni community ?

—bo tar as I know m the Sunni community people giveopium to their children
; when they grow ud and reachmanhood it is left to their discretion.

2 1,!>S7. Is it your experience that the habit of takinjj
opium as a restorative is fairly common amone middle
aged people after 35 or 40 P—Yes.

"^n^uie

21,!iss. Among the members of your community isopium sometimes taken in ynimger life as a stimulant
as we take tobacco at times ?—I rarely come across veryyoung men who take it.

^

2l,!)S;i. There are only rai-e instances of this use?—
Yes.

.-J/'''l- P°
y°^^"''"'-'- ^^J^^^^i^ of the lower classes

lit tlie Mahomedan community, artisans and so on P—
I do.
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24,991. Is the habit of taking opium fairly common
amonjjst them ?—It is common, especially among
those classes wlio weave golden threads ; it enables them
to work lor longtT hours.

24.992. Amongst that class of your community does
the opium habit, so far as you know, cause bad moral
and physical effects, or not P—If taken to excess it

does.

24.993. As a general use?—G-enerally it does not.

24.994. Am I right in understanding that among the
Sunni community it is considered, as a practical rule of
life, that you are allowed to take opium in moderation ?—There is no hai'd-and-fast rule.

24.995. I am not speaking of a religious precept, but
is it a pi'actical rule for the guidance of life that you
may take opium in moderation P—It is a very delicate
question ; it is rather a socio-religious question.

24.996. You say that you know Maulvia who take
opium. There are strict sects in every religion, but
speaking generally do the Sunni community look upon
the taking of opium in moderation as a thing to be
allowed or not ?—Many people take it in social life. Of
course those who take it to excess are hated, but those
who indulge in nioderation are not noticed. I kno^v
hundreds of people who have taken opium for years
together and we did not know it.

24.997. What is your position among the Sunni com-
munity ?—1 am a municipal commissioner.

24.998. Are you a merchant yourself P—No.

24.999. Are you a landlord ?—Yes.
25.000. {Chairman.) Are yon an elected member of

the municipal council P—Yes, elected by the rate-

payers.

25.001. My esteemed colleague, Mr. Wilson, has
asked you to consider the opium habit under a classifi-

cation which includes only two heads, good habits and
bad habits, are you sufBcienlty subtile to contemplate a
classification under three heads—good habits, bad
habits, and a class whose characteristics ;ire chiedy
negative neither bad nor good P—•I'es, I can imagine
that.

26.002. Do you think that opium may be put into
that third class, not being characterised as cither good
or bad P^Those are not regular consumers ; I'liey take it

from climatic causes.

25.003. The habit may easily become bad if opium is

taken to excess ?—I know huudrcd.s of people who take
it regularly for months together and do not afterwards
feel it.

25.004. The taking of opium becomes a bad habit the
moment you pass the limits of moderation P— It is so.

25.005. Moderation means a very small quantity P

—

It depends upon the individual constitution and upon
the food talcen. People who take good food become
stronger. People who indulge moderately and take
good lood and are not given to other excesses become
on the whole physically stronger.

25.006. Is it not really very difficult to speak in a com-
prehensive and definite manner with regard to the
opium habit P Does it not depend so much upon the
circumstances of the individual, the quantity he takes,
and the state of his health P—Yes, and upon climatic
circumstances; his own surroundings, his food, and
many other things.

25.007. Do you think that in this country, taking a
general view of it, alcohol is a much more potent soTjrce

of evil than opium ?—I should say a thousand times
worse. I know hundreds of people in Bombay,
Mahomedans, some of them in a good class of society,

and other classes, who take opium but they are never
violent. Those who indulge in liquors are more
violent ; there is always some quarrelling and fighting
among them.

25.008. You think there is more difficuHy amoug
people in this country in resisting the temptation to

excess in alcohol than in resisting the temptation to

exxess in opium?—My personal experience is that tliey

generally go at once to excess in alcohol.

25.009. It is more difficult to resist the temptation to

drink than the temptation to excess in opium ?—Yes.

Mr.
Badrudin

Ahdulla Kur.

13 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. S. A. Nathan called in and examined.

25.010. [Mr. Mowbray.) You are a partner in Messrs.

B. D. Sassoon & Co., Bombay and China merchants,
Bombay ? —I am the manager.

25.011. Will you kindly give us your experience as

regards the consumption of opium by the different

races in the districts with which you are personally

acquainted p—My experience in India is confined to

the city of Bombay. I know that all classes of the

Hindu and Mahomedan communities eat opium, and
a very small per-centage smoke it. I have also resided
nearly 15 years in the different treaty ports of China,
and have a good deal of experience of the opium trade

there. In some of the northern ports, where thousands
of chests of Malwa opium used to be sold annually,

now only a few hundred chests suffice. That is for the
use of a few only of the wealthy class. The cultivation

of the native drug has so much increased that after

supplying the home demand the balance is shipped

to the south, e.g., the port of Neuohang, which for-

merly used to import Indian opium largely, is now an
exporter of the native drug.

25.012. What is your experience as regards the

efiects of the consumption on the moral and physical

condition of the people in India?—With regard to the

eflfeot of consumption of opium on the moral and
physical condition of the people, I think that, if taken

moderately, it is very beneficial, especially to people

suffering from certain diseases, and also in old age.

25.013. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India with regard to the use of opium
for non-medioal purposes ?—It is taken as a stimulant.

25.014. Would it be possible to restrict the use of

opium to medical purposes only?—It is possible to

make a law on the subject; but it would be very

difficult to enforce it.

25.015. What, in your opinion, would be the result

of the prohibition of the sale of opium in British India ?

It will create great discontent among the consumers

and among the people who make a living out of it,

and it will lead to smuggling.

25.016. I suppose your house is a large exporting
house ?—It is.

25.017. Has your trade been affected in the same
way that you speak of the imports into the northern
parts of China having fallen off' in the last few years P

—Yes ; the export of opium from India to China has
fallen off.

25.018. [Mr. Wilson.) Are you expecting that the

opium trade in China is likely to revive p—No.

25.019. Are you expecting it may probably continue
to fall offp—I do.

25.020. Whatever difficulties that will cause are
inevitable in the course of trade ?—Unless we could lay

down opium there as cheap as the home-grown drug.

25.021. You think that prohibition cannot be ex-

tended to most Nati^re States ?—Yes.

25,022. I suppose there are gome to which you think
it could be extended?—That all depends upon the
pressure brought by the British Q-overnment. They
would not voluntarily do it.

25,02:1. [Mr. Fanshawe.) Would you tell me at which
of the treaty ports in China you have resided ?—I have
resided in Tientsin Neuchang, Hankow, Shanghai,
and Ningpo.

25,021. During the course of your Irasiness were you
brought into personal contact with any of the Chinese
of the better class ?—Yes, of all classes.

25.025. Was the practice of smoking opium common
among any number of them ?—Yes.

25.026. Can you tell us how this practice was re-

garded amongst the Chinese of the better class?

—

They smoke it openly. There is no secrecy. When a
gentleman calls on another he is invited to have a

Ff 4

Mr.
S. A. Nathan.
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25.027. Yon have not yourself heard a,ny general

expressions in conduiiination of the haljit amongst the

Chinese with whom you were thrown?—Some of them
do say that opium is baneful to the country : but still

they grow it themselves.

25.028. Do some of them say the contrary ?—Some of

them regard it as beneficial.

25.029. I understand that when you purchase opium
for export you keep it in the Government godowns,
or store houses, until you require it for shipping f

—

Yes ; opium cannot be had from Bombay except from
the Government warehouse.

25.030. Do you make your own purchases of Malwa
opium through agents ?—Sometimes.

25.031. And until you require it for shipping it

would be stored in the Government storehouse ?—If

we buy it up-country it remains there until we want
to ship it, because it saves money.

25.032. As a rule you do not bring it down until you
are prepared to ship it p—Not until we want to ship it

to China.

25.033. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say that in

China some say that opium smoking is good, and some
that it is not good ; those who say it is not good do
they themselves take it ?— Yes.

'2o,0d-i. Some of the smokers themselves say so, and
also those who do not smoke ?—Yes.

25,035. (Jlfr. Mowbray.) You have told us that in

some of these northern ports where thousands of
chests of Malwa opium used to be sold annually only
a few hundred chests are now sold of Indian opium

;

was that going on whilst you were there yourself P

—

Yes, but not so much.

25.03G. As a matter of personal experience, could
you say whether the diminution of the amount of

Indian opium imported into those northern ports

aii'ects in any way the consumption by the Chinese in

those ports ?—No, tlie number of smokei's are no less.

They smoke the native drug on account of its cheapness.

25,037. (Ghairman.) Among the class with whom you
were in contact during your residence in China in

the way of business were there many consumers of

opium ?—Yes, the majority of them smoked.

25, Oils. What was your impression of the effect of

the opium habit on those men P—If they took it in

moderate quantities it did no harm.

25,039. Did you notice in many that there were
indications of consumption in excess ?—Not very many.

25,04-0. There were some ?—Yes, certainly there were
some.

25.041. (ilfr. Wilson.) Opium sent down to Bombay
from the Native States for shipment goes through a
great many States, does it not P—Not a great many.

25.042. Several States p—Yes.
25.043. It is largely manufactured by what I may

call small merchants and manufacturers ?—Yes.

25.044. In that respect it differs very much from the
Bengal opium, which is produced in two large factories

and where a great deal of scientific care is exercised to

keep it of an uniform quality and consistency ?—Yes.

25.045. Does it wvdcTfro any further process of
mixing, or anything, before it is exported to China p

—

No, you cannot do anything with opium in Bombay.
It IS kept in the Government warehouse, and we have to
purchase it there, pack it there, and ship it there.

24.046. If you buy half-a-dozen varieties of opium
from different merchants in the Native States, does it

all go to China just as you buy it P—We know what we
buy. We test and select the opium. I am an opium
selector myself. A parcel of opium is jiut before me,
with samples, and I select or reject, just as I think
proper. There are different kinds of opium from
different districts.

25.047. Do you cut a ball ?—Yes; wc open a chest,
cut a ball, take a sample, and boil and test it.

25.048. And then it is sent to China, at different
prices according to the quality P—Yes. The prices
vary about Rs. 150 per chest.

25.049. In that respect the trade of the opium mer-
chants in Bombay is entirely different from what it is in
Calcutta p—Only as far as selection is concerned. In
Calcutta you go to the auction sale and buy the opium

;

there is no selection.

25.050. You give what prices you choose at the K.^le,

and then send the opium away ?—It is sold in sealed
chests, and we sell in China in sealed chests. In China
they take the Government seal.

25.051. (Chairman.) So far as Calcutta is concerned
it bears a Government ^varrant P—We rely on the
British Government seal, and the Chinese rely on that
also.

25.052. In China, for the Malwa opium, they look 1o
the exporting house and the position it bears P—The
Chinese also test opium coming from Bomba3' in the
same way as we do.

25.053. (Mr. Mowhray.) Do you test it before it

comes to Bombay p Do you sample it in the Native
States before it passes to the scales p—No, we Jo not.
The agents do when they Ijuy up-country.

25.0.j4. Where do you test it in Bombay ?—In the
Government warehouse. No opium can be had outside
the Government warehouse, except by licensed shop-
keepers. Eetail opium is kept in the building kept by
Government.

2.:.,055. Yon do not purchase until it has actually
come into the Government warehouse in Bombay p
Yes, except what we buy up-country through our
agents.

up-25.056. You buy in both ways
;
your agent tests

counlry before it comes from the scales? Yes.

25.057. I suppose that what you test in the godown
at Bombay is a sample of the amount of that particular
consignment in the godown at that particular time p
Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
E. S. Guhbay

Mr. B. S. GuBBAY called in and examined.

25.058. (Chairnum.) What position do you hold P—

I

am manager of the opium department of Messrs. David
SasBOon and Co., Bombay and China merchants.

25.059. What is your experience as regards the
consumption of opium by the different races of people
in the districts with which you are personally .'ic-

rjuainted p—I was in Shanghai for a period of three

years, and in Ningpo for four years, thus showing a

stay in China, in the aggregate, of about seven years,

from 1867 to the end nt the year 1873. I found the

Chinese, as a general rule, to be a set of intelligent

and most industrious people. My dealings were mostly
confined to, and my remarks consequently bear upon,

such of the Chinese as worn in the habit of purchasing
their opium from me. I am in a position to say that

the .smoking of opium by the Chinese does in no manner
of ways tend to render them inferior, either mentally
or pliysiciilly, to tho.-;c that abstain from the use of the

drug. I have seen it staled by one witness, who g.ave

evidence before the Ciommission at Umballa, that, after

taking opium, people are incapaljle of doing their
ordinary work, and become untrustworthy. This is
directly contrary to my experience in dealing with
opium-smoking Chinamen, whom I have found to be
quite trustworthy and very capable, clear-headed men
of business.

25,060. What is your experience as regards the effect
of such consumption on the moral and physical con-
dition of the people P—My firm belief is that the con-
sumption of opium is perfectly harmless to the consti-
tution, and very often a moderate use of the drug far
from having a depreciating has a favourable effect
upon the intellect, the wit, and the system, enabling
people to undertake and go through more' work and
fatigue than they could otherwise conveniently cope
with. An excessive use of the drug is of course injuri-
ous, but such cases are very rare when compared with
the abuse of alcohol. The Chinese who smoke or
imbibe npium are better behaved, more quior,, .and far
more sensible than tliose addicted to alcoholic drinks
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25,061. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes P—From the beginning of the
year 1874 I joined the opium staff of the firm in
Bombay, and again the result of my experience is, that
whether in India or in China a moderate indulgence in

the smoking or taking of opium is conducive to health.

Opium is generally regarded in unhealthy and malarial
tracts as a preventive against the insidious attacks of
fever and rheumatism, and as a certain specific in
diabetes. I fully concur in these beliefs, which have
also the support of the medical community. I am of
opinion that the present system of granting licenses for

the sale of opium for other than, medical purposes
should not be abandoned. The total prohibition of
opium, in my opinion, can only lead to an increased use
of alcoholic stimulants, and also perhaps to attempts at

smuggling opium into India.

25.062. Can you give us your view as to the willing-

ness of the people of this country to bear in whole or in

part the cost of prohibitive measures P—In my opinion
any attempts at direct taxation to replace the opium
revenue would be simply impossible. The existing

system of Government monopoly with reference to

opium cannot be improved upon. Nor can the people
bear a further taxation without their present embarrass-
ment being considerably aggravated by the new
measure.

25.063. Tou speak with particular authority about
China, I see ?—Yes, owing to my experience there.

25.064. (Mr. Fanshawe.) At Ningpo and Shanghai
were you thrown into personal contact with the
Chinese merchants in the course of your business p—At
Ningpo I was, because I had to sell them the opium.

25.065. Did the majority of those merchants smoke
opium ?—Mostly.

25.066. I understood you to say that you found this

in no way impede their business habits and clearness of

head p—Quite so ; it does not impede them in any way.

"25,067. Ai-e you in a position to express an opinion as

to the manner in which opiuia smoking was regarded
among that class of people in China P—Opium smoking
being general, it is not regarded as demoralizing ; and
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visitors are entertained with a smoke just as we would Mr.
offer wine or a cigar to our friends. E. S. Gvhbay.

25.068. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Did you find any of

these Chinese merchants who did not smoke opium ?—

•

No.

25.069. All invariably smoked P—Yes.
25.070. "Was there not an order in China that those

who smoked opium should be hanged P—I do not think
there is any such order as that now in existence.

25.071. I have been told, and have read in papers and
other literature, that it was a standing order p—As I
never witnessed or heard of any person being hanged
for smoking it could not have been a standing order.

You may have read of it in some of the old literature.

25.072. {Mr. Mowbray.) Was there much of the

native drug consumed in the part of China where you
were P—No, it was mostly Indian.

25.073. Shanghai and Ningpo are both treaty ports,

are they not P—Yes.

25.074. Do you speak Chinese yourself P—No, I could
understand the language when I was there.

25.075. At the time you yourself could understand
them P^Yes.

25.076. I rather gather your evidence to-day has been
with regard to a limited class of Chinamen that you
were brought in contact with ?—Yes, generally the
merchants.

25.077. {Chairman.) A former witness whom we had
said he had noticed in China that to a limited extent the
opium habit had done harm ; would you confirm that P

—No ; as his experience was mostly in the north and
mine in the south of China our versions must differ to

a limited extent.

25.078. Do you desire to say to us, that so far as your
observation extended you did not trace the existence of

any ill effects from the use of opium among men
engaged in business P—Nothing came before me to

attract my notice.

25.079. The firm of Messrs. David Sassoon & Co. is a
different house to that of Messrs. E. D. Sassoon & Co.,

is it not P—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Dayabhai Taptdas called in and examined.

25.080. {Ghairman.) Yon are a mill-owner in Bombay P

-Yes.

25.081 . Will you give us your experience upon the

opium question p—In repeating what has already been

said before the Royal Commission by so many experts,

both official and non-official, I think it my duty to add
that from careful inquiries amongst the 1.400 opera-

tives working in the Alliance Mill, which I have the

honour to represent, I am informed that there are none

who use opium. I hardly believe this statement, as

these poor men fear to speak out for fear of injuring

their prospects in future ; but I can say so much, that

there is not one amongst them who could be detected

from his face as addicted to the habit of taking opium.

I regret, however, that out of this lot a great number
use liquor, and are known as confirmed drunkards, and

on account of their continued absence our business is

very often interfered with. They are very troublesome,

irregular at work, and dangerous to trust, and by reason

of this profligate habit their families are often made to

suffer. Opium is, in my opinion, very necessary as a

vegetable stimulant to those who have an aversion to

liquor, and possesses religious scruples. Any inter-

ference with the opium trade by the British will cause

serious dissatisfaction to the British Indian population

and the opium-growing; districts.

25.082. Why have you reason to suppose that any of

the operatives working in the Alliance Mill would fear

to speak out plainly with reference to their habit of

taking opium for fear of injuring their prospects m
the future p—Because these people being ignorant they

think if they speak they will be dismissed. We have

told them they have nothing to fear, and asked them

to come forward, but they have not done so.

25.083. You apprehend that they think if they frankly

stated tliey took opium you would dismiss them ?—

Yes.

O 82S88.

Mr. Dayabhai
Tapidas.

25.084. Why should they be dismissed P—They are

ignorant people, and have no knowledge of the reasons
of our inquiry. They have not come forward.

25.085. Prom a mere general habit of suspicion?

—

Yes.

26.086. {Mr. Mowbray.) I suppose you never have
dismissed a man from the mill for taking opium?

—

No.

25.087. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Have you got a
system of piece-work ?—Yes.

25,087a. And monthly wages too ?—Yes.

2.5,088. So that in the .case of a man who gets paid
according to the work he does, would you know by the

amount of work he does whether he was an opium eater

or mot p—No.

25.089. (Mr. Fanshawe.) The Alliance Mill is a silk

mill, is it not P—No. It used to be connected with a

silk mill, but now it is only a cotton mill.

25.090. Are you the personal manager P^No, I am a

partner in the firm. It is a public mill.

25.091. You are one of the shareholders, and manager
and agent ?—Yes.

25.092. With reference to what you said as to the

unwillingness of the operatives to admit they were in

the habit of using opium, you mean that any inquiry

into the customs of the natives of this country is liable

to excite suspicion in their minds, and that would be
the reason why they would not always rightly say what
were the facts ?—Yes.

25.093. Can you tell me whether in your own caste

it is usual for middle- aged men to take opium in

moderate quantities ?—The children get it.

25.094. Is it a common practice to give it to children ?

-Yes.

G cr
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Mr.
Gordhandas
Khatao.

25.095. Is it a practico for middlo-aged men to take

itP—Some middle-aged men take it for their general

health.

25.096. (Ohairman.) Do you think the use of opium
is a good thing for people in strong health ?—If they

take it in a limited quantity it is a good thing, but
when there is no necessity for it it is of no use.

26,097. Would you say there was any necessity if

they were in good health ?—No.

Mr.
Vrijbhukandas

Atmaram.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Veijbhueandas Atmabam called in and examined.

25.098. (Mr. Fanslawe.) You are a merchant residing

in Bombay ?—Yes.

25.099. Are you a banker as well ?~I am a cotton and

seed m.erchant and commission agent.

25.100. "What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium among the people of this Presidency

with whom you are acquainted p—In my opinion opium

is generally used in many cases for removing the pains

of hunger, for remission from exhaustion brought on by
overwork or by old age, as a cure against certain kinds

of diseases, and also as an article of luxury to people in

well-to-do position. It is mostly used in Kathiawar,

Gujarat, Central and North-west Provinces both by

Hindus and Musalmans.

25.101. What is your experience as regards the moral

and physical effects of the habit p—My experience is

that people who use opium in moderate quantities

generally possess strong and healthy physique and that

such use is not found to have any demoralizing efi'ect

upon their character. Opium users have more power of

endurance than ordinary men in times of famines. I

have also known these people enjoying long life.

25.102. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of this part of India in regard to the use of

opium for non-medical purposes, and as to their willing-

ness to bear the cost of prohibitive measures P--I have

no hesitation to say that the people of India will

certainly be discontented if the use of opium for non-

medical purposes is prohibited. Many a hard-working

and warlike race will thereby be deprived of their

necessary stimulant which enables them to work with
vigour. The people of India will certainly be unwilling

to bear any portion of the cost incurred for prohibitive

measures.

25.103. Have you any acquaintance with Native
States yourself P—Yes.

25.104. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes ?

—I have reason to believe that stopping the use of

opium for purposes other than medicinal will deprive
the users of their needed stimulant, and as they are

habituated from their youth to take some stimulant,

the effect of this prohibition will be the introduction of

other alcoholic drinks which will degrade opium eaters

socially as well as morally and religiously in the eyes
of their own caste people. As regards the extension of
the prohibition of opium to Native States, so far as I

know, I think the Native States are not willing, as this

prohibition will materially affect their fiscal revenues.

25.105. With what Native States have you a personal
acquaintance ?—V/ith the Bhaunagar State.

25.106. If the sale of opium were prohibited in

British India, could that sale be extended to the Native
State of Bhaunagtir P—They would not like the pro-
hibition.

25.107. The State would not be willing to accept
prohibition p—It would not be willing.

25.108. (Mr. Mowhray.) You are not personally
interested in the opium trade P~Ko.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. GrOEDHANDAS Khaiao called in and examined.

25.109. (Chairman.) You are a mill-owner in Bombay ?

—Yes.

25.110. What is your experience as regards the

effects of the consumption of opium on the moral and

physical condition of the people P—In my opinion the

users of opium are neither morally or physically affected

injuriously by the use of opium, if taken in moderation

and with proper nourishment. It acts as a tonic.

25.111. What do you think as to the disposition of

the people of India to accept a regulation which would

limit the sale of opium to the medical use only p

—

People use opium for non-medical purposes as stated

above, and it is also used for medical purposes by all

classes.

25.112. I suppose it is hardly necessary to ask you

whether they would like to bear the coat of prohibitive

measures P—Certainly not.

25.113. Are your acquainted with any Native States P

Not very well acquainted with them.

25.114. (Mr. Fanshawe.) You are a large cotton

merchant, are you not ?—Yes.

25.115. Are your mills only in Bombay ?—In Bombay
only.

25.116. How many hands do you employ ?—Between

3,500 and 4,000.

25.117. (Chairman.) Is there much consumption of

opium among your hands, do you think P—No.

25.118. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Would it be a good

thing if a person in strong health took to the habit, even

in moderation P—No, I would not consider it

habit.

good

25.119. (Mr. Mowhray.) Have yon made any special

inquiries among your mill hands P—Yes, I have. I do
not find a single one taking opium, although all arc
alcohol drinkers.

25.120. Is that since the Commission came to India ?

—Yes.

26.121. Do you think, as a previous witness told us,

that the mill hands have any reluctance to confess to

taking opium p.—No, in my own case there was no re-

luctance shown at all.

25.122. Then you think as a fact they are not opium
eaters ?~Yes.

2-5,123. Where do you get your mill hands from.P

—

From the Southern Mahratta country, and some of the
weavers from Northern India.

25.124. What part of Northern India ?—Cawnpore,
Allahabad, and all that district.

25.125. Do you find any distinction between the
people in your spinning and weaving departments

—

there are none of them opium consumers ?—No.

25.126. (Chairman.) You say that practically all your
hands are consumers of alcohol P—Yes.

25.127. Do you believe that alcohol is taken in excess
by a considerable number of your people ?—Yes, by
some of them, especially on pay day.

2.5,128. In your view, is the excessive indulgence in
alcohol a much more pregnant source of evil here than
the excessive use of opium ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Uharamsi
Sunderdas.

Mr. Dhaeamsi Sundekdas called in and examined.

25,129.

-Yes.

(Chairman.) You are a merchant of this city P 25,130. You are, I understand, senior partner in the
firm of Messrs. Mulji Jetha and Co., proprietors of
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cotton mills, ginning, and pressing factories in Bombay,
Madras, Khandesh, and elsewhere ?—Yes.

25,131. What number of hands do you employ ?—From
600 to 800 in each mill.

2-!),1.32. How many altogether ?—About 5,000.

25.133. Besides your experience as a partner in the
firm of Messrs. Mulji Jetha and Oc, have you other
experiences bearing on the question of opium ?—Besides
being partner in the firm of Messrs. Mulji Jetha and Co.
I hare my paternal estates in Kathiawar. I know the
people there. I am also in constant contact with my
mill employes. The people in Kathiawar are in the
habit of taking opium for dietetic purposes. It is still a
common custom there to offer opium to guests as a
mark of hospitality.

25.134. What is your experience as regards the efiFect

of such consumption on the moral and physical condition
of the people ?—Opium consumers are physically strong,
able to bear the fatigue of their whole day's work, and
morally good, when their consumption is moderate.
They are regular and steady in their work, and are
preferable to liquor consumers. The latter are very
common in the factories ; 5 to 10 per cent, take opium,
50 to 60 per cent, take liquor, the rest take no intoxicants.
My managers complain that liquor consumers, as soon
as they are paid their monthly wages, resort freely to

liquor and remain absent at home in a drunken state
for some days on plea of illness. They are rough to
deal with as regards performance of their work. Opium
eaters are quiet and tractable.

25.135. A.sagreat employer of labour, you like the
opium-eaters better than the alcohol driukei'S ?—Tes.

25.136. What is you opinion as to the disposition of

the i^eople of India in regard to any regulation for

prohibiting the use of opium except for medical
purposes r—My opinion is that the people of the country
districts regard opium as a stimulont to keep up their

spirits after hard labour. They do not consider it

injurious.

26,107. Would the people of this country cheerfully

pay the cost of prohibitiTe measures ?—They would not
be willing to bear either in pare or wholly the cost of
prohibitive measures.

25,138. You have spoken of Kathiawar as a district

in which you have estates ; do you consider that the
enforcement of prohibitory regulations in the Native
States with which you are connected could be pressed
upon the States by the British Government of India
vrithout excessive discontent P—No ; because the Native
States will lose their revenue, and the British Grovern-
ment will lose its income too. Native States will not
be willing to accept prohibition.

25.139. (Mr. Fanshawe.) From what part of this

Presidency do most of your operatives come P—From
the Southern Maratha and the northern districts.

25.140. Northern districts of Gujiiratp— G-ujarat, as
well as Delhi, Allahabad, and North-West Provinces.

25,141.. Can you tell me whether it is the practice in
your caste to give opium to infants P—Yes, it is.

25.142. Speaking generally, do you think it leads to

any evil results ?—No.

25.143. Is it also a habit in your caste for men later

in life to take opium as a restorative ?—Yes, some take
it.

25,144-5. {Mr. Haridas Veharidae.) Can you give us
the percentage of elderly people taking opium P—I can-

not say, but I think about 10 to 15 per cent, may be
taking it.

25.146. Do they take it in excess P—They take it

moderately.

25.147. For the sake of their health ?—Yes.
25.148. Not for pleasure P—No ; in Kathiawar there

is a custom, but not in Bombay.

25.149. It does them good here P—Yes.

25,160. (Mr. Mowbray.) You have said about 5 or 10

per cent, take it in your factories, is that the experience

in your Bombay mills ?—Up-country mills.

25,151. Where P—At Khandesh, and Madras, and
Berar, Central Provinces.

inquiries in those

Mr. Dharamsi
Sunderias-
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special

-Yes.
25,152. Have you made

mills to get at those facts ?-

25,163. You say that your mill hands come from the

Southern Mahratta country, and from Northern Hin-
dustan ; is it the weavers who come from Northern
Hindustan P—Yes, the weavers specially.

25.154. Do you know whether it has been found that
opium consumption is more common among the people
who come from Northern Hindustan rather than among
the people who come from the Southern Mahratta
country p—I cannot say.

25.155. Those figures you have given us have been
arrived at from your factories generally, after special

inquiries have been made ?—Yes, inquiries from the
managers.

25.156. (Cliairman.) Would yon say that opium was
a good thing for a young man in strong health to take ?

—It is not essential to a young man, but it helps elderly
people very much.

25.157. It is quite unnecessary for a young man ?

—

I cannot say that, because I do not use opium ; but I
do not think it would be injurious to a young man.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Teibhotandas Jagjivandas called in and examined (through an interpreter).

25.158. [Cliairman.) You are a merchant of Bombay ?

—Yes.

25.159. Will you tell us what personal experience

you have had of opium eating P—I am 77 years old.

I have been eating opium for 60 years. At the age of

17 I suffered from congestion in my stomach. My
physician, therefore, advised me to eat opium, as other

medicines proved ineffectual. I began to eat it at that

time, and have hitherto continued the habit. I com-
menced with a quarter of a val (about three grains) on
the first day, and adhered to that quantity until re-

cently. For some days past, however, I have raised it

to three-quarters of a val, as signs of old age have

become more visible in me. The result is that I again

feel energy and activity as before in carrying on my
trade and occupation. I was in poor circumstances,

and began to carry on business after the age of 17.

After this I married by means of my own income, met

expenses on many occasions, and have until now earned
about 18 lakhs of rupees. Even now I am in good
circumstances by the grace of God. I am the owner
of the Lakhmidas Market. I have three sons now
alive. The eldest son is engaged in trade. The second,
named Motilal, holds the office of a judge in Bhaunagar.
My third son attends to work connected with the market.
I am of opinion that whoever eats opium moderately
is thereby benefited in health. Opium does no harm
to the eater, but on the contrary it gives strength in
walking and moving about. For my part I am sure
that my disease was cured by opium, and that if I
should give it up, my strength would fail, and I think
I should become diseased.

25.160. You speak in favour of opium p—Yes.

26.161. Would you recommend the use of opium to

young men in strong health P—If in good health I
would not advise them to take opium.

Mr.
Tribhovandas
Jagjivandas,

The witness withdrew.

Thakar Habidas Maoji called in and examined (through an interpreter).

25.162. [Ohawman.) You are, I believe, a merchant

of Bombay p—Yes.
25.163. What have you to say in reference to your

use of opium p—I am a brother and partner of Thakar

Korji Maoji, ii well-known merchant of Bombay. lam

a native of Cutch and an inhabitant of Kotada under
Roha. From infancy I reside in Bombay. I suffered

sickness at the age of about 45, when I began to vomit
and to discharge blood. In consequence of this I

became weak. I tried many medicines prescribed by

Gg 2
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doctors, but without; success. I •went to my native

place, where it is customary to eat opium. My maternal
uncle advised me to eat a little opium habitually, saying

that it would impart strength to my body. I accord-

ingly began to eat opium twice a day, morning and
evening, at the rate of two vals in the aggregate. I

have thereby gained a good deal of strength. I am
now 54 years of age. I have strength enough to cope

with any work, and am seldom attacked with other

diseases. My present dealings extend from about half

a lakh of rupees to three quarters of a lakh, l^ormerly

they were more extensive. I follow the occupation of

Mi: Mancherji
M. Mulah

Feroz.

a Mukadam, which involves personal labour. If I do

not eat opium strength leaves me completely. From
the day I began to eat opium I enjoy physical health.

"2.5,164. You speak in favour of opium, but you refer

to somewhat advanced age and conditions of not par-

ticularly good health ?—I took opium when I was not
in very good health, at the age of 50.

25,166. Would you recommend the use of opium to a
young man in strong health P—No, I would not advise

it if he is in good health.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Manoheeji M. Mulah Peboz called in and examined.

25.166. (Chairman.) You are a merchant of this city ?

—Up to last year I was a merchant ; but at the present
time I am assisting a commercial firm.

25.167. What are your habits with reference to the
use of opium P—I have been using it in u, very small
quantity, about the size of a gram.

25.168. How much is that in grains P—It might be
about five or six grains.

25.169. You take five or six grains a day ?—Y^es.

25.170. How long have you been in the habit of taking
that P—Aboat 15 years.

25.171. What originally led j'ou to take to opium ?—
I was not keeping very good health. I was nervoas
and incapacitated from work, constipation, &c. I got
disgusted with life. I went through a lot of medical
treatment, but it failed. I happened once to read
De Quincey, and out of curiosity 1 tried a, little opium.
It agreed with me considerably, and since that time I

have improved iu health and vigour and everj'thing.

25.172. That in, 15 years steady consumption of a
moderate dose of opium has been in your circumstances
a good thing ?—A very good thing.

25.173. You began this habit because you had pre-
viously not been in good health ; now, looking at this

question in a general way without reference to yourself

in particular, would you say that for a young man in

good health it was a right thing to begin to take
ooium ?—I should think so.

25.174. For a young man in good health p—A young
man mey take it with advantage.

25,176. In good health ?—^In good health. It is just

as good as any good habit, walking, for instance.

25.176. In your case it was distinctly begun by way
of medical remedy ?—Not at all. When I took to it

I did not think it would do me any good or harm. I

simply took it as a matter of curiosity.

25.177. (Mr. Fanshawe.) When you say the amount
you take is the size of a gram, can you tell me what
it would be in the native weight p—It might be about
five or six grains. It is about the size of a large gram,
but sometimes a little more.

25.178. Is that once in a dayp—Sometimes twice,

but very rarely.

25.179. (Mr. Haridas Vuliaridas.) Is gram and val

the same ?—No, I think a gram is a little bigger than
a val.

25.180. Would you be able to give up your habit if

you wished ?—I have often left it off for a day or two,

but I found it did not do me good. I felt a little

nervous.

25.181. And if a young man got into the habit of

taking opium, it would be painful to him to give it up P

—I think he could give it up. In my case it did me
good because my health was not well ; but in the case

of a young man in perfect health the giving up might
not do him any harm.

25.182. But opium would be his master, and he could
not give it up P—He could give it up without it doing
him any harm; but at the same time he would be
deprived of any good it might be doing him. I am
of opinion that in a very small quantity it improves the
health, memory, imagination, and everything.

25.183. Would you advise every young man in good
health to take to the habit of opium P^Not necessarily.

25.184. When it was necessary would you advise him P

—If a young man would indulge in a small quantity of
liquor or any such thing he might as well indulge in a
small quantity of opium. I think a little opium would
do a young man more good than a small quantity of

tobacco or liquor.

25.185. It is better than liquor ?—Yes.

25.186. Absolutely P—Absolutely. It has no ten-
dency to do evil, unless he increases it immoderately.

25.187. (Mr. Mowhray.) You think the individual is

the best judge of what is good for himself P—I should
think so.

25.188. Do you take about the same amount now as
you did when you commenced 16 years ago P—No. I
am in the habit of decreasing it by degrees. I go up
to a certain quantity, and then I again decrease, bring-
ing it to the minimum again. I then again increase it

a little. I keep myself within a certain limit.

26.189. Practically, is the average dose that you
take now about the same as the average dose you took
when you began p—No, it is much larger. I com-
menced with a very small dose.

25.190. Do you think it is larger than it was five
years ago?—No, because I decreased it again after a
certain time. I go on decreasing it in order that I may
not be induced to take an iBJurions quantity.

25.191. You find you can reduce the quantity ?

—

Yes, I could leave it oif for a few days.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Hormasji
Kuvarji Si'tna,

Mr. Hormasji Kuvaeji Seina called iu and examined.

25.192. (Mr. Mowbray.) Will yoni tell us what your
firm trades in P—I am a merchant, a partner in ,the

firm of Messrs. Cursetji Bomanji and Co., of Bombay,
and Messrs. Kavasji Pallonji and Co., of China, dealing

in yarn, cotton, and, in a small way, in opium, and have
a long connexion with trade in China.

25.193. Will you give us your experience of the

consumption ol opium with regard to China P—

I

resided in Hong Kong for about 18 years, and, during

my residence there, visited several places is China,

mostly Canton, Macaa, and Shanghai. I had a good
many opportunities of dealing with Chinese merchants,
especially in Hong Kong and Shanghai, and was
acquainted with opium merchants and smokers. I was
a justice of the peace, and was asked Dy tho Govern-

ment several times to visit the Victoria Jail and Govern-
ment Civil Hospital, where I also saw some Chinese
and Sikhs smoking and eating opium. I safely say
from my observation that opium taken moderately is

not at all injurious. Chinese smoking opium are
always active, energetic, healthy, and well-to-do.
Opium merchants enjoy as much respect and credit as
tea and silk merchants. Most of the opium smokers in
China are parents of u number of children. Chinese
servants smoking opium have generally proved them-
selves active, faithful, and honest. I have seen China-
men and my own countrymen indulging in liquor in
helpless condition, some of limited means have brought
their families into ruin and poverty, but I have never
seen a Chinaman smoking opium in such misery.
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25.194. What is your general opinion as regards the
effects of the consumption of opium on the moral and
physical condition of the people ?—By the use of opium
in one form, or anothei' mental faculties remain sound,
weak constitutions are sustained, and memory preserved.

Such is not the case with alcohol. Opium subdues
whilst liquor excites passions. Indian produce has
always been considered a luxury in, China, and is mixed
with other kinds of opium. It is taken like the rich

wines of Europe.

25.195. What is your opinion as to the consumption
of opium in India ?—It is essentially necessary to allow

the use of opium in moderation for non-medicinal

purposes, because in India people with religious scruples

have a hatred for liquor, and as a stimulant after a hard
day's work take opium. However, G-ovemment super-

vision is necessary, because a costly drug like opium is

liable to be adulterated and mixed with cheap and

noxious substances.

25.196. What have you to say with regard to the

financial aspects of the question P—Looking at ihe

question financially, I believe that India is not in a

position to bear any additional taxation and it would be

a gross blunder on the part of the Government to lose

an important source of revenue and to create dissatis-

faction amongst the native rulers and farmers. The
native rulers and farmers will not for a moment bear

the idea of foregoing such an important income which

is derived with less sin, if it is at all a sin, than the

production of liqour in Europe. If the importation

of opium were prohibited in this Presidency, the

expense of a preventive service would increase^ the

amount of our loss, and further an injustice be inflicted

on the people and our neighbours the native rulers.

25,197. What years were you in Hong Kong?—

I

went to Hong Kong in the year 1869. I returned, after

staying there about five years, for a short time. My
residence extended over a period of 18 years oif and on,

between 1869 and the beginning of 1890.

25.198. Were you in business there ?—Yes, 1 was.

25.199. Did you find daring that tima thab the import
of Indian opium was falling offp—Yes, largely.

25.200. Did you go into the interior at all, or was
your experience limited to Hong Kong and Shanghai P

—

To Hong Kong, and the three places I have mentioned.

26.201. I do not know whether you care to express
an opinion as a merchant on the general question of
the importance of the balance of the trade to India, and
any interference with the opium trade between this

country and China ?—Of course, it is very difficult to

form an opinion about that ; but the Chinese have their

own opium, and would prefer it to ours.

25.202. (Mr. Fanshawe.) I suppose that during your
residence in China you saw some cases of excessive

opium smoking among Chinamen, did you not ?—Yes.

25.203. Few or many P—Pew.
25. 204. Had you opportunities of coming into personal

relations with the Chinese merchants—visiting their

houses ?—Yes, often ; in their own houses as well as
my own.

25.205. Can you tell us in what light, so far as your
opportunities enabled you to judge, men who smoked
opium in that class were regarded?—They were not
condemned ; they were looked upon just as we look
upon people taking wine.

25.206. Were you able to converse with these men in

their own language p—Very little ; only so far as

buying and selling was concerned. We could not
speak the colloquial language of the Chinese.

25.207. Your powers of conversation did not go
beyond what was necessary for your trade ?—No.

25.208. (Ghaifman.) You conversed in what is known
as " pigeon English," I suppose P—Yes.

25.209. Could you discuss the opium question with
the Chinese in pigeon English p—Yes.

Mr. Hormaaji
Kuvarji Setna.

13 'Sah. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Kaeimbhai Ibeahim called in and examined.

25.210. {Chairman.) You are an opium merchant and

mill-owner of Bombay P—Yes.

25.211. {Mr. Fanshawe.) What is your experience as

regards the opium habit in this city ?—I carry on trade

in Bombay, and have passed the greater portion of ray

life in this city. During this period I have seen

many men eating opium in their old age. This enables

them to labour for the whole day. They use opium in

order to giverest to their system, and consequently they

do not feel fatigued in the slightest degree.

25.212. What is your experience as to the physical

and moral effects of this habit on the people f—I am
not aware of a single instance in which a person was

put to disgrace by using opium, or was led by that habit

to commit thefts, &c. If perchance a person eats

opium in excess by association, he will sustain injury

and become weak a little ; but such a person causes no

trouble to others, that is, to neighbours. On the other

hand, there are many persons who drink liquor and

who become troublesome to their neighbours. Nothing

like this happens in the case of opium.

25.213. What is your opinion as to the disposition of

the people of India in regard to the use of opium for

non-medioal purposes ; and as to their willingness to bear

in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures ?

—

Opium is indispensable to the people of India, for most

of them are vegetarians, and they hate liquor on

religious grounds. If opium eating be prohibited they

will be compelled to drink liquor, and those who drmk

it will be excommunicated by their castemen. The

result will be that quarrels will arise everywhere, and

thus nothing but trouble will await both the subjects

and the rulers. The people of India are not in a

position to help Government even with a farthing m
adopting prohibitive measures. Opium commands a

market in China. We supply it to the Chinese because

they demand it. We do net exercise compulsion over

them If we do not export opium to China, Persia and

Turkestan will export it in larger quantities, and China

will increase its own production. But the Chinese will

not give up opium. In my opinion the present con-

sumption of opium in India is not unduly large. On
the contrary, men of reformed views have betaken
themselves to drinking liquor. Their former habit of
eating opium was preferable, for drinking has ruined
many families. The said people are now beginning to

realise that drinking is not good, and that there is no
harm in taking a little opium, if necessary.

25.214. Will you kindly explain to us what you mean
by "men of reformed views" taking to drinking
liquors P—I mean that those who have received an
English education consider it is a reformed habit to

take alcohol.

25.215. What you mean is, that what I may call the
young school, ^vlth an English education, has rather
taken to the alcohol habit ?—Yes.

25,l!16. You come from Cutoh?—Yes.

26.217. Are you acquainted with Cutoh P—Yes.

20.218. Do you think that if the use of opium were
prohibited in British India, the same prohibition could
be extended to Outch p—Opium is not produced in the
British districts of this Presidency, but is manufactured
in Native States. If they are prohibited from manu-
facturing it, G-overnmenc will have to pay a heavy
compensation. Government will suffer a loss of seven
crores of rupees in the shape of revenue, and this, added
to a further sum of seven crores, according to my
estimate on account of compensation to Native States,
will amount to fourteen crores. How can the British
Government recover this amount from the poor people
of India p The present burden of taxation on tJiem is

already too heavy and, therelbre, they are unable to

pay any further taxes.

25.219. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you know that
opium is neither grown nor manufactured in Cutoh p

—

Yes, but I had forgotten.

:i5,220. When you say Native States, do you mean of
Eajputana ?—In the Bombay Presidency opium is grown
in the Baroda State only. By Native States T meant
only Baroda.

Mr.
Karimbhai
Ibrahim.

The witness withdrew.

Gg3
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Mr, Mirza
ilusain Khan

,

13 F«b. 1894.

Mr. MiEZA HusAiN Kuan called in and examined.

25.221. (Mr. Mowbray.) Ton are secretary, I believe,

to che Bombay National Mahomedan As>ociation ?

—

Yes.

25.222. Can you tell me anything about ttat Associa-

tion p—We have not convened any meeting for the last

.seven or eight years. I cannot tell whether the Associa-

tion is at present in existence or not since the death of

the President.

25.223. You have been deputed by the Association to

express their views to-day p—No.

25.224. The views you are about to exjjress are your
own ?—Yes.

25.225. What is your opinion with regard to the

growth of the poppy, and the manufacture and sale of

opium p—I can see no reason why the gi-()\\'th of

poppy and the manufacture and sale of opium should
be prohibited. The people would be driven to alcohol,

which in the majority of xhe cases leads to crime ; neither

do I see any grounds for extending such prohibition to

the Native States. The existing arrangements with
the Native States should not be interfered with, lest

the Chiefs take alarm at such interference with their

ancient rights and privileges by the paramount power.

25.226. What in your opinion would be the effect of
sach prohibition on the finances of India P—The efi'eot

on the finances of India would be disastrous if the sale

and export of opium were prohibited ; for, besides the

loss of revenue, large sums would have to be paid as

compensation, and heavy annual expenditures incurred in

maintaining a large staff for preventive measures. This
would cause much irritation and evoke dangerous
feelings among the peojile. It were best if the present
arrangements be not interleied with.

25.227. Can you give us ;iny information with I'egard

ro the consumption of opium in India p—The consump-
tion of opium in the malarial districts of India is chiefly

as a prophylactic, while the majority of Indians believe

the drug to be a specific in chronic dysentery, diarrhoea,

diabetes, rheumatism, and chronic bronchitis ; compared
with alcohol it is harmless as affecting the moral and
physical conditions of the people; indeed, many believe

that it prolongs life. It must be understood that I

mean the use and not the abuse of opium. The disposi-

tion of the people of India is in favour of the use of

opium as a prophylactic against various diseases, but
they are against the abuse of opium ; for the term
" afimi "—confirmed opium eater—is one of contempt
which no Indian would willingly risk being called.

25.228. Is the word " afimi " in your experience used
of a person who takes opium in excess p—In excess.

25.229. Not the habitual use of opium in moderate
quantities p—No.

25.230. Can you tell ua what in your opinion is taking
opium in excess P—I cannot exactly give the quantity,

but persons who are continually in narcotic state would
be called " afinai "—persons not going to their daily work,
a lazy set of people.

25.231. Persons on whom the effect is visible ?—Yes,
always visible.

25.232. Would you say that in the case of the great
majority of opium eaters the effect is not perceptible P

—It is not.

25.233. What is your opinion as to the readiness of

the people to bear any part of the costs of repressive

measures p—.1 can confidently assert that the ]jeople are
very unwilling to bear any part of the costs foi- repres-

sive measures in this matter. I am. of opinion that if

the production and consumption of opium were pro-

hibited, not only would the finances of India be
grievously affected, but it would also be disastrous alike
to the zemindar and rayat. It may necessitate further
taxation, which must fall heavily on the poorer classes,

wJio are the least able to bear it. Opium is administered
to infants in many instances when only seven days old,

and when continued leads to habitual use. This is con-
sidered beneficial, and in the annals of crime opium
eaters are conspicuous by their absence. The efi'eot of
opium, I am credibly informed, tends to good humour,
followed shortly after by its sedative and narcotic
action.

25,234. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Has your experience been
chiefly in Bombay, or have you experience of any
other districts ?—I hare experience of other districts

such as Gujarat, Surat, Broach, Baroda, Ahmedabad,
Oanibay, Indore, Mhow, Khandwa, Hyderabad, Poena,
and other districts.

..:";,235. In speaking of malarious districts and the
use of opium as a prophylactic, to which parts of the
country nere you referring especially ?—Especially to
Gujarat.

25,236. We have heard a good deal about the habitual
use of opium in small doses among older men, say,
from 35 to 40 ; would that be a practice among Maho-
medans also p—I know of many Mahomedans who do
take it at about that age and beyond.

2.~>,237. Is there any common practice among your
community of taking opium in moderation as a stimu-
lant, as we might take tobacco, at a younger age than
35 or 40 ?—Yes.

25,238

habit.

Is that a very common habit P—A common

25,239, Is the use, so far as you know, speaking
generally, a use in moderation P—In moderation.

2.'.,240. Is it in practice considered that orthodox
Mahomedans are allowed to take opium in moderation p—They do take it.

25.241. Is it considered that they are allowed by
their religion to take it in moderation P— It is so
considered.

25.242. Do you represent the Shia sect of Mahome-
dans ?—Yes.

25.243. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Ibelieve thatnothing
is mentioned about opium either in the way of prohi-
bition or permission in your " Koran " P^Theru is

nothing particular mentioned about opium.

25.244. Is alcohol expressly mentioned P—Yes.

25.245. As opium is not expressly prohibited by your
religion you can take it ?—In excess I should say it is
prohibited. Anything in excess, even food is wrong.

25.246. But you say nothing is mentioned about
opium P—Anything intoxicating or anything taken to
excess.

25.247. Then you would say that opium should not
be taken in excess ?—Yes.

25.248. But alcohol, not even in moderation ? It is
prohibited altogether.

25.249. Do you think that the prohibition of the use
of opium except for medical purposes would lead many
Mahomedans or people generally to take to alcohol
which is expressly prohibited by the Mahomedan re-
ligion ?—I believe it may lead to that.

25.250. Therefore if any strict measures are to be
taken they should be taken for the suppression or the
prohibition of the use of alcohol first p—I should say
so, certainly.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
Tribhovandas,

Varjivandas.

Mr. TsiBHOVANDAS Vahjivandas called in and examined.

25.251. (Mr. Mowhray.) I believe you are a merchant,

a justice of the peace and a member of the Municipal
Corporation, Bombay ?—Yes.

25.252. What do you trade in ?—We are guaranteed
brokers to Messrs. W. A. Graham and Co., also landed
proprietors.

25.253. They have no interest in opium, I believe p

—

Not so far as I am aware.

25,264. Will you give us your experience as regards
the consumption of opium by the different races of
people in the districts with which you are acquainted ?—I am president of one section of the Kapol Vania
caste, one of the proprietors of the Kaiser-i-Hind Mills,
and a landowner in Bombay, where my family has
been settled for more than two centuries. In Bombay
the consumption of opium is limited, and is mostly
confined to the poor and working classes. It is used to
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sustain health in old age and to give strength, without
which the consumers would be unfit for work and their

families would starve. Opium does not produce a bad
efifect on the moral and physical condition of the people
in India if moderately taken. It is safely administered
even to children of two months old in small doses, and
they thrive well.

25,256. Would you kindly explain what you mean by
saying that you are president of one section of the
Kapol Vania caste ?—There are two sections, one headed
by the late Tribhovandas Maugaldas and the other by
Tribhovandas Varjivandas.

25.256. You are also one of the proorietors of the
Kaiser-i-Hind Mills ?—Yes.

25.257. Are they cotton mills P—They arc mills for

weaving and spinning.

25.258. How many hands do you employ in your
mills ?—About nine hundred.

25.259. Can you say whether there is much opium,
consumption among your mill hands ?—Not much ; it

is limited.

25.260. Have you made any inquiries or are you
speaking from your general impression ?—Prom my
general impression.

25.261. "What classes of the poor are they who
principally consume opium in Bombay; you say that ic

is confined to the working classes but that it is not
amongst the mill hands ?—There may be pome who use
it, but not generally.

25.262. Whom do you mean P—Mahomedans and a
very few Hindus. People advanced in age if they
want to sustain their strength take moderate doses.

25.263. A very limited number of Hindus P—Prom
one to two per cent.

25.264. What is your opinion as to the disposition

of the people of India with regard to the interference ?

—^The people would not like the interference of Govern-
ment with their use of opium, nor would they like to

bear at all the cost of prohibitive measures.

25.265. What is your opinion as to the prohibition

of the growth and manufacture of opium in British

India P—I am of opinion that the growth of poppy and

manufacture and sale of opium in British India should
not be prohibited.

26.266. Have you personal acquaintance with any of
the Native States of the Bombay Presidency P—Yes,
ivith Gujarat and Kathiawar.

25.267. Could such prohibition be extended lo the
Native States with which you are acquainted P—^Sucn
?rohibition could not be extended to Native States.

f it were so prohibited, the rational user and the
cultivator would be deprived, the one of a rational

enjoyment, the other of his means of livelihood.

26.268. {Mr. Fwiishawa.) 1 believe you come from
an old Kathiawar family P—Yes, formerly we were
settled in Diu.

26.269. I understand that your father was at the

head of the Kapol Bania caste P—Yes, at one time.

25.270. Is the practice of giving opium to young
children common among well-to-do classes of your own
caste P—By some of them, not by all.

25.271. You have referred to the use of opium in old

age as a restorative or health sustainer ; is that also

the case with members of your own caste P—Members
of our caste have very seldom recourse to it.

25.272. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you think it

would be good for a person in good health to adopt the

opium habit P—No.

25.273. But for the sake of health he may take it P

—

Yes.

25.274. It is bad if he takes it for the sake of

pleasure ?—Of course.

25.275. You know that an opium eater requires good
nourishing food?—Yes.

25.276. You say that it is most resorted to by the

poor ; can they afford to have rich food P—They can

take solid food.

25.277. {Mr. Fanshawe) Can you e.xplain the mean-
ing of the Kapol Bania caste ?—There are several

castes of Banias, the Kapol Bania forms one of the

principal castes, numerically speaking.

25.278. {Mr. Raridas Veharidas.) It is an important
caste of traders and merchants ?—Yes, they are well-

to-do people.

Mr.
Tribhovandas
Varjivandat,

13 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to to-morrow at 11 o'clock.

At the Town Hall, Bombay.

SEVENTIETH DAY.

Tuesday, 13th February 1894.

[Section B.J

PUESIillT :

SiE JAMES LYALL, G.O.I.B., K.O.S.L (m the Chaik).

Eisht Hon. LoED BEissBY, K.O.B. I

Mr. R. G. C. Mowbbay, M.P.

Sir William Eobebts, M.D., P.R.S.

Surgeon-Lieutenant-Oolonel

25.279. {Chairman.) You belong to the Indian

Medical Service P—I do.

25.280. You are now stationed at Bangalore P—I am.

26 281 I believe you have made a particular study

of the question of opium eating and its efi'ects P—Yes.

25 282 Will you tell us what your experience has

been and what conclusions you have lormedi^—My
experience of opium eaters and smokers extends over a

Mr. R. G.
Mr. Akthue Pease.

Me. Pembbeton, Assistant Seoretary.

Mayne called in and examined.

period of 20 years. They have been to me a particular

study, and for some time I conducted a correspondence

in the Indian Medical Gazette, 1880-81, the leading

medical journal of India, on the subject of the opium
eater. I have had a varied experience of the natives of

India, particularly while serving as civil surgeon and
superintendent of the jail in four districts of the

Central Provinces, and in one of these districts,

Narsingphur (with a population of 350,000). I had

Cti; 1

Surg. -Lt.- Col.

Mayne.

13 Feb.: 1894.
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Surg.-Ll.-Col. speoial opportunities of studying the subject. These
Mayne. districts having dispensaries in their large towns I was

able to move about from my head quarters, my duties

13 Feb. 1894. when superintending vaccination brought me to the
' small villages ; and I became acquainted with the

ha.bits of the Malguzar.s, Lumbiirdiirs, Kotwals (watch-

men of the village), and the people generally. Becently
(.lauuary 18931 I read a paper at the 19th meeting of

the Burma branch of the British Medical Association

at Rangoon on the subject of " Madak smoking."
While in medical charge of the Regimental Detail

Hospital, Rangoon, in 1891-92 I had special oppor-

tunities for observing the extent of the use of opium
among native troops, transport, dooly bearers, and
other followers of the native army belonging to both
the north and south of India and to Bengal. I must
have seen about 4,000, but I cannot give figures. All
were sick transfers from Upper Burma en route to

India. Numbers of these were opium eaters and
smokers. There were more among the troops and
followers coming from Bengal and Upper India than
among those who belonged to the southern army.
They took opium mostly to counteract the bad climate

of the Ohin Hills and other parts of Upper Burma.
I was impressed with the profound belief all these

different races had in the efficacy of opium
, to ward

off sickness and the effects of the climate of the un-
healthj- parts of Upper Burma.

25,283. Do the people so far as you know take opium
under any advice P—The use of opium is inculcated to

the millions of India through many sources, by the ever

present Hakims, Vaida, and native doctors. Mahom-
medans as well as Hindus have come to believe in its

subtle influence for good. The Maulvi and Kazi, as

well as the Bi'ahmin, Fakirs, Sanassis, Byragis, and
such as are, so to speak, teachers to their own classes

and castes, all take opium more or less. Sunars, and
the upper class of Hindus, believe in it as a family

medicine. Opium is sometimes taken for religious

purposes, and a great number of religious mendicants
take it. "While moving about in the districts of the

Central Provinces as Civil Surgeon I was impressed
with the universal use of opium by both the official and
non-official classes. Opium is given to women and
children for all sorts of reasons and complaints. I

continually saw children given opium, and I have seen

some deaths among them from its injudicious use. It is

not, I consider, a cause' of criminal infanticide. It was
given by the parent in the belief of doing good to their

children.

2.5,284. Is it taken for any other than medical pur-

poses ?—In the Central Provinces I have noticed opium
is particularly grateful to travellers jciurneying along

the worst of roads, in the greatest discomfort, in trying

weather, excess of heat or rain. Opium appears to be

peculiarly adapted to travellers wearied and out of

spirit. It wards off hunger, and by its soothing

influence enables them to avoid entering into quarrel-

some disputes at the serai or chuttram, and go friendly

disposed to the well to draw water, or to the neigh-

bouring bazaar to buy firewood. With such mixture

of races and diversity of castes it is well there is opium

,

as by it petty jealousies which may arise by the worries

and toil of the road are often forgotten m the pill or

pipe of opium. Opium engenders patience and content-

ment, and does not tend to promote sedition. There

are wicked and ignorant teachers among the people

ready to upset the best G-overnment. I am confident it

would unsettle the people if there was any curtailment

of the free supply of opium, and already it is under

some restraint. The Government do their best to have

none but the best opium sold. It was one of my duties

to examine opium.

2.5,28-5. Did you have to examine it in the shops ?—
I had to go over to the cutchery (district office) before

it was sold.

2-5,286. Before it was sold to the licensed vendors P

—

Yes.

25,287. Was that in the Central Provinces ?—Yes.

25,-88. Do you think the arrangements for the sale

of opium are satisfactory ?—I do. It has often occurred

to me that crude opium is too dear, and people cannot

afford to eat it. Some no doubt buy madak, as it is

cheaper. They are bought at the same shop. I draw

a very great distinction between opium eating and

madak smoking. The one produces relatively little

or no harm. Opium smoking by the Chinese is different.

The pipe is different. They smoke pure opium. I have

seen many Chinamen smokers very hard-working men.

and they have smoked for years. That refers to

Rangoon.

25,28'.>. (Sir William Boherts.) You are speaking of

chandu smoking.?—Yes. It is important to fully con-

sider why it is that smoking opium in India produces
difi"erent effects from eating it. I believe this is due
to the absence of morphia. Madak is a spurious

form of opium. It is a confection of opium mixed with
charred gum acacia (babul) leaves. So much heat is

necessiiry for its production that some of the morphia
is dissipated, so that the fumes of the madak pipe

cause greater arterial excitement. The effect of the

madak pipe is much more overpowering.

25.290. (Ghairman.) Do you mean that the dissipa-

tion of the morphia make the use of opium more un-
healthy ?—I think if there were more morphia in the

pipe it would not have such a bad effect.

25.291. {8ir William Boherts.) What do you think is

the iajurious substance that is inhaled in madak
smoking P— It has often puzzled me whether it is not
the charred leaves. It has been a great puzzle to me,
and I am not quite able to say.

25,2'.l2. {Chairman.) What class of people generally
smoke madak P— Well-to-do people eat ojiium, but
generally the madak smoker is poor, although I have
known a son of a mahajan (bankei') smoke madak.
Madak smoking is not well tliought of, so that some
natives will scarcely allow a ''madaki" inside their

houses, even as a servant. To be called a " madaki "

with some is a term of opprobrium, and I have known
" madakis " themselves ashamed to be known as such.
They do not mind being called opium eaters. Madak
appears to have a very lowering effect on the system.

25,29.3. Is madak smoking confined to men ?— I have
seen even women and children under the influence of

madak. I ihink it ought to be penal selling madak to

womnn and children. If madak is smoked immode-
ra1,ely, no doubt it renders the person unfit for work,
but this applies to almost all the narcotics. All have
a pernicious effect on the system if taken to excess.

Madak smokers may beco/ne skeletons after a time and
forget all their obligations—moral, social, and physical

;

but the same applies to alcohol. If its use by women
and children could be stopped it would, I consider, be
a check to madak smoking, and raise their moral cha-
racter, which becomes degraded by its influence. A
great deal of this in the hands of a strong district

magistrate.

25.294. Would not the entire stoppage of the sale of
madak perhaps lead to other evils P

—

V the sale of

madak were stopped entirely I fear a greater consump-
tion of the far worse intoxicant ganja would follow,
with the result that more violeiit crimes would be com-
mitted. Madak is a cheap iutojioant for the loafer.

During 1879, 18-0, and 1881 I made the subject of the
treatment of the opium eater a special study, and ap-
pealed to the medical world in the East for the best
form of treatment to be adopted. At that time medical
opinion was very divided whether an op'um eater's
opium could be stopped suddenly and entirely without
doing him harm. Although I showed in the Indian
Medical Gazette, July IStiO and March 1881, what
state the abuse of opium causes, these cases can refer
to only a very limited portion of the population. At
the time I wi'cte about 12 per cent, of the Narsingpur
Jail population were addicted to the habit. Their im-
prisonment was for theft usually, and not for violent
crimes provoked by the use of ganja.

25.295. Do you think opium eating ever leads to
suicide ?—If an opium eater is suddenly deprived of
the drug he may try to commit suicide. I remember
a case of this sort. An old Mahomedan in jail threw
himself down a well, and it was with difficulty he was
rescued, and he tried his best to throttle the man who
was saving his life. The deprivation of opium will
bring on terrible suffering for a few days, but I have
never known the least harm from having opium stopped,
and I have had a large number of difficult and typical
cases to treat.

25.296. Have you ever made autopsies of opium
eaters ?—I have autopsied many reputed opium eaters.

They had died from other causes, mostly from poverty
and chronic starvation, but I have never found any
particular pathological changes, or anything like the
tissue destruction seen when due to chronic alcohol
poisoning.

25.297. Do you consider that opium is in any sense
a prophylactic against fever?—I do not consider it
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generally wards off fever, but I am firmly convinced
that the natives of India have a profound belief in its

efiicacy in this reapect, as also its power to onre many
other diseases, especially diarrhcea and cholera.

2-5,298. Did you serve in any districts of the Central
Provinces where the habit is especially common ?—In
the Narsinghpur district about Rs. 35,000 worth of
opium was sold during 1879 and 1880. This is perhaps
one of the most flourishing districts in the Nerbudda
Valley, and part of the wheat granary of India. My
recollection is that I knew many landowners there, old
men, stout and hearty, who were habitual opiam eaters.

I remember particularly an old Mahomedau vakil
of Kundaili. He was a remarkably fine-looking old
gentleman, and had taken opium for years and had not
increased the quantity. He was much respected and.

was a very Buccegsful pleader. I wag always on the
look-out for opium, eaters, and I was astonished with
the numbers to whom it seemed to do no harm what-
ever. Every luxury may be abused, but I feel sure
there are vast numbers who eat opium beneficially to

themselves.

25,299. Was madak smoking common in the Nar-
singhpur district P—My experience of madak smoking
is largely from the Narsinghpur district. I have very
frequently sat in the madak shops and knew the ha-
bitues, many of them very well, and I saw some dis-

tressing cases of young people ruined by it, but I would
not like to say that there may not be thousands of

moderate smokers ; bnt when once the habit has got
the better of the person it generally proves fatal. These
might die, I believe, from other causes over which they
have control.

25,300. "What do you mean by the habit getting the
better of a person ; do you mean he had taken it to

excess or that he was merely an habitual smoker P—He
had taken it to excess. There can be no question about
opium in every form being harmful when taken im-
moderately, but this applies with greater force to ganja
and alcohol and other intoxicants. I do not consider
excessive opium eating the worst vice, although opium
smoking as madak runs them all very close. I have
held very strong opinions on the evil effeote of opium,
but time has tempered my views, and I consider that

any curtailment, except to stop women and children

smoking madak, would be a great hardship, and cause

an infinity of trouble and misery to the people of India,

and a veritable danger to the stability of the Govern-
ment. From their very childhood the people of India
are taught to believe in opium. Its charms are subtle,

and it enters into the daily routine of the people and
causes life to go on harmoniously. It is powerful to

ease pain and create a happy frame of mind, and tends

to better citizenship, more obedience to religious and
caste duties, and to keeping of the laws of the land.

Opium does not tend to make the people commit vio-

lent crimes, which cannot bo said of ganja or alcohol.

Opium wards off hunger, stimulates the wearied, and
is reckoned a valuable stand-by in times of famine,

cholera, and other epidemic diseases. I would say opium
seems in numerous ways to be peculiarly adapted to the

climate and races in the East.

25,801. These latter remarks, I suppose, may be taken

to apply to the moderate use of opium ?—Yes.

25,302. {Sir William Boberts.) You say, " The people
" of India are taught to believe in opium." Do you
mean to say that they are led to believe in opium ?—
There is no trained European system among the natives

of India.

25,803. You mean that they are taught by their native

medical advisers ?—Yes.

25.304. You have told us a good deal about madak
smoking ; have you made any study of the composition

of madak ?—I am afraid I have not.

25.305. Do you think it is always the same thing in

different provinces and localities P—I do not thinl-c it

is; I think it alters a good deal. There are many
varieties of it. It" would alter very much with the

character of the opium used. It would also alter with
the leaves. Some of the leaves are taken quite green,

while others are quite dry.

25.306. Is the babul leaf a poisonous leaf itself P—Wo,
it is not. I should like to say when I was over in

Burma, I noticed that the fever of Upper Burma pro-

duces enlargement of the spleen and great liability to

diarrhoea, and the medical aid given by Government
as far as possible meets a great many cases. Some-

times parties are out in the country on column duty,

The witness

O 82588.

and they get sick and take opium as a medicine. It is

sent to them by friends in India ; and I have numbers
of little tins and packets of it showing the failli they
have in this opium. There is another thing. Opium
being a dry substance, Hindus will take it ; but they
will not take anything with water. Tlioy will even
take the dry opium from Europeans. When they come
over, these sickly ones, whose constitutions have been
shattered by the climate of Upper Burma, are very
liable to bronchitis, and when they go back to their
villages to their caste people they there learn that
opium is good for them ; and I believe that if these
men had not the opium they would die from bronchitis,

from disease of the lungs, and from dysentery. T

believe that the opium keeps them alive, and they get
great benefit from it. I have kno"\vn many instances
where that has been the case.

25,807. Dysentery is a complaint of malarial districts,

is it not ?—Yes.

25.308. You do not consider opium acts as an efficient

prophylactic against malarial fever ?—Speaking scien-

tifically, it does not fit in with my ideas and I would
depend on other things. Narootine is the property in

it that does the good. That used to be issued before
the quinine was in force ; but I believe that any
prophylactic qualities of opium are due to the narcotine
in it.

25.309. You believe that it acts in a certain degree
as a febrifuge P—Yes. In damp and wet weather I
think it is most beneficial. The people themselves
have got to believe in it, and we have very little

influence with them.

25.310. You say opium is sometimes taken for

religious purposes ; to what do you allude ?—It leads

to a contemplative mind, and it is supposed by the
ascetics to keep the virile powers down. It is taken
for that purpose and also for religious purposes.

25.311. And to allay sexual appetites P—Yes, by
ascetics ; and to engender patience.

25.312. {Mr. Pease.) You have been impressed with
the universal use of opium among the official classes

in the Central Provinces ; were they Europeans or

natives ?—Natives.

25.313. Would you give us your impressions with
regard to the difference of the effect of ohandu and
madak smoking, and what you consider are the

reasons ?—I have no experience at all of chandu
smoking, I only know about madak smoking.

25.314. You said, " I have seen many Chinamen
" smokers who have smoked for years"; were not
they chandu smokers P—Yes ; that was in Rangoon. I
only know that the effect on them seemed to be quite

different from madak smoking.

25.315. You say, " The moral character of women
" and children is degraded by the influence of opium
" smoking" ; h not the moral character of men also

degraded by opium smoking p—I should not like to say
that the skilful use of madak smoking is degrading.

I take it every man must have some stimulant. I

believe it is essential for a man to have a stimulant of

some sort or description, whether it is tea or whatever
it is. Man cannot live without it, whether it is a pipe,

a cheroot, or this madak smoking ; it seems to be an
essential principle. A man may have a stimulant in

various forms. I look upon u, change from one kind of

work to another as a stimulant. Novel reading I
would take to be a stimulant—a change of the mind.
I think a man might moderately smoke madak ; I

think it possibly might do him good, but I have not

seen any very marked instances of it doing so. My
experience has been rather the other way.

25.316. Are not madak smokers universally tobacco

smokers as well ?—They very often smoke tobacco also.

25.317. Do you know what was the quantity taken by
the old Mahomedan vakil you have mentioned of

Kundaili ?—No, I do not.

25.318. When you say the habit has got the better of

a person, you mean there is no desire or he has not the

courage to cure himself p—I think there is no desire.

I think that majum is more or less a harmless con-

fection. It is a confection of ganja,
^
and it is the

poppy seed in the majum which makes it more or less

harmless. It may be given to children.

25.319. (Ghairman.) What is majum?—It is a con-

fection of ganja with poppy seeds.

withdrew.

Hh

Surg.-Lt.-Cel.

Mayne.

13 Feb. 1894.
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Surg..Zt.-Col.

W.R.Sroume,
M.D.

13 I'eb. 1894.

Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Bkowne, M.D., called in and examined.

25.320. {Chairman.) I believe you are senior medical
officer in charge of the General Hospital at Madras P

—

Yes.

25.321. I presume your experience on the opium
question has been mainly in that hospital ?—Tes ;

Chiefly in that hospital.

25.322. Will you kindly tell us what your observa-

tions of the opium habit have been ?—During all the
years that I have been attached to the General Hospital,

Madras, there have fallen under my observation very
few cases (not more than three or four) out of the
thousands of men that I have treated either as in or
out patients, of whom it could bo said that they were
mentally and physically degraded by the abuse of

opium. It very rarely happens a patient has to state

that he is in the habit of taking so much opium that
its deprivation during his stay in hospital would be
distressing or even annoying to him, and still more
rarely does his appearance lead one to interrogate him
as to his being a victim to a confirmed consumption
of opium in large quantities. Of consumers of smaller
doses which leave no perceptible ill effects, doubtless
the number is greater, but the evidence derived from
observation of the sick in this hospital would tend, on
the whole, to demonstrate the fact that the abuse of
opium by the classes who furnish the sick male patients
of this hospital is a very uncommon thing indeed.
That it is not on moral grounds that this abstention
from the abuse of opium is based, is shown, I take it, by
the large use of alcohol in some form by a considerable
proportion of the patients, and by the great prevalence
of syphilis (with regard to another habit) among them
Our wards are filled with victims to alcohol and
venery, while, on the other hand, the presence of a
confirmed opium eater, suffering from a too great use
of opium eating, is an extremely rare event. In fact,

for a patient to come in for the results of indulgence in
opium eating alone is an unknown event. When seen,
it is for some accident or disease that has forced him to
seek admission. He has not to apply, as has the
alcohol consumer, for relief from the direct results of
i.he consumption of his favourite stimulant. The
whole of my experience here tends to show first, that
opium is abused by but a very small proportion of the
population ; and second, that there is no evidence
whatever to bring forward to prove that its use in
small quantities is deleterious to any perceptibly
harmful extent.

25,323. Are the cases numerous in which you ascer-
tained that patients are habitual consumers of opium P

—No, they are not numerous.

25.324. Is it a rule of discipline in the hospital that

habitual consumers must not take opium while they
are there P—They are searched when they come in.

Their clothing is changed and they have a bath.
Their own clothing is taken away and they are given
hospital clothing. That is the general rule.

25.325. Supposing a man said he was an habitual
opium consumer, and that he would like to go on taking
opium while he was in the hospital, would he be allowed
to do sop—That rests with the medical oHicer. My
own view now is to allow the patient opium in what I

consider moderate doses.

25.326. In jails the habitual opium consumer is pro-
vented from using opium as a matter of punishment or
jail discipline, just as the habitual tobacco smoker is

;

but in hospitals, I fancy, there is no such uniform rule,

and it depends upon the idiosyncrasy of the medical
officer in charge P—It depends upon the individual
views held by the medical ofl5cer.

25.327. You have no experience of madak or chandu
smoking ?—I have no recent experience.

25.328. You have not served in parts of Madras
where opium habit is common .''—Years ago in the early
pai't of my service—for the first seven years-—I served
in and about the Deccan with a regiment.

25.329. Bat you did not study the subject?—No; it

was not brought home to me in any way.

25.330. {Sir William Boherts.) How many years have
you been connected with the General Hospital in
Madras P—About 13J years.

25.331. I suppose you have no records of post-mortem
examination of opium eaters ?—No, there are none.

25.332. And there are no traditions in the hospital
respecting pathological changes produced by opium ? —
No.

25.333. {Mr. Pease.) What districts of the Madras
Presidency supply the patients to the hospital besides
Madras itself p—On the surgical side they come from
all over the Presidency ; on the medical side they come
chiefly from the vicinity of Madras.

25.334. What are those districts P—Chinglepat and
North and South Arcot.

25.335. You have not many from the Godavari dis-
trict p—Not for medical cases.

25,836. More than half the consumption of opium in
the Madras Presidency is in that district p—Not many
come down from there.

The witness withdrew.

Surg.-Maj.
W. G. King.

Surgeon-Major W. G. King called in and examined.

25,336a. 1 believe you are acting Sanitary Commis-
sioner of Madras?—Yes.

25.337. How many years' service have you had in the
Madras Presidency p—Next month I shall have com-
pleted 20 years' service.

25.338. Have you been all that time in the civil
department P—I have served 17 years in the civil
department, and have during this time held appoint-
ments either in charge of jails, hospitals, or lunatic
asylums in Kurnool, Trichinopoly, Madras Town, Viza-
gapatam, and Mandalay.

25.339. Have you served in the military depart-
ment?—In the military department, I have held
charge of Madras Infantry and Cavalry regiments and
Sappers and Miners, as well as of a regiment of Sikhs
and Punjab Muhammadans, known as Burmah In-
fantry. In 1893 I. held charge of the Native In-
fantry Invaliding Depot at Pallavaram, where it was
my duty to enter fully into the medical history and
general character of large numbers of sepoys brought
up for pensions and invaliding. In the Kurnool dis-
trict, of which I held charge during the majority of
my service, I had—where the Madras Presidency is
concerned—unusual opportunities of being in daily
contact with large numbers of Muhammadans. I have
seen opium given regularly twice daily to Muhamma-
dan children of the better class, and believe it to be
regarded as a matter of course that, from infancy to
about three years of age, this drug should be employed
as a preventive against teething and bowel troubles.
From this age the child is not encouraged in its use
(presumably from religious motives) and, ordinarily,

it is stopped till either some disease or the advance
of old age leads again to its employment. Thus, I
believe, the drug is not much in use during the most
vigorous period of life.

25.340. What are the doses usually taken ?—In my
experience the drug has been chiefly used in regular
and moderate doses twice daily only. When taken in
this manner for years on end, I have not been led to
believe that physical degeneration has occurred. In
fact, I have known men who were good shikaris and
horsemen, and commercial men of advanced ao-e who
have become wealthy whilst given to this habit.

'^

I have
repeatedly seen men admitted to jail who have been in
the habit of using opium, and, so far as general
physique or health was concerned, had no reason to
suspect the habit until denial of the drug rendered the
usual well-known misery consequent upon its sudden
withdrawal apparent.

25.341. Is the excessive use of the drug common?—
The immoderate use, of the drug is, I believe ex-
ceedingly rare in this Presidency, and whilst I do' not
doubt that instances of immoderate use leading to the
helpless condition depicted by those who have agitated
against[opium to be possible, I consider that these must
bear a proportion to the total population of opium eaters
that must be infinitesimal.

26.342. Do you think the sudden withdrawal of the
drug in jails and elsewhere is dangerous p—A great
deal of the restlessness following the withdrawal of
opium in the opium eater is due to the mere memory
of the former effects and not to altered physical
conditions inducing certain mental states. Thus in
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treating cases of sudden deprivation, I tave used small

doses of morphia injections for a few days, and having
convinced the patient that the effects corresponding to

opium were secured by this injection, plain water was
substituted and satisfaction has still been induced.

25.343. Do you think that there is any case made out

for prohibition in the Madras Presidency ?—Most cer-

tainly not. I believe that there are no facts that would
lead it to be regarded as necessary in this Presidency

that the extent of use of opium by the people should be
otherwise than at their discretion. I have never known
the use of opium incite violence or crime, and I have
always regarded the typical moderate opium eater as a

respectable and trustworthy member of the community.

25.344. As Sanitary Commissioner, I suppose you have
to travel about throughout the Presidency ?—Yes. I

have had altogether about 18 months' experience.

25.345. Have you travelled in the northern districts

of Madras ?—Tes. I have held charge of Vizagapatam.

25.346. Have you visited Malabar P—Yes.

25.347. Do you think from what you saw in Malabar

and Vizagapatam that the use of opium was greater

there than in other districts that you have seen P

—

Nothing ever struck me about the people there using

opium more immoderately than elsewhere.

25.348. (Sir William Boherts.) Nor more commonly ?

No, so far as appearance is concerned. I maintp,in

that it is very difficult indeed to know whether a man
does use opium or not, provided he does not use it to a

most immoderate extent. I have had to admit men
into jail and have examined them on admission, but it

was not known that they were eaters of opium until

their subsequent distress disclosed the fact.

25.349. Is eating or smoking opium the more common
in the southern parts of India ?—Eating is the more
common method.

25.350. Speaking of the entire inhabitants, is the use

of opium as common in the southern parts of India as

in the north P—No, I believe not. It is chiefly confined

to certain classes.

25.351. Have you seen examples of really dangerous

symptoms from the sudden withdrawal of opium from

excessive users P—No ; I have tried my best before

coming here to get typical cases, where extreme

emaciation and so forth was supposed to be the result

of opium eating, but I quite failed to do so. When-
ever I came across a man in an emaciated condition, I

discovered that he was also a ganja eater or smoker.

I have never been able to find a clear case traceable to

the use of opium only.

26.352. Even when the opium habit was carried on to

considerable excess ?—I have not been able to find a

case.

25.353. In the jail, I suppose, you stop the opium nt Surg.-Maj,
once ?—Tes. W. O. King.

25.354. Have you noticed that diarrhoea has arisen ,

on stopping the opium ?—On stopping the opium ^' *'*'' ^^'^•

diarrhoea sets in.
~~""

J
25,355. What is your explanation of that ; that can

scarcely be due to what you have called a memory of
the dose P—When I speak of the " memory of the
dose " I speak not about its physical effects but abou^t

its mental effects.

25.356. The sense of misery, and so forth P—Yes.

25.357. Have you seen any other ill-effects besides
diarrhoea in large consumers of opium when their
opium was withdrawn ?—They are profoundly restless

and decidedly miserable.

25.358. But you have seen nothing approaching
collapse P—No ; I have never seen a case of that sort.

25.359. I presume you do not see men who are large
consumers of opium in the south of India ?—I have
seen men who declared that they could not live without
opium ; but when it is actually withdrawn they seem
to get all right again in four or five days. I have seen
cases in Mandalay Jail of natives from the north of
India, Shans, and Burmese who were supposed to be
large consumers, but, as a rule, the effects passed off

in five or six days.

25.360. Have you had any experience of the use of

opium in malarial districts P—Kurnool is a highly
malarious district. I cannot say that the natives there
considered that opium was a prophylactic against
malaria.

25.361. Have you heard that they use it for febri-

fuge purposes, or for the purposes of relief or mitiga-
tion ?—No ; the impression I gathered was that as a
man got aged he regarded opium as a stimulant. I
never had any direct evidence that it was taken to

prevent malaria. A native will tell you that opium is

taken as a prophylactic against all diseases by those
who have passed the prfme of life, or whose constitu-

tions have been already shaken by the inroads of
disease. Eesort to the use of the drug in malarious
districts is probably more common than elsewhere on
account of the relief afforded from neuralgic pains
usual in malarial cachexia.

25.362. [Mr. Fease.) Do you think that the practice
of giving opium to infants is a good one ?—Tes ; I

think it is a practice that one need not interfere with.
It is always the old women who give it, and thoy have
considerable experience, which is handed down from
one generation to another, as to how much to give, and
when to give it. So far as I can see no specific harm
has occurred. The effects of the drug as estimated by
native opinion are well expressed by their proverbs :

" To the infant it is milk, to the young man an arrow,
to the aged a staff."l

The witness withdrew.

Surgeon-Major A. J. Sturmeb called in and examined,

believe you are a district me that he consumed opium from questionsi put to

In

it

25.363. [Chairman.) I believe you are

surgeon in the district of Kistnap—Tes.

25.364. How many years' service have you had P

—

March next I shall have served 19 years.

26.365. Where is the district of Kistna? Does

border on the Hyderabad territory p—Tes.

25.366. On what British districts does it border P

—

On the north it borders on Godavari, and on the south

it borders on the Nellore district.

25.367. Will you tell us what districts, regiments,

and institutions you have had charge of p—During my
service I have had charge of two districts, several

regiments, a central and four district jails, and a

lunatic asylum.

25.368. What was the result of your observations

when you were in charge of the lunatic asylum?—

I

cannot recall an inmate who was ever admitted into

the asylum for insanity due to opium eating or smok-

ing. From personal experience 1 should say that

opium rarely or never caused insanity.

25.369. What did you observe when you were in

charge of jails ?—A great many prisoners who were

admitted into the jail were habitual opium eaters ; I

should never have recognised a small or moderate

opium eater from his appearance ; he probably told

Surg.-Maj.

A. J- Siurmer.

him. I can recall only two oases, both, I believe,

women who craved after the drug ; one contracted

pneumonia. She was admitted in bad health and died

of gangrene of the lung, and I attributed her death
partly to the immoderate use of opium.

25,369a. What is your general view as to the mode-
rate use of opium ?—I do not believe that the moderate
use of opium does any harm, but rather on the con-

trary helps a man to get through life.

25.370. What reasons do the consumers give for the

habit P—Consumers when asked why they took it, gave
different reasons, some that their food was insuffiioient

and opium allayed the cravings of the stomach, others

because they had pain, and ©thern again because people

over forty years of age took it, and they subscribed to

the habit. I operated on an old man who took opium
regularly for abscess of the liver, and although he
insisted on having his quantity every afternoon he got

well, and I could not see that opium in any way
retarded his recovery.

25.371. Have you any special knowledge of the hill

tracts in Madras ?—I have had to visit them as district

surgeon. In the hill tracts of Jeypore opium con-

sumption is very large ; it is a highly feverish

district, but the inhabitants are a very healthy race,

Hh 2
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Surg.-Maj. strong, and very keen sportsmen. They told me that
A. J. Stmtner. they took opium as a preventative against fever, and

the people who live at the foot of the ghats gave me
13 Feb. lPt>4. the same reason.

2.5,372. Do you think opium leads to crime ?—I do
not remember any prisoner having been admitted into

jail of which I have had charge for violence or*
brutality ivhich was attributed to the effects of opium
smoking or eating ; no doubt opium is smuggled into

jail, and this was more frequent when there wore two
sets of jail guards, the police, and the warders. I have
puni,shed prisoners for having opium about them, but I

do not remember having to punish a prisoner for crime
committed through eating opium.

25.373. What, according to your experience, is the

ordinary dose taken .P—The amount of opium taken
daily by a person varies between two and six grains,

and very frequently I was told that the larger quantity
would last more than one daj*. I have never come
across an immoderate opium eater, nor have I seen
the sort of person depicted as an opium eater by the
anti-opium league. The people whom I have met have
apparently been satisfied with a small quantity, and
ha\"e adhered to this small quantity for years ; they
have not gone to extremes.

25.374. Do you think it would be possible to prohibit
the use of opium ?— I believe it would be impossible to

stop the supply of opium ; and supposing it could be
stopped I believe that the present consumers would
take to drink. For evil there is no possible contrast

between the two.

25.375. Have you ever seen anything of the so-called

opium smoking dens P—On the 5th of this month I

visited an opium smoking shop in Masulipatam. I

found about 18 men there. Half of them were old

Sepoys. They were sitting out in the open talking, and
I asked several of them how- much opium they took.

I chose the oldest men as I thought they would pro-

bably be the biggest sufferers. I found they had taken
it for years. One of the old Sepoys, about 60 years of
age, had consumed opium for 40 years.

25.376. Were these men opium smokers or opium
eaters ?—They were both.

25.377. Do you know whether they smoked madak or
chandu p—I produce the stnif they smoke ; it is opium
mixed with green gram. They do not give it any
particular name ; they call it opium.

2.5,378. [Sir Willinm Roberts) Is it smoked in a
madak pipe ?—It is 'smoked in the hubblebnbble. It

is not smoked in the ordinary Chinese pipe. The man
smoked two balls daily, and ho also ate one-quarter of
an anna's worth of opium, or -il grains a day. He was
a very hale old man. The second man was a shoe-

smith, about 60 years of age. He had consumed opium
for 30 years. He ate one anna's worth per diem and
smoked three balls. The third man was a healthy old

man of 75. He had been an opium consumer for 40
years ; he smoked one ball per diem and ate three
anna's worth a month. The fourth was a young man,
an athlete, about 28 years of age. I asked him why
he took to smoking P He said he had been a drinker
and wanted to give it up because it was so expensive,
and he had taken to opium. Wlien I saw him it was
his first attempt. None of the men that I saw were in

the least degraded or showed signs that they were
opium consumers. They seemed a very happy and
contented lot. They said that if opium were fm-bidden
they would die. All of them had commenced the
habit, not from vice, but from having some pain or
another. They met every afternoon in this den and
never smoked at home. I suppose the average dose
was from two to six grains. In the hospital at Avani-
gedda there is a peon who cats 13 grains of opium in

the morning and 13 grains in the evening. He walks
in for the pay to the hospital establishment once a
month. It is 18 miles there and 18 miles back. I have
been district surgeon since September, and I have never
had a complaint made about his work.

25,37! I. (Ghuirman.) What sort of a place was this

smoking den ?—It was an ordinary little native house.
They sat out in front in a palmyra leaf enclosure.
Each man was sitting out with his hubblebubble.

25.380. {Mr. Pease.) Do you think that persons
suffering from pneumonia have a worse chance of
recovery if they have been opium consumers ?—Not if

they have taken opium in moderation. The woman I
have mentioned had evidently been a very immoderate
eater, because from the first moment she entered the
jail she asked for opium.

25.381. (Sir WiUiam Boheris.) I suppose you have
not had your attention drawn to the difference in the
tolerance of the European and the native of India with
regard to opium p—No.

2,5,382. You have said that the natives have told you
that they took opium as a iircventative against fever,
what is your impression as to their belief in that
mutter ?—I always thought it was one of the peculiar
ideas which natives get about various drugs ; for in-
stimce, thuy say that butter-milk in \<jry cooling, but
I do not know that there is any fact to prove it.

26,383. Have you had any experience is practising
amongst thorn ?—I have practised amongst the natives.
Dr. Thin has written asliing wliy the medical men in
India did not give opium in malarial fevur because
they had been Clicking it up so much. My reply to
that is that we have got quinine and arsenic, which
are better.

The witness withdrew.
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Assistant Surgeon Mohamed Osman Sahib Bahaduh called in and examined.

25.384. (Chairman.) I believe you are Civil Surgeon in

Negapatam ?—Yes.

25.385. Where did you get your medical education P

—In the Madras Medical College.

25.386. You took your degree, I believe ."—Yes.

25.387. In what year did you take your degree P

—

1884.

25.388. Wliere is your home P—In the Madras Presi-

dency, Trichinopoly.

25.389. You were first appointed assistant surgeon ?

—Yes.

25.390. In how many districts have you served P—

I

have served in four districts, Trichinopoly, Kurnool,
Madras, and Tinnevelly.

26.391. (Sir William Bobcrh.) Have you had much
personal experience in regard to the opium habit
amongst your fellow countrymen?—Yes, especially

amongst my co-religionists.

25.392. Are you a Mahomcdanp—Yes.

25.393. Is there a considerable consumption of opium
amongst the Mahoinedans F—Yes. My experience is

in the Kurnool district.

amount of opium25.394. Is there a considerable

habitually consumed there ?—Yes.

26.395. In your experience how is the opium eatino-
habit usually contracted p—So far as I know, the hal^it

has been contracted in a great majority of cases to
alleviate pain and suffering caused by diseases. The
diseases for which opium is resorted to are—chronic
diarrhoea, chronic coughs, asthma, pains in the
abdomen and limbs, of neuralgic, syphilitic and chronic
inflammatory kind, general muscular pains, cramps,
sleeplessness, palpitation of heart, pains connected
with uterine disorders, excessive flow of urine, and
spermatorrhoea. The sufferers in these instances did
not resort to opium at once, but had tried all remedial
means at their disposal and of their Hakims. After a
hopeless and protracted course of treatment, either the
Hakim himself or some relation or friend who had
had personal experience of the drug or heard of its
beneficial effects in such diseases, suggested its use.
The suH'erer began with a small dose, and when the
desired effect had been produced, he stopped it. But,
if the disease recurred, he resumed it and continued if
the recurrence was frequent. As he continued the
drug he felt his sufferings alleviated and a fresh energy
bemg put into the system. These two feelings, the
first, in the early period predominating over the second
and the second predominating over the first, in the
later, tem]ited him to continue the drug and make it a
daily necessity. The habit was thus contracted, and
the habitual in his long experience of the drug was in
a position to advise others on its several beneficial
cfifects. However, I know it as a fact that although
the drug had been made a daily necessary, the habitual
kept it as a secret and was very hesitative to impart
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the habit to others except when it was considered
medicinally necessary. The habitnals of advanced age
are of unanimous opinion that the drug is of great
utility to the old. They consider it not only a restora-

tive but also a sustaining agent. People do not take
to the drug in the first instance, because they have
heard of its beneficial effects or have been advised by
their friends, but resort to it as the last resource after

their attempts to be remedied by physicians and other

drugs have failed. Very few oases of opium eaters

who resorted to it for luxury came under my notice.

These used opium either in the natural form, or in

the form of chandu or madak, with inordinate fre-

quency. They were a miserable class of men, with
wearing frame, abject look, and depraved intellect.

They contracted the habit in early age, not for the

relief of any disease, but as an aphrodisiac. Even
moderate opium eaters detest the immoderate and
shameful habit of those people and shun them. These
are the men that come to the notice of the public as

opium eaters.

25,396. At what age is the habit generally contracted ?

—In males between 36 and 40 years, in females between
26 and 30, and even earlier. The cause of females

beginning the habit earlier is child-birth. After

parturition, if uncontrollable and chronic diarrhoea set

in, or if on account of subinvolution or inflammation of

the uterus and its appendages pains are produced,

opium is resorted to and the habit is more or less

continued for subsequent parturitions. Among males

the habit of opium eating in young age is rare, and I

believe on account of comparative youth and vigour of

the system below the age of 35, the stimulus produced

by incidental use of opium is not keenly felt, and
therefore the habit is not continued. After the age of

35 with a native in India active spirits begin to decline,

particularly in unhealthy tracts where the habit is

common, and hence after this age the exhilarating

effects of opium are keenly felt. As the age advances

the keenness is more increasingly felt, and, after 65,

opium is considered a support to the system. If

the habit is contracted in young age it is with a desire

to increase the sexual appetite and to give it a stability.

With this object a young man voluptuously consumes

opium and finds himself in the wrong within a short

period. With the increased venery the dose of opium
is increased and the continual increase acts detri-

mentally to the very purpose for which it was resorted

to. The case is otherwise with people of advanced age.

With them moderate doses are sufficient to increase

their conjugal happiness. As an aphrodisiac, opium

has done more lasting good to the old than to the

young.

25,397. What has been your experience of the effect

of giving opium to infants ?- -I have know instances in

which opium was commenced so early as 40 days after

birth. The purpose for which it is given to infants is

to secure calmness and sleep. Judicious mothers

know what quantity of drug is required to reliev.e the

irritability of infants and make them cheerful and

what quantity to produce sleep. They have ad-

ministered the respective doses with advantage to

themselves and to the infants. With injudicious

mothers, especially in the poverty-stricken class, the use

of opium to infants has been ruinous. To allow them-

selves to attend to their ordinary avocations, and still

more foolishly to allow themselves rest and time for

useless chit-chats with their neighbours or to attend

festivals, the quantity of opium usually given by them

is of soporific dose and sometimes even more to produce

deep sleep. In such cases infants either by over-doses

or by want of nourishment occasioned by long hours of

sleep or long absence of mothers, appeared sallow,

puny, and ill-nourished. Fortunately in these instances

the mothers themselves observed the failing health of

their children, or some of their friends pointed it out

to them. They corrected Ihemselves and the children

were soon restored to health. I do not remember any

death having taken place on account of such over-doses.

The habit in the children was continued to the age of

four, after which it was generally stopped.

26 898. What is the habitual dose used by the

moderate consumers ?—Among the cases I have

observed the ordinary dose of opium was from half to

four grains, and in some instances six. Two such

doses were generally taken—one in the morning and

the other in the evening. The evening dose was a

little bit larger then the morning, the increase being

from one-eighth to one-sixth of the morning dose. The

dose was invariably taken in the morning before

breakfast and in the evening before supper. The
largest dose that came to my notice was of a man who
took for a day about an ounce of opium—half an ounce
on each occasion. For infants the doso was graduated
from the size of a poppy seed to that of a large

mustard.

25,399. What have you noticed to be the effect of the

dose on the opium user P—The habitual eater after the
usual dose appeared lively. His intellect and wits were
sharpened. Bodily movements were active and he
worked with eagerness and energy. Under its influence

he was able to recall to memory facts very readily.

The first dose in the morning generally maintained his

spirits till the second dose in the evening, there being
no craving in the interval. His appetite seemed
improved, rather made keener after the usual doses. I

have had several opium eaters, especially females,

engaged on hard labour, on occasions of important
dinners and festivals and observed their compacity for

endurance for hard labour in 'a marked degree. One
extra dose in the night was sufficient to keep up their

energy for the whole of the night. In fact the dose

seem to nerve them. The usual bad effects th.it are

described in the books I have frequently failed to

observe in the habituals. I have examined the tongues

of several opium eaters and Lave failed to notice in

them any particular indication of the derangement of

digestive organs. The secretions of the several organs

of the body may not be as profuse as in the case of

non-opium eaters, but yet they are not lessened to any
degree to affect the health. Habitual use of opium
appears to adjust the diminished secretion to the

normal condition of the body. Moderate opium eaters

appear in as good health as others, [and in several

instances it was difficult for me to suspect them to be
using the drug. Extreme constipation, nodding and
dosing, inactivity and dulness to external impressions

was characteristic of those that used very large doses

or used the moderate doses with inordinate frequency.

I have known no instance in which a habitual had
taken poisonous dose and died of it, nor of any
instance in which sudden withdrawal of opium
from the person resulted in any serious conse-

quence. Except in the instance of a man who was in

the habit of taking a handful opium for a dose in the

form of powder or scrapings—I estimated the quantity

at half an ounce—he was determined to stop it on
account of its cost and his then strained circumstances.

The stoppage resulted in temporary mania, notwith-
standing the man abstained from it altogether. After
three or four short sutf'erings of mental agitation he
became all right. He was able to control the craving
till it had completely vanished. The only condition that
inconvenienced him after the cessation of the drug was
occasional palpitation of the heart. His general health
was as good as anybody else's after he ceased the habit.

I do not share in the common belief that the habit of

opium eating deters the action of other drugs upon the
system. Opium itself does not do it upon its own
element. Although it is taken habitually, when the

disease for which it is indicated supervenes, a little

larger than the habitual dose is sufficient to put the
disease in check. For instance, if an opium eater gets
looseness of bowels or suffers from irritable cough or
pain in any part of the body, from fresh causes, the
increase of his usual dose by one-sixth or one-fourth is

sufficient to put him right. After the abatement of

these conditions he rarely continues the augmented
dose, but easily falls back to the ordinary quantity.

The increase in habitual dose is very gradual, and, unless

there is cause for increase by the occurrence of any
disease in which it is beneficial, the habitual quantity
is never increased and continued. I have not had men
of increased mental work and responsibility among
opium eaters under my observation, and so I am not in

a position to say if opium did any substantial good to

them. I have had men of ordinary intelligence and
responsibility and observed no ill effect upon them. They
showed no slackness in their duties whatever. Even
infants enjoyed good health under moderate doses, and
did not exhibit any ill effect then or in later age.

25,400. Have you noticed any effect of the opium
habit upon families,—upon fecundity p—There is

nothing unhealthy in the condition of the children of

opium eaters, and I observed no particular liability to

any disease in them. They appeared as healthy as the

children of non-opium eaters I do not think that there

is any bad effect of moderate doses of opium on fecuii-
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flity. Moderate opium eaters, both males and females,

were as fruitful as the others.

25.401. I suppose you made no statistical inquiries ?

—No, i have no figures ; but I know something of the

1894. families of opium eaters.

25.402. Have you known any habitual opium eaters

have large families ?—They have ordinary families,

like the rest.

25.403. Have you observed any effect of the opium
babit upon longivity P—I have known opium eaters, of

over 40 years' habit, live to the age of 70 or 80, and
known them to be healthy and active. Short-lived

opium eaters, when their habits were moderate, died of

intercurrent diseases.

25.404. Have you seen any deaths produced directly

by excess in the opium habit P—No.

25.405. What have you noticed has been the effect of

the opium habit upon morality ?—This, of course,

depends upon its craving, value, and effect. All these
arc not such as to induce one to thieve or to be grossly

dishonest, for an ordinary opium eater is contented
with Lalf-an-anna worth of opium a day. Even excesses

do not lead to violence, quarrels, offence, and turbulence.

The craving is almost of the nature of the craving for

food. The person feels irritable, uneasy, and unfit to a
degree to do any work without the usual dose. The
effect of one dose appears to last for nearly 12 hours.

The craving in moderate consumers is nothing when
compared with the craving of alcohol. The habituals
can go on with their usual business even without a
dose, though they may not feel the work pleasant and
turn out the same quantity of work as when under its

influence. They may feel languid and dissatisfied, but
never lay down as utterly shattered in the nervous
system as the excessive drinkers of alcohol. They can
defer the dose until a convenient hour, and can even
forego a portion of it without much concern when
necessary. Sudden and complete withdrawal was never
attended with any bad consequence as in the case of
alcohol. In my jail experience, I have often observed
no injurious effect follow complete and sudden with-
drawal in the habituals. They first craved very much
and were occasionally satisfied with pills made of inert

substances to resemble opium. The craving gradually
wore off, and they were never more troubled about it.

They did their usual work, although in the beginning
they were slow and discontented. I must say, however,
that they contracted the habit again after they left the
jail. This was the case in a great majority of them.

26.406. Have you not noticed that some excessive
consumers of opium suffered more seriously than that
when the opium was stopped on coming into jail ?—

I

had very few who took large doses of opium.

25.407. What has been the effect of the opium habit
upon diet ?—An opium eater is generally satisfied with
an ordinary meal. Opium does not appear to interfere
with its digestion or assimilation in moderate doses.

On the other hand there is keenness for food after the
usual dose, and a sufficient quantity of food is taken
and digested. Thr' appetite for food is as usual
with everybody. Opium eaters think that ghee
"soothes" the efi:ects of opium and gives a "moist
condition " to the tissues. With this object, they con-
sume more than ordinary quantity of ghee required for

their food. I cannot understand how it counteracts the
physiological effects of opium. But it is a fact that it

gives them a sort of relief.

25.408. Who are the class of people who mostly eon-
tract the habit of habitual opium eating i—All classes
—whether rich or poor, whether a Hindu, Mahome-
dau, or Pariah. To all classes it affords the same
relief and happiness, but to the poor particularly more.

for they cannot afford to secure them by any •ther
means.

25.409. Is the practice of opium eating extremely
common in the neighbourhood of Kurnool P—TeS ; it

is common, particularly in Hyderabad.

25.410. Would you say that a quarter of the adult
males consume opium P—I should say more than that,
nearly three-fourths of the Mahomedan adult popula-
tion.

25.411. What is the effect of the habitual use of
opium upon diseases ?—I am not aware of its true
prophylactic action against any disease. Diarrhoea is

not frequent in habituals. In neuralgia, asthma, pain-
ful syphilitic diseases in combination with the specific
remedies used for those diseases and in some cases of
diabetes, it gives marked relief. As a febrifuge it has
a limited power. In combination with other febrifuges
—where themselves have been ineffectual—it produced
wonderful effect. In all cases of nervous irritability,

whether from depressed enervation or the opposite
condition, it gives a marked relief. It acts well in
slight congestions. Whether opium eaters are more
liable to dysentery, piles, kidney, and pulmonary
diseases I am not able to express any opinion, either
for or against.

25.412. What are the general conclusions you have
come to with regard to the opium habit upon the natives
of India ?—I have come to the following conclusions :

—

(1.) That opium in moderate doses is harmless to any
class of people. (2.) That it enhances the happiness of
the poor and keeps them from misery. (3.) That it is
a valuable drug in relieving pain and suffering of
several classes of diseases, and that it is particularly
valuable in an unhealthy clim.'ite where the sufferings
of the poor are great. (4.) In unhealthy and malarious
tracts its use is a necessity to the poor to abate suffering,
to cheer their spirits, and to render them fit for work.'
It saves them money and lengthens their life. (5.) It
is

_
far superior to the use of alcohol or hemp, far less

injurious to the system even in large doses, far cheaper,
far more convenient to all ages, far more useful in
several diseases, and the least hurtful to morals, society,
and business—not at all hurtful in moderate doses'.

(6.) The frequency and dose are more easily controllable,
the craving more easily suppressed, and the habit more
easily abandoned than those of hemp or alcohol.

25.413. (Mr. Pease.) Is the reason that the habitual
consumer keeps it a secret, and is very unwillino- that
others_ should know that he consumes opium, because
he believes it is not a creditable habit P—No ; he does
not make a show of it. He does not tell people that he
is taking opium,

25.414. You say, " The habitual kept it a secret, and
" was very hesitative to impart the habit to others,

except when it was considered medicinally neoes-
" sary"; does not that mean that he was ashamed of
the habit P—He kept it a secret from the young ; ho
did not wish to impart it to the young.

25,416. Why should he wish to keep from the yonng
the knowledge that he was in the habit of taking opium ?—He does not wish that the young should contract the
habit.

25.416. In the Kurnool district I suppose the habit
IS more common among Mahomedans P—Yes.

26.417. Is the Mahomedan population in Kurnool
large?—More than 50 per cent., I think.

25.418. That is in the towns, is it not P—I am speakintr
of the towns. °

25.419. When you said that all classes, whether rich
or poor, whether Hindu, Mahomedan, or Pariah con-
tract the habit, I suppose you meant merely that 'there
IS no class m which mstances are not to bo found youmeant that it is not confined to any particular class ^—
1 hat IS what I meant.

The witness withdrew.
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The Hon. C. S. Orole recalled and further examined.

25.420. (Chairman.) What appointment do you hold P

—I am at present a member of the Board of Eevenue in

Madras, and I am also a member of the Legislative
Council.

25.421. I suppose among other things the excise
revenue of all kinds is under your control P—No, up
to December last I was separate revenue commis-
sioner. In December last I resigned the appointment,
having been five years in charge. I was sent up here
because the new commissioner has only been in office

about two months. The work of the Board of Revenue
has been divided into three parts, though the Board is

still a collective body.

25.422. I believe yesterday you put in a *memorandum
on the administi'ation of opium revenue in the Madras
Presidency ?—Yes.

25.423. Do you know whether before the passing of

the Sea Customs Act of 1844 there was any other Sea
Customs Act under which the export of opium was
prohibited ?—I have not gone into that point.

25.424. I suppose there probably was ?—Yes, pro-

bably.

25.425. The Opium Act of 1878 you say was ex-

tended to the Madras Presidency in July 1880 ?—Yes.
The delay was caused by some negotiations with
the Nizam.

25.426. Before that do you know whether there was
ever any poppy cultivation in the Madras districts P

—

I believe there was poppy cultivation in the Nilgiri

hills to a limited extent. There may have been to a
limited extent elsewhere. About a year ago I dis-

covered it in Bellary district. I mention that as

showing that poppy cultivation was apparently known
by tradition.

25,437. Have you ever heard of its existing in the
hill tracts of the four northern districts where opium
consumption is large P—No, I am not personally
acquainted with those hill tracts.

25.428. Do you know at all whether at some former
time the cultivation was prohibited in Madras P—-That

I am not perfectly certain of. It was supposed not to

be going on at all. Opium was supposed to be a thing
of such a trifling nature that nobody paid any atten-

tion to it. I do not fancy it was really prohibited. The
habit was supposed not to exist. It is mentioned in the

Note. "The cultivation of the poppy in the Presidency
" may be said to be almost unknown except in the
" Nilgiris, where the plant was cultivated to a very
" small extent by hill men prior to 1880. But it has
" since been prohibited."

25.429. I remember that there was a considerable

amount of poppy cultivation in one or two parts of

Mysore until it was prohibited by our Government ?—
Yes, that is very possible.

25.430. Is it not possible that at some former time it

may have been prohibited in parts of Madras ?—I can
only speak from my memory of 30 years. I was
brought up for many years under the impression that

there was no cultivation, and that there was no con-

sumption. That was the tradition.

25.431. In the table which you have put in, the con-

sumption in the Malabar district in the last two years,

1892-93, seems to have increased very largely ?—Yes,

it has more than doubled.

25.432. Can you explain that ?—It is impossible to

explain these things. The only reason that I can

assign for it is that the Abkari Department has in-

creased in strength and efficiency. It has probably

caused a diminution of the smuggling which no doubt

took place from Bombay. I detected some cases going

into Cochin, to the north of Travancore. I can only

attribute it to a fear of detection having_ been esta-

blished, and that it is licit opium, while it was illicit

opium which was formerly consumed. That is the

only explanation I can give of the difference. It is the

same in regard to liquors ; the consumption has ap-

parently gone up enormously, but there is no real

proof that there has been any increase in consumption.

25.433. There has been no increase in the number of

shops in Malabar, has there P—I should not say so. It

appears that there has been rather a falling off by two

shops between 1884 and 1892. There has been on the

• See Appendix XVIII. to this Volume.
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whole a slight fall, but the number of shops is very . ^

similar to the number at the beginning of the ^^ '^^^' 1884.

period.

25.434. Calicut is in Malabar, is it not ?—Yes, it is

the headquarter of the district.

25.435. I observe that a certain Captain Hamilton,
writing in the year 1727, talking about Patna, which
was the chief emporium of the trade in Bengal opium,
mentioned that from 500 to 1,000 chests of Bengal
opium went annually to Calicut alone for sale in that
part of the world. Did you ever hear of such a thing ?

—No ; but in all probability Calicut was a distributing
centre, which position is now lost owing to the railway.
The distributing centre now is naturally in Madras. I

can well understand that there was an old traditionary
report that Calicut was the centre of distribution for

the whole of the west coast of Mysore.

25.436. You say that the tradition or belief till quite

lately was that there was no cultivation and no con-
sumption worth speaking of P—That is so.

25.437. Even now, I suppose, that is true as regards
all but the four northern districts ?—In the four northern
districts, and the city of Madras itself and Malabar,
the consumption appears to be increasing.

25.438. There seems to have been some special

increase in Tanjore in 1891-92?—This is very often

caused by reckless bidding. In the previous year,

1890-91, it amounted to Rs. 6,300. In 1891-92 it fell

to Ks. 4,842 ; and then it rose again in 1892-93 to

Es. 5,844. That is caused by the districts being let to

renters taluk by taluk—auctioned in fact. Some-
times there is an increase, then they lose, and it falls

off again. The same thing is exhibited with regard to

Madras town. There was an enormous increase one
year ; they lost by it, and it fell again.

25.439. A large consumption in Madras is generally

supposed to be due to the presence of Mahomedans and
Gujaratis to some extent, is it not P—Yes, but there is

consumption of opium to a material extent among other

classes. The official explanation is that the consumers
are mainly Mahomedans, Gujaratis, and Marwaris.

25.440. Have you any information as to the growth
of private smoking places since the prohibition of
smoking on the premises of licensed shops ?—I do not
think they have grown, but there have been cases.

Immediately after prohibition was introduced the
police brought to notice the fact that they were persons
who possessed pipes, and wbo were trying to revive the
place as a private smoking-house. That is all that has
come to my notice.

25.441. Were any prosecutions attempted P—Yes,
but the prosecutions were not excise prosecutions ; they
were under the Police Act, because a place of that sort,

where people congregate for that purpose, requires to
be licensed by the Commissioner of Police. So that it

was he that took action. It is specially provided for by
the Madras Police Act. Even a gymnasium requires
to be licensed,

25.442. I suppose the prosecutions were effectual?—
Yes ; the places were suppressed.

25.443. Do you know whether the habit of smoking
still goes on in private houses ?—I do not know for a
fact, but I assume that it does.

25.444. Some Madras witnesses who came before us in

Calcutta made very strong statements as to the effects of
the opium habit in leading to crime ; have you formed
any opinion upon that point ?—I have never heard of a
case in which opium was the cause of crime. I have
been a joint and district magistrate, and sessions'

judge, for a quarter of a century, and I never had a
case of that sort brought before me.

25.445. Mr. Eaju Naidu, who is a licensed local

preacher in connexion with the mission in Madras, said

in Calcutta, " So far as my experience goes, opium eaters
" are for the most part criminal. Prom what I have
" heard from others I know they were induced to
" commit thefts and some such crimes." Does that

strike you as an exaggerated statement, that they are

for the most part criminals ?—It is about as true as if

you said that drinkers of beer in England are for the

most part criminals, because I presume most criminals

drink beer. That is the only extent to which it is true,

as far as I know. As I say, I have never heard of a

case in which opium has been at the bottom of crime.

Hh-1
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The great pity is tliat a man like Mr. Eaju Naidu did
not come to the constituted authorities to get informa-
tion. I have never seen him, for instance.

25.446. Have you ever visited a amoking saloon P—

I

have never visited a smoking saloon ; but I had all the
smoking places in Madras examined immediately I, saw
an article in Abhari abont three years ago. A special

report was made to the Board of Revenue by the
assistant secretary, who visited every place in Madras
of that nature.

25.447. Mr. Eaju Naidu said in Calcutta that out of

the frequenters of these smoking saloons, 50 or 60 out
of 70 were so emaciated as to be nearly skeletons.

Does that agree with the reports that you read ?—No.
In point of fact I recollect distinctly that in the chief

smoking places in Madras there were some prosperous
native merchants. One of the points made by the
assistant secretary was that there was no evidence of
emaciation among the people who frequented those
places. If desired I will submit that report to the
Commission. It was made immediately the statements
regarding Northern India were published.

25.448. Who were the officers who made the exami-
nation p — The assistant secretary of the Board of

Revenue. I took it out of the hands of the Excise
Department algogether.

25.449. I see that we have an extract from the report
you refer to in reply to the memorial from the Society
lor the Suppression of the Opium Tsrade, contained in

the proceedings of the Grovernment of Madras Revenue
Department, No. 220, dated 19th March 1891 p—That
is the document I referred to.

25.450. Do you know a Mr. Soma Sundram Pillai, a
Hindu schoolmaster in Madras p—No.

2.5j451. I see his evidence was confirmatory to that
given by Mr. Raju Naidn. He said that almost three-

fourths of those whom he saw in the dens were living
skeletons ; have you seen any opium eaters in the
Madras Presidency whom you consider would come
under that description ?—No ; the persons whom by
repute I have understood to be opium eaters "w ere not
skeletons. But I have no great personal experience of

that portion of the subject.

25.452. Until the Opium Act was introduced in 1880,

I believe the consumption, such as it was, was supplied

by Malwa opium, which was brought through Hyder-
abad territory into Madras p—That is the supposed
basis of supply.

25.453. I suppose that came through very freely, ?

—

Yes. The Land Ifrontier Customs force was very lax

in those days ; there was no proper organisation.

25.454. "Was there supposed to be any preventive

line in those days P—There was what is called a Sayer
force. I do not know that it went absolutely round
Hyderabad, but I have noticed references to it very
frequently. The only places where there are any real

Customs frontier force are the French Settlements.

24.455. Supposing the prohibition of the use of

opium were attempted in Madras, do you think that

it would be possible to stop smuggling from Hyderabad
and other places p—The best answer I can give is that

we have found it impossible to stop the smuggling of

liquor between Hyderabad and British territory, so

that we allow it to come in freely. The line is so long,

and it would be so costly, that it has been found not

worth while to stop liquor coming in from Hyderabad
territory into the iJritish territory. We have no Cus-

toms line there. We levy our revenue upon the shops.

We do not allow any embargo upon the importation

of liquor, so that I do not think it would be possible

to keep opium out unless we went to a most inordinate

expense. It was abandoned in the ease of liquor,

certainly.

25.456. In the large Zamindaris, which abound in

Madras, have they their o\fn excise ?—No ; they have
nothing to do with excise.

25.457. The excise is an Imperial item ?—Yes.

25.458. Are not some of those large Zamindaris of

the nature of independent Native States F—They have
not got permanent Sanads. They are tributary States

;

they are like Banganapalli and Pudakotta, Travancore,

and Cochin. States like that are not Zamindaris.

25.459. Do you have any trouble with them about

excise P—We have constant trouble with the two first

States I have mentioned. I think the trouble may bo

said to be over now in Pudakotta under the present

Dewan Regent; but there has been a great deal of

trouble.

25.460. I was talking of liquor ?—They obtain their

opium from over the frontiei-. from any place they like,

under supervision, of course.

25.461. I believe the discovery that the consumption of

opium was large in the four northern districts was
due to an inquiry made into the cause of certain

epidemics of fever ?—Yes, I believe so ; something of

that sort.

25.462. It was made in 1872, was it not P—Yes, I

think so.

^i 25,463. I see Dr. Cornish, writing as sanitary com-
missioner on the 10th of May 1872, in paragraph 17,

says, " Every official and intelligent native I spoke
" to admitted the fact of opium-eating being an
" almost universal practice. The theory is that opium
" keeps away fever generally, and makes people feel
" strong. I was assured by some respectable natives
" that they knew instances of cases where a piece
" of opium the size of a pigeon's egg would be daily
" consumed, and so far as I could make out, from five

" to 10 grains of opium was considered a moderate
" daily allowance." It was this report of his, I think,

that led to the special inquiries as to the practice P

—

Yes.

25,464. And to legislation on the matter p—Yes.

25,466. That report, I think, referred to the Godavari
district P—Yes. It referred to the Godavari hill tracts,

if I remember right.

25.466. Are your shops sold by auction P—Over the

whole Presidency the farms are sold. Each taluk is

put up to auction ; and in the town of Madras the city

is sold as a whole. The shop-auction system was found
to be a, failure. The farmer then gives a lease to his

shopkeepers, and these shopkeepers get licenses.

26.467. The number of shops is strictly determined,

I suppose P—Yes ; the number is strictly determined
by the collector in consideration of the demand of the

locality ; and, of course, during recent years there has
been a steady tendency to decrease in number.

25.468. (Mr. Pease.) You have no account of the
consumption of opium during the year 1874 p—No

;

there is no possibility of getting any account.

25.469. I see that in 1880-81 the cpnsumption was
26,652 seers ; would you assume that the consumption
would be equal to that P—^Yes ; I think in regard to

opium, making a certain allowance for smuggling, that
might be taken.

25.470. Is it possible that there cauld have been that
sale of 26,652 seers without its coming before the notice
of the authorities P—It had come by that time before
the notice of the authorities ; that was in 1880-81.

25.471. If there was that sale in 1874, or earlier than
that, is it possible that the authorities should not have
known that there was this enormous trade going on p

—

Many things are mysteriously unknown in India. It
is the same with regard to excisable liquors. The
revenue has increased to the extent of 10 or 20 lakhs
of rupees in one district. Nobody had any idea of it

until the proper establishments were put on.

25.472. Was 1880-81 the first year in which the
Government took cognizance of the number of shojis
for the sale of opium ? I see that in that year there
were 1,041 shops ?—Practically, that was the first year
of the regulation of the trade.

25.473. The result of your inquiries, I suppose, led
to the view that there was a very excessive consump-
tion of opium in certain districts .P—I did not take
oflSce in the Excise Department until 1889, so that I
have no personal knowledge apart, of course, from the
departmental records, of what actuated the authorities,
or of what inquiries they made.

25.474. I gather from these papers that the policy of
the Government has been to make opium dearer in
those districts since then, where there was a large con-
sumption

; is not that so P—Whether it is the policy of
Government or not, it is a fact that it has become very
much dearer.

25.475. Do you think that has been for the purpose
of reducing the consumption, or with a view of obtain-
ing better returns for the revenue ?—There has never
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been with the Government of Madras a policy of in-
creasing the revenue by increasing the consumption.
The only policy has been to make people pay as highly
as possible for any indulgence, such as alcohol or
opium, or hemp drugs. There is no connexion
between the increased rcTenue and the desire of the
Grovernment to raise the revenue by increasing the
consumption.

25,476. You mean the policy of increasing the price The
was to reduce the consumption, and not for fiscal Hon. C. S.

reasons ?—It was to make people pay foi' the in- Croh.

dulgence—the highest amount that could be fairly

collected. I have always opposed, during the last 13 Feb. 1894.

five years, any interference with the right of private
action in regard to stimulants or drugs, or anything
else.

The witness withdrew.

Lord Brassey here took the Chair.

Mr. B. V. Kamanakasu Pastultj called in and examined.

25,476a. [Chairman.) I believe you are a Tahsildar
at Ellamanchili ?—Tcs.

25,477. Will yon kindly tell us what you have to say
with regard to the opium question f—The fact of my
being selected as a witness in connexion with opium
along with those who possess experience of hill tribes
leads me to suppose that I should give evidence from
similar experience, and with this view I confine myself
to the use of opium by the tribes inhabiting the Gudem
Hill tracts, with whom I am well acquainted. During
the last five years (and on rare occasions before that
period) I, as Tahsildar of the Taluk in which these
tracts are situated, have had frequent occasions of
coming in very close contact with these hill people. On
several occasions I actually visited their houses and
saw them take their meals. I have thus had the best
opportunity of studying their customs and habits mi-
nutely. A very few different races, or rather castes,

inhabit these hills, and they all, without exception, use
opium. Opium eating is admitted as contemptuous
by all, and yet the people are obliged to have recourse
to the drug as an unavoidable necesssity, not as a
luxury. The use of opium commences at two different

stages of life—the first infancy and the second middle
age. Children of both sexes are given every evening
till they pass their third year a very small dose, as big
as a ragi seed, as a future protection from malarious
complaints. After the third year opium is not given
unless there is actual and real necessity lor it, such as

some illness or other. The second stage begins between
30 and 40 of a man's age, when a change seems to set in

the condition of the blood and he gets some complaint
or other. The only medicine he know.s and has at

hand is opium, which he for the second time begins to

use. It gives him relief in most cases, such as fever,

rheumatism, cough, &c. When he gets accustomed to

the drug at this stage he cannot give it up during the

rest of his life. The proportion of male population

eating opium is about 75 per cent., while such propor-

tion among females is only 25 per cent. The diti'erence

between the two proportions is very great. Why more
male population should use the drug thiin the females

is a point that should be well known to a scientific man.
It is used twice a day—early in the morning at sunrise

and in the evening at nightfall, accompanied by the

usual meal (hot). A hill-man cannot stir from his house

or do any appreciable work without having his dose of

course accompanied by his usual meal). The average

dose varies from three to four grains. This dose he

never increases except under exceptional circumstances.

The dose used by females is smal'er, being two or

two-and-a-half grains. He takes his morning dose and

meal and then goes out to work in the field or else-

where, and returns home in the evening and takes his

second dose. As is known well the climate of the

hills is very damp, and the only clothing the hill-man

has is a thin cotton sheet which is utterly insuffi-

cient to protect him from chill, which is the first

symptom of fever, and keep him warm. It is believed

that opium produces heat in the system and keeps the

eater warm. It forms pai'u of their food. It is a fact

that hospitality prevails in the hills better than in the

plains. I saw with my own eyes several instances in

which a headman in the hills first supplies opium to

his guests, whatever may be their number, and then

meals. In fact, opium is the life and soul of the hill-

man, and without it he is nothing. He is supplied

with' it easily.- Shops are located at convenient places

within his ea?y reac-K at wlich it .'S soi-i. He finds no

difficulty in buying it. The hills on which he lives

supply him with amply produce which is quite sufficient

to afibrd him means to maintain himself and his family
and to purchase his opium, his wants being very simple.
Opium does not thus interfere with the proper main-
tenance of his family. An opium eater in the hills is

as strong and intelligent as a non-opium eater. The
only marked difference between the two is that, when
the former does not get his dose at the usual time, he
feels weak and languished until he gets it. When he
gets it, he becomes cheerful and performs his usual
avocations satisfactorily, sometimes better than a non-
opium-eater. Opium thus gives him strength. In
several cases an opium eater, like one who does not
use it, has more than two wives, sometimes as many as

five or six, and has children by them all. He is as
healthy and lives as long as a non-opium eater. I saw
several opium eaters who were over 70 years old enjoy-
ing good health and possessing intelligence. I never
heard of or came across any instance in which an
opium eater committed a crime or misbehaved himself
in any other manner. Prom the above it may be seen
that opium is used by hillfolk moderately, and that it

produces no evil effects, either physically, mentally, or

morally, but that on the contrary it does good by acting
against the bad effects of the climate. These people

live in a rigorous climate, where there is no medical
aid whatever. Their only medicine is opium. It

would be a dangerous policy to deprive them of this

drug to which they have been accustomed for very
long time.

25.478. What is your opinion with regard to opium
smoking?—Opium smoking is dangerous. It is not a
necessity but luxury. An opium smoker can at the

first sight be recognised as such from his pale miser-

able countenance and dry chest. It produces intoxica-

tion. The habit of opium smoking is acquired from
bad company. Opium smoking may, therefore, be
prohibited with advantage,

25.479. (Mr. Pease.) Are there some of the hill-men

who do not take opium i'-—There are ; but they are

very few.

25.480. Have they worse health than those who do
take opium P—No.

25.481. Why do you think it is necessary for them to

take opium H—They get some complaint or other, then
they take opium, and that gives them relief, and they
continue the habit.

25.482. You do not think that persona in health need
take it ?—No.

25.483. Sometimes a person who has an illness is

cured from the illness by opium, but he has a habit

which he cannot shake off , is that the case ?—Yes.

25.484. Do you know anything about opium smok-
ing ?—Yes.

25.485. Both chandn and madak smoking?—I know
nothing about chandu smoking.

25,4^6. What you know is about madak smoking ?

—

Yes.

25.487. What do you think about madak smoking?

—

It is injurious to health. It is a bad habit.

25.488. (Sir William Roberts.) Are the hill tracts

supposed to be malarious ?—Yes. They are the worst

hills of the Northern Sirkars.

Mr. B. V.
Hamanarasu
Panlulu.

The fitDPSS withdrew.

O 82SSI?
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Mr.
Dondapati
Jangam.

13 Feb. 1894.

Mr. Dondapati Jangam called in and examined (tlirougli an interpreter).

25,439. (Ohairman.) I believe you are Amin of the
Malkanagiri Tannah ?—Yes.

25,490. What have yon to tell us -with regard to the
matter now under our consideration ?—Opium eaters

consuuie the drug from 1 to 6 or 7 chiimams (J^ of a
tola) according to their capability. The use of opium
among poor families renders them more impoverished.
When used for the first time, either to restore health
or soundness of mind, it makes the body thinner and
gives relief from twisting pain and heaviness of body,
and some other complaints. After men are accustomed
to it for some months they cannot easily give it up.

If they at all do so, they feel twisting pain all over the
body, besides being subjected to sickness, diarrhoea,

swelling of hands and feet, weakness, and the like. It

aifects their minds. They cannot give up its consump-
tion. They cannot get up from sleep before 7 or 8
o'clock in the morning even at the risk of neglecting
their agricultural avocations. Poor men unable to

procure opium for their use resort to petty thefts, and
even sell their children for its sake. With regard to

its influence over hill sickness, it is said that the use
of the drug thins the body and mitigates twisting pain
and sickness, though in fact it cannot effect a radical

cure. Opium eating does no harm to children, but
weakens them. Both men and women use opium from
1 gulivinda seed's weight to 5 or 6 seed's weight as

they can bear. Children begin with 1 grain's weight
and raise it to 1 or 2 gulivinda seed's weight. After
they become five years old some are made to give it up
gradually. In the case of men and women using
opium, it makes no change as far as their health is con-
cerned; but they enjoy no peace of mmd, that is to
say, they cannot have sound sleep at nights ; after

having sleep for an hour they get up and sit slambor-
iug, but generally they cannot lie. down to sleep. Hill
people as well as others take opium at their meal
hours. They first eat the drug and then take their

meals. It produces its effect within two or thj-ee

minutes after it is consumed. If its supply is stopped,
those accusiomed to it wil I be put to much difficulty.

It would therefore be better if the drug be sold to

them at a cheaper rate than at what it is sold at present.

But if its supply is altogether stopped, the very moment
there will be an uproar throughout, and I therefore

submit the above for your consideration.

25,491.. (Mr. Pease.) Do you wish that opium should
be sold at a cheaper rate than it isi at present p—It is

my desire that it should be sold at a little cheaper rate.

2-5, l-;)2. If it does so much harm, why do yon desire

that it should be easier for .people to get it ?—It is a

harmful tiling, but people have been accustomed to use

the drug from their childhood, and they cannot give it

^P- ,

'.

'.

26.493. Have you known many cases of people selling

their children in order to buy opium ?— I knew that

well.

25.494. Could you give us further information about
that ?—I have seen several cases in which people have
sold their children to enable them to buy opium.

25,499. Who purchased the children P—Traders and
merchants.

25.496. What do they do with the children ?—They
bring them up and make them serve them as farm
servants, to tend to their cattle.

25.497. {Sir William BoUrts.) You say, "The hill

" people, as well as others, take opium at their meal
" hours. They first eat the drug and then take their
" meals ;

" do they ofl'er opium to tlieir guests before

their meals ?—If the quests are accustomed to eat

opium they are supplied with it.

25.498. The practice is not considered a disgraceful

one?—No ; it is not considered disgraceful.

25.499. I suppose those who sell their children are a
very low class, like criminals P—Yes, such as the

Khonds, and other poor people who cannot afford to

buy opium.

25.500. (Chairman.) Do you desire to tell us that the
use of opium is a good thing or a, bad thing?—It is

equal to medicine.

25.501. Do you consider opium a good thing re-

garded as a medicine ?—I think it is good, as far as
the tody is concerned, that opium should be taken as
medicine.

25.502. Do you take opium yourself ?—No.

25.503. Do you think it a bad thing for a young man
in sti ong health to take it ?—It is a bad thing.

25, -^01. As a medicine it is good ?—Yes.

25,505. And it is for that reason that you wish it

sold cheaper ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. W.
VefihfUapiah

Pantulu Garu.

Mr. W. Venkatapiah Panthlu G-aku called in and examined.

25,606. (Ghairman.) 1 believe you are Head Quarter
Deputy Collector at Ohatrapur ?—Yes.

25.507. You have come here to make a statement to

us with reference to the opium question p—Yes. My
evidence is based upon inquiries made in my division

from .time to time in consultation with people in

general, especially with opium eaters, smokers, and
sellers at different places, aud is, I think, more or less

applicable to the other divisions of the district. As the

Board's Proceedings, dated 22nd September 1893, No.
430, does not enumerate the details of the various

points on which I am required to give evidence, my
statement deals generally with such points as I think

necessary. If further particulars are required, I am
prepared to give my evidence orally, as far as I know.
The points dealt with are -.—1. Consumption of opium
by the different races. 2. Its effects upon the. physical

condition of the people. 3. Its effects upon the moral
condition of the people. 4. Disposition of the people

in regard to its use for non-medical purposes. 6. Wil-
lingness of the people to bear, in whole or in part, the

cost of prohibitive measures.

26.508. Will you give us particulars with regard to the
consumption of opium generally p—Opium is used in

two ways : (a) for eating, (6) for smoking. As regards
(a) all races- -Hindus, Mahomedans, and Christians,

&c., irrespective of sex in all parts of the district, plains,

and hills—eat opium. The consumer begins with
J-anna worth of the drug or a pill of red gram size per

diem, and gradually increases the quantity to 2 annas,

or even half a rupee worth in pills of the size of a
Bengal gram, and in very rare cases even the size of a
soap nut, according as the oircumstanc?« of the con-

sumer aB'ord to obtain rich food and good nourishment,
such as milk, ghee, sweets, Ac. Some take three pills',

some four pills, while others take only two pills a day.
Generally the pills are taken before meals and in a few
cases at other times. The consumers generally begin
to use opium after they attain the 40th jear, and' in
some cases before they attain that age. I. was
informed that in some parts of the district 6 per ceirt.
of the population are opium eaters ; but the whole
district taken together, as the further inquiry discloses,
the opium eater.-i form a \ery small proportion to the
whole population, say, less than 5 per cent, (b) Opium
is smoked chiefly by the lower classes of society. The
smokers are bound to smoke at the licensed shop of
intoxicating drugs. This drug is known locally as
maddat, and the smoking is hated in a social point of
view. There is no limit in the value or quantity of the
drug smoked by each individual. It tempts the smoker
80 far as to waste his property on this account. Q'he
minimum and the maximum costs per diem of each
smoker vary from half anna to half a rupee. Among
smokers those that are in good circumstances have
with them sweetmeats and other costly luncheons,
which they consume at intervals in the course of
smoking, and begin to talk nonsense on various points
without head and tail. The smoking of madat in
several cases becomes so excessive as to spoil the health
and wealth of smokers. There are several instances in
which the smokers have become impoverished and
vagabonds. The smokers in this district are a very
small number, forming a proportion of about 10 per
cent, to the number of the opium eaters, except in a
few localities where they are one-sixth of the opium
eaters,
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25.509. What bare you to say as to opium eating P

—

Bating of opium is commenced generally with a view
to get rid of chronic complaints, such as stomach ache,
coughs. of all descriptions, asthma, rheumatism, and
the like when other medicines proved ineffectual. In
some eases opium is eaten as luxury. Moderate dose
of opium is harmless and brightens intellect, strengtliens
muscular system, and increases endurance. Old people
are much benefited by its use under proper nourish-
ment. Excessive use weakens body, but is not known
to cause death. Using small doses daily is distinctly
beneficia,! in all the diseases ah'eady named, especially
in diabetes, and as a preventive of diseases in
malarious and unhealthy' tracts. It enables to give
staying power under severe exertion or exposure.
It is said, that change of water does not affect the
opium eater unlike others. It hf^s, however, the
tendency of causing temporary sleepiness and a little

forgetfulness, timidity, and dulness If excessively
taken it causes disorder of bowels, but all those evils

are prevented by timely meals and proper nourish-
ment according to the quantity consumed. No evils

are known to have resulted from Opium eating.

25.510. How is the habit of opium smoking
regarded ?—Opium is smoked not for medical purposes
but chiefly for luxury in this district. It is looked
upon as a disrespectful and mean habit. Habitual
smoking of opium (madat) deteriorates health.
Excessive smoking Induces all sorts of evils, and even
goes so far as to cause iusanity and shortness of life.

Its use produces noxious effects, physical, mental, and
nioral, and induces the consumer to commit crimes.
It impairs the constitutions and injures digestion. It

impairs the sight and produces a bloody appearance in

the eyes.

25.511. What is the effect oil the moral condition of

the people ?—0|)ium eating produces no ill effects on
the moral condition, nor will it make the consumer
quarrelsome like alcohol . But the smoking of madat
induces the habitual smoker to commit crime and to

quarrel at times, and it spoils the private character of

the smoker in soclet}'. The use of madat .impairs the

moral sense and induces laziness and habits of im-
morality. '

,',,..

25.512. What is the disposition of the people in

regard to the use of opium .for non-medical purposes?
—^The general opinion of the people is that the eating

of opium for non-medical purposes is ui,desirable, but
they think that the people of advanced ages and those

living in malarious parts do require in some cases to

addict to it as a preventive to fever, rheumatism, and
other complaints.

25.513. Would the people be willing to bear in whole
or in part the cost of prohibitive measures ?—Both the

consumers and others agren in thinking that manifold
and serious dangers will attend the discontinuance of

the opium consumption. Opium is the life and soul of

its consumer. He can live witliout food, but jiot with-

out opium. He cannot give up the habit as the physical

ordeal is so severe, that his bones ache all over if he is

deprived of it, and he can neither sleep nor work, and
the agony becomes almost unbearable. Instances are
not lacking in which the agonies of apparent danger of
imminent death for want of their usual ;drug were com-
pletely and immediately comforted by tlie supply of
even a ^mailer quantity tha,n theijr u^u^l ration, ^opje
opium eaters are also smokers of opium and ganja as
w,ell as drinkers, but they are in a small proportion
when cpmp£).r.ed with tho pure opium eaters. Opium
eaters can witlioat difficulty reduce their daily quantity,
but cannot live without it altogether. Even in jails

criminals are given a certain amount of opium mixed
in, liquids or other shape if their health gives way
(which is certain) in consequence of their being deprived
of it suddenly. The substitution of one form of intoxi-
cant for another is not infrequent, and the obstacles
placed in the way of those accustomed to eat would
probably )ead to the use of ganja or alcohol in a large
quantity. Opiuta is a mild intoxicant, but madat or
the smoke is not so. So far as this district is concerned
and my experience goes, smoking may be condemned
and put a stop to. It not only spoils the health and
causes insanity and shortens life, but also impoverishes
the smoker in no less degree than alcohol. If this is

stopped he may substitute something for it without any
ill effect or danger. None of the people that I consulted
in the course of my tour of inspection agreed to bear
any cost at all as they have all been taxed heavily in

.

various ways, and it is veiy unlikely that anyone would
come forward to pay anything from his pocket for the
sake of .others without pressure being brought to bear
upon him, especially when he is strongly of opinion
that the opium should not at all be prohibited even for

non-medical purposes, as habit in it once taken to

becomes nature, whether it was originally commenced
on medical grounds or for luxury.

25.514. {Mr. Pease.) po you not think you have made
a mistake in saying " The smokers are bound to smoke
" at the licensed shop of intoxicating drugs "PI believe

the law is that they are not allowed to smoke at the
shops which are' licensed for the sale of opium, but
that if they smoke at all it must be in private houses ?

^-Asa matter offacttheyi are smoking in shops that
are licensed. .

25.515. Where P—In my division.

25.516. Could you give me the names of the places ?—
Ohatrapur and Boirani.

25.517. Is there more than one shop in each of these
places P—No, there is only one shop in each place.

25.518. Smoking is taking place on the premises
which are licensed for the sale of opium P—Yes.

25.519. Is opium smoked in other places besides in
the licensed shops P—I am not aware of it.

25.520. Do you make any distinction between the
smoking of chandu and the smoking of madak ?—

I

never heard of chandu smoking ; 1 have only heard of
madak smoking.

Mr. W.
Venhatapiah

Pantulu Garu.

13 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

The Bev. W. CtrniiES called in and examined.

25,621. (Chairman) I believe you are a missionary of

the Methodist Episcopal Mission ?—Yes.

25,522. Will you give us your opinions with regard

to the opium question?—Opium is smoked freely, and
the number of smokers is increasing in the city. The
habit is indulged in by the Hindus of different castes

and by Mahomedans. It is given to little children in

sweetmeat and as a soporific. Old, middle-aged, and
young men are to be seen loitering about the dens and
smoking. Tlie general confes-;ion of the Smokfiirs is

that the effect of opium on the physical' system is very

deleterious except the smoker can afford plenty of good

food. The smokers for the most part arc men of the

labouring class, and un&ble to afford a g'fendrOus diet.

The habit is contracted through association with Opium
smokers, and afterwards continued becadSe of the effect

realised. The habit is practised without the knowledge

of the .families of the smokers, and generally in the

vicinity of the opium shops. The habit deteriorates the

moral sense of the smoker and renders him incapable of

responding to good advice. The smokers acknowledged

that one of the reasons they enjoyed the habit for was

that it stimulated their sensual passions. That tho

effect of opium on them was to give a temporary incen-

tive to work, but this lasted only as long as the effects,

and no work could be done without the usual dose.

That the habit does not allow of moderation, the ten-

dency is to increase the dose, the only limit being want
of means'. That the use of opium leads some men to

thieving and nil to lying and deceit. One and all

expressed their pleasure at the prospect of closing

liceiiRcs as a protection to their children.

2.j,523. You have given us a, serious picture of the

harm which is done in your view to people from the use

of opium. In going about the country we have heard

much of the evils done by alcohol ; we have been told

about the inability of the people in this country to

resist the temptations of alcohol ; have you had that

kind of experience yourself P—I think alcohol is

indulged in freely by the natives of the country where I

live. I

25.524. And it is a great evil ?—Yes.

25.525. Would you say if a prohibitory policy were
desirable in the case of opium that it was equally

desirable in the case of alcohol P—Yes.

li 2

The Bev.
W. Curties.
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The Rev. 26,526. Have you lost all faith in the feasibility of

W. dirties, bringing about a f3;reat moral reform in the condition
of the people of this country by what I may call social

13 Feb. 1894. and religious agencies P—No, decidedly not.

25.527. Looking at the question as it presents itself

to us, who are here representing the Parliiment of

England, and are called upon to advise the Parliament
of England as to whether it should or should not bring
pressure to bear upon the G-overnmeut of Indii, which
is a foreign Government, with a view of inducing them
to introduce regulations which would affect the ]iersonal

habits of the people very greatly, do you not think it is

possible that it may be more prudent to leave the reform
you contemplate to moral agency rather than to attempt
to bring about a great change by regulations imposed
by a foreign G-overnment without any express sanction
on the part of the people concerned ?—I think it would
help if the Government would bring in prohibitive
measures.

26.528. Have you any reason to suppose that such
prohibitive measures would command the ready assent
of the great majority of the people?—I think in Madras
the thinking people would bo very glad to help in any-
thing like that.

25.529. Is it not perhaps the case that the thinking,
the select people, much as we may regret it,

are rather the few?—Yes ; they are the few, and they
greatly deplore the fact that intemperance and other
things are spreading.

25.530. Might it not lie somewhat rash to rely upon
the support of the few with the risk of some discfmtent
on the part of the many ?—I have only heard agitators
agitate the question, and they have desired to make
attempts to bring about reformation in intemperance
and such things.

26.531. The temperance movement is making great
progress in this country, is it not ?—I think it is.

26.532. (Sir William Roberts.) You have spoken in
your evidence of opium smoking ; do you not distin-
guish between opium eating and opium smoking ?

—

Yes.

25.533. Does none of your evidence apply to opium
eating ?—Not at all, excepting children taking it.

25.534. You say,
'

' Old, middle-aged, and young men
"are to be seen loitering about the dens and smoking "

;

you are speaking of opium smoking ?—Yes.

26.535. Is opium smoking very common in Madras ?

Is it anything like so common as opium eating ?—I do
not think so. The wealthier classes e it opium ; thi'

poorer classes, to which my experience is confined,
smoke it.

25,636. They smoke madak ?—Yes.

25.537. The habit of opium eating is spread through-

out the various ranks of society, is it not ?—1 suppose

so.

26.538. You do not know much about it ?—No.

25.539. May I take it that your remarks, except as to

the children, " apply exclu .lively to ofjium smokers and

not to opium eaters ?—Yes.

25,.j40. (Mr. Pease.) What makes you think that the

number of smokers is increasing in Madras ?—I go by
the nmnber of young men I have seen smoking.

25,641. In the dens .?—Yes.

25.542. Have you visited the opium dens ?—Yes, I

have visited several of them.

25.543. Are any of the dens held in connexion with

the licensed premises ?—They are not very far away
from the premises. In one case there is only a cocoa-

nut leaf mat separating the place from where the opium
is sold.

25.544. You visited these places some years ago, and
you have visited them recently, and yon have satisfied

yourself that there has been a'l incr-eitse in the number
of smokers ?—Yes. I go by the number of young men
I see.

25,515. Are they Madraais ?—They are people belong-

ing to the city of Madras.

25,546. You say, " The habit does not allow of
" moderation ; the tendency is to increase the dose, the
" only limit being want of means "

; do you think that

is strictlj' so, that there are not among the smokers
many who do not smoke up to the limit of their means ?

—They have told me that half the money they earn
used to go in smoking, and sometimes more. It depends
upon what they realise.

25, .547. Are there not some well-to-do people who do
not smoke up to the limit of their means .?—I suppose
so.

25,648. You said that the only limit is want of means ?

—That is the labouring class.

25.549. Would you like to say, The only limit being
the want of means in the cases of those who visit the
lowest dens ?—I do not know about the lowest dens.

I speak about the poorer class. I would like to restrict

my remarks to the class I have been talking about, that
is, the poorer class.

25.550. You say, " One and all express their pleasure
" at the prospect of closing lii-enses as ;i protection to
' their children "

;
you refer in that case t(j the dens

which are frequented by the poorer classes ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Haji
Mirza Mehdi
fspahani.

IIa.ji MritzA Mfjidi Ispahani called in and examined.

25,551. (Cli.airman.) I believe you are a meinbi'V of
the Harbour Trust Board, Madras p—Yes.

25,652. What knowledge have yon of the use of opium
in India, and what have you to say on the matter ?—

T

am a merchant in Madras, am 55 years of age, and my
knowledge of the use of opium in India is confined to
parts of the Bombay Presidency and this city. It is

liardly necessary for me to say that opium has been in
use for centuries past. It is used by Mahomedans as
well as Hindus in various ways, and the habit of taking
it is almost universal. It is taken by people of ad-
vanced age as a mild and boneflcial stimulant and given
to young children as a protection against colds, fevers,
&c. There is scarcely a child brought up without opium
having been administered to it in some shape or form.
I have known very many people who have been using
the drug more or less and whose mental and physical
capabilities were as good as any average healthy person.
I have rarely met with an opium consumer whose facul-
ties Were deranged. I have never heard of insanity
being the consequence of its excessive use. In my
opinion it will be very hard to partially or totally de-
])rive millions of people of its use and who have 1 icon
habituated to it. The habit may almost be said to be
descended to them from their forefathers. Sniokino
opium is to a certain extent injurious if indulged in to
excess, but the habit of doing so in India is not as
universal as tliat of taking it internally. Il, does most
harm in dry oliraiitop; in moi.-t ,!\.nd niiir-shy plaees it is

very agreeable. As regards prohibiting its culti\ation,
it means loss of a large sum to the Indian revenue
derived from this drug, which will probably have to be
replaced by other means. Comparing the present state
of India and the income of its population ^vit•h the taxes
levied on them, I considei- such a course as highly un-
desirable and incxiiedient. By limiting or prohibiting
the opium production in India, should it be intended to
stop the Chinese from its use, they can easily replace
the deficiency in supply, by increasing their own culti-
vation of the poppy, and taking it from Persia and
Turkey, where its cultivation is already in good prooress.
The Chinese require the Indian drug on account of its
superiority, to mix with their own inferior stufi", and to
stop its supply to them would be doing a great and un-
necessary injury to India and assisting the Persians and
Turks in the increase of its production. They can supply
the drug cheap, as it is not heavily taxed by their
Governments, whilst the Indian article is almost over-
taxed. In recent years the Persians in spite of the
superiority of the Indian opium have lieen exportin"- 10
to 15,000 chests annually. It is sure to proportionately
inorease, should the Indian supply diminish or discon-
tinue. It will also stimulate exports from Turkey.

25,553. Are yon yourself engaged in the opium trade?—No.

25.654. (3Ii: Peaso.) What evidence have you thatopmm smokmg does more harm in drv climates than
moist and marshy pbir- «? ^-Thiit i, th gen.>ril idpi
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among the people who smoke opium,
from. them.

26,555. They suffer from
places ?—That is so. It is

climates.

I have heard so

it if they smoke in dry
not so harmful in damp

25,556. {Mr. Mowbray.) You speak of opium smoking
being injurious if indulged in to exces. Have you had
much personal experience of people smoking opium to

excess P—No.

25.557. Then you speak from what people generally
have told you P—Yes.

25.558. With regard to what yon have said about the
growth of the Persian trade in opium, is that a matter
of your own knowledge ?—Yes, I have many friends
who deal in it, and I know that it is increasing.

25,659. Do you know whether the trade in Indian
opium to China has been falling off lately ?—^I do not
think it has.

Haji
Mirza Mehdi

Ispdhani.

13 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. G. T. VuKGESE, B.A., called in and examined.

25.560. [Ohairman.) I believe you are a Bachelor of
Arts of the Madras University P—Yes.

25.561. And you are Collector's Sheristadar, Mala-
bar P—Yes.

25.562. I believe you wish to make a statement to

us on the matter now under our consideration ? Yes.
I am a Syrian Christian and a native of Travancore.
I have livod in Malabar for the last 16 years. For
several years I was the headmaster of the Basel Mission
High School at Calient. I entered the Revenue De-
partment in 1884. I am personally acquainted with a
considerable number of opium eaters, especially among
our people (Syrian Christians), and have had opportu-
nities of observing their habits. Natives of Travancore,
Cochin and Malabar, Christiana and non-Christians,
rich and poor alike, have come under observation. A
gentleman who has held the opium contract in Travan-
core and Cochin for several years has supplied me with
some useful information connected with the opium

traffic. Other opium contractors have also placed
similar information at my disposal. I have also made
inquiries of opium dealers and consumers as well as of
those who were in a position to place me in possession
of facts which have come under their observation.

Since my nomination as a witness, I have read as much
of the literature on the subject of opium as I could get.

I have thus tried to verify the result of my own
observations, and to get as much correct information as
possible.

25,563. Can you give us any information as to what
races use opium ?—Opium is used chiefly by the
Syrian Christians, Jews, and Mahomedans on this

coast. According to the last census there are

—

Syrian Christians 200,326
Mahomedans - 975,069

Jews - 1,294

as shown in the following statement :

—

Mr. G. T.
Vurgese, B.A

.
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, Mr. G. T.
Vurgese, B.A.

13 Feb. ]8fl.|.

about 70 years old. There are similar cases among
opium-consuming Christians also. They resort ,

to the
use of the drug when' they are old, and feel that they
cannot work ag well or as long as before. They see
that if they do not work their children must starve.

They wish to earn their bread as long as they can. jV

grain or two of opium enables them to provide the
means of subsistence for their family. In the hill

tracts opium is used with great eH'ect as a protection
against fever. Those who live by hill cultivation, who
have to go out to work at daybreak, and who cannot
return home till late in th» evening, nre in some oases
Ivnown to take opium as a proventive againit fever.

Some boatmen are also found to use opium for ihc
same reason.

25,666. What are the doses usually taken P—People
begin with one grain or even less. For one reason or

another the quantity is increased gradually. The aver-
age dose consists of 5 grains. There are instances in

which this limit is greatly exceeded. But the greater
portion of the opium-eating population are satisfied

with the minimum quantity of two to five giains,
which they take throughout life without ever in-

creasing it. It may be mentioned here that opium
dealers sometimes make up pills of four or five grains,

and sell them at three pies each to tneet the demands
of the poorer classes. There are those who take opium
once a day, and others who use it twice daily, both in

the morning and in the evening.

25,567. "What have you to say with regard to opium
smoking ?—Native Christians rarely take to this habit,

but others do. In the towns, e.g., .Alleppy and Quilon,
in Travancnre, madak, the special preparation used in
smoking, is indulged in by a few. Other forms in

which opium is used are said to be—
(1.) Admixture of opium and gania 1 ,

(2.) Admixture of ganja, opium, and
f g^oij-g^g

tobacco J

(3.) Opium dissolved in arrack.

(-1.) Opium dissolved in water and boiled down
for the purpose of smoking in combination
with burnt gooseberry leaves.

The information under this head has been supplied
to me by others, I have no personal knowledge of the
facts.

2."i,568. Taking a general view, what are the etfects,

in your opinion, on the phj'sical and moral condition
of the people ?—The moderate use of opium has a

wholesome effect on the physical condition of the
people conccriied. Opium consumers whom I have
seen have a strong and hardy constitution. They are

weather-proof. This opinion is based on my experi-

ence of the classes alreadjr referred to, viz., peasants
and boatifien. They ca.n stand any amount of work.
All tliat is wanted is that the usual allowance of opium
must l)c available for use ;it the proper time. The
dail}' work is performed irith envial)le activity. There
arc people who, under ordinary circumstances, would
be unable to pursue their daily avocations, but who, in

spite of their old age, are able to turn out a good
amount of work. I can point out specific instances in

support of these statements. I do not, however, deny
that the immoderate use of opium has resulted in the
loss of flesh and in diminished nervous power. Very
few instauccsof this kind have come under notice. As
regards the moral condition, I do not hesitate to say
that no moral evils can be directly traced to the opium
habit. Sn long as the chief motive to take opium is

the relief of pain, cure of disease or a desire to work,
and not sensual pleasure, the first step in the coi-ruption

of morals is wanting It is sometimes asserted by the
advocates of the suppression of the trade in opium that
loss of moral powei' is one of the inevitable conse-
quences of opium smoking. It makes .i man or a
woman increasingly selfish and blind lo family claims.
So far as opium rating among the Syrian Christians
of this coast is com-cnied, this statement is not true.

On the contrary, it is the desire to work for and main-
tain the family that helps to form the habit. Far from
being morally dead, the opium consumer is alive to

his duties and responsibilities. It may be thai, other
forces, sucli as religions feelings and i onvir'tions, ai'e

at work coiintpT-arting Hie infliicnci' of opium. Opium
uiit'Ts are not wnnting in morTl power. They do not
show moi' signs of moral wenknp.ss than people who
do not use opium. Their mora] sense is ;;s Icceu as

that of their neighbours, anrl they act up to their roii-

victions. They are calm and patient under tvyiiLg

circumstances. In regard to China, where opium in-

dulgence attains its greatest proportions, it is said
" that the people are strong, healthy, active, and
" lose none of their national characteristics through
" the daily use of opium. That, on the contrary, the
" majority of the working classes manifest far less
" evidence .of the demor'alization and physical de-
" generacy than occurs with the labouring classes of
" Europe, who partiinpate daily in an allowance of
" spirits." Whatever may be the force of this con-

tention for Cihina, it can unhesitatingly be applied to

the iipiuAi-consuming classes on the Malabar coast.

It may also be said that no crime can be traced to the
opium habits. I have not heard of offences committed
under the ,

influence of opium. In my opinion it does
not produce criminal tendencies. The opium eater is

not a dangferous member of society. ,

25,669. Have you anything to say with regard to the
willingiiess of the people to bear in whole or in part
the cost of prohibitive measures!^—It must be evident
froni what has already been said that prohibitive

measures are not called for. The opium habit is

limited to a small per-centage of the population. The
habit is one which cannot be easily shaken off. It has
fostered a, carving which must be satisfied. To sup-

press the trade in opium would be unjustifiable. To
tax opium further would place it beyond the rea(;h of
the poor man. it would introduce a new motive for

the commission of crime. It would deprive the la-

bourer of the means of earning an honest livelihood.

It would shut; out a simple remedy from people who
cannot afford

;
to pay for medical advice or medicines.

It would increase beggary. It might cause other evils,

the extent of which cannot be gauged now. To in-

crease the general taxation on account of the opium
eater would be opposed to all principles of taxation.
The opium eater is as useful a member of society as
any other. There is no reason why the general tax-
payer should have his burdens increased. If additional
taxation is to be resorred to on account of the opium
habit, it might hereafDer be suggested that any other
habit, such as betel-chewing, which is quite common,
might as well be taxed. The general population will
not willingly bear the cost of any prohibitive measures,
which neither they nor the opium-eating population
want. The annual opium revenue derived by Travan-
core. Cochin, and Malabar is about Rs. 85,000, while
the cost of prohibitive measures, if they are to be effi-

cient, must be immensely more. The opium smuggler
will carry on his trade, notwithstanding the vigilance
of the preventive departments. A piece of reed, the
barrel of a gun, an old sack will answer his purpose
as much as anything else, and evade detection, unless
every passer-by is subjected to an elaborate examina-
tion and to needless del-ention and annoyance. In fact,
efficient prohibitive measures cannot be cariied out in
practice, even were they possible.

26,570.- What results would you anticipate from any
sudden and complete cutting elf of the opium supply .^

—If measures were introduced whereby opium can bo
had only in chemists' and druggists' shops and for
medical purposes alone, the consequences are better
imagined than described. A portion of the population
will be rendered miserable without any corresponding
advantage. The opium consumer will try other stinin°
lants which are more injurious. He will take to alcohol,
ganja, and other intoxicating drugs. Alcohol will im-
poverisli the people, and rapidly spread the evils which
come in its train. Ganja smoking will spread likewise
with its concomitant dangers. Crime will increase. In
this connexion it is necessary to add that the opium
eater, after he has had his usual allowance of opium,
ciinnot bo induced to take a second dose at the invitation
of another till his hour comes. He has fixed hours for
taking opium, and docs not cliango Lhc>ia to please
others.

^

Not so with alcohol. It'l-mows no refusal.
Hence it may be said that, opimn stands at one end
ol" tlir ii.-i,lioii;il economy while alcohol stands ;it tfe
other. Opium teaches economy and alcoholextravagance.

25,o7i. [Mr. Mowbray.) ^\'hat is a Syrian Christian;-'—The Syrian Christians claim to be the church of
Malabar, founded by St. .Tames the Apostle.

2-'i,.',72. "Von oiaim to bf the oldest Christian com-
muniryiii Ipoi:iH— We clnirti to bo the fir.st and the
original Christian conimunity—the oiiginal a])osi,jlio
chinch oC India.

2.j,."i7;'). And one of tKe largeijit in numbers P--Yps,
one o!' the largest, bntiiot progressing. It is not a
missionarv chnrih
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25.574. {Sir William Roberts.) Are you confmed to a
small district?—Malabar, Travan core,' and CocHin.

25.575. [Mir. Pease.) What are the duties ofuColleotor's
Sheristadar F—I am the chief ministerial jofficer in the
Collector's office

; I am responsible for the conduct of
all the administrative work in the ofiBce dirfectly to the
Collector.

25.576. Have yon anything to do with the' opium
traffic P—Yes. I have to do with 'the isiue of notices
and answering 'letters and communications from sub-
ordinate offices ; in fact, I have to do all things whidh
the Collector has to do,

, , ,

25.577. Do you collect the opiiim revenue ?—I am
not an ejxecutive officer to collect the opium revenue.

25.578. Do the teachers of your ,church give any
advice upon the subject of the consumption of opium p—No.

25,579.| .you ,say, .alluding to.^the .opium, jCor(^pip.er,

" He has fixpd hours for taking opium, and does not
" change them to please others. Not so with, alcohol.
" Jt knows no refusal." Would you not reverse that P

Is it not opium, that has fixed hours, and knows no
refusal ?—I have already explained that it is not a habit

which can be easily sjjaken pff.

25.580. How does opium teach eoonoiriy?—All my
remarks refer to the moderate' use of opium. As i have
said the immoderate use diminishes'the. nervouspower
(is well as the physic?.! energy. The imrnoderate use of

opium as well as of alcohol leads to extravagance. The
moderate us,e of opium does not lead to extravagance.

A man with Es. 2 a year would Ije'able to satisfy his

craving for opium. ,i

25.581. Are you not of opinion that a man in good
health WQuld:be better off if be did not adopt the opium
habit P—Yes, hp would be better.

Mr. G. T.
Vurgese, D.A.

13 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Colonel C. A. Portbous called in and examined.

26.582. (Ghairman.) I believe you are Inspector-
General of Police, Madras ?—Yes.

25.583. We shall be glad to have your views with
regard to the, opium question generally P—I have com-
pleted 37 years' service in India ; the very, early part
(1857-60) of my service was spent with my regiment
(27th Madras) in, the suppression of the mutiny in
North India. At that time the use

,
of opium did not

attract my notice in the least. It certainly would have
done so had it been used to any extent by, the sepoys of
my regiment.' In May 1860 1 joined tlio police and
have served with that department ever since. The
early years (1860-69) of my police service were spent in
the Madura and Tinnevelly districts, where I saw but
little opium used, and that chiefly medicinally, Since
May 1871 I have been closely connected with the police
of the northern range, commonly called " the Northern
(Jiroars," consisting of the districts of G-anjam, Viza-
gatam, Jeypore, Godavari, and Kistna of this Presi-
dency, and I have an intimate acquaintance with the
hill tracts (and people thereof). Opium is extensively
used all over the northern range, in the delta taluks
as well as in the upland taluks and hill ranges. ____Theve

is a very large market for it at Ambagipetta in the
Amalapur taluk, or central delta, of the Godavari
district. The opium sold here is brought from Malwa
via Hyderabad and Juggiapett (Kistna district). Opium
is used medicinally in its crude form in the shape of
small pills for diarrhoea, dysentery, fever, ague, rheu-
matism, &c. ; in fact, for nearly every disease. It is

the stand-by of the native physician and of the people
for every ill or ailment. Not only as a curative,

but as a prophylactic it is considered invaluable by
the people (especially those of malarious tracts).

Even here its uses do not end. It is administered
in judicious doses as a sedative to women in pain and to

small children, while the comparatively poorly-fed man
partakes of it as an invigorator. It gives him life and
energy, assists his appetite and digestion, wards off

fever, and puts new strength into him. Without
his opium a hill-man is listless and flaccid, fit for

nothing. If kept long without it he gradually sinks
;

rheumatism and fever seize him, and he becomes use-

less and decrepit. Opium is seldom used immoderately.
I personally do not know of a' single case of the
immoderate use of it ; while of the benefits of the

_ moderate use of it, I have seen much and have heard
still more from the people themselves. While employed
in 1880-81 in extinguishing the dying embers of the

Eutnpa rebellionmy work in search of the rebels took me,
with small parties of police, all over the hill' tracts of

the Godavari. The Only constables who did hot suc-

cumb to the malarious ftver of those unhealthy regions

were those who took their small pill of opium morning
and evening. Repeatedly lip.ve constables come to mc
and asked for two or four annas to buy a little opium,
and when I gave them what they wanted, how grateful

they were and what a wonderful change the little

opium pill effected. No doubt people who accustom
themselves to the use of opium have a tendency to

increase the doses of it in order to bring about the

desired eifect ; still it is seldom taken to excess. It

is an expensive article to most who use it, and the

purchaser of a lump of opium does not, like the arrack

.or toddy drinker, think of -how much pleasure he

will obtain from his purchase by a large consumption

Col. C. A
Porteous.

at one time. No, he knows that it is life to him, """"

that if he consumes it too fast and has not the

means to procure more, it means loss of appetite,

starvation, ill-health from fever, and perhaps death

;

therefore he husbands his opium, his gfreat object

being to make it last as long as he can, and takes

only just enough for his regular doses. I have
very recently visited the Golgonda Hill tracts of the

Vizagapatam district and Rumpa in the Godavari,
both notoriously unhealthy regions. Ill the former
I met people who came in from a distance of 20 miles
to Lumsingi to purchase opium. On asking them what
they had come for, they I'eplied, " We have come to
" buy a little opium to take back to our homes, so
" that we and our families may partake of it and live."

In the latter place (Rumpa) a Mokasdar (Dhal Dora, of

Marivada) licensed to sell opium, complained bitterly

of the trouble he had with the hill people when his

supply of opium ran short, and there was delay in

replenishing the same. He said, " They must have it,

" or they give me trouble." Already opium is a suffi-

ciently expensive drug, and thd poor experience
difficulty in obtaining it. It will be a bad day if it

gets much more expensive, but it will be a still worse
day if its growth and sale in India be interdicted.

That will mean starvation, disease, misery to many in

the hill tracts, while others, driven to desperation, will

probably raise disturbances more serious than any vie

have hithei-to had to deal with. Opium is an absolute

necessity to people inhabiting malarious tracts. It is

more, it is a blessing to them. It has saved many a
life, and it has harmed very few, while deprivation of
it would kill thousands. Knowing this, I find it

difficult to understand or sympathise in the least with
the sentiment against it. What good it has done, how
infinitesimal the biirm, compared with the mischief
that toddy, arrack, and other alcoholic drinks have
done to Natives and Europeans ! Opium does not
incite persons to commit crime ; it has the very reverse

effect ; whereas much crime can be put down to the

use of alcohol. I know of no case of insanity caused
by use of opium. Hitherto I have dealt only with the

eating of opium, I now come to the smoking of it.

There is everywhere much less consumption of opium
by smoking than there is by eating. By the ordinary
dwellers in malarious tracts it is not smoked at all.

It is principall}' in the large towns that it is smoked,
and in these places, on the whole, more by Mahome-
dans than by Hindus ; where the latter smoke it they
are generally northerners. The ordinary Tamulians
and Maliyalis, men and women, are satisfied with
their betel and pan, while the Telugus, males and
females, indulge in tobacco, and expend their spare

coin in procuring these luxuries and not opium. For
smoking purposes two preparations of opium are used—

•

madadh and chandoo. Even in the larger towns there

is seldom more than one opium-den or madadh-khana,
and here, in the evening, from 10 to 2-j persons come
and smoke quietly ; they do not, as a rule, smoke them-
selves senseless and stupid as the Chinese usually do ;

the}' smoke for refreshment and as a sedative after a

hard day's work. But even the worst opium den has
much less openly objectionable about it than a toddy
shop or liquor tavern. In the one case such pleasure,

as there may be, is enjoyed in silence, and there is

little to offend sight or hearing. Very few people

Ii4
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Col. C. A. (Natives as well as Europeans) even know that there is

Porteous. such a place as an opium den in a town. In the othei',

noise, vile language, and fighting are prominent, and
13 Feb. 1894. constantly causing offence. Like everything else, the

harm in opium is not in the use, but in the abuse of it.

In my opinion tho abuse of it is very insignificant

compared to the vast benefits derived from the use of

it. A few local inquiries in malarious tracts would
convince the Oommission of the very grotit value of

opium to the people.

25,-584. You have given us your opinion as an ofl&cer

of great experience; can yon tell us whether the views
you have expressed are the views which are supported
by the officers of your service H—My opinion on this

subject is shared by nearly all the officers of my
department.

25.585. {Mr. Pease.) We have been told that the hill

men, who are not opium consumers, are as good men
as those who are. Is that your view ?—I think opium
is universally used on the hills of Vizagapatam and
Godavari, but is not used amongst the Khonds of

Ganjam.

25.586. "With regard to these hill men, you say that
they are complete slaves to the habit. " Without
" his opium a hill man is listless and flaccid, fit for
" nothing P

"—Yes.

25,587. Is opium the principal medicine they take
for malaria ?—Bntirel}-. I think there is absolutely
nothing else.

25,588. You have said, " Such pleasure as there may
" be is enjoyed in silence.'' I suppose they are soothed
by the fumes of tho pipes ?—It soothes them verj' much
as tobacco soothes us.

25.589. Do you think that that physical state is one

which is desirable,—half stupefied F—I do not know
that they are half stupefied. It soothes them, but I do

not know that it goes so far as to stupefy them.

24.590. Have you had any experience with regard to

chandu smoking ?—No.

25.591. You say that the Chinese smoke themselves

senseless and stupid ; has that been the result of your
own observation ?^That is entirely from hearsay, and
from reading.

25.592. Do you know anything of the Khaitie dis-

trict P—It is in the Nilghiri Hills.

25.593. Is it true that 20 years ago a good deal of

the land was under poppy ?—I do not know from my
own knowledge. At one time I believe that there was
a considerable amount of poppy cultivated on the

Nilghiris. It was found out and stopped.

25.594. Is it true that the people then were a

miserable, weak lot ?—I did not know the hills then.

25.595. What do you say of the people at the present
time P—They take opium now. About Us. 300 or

Es. 400 worth of opium a month is consumed amongst
the Kothas, Bagadas, and the Todas, who are the
aborigines of tbe hills.

25.596. Y ou cannot tell me whether the statement I

have before me is correct—that the health of the
people has very much improved since they ceased to

grow opium in the district P—They use opium, as stated
above, and are now very healthy indeed.

25.597. Perhaps you do not know whether there has
been any improvement or not ?—I cannot say.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to-morrow at 11 o'clock.

At the Town Hall, Bombay.

SEVENTY-FIRST DAY.

Wednesday, 14th February 1894.

PRESENT

:

The Right Hon. LORD I5RASSEY, K.C.U., Ch.\irman, i'residing.

Sir J.vMKS LVALL, G.C.I.E., K. C.S.I.

Sir William Roherts, M.D., F.R.S.

Mr. R. G. C. MdWBRAV, JVI.P.

Mr. A. U. Fanshawe.

Mr. Arthur Pease.
Mr. Haridas Veharidas Desai
Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.

Mr. J. Prescott Hbwett, CLE., Secretary.

Mr.
F. P. Home.

14 Feb. 1894.

Mr. F. P. Horne called in and examined.

25,598. {Chairman.) I believe you are here to make a

statement concerning the Bombay Medical Anti- Opium

Petition ?— 1 am.

25 599. Will you state what is your position ?—I am
honorary secretary to the Bombay Anti-Opium Alliance.

The Alhauce was inau|?urated at a public meeting presided

over by Dr. Milne, Bishop of Bombay, held in the Framji

Cowasji Hall, Bombay, on the evening of April lOth, 1891,

to support the resolution of Sir Joseph Fease which was

brought before the House of Common? the same night.

The Bishop of Bombay became the president of the Alhance,

and at the fifth committee meeting of the Alliance, held on

July 'ith, 1891, the [suggestion was approved of having an

anti-opium petition drawn up and circulated lor signature

among medical men only. The only medical man on the

committee of the Alliance was Dr. Rustum Ranina, and he

and I together drew up a draft of the jietition which was

read at the next committee meeting. The committee made
a few suggestions whereby the petition cva\d be improved
and appomted Dr. Ranina, Mrs. Dyer (also one of the
committee), and myself to revise the petition. This was
done, and at the next meetmg of the Alliance committee
held on September 9th, 1891, the petition was approved',
and Dr. Ramna and myself were authorised to take the'
necessary measures to have it circulated for signature. To
do this the petition was printed on foolscap paper with
space for signatures to be written. All the copies that
were printed were not used, and those you now have are a
few of those that remained over. I have a few copies of
the petition as originally printed which 1 will hand in to
the Commission.

25,600. This is the form in which it was printed with a
view of gettmg signatures P—Yes. The bill for the print-mg of these was paid by the Rev. R. M. Gray, treasurer of
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the Alliance. I will now explain the way in which the
petition was circulated among the doctors for signature.
The second signature that appears is that of Dr. Ardesir
Dadabhoy Mody, of Grant Road. I called upon Dr. Mody
to ask him to sign the petition, and he signed it in my
presence. This is the only signature that I am personally
responsible for. Dr. Ranina called personally upon
Dr. J. Gerson da Cunha, whose name appears third on the
printed petition, and he signed in Dr. Ranina's presence.
I helieve Dr, Ranina called personally upon more than
one of those who signed, but neither Dr. Ranina nor
myself had time to permit of our calling personally upon
all the doctors in Bombay, with the possibility of having
to call more than once before finding them at home, so

we drafted a letter which read as follows ;

—

" Dear Dr. .

" Herewith I send you a petition to the House of

Commons dealing with the opium question. At the pre
sent juncture the anti-opium party in England are looking
for expressions of opium from India, and this petition

presents an opportunity for you to help forward a move-
ment which is on the side of truth and justice.

" Trusting you will add your signature to the paper, and
thus show your sympathy with the multitudes in this

country who are already victims to the use of opium and
extend to them this helping hand.

" I remain, yours sincerely,
" Francis P. Horne,

" Honorary Secretary."

25,G01. Is Dr. Ranina coming here?—He is ready to

make his statement if he is asked to come. The name for

the doctor was left blank that it might be written in. I

then procured a peon to carry the petition and the letter

roimd to the doctors, promising to give him Rs. 8
for the work. I quote from two letters of Dr. Ranina
to me bearing on the subject:

—"14th October 1891.
" Your peon is quite exorhitant in his demand. He
" would not have anything under Rs. 10 for the petty work.
" I should not pay mare than Rs. 5. If he does not come
" round we had better look out for another man." " 16th
" October 1891. I have at last engaged the man for Rs. 8
" for the whole job." I sent the peon to Dr. Ranina, and
paid the Rs. 8 for his work, but the entire work of sending
the peon round to the medical men was done by Dr. Ranina,
who also filled in the doctor's names on the printed letter.

When the time came for the petition to be forwarded to

London, Dr. Ranina sent me the separate printed petition

sheets with one, two, three, four, or more signatures on
each, as the case might be. I remember looking over the
autograph signatures, and they had pvery appearance of
being genuine. At this point, to fulfil the rules laid down
by Parliament in reference to petitions, it was necessary for
us to have one or two signatures upon the written heading.
Two names were thus written—Ur. Atmai-am Pandurang
and Dr. Ardesir Dadabhoy Mody. Dr. Mody signed in
my presence. Concerning the signature of Dr. Atmarani
Pandurang, I quote the following from a letter of Dr.
Ranina to me—" There was room for only one signa-
" ture above that of Dr. Mody, so I have got the first
" man to resign. If you want a signature on the right-
" hand side, I can get the second man to sign there, if you
" can send back the petition before 12 noon." From the
above it is plain that Dr. Atmaram Pandurang signed a

copy of the jjrinted petition, and afterwards signed on the
written petition. One signature on the written petition is

all that the rules of the House of Commons require, but I

have shown that we had two names, and Dr. Ranina shows
that we could have obtained a third. The mail for England
only leaves Bombay once a week, and we wi'^hed to avoid
a further delay, and so, having two names, we had no
object in getting a third if so doing would cause a week's
delay, which we wished to avoid. As secretary to the
AlUance I saw that the signatures were fixed to the written

petition, and that the petition was posted to London to

anti-opium workers there. It reached them safely, and
before being presentpd to Parliament it was copied together

with the signatures. Our friends in London had the peti-

tion printed in the Anti-Opium News, dated September
15th, 1892, and it was printed in a pamphlet entitled

"An Indian Woman's Impeachment of the Opium crime
of the British Government." The petition was mentioned
in the Bombay Guardian of January 21st, 189i!, page 3,

when the portraits of Dr. Atmaram Pandurang and Dr.
Khory were reproduced. This page of the Guardian was
on the Bombay Guardian notice board outside the gate of

the Bombay Guardian premises for one week where it could
be read by passers by.

25,602. {Mr. Mowbray.) I was anxious that Mr. Horne
should make his statement with regard to whatever came
to his persona] knowledge. The question now apparently

is whether these gentlemen signed the petition or not. I

believe they are all resident in Bombay, and if we are to

go into the matter, I should have thoujjht that the most
direct course wo'ild be to invite these gentlemen to appear
before the Commission, and state whether they signed it

or not.

Mr.
F. P. Home.

14 Feb. 1894.

The room was then cleared.

On the re-admission of the public.

25.603. (Chairman.) It is the view of the Commission
that we should not carry your statement any further at

present. We will insert in* the Appendix the paper you
have placed in our hands mth reference to the individual

doctors whom you mention and their letters to you, with

your replies to them. The Commission are of opinion that

nothing has been brought before us which in the least

leads us to call in question the bona fides of your personal

action in the matter. I understand that there may
possibly be a further consultation^between myself and

the members of the Commission that may result in your

being before us again ; but we do not wish to carry your

statement any further to-day. One or two members of

Commission will, however, ask you a few questions upon
what you have already put before us.

25.604. {Mr. Mowbray.) I interrupted you just now
without any desire whatever to prevent your making any

statement that you might wish to put before us as to

matters within your personal knowledge. I am sure you

will believe me when I say that with regard to your

personal connexion with this matter, 1 entirely concur in

what has fallen from the chairman. So far as I under-

stand the evidence you have given to-day, the only

signature to this petition for which vou are yourself

responsible is that of Dr. Ardeshir Dadabhai Mody, who
signed the original petition and also signed the form which

was forwarded to the House of Commons, in your pre-

sence p—Yes. Dr. Mody signed in my presence.

25.605. And I believe that no doubt whatever has been

thrown upon that signature ?—No.

25,606 {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Would you be able

to get the peon by whom the petition was circulated ?—

I

believe not.

• See Appendix XXI. to this Volume.

O 82588.

25.607. {Mr. Fanshawe.) You stated that you sent round
the petition in sheets. So far as you know each sheet

would have the printed petition on it ?—Yes ; what you
hold in your hand was printed at that time.

26.608. There would be no sheet spnt round without
the petition printed at the top, so far as you know ?—

I

feel confident of that.

25.609. You state in the petition, which was drawn up
by the body of which you are secretary, that numerous
cases of poisonitig have arisen from the habit of giving
opium to children. Had you any statistics to establish

that before the committee at the time P—I am not pre-

pared to say what cases there were before us at that time,

but I feel very confident that we had proper statistics.

25.610. Had you made any special inquiry on that

subject ?—My impression is that at that time it was not
so much a matter of making inquiry on the subject, but

we had before us here and there cases which we knew.
We did not require to make a special investigation on tho

subject of that particular paragraph ; we knew it.

2.1,611. The point to which I ask your attention is the

phrase " numerous cases," you think you had numerous
cases within your knowledge at the time ?—Yes.

25,612. In the next paragraph of your petition it is

stated that "one evidence of the strength this habit exerts
'

' is the fact that when the mesiis of purchase are ex-
" hausted rather than endure the physical torture caused
" by its discontinuance a man will sell his wife and
" children to purchase the drug." Would yuu tell me
whether you had any authenticated case before the com-
mittee of a person in Bombay selling his wife or children

to friable him to obtain opium ? —Yes,
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25.613. Will you kindly tell us what the case was if you
remember it p—I was pretty familiar with the Bombay
smoking dens at that time. I had \'isited them in com-
pany with several parties, and on one occasion 1 went
round with a well-known pandit in Bombay, and in con-
versation with the men who were in the den one of them
volunteered the statement that he had sold his wife for

20 rupees in order to get opium.

25.614. Was any attempt made to verify that fact, to

ascertain whether it could be properly established ?— I am
not aware of any investigation on that point.

25.615. To the ordinary reader the language you have
used would convey the idea that such cases were not un-
common, would it not P^That might be so.

25.61 6. You have referred to the Bishop of Bombay, as

being president of the Alliance ; does he still occupy that

position P—He has resigned.

25.617. Do you wish to state the circumstances in which
he resigned p— I do not think they bear directly on the

case.

25.618. (Sir James Lyall) You say, " To fulfil the rules
" laid down by Parliament in reference to the petition it

" was necessary for us to have one or two signatures upon
" the written heading "

; does it mean the written petition P

—It means the te.'ft of the petition written

.

25.619. You say that Dr. Ranina sent you the separate

petition sheets with three or four or more signatures on
each ; did they all go home ?—No ; they were cut off and
pasted up.

25.620. On the petition that was sent home?—Yes.

25.621. (Sir William Roberts.) Have you reason to sus-

pect the honesty of the peon who went round p—I had
every reason to trust him.

25.622. Is it still your view that these gentlemen did
read the petition and sign it P—My impression is that the
character oE the letter which was sent round with the peti-

tion was such that no man would have signed it without
having read it. My opinion is that the letter then written
was a suitable letter, and one calculated to cause the
doctors to read before they signed.

25.623. And you still adhere to the genuineness of this

petition P—Yes.

25.624. (Mr. Pease.) You stated that you were unable
to present the peon ?—Yes.

25.625. Can you give any explanation why he should
not appear before us?—I have inquired where the peon is

now ; I am told that he has gone from Bombay.

25,62o. (Mr. FansTiawe.) 1 believe the number of signa-

tories to the petition was upwards of 40 P

—

49.

25,627. Was the petition sent round generally to all the
doctors in Bombay or to any selected number?—My im-
pression is that the peon was sent to all the doctors whose
addresses were known. I feel confident of that. I know
from the number of forms which 1 ga\'e to Dr. Ranina and
the number of letters I gave him. He used one letter for

each doctor.

25,62S. Can you tell me genei'aliy how many doctors
there are in Bombay ?— I do not know ; I know there are

a great many more than 50.

25.629. How many letters did you send round p—lam
not sure.

25.630. The paper says 50 p—There were 60 more I
think. I believe Dr. Ranina had 50 at first, and that was
the second 50.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. J. M.
Campbell,
CLE.

Mr. James M. Campbell, CLE,, recalled and further examined.

25,631. (Chairman.) Do you wish to make any state-

ment to the Commission with reference to the subject

matter of the e-\'idence of the last witness ?—I do. My
attention was drawn to the subject of this petition 1)y a

letter from the Rev. Mr. Robinson in the Times of India of

the 28th of October 1893. A list of the signatories was
given in this letter. One of the signers was Dr. Gerson
da Cunha. The statements Mr. Robinson quoted from
the petition seemed to me e.vtreme and incorrect. As 1

had previously held con\'ersations with Dr. Da Cunha
regarding opium I asked him if he agreed with the views in

the petition. Dr. da Cunha replied that he disagreed with
the views, and further that he had never signed the peti-

tion. I accordingly had a circular notice drafted and sent

round by the Opium Inspector to as many of the other
signers as we could find, asking them to be good enough
to enter in the book whether they had signed or not, and
what their opinions on the subject were. 1 have here the
answers to this circular. 1 will read the circular ;—
" Accompanying is a printed copy of the petition pre-
" sented to the House of Commons some tmie ago. It
" purports to have been signed by 48 medical gentlemen
" of Bombay whose names appear therein. The under-
" signed will feel extremely obliged if these gentlemen, if

" there be no objection, will be good enough to inform
'' him whether they have signed the petition." The
circular is signed by Mr. Rustomji Pesionji Jehangir, my
inspector. The following is a summary of the answers :

—

Of 44 signers three admitted their signatures and accepted
the views ; five admitted their signatures but repudiated
the views ;

six stated that they had signed without
reading ; two stated that, if they had signed, it was under a
misapprehension ; two stated, if they signed, it was under a
misrepresentation; two stated that they signed some-
thing else ; 18 did not remember signing, and six stated

that they did not sign. In addition there is the case of Dr.
Khory who was not then in Bombay, and who, I believe,

has stated in an English paper that he did not sign the
petition.

25.632. Is the writing in the book before you autograph
writing?—It is.

25.633. Does it purport to give the views of the writers
with reference to the opium question ?—It is merely about
signing. May I read one or two of the entries? The
first is from Dr. Merwanji Kuvarji, who says, '• I do not
" remember having signed such a petition. If I have it

" must have been under some misrepresentation, for my
" viewp are quite the contrary." That is the class of entry

all through. I believe the summary of the entries given
above is correct.

25.634. Do the entries generally give expression to the
views of the writer with reference to the opium question ?—
Not I think with reference to the opium question, but to
the statements contained in the petition. All but three
disagree with the views expressed in the petition.

25.635. The last witness has put before us a paper con-
taining statements which include the impressions of a
considerable number of doctors on the opium question
purporting to be extracts from what has appeared in the
Times of India ?—They are probably the same as these.

25.636. Have you anything further to say with reference
to the action you took in connexion ^\'ith the petition ." No
further action was taken at that time. A Is-tter from Mrs.
Dyer appealed in the Times of India on the 9th of
January, and a letter from Mr. Home appeared in the
Bombay Gazette of the same date. Both Mrs. Dyer and
Mr. Horne stated that these expressions of opinion and
repudiations of their views by the signers were due to
official pressure. In consequence of these charges the
editor of the Times of India sent round one of his ''leading
men to the repudiators of the petition. The result was a
unanimous statement from all the signers who were in
Bombay, 36 in number, that no pressure of any kind had
been used. Smce then .Dr. Attnaram Pandurang, who was
absent from Bombay, has also stated that in his case no
pressure was used.

25.637. (.U/-. mism.) Do I understand that the state-
ments m the book before you are substantially those which
appeared m the Times ofIndia ?—I suppose they are.

25.638. Can you tell me how they got there .^—Thev
were sent, I suppose.

^ ^

25.639. By you ?—Not by me.

25.640. Can you tell me by whom?—By my inspector.
25,(>41. What was his name?—Mr. Rustomji Pestonji.

25 641. (Mr. Pease.) Let me ask you whether you ever
heard ot a ease of a Government officer connected with a
public department sending round to persons who had
signed a petition on a matter afi:eoting his department to
inquire whether they admitted having signed the petition?—No, 1 do not know that I have.

25,643 (Mr. IVilson.) Do I understand you to sav in
reply to Mr. Pease, that you never heard of such a case
Ijetore ?— I never heard ot such a petition before In allmy time m India I know of no such case as the present
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25.644. What I should like to knowia, whether it was
part of your official duty, and the duty of the Opium
Inspector, to interest yourselves about a petition to tlie

House of Commons, and for what purpose the inquiry was
instituted ?— I think it was part of ray duty. It was part
of my duty to know about the opinion of the doctors in

Bombay, and to find out whether this wa^ a correct ex-
pression of their opinion. It was contrary to what I myself
believed to be their opinion.

25.645. It is the only case in whicli you have known
such a course pursued p—It is tlie only case in which I

have known such a petition made.

25.646. {air James Lyall.) You said, I think, that you
were first moved to take that course by ha])pening to meet
and talk with Dr. da Cunha ?—Yes, I have talked with
Dr. da Cunlia on the subject ; we had talked on the
matter generally ; he is a iriend of mine.

26.647. He happened to mention that his name appeared
on the petition, but that he had not signed it?—That was
after I read Mr. Robinson's letter. After I had read Mr.
Robinson's letter I went to see Dr. da Cunha, and asked

him about the petition. I asked him because I thought
the views in tlie petition were not his views. It was in

consequence of what Dr, da Ounha said that I became
anxious to procure statements from the other alleged

signatories.

25.648. What was the purport of Mr, Robinson's letter ?

—Mr. Robinson is a Methodist clergyman in Poena. He
said he had long been weighing the good and evil of opium,
hut he was undecided which opinion to hold, until he saw
this petition. This petition, he said, absolutely concluded
the matter. He thought that Government servants might
be biassed, but here was a body of men who were
absolutely independent, and that to his mind was final.

Mr. Robinson is highly respected in Poona, and his views

were entirely changed by reading this petition. That was
how I came to know of the petition, and it was because of

its affects on Mr. Robinson that I determined to make
inquiries regarding it.

26.649, Can you give me a copy of Mr. Robinson's

letter to the Times of India ?—I can procure a copy.

Mr. J. M.
Campbell,

CLE.

14 Teb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Dr. R. N. Khory called in and examined.

25,649ci. (Si)' William Roberh.) You are doctor of

medicine and member oE the Royal College of Physicians
of London F— Y'es,

25.650. And President of the Grant College Medical
Society ?—Yes.

25.651. You are also the author of the work entitled
" The Principles and Practice of Medicine " and of " The
Bombay Materia Medica " ?—Yes.

25.652. You are a medical practitioner in Bombay F

—

Yes.

25.653. To what districts of the Presidency and what
races are your observations applicable F—My observations
are applicable to the city of Bombay and the island of

Salsette, and apply to all races found therein, but chiefly to

Musalmans.

25.654. To what extent is opium used among the
population of these districts F—Without statistics I may
say that my impression is that four per thousand of my
patients use opium.

25.655. Of your patients generally, not merely adult
males?—No ; all of them—males, females, and children.

25.656. What opinion have you to give as to the effect

of using opium habitually ?—By " use " I mean habitual
use in moderate doses ; by " abuse " excessive use by an
opium eater. Its moral efi'ects are mainly negative. It

does not make a criminal of the consumer, nor a bad
father, husband, or relative. Its positive effects are to

make the consumers cowardly and indifferent and easily

duped. The physical effects are (1) negative and (2)

positive. It does not interfere with digestion and assimi-

lation, it does not jiroduce wasting, it does not impair
procreative powers or bodily activity, it does not depress

except temporarily, it does not shorten life. It gives good
sleep, enables fatigue to be borne, deadens flying pains,

craving for food, increases eiidurance, keeps the consumer
lively and of equable temper. It acts as an aphrodisiac.

25.657. What is your impression as to^fhe excessive and
injurious use of opium?—The physical effects are to

interfere with digestion and assimilation, to lower the
general tone of the system to produce languor, lassitude,

depression of spirits, and ultimately wasting. The moral
effects are to make the consumer careless and apathetic, and
incapable of managing his own affairs. To satisfy his

craving he may resort to petty thefts or cheating.

25,658- What are the methods of using opium in this

district ?—The methods of consumption are in the shape of

crude, solid opium, or as balagoli for children, chandul
smoking, mad at inhalation. The effects of the consump-
tion of crude opium are described in my previous answers.

Balagoli pills contain besides ojiium, carminatives, and
other substances, the proportion of opium being from one-
twelfth to one-twentieth of a grain. The effects are

similar to those of crude opium. The pills are of special

value as keeping children lively and playful during their

parents' absence, as checking infantile diseases, such as

diarrhosa, colic, tympanites, vomiting, and reetlessness.

Children thrive under their use. Tiie chandu smoker is

absorbed in bis occupation. After a time he becomes
languid and diow.sy, and can only remain in a recumbent
position, but he can answer questions intelligently. After

the immediate efiect has passed ofi' the smokers declare

themselves to be invigorated, more active, and able to

work. I do not think chandul smoking has anything to

do with the smokers being haggard or emaciated.

25.659. Are you speaking from personal knowledge of

opium smokers ?—Y'es ; I visited what they call the dens in

Bombay, several ofthem. I found that there were 40 or 50
present : the lowest number being about 20, I sometimes
had conversations with the men, and I have looked into

their conditions and their duties in life, the business that

they were following, and so on. I remember one man, a

buggy driver, who came there every day about seven

o'clock at night to smoke chandu, and he said that in

about an hour's time he left the place and went to his

occupation which kept him the whole night working as a

driver. He said it always invigorated him considerably,

and that he became more active in his work,

25.660. I suppose there are no Chinamen in Bombay ?

—

Tbere are a few.

25.661. I suppose the number of chandu smokers in

Bombay is very small P—Yes ; but still there are many to

be found who go to these chandu houses ; in private places

there are very few.

25.662. What has been your experience with regard to

madak smoking p—The same remarks apply to madak
inhalation as to chandu smoking, but the effects are

milder.

25.663. Do you consider that opium is useful in fever ?

—Opium is used as a prophylactic in malarial diseases,

diabetes, enteric diarrhoea, cholera, and dysentery, rheu-

matic pains, and some nervous headaches. Its habitual

use checks the recurrence as well as the onset of fever,

diarrhoea, and dysentery. In cholera epidemics it is useful

by acting on the mind of the consumer, and checking in-

digestion and diarrhoea. I have known cases in families

in which there was a hereditary history of diabetes, where
the disease was averted by the habitual use of opium.

25.664. How would you compare opium and alcohol in

their effects P—Ojiium and alcohol taken in moderation
are similar in their effects. Alcohol in excess makes ]the

consuu}er an active danger to himself and others, but the

consequences of excessive consumption of opium are not so

much of an aggressive character. So far as society is con-

cerned it is passive in its effects.

25.665. You have made no post-mortem examinations

of excessive consumers p—During the time when I was in

hospital I had now and then to make a chance post-

mortem examination in the case of accidental poisoning

by opium ; but in private practice we seldom or never have

such opportunities.

26.666. You never made a post-mortem examination of

an habitual opium consumer ?—I do not remember one

since my connexion with the college ceased— for the last

1(5 years.

26.667. The opium habit is difficult to give up, is it not ?

—It is difficult, but not impossible, to give up the opium
habit. Those who give it up are likely to resort to other

drugs, as tobacco, ganja, alcohol, and probably in excess.

25.668. What effect has the habitual use of opium on
the mental faculties p—Mental faculties are in a few cases

it k 2
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slightly impaired, but this is not usual ; where they are,

the iin])airment is not such as to interfere with the

discharge of duty or business.

25.669. tlave you any further observations you wish to

make?—There are instano«s in which by gradual increase

an amazing quantity of opium can be taken with impunity.

I have seen more than one ease in which between '20 and
30 grains of opium have been consumed habitually without
injurious effects. It is not a cumulative poison. When
taken frequently and for a long time, its effects are not

diminished, and it is therefore not necessary to take it in

increased doses. In a warm country like India, opium is

better tolerated, and is perhaps required. Children bear

opium worse than adults ; females resort to it less than
males.

25.670. (Chairman.) Did you sign the petition to the

House of Com.mons of which we have been hearinj; some-
thing this morning P—No, I did not sign it. A friend

came to me about two oi- three months before I left

Bombay for England, asking me as there was agitation

about oj)iuni, if I had any objection to give m3' photo, as

the photos of leading medical men were required; and I

understood him to say that my opinion would shortlj' be
wanted. I had not my photo at the time when he came,
and I told him that he might see me some other day, when
I would give him one. He came a few days after. I was
in a hurry and I gave him a photo and he went away.
After two or three months I left Bombay. I never heard
of my opinion being asked for till I was in London. It so

happened that one night I attended an Indian soiree of an
association of Indian gentlemen living in London. While
I was talking with a friend of mine, a solicitor, Mr.
AbduUa Mehralli Dharamsey (he was a constant com-
panion of mine and we had started from Bombay together),

my attention was drawn to a table where some native

Indian gentlemen vfere signing something. I went in and
inquired what they were signing, l^hey said that the
opium question was to be brought before the House of

Commons and they were signing a petition for opium to be
put a stop to. I said " It is very funny; do you think
" that opium should be put a stop to ; what do you say
" about alcohol; is not alcohol the first thing to be put a
" stop to before opium ? " They said, of course, that

alcohol was the fundamental thing for Government to put
a stop to. I then said, " Wliy do you sign this ? you ought
" to know that you are signing a document which may go
" against us." After this conversation took place I left.

The ne.xt day, or perhaps the day after that, I had occasion

to see Sir George Birdwcod. I think it Has a day or two
before the House of Commons met for this purpose. I was
talking to Sir George Birdwood about what had occurred.

Mr. Dharamsey was with me at the time, anrl he said, " If
" when your signatures were taken tiie matter was not
" properly explained, you should write a letter to the
" Timfs of London." Sol did. The letter was sent, but
unfortunately it was not found in the ne.xt day's paper. A
few days afterwards I received from the editor a memoran-
dum stating that unfortunately want of space jjrecluded

the insertion of the letter. I spoke afterwards to Sir

George Birdwood about the i-esult of my writing to the
Times, and there the matter ended. Aiter my coming to

Bombay it was brought to my knowledge thar, my name
appeared among the signatories on the petition sent to the
House of Commons. 1 was surprised at it. I had told Sir

George Birdwood that I had given my photo because it

was asked, and I was told that my opinion \vould be asked
for soon a^ter. The question of the signatures was dis-

cussed by several medical gentlemen in Bombay. I was
asked if I would repudiate my signature. I said, "' I have
" not signed; what is there to repudiate f There is

" nothing except the photo that I have given.'' Nothing
further was done in my case.

25,671- Was your name published in any list as having
signed the petition ?—After my return to Bombay the
names of those who had actually been asked to sign the
petition were somehow cr other found published in the

papers, and among them were the names of the mtdical
gentlemen who had themsehe,; written on the subject; b?it

I had not done anything of the sort.

25,6/2. It was a mistake F— Yes, it was published under
a mistake.

25,673. Did anything ha]]pen with regard to your
])hotograph ?—Not that I know of.

25,67-1. (Mr. Pease.) You quite understood at the time
you gave Dr. Ranina your ])hotograph that it was to ajjpear

upon a document connected with the anti-opium ])etition,

did you not.P—Dr. Ranina came to me and said that as the
agitation about opium was going on it would be better

that the photos of the leading medical men should be given.

He said he would like to have my photo, und 1 understood

him to say that my opinion would be asked. I said I had
no objection if the photos of the leading medical men in

Bombay were required. I knew that when ray opinion

was asked I should give my opinion, as I have given it

here and elsewhere.

25.675. Do you know Dr. Ranina's views with regard to

the opium question ?—No. Became to me oneeiening
in my rooms when I was engaged with my patients. He
simplj' asked me for a photo, and I told him that when he
came tlie next time I would give him one. The next time
when he came I wag busy, and he took the photo away. I

waited to lie asked for my opinion. In the month of April

I left Bombay.

25.676. Do you wish to say that you did not know what
Dr. Ranina's views were ?—No, except this, that my opi-

nion was to be given afterwards.

25,677- For what purposes do you think he asked for

your photograph ?-- Because he wanted the photographs
of the leading medical practitioners a.s the agitation was
going on. I said the photo might be taken by him, and I

would alterwards state what my opinion about opium was.

25,678. Was it your in;pression that he was going to

publish the opinions of medical men pro and con with
reference to the opium question ?—I did not question him
on that or on anything. He asked me, and I said I would
give him one.

25,6/9. (Mr. Wilson.) Do I understand that when he
had this conversation with you on the subject the interview
ended without your having the slightest idea of what his

views were?— I had not questioned him; he simply asked
for my photo, saying that he was collecting the photos of
the leading medical practitioners, and I understood him to

say that my opinion would be wanted. So I promised him
the photo, and I gave it to him afterwards.

25.680. That is not an answer to my question, which I

will repeat. Do you mean that after thr conversation with
Dr. Ranina upon this subject the interview terminated
without your having the slightest idea as to what his views
on the subject were ?— i'here was no other conversation
beyond what I have said. He came in the evening when I

was bus}', and he simply talked to me about this.

25.681. About what ?— rVbout the agitation on opium,
and he said tiiatmy photo was wanted as one of the leading
medical practitioners.

25,6S2. Did you understand that it was an agitation in
favour of opium p— No, I understood that my opinion was
wanted. I said, ' I will give it whatever it is." I did not
say it was either in favour or against.

25.683. You gave vour photograph in advance, to be
followed by your opinion ?--Y'es.

25.684. You gave your photograph vrithout knowing
what side he was upon, or the nature of the petition ? No.

25,()85. (Mr. Mowbray.) Do I understand that you never
saw this petition on which your picture appeared, and on
which your name was printed as one of the signatories,
until you returned to Bombay from England ? No. After
my return to Bombay I actually sent for a copy from the
secretary to the Anti- Opium League, as I wanted to see it.

25.686. Having seen it, may I ask you whether you
agree with it or not ?—I do not agree with it at all.

25.687. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Will you tell me the date on
which you returned to Bombay from England ?—On the
14th or 16th of October 1893.

25.688. When did you go to England P—.Vbout the 22nd
of Aprd ]S!)3.

25.689. You returned on the 16th of October the same
year p—Yes.

25.690. It has been stated that your portrait was re-
produced in the Bombay Guardian of January 1st, 1893.
Apparently at that time you would be in Bombay P-Iyc's.

'

25,6!)1. Did it never como to your notice that your
portrait iva;, published in connexion with the petition 9—1
ilo not know whether it was in January, but some of' inv
patients told me that the photo was seen by them at some
press. I did not care about it because I knew I had gi\ en
the photo, and I was waiting to give my opinion.

25,6.92. It did not lead you to make any inquiry about
the matter P— I did not make any inquiry about it.

25.693. (Mr. Pease.) When were you first aware that
your name appeared as a signatory on the petition ?—After
I came from Bombay to England.

25.694. What was the first step you took to let the
public know that you had not signed the petition P—I did
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nothing in the matter, because 1 knew I had not signed it.

I only spoke to my friends about the photo, and what I had
said to Sir George Birdwoocl. I said that my photo wai
asked, but that my opinion had not been taken.

25,696. Was your communication to Mr. Campbell the

first occasion on which you repudiated your signature ?

—

I have not communicated v/ith Mr. Campbell.

25,696. Had you any inquiry from the Opi'un Depart-
ment as to whether you had signed P—The imiuiries were

made when the matter appeared in the Times of India.

I said, " I have never signed, I know nothing about it."

I was not going to say that I would repudiate because I

had not signed it.

26,697- Had you any inquiry from the Opium Depart-

ment as to whether you had signed ?—The inquiry was
as regards what appeared in the Times of India. I

remember I was asked by a Parsi from the 0))ium
Department if I had signed the petition. I said, " No, I

have not." He asked if I repudiated my signature. I

said, " What have 1 to repudiate if 1 have not signed it."

That is how the matter ended. I have not communicated
anything to Mr. Campbell with regard to repudiating the

signature.

25.698. You had un inquiry from Mr. Campbell through

his staff ?—I remember his asking me if I had signed the

petition. I said I had net signed. He asked if I was
going to repudiate, and I said I had nothing to repudiate.

25.699. Had you stated previously to that time that

you had not signed the petition—before you had a call

from Mr. Campbell's representative?—That was after I

came to Bombay from London. In London when I

was with Sir George Birdwood I had a conversation

about it.

26.700. Were you aware when you were in London that

your name apiieared on the petition P—No. I was asked

about the signature, and whether I had signed the peti-

tion, I said, " No." I knew nothing about the petition.

When I came to Bombay the first thing I inquired about

was the petition. I got a copy, and I saw that there was
my signature. When a man came from Mr. Campbell

and asked me if I was going to repudiate the signature I

said, " No, i have not signed this, I am not going to

repudiate anything."

25.701. How long was it between the time of your first

becoming aware that your signature on the petition and

your making the statement to anybody that you had not

signed it?—The statement to the gentleman who came
from Mr. CampTjell was about two months ago, or more;

I do not exactly remember. I had come to know about

it from Sir George Birdwood when I was in London.

25.702. You said you did not know when you spoke to

Sir George Birdwood that your signature was (.n this

petition P— • I was asked by Sir George Birdwood if I had

signed the petition. I said, " No, I know nothing of the

petition." When I came to Bombay I purposely sent for

the petition to know what it was, and whether it had my
signature. I found the petition with my photo. The
photo I had given, but I knew that I had not signed the

petition.

25.703. You got to Bombay in October P—Yes ; I

wrote to the secretary asking him to send me a copy.

When I got it I did not agree witii it.

25.704. When you returned in October yon found your
name was printed, and two months later, in February,
you stated to Mr. Campbell's agent that you bad not
signed it p—I do not exactly remember the time, but a

conversation did take place of that sort.

25.705. You do not remember saying to any one pre-

viously to your communication with Mr. Campbell's agent
that you had not signed the petition ?—I cannot say that

because in regard to this matter there had been so much
talked about it that one maj' not remember whether he
has talked to So-and-so, or whether he has not.

26.706. {Mr. Wilson) You wrote to the secretary for

a copy of the petition P—Yes.

25.707. To what secretary ?—To the secretary to the

Anti-Opium League.

26.708. The gentleman who appeared here as a witness P

—I saw him for the first time liere.

25.709. Did he furnish you with the copy?—Yes, asking

me to return it after I had seen it.

25.710. You did return itp— I do not think I did.

25.711. At any rate he supplied you with it, and your
name was upon it p—Yes.

25.712. And you did not then to him or to any one else

say that your name was improperly upon the petition ?—

I

might have talked tJ seteral persons.

26.713. You asked the secretary of the Anti-Opium
Alliance to oblige you with" a copy of the petition ?—Yes.

25.714. And upon that you found your name printed ?

—

Yes.

25.715. Having received that act of courtesy from that

gentleman did you show him the courtesy of replying and
saying that your name being there was in mistake P—No,
nothing.

25,718. {Chairman.) On the general queslion before us

do you consider it desirable thofc the use of opium should

be regulated by being restricted to medical purposes ?

—

No. I should like to ploce before the Commission my
views which are given iii a pamphlet that I sent to the

secretary.

25.717. Our medical colleague will give his attention to

anything that you may send.

25.718. {Sir William Roberts.) The date given is the

23rd of January 1894. You mean, I presume, that these

statements were made before the correspondence appeared

in the papers about tl.e petition ?—These are merely

medical views.

25.719. They are practically the same views as are

expressed in the printed statement submitted to the

Commission p—Yes.

25.720. You put these into our hands with the view of

stiowing that these views are not quite recent that at any
rate you held them a month ago or more ?—Yes. In
addition you have the views of a large number of medical
gentlemen who have sent their opinions to the medical
society.

Dr.
R. N. Khory.

14 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Dr. J. Gerson da Cunha, 5I.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., called in and examined.

25.721. (Sir William Roberts.) You are a medical prac-

titioner in Bombay ?—Yes.

26.722. Where have you made your observations on the

opium habit ?—My observations are applicable to the

city of Bombay.

25.723. And to what races ?—To the Hindu and

Musalman races.

25.724. To what extent is opium used among the

population of this city ?—I am unable to state to what

extent it is used among the population of this city, and the

approximate proportion of persons using it.

25.725. What is your opinion in regard to the use of

opium unless prescribed medically P—It is in my humble
opinion unless prescribed medically baneful to the moral

and physical condition of the user, both in its use and
abuse. I may say that 12 years ago I had the honour of

reading a paper on the subject of the opium question
before the Medical and Physical Society of Bombay. I

then stated with regard to the use of opium that " there
" has no doubt been much exaggeration in what has been
" talked about and written on the subject, in spite of the
" testimony of Chinamen themselves tending to prove
'

' that the effects of opium smoking, when injurious to
" health and destructive to all the best parts of lean's
" nature, are derived from the abuse rather than the
" moderate use of the drug. But it seems to me that no
" limit can be assigned to moderation, the quantity of
" opium taken, or of any other drug, varying with the
" constitutional habits of the individual. As one dose
" becomes inert it must be increased by degrees, tintil it

" attains the proportions of an over-dose, in the general
" acceptation of the term."

25,726. What has been the mode of using opium ? —The
method of consumption observed by me is that of taking it

in the form of pills.

K k 5
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25.727. In your opinion is opium a prophylactic against

fever P—I have no idea that opium is used as a pvopliy-

lactio by any of my patients.

25.728. You do not express any opinion of your own,

but merely, as far as you linow, the ojiinion of your

patients P—That is all.

25.729. Does the use of opium as habitually indulged

in by natives lead to consequences as serious as those

which follow the use of alcohol ?—The use of opium
habitually by the natives leads to consequences as serious

as those which follow the use of alcohol. They are both

pernicious, opivim especially so. ;Mcohol is taken often for

mere pleasure, opium always for some ailment, at least at

the beginning. I speak here not only as a medical

practitionei', but as a medical referee to four or fl^'e life

assurance companies in Bombay. I have always found
that when people take opium it is for some ailment, in the

beginning at least. It grows into a habit in the course of

time.

25.730. Do you advise the acceiitance of the lives of

persons who eat opium on the usual terms ?—I am always

guarded and careful in accepting lives when I know that

they take it for some ailment, as they generally do.

25.731. If the consumption is excessive P—Yes.

25.732. Would what you call a moderate opium user be

considered a bad lifep—I should advise the addition of

some years to the life.

26.733. Is the opium habit dif&cult to give up p— I think

it is difficult to give up the habit, but I do not know if it

results in the use or abuse of other drugs or of alcohol.

25.734. What effect has the habitual use of opium on

the mental faculties ?—The effect of the habitual use of

opium is injurious to the mental faculties, although it may
not interfere with the consumer's ability to conduct his

business successfully, if he uses the drug moderately.

25.735. Have you any other observation to make?—

I

have no other observation to make except that so much
having been already said on the suiiject, my evidence may
be dispensed with.

25,73(). Has your personal experience of opium eating

been consideraljle, or do you speak mainly from hearsay p

—

I am speaking from what I have seen among people in

Bombay.

25,737. AVhen you say that the use of opium leads to

consequences as serious as those which follow the use of

alcohol, are you speaking of the use of opium in excess ?

—

I am speaking of the use of opium habitually, whether in

excess or not.

25,73!-!. Would you also speak of the consequences of

using alcohol in moderation as serious ?—I should think

so. I am opposed to both.

25.739. You are absolutely opposed to any use of alcohol

or opium habitually?—Yes, I am opposed to them on this

principle, that the man who uses them is apt to abuse

them. A man begins to take a small dose, but he
increases it in a short time.

25.740. Do you speak of alcohol p—Alcohol and opium
both.

25.741. Have you ever known persons taking alcohol or

opium in moderation during a long life p—Yes, I have
known persons live to a A'ery old age ; I have known
opiiim taKers live to 80 or .90.

25.742. Then would you qualify your statement some-

what p—Certainly not. A man may live long and still live

the life of an imbecile.

25.743. I suppose you have known people using alcohol

temporately and moderately who have lived to a good old

age?—Yes, but I would not trust them. People take these

stimulants either for some jihysical or some moral ail]nent.

I find in Bombay that jieo|)le take opium to stifle the voice

of conscience. A thoroughly moral man would neither

take opium nor alcohol—a man with religious piinciples.

25,7-14. Not in any (juantity p—Not in any quantity.

25.745. That will enable us to judge of your mental

attitude in regard to opium ?—That is my humble opinion.

25.746. {Chairman.) You desire to see the restriction

that has been suggested in regard to opium extended to

alcohol P- Yes.

2.').7-47- I
''''" .liiiiics LyuU.) You said, in rtjily to Sir

William Itoliirt's that you were al\ii)\ s iim I'ul in rrcom-

mendii'i; :in ;r-'-nr,uirr: "oiiipii'iy fu ;\<'(;('pf, n|)iMiu ptiln-:,

and that ymi itcomnu. nd'-d iiu ad'litujii ol' one or two
years

25,74s. Did I understand you to say that you did that

becau.se of the ailment with which you think the use of

opium is generally connected, or simply because of the

opium habit ?—Both because of the ailment and because

the man is apt to abuse it.

25,749. [Mr. h'ausliuwr.) I believe your name is among
the signatories to the petition to the Mouse of Commons p

—Yes, it figured in the petition, unfortunately.

25,7511. Do you wish us to understand that you did not
sign this petition P—I have no recollection of having signed

it. I should say no, because the signature attached to the

printed petition is not mine. I never sign my name in

that way. This is the way I sign my name (handing a card

in the Cholnnim with the name Gerso7i infull).

25.751. Have you seen your signature on the original

petition?—Only iu a printed paper, the limes of India.

25.752. You assure us that you never yourself signed

any paper or petition to the House of Commons against

the use of opium?—I have no recollection, and the signa-

ture attached is not mine ; so I should say I did not sign

it. If I signed by oversight I do not remember.

25.753. You say that the printed signature does not
represent your name in the way in which you usually

write it yourself?—That is what I mean.

25.754. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You would vnah that

measures restricting the u&c of alcohol should be taken in

the first instance before restricting opium?—Together, if

you please.

25.755. Not one first and the other afterwards?—No,
there is no difference wdiate\-er.

25,7SG. Do you net think that if restrictive measures
were taken with regard to opium there might be a tendency
towards their taking alcohol ?—No. I think Ihe Indians
are always temperate.

25,767. (jlfr. Mowbray.) Having seen this petition to

which the name of J. (x. da Cunha is attached, may I ask
whether the views set forth in it represent your opinions p—They do not ; I re[)udiate my signature.

25,758. AVheu did you first see this petition p—I saw it

in one of the daily papers in Bombay some four months
ago.

->,/:> I. Last October ?—About the month of October.

-'5,7(iO. Was your attention drawn to the fact that a
signature bearing a great deal of resemblance to your own
was attached to it?— Nobody spoke to me about it.

25,761. When did you first take any steps to explain
that the petition did not represent your views, and that you
did not regard the signature as being yours p—I took no
steps whateA'er. I was simply waiting for the Royal Com-
mission, to exijlain my views if necessary.

25,7(i2. [Mr.
know him.

Pease) Do you know Dr. Ranina p—

I

?—

S

iinic vears.

25,7'i.'j. Is he a gentleman in wdiose word you would
have confidence?— I cannot say anything.

25.764. If he said that yoii had signed this petition in
his presence what weight would that have wdth you ?—

I

would doubt it.

25.765. Is is possible that in England they might not be
able to decipher your way of writing the word " Gerson,"
and simply put the initials, J. G. p— I do not think so. It
is very plainly written. I never write G. They might
mistake the spelling of a name, but they would not omit it.

25,7()6. I daresay you have observed that upon the
]ietition it is stated that some of the names are not de-
cipherable P—I do not know.

2.^,, 767. I only suggest whether it is not possible that
your \vriting might be .such that they would tiiink it better
simply to put (he letter (i ?—iVIy Christian name is so well
known, Gerson, it is known in every civilised nation.

25,76S. It may be well known in Bombay, but not by
those who copy petitions in London p— It is French and
German, and it is known everywhere.

25,769, (Mr. U'ilsoii ) You say that you have no idea
that opium is u,sed as a jirophylactic by any of your patients.
^'ou do not ])ri'scribc it P—I prescribe it sometimes with
quinine for malnviou-. fevers.

2."). 77'' You pre-ici dji- it Inr tho.sc who have the [e\'er ?

—

Yes. and lo prcirni the iij(uri) of it.

25,771- W'hy do you say that you have no idea that it is
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used ?—I speak of my patients. People habitually use it

tlierrselves. I do not speak of the medicinal use of it. The
reply is to a question with regard to people \ising

l'eoj)le sometimes doctor themselves.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. V, N. Mehta called in and examined.

Dr. J. Gerson
da Cunha.
M.R.CH.,
L.B.C.P.

14 Feb. 1894,

25,772.

-Yes.

{Chairman.) You reside in Sheik Memon Street P 25,777. Do you agree with the terms of it P—No,
Mr.

V. N. Mehta.

25,772h. Are you aware that your name has been printed

as one of those who signed the petition to the House of

Commons against opium P—Yes.

25.773. You are aware that it has been circulated P

—

Yes.

25.774. Did you sign that petition P—Xo.

2,5,775. (Mr. Pease.) Did you write a letter to Mr. Home
in which you said, " so far as I remember I never signed
" the petition ; however I cannot say one way or the other
" in the matter unless I see personally my signat'jre " ?

—

Yes, I wrote that.

25.775. (Mr. Mowbray.) Having seen the petition, may
I ask whether it represents your views as a medical man in

Bombay P— I saw the petition only two months ago ; I do
not know anything about the petition.

25, 77*^. (Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand you to state that
you have no recollection of having signed this petition P

—

I never signed it.

25.779. In the letter that has been quoted you state that

you could not speak certainly unless you saw your signa-

ture P— I cannot say ; I must see the signature.

25.780. As far as your recollection goes, you say you did
not sign it P—No.

25.781. (Sir James Lyall.) Have you any idea how your
name figured in the list without your having signed p

—

No.

25,782. You cannot
name got on the list

—

kind P—I cannot.

Tgcst any way in which your
mistal<e, or anything of that

The witness withdrew.

Dr. F. E. Madon called in and examined.

25.783. (Chairman.) Do you reside in Dhobi Talao p—
Yes.

25.784. Are you aware that your name has been circu-

lated in print as one of those who signed the petition to

the House of Commons with reference to opium P—Yes.

25.785. Did you actually sign that petition P—No.

26.786. (Mr. Pease.) Did you write this to the secretary,

Mr. Home, " To the best of my knowledge I well remem-
" ber to have never signed the anti-opium petition " P

—

I had a letter saying that as there was a controversy going

on, would I write personally stating whether I had signed

the petition or not. In reply to that I sent my letter.

25.787. Do those ivords " To the best of my knowledge "

mean that you may have signed it, but that you have no
remembrance P—As far as I recollect, I never signed the

petition—I meant that.

25,788-9. You have no remembrance of it
;
you do not

feel absolutely certain P—As far as I know I am certain I

have not signed it. If you will read the whole letter I say

I give my honest and true opinion. I wrote to the best of

my knowledge that I did not remember to have ever signed

the petition. Perhaps the only explanation I can give is

that I once signed in connexion with the temperance

movement. I was once in my dispensary when a Brahmin
came in and showed me a paper. I asked what it was
about, and he told me that it was in connexion with Ihe

temperance movement. My views against alcohol were as

strong as ever, and, without hesitation, I put down my

Dr.
F. h. Madan.

name. That is the only recollection I have of signing my
name.

25,790. (Mr. Moivbray.) As a portion of the letter has
been read, we may as well have the whole of it :

—" To the
" best of my knowledge I well remember to have never
" signed the anti-opium petition. I once remember to
" have signed a petition concerning the temjierance move-
" ment. I was, and am still, strongly against the use of
" spirits by the masses. That I have not read the anti-

" opium petition I am positive and certain. Whether
" one was offered to me to read I do not remember. My
" views regarding the use of opium I had expressed before
" in connexion with the use of balagoli (containing
" opium) in children. According to my honest belief the
" moderate use of opium is not harmful, but beneficial."

Is that the letter you wrote to Mr. Home ?—Yes.

L'5,791. (Mr. Fanshawe.) You have referred to being
consulted about the use of balagoli ; when were you
consulted on that subject P— I do not remember; it was
some time ago. A circular was issued to all the members
of the Medical Unicm as to whether the use of balagoli

(which is extensively used amongst children) is harmful or

not.

25,792. You cannot recollect how long ago that was ?

—

No ; it was, I think, long ago.

25,7.9.'"!. (Sir James Lyall.) Did you ever attend any
anti-opium meeting P—No.

The witness withdrew.

Dr. J. C. LisBOA called in and examined.

25,794. (Sir William Roberts.) I believe you are a

graduate of the Grant Medical College ?—I am.

25,796. xAnd you are a private practitioner in Bombay P

—Yes.

26.796. To what district or districts of the Presidency

are your observations applicable ?—My experience on

opium eating does not extend to beyond Bombay and
Poona, and am sorry that I did not keep any notes to gi^•e

now any approximate proportion of those who take the

drug. I will, however, bring to the notice of the Royal

Commission on Opium one or more instances of well-to-do

persons, which will go to prove the statements I make.

25.797. What is the effect of the use of opium in mode-

rate doses p—This drug, when taken in moderate doses,

acts as a stimulant and tonic. It is used by many brokers

and merchants who lead a life of incessant toil and mental

activity. It gives them both mental as well as physical

energy to work. The Chinese, who eat opium, are hard

workers, and endure fatigue more easily than Indians and

Europeans. 0(>iura induces sound sleep, and the opium
eater rises in the morning refreshed, with his intellect as

bright as ever, while alcohol produces bad after-effects,

insomnia or interrupted sleep, especially on those who do
hard mental work, followed by depression and loss of
appetite. Moreover, I do not think that opium produces
delirium or insanity, or is an incentive to vice and crime as
alcohol. In alcohol drinkers there io generally a craving
for increasing the quantity of spirits, and with many it

becomes their all-absorbing passion, wdiile the opium eater
seldom increases his dose. Opium is not the primary
cause of certain diseases of the kidneys and liver as alcohol

is It has saved many lives, and has been the means of

prolonging, in comparative comfort, the lives of many
individuals, especially of those subject to chest, intestinal

complaints, and malarial fevers. It has an action in

cutting short the cold stage of intermittent fevers, and
lessening the intensity and duration of the second stage, if

administered at the commencement of the first stages

Opium does the same work for the labouring classes in

India that coca does in Peru and other parts of South
America. My opinion on the efl'ects of opium were ex-

pressed in my Presidential address, delivered before the

Grant Medical Society in 1879, and again referred to

in 1889. I was President of that society for several years.

Kk 4

Dr.
J. C. Lisboa.
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Vr.
J. C. Lisboa.

14 Eeb. 1894.

25,79B. I presume that the opinions you then expressed

were in accordance with the opinions you have now laid

before us p—Yes. It was in 18/!), long before this agita-

tion commenced. I was led to think that opium was very

good after operations, especially in the case of women after

severe labour, when the uterus would not contract and
there was a large amount of haemorrhage. When the uterus

was made to contract, a large dose of opium was given,

from \\ to 2 grains, and the woman would sleep and get up
in the morning refreshed.

2.'),799. That is the medicinal effect of opium p-
—

'i'es,

and it was that which led me to think that ojjinm was not
so bad as had been described in European books, and
believed by the generality of people. Then in operations

of lithotomy and amputations and large tumours, I gave
opium and I found that it was not deleterious. Then I

saw that the Parsis, among whom my chief practice lay,

used to give to their children, when young, balagolis to

make them sleep at night and let their mothers sleep,

to quiet them, to diminish the irritation of teething, and so

on.

25.800. Have you noticed any evil from tliat practice in

your e.vperience p—No. Many of these children are now
grown u],', and perhaps some of them are here. They
commenced at an early age when they were one or two
years old. I have seen cases in which it was given at the

age of seven months. That was in cases of teething when
the children were troublesome at n'ght. Of course there

are cases of excess. Some women, not knowing the dose
to give, give too large a dose ; but that is a different thing.

25.801. Have you known serious or fatal accidents from
giving an overdose ?—Yes, I have ceen one or two ; I

remember only two. In one case constipation vras so great

that the child was brought to me with iis stomach puffed

out, and nothing could be done for it.

25.802. May ive assume that you have had large personal
e.xperience as to the giving of these little opium pills to

infants and young children p—Yes. If one woman does
not know what to gi^e, there are neighbouring ladies who
will tell her.

25.803. \i it a practice that you approve of?— It does a

great deal of good, and so I approve. I have seen the good
effects of it, and that is the reason why I brought it before

the medical society. That was my opinion long before the
agitation commenced.

25,S04. AVould you give these pills to healthy children P

—They are not given to healthy children ; they are given
to those who suffer from the irritation of teething or from
bowel complaints, ^'ery often after finding that it does
good the mothers continue to give it because they can get
rest by putting their children to sleep.

25 805. The practice is always begun for some ailment
or disturbance of health P—In adults and in children too.

25,800. Having once begun to use it in that way, they
go on using it after the disturbance has jiassed off?—Yes,
lor one or two years. Alter that it is given up when the
children do not suffer.

25.807. Can you give us any idea of the per-centage of

infants who get these opium pills P—I do not know^ I

have given up practice for some years, for the last 10 years.

25.808. {Mr. Pease,.) What is your attitude towards
stimulants for persons in good health P—They do not

require it ; there is no necessity for any stimulants.

25.809. You would not advise persons in good health to

take opium p—No ; I never had occasion to do so. They
never asked me whether they should take it. It is only

when they are weak or suffering from some disease, such as

diarrhoea or dysentary.

25 810. Do you think that taking opium as a habit

is a bad thing for persons in good health?—No; it is

useless, just as it is useless for those in good health to

take alcohol.

25.811. Are they not establishing a habit that they may
find it very difficult to break off p—Many of them break it

off ; they do it gradually. When I was writing a work on
botany I took as much as 30 drops of the tincture of

opium. I could not sleep. Then I reduced the dcse and
came to eight drops. I began to take it for chronic

diarrhoea.

25.812. You give it as your opinion that people very

largely increase the dose p—We had an interesting case of
a man taking 147 grains a, day when in good health. I

have seen that. Generally people take two doses morning
and evenings and afterwards never increase it. That is

what I brought before the society, asking them to make
inquiries on the subject.

26.813. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say that opium
is not so bad as has been described in medical books P

—

The opinion that has been given by missionaries and
others, I do not say, has been exaggerated, but they have
been deceived.

25.814. It is not so bad as has been described in books
by anti-opiumisis ; would you also .say that it is not so
good as has been described of late ?— I have distinctly said
that it is good in certain diseases.

25.815. But it is not so good as has been lately said ?

—

I have said that it is useless to give it to healthy men.

2?, 816. [Mr. Funshawe.) We have been told that opium
is used by older men, say after 30 or 40, as a restorative

;

is that within your experience ?—They take it after 60, but
they feel weak. Their relations say to them, " Why do you
not take opium P " We give it to those who are suffering
frim chronic asthma, which we cannot cure.

26,81/. It is used among healthy men as a restorative,
is it not ?—Yes.

25.818. We have been told that at the present time the
use of balagoli among the Parsi community is not general ?—It is not general.

25.819. You agree in that ?—20 years ago it was more
general than it is now. They do not use it so much,
because doctors tell them not to give it to their children.

The witness withdrew.

Vr.E.
Nassarvanji

Dr. Edalji Nassarvanji called in and examined.

25,S20. {Sir William Rohtrts.) I believe you are a
graduate of the Grant Medical College and a practitioner

in Bombay p—Yes.

25.821. Where have you gathered your experience of the
opium habit ?—My observations on the use of opium are

confined to Bombay, where I have been practising for the
last 35 years.

25.822. To what extent is opium used among the
population of the districts to wliich your observations
apply?—Here opium is very commonly given by the
lluidus and some of the Mahomedans to their little ones
with the object of keeping them quiet. It is generally
given after the third month, and is continued almost to

the end of the second year, it is given in the shape of
uhat is called balagoli (pill for the child), which contains
some aromaticH and carminatives in addition to opium.
When the children who get tlicse pills are proiierly

nourished no bad effects are seen, bui when as among the
poor and laiiouring classes the children are left at home
without nourishment for some hours while the parents are
out at work, they become emaciated, and suffer from
effects of malnutrition as diarrhoea, slougling of the
cornea, tkc, but such instances are very rarely seen in these
days. I used to see some such cases during my student-

ship 35 or 37 years ago, but nowadays such instances are
very rarely seen.

25.823. Is the population somewhat better fed now ?—
It IS better fed, and perhaps opium is not so much given,
or it is given with more caution.

25.824. What is the effect of the habitual use of opium in
adults ?—Among grown up people it is principally used by
the Mahomedans and the Hindus, more especially those
who have come fi-om Cutch, Kathiawar, Marwar, Lucknow,
Delhi, Cambay, and Hyderabad Deccan. Some use it as a
remedial agent for the relief of pain, some for checkin.'
diarrhcea, and some for checking attacks of asthmj^
Others use it as a stimulant, a tonic, and an aphrodisiac

;and for such purposes generally combine it with such
substances as musk, amber, saffron, pearl, quinine, and
aromatics. T.iken for such purposes and in small doses it
seems to prcduce no bad effects whatsoever on the ment»l
and i)hysiral condition of the consumer, nor does it
demoralise him in any way. The opium eater is always a
quiet and harmless individual, and I have seen some live
to a good old age, and in the enjoyment of good health.

25.825. What is the method of taking it P—It is gene-
rally used jn the form of pills, but is sometimes used in the
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form of a liquid extract known as kasumbha. It is very

rarely smoked here. I refer to the class of people amonj^

whom I have seen it. I believe it is smoked pretty freely

among the lower classes, the Mahomedans, the labouring

classes, the weavers, and the embroiderers. In the solid

form its action is slow ; it first stimulates the nervous

system and afterwards produces sleep.

25.826. Is opium used as a prophylactic against malarial

fever P— I have not seen it used as a prophylactic against

fever, but it is sometimes giifen by vaids in the cold stage

of fever.

25.827. Does the use of opium lead to serious con-

.sequences ?—I have not seen its habitual use lead to

such serious consequences as those which follow the use

of alcohol, and its moderate habitual use does not neces-

sarily produce structural changes in the organs, whilst the

habitual use of alcohol does produce structural changes in

the liver, nervous tissue, &c. Taken in excess opium as

well as alcohol is injurious and poisonous.

25.828. Do you mean to suggest that the habitual use

of alcohol in moderation produces structural changes ?

—

I believe even taken in moderation in the long run it does

induce some structural changes in the liver.

25.829. I suppose your experience of alcohol is entirely

confined to India ?—Yes.

25.830. You say that taken in excess opium produces

injurious eSectsr'—Yes.

25.831. Have you any large personal experience with

regard to opium eaters?—Not very large. The eases I

have seen have been among the patients I have x'isited,

and they have generally used opium in moderation.

25.832. You have seen few examples of opium taken m
injurious excess ?—Very few.

25.833. You do not remember what the symptoms were F

—The symptoms in these cases are indiiference, inactivity,

torpor, and disinclination to work.

25.83^. Does it shorten life in these conditions ?—I have

no data upon which to say that.

25,835. Is the opium habit difficult to give up ?—The
habit of taking opium once estabhshed is difficult, but not

impossible, to give up, and I have succeeded in some in-

stances, where it had not been VLsed as a remediil agent, in

inducing the consumers to gradually diminish the quantity

they consumed, and ultimately to give it up.

25,^36. What was your object in inducing them to give

up the use of opium in these cases 'f—To j'elieve them of a

vice, a, habit, and to free them from dependence upon it.

25,837. Not because you thought it would do harm?
—I thought that leaving off the habit would improve their

health.

25,83S. Are you speaking of the excessive use of opium
by the people whom you tried to persuade to give it up ?

—

Moderate.

25.839. 'ITien you think the habit is all evil in any pro-

portion ?—In any proportion. I may mention, as an

instance, that there was once an attack of fever that broke

out in Cambay, and a large number of people came from
Cambay to Bombay suffering from fever, and almost

every one of the sufferers was an opium eater. Some took it

in large quantities, others in moderation. Some of them
were induced to leave oft' the habit, but they were reluctant

about it ; others were hold enough as they were taking it

in only small quantities There were no had'effects result-

ing from the discontiniiance of the habit.

25.840. They did not take to other stimulants ?—They
did not.

25.841. With regard to the habitual moderate use of

opium you have not seen any ill consequences?—No bad

consequences whatever. The habitual moderate use of

opium produces no deleterious effects on the mental

faculties of the consumer, nor does it interfere with his

ability to conduct his business successfully, but on the

contrary stimulates him, and enables him to do his work

efficiently. The habitual moderate use of opium is not

considered disgraceful. I have seen it consumed by mer-

chants and well-to-do people.

25,841a. {Mr. Fanshaw.e.) I understand that your name

appears as one of the signatories to the })etition to the

House of Commons p—Yes, I was not aware of it, until

my attention was drawn to it one day by Mr. Rustomji,

inspector of the opium department.

The witness withdrew.

25.842. What statement do you wish to rnake witli J5r. E.

regard to your name appearing on the petition ?—I have Nassarvanji.

already made my remarks on a paper to Mr. Knstomji,
wherein I said that I did not remember having signed the 14 Feb. 1894.

petition, and that if I ever did .'sign it, it must eitiier have
been under some misrepresentation or without having read
tlie content^ of the petition. When I read the content?,

of the petition to which my signature was attached I found
that I could not by any means bear witness to the truth of

the statement mentioned therein.

25.843. When was your attention firs'', called to the

fact that your signature was upon the petition ?—About
October or f'fovember last.

25.844. Previous to thai you were not aware of it ?—

I

was not. In fact, while the anti-opium agitation was
going on I was not aware that my signature was on the

petition till I was shown a copy of the petition with my
signature to it.

25.845. That was in October or November last year ?

—

Yes.

25.846. You have already expressed an opinion showing
that you in no way hold the views stated in that document ?

—I have distinctly expressed it to Mr. Rustomji and also

to Mr. Home in reply to a printed letter sent to me a few
days ago.

25.847. {Mr. Pease.) What is your practice with regard
to signing petitions ? Do you make yourself acquainted
witli their contents before signing them ?—Certainly I do ;

but I had really no idea of that ])etiticn. I am quite at a

loss to say with regard to this petition how I signed it and
under what circumstances.

25.848. You liave said, " I might have put down my
" signature to the anti-opium petition under circumstances
' of which 1 have now no recollection ?—Yes.

25,S4!). Yon say, " I now do formally withdraw it or
" repudiate it, as you term it, and that for the reason that
" when I happt'iicd lo resd a printed copy of the jietilion

" bes.ring my .signature I found that it contained statements
" lor the truth of which I cuuld bear no testimony"?

—

Yes, exactly.

25.850. You state in your evidence that you have

succeeded in inducing persons lo give up the opium habit

by reducing the quantities ?—Yes.

25.851. Have you used any medicine or other agent to

assist thi-m in breaking off the habit ?—No. By persuasion

I have succeeded. I might mention a case that recently

happened in Hombay. A man named AbduUa Rahman
Shall, an Afghan, came to Bombay from Persia sufferirg

from f ever and dysentry. He had an emaciated look, and

I thought it was brought on by suffering from fever

and djsentery. I found out while he was under

treatment that he was smoking opium to the extent of

about 20 grains a day. I persuaded him to diminish the

quantity, suggesting to him that perhaps the large

quantity of opium he was smoking was interfering with

his circulation and keeping up his suffering. He consented,

and reduced the quantity in the course of a few days to

one-fourth without any ill effects ; on the contrary, his

condition improved as regards the fever and his dysenteric

symptoms. His general condition was also improved.

25,S5-. Was the effect of the large quantity of opium to

increase the fever or to maintain the fever?— It might to

a certain extent hgve interfered with his rapid recovery.

25.853. You say that the disuse of opium does not

necessarily lead to the use or abuse of other drugs or of

alcohol. You have observed that these jieopie have, given

up the habit and that is your impression?—That is my
belief. lean cite a, few cases in support of this view. I

am attending a Monyol family. The head of the family is

taking opium in the form I have described ; little tonic

pills containing opium, musk, and so on. His wife, a very

deliiate lady suffering from cough, also began to take

opium with a view to checking the cough. Siie Mas a very

spare lady, and having come to know that she was taWmg
opium, and thinking that it might diminish her digestive

power, 1 advised her to discontinue it. Acting upon my
advice she left it off', and she has not been obliged to take

any other stimulant.

25.854. {Chairman.) May it be taken as the practical

result of your evidence that you do not recommend that

the use of opium should be restricted by law or by regula-

tion to medical purposes ?—Yes. It need not be interfered

with.

O 82588.
L 1
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I'i.SfjU. {Sir iVUliam Roherls.) You are ii graduate in

medicine of the Bombay Uruversity H—Yes.

25,857- To what distiict and to what races are your

ohsi>r\ations applicable ?—I am a graduate in medicine of

the Bombay University and a Knight Commander of the

Order of Christ of Portugal. 1 have been practising physic

for the la°t 22 (twenty-two) years in the district of Maiidvi,

Bombay, among the Khojas, Memons, Banias, Bhatias,

Lohanas, and Marathas.

25.858. What is your experience of the use of opium ?

—

Both men and women use opium habitually, generally

after 30 years of age, in some cases earlier, but then for

some ailment or other. The proportion is larger among
the Mahomedans than among the Hindus, the per-centage

o( opium eaters among the former being about 8 or 10 per

cent.

25.859. You mean of adult males?—Males and females.

25, SCO. Have you seen any injurious effects from the

excessive consvimption of opium P—I have no experience of

the effects of the abuse of opium, but those who use it

habitually have their physique improved, ami have never
had their moral condition in any way lowered by its use.

25,861. How do the people use it as a rule ?—Usually, in

this district, people take it twice a day—at G a.m., and at (i

p.m.—in the form of a pill, about a grain each, but the
quantity is increased only up to the production of the

desired effect, and not more, i.e., just enough to give the
individual suflScient stimulus; and I have actually seen
taken as much as SO grains a day, i.e., 40 grains in the
morning and 40 in the evening, without the least incon-

venience to the individual, neither physically nor morally.

25,8()2. Have you any experience in the use of opium as

a prophylactic against malarial fever?—I cannot say that

opmm is used here as a prophylactic, but for a long time I
had prescribed with success a grain of opium with 10 grains

of quinine in cases of ague. This dose shortened both the
cold and hot stages of the fever, which was not the case

when ijuiiiine alone was administered.

25,8(i3. Does the use of opium as habitually indulged in

lead to consequences as serious as those which follow the

use of alcohol ?— I emphatically say no to the first part of

this question, because so far from seeing consequences from
habitual use of opium as serious as those which might
arise from the use of alcohol, I have found beneficial effects

from its use in various cases, and markedly in some cases

of habitual drunkards. I have by the administration of

opium reclaimed some drunkardr, who by indulging in

other vices in consequence, or as an acoompaiiimeiit of the
alcohol abuse, had so debased themselves as to squander
their fortunes, and had reduced their families almost to

beggary, but who now, thanks to the regular use of opium,
have retrieved both their moral character and their worldly
affairs.

25.864. You are speaking from actual personal experi-

ence r—Yes.

25.865. What have you to tell us with regard to the use
of opium in infancy and childhood ?—Opium is adminis-
tered to children in the form of pills, called bala golis or
baby pills, containing n. minute quantity of opium, and
several aromatics and carminatives. I give here a rough
formula of the composition of those pills :

—

The Formula
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" the Honourable Commons of the United Kingdom hy
" the medical profesiion of the Bombay Presidency for
" my signature. In reply, I beg to say that I cannot c:m-
" sicientiously put my signature to a petition which 1, as
" a medical practitioner of 20 years' standing, think tends
" more to help a movement which is not on the side of
" truth and justice than otherwise, and the following are
" some of my reasons:— 1. I have not observed many
" evil effects on the population from the moderate, though
" habitual, use of opium ; on the contrary, living in a
" district^Mandvi—where opium is largely used both by
" Mahomedans and Hindus of both sexes, I have observed
" that those who habitually take opium take it as a stimu-
" lant and not as an intoxicant, and its use gives them
" strength, and enables them to carry on their work, and
" I have seen many a confirmed opium eater who has lived
" to a good old age. It is true that those who take it

" regularly do require it at stated hours, and here they
" take it at 6 a.m. and at 6 p.m., and if the quantity of
" opium he takes does give him stimulus enough for work,
" he seldom increases the dose, and if he increases it, it is

" simply to get that amount of nerve force which he
" requires for carrying on his avocations. 2. I have my-
" self, many a time, prescribed the opium habit in many
" chronic cases of disease with marked benefit to patients.
" and have also reclaimed several confirmed drunkards by
" substituting the habit of opium eating for tliat of spirit

" drinking with complete success, and f have had the
" satisfaction to see them retrieve their fortunes under its

" use when they had brought ruin on themselves and on
" their families while addicted to drink. 3. It is a fact
" that a person habituated to take opium feels languid and
" unable to work if he does not get his usual dose at the
" proper time, but once he has had his required quantity
" he. does not crave for more. 4. I cannot undersiand
" that if, out of 100 persons who once take opium
" in any form, 99, if not all, become confirmed opiuai slaves
" in a short time, as the jietition says they do, how can any
" one be saved from being a confirmed opium slave if he
" takes it in any forn^ under qualified medical advice.
" 5. There is a vast difference between an habitue of
" moderate use of opium, and that of its immoderate use,
" as there is difference between an habitue of moderate
" use of alcohol and that of its immoderate use.
" The symptoms described in the petition are those
" presented by an habitue of its immoderate use. If there
" is no prohibition to use alcohol moderately, why should
" law lie asked to prohibit the modcrale use of opium ?

" 6. There are many things in this world, besides opium,
" the abuse of which is pernicious to mankind, and for all

" that it would not be right to forbiij their use. Fancy,
'

' for example, asking Government to prohibit the sale of
" meats and other foods, simply because there is a large
" amount of dyspepsia caused by their abuse. 7. I am
" aware that small pills are given to children both among
" the rich and the poor, but in the majority of cases they
' are bala golis, pills containing minute quantity of opium,
" but chiefly composed of aromatic and stimulant drugs.
" These are ad'ninistered to the children traditionally, and
" because they are thought to be beneficial to them.
" Among the poorer classes the mother gives to the child
" a little opium to keep it quiet until her return from her
" work, and this she is obliged to do out of sheer
" necessity. She must go to her work to ea»n her liveli-

" hood, and where she cannof; carry it along with her, and
" if she leaves the child without the opium, there is no-
" body to take care of it ; the iriother under the oircum-
' stances chooses the lesser evil. The habit of giving bala
" goli and of opium is continued until the child becomes a
" couple of years or so old ; then the child is weaned from
" it. I confess to having seen and treated many cases of
" accidental poisoning of children, but you must observe
" accidents are not the rule. What would be said if

" people in Bombay had petitioned Government to prohibit
" importation of kerosine oil, simply because through it

" some fires have occurred in the town. 8. It appears to
" me that the petition puts forward an exaggerated and
" vague view of the matter, and gives no facts and statistics

" to prove the assertions made therein ; for these and
" other reasons I feel that I should not sign the petition "

'i

—Yes.
2bfin . (Sir James Ijyall.) You say that the opium

eater does not wish for more wlien he has had his quantity

of opium, whereas an alcohol drinker does take more than
is good for hitn p—Yes.

25,^78. Hinv do you explain that ?—The opium eater

takes just suflibient to enable him to do his work, and the

stimulus gi\'en by the opium lasts a certain time, but if an
opium eater takes more. than his usual quantity be will

become drowsy, and not able to do his work ; that is not

what he wants, and so lie will not take more. .Alcohol

being rapid is not so lasting, but in the end it accumulates

and is more exciting, and the narcotic effects afterwards

are too much.

25.879. A man drinks a glass of alcohol partly for the

taste?—Yes.

25.880. He does not swallow a pill of ojjium for the

taste?—No; he does nut taste the pill of opium at all

because he takes it with a little ghi or water.

Dr.J.A.
da Gama,
L.M.
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The witness withdrew.

(Sir James Lyall took the Chair for the remainder of the sitting.)

Dr. Tbmulji Bhikajt N.\.riman, L.M., called in and examined.

25.881. (Sir William Roberts.) You are a Licentiate of

Medicine of Bombay College P—Yes.

25.882, In what district have you practised ?—I am a

medical practitioner of 21 years' standing. My practice is

limited to Bombay alone. I am practising among all

classes of the inhabitants, both European and Native, but

largely among the Parsis.

25,88.'3. Is opium used to any extent in Bombay ?—

I

think opium is used to a very limited extent by the people

in Bombay, excepting Hindus and Mahomedans ; the

other races seldom or never resort to it as a luxury. A
very small per-centage uses it habitually for some physical

ailment, but the number is infinitesimally small. Out of

a population of 830.000 about 7,000 eat opium and 600

smoke it according to the Census report. I do not think

more than a score among the Parsis eat opium. They

never smoke it. The Marvvaris, among the different races

I treat, are the largest opium eaters. I beheve 1 in 20 eat

opium.

25 884. I suppose you mean among the adult males?

—

Yel'

25,885. What effects have you observed from the use of

opium?—The efl"ects of opium are either stimulant or

narcotic in proportion to the dose taken. Age, sex, diet,

individual peculiarity, and a variety of other causes in-

fluence its effects. In moderate dose to an hahitual

consumer the effects are not prejudicial to his health, and

it does not affect him physically or morally m the least.

In the very commencement, if a little larger dose is taken,

there is dryness of the mouth, impairm.ent of appetite,

headache ; but these effects are temporary, and when the

habit is estabhshed the consumer's appetite is improved

;

he gets a regular evacuation of the bowels, his intellect is

kept very clear, and he does not suffer the agony of the

ailment for which he first commenced opium eating. A
large number of consumers resort to this practice for

some supposed or real bodily disease, especially asthma,

bronchitis, diarrhoea, rheumatism. I can describe the

symptoms of abuse as read in books, but I have never

seen a single case of abuse of opium, except in accidental

or suicidal poisoning. Some of my patients taking opium
are very shrewd men of business trading on an extensix-e

scale.

25,885a. How is opium taken ?—All those who take

opium eat it from 2 to 5 or 10 grains once or twice daily,

generally twice. I have seen a large number of opium
smokers who smoke ciiandul and madat in the different

opium dens. If 1 observed anything prejudicial it was the

place where they generally clubbed together. The rooms
were small, with hardly any ventilation, and likely to

suffocate one by the prevention of fresh air. But with all

these drawbacks I never saw one living skeleton, as de-

scribed by some observers. I saw men of all ages, from

20 to 80 years old. There were some who had haggard,

wasted countenances and thin bodies, but they were

sufferers from chronic dysentery, asthma, and such other

chronic complaints of from two to 30 years' standing.

They were generally people of the working classes, also

tailors, barbers, weavers, carpenters, &c.

25,886. What is your opinion as to the use of opium as

a prophylactic in malajial fever?—Opium is used to cut

short an attack of ague. Given in the cold stage, I have

seen it cut short an attack of fever. It very often shortens

or aborts an attack of coryza or cold and its subsequent

L 1 2
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effects. It is used as a propliylactio against asthma by
some with good effects. It is also used by patieuts

suffering from diai-rhoea and rheumatism.

25.SS7. All those e.tamples you have given us are

examples of the medicinal use of o])ium ?—Yes.

2.5,888. Have you form.ed any opinion as to whether
habitual users of opium derive any benefit from opium in

regard to then- liability to malarial troubles ?—Opium is

not used so much ac Bombay as a preventive against

malaria as it is up-country ; in fact it is hardly used at all

for that purpose here.

2.5, HSi). There is not much malaria in Humbay ?—No.

2,5,890. Does the use of opium, as habitually indulged

in, lead to such serious conseijuences as the use of alcohol ?

—The habitual consumers of opium and alcohol in modera-
tion do not suffer any evil conseijuences. If any, the

consumers ol i.lcohol suffer ninre than tliose of opiimi. In

e.xcessivc doses the consumers of opium harm themselves,

while the consumers of alcohol not only harm themselves,

but are a nuisance and a danger to society. 1 have not
seen .i single case of an e.vces.'ive opium eater in the

streets, but I have seen hundreds of alcohol consumers,
and in some streets, v/here tlicre are taverns and liquor

shops, disturbing the peace of the neighbourhood by their

quarrels and obscene language. Some of them while

drunk are a regular terror to the peaceful neighbours.

25.891. Have you made any post-mortem e.x;aminations

of opium users ?— No.

26.892. Is the opium habit difficult to give up ?— I think

it is very difficult to give up the habit of taking opium,
but I know of cases where, afier years of habitual use,

patienis have given it up altogether without resorting to

any other stimulanis; but the majority of natives would
take to other harmful stimuhmts if opium were jjrohiliited.

2.5,S9.'-i. What is the effect of opium on the mental
faculties ?—.So far as I have seen, opium has no deleterious

effect on the mental faculties of the moderate consumers.
On the contrfiry, they cirry on their busuiess with marked
ability and loresight, and are exjiert in calcidaLion.

2.5,8.'M. What has been your experience of the use of

opium among infants?—I have seen numberless cases in

which bala goli pills are used by nursing mothers for their

children. I always discourage the use of them. I have
seen some children thriving on these pills, especially of the
middle and upper classes ; but ill-fed and badly nourished
children suffer from them. They are used to quiet children

when they cry much at night. Improper food is the prin-

cipal cause of the pain from which children cry. Bala
goli temirorarily soothes them, but the cause is there, and
the irritation and inflammation set up continue unabated,
and until that is removed, children pine away, suffer from
diarrhoea and constipation alternately, and die of exhaus-
tion. This, of course, is seen in poorer classes. Instead

of drugging them with bala goli, I always instruct my
patients to pay more attention to the hygienic and dietetic

treatment of their children. I know of oases where the

nurses apply opium to their nipples and then give wet
breasts to sucking children with the object of keeping them
quiet at night. I have seen two or three cases of poison-

ing by it, but no death. Mahomedan nurses resort to this

practice nuich more than Goanese.

2r),S95. Have you any other observations to make i—In
conclusion, 1 must say that I am personally against the
habit of using alcohol, opium, or other stimulants, except-
ing the use of opium in certain localities where it is said to

be a great help in the mitigation and prevention of climatic

diseases. One unfortunate result, however, of this Com-
mission would be the increased use of opium, as its virtues
have been so highly extolled by medical and other wit-
nesses and so widely circulated all over India.

2.5.896. Have you formed any opinion as to whether
there is a difference in the European constitution and the
constitution of the native of India with regard to tolerance
for opium ?— I believe the natives of India have a greater
tolerance than Europeans.

2.3.897. Do you think the difference is accounted l)y

race, diet, cliiuate, malarial conditions, or what ?—That is

lather a difficult question to answer, but I think it is a
combination of those things you mentioned.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. M. v.
Cama, L.]\I.

Mr. Mankkji D. Cama, L.M., called in and examined.

2.5,H9S-9. {Sir ll'illiam Eohfrts.) You are a Licentiate

of Medicine of Bombay and Joint Honorary Secretary of

Grant (-'oUege Medical Society p—Y'es,

2.5,900. You practise in Bombay ?—Yes. My observa-

tions apply to the city of Bombay and its vicinity, and
chiefly to Mahomcdans and Hindus, and a lew Chi.iamen
and Parsis.

25.901. 'J'o what extent is opium used among these
peo|)le ?—Opium is used habitually by a very small jier-

centage of the population of fombay, at the most jieihaps

20 per mille, but it is used eiiMiallv to a large extent by
natives of all nationalities and creeds, as it is the commonest
of all household remedies.

25.902. \Vhat is your expei-ience as regards the moderate
use of opium habiuially ?— The ii.'se of npiu-n taken in

moderation, say not more than 10 grains a day, is rot
injurious in any way either as regards the moral or

physical condition of the consumer. ( )ii the cimtrai y, it is

decideUly beneficial to people in the condiiionof life ot those
who habitually u.se it, such as pool' Hindus and Mahome-
dans. They are generally very hard-worked, their food is

poor in qiiahty and quantity, they live in damp and
ill-ventilated places, ami as they mcstly sleep in the open
air, they arc enabled to work so hard, digest their bad food,
and cope with chill and damp only by the use of opium.
The abuse of opium, as of everything elf-e, is bud, both
physically and morally, but not so bad as the abuse of

spirits, bhang, au'l other intoxicants inasmuch as the
opium sot injures himself only, and there is nn tendency
to become aggressive and do barm to those around him,
whereas the alcohol sot easily becomes quarrelsome,
aggressive, and violent, and tfius becomes dangerous to

society.

25.90.'l In what modes is opium consumed hi Bombay ?

—Opium is consumed as—chandul and madat when it is

smoked, crude when it is eaten, kasnmbha when it is drunk,
balag-olis given to children. When smoked as chandul or
uiadat its main action is on the respiratory system. Being
absorbed as vapour, diluted with pure air or \ap;iur of

water, by the pulmonary alveoli, it acts as a riii-ect aedjitive

to the respiratory system, toothes cough and iriilatiou of
the larynx, restores the respiratory rhythm, jiroinotes

exjjectoration, and regulates res|iiratior, by reheving the
spasm of the bronchi, and thus aiding impeded and
harassed circulation, it restores the normal action of the
heart. It also dilates the arterials of the skin, and thus
relieves internal congestion of the lungs and other viscera,

helps the elimination of deleterious products, and thus
promotes the absorption of food, and helps the building up
of tissues.

25,904. \\' hat is the effect of opium eaten in the crude
state f—When eaten as crude opium, or sipped as kasunibha,
its main action is confined to the digestive system, and
enables it to tolerate and digest the hard food stufl: which
it receives, which it would otherwise peremptorily reject.
It regulates and slackens the peristalsis of the intestines,
promotes absorption and assimilation of food, and prevents
colicky pains, and the flow of the chyme being retarded .

time is given for the absorption of the 'liquid element, and
the formation of stools of normal consistence, and
diarrhoea is thus prevented.

2.5,905. How are the pills used ?—As balagolis, being
made up of an infinitesimal quantity of opium with various
carminatives, they are decidedly beneficial and a real boon
to infants.

25.906. Is opium used as a prophylactic against fever p—Opium is used as a prophylactic in cough, asthma, fever,
diarrhoja, cramps, colic, toothache, diabetes, dysentery,'
and for the jirevention of chills, the king of causes of all
diseases, and with very good results indeed. V>'ith all the
various resources of medical aid in Bombay the mass of
the Hindu and Mahomedan population rely upon a few-
cheap indigenous drugs, of which opium is the chief.

20.907. Du you mean that they use opium not as a
jirescnbed drug but as a household remedy P—Yes.

20.908. Does the use of opium, as it is indulged in by
natives, lead to consequences as serious as those resultino'
from the use of alcohol ?—Though ojiium is used habitually
by the natives, it does not lead to consequences so serious
as result from the use of alcohol, whether taken in excess
or 111 moderation. Opium in moderation helns digestion
promotes the elimination of deleterious produ'ets of tissue
change, braces up and gives tone to the system, enables it
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to work bai-d, and bear privation with fortitude. It is

cheap, and this is a. sine qua non with the poor. Cheap
aloohol is of a deleterious quality, acts as an irritant, makes
the consumer quarrelsome, and ends in making him a,

public danger. Even taken in excess opium is less in-

jurious than alcohol. It takes a long time to work its

ravages, which at the worst are less extensive, and are

more functional than structural, whereas cheap spirits act

more quickly and cause rapid degenerative structural

changes of the nervous, circulatory, respiratory, and
digestive systems, producing degeneration of the liver,

paralysis agitans, and raging mania, thus making the
consumer a danger to others, while at the worst opium
makes him emaciated and apathetic to his surroundings.

25.909. Have you made any post-mortem examinations
of opium eaters ?—In my practit^e I have had no oppor-
tunity of malcing a post-mortsim examination of an opium
eater, but while a student, my attention was frequentU
called to the lesions of alcoholic excess in the various

regions of the body, but never, to the best of iny recollec-

tion, to any opium lesion.

25.910. Is there much difficulty in giving up the opium
habit ?—I do not think it is at all difficult to break the

opium habit except for those who suffer from some chronic

incurable disease, which is sure to return on stopping opium

.

But by those who take it only as a stimulant or tor some
acute malady, the habit is easily' broken. Some lascars

while on land are known to take opium, while at sea they

stop it without inconvenience, and the same is the experience

in the jails, where opium eaters have to do without it.

25.911. Has the use of opium any injurious effect on the

mental faculties of the consumer H—Opium has no injurious

effects on the mental faculties of the consumer. On tlie

contrary, it clears his mind, sharpens his intellect, and
enables him to drive better bargains than when without it.

25.912. Have you any other observations you wish to

maker'— I have had several opportunities, in company with

other medical men, of visiting the opium dens of Bombay.
I was a frequent visitor, and had ample opportunities for

interviewing and examining hundreds of confirmed opium
eaters. I went there at all hours of the day and night,

without giving any previous notice. All our questions

were readily and willingly answered by the smokers. I

have many a time watched the farmers working in their

rice fields at Thana and Saisette during the monsoon,
when their fields are flooded, they have to wade knee deep

in water and mud all day, and sleep at night in huts

soaked through with water. 'I'hey are protected from
rheumatism, diarrhoea, and ague by opium alone. From
what I have observed of the food and habits of life of opium
consumers, I consider a little dose of opium is a real boon
to them, and to deprive them of it would b:; to consign

them, if not to immediate death, to life-long and terrible

ailments and to a miserable existence.

25,913." You speak of farmers working in their rice fields

during a monsoon—is the use of opium very common
amongst them P

—

\etj common.

25.914. Are you speaking from personal experience ?

—

Yes. It is only taken during the monsoon, when the fields

are flooded. They cannot do without opium then.

25.915. You say they do not use it after the monsoon ."

—

Not to such an extent.

25.916. Do they take it to protect them against chills ?

—Yes.

25.917. Fever is often the result of chiUs?—Yes, and
also pneumonia.

25,917a- {Mr. Mowbray.) When did you visit the opium

dens you speak of ?—In the months of October, November,

and December last year.

25.918. That is since the licensed houses were closed ?

—

These were regular visits ; when I went there the last time

I was informed that the opium dens would be shortly

closed.

25.919. Thevwere the old licensed dens which were open

under license?—Yes.

25.920. You told u.s you had had ample opportunities of

interviewing and examining hundreds of confirmed opium

eaters. I suppose you meant opium smokers?—Y'es.

25.921. What sort of questions did you ask and what

sort of statements did they make to you ?—I was always

attended by n. very capable .shorthand reporter, who took

notes in .-ny presence, and those notes have been published

in the form of a history of opium smokers of Bombay.

25,^22. Are you the auttior of that work ?— I am not

the author, but most of the evidence was taken in my

presence by a shorthand writer. I cross-questioned these

men.

2.5,923. [Mr. Fanshawe.) The book you refer to is

*" Lives of Bombay opium smokers" by Mr. Rustomji?

—

Yes.

25.924. [Mr. Mowbray.) The accounts of opium dens
in that book are compiled from shorthand notes taken by
a reporter in your presence ?—Yes.

25.925. You can vouch for the statements in that book ?

—Y'es.

25,92(). {Mr. Haridos Veharidas.) Are you in the Go-
vernment service ?—No, I am a jirivate practitioner.

26.927. Were you specially employed to do this work ?

—No, but I had a great interest in the work. I was told

of the mischief opium was doing in Bombay, and so I

volunteered to go and find out all about it.

25.928. For the sake of truth and justice P—Yes.

25.929. You say the farmers working in the fields will

take opium, do not those take it who do not work in the

fields ?—Yes, during the monsoon, because the outhouses

are very damp and wet. They give up the habit afterwards.

25.930. Have you had charge of any jails ?—No, but I

have had opportunities of seeing jails.

25.931. Have you heard that a prisoner suffers when he

is not allowed opium on admission into jailP—'^'es, they

suffer at first and they are unable to work and then a little

opium is given to them.

25.932. They cannot easily be weaned from the habit p

—No.
25,932a. {Mr. Fanshawe.) You spoke of farmers using

opium during the wet season, do you mean that they eat

opium or smoke it ?— i'hey are opium eaters.

25.933. We have been told by witnesses in Bengal that

persons who eat opium are unable to work in water, your

experience is directly contrary to ttiat ?—Yes.

25.934. {Mr. Haridos Veharidas) You say you vouch

for the accounts of opium smokers in Mr. Rustomji's

book ?—Yes, the questions were asked in my presence and

1 can vouch for them.

25.935. You consider the statements contained therein

correct p— I'^es.

25.936. {Okairman) Did Mr. Rustomji go with you to

these dens p—On a few occasions, not all.

25.937. You went with the shorthand writer ?—Yes.

25.938. Did you go to translate p—The shorthand writer

knew Hindustani very well, and he took it down in my
presence.

25,9c9. {Mr. Mowbray.) The whole book is a series of

statements made by the opium smokers to you, and taken

down by the sliorthand reporter, who was present ?—Yes.

25.940. [Ohairman.) Some witnesses who have been

before us stated that when they visited the smoking dens

the smokers called out to them that they were ruined by the

habit, and entreated them to get Government to close the

shops—did ever such an incident occur in your experi-

ence p—There was one solitary incident of that sort, but we

were informed that the man was not a smoker himself, but

that he was sent there by the missionaries on purpose to

corrupt the other people.

25.941. Y^ou stated that your observations covered a few

Chinamen ?—Yes, there are a few in Bombay, they do

bamboo work.

25.942. Are there a thousand Chinamen P—I should say

more. One of the opium dens was kept by a Chinaman,

and of course there were more Chinamen in his den than in

the other dens.

25.943. Was both chandu and madak smoked in these

dens?—No, there are separate dens for each. In madak
smoking the opium used is taken from the scrapings of the

pipe. It is a mixture of opium, and not pure opium.

25.944. Do you think it has a worse effect than chandu

smoking ?—Yes ; it is not so good as fhandu because it is

a mixture, there are greater chances of contamination.

25.945. What bad effects do you think it has ? Have

you come to any conclusion as to the smoking of chandu

and madak?— Madak is only resorted to as a cheaper

practice. The smokers prefer chandu.

25.946. Have you come to the conclusion ^that madak

is more deleterious to health than chandu .?—Yes.

25.947. In what way ?—It dries up the secretions of the

lungs more than chandu does—that is the only difference

I can find out. The smokers confess themselves that they

• For extracts from this book, see Appendix XXII. to this Volume.
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Mr. M. D. would rather have chandu than madak. Just as the waste
Cama, L.M. end of cigars are made up into new cigars, so iiiadak

• is made up of the dregs of pipes when they are cleared
14Feb. 1894. out.

I should like to hand in a *copy of the book by IVfr.

Rustomji.

(Chairman.) Certainly.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. A. T.
Bocarro, L.M.

Mr. A. T. Bocarro, L.M. called in and examined

You are a Licentiate of Medicine26,948-9. {Chairman.)
of Bombay p— Yes.

2.5,950. In what districtK ;\nd amorifj what races have
you had experience of the opium habit p—Bombay, in-

cluding Salsette and Bassein. The native Christian com-
munity of Bombay, Salsette and Bassein designated under
the term "Bombay Last Indians"; Europeans and Eura-
sians. The Mahomedans, the Hindus, including Banias,

Bhatias, Marathas, and other low classes of Hindus.
The Bombay East Indians number about fiO,000 souls.

Amongst these opium is not consumed as a rule, but

rather as an exception. About 1 in 2,000 may be habitu-

ated to its use. The Europeans and Eurasians do not

take opium. The Jilahomedans take opium in the propor-

tion of about 500 per mille male adults. The upper
and lower classes of this community, excepting the more
educated persons, take opium as a general rule. It is also

universally used as a soporific for infants. The Banians,
Bhatias, and other class of Hindus take opium in the

proportion of about 250 ]ier 1,000 male adults.

2.5,951-2. \Vhat are the effects of the habitual use of

opium p—Prom those people with whom I have come into

contact, whether as patients or socially, I have not

observed any ill effects from the use of opium when taken
in small or moderate doses, whether morally or physically.

In i'act, no A-ery decided effects can be traced morally on
the condition of the user. It is used as an aphrodisiac

from a mistaken popular notion that it possesses such
])roperties, chiefly by those in whom the virile powers are

at an ebb or entirely lost. Its effect is to render the mind
active and tiie imagination vivid ; hence its aphrodisiac

effects. Its general use besides the above its to relieve

pain, to allay mental worry, and to stay the effects of

hunger in the poorer classes, whence arises its habitual

use.

2.j..'(5.'l Is opium used as a household remedy for any
purpose ?—Thera])euticaily it relieves pain of a rheumatic
or lieuralgic character, acts as an astringent in bowel
complaints, and as a direct sedative on coughs or lung
affections, and as a soporific in distressed conditions of the

brain and general nervous system. It is employed as a

30j)orific in wakefulness and mental worry, and is

principally in use as a soporific for infants by both the

upper and lower classes of Mahomedans and Hindus.
Amongst the upper classes it is used to procure quiet and
rest to infants and the parents themselves ; in the lower
working classes to ensure sleep during their absence from
home,

25,954. What is the effect on the physical condition ?

—

The effect on the physical condition of the user and
general appearance as regards nutrition of the body is

almost nil if taken in small doses and coujjled with good
li\dug and a sufficiency of food. In fact, it produces a

beneficial effect upon the general constitution of the user.

When, however, it is taken in large or increased doses
repeatedly its beneficial effects are lost ; firstly, because the
nervous system is repeatedly stimulated unnecessarily, and
secondly, because less food is taken, the appetite being lost

or impaired. Hence follows emaciation and loss of colour

of complexion, &c. In excessive doses all the above
conditions are augmented, the circulatory and urinary

system being implicated. Hence follows extreme
lassitude, inability for any mental or physical work, and
exhaustion.

25,9.55. In what form or forms is opium indulged in ?

—

In the form of crude opium taken as pills and smoking.
It is also used as a soporific for infants. Smoking is

carried on in two forms—chandu and madak. The former
contains about six grains of opium, the latter five grains.

When opium is taken in the solid form its effects are
slou'er and more gradual, and are less deleterious to the

system than smoking it.

25,956. What is the effect of smoking?—In smokino-
the effects are more rapid from the concentrated form in

which it is taken, its sedative effects rapidly supervening.
Hence it produces very decided evil effects constitution-

ally. Smoking is generally had recourse to by hardened
hubit-ual opium eaters.

25,957. What have you to say as regards the effects of

opium as a prophylactic against malarial fever p—Opium
has been reputed as a prophylactic against malaria ; but, as

far as Bombay is concerned, opium is not used for any
such purposes that I know of. Opium would undoubtedly
act as a prophylactic against cholera from its stimulating

and astringent proijerties.

25,95S. Comparing opium with alcohol what is the

result of your experience P—The habitual use of opium
does not lead to the serious consequences which follow the

use of alcohol. In moderate doses it acts as a tonic and
stimulant, the individual having no tendency to the com-
mission of any crime or acts of immorality. He is able to

follow his daily avocation and to undergo a greater

amount of physical and mental strain than non-consumers,

or those that take alcohol. In larger doses it checks the

secretions in the body, impairs appetite, and, if persisted in

habitually, it brings about an enervating effect upon the
general constitution, emaciation, and exhaustion. Alcohol
taken in moderate doses assists digestion, and produces a
general stimulant action upon the nervous system,

which is more evanescent than that produced by opium.
In large doses it generally leads to acts of immorality and
crimes. In opium no organic lesions have been observed
to take place, whereas alcohol, e\'en in small doses,

produces some organic changes in the tissues of the body.
In large and continued doses alcohol gives rise to tremors,
delirium tremens, and paralysis ; and dementia has also

been observed in habitual drunkards. None of these results

occur even in the excessive use of opium.

25.959. Do you wish to say that even m small doses
alcohol produces organic changes ?—Even in small doses
when it is lori;^ contir.ued. Easy circumstances of life

seem to retard the evil effects of opium, wh'le on the

contrary they enhance those of alcohol. Cases of opium-
poisoning are generally suicidal ; those of alcohol almost
always accidental. It has been proved beyond doubt that
alcohol in excessive doses produces degenerative changes
in the offspring, and hereditary moral degeneracy. No
such results have been observed to occur in cases of

habitual use of opium.

25.960. Have you observed whether there is a tendency
to increase the dose among opium eaters r—In the case of
opium, the doses are gradually increased, because the
system gets rapidly habituated to its use. In Jhe case of

alcohol, the system becomes habituated to increased doses
from mere self-indulgence. Opium sustains the mental
and muscular powers of the individual more so than
alcohol, which decidedly lessens the capacity for active
muscular exertion ; the mental faculties, too, being only
temporarily stimulated. I believe that a consumer of
opium IS able to bear a low temperature and other climatic
influences to greater advantage than one taking alcohol
under the same circumstances of life. In large doses
opium checks the various secretions of the body, without
producing degenerative changes. Alcohol checks them,
producing cegenerati\-e changes in the liver and the
circulatory system at large.

25.961. Have you made any ;)ost-mortem examinations
of an habitual opium-eater ?—No lesion whatsoever was
discovered in the post-mortem examinations made during
my college career, that I remember. Since then I have
had no opportunity offered for a post-mortem examination.

25.962. Is the opium habit difficult to give up P—It
seems difficult to give up the use of opium, even more so
than that of alcohol. If compelled to give up, it will
most probably be followed by the use of Indian hemp by
the poorer classes of the people, which is a drug much
more injurious than either opium or alcohol. The more
educated and richer clafses may substitute -ilcohol instead,
but alcohol being strictly prohibited by both the Maho-
medan and Hindu religions, the substitution will not be
looked ujjon with favour by either of these communities.
Alcohol could not be eahily substituted for opium by the
poorer classes, as alcohol is at least four times dearer than
opium ; hence its suppression will be most likely followed
by the use "f (.'annabis Indica.

Vm- extrmts from thi.s book, .lee Arpendix XXII. to thi'; Volume.
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25,y()3. What effects have you noticed opium has on
the mental faculties p—(Jpiuni when taken in small or

moderate doses acts as a stimulant to the general nervous
system, thus stimulating the mental faculties and render-

ing the imagination more vivid. And this action does

not, as in the case of alcohol, produce any degenerative

changes in the brain. It does not destroy the discerning

power of the individual or produce loss of memory, thereby
interfering with his ability to conduct his own business,

when taken even in increased doses. In excessive doses,

although there is a disinclination or inability for any
physical exertion, yet the mental capacity seems to remain
intact—^the patient not speaking incoherently as in the

case of alcohol.

25,9(54. Have you any further observations you would
like to make?—Since alcohol is a substance which is

religiously prohibited by both the Mahomedan and Hindu
religions, the suppression of opium and its substitution

either by alconol or Indian hemp will not be very accept-

able to either of these races. Again, all classes of people

over the world, so to say, from the most barbarous to the

highly civilised, have recourse to some kind of nervine

tonic and stimulant, whether for pleasure or to counter-

act the depressing effects of mental toil and bodily fatigue
;

the use of opium for the people of India cannot, therefore,

be too strictly prohibited, without producing disastrous

effects upon the country at large. If the use of opium was
suppressed, some other form of nervine stimulant, pro-

bably alcohol, would replace it ; but as I have already

pointed out that alcohol produces degenerative changes in

the tissues of the body, and offspring, and sows the seeds

of moral degeneracy, the substitution of alcohol for opium
cannot be considered good or wise, inasmuch as it could

not morally be substituted for opium . Besides, the exces-

sive use of alcohol it is always associated in the lower

classes with crime and immorality—90 per cent, of prosti-

tutes and their paramours are spirit drinkers, whereas
hardly 10 per cent, of them take opium, and 20 per cent,

take both opium and alcohol. Alcohol may consequently

be said to be a direct means to immorality, which cannot
be said to be the case with opium. The general use of

alcohol would certainly he much more ruinous than that

of opium amongst the lower classes of the people of India,

on account of the heat and other climatic conditions here.

Besides, it would appear probable that the adulteration

of spirits, such as brandy and whisky, would be more
easily done than that of opium. I consider it would be a

boon to the people of India if alcohol were more restricted,

or at all events lessened in strength. The masses of the

people of India, with the exception of the educated classes,

seem to be more or less dissatisfied with the Govern-
ment on account of taxation and general poverty ezisting

amongst the workintf classes and rayats. Asd any further

interference with their privileges and liberties would in all

probability give rise to very general dissatisfaction amongst
all classes of people, which may result in disastrous con-
sequences to the Government and the country at large.

The policy would, therefore, appear unwise.

25,965. (Mr. Mowbray.) Did your name appear among
the signatures to the anti-opium petition ?—Yes, I think
it did.

25.966. I presume, after hearing your evidence, you do Mr. A. T.

not agree with the terms of that petition. Will you tell Bocarro, L.M.
me how you account for your name appearing among the

signatories ?—I may have signed the petition but I do not 14 i'eb. 1894.

remember it. If I did sign a petition it was not like that

one, and so I had to change my opinion after signing it.

That was the reason I said I wished to withdraw if I had
signed.

25.967. When did you take that step ?—After I received

a letter from Mr. Rustomji some two or three months
ago, Mr. Rustomji is one of the opium inspectors.

25.968. Was that the first time your attention was

drawn to the fact that your name was appended to this

petition ?—Yes.

25.969. When was that P—I think it was two months

ago. I do not recollect the exact time.

25.970. Did you then say that if you signed the petition

the first time you saw it you certainly did not agree with

it when you saw it the second time ?—I think, probably,

the wording of the petition was changed.

25.971. Do you mean to say that the petition which we
now have before us, and to which your name is appended
as a signatory, is not worded in the same way as that to

which you originally put your name p—I think so.

25.972. Do you say you never saw this petition which is

before us, and to which your name is attached, until two

or three months ago ?—I cannot say the exact date, it may
have been more than that.

25.973. At any rate, it was not until two or three months

ago that you took any steps to withdraw your signature

from the petition which you now say you disagree with ?

—

That is so.

25,9/4. What steps did you take to dissociate yourself

from the petition when it was brought to your notice that

the petition to which your name was appended was not

the one which you agreed withP—I wrote to say I had no

recollection of signing it, and that if I did sign it my
name was wrongly spelt.

25.975. Whom did you write to p—To the Parsi gentle^

man who brought me the papers. I did not care much ;

1 was very indifferent about the matter, I also said that

if I did sign the petition I saw reason to withdraw my
name, because the wording was different from the one I

saw.

25.976. Did you keep a copy when you signed the

original petition p—No.

25,977- Can you say what your impression is about it P

Do you recollect having signed the petition P—I recollect

having signed some petition. I may have signed, or I

may not have signed.

25.978. And if you did sign, the petition did not con-

tain the terms which it now contains P—That is so.

25.979. {Mr. Pease.) Was a form handed to you for

signature like this [exhibiting aform] p—I think it %vas in

manuscript,

25,980.' Who was the individual who handed it to you

for signature P—A peon.

25,981. You do not know his name P—No,

The witness withdrew.

Mr. G. B. Prabhakar, L.R.C.P., called in and examined.

25,982. (Sir William Roberts.) Y'ou are an L.R.G.P, of
London P—Yes.

25,98.3. Tou are practising at Bombay P—Yes.

26.984. What opportunities have you had of studying
the effect of the opium habit?—My observations are ap-
pUcable to Gohelvad Prant, one of the four districts of

Kathiawar, and to the city of Bombay with respect to both
Hindus and Mohamedans.

25.985. To what extent is opium used in these localities ?

—In Gohelvad its use is general. It largely enters into

the social customs of Rajputs and Kathis, the two dominant
castes of the prant ; no gathering, either social or State,

being complete without kasumbha or opium drink sipping.

Kunbis, or cultivators, and other labouring classes who
have to work hard in inclement weather, as well as artisan

classes of whom patient and steady work is required, in-

dulge more or less in this ^rug. Though they are not so

much addicted to the use of this drug as Hindus, Musal-
mans, nevertheless, contribute a large per-centage to

the opium-consuming population of the prant; Banias or

traders, though otherwise a ^'ery sober people, are not

quite free from this habit, and even Brahmins have solitary

instances of opium eaters among them. But these two

castes are comparatively small. I would i)ut the propor-

tion per mille of persons using opium at about 150, mostly

males, though women in this part of the country are not

quite free from the use of this drug ; these cases are few

and far between, and it is taken as a remedy for some

chronic complaints rather than for intoxication. In Bom-

bay the proportion is small, the habit being more or less

confined to persons hailing from Kathiawar, North Gujarat,

Central Provinces, and Upper India. Among the Dek-

hanis the use of this drug is limited to labouring classes,

who administer it to their infants in the form of soothing

pills called bala golis.

25,986. What effects have you observed from the opium

habit ?—I have not come across cases where moderate use

of opium has led to physical deterioration or moral degra-

dation. I have seen many respectable persons, 60 to 70

years old, who, though using the drug for the last 30 or

40 years, have been keeping very good health tor then-

period of life. I do not believe that moderate use of

opium leads to any untoward consequences. There is no
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change in aj_,pearance, and it is often very difficult to dis-

tinguish by appearance a consumer from a non -consumer.

And even when a ])erson abuses the druj; he suffers rather

in body than in morals. The abuse of the drug results in

physical inactivity, dulncss of intellect, and emaciation.

25,!)87. In what inannej- is opinm consumed in these

districts ?—In Gohelvad, amorisr Rajputs and Kathis, and
among such persons as have the inivilege of attending the

gatherings of these classes, kasumbha is tbe favourite form

of using opium. In preparing kasumbha, opium is first

dissolved in water and then strained through a piece of

cloth, and the solution is fla-ioured with sugar and carda-

moms, and scented with rose petals. But pills are the

more general form of opium taking. In Bombay it is also

smoked, and there are some persons who are in the habit

of getting morphia injected hypoderrnically. Opium
drinking and opium eating are similar in effect ; opium
either drunk or eaten in moderation sharpens intellect,

assists digestion, partially increases staying powers, and has

a soothing influence. Opium smoking is said to be always

attended by evil results, but I ha\'e had very few patients

from among opium smokers. The number of persons

injecting morphia is negligible.

25,988. Is opium, so far as you know, used as a prophy-

lactic against malarial fever?—Opium is used as a prophy-

lactic with considerable beneficial results in the following

diseases : dyspepsia, diarrhoea, dysentery, malarial fever,

cold, rheumatism, neuralgia, and diabetes. In some cases

it acts as an antiperiodic, and when taken in cold stages it

cuts short the cold stage.

'Jii.'J^'.l. Does the habitual use of opium affect the people

more than the habitual use of alcohol would ^—»\'o. The
consequences of the habitual use ofopium are not as serious

as those which follow the use of alcohol. I have already

stated that habitual moderate use of opium does not lead to

any serious consequences, nor is moderate use of alcohol

attended by evil consequences. But in the case of alcohol

there is one danger. An habitual drinker when drinking in

company often drinks more than he has been accustomed
to, while an habitual opium consumer rarely exceeds his

usual dose, though he be in company. Opium when taken
in e.xcess impairs the digestive system in general, engeiiders

lazy habits, causes dulness of intellect, and produces

ancomia and emaciation. In this stage the person becomes
careless about his affairs and regardless of public opinion.

xVii opium eater is always quiet, while a drunkard is always
boisterous, and is thus troublesome to his neighbours.

.-Vgain, the effects on the human body of excessive use of

alcohol are more serious than those of excessive use of

opiun]. It impairs the digestive organs in general, causes

enlargement of liver, and produces degeneration of brain

and spinal cord, and often ends in delirium tremens.

Ii5,y90. Is the habit easy to break off ?—In the majority

of cases it is found difficult to break off the habit, but it is

not 30 difficuft as is generalfy supposed. I have seen

several jiersons giving up the habit in their old age, and 1

have made prisoners break off the habit. While at Pah-

tana (in Kathiawar) as State medical officer in 1880, I was

ex-officio superintendent of the State jail, containing 70

])risiners, of whom 25 were opium eaters. I .stopped

altogether the issue of opium to priscmers, and they grew

mutinous, and I had to give in ; but 1 changed my plan

and gradually reduced their doses, substituting extract of

gentiiui for opium, and within three months the habit was

broken off. If the habit is given up by consumers of their

free will they will not take to alcohol or other narcotics,

but if they are forced to break off the habit there is every

chance of their taking to alcohol or some narcotic, and

there is every probability of their preferring alcohol to

narcotics, as the use of alcohol is coming in fashion and

i-eligious scruple against the use of alcohol is wearing away.

Among younger generations of Rajputs the use of opium
is on the wane, but alcohol is taking the place of opium

and with frightful results.

25.991. What is the effect of opium on the mental

faculty ?— I have already stated that moderate use of opium
sharpens intellect, while its excessi^'e use causes its dulness.

I do n>'t heheve that habitual moderate use interferes in

any way with the consumer's ability to conduct his busi-

ness successfully.

25.992. Have you any further observations to make?

—

Moderate use of opium does not shorten life, as is generally

supposed. I have seen habitual opium eaters living to the

old age of 8(i years and in good health. I had a case of

a riding fracture of the thigh bone. The patient, a

Rajput of 80 years old, was an habitual opium eater. He
did not allow me to administer to him chloroform, but
took himself an opium pill and allowed me to handle his

thigh for about 25 minutes without moving a muscle of hi.s

face. It is again urged that pale of opium should be

|)rohil)ited, except for medical purposes. If such a measure
were carried out, it would prove disastrous ; instead of

being a boon it will be a bane to the rural population of the

malarious parts of Kathiawar. There are hundreds of

villages in these jiarts where either a qualified medical
jiractitioner or a native vaidya or hakim is not found to

treat jioor villagers. And if the sale of opium is prohibited

to any one but medical practitioners, the poor will be

deprived of the only remedy they know for most of the

prevailing diseases, and as a consequence the death-rate of

such districts will increase considerably.

25.993. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say " religious
" scruple against the use of alcohol is wearing away," what
is the cause of that?— 1 think it is owing to the spread of

education and western habits and manners.

25,;)!)-!. {Mr. Fanshawe.) You are a Parbhu, are you not?
—Yes.

25,995. Can you tell me whether the use of opium as a
restorative is common among the old men of the Gohelvad
district ?— It is very rarely used in that way.

'_;5,99(). Your personal experience has been in Kathiawar
and Bombay only ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

KhanBahadur
Dossabhai
Peatonji.

Khan Bahadur Dossabhai Pbstonji, called in and examined.

25,997- (Sir William Eoherts.) You are assistant surgeon

at Surat ?—Yes.

25,998. You are honorary assistant surgeon to H.E. the

Viceroy and a Fellow of Bombay University ?—Y'es.

25,9.99. Where have you gained your knowledge of the

opium habit ?—My observations as regards the use of opium
are applicable to the district of .^Iahi Kantha, to the men
belonging to the Gujarat Irregular Horse at Ahmedabad,
and to the city of Surat, and the races to which they extend

comprise Mahomedans and Hindus. In the year ISfiO I

was appointed to the medical charge of the Mahi Kantha
Political Agency at Sadra. In this station there were
located at that time 1,000 horse belonging to the Gaekwar
Contingent. Their duties consisted in patrolUng the dis-

trict, in furnishing escort partv to the political officers

during their tour in the province, and in bringing mails

from Ahmedabad to Sadra, a distance of about 20 miles.

The men of the Contingent consisted principally of two
classes, viz., Marathas and Mahomedans. Amongst them
there were a great many addicted to the use of opium, and
they were considered most usei'ul and active in the proper

discharge of their duties. In the year 18621 was appointed

to the medical charge of the Gujarat Irregular Horse, under
the command of Colonel Harpur. Most of these men con-

sisted of Mahomedans, and some of them were opium
eaters. Since the year I8C5 I have been stationed at

Surat in medical charge of the Parakh Dispensary, where
nearly 10,000 patients are treated annually. I have also
extensive practice amongst the population of the city,

which number about 110,000 people, of whom the greater
portion consists of Mahomedans and Hindus.

2(),000. To what extent is opium used in this district ?

—

In the pro\'ince of Mahi Kantha there were, on an approxi-
mation, 20 per cent, of the total population addicted
to the use of opium. Amongst the men of the Gujarat
Irregular Horse the proportion was not so great as above,
and in the city of Surat consumption of opium is much
limited, being only 2 or .'i per cent, of the whole population.
Amongst a class of people called the Dheds, who are the
principal operatives in the mills, the use of opium is almost
unknown.

26.001. What effects have you observed from the habitual
use of ojiium?—In small doses it produces exhilarating
and a tonic effect, it sharpens the appetite, and increases
the power of endurance to physical work and mental appli-
cation. It is a good anodyne in cases of rheumatism, gout,
and lumbago. When taken in large doses it produces
general emaciation of the system and a pale and sallo\v ex-
pression of countenance.

26.002. In what form is opium used ?—It is used in two
forms, soHd and liquid. In the solid state it is taken in
the form of a pill or smoked in a pipe. In the liquid form
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it is mixed with pure water and filtered through cotton
wool and then called kusumbha, which is generally used
amongst the rich on occasions of marriage and general
rejoicings amongst their families.

26.002. Is it used as a prophylactic ?—Opium is used as
a prophylactic in malarial fiistriots against fevers, thills,

and rheumatism. Also in oases of asthma and chronic
bronchitis it is used with beneficial results. In diabetes
and chronic dysentery its effects are sometimes marvelloas.

26.003. How would you compare the effects of opium
with the effects of alcohol?—I am of opinion that the
liabitual use of opium as indulged in by natives does not
lead to consequences as serious as those which follow the
use of alcohol. When opium is taken in small doses it

renews the vital powers and renders its user more able to

endure fatigue and mental e.xertion. The well-to-do

habitues take it to e.xcite and increase their sexual powers.

This cannot be said about the use of alcohol, the after

effects of which are languor and lassitude. In large doses,

opium produces general emaciation of the system, but
produces no organic lesion of any kind. When alcohol is

taken in excess it produces delirium tremens, hepatic

abscess, and softening of the brain.

26.004. Is it difficult for the habit to be given up P—It

is difficult for a confirmed opium eater to give up the

habit, and if he is compelled to do so, he would soon
lall into the habit of taking alcohol or dhatura seeds,

which would be a greater calamity to him both bodily and
mentally.

26.005. What is the effect of the opium habit on the

mental faculties ?—When a man is in the habit of taking

opium in moderate doses it produces no mental disability

of any kind, even when he attains to an old age. I know
the case of an opium eater, who is now 80 years old, but
who is as strong and active and is considered a must
useful servant by his .employers and is still in their

service.

26.006. Have you any other observations to make ?—
I am respectfully of opinion that any attempt to prohibit

the growth and sale of opium would cause considerable

discontent amongst the people and would lead to political

complications \^ith the Native States. It would also cause
much deficit in the revenues of India, which, in the
present straitened condition of the finances, would render
the administration of the country extremely difficult.

26,007. (3/r. Pease.) Have you met with numerous
cases of this general emaciation of ihe system, and the
pale and sallow expression of countenance to which you
allude?—Not many cases of confirmed opium eaters.

26,00b. What quantity did this person of 80 years of

age, whom you mention, take ?— Nearly 12 grains, six in

the morning and six in the evening.

26.009. He was not a very excessive consumer then ?

—

No.

26.010. (il/r. Fanshawe.) You state that the mill opera-
tives at Surat are not consumers of opium—is it the case

that they are large alcohol drinkers p—They drink a large

quantity of toddy.

26.011. (Chairman) Is there any particular custom of

any class to take dhatura seeds ?—No, there is no particu-

lar custom ; the people smoke it along with ganja.

26.012. [Mr. Pease.) Is it not the fact that when toddy
is first dravi^n from the tree there is no alcohol in it at all p

—It does contain alcohol to a certain extent, but it is

not strong until it undergoes fermentation.

26.013. Is not toddy consumed in the evening when it

is drawn p—Sometimes in the morniiigi and sometimes in

the evening. If it is allowed to remain 12 hours it becomes
strong.

26.014. There is a certain amount of alcohol, but it can
hardly be called intoxicating when it is only 12 hours old ?

—It depends on the kind of tree, some trees give strong

toddy, some give mild.

26.015. I have understood that it was impossible for a

person to become intoxicated with toddy which was drawn
one day and consumed in the evening of that day, but if

it was allowed to stand for another 20 hours it would
become heady P—That is so.

26.016. It is usual to consume toddy the evening of the

dav it is drawn?—Yes.

KhanBahadur
Uossabhai
Pestonji,

14 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. B. H. Nanavati called in and examined.

26.017. [Chairman) I believe you are a graduate of

Bombay University, an assistant surgeon in the Bombay
Medical Service, and a teacher of surgery and midwifery in

the Byranjji J'ijibhai Medical School, Ahmedabad ?—Yes.

26.018. In what districts have you had experience of

the opium habit p—I have held charge of dispensaries in

parts of Gujarat, Dharwar, and Khandesh, and ray observa-

tions regarding opium eating are based on experience

gained in the discharge of my professional duties extending
over a period of about 12 years.

26.019. To what extent is opium used among the popu-
lation you have had experience of?—I do not thirdc the

consumption of opium is unusually great either in the

Ahmedabad city or in its districts, for in the former, with
a population of 144,451 souls, the amount of opium sold

during the year 1892-93 was 4,781 lbs., and in the latter,

with a population of 780,845 souls, it was 16,104 lbs.

only.

26.020. Do jou think these figures show the real con-

sumption ?—They have been taken from the farmers and

are reliable statistics.

26.021. Is there much illicit opium used P— I cannot

tell you.

26.022. What are the effects of opium on the physical

condition of the consumer ?—A moderate use of opium
does not debase a man's morals, or degrade his sense of

truth and honesty, and I do not beUeve that the habitual

opium eater is the degraded and untrustworthy individual

he is so often represented to be. As regards the physical

effect of the opium habit, I may say that I do not share

the belief of those who state that it produces a slow, but

steady, degeneration of the muscular tissues, with various

disorders ultimately leading to extreme emaciation of the

body. On the contrary, I am of opinion that its moderate

use enables a man to undergo a vast amount of toil and

fatigue ; that it happily makes him regardless of the minor

evils of life, such as insufficient clothing, bad food, sca,nty

meals, and renders him to a certain extent proof against

exposure to cold, wet, &c. Such a person is generally

hardy and well-conditioned, and fit for hard, active work.

When the habit is first contracted, opium produces a slight

O 82588.

sense of drowsiness ; but this wears off soon, and its effect

upon the liabitual consumer is one of exhilaration of spirits.

Its moderate use, especially during the middle and old age,

brightens the intellect, promotes digestion and general

activity of the body, and sustains the system during
periods of great hardship and exertion without any m.arked

discomfort and pain. But opium, if taken in excess, is

certainly deleterious in its effects, and produces those trains

of symptoms such as derangement of digestion, diarrhoea,

and general wasting of the body, and which are so often

erroneously supposed to result from its ordinary moderate

use. Its moral effects under similar circumstances are

equally pernicious. It weakens memory and moral control,

often rendering the man unfit for any active occupation.

Such cases, however,, are very rarely met with, and I do
not remember having come across more than one solitazy

instance of this kind in the course of ray experience.

26.023. How is the habit generally began p—The poor,

and perhaps the middle class persons, generally begin the

use of the drug for relief of some bodily infirmity or pain,

as rheumatism, diarrhoea, dysentery, diabetes, &c., whilst

amongst some of the well-to-do and the better class of

people it is perhaps used more as a luxury. The usual

period at which the habit is contracted is between 35 and
40 years. People of this age use it more largely than

those under it, with a view to prevent bodily waste, to add

to their comiort, and to keep the various functions of life

in order and regularity. It is at this period of life and

after that it proves of the greatest benefit. I have already

mentioned that in the habitual consumer opium exerts a

stimulating effect, and that is the reason why the habit is

kept up, even alter the relief of pain for which it was

probably originally used.

26.024. Do you think opium is ever used in this country

as a prophylactic, and, if so, for what reasons i-'— I am of

opinion that it is a jirophylactic against malarial fevers,

and under this belief it is often generally used by the

labouring poor. I Lielieve that it is a potent factor in con-

ferring, to a great extent, immunity from these diseases in

districts where they are widely prevalent. My personal

testimony may be of some value in this respect. I was in

medical charge of Kharaghoda (a sm'iU place about 80

Mm

Mr. B. H.
Nanavati.
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Mr, B. H. miles away from Ahmedabad, where extensive Go\'ern-

Nanavati. ment salt works exist) in the years 1886-87, and was
struck with the fact that whilst the residents of that little

14 Feb. 1894. plaee—almost to a rean—suffered from malarious fever

and its effects, the only class of people who almost en-

tirely enjoyed immunity from them were the " Agrias,"

men who manufactured the salt, and a few others. This

led to ail inquiry on my part, which revealed the important
fact that most of them were in the habit of eating 0|num
habitually, and thai they had a belief in its efficacy as a

prophylactic. This belief is well grounded, for " harco-

tine," one of the constituents of opium, has been known
to possess considerable anti-periodic powers. A similar

inquiry was, at my request, made by the officer in charge

of the works, and the results of these inquiries have also

gone far to strengthen my belief in the prophylactic

virtues of opium. It is also valuable in subduing neuralgic

pains of all kinds, as well as in preventing their recur-

rence.

2G,025. Are the consequences of the habitual use of

opium very serious, and how do you contrast them with
those that follow the excessive use of alcohol H—Opium in

moderation, especially during the middle and old age, acts

as a soothing stimulant, helps digestion, and promotes
general bodily vigour and comfort. A moderate amount
of alcohol, at a similar period in life, acts in an equally

beneficial manner. But both, in excess, are injurious,

and alcohol, certainly, much more so than opium. It is

perhaps needless to add that an opium sot is an idle, lazy,

inoffensive creature, but a drunkard is a great nuisance.

The former is sure to remain in a state of repose or

lethargy, but the latter is most likely to grow quarrelsome
or dangerously violent at any unexpected moment. Alco-
hol is a good deal responsible for poverty, destitution, and
crimes; and certainly this cannot be said of opium.
Every medical man knows that alcohol in excess causes

degeneration and diseases of the various organs in the
body, but I am not aware of any organic disease being
caused by opium whether taken moderately or in excess

;

of course, the abuse of opium leads to various disorders,

e.g., diarrhoea, emaciation of the body, with a weak state

of mind, perhaps bordering upon imbecility, but such cases

are exceedingly rai'e. Briefly speaking, it may then be
said that the evils attending the excessive use of this drug
are very insignificant in comparison with those resulting

from the abuse of alcohol. It is said that the use of opium
(even in moderation) shortens life to a very great extent.

I disagree from this view, for I know a large number of

men who, at 4.')-50 year--, and more, are in excellent

health, with every prospect of a still further tenure of life

before them.

L'(i,()26. What effect has the habitual use of opium on
the mental faculties?—Opium does not impair the mental
iaculties of the habitual consumer. The Miirwaris, though
habitual opium eaters, are, nevertheless, a shrewd business-
like class of people. I believe, therefore, that bearing in

mind the peculiarities of the climate, the habits of the

people, and their avocations often requiring them to

undergo excessive bodily fatigue and exertion under a

trojiical sun, with perhaps a, diet not far removed from

semi-starvation, the use of opium in moderation, far from

being a vice, is a real boon to the poor. It is in the nature

of mankind to seek solace in stimulants, in one form or

another, and o|jium is the one that is rao^t suited to the

people of India. It appears to me that it would be as

difficult, if not impossible, to compel the people of India

to give up the habit of opium taking as to turn the whole

of the inhabitants of Great Britain into total abstainers.

If Government were to prevent the use of opium, the

people would naturally be driven to seek solace in a free

and immoderate use of alcoholic drinks of all kinds, or of

the Indian hemp, which must, unfortunately, result in

increase of misery, crimes, and mortality.

26.027. Have you any other remarks to make ?—In

conclusion, therefore, I \'enture to state that as stringent

rules in connexion with the growth, sale, and consumption

of opium already exist, additional prohibitive measures are

unnecessary; and interfering, as they would be, with the

cherished social habits and customs of the people are

likely to be viewed as oppressive, and to give rise to great

discontent.

26.028. (il/r. Pease.) Do you think the quantity in tlie

Gujarat district is decreasing p— I cannot say.

26,02!). We were told in Ahmedabad that there was a

very great decreased—lam not in a position to confirm

that.

26.030. Do you think the custom of using opium on
ceremonial, social, and other occasions is losing its hold

on the people ?— I do not know that it is losing its hold

on the people of Gujarat.

26.031. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do not you think

opium eaters require nourishing food?—I do not think so

necessarily.

26.032. Opium would not do those who cannot afford

to get nutritious food so much good as those who can
afford it P—I ha\'e said that a moderate amount of opium
enables a poor man to tide over many difficulties, and he
can go without a meal and work all the same with the

help of opium.

26.033. That would only be for a time. Of course
if he took opium every day he would require some
nourishing food ?—I do not think so.

26.034. Would the effects of the e.xcessive consumption
of opium be the same on a poor man who could not afford

nutritious food than on those who can afford it ?—Yes,
the same.

26.035. Would it not do the poor man injury p—It

would do them both injury ; but I think it would do
more injury to the man who could not get nutritious food.

The witness withdrew.

J)r. Vishram
Ramji Ghole,

Dr. Vlshr-xm R.\jiji Ghole called in and examined.

26.036. (Sir William Roberts.) You are a retired

assistant surgeon and an honorary assistant surgeon to
His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General of
India at PoonaP—Yes.

26.037. Where have you had opportunities of studying
the opium habit ?—My observations are applicable chiefly

to the district of Poona, though t have served at

Ahmedabad, Bassein in Thana Zilia, Bombay in the Sir
Jamsetji Jijibhai Hospital, Karachi, Kumta in Kanara
Zilla, Mhow, Sehore, Jhansi, Gwalior, &c. My observa-
tions are applicable to all classes of people, viz., Musal-
mans, Hindus, Parsis, Jews, Christians—natives as well as
Europeans.

26.038. To what extent is opium used in the districts

of which you have had experience p— In the district of
Poona grown up persons eat opium, and opium is given to
children. About 60 per cent, of children amongst Hindus
and Musalmans arc given opium. It is commenced
when the childi-en are about a month old or earlier, and
continued until they are about two years old. The quantity
given to each child averages from one-t-,\entieth of a yrain
to one grain for a dose given morning and evening. The
quantity taken by grown up persons averages from one to
twenty grains daily taken morning and evening. In
exceptional cuses the quantity taken averages from one to
two drachms or more daily. The proportion of persons
taking opium amongst the urban population is about 20

per mille and about 2 per mille amongst the rural popula-
tion.

26,039. Are you speaking of the entire population p—
Yes.

2(),040. What effects have you noticed from the opium
habit?—In moderate doses, such as are commonly used by
the working and other classes of peojile, the effect of opium
is as follows:— It excites and exhilarates the ])erson. his

intellect is brightened, he feels invigorated (while he is

under the influence of the drug) to do his daily work ; he
is able to digest his food better. Morally speaking the
opium eater is quiet, non-quarrelsome, and, is just as well
behaved as one who does not take opium. His body is

pretty well nourished if he gets suflacicnt food. By long
usage his features look haggard and careworn. His life is

in no instance shortened, but, on the contrary, it seems to
be prolonged and is rendered more enjoyable, especially in
old age. Abuse or excessive use of the drug is baneful
both mentally and bodily. The excessive opium eater looks
haggard in the face, is emaciated, looks dull and inactive,
and is generally unfit for work. He loses his a])petite, and
suffers from constipation of the bowels, nervous and
mental weakness, but such oases are few, and are found
only amongst the idlers and mendicants. Opium is eaten
in the shape of pills. Opium is made into solution called
kasumbha and drunk. This method is practised in
Gujarat, Kathiawar and Marwar, and it is smoked
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either as chandul or mailat. Chandul is prepared thus :—A piece of opium is taken and mixed with the dregs of

previously smoked opium. This mixture is macerated in

water. The infusion thus prepared is boiled and strained

through a piece of felt or thick cloth to purify it or remove
the extraneous matter and the resultant fluid is kept in a
phial. The smoker takes an iron spit, dips its further end
in the fluid and holds it on a flame of a burning lamp to

thicken and dry it. He goes on doing this several times

until a mass about a grain or two in «'eight is formed on
the end of the spit. He puts this dried mass into a hole

made in the side of a small China inkstand, on the top

opening of which a small pipe is attached for a mouth-
piece. He applies a flame of a ghee or oocoanut lamp to

the mass put in the side hole of the inkstand and smokes
it in a whiff or two. He repeats the smoking till he is

sufficiently under the influence of the drug. Madat is

prepared thus :—About five grains of opium are taken

and mixed with about a treble quantity of powdered

charred babul leaves and made into a bolus of the

size of a small betel-nut. The smoker provides himself

with a small hubble-bubljle or hooka which consists of a

coconnut shell for containing water and a pipe stuck on

the top of the shell and another pipe stuck in the side of

the shell for the mouth-piece, the top pipe is without the

usual receptacle called chillum which is used for smoking
tobacco. The smoker takes a small piece out of the bolus,

jjut."! it on the top of the top-pipe and applies the burning

end of a small stick to it and lakes in two or three puffs

when the opium burns off with a slight noise and the

refuse falls down. Opium takes about half an hour to act

when taken in the shape of pills. When taken as solution

it acts sooner than when taken as a pill. When smoked, it

has effect in a minute. Smoking of opium acts more injur-

iously on the system than eating it. Dull and heavy looks,

wrinkled face, debility, emaciation , some deterioration of the

mental faculties, moral weakness, depraved appetite, &c., are

more pronounced in opium smokers than in opium eatei's.

26.041. What is your opinion about the use of opium as

a prophylactic t*—It does not seem to be used as a

prophylactic for any disease in the district of Poona.

26.042. How would you compare the habitual use of

opium with the habitual use of alcohol?—The use of

opium as taken by the natives does not seem to lead to

consequences so serious as those which follow the use of

alcohol.

26.043. Does the use of opium appear to shorten life ?

—

No, I have seen men /O and 80 years old who take opium.

26.044. Have you known it to cause suicide?—No.

26.045. Have you made post-mortem examinations of

opium eaters?— I may have performed post-mortem ex-

aminations on persons addicted to the use of opium, and
who had died of other diseases, but my attention was not

drawn to any organic lesion as caused by opium eating

alone.

26.046. Is the opium habit difficult to give up ?—In

the' case of adults it is very difficult and distressful to

leave off the habit when once formed, and when it is given

up it is very likely to lead to the use as well as abuse of

other intoxicants, notably to alcohol primarily, and then

to bhang or to datura, strammonium, hyosciamus, nux
vomica, cocculus indicus, nutmeg, narium, oleander, &c.

In the case of children, when they are once weaned off

from the habit they cry for.some days and feel uneasy, but
no other drug is resorted to as a substitute in their case.

Tlie practice of giving opium to children, highly repre-

hensible as it is, does not seem, when once given up, to

lead to the formation of the habit in after life.

26,047. You disapprove of giving opium to infants ?

—

Yes.

26,0'J8. What is the effect of the habitual use of opium
on the mental faculties ?—In moderate doses the habitual

use of opium brightens the mental faculties and produces

a state of exhilaration and invigorates the body and mind,
and enables the consumer to perform his mental and
bodily work better and without feeling fatigued. If he

does not get his usual dose, then his mind becomes confused,

his attention is diverted, his bodily powers become
languid and he feels exhausted ; there is running from his

nose, his bowels become relaxed, and he cannot digest

his food properly—in a word, he becomes uncomfortable
and unhappy.

26,049. Have you any other observations to make ?

—

No doubt the habitual use of opium is a vice, as is the

use of alcohol, and, as such, both should be reprobated.

The habit of using opium is acquired by some persons by
imitation and association with opium eaters ; by others, as

in Marwar, Gujarat, Kathiawar, &c. by custom. Majority

of persons .get into the habit by taking it for the alleviation

of suffering and prevention of disease ; many persons take

it to prop up their strength in old age; some ])ersons

become accustomed to take opium by using it for sexual

weakness and to ward off fatigue after exertion ; so it will

be found impossible to suppress the evil, nor would it be

justifiable to do so. Ths practice of giving opium to

children, so universally followed in India by working and
other classes to put their children to sleep so as to enable

the mothers to do their daily work, is another insuperable

obstacle to the prohibition to the use of opium. If it is

stopped for "non-medical purposes " it will be obtained

by opium eaters under the pretext of sickness or by
smuggling, so it will be found very difficult and vexatious

to limit its use to medicine alone. The jjeople would
certainly feel aggrieved and oppressed if the use of opium
were prohibited for non-medical purposes. By taking all

these circumstances into consideration it seems to me
unnecessary to interfere with the production and sale of

opium. The present restrictions about it are quite

sufficient to control its use. •

26.050. {Mr. Fanskawe.) We have been told that in some
parts of India the practice of giving opium to infants is

common amongst the better classes as well as among the

lower classes. Is that your experience?—-Yes, in some

cases among the better classes,

26.051. You speak mainly of the working classes?

—

Yes, isut the better classes also do it.

26.052. In their case do you think it is open to objec-

tion ?—I think it is open to objection in both cases.

26.053. Have you known cases among the upper classes

where the practice has led to loss of life ?—I have seen

some cases, but they were accidents.

Dr. Vishram
Ramji Ghole.

14 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Ganesh Krishna Garde, L.M., called in and examined.

26.054. {Sir William Roberts.) You are a Licentiate of

Medicine of Grant College, Bombay, and a private medical

practitioner of Poona ?—Yes.

26.055. What opportunities have you had of studying

the opium habit ?—My observations are apphcable to the

Poona district, and to Hindus, Mahomedans, and native

Christians. In this district opium is given to children as

a soporific, calmative, or soothing agent. It is commenced
after they are a few weeks old, and is continued in gradually

increased doses until they are about three years old. The

dose ranges, according to their age, fi'om one-sixth of a

grain to a grain and a half, inol-ning and evening. About

90 per cent, of the children of Poona are habitually

drugged with opium. The proportion of opium-drugged

children in the district is a little less than this. I have

estimated it at 75 per cent. The proportion of opium

eaters among the adult population of the city is approxi-

mately 9 per mille, and in the district about I per mille.

'I'he majority of these are Mahomedans.

26.056. That is a very small proportion; you say not

more than 1 per mille of the grown-up people are opium

eaters ?—Yes, in the district.

26.057. What effects have you observed from the

habitual use of opium ?—

I

q moderate habitual consumers

it does not seem to produce any appreciable effects on the

moral and physical condition of the consumer. The only

bad effect that may be attributed even to a moderate dose

m many cases is constipation of the bowels, and distur-

bance of digestion consequent upon it. But the habitual

opium eater tries to prevent this effect by the use of large

quantities of fatty substances, especially milk, in his diet.

The above statement is true only with regard to the

internal use of opium by the adult. The effects of opium

smoking, on the other hand, are pernicious even in small

doses. It produces dyspepsia, aneemia, emaciation, nervous

debility, dulness of intellect, and failure of memory.

26.058. Areyou speaking of inadak or chandu smoking?

—Both, The same may be said with regard to the effects

Mm 2
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of administering opium to children for tlie purpose of

keeping them quiet. E^•en small doses iiroduce a very
injurious effect on their delicate constitution. The prin-

cipal disorders attributable to ojiium drugging in children

in this province are constipation, dyspepsia, iinEcmia,

enlargement of the liver, and convulsions. The excessive
habitual use of opium produces very injurious conse-

quences ; the digestive organs are greatly impaired, the
energy of the mind is lessened, memory is destroyed, the
yjerson is incajjacitated from managing himself or his

affairs, a state of fatuity and abject misery is induced.
The excessive consumer's look is haggard, sallow, and
stupid; he is extremely emaciated, his blood is im-
poverished, and he wears a cachectic appearance. But
with all this it is very curious that none of the important
organs of the body seem to be specially affected with any
organic lesion, as is the case with alcohol. His moral
nature may also be altered to some extent, but not in such
a way as to make him offensive to his neighbours, or to

excite him to crime.

26,059. Is the excessive consumer very exceptional ?—
Yes, in Poona.

2(),060. In what modes is opium consumed in Poona ?

—Opium is consumed in Poona in two ways, viz., eating

and smoking. It is eaten by the habitual consumer, in

the form of a pill, generally twice a day—morning and
evening. The average dose in the case of adults is 8

grains. The majority, however, eat much less than this

(.'ibout half that quantity), and a few (and these are excep-

tions) consume as much as 48 grains at a time. There are

two ways of smoking opi\im prevalent in the district

—

madak (vulgarly called madat) and chandu. Madak is

thus prepared :—A little opium is boiled with water. The
resulting decoction is strained and again boiled down to

the consistence of an extract. One tola of this is mixed
with a quantity of leaves of babul (Acacia arabica), the

whole beaten together and made into 24 pills. One of

these pills is put in a kind of huka, kindled and smoked.
An ordinary smoker will use on an average six pills (con-

taining 48 grains of opium) each time. The preparation

of chandu differs from madak in not containing a diluent

like the leaves of babul. A liquid extract of opium is kept

ready. It is condensed into a solid pill by the heat of a

lamp just at the time of smoking. The dose for an average

smoker is about the same as madak. The effects of a

moderate dose of opium, whether taken internally or by
inhalation in one of the above methods, are as follow :

—

The pulse is increased in force, fulness and frequency, the

temperature of the skin is augmented, the muscular force

is increased, the senses are quickened, the spirits animated,

and new vigour given to the intellectual faculties. Its

operation, while thus extending to all parts of the system,

is directed with peculiar force to the brain, the functions

of which are considerably exalted. In a short time this

excitation is cooled down into a general calmness both of

body and'mind ; and the individual becomes forgetful of

all care and anxietj'. If the person is not a habitual con-

sumer, these effects are followed by sleep, which having
continued for four or five hours is succeeded by some
after-effects, such as nausea, headaclie, tremors, &c.,

which soon yield to the reaction of the system. These
after-effects are not produced to any appreciable degree in

the habitual consumer. Opium diminishes all the secre-

tions of the body with the exception of ])erspiration, which
is slightly increased. The })eristaltic action of the bowels

is also lessened. Both these effects are not so general or

mariced in the habitual consumer. When opium is taken

internally, the eft'ects commence to take place after about

half an Inour, but the effects of smoking are instantaneous

and more energetic. The majority of opium smokers are

Mahomedaiis. Since the closing of the shops where the

preparations of opium for smoking (chandu and madak)
could be obtained ready jirepared, and were allowed tn be

smoktd, by Government license within the premises, the

number oi these smokers has lessened. There are said to

be, however, about 500 o])ium smokers in Poona.

L.'(!,(l()l . Is opuim used as a propliylactic by old men in

Po(jna?— It is used as such liy some old men in this jiro-

vince for preventing cold, bronchial catarrh, and senile

asthma, and, I think, with succc'is.

20,0(i2. H.ov,' do you compare the eflVcts of the use of

opium with the effects of the use of alcohol P—The ell'ects

of the haliitual use of ojiium are much less' serious than city.

those of alcohol. The effects of moderate doses of otiIutti

and alcohol, both on body and mind, are well nigh
similar, v/ith this difference, that while both act as general

stimulants and exhilarants, the intellectual and imagina-
tive faculties are more exalted by opium than by alcohol.

The secretions with the exception of perspiration are dimi-
nished by opium, while they are mostly increased by
alcohol. The sleep following the exciting effect in the case

of opium is more sound than that of alcohol, but the after-

effects of the former are in many eases, especially in

novices, more marked and disagreeable. 'J'aken in excess,

both lead to serious consequences, those jn'oduced by
alcohol being by far the most dangerous. Although ex-

cessive indulgence in opium produces, in the long run,

the most miserable condition of body and mind by induc-

ing dysjiepsia, languor, nervous prostration, poverty of

blood, emaciation, and a cachectic condition of the body
and weakness of memory and intellect, yet it is not known
to produce any organic mischief in any organ of the body,
nor to induce any particular disorder of the body or mind
beyond those mentioned above, nor to shorten life. Alco-
hol, on the other hand, when habitually indulged in, in

excess, is known to produce gastric catarrh, congestion,
cirrhosis and abscess of the liver, hcemorrhoids, diabetes,

gout, acute and chronic Bright's disease, gravel, ascites,

laryngitis, palpitation, angina pectoris, heart disease,

delirium tremens, dipsomania and other forms of insanity,

in many cases characterised by suicidal and homicidal
tendencies, m^oral degradation, apoplexy, atrophy of the
brain and paralysis. It acts preeminently as a cause of
shortening life, and producing premature old age. The
connexion of drunkenness with crime is also a well-estab-
lished fact. No lesion of any kind in any part of the
body, attributable to opium, has been ever discovered from
post-mortem examinations.

26.063. Is the opium habit diflflcult to give up p A
habitual consumer of opium finds it impossible to give up
the habit, and when given up, it is in many cases likely to
be substituted by the use of alcohol or other intoxicating
drugs, as ganja, bhang, charas, dhatura, &c.

26.064. What is the effect of opium on the mental
faculties ?—The liabitual moderate use simply stimulates
and exalts the mental faculties, and instead of interfering
with the consumer's business, it enables him to do more
work. The habitual excessive use of it, however, renders
the mental faculties dull, and so interferes with the con-
sumer's ability to conduct his business successfully. From
the foregoing observations it is evident that no' case has
been made out for legislative interference with the growth
of poppy and manufacture and sale of opium in British
India, and that the system at present followed for regu-
lating and restricting the opium traffic can control the
consumption of opium as far as it is practicable. Any
further restriction on the consumption of the drug is sure
to be followed by the greater evil of intemperance, or
resort to other drugs. The idea of total prohibition, there-
fore, is, under existing circumstances, mischievous and
calculated to do more e\'il than good, both from a medical
and financial point to view. Before such a, prohibition is

though c of the liquor shops that have sjiread all over the
country, and the number of which is increasing every year,
should be closed each and all, and the growth, manu-
facture, and sale of the hemp narcotics should be prohibited
all over the kingdom.

2(i,()65. (3/r. Fanslimtp.) You said that since the clo^ino-
of the smoking shops in Poona the number of opium
smokers has lessened—have you any trustworthy informa-
tion to enable you to make that statement p—Yes, I have
made careful inquiries.

26.066. You can speak with some certaintv about it ?

Yes.

26.067. You also say, "The liquor shops are spread
" all oyer the country, and the number is increasing everv
" year "—are you referring to native hquor shops, or whatV—.All shops ; toddy shops, &c.

26.068. Are you quite sure that the number of shops is
increasing every year P—The consumption is increasiuLT.

^

26,061*. Are you sure about the shojis ?—Tjie consuni]).
tion is increasing, and therefore I presume the shojis are
also increasing. I am sure they have increased in Poona

The witness withdrew.
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Mr. R. M. Dane called in.

26,070. (Chairman.) I believe you wish to make an
a])plication to us ?—Yes. The evidence of tho wit-

nesses From the Madras Presidency who were selected by
the Commission for examination was taken yesterday,

and I now request that, if there be no objection, the

abstract of evicience of Surgeon-Captain Williams, one of

the witnesses selected, who was prevented from attending

by illness, may ije printed in the Appendi.x, and that the

abstracts of evidence of the following witnesses, M'ho were
tendered for e.xaminution by the Government of the Madras
Presidency, and who furnished abstracts, but were not

called by the Commission, may also be printed in the

Appendices, and that a note may be made of the fact that

they were not required to attend :

—

Mr. P. Nageswaram, Pantulu, Deputy Tahsildar.

R. B. Narainswami, Naidu.

Mr. Geda Krishnanna, Kannapuram.
Mr. Prendergast, Superintendent of Police, Kistna.

Mr. P. S. Ganapati Aiyer, B.A., Treasury Deputy Col-

lector, Salem.

Surgeon-Major J. Lancaster, District Surgeon, North
Arcot.

Surgeon-VIajor J. Maitland, M.B., General Hospital,

Madras.
Surgeon-Major W. O'Hara, District Surgeon, Bellary.

Surgeon-Major W. H. Thornhill, M.D., Superintendent
Lunatic Asylum, Madras.

Surgeon-Major J. L. Van Geyzel, M.B., Chemical Exa-
miner, Madras.

Syed Mohildeen Sahib, 1st class Hospital Assistant,

Triplicane Dispensary.

{Chairman.) The abstracts* of evidence will be printed in

the Appendix as you request.

Mr. H M.
Dane.

14 Feb. 189-t.

Adjourned to to-morrow at 11 o'clock.

At the Town Hall, Bombay.

SEVENTY-SECOND DAY.

Thursday, 15th February 1894.

Present :

T(iE Right Hon. LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B. (Chairman, pnRsimNo).

Sir James B. Lyai.l, G.C.i.E., K.C.S.L
Sir William Rodekts, M.D., F.R.S.
Mr. R. G. C. MowniiAY, MP.

Mr. A. U. FansHAW E.

Mr. Arthur Pease.
Mr. Haridas Veharidas Desai.

Mr. J. Presoott Hewett, CLE., Secralary.

Dr. RusTAM N. Ranina called in and examined.

26.071. {Chairman.) I daresay you have seen a state-

ment which was made to us by Mr. Home ?—Yes, I have

seen it in to-day's papers.

26.072. Will you briefly describe to us the part which

you personally took in connexion with the preparat'on

and signing of the Bombay Medical Anti-Opium Petition ?

I was a member of the committee of the Anti-Opium

Alliance, and a proposition was brought forward that a

petition from the medical profession of Bombay should be

presented to the House of Commons. I was asked by the

secretary to supply him with some material for that pur-

pose, and I sent him extracts from medical and other

works. A rough draft of the petition was prepared, and

it was then submitted to the committee of the Alliance, I

had some objections to some statements cojitained in that

rough draft, which I put liefore the committee, and a sub-

committee was then appoined, of which, also, I was a

member. The sub-committee revised the draft, and sub-

sequently the revised draft was present to the committee

of the Anti-Opium Alliance. There wei-e some statements

also in that revised draft which I did not agree with ; but

the majority of the committee adopted it. I was not

present at the last meeting of the committee of the Anti-

Opium Alliance when the draft was officially adopted.

Subsequently, when the draft was finally adopted, 1 was

deputed with the secretary of the society to engage in the

further preparations of the matter, and take the necessary

signatures from the medical men. I personally saw two

of the signatories put down their signatures in my
presence; the rest were waited on by a peon, who carried a

letter, over the signature of the secretary of the Anti-Opium

Alliance. Some of the medical men signed and others

declined to sign

.

26.073. Who were the two who signed in your presence p

Dr. Atmaram Pandurang and Dr. Gerson da Cunha.

26,0/4. They signed in your presence P—Yes.

26.075. Did they read the petition before they signed
itp— Both of them did.

26.076. Do yo:i know anything about Dr. Khory's
signature ?— I sent a ;:son with the letter of Mr. Horrie,
and I believe Dr. Khory put down his signature.

26.077. Did Dr. Khory give j'ou his photograph p—Yes,
he did. It was subsequent to the sending of the petition.
Mr. Home wrote to me that it would be much better if

we had some photographs to append to the copies of the
petition which were to l)e given to the public, and I

asked Dr. Khory whether he would like to give me his
photograph. He said yes, and sent two copies of his
photograph to me, which I sent fo Mr. Home. One
photograph was accepted, and the other was returned to

me, and I subsequently returned it to Dr. Khory.

26.078. You selected the photograph which you thought
gave the best portrait of Dr. Khory p—No, I did not
select ; I sent them both to Mr. Home.

26,07!>. And he chose p— I do not know. One was
returned to me, which I subsequently returned to
Dr. Khory.

26.080. Did you assume when these photographs were
given that it imphed approval of the movement?—We had
been talking for nearly half an hour on the matter, and I

think that Dr. Khory was in favour of the movement
about that time.

26.081. (Zl//-. Fanshawe.) I understand that you and
Mr. Home together drew up the original petition p

—

'So,

not I and Mr. Home.

26.082. That is what Mr. Home stated yesterday p

—

Then it is rather inaccurate. 1 believe all that I did was
to supply Mr. Home with some extracts from medical
works, and he used them.

r>r. R. N.
Ranina.

15 Feb. ]894.

• See Appendix XIX. to this Volume.
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26.083. You state, that in the revised draft, as finally

adopted, there were certain statements of which you did
not approve ; will you kindly tell me which those state-

ments were p—There is one statemect in the petition

saying that it " leads the victim from grains to drachms."
I have not see any case in which any individual had
consumed drachms of opium by himself. When that

petition was prepared I had not seen any case where any
individual had consumed more than one drachm of opium
in li4 hours. Subsequently I heard of cases, and I know
there arc some individuals, but at that time I was not
aware of it, and I objected to that statement. There is

another statement about '''when the means of purchase
" are e.\liausted rather than endure the physical torture
" caused by its discontinuance a man will sell his wife
" and children to purchase the drug." As I was also not
aware of any such case I objected to that statement going
in. Mr. Home assured me that he knew of a case, but as

the case was not properly investigated by myself, and as

I had not heard of it before, I thought it ought to have
been deleted.

26.084. AVas there any other statement of which you
could not approve?—No, I do not find any other in the

present draft.

i'^.O'-T). Then may I take it that the fact that you were
unable to approve of those statements was the reason why
you did not pign the petition ?—No, I was prepared to

sign it. It was only because the petition was sent away
in a hurry. They had no intention to send it by a certain

mail, but on a Saturday morning they thought it advisable

to send it liy the mail of that day, and on that afternoon

they accordmgly sent it. For that reason I could not put

my signature to the petition.

26,086. Was that the only reason that led you not to

sign it?—That is the reason.

2(i,087. Can you tell me wliether| in sending round this

petition by a peon, or messenger, you sent individual

letters addressed to a number of doctors ?—Yes : there was
a printed copy of a letter, over Mr. Home's signature,

asking the medical men to sign it, and saying that it was
a petition in the anti-opium cause.

26,088. We have the form of that letter ; my point

rather is this, were those petitions enclosed in letters

addressed to individual medical officers ?—No, the petition

was sent round like that (copy of petition hinded in).

'There was a separaf-e letter enclosed with it.

26,039. Was the letter addressed to individual' medical

])raotitioners or not ?—There was the address on the en-

velope.

26,0.90. To each person to whom it was intended to be

presented?—Yes, to each person. There is one point I

iriay mention ; on the form of the letter there are the

words " My dear Dr. ," and it was intended that I

should fill up the name of the gentleman in that part of

the letter. In some cases I did fill it up, but afterwards

I found it was inconvenient, and so many had to be ad-

dressed. 1 addressed the nani'-s in some cases, but in the

rest I did not write^anything.

26.091. I should like to have it quite clear; you are

speaking of filling in the names on the letter form P—On
the form I filled in the names in some cases, and on the

envelopes in all cases.

26.092. How many of these forms did you issue .^—

About 100.

26.093. So far as you know, was there any case in which

a statement, or a sheet, was sent round on which there

was no printed petition and only signatures ?—A blank

sheet.

26.094. I mean a sheet on which there were certain

signatures, without the actual petition on the top ?—No,

there was not one.

26.095. Can you tell me how long the neon was occu-

pied in this work of taking the letters round ?—About a

fortnight.

26.096. [Chairman.) Did you look over the signatures

which the peon obtained ?—Yes, I did.

26.09". Were you satisfied that they had a genuine

appearance ?—Perfectly satisfied.

26.098. Did you personally know the handwriting of

many of these medical men ?—Not many ; some of them
I knew, but very few of them.

26.099. But so uir as you knew the handwriting
appeared to be genuine ?—Perfectly genuine. I was per-

fectly satisfied it was genuine.

26.100. (Mr. Fanshawe.) There i^ a large number of

native practitioners in this city, between 300 and 400,

probably ?—Not so many ; perhaps a couple of hundred.

26.101. In senumg round these letters addressed to 100,

how did you select the particular hundred ?—^I did not

select ; I wrote to those whom I could remember.

26.102. How many signatures were there?—Some 48

or 49.

26.103. Am I to understand that the others received

their letters and did not sign ?—Yes ; there were some who
received letters and did not sign. There were others who
did not receive the letters at all, perhaps because they

were not in Bombay at the time, and the letters were

returned to me by the peon, who said the man was not

there.

26.104. With regard to Dr. Khory, there is one matter

which I think should be made quite clear ; at the time he

gave you the photograph, do I understand you to say that

you had already seen his signature on the petition ?—Yes ;

the photograph was given subsequently to the signature

being put on the petition.

26.105. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) \\'ere the two photo-

graphs of a snnilar kind ; was there any difference between

the two?—Yes, they were difierent. My impression at

this time is that one wais a large one with a pugree on,

and the other was without a pugree.

26.106. If they were similar, there was no reason to send

you two ?—Yes, there vs'as a reason ; as Mr. Home
wrote to me, when he returned one of the photographs,

that it was a little too dark, and not convenient for the

artist to take the photograph from. I believe that when I

returned the photograph to Dr. Khory I told him what
Mr. Home had written. I believe that Dr. Khory at that

time, being at leisure, also mentioned the artist who had
taken the photographs, and the amount he had paid for

them, &c.

26.107. (Mr. Mowbray.) I should like to be quite clear

why you did not sign this petition yourself?—The fact

was that the petition was presented to each of the medical

men in this form, so that some signed on the second,

some on the third, and some on the fifth line, leaving

some gaps. I had reserved my signature to fill up a gap.

One morning Mr. Home wrote to me that he wanted to

send the petition by that day's mail, and in the hurry of

sending it off it was not sent over to me for my signature.

26.108. When Mr. Home was here yesterday, he said

that he had asked you to get a signature on the written

form of the petition, and he quoted from a letter from vou
saying, " There is room for only one signattire above that
'• of Dr. Mody, so I have got the first man to resign." I

wish to suggest to you why, if time was of importance,

and you, yourself, were ready to sign the jietition, you did

not take that opportunity to sign it ?— 1 quite well re-

member the occasion ; but that was the very first gap on
the petition, and I was anxious that it should be filled up
by a senior gentleman of weight and influence, and there-

fore I took it to Dr. Atmaram Pandurang, and got it re-

signed.

26.109. I suppose that even then there would have been
time for you to have signed it yourself?—Yes, if the peti-

tion had been sent back to me by 12 o'clock, as I had
requested Mr. Home to do, because all that took place in

the forenoon.

26.110. You are aware, of course, from the correspon-
dence that has taken place in the public press that some
doubts have been raised with regard to the signatures of

several of these gentlemen ?.—I am.

26.111. Can you tell me whether any of these gentlemen
whose names appear on this petition are coming to give
evidence before this Commission ?—I read in this morn-
ing's pajier that some have already been before the Co:i:-

mission yestert'ay.

26.112. The gentlemen who have appeared before us
have said either that they did not sign, or that at the time
they did sign they were not aware of what they were sign-

ing ; can you tell me whether any of the other gentlemen
whose names appear on this petition are now coming
before the Commission to say that they did sign, and that
it represents their views ?— I do not know who is coming,
and who is not coming.

26 11.3. A'uu are aware, of course, that considerable
weight has been attached to this petition in England ?

—

I cannot say that I am aware of it, but I think it must be
attached ?

26,114. Do you think so still?—I think so.
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2b,115. {Sir William Roberts.) Was this petition sent
round to European medical men in Bombay I''—Most of
the European medical men are Government servants, and
I^ avoided all G-overnment servants, whether native or
European, because I believed they were not at liberty to
put their signature to any petition asjainst Government
measures.

2(),ll(i. Are you prepared yourself to endorse all the
statements in this petition p—Not all. There were some to
whichi did not agree at the time, but agree with now, and
there is one with which I do not agree even now.

2G,117.^ Which is that F— About people selling their
wives and children. I have not come across any instance
of that sort.

2G,1 18. I believe that the peon who was sent round with
the letters is no longer in Bombay P—I understand from
Mr. Horne'sevidence that he is not in Bombay ; but I know
nothing about the man. He was engaged by Mr. Home
who sent him over to me, and after the work was finished
I had no occasion to see him.

26,119. {Chairman.) I suppose you took the trouble
you have taken in connexion with the preparation of this
petition because you feel strongly with regard to the evils

which result from the excessive use of opium p—Yes, and
ray individual opinion on that point is midway between the
two parties.

2G,120. What is your opinion on that point generally P

That opium does do a great deal of harm, but that in those
cases in which people can feed themselves on milk and
nutritious foods, and afford to live in well-ventilated
houses, the evil effects of opium do not pronounce them-
selves so soon, and in some cases, even, they do not show
themselves at all, as in the case of that witness before the
Commission who was 77 years old, and who was taking
opium. In his case, I think he has been taking good
nutritious food, and that has kept him up ; but in the
majority of cases those who take opium are poor people
who do not get even one full meal in the course of 24 hours,
and live in over-crowded localities, and on them opium has
the worst possible effects.

26.121. And you think that equally whether they are
young men in the prime of life or old men who are going
down the hill P—I think so.

26.122. What you say in condemnation of opium for

people living on insufficient food applies equally you think
to all ages of life, to the old as much as to the young?—Yes,
old as well as young. If they do not get sufficiently

nutritious food they suffer.

26.123. What is your view with regard to stimulants
generally ; do you think there are dangers and evils arising
from the use of alcohol P—There are.

26.124. If you think there are sufficient reasons for State
restrictions upon the use of opidm so that it will not be

obtainable except on a medical certificate, would you say that
similar restrictions were desirable in the case of spirituous
liquors P—Yes, they are desirable, inasmuch as both are

injurious. The only difference I can see between alcohol
and opium is, that while alcohol expends all its force on
certain organs of the system, and therefore hurries on the
destruction, opium destroys the whole system at the same
time, and therefoie the work of destruction is only
delayed.

26.125. One works its evil more rapidly than the other?
—Yes, alcohol works more rapidly than opium.

26.126. Do you know whether many medical m.en with
whom communication was made on the subject declined to

sign the petition P—Yes, there were many who declined.

26.127. So that so far as you had an opportunity of

testing the opinion of the medical profession in connexion
^vith this petition you would say that there was a wide
division of opinion among them, would you not?— I cannot
say that, because this is a petition which goes a great way,
and perhaps there may be some who may not agree with
some of the statements made in it, and perhaps on that

account, though they may be against the use of opium,
they did not subscribe to it.

26.128. You think among Ihem tiiere were many who
thought that certain parts of the petition presented a rather

exaggerated view P—Nobody told me that, because I per-

sonally saw only two, and those two read it over and
signed it without demurring,
to others.

Dr. B. N.
Ranina.

15 Feb. 1894.

I had no occasion to speak

26.129. {8ir James Lyall.) Supposing a case or two
could be found of opium sots selling a wife or a child to

supply themselves with opium, do you think it would prove
much against opium. Is it not the oase that if you
searched among the low and degraded races of India

you would find many instances where men have sold

their wives or some of their children for the love of gain
only, or to meet other necessities due tu poverty?— I have
never heard of a case like that.

26.130. Have you ever heard of a system of buying
women in the Punjab to sell in Sind and in the Punjab
which has given rise to criminal prosecution of late years P

— I have not heard of any case in which women or children

were sold.

26.131. Have you ever heard of a set of people called

Naiks who live in Kumaun and always sell their daughters
to be mistresses, or women servants, or prostitutes ?

—

1 have not heard they are sold for that purpose. I have
heard that women of certain families are allowed to follow

these ocoupationE, but I have never heard that they are

sold for that purpose.

26.132. From my information they are actually sold?

—

Your information is much superior to mine.

The witness withdrew.

The Hon. T. D. Mackenzie recalled and further examined.

26.133. {Chairman.) I believe you are Commissioner of

customs, salt, opium, and abkari P—Yes.

26.134. AVillyou give us a brief description of the duties

of your office in respect of opium P—The opium contracts

of the year are filially sanctioned by the Commissioner of

opium. The Collector of each district has the tenders sub-
mitted to him. He forwards them to the Commissioner of

opium with his recommendation as to the various con-
tractors concerned, and the Commissioner, from his know-
ledge, both of the contractors and of the general way in

which the business has been worked, makes the selection

of the contractor for the time being.

26,135. On Monday last you put in a note* on the system
of excise management of opium in the Bombay Presidency

which will appear in the Appendix P—Yes. I have worked
that note out and I think it is as full as I possibly can
make it.

document, <vhioh is dated the

I jjrepared it this last cold

26,136. It is a verv recent

4th December 1893?—Yes.
season.

26.137. In that note you describe the arrangements by
which the Malwa opium is imported into Britisli territory,

and the arrangements adopted for enforcing the existing

agreement in respect of opium with the Native States under
the political control of the Bombay Government P—Yes.

26.138. What have you to say with regard to the export
of Malwa opium through British territory P—I understand
that to mean i'oreign export of Malwa opium from Bombay
after it has been imported from Malwa as distinct from the

imports of similar opium for consumption in the British

districts of the Presidency and the Native States under
the political cont.rol of the Bombay Government. It is

exported from Malwa for consumption ui British India,

as well as for export to China and other foreign countries.

26.139. Have you any figures to which you wish to call

our attention with regard to the foreign exports of Malwa
opium ?—Yes ; the following table gives the exports for 10

years from 1883-84 to 1892-3 :—

The Hon.
T. D.

Machenzii:.

See Appendix XX. to this Volume.
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Year-

1883-81 -

1881-83

1835-8.T

1880-S7

1887 -8S

1838-39

1889-00

1890-91

1891-93

1892-93

lions.
kong.

Shanf^hai
Znnzi-
bar.

Chests.
17,01-1.1

20,721

22,30-li

21,9CIJ

21,522

16,452.^

13,339

12,457

11,704

9,0404

Chests.
J2,08U4

1 19,323

11,155

14,784;
j

I

14,1071 1

13,3181

]5,3R9

15,962

17,358

15,803

Port
Natal.

Delapoa
B,y.

Noor-
liay.

Chests
5
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I also append a statement showing the number of shops
licensed for the sale of opium (a) in the crude form, and
(b) for consumption, in the form of chandul or madat
smoking on the premises for a similar term. It will be
seen that since 1888-89 the number of shops has been

steadily lessened under head (a), while those under head
(h) have ceased to exist, except in the town and island of

IJombay, and it may be mentioned that even thei-e all such
shops were closed on 1st August 189;^ :

—

Districts.

1883-84.
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26.147. "What deductions do you draw from the table?

—The deductions to be drawn from these statements are

that while consumption is, as it always has been, largest

in Gujarat, there has even there been since 1SS8-S9 a

general decrease all round, and it cannot fairly be said

that the consumption per head is excessive in any district.

26.148. Have you anything to say on the subject from

your personal experience ?—I have completed 285- years"

service as Assistant Collector, ,
Under Secretary to Govern-

ment, Collector, Secretary and Chief Secretary to Govern-

ment in the Revenue, General and Financial Departments,

and Commissioner of Customs, Salt, Opium and Abkari.

T am personally acquainted with all Gujarat (except the

Panch Mahals), the Konkan districts of Ratnagiri and

Thana, the Deccan districts of Nasik, Poona and Khan-
desh, and the I5elgaum district of the Southern Maratha

Country. My experience is that in all the consurnption

of opium is general, but that it is largest in the districts

of Gujarat. It is most common among Rajputs, Musal-

mans, Girasias, Kunbis, and Kolis. I cannot call to mind
more than one or two instances where the consumption by

iudi\'iduals was excessive. I am of opinion that the

moderate consumption of opium, in Gujarat especially,

where the climate is very feverish and during the hot

weather and the monsoon trying and depressing, is benefi-

cial to the consumer, particularly as regards the physical

condition. With reference to the moral condition I do

not remember any instance in which crimes of violence,

fraud, or the like ha\e come before me as a magistrate

which could be attributed directly to the use of opium.

Alcohol is responsible for very much violent crime.

A^iolent crime of course occurs in connexion with the

smuggling of opium.

26.149. What is your view of the disposition of the

people of the districts with which you are acquainted (vith

regard to a prohibitory policy on the part of the Govern-

ment in relation to opium?— I am confident that the

people of Gujarat generally consider the use of opium for

non-medical purposes in every way beneficial and useful,

that they in fact look on opium as a necessary of their

life, as a stimulant, a sedative, and as a preventive of

diseases of the bowels, and I am sure that not only would
they not consent to bear in whole or in part the cost of

prohibitive measures, but that any such measures would
lead to such discontent as to be a very serious political

danger. Even with our present restrictions, which allow

opium to be obtained in moderate quantities at a moderate
price, it is impossible to repress extensive smuggling.
With total prohibition the hand of every man in Gujarat

would be against Government, organized opposition to such
prohibition would everywhere successfully be set on foot,

and a general feeling of bitterness against Government
would be aroused. In my opinion to prohibit the sale of

opium in British India, except for medical purposes, would
be to invite a general rising all over the country against

what would be regarded, and in my mind justly regarded,

as cruel and causeless oppression. The prohibition would
be as useless in preventing consumption of opium as the

closing of chandul and madat shops has been. It would
be impossible to extend it to Native States, from which the

opium must find its way into British territory. As show-
ing how far help might be expected from the Native States

in this Presidency, their non-acceptance of the rule recently

introduced into British districts whereby two tolas of opium
were made the legal quantity which might be possessed by
an individual may be noted. If they were averse from
helping ua in a comparatively small matter like that, what
expectation could there be of help from them in such a

business as total prohibition? Money would not compen-
sate them for the unpopularity they would incur with their

own subjects,

26,160. A greal deal has been said with reference to

clauses and conditions, and the form in which licenses were
granted, and under which the license-holder undertook or

made himself responsible for selling not less than the

specified quantity of opium ?—That is what is commonly
known as the guaranteed minimum vend.

26,151. Have you any observation to make upon that?
—I am respectfully of opinion that a mistake was made in

abolishing the system which prevailed up to last year,

whereby the Commissioner of Opium fixed a minimum
guaranteed revenue and selected the farmer. We thereby

abolished one of the chief securities for obtaining the

farmer's help in repressing iUicit practicef. I think a

further mistake was made in abolishing houses licensed

for the consumption of preparations of opium on the

premises, inasmuch as Government are no longer able to

exercise control and supervision over suolr houses, which
as a matter of fact not only continue to exist as so-called
" clubs," but have considerably increased in number. The
moral certainty is, not that the consumptinn of licit opium
has been diminished by that step, but that a strong stimulus
has been given to the illicit consumption of larger quan-
tities of opium, and that Government have lose and must
continue to lose revenue unnecessarily. I think a third

mistake was made in reducing the quantity of opium
which might legally be possessed from ten tolas to two. It

is distinctly oppressive in its action, inasmuch as while a
man may legally possess 10 tolas in Kathiawar, the Mahi,
or Rewa Kanta States, the moment he crosses the border
line into British territory he becomes a criminal, most fre-

quently in ignorance of his offence till he is ai-rested and
punished by our officers. It is further oppressive in that
two tolas is a very small quantity for a man going on long
journeys to have if he is a consumer of the drug. Believ-

ing as I do that a moderate use of opium l;y the native
consumer in India is beneficial, I think Government ought
to have control over what have been called '' opium dens,"
and that in the interests ot their revenues they ought to

avail themsel\'es of all means to check illicit practices. I

would therefore have what I regard as three false steps
retraced, and the system restored to what it was before the
changes above mentioned were made.

-;6,152. Turning to another aspect of the question which
is referred to this Commission, I should like to have your
view as to practicability and the right to enforce any
changes in the existing arrangement with the Native States
for the transit of opium through British territory .?—

I

have gone into the subject at some length in my Note. I

may say, without going into detail, that, having regard to
the policy which has hitherto been pursued with reference
to the Native States and tlie engagements which have been
entered into with them, it would be in the highest degree
impolitic and even dangerous to attempt to terminate those
engagements. 1 can concei\'e no ground on which such
termination could be justified, equitably, morally, or
legally. The Honourable Mr. Lee- Warner* mil, from his
intimate acquaintance with the treaties and engagements,
be better able to say than I am n-hether such a measure
could be defended, but I cannot conceive how such defence
can be made.

26,l.'i3. Have you any observations to make with refer-
ence to the effect on the finances of India with reference to
the prohibition, of the sale and e-xpoi-t of opium, taking into
consideration (a) the amount of compensation jjayable, (5)
the cost of the necessary preventive measures, ana (c) the
loss of revenue ?— It is impossible to estimate even approxi-
mately the various items coming under heads (a), (ij.and
(c), but I have very little douht that the effect on the
finances of India, taking those three heads into considera-
tion, would be bankruptcy. There is a fourth head which
the resolution of the House of Commons does not specify,
but which in my opinion would force itself to notice if the
sale and export of opium were prohibited, and that is the
general uprising against the Government which would take
place in the course of a very few years. England would
ne^'_er dream of taxing herself to pay compensation to
India. If India therefore had to pay the compensation she
would have to do it out of her ovvn resources. How those
are strained by the depreciation in silver it is needless to
say. But to pay this compensation to Nati\'e States, to
find the cost of preventive measures, to recoup her loss of
re-i'enue, she would have to raise enormous taxation by
other means. She cannot do it on the land, she cannot do
it on salt, she cannot do it on liquor, she would not be
allowed, even if she could thereby raise enough funds, to
do it by reimposing the import duties. To endeavour to
gain some faint idea of the compensation which would be
claimable by Native States it is necessary to remember the
heads under which they would claim, viz., (a) the
revenue which they derive from the drawback allowed on
imports of opium into their States

; (i) the revenue they
derive from their internal opium arrangements; (c) the
loss of prestige and popularity; (d) the cost of the very
large i)reventi\'e establisimients they would have to main-
tain if they kept honestly their engagements with the
British Government to Sujipress the traffic in opium. As
regards head (a) the following statement shows the quanti-
ties of opium issued for consumption in the several Native
States under the political control of the Bombay Govern-

' I'oi- Ittv. Ia'c- Warner's evidence, ,«c Appendix XXIII, to this Volume.
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inent for the lO years ending 189^-^3 and the share of
duty retainab'u by each :—
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26.169. You say you object to abolishing houses licensed

for the consumption of madat and chaudul on the pre-

mises. One reason you give is that you think the clubs

which havetalsen their place use illicit opium and not opium
derived from the shops p—That is so.

26.170. I do not see why they should do that. Would
not the licensed vendors loolc after the men who use the

clubs and inform against them P— It is a somewhat difficult

matter, 'i'he proprietor of the club is not entitled to have
more than two tolas of opium, 'i'he way in which it is

worked is this. Each person attending the club is supposed
to bring his two tolas which he has bought from the shop-

keeper. If they want more than that, they must get it

illicitly. We have also this fact that whereas the " opium
dens " were about 20 in number, they have now increased,

I believe, to 130 places in the shape of clubs in Bombay
itself. In the last six months of the year the consumption
of licit opium has fallen from 1,600 lbs. to 300 lbs. The
inference is that there being more clubs than there were
' dens," the consumption of licit opium ought to be greater

now, but it is really very much less. More opium is un-
doubtedly consumed but it is illicit.

26.171. The owners or managers of these clubs could
send as many men as they liked to the shops and get opium
and so get it by degrees, could they not ?—They could get

it by degrees, but if they were in possession of more than
two tolas they would be run in on account of being in pos-

session of more than the limit.

26.172. Were not these public licensed saloons haunts

cf bad characters, and was not the haljit of smoking gene-

rally reprobated by the respectable public ; is it not well

that Government should not recognise and license such
places even if (irivate places were substituted P—It is a

question of choice of evils. It seems to me to be better

that the Government should be able to lay its hands upon
these placeii and have some supervision over places where
disreputable characters assemble. I think the " dens "

were places of such squalor and abomination that there

was no temptation for young men to enter theui. I think

there is much more temptation now in the so-called private

clubs. There is a certain secrecy ajid mystery about them.

It is like the desire of the school-boy to smoke tobacco in

spite of his master. Men will go and smoke in these
' clubs," with the idea that they are doing something
which the Government will not approve of: and possibly

it may be illegal. It has a savour of crime about it though
it is not actually criminal. Therefore I should say that

these " clubs " have an attraction to a certain class of

mind.

26.173. That may be true. I suppose it is not im-

possible to legislate against these clubs?— I think it

would be an excellent thing to legislate against them.

26,17-1. That could be done without licensing the

opium saloons again ?— I should prefer to have legislation

to put clown these clubs, and have the so-called opium
saloons or " dens " licensed.

26..175. If two tolas is too small, do you not think that

10 tolas is unnecessarily high ?— I think 10 tolas is un-

necessarily high. I should fix the limit at about five tolas.

It would also depend upon the districts. It has been found

in part of the territory of Sind, bordering upon the desert,

impossible to enforce the two-tola rule. Men had to go

long distances for their opium supplies, and the two-tola

rule was a positive hardship. The rule has been rescinded,

and the 10-tola rule is now in force there, and it might

be with advantage restored in various parts of Gujarat. I

think the rule should scarcely be made a hard-and-fast

one.

26,176. I believe you are prepared to give some supple-

mentary evidence which will appear in the Appendix?

—

Yes. I thought possibly the question of smuggling had
not been sufficiently clearly lirought out, and I tbord'ore

prepared a note on the Kubject.

26,177- I understand that by the present system of

selection you get a more respectable set of opium farmers

than you got formerly ?—Certainly. The Commissioner

uses his discretion under the auction system; he simply

took the highest bidder.

26,178. With a more respectable set of men, do you not

think that if the smuggling of opium from Malwa begins

again you will hear of it ?

—

Wi' shall hear of it, of course.

Harm will be done, and when the inischicl is once done it

is much more dilEcult to repair it than to check it in

adviince.

_'(),I7I>. 'I'licincn will be under the same temptation that

thfV were in the old days to use smuggled opium?

—

Precisely.

26.180. Do you think their virtue will be equal to the
strain P—I should doubt it.

26.181. [Mr. Pease.) You state that in Gujarat the
quantity consumed cannot fairly he said to be excessive.

I observe that in one district—the district of Broach—the
consumption is more than double that of any other district,

except where there is a large population, as in Bombay
and Ahmedabad. Do you know any special reason why
the consumption in Broach should be so large compared
with other districts?—Yes, I think I may say I do.
Broach is a black soil district, that is, it is liable with very
little rain indeed to become water-logged. A quarter of
an inch of rain will make any road in the district im-
passable. I have been Collector and Magistrate of that
district for four years, and I may say that it is, perhaps,
the most feverish district in the whole Presidency. It has
also one of the highest death returns from bowel complaints.
The natives of that district who, I may mention, are

amongst the most stalwart men and finest cultii'ators in

the Presidency, protect themseh'es, or believe that they
protect themsel ves, from some of those diseases by taking
opium in moderation. There is a much larger proportion
of the actual cultivating race in that district who are
opium consumers than in any other district with which I

am acquainted.

26.182. It is a question of medical or semi-medical use,
and not a question of indulgence ?— I think so.

26.183. You say you do not remember any instance in
which crimes could be directly attributed to the use of
ojiium. We liave often heard that there \vere petty thefts
and cases of that kind which have arisen from poverty and
persons having the opium craving ?—I cannot remember a
case of that sort.

26,1?4. I thought you probably used the word
" directly " to convey that idea P—I mean as compared
with alcoholism. Of course there are many cases of
violence and crime of a serious nature due directly to
alcohol, but there is no crime of that sort, so far as I know,
due to opium.

26,18.5. With regard to the point referred to by Sir
James Lyall, do you prefer the system of selection to the
system of taking the highest bidder ?—Yes.

26.186. I think the selection is now made by the Excise
Department?— It is irade by the Commissioner. The
collector never did select the contractor.

26.187. [Sir James Lyall.) Did the Collector never
select the contractor in Bombay P—No, T do not think so.

26.188. [Mr. Pease.) You say the system was abohshed
whereby the Commissioner of opium selected the farmer?—Yes. Previous to that the farmer was, so to speak,
selected by auction. Then in 1889 the Government intro-
duced the system by which the Commissioner of opium
selected the farmer who agreed to accept the minimum
guaranteed vend fixed by the commissioner. iS'ow the
Commissioner still selects the farmer, but the farmer only
pays the duty on the opium he purchases.

26.189. The minimum guarantee was settled with the
view that the sales of the period would be sure to be equal
to that minimum guarantee, was it not ; the amount
guaranteed was an estimate that the sales were sure to be
equal to that amount, were not they ?—Approximately.

26.190. Were there not many cases in iifhich the sals
apparently did not come up to that amount ?— I do not
think so.

26.191. And the hcensee had to pay a fine?—There
were a few cases in which he had to pay the deficiency, but
they were infrequent and small m amount.

26.192. In those cases where he saw the deficiency was
likely or inevitable, had not he a strong inducement to
push his sales of oj)ium so as not to have to pay for opium
for which he had receivi-d no payment from his customers?—That is possible. He had some inducement possibly.
It was ovi'ing to the unsettled state of opium affairs,
the tra,nsition state, that contracts were only given
for one year from 1889. The previous system was
to give contracts for three years, if a farmer had a con-
tract for three years tliere wcmld be no temptation to imsh
the sale. 'I'he first year of the cimtract is always a bad
one. The farmer has to make his arrangements. " He has
to see where shops have to be placed and has to make him-
self acquainted with the district and the actual wants of
the people. 'I'lic first year is therefore always worked more
or less unprofitably. If he has a contract for three years,
as he formerly bad, though there might be a deficiency in
the first year it would be made up in the second and third
years. There would be no such inducements as you now
mentioned. If the farmer finds himself falling short there
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is to a certain extent a desire to pusli the sales towards the
end of the contract, if he considers he is doing badly and
thinks he is not likely to have his contract renewed. If,

on the other hand, he knows he has been doing well and
the deficiency is small, he knows the probability is that his

contract will be renewed for another term, and the tempta-

tion is lessened.

26.193. Yon say the first year's returns are unsatisfac-

tory. Oo you m.ean on account of the expense of carrying

on the business or on account of opium sold ?—In both

ways. If the farmer is new to the district he has to come
in and learn the trade, so to speak. He does not know
how to manage his sales or what the demand may be. He
has to learn his business, and as it were to pay his footing

in the trade.

26.194. Everybody desirous of buying opium can pur-

chase it during the first year ?—Yes.

26.195. And during the next two or three years the

increase of the sales will be the result of the man pushing

his business?—Pushing it legitimately. I do not know
that there is any harm in his doing so.

26.196. You have given us an instance of a man being

drawn into conversation and acknowledging that he had

10 tolas in his possession, and then when he came over the

frontier being at once laid hold of by the police ; is the

person who draws him into conversation a representative

of the British Government?—I think it is probable that

the opium officials are all on the look out for those cases.

They know what the rule is ; they know that if they

detect a .smuggling case they get a reward.

26.197. Would it not be his duty if he found a man
possessed of 10 tolas to warn him of what the law was ?—

•

That is expecting a high standard of duty from a low-paid

subordinate.

26.198. Has the subordinate an interest?—He has an

interest, because if he has displayed any detective ability or

any special merit and obtains a conviction he gets a

reward.

26.199. Therefore for a breach of the customs law of

this kind a man is liable to be put in jail ?—He is liable to

be fined, and the opium is destroyed. If he could not pay

the fine he would have to go to jail to expiate his offence.

As a rule the men are fairly well-to-do, and are able to pay

the fine.

26.200. Do you think there is any necessity to give

persons in Native States notice as to the quantity of opium

they will be permitted to bring into British territory ?—If

the Native States accept our two-tola Hmit they will give

the notice themselves, and it will become illegal in their

territory to have more than that quantity.

26.201. You are alluding here to cases of ignorance?—

Yes.

26.202. Is it not important on the border land that

every man should know what the law is ?—It is distinctly

important. The rule ought certainly to be abolished in

our territory, or made the same for all. Until that is done

full information ought to be given on the border land.

26.203. It is not given at the present time ?—There may

be notices posted up at the stations of cases of men being

punished, but I do not know that there is any special

notice given on the frontier.

26.204. You feel that it is the duty of the Government

to make men ignorant of the law know that they are

amenable to it ?—Yes.

26.205. (Mr. Mowbray.) With regard to the closing of

smoking shops, you say that all such shops were closed on

the 1st August 1893. Were you the person responsible

for seeing that order carried out, or who was the responsible

person ? The person directly responsible would be the

Collector of Bombay.

26.206. I suppose he acts under your supervision ?—

Yes ; he acts under my general supervision.

26.207. In some of the abstracts of evidence to be given

before us there are allegations made that the shops are

continued open with the knowledge and connivance of the

Government ?—It is an absolute falsehood.

26.208. Has everv means to the best of your ability been

taken to make the closing of these shops as effective as the

law at present allows you to take ?—Most certamly. Every

possible endeavour has been made.

26.209. You have told us that you think the closing of

the houses was a mistake because it has led to more

attractive places Ix-ing opened not under Government

supervision. Supposmg for the sake of argument that the

licensed shops were reopened to-morrow, what is there to

prevent these more attractive places still being co&linucd
to be opened without Government supervision as they are

at they present moment?—There is nothing at the present

time to prevent them being continued. I think ii' the

licensed shops were reopened they would attract from the

"clubs " a considerable number of their preient customers.

Many of their customers go there under a sort of fear that

they may be doing something illegal. I think it is very

jtrobable that some of these private club people in the

courss of time will he emboldened by impunity, and be
run in for doing something illegal, whereas if the licensed

shops were reopened the old habitufe could go to them and
have their smoke without any fear of a police raid. They
would go there at once, and thereby custom Would be
attracted from the clubs. The difficulty is that the

mischief has been done by closing these shops. It is so

much more easy to do mischief than to repair it.

26.210. With regard to the limitation to two tolas, you
say you think that is a mistake ?—I think that is a

mistake ; I think it is hardly sufiicient.

26.211. We had evidence given before us—I think it

was by Mr. James—with regard to Sind, that the reduc-

tion of the amount whiofi may he possessed from 10 tolas

to two tolas was a considerable assistance in dealing with

these unlicensed smoking houses, Do you find it is so p—
I ought to explain that I have not had any personal

experience of these unlicensed smoking houses, and my
opinion on the point, perhaps, is not so valuable as Mr.

James's, if he had personal experience. Mr. Campbell's

opinion upon that point would be more valuable than

mine.

26.212. The difficulty I apprehend in dealing with these •

clubs is to prove a sale upon the premises where the

smoking is going on ?—That is one of the very greatest

difficulties.

26.213. On the other hand, if persons are found on any

premises licensed or unlicensed, in possession of more than

the legal amount of the preparation of opium, that in

itself is an offence ?—Yes : but it is very difficult to prove.

Supposing there are five people in one of these places. If

one person possesses 10 tolas or opium he would be run

in ; but supposing eact of these five say, " It is true, there
" are 10 tolas here, but my share of this 10 tolas is two
" tolas"—you cannot do anything, ilie total amount
which one man may possess is exceeded, but each man
claims his share.

26.214. I do not say it enables you to act with certainty,

but I should have thought myself that it would facilitate

the detection, at any rate, of one form of a breach of the

law ?—I do not quite see where the help would come in.

26.215. I shculd have thought it would have necessi-

tated, at any rate, to take your example, that the five

men should distribute the 10 tolas among themselves, and

that in itself would be a certain amount of trouble, and

unless that trouble is taken there is a breach of the law

that could be proved ?—There are five people there jointly

in possession of 10 tolas.

26.216. But if one person b.5.s all that he is obviously

breaking the law. The five would have to go through the

form, before any officer caTne in, of distributing the 10

tolas among themselves in order to keep themselves techni-

cally withhi the law ; that I understood to be Mr. James's

view—that the reduction to the two-tola limit had been of

assistance in dealing with these unlicensed places?—

I

think that is a point which would probably have to be

settled by a legal decision of the courts.

26.217. You have told us that you would be very glad

to see legislation to deal with these clubs. I should like

to know whether you have ever been able, in your own

mind, to form any practicable scheme ?— I have not

attempted to do so yet. The question was put to me as to

whether they ought not to legislate, if it is possible, against

them. I should say, " Yes ;
" but it is a matter which

would require very careful consideration.

26.218. In England we have had very much the same

difficulties with regard to public-houses and so-called^ un-

licensed clubs which evade the licensing law, and a Com-

mittee of the House of Commons sat upon the subject last

session P—I was not aware of the fact, but I know the

question bristles with difficulties.

26.219. With regard to the Native States, does your

estimate of the compensation refer only to the Native

States which are under the Bombay Government ? —Yes ;

and it excludes Baroda. Baroda is territorially m this

Presidency, but it is technically under the Go\-ernment of

India.

Nn 3
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L'li.'-'L'O, I should like to know a little more about what
you say us to the non-acceptance by the Native States in

this I'rtsidency of the rule whereby two tolas ot opium
were made a legal maximum. Wliat efforts have been made
to induce the Native States within the Bimibay Presidency

to adopt that rule, and how far have they been successful V

—That is a matter which has been worked in the Political

Department of the Government. I am unable to say what
specific efforts have been made ; but I know such efforts

have been made, because one or two of the Native States

have accepted the rule, but others have declined. I know
that they have declined, because I have information of

these cases coming from their territory into our territory.

26,221. Do you consider that tlie difficulty which has

been experienced with regard to the Native States in the

Bombay Presidency of inducing them to adopt this rule

with regard to the two-tola limit throws any light on the

question referred to this Commission as to the possibility

of extending any general system of prohibition of the
growth or manufacture of opium to Native States as well as

to British India generally P—I think it does. I thinlc it

shows they are entirely unwilling to do such a thing. If they
would not help us in a little thing, would they help us in

a big thing ?

2(j,222. I see that there has been a considerable increase

during the last 10 years in trans-shipment fees on Persian

and other foreign opium; are these purely trans-shipment
fees !'—Yes.

26.223. There is no illicit importation of Persian o]5ium

into India ?—I do not think so ; I am not aware of it.

26.224. It is not permitted to be imported, is it?—No.

26.225. Is it altogether prohibited, or is it admitted
under duty F—Rule 11, section 6 of the Opium Act of

1H78 under "Import" says, "No opium shall be im-
" ported into the Presidency of Bombay by sea except in
" whole or half chests for re-exportation as provided by
" Rule 2.'J. Provided, however, that at the port of Bom-
" bay only, opium may be imported otherwise than in

" wliole or half chests for exportation, subject in all cases
" to payments of the full duty imposed by the sea-cus-
" toms tariff for the time being in force, and to any special
" orders ])assed by the commissioner, as to sui)se(|uent
" pusse.'ision and disposal of the opium imported."

26,22(1. 1 suppose the Persian and other foreign opium
which is transhipped at Bombay is mainijf intended to be
transhipped for the eastern market ?—Yes.

26.227. And that shows, therefore, a considerable in-

crease of Persian opium being sent to the east F—Yes.

26.228. Bearing upon that you have said that the total

number of Malwa chests shipped for Singapore from Bom-
bay i^'as only two F—Yes.

26.229. The Malwa opium shipped from Bombay goes
almost entirely to China and not to the Straits Settlement,

does it not F—It goes almost entirely to China.

2(i, 2.3(1. Do 1 understand you to say in your note that

in future there will be no license fees?—I ought to ex-

plain that in Bijapur, Dharwar, Belguum, Kanara, and
Ratnagiri the consumption is very small, and there is little

or no tem])tation to smuggle. The old system of license

fees in addition to paying opium duty has been continued

in those five districts. That is where the re\'cnue comes
from under that head, and will continue to come under the

head of "license fees for the privilege of retailing opium
" and preparations of opium."

26.231 . I see last year the license fees had fallen to Rs.

16,000 as against a lakh of rupees in 1883-84 ?—Yes.

26.232. That is in consequence of the change of system p

—In 18S.3-84 this guaranteed system was not in force in

certain districts and the revenue was obtained by means of

this license fee. system, This minimum guaranteed system

was gradually extended further and further ; and as that was
done the license fee system was enforced in fcH'cr districts

;

consequently the revenue under that head gradually fell.

2(),233. But a small lunount of re\-enue \x\\\ continue to

be raised P—Yes.

26,2.34. \\'ith regard to the bidk of the Bombay Presi-

dency, I understand that there \iill be no license fees in

future, but the farmers are required to maintain additional

establishments for the supervision of their retailers and the

prevention of smuggling and other illicit practices. Have
you had enough experience of that system to say v.'hether

it is ii, salisfiK.'tory systein p—We have not. We have only

hail one year of it, and it is impossible to say with certainty.

If you look at the return of smuggling cases you wdl find

that there lia,s been an increase in the number of cases

detected from ojd in 18!n-!»2 to 530 in 1892-93. I think

that is a possible indication to show that the farmers are

not paying that attention to the repression of smuggling
which they would have done had they been required to

guarantee a certain minimum vend. I do not put it for-

ward as a certainty because I have not sufficient data to go
upon, there is only one year.

26.235. Who is responsible for seeing that these opium
farmers keep up an efficient staff in lieu of the license fees p

—The Collector of each district primarily. It is of course

under the Commissioner of opium too. He has a general

supervision over them.

26.236. In your judgment then is it better to allow

farmers themselves under supervision to keej) up this

detective force rather than to take the money from them
and to keep up the force yourselves F—I, think in some
ways it is a good thing. They have means of getting in-

formation which our people ha^'e not, and they are more
personally and directly interested in the matter.

26,237- I see in the list of revenue that there has always
been in the last 10 years a contribution paid by the licensees

for the cost of the Government establishments F—Yes, they

pay a certain amount towards them.

26,238. That has gone on increasing whilst the fees have
gone on diminishing. I suppose the growth of the one
and the diminution of the other are connected F—They are.

As the minimum guaranteed vend system was introduced,

each farmer increased his contribution towards the esta-

bHshment charges.

26,23l^ He pays less in fees and more towards the
establishment F—Yes.

26.240. You were asked a question with reference to

the vendors having to make up the minimum guaranteed
revenue in the last 10 years, that has amounted to an aver-

age of Rs. 90,000 a year, has it not ?—Yes.

26.241. And that item of revenue, 1 suppose, will now
disappear altogether ?—That will disappear altogether.

26.242. Out of this average annual re\'enue of Rs.
2,23,00,000 how much is local revenue and how much is

Imperial revenue ?—Out of that Rs. 2,11,70,81.") is Imperial.
Of the remaining Rs, 11,25,619, one-fourth is provincial,

three-fourths are Imperial.

26.243. (Mr. liaridus Veharidas.) Do you believe that
the effects of the use of alcohol are more injurious than
those of opium F—I believe so.

26.244. In that case do you consider that restrictive

measures are more necessary for the consumption of

alcohol than for the consumption of opium F—Yery strong
efforts are now made to repress the excessive consumption
of alcohol. But I would not repress the consumption of
alcohol altogether. What I should aim it would be to

repress the excessive consumption of alcohol.

26.245. The minimum amount allowed in the case of
opium is two tolas. What is the minimum quantity of
alcohol which one person is allowed to sell or possess F—

I

really forget the exact amount, I think it is about a gallon,
but it varies in different districts.

2(j,2t6. If uiy information is correct I belie^-e that there
is no limit whatever to the amount of Eui'opean liquor
which can be sold—any quantity may be kept or sold P

—

Yes, wholesale, of course.

2(i,247. But only about a gallon of native liquor may be
had at a time F—That is so.

2(i,24S. If alcohol is more injurious than opium, do you
not think that restrictive measures are more necessary
in connexion with alcohol than in connexion with opium F—I am not prepared to say that more severely restrictive

measures with regard to opium are required; and I think
the existing restrictive measures with regard to alcohol are
sufficient at present.

2(;,249, In neither case do you think any restrictive
measures are required .^—I do not think restrictive, i.e.,

])rohibiti\e, measures are required with regard to opium. I
should be A'ery loath to say that stricter measures would be
required with regard to alcohol except in the case of
particular districts, but the question could only be decided
after an examination of the circumstances in any particular
case.

26,250. (2Ir. Faiishawe.) Mr. James Munro, who was
Inspector-General of Police in Bengal, and afterwards
Chief Commissioner of Police in London, gaxe evidence in
Calcutta with r(?gard to preA-cntnig the smoking of opium
on unlicensed premises. I put this question to him :

" W'itli
' regard to the eloping of licensed smoking shops, your
" view is clear, is it not, that the wiser policy would be to
" keep them ojien because the people in them would be sub-
" ject to jiolioe control," and he replied, "certainly." Do
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I understand that that is the view you take also ?

—

Certainly.

26,251. With regard to the semi-medioal use of opium
to which you refer in the Broach district, do yoLi think it

will he practicable to make any arrangement by which
opium could be provided for that class ot use, while at the
same time it would not be available for use as a luxury or

stimulant P—It would he perfectly impracticable. Who
would be the authority to jirantthe permission P If it were
granted by a medical man where is the medical man to be
found p 'rhe district is a large one. Access throughout is

extremely difficult. The time when the drug is most
required is during the motisoon, when the country tracts
are practically impassable.

26,252. One of our difficulties in the administration of
this Cdimtry always is to find trustworthy n[,'eiicy, and if

the pov.'er of giving medical certificates vi-ere placed in the
hands of native vaids or hakims you would not consider
that any certainty had been secured that opium would not
be obtainable by any person for any purpose for which he
required it P—I think it is certain that any person could
obtain any amount of opium he wanted by paying for it.

The
Hon, r. IJ.

Mackenzie.

15 Feb, 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. W. PoRTBOus called in and examined. Mr. W
Porteous,

26.253. {Chairmtm.) You are Collector of Poena P

—

Yes.

26.254. Will you give us the summary of your services

in India ?—My service extends over 26 years. During that

time I have served as Assistant Collector or Collector in

all the districts of the northern division of the Presidency,

viz., Ahmedabad, Kaira, Pancli Mahals, Broach, Surat,

and Thana, in the districts of Nasik, Ahmednagar, and
Poona of the central division, and in the districts of

Ratnagiri and Bijapur of the southern division. As
Collector of salt revenue and Customs 1 have at different

times travelled over the whole of the northern frontier

line, and visited every port of any importance from
Broach to the extreme southern limit of the district of

Kanara. From 1874 to 187!S I served under the Govern-
ment of India in the province of Mysore. I served as.

Assistant Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner (Assistant

Collector or Collector) in three of the eight districts which

make up the province, and in other capacities I visited on
duty the headquarters of four of the remaining five districts.

Throughout my service I have spent on an average four to

five months of each year in the interior of the districts to

which I belonged, living in tents among the people. I

may also add that I have acted as commissioner of the

northern division.

26.255. What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in the

districts with which you are acquainted P—The consumption

of opium by the diflierent races of people among whom I

have thus served has never forced itself upon my notice.

I knew, as it was my duty to know, that opium was con-

sumed, but I looked upon and look upon the use of it as I

look upon the use of alcoholic liqviors by the European
community. I have always looked upon opium when
taken in moderation as a temporary and harmless

exhilarants, just as I look upon wine and malt liquors and
spirits when taken in moderation as temporary and harm-

less exhilarants. I have never known tracts of coimtry or

classes of people where or among whom it was notorious

that opium was consumed to excess, and this I

say because I have known tracts of country and
classes of people where and among whom it was notorious

that country liquor, distilled or fermented, M'as consumed
to excess. I have often heard it said of a man that he was

an opium eater, the phrase being meant as a stigma upon
the man, but I have alwavs looked upon the phrase as

more or less equivalent to the phrase " he drinks " when
used of a European. This phrase invariably conveys the

meaning that the person of whom it is said drinks more or

less to excess, and by an " opium eater," the phrase being

used disparagingly, I understand a man who consumes

opium more or less to excess. I know that opium in some

districts is very frequently given to young children ; in my
present district of Poona I know it is thus given.

26.256. What is your experience as regards the effect of

such consumption on the moral and physical condition of

the people. As regards the effects of the consumption of

opium on the moral condition of the people, I consider

that, speaking generally, it has none. If the question be

meant to involve the more particular question whether the

consumption of opium deadens the moral sense and leads

the consumer to commit petty offences, which otherwise he

would not commit, then I answer in the negative. I have

never in my service had to deal directly or indirectly with

any criminal offence which but for the fact that the

offender was a consumer of opium would not have been

committed. I have tried many hundred criminal cases,

and had to deal, on appeal or revision, with many hundred

more, and I have never known, say, a theft or an assault

committed because the offender was under the influence of

opium at the time, or because he wanted to get opium

illegally which he could not get legally. I have, of course,

had to deal with many cases of breaches of the Opium
Act. As regards the effect of the consumption of opium
on the physical condition of the people, my experience is

that taken in moderation it has no deleterious effects.

Taken to excess it renders a man idle, listless, and unfit
for work, but it does not render him troublesome to the
police or a nuisance to his neighbours or the public. I

have known, however, a few instances of excessive con-
sumption. I have never had to discharge a clerk or a

servant because he was " an opium eater," that is to say, a
consumer of opium to excess, and I cannot recollect that I

have ever had to discharge a peon for this reason.

26.257. Would the people of India, so far as you know,
be in favour of regulations limiting the use of the sale of

opium to medical purposes, and would they be willing to

bear in whole
;
or in part the cost of prohibitive measures p

—My opinion as to the disposition of those of the people
of India whom I know in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes is this : The bulk of them do not use

opium, and their attitude is one of indifference to those
who do. Those who use it to excess are looked down
upon. The people would not bear wilUngly either in

whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures. If the
cost of such measures was by any jiossibility to be
adjusted without the imposition of taxation, the bulk of
the people of the Poona district, if left to themselves,

would probably not care very much whether prohibitive

measures were introduced or not, but there wo^ild he a
large and discontented minority.

26.258. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes P—
In my opinion the sale of opium in British India, except
for medical purposes, should certainly not be prohibited.
So to prohibit it v/ould be an error fraught with the
gravest political consequences. As I have said, the people
of the district of Poona—and I take Poona as a type of a
district where the consumption is small—would probably,
if left to themselves, accept the position and say nothing. I

do not believe that as yet 5 per cent, of the 1,040,999 Hindu
and Mahomedan inhabitants of the district, the city of Poona
included, have even heard of the Royal Commission which
is now sitting, far less of the circumstances which led to
its being appointed. But the people would not be left to

themselves. If prohibition were to be enforced the motives
of Government would be misrepresented to them, and put
before them in every light but the true one. The connec-
tion between the missionary bodies, or some of them, and
the anti-opium movement would be made much of, and
that their religion was threatened would be instilled into

the minds of Hindus and Mahomedans alike. The results

would be £uch as no thinking man who knew the country
could venture safely to forecast.

26.259. Do you think the motives of Government would
be misrepresented P—Most certainly.

26.260. Do you think prohibition could be extended to

the Native States P— I think not to the Native States with
which I am familiar.

26.261. Supposing total prohibition to be impracticable,
can you suggest any change in the system at present
followed for regulating and restricting the opium traffic,

and for raising a revenue therefrom ?—I consider total

prohibition to be impracticable, and I have no change to

suggest in the system at present followed for regulating

gnd restricting the opium traffic and for raising revenue
therefrom. The present system works well, although I

am not yet convinced that the abolition of the minimum
guaranteed vend system will turn out in all districts to

have been prudent. Circumstances might arise to render
it necessary for fiscal purposes to raise the price of opium,
but I should be opposed to any raising of the price with
the sole object of making the luxury more difficult of

N n 4
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attaininent, of ii-.^king opium dearer to consumers, so lliat

fur what is called their own good they \yere al)!^ to buy

less of it or none at all.

2G,-2G2. (Mr. Fanshawe.) A witness from the Poona dis-

trict stated yesterday that the number of liquor shops is

increasing every year in your district; I should like to

have your opinion on that?—I do not think that is the

case.

2G,263. What he said was this ; that he felt sure the

numl)er of shops was increasing in the city, and he

thought they were increasing in the district—consumption

was certainly increasing in the district P—The consumption

is not increasing in the district of Poona. The contractor

pays for his contract the same now that he paid four years

ago. Up to the present he has not consumed the pro-

portionate amount of liquor that would pay him for his

contract. As regards shops, I do not recollect that I have

opened three shops in the last three years. I do net know
on what basis that gentleman founded his statement at

aU.

26,2(J4. Speaking generally, as regards this statement,

you would say that ic could not be founded on authority?

—Certainly it could not.

26.265. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Would you like to see

stronger measures taken to restrict the excessive consump-

tion of alcohol ?—It is restricted at present.

26.266. I believe country liquor is consumed to excess ?

—You cannot help people consuming it to excess if they

get the chance.

26, ij67. But do you not think stricter measures neces-

sary H I do not quite know what you would hke—the

number of shops diminished or the hours which the shops

are open restricted. I am not prepared to say that any-

thing more restrictive should be put upon the alcohol

trade.

26,268. They should be allowed to use alcohol in excess

with impunity ?—We do not allow anyone to use alcohol

or anything else in excess.

2C>,2()9. Is it not necessary, seeing how injurious alcohol

is, for Government to see what stricter measures could be

taken to check the use of alcohol !'—I did not come pre-

pared to answer questions on the alcohol trade ; but I am
prepared to say that at present the restrictive measures are

as good as we can make them.

26.270. (Mr. Mowbray.) I think most of your evidence

relates to the eating of opium ?—Entirely so, almost.

26.271. Have you any views to express with regard

to opium smoking?—Opium smoking is not considered

respectable. I have served in Gujarat, where it is occa-

sionally smoked ; but it holds a very different position in

the eyes of the general public from opium eating.

26.272. Do you consider that that arises from the fact

that it is considered a disreputable thing in itself, or

Ijecause it is a practice that is indulged in by disreputable

people?—The people who smoke are generally the idlers

who get money to spend occasionally, and spend it all at

once.

26.273. 1 believe there are smoking dens at Poona p Xre
yoj respou'-ible now for carrying out the order of the

Government of India for the closing of shops in which
opium is consumed on the premises where it is sold ?

—

Yes ; as head of the executi\e police, I am responsible.

26.274. Have yon done everything in your power since

that order was made to see that it has been effectively

carried out ?- -Everything has been done to carry it out

loyally.

26.275. Have you found any difficulty owing to these

licensed shops being turned into unlicensed clubs ?—

I

])ersonally have not found any difficulty ; but I have no
doubt that a number of clubs have been formed since the

shops have been shut up.

26.276. Have you ever tried to bring any of these clubs

to a test ease, as to whether they were illegal or not ?—

I

have not.

26,277- Mr. Mackenzie just now put in some petition

from Poona ; had you anything to do with that ?— It came
to me from Government. I saw the petition about 12 or

18 months ago.

26,278. Were you responsible for making investigations

with regard to the genuineness of the signatures ?— I sent

it to the city magistrate, and he investigated it.

26,279- {Mr. Pease.) You recognise, I suppose, that the

purpose of licensing is not to raise revenue from the taxa-

tion of a luxury but for the purpose of repressing an
indulgence which is injurious?— lam prejjared to admit
that.

26.280. And,therefore,*f the present system of licensing

alcoholic liquors is not effective in preventing a consump-
tion which is injurious it so far falls short of the intention

of the system?—^I should like to know how it is assumed
that consumption is injurious if consuniptioc is increasing.

It does not follow that the same number of people drink
more liquor ; it may mean that a larger number of people
drink a moderate amount of liquor.

26.281. I only assume it from your own words; you
say, " I have known tracts of country and classes of people
" where and among whom it was notorious that country
" hquor, distilled or fermented, was consumed to excess " ?

—Yes, I can mention those districts.

26.282. Therefore it is possible that the restrictive laws

with regard to alcohol are insufficient, and might be
improved ?— I am referring in what I said, principally, to

the district of Surat, in which I served many years ago.

At that time there were several tracts of country in that

district where the original settlers used to tlrink to excess

every night. Our rules, then, for obtaining liquor were
such that it was very easy to get it, and everybody used to

be drunk every night. Now things are changed in a very
marked degree. I also know, from my own personal

experience, having been in Surat since the days of which I

speak here-

26.283. Do you think that result has arisen from
restrictive legislation?— Most certainly.

The witness withdrew.

The
Rev. D. O.
Fox-.M.A.

The Rev. D. O. Fox, M.A.

26.284. {Chairman) How long have yo\i been in India ?

—Twenty-one years.

26.285. In what capacity ?—Pastor of the Native Mis-

sion of the Methodist Church in Poona.

26.286. You have come before the Commission, I under-

stand, with the view of making a statement of your

ex])erience with reference to the consumption of o|iium p

—

Yes; I have been in India over 21 years. I have been

pastor of the Native Mission of the Methodist Episcopal

Church in Poona for several years. My attention has

been called to the use of opium among the people for

some time past. For a year and a half I have looked up

the ir.atter carefully in Poona. A part of my work is in a

locality called Bhangihatte, among a community of

sweepers. There are many cases among the men and

some among the women and many among the children

who use it. I have also visited the opium shops and

smoking dens in the city of Poona many times. I find

the men with very few exceptions began the use of opium

for the purposes of lust. I talked with a large number at

different times and in different places and they give this as

the reason for beginning its use. The common cause

among women is that of disease, especially diarrha3a and

called in and examined.

dysentery. The effect of its use physically, mentally, and
morally are evil. This is admitted by those who use it

almost without exception. The degree of the evil physical

effects varies according to the constitution of the opium
user, the amount of food he can obtain and its nutriti-

ousness. The evil effects are much more apparent in

those who have used for a long time and have used it in

large quantities. It is difficult to measure the mental and
moral effects. But from careful observation I am satisfied

that the use of opium is damaging. This is especially

true morally. They seem unable or unwilling to grasp
the truths of morality so as to be influenced by them.
They are habitual liars and, so far as I know, the men are
without exception immoral. In conversation with the
men they admit this. And this is the charge made by
their neighbours. The users of opium are ashamed of the
habit, i'hey freely admit that it is degrading, that they
are slaves. There is a universal feeling among those who do
not use it that its use is a disgrace and is debasing. Once
it is formed the user must have his usual quantity of

opium. Without it he is in a most miserable condition,

entirely unfit for any kind of work. His legs cramp, water
runs from his eyes and nose, and he has great difficulty in

breathing. I have never found one man or woman who had
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broken cil the habit though with few exceptions they all

express ihe desire to he saved from it. 'Die smoking dens
in Poona city which were closed by Act of Government on
the .'-i 1st of July 1893 are still in operation. They claim

now ta be conducted on the principle of clubs. In
January 181)4 in one room, 8 feet wide by 10 long, I

found Hi men smoking opium. I visited the dens before

the Act went into operation, and I have visited them since.

Tlie same places are used (or the same purpose. In one
room at 8 o'clock at night I found a native policeman. He
said he had stepped in to have a chat. That the known
relation of Government to the opium traffic is an en-

couragement to the peo[)le to use it there can be no doubt.

The fcelin;j among the people is that Government not only

approves its use but desire them to use it. But the more
intelligent know the Government is only seeking a revenue,

and they speak in strong terms of contempt of its relation

to the business. From careful inquiry I do not think

there is the least reason to apprehend a rebelhon by the

opium users. The disaffected and evil-minded class of the

people could be incited to rebel on this question as they

can be on any other similar question. But that the

opium eaters and smokers will rehel there is not the least

fear.

2(;,287. {Sir James Lyall.) Is it not curious that the

opium smokers and eaters you speak to tell you frankly

that they began the habit for Inst, and that they are

immoral men. People do not generally run themselves

down in that way ?— I do not say they do that.

26.288. You say, that " in conversation with the men
" they admit they are immoral "

; and you say in another

place, " I spoke to the men, and they gave as a reason for
' beginning its use that they took it for lust ''

; I say is it

not curious that people you speak to all seem to tell you

with such extraordinary frankness that they are immoral

people p—They admitted it on being questioned.

26.289. But is it not very curious ? It is not easy to

get anything out of a native?—I ^^ould not think it

curious, if it was a matter of fact in their experience, if

they told the truth.

26.290. You think in this country— or in any country

—

people always tell the truth when it is very much to their

discredit ?—Regarding this question, I think they told the

truth. I may say I have not only their own testimony,

but that of those I am acquainted with who live in the

locality. The neighbours confirm their statements that

they use it for that purpose.

26.291. I say it is curious that they should make such a

statement about themselves
;
you say, " I found the men,

" with very feu- exceptions, began the use of opium for

" purposes of lust. I talked with a large number at

" different times and differeiit places, and they give this

" as the reason for beginning its use"; that is a direct

statement that they told you so. Then you say, " so far

" as I know the men are without exception immoral. In
" conversation with the men they admit this." You have

distinctly stated twice that the people you spoke to all

made these admissions. I say it is a very curious fact p

—

Yes ; my explanation is that I asked them about it. I do

not claim that they came to mc and told me without being

questioned on the subject. I questioned them and they

admitted that was the reason that Id them to begin the

use of ic.

26.292. You say that you are confident these men told

you the truth, and yet you say they are habitual liars?—

I judge they have told me the truth, because their state-

ments were confirmed by their neighbours, who knew

them.

26,2.93. In this particular thing you think they told you

the truth ; in other things they are habitual liars ?—

I

believe they told me the truth in this. I have evidence to

prove what they said was correct by their general life.

26.294. Take a class of men who are habitual liars;

what interest have they in telling the truth in a matter

which is to their discredit ?—They are more Ukely to be

telhng the truth if it is to their discredit.

26.295. Why ?—If they tell me that which is to their

dis'credit' frankly, and that statement is confirmed by the

neighbours, it goes to show that what they say is correct.

26.296. That is not an answer to my question. My
question is, if you have a class of men who are habitual

liars, why should these habitual liars tell the truth m a

matter which is greatly to their discredit?—I do not think

it is necessary for me to explain that. My answer is, that

I believe they told me the truth regarding the question of

their beginnins the use of it, because they admitted it

themselves, anii the neighbours confirmed their state-

ment.

O 82588.

26.297. You cannot explain why they should tell the

truth on this occasion when they are haiii(;ual liars on other

occasions ?—Is it necessary for me to go into a dissertation

on human nature just now?

26.298. We will take it that you cannot explain it.

26.299. (Sir William Roberts.) You say that the men
with very few exceptions began the use of opium for the

purposes of lust ; I presume you would regard the using

of a remedy for the sake of lust an immoral thing ?—Yes.

26.300. Do not you think that even amongst the people

of India that would be also regarded as an immoral actP—
Yes, largely.

26.301. I would infer, therefore, that those who take

opium for the sake of lust they must have been immoral
before they commenced the habit of using opium?—The
purposes of lust have a special significance here in the use

of opium. It enables them better to enjoy the lust as a

doctor would tell you.

26.302. According to your statement they must have
been degraded and immoral characters before they would
resort to the habit of using opium for such a purpose ?

—

They began the use of opium for the purpose of enhancing
their ability to enjoy their lust.

26.303. They were immoral characters. It was not

opium that made them immoral; they were debased

before. Had you any experience among respectable

classes ?—Not much. I know of some Brahmins who use

opium.

26.304. Did you find that they were debased or demora-
lised or injured physically?—I know of one or two excep-

tions ; but most of them admitted that they used it for

the purpose of lust, of increasing their power to enjoy

lust.

26.305. I may take it that your experience of what we
call moderate opium consumers amongst the decent

respectable classes is very limited amongst the non-
criminal classes ?—The class I speak of are non-criminal.

They belong to a decent caste of their own.

26.306. I mean people who are called respectable

citizens by their fellow citizens ; have you had much
experience amongst opium eaters of that class ?— 1 do not

mean to convey the impression that because they are

sweepers they are disreputable persons. They are of low
caste, but they are respectable people. They are not what
we would term a degraded caste.

26.307. Have you studied the use of opium in moderate
quantities?—Yes. For -a. year and a half 1 have gi\-en

careful attention to it.

26.308. That is not a very long time
; you have been in

India 21 years ?—My former experience in India was
amongst Europeans entirely, and of late years I have been
among the natives.

26.309. So that your experience has been very short

wil;h regard to the opium habit ?—A year and a half.

26.310. Your attitude with regard to alcohol, like that
of other members of the Methodist Episcopal Church, is

antagonistic, is it not.''—Yfes.

26.311. So that you would wish to have both opium and
alcohol prohibited by law ?—Yes.

26.312. (Mr. Mowbray.) How long have you actually

been in Poona?—Except for three years I have been in

and out for 21 years. I was there four consecutive years.

Then I went away for three years, and returned again, and
was there as general supervisor for five years. I then went
home for two years; but since 1887 I have been stationed
there ; so that except about three years in Karachi and
two years at home i have been there all the time.

26.313. What has been the change in your position

there that led you for the bulk of the time to mix with
Europeans and only for the last year and a half to mix
with natives ?— Our church began here in Western India

among Europeans. I came out in 1872 and was made
pastor of the English church at Poona, and my time was
taken up with that. Subsequently I went to Karachi,

and three years afterwards I was made presiding elder of

the English work of our churcti in the Bombay and Madras
Presidencies. In 1887 I was made pastor of the English
church in Poona. Our native work was just beginning in

1887. In 1890 I was made pastor of the native work
entirely.

26.314. The thing is diviried ; do you mean that some-
body else takes the English side and you take the native

side p—We have now an English pastor in Poona who has

charge of the English church, and I have charge of the

native church.

Oo
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26,315. That is since 1890?—Yes.

2G,316. In your evidence you almost invariably spenk of

the use of opium ; do you wish to draw any distinction

between smoking anil eating ?—No ; I use the word as

including both smoking and eating.

26,.317- And the remarks which you make on the one are

applicable to the other?—I think that, so far as my obser-

vations go, smoking is more deleterious than eating.

28.318. But when you use the word "use" here, you

have deliberately intended to include eating as well as

smoking ?—Yes.

26.319. [Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) These Bhangis are the

lowest class, are they not ?—Yes.

26.320. A low caste people would not possess such

morals as you expect to find in the higher castes ; you gay

the Bhangis are habitual liars ; opium would not make
them worse, would it ?— I compare opium users with tiiose

who do not use opium, and the latter are more reliable.

26.321. You find the non-opium users are not such liars

as the opium users ?—Yes, and they are more accessible

religiously too.

26.322. Do they use alcohol freely?—These sweepers

use alcohol.

26.323. Are they violent when they drink alcohol ?

—

Yes.

26.324. They are not violent when they eat opium ?

—

No, they are not.

26.325. Then so far opium is better than alcohol ?—No,
I do not think so, because if opium had the same effect on
them that alcohol has it would make them violent. It has

a contrary effect, it quiets them.

26.326. It makes them liars, but not violent or senseless P

—It makes them senseless when they eat much.

26.327. Alcohol drinkers are mischievous to others, while

opium eaters only injure themselves ; do you make that

distinction p—Yes.

26.328. {Mr. Fanshawe.) 1 understand that you have
not had any experience of the people in the district, and
that your experience of native life is mainly confined to

the Bhangis, people low down in the social scale?—Among
some of the Brahmins too, but my work is confined to the

lower caste.

26.329. You have nowhere apparently distinguished

between the use in moderation and the use in excess ; do
you wish it to Oe understood that all people who take

opium, whether in moderation or not, are, without excep-

tion, habitual liars and immoral ?—You notice I say that

the evil effects are much more apparent in those who have
used it for a long time and have used it in large quantities.

26.330. You would not e.xtend that general condemna-
tion to persons who take opium in moderation ?—Not so

much ; it would be measured by the time they had been
using it and the quantities they used.

26.331. In describing the effects on the user, are you
speaking of persons who take opium in excess or modera-
tion ?—Of those habituated to it?.

26.332. In excess or in moderation ?—If he is a moderate
user the effects will not be so great as in the case of a per-

son who is an immoderate user ; but the moderate user

must have his daily quantity or else he is useless.

26.333. But the i)hysical effects that you describe woTild

not be the physical eifects that would follow the moderate
use of opium ?—Not so marked, but there are evil ])hysical

effects even in the case of the moderate user if he does not

get his quantity of opium.

26.334. You are aware, of course, that the consumption
of opium, on the whole, is small in the city of Poona?

—

Yes.

26.335. What do you mean us to understand when you
say that "the same ]ilaces are used for smoking opium "

;

do you mean to say tliat they are used with the sanction

and by the arrangement of the licensed vendors, or that

smoking is now carried on in the present licensed shops p

—No, I refer here to the smoking of opium in unlicensed
shops.

26.336. You say, " I visited the dens before the Act
" went into operation and I ha^'c visited them since. The
" same places are used for the same purpose." Do you
mean to say that ihe smoking is going on in the licensed
shops ?—I do not think they are licensed shops.

26.337. The shops are no longer in the same place ?

—

They are in the same room, but I am sure they are not
licensed by Government.

26.338. The place where smoking is carried on is not
the licensed shop of Government ?—It is in the same room
that was used when the place was licensed ; but now
though the license is revoked the place is used for the

same purpose still.

26.339. Have you seen any sales taking place yourself

there?—Not personally; but it has been brought to my
notice. One of my preachers v/ent, under my directions,

to see if they would sell opium in the place. I may say I

went myself to investigate this matter. I tried the men,
but they knew the law and were so shy that they would
not tell me. I was satisfied that the fellow who owned the

room sold the opium to these men, and that they used it

there. I therefore sent my preacher. I said to him, " You
" go ; they will not suspect you. Find a man you know who
" smokes, give him the money, and go with him and see
" that he buys the opium and smokes it there." In two
different shops the man my preacher took went in and
bought o])ium and smoked it there. In the second shop
the owner of the shop, suspecting what he was there for,

gave the money back and drove the man out of the shop.

2(i,340. You obtained certain evidence of an illegal sale
;

did you bring that to the notice of the City Magistrate or

the Magistrate of the district ?—1 only secured it last week.

26.341. You have not thought it necessary to take any
steps to bring it to the notice of the authorities ?—No. I

would if the officers wished to investigate it.

26.342. (Sir James Lyall.) Does your church place its

converts under discipline in the matter of the use of opium ?

—Yes.

26.343. Is it found difficult to keep up that disciphne ?

— No, not in our church.

26.344. (Mr. Mowbray.) When you found the opium
sold and smoked on the premises you say you did not in-

form the authorities ?— It did not occur to me that I had
better at once inform the Government.

26.345. How are the Government to interfere with illegal

sales if well-disposed citizens who have evidence on the
subject do not come forward to tell them ?—I would be
willing to do that to help suppress it. I am prepared to

help suppress it in every way.

26.346. In your evidence you say that you found in one
room at 8 o'clock at night a native policeman. I do not
exactly know what you mean by stating that ?—I think
he ought not to have been there.

26,347- Then if you thought that the policeman ought
not to be there, and if viell-disposed citizens like yourself
and your preacher when they are there do not report
breaches of the law, how aro the Government ever to dis-

cover a breach of tiie law?—I will report it to Government
if they wish it.

26.348. (Chairman.) Do you place the members of your
church under discipline in regard to alcohol ?—Yes.

26.349. They are under discipline both with regard to
opium and alcohol?—Yes, and ganja.

26.350. A\'hich of the two restrictions do you find it

most difficult to enforce ?—^Ve have never had any case
among the Christians either of opium or of alcohol, but we
have of ganja.

26.351. You have had experience of over 21 years of
spiritual work in India, and you have told us that during
the last year and a half your attention has been given
to the evils arising from opium, but not before that. Now
during the earlier years of your somewhat long service was
not your attention called to the evils arising from the abuse
of alcohol ?—Yes.

26.352. You had become sensible of the evils which arise
from the excessive use of alcohol in the earlier stage of
your experience ; may we draw the conclusion from that
circumstance that of the two alcohol is the greater evil ?—I have to tell you that my attention was called to the
evils of alcohol before I left Amei'ica, and it was no new
subject to me when I came to India. I had to deal with
Europeans here, and I never found any case of habitual
opium consumption amongst them. I had heard of the
Ayahs giving it to children, and all mothers being on their
guard in regard thereto. So far as alcohol is concerned, I
have had frequent occasion to deal with persons who have
been ruined by it.

26.353. Does it not appear to you evident that you have
been asking us to take up two positions which are incon-
sistent and contradictory

;
you have asked us to beheve

that the consumers of opium are habitual bars, and at the
same time you have asked us to attach value to their con-
fession to you in answer to your questions to the effect
that they took opium for the purposes of lust. Now, if we
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are to attach value to the confession must not we give up
the assumption which you ask us to make that those who
made that confession are habitual liars. If, on the other
hand, we are to believe that those who made this confes-

sion are habitual liars, is it not evidect that we cannot attach

value to the confession?—You can attach value to the
confession if it is confirmed.

26,354. But conjB.ning ourselves to the testimony of the

men ; if we are to believe, with you, that the consumers of

opium are habitual liars, can you seriously ask us to attach

much value to the confession made by these men—I mean,
apart from the testimony of the neighbours P—I say that

their admission is reliable, because their admission is con-

firmed by the testimony of those who know them. That
goes to show that what they said to me regarding their use

of it is correct.

26.355. Is it really worth while to rely upon any state-
ment made by a man that you describe to us as an habitual
liar ?—It is worth while if it is confirmed by good evidence.
If I had not been told, except by themselves, that they
used it for such purposes, I admit it would be unreliable;
but their testimony has been confirmed by their neigh-
bours.

26.356. On such a matter as that do you think the
testimony of the neighbours goes for very much ?—Yes.

26,357- You think that on such a matter as we are dis-

cussing the testimony of the neighbours or anybody is

really of much account?—Yes.
*

26,.'358. You do ?—Yes, as confirmatory.

26,359. I am very much surprised that you should think

The Rev. D.
O. Fox, M.A.

15 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Dr. Thomas Blaney called in and examined.

26.360. (Chairman.) You are, I believe, a private prac-

titioner in Bombay ?—Yes.

26.361. And President of the Municinal Corporation?

—

Yes.

26.362. (Sir William Roberts.) Where have you acquired

your knowledge in reference to the opium hahit?— In the

city of Bombay only. I have practised medicine here for

46 years, with the exception of a mouth at the Hills and a

summer trip to England.

26.363. "What is your opinion as to the extent in which

opium is used in Bombay ?—I do not think it is very

extensively used. My practice has been as extensive as

that of any medical man in Bombay, and it' continues to

be so. I practise among all classes of the community.

26.364. You cannot give us any estimate of the extent

of the practice of opium eating P—No, I cannot do that.

26,366. Have you had an opportunity of seeing the

effect of the habitual use of opium amongst the natives of

Bombay ?—Yes.

26.366. Will you tell us the result of your experience ?^
The result of my experience is that it is always used in

what medical men call moderation, that is to say, appro-

priate doses. These doses may sometim.es be increased

from usage; but my own experience is that there has been

no large increase. All the hundreds and hundreds of

natives I have seen taking their doses in Bombay have

taken doses of about 2, 3, or 4 grains.

26.367. You recognise that some individuals seem to

be able to tolerate much larger doses than others?—Yes,

that is a fact.

26.368. For what purposes have you observed opium
to be used ?—Generally, I think, they begin to take it for

aches and pains. The natives of Bombay are so liable to

run to something to relieve their aches and pains, especially

stomach and bowel troubles, that they even consume Eau
de Cologne very largely—they say for alleviating wind.

In the same way, if any little ache or pain begins they

resort at once to this household drug, opium ; and I

believe that is how the habit commences.

26.369. Have you observed the practice of giving opium
to infants ?—Yes. I may say I have been Coroner of

Bombay for 17 years. I only gave it uj) last year because

I found the work took up too much of my time. In that

17 years, of course, I have had great experience of the

effects of opium on infant life. In the last 22 years there

have been 463 inquests of suicide by opium.

26.370. That is among adults ?—Yes, of course. The
children's deaths were accidental. There have been 44

inquests held when the verdict returned was "accidental

death." Many of them were infants. As regards infants'

deaths, it happens in thi." way : the infant has been used

to its dole of opium, which is generally kept in a small

tin box, on the floor or within reach of the infant. The
infant, perhaps 2 years old or so, gets hold of it and takes

a quantity. The friends come in and find it in a state of

narcotism, and the child is taken to the hospital.

26,.371. How many accidental deaths?—44 in 22 years,

two a year.

26.372. Are those amongst infants ?—Not always. The
minority are infants. I have distinct recollection of five

or six infants that have been accidently poisoned.

26.373. Have you known injurious results from the

practice of giving balagoli piUs to infants ?—I have very

great experience of their use among infants in Bombay. I

think I n.m medical man to all the balagoli manufacturers
of Bombay. I know that opium is used very largely
indeed with infants ,of the lower classes. I estimate the
labouring classes to amount here to 2()0,000 persons, in-

cluding men and women. They use balagoli for their

childien, but not always so, as crude opium is cheaper.
In one form or another the poor labouring classes give
their infants opium for the first two years or so of their

life.

Dr. T.
Blaney.

2(;,374. With what effect

:

effects.

-I have never seen any bad

26 375. Do you think that the infants of the natives are

more tolerant of opium than the children of Europeans ?—

•

I am quite certain of it, and adults also. Native adults
and children can certamly tolerate larger doses of opium
than Europeans.

26,376. I presume you have also had brought to your
notice cases of the use of opium habitually by adults and
elderly people ?—Yes, I may say thousands.

26,377- What has been your conclusion as to the con-
sequences upon their physical health and upon their moral
health ?—^Absolutely none whatever ; and I think I can
quite understand the stimulant action of an ordinary dose
of opiuin. I myself start work early in the morning.
A'isiting my patients. I get home to breakfast between one
and three o'clock. I am 71 years of age; and I have
found that for the last one or two years muscular and
nervous energy shows decided failure about this time.

After my breakfast I take what would be called a strong

cup of tea, because, finding a great desire to have a little

nap I have had to resist it, as I want ray afternoon to my-
self to do my work in connexion with the school board,

technical institute, and various committees. The cup of

tea revives me, and I do some of the hardest work in the

afternoon after that cup of tea. I believe the opium eater

feels in the same way after taking his doses in moderation.

25.378. But occasionally you have observed opium eaters

go to excess ?—Yes, very few. So few that I think I could
count them on my fingers.

26.379. Sometimes occasional excess, and sometimes
habitual excess ?—I have no knowledge of a single pure
abuser of opium habitually. I have seen a man taking a
large dose of opium, and he has explained the reason why,
and stopped it again, and gone back to his usual dose

;

but of the opium debauchee I have no experience what-

ever.

26.380. Have you had personal experience of the lower
classes ?—Yery largely.

26.381. And even amongst them have you not met or

seen cases of habitual excessive use of opium ?—I have not.

26.382. Have you ever been connected with any jails ?

—

Having been sheriff for two years I had the charge of the

civil jail, and was responsible for this jail. When the

Government conducted inspections of the jails through
certain justices I was always selected by my brother

justices to draw up the reports. I have had experience of

jails in that way.

26.383. You have heard of such things as e.xcessive

opium eaters becoming thin and emaciated ?—I have read

of it in newspapers ; but I have not seen it.

26.384. Is it difficult for the habitual consumer of opium
to give up the habit ?—I know of many cases where it has
been given up on my recommendation.

26.385. And so far as you know, has the habitual use of

opium had any effect on the moral status of the individual ?

—None whatever.

Oo 2
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Or. T. ^6 386. Have you any fiivthev observations to make?

—

Bhiney. 1 wish to say that as coroner of Bombay I have never held

an inquest on a destitute opium-eater whose Ijody was
1!) Fob. 1894. found lying in the open, or on the maidan. I have held a— — great n'arv inque.?ts on poor people who have died on the

roadside, and these cases have always involved a very full

coroner's inquiry ; but in no instances have 1 known an
opium eater becoming emaciated or dying on the streets.

If it was a common thing one case would have surely come
under my official notice in 17 years; but there has been
no such inquest held. I should like to say that I am very

strongly of opinion that the abohtion of opium in India

would be a very great deprivation, and be very greatly

destructive to life. That is my honest and firm opinion.

There is nothing in the world that can accurately replace

opium.

^6,387. As a household remedy?—For the purposes

which it; serves in the nervous system.

26,388. Have you formed any opinion as to the useful-

ness of opium in the morbid conditions produced by
malaria ?— Yes. When Warburgh was alive he prepared
a tincture which went by the name of " Warburgh's Drops."
He kept its nature secret. The East India Company was
then the Government of India, and they bought the

remedy from Warburgh. It was brought to India largely,

and I was one who used a lot of it. We used it with the

best effects. The worst Gujarat and Sind fever cases that

came to Bombay were treated with it; and one or two
bottles of Warburgh's D]'ops brought thera round. We
all wanted to know for many years the secret of its prepara-

tion. It was said there was only five grains of quinine

in each bottle, and that it contained opium. I do not

think anything was proved on analysis. So far as I know
it contained no opium.

1'6,.3m9. I did not knov/ Warb\n'gh's Drops contained

opium ; do you state that, as dispensed herC; it contained

opium?—No; we thought so. 'I'here was no chemical

analyst in Bombay in those days.

26,3.90. It only contained quinine. I do not see xvhat

bearing that had on the opium question ?— I and others

have added a little opium to a preparatory dose of quinine

when the cold attack was expected, and it had a very good
effect.

26.391. (Mr. Pease.) Is it a common practice for healthy,

native young men here to take opium .?—No ; it is not a

common practice, certainly.

26.392. Is it the practice of some of them who are in

health to take opium ?—Yes, I think so.

26,393. Do you think that that is a good or bad habit ?

--Just as good as taking tea. or ju-t as bad as taking tea,

whichever way you lilce to express it.

26,391. (n/r. Mowbray.) As President of the Municipal
Corporation you are elected by the Corporation itself?

—

Yes.

26.395. I shoidd like to know from you whether you
ha^'e any regulations in the city of Bombay dealing with
the sale of poisons ?—Yes.

26.396. Is that under the General Municipal Act ?--No.
It is under the Poison's Act, an Act by itself. It is

regulated by the police, and not by the municipality.

There is nothing in that Act about the sale of poisons.

26, .397- It is an Act applying to the whole of Bombay
Presidency or to the city itself?—I believe to the Presidency,

but I will not be sure.

26.398. Could you tell me the provisions of it?—Not
right off. Opium and arsenic are omitted. According to the

returns I appear to have held 128 inquests on deaths from
arsenical poisoning in 17 years. Arsenic maybe purchased
in large quantities ; but there is a limit to opium.

26.399. Opium is under special restrictions of its own
^•e know ; but I wanted to know what restrictions there

were as to the sale of other poisons?—I think there are

restrictions on prussic acid, strychnia, and one or two
others ; but on very few.

26.400. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) There is this difference,

is there not, between a young man taking ojiium and tea,

that while he would be able to give up tea he would find u
difficulty in giving up opium ?—I think he would feel just
as uneasy in giving up tea. If you stopped my tea I
should feel extremely uneasy.

26.401. That is your own case, I am speaking of other
people ?—I should feel it a great deprivation. Never
having taken opium or alcohol I can say nothing about
them, but about tea I can speak decidedly.

26.402. You cannot compare the giving up of the habit
of tea and opium because you have no experience of the
latter ?—No.

26.403. {^[r, Fanshawe.) I rather gather that you have
had no experience of opium smoking?—None whatever. I
never saw a pipe of opium smoked.

26.404. The use of opium wliich your practice has
brought you into contact with has lieen a very moderate
use of opium. I think you said about four grains was
the largest dose you knew of ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.
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26.405. (Chairman.) I think you are late Dewan of

Cutch and Baroda, Fellow of the University of Bombay,
formerly a raamlatdar and district deputy collector in

Gujarat, and now residing in Poona ?—Yes.

26.406. What is your experience with regard to the

consumption of opium by the different races of people in

the districts with which you are acquainted?—I am per-

sonally acquainted with the Native State of Cutch, the

jwovince of Gujarat, including the Baroda State, and with

that portion of Kathiawar which forms the Amreli division

of the Baroda State. Much opium is consumed in these

provinces, particularly in Cutch, Kathiawar, and the

northern districts of Gujarat. The use of opium is not
confined to any one class of the people. All classes use it,

the Rajputs and Charans being larger consumers than
others. Opium is taken in its crude state or dissolved in

water. I have not heard of opium smoking in these pro.

vinces. The bulk of opium eaters take it moderately.

26.407. What is your experience as regards the efiect of

such consumption on the moral and physical condition of

the people ?—The effect of opium on the moral and
jihysical condition of those who take it in moderation is

beneficial. Opium checks propensities to violence and
crime. One does not witness exhibitions of brutality and
self-degradation or domestic misery resulting from the use

of the drug. Opium does not cause nerve or brain affec-

tiims. Ojiium eaters arc steady and dp\'oted to their

])ursuits. The above is true of a moderate use of the

drug. Excessive indulgence leads to the cufeeblement of

the body and mind. It makes a man dull, lazy, and
impotent. A man who takes opium habitually cannot
easily leave off the habit, or do his daily work well without
taking his dose at the appointed hour.

26.408. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India with regard to the use of opium for
non-medical purposes ?—The people of the districts I am
acquainted with would certainly feel sorely aggrieved, and
regard it as an act of oppression if deprived of opium,
except for medical purposes. Many who are not addicted
to it use the drug in their own ways as medicine. It is

common to administer it, mixed with other drugs, to
infants. Rajputs, cultivators, Charans, and certain other
classes at marriages and such like occasions entertain their
guests and friends with opium. On these occasions opium
is as indispensable as the marriage feast at weddincrs.

26.409. Would the people of India be wiUing to bear,
in whole or in part, the cost of prohibitive measures ?—
Assuming that this jiart of the question relates to the
British districts, I have no doubt but that an impost for
prohibitive measures would be very unpopular, the more
so as it would be imposed for a purpose which the people
would regard as despotic. And, too, there is at present no
room for further taxation. If funds must be raised, they
would not feel so much an indirect tax, say a duty on
Manchester cloth, as a direct one. The vexation to the
people, hindrance to trade, and extortion, attendant on
prohibitive measures, arc also matters worthy of con-
sideration.

26.410. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India be prohibited exce|)t for medical purposes
and could such prohibition be extended to the Native
States with which you are ac(juainted?— I am of opinion
that the sale of opium, except for medical purposes, should
not be prohibited either in British or native territory. As
regards the Native States, the Chiefs would, I feel con-
vinced, never consent to such a measure ; and if the
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British Government insisted on their adopting it, they

would I'egavd the act as arbitrary and as a breach of faith.

For instance, the British (iovernment have entered into a

fresh agreement with tlie Baroda Government, under which

the latter cultivates opium in its own territory, and issues

it to its own subjects. It also, when necessary, imports

opium from Central India or Bombay free of British duty.

. The Native States derive revenue from opium under
arrangements entered into with the British Government,

and I think they would sorelyfeel the injustice, and regard

it as bad faith on tho part of that Government if they were

deprived of an established right, and the revenue derived

from its exercise. This is not all. They would feel their

status lowered by such an interference in a matter which

pertains entirely to their internal administration. All this

would create a great discontent in their minds, and distrust

as to their future status. We have to add to this the

grievance of their people in order to comprehend the full

effect of prohibition.

2G,411. Can you suggest any change in the system at

present followed for regulating and restricting the opium
traffic ?—The present system is well calculated to serve its

purpose, viz., to raise a revenue and prevent illicit traffic in

opium. I am unable to suggest any change.

26.412. (Mr. Pease.) Have you known many instances

of cases of excessive indulgence leading to the results you

speak of ?— I have known a. few—not many.

26.413. (I\Ir. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you take opium
yourself?—No, I do not take it. 1 have used it rarely on

certain occasions ; for instance, after a hard day's shooting

or a long ride, with great benefit. I have given it to my
horses when they were o\-er-worked ; it is the best thing

to do according to my experience.

26.414. You think it is beneficial to take it occasionally

fpr the purposes you mention ?—There are certain occasions

when'it is beneficial. It is beneficial for colds, coughs,

pains in the body, and so on.

26.415. You would not, I hope, consider it a good habit

for young men in good health to take it habitually P—No ;

it is not necessary for men in good health to take opium.

Opium satisfies in a very harmless way a kind of hunger

and longing. I think it is in our nature to take some-

thing different from mere food. We all drink tea or smoke
tobacco, or take tobacco in various ways. I have seen

people clean their teeth with tobacco, and they could not

do otherwise. Then there is alcohol and all sorts of wines,

bhang, madak, and chandu, and all these things. There

seems to be a universal craving felt for something. Opium
satisfies these cravings in a most harmless way.

26.416. If a man is at all inclined to have something

exhilarating, you would prefer opium to all the other

things?— Yes. I think taken moderately, opium acts as

a benefactor to the people, inasmuch as it keeps tens of

thousands from the liquor shops.

26.417. I suppose you look upon the liquor shops in the

worst possible light ?—Y'es ; I think liquor is a great curse

of modern times, to India more especially, as it is invading

classes which never touched it before—the higher classes

of Mahomedans and Brahmins ; and its use is increasing.

I would rather have these people take a little opium.

26.418. What do you consider the cause of the increasing

tendencv to take alcohol?—I attribute it to the religious

restrictions which formerly existed having been removed,

and to our education having become too secular. I fear

that is one cause. People who formerly thought it a

degrading habit to take alcohol do not think so now,

because the highest men in India take alcohol. I do not

think there is the stigma attached to taking alcohol that

there was formerly.

26.419. Do you attribute it to English education?—

I

do not attribute it to English education altogether, but to

the sort of education given in our schools and colleges.

There is, as it were, r,o home education such as children

receive in Europe. All the education v/e receive is in

schools and colleges, and that education is entirely without

moral teaching or religion ; it is entirely secular and

utilitarian , as it were.

26.420. If any prohibitive measures were adopted, you

would like to see alcohol stopped first ?—I should like

measures adopted to minimise tLie consumption of alcohol

as much as possible. I do not think these evils can l)e

eradicated entirely, but they can be minimised to a great

extent.

26.421. (Mr. Fanshawe.) We have had some evidence to

the effect that Rajputs and kindred castes are giving up

the ceremonial use of opium. What is your experience in

Gujarat and Cutch upon that point?— I do not think they

are giving up the use of opium. They use opium on all

jiossible occasions, at funerals, marriages, births ; and when
friends visit one another they are treated to kasurabba. IE

an opium eater did not treat his friends to a little kasumbha
I suppose it would be thought a slight.

26.422. As far as your experience goes there is not any
marked tendency to give up the ceremonial use of opium ?

—No.

26.423. We have been told in many parts of India that

opium is generally taken by elderly men as a restorative;

is that within your knowledge in Cutch and Gujarat ?—

I

think so.

26.424. Is opium taken among the better class of Ma-
homedans?—There is no distinction as to the classes who
take and who do not take opium. It is taken in Kathiawar
particularly by the Rajputs, who are the rulers of the

country, and by the Kathis.

26.425. Do young men take opium at all as a stimulant

—

in moderation — as we may take tobacco ? Is that within your
knowledge?—Yes. In Kathiawar and Cutch and North
Gujarat I should think fully 20 per cent, of the population

take opium. There are a great many young men also who
take it. The habit is very common, and they take it in

company. When once they begin to take it, as is the case

with tobacco and even with tea, they do not give it up
afterwards.

26.426. Is the use on the whole a moderate use with

young men, or does it tend to become immoderate ?

—

Whether used by young or by the old, the use of opium
is, as a rule, moderate. The instances of immoderate use

are very few and far between.

26.427. We have been also told that opium is to some
extent taken for the purposes of lust ; what have you to

say about that ?—I think it does excite lust when taken

moderately, like any other stimulant. When taken immo-
derately, as I have said, it leads to impotenoy.

26.428. What I wished to knovpf was more directly

whether this was a general or common object with which
opium is taken ?—No ; the habit is contracted in company.
A great many pe'ople take kasumbha and shake hands and
laugh over it. The habit is caught by the young genera-

tion and they imitate their elders. It has the effect, as I

have said, of exciting lust, but it is not taken in the begin-

ning for that purpose.

26.429. {3Ir. Pease.) You have stated that you do not

think there has been any giving up of the ])ractice in con-

nexion with social and ceremonial observances ; is it not

a fact that there has been a very considerable reduction of

late years in the quantity consumed on these occasions ?

—

I do not know the statistics ; but I must modify my
answer to this extent, that owing to the great spread of

education among the better classes, those who are educated

do not take as much opium now as they used to do for-

merly. There is a movement in Gujarat to give up the old

custom of taking opium at marriages, dowries, and other

ceremonies. It costs a great deal to treat opium to some
five or ten thousand people.

26.430. When we were at Ahmedabad I got the impres-

sion that partly in consequence of an increase of price, and
also on account of a change of custom, there was an

enormous decrease in the quantity of opium that was pro-

vided and consumed on such occasions ?—Amongst the

educated classes that may be the case, but I do not think

that there has been any increase in the price of opium
lately. I should like to make one or two other remarks.

I have heard a statement about the selling of wives and

daughters. It is said that opium eaters, when they have

no money to procure the opium, sell their wives and
daughters. I may say that I ha-^e never heard anything

of the kind. I was Magistrate and I was Dewan in two of

the most important Native States, and such a thing I have

not heard. I know when children are sold, particularly

girls, they are sold to prostitutes. The profession of prosti-

tutes is supplemented from time to time by sales of

children, but not by opium eaters. The other day I heard

a statement made by a witness about a certain class of

people selling their children. It is very com.mon among
the jungle tribes. Among the people living in Songadh, in

the Gaikwar's territory, and the Dang forests I have heard

of cases in which a debtor when he is unable to pay off his

debt goes and pledges his wife or daughter or son to the

creditor. He says, "Keep them, they will serve you for

some time." The people do not repudiate their debts.

They are very truthful. With the exception of these two

cases, children bought by prostitutes and children assigned

as pledges for debt by some jungle people, I have never

heard of a traffic in children in any other way. I have

heard of compensation being paid to Native States. I was
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for a longtime connected wiUi the Native States, and I am
still connected with Baroda. It is my firm conviction that

these Native States would not, first of all, consent to the

prohihition of the opium tratfic in their States, and if

compensation were offered to them they would not think it

an adequate return for two thino;s they are now enjoying,

the liLjht and long-established privilege of selling opiam,
and the revenue they deri\ed from it, which, it must be

remembered, is progressive. Then there is prestige. They
would not like to give up this source of revenue on any
account. M'hen they are compelled to do it they would
regard it as oppression and a breach of faith. Now that I

am OR the subject I may mention that I have heard from
good people that the opium agitation is in order to increase

European liquor in India. Of course I do not say so.

AVhen I heard it formerly I thought it came from very

ignorant sources, in fact, from the very low classes. A
fortnight ago, however, 1 was dining with some Bombay
and Poona merchants, and one of them said the same thing.

I poohpoohed the suggestion, and 1 told him that it was not
the case. They put me down with a high hand, and they

said, " You do not know." I wish to bring these things

to the knowledge of the Commission, because these

opinions really exist even among the better classes, classes

which ought to know better. There is not the least doubt
in my mind that the suppression of the opium traffic would
increase the consumption of liquor; and whether that

result would be very desirable, it is for the Commission to

consider. At the same dinner table there was this talk:
" Why do not they suppress the liquor traffic, which is

doing so much injury?" One gentleman instituted a

very striking analogy as it appeared to me, and I put it

before the Commission. He said, " The British Govern-
" ment derives a very large revenue from liquor, and fo
" does the Government of India derive a very large revenue
" from opium. There is no prohibition against the taking
" of liquor in Eni^land. There are not the strict rules and
" regulations which hamper tlie sale and consumption of
" opium in India : liquor which is manufactured m Eng-
" land pays duty to Government, is exported to Africa
" and to all the countries in Asia ; but opium, which is

" manufactured in India, is exported to only one country,
" namely, China." He said, " Lool< at the difference
" between the results of the consumption of opium and
" the consumption of liquor." I could not answer him.
Those who know what a curse liquor is becoming in India
could answer.

26,431. (Chairman.) You have referred to liquor. Look-
ing at this question from the moral standpoint, if there
were to be prohibitory legislation with reference to the use
of stimulants, you would say that of the two there was
more urgency to deal with the alcohol question than with
the opium question p—In the first place I do not believe

that it is possible to prohibit entirely either the traffic in

liquor or the trafilo in opium; but if there must be prohi-
bition I would prefer it to be applied to the liquor traffic,

at least that the consumption should be minimised as

much as possible ; and it is in the power of the State to do
it.

'2(1/132. I take it from what has fallen from you that you
do not believe in the practicability of dealing with any evils

which arise from the excessive use of stimulants in certain

oases by a sweeping measure of prohibition ?—No, I do
not.

26,433. Would you say that we must look to the moral
and social influences and education to bring about the
reform that is desired so far as it is necessary ?—The con-
sumption of liquor, and even its excessive use, can be
minimised l)y certain measures by the Government. I can
give an instance. I can mention cities in which there were
only two shops; now there are 30 or 40 or 50. If there
were only two shops people would not have the temptation
when they had three or four pice in their pockets to have a
glass. A man would not care to walk two or three miles
to have a glass of liquor, but he would take his money
home to his wife. Now the shops are staring him in the
face and inviting him with all sorts of coloured bottles to
come in and drink, and he sees a lot of his companions who
make themselves merry. I should like to see the con-
sumption of liquor minimised in preference to the ju'ohibi-

tion of opium.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. A.
W. Prautch.

The Rev. A. AY. Prautch called in and examined.

2(5,4.34. {Chairman.) I believe you have lived in India

for !)} years?—Yes, during four of which I was actively

engaged as a coljinrteur of Scriptures and tracts among the

natives, thus coming into close contact with all classes.

2(i,4.'i5. What knowledge have you of the vei-nacular

languages 'f—I sj)eak the Alarathi and Hindustani

languages, and I understand colloquial Gujarati.

2(j,43(). Will you tell us your experience with regard to

the opium question P—Eight years ago I first visited an

opium shop, since then I ha\'e visited opium smoking shops

and also shops where crude opium is sold by weight in

Bombay, Poona, Surat, Sholapur, Akola, Thana, Kurla,

Bhiwndi, Igatpnri, and Lucknow. I made it a point

always to converse with the opium users (smokers and
eatersj and find out all I could regarding the physical and
moral effects and their views and opinions on the habit.

Since 1890 I have visited and taken strangers to the opium
smoking shops more than 100 times, acting as translator in

nearly every case. I base my evidence on the above
experience. The opium smokers all admit that the habit

is bad and that it ought to be stopped, and that it would
be very good if it was stopped. Every smoker considers it

disgraceful. One year ago I was invited to visit the opium
smoking shops in Bombay by Mr. Madden, who had made
an appointment with Mr. Rustomji Pestonji Jehangir, Chief
Opium Inspector. We \isited four or five shops, found
them crowded. Mr. Rustomji undertook to show that the
anti-opiumists had over-stated the facts, and I undertook
to show that they had understated the evil. Our plan was
to enter into conversation with a group of from ten to

tliirty smokers, then Mr. Rustomji would ask, " How
" would you like to have the smoking closed, and what
"' would happen P" Usually a chorus of voices would
say, " \Ve would die,"" Our blood is dried up," " We
" must hav;; opium," &o. Then I would put the quc^stion

in another way, stating that as nearly all [iresent have been
in jai) what did they do then? Did yoiidie? And if

there would be a lock on the door to-morrow morning,
what would you do ? 'I'hey said, " This is true, in jail we
" get no opium and live, and if the do(n' was locked we
" would learn 1o do without it, and it would be good for
' us," and then we would hear of their former ])rospcrity

and uresent ruin through opiu.m. In Mr. Rustomji's

presence I asked regarding the statement I had always heard
that many began the use of opium to stimulate sexual •

vice. This was generally admitted with the qualification
that after a year or two the user becomes "useless" or
"dried up." The conversations varied, but in every
instance the smokers condemned the habit, pronounced it

bad, and expressed sorrow that they were smokers. Mr.
Rustomji admitted that the smokers held that ])osition

toward smoking, and stated so clearly before Mr. Madden,
Mr. King, and myself. He stated that he was pubfishing
a history of 80 opium smokers. I asked him to incorporate
what ho heard that night (but he did not) ; he said he was
personally [laying for the printing of the book and doing it

in the interests of philanthrotiy, that he had only returned
from England a few weeks before, and he that night told
me he was going home to England again shortly. He
went and published the book. It would be easy to put
over against these 80 robust opium smokers, twice 80
human skeletons made so through the use of opium. That
book simply shows the human material that is destroyed
by the opium habit. Many opium smokers told me that
they learned to smoke opium in the houses of in-ostitutes

;

a large number stated in a shameless way that they began
to use opium " to increase their sc-iual endurance." And
all but a small proportion when questioned admitted that
their reason for beginning the use of opium was to stimulate
their vile passions. The exceptions stated that com-
panions and friends first taught them, ami not more than
fifty of the thousands spoken to said they began in order
to deaden the pain of some ailment, usually chest com-
plaints. I have m.et well-dressed smokers and those who
had scarcely a rag on to cover their nakedness. I met
those who were bright and intelligent in conversation, and
those so dull that they would "only mumble a few dis-
connected words. I ha\-e met those who were robust and
also emaciated wrei:ks, and those of all grades between these
extremes. In speaking with a well-dressed smoker who was
physically in a good condition. 1 found that he was a new
beginner, or that he was well-to-do and luul nourishino-
food, and that the " human skeleton " smoker seldom left
the opium iiipe, or was a beggar %vhose food was scanty
and uncertain. The statements of the welt-dressed anil
the beggar were alike emphatic against the use of opium.
Nearly every opium smoker declared his desire to stop the
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habit, and with his next breath declared it was impossible

as long as opium was obtainable, that the habit had a
hold upon his liEe. The jicriod wiien the use of oiiium

was a pleasure was Vdriously stated to me at from six

months to two years ; after that the dose in eating or the

fiequency of smoking had to be increased to get the same
effect, and then their physical craving drove them to get

their relentless appetite quieted. My attention has also

been called to another condition into which the opium
slave sinks, when all pleasurable sensations cease and the
effort of the opium slave is to get rid of a pain caused by
not having opium. I know of one woman who threw her-

self from her bed in the Cama Hospital in the last agony
I described. I also know of a little girl nine years old

who has reached this last stage where she becomes un-
controllable; and shrieks like mad when she does not get

her supply of opium. My firm conviction is that there is

not another such a seductive delusion of the devil to

debase humanity as the opium habit. Several times as I

sat down in opium dens old smokers have laid their hands
gently on my shoulder or arm and begged me not to begin

to smoke opium, but to look at their condition, and
perhaps he would call on several to confirm his statement

that opium was ruinous, and they would give me their

history or point to some dirty wretch and tell how wealthy
he once was. But on assuring them I had no intention to

smoke, but that my desire was to stop the opium right

from the growth, and that I came for information, I was
blessed by these poor degraded opium smokers. One man
said, " The stopping of opium may kill me, but look at the
" benefit to those who will not learn. This is a good
" work." During these several hundred visits to opium
shops never once was I insulted, or rudely spoken to, or

treated with contempt, or treated with indifference, but
always as a friend. Every smoker approved of stopping
opium. Their usual statement was, " It will be well for
" us if opium is stopped, but as long as we can get it we
" must have it," and often, " How will Government give
" up the revenue ?" When the order was issued tc close the

opium smoking shops July cilst, 1893, I was thanked by
over 40 opium smokers . Several times when I drove in hired

carriages in Bombay the drivers turned to me and said,
" That was a good work to stop the ohandul shops."

But after a few weeks, as I went about my mission work,
persons would stop me and tell me new smoking shops are

again opened, and volunteered to show them to me, and in

every case the opium department was mentioned as know-
ing about it. I have had more than 20 persons inform me
of this. At intervals I visited these illicit opium smoking
shops, open contrary to Government order, but with the

knowledge of the opium department. In order to disguise

the crime the natives were taught to call them " ke-luhs "

(clubs) , but in every case I found that there was no member-
ship fee, no charge toward the room rent, or smoking lamps,

or matting, &o., that the pipes were all owned by the

"manager of the club," i.e., owner of the shop; that any
opium smoker could go into any one of these " clubs,"

pay for as much opium as he wanted and smoke it there;

that the owner of the shop (or manager of the club) made
two annas profit on every tola of prepared opium he sold,

and this was his reason for selling. The number of these

new kind of smoking shops was variously stated at from
30 to 60 in Bombay. The most open and defiant illustra-

tion of the conducting of these unlicensed, illegal smoking
shops occurred between December 23rd, 1893, and
January 2nd, 1894, at the Mahomedan fair at Mahim,
within the municipal limits of Bombay, when three opium
smoking shops and one kasumbha (opium drinking) shop

were kept open for the public with opium department
police stationed near them keeping the ordinary police

from interfering and stopping these illegal shops. 1

submit the statement which I am about to read, and I

quote from an article of my own in the Bombay
Guardian of January 9th :—" Continued investigations
" into the systematic deception practised by certain

" officials in the Bombay Government Opium Department
" compel us to state the following facts so as to make
" apparent the hoUowness of any so-called reform which
" comes short of absolute prohibition of the growth
" and maufaoture of opium except for medicinal purposes.
" On the 31st July 1893, as before stated, an order was
" issued to close all existing opium smoking dens in

" Bombay, but in the preceding article we have shown
" that a number of illegal smoking shops were thereafter

" conducted with the connivance of the opium depart-
" ment (in place of the smaller number of licensed places
" which the authorities professed to have closed). The
" general public will be surprised to hear that the way
" in which the Bombay Opium Department carries out
" the Government order to close licensed opium dens is by
" actually conniving at a larger number of unlicensed

" ones. We learn on the evidence of several witnessea
" that Damaji Laxmanchand, a vendor licensed to sell
" opium for consumption off the ])remises, illegally sent
" opium to Mahim (an out-lying portion of Bombay) for
" the manufacture of chandul, and sold it through his
" own servants in smoking dens opened for that purpose
" during the iMabomedan fair held there between
" December 23rd, ISS/.'-J, and January 2nd, 1S94. We
" charge Rustomji Pestonji Jehangir, chief opium
' inspector of Bombay, with personally taking a staff of
" opium department police to Mahim on the above stated
" occasion to supervise the illegal smoking shops either
" under the direction of the collector of customs or contrary
" to his order. We further affirm that the opium depart-
" ment police were stationed at the three opium smoking
" shops and one opium drinking (kasumbha) shop con-
" ducted at Mahim on the occasion of the above-named fair,

" and kept the ordinary police from interfering with these
' illegal departmental opium smoking shops. We affirm that
" the following illegal shops were conducted with the full
" knowledge and consent of Rustomji Pestonji Jehangir,
" chief opium inspector : (a) one madak shop in Kassiljam,
" Mahim, was kept open for eight days by one Aga
" Mahomed and' a woman named Saddi

; (6) a chandul
" shop was kept open for five days on Mahim Bazar Road
" by one Karim Jetli and Khuda Bux

;
(c) another

" chandul shop was kept open for ten days by one
" RahimtuUa in Mahim also; (rf) a kasumbha (opium
" drinking place) was kept open for seven days by Haji
" Ahmed, near Kassibarri, Mahim. We, therefore, as a
" matter of common justice, demand that Rustomji
" Pestonji Jehangir be called to account for the
" above-named fraudulent and illegal proceedings, and,
" with his official accomplices, in whatever position,
" receive adequate punishment. We also call for the
" adequate punishment of Damaji Luxmanchand, the
" opium license holder for Borhbay. We respectfully
" invite Lord Harris, Governor of Bombay, to institute a
" ^lorough and impartial investigation, conducted by others
" than officials, into the above stated charges, in order
'' to further bring to light the existing fraud and want of
" integrity on the part of the opium department and to
" punish the criminals. This investigation should
" embrace Rustomji Pestonji Jehangir's two recent visits

" to England ; the origin, publication, and statements of
" his recent book purporting to give the history of
" Bombay opium smokers ; and also his visits to Bombay
" medical men who signed the Medical Anti-Opium
" Petition to Parliament, and which visits were followed
" by the alleged repudiation of a number of the
" signatures."

26,437. Have you anything to say with regard to giving
opium to children ?—It is my experience that the giving
of small quantities of opium to quiet children—regu-
larly dosing them—is all but universal in India. It

has the sanction of Government in that balagoUs
(children's pills) are advertised to be sold only by licensed
opium vendors, by order of Government. This unnatural
stupor in which a child is kept can only be hurtful to its

physical or mental development, and there is no doubt in

my mind but that many vicious traits in older persons are
directly due to opium, dosing in childhood. A case of
blindness in a child came to my notice in February 1893.
I wrote about it at the time in the Banner of Asia for
March, as follows :

" My attention has been called in a
" very painful manner to the subject of blindness caused
" by opium. My native preacher at Thana has a child (a
" boy) 18 months of age. Six weeks ago the boy was
" attacked by diarrhoea and was taken to Dr. Lazarus, of
" the Scotch Free Church Dispensary, Thana. Dr.
" Lazarus wrote a note to me saying that the child had
" been dosed with opium and could not be cured while
" this drugging continued. I had an earnest talk with the
" father and mother who promised to stop giving opium
" to the child. Shortly after the child's eyes became
" ulcerated. He was by my directions taken to the eye
" ward of Sir Jamsitji Jijibhai Hospital, Bombay. The
" European doctor treated the eyes for a week. Then
" my native preacher asked me to come personally to see
" the doctor, to learn if any hope existed for the child's
" eyesight, for if not he and his wife and boy would return
" to Thana. I went to the hospital on Friday, February
" loth. Dr. Maconachie was in attendance. We took
" our turn. I asked Dr. Maconachie what hope there was
" for recovery of the child's sight. He said, 'none what-
" ' ever. The sight has entirely gone. Suppuration has
" ' set in and the eyes will slough off, and only large white
" spots will remain. The child, if it lives, will never see
" • again. Its eyes have been ruined by opium. It is very
" ' common for natives to dose their children with ojnum,
" ' and it often causes just this condition of the eyes. I

Oo 4
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" ' have hunuieds of native children brcught to nae whose
" ' sight is utterly destroyed by 0])ium. Some are even In a
" ' stupor v.'hen brought here. They are ill-fed and then
" ' to quiet them opium is given to them. AH I am doing
' ' for this child is to reduce the inflammation and to tone
" ' up its general health. The sight is' entirely gone and
" ' the child might as well be taken to Dr. Kirtikar, civil

" surgeon of Thana, as that will be more convenient.'
" A few days afterwards I went with the child to see

" Surgeon-Major Kirtikar at the Civil Hospital, Thana.
" At the first glance he said, 'Another case of opium
" ' poisoning. Nothing can be done for sight.' I then
" told the foregoing e.xperience at Bombay and that

" Dr. Maconachie had sent us to get the general health of
'' tlie child toned up. In answer to a question Dr.
" Kirtikar said, ' I have many cases of children dosed
" ' -ivith opium. I register them in my books as chronic
" ' cases of opium. They usually begin with chronic
" ' diarrhu'a, and often ihey lose their eye-sight by sup-
'' ' puration of the cornea. This is very common among
" • ihe natives,' &c., &c. It would be well if the con-
" nexion between giving opiuu, to children and blindness
'' were examined more closely and made more widely
" known, as I gather from the medical authorities abjve
" quoted that the practice and the result are very common,
" adding another to the many and great recognised
" evils arising from the wicked traffic in opium."

26,433. Have any steps been taken to bring these cases

of infractions of the law before the courts F—There was a

case reported to be a genuine case, but 1 have my doubts

as to whether the case was real or w'hether it was " fi.xed

up."

2(j,4.'i.9. What association do you work with ?— I work
with the Methodist Episcopal Mission.

26,441). Did your Mission take any steps to bring these

infractions of the law before the courts ?— Xo.

26, -441, With reference tj your general attitude of mind
and experience generally on the subject, I should like to

ask you whether in recommending a prohibitory policy by
regulations of the Government, that the use should be

limited to medical purposes only, you would say that what
you desire in the case of opium would be equally desirable

in the case of alcohol ?—Certainly.

26.442. (Mr. Fmislunre.) I understand that the head-

quarters of your work are at Thana ?—Yes.

26.443. Do you do actual mission work in Bombay
itself?—Not now. I was transferred to Thana a few years

ago. Up to that time I was stationed in Bombay.

26.444. In your description of your visits to opium-
smokmg shops, you seem to assume that nearly all the

smokers present had been in jail ; is it the case that any
such large proportion of them can be said to be criminals ."

—Yes. I made that statement to the smokers in .Mr.

Rustoiviji's presence. There was a general admission when
1 made that charge broadly to them. There was no dissent

from it.

26.445. Y'^ou are aware, I presume, that a rarefnl statis-

tical inquiry was made by Government officials in 18IH,

and it was reported that two-thirds of the smokers in the

smoking shops were regular artisans following tlieir ordinary

daily avocatiim p—I never knew of those statistics.

26,44(1 In the Blue Book on the Consumption of Opium,
1S!*2, tiiere is this statement by Mr. Campbell, Collector of

Cnstoms in Bombay :
" It is true the houses are watched

' by the police, for tnieves meet iri them and scheme
" crimes. Still, aie all or nearly all the smokers ne'er-do-
" wells ? Nut nearly all. So far as I have seen a Bombay
" opium-smoking house is much like Dr. JNIorison's de-
" scription of a Bengal smoking house ;

—
' Almost all the

" ' smokers are of the labouring classes, tailors, day
" ' laliourers, and one or two shojikeepers.' So far as I

" could judge by questioning the smokers in Bombay
" smoking houses about two-thirds are regular working
" craftsmen and labourers. I asked the assistant collector
" to frame a separate estimate. His estimate was;—'At
" ' the fewest 70 per cent, regular craftsmen and laboiu'ers

;

" ' at the most 20 per cent, beggars and 10 per cent, bad
" ' characters.' I made a further personal test in three
" houses taken at random. The result was, in one house
" of II smokers all were craftsmen in regular work; in a
•' second bouse of 2.5 smokers all were craftsmen in work ;

" in a third house of 47 smokers one was a women, nine
'• were beggars, the rest were craftsmen and laboui-ers."

The results of that careful statistical inquiry do not seem
to agree with your assumption that nearly all the smokers

in Bombay were criminals?—I had a conversation with

Mr. Campbell two weeks ago, and he made about the same
stitenicnt to me, aud I differed with him then.

26,147. Y'ou siill wish us to believe that nearly all the
persons who smoked opium in the^e licensed shops were
criminals ?—I told them " when you are in prison your
" opium is cut off and you do not die." My argument
was '<) convince these peojjie that they did r>ot die if they
got into jaii, and therelbre they would not die if the shops
were closed.

26,448. Do you wish us to understand that nearly all

the people are criminals who smoked opium in those shops ?

— I do not say that of all opium smokers ; I am not going
to make sweeping statements.

26,44!'. You do not wish us to understand that all of them
were criminals?— I made inquiries at the Bombay police

headquarters, and 1 looked at the photographs of the

people who had been imprisoned more than once: I saw
a hard look upon most of the faces. I put the question
to three of the police officials of Bombay, '"'

Is it true that
" large numbers of these people are petty thieves?"
They said, " You can safely say that all the Mahomedans
are."

26.450. How do you anply that to smoking dens F

—

They must get their smoking in the dens. If their jjhotn-

graphs are in the rack at the police station they are,

perhaps, most likely frequenting the dens.

26.451. You say, "most hkely " ?—The chances are
that if they are opium smokers they are opium smokers in

the dens. The men were photographed as criminals. The
fact of their being opium smokers leads them to petty
thefts, because they lose their occupation.

26.452. What was your proof that they were opium
smokers; I do not quite follow that?—I did not get any
evidence that would pass in a court of law as evidence

;

but in conversation with the police they made this admis-
sion.

26.453. Do you mean that the poKce admitted that
these criminals were largely opium smokers ?—Yes.

26.454. That is that the men whose photographs you
saw were largely opium smokers ?—Yes.

26,-155. With reference to this visit to the opium shops
with Mr. Rustomji Pestonji Jehangir, apparently from what
you state, theopmm smokers first agreed with Mr. Pestonji
Jehangir, and then they agreed with you ; ought not that
to suggest that y(m should have rcceivtd their statements
with a great deal of caution ?— I always receive an opium
smoker's statement cautiously.

26,456. I understand you to agree with Mr. Rustomji
Pestonji, to whose book you have referred, that there are
a large number of opium smokers in robust health ?—Thej'
are apparently in robust health ; that is the way to put
it.

26,457- Y'ou have stated, that in order to disguise the
crime, the natives were taught to call the places where they
smoked opium "clubs": what do you wish us to under-
stand by the meaning of the words " were taught " ?—Not
once but a dozen times in visiting the opium smoking
shops the people said, "We are allowed to keep these
" places going, but we must tell the people that they are
" clubs when they call here. We are tutored to sav
'•• that."

26,458. Tutored by whom?— They were tutored bv
Damaji La.xmanchand.

26,45!). Who is he?—He is the licensed vendor of
opium, to whom I relerred in the Bombay Guardian.

26.460. With regard to the occasion of the Mahomedan
fair at Mahim, you state that three opium smoking shops
and one kasumbha shop were kept open for the public with
opium department police stationed near them, keejjing the
ordinary police from interfering with and stopping these
illegal shops ; kindly tell us on what knowledge you state
that.''— I personally went to Mahim; I asked the police
there, and got a statement of the fact in the presence of a
witness that they all saw these places where I describe
them.

26.461. Y'ou did not see them yourself ?—No.

26.462. Did you personally see any sales in these places ?—I did not visit Mahim during the fair.

26,46.'!. Had you any information that absolute sales
were going on in these places ?—Yes.

26,464. What information ?—The manager of the smok-
ing shop,i under RahimatuUa, informed me of tliis, an I

gave me the facts.
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26.465. What did he inform you—that he had personally-
seen the sale of opium in one of these places P—He told
me he was the manager of the shop.

26.466. Did he tell you that he had been making sales

in the shop P—Yes.

26.467. Sales on that day ?_0n the 10 or l'^ days of the
fair.

26.468. He informed you that he had himself made
sales during the days on which the fair was open P—Yes ;

and he told me he would give me 12 witnesses of those
who bought and smoked. I took his testimony very
cautiously, and went and checked him up at the police.

I did not believe him at first because he was an opium
smoker.

26.469. What authority have you to say that the opium
department police were stationed near the shops for the

purpose of keeping the ordinary police from interfering

and stopping these illegal shops?—Mr. Rustomji came to

Mahim and told tlie civil police not to interfere.

26.470. Would it not be more reasonable to say that the

opium department police were stationed there to see that

sales were not carried on in defiance of the law P—I was
not there ; and I am not in a position to answer that.

26.471. Have you ever been asked by officers of the
opium department to assist them in detecting illegal sales

of opium P—1 was ; two weeks ago.

26.472. Is that the first occasion P—Tes ; to my recol-

lection.

26.473. Have you ever had any personal discussion with
the collector yourself as regards these sales P—I only saw
him for two hours two weeks ago.

26.474. Did he make any statement to you then with
regard to the legal difiiculty in stopping coloural^le sales ?

—Yes ; he told me that at present they are more difficult

to stop than before the law was enacted on the 31st of

July. When I asked him what new law went into effect,

he told me that practically no new law went into effect.

I asked him, " How did you suppress shops before July,
" and yet you are unable to do it now ? " He did not
answer that, e.xcept that this agitation was all wrong and
all a mistake, and that we had weakened their hands.

26.475. Surely the previous shops were held by licensed

vendors who would be required by Government to alter

the terras of their licenses in such a way that might be
thought proper P—What objection was there to clubs

before ; nothing new was enacted. The same law that

applies to clubs now applied to clubs then ; you could

not have stopped them then, any more than you could

now.

26.476. Was it your opinion that there were no private

clubs in existence before the smoking on licensed premises

was prohibited ?—I never inquired into that.

26,477- With regard to Thana, is it the case that native

liquor is drunk to a large extent among the people of

Thana .P— It is drunk to a fearful extent. Its ravages are

perceptible.

26,4/8. (Mr. Mowbray.) These statements of facts

which you have given us from the Bombay Guardian,

which I have not had the pleasure of seeing before, and
also these statements of fact in your evidence are, I sup-

pose, you would auree with me, facts which can only be

tested in a court of law ?—They are about to be tested in

a court of law on the 21st of this month.

26.479. (Sir William Roberts.) Have you had any ex-

perience of the moderate eating of ooium p—I have heard

men state, whose words I did not disbelieve, that they had

taken a small quantity, and kept to that small quantity for

a number of years.

26.480. I understand your statements apply ])ractically

and exclusively to opmm smokers P—Mostly to opium
smokers.

26.481. Except what you have stated about children P

—

Yes. The opium eaters, in my statement, buy their opium
in quantity and go home and eat it. It is not so easy to

get into conversation or address them with regard to it.

26.482. (Chairman.) Your observation seems to me, so

far as you have described it, to have been amongst a very

low class of the population, persons you have spoken to

as frequenting the opium dens which you have visited in

your missionary work ; they seem to have belonged very

largely to the criminal class ?—Opium has a tendency to

make people criminal. They neglect their legitimate

business, and tliey have practically to get their living by

any plan they can invent.

O 82588.

26.483. It seems when challenged by you that they did
not attempt to dispute that they wire all more or less

acquainted with the interior of prisons ?—That is so.

26.484. You have also been referring frequently to the
police, and to a class of persons whose photographs are in

the possession of the police, in fact, they are the class we
speak of at home as " well-known to the police." Does
it not occur to you that the phenomena you might observe
when looking at this unfortunate class of the population
might perhaps not be the true indication of what you
would see among the large majority who, happily, do not
belong to the criminal class P—I have met what would be
called respectable people—because they are wealthy—I met
one man who has two brothers who are householder. lie

is supported by his two brothers—he has practically out-

casted himself because of his vice of opium. I have met a

pleader with his briefs smoking. He still had on bis

pugree with gold lacing on it. He had evidently not
got down to the strata where the opium habit leaves them.
As I have said in my evidence I have met people of all

classes in smoking dens. It is more perceptible in poor
men, as I have said, because their food is scanty and not
so nourishing.

26.485. It seems to me that I am not drawing an unfair

inference when I assume that your view of the evil and
degrading facts of the use of opium have been drawn from
your observation of its effects among a class which may
almost be described as a criminal class ?—-A class who con-

gregate in opium-smoking shops, and who are practically

degraded through their habit, whatever their previous

standing might have been. They are drawn from all

classes—Brahmins and Mahomedans—all congregate in

one place. It levels them all.

26.486. These persons of whom you speak have, as it

were, segregated themselves from the mas-s, and become,
by resorting to very low places, a specially degraded class ?

— I made that statement in my evidence. I said it is a
pecuharly " seductive delusion of the devil."

26.487. Have you anything you would like to say to us
with reference to a certain petition of which we have heard
which was got up at Poona p^— I got that petition up
myself. I confess I am little surprised at the diligence

with which the opium department have sought to suppress
anti-opium evidence. I thought their business was to

look after opium illegally and illicitly consumed, instead
of looking after a petition. That petition is bond fide;
I sent to-day to get a fac-simile of it. It was printed two
years ago. This happened in 1892. I have before me a
copy of the Banner of Asia for 1892, and I will present to

you a fac-simile of the petition which was written by a man
named Shankar. I, personally, went and got signatures.
I think there were 72 signatures to the petition. I got
them nearly all myself. I sent that petition on to Eng-
land and it was bona fide. It was signed in my presence.
The only man who refused t > sign it, stated as his reason
that he was a Government servant, and that he could not
sign any petition against Government. I, personally, went
and got the petition ready myself.

26.488. You wish to say that you are really personally
responsible for the preparation of that petition, and that
to the best of your knowledge and belief the signatures,
appended to it, with few exceptions, were made in your
presence P— \\'ith very few exceptions, I think, they were
all signed in my presence.

26.489. (Mr. Pease.) When did you first know that this
petition had been made the subject of Government in-

quiry ?—Two hours ago.

26.490. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Oould you give me the date
when you went up with this petition P—Two years ago.

26.491. Your actual work is in Thana, but you went to
Poona and got up the petition p—I went up there to pro-
test against the traffic, because it was an evil to the cause
of God.

26.492. You are well known in Poona P—Yes.

26.493. You would be well known by the people who
signed it P—Yes, I think so. I told them I was a mis-
sionary. There is one other matter I should like to
mention. I think I understood Mr. Slater the other day
to say that not one case of opium eaters had died in his
insurance company.

26.494. (Chairman.) I think he said that there had been
no case in which his office had been called upon to make a
payment on account of death which have been attributed
to the use of opium.

(M'itness.) If it is permissible I should like to put in the
Bombai/ Gazette of Saturday the lOth, in which a cape

TAeSev.A.W.
Prautch.

15 Feb. 1894.
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TheRm.A.W. was decided against the Oriental Insurance Company with
Prautch. reference to a confirmed opium eater.

26,495. {Chairman.) We will take it into our con-

sideration.
15 Feb. 1894.

( Witness) I also desire to submit a copy of the prospectus
of the Oriental Life Insurance Company, dated May 1893,
on page 4 of which 1 find that the total number of policies

in force is 14,967- Mr. Slater is, no doubt, able to explain

that. He states that there are 20,000 native lives. This

document states that the 1'J,.900 includes natives, Euro-
peans, and Eurasians.

26,496. [Mr. Mowbray.) What date is that ?—May 1893.

{Chairman.) We will let Mr. Slater see these papers.

The witness -withdrew.

Mr. E. M.
Gordon.

Mr. -E. M. Gordon called in and examined.

26.497. {Chairman.) I believe you are a missionary of

the Christian Mission, Mungeli, in the Central Provinces?

—I am.

26.498. Will you tell us what you have to say with re-

gard to the opium question ?—For the past four years I have
been interested in the opium question and have made
observations on all occasions. During 1890 I frequently

visited the opium smoking dens in Bombay and was
repeatedly told by opium smoktrs that they first acquired

the habit in order to increase the sexual appetite. Since

1891 my work has brought me into close contact with the

people of the Bilaspore district, Central Provinces. Opium
eating and smoking is not common in this district, the

habit of consuming opium is considered contemptuous,

and it is an insult to ask a man if he takes opium. The
common word for opium is amal which, according to Bate's

HiniJi Dictionary, means—intoxication. 100 per cent, of the

noTi-Christian native children in Bilaspur district are fed

with opium from a few days after birth until they are able

to sit up or walk. Opium is given to children twice a

day. The quantity is increased with the growth of the

child. If the opium is suddenly discontinued, the child

will not sleep, and suffers from diarrhoea. Fever is very

prevalent in the Bilaspur district, especially during the

monsoons, and shortly after. I have never heard of opium
being used as a remedy for prevention against fever. On
making inquiries I find that Indian nurses frequently give

opium to the children of European parents in order that

the children may not be troublesome. In 1889 my niece

was drugged with opium by her Indian nurse. Tlie child's

parents were unable to arouse the babe and finally had to

consult a doctor. He declared that the child had been
overdosed with opium, and with difiiculty he succeeded in

arousing the babe. On the way from my station at

Mungeli to Bombay, I spent Wednesday, February 7th, at

Kampti with Rev. C. U-. Blsam of the M. E. Church.

Together we visited a madak smoking shop. It was about 10

yards ofl' the main road leading to the bazaar, well hidden

behind large buildings. The shop was in charge of one
Mahomed Yesu who was selling the madak golis or balls

from a small box before him ; there were four men outside

in the verandah and about twelve men inside the room ; all

were Mahomedans. Mahomed Yesu, who sold the golis,

told us that he allowed the men to congregate "for
friendship's sake." The next day, February 8tU, at 9 a.m..

Rev. C. G. Elsam and I visited the shops at Sitabaldi and
Sudder Bazaar, Nagpore. In the former place we saw no
smokers, but in the Sudder shop about 15 men had
assembled, some had evidently just stopped smoking, and
one man's pipe appeared under his coat. At .'i p.m. on

the same day Bev. C. G. Elsam and I visited a shop in the

locality known as " ganja ka khet." This shop was off

the road, well hidden from view. The man in charge was
one Pappa Meer, a Mahomedan, who was seUingthe golis

at two for a pice. The liquid opium was being boiled in

the shoji. .'i2 persons were in this place, all smoking, one
prostitute was with them. As we left the place a choius

of voices exclaimed "Sahib log is ko band karo, is ko
band karo "—freely translated—" Gentlemen, stop this

business, stop this business." A policeman watched us

making our inquiries. The second shop visited was near

the Itwari Dispensary. It was a shed. A license was
hung up on a board. There were 28 men in this shed.

Madak was being prepared on the spot. Man in charge

was one Mahomed Ali. The third shop was in the locality

called Bhandara Darwaza. A Mahomedan was the man in

charge. The men were smoking in a shed where the gobs
were being sold. The license board, however, was nor, in the

shed, but in a room across the road about forty yards away
In this room across the way, the opium balls were being

prepared. '1 he fourth shop \ isited was near JumaDarv,-aza,

Haji Khan was in charge. This man informed ns that the

lictnge to sell opium in Nagpore was bought by Bichrn,],

Marwari. This Marwari, in turn, had sublet a part of the

business to Haji Khan, our informant, who had engaged
men to open the other shops we visited. There were two
prostitutes m the shop near Juma Uarwaza. In one room
we counted 20 men and in the other about 10. This shop
was on the main road near the Small Cause Court, but it

was upstairs. What Haji Khan called his license was
signed thus:—" W. R. Dholily E.A.C., for the Deputy
Commissioner."—The signature was not clear and the
initials may be different.

26.499. You have been engaged in missionary M'ork in

this country, and carefully considering the main cause of

moral evil here, you have come to the conclusion that

opium is a pregnant source of evil ?—That is so.

26.500. Would you say the same with regard to alcohol ?

—Yes.

26.501. Would you desire that the prohibitory legislation

which you recommend in the case of opium should iaclude
alcohol as well p—Yes, certainly.

26,.j02. {Jlr. Fanshawe.) How long have you been at

missionary work P— I Imve been at missionary work for the
past three years.

26.503. Have you been during the whole of that time in

the Central Provinces p—Yes, altogether in the Central
Provinces—in the Bilaspur district.

26.504. What do you wish us to understand about the
sale of these madak balls ; the sale of madak is not pro-
hibited in the Central Provinces, is it p—I was told that
the sale was not prohibited, but that they were not allowed
to smoke on the premises. That is how I understand the
business.

26.505. You have described certain sales, but there is

nothing illejjal in that, is there?— I do not think I said it

was illegal.

26.506. Why did you bring it to cur notice P—I was
merely giving a description of our visit to the dens.

26 507. In what you call " ganja ka khet " you saw some
smoking, I understand p—Yts ; there were 32 persons in

this place all smoking.

26.508. Is that on the licensed premises?—I did not
notice a license board for this shop, but I did in the other
place.

26.509. It was a private gathering of people for smoking
so far as you know?—From the fact that opium was being
sold on the spot, and that they Mere smoking in the same
place, I should conclude that it was a licensed shop, thouuh
I did not see the board.

26.510. You had no other reason for believing that it

was a licensed thop?—No.

26.511. Did you see any sales yourself in this place?

—

Yes ; 1 saw men come in, pay their pice and sit down and
smoke on the spot.

26.512. Did yuu take any steps to bring this to the
notice of the authorities ?—I left the same night by train
for Bombay.

26.513. F>en then it might have been in your power
by letter or otherwise to bring it to the notice of the
authorities or the deputy commissioner ?— I did imt do it.

I might have done it.

26,51 1. (Mr. Mnu-ljray.) These were visits that were paid
on your way down to this Commission p—^'es ; on my way
down to give evidence.

25,515. Your frequent visits to Bombay were before you
went into missionary work at all, I rjuppose?—Yes

26,.516. In the Bilaspur there is not much eating and
smokini;, is there?— .\c>.

The whnr.^s withdrew.
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Mr. 8. C, Kanaoa Batnam, B.A., called in and examined.

26.517. (Chairman.) I belieA-e you are asBistant master
of the London Missionary Society Hifrh School at Belgaum ?—Yes.

26.518. We should be glad to hear any statement you
have to make with regard to the question under our
consideration ?—I am a native oE Jaffna. I take great
interest in the opium question, as it has a close bearing on
the moral progress of the Indian community, and I have
given my special attention to it. It is my firm conviction
that opium is injurious to man physically, mentally, and
morally. The Tamils and the people of South India regard
opium as poison, and look down upon both opium eaters

and opium smokers with the utmost contempt. Opium
smoking is considered more deleterious than opium eating.

The use of this drug is so much condemned by the public
opinion that no one would like to be known as having
anything to do with opium. Those who use opium are

more or less emaciated in form and lead miserable lives.

Life is a burden to them, and they are known and treated as

the wrecks of society. The Tamil word for opium is aphin,

and it is a significant fact that one of the most contemptu-
ous and meanest terms that can be applied to a man is

ajihini (an opium user), an aphini being always supposed
to be a careless, indolent, silly, physical wreck and moral
coward. I have never known any Tamil to say a good
word for opium. Moderate use of opium often, if not
always, leads to excessive use of it. Opium eating is

frequently begun in the company of prostitutes. I am at

present assistant master in a high school at Belgaum. On
one occasion I wanted to ascertain what the students think
about the use of opium, and asked the students of the
matriculation class to express their opinion on the matter.

"Without one dissentient voice they all said that opium was
a bad thing and no respectable person ever used it. Some
of these students had friends and relatives who used this

drug and have consequently impaired their health to a

considerable degree. One opium eater told me, in the

])resence of a number of witnesses, that he had learnt the
habit from a European Government official under whom
he was employed as a servant. His master, owing to his

indulgence in opium, soon began to dislike all active work
and became quite incapable of doing any public work. He
himself had suffered much and pathetically referred to the
injury done to him. I regard opium as most injurious,

inasmuch as it saps the life of any habitual consumer and
renders him less active and deadens his moral faculties.

If opium eaters are leas injurious to society than those who
vse alcohol, it is because the former have less life in them
than the latter. They suffer from want of will and are

really too weak to do any harm. Many of my countrymen
acknowledge that opium, except when taken in medicinal

doses, is a curse to India, and is daily adding to the miseries

of the already much suffering people of this country. The
Tamils do not regard opium as a preventive or cure of fever.

I would like to emphasise the fact that moderate use of

opium, when taken habitually, produces injurious effects.

I have known opium eaters themselves frankly testifying

to the bad effects of this drug and wishing they had never

got into the habit and that no temptations had been put
in their way. It is true the poorer class of people live on
a starvation diet, and when such people take opium, the

temporary relief from hunger they seem to experience is

more than counter balanced by the injurious effects after-

wards. The baneful results from the use of opium far

counterpoise any so-called good effects. The missionaries

in this country come into closer contact with, and are

better informed of the natives of this country and their

attitude towards the opium question, than any other

Europeans, and the evidence the majority of them have

given before you is exactly what the masses of the people

say on the question. It is sometimes alleged that the

consumption of opium in India is very insignitioant, and if

this were true, it is difficidt to understand how the

suppression of the opium traffic would cause so much
discontent as would end in a rebeUion, that would eventu-

ally lead to the loss of India to Britain. Only two or three

days ago a rich educated Parsi gentleman who has taken

an abkari contract from Government for one or two lakhs

said that a single visit to any opium smoking place by the

Opium Commission would go agreat way towards disclosing

the pernicious results of opium smoking. By the adminis-

tration of opium, children are sometimes killed and often

injury is done to them. Recognising the injury that is

ofien done to children by opium, the well-to-do classes of

this country are very careful in employing as ayahs (nurses)

women who would not give opium to their children with a

view to curtail their labour and trouble. Some time ago a

native of Belgaum and a friend of mine who has lived with
me sometime began to take opium in smwU dcses. Gradu-
ally his craving for opium increased until it culminated in

a sad event. One day he brought two pice worth of opium
and kept the poison at home, a portion of which his only
daughter of three years old took and ate. This took place
in the morning, and the child died the same evening. The
same day the father in deep agony resolved he would not
any more take opium, but has not yet got over this habit
to which he has become a slave. There are about a thou-
sand confirmed opium eaters and one hundred opium
smokers in Belgaum, and their number is no doubt
increasing day by day. I am opposed to the opium trade
and strongly desire its abolition before, too late for its

abolition to be possible.

26.519. Do you make the same recommendation with
regard to the prohibition of alcohol ?—Yes, I do.

26.520. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Will you kindly tell me what
is your age ?—I am 25.

26.521. How long have you been in Belgaum ?—It is a
year since I went to Belgaum.

26,52J. What is your pay as assistant schoolmaster in

the High School ?—I have no objection to answer the
question ; but may I ask whether you put that question
to all the European witnesses who have been examined P

26.523. I think you had better answer the question.
There cannot be any great matter of concealment about
it, is there P—I do not suppose it will in any way materi-
ally affect the evidence I am giving before you. I have
no objection to tell you if you particularly want to know.

26.524. I wish for a reply P—My pay is Rs. 75.

26.525. Such e.vperience as you have had is amongst the
Tamils, is it not P—Yes.

26.526. There is hardly any consumption of opium
amongst the Tamil race, is there p—As far as I know the
Tamils use the least quantity of opium.

26.527. Judged by the statistics the consumption
amongst them is very small p— Yes.

26,523. Is it a fact that they are alcohol drinking
people ?—They use alcohol in greater quantity than
opium.

26.529. You have given your opinion that missionaries
in this country have a better knowledge of the natives
than other Europeans. I suppose you will admit that the
natives of the country are themselves very competent
to testify to their own liews about opium p—Yes ; but I

believe those people who are not connected in any way
with Government service are better capable of getting at
the opinions of the natives.

26.530. You have referred to visits by the members of
this Commission to opium smoking places

;
perhaps you

are not aware that probably all the members of this Com-
mission have visited a number of such places in various
parts of India p—I am not aware of it.

26.531. [Mr. Mowbray.) You have stated that there are
about a thousand confirmed opium eaters, and a hundred
opium smokers in Belgaum, and that their number is no
doubt increasing day by day. Is that the result of your
personal investigation during the past year ?—Y'es.

26,.532. It may interest you to know that we have had
statistics as to the consumption of opium in the Belgaum
district for the last ten years. The consumption is '3 of
a tola per head per annum. It is precisely the same rate
of consumption as it was nine years ago, and it is rather
less than it was six or seven_ yeara ago. It is, in fact,
with one exception, the smallest consumption of any
district in the Bombay Presidency. I venture to think
that before stating that the number is no doubt increasing
day by day it would have been well for you to take more
than a year's experience p—I have lived and talked with
several opium eaters and had personal conversation with
them. This is what they told me, and they expressed
their desire that this evil traffic may be reduced.

26,533. {Mr. Pease.) Has there been any change in the
population of Belgaum p—I cannot say ; I am not aware
of it.

2(i,534. {Sir William Roberts.) What is the population
of Belgaum ; is it a large place'?—The population of the
town is about 25,000.

26,535. Including men, women, and children p—Yes.

Pp 2
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26,6.S6. Yon say there are about a thousand confirmed

opium eaters ; that would mean that about one quarter of

the adults use opium ?—Yes.

26,537. Do you really think that every fourth man is an
opium eater?—I have not had sufficient time to make a

thorough inquiry into the matter, but this is what the

opium eaters themselves state.

-fi,538. Y''ou have mentioned a case of accidental poison-

ing by opium. I presume that you are aware that acci-

dental poisoning by opium mif^ht ocr:ur when the drug is

dispensed under a phybician's ])re3cri])tion ?—In the case I

referred to the doctor was called in and l>e said that it was

owing to opium.

The witness withdrew.

* Mr. Mansukh Lal called in and examined.

Mr. Mansukh
Lal.

26.539. (Chairman.) What position do you hold ?—For

10 years 1 was an officer of the Salvation Army, and in

that capacity have spent six and a half years in India. I

am now acting editor of the Banner of Asia. In accord-

ance with the custom of that society I adopted an Indian

name some years ago, and although I have resigned my
position there for family reasons, I desire to continue that

name by which I have been known for a good many
years.

26.540. We should be glad to hear what you have to say

with regard to this question ?—Most of my time here I

have worn the Indian dress and lived in the towns and
villages of the Gujarat, Kathiawar, and Marathi countries

as one of the people themselves, eating their ordinary food
and sharing their homes. I therefore consider that I have
had ample opportunities of knowing exactly what is the

feeling of the people as to what things they regard as bene-

ficial or otherwise to themselves. In the villages I visited

I was generally called to see the sick, and asked to give

them something for malarial fever which is the chief thing
from which the people suffer. Though not a medical man
I always carried with me a few simple remedies, but up to

this day have never been asked for opium as a remedy, and
have met only two men who ever claimed that opium was
good for them non-medicinally ; one of these was an in-

toxicated iakir and the other was a debauchee who had
lately begun the habit. As staif officer of the Salvation

Army in the thickly populated parts of Gujarat I had under
my charge from 20 to 30 native officers who spent their

whole time in villages working among the people. It was
my duty to supply these officers with a few simple remedies

for fever and any other complaint that might trouble them.
We kept quinine and opening medicine, and a few other

things, such as Dr. Gregory's stomachic powder. We
never were asked for opium and it was never hinted that

opium was used in cases of fever. I was also in Gujarat

when cholera was prevalent, and ) myself had a severe attack.

I buried four of my comrades at that time, but I never

heard any man ask for opium even when they were in the

greatest straits. Gujarat is a very malarious country, and
I have suifered greatly from fever there. My experience is

that malarial fever hinders the action of the bowels, and that

the first thing prescribed or taken is an opening medicine,

and not an astringent such as opium. And even if opium
were occasionally prescribed for fever by doctors, which I
strongly doubt, still that is a very different thing to selling

opium in poisonous doses to the public without a doctor's

prescription, and regardless of the purpose for which it is

used. To show that I am not speaking from fancy, I

should like to quote a very brief extract from the Indian

Medical Record of December 1st, in which a medical prac-

titioner, Mr. M. R. Ranade, discusses the question of the use

of a drug called atropia in opium poisoning. He gives

instances of a number of cases of people who take opium.

One woman took it to c-mmit suicide, another took it by
accident. He describes the efiect of this drug upon such
occasions. In one part of his statement he says, " Cases
" of opium poisoning are very frequent, for the simple and
" awful reason that opium is so easily procurable in the
" bazaar. It is therefore commonly resorted to by poi-
" soners and suicides." As far as I know this doctor is

not an anti-opiumist. I b?g to tender that extract for the

consideration of the Commission. I also wish to

call the attention of the Commission to the Uledical

Reporter of Calcutta, which is a pro-opium newspaper,

but which in an article advocates the appointment of a

commission for poisons. If every doctor in the world
were to say that be used opium as a medicine for any
disease whatever, that would not warrant the non-
medicinal sale and use of the poison. In India snake bite

is a frequent cause of death to the people, and strychnine

has been stated to be a splendidly effectual antidote to the

poison of the cobra, hut we do not see strychnine sold in

the bazaar as opium is, as though it were swcetir^eat or

food. I have carefully conversed with hundreds of Indians

upon this subject, and can fearlessly say that the feeling of

the entire community is firm against alcohol and opium.

[• This witness bears anati

Until the appointment of this Commission the harmfulness
of opium was never disputed by the Indian people, but the

idea has got about that if opium be stopped then taxation

will increase and alcohol be more largely used. I regard
the i)lea that alcohol will take the jjlace of opium as an
unsound Ergument upon the part of those who make it,

because I think that diligent research will show that most
of those Europeans who foster the alarm about alcohol do
not themselves abstain from alcohol, and probably will be
the first to oppose any measures for the prohibition of

alcoholic liquor for India, which the total abstinence party

may and undoubtedly will introduce. I am for the abo-
lition of the liquor traffic by local option. I have paid
special a ttention to tiie smoking of opium, because smoking
dens follow in the wake of the ordinary opium stalls,

because they enable the Governm.ent to sell more of the
drug. An opium dealer informed me that men who are

content to eat two annas worth of opium (which has a

l)itter taste) will smoke twelve annas worth in the same
amount of time. It is more luxurious. The smoking dens
bring in a greater profit to Government. It has been my
habit to visit the opium smoking dens in Indian dress, and
to converse with the smokers for one or t^eo hours each
time, so as to get their real ojiinions of the jioison. Several
times I witnessed the eager way in which they always
signed any petition to Government for the closing of the
dens, and they would most pathetically plead with us to

make haste before thev were destroyed, and before their
children could learn the horrid habit. I remember one
instance especially, when 1 was in one of these places in
company with General Booth, and interpreted some remarks
of his to the smokers. We also bad some prayer there, and
at the conclusion of the visit, some of the opium smokers
cried out and said, " It is all. very well to pray and talk,
" but when are you going to do something. Here are we
" all enslaved by opium, and still the trade is not stopped."
The smokers frequently impressed upon me the need of
stopping the manufacture of opium altogether.

26,541. Can you suggest any substitutes for the opium
revenue?—I beg to suggest one or two ways by which
this deficit might be met, although with regard to the
anticipated loss of revenue, I do nut think that the onus
of finding a substitute should be put upon the anti-opium
party, but upon those financial experts who are paid to
raise revenue, not by morally indefensible means, but by
morally as well as conmiercially profitable measures. The
bulk of this could be raised by an almost imperceptible tax
of i per cent, upon all ocean-borne commerce leaving
British ports. This commerce has been recently estimated
at 1,200,000,000/. per annum. A tix of one quarter per
cent, (that is to say, a bttle under 2J farthings in the
£)upon this amount %vould yield an annual revenue of
three million pounds. This tax, thougli so slight, is hardly
to be felt by the mercantile world, would be more than
compensated by the friendly relationship with China which
the abolition of the opium traffic would make possible
thus opening the way for a more extensive trade in
British goods with that vast nation. If this were not
sufficient, a further and substantial amount micrht be
raised by taxing an article of luxury which is extensively
used all over India, but which is not in any sense of the
word a food—i.e., the betel nut and pan leaf which the
people chew. The present price of this article is absurdly
low. In this way India would combine with Britain to
abolish the cultivatiim of the poppy except for medicine
and so ensure the future prosperity of the emoire.

26,642. What do you say to the argument that there is a
certain class of Indian people who use opium and yet are
physically strong ?—If there be anyone class of Indian
people who are said to use opium and yet are physically
strong, It will be found that their strength is due to causes
other than opium. They are strong in spite of opium and
not as a result of it. Take an illustration. Britain is said
to be the mightiest power in the world, and no doubt she»"-"" according to Dr. Norman Kerr's

Y'et in Britain,

estimate, 50 000 persons every year die directly from strong
drink; Sir Archibald Alison, author of the ' History of

ve imme, but is a European.!
istory of
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Europe " and sheriff principal of Glasgow, stated that in that
city alone 30,000 persons nightly went to bed intoxicated
—in London 70,000; one person in every 40 in the British
Isles is a drunkar i, one in 40 a pauper, one in every lOU a
criminal, chiefly from one cause ; the cause that aci.'Ording

to Sir James Hannen is behind 76 out of every 100
divorce cases. Dare anybody attribute England's great-

ness to the fact that drink is the national vice ? I think
not. England's power is in spite of her drunkenness, and
the same is true of India's people and opium. A remark
frequently made to me is, " Government wants the money
" and does not care for us—we are kalalok (black people)."

And then others would reply, " Yes, but what will Ijecome
" of the revenue when the opium habit has taken a
" thorough hold upon the subjects, and they are demora-
" lised and poverty stricken ? " Bombay being considered

to be a healthy place and not so malarious as other parts, I

concluded that the great quantity of opium sold in this city

could not be required for medicinal purposes, and to find

out the truth, nuuutely questioned every smoker or eater I

met as to the reason for which he first took opium. Their

answers were a revelation to me. As a farther test case,

on the 31st of July 1893, I conversed with 70 opium
smokers in one den, and out of that number 65 agreed in

Baying that the chief reason for using opium was its sup-

posed power to sustain abnormal sexual endurance. An
account of this visit appeared in the Banner of Asia for

September of that year. As is common in eastern coun-

tries, the manner of speech is very plain and these things

are more generally talked of than in western lands ; but
the interests of truth upon so serious a subject demand
that details be fully given, though perhaps not suitable for

publication in any other than the Report of a Royal Com-
mission. On one occasion, when not satisfied with general

statements such as I had heard for years, I pressed for

details, the smokers stated that opium acts upon the

generative organ by artiiicially prolonging the sexual act.

On the 18fch of December 1893, in the presence of two
missionaries, I asked a group of men, " Is it not true that
" for eviry one man who takes opium for any complaint,
" a hundred take it so as to prolong their unnatural in-
'" dulgence with women P " They all, as on ether ooca-
" sions, emphatically answered in the affirmative. This
artificial aid to debauchery, while it affords almost incre-

dible license for a short time, yet after a feiv months, or in

some cases, a year or two dries up the man's vitality and
leaves him physically and morally (vreoked for the rest of

his days. Another result of the habit is that those who use
opium for a year or two become so dried up that they
seldom succeed in begetting children. The smokers say

never, but perhaps there are exceptions. It was the inward
vileness of tbe opium traffic from this particular point of

view which caused me to take an attitude of absolute

hostility to it, as every Christian man and woman should
do. Not only is the opium traffic a wicked thing, but it is

short-sighted, and must ultimately overthrow the very

revenue for which it is sustained; because it surely and
increasingly drains every other source of social strength in

the family life of the Indian nation. I am acquainted
with men who, though able to earn 20 or 30 rupees per

month when at work every day, now are content to struggle

along on one-third of that amount of money, and who
spend the rest of their time in the opium dens. Even
better class people who eat opium have to consume a much
larger quantity of milk, ghee, and sugar in order to counter-

art, in some measure, the debilitating effect of the poison.

A regular user of opium is easily recognised by the peculiar

look in the eyes, the form of which is altered until some of

them are almost almond-shaped. The lips also become
thin and of a purple colour. Both within and without
India the Government is engaged in a stupendous busi-

ness of pandering to lust.

26,543. Turning to the question of opium dens, wJiich

has been raised by previous witnesses, have you anything to

say on that subject ?—I am prepared to conduct the mem-
bers of this Commission around Bombay, and to give them
an opportunity of hearing from the lips of the ordinary

populace the truth of nhat I have stated about the harmful-

ness of opium, the dread of it which respectable people have,

and their anxiety to keep it from their own children. The
Commission to choose their own interpreters, to name the

localities to be visited, and to ask any questions they may
think fit. The only stipulation I make is that the time of

the visit be not made known to any Government officials,

and that no employes of the opium department be allowed

to accomimny the party. Early in August 1893 the Titnes

of India informed the public that the opium smoking dens

in Bombay had been finally closed (in response to the

agitation of the anti-opium party) on the 31st of July.

A few days later the same paper stated that the result of

closing the dens would be the formation of " opium clubs,"

thus throwing out a hint to those who wished for such a Mr. Mansukh
suggestion. It was known to me and others shortly after- Lai.

wards that a number of fresh opium dens hail been opened,
and we also suspected what ultimately came to our know- 15 Feb. 1894.

leilge, that these "clubs" were of a charmingly primitive ———

—

character. The names had been changed, but the identical
things remained. On Monday, the IMth of December 1893,
I, in the company of two missionaries, paid a visit to some
of these " clubs." The first one we entered was in the
same building as the previous licensed opium den, but
upstairs instead of on the ground floor. The entrance to
the room in which we found the smokers was so small
that one had to stoop almost double, and in the inside we
saw eight men reclining for the opium smoke. Three
opium lamps were burning, and two men were in the act

of smoking. One of our number made n feu- mquiries
which took the following forms :

—" What place is tliis P
"

(chorus of voices) "A kalab, sahib." "What kind of
club P " ' Oh, like t'ne BycuUa club that the sahibs use."
" What is the subscription rate, and what are the rules,
" then P " " Whatever one Ukes. It depends upon what
" he has to eat, drink, &c. There is no rule or anything
" for membership, and you only pay for what you get."
" Then can anybody come here and smoke opium p

"

" Oh, yes, of course, if lie pay for his smoke." " Then
" what is the difference between this place and former
" densP" " Kuch nahin " (nothing at all). We were
then interrupted by the owner of the place, who was
uneasy. He extinguished two of the lamps, and told the

men to chup raho, i.e., keep quiet. Before leaving, we
asked them whether there were any more of these clubs,

and they shook their heads, saying, " We know not."

But when one of our party offered four annas (sixpence) to

any man who would take us round to a few of them, a

man jumped up and said, '' Come on then, I'll show you."
We went with him and, within an area of 20U yards, \'isited

six other dens in which the same thing was going on. In
every place we introduced ourselves as missionaries, and
asked the smokers to give us their real opinions as to the

use ofopium. They did so, and were absolutely undivided

in their vigorous condemnation of the opium use and
traffic, saying, " If the opium trade were stopped, we
" would be compelled to do without it, but now ttiat it is

" so easy of access, we cannot abstain from it." In order

to verify what we had heard, we made an appointment
with one of the opium slaves, to meet him and four

others the next day, and they accordingly came. We
stipulated that they should receive no fee or reward what-

ever, beyond payment for half a day's coolie (labourer's)

work. These four men came to a place arranged by us,

and though at first a little afraid to speak, they slowly

gained confidence when convinced that our object was
merely to get a true statement from them. The spokes-

man, a fairly intelligent man, said that he first took to the

habit on the suggestion of a friend, who told him that

opium greatly added to the power and jdeasure of sexual

indulgence, In this manner he abandoned himself to the

most horrible debauchery for a month or six weeks, after

which he became very weak, and now is compelled to

smoke three annas' worth of opium daily to alleviate, for

a few hours, the evil effects of the poison. This man also

stated that he previously earned Rs. 30 jier month, while

now he could not work for many hours without going to

the opium den. All the men agreed in making the follow-

ing statement of facts :

—

{a.) The opium smoking dens in

Bombay were all supplied with opium by the man Damaji,

who holds the license to sell opium in quantities of two
tolas only to each purchaser, (b.) Any man who starts a
" club " without the permission of the opium vendor is

immediately prosecuted by the authorities, but those who
agree to purchase all their opium from Damji are per-

fectly safe from prosecution, (c.) The men who run the
" clubs " themselves manufacture the chandul from the

crude opium, ready for smoking, making two annas' profit

on every tola, (rf.) The existence of these mock clubs is

well known to opium Inspector Rustomji Jehangir, ivho

has frequently visited them, (e.) The men who own the
" clubs " instructed the smokers to say that the opium does

them good, and so on, when questioned by the sahibs.

(/.) Messengers are sent round to inform the smokers

whenever visitors are near, and two or three lamps are

extinguished. (This was done when they were visited by

myself and others.) (g.) All of them heartily desire that

the supply of the drug, through other than medical men,

be stopped entirely. •' While it is so easy to get opium
" we cannot abstain from it, but if the supply werediscon-
" tinned, then we would have to do without it, and would
" go to our different occupations." From time to time

many stories I have heard from the hps of the poor, of

misery caused by opium, were very sad, and so numerous

that they would fill a large volume.
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26,.') l-J, What ia jour experience of the views of opium
smoliers themselves with reference to tliis source of moral

weakness P—It is a singular fact that if you converse with

a. man in a friendly manner, while he is in the act oE

smoking opium he generally will denounce the opium in

strong language, but that same man when deprived of his

smoke for a few hours, and feeling the opium crave, will

beg that his supply of the drug may not be stopped. To
coni])are this with the smoking of tobacco is absurd and

thoiijrhtleas. It is my belief that if this vile trade in

poison be longer upheld, then there will assuredly be a

fearful retrihution for the English-speaking races, caused

by the subtle encroachment of the opium habit upon them.

First the wealthy and idle, and ultimately the poorer

classes will succumb to this insidious plague. 'I'hese words

are the outcome of an inward conviction as the result of

pergonal observation and thought, and I feel constrained

to add my voice in warning, to those thoughtless persons

who, for the sake of revenue, are willing to submit to the

organiseddebauchment of two splendid nations—India and

China—and through them the ultimate devastation of the

whole world.

2(>,545. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Are you aware that we have

had some number of natives of India before us in various

parts of the country who have stated that opium is used

as a protection against chills and malarial influences P—

I

should not be surprised at anything that might be stated by

a man of any nation whatever.

2G,546. Your own experience e.xtends over six and a half

years, and is limited to certain parts of India, is it

not ?—My experience of India is that I went straight away
into the villages on my arrival in the country. The six

and a half years' experience have been divided between

Kathiawar, Gujarat proper, and the Maratha villages.

26,547. Your experience extends over six and a half

years, and to certain parts of the country only ?—Yes.

2(1, .'i4>-!. You can quite understand that a use of opium
which you have not found in your experience may be

known in other parts ol^ the country, I presume P—I under-

stand that, if it is stated so, that may be so ; but I strongly

doubt it.

2(),549. You speak very confidently about the feeling of

the entire community being against opium p— I do not

speak of the southern part of India ; I speak for the people

in that part ot the country in which I live.

26, ,551). From v.-hat you have said your argument appears

to be that alcohol will not be given up because Europeans
are in favour of it ; therefore the danger that alcohol will

take the place of opium will remain, as far as I under-

stand P—I may say iriy argument ia this, that if to-morrow
any society were to introduce a Bill for the loual suppression

of the liquor trafiic, the first persons to oppose that Bill

would be those very official Government witnesses who now
raise the alcohol bogie. The future will prove the truth or

otherwise of my statement.

26,5.51. We want to go a step further. Your argument
rjcjuircs that alcohol will not be prohibited ?— I do not say

that.

26.552. You anticipate that by your argument ?—I do

not anticipate it, because the public will agitate and
agitate until it is jjrohibited.

26.553. That is what you mean ?—That is what I think.

26.554. You say that you think that alcohol. will be
prohibited P— ^fter a severe straggle.

26.555. .\nd therefore there is no fear of alcohol taking

the i)l;ice of o[)ium if opium is prohibited ?—That does not

follow.

26.556. Many natives as well as European officials have
exi)ressed to us great fears that the alcohol habit will

spread if opium is prohibited ?—Those same officers and
those same newsjiapers which are the voice of the officials

while tliey hold up the alcohol bogie hold out their

advertisement pages to advertising various kinds of

whiskeys.

26,557- ^^'e have had native witnesses before us who have
expressed their opinions that if opinm is prohibited alcohol

will spread ?—The people of India have a very great dread

of alcohol, and I think rightly so. The entrance of a man,
the worse for liquor, into a village is sufficient to cause al!

the women to run away outside.

26,.55S. Your argument is not quite intelligible p— I am
sorry for that.

26,569. You have said, "An opium eater informed me
that men who are content to eat two annas' worth of opium
(which has a bitter taste) will smoke 12 annas' worth in the

same amount qf time." Opium is taken in the shape of pills,

is it not P—-Not always. People have stated to me that

they prefer to chew it.

26,561). Do you think that the suggestions thrown out

by the English daily papers are likely to reach the class of

people who frequent these smoking places p—Every leading

statement made by the Bombay daily papers is translated

into Gujarati and Marathi by the editors of the Anglo-

Vernacular papers who understand both languages. I

myself have continually perused newspapers in Gujarati and
Marathi and Hindi, and I know that it is the fact that

every remark, even a rumour, about anything that happened

in China is mentioned in the Vernacular the next day.

26.661. That is so; but even accepting that, are the

lower classes who have been described to us as going to the

smoking places in the habit of reading Vernacular papers

largely ?—I have met men in these smoking places who
now belong to the lower classes who were very intelligent,

and who could read the various A'ernaculars ; and they

discuss in these smoking dens the various topics of the day.

26.662. But speaking generally, the classes of people

that meet there would be the lower classes, would they
not ?—Not at all.

26.563. I am speaking of the opium smoking dens ?

—

They would not necessarily be all of the lower classes. I

have met men of every class. They told me at one place

that a European used to go there every day and then he
disappeared, the inference being that he had died.

26.564. We have been told this afternoon that the people
who frequent the dens are largely criminal and people of
the lowest classes p—It might be so, but my observation
has not been about criminality.

26.665. Do you think from your experience that much
reliance can be placed upon the statements of these opium
smokers when you are discussing the subject with them p

—

I think as much reliance is to be placed upon the statement
of a native as upon that of a European.

26.666. I was not drawing a distinction between natives
and Europeans, I was speaking of opium smokers
whether much reliance could be placed upon the words
or statements of persons in the habit of smoking opium in
these dens, who have been described to us as habitual liars

and in language of that kind by a witness to-day ?—My
impression is that they are by no means habitual liars

—

they are not habitual liars any more than the inhabitants
of another country. The question of whom does it benefit
comes up in the matter of believing a man's testimony. If
a man testifies against himself and he has nothing to gain
by that testimony, and everything to lose, and that
testimony has to be got frcm him by quiet talking and
questioning, then I am inclined to believe it, but if I offer
a bribe to a man I cannot believe him.

26.567. Do you think the statements of these people
would generally deserve credit ?—Generally on the matter
of the injury of opium to themselves I think their state-
ments deserve credit.

26.568. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) I suppose you know
that China is supplied with opium not by India alone but
by other nations P— I have heard that Persia is competing
for the Chinese trade.

26.569. Persia and Turkey and other places are supplying
opium to China, and perhaps you know that if there was
any obhgation on the part of China to accept Indian opium,
it has lately been declared by a responsible secretary before
Parliament that China is free to accept Indian opium or
not ?—My impression is that no official intimation as the
outcome of the expression of Parliament has been sent to
China to that effect.

26.570. That might be the case or not, but it has been
declared publicly ; and in that case do you think that the
British Government would supply opium and ruin China
in tiie way you have suggested p—Every word in my state-
ment is the outcome of very serious thought. I purposely
have abstained from reading the statements of other
witnesses in order that I might not be biassed. With
regard to China, I think that whatever others nations mio-ht
do England, who holds her head so high, should certainly
do right first.

26.571. You are talking about England and her hicrh
standard

; do you expect England to do such thinirs P—

I

may explain that I am an Englishman, though Indian by
adoption

; I am proud of England. I am not against an
Indian Government as a Government. I am against the
vices.

2(i,572. (Mr. Mowbray.) You have stated that anv man
who starts a club without the permission of the opium
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Tender is immediately prosecuted by the authorities ; can
you give any instances of prosecutions that have taken
place ?—I think yuu will find that what I said there is a
record of conversation that took place. The name given to

me was that of Abdulkhan ; I think it will be found that

one of the witnesses against him had been employed to sell

opium by the opium vendor.

26.573. Did you test that statement when it was made ?

—I questioned it.

26.574. Can you tell me when that case was ?—Without
reference I could not tell you, but 1 will endeavour to

furnish you with the information.

26.575. That is the only case, as far as you recollect,

that was mentioned to you in proof of that general state-

ment ?—Many of them said, " It is all very well, we
" cannot come and make a statement; the Commission
" will be going to-morrow and these authorities wiih
" whom we have to deal will remain. We might come
" and give evidence to you but afterwa ds injury will
" come to us." They said that, whether rightly or

wrongly.

26,676. Whether their statement was right or wrong,
you asked the question and you had this one instance

mentioned ?—Yes.

26,577- And you cannot recollect that you had any
other instance mentioned ?—No.

26.578. You have told us that all the statements you
have made in your evidence in chief are the outcome of

serious thought ; but it does not require a liosnse in the

Bombay Presidency to sell sweetmeats or food, does it p

—

Yes, it does require a license.

26.579. To sell sweetmeats or food P—Every Irani shop
in Bombay has to be licensed by the police. A case

occurred in which the Government or the police autho-
rities refused a license for a coffee shop but granted a

license for a liquor shop.

26.580. Do you really mean to tell me that there are as

great restrictions upon the sale of sweetmeats and food

Lai.
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as there are upon the sale of opium P—Nominally there Mr. Manmkh
are not, practically there arc.

26.581. That is your opinion P—Yes.

26.582. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Perhaps you are aware
that it is not the British Government who have brought
opium or the consumption of opium, but that it existed

before the advent of the British Government into this

country ?—I am not now dealing with the matter of who
introduced it, any more than I would ask who introduced
a snake into this room. My contention is that a snake
having got in it should be got otit as soon as possible.

26.583. If the snake were kept within bounds, and not
free to bite many persons but only a limited number,
would not that be better than if the snake were left free p

—I prefer to kill the snake.

26.584. Perhaps you know that opium is grown very

largely in China ?—I believe it is.

26.585. If other nations did not supply China, with

opium, would not China grow more opium herself, and
then would she not be ruined by it p—I have heard it

stated that the late Viceroy of China, Li Hang Chung,
said, " China is not free in the matter." If she were at
" liberty to refuse the trade from other nations she herself
" would be able to deal with the internal traffic." I

understand that China is a difficult country to manage,
but no doubt the Emperor of China could explain that

point. I should like to make one further statement to

the Commission. It is my firm con\iotion that many
people could Ije got to speak against the traffic, but there

is in their minds a very great fear of what we ha^'e called,

whether rightly or wrongly, official pressure. When
spoken to a man says, " Opium is a bad thing," but when
we ask him to give evidence, he will say, " For God's
" sake do not mention my name." These men have a

fear of the Government because they know that Govern-
ment is the dealer in the drug. If any means cculd be
taken to get at the real genuine opinion of the public on
the policy of Government I shall be glad, and if I find

that any of my statements are wrong I shall be only too

happy to withdraw them.

ITie witness withdrew.

Pandit Ganesh Anant Bhidk called in and examined.

26,586. {Chairman.) I believe you wish to make a state-

ment to us on the 0|)ium question ?—Yes. I am an
inhabitant of Kihim, near Alibag in the Bombay
Presidency, and have resided in the city of Bombay for

fourteen years, and during that time I have been a pro-

fessional teacher of Sanskrit, Marathi, Hindi, Gujarati,

and Mathematics. About eight years ago I saw the body
of a woman who had committed suicide by taking opium
which she had purchased in the bazaar. From that time
until now I have taken particular and careful interest in the

opium question. By the members of the Hindu com-
munity to which I belong the taking of opium in any
form, except through a medical man, and as medicine, is

considered to be a very disreputable thing. When we
wish to insult a man, a very sure way of doing so is to call

him " aphubaj " (that is opium drunkard). Nobody ever

attaches any truth to the statements of an opium eater or

smoker, and he is regarded by young and old as a con-

temptible person. Fever and other complaints are common
among us and we are acquainted with many native

remedies for such complaints, but I never have known an

instance in which opium was used as a protection against

fever or as a remedy for any other common disease. Some
of the reasons for which people of my country take opium
are (1) for the supposed pleasure of abnormal sexual

indulgence ; (2) in order to forget some great trouble,

such as the death of a dear relative, &c.
; (3) by learning

the habit from one's associates and taking it merely for

the sake of sociability
; (4) for the purpose of committing

suicide, as in the case of a woman who was my neighbour

two yars ago. She had a disagreement with her husband,

and in his absence bought some opium which she

swallowed and died four or five hours afterward. For the

last five years I have been a frequent visitor to the licensed

opium smoking houses in this city. Though my people

consider it to be a shameful thing to enter such places,

still in the interests of truth and in order to ascertain the

real facts I have made these places a rather special matter

of study. I have conversed with the greatest freedom,

with thousands of opium slaves, and have looked into

their miserable condition. Some have wept when
speaking to me of their moral and physical ruin, caused by

the opivim drug ; others have expressed a fervent desire to

be freed from the habit, and have begged me to give them

some kind of medicine which would enable them to give
up the use of opiuui ; all mthout exception have denounced
the drug and the traffic, even when the opium pipe was
in their mouths. Any man, medical or other, who said

that opium was a thing necessary to or beneficial to the
common people would be, and now is, laughed at by the
entire Hindu community. Any person wishing to take
opium does so always wdthout the knowledge of his

own household. If opium were the precious article of

food or nourishment that some thoughtless pe.rsons have
stated it to be, then its use would be open and without
shame. Even the people who use opium themselves are

most anxious to hide the fact from their own children.
These who eat opium require a large and substantial
quantity of food in order to counteract the effects of
opium eating or smoking. I have marked this personally
in many cases. Those who eat a large substantial quantity
of food can have a healthy state but not for very long.
But hundreds and thousands there are who with the
greatest difficulty get one or two poor meals of verv
common sort, and such persons who use opium in either
way soon become emaciated and useless for any work.
Their thirst for opium so increases that they soon become
iinmoral in order to get money for their vice in an easy
way, or have the alternative of starvation. Food is cheap.
The opium is very dear, and to say in time of famine
people subsist on opium is nothing but silliness. Opium
does net kill appetite but increases it, and at any rate none
supposes it as an article of food, and if some do they can
be placed in the same rank of Europeans who, if there be
any, say that rum is an article of food, and that wheu
famine comes people can manage to li\'f, on rimi without
food. Opium brings shame. Respectable and young
(new) opium consumers are always ashamed if they be
called aphubaja. Every one shrinks at that name. If in a
family a son uses opium in any shape then he does it very
secretly, and he always tries that none should know
about it (young or old). If the father smokes or eats
opium he also has the same idea. Opium consumers
never advice their children to eat opium, but on the
contrary if they hear that tneir sons and daughters are
following the same course and copying them in using
opitim chey abuse and rebuke them and sometimes drive
them away. These very facts show that the opium is not
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Pandit an article of I'ooii and also that it is not beneficial to the
Ganesh human constitutitjn. If it was, none would have been

Anant Bhide. ashamed to use it and people would have circulated the

use of it very widely. All Indians would have been opium
15 Feb. 1894. consumers. No one feels ashamed to drink milk in the

presence of young or old and they freely, j'ly'^^'bs ""''

persistingly allow the use of milk or ocfer similar

articles of food as rice, wheat, fee, &c., so if the opium was
»' harmless and njond and profitable -people would have used

the opium freely and without any shame. My father is a

landowner in the Alibag district, and he has some workers
in his charge. They work in all seasons; none of them
use opium and they do not require it. If we find a person

in our ser\ ice who uses opium we call him " aphubaja " and
so make him leave our service. Aphubaja are looked upon
contemptuously by all. i\o one will trust an aphubaja
(ojiium user). I suppose opium to be far more dangerous
than alcohol although alcohol is also very bad. Alcohol
makes a man noisy and turbulent and the effects of Uquor
are quickly seen. But an opium sot simply becomes
drowsy, nerveless, and stupid. The very quietness of an
opium smoker's life is one of its worst features, because it

remains so long unobser"ed, and when the results of the

drug cause alarm to a man's friends, then it is too late to

save him, because he has become a slave to the treacherous

drug. It increases adultery. When people become slaves

of this drug they become helpless and are unable to feed

their wives and children, so when women are in the state

of difficulty of getting food and clothing some professional

female and male pimps take opportunity of inducing the

tender, uneducated, pained and unfed women, or, say,

girls, to the adulterous path. In which the pimps soon

with very little difficulty succeed and sooner or later the

poor women become tenants of rooms on a highway.
Sometimes husbands themselves being in difficulty of food
and clothing lead them to the adulterous path and take

the place of a pimp for their o\\n wives or daughters or

sisters (this of course is seen among very poor and low
class of people). I once heard in an opium den from an
opium smoker's lips that he sold his wife for Rs. '20 in

order to get necessary articles for himself, 'i'his I heard
in the presence of one or two persons. I have heard a

number of stories from the lips of opium smokers. If I

were to write them all, it would take Tuonths to write

them. But in short, do not remember one man in the

o]rium den or outside who uses opium and whom I met
and who said to me that opium is good, or opium makes a

man healthy, or opium is an article of food, &c., &c.

And on the contrary every one said that it is a curse, it is

very bad, and if Government, our Maya Bapa (mother and
father), stops the public sale of opium, it will do an
iinniense lot of good, though even not to us, at least to

our children. Hinduism speaks very strongly against

intoxicants of all kinds, and I have seen many people

offering rice, ghi, cooked food, &c., &c., to many deities,

but I never saw or heard or read, any one ofi'ering to God
opium. And other religions of India also speak against

intoxicants And so I come to the conclusion that opium
is morally, religiously, and physically bad and it is the only

desirable thing that its sale except for the medical purposes

should be prohibited.

26,.587. You come here to recommend that opium, the

effects of which you have drawn in such dark colours,

should not be sold except for medical purposes ?—Yes.

2(1,588. You have referred to the prohiljition by the

Hindu religion of intoxicants of all kinds ?—Yes. Opium
is not mentioned in the Hindu religion, but intoxicants

are mentioned.

26.589. The Hindu religion speaks, as you say, against

intoxicants of all kinds?—Yes.

26.590. Would you not, therefore, recommend that the

same prohibition which you advise in the case of opium
should extend to intoxicants of all kinds p—Yes ; all kinds

of intoxicants should be prohibited. By the articles of

religion all intoxicants are prohibited.

26.591. You would like to see that religious jjrohibition

receive the sanctioLi of the law ?—Yes.

26.592. {Mr. Fanshawe.) You say, " opium is very dear,

" and to say in time of famine people subsist on opium is

" nothing but silUness." Has anyone made the statement

that in times of famine people subsist only on opium P

—

I heard so, and besides I have read in a certain book that

it helps men in the time of famine.

26,59.1 It helps them, but it does not enable them to

subsist p—Of course not, it is not food at all. It does not

decrease the appetite but it increases it.

26,5')4. With regard to the word aphubaja, you have
given the translation as " opium, drunkard " in one place,

and in another place " opium user " P—Aphubaja is an
opium user of any kind. In whatever way he takes it he
may be called aphubaja.

26.595. If a man takes opium in very small quantities

is he called aphubaja P—We call him aphuba,ja. lu our

society it is not taken. I have only seen one Brahmin who
takes opium and we call him aphubaja. Speaking
generally, when we see a man eating or smoking opium we
call him aphubaja whether he takes it in moderation or

not.

26.596. We have been told that the term aphubaja is

only used when the person takes opium immoderately P

—

Whether a man takes opium moderately or immoderately,
we call him aphubaja.

26.597. With regard to your remarks about the use of

opium leading to adultery, have you many or any authenti-

cated cases of that kind P—I have personally seen many
cases half-a-dozen or more. I have seen many cases of the

same sort from liquor as well as from opium.

26.598. These cases were mentioned to you, did you
authenticate them by inquiry p—I went myself and made
inquiries. I went into the affair properly—I went into

the opium dens.

26.599. Did you verify the cases where wives had been
led into adultery?—^Yes.

26.600. You have stated that you heard from an opium
smoker's li|)s that he sold his wife for Rs. 20, did you veriTy

the facts of that case and ascertain whether it was really

so P— N'o, we did not. We simply heard a smoker saying
it, that is all.

26.601. In the first part of your evidence, you state,
" iNobody ever attaches any truth to the statement of an
" opium eater or smoker," will you explain why you
should believe extraordinary statements made by an
opium eater or smoker, such as you have mentioned p

—

Generally when they are not drunk they will say some-
thing true, but when they are drunk or when they are

thirsting for opium they scarcely ever speak the truth. So
we are leil ti say that no one can trust them.

26.602. Just so. Then why should we believe this

extr.iurdinary statement that an opium smoker had sold

his wife?— \Ve heard the statement made. We did not
go and inquire about it minutely. We had no reason at

that time to go into it, otherwise we would have done so.

26.603. {Mr. Mowbray.) What little book was it in

which you saw about the opium famine, was it a native or

an English book p— It was an English book.

26.604. You say opium is very dear, has it ever occurred
to you how much of the dearness is due to the taxation

which Government levies upon it?—I do not know any-
thing about the finance question.

26.605. You are not aware that opium at present is

heavily taxed p—I know this much, opium is dear and we
can get food \ ery cheaj). 1 can get a larger amount of
food for .\s. 2 than 1 can opium.

26.606. You are not aware how much of that dearness
with regard to opium is the result of Government putting
so heavy a tax upon it P—No.

26.607. {Mr. Pease.) Are you aware that we have had
evidence that if a man had not sufficient money with
which to buy himself sufficient food to eat it would still

be wise for him to spend a small portion of what he bad
upon opium p— It -would not be wise for anybody to spend
any money upon opium.

26.608. I thought you might have seen that we have had
evidence of that kind brought before us. I do not unite

in the view ?— I did not hear about it. Food is very

cheap and opium is very dear. Foolish people spend
money on opium that could be spent on food. Opium is

very dear, and they get intoxicated.

The witness withdrew.

Stcrg.-Maj.

K. R. Xirti-

kar.

Surgeon-Major K. R. Kirtikar called in and examined.

26,609. {Chairman.) I believe you are Civil Surgeon at

Than a ?—I am.

26,610. To what disticts of the Presidency and to what
races are your observations applicable ?—My observations
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apply to men of all classes in Bombay, Sinri, and the Thana
district, and chiefly to the Hindus and the Mahomedans.

26, Gil. To what extent is opium used amons the popu-
lation of the districts to which your observations apply ?

—

I cannot give even approximately the proportion of persons
per mille using opium habitually. Such a calculation is

difficult to arrive at for a general observer like myself.

But from the figures obtained from the collector of Thana,
showing the quantity of opium sold in the Thana district

during the last ten years, it appears that opium is not
much m use in this district. With regard to the people of

Bombay and Sind, my remarks will be confined to those
whom I have known personally either as a member of

society or as a medical practitioner.

26,612. What have you to say with regard to the effect

of opium upon the moral and physical condition of the

user ?—A moderate use of opium may be considered a

luxury with some and a necessity with other.". In the

former, it contributes to the day's pleasures ; in the latter

it enables them to work. My observations will be, under
this head, chiefly confined to opium eating. A moderate
use of opium does not in any way prejudicially affect the

moral and physical condition of the user. The lattt-r is

often improved ; at any rate, if the user is subject to, or has

been a sufferer from, any kind of bowel or chest complaint
previous to contracting the opium habit, he is enabled by
the habitual use of opium to shake off these ailments, and
lead a comfortable life, and, moreover, earn his livelihood.

It is a slander to even suggest that moderate consumers of

opium have no moral stamina. The abuse of opium, i.e.,

excessive use in any case, whether as a luxury or as a

necessity, has decidedly a damaging effect on the body,
and the mind becomes enfeebled. I carmot say, however,

that every abuser of opium is an immoral man. He does

not form an ordinary member of our ciiminal classes, as

our jail statistics would show. He is his own enemy. He
becomes helpless and suffers in the long run from effects

of chronic opium poisoning. I know some instances of

opium smokers of the excessive type, who, as men of

business, are unsteady and unreliable. I know nothing of

persons who smoke opium moderately.

26.613. Have you anything to add with regard to the

methods of consumption and the effects of the drug ?

—

The methods of consumption are by means of pills and
watery solutions. The I'sual dose of solid opium is from

5 to 10 grains daily in one, two, or three pills. Watery
solutions contain about the same quantity of opium per

day, taken singly or in divided doses. But it varies with

different individuals. The effect also varies according to

the nervous or phlegmatic temperament of the user, and
according to the time how Imig an individual has been

using the ilrug. As a rule, in course of time, the drug

ceases to take effoct. The quantity has thus to be increased

from time to lime, according to the craving of the indi-

vidual, or according as the effects of the drug are desired.

As much as a drachm of solid opium has sometimes to be

taken to satisfy the craving. Small doses act as excitants,

such as a grain or two. Larger doses necessitate a shorter

or a longer sleep with some habituals ; with others the

case is different; they can follow their avocations without

any desire or necessity to go to sleep.

26.614. Is opium used as a prophylactic p—Opium is

used as a. prophylactic in many diseases, especially those

of the chest and bowels. In all kinds of neuralgia, espe-

cially the headache caused by malarial poisonmg, opium is

very valuable. It is well known to eminent European

writers on materia medica as an anti-periodic, and as such

it IS invaluable in a country like India where malaria is so

much prevalent. People under the advice ofvaidyasand

hakims use it with advantage in the affections I have

mentioned. They take to it almost instinctively. The
habit is generally formed by an individual commencing the

use of opium, in the first instance, for the relief of pain in

some of the m'aladies mentioned above.

26.615. Does the use of opium as habitually indulged in

by native» lead to consequences as serious as those which

follow the use of alcohol?—When habituals use opium

judiciously they show no bad consequences on their system

as the results "of such use. Every organ of a moderate

habitual user of opium may be sound and he may die, not

necessarily of disease re.s,ulting from the use of opium. This

is exactly what may happen in a moderate consumer of

alcohol. But among men who use opium in excess,

diseases of the intestinal canal, of kidneys, and of tlie

mind are prevalent. In cases where alcohol is used in

excess, the fiver suffers in two ways, viz., either from

engorgement leading to acute inflammation followed by an

abscess, or from atrophy ending in abdominal dropsy. The

kidneys are also affected in some cases ; mania supervenes

in others.

O 82588.

26.616. In making post-mortem examinations have you Surg.-Maj.
discovertd any serious organic lesion, or any lesion at all, K. S. Kir-
attributable to opium ?—I have had a few occasions of tikar.

making post-mortem examinations among men known to

have been moderate users of 0[>ium, but I have never 15 JFeb. 1894.

discovered any kind of lesion in any organ. I have had
no opportunity of holding a post-mortem examination on
any excessive user of opium, except in one or two instances
where there was atrophy of the intestines, in all its coats,

mucous as well as muscular.

26.617. Is it difficult for an opium consumer to give up
the habit, and when given up, is it likely to result in the
use or abuse of other drugs, or of alcohol P—It is not
difficult for an opium eater under restraint to shake off

his habit, as, for instance, when an opium eater is a

prisoner in jail. Of his own accord he would perhaps not
give up the habit. But in jails we do not allow opium
except as medicine. He therefore out of sheer hopelessness

begs for something else that would stop the craving. I
have been off and on nearly eleven years in medical charge
of the Thana Jail with a daily average population of from
600-600 convicts. It being a dep6t jail we get convicts

from all parts of this Presidency. In this jail I have come
across convicts wlio prior to their entry into the jail were
habitual users of opium. When they find out that they

cannot get their customary allowance, they are miserable.

If at such a time they could get alcohol or any other

,
stim.ulant they would certainly take it. The result of

withholding opium is that sometimes such convicts become
depressed mentally and physically. For some days I have

to keep them on a stimulant mixture of spirits of ammonia
1 counteract the depression which the absence of opium
brings on. If opium is withheld from the people of the

country, to a certainty the use of alcohol would, increase;

or people would go in for bhang or ganja. Alcohol is

already on the increase in this country.

26.618. What effect has the habitual use of opium on
the mental faculties, and does it interfere with the

consumer's ability to conduct his business successfully ?

—

Among men who use opium moderately the drug tends to

sharpen the intellect and makes a man talkative. It seldom,
if ever, interferes with the consumer's ability to conduct his

business. The same cannot be said of men who use large

doses. Such men are helpless, unreliable, and unsteady in

their habits, and they are mere wrecks as regards their

physical and mental condition.

26.619. Have you any other observations which you
desire to make ?—The excessive use of opium in children

in such quantities as send them off to sleep the whole day
long, causes emaciation, bowel disorders, and loss of sight

by producing opacity of the cornea. This proves that

opium puts a stop to the process of nutrition in children.

I have seen this during the last sixteen years of my
practice. Native mothers administer a preparation called

bal goli to keep them quit. It contains opium. It does
children immense harm, although it keeps them quiet and
allows the mothers to follow their in-door or out-door
occupations while the babes are asleep. This quiet,

however, is deir-bought, and at the expense of the
children's general health and eyesight. The sale of bal

goli should be stopped with a stringent hand. The damage
done by it is irreparable.

26.620. (Sir William Roberts.) Do you regard the

injury done by opium to children in affection of ihe cornea
as a direct or indirect cause of starvation ?—It is the
result of starvation. It is the final symptom. It is when
emaciation has gone on to such an extent and the absorbtive

power of the bowels is so far reduced that the child is

unable to retain food in the stomach, and there is absolute

starvation in spite of food being put into the system, that
this ulceration of the cornea and disintegration takes

place.

26.621. Have you ever seen cases of opacities of the
cornea such as you have mentioned among the children of

well-to-do classes, and those who are comparatively well off?

—No.
26.622. You have only seen such cases amongst the very

poor classes P—That is so. It is not always the result of

children not getting sufficient food from their mothers.

There may be sufficient food for the children of the lower

classes, but the opium itself being given causes opacity and
emaciation ; so that the general starvation of the body is

not on account of poverty of the mother, although the

mothers are of the lower classes and earn their daily

livelihood. Opacity of the cornea is attributable to

balagoli and indirectly to opium — chronic opium
poisoning.

26.623. {Mr. Pease.) Have you met many of these

cases?— Since 188.3 I have had about 63 cases in Thana
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K. R. Kir-

tikar.

15 Eeb. 1894.

of affection of the cornea, as the result of chronic opium
]ioisnning.

-(i,G24. Mr. Prautch, in his evidence, alluded to one
case ?—I was not here at the time, but I heard something
about it.

'2li,625. Mr. Prautch stated, " In answer to a question
' Dr. Kirtikar said, ' I ha\'e many cases of children
" ' dosed with opium. I register them in my books as
" ' chronic cases of opium ; they usually begin with
" ' chronic diarrhoea, and often they lose their eyesight by
' ' suppuration. This is very common among the na-
" ' tives.' " Do you confirm that statement ?—I should

modify that statement ; it is not very common.

26.626. (Sir William Boherts.) How many patients

passed through the hospital ?—On an average 3,000
patients passed through the out-door dispensary in the

Civil Hospital during the year. Besides that I have a

daily fluctuating population of 600 or 700, or even
sometimes 800, prisoners in the Thana Jail, where I get

the opportunity of seeing men from different parts of the

country—from Kathiawar. All the transports come from
Karachi, from Hyderabad, and Kathiawar, and all the

principal towns connected with the Presidency; so that

every year I get an opportunity of seeing men who are

opium eaters, men who take large quantities of opium.
There is a man now who used to take opium before he
came to jail, as much as 300 grains a day of solid opium.
He was helpless after taking it. It was a case of e.xcessive

use of opium.

26.627. [Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you know any-

thing about the native medicines P—I have lately been
studying some old Hindu works on botany.

26.628. Have you come across any mention of opium in

Hindu medical books which would support your view to

some extent P—Yes ; I have come across a work called
" Raja Nighanta," which is one of the oldest works we
have. It was written by a man in Cashmere; in that

book, four kinds of opium are described. There is the

white opium, called "jarran," which adds to the digestive

power of the stomach ; then there is the black variety,

called " uiwan," which is the killing variety. Then there

is the " dharu,'' which prolongs life, and then there is

" saran," which is of mixed colour, and is productive of

diarrhcea.

26.629. {JMr. Pease.) As a medical man do you consider

anything in that theory with regard to the different

colours of the poppy having diilerent medical effects P—

I

nm mentioning what this author says. I am not giving

my opinion. The author, Chudamani, seems to have
examined the specimens of opium prevalent during those

times ; that was several huildred years ago. Now we
have our Malwa opium, and we speak of that. You will

find a description of that in hooks. The best opium is

considered to be the Turkish opium. This is modern. I

have not any special experience of the various kinds of

opium that were known in the old days.

26.630. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas. In your experience do
the medicinal properties correspond with those mentioned
in the old books P—Yes.

26.631. So that seven or eight hundred years ago
those doctors knew that there was some use in opium
which is acknowledged by English doctors ?—Yes. Lauder
Brunton, for instance, and Dr. Ringer, who is one of the

greatest authorities, consider opium to be essentially use-

ful for the natives of India, who take large quantities of

food, to enable them to get rid of the excreta formed by
those large quantities of food. That is mentioned in Dr.

Ringer's book, where he says something with reference to the

power that opium has in expelling large quantities of food
from the intestinal canal of the natives of India, who are

in the habit of taking large quantities of food.

26.632. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Are you aware that at the be-

ginning of last year the Bombay Government had a

special inquiry made into the use of these bala golis or

children's pills P—I am not aware of it. But this much I

know, that of late the sale of bala goli is not quite so

great. There are some restrictions here upon the sale of

bala goli in Bombay ; and if that is so, it is a great

gain.

26.633. I understand that a number of professional

men were consulted in Bombay, and that the opinions
were fairly divided between the advantages and the dis-

advantages of the habit ; are you aware of that P—I am
not aware of that.

26.634. Do you think the practice of giving bala goli

to children is a dangerous oneP—In any case where a
certain quantity is exceeded, and it is given in poisonous
doses, it is dangerous. It is given by mothers to keep
their children quiet, and sometimes they give such enor-
mous doses as;to almost starve the children, who are not
able to take anv food afterwards.

The witness withdrew.

Surg.-Lieui.'

Col. M. L.
Bartholo-

meiisz, M.B.

Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel M. L. Bartholomeusz, M.B. , called in and examined.

26.635. {Chairman.) I believe you are civil surgeon and
superintendent of the Byramji Jijibhai Medical School

and Lunatic Asylum at Ahmedabad ?—Yes.

26.636. {Sir William Roberts.) To what district or

districts of the Presidency and to what races are your

observations applicable?—My evidence is based on personal

experience gained in the performance of my official duties

in Sind and Gujarat during the past 19 years. T have

been civil surgeon of Ahmedabad, Nasik, and Sukkur for

the last 10 years, and have had ample opportunities of

judging as to the effects of the opium habit on tbe general

population in these localities. During the six years I was

in medical charge of a regiment I do not remember having

ever admitted a soldier into hospital or recommended his

discharge on account of the iJl-eftects produced by the abuse

of opium, although a certain number of these men had the

reputation of having been addicted to the habit of taking

opmm. During the whole of my professional career I do

not suppose that I have come across half a dozen individuals

whose constitutions were underminded by the abuse of

opium.

2C.')3/. To what extent is opium used among the popu-

lation of the districts to which your observations apply ?—
With reference to the extent to which opium is used, 1 can

only produce reliable statistics from the jail population in

this station (Ahmedabad) for the last four years. I have

invariably noted down against every prisoner's name on

admission into the jail the nature and quantity of narcotic

each man was addicted to ; and I find that during the last

four years 4,799 men and 277 women prisoners were

admitted into the jail ; of these 264 men and one woman
were addicted to opium, or about 5'2 per cent, of the total

jail population. Of these opium eaters, 10 were in bad

liealth siitJering from chronic ailments, such as partial

paralysis, chronic bronchitis, enlargement of the spleen,

scurvy. &c., but none of these (with one cxreption) veve so

bad as to deserve exemption from light labour. The
exemption referred to was an old man committed to the
jail, I believe, for smuggling opium. His condition was so
bad that he was discharged from the jail by the authorities
at my recommendation. It is quite the exception for an
opium eater on admission into the jail to receive"any opium

;

yet these prisoners perform their allotted labour, partake
of the jail diet, and as a rule leave the jail without having
suffered in health, and apparently cured of the habit of
opium eating.

26,638. What is the effect of the use and the abuse of
opium on the moral and physical condition of the user ?

With reference to the effect of the use and abuse of opium
on the moral and ])hysical condition of the user, I can best
describe this by comparing the use and abuse of opium
with the use and abuse of other stimulants, such as alcohol.
The use of opium in the East may be compared to the use
of alcohol in the West. That is to i=ay, the moderate use
of these stimulants after middle life'and when the vital
powers begin to fail is, in my opinion, conducive to long
life and adds comfort and contentment to old age. The
abuse of them is both iiernicious and demoralizing ; but
the abuse of alcohol is a great deal more so than the abuse
of opium, both mcvally and physically. I believe there is
more moral and phvbical degradation from the abuse of
alcohol than there is moral and physical degradation from
the abuse of opium, although the abuse of alcohol in this
country is of small extent v/hen romjiared with that which
prevails in the British Lies. As I have stated befcre,
during my 19 years' professional experience in India I do
not think 1 have met more than half a dozen cases where
life was apparently shortened by the abuse of opium

; even
in these cases I am not in a position to give a decided
opinion, as the opium habit was accompanied more or less
liy chronic diseases. I believe that the majority of English
people have exaggerated ideas regarding the use of opium
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in the East, ideas acquired no doubt after the perusal of
such books as De Quincey's " Opium Eater," the use of

such expressions as "opium dens," and so forth. One
might travel a long distance in India and yet not meet a

single individual who had abused opium as De ftuincey

did.

26.639. What have you to say with regard to the methods
of the consumption and the effects of the drug P—Opium
in the form of a watery solution is used by a large section of

the Gujaratis for the same reason that a whisky and soda
or a glass of sherry is used by Englishmen of culture who
are neither drunkards nor total abstainers. The effect in

the two cases can hardly be different. Eut opium is also

used extensively by the natives of India to ward off pain.

26.640. Have you any other observations which you
desire to make P—People living in malarious districts, as

the majority of the agricultural population in Gujarat do,

are subject to various ailments accompanied with neuralgic

pains. Hospital experience in Gujarat will prove this. To
these people living, as they do, far away from hospitals and
dispensaries opium is a Godsend. A few grains of opium
daily will not only ward oii' the pain, but, what is more
important, it will enable the poor man to pursue his daily

avocations and earn his daily bread. To deprive these

people, who already enjoy but few comforts in this life, of

their only means of relief, would be showing little consider-

ation for their comfort and physical welfare. In fact, it

would be as reasonable to deprive the sober and temperate

people of the British Isles of their glass of whisky or gin by
prohibiting the distillation of these spirits because a certain

portion of the inhabitants stepped beyond the limits of

temperance as to prevent the cultivation and manufacture
of opium because a very small proportion of the people of

India had their constitution shattered by the abuse of

opium. Most nationalities partake of some form of stimu-

said

lant, and opium seems to be the drug best suited for
Oriental races. Should the State interfere and prevent the
growth and manufacture of opium, what substitute is the
State prepared to supply in the place of opium? Surely
not alcohol, and surely not Indian hemp. To have recourse
to either of these as an alternative would be, to use a liomely
phrase, "jumping from the frying pan into the fire."

26.641. Have you seen much of the administration of
opium to infants P—Not much. During my practice in
Ahmedabad I have had a number of children brought to
me in the out-door department more or less drugged with
opium. In some cases the mothers had left the bala golis
lying about and the children had got hold of them by
mistake.

26.642. Did you hear what the previous witness
about ulceration of the cornea ?—Yes.

26.643. Have you identified that group of cases P— I am
inclined to attribute that ulceration of cornea to poverty of
the blood, and not directly to opium, because the child
loses its appetite after taking opium.

26.644. The incautious use of opium brings on inanition
and marasmus from the imperfect assimilation of the food p— Quite so.

26,64.5. [Mr. Fanshawe.) A witness who has been before
us this afternoon, the editor of the Banner of Asia, states that
he has lived for some time in the villages of Gujarat, and
as far as his experience went he never heard of opium being
used as a remedy for fever or any other ailments ; can you
suggest any explanation of that ?—I cannot ; I think opium
is a very common remedy.

26.646. Your experience is diametrically opposed to his ?

—Yes.

26.647. You are perfectly sure that it is a nommon
domestic remedy throughout Gujarat ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to to-morrow at 1 1 o'clock.

At the Town Hall, Bombay,

SEVENTY-THIRD DAY.

Friday, 16tli February 1894.

SurgrLieut.'
Col. M. L.
Battholo-

meusz, M.B,

15 Feb. 1894.

PRESENT :

Mr. R. G. 0. MOWBRAY, M.P., in the Ceiair.

The Right Hon. Lord Bbassey, K.C.B.
Sir William Roberts, M.D., F.R.S.

Mr. A. U. Fanshawe.

Mr. Arthur Pease.
Mr. Haridas Veharidas Dis'Sai.

Mr. J. Prescott Hewett, C.I.E., Secretary.

Mr. A. H. Plunkett called in and examined.

26.648. (Chairman.) I believe you are City Magistrate at

Poona?^—Yes.

26.649. What has been your service in India ?—I have

served for over 41 years in various parts of the Presidency

including Sind, alt the large towns of which I have fre-

quently visited. I was resident deputy collector and
magistrate at Karachi and Hyderabad, and eight years in

Sind. I have served over 30 years as deputy collector

and magistrate in Dharwar, Thana, Nasik, and Poona. I

was also for some time, 1874-75, assistant and deputy
commissioner of Customs, Bombay. Since 1876 I have
been city magistrate in Poona, being also for nearly two
years cantonment magistrate, Poona and Kirkee.

26.650. Will you give us the benefit of your experience

with regard to the effect of opium consumptioii on the

people in the districts with which you are jjersonally

acquainted ?—My experience is that opium smoking pre-

vails to a small extent in towns. The number of people

who use opium in the districts with which I am acquainted
is comparatively small. As a common domestic remedy it

is found in almost every household where there are young
children. The villagers and poorer classes in towns use

opium as a panacea for almost all diseases.

26.651. When you speak of using opium are you re-

ferring to smoking or eating, or both ?—To eating. I

have some experience of opium smoking, but my statement

refers to eating.

26.652. What is your experience as regards the eiiect of

opium consumption on the moral and physical condition

of the people?—The moderate use of opmm is, in my
opinion, not harmful. Smoking to .some extent affects

the physical constitution, but I have seen uo bad effects,

either physical or moral, from opium eating in moderation.

In my experience of over 30 years as a magistrate 1 liave

never known an offence committed which could be
attributed to vhe use of opium,

Qq U

Mr.A.H.
Plunkett.

16 Feb. 1894.
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Mr. A. H. 2(>,653. Have you any evidence to give as 1o the disposi-

Ptui:ket',. tion of the people of India ia regard to the use of opium
for non-medical purposes and as to their willingness to

16 Feh. 1894. ijear in whole or in part the cost of jn-ohihitive measures ?

—

I am of opinion that the people of India would not consent

to further restrictions being placed on the use of the drag,

and that they would he unwilling to bear in whole or in

part any of the cost of ])rohibitive measures.

2(>,654. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes ?—
1 consider that the sale of opium, e.vcept for medical pur-

poses, should not be prohibited in British India, and any
attempt so tu interfere with the use of the drug would be

impolitic.

26.655. Could such prohibition be extended to Native
States with which you are acquainted?— I cannot say

whether prohibition could be extended to Native States.

Any restrictions there would be very difficult to enforce.

Even under our existing arrangements smuggling prevails,

and if further restrictions were imposed on the sale or

possession of the drug, it would be impossible to stop the

increase of smuggling which would ensue.

26.656. Have you any further remarks that you wish to

lay before the Commission ?— I should like to make some
observation with reference to what 1 heard in this room
while I was here yesterday in regard to the licensing of

shops and as to whether the licensing of such shops would
lead to control. The main point in licensing is to provide

control. The question is how can opium smoking be
effectually checked. The licensing has been stopped, but
it has not stopped opium smoking. It is done on the

sly, as we heard yesterday.

26,65/. Have you any practical suggestions to make?

—

I am going to make a suggestion. We have put down
gaming in public. A man is punished for keeping a gam-
ing house, and the question is whether any kind of

mea.sure can be introduced fur checking the smoking of

opium. I would suggest that it shall be an offence for a

person to keep any place the use of which is for tiie com-
mon purjiose of smoking 0|)ium. Gambling has been put
down, and there are strict laws upon the subject.

26,65S. Would you wish to see some such law as you
have indicated passed with regard to smoking?—Yes; it

is quite practicable.

26,659. In this room yesterday, allusion was made to a

jietition which was presented, I believe, to the Secretary ol'

State with regard to smoking shops at Poona. Have you
any remarks to make on that subject .P— I have. The
Secretary of State for India received a petition in tlje

Marathi language, purporting to come from certain per-

sons, the names on the petition being 73. The Secretary

of State sent it to the Grovernment of Bombay with a vie«-

to inquiry being made whether it was an original or

genuine document. The Government sent it to the collec-

tor of Poona. I, as his deputy, was referred to, and I

made inquiries. I have before me a few notes of the in-

quiry I made. 64 of the alleged signatories were traced.

They were called up and questioned by me as to the cir-

cumstances under which the petition was got up, and nt

whose instance. The persons so examined bear the num-
bers from 1 to 54. All the persons traced were opium
smokers, except number 54. They alleged that about 10

months ago (this was at the end of March or the beginning

of April 1893) chandu shops were visited by two padre

sahibs, accompanied by three natives : that the sahibs said

they wished to see how chandu was smoked, and asked the

people who happened to be at the shops what they would
say if the chandu shops were closed, to which the chandu
smokers said it was a matter for the Sirkar to decide.

They also said that their names were taken down by the
padre sahibs, but that no petition was read out to them, or

agreed to, or made, or sent by them. Three only admitted
having affixed their signature to a paper in the belief that

it was for a continuance of the chandu shops, and that
they did not know that any petition was to be m.ade for

closing the opium shops. In the remaining instances, the

alleged signatures of the persons who were at the chandu
shop at the time they were visited by the ])adre sahibs were
taken down. The petition is without date, but it is be-

lieved to have been made in March 1892. Two meetings
were held in Poona city on the subject of opium.

26.660. Do I understand that the inquiries that you
made in regard to this petition were made in consequence
of the Secretary of State having referred the petition to

the Government of Bombay Jior inquiry ?—It was so.

26.661. {Mr. Pease.) Did you find out who the padre
sahibs were ?—They were unable to tell me. The opium
smokers were called up. There was a column for their

names and a column for their addresses, so that they were
easily traced. The statements were taken down in Marathi
and read over to them.

26.662. Have you found out who they were p— I heard
Mr. Prautch say yesterday that he got the petition up, and
I have found out myself that it was he who gave it to be
signed.

26,(i()3. Were the statements of the opium smokery made
to yourself personally ?—They were taken down in Marathi
by a clerk under me and read to them, and they were
stated to be correctly taken down. They were attested by
me and sent to the Government. The statements are not
with me now. I have not even a, copy of the petition, but
I have my notes here.

26.664. Did you hear Mr. Prautch's statement yester-
day ?—Yes.

26.665. That the signatures were taken in his presence.''

—They were not signatures ; only three were signatures,
the others were names ; the people were not able to read or
write They Sftid they were in the chandu shops when
they were taken down. Mr. Prautch stated correctly when
he said that he took their names down at the shops where
they assembled to smoke.

26.666. I suppose it is a question of veracity between
the chandu smokers and Mr. Prautch ?— I dare say. I may
mention that the persons who were sent for by nie had no
jirevious intimation of what they were requu'ed for.

Ha'ing their names to the jietition they were easily found,
and I had their statements taken down and read to them
in their own language. They had no idea of what they
would be asked.

26,ti67. What you have said may account for Mr.
Prautch's statement yesterday that that was the first time
you had heard that any question hail arisen with regard to
the petition ?—I have no doubt he ia correct ; perhaps it is

so.

26,(>(>S. (J/r. Fanshawe.) You are clear that the majority
of these men, that is all of them exce|)t the three you
have mentioned, were unable to read or write ?—Just so

;

the number of these opium-smoking shops at that time was
seven.

26,669. (Chairman.) The statement made by Mr. Prautch
as reported in yesterday's Timea of India is to this
effect : that he went to I'oona to obtain the signatures of 72
men to that petition ; that almost all the signatures were
obtained in his presence: that only one man refusetl to
sign because he said he was a Government servant and
therefore could not sign it ?—There were 73 names, but
there were only three signatures, the rest were the uam'es of
the persons.

The witness withdrew.

Vaid
Parhhuram
Jivanram. 26,670. [Chairman.] You are a medical

. according to Sanscrit medical works ?—Yes.

26,671. You are practising in Bombay?—Yes.

Vaid Parbhuram Jivanram called in

practitioner

26,672. [Sir William Boberts.) To what district or dis-

tricts of the Presidency and to what races are your obser-

vations applicable ?—My evidence applies to Bombay city,

where I have been practising for 23 years, and to the pro-

vince nf Kathiawar, where I practised before 1 came to

Bombay, and which I have often visited since on profes-

sional business.

26,67->- To what extent is opium used among the jiopu-

lation of the districts to which your observations apply ?

and examined (through an interpreter).

—In Bombay the use of opium for non-medical purposes
is very insignificant ; not more than two or three per
1,000 use it. They take it.in moderation. In Kathiawar
the ju-oportion would he about 10 per cent.

26,674. What is your experience of its effect on the
moral and physical condition of the user?—Regarding ex-
cessive habitual consumption, if the consumer is a poor
man not able to take with it very strong and substantial
food he becomes dull, pale, and sleepy. But when the
consumer is wealthy he finds opium greatly ad\'anta£;eous
to his health. I remember the case of a rich and habitual
consumer, a late chief of Manavadar in Katliiawar, who
was under my treatment for several years. I was attend-
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ing him when h^ died, at the age of 82. He habitually

took IJ tolas of opimn a day, yec he was very healthy and
strong, and would brave any gymnast in combat. With
moderate habitual consumers the habit is contracted to

cure disease of long standing, or to get relief from daily

fatigue, fn both these cases the habit is advantageous.

It is commonly given to small children with advantage.

I have never seen any bad effect froni opium thus used.

26.675. What are the methods of consumption ?—Opium
is taken in pills mixed with musk or other fragrant and
harmless materials; also as kasumbs, i.e., opium mixed
with water. Over this mixture some cotton is placed

which absorbs the pure liquid which is then squeezed out

and drunk, and in the crude form as brought from the

shops, as medicine by children in "bala golis." It is con-

sidered essential for children by mothers, and I have never

known harm done by these pills. The moderate habitual

consumer is healthy and strong.

26.676. Is opium used as a prophylactic, and if so, for

what diseases, and with what results ?—People take opium
as a preventive against sangrahani (a form of painless

diarrhoea). I have very rarely found habitual consumers

suffer from this disease or atisar (aiarrhoea), or vishamaj-

var (remittent fever).

26.677. Does the use of opium by natives lead to conse-

quences as serious as those which follow the use of alcohol ?

—No. Alcohol when taken moderately sometimes leads to

languor, diseases of the chest and liver. The moderate

opium consumer is never attaoited by any of these diseases.

The excessive consumer of alcohol is wild and intoxicated

;

he sometimes goes mad, and commits horrible crimes, such

as murder or suicide. The excessive opium consumer
never goes mad, nor commits crime under the influence of

opium.

26,67H. Is the habit difficult to give up ?—It is believed

that it is difficult to give up the habit, but I do not think

it is. I have known a case in v/hich a friend of mine, an

old Sanyasi, gave it up even in his old age. At first it is

difficult, but by allowing other stimulants the habit is

easily given up. If the consumer has a strong will, and is

careful, the giving up of the habit does not result in taking

to other drugs or to alcohol.

26.679. What effect has the habitual use of opium on the

mental faculties ?—The moderate habitual use of opium has

no bad effect on the mental faculties of the consumer. The
habit is found mostly amon;? old men, and these do their

work carefully and promptly. ^Vhen they are under the

influence of opium they are very zealous, vigorous, and
energetic. One of the best examples I know was that of

my own teacher, a great medical scholar of his time. His

best lectures were delivered after he had taken his visual

dose of opium.

26.680. Do you desire to make any other observations ?

—Opium is known to the people of India from very ancient

times. The plant, seed, flowers, and the drug itself are

mentioned in several Sanskrit medical books. When neces-

sary the drug is used by all, old and young, male or female.

It produces no bad effect on the murals. It is a most
necessary stimulant for the natives of India. To stop its

production means unforeseen harms in India, the first of

which would be a free resort to alcohol. Excessive con-

sumption is now not nearly so common as it was. In
Kathiawar many Rajputs have gi\'en up the habit on
account of the costliness. Formerly it was generally and
even now is sometimes used to show respect to one's guests,

or as a means of reconcding enemies to each other. It is

used in much the same way as liquor is used by Europeans
in drinking each other's health at a dinner. The diminu-
tion in the use of opium is due partly to the heavy tax
levied on it, and partly to the spread of education baring
done u, good deal to prevent unnecessary consumption.
This much is certain that the use of opium has no bad
effects on the morals of the people.

26.681. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Will you give us the
names of the several Sanscrit medical books to which you
have referred ?—Yes ; their names are: Rajja Nighanta;
Nighanta Rutnahar ; Bhava Prakash ; Atarka-'Timira-
Bhas-kara; Madav jiala Nighanta; Rasendra Chintamani;
Dhanvantari Nighant ; Harit ; Charak; Shushruta.

26.682. Will you tell me when " Raja Nighanta " was
composed F—The oldest is " Dhanvantari Nighant," and
that is about a 1,000 years old. " Bhava Prakash " is the last

written work and is 400 or 500 years old.

26.683. Do you mean that from very ancient times opium
has been known to the people of India—a 1,000 or 1,100

years ago?—About 1,100 years ago.

26.684. Can you mention any books on medicine still

older than the books you have named ?—There are many.

26.685. How old are they P—In my essay on the forceps

used by the ancients of India, sent to the Oriental Congress
in 1892, I have proved that these works were written more
than 3,000 years ago. " Charak " is the oldest of them.

26.686. Would you say from 2,000 to 3,000 years ?—
Yes.

26.687. Is opium mentioned in these very old books?

—

I do not find opium mentioned in any of them.

26.688. What deduction would you draw from this fact?

—It seems to me that opium was brought to India 1,200

or 1,300 years ago by the Mahomedans.

26.689. Have you authorities from the latest Sanscrit

works ?—Yes.

26.690. Have you a large practice in B imbay ?—Although
I do not wish to say it, among the native practitioners I

perhaps stand first in Bombay.

26.691. Have you also a large practice among the Kathia-

war chiefs ?—I was called on professional business to Wadb-
wan, and there often considted Dr. Manser, who said ttiat

if the chief wanted to be treated by a native practitioner

he should be vmder my treatment.

26.692. With regard to bala gnli, yon have mentioned
that you use bala goli extensively?—I am against any-

body makmg a habit of taking any stimulant, but I often

give bala goli to children in cases of dysentery and dis-

eases attendant on teething. I have had an experience nf

bala goli for 45 years. If children are given the doses

as advised by me they are always healthy and take their

food regularly.

26,692a. Can you tell us what is the proportion of

opium in these bala goli pills ?—One pill is as big fis one
and a half mustard seeds and the proportion of opium is

equal to an opium seed.

Vaid
Parbhuram
Jivanrani,

U Peb. ]8'j4.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Geohoe Cotton called in and examined.

26.693. {Chairman.) T believe you are Chairman of the

Millowner's Association, Bombay?—Yes.

26.694. Are you an owner of mills yourself .P—AVe are

agents for mills in Bombay. We manage eight mills in

Bombay.
26.695. I believe you have resided in India for 30 years,

half of which period has been spent in'Khandcsh, the

Berars, and Gujarat?—Yes.

26.696. Will you give us the benefit of your experience

as to the use of opium by people in your employment.'

—

For many years I wn.= in l?roach and Gujarat, and we had

some runners whom we rmployeil to run between Broach and

Jambusar, 36 miles distant. There was one man in particu-

lar, abouh 50 years of age, xvho had been a runner for many
years. He would leave Broach at six o'clock in the evening

and take messages to Jambusar, and he would leave Jambu-

sar the next evening and come back to Broach on the follow-

ing morning. This man used opium regularly, and so far

as I could judge he was only able to underuo this great exer-

tion because he was an opium eater. In addition to that

there were two of my Jamedars whom I noticed particularly

as opium eaters. They were most reliable men, always on
the alert, and mo^t praiseworthy. In the Berars I had not
noticed the use of opium to such an extent amung those in

my employ as I did in Broach and Gujarat, but I had very
trustworthy sepoys, who were users of opium. Among my
mill hands in Broach, nearly all the Mussalman weavers
used opium more or less, and they seemed, so far as I could
judge, to be none the worse for it ; they were certainly

very good workers.

26,697. With regard to the cases of the runners, had
you any opportunity of comparing the physical capacity of

the runners who were opium consumers with the runners
who were not .f'— .No; we had several runners. J'here were
two Mahomedans who used opium, and there were I think

two Hindus employed regularly who were not users of

opium. The best man I had, and the most rehable, was
this elderly man, who used opium—a man of 61 years of

age. But I could not say that I drew any comparisons or

that I thought of drawing any comparisons. All 1 can say
was that he was certainly none the wurs? fcr the opium
He was the best runner that I had.

Q q •:

M, .

G. Cotton.
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^(),()98. Can you tell us whether there is muoli con-

suriiption of opium among your mill hands in Bombay P

—

I cannot express any opinion tha''. would be of any value

whatever.

26,699. What is your opinion with regard to the pro-

posal to prohibit the production and consumption of

opium?— lam strongly of opinion that were it possible

to prohibit the production and consumption of opium,

without the gravest political and financial danger result-

ing, some other drug or stimulant (most probably alcohol)

would come into greater use with effects more injurious

to the stamina and vitality of the community than those

now obtaining from the opium habit.

26.700. Will you tell us your general opinion as to

whether it would be possible, if such prohibition were

carried out in British India, to extend it to the Native

States ?— I most certainly think not.

26.701. Do you wish to make any remarks as to the

effect of the loss of revenue U))on the trade of India?

—

The direct loss of revenue would, I understand, be about

five crores of rupees, or perhaps nearer seven, and it is not

evident in what manner this could be made good. As it

is, the Government of India will not be able to balance

expenditure and income without additional taxation. The
possibility of further direct taxation being fraught with

great political dangers, it appears to mt: that the re-

imposition of the import duties which, it will be remem-
ijered, were abolished in deference to Lancashire only, may
be necessary, but this would probably not cover a further

deficiency, such as the loss of all opium revenue would
bring about. Not only that, but if we were to curtail the

export of opium it would still further embarrass us

financially. At present we are suffering very much be-

cause of our imports being in excess of our exports. The
balance of trade for the time being is against us, and
consequently the Secretary of State has been selling bills

at l.f. Ifd. If we were to still further curtail our exports,

the balance would be still further against us, and there is

no telling what the result might be.

26.702. In your opinion the prohibition of the China

trade would not only directly affect the revenue but would

indirectly seriously affect the balance of trade and increase

your difficulties ?—Yes.

26.703. (Mr. Pease.) How did you ascertain that all

your Musalman operatives at Broach were opitim con-

sumers?—I did not say that they were all consumers, but
the great bulk of them were. You can see by the way the
men come in that they are opium eaters. There is some-
thing about an opium eater that indicates that he does
take opium. There is a brightness of the eye that indicates

him as being an opium user. That is the only way I
could telJ.

26.704. That is your general impression ?—That is my
general impression.

26.705. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Have you anything
to say with regard to the present unrest throughout the
Empire p—At a time when much unrest exists throughout
the Empire, owing to the religious differences of the two
great portions of the community ; when business is un-
settled and trade bad, owing to the fluctuations in all

values, consequent upon the closing of the mints ; when
the compensation granted to Government servants at

enormous cost to the State is regarded by non-officials

with great dissatisfaction, and when the feeling has
reached strong development that the interests of India
were deliberately sacrificed for the advantage of Lancashire
manufacturers by the removal of the import duty, it strikes

me as particularly unfortunate that measures, which could
be only rendered effective at the expense of the resources

of India, and at the risk of widespread trouble \vithin her
borders, should be considered or entertained at the instance

of a party whose objects, however well intentioned, are
distinctly mischievous in their tendency.

26.706. (Mr. Pease.) Are you aware that the effect of
the opium trade has been to introduce into India annu-
ally an average of one and a half crores of i-upees in silver

from China, and would not that have a mock effect in

depreciating the value of silver in India ?—I do not think
that is anything compared with the effect of the balance
of trade being against us. What we want, whether in

regard to China or England or any other part of the world,
is to have the balance of trade in our favour. As a matter
of fact we receive large shipments of gold from China. I
do not know the exact figure with regard to silver.

26.707. So far as it goes it would tend to reduce the
value of silver in India ?—But that would be nothing in
comparison with the loss that we should suffer bv the
balance of trade being against us; at least I take it in
that way, I think we receive more gold than silver.

The witness withdrew.

Afr. W. R.
Scroggie,

L.R.C.P.,
M.R.C.S.

Mr. W. R. Scroggie, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., called in and examined.

26.708. {Chairman.) You are Civil Surgeon at Sholapur?

—Yes.

26.709. {Sir William Roberts.) To what district or dis-

tricts is your experience confined ?—My experience is

confined to the Sholapur district and relates to the natives

thereof. It extends over 11 years.

26.710. To what extent is opium used among the

population ?—Opium is mostly consumed by male Hindu
and Musalman weavers. About 166 per mille of the

adult males use it to the extent of from two to eight grains

per head per diem.

26.711. What effect has it on the moral and physical

condition ot the user ?—Consumers state that the moderate

use has a sustaining power, enabling them to undergo

greater exertion without fatigue, deadening hunger,

brightening their mental faculties, averting the effects of

cold and wet, and as age advances acting as an aphrodi-

siac. The habit is usually begun on account of some

bowel or chest complaint, and once formed is often con-

tinued, even though the disease has ceased, because of the

feeling that they are the better for it. Taken in modera-

tion no evil result, either physical or moral, appears to

ensue. Taken in excess it causes a craving for the drug

when the usual time for the dose arrives, and possibly

then a bail moral effect might ensue by causing the

consumer to do wrong in order to obtain the opium. In

excess it deadens the desire for food, and the body not

receivmg nourishment becomes emaciated, and the mind

becomes torpid. Opium in doses of from -Jth to ;Jths of a

giain is commonly given to inlants during teething, to

prevent or control disease, and to enable the mother to

attend to her work or to rest for a few hours. .Vs a rule

there is no t)aueful effect, and many infants appear in the

best of health though habituated to the drug.

26.712. What are the methods of consumption?—It is

generally eaten in the crude state aa sold by the dealers.

When smoked as in chandul or madut the efl'ect is more

rapid and probably more deleterious.

26.713. What is your experience as to the effect of
opium in malaria ?—It is taken as a general prophylactic
and is not confined to any particular class of diseases.

26.714. Is it used as a general protector against ailments
of all sorts ?— Yes.

26.715. What is your view as to the comparison of
opium with alcohol ?—Opium as contrasted with alcohol
has a much less injurious effect. It is difficult to detect
the moderate opium consumer, and I have known a case
in which a man took 14 grains in one dose, but there was
nothing to show that he had taken any. There is generally
some sign in the breath, manner, speech, or appearance of
eve7i the moderate consumer of alcohol to show that he
has taken it. Opium taken in excess induces somnolency
and a desire for solitude, whereas alcohol in excess makes
a man boisterous and quarrelsome, ofl'ensive to witness,
and if continued may cause delirium tremens.

26^716. Have you made any post-mortem examinations
of habitual opium eaters ?—I have, in making post-mortem
examinations, discovered no lesions directly due to opium,
except in cases of opium poisoning.

26,717. Is the opium habit difficult to give up? It is

difficult for the opium consumer to give up the habit ; and
cases admitted into jail or hospital, where the opium was
stopped, have had the result that for a few days there was
distressful longing, accompanied by pain and restlessness,
but after a few days these symptoms pass off.

2(i,718. How does opium affect the mental faculties ?—
Opium in moderation does not appear to do any injury to
the mental faculties.

26.719. Have you had charge of the jail at Sholapur?—
I have now medical charge of it. Before I was superin-
tendent and medical officer.

26.720. Do m.any opium eaters come in ? Not a very
large number.

26.721. What is the jail population?—Just now 20 or
30 per diem ; it used to be 60 or 70.
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26.722. Have you also charge of dispensarie,? ?—With
the civil hospital there is a dispensary. I am in charge of
the vifhole district.

26.723. Have you had experience of any accidents from
the practice of giving opium to infants P—Very fevi' cases

have occurred.

26.724. Were they cases of over-dosing P—Over-dosing,
probalily through the child getting access to the opium
itself.

26.725. With fatal results P—With fatal results.

26.726. In your 11 years' experience how many fatalities

of that sort have you been able to trace to the practice of

giving opium to children ?—I hardly think more than
aboul six or so.

26.727. Do many children attend at the dispensary

hospitals ?—A great number attend.

26.728. Have you noticed that mothers have brought
infants affected with marasmus that you could trace to

this practice P—I cannot say so.

26.729. Have you noticed any ulceration of the cornea

that you could trace to the habit?—No, I have not. I

have found indigestion and diarrhcoa probably due to an
excess of opium, but never ulceration of the cornea among
infants.

26.730. I suppose in Sholapur the people are well fed ?

—Fairly, I think.

26.731. Perhaps better than in most parts of India?

—

I do not think there is much difference in that respect,

26.732. Is it a great cotton centre P—Not now. It used
to be a cotton mart, but now the cotton is brought to

Bombay. The population of the town of Sholapur is

61,915.

26.733. At any rate there is not much deficiency of

food ?—No.

26.734. {Mr. Pease.) Do you think that the practice of

taking opium is more prevalent among the Hindus than it

is among the Mahomedans P—It is more prevalent among
the weavers.

26.735. Do you draw any distinction between Hindus
and Mahomedans as to the practice of taking opium P

—

No, I think it is about equal.

26.736. Tou estimate the proportion at about one-

sixth P—^Tes.

26.737. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Are the Hindu and Musalman
weavers a large section of the district population, or are

you speaking mainly of the town of Sholapur?—Of the

town of Sholapur priticipally.

26.738. Speaking generally, have you come across many
cases of the excessive use of opium in your experience ?

—

The witness

Mr. IF. R.
Scroc/gie,

L.R.'C.F.,

M.a.c.s.

No. I should like to make one other observation. I

have here a copy of the Banner of Asia of October 1892 in
which there is a photograph of a person supposed to have
been brought into the condition represented through the
effect of opium. In reahty, this man was born an idiot
and was in a deformed condition from his birth. The 16 Feb. 1H94,

condition he is shown in here is not the effect of opium.
The man had a sister who was born before him, and she
also was in that deformed and idiotic condition.

26.739. How do you identify that particular photo-
gra|)h P—I knew the man well, and I often saw him.

26.740. Is this man actually living at Sholapur P—He
was, and he died there.

26.741. In that way you had personal knowledge of

26.742. Tou are satisfied that the picture represents the
person tp whom you are referring?— Quite satisfied.

26.743. This photograph appears from the paper in ques-
tion to have been sent to the Government from a public meet-
ing held at Sholapur on February the 26th, 1892, as an ex-

ample of the evil effects of the opium traffic P—So it states,

26.744. {Mr. Pnase.) Do you know Dr. P. B. Keskar P

- -Yes. I got that copy from him.

26.745. Do you know that this report was obtained

from him ?—Probably.

26.746. And that it is the story as told by this man's
brother?—I am not sure about that.

26.747. Do you know whether Dr. Keskar accepted the

truth of the statement or not?—I did not ask him. I

may remark that when I got the copy I said that the man
was born an idiot. There is no doubt about it, because 1

know persons who knew him from his very infancy.

26.748. Can you tell us what Dr. Keskar told you
about the case ?—I thought it was an exaggeration, and I

told him that the result shown there was not the effect of

opium, that the man was born an idiot and in that
deformed condition.

26.749. What did the doctor say ?—He said, " I do not
" know, but he used to take opium.'' The man used to

take opium, but he commenced about his 18th or 20th
year.

26.750. Tou knew that the authority of the Banner of
Asia was Dr. Keskar P—I took it for granted that there

was some reverend gentleman who went there and took
the photo, and that this story with regard to the man v/as

given to the reverend gentleman— not that Dr. Keskar
wrote the history there.

26.751. Mr. Prautch says that Dr. Keskar wrote the

stoiy as recorded here P—I am not aware of that.

withdrew.

Mr. A. J. DuNLOP called and examined.

26.752. (Chairman.] You are senior member of the

Board of Revenue, Hyderabad State ?—Yes.

26.753. And you have been deputed by His Highness

the Nizam to tender evidence on the opium question P—Yes.

26.754. You hand in a *paper with regard to the

administration and control of opium in the Hyderabad

State?— Yes. I should like also to be permitted to hand
in a copy of a letter which the Prime Minister wrote to she
Resident containing his own views on the opium question.

26,755. (Chairman.) The letter will be inserted in the
Appendix.f We will ask you to attend again on Monday.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. A. J.
Dunlop.

Rao Bahadur Govindrao Ramchandar Garud called in and examined.

26.756. (Chairman.) You are Chairman of the Bench of

Magistrates at Dhulia, Khandeah, and member of. the

Local District Board and Municipality?—Yes, also vice-

president of those bodies.

26.757. Will you give us your experience as regards the

consumption of opium by the people in the districts with

which you are personally acquainted P —Being a native of

Khandesh, and having had the opportunity of mixing with

almost all the classes of people tor nearly 50 years, I can

only say from the knowledge I gained of the people using

opium in this district, viz., Khandesh, that the moderate

or habitual use of opium was never proved or even alleged

to be the cause of injury or ill-health or moral depravity.

Opium in small doses is used amongst the people of all

classes, no. as a luxury or for into.xication, but as a medi-

cine, mostly by men iii advanced age, to give them strength

and alleviate pain, and is administered to young babes by

many mothers to keep them quiet, and in either of the

above cases no evil has been known to have resulted from

such small does. The use of opium is not confined to any

particular classes of the community, but the drug is gene-

rally used among the lower classes much more than

others.

See Appendix XXVI. to this Volume.

26.758. What is your experience as regards the effect of
such consumption on the moral and physical condition of
the people ?—I can say from my experience of the people
that opium does not, like alcohol, either excite the brain,

or stimulate animal passions, or lead to the commission of
heinous offences, by persons addicted to its use. The use
of opium allays anxiety and soothes pain without inducing
any unnatural excitement of the powers either of the body
or the mind. Taking all things into consideration I am of

opinion that the effects of opium on the moral and physical

condition of the people do not seem to be so injurious as

they are represented to be by those who are agitating for

its prohibitiim.

26.759. What do you say as to the disposition of the
people of India in regard to the use of opium for non-
medical purposes, and as to their willingness to bear in

whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures ?—I am
of opinion that there would be serious dissatisfaction

amongst the people if the use of opium for non-medical
purposes were prohibited. The people of India will not be
able or willing to bear the cost, either in whole or in part,

of any prohibitive measures, as they are already overloaded
with taxation, both direct and indirect. The sale of opium

Jiao Bahadur
Govindrao

Ramchandar
Garud.

t iSee Appendix XXV. to tliis Volume.
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in Briiisli India should by no means be prohibited, not

only becanso of the heavy loss of revenue to the exchequer,

but because of the grave dissatisfaction that is likely to

arise therefrom. Tt would, I think, be impolitic and inad-

visable to prohibit the sale of opium in British India, and
it would be ranch more so in the case of Native States sucli

as Indore.

26,760. (Mr. Fanshawe. ) Are you an elected or a nomi-

nated member of the district board ?—I was elected twice.

Mr. Dadaniia
Anwarha.

The last time I did not offer, and I wanted to resign, but
the Collector put me on the nomination list, and did not

allow ine to I'esign. I was an elected member for many years.

l'6,761. On the last occasion the Collector nominated

you as Vice-president ?—Yes.

26.762. As regards the Dhulia Municipality y— I am
Vice-president of both. I wanted to decline, but the

Collector nominated me, and I continued.

26.763, On both boards?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Dadamia Anwarka called in and examined (through an interpreter).

I believe you are Deshmukh of26.764. [Chairman.)

Pachora P—Yes.

26.765. What is a Ueshmukh ?—A Deshmukh receives

a pension from the ti.xed land revenue. They are old

officers from the Moghul Government, and still have fixed

pensions from the local revenues of the town.

26j766. From the times before the British Government P

—Yes. They are now only pensioners ; they do not jier-

form any services.-

26.767. I suppose you have lived in the district of

F^handesh all your life ?— Yes, we have lived there for ten

generations.

26.768. How old are you ?—Sixty-two.

26,761). What is your experience as regards the con-

sumption of opium by the different races of people in the

districts with which you are personally acquainted P—In

Khandesh all classes of people give opium to their infant

children, and all people who become weak on account of

old age also eat opium. Vicious men also eat opium, but
their number is 5 per thousand.

26,770, What is your experience as regards the effect of

such consumption on the moral and physical condition of

the people ?—Opium is considered to keep the children

quiet and make them strong as their food consists of milk.

Old men get sufficient energy to do their work and do not

feel tired after work, and are enabled to keep good health.

Opium is thus useful for children and old persons. It,

however, proves injurious to the health of those who can-

not afford to get sufficient food. Vicious men, including

those given to resorting to houses of ill-fame, become lean

and weak by the use of opium, but their life is not shortened

thereby.

26.771, What is the disposition of the people of India as

to the use of opium for non-medical purposes, and as to

their willingness to bear in whole or in part the cost of

prohibitive measures ,*—The people of Khandesh are poor,

and both men and women have to attend to agricultural

and domestic work. They cannot look after their children

nor engage servants for the purpose. Opium keeps the

children quiet and the parents are enabled to attend to

their work. It is the belief of the people that opium eating

is good as it enables old men to apply themselves with

vigour to their work. There are very few persons who use

it as a luxury, and in their case also opium is supposed to

be taken as a tonic. Opium is useful to almost all classes

of people. The people of Khandesh would not like its sale

to be prohibited, nor would consent to pay the cost of such

a prohibition.

26.772. (Mr. Fanshawe.) So far as your knowledge goes,

do you think that the use of opium among children does

harm or not P—It is advantageous.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
Fazlullah

LutfuUah.

Mr. Fazlullah Lutfullah called in and examined.

26,773. (Chairman.) You have been Sessions Judge, I

believe, at IladhanpurP—Y'es.

26,77-l. Will you state generally what your experience

has lieen in regard to the consumption of opium P—I have

served Government for nearly nine years in the Surat and
Ahmedabad districts, and have been judicial officer for

nearly nine years more in a Native State in North Gujarat.

J have further visited and acquired information regarding

the manners and customs of Musulmans in Nasik,

Khandesh, and Ahmednagar, and have specially studied

the daily life and conditions of the Musulman population

of the town and island of Bombay.

26,775. What is your experience as regards the effect of

such consumption on the moral and physical condition of

the people?—The antiquity of the use of opium in A.siatic

countries is proved by the '' Makhzan " or pharmaoopceia of

the Yunani or Greek school of medicine, which highly

extols the value of the drug. Eastern medicine recom-

nienda the habitual use of opium during infancy and after

the age of 40. Hence the practice of gi/ing pills to infants

from the third or si.Kth day after birth to the fifth year, a

custom which is almost universal in Northern India,

Gujarat, and Bombay. In Mahva, where the people are

amongst the healthiest and most vigorous in India, they

give their children ojjium to eat till they are three years

old. It soothes the jiains of teething, the whooping cough,

and measles, and prevents convulsions. It is erroneous to

supjiose that as a rule adults take opium from sensual

motives. It is mostly tal<en to check some chronic or con-

stituti(mal disorder, to cure coughs or chest diseases.

Embroiderers and others use it to check cataract. It is in

general use in Gujarat by Mussulmans, Rajputs, Kunbis,

Narodas, Ahirs, Kolis, and Bhih, and the greater number
eat it in modeiation. The effect on their physical condi-

tion is shown by the fine physique of the Gujarat opium

eaters, the stalwart condition of the labourers. No i)ro-

vince in the Bombay Presidency can show hardier or finer

men than the Narodas, and Musalman Jats and Raj|iuts

of North Gujarat, the Kathis and Rajputs of Kathiawar,

and the cultivating Vohoras of Broach and Surat, the

greater per-cenfage of whom are opium eaters. Most of the

Kathiawar outlaws, whose lives inx'olve extreme physical

e.^ertioi,' and piivatiou, are opium eaters. Excess is

hardly known among these classes. The moral effect of

the moderate use of opium is to calm the passions, tone the

faculties, promote thought, and sharpen insight.

26,776. What is your opinion as to the disposition of
the people of India in regard to the use of opium for non-
medical purposes and as to their willingness to bear in

whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures P—When
it hecame known that a Royal Commission was appointed
to consider whether the abolition of the use of opium was
feasible, the general feeling among the people of Gujarat
and Bombay was one of incredulous surprise. They con-
sider that to stop its use would cause mortality, for which
the most virulent of epidemics has seldom been responsible.

Sudden and forcible deprivation of opium would be fatal

to the middle-aged and old. The people would not con-
sent to bear the cost of prohibitive measures wholly or even
in part. Such prohibition would cause widespread disaf-

fection.

26,777- Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in
British India he prohibited except for medical purposes,
and could such prohibition be extended to Native States
with which you are acquainted P— In my opinion the sale

of opium, except for medical purposes, cannot be pro-
hibited in India. Habits of centuries cannot be uprooted
by the stroke of a pen. Considering how our trained and
expensive agency fails at present to stop smuggling of
opium when the drug is moderately cheap and easy to
obtain, it is diihcultto imagine a force strong and effective
enough to cope with the contraband growth and import of the
drug, to obtain which thousands would make great sacrifices
if it were prohibited altogether. In view of the present
political temper of the country the prohibition would be
unwarrantable. If it were possible to prohibit opium.
Government would suffer a loss without any gain. The
demand lor opium would be met by illicit imports from
the native seaboard of Egyptian and Persian, and across
the Afghan frontier, of Khorasan opium. Difficult and
ruinously expensive as the prohibition of the growth of the
ijoppy and the sale of opium in British India would be,
the prohibition or even extreme restriction in Native States
would be stiil harder of achievement.

26,77i^. i^lr. Pease.) What is your present position ?

I am a retired officer of the Radhanpur State; I receive a
pensiim from the State,

26,779, Can you tell us the number of Musalmans in
the town and island of Bombay p— I cannot say exactly
what it is, but I think about 60,000.
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2G,78(). Have you studied the daily life and conditions
of those 60,000 people F—Not severally, but as a class.

26,781. Do y(m think vou are justified in sayinp; that
the flue physique of the Gujaratis is the result of eating
opium ?—They may have a tine physique from their birth.

What I mean to say is that their habit of opium eating
does not affect their fine physique.

:26,782. You say, " The effect on their physical candition
" is shown by the fine physique of the Gujarati opium
eaters " ?—That is what I mean.

26.783. It does not appear correctly to represent what
you mean ; you mean that they have this fine physique
notwithstanding the fact that they are opium eaters ?

—

Yes.

26.784. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You distinguish

between the occasional and the daily habit in regard to

the effect on the constitution P-^Of course.

26.785. ^Vhat would you say to a young man in good
health taking opium ?—If he had any tendency to chronic

disease, and took it moderately, it would do him good. If

he took it wantonly, or indulged in it from any other than
a good motive, I think it would be wrong.

26.786. You do not take opium, I suppose P—No, I do
not. I have administered opium to my children in their

infancy, and 1 have found that it has been attended with
great advantage, keeping them from colds and helping
them in teething.

26.787. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Can you tell me the date of

the pharmacopoeia to which you refer ?—The book is

mainly taken from the writings of Avicenna, who was
called the father of the present Greek School of Medicine.

He lived in the 9th and 10th centuries.

26.788. You say Ihat embroiderers are in the habit of

using opium to i:heck cataract ; are you referring to

any special class of embroiderers P—To the Mahomedan
embroiderers with whom I have been acquainted.

2(i,78li. In what part of India P—In Bombay, Surat,

and North Gujarat.

26.790. Do you mean that their actual work puts a

special tax on their eyes ?—Yes.

36.791. And they take opium in oonne.Kion with that P

—

Yes.

26.792. You have referred also to the cultivator class,

the Vohoras of Broach and Surat ; are they Mahomedans ?

—They are Mahomedans.

26.793. Your evidence generally seems to deal with the

moderate use of opium ; I suppose you have come across

cases of excessive use P—I have personally come across

two cases of excessive use. One was a native chief of

North Gujarat ; but notwithstanding his excessive use he
was considered to be a very sharp man in regard to his

faculties, though the effect on his body was very bad.

The other case was that of a beggar. My conclusion is

that people who have no necessity to take trouble ta win
their bread—either great chiefs or beggars—do sometimes
indulge in its abuse.

26.794. In your experience cases of excess have been
very few ?—Very few.

26.795. {Sir William Roberts.) You do not approve of

taking opium in the same way as people take tobacco or

wine in moderation, simply for a pleasurable stimulus P

—

People who require it as a stimulant may take it ; I do

not disapprove of it. In the case of cultivators and others,

whose duties keep them out in the sun labouring the whole
day, if they are kept without it, I think, they are not

able to perform their d".ties as well as they do now by
taking it.

26.796. {Chairman.) You have told us that you have

given opium to your children ; I suppose jou did that m
accordance with the common custom of your friends and
neigiibour.i where you live ?—Yes.

26.797. Not under the direction of any medical man ?

—

No.

Mr. Fazlullah

LutfuUah.

16 Feb. 1894.

The witness v/ithdrew.

Maulvi Hidayat Ulla Saheb, J. P., called in and examined (through an interpreter).

2(),798. {Chairman.) You are a Mahomedan lawgiver,

a "Yunani Hakim and Maulvi P—Yes.

26.799. To what district or districts of the Presidency

and to what races are your observations applicable p—They
apply to Bombay only and to the Hindus and Musalmans
infiabiting it.

26.800. To what extent is opium used among the popu-

lation of the districts to which your observations apply P

—

From 4 to 6 per cent.

26.801. AVill you state your opinion as to the effect of

ir,s use and abuse on tlie moral and physical condition of

the user ?—One of phlegmatic temper m a damp climate

eating opium in a moderate degree will, if he takes a

proper die; with it, as milk, Svveets, &c., find his health

rather improved thereby. If he goes to excess he will lose

flesh and become debilitated. A bilious person eating it

moderately, and taking sufficient quantities of milk, cream,

sweets, and fresh and dry fruits will find it harmless. In

case of abuse he will become debilitated sooner than a

phlegmatic person. Opium eating makes a person for-

bearing and patient though somewhat slow.

26.802. What are the methods of consumption and the

effects of the drug in each p—Ooium is used in four ways

:

(1) as opium pure and simple, (2) as diluted with water, (3)

is smoked as ohandu, (4) and is smoked as madak, which

last is a mixture of opium water and hemp. The effects

of opium pure and simple I have already stated. Kusumbha,

opium diluted with water, is but opium in a milder form,

and the same effects follow its use and abuse. Chandu
and madak are always injurious, and spoil both mind and

body though smoked but a little.

26.803. Is opium used as a prophylactic, and if so, for

what diseases and with what results p—Eating opium is

good in cases of dysentery, diarrhoea, chronic and inter-

mittent fevers, delirium, headache from biliousness, cold,

&c. In cases of melancholia its proper use will generally

prevent the influx of diseased thoughts. It need not be

added that it is necessarily a preventive against the above

diseases, and also against asthma, cough, &c.

26.804. Does the use of opium, as habitually indulged

in by natives, lead to consequences as serious as those

which follow the use of alcohol P—Alcohol is vastly more

injurious in every way than opium. It brings on head-

O 82588.

ache, diseased liver, heart disease, impurity of blood,

dysentery, diarrhcoa, lunacy, palsy, the shaking palsy, piles,

fistula, and seldom allows its abuser to live the natural

period of his life. On the other hand, opium seldom
results in premature death. While opium rather incapaci-

tates a person from all offences of a violent kind, alcohol

may be called the chief cause of them from causing hurt
to another, to murdering him, and committing suicide. It

leads also to licentiousness and extravagance. These are,

indeed, some of the consequences of excess in the use of

alcohol, and I may add that natives generally fall into such
excess.

26.805. Is it difficult for an opium consumer to give up
the habit, and when given up, is it likely to result in the

use or abuse of other drugs or of alcohol P— It is generally

difficult, but for persons of strong resolve not really

difficult to give up opium consumption in any form.
Such giving up is by no means likely to be followed by
one's becoming addicted to any injurious drug or alcohol.

26.806, What effect has the habitual use of opium on
the mental faculties, and does it interfere with the con-
sumer's ability to conduct his business successfully p

—

Opium in a solid or liquid form does not harm the mental
faculties. Chandu and madak are positively injurious to

them. Alcohol in excess is injurious to them, as above
stated. Opium in a solid or liquid form does not interfere

with one's business, while chandu and madak incapacitate

a man from it.

26,80/. Are there any other observations u'hich you may
desire to make ?— Excessive drunkenness leads to de-

bauchery, and when the man's blood is hot and in a state

of ferment he is particularly liable to catching syphilitic

diseases, which again, in his case, takes long to cure, and
at times proves incurable, and these, in rare cases, bring on
leprosy, but more often being handed down, make his

progeny very prone to consumption and also to leprosy.

This is my opinion.

26,808. How many years have you been in practice P

—

Twenty-five years.

26,808a. {Sir William Roberts.) Have you had any
experience of the practice of giving opium to infants P^
Personally I have not had occasion to do if, but I ha^'e

seen others do t.

E r
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:2(i,809. Ha\'e you had any knowledge of the injurious

eifects produced by that practice P—No.

J6,S10. Do you think it is a beneficial practice?—For
the climate of this country I consider it is decidedly good.

26,811. Even for perfectly healthy children?—It will

not harm them.

2G,812. In what way do you think it proves useful to

the children in this climate ?— It is niven to children

mixed with other drugs, such as nutmeg, which, if there is

any harm in it, deprives it of that harm.

26.813. (Mr. Pease.) Do many of the Mahomedans in

this district think that opium is forbidden by the sacred

books ?—In the books general ])rinciples are laid do'.\n,

and intoxication is a thing which is interdicted.

26.814. My question is whether there are many
Mahomedans in this district who think that oifium is

forbidden by the sacred books ?—There are.

26.815. What do you know about the smoking of

chandu and madak ?—I think it is bad.

26.816. Do you think that injury is done by the smoking
of madak and chandu, or by the company in which it

brings people ?—By the smoking itself.

26.817. [Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you think that

the authors of those medical books to which you have
referred were religious men?—They were Musalmans, and
as Musalmans must be considered as religious.

26.818. Is opium prescribed as a medicine in those

books ?—Yes.

26.819. Is alcohol prescribed in those books as a

medicine ?—No.

26.820. Do you think that opium is allowed even by
religious authorities ?—Opium is not prohibited by the

Mahomedan books of law.

26.821. As a medicine alcohol is prohibited ?—The
prohibition or non-prohibition of wine as a medicine is

a matter of controversy batweeii men learned in the

Mahomedan law.

20.822. Is alcohol mentioned as a medicine in these

medical books ?—There is a controx-ersy as to the use of

alcohol. Some say that it is allowable, and some say that

it is not, even as a medicine.

26,828. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Do you say that many
Mahomedans in Bombay consider that the taking of

opium in moderation is forbidden?—To such an extent as

to produce a flaw in the human reason—if it is taken to

that extent it is prohibited.

26.824. (Mr. Pease.) My question was whether many
Mahomedans in Bombay think that opium is forbidden by
the sacred books ?—As far as my knowledge goes, which is

limited to Bombay town and island, many people must be

thinking so.

26.825. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Do you mean that there are

many Mahomedans in Bombay who consider that the

taking of opium in moderation is forbidden ?—There are

many people of religious education in Bombay who think

that opium if taken moderately is not forbidden.

26.826. What opinion do you wish to express in regard

to the proposal to prohibit the use of opium except for

medical purposes ?—It is not good ; many evils will be

.

spread thereby, many ailments and diseases. There are

many ai'ments which are stopped by opiuin, and if the

use of opium is peremptorily stopped those diseases will

return

.

26.827. The question is as to prohibition except for

medical purposes ?—If opium is prohibited sickness will

come.

The witness withdrew.

The Hon. W.
R.Macdonuell.

(Lord Brassey took the Chair durini/ the remainder of the sittiny.

The Hon. \V. R. Macdonnell called in and examined.

26,Si!8. [Chairman.) You area member of the Legisla-

tive Council of Bombay and president of the Chamber of

Commerce, Bnmbay?—Yes.

26.829. You are here to speak to us upon the financial

aspect of the question submitted to this Commission ?

—

Yes.

26.830. It has been proposed, as you are aware, to

prohibit the jjroduction and consumption of opium in

India except for strictly medical purposes, Huch a pro-

hibition would naturally immensely diminish the pro-

duction of opium and lead to a cessation of the export

trade in the drug ?—Yes.

26.831. What have you to say as to the probable

financial result of such a policy? First, we have to deal

with the question of compensation which the Government
might be called upon to pay. Have you made any estimate

of^tbe sum which might be payable byway of compensation

to the Native States ?—No. I found it so difficult to

form any idea that I have not hazarded an estimate.

26.832. Have you anything to say to us with regard to

the compensation to the Bengal ryots ?—Yes. 1 see that the

cultivation and manufacturing charges paid by the Govern-
ment in the two years which I looked at, 1890-1 and 1891-2,

amounted to a very large sum, Rx. 1,900,000 ; oonse-

quenly, if prohibition were enforced and the crop not grown,

a very large compensation would have to be given to the ryots.

26.833. What do you suppose the annual amount might
be?—I take Rx. 2,000,000 as the amount which they

would be deprived of by the prohibition of opium. No
doubt they would be able to grow other crops, but I should

say very much less remunerative crops, and there the

difficulty of estimating what would be payable to them by
way of compensation comes in.

26.834. It is almost better to confine ourselves to the

fact that it would be a very large sum ?—A \'ery large sum.

26,83.5. And if that sum were not jiaid these people

would probably be discontented ?—Extremely discontented,

I sboukl say.

26,8.':(6. Turning to what are described as the Bengal

and Bombay establishments, and the compensation for loss

of occupation, can you explain what in your view might

be the demand made upon the Government under that

head ?— Vou have a body of men from the Behar ami

Benares establishments drawing Rx. 122,000, and you
deprive them of their employment.

26,83/. How are they employed ?—In Bombay, with the
working of the department ; and, on the other side, I take
it that these are all Government officials employed in this

business, and if you stop the business, you cease to pay
them salary, consequently you must give them compensa-
tion.

26.838. You hold that there is a sort of implied contract
with these men to continue their employment or to com-
pensate them for the loss of employment ?— Certainly.

26.839. Then we come to a class of men with whom you
are, perhaps, in more close personal relations, namely,
native and European merchants engaged in the opium
trade ; have you examined the question of compensation
for the destruction of the trade ?—My firm is not interested
in buying or selling opium ; we have nothing to do with
it as merchants, consequently I do not come into personal
contact with these traders.

26.840. They are members of the mercantile community ?

—In that sense I look upon them broadly as a class of
men who have spent their lives in this special trade, and
if you stop the trade, I think they have a very good claim
for compensation.

26.841. What do you suppose is the extent of their
trade, and what do you think might be the annual amount
of profit in carrying on that distinctive business ?—rin the
last three years the annual average of the exports was
Rx. 9,250,000. It is one of the largest trades in the
country. It is an extremely important trade, and if at
one blow you sweep it away, you must destroy the
livelihood of the very large number of people who are
engaged in it. As to the profits, I have no means of ascer-
taining them, but they must be very large. I understand
that opium goes through a number of hands,

26.842. It is hardly conceivable that compensation for
the loss of such a trade could be dealt with by an annual
payment, and it would, therefore, have to be dealt with, if

at all, in the same way as we compensated the West India
planters on the suppre:jsion of the sla\'e trade, namely, by a
lump sum ?—Yes.

2(i,843. That would be a formidable question for the
(iovernment to deal with ?—Extremely formidable.
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26,844. Another head of charge with which the Govern-
ment might have to deal would be the cost of the necessary
preventive measures ?—Yes.

-'6,845. Having regard to the wide e.\tent of country
where opium is and can be grown, you anticipate that if'

prevention is to be effective it must in\-olve a very costly
establishment ?—Very costly.

26.846. You have not estimated the cost, I presume r'

—

I have not.

26.847. Dealing with the loss of revenue from opium,
what is your estimate of the loss which the Government
would have to bear, as compared with the average of the
last 10 years P—After deducting the charges, the net loss

of revenue, as far as I can arrive at it from the accounts
for 1890-91 and 1891-92, may be taken at Rx. 6,600,000
per annum, viz., K.y. 5,900,000 on account of provision
opium, and Rx. 700,000 on account of excise. It is

one of the main sources of revenue after land and salt.

26.848. In your printed statement you say that you are
" unable to suggest how this deficit can be made good,
" bearing in mind sections 35-45 of the Herschell Com-
" mittee's report." Could you develop that view a little P

Perhaps you can show us how the loss of the opium trade
with China would affect the position of the country com-
mercially, because of the increased difiiculty in liquidating
the home charges, which we know form an important
aspect of the question P—With regard to the taxes, I

should mention first of all the salt tax ; that is the second
great source of re\enue after the land. It would be
possible, by doubling the salt tax, to make up for the loss

of revenue which would arise from the prohibition of
opium ; but that, I take it, would be considered an ex-
tremely harsh measure, as affecting the very poorest classes

throughout the length and breadth of India. Secondly,
the salt tax has, I understand, for many years been looked
upon by the Government of India as their great resource
in case of exceptional financial embarrassment.

26,84.'). Like the income tax at home P—Like the income
tax at home. Then with regard to the import duties on
one great branch of traffic, the Manchester piece goods
trade, you would have to put on such an enormous tax
that it would be practically prohibitive. If you take the
average value of imports of cotton goods at 25 millions,

you will have to jmt on something like 25 per cent, to

make up for the deficit, which, of course, is out of the
question.

26.850. So heavy an import duty would make it impos-
sible for the Lancashire manufacturers to compete with the
local trade P—The trade would come to an end. There would
be no articles upon which to levy a tax ; the Government,
therefore, would lose its chance of making a revenue. On
the other hand, the consumers would have to pay a greatly

enhanced price. It has been suggested that the income
tax might be raised, but if you double the income tax you
would only raise about a million and a half tens of rupees.

That is stated in the Herschell Report. There are only two
new taxes that I have seen suggested ; these have come
before the Finance Minister of the Government of India at

various times, namely, taxes on tobacco and sugar. But
there again arises a difficulty. You grow these articles all

over India, and the cost of preveniive measures would be
so great that the taxes would be unworkable. Of course

the other way of meeting the deficit would be by reducing
expenditure. The Herschell Committee have, I think,

made some very wise remarks on the difficulty of doing so.

As civilization goes on, the demands on Government get

greater and greater, and as this country gets more and
more developed the demands on the Government will in-

crease. I say nothing about the military expenditure, that

is a very wide subject.

26.851. Beyond your purview.^—Yes.

26.852. It is before us that there has bten a considerable

addition to our military expenditure. (-)ur assumption
must be that those additions were made upon such military

advice as no Government would decline to accept P—Yes.

26.853. It is said that there has been considerable elasti-

city and development in the railway revenue .''—Yes, but
I fancy that no one expects that it will be sufficient to meet
such a serious deficit as we are now considering.

26.854. At any rate, having regard to what you have
said, the increase is not likely to be more than sufRcient to

meet the demands arising from an increasing civilization P

—No.
26,856. Have you considered the alternative of taxation

which might possibly be imposed in substitution for the
opium revenue ?—Perhaps you could tell us something as

to the effect of the cessation of exports of opium iipon

exchange P—The export trade in opium amounts to about
Rx. 9,250,000 per annum. This trade is financed in a

somewhat peculiar way. Tlie bulk of it is not, like other

exports, financed by the drawing of bills when the opium
is shipped. I understand that as a rule the shippers take

no advance, that they raise no money by bills of exchange
as European merchants do in shipping the products of

India to Europe ; but when the opium is sold in the

Straits or in China the consignee arranges through the

exchange banks that they pay the proceeds of the opium in

rupees in Bombay and Calcutta; consequently the exchange
banks have to lay down in round numbers Rx. 9,250,000
to finance the opium trade, and they have to find these

rupees either by buying council bills or in the other well-

known methods of banking. I therefore hold that this

large trade has the same effect upon exchange as the

exports, say, of cotton to Europe. The banks have to find

their rupees in the two cases in precisely the same way.
Consequently, if you abolish this trade, amounting to !)i

millions, you at once alter the balance of trade.

26.856. And prejudicially affect the demand for council

bills at once to that extent ?—And to a great extent,

because the opium crop represents about one-tenth of the

total exports from India,

26.857. If the demand for council bills in connexion

with the opium traffic were to cease, it would necessarily

add very seriously to the financial difficulties of the Indian
Government in dealing with home charges P—Enormously.

26.858. In fact it would be a most serious blow P—Yes.

26.859. Looking to the difficulties of the silver question

at this particular moment you would say that the time is

peculiarly inopportune for discussing the question of

abolishing the opium trade ?—Extremely. At the present

moment, as we all know, the Government of India has to

face a most serious deficit, and the whole country is in a

state of alarm as to the taxes which every one foresees must
be imposed, so that to sweep away one great source of

revenue, or even to talk about it, seems to nie most un-

desirable.

26.860. It there anything more you would like to say to

us P—No. I hope I have made my point clear about the

effect on exchange.

26.861. You are not prepared from your standpoint to

consider in what way, if at all, the home charges or the

military expenditure could be reduced P— Xo.

26.862. Looking to those home charges as being a

burden which for the present must be borne, and to the

fact that you cannot leave India open to the attack of an
enemy, you have to accept the military expenditure and
the home charges P—Yes.

26.863. And with those figures remaining as at present

you see an enormous difficulty in abolishing a trade which
is a very powerful factor in maintaining the demands for

council bills P —Yes.

26.864. {Mr. Mowbray.) You are a member of the

Legislative Council of Bombay P—Yes.

26.865. Do you hold that ofiice by nomination from the

Government or as a representative from the Chamber of

Commerce ?—I am elected by the Chamber of Commerce,
subject to the approval of the Government.

26.866. How long have you been President of the
Chamiier of Commerce P—For one year, and I have been
elected for another year.

26,867- May I ask your opinion as a commercial man
representing the great body of commercial opinion, and
practically conversant with this question of the opium
trade, with regard to two statements made in the memorial
presented by the Anti-Opium Society to Lord Kimberley
in November 1892 P It is said tliat '' the stoppage of
" trade in opium with China would probably give a
" powerful stimulus to the exports of other Indian produce
" to that country ;" have you any reason as a commercial

man of great experience for disagreeing or agreeing with

that P—I disagree with that statement.

26.868. Do you wish to make any remarks upon it p —I
cannot imagine what produce they would take in addition

to the articles they take already.

26.869. I should like to draw your attention also to this

statement :
" It " (that is the stoppage of trade in opium)

" would also in all probability have a very beneficial effect

" on silver exchanges by putting an end to the drain of
" silver from Cliina to India in payment for opium, thereby
" enabhng the Chinese to substitute the use of silver for

" their present cumbrous copper coinage. It would thus
" tend to check the depreciation uf silver, which is at the
" present time so serious an embarrassment in the finances

E,r 2
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The Ilnii.W. " of India"?—It seems to me that the question is this.

R.Macdnnnell. if ^e stop exportinct opium from India the question we
shall liave to ask ourselves is, will the Chinamen who have
hitlierto bought opium buy anything else from us ? Will
they take more (if our cotton goods, one of our principal

articles of export? I can hardly imagine a Chinaman
accustomed to Indian opium being satisfied with a sub-

stitute in the form of Bombay yarn. I think he would go
and buy the inferior opium of liis own country. From
that point of view I cannot imagine how our trade can be

stimulated. With regard to the second point, of course we
have to bear m mind that the expression "silver ex-

changes " is somewhat ambiguous. So far as regards India

at least there is no such thing as silver exchange. The
rupee exchange is now divorced from silver ; formerly it

was linked with silver, but it is so no longer; consequently

the expression " silver exchanges" is exceedingly ambiguous.

:26,870. As put in force by recent legislation ?—-Br recent

currency legislation. The stoppage of the opium trade

might have an efiieot in this way, that if the Chinaman
ceased to import opram, and went on with his exports on
the same scale as before, he would have to take the difference

either in silver or in goods from England. But, as 1 have
just said, I cannot imagine tlie buyers of Indian opium
being satisfied either with Bombay yarns or English

cutlery or cotton goods. It is therefore possible that it

might lead to an increased demand for silver ; but (to come
back to the previous point) that does not help Indian

exchange. You might improve sih'er and yet it might
have no influence on the rupee exchange at all.

26,8/1. {Chnirmmi.) it has been suggested, in discussing

this question from the anti-opium point of view, that if

the Chinaman were to abstain fi-om spending so much of

his substance upon the purchase of cpiuin he would have
more money in his pocket wherewith to ^)uy Lancashire

goods; what do you think of that H— I say, as I said

before, that the man who used to buy opmmwill not be

satisfied by an extra piece of cotton print. He wants
something stronger. I take it that he would buy the

inferior opium of his own couiitiv. The drain of silver

from China t.) India is not \ery larnr. I .m<' from the

Ilerschell Committee's report tliat the imports for 181)1-2

from Hongkong and the China treaty jiorts to India

amounted to Rx. 1,7<><>,000.

-(i,872. [Jfr. Mowhriiij.) Is that the net imjjort ?—The
net import. There are practically no exports of silver from
India—Ihey are very trifling. The amount varies. In

1870-1 it was about \\ mUlion. In 1875-() it fell to

.Ml),()0(). In 1880-1 it fell to 160,000. In lSt'.5-(; it was
1,600,000; in 1890-1 it was about 21 millions, and in

1891-2 it fell to It millions. One can hardly speak of

that as a serious drain upon a great country like China.

26,873. Do you regard that import of silver from China
into India to whieh our attention has several times been

drawn as insignificant in comparison with the general

question of the balance of trade ?—Quite insignificant.

2(1.874. (2Ir. Pciisff.) Did you say that it was gross or

net import?— 1 was reading the figures of the gross

import, but the exjiorts are practically nil ; so trilling that

they may be left out of the account.

26,87o. What are the figures for 1890-1 p—That is the

largest year.

26,876. Have you added the Hongkong and treaty

ports p— By mistake I omitted the treaty ports in the

figures for 1885-6, 1890-1, and 1891-2. I will add them.
I'aking 1890-1, the largest year, the figures would be

3,600,000 for all China.

2i),877. That was an extraordinary year ?—Yes, but
that of course does not represent anything like the balance

of trade between the two countries. The excess of exports

from India to China over imports are very much larger.

26.878. If the Chinaman consumed the same amount of

Chinese opium that he at present does Indian opium, it

would cost him a considerably smaller sum p—1 understand

that the Chinese opium is cheaper.

26.879. Therefore there would be a very much larger

balance of money in his pocket?—It depends upon how
much he took.

2(),880. If he took the same amount of Chinese opium
that he does Indian opium it would cost him a miich
smaller sum and he would have a larger balance in his

pocket P—If he took the same amount, but if it is an
inferior drug he may require to take a jjreat deal more
to give him the same sensations that he had from the
Indian opium.

26.881. In so far as it cost him less he would have
more money which he might spend upon cotton goods?

—

Possibly,

26.882. Whatever produce there was upon land at present
occupied with poppy would be so much value in reduction
of the 95- millions worth of opium, would it not P—If ex-

ported.

26.883. Looking at the export trade I mean, as wealth
to India?—.\s wealth to India—quite so.

26.884. Perhaps you noticed that Sir David Barbour
stated that the net revenue from provision opium was
about 4i millions and mms not likelv to be more?— I did
not see that.

26.885. I see Sir Da\'id Barbour snys that it is possible
that the revenue may be less this year by Rx. 500,000
and that at present the average may be taken at Rx.
6,000,000 ?— I take my figure from his own statem.ent and
the accounts of the Government of India, viz., 5,900,000.

26.886. (Chairman.) Made up to what date?—For the
two years 1890-1 and 1891-2.

26.887. (Mr, Pease.) Are you aware that when there
was in 1891-2 that very large quantity of sih-er from China
it had a marked effect on the Indian Exchange p— I am
not aware of it.

26,SSS. Do you think that the average recei|)t of about
1 J crores of silver from China would have any effect upon
the value of silver in India?—Very little I should think.

26,889. (Chairman.) Virtually it comes to this, does it

not, that looking at the question of exchange for India,
which has to meet such heavy charges at home, it would
be a very serious thing to lose the important export trade
that is now done in opium with China p—Most serious.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Giilahrai

Durijarani

Mancharam
Meh fail.

.Mr. GuLARKAi DrnoAUAM Mancharam Mehtaji called in and examined.

the sub-editor of the

paper published

26,S|)0. (Chairtnav.) You are

Giijiirnii, an Anglo-vernacular

Bombay, and having a wide circulation in the city?

Yes.

26.891. As regards the feeling of the people of this

country about opium, what can you say to us irom your
knowledge of their habits P— I can say that opium is

entirely disliked by the people, and they will gladly

support any legislative or administrative action that will

tend to the gradual suppression of this drug except for

medicinal purposes.

26.892. What is the feeling of the people in regard to

intoxicants?— It is strongly against intoxication of any
sort v.hatever, and especially against opium, alcohol, and
ganja. To eat opium is considered bad, and the termafinio

(o|iium cater) is always used in contempt. The sayings

and the poems of the people are always a sure index of

the people's feelings about the questions dealt with, and
there are various sayings in which the opium habit is

di:ii"iiiiced, and among the sayings there is not a single

one in which the opium habit is spoken of as good. Simi-

larly our poets lia,\c always sung inspiring songs about

the evil result of the opium habit. The question is gene-

rally asked as to how it is that Hindu shastras have
strongly denounred and attached penalties against alcohol
yet opium is not denounced and no ]ienalties are attached
against it. My answer to it is that in those ancient times
when the shastras were written, the vice of drink must
have been so widely spread that the writers of the shastras
must have felt it their duty to denounce it and attach
severe penalties against it. While in those ancient times
opium never existed, and therefore the writers of the
shastras could not denounce it and attach penalties against
it. But I am positively sure that if opium had'' then
existed and had been as widely used as it is now for
intoxicating purposes the writers of the shastras would
surely have denounced it and attached penalties against
it. Tha-t being the case the Government sliould the more
necessarily take such .ste|)s as would more and rr.ore lessen
the opium habit to make up for the absence of any
penalties in the shastras on account of the state of things
mentioned above, That opium was not even known in
India up till^ recently is best proved from the fact that in
the famous Sanskrit standard medical works, Charak and
Shushruta, which are knov.'n to be between 3,000 and
4,0(^10 years old, there is absolutely no mention of opium.
Opium seems to ha\e become known in India only about
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500 years ago as there is mention in a Sanskrit medical
work Saragdher and wliioli approximately is 300 or 400
years old,

26.893. In the course of our inquiry it cannot be said
that there has been any complete indication of a wide-
spread popular feeling, or of eagerness to see prohibitory
legislation in regard to opium ; 'can you explain that ?—
Indians do not come out eo readily to express their abhor-
rence of the opium traiEe because they fear that if the use
of opium is curtailed, alcohol will the more extensively
lake its place. If the Commission had been entrusted
with the duty of inquiring about alcohol, opium, and
ganja, all of them together, I am positively sure that
Indians would have unanimously come forward to support
the proposed curtailment and gradual abolition of the
opium traffic.

26.894. You come here, I assume, to tell us that what
in your view is really desirable is a prohibitory legislation

which would embrace alcohol equally with, if not more
absolutely than, opium ?—Yes.

26.895. And you desire to see prohibitory legislation

extended to all stimulants whatsoei'er P—Stimulants of

the kind I have mentioned, opium, alcohol, and ganja
;

opium more especially, because in the shastras there is no
prohibition against opium but there is against alcohol.

26.896. What do you say about the use of opium for

the purpose of suicide P—Opium is so easy to buy from
the licensed opium shops that any native woman who is

dissatisfied with her domestic life from one cause or

another, immediately buys it and commits suicide, which
fact is plain from this, that about SO per cent, of the
suicides committed in Bombay and the Presidency general
are committed with the assistance of opium.

26,897- Have you anything to say about the system of

selUng "balagoli"?—The system of selling balagoli in

licensed opium shops is very v.-rong in principle, as by
giving facility to ignorant women to buy, its use instead
of curtailing is likely to vastly spread. The system of

i;iving balagoli to children is considered by educated
natives to be bad, and even among the ignorant people th«

tendency is not to give balagoli to children.

26.898. What is the general view taken by Indians of

this Commission ?—The Indians of the middle class look
towards the Commission with a mistaken suspicion that

the Commission has been appointed by the influence of

English wine merchants and their sympathisers, with the

deliberate motive of extending the use of alcohol by cur-

tailing the use of opium in India. It is hardly known
among these people that the anti-opium party and its

leaders entirely sympathise with the temperance movement,
and that they have nothing to do with any wine merchants.

This mistaken impression of these people serves the Go-
vernment interest greatly, as it keeps the people aloof from
the Commission.

26.899. Have you anything to say with reference to

possible discontent which might arise from the suppression

of the opium traffic p—As regards the suppression of the

opium traffic producing any general discontent among the

people it is all a myth, provided, with the suppression of

the opium traffic, steps were taken to check the use of

alcohol by giving the right of local option to the people

which they very much desire, and which the Government
decline to give them, because it would diminish their

revenue, which they always try to increase, even at the

e.xpense of the morals of the people. The Indian people

are not in a condition to bear any further taxation that

might be necessitated by the suppression of the opium
traffic, as the last limit of taxation are already reached.

The loss of revenue by the suppression of the opium traffic

should be made up by suitable temporary assistance from

the English Exchequer, by reductions in the military and

civil expenditure in the administration, for which there is

great room, and by stopping the perennial visits of Viceroys

and Governors to the hills, and their tours, which have now
become too common. These are the views which I would

like to place before the Commission, which educated natives

consider to be a God-send, as it would sooner or later be an

instrument of saving India frofn the oi)ium traffic, and in

addition to that the liquor traffic.

26.900. (Mr. Fmishawe.) We have had a great deal of

eviilence from various classes of people from Native

States in favour of opium ; I suppose you will admit that

they are competent to represent the feelings of the people P

—Yes.

26.901. I understand you to say that there is a genuine

feeling of apprehension on the part of the people in the

districts with which you are acquamted that the prohibition

of opium would lead to an extension of the alcohol habit P

—There is a belief.

26.902. Among tlie natives of the country P—Yes.

26.903. Can you give us any statistics in support of
your statement about the number of suicides in the Presi-

dency of Bombay ?— I could not find any officdal reports,

but from the reports of the newspapers, my impression is

that suicides occur to the extent I have mentioned.

26.904. Do you know that Dr. Blaney told us that in

22 years there were 463 suicides in Bombay owing to

opium, which is, of course, something very short of 80
per cent. P—Yes.

26.905. With regard to the term " afinio," is it used foi

opium eaters in moderation or only those who use it in

excess, opium sots P—It is never considered whether it is

taken in moderation or in excess. Anybody who eats

opium is looked upon in a bad way.

26.906. We have been told that a large number of people

take opium in moderation later in life, as a restorative in

old age ; is the term you have mentioned used with regard

to such persons P—There are very few who take opium in

old age, it is only the minority.

26.907. If such persons in middle or old age take opium as

a restorative, is the term used with reference to them or not ?

—Not in the way in which it is used in the case of younger
people,

26.908. [Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Are you the son of the

well-known Durgaram Mancharam, the Kathiawar reformer

in Gujarat p—Yes.

-6,909. You know that he always preached against these

habits p—Yes.

26.910. May I ask what authority you have for saying

that opium was only known in India about 500 years ago p

— I inquired of the Shastras, and they say it is in Sarag-

dher, which is approximately 300 or 400 years old.

26.911. A previous witness, a Vaid, referred to one or

two old bocks going back 1,100 years p—Y'es.

Mr. Gulabrai
Durgaram
Mancharam
Mehtaji.
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28,912.
- Y'es.

Alcohol has always been known as prohibited p

26.913. And it has been religiously prohibited ?— Yes.

26.914. Y^ou know there are some religious persons who
will not object to eat opium as a medicine, but who would
have religious objection to alcohol as a medicine ?—Yes.

26.915. There are many who do not go to English
doctors because they know they prescribe spirits p—Yes.

26.916. They would use opium freely P—Yes.

26.917. You state that opium is not mentioned in

religious books, but you say it should be first prohibited p

—Yes ; all people do not think that it is religiously pro-

hibited.

26.918. How old are you P—35.

26.919. How many opium eaters have you come in

contact with ?--Ihad an uncle who was an opium eater

and my e.xperience of his opium habit was that it was very
injurious.

26.920. How old was hep—He died at the age of about

58.

26.921. When .did he contract the habit P—Long ago

when I was a child.

26.922. How many persons in your caste do you know
who take opium P—Very few ; it may be two per cent.

26.923. You say that one or two per cent, of the people

are opium eaters—do you generalize it for the whole of

India P—I have read so much about this matter.

26.924. You form your opinion from what you have

read p—Yes.

26.925. {Mr. Mowbray.) I understand you would not be

in favour of the abolition of the opium trade and the

revenue derived from it unless the English Government

were prepared to make up the deficiency P—I have .'aid

with temporary assistance, there must be reductions in the

expenditure of the country so that the loss of the opium

revenue may be made up.

26.926. Are you aware that Lord Kimberley, the Secretary

of State for India, on the part not only of his Government,

but of any British Government, says that he does not think

there is any chance of the English Government meeting

you in that way P—Yes. The majority in Parliament in

favour of the prohibition of opium must make Lord Kim-

berley or the English Government willing to help us.

Rr 3
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2(i,!)i;7. Are you aware that the Anti-Opium Association

who made that siigifestion to Lord Kimberley themselves,
draw ii. (li&tinetion between making up ihe revenue deri\'ed

from the e.xport trade ori opium and the revenue derived

from the excise on opium for consumption within the

country?—Yes.

26.928. Are you aware that so far as the excise revenue
is concerned, they are of opinion that no substitute and no
assistance from England are required in that matter p—Yes.

26.929. Let me read you an e.xtract from a work pub-
lished by the authority of the Anti-Opium Association and
ask you whether you agree with it :

" We need not look
" for substitutes. The greatest gain will undoubtedly be
" that derived from the people of India to whom it will be
" far more profitable to pay the amount of the excise
" revenue in the form of direct taxation than in a mode
" which involves the corruption and ruin of their sons,
" brothers, husbands and village headmen." Let me ask

yon whether in your opinion the people of India or those

for whom you speak, will prefer to make up the excise

revenue by ;he payment of direct taxation 'r—They would
be willing if they had the power to make up the loss, but
as they are powerless their willingness is useless.

26.930. Which amounts to saying that they will not be

able to do it ?—They are not in a condition to do it.

26.931. {Chairman.) You mean that they have not the

financial ability to do it ?—Yes.

26.932. (jl/r. Haridas Veharidas.) When you use the

word " powerless," do you mean that you have not the

power of curtailing the expenditure of the Government, and
therefore you are not able to make up this sum ?—That
also.

26.933. And if you had the power to curtail in other

directions, you would do so ?—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. R. H.
Vincent.

Mr. R. H. Vincent, CLE., called in and e.xamined.

26,;)34. (Cliairman.) What position do you occupy.''—

I

am Acting Commissioner of Police of Bomljay.

26.935. You have been in India for more than 29 years

and have served in the Police Department for 2,'j years ?

—

Yes.

26.936. You joined Ihe police as a District Inspector in

1869 and served as such in the Ahmednagar and the

Neesik districts for three years ?—Yes ; in my then position

1 had unusual opportunities of noticing the habits of the

people, as I, so to say, lived amongst them, often not

seeing a European for months at a time. In both these

districts Hindus (Mahrattas) are most numerous, but there

is also a fairly large Musalman po)iulation, the ruling

power having been for centuries of the latter faith.

26.937. You afterwards served as a Deputy Commis-
sioner of Police in IJombay ?—Yes ; and as Assistant and
District .Superintendent in se\-eral districts of the Deccan
and Sind, and again as Deputy Commissioner and

occasionally as (^iramissioner in Bombay ; later on again

for years as District Superintendent of Police in Sind and

the Deccan (Khandeshj, for six months in Egypt as Deputy
Inspector-General of Police and so on, until I was appoin-

ted to Act as Commissioner of Police from April 1393.

26.938. Your experience, therefore, extends to six dis-

tricts of the Deccan, three of Sind and to the City of

Bombay ?—Yes.

26,9:j9. Roughly speaking, you have had to deal with

8,(100,000 of people, with .50,000 persons accused of com-

mitting more or less serious crimes, and have had the

command, at various times, of an aggregate of 10,000

policemen ?—Yes.

2(),940. That is a very wide experience; one can hardly

conceive of anybody having a wider. What has that ex-

perience taught you with regard to connection between

opium and crime?— In my opinion there is no connection

whatever between opium and crime. The former is not the

cause of the latter, for in not one of the several thousands

of serious offences which I personally investigated has it

ever been noticed Ijy me or reported by. my subordinates

that the consum])tion of opium was directly or indbectly

the cause of the crime. All that can possibly be averred in

this direction is that poor persons—accustomed to opium

would commit acts of petty larceny to procure money

for its purchase, but the proportion is so infinitesimally

small that it must be left out of consideration just as

much or far more so even than acts of the same kind at

home for the purpose of procuring a glass of gin.

26,9-11. There are more than 2,000 native police

serving under you in Bombay ?—Yes.

2(),9-12. Do you see those men every month?—Yes ;
and

many of them every day.

26 943. Is there a single native policeman in all the

force who shows outwardly or inwardly any signs of ojiium

having the slightest injurious effect upon him ?—Not a

single person amongst the v^^hole lot.

26,iM4 What is the number of men you have had under

your command during the last 25 years ?— I should say

about 10,000.

26,945. In all that large number how many cases can

you call to mind in which men have been dismissed from

the force, or given you cause of complaint for inefficiency

arising out of the use of opium ?—About half-a-dozen
;

certainly not more.

2(i,'.)46. What have you to say with regard to opium
smoking in houses ; do you consider that it was well to

abolish those places ?— I think it was a, great mistake to

abolish them.

26.947. Has ojiium smoking decreased inconsequence?
— I do not think it has decreased at all in consequence.

26.948. Does it result from the abolition of the licence

system that the places in which the smoking does take
place are less under your supervision ?—They are not at all

under my supervision just now. iS'o law can, in my
opinion, be invented or rather practically carried out
against private opium-smoking clubs any more than
against other clubs in India or Europe. When such houses
were licensed the police could freely visit and inspect them,
and from the habitues of such places clues to crimes and
information regarding the attitude of the lower classes

have frequently been obtained. Now these habitual opium
smokers hire private rooms through one of their fraternity

and these the police cannot enter, and thus one of the not
too num.erous sources of information has been stopped.
The measure which closed licensed opium-smoking shops
is almost on a par with a law closing all drinking bars in

England, a step which it would be more than foolhardy for

any European Government to adopt. Of course the
person who frequent opium smoking houses in India and
the evil effects of the habit on them (small and great) are

as nothing compared to those who visit gin palaces, &c.,
in Europe, and the evils produced thereby, and it might be
argued that therefore there is no reason to fear trouble or
discontent. But as the final aim is to stop opium con-
sumption entirely, the possible dangers of such a measure
are almost incalculable. In fine, licensed opium houses
did some good and no harm, while the opium clubs which
have been substituted do no good and much harm.

2(),949. {Mr. Fiiii.s!iav;e.) Your view is clear that the
wiser policy would have been to retain these licensed opium
shops in order that the people who visit them might be sub-
jected to police control p—Yes.

26.950. Can you express any opinion as to the number
of persons in the habit of smoking opium who might be
called criminals? Is the number in Bombay large or
comparatively small?—It is not so much that these
persons are criminals themselves, but having supervision
over these places we could obtain information. We there
come in contact with the lower classes of the population
and from them we hear a great many things. I do not
remember a single instance in which we have arrested any
of these persons, but we get a good deal of information
from them. I think therefore from a police point of view
that it was a very great mistake.

26.951. {Mr. Harridas Veharidas.) You say that the
opium clubs which have been substituted for the licensed
places do no good and much harm ; how do they do much
harm ?—We have no access to them and we do not know
what takes place there. These people have established
their opium clubs knowing that we cannot invade them.
They have gone up two or three or four or five storeys and
if we had a warrant and went with it the result would be
nil, for before we could get there they would have got
away. Formerly we had opium shops in fixed localities
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open to insj)e(!tion so that any detective could fro in. He
cannot now go at ;ill.

26.952. You cannot go into a private house P—No ; the
licensed places were very useful means of obtaining
information

.

26.953. If any crimes are committed there, you have no
means of knowing about it ?—We get no information. I

do not think crimes are concocted there.

26.954. You believe that there must be something wrong
and that you cannot find it ?—^They are a mixed class of
people who congregate there just as in public houses you
overhear a great deal of conversation and from that you
may get a clue to crime. That source of information is

now shut ofl".

26,955. In that way harm is done ?—Yes ; of course it

is a good thing to obtain information with regard to

criminals, and now we have not the facility for obtaining
that information.

26.966. {Mr. Mowbray.) Supposing people are selling

illegally preparations of opium in these places, have your
men any power to go in ?—None whatever.

26.967. Do you require a warrant p—You must show a

very good reasonable ground for entering someone else's

premises. If the case comes before the magistrates it is

always the question what were the reasons.

26.968. You spoke of entering with a warrant ?—

I

should have to issue a warrant. A.n ordinary police con-

stable could not go. It would require a superior police

officer to execute it.

26.969. Would that be with a view of seeing whether
any illicit practices with regard to opium were going on
or generally for the purpose of arresting any criminal who

might be there '^— It would serve both purposes. We have
no means of entering those houses ; we do not know where
they arc. A man n.ight say, " This is my zenana, occupied
by my women folk, you cannot go in there.'' All these

difficulties confront us.

2(),96(), Do you send any men in plainclothes?—They
would not let them in ; they know their customers too
well, and they know my men too well.

-6,961. I asked yesterday whether there was any law
against poisons in Bombay ; can you give me any infor-

mation on that subject p—There iS a law against poisons,
and I believe that Government have it under consideration

to amend the law and strengthen the hands of the police

as regards ])oison.

26.962. What is the Act ?— It is Act VIII. of 1866.

26.963. Is it enforced all through the Bombay Pre-
sidency P—Yes.

26.964. Do you find practically that you have much
difficulty in enforcing that Act?.—Government has called

for the opinion of the officers. I was (ailed on to report

when I was in Karachi, and I explained that the Act is

not workable. My predecessor. Colonel \\'ilson, reported

against the Act. There are only 11 shops licensed to sell

poisons, and their oughttobe perhaps a couple of hundred.
Many men who have been compounders in shop.s such as

Treacher & Co., Kemp & Co., set up dispensaries, and
they need not take out licenses; they may sell as much
poison as they like.

26,966. Practically, anybody who likes can set up as a

chemist, and is able to sell poison in' spite of the Act, is

that your experience P—Yes.

Mr. R. H.
Vincent.

16 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Thakersey Gangaram called in and examined.

26.966. {Chairman.) You are a justice of the peace and
an opium merchant of Bombay?—Yes.

26.967. What ha\e you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission ?—Opium is largely

consumed to my knowledge in Rajputana, Malwa, Central

India, Kathiawar, and Gujarat, not to speak of other minor
places in this Presidency, as well as out of its jurisdiction.

It is swallowed more extensively in the shape of pills as a

mild stimulant by the lower classes who have to undergo
hard physical labour. A small number of the higher

classes also take pills (especially in old age) as a stimulant,

or sip it in a liquid form called " Kusurabba " as a luxury.

The smoking of it is met with in very rare instances. The
consumption of the drug varies from half to two vals per

head per day, very few persons consuming as much as five

vals. Generally speaking, I do not consider that it acts

injuriously on the moral or physical condition of the

people. On the contrary I consider it to be a good stimu-

lant, as it keeps up the spirits and energies of the working

people. It is not injurious in effect as liquor is. In old

age it acts as a charm in maintaining the strength and

vitality of the general system both mentally and physically.

The people of India do not, in my opinion, in any way
look upon its use for non-medical purposes with alarm,

nor do they consider any person using it as degraded in

their estimation. It is looked upon by them, in many
instances, as a necessity in this climate for the poor work-
ing classes as beer is in the European climate. They do
not, I opine, see the necessity of any prohibitive measures,

and will, therefore, not be willing to bear in whole or in

part the cost of the same. The sale of opium should on
no account be prohibited in British India for other than
medical purposes, as the large revenue it brings into the
Government Treasury will unnecessarily be lost, and will

have to he replaced by fresh ta.vation which the already

over-taxed poor subjects are unable to bear. Moreover, it

would be an undue interference with the rights of those
people who are honestly engaged in its trade. When such
sale is prohibited the jiroduction of the drug, to a very
large extent, must naturally stop too, and thus the rights
of the rayats as well as of the landholders who are honestly
engaged in its production will also be unduly interfered
with. For the same reasons as adduced above in respect of
British India, such prohibition could not be justifiably

extended to any native states, and should it be forced
upon them, the inevitable result would be smuggling and
aduKerated drug in the market.

26,968. {Mr. FansAoMe.) Have you personal acquaint-
ance with any Native States in the Presidency of Bombay p

—No.

Mr.
Thakersey
Gangaram.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Shivmukhrai Shueka called in .-md examined.

26.969. {Chairman.) I beheve you are an opium mer-

chant of Bombay p—Yes.

26.970. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission p— I am an inhabitant of

Ramgad under Jeypur, and am acquainted with Mandsaur,

Ujain, Indore, Ratlam, &c. in Malwa, as also with Jeypur,

which I have visited at times. I am an opium merchant

by profession, and, therefore, have knowledge of the opium

trade. I have been residing in Bombay for eight years

past. All -those districts of Malwa, wherein opium i,3 manu-

factured, are subject to Native Princes, and the manufac-

ture of opium in those districts has been carried on for

many years past. All classes ot people eat opium in the

above-mentioned districts. When a person goes to visit

another at his house, opium is offered to the visitor as a

mark of hospitality, and the latter takes as much of it as

he likes. Many sick persons find it necessary to eat opium

habitually when no medicine gives them relief. Again,

some healthy persons eat opium for the .sake of pleasure

and strength. If an opium eater gets good food his body
remains strong. Further, some poor men eat opium be-
cause they have much labour to undergo. The eating of
opium diminishes the effects of fatigue and flatulence, and
enables men to live on scanty food. With regard to the
people of all races, it may be remarked that they use
opium through necessity. Moreover, in our country people
know nothing about the medicines of doctors, but place
themselves under the treatment of native physicians. The
latter use opium in the case of certain diseases, and such
use gives constant relief to the patients. No quarrels or

dissensions take place in the homes of opium eaters, and
they always remain contented with their lot. On the
other hand, those who drink liquor are not found in a
happy state, a fact which is well known to everybody.
By eating opium moderately men are able to preserve then'

moral and physical well-being. Eating it immoderately is

bad, .and I have not seen many persons doing so. It is

not good to prohiliit the use of opium for non -medical

Rr 4

Mr.
Shivmukhrc

Stireka.
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Mr.
Shivmukhrai

Sureka,

16 Fet. 1894.

purposes, nor is it possible to prohibit the same in any
way, for those who are addicted to the habit of eating
opium will not {/ive it up, and failing to obtain it honestly,
they will have recourse to smreptitious means. They will

import it from foreign territory, and also manufacture it

in their ovn country. How far will Government adopt
prohibitive measures ? And if they attempt to do so there
will be no limit to the cost. If the people of India be
called upon to bear in whole or in part the cost of pro-
hibitive measures they will regard the call as nothing but
an act of oppression. In my opinion it is not proper to
prohibit the sale of opium in British India. People re-

quire it as a medicine, or as a source of pleasure, or for the
sake of their health. By prohibiting iXative Princes from
manufacturing ojiium (jovernment would trample upon
their rights, and, in order to remove this stigma, Govern-
ment would have to pay to those Princes a very large sum

of money as compensation. Further, the duty on opium
exported to China would no longer be realised, and Go-
vernment would have to bear this loss. The people would
not be able to meet the deficiency. To .'suppose that the

people of India would cease to e.\port o|)ium to China,
and lliat consequently the Chinese would give up opium
eating is certainly equivalent to building castles in the air.

China can obtain opium from many other countries besides

India, and even in China itself opium is manufactured to

a very large extent. If the manufacture ol opium be pro-

hibited in India its production in China and other coun-
tries %vill increase, and opium will make its way into India

from China and other countries. The trade of China with
India in other commodities is so extensive that if opium
were surreptitiously imported into this country it would l)c

difficult to detect it.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. J. M
Campbell.

Mr. James Macn.\bb Campbell recalled and further examined.

26,971- {Chairman.) I understand you wish to make a

statement for the consideration of the Commission P—

1

should like to do so. On the 25th October, 1893, the

manager of an opium smoking club was bri)ught before the

third Presidency magistrate charged with having in his

possession more than two tolas of opium. The point that

possession by the manager was such possession as consti-

tuted a breach of the two tola rule broke down. Six or

seven members of tlie club stated that a share of the opium
was theirs. The two tolas to which each had a right

together, amounted to the quantity in the manager's
charge. The magistrate held there was uo infringement of

the two tola rule. He warned the in^)iector to be careful,

or he might be iiunished for trespass. To check the sales

of chandnl m clubs and ])ri','aie h'lutes, since August ISS,'!,

a special stalf of eight detectives has been employed. Th s

increase enables us to keep a detective near each group of

houses or clubs in which opium is smoked. Though we
have failed to procure evidence enough to justify a charge

of sales, we believe we have succeeded in stopping sales in

the sense of shop sales. Strangers seldom come into these

houses. If a stranger comes the manager will 'not give

him chandul. The manager knows detectives are em-
ployed to go into these houses and try to buy chandul.

He i.'5 afraid to sell. The members, as a rule, do not pay

at the time of smoking. They pay at some other time.

What they pay is for the room, the pipes, and the cook.

After the closing of the licensed smoking houses, both

from inquiries from the opium staff and from inquiry in

recently opened smokin^; houses, 1 satisfied myself the rule

against sales was known. So far as I could judge the rule

was respected. Before the Mahim Fair at the end of

December I consulted with the Opium .Vssistant (^'nllector

and Inspecror. The stalT of men usually employed at the

Mahim Fair was strengthened, and the necessity of special

watchfulness was enforced. The (commission have had
before them the issue of the Bom/jnij Guardian newspaper

of the .5th January, containing an article headed " Official

Opiumist Fraud in Bombay." After reading this article I

made fresh inquiries incase any laxness or mistake had
occurred either as to allowing sales in the clubs, or in the

matter of selling opium to club managers in quantities

larger than two tolas at a time. T found both rules were

understood. That the former did not supjily opium to any

manager in excess of two tolas, and that efforts were made
to prevent retail sales in houses and were believed to be

successful. I examined and took the statements of eight

opium smokers. They knew they might .smoke hut might

not buy chandul in the houses. I did not see what

further action I could take. On the 18th of January

Inspector Rustom brought the Rev. W. Prautch to my
office, and said Mr. Prautch would like to make a state-

ment before me. I asked Mr. Prautch what statement he

had to make. He gave an account of visits to smoking

houses with Mr. Rustom. With par's of those .'state-

ments Mr. Rustom agreed, parts he differed. I asked Mr.

Prautch why he had not come earlier. I said it was my
duty to hear all complaints against the Opium Depart-

ment. Mr. Prautch then complained that the opium staff

did nothing to prevent the opening of chandul houses and

club;.. I explained to Mr. Prautch we could not prevent

people smoking in their houses. That as regards clubs we
had taken a case into court, but it was given against us.

\\ e could net work the two tola rule so as to prove that

opium in a club was in the manager's pos.sessujn within the

meaning of the rule. Mr. Prautch said, 'they are sho|is not
" houses or «lti!i.':, and the opiuin staff openly allows chandul

" to be sold and paid for." I showed him the difficulty if

not hopelessness of proving a sale. Mr. Prautch seemed
impressed. He said then the fault is the feebleness of the

law. I said the law might or might not be feeble, but he
had no right to accuse the opium staff of fraud •ii'ithout

knowing the circumstances. He said I am not responsible

for the heading Official Opiumist Fraud. It was the
editor Mr. Dyer who set the headings. Mr. Prautch ad-
mitted that the heading was indefensible. Mr. Prautch
further told me that at Mahim Fair opium smoking and
drinking were under the protection of the opium police,

who allowed sales and pievented the regular [lolice inter-

feiing. I explained to him iigain we emild not pre\'ent

people meeting to smoke and drink. That the opium peon
at the door was to prevent sales, nut to jirotect the sellers.

What evidence of sales had he? Mi. Prautch said that
after the fair was over he was in Mahim. He found a

booth at which chandul was smoked. He sent two of h:s

men, one Syed Ghos and another whose name he preferred
not to give, to the booth to try and buy a smoke. Mr.
Prautch went to the chief European police officer Mr.
Holdway, and asked Mr. Holdway to come to the booth.
On their way they met Mr. Prautch's two agents. Oneofthe
men said he had bought a smoke. I asked Mr. Prautch if

he had made anv inquiries regarding his agent's statement.
Mr. Prautch said no. This is all i;iy proof. Instead of any
exidanation of the mistaken charge of opiumist ofBcial

fraud, the next Guardian (Mth January) had a stdl iiercer

attack under the title " Further Opiumist Official Fraud,"
and with special remarks regarding the protection given by
the opium staff to the Mahim smoking shops. A few days
later 24th January, two Musalmans, one known as Amu
Mia, the other named .Vjainuddin Khalifa, came before me.
They presented apelition signed by 18 of 21 members of a
smoking club of ^\hich Ajam-ud-din was the manager.
They said they wished to be allou'ed to buy 42 tolas in a
lump, that is the legal allowance of the 21 members. 1

asked them why they wished to buy in a lump. They said
padres came in and interferea with them. If they had
leave to buy m a lump the padres could not trouble them.
I asked how they got the opium now. They said each
member brings his two tolas. I said is opium ever sold
in the club. They said no. We may smoke : we must not
sell. We have been told this often by the opium officials.

We know this. I said I saw no ground of complaint. That
their petition to get a lump of 42 tolas was against the
rules. That I could not sancti iii it. I have proof that
Amu Mia the spokesman is Mr. Prautch's agent, and is the
same man whom Mr. I'rautch employed at Mahim and
whose name Mr. Prautch jireferred not to give. I have
trustworthy evidence

: Ajam-ud-din is also an agent of Mr.
Prautch. It is remarkable that two of Mr. Prautch's in-
formers should come before me and petition for a conces-
sion, wdiich, and much more than which, according to Mr.
Prautch's statement all managers of smoking clubs already
'^n.joy- The petition was referred for inquiry to the Com-
missioner of Police. In reply Mr. Vincent stated that in
his opinion the request should not be granted, and further
that the petition was said to be made in the interests of
certain anti-opiumists. As regards iMahim Fsjr Mr.
Prautch admits that he was not at the fair. His informa-
tion is that the opium police in their eagerness to profit
the managers of the smoking houses had peons at the
doors to warn off all regular pohce interference. How
contrary to fact is the information given to Mr. I'rautch is

tluiWii Ijy the .statenieut before me of Inspect(,r Holdwav.
who was ill police charge of the fair. Mr. Holdway stated
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that before the fair Inspector Rustam came to htm to help

in detecting sales. Further, I have evidence that the In-

spector of the Abkari or Liquor Police, sent one of his men
as a detective to try and purchase chandul or madat. At
the smoking place this man was told that neither chandul

nor madat was for sale. Ou every night of the fair the

Abkari police were present and on the look out for illicit

sales of opium or its preparations. They failed to detect a

single case of illicit sale. I have had three of the headmen
of the Mahim smoking rooms before me. The three state-

ments agree. They had friends from Bombay, made
chandul, and smoked. They sold to no one. The opium
police had warned them ;

you may smoke
;
you may not

sell.

26.972. (Mr.Fanshawe.) You have referred in your state-

ment to a seizure of opium at a certain club in Bombay ?

—Yes.

26.973. When was the case heard before the courts in

Bombay?—On October 25th, 1893.

26.974. What number of tolas was seized P—I think

about 14, I am not certain.

26.975. How many persons claimed to have a share in

the opium seized ?—Six or seven.

26.976. Was there a report of the proceedings in the

newspapers at the time ?—Not that I know of.

26,977- With regaid to the Mahim Fair I understand

you to say that you are satisfied after careful inquiry that

the information given to Mr. Prautch to the effect that the

opium department police were stationed near the smoking

shops to keep the ordinary police from interfering and

stopping illegal sales was inaccurate p—I am.

26.978. And you state as a fact that the opium depart-

ment police were stationed near those shops in order to see

that illegal sales were not made P—Yes.

26.979. {Mr. Mowbray.) Do I understand you to say

that these matters referred to are now the subject of pro-

ceedings pending in the law courts p—Not directly. The
plaintiff in the suit in the law courts is a different party.

The plaintiff is the opium farmer. The charge is defama-

tion in connexion with statements in the Guardian news-

paper that the farmer sold illicit opium.

26.980. The issue will more or less raise these questions

which have been referred to as being in dispute P—Yes, the

case will cover a good deal of the same ground.

26.981. {Chairman) In the responsible position which

you occupy in relation to the question which is before us,

the suppression of illicit smoking, may I take it from you

that the department with which you are connected is sin-

cerely desirous of doing everything in its power to put

down the illicit smoking of chandul ?—Yes, that is so.

We have increased the staff and we have certainly done

our best to enforce the rules.

26.982. Do you desire to tell us that your doing your

best to put down what are called the smoking dens ?— Fes.

As far as we can.

26.983. Your difficulty, as I underst *d, is this, that the

actual smoking is not prohibited by law, that what is pro-

hibited is the sale of the stuff?—If we could have shown

that the placing in the charge of the manager of more than

two tolas was illegal, we might have succeeded in closing

the clubs.

26.984. You could have brought them within the pale of

the law, but you were defeated by the allegation made by

six or seven persons that they each had a share in this

opium ?—Yes, that the opium was theirs, that possession

was with them and not with the manager.

26.985. Therefore, being divided among so many the

quantity which each possessed was not beyond the legal

quantity ?—Exactly.

26.986. I take it from you that you are doing your

utmost to put an end to that which the law desires to stop ?

—Certainly.

26.987. {Mr. Mowbray) Is it the case that the difficulty

which you now find in dealing with these unlicensed places

is a difficulty which you pointed out before the law was

altered ?—That is so.

26.988. {Chairman) I believe Mr. Stoker, in his evidence

before us, offered two suggestions for strengthening the

law. One was a suggestion that the sale of opium smoking

compounds should be prohibited, and another was that the

keeping of smoking saloons should be prohibited ;
what

do you say to those suggestions ?—The question is, what

would be considered an opium saloon. Could a line be

drawn between an opium saloon, an opium club, and

smoking opium in a jmvate house. In practice I think no Mr. J. M.
such line can be drawn. Such a rule, would compel jiolice Campbell.

visits to private houses. Than this the former system of
licensed and inspected smoking-houses seems to me a much 16 Feb. 1894.

less evil.

26.989. You think that jierpetuid domiciliary visits by
the police might cjukb resentment, and if they were paid
to places where there was no occasion to visit, it would
cause resentment not unjustly ?—I think there would be
resentment. There would also be a great temptation to
the police to levy hush-money uj)on people who smoke
opium in their houses. This is one great danger.

26.990. It has been represented to us that the question
before us involves many difficulties ; that the old system
under which such places were licensed gave more oppor-
tunity to the police to keep them under strict supervision,
but that on the other hand it involved a recognition by the
Government of a practice which all admit to be evil P—On
the whole I think it is good that Government should regu-
late places where jieople meet to smoke opium.

26.991. As far as police control is concerned, you think
j'ou are better off ?—Yes, certainly.

26.992. May I press further upon your consideration the
suggestion which has been made, that the sale of opium-
smoking comj>ounds should be prohibited ?—The sale of

opium-smoking compounds is already prohibited. Further,

the attempt to enforce the prohibition has so far as I am
aware to a great extent been successful. At the same
time the prohibition of sale has failed to secure the re-

duction of use. The smoking mi^itures are not bought
openly. My belief Ie they are seldom bought at all. Still

the use of these compounds has increased. The explana-

tion is that the use is confined to clubs and to private

houses, where each smoker supplies his own opium. As I

have stated above, payments are said to be for the room

,

the pipe, and the cook, not for the opium mixture. What
makes prevention impossible is that the statement that the

money is not paid for the opium mixture, .is in many cases

a true statement. If a sufficient staff of detectives could
be kept up the statement would probably be true in every
case.

26.993. What do you say about making it an illegal

offence to sell such stuff in any way ?—I have said the sale

of those mixtures in any form is already prohibited. As
regards the further question should the use of opium
smoking mixtures be prohibited I am of opinion that it

should not. I do not think the result of opium smoking
in Bombay so evil as to justify so extreme a rule. Even if

opium smoking were a public and widespread evil, I do
not see how any rule against opium . smoking could be
enforced. The size of the city, the size of the houses
makes prohibition of use impossible. Even if prohibition

of use were possible, the enforcement of such a rule would
in my mind cause much more evil than smoking causes.

To allow the opium or any other police to enter private

houses and interfere with domestic practices seems to me
a dangerous and unbearable evil. No such rule would be
worked. The risk of abuse in its worl<ing is too great.

26.994. Do you think that much chandu is smoked in

Bombay ?—Not much.

26.995. Six or seven hundred persons are said to be
known as smokers?—That was the calculation before the
licensed smoking houses were closed. Since the licensed

houses have been closed the number of smokers has, I

believe, doubled or trebled. But this calculation is neces-

sarily incomplete.

26.996. {Mr. Mowbray.) Are there any shops in which
chandu and madak are sold in their proper form?— No.
The right to sell chandu and madak was a separate con-
tract. This contract has ceased.

26.997. The only thing which is sold by a licensed

vendor is the crude opium which the person takes and
makes into chandu or madak himself p—Yes.

26.998. Then practically there is no such thing as the

legal sale of chandu or madak, at all?—Not at all.

26.999. {Chairman.) Are you acquainted with a pub-
lication on the opium question by Mr. Rustomji ?—Yes, I

know it.

27,000. In this book it is stated that in Bombay, accord-

ing to a census taken in 1890, there are 7,000 persons

taking dry opium. Do you know anything about that P

—

I think this estimate is based on a census we had taken in

1891. This total is the estimated users of dry opium.
The calculation does not refer to the users of opium smok-
ing mixtures.

The witness withdrew-
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27,'I01. [Ghairman.) You are a missionary of the Guja-

rat! Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church in

Bombay ?—Yes.

27,fi()2. You have been in India seven and a half years ?

—Yes.
27.003. In the year 1888 you commenced to take an

active interest in the opium question p—Yes.

27.004. "Will you tell us what you have to say wnth

regard to the question before this Commission P—I should

like to say that the reason which first led me to take an

interest in the opium question was that we had a servant

who from being a smart useful man gradually became dull

and quite useless as a servanf, and had to be discharged.

He himself confessed that it was through the use of opium

that this change took place. During the whole of 1890 I

had charge of a work, in Bombay, among ex-prisoners and

the criminal classes generally. During this 12 months I

had special opportunities of acquainting myself with the

habits of these classes. I gave my whole time to it and

carefully studied the subject. This necessarily brought

me much into contact with opium eaters and smokers. I

often visited the licensed opium smoking dens, and both

in these places and at other times conversed with those

who used opium. I should say that 90 per cent, of the

opium smokers in Bombay are Mahomedans. Hindus

more generally take it in other ways. I have never met a

man, Hindu or Mahomedan, himself addicted to the use of

opium, who said that it was a good thing when used in

any other way than as a medicine. Opium smoking is

looked upon as disgraceful, and they have givon me this

as one reason why they do not smoke at home but need

some place in which to get together for the purpose. They

also say that they do not wish their wives ?,nd children to

learn. It is considered especially disgraceful for young

m_en to take to smoking opium because almost without

exception they do it for aphrodisiacal purposes. It has

often been affirmed that opium does not, like alcohol, make

men violent and thus directly lead to crime, but indirectly

it leads even more surely to the same end. A man once a

slave to thehabit in ninety-nine cases out of every hundred,

gradually loses all business capacity and bodily strength,

and sinks down to beg or steal. He loses all moral sense

and will do anything to obtain the drug. Public opinion

among the corrimon people is most decidedly against the

use of opium. It is looked upon as a vice, but its easy

accessibility and its reputation as u, pain and trouble

soother, as well as the stories told of its aphrodisiacal

effects causes its use to spread. The suggestion of possible

trouble through prohibition of the growth or manufacture

of opium is ridiculed by the smokers, who although they

themselves would a't first be the principal sufferers have

always expressed to me a great desire for this to be done.

They have often begged me to try and get Government to

abolish the trade, so that their ruin may be stayed. When
the Government Ucensed smoking shops in Bombay were

closed I was very thankful, though knowing what I did of

the habits of the smokers, and seeing also the fact that

ojiium was still obtainable in practically any quantity I

doubted whether there would be any real benefit from the

measure, as far as checking the use of the drug was con-

cerned. Subsequent observation has confirmed me in this

opinion. A number of unlicensed smoking places called

clubs have been opened. These are not bond fide clubs.

These clubs are simply gatherings of men who assemble

for the purpose of smoking, and they told me that they

bought the opium there on the premises, and that any

man could come in and buy it and consume it there. It

has often been stated to me that the opium is bought in

quantity bv the proprietor, manufactured into the mixture

fcT smoking, and retailed to the consumers at a profit of

two annas per tola, It is also affirmed that the Customs

opium inspectors are fully aware of this state of things.

The growth or manufacture of opium for any but medicinal

purposes should be prohibited. I beheve that a measure

cf this kind, not accompanied by any additional taxation,

so far from exciting genuine opposition, would be welcomed

by the people.

27,006. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Has your missionary experience

of 7h years been limited to Bombay?—I first spent 18

months in Ceylon ; I then came to Bombay for three years :

after that I went to Calcutta, and I have been a little in

the Punjab and Northern India, and I only returned to

Bombay within the last six weeks.

27,006. Am I correct in understanding that your know-

ledge' of opium relates more to the smoking habit P—

I

have taken more pains to find out about that habit and I

have been brought more in contact with opium smokers.

D.soN called in and examined.

27.007. You say " the suggestion of possible trouble
" through prohibition of the growth or manufacture of
" opium is ridiculed by the smokers, who although they
" themselves would at first be the principle sufferers, have
" always expressed to me a great desire for this to be

done," that again refers to the smokers in Bombay, does it

not?—Yes.

27.008. You would not apply that remark to other

smokers in other parts of the country ?— I can only say

that those whom I have talked to about this matter have

ridiculed it.

27.009. You mean the smokers you have come in contact

with in Bombay?—I mean anywhere where I have talked

with opium smokers. Of course it is only a short time

ago that any trouble has been mentioned.

27.010. You mean political trouble ?—Yes.

27.011. You also state "it is also affirmed that the
" Customs Opium Inspectors are fully aware of this state

" of things," that is, that the opium is bought from the

proprietors p—When visiting the clubs I have entered into

conversation with the smokers and I have asked them how
they procure the opium, and they told me they procured it

from the proprietor. I also asked them if the Customs
officers, the police, were aware of the fact, and they told me
that they were aware of it.

27.012. I presume you recognise that the opium smokers

would probably be the last persons to bring themselves

within the pale of the law ?—I do not suppose they would
bring themselves into trouble. They no doubt would tell

me, knowing me to be a missionary, many things they

would not tell to the Customs police.

27.013. [Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You have stated that

the smokers have told you that although they were taking

opium they did not like the habit ?—That is so.

27.014. Do not you think that, knowing you to be a

missionary, and knowing you did not like the habit, that is

the reason they told you they did not like it p—I have no
reason to believe that ; I think they spoke the truth.

27.015. You think that opium consumers hate the habit

and they have told you that it is a bad thing ?—When I

have spoken to them, they have made unfavourable remarks
about opium, and on one occasion a medical man offered to

medically treat any man who could leave off the habit. I

went to one of the places and told them that, and they

said that it was a very good thing for any man to leave it

off because it was a bad habit, and some of them wrote my
name and address on the wall so that they might remember
it afterwards.

27,01G. Did they come to you afterwards ?—No, none of

those men.

27.017. Have you seen people who take ojiium in

moderate doses in good health and none the worse for the

habit P—I have seen people—generally those who have only
been accustomed to the habit for a short time—but I

believe in every case those who have plenty of means of

obtaining good food do not appear to suffer physically.

27.018. Those men who have not sufficient to eat and
who take opium to excess are the worse for it ; is that what
you mean?—They suffer very much.

27.019. You mean those who take opium moderately for

the sake of their health are in good condition ?—No, I
should say that they would suffer, especially as the habit
grows upon them. In every instance that I can call to
mind of a man taking opium he did suffer eventually.

20.020. You have not seen a single person who has
benefited by the moderate use of opium?—No.

20.021 . They say that they are benefited p—I have
questioned the users of opium themselves and some of

them tell me that they have been cast off by their relatives
;

others have told me of good opportunities in life as regards
business that they have lost through opium, and 1 have
never yet had a man tell me that it was of any benefit
when I talked straightforwardly with him.

27.022. {Chairman.) You advocate a policy of restriction

by law with reference to the sale of opium?—Yes.

27.023. Would you recommend the extension of that
same policy of restriction to the sale of stimulants gener-
ally, excepting for medical purposes?—Certainly, excepting
that I would recommend local option in the case of
alcoholic stimulants, but as regards opium I would
recommend entire prohibition by Government.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to to-morrow at 11 o'clock.
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At the Town Hall, Bombay.

SEVENTY-FOURTH DAY.

Saturday, 17th February 1894.

Present ;

Mr. R. G. C. MOWBRAY, M.P., in the Chair.

Right Hon. Lord Brassby, K.C.B.
Sir James B. Lyall, G.C.I.E., K. C.S.I.
Sir William Roberts, M.D., F.R.S.

Mr. A. U. Fanshawe.
Mr. Arthur Pease.
Mr. Haridas Veharidas.

Mr. J. Prescott-Hewett, Secretary.

Mr, A. Wingate, I.C.S., called in and examined.

27.024. (Chairman.) 1 believe you are at present col-

lector of Dharwar in the Bombay Presidency ?—I am.

27.025. Will you tell us what has been j'our experience
with regard to the consumption of opium during your
service in India P—I have served 24 years in various parts

of India (Bombay Presidency, Mysore, Rajputana, Kash-
mir, &o.), but my chief experience as regards opium has
been acquired in Meywar, a Native State of Rajputana,
where I have been engaged in settlement and revenue
work for about nine years. In Meywar the Rajputs are

the largest consumers of opium. Next to them the cul-

tivating classes, especially the Jats, who have the reputa-
tion of being the finest cultivators in Meywar. With
individual exceptions, the consumption is moderate. With
falling prices and consequent curtailed area of cultivation

of poppy, I believe consumption to be decreasing among
cultivators. Of adult males, not more than 20 per cent,

in Meywar, excluding Bhils, take opium, probably less,

and of females 3 per cent. It is usually used with great

caution. Three tolas a month are seldom exceeded. I

should put the total local consumption of the State in

cheap years at about 600 chests, and in dear years at

about 800 chests per annum.

27,026. You have given us some statistics of the con-
sumption in Meywar, do they include the Bhil population

in Meywar P—They exclude it. I should like to mention
that I have read the evidence of the Prime Minister of

Meywar, at least of people speaking in his name, and I see

that they have put the consumption at 1,600 or 1,700

chests, that is about, 3,000 maunds per annum ; but if their

statistics are worked out (they say I think that the per-

centage of consumers is 12 per cent, of males and 3 per

cent, of females of the whole population). I make the

result come to about 675 chests per annum. That would
point to one of two things—that either the area under
opium has been a great deal over-calculated (which I think

is in part true), or that there is considerable smuggling
from Meywar, which may also be in part true. Compared
with the consumption of opium in the great provinces of

India the consumption as stated for Meywar is probably

large.

27.027. You, yourself, were the settlement officer in

Meywar employed to fix the rates on land in Meywar—did

you fix any special rate upon poppy land p— I fixed ray

settlement in Meywar on the assumption that poppy could

not be calculated upon as u safe basis for settling the

revenue. At the same time, in the opium-producing dis-

tricts, one is bound to take into consideration in a Native

State the revenue which they are at present getting ; and,

therefore, if opniro were to be taken away from Meywar
you would as undoubtedly have to have a new settlement

as you would if you stopped cotton in the Bombay dis-

tricts.

27.028. Do I understand that you fixed no special rate

for poppy land, but that you fixed general rates rather

higher than otherwise you would have done on the assump-

tion that poppy would be grown on a certain portion of

the land ?—I think that if poppy were not grown there

you could not have the same prosperity whirh there is

now, and, therefore, what you say would be correct; but

that would not imply that if poppy disappeared by natural

causes that in process of time other valuable and exportable

crops would not take its place, though it would require a

very long period of time.

27.029. You draw a distinction between the poppy cul-

tivation coming to an end from natural causes and an
interruption of the poppy growth by the interference of

the State ?—Quite so. I think an interruption of the
poppy growth would lead to widespread ruin and distress,

and would be wholly impossible ; but if it came about
from natural causes and gradually, a certain class lose and
the other class gain. The irrigated rate is the same for

all land, whether it is wheat, sugar, poppy, or barley.

Whatever is grown, there is one general rate now. In
Meywar my highest rate was Rs. 8 (Udaipuri), a bigha, but
in Chodisadre, where opium is the main crop, that is to

say, half the irrigated land is under poppy, or was, at the
time I was there, 10 years ago, I have put Rs. 10 on.

27.030. May I take it that your opinion is that if the
growth of poppy were interfered with by law there would
have to be a revision of the rates and a reduction of the
assessment on irrigated land ?—In the opium-producing
pergunnas I think it would probably take a quarter off'.

27.031. Would you kindly give us your experience as
regards the efileots of the consumption of opium on the
moral and physical condition of the people with whom you
have been brought into contact p—The effect on the moral
and physical condition of the people (excluding the few
who exceed) is not noticeable. This may be beeause the
people do not smoke opium, taking it mixed with water,
or because the use is moderate. Whatever the reason, the
fact remains that, so far as my experience of India extends,
I have seen no reason to suppose that opium, as I have
seen it used, does harm. It seems to give the cultivators
strength and perseverance to endure fatigue and overcome
difficulty. At the same time I have seen cultivators in
other parts of India get along quite as well without opium.
The same thing might be said of other articles. I have
seen Rajputs who take too much. The same men would
drink too much were their opium stopped.

27.032. Have you noticed any tendency in Meywar to
diminish the use of opium in your experience of late ?—

I

have heard it said that in Meywar the practice of using
opium is of late years fading into disrepute. But years of
high prices would have to return before it could be
accepted that the present curtailment of consumption is

due to anything better than necessity for economy, just as
the liquor bill varies in the United Kingdom. That the
higher classes are preferring liquor is probably a fact, and
points to the conclusion that as opium goes out liquor will

come in. There has always been in Meywar some pre-
judice against putting land under opium, and various
inoperate prohibitive orders might be quoted, the usual
form being that only one bigha of opium must be culti-

vated to so many bighas of grain. The prejudice is partly
moral but chiefly due to fear of famine. There is the
same prejudice against cotton and against export of grain.
These prejudices in years of scarcity grow strong among
officials and the superior classes, but seldom find favour
with cultivators. There are, however, traces of them. It

is thought, for examjile, unlucky to be the first cultivator
to incise a poppy, and the crop is not easily introduced

Mr.
A. Wingate.

17 Feb. 1894.
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Mr. into villages where it has not been hitlierto grown. The
A Wingate. repression of opium growintr would, therefore, not be con-

trary to the sentiment of certain classes, liut it would be
17 Feb. 1894. resented by cultivators, merchants, the State itself, and all

consumers, while the sentiment itselE is weak, nor is there

any abuse in the use of opium in this country on a scale to

fan any sentiment that exists. What the sentiment is

worth may be gauged by the fact that these very people

probably give it to their children. That is the only

direction in which I suspect opium is harmful to the race.

This can only be stopped by the spread of common sense.

27.033. Have you any direct experience as to harm
being done by the practice of giving opium to children, or

do you only give us your general impression ?—It is only

my impression. We should not give it to our own chil-

dren ; I should consider it extremely harmful in that way.

27.034. You have no facts which you wish to bring

before the Commission on that point ?—None.

27.035. Have you any opinion to express as to the

willingness of the people to bear in whole or in part the

cost of prohibitive measures V—I doubt if any large num-
ber of even individuals would subscribe any appreciable

sum towards prohibitive measures, while the whole country

would resent being saddled with any part of the cost of

measures intended to prohibit a practice of the alleged evil

effects of which they know little or nothing. A gradual

disappearance of opium due to natural causes would not

be a general loss, because other exportable commodities

would replace it. The following is an extract from a

report which I wrote in 1S82, showing how the people

themselves regard opium:—"The people will reply thus,
" when asked if opium is a valuable crop : It is a trouble-
" some crop, they will saj', to grow; it is a great strain
" on oiu- manure, and hard worli for ourselves ; but we
" get money advances from the Mahajans for many things
" that are necessary, and we must give him some produce
" that will pay off these drawings. Now, nothing we can
" grow does this like a good opium crop. Ojiium digs
" our wells, buys our bullocks and our clothing, and pays
" for births, marriages, and deaths. If the opium is plen-
" tiful and the price good we have a year of fat thing;s ; if

" the season has been unfavourable, we must pinch, the
" debt is nul reduced, the bullock is not bought, clothing
" must be economised, and for domestic events we can
" hardly get a decent advance : it is a year of tears ; sugar,
" cotton, wheat, help, but nothing can equal the steady
" demand and good value for the opium. That is the
" great advantage of a bigha of opium to tlie rayat. It is

" his ready cash."

27,03C. Will you give your opinion generally as to

whether there is any cause to prohibit the sale of ojiium in

India except for medical purposes ?—I am of opinion that

there is no cause to jirohibit the sale of opium in British

India. It is used moderately, and the sale being under
strict supervision the sentiment against opium is growing
stronger than in native States. The demand for o|)iuni

must be met lor the same reason that the demand for

liquor in the United Kingdom is met. I do not think we
can deprive people of their indulgences by force. If the

growth of opium is prohibited opium will be imported. If

that, too, were prevented, the usual result of repressive

legislation would follow,—increased depravity and dangerous

discontent. Opium is as deeply rooted in India as tobacco

in Germany, beer in England, and whisky in Scotland.

27,037. Supposing such a prohibition as has been sug-

gested were carried out in British India, what is your

opinion as to the possibility of extending such a prohibition

to the Native States with which you are acquainted P—

I

think the proposed measure in the Native States is uncalled

for impolitic. I was in Rajputana at the time the price of

salt was suddenly raised, and although there was the sym-
pathy, more or less, of the Native and Euro))ean officers,

and although it was possible to give the people a jjroper

reason for the increase, there undoubtedly was mvich dis-

content. If opium were suddenly cut oil' from producer

and consumci we should not have the sympathies of the

officers on our side, and the people would certainly not

understand it. The chiefs would not understand why it

was right for England to use and trade in alcohol and for

their States to be denied to use and trade in opium, while

the people would feel that a great wrong had been done to

their pocliets and habits, and they would rebel against any
increased taxation fiom their straitened resources. There

is only one way in which the Government can approach

the people of India, and that is by first abstaining them-
Sehes and by giving com])ensation to tlie natives of India,

and with these two things in their hands they might then

apjieal to the nati\'es to gi\i' up opium.

27.038. I i-ather take it from you that you regard opium
with a certain amount of dislike, but that in the present

condition of this country you consider it would be imprac-
ticable to interfere with it or to prohibit it by law ?—I am
somewhat in sympathy with those who would try to

improve men in every direction. I would not say that I

am any more against opium than I am against things
which I take myself; but I think it would be utterly

impossible to interfere with the people of India in their

domestic and acquired habits.

27.039. Supposing, for the reasons you have given, that

total prohibition is impracticable, can you suggest any
change in the system at present followed for regulating and
restricting the opium traffic and raising a revenue there-

from P—Regarding changes in the present system, a with-
drawal from the Bengal system of dealing v/ith opium
would doubtless place Government in a less obnoxious
position in the eyes of anti-opiumists, but might increase

the evil. On the other hand, the introduction of a system
of control and excise in Native State territory would bring
consumption within narrower limits and so be of more
practical use. If something like the Bengal system were
adopted for Malwa, the price in Native States might be
gradually raised to that in British districts with advantage
to their revenue and to our preventive establishments.
The growth of the poppy might be confined to the parganas
producing the best qualities and m.ost dependent on it, and
manufacture permitted only at centres under supervision.

27.040. I suppose any such change as you suggest could
only be carried out by the agency of the Native Govern-
ments themselves, although it might result from the
initiative of the British Government ?—I would only advise
it through the agency of the chiefs. I think, for instance,
if we gave to Meywar their 600 or 800, or whatever it

might be, chests of opium free, and advised the chief to
tax that opium as is done in almost all the Bombay Native
States that that would gradually raise the price of opium
in the State and gradually tend to decrease the consump-
tion. The cultivators would not be touched, the people
who manufacture opium would not be touched, the chief
would get an increased income, and it would be generally
advantageous to us because it would check smuggling,
which is our great trouble.

27.041. Are you acquainted with the system of opium in

Baroda P—Partially.

27.042. I asked the question because I wanted to know
whether you had in your mind something like the system
which appears to prevail in Baroda ?—Something like

that ; but then I believe the State has the manufacture.
In my idea, I would have my centre and get the merchants
v/ho manufacture opium to come into that centre, buy the
juice from the cultivator, and manufacture it up themselves
in that centre, and pass it out under our Excise system.
I would have no interference either in cultivation or manu-
facture beyond having it at a certain place under proper
supervision, so as to utterly stop smuggling.

27,04.3. Would you suggest that that centre should be
under the' management of the British Government, or, as in

Baroda, under the management of the State Government p—It should be under our Government, the excise part of
it ; but the Native State authorities would be perfectly free
inside the enclosure. The only part I would have be-
longing to our Government would be the people who
guard it ; but the whole could be under the State.

27.044. (Sir James Lyall.) What inducement could we
offer to the native Governments in the way of advantage P

—They would get the 600 or 800 chests of opium handed
over to them free, and they could tax on that. They now
get Rs. 60 (Udaipuri) in Meywar per chest on exported
opium, and I would increase that up to, say, Rs. 100,
and in the two ways they would get an advantage. I
would be prepared to pay them so that it should be an
advantage.

27.045. Pay them in what way ? — In that way, by
increasing the tax which they now have on every chest of
opium which is exported.

27,016. That would involve reducing the transit duty.
As it is the trade only just pays with the present transit
duty P—It imys, but there is a considerable profit inside
Meywar. The cost of producing opium in Bengal, I
should say, is more expensive than the cost of producing
it in Meywar. There is an increased profit in Meywar on
the opium. However, the chief advantage would be that
they could tax opium in the State which is now perfectly
free.

27,047. "^'ou mean they could tax the local consump-
tion p— Yes.
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27.048. They would require an establishment like the

establishment we have under the Bengal Opium Agency,

to carefully prevent the cultivator froin keeping back the

opium, would they not?—They would require, as I said,

to have something of the sort of the Bengal plan intro-

duced. The only point is that opium is now free in the

Native States, and, I think, it could be taxed.

27.049. It is very heavily taxed in most of the Native

States by the land revenue rates P—In some places that

is so.

27.050. Why is it that in Meywar you fix the rates at

only Rs. 8 and Hs. 10, whereas they are so much higher

in many other Rajput States?—The Udaipuri rupee is

only a rupee of 12 annas, and the bigha is approximately

half an acre. Therefore you would have to take about

Rs. 12 an acre, which would be about Udaipuri Rs. 8 a

bigha, roughly speaking.

27,051. Why is it that those rates are so much lower

than they are in most of the Rajputana States P We have

had evidence in one State that it went up as high as Rs. 50

an acre ?—It would depend on whether the assessment

has been properly fixed. I found rates in Meywar as high

as Rs. 16 and higher per bigha ; but when I came to take

the amount of area in the man's occupation and divide it

by the assessment he actually paid, I often found it was
only Rs. 6 or Rs. S a bigha instead of Rs. 16, souietimes

it was Rs. 12, sometimes Rs. 10, sometimes more. But
down in Indore the land is extremely valuable. Up in

Meywar they only get a corner of the black soil, the opium
is confined to the soutli-east corner of Meywar, and they

have only got a fringe there.

27,052. What was the system in Meywar before you

fixed the land rate?—Grain was divided by weighment,

and cotton, opium, and sugar cane paid a cash rate per

bigha.

27.053. Do you remember what the rate on poppy was?
—Rs. 8, as a rule, per bigha. Then they have two crops

ofE the bigha. They have generally a crop of Indian corn,

and the State would take half the Indian corn, and the

cash rate per bigha for the opium. Then on very dry soil

they commonly assessed a rupee a bigha ; they get a rupee

on all land however bad, and all that was paid out of the

opium lands. But dry-soil land was under estimated as

well.

27.054. Was opium separately taxed in those days in

any way besides those Rs. 8 a bigha ?—They have a transit

duty in Meywar, and they have an octroi duty also—not

a very heavy one—not more than 2 per cent., and some-

times 24 per cent.

27.055. (Mr. Fanshawe.) We were told in Rajputana

that if the poppy cultivation were prohibited wheat would

be the crop that would generally have to be substituted

for it, do you agree with that ?—Wheat, cotton, and

sugar would all come in, because they are all exportable.

27.056. We were told that the water supply was hardly

of a character to enable cultivators to irrigate sugar cane

to any large extent, so as to allow that crop to take the

place of poppy generally ; would that be your experience ?

The dilficulty with suctar is that it exhausts the culti-

vator's cattle ; it goes on during the hot weather. There

is no other trouble, I think. It is a very exhausting crop

both to the cultivator and to his cattle.

27.057. Referring more particularly to the water supply, Mr.
do you think that the wells would retain sufficient water A. Wingate.
during the hot weather for sugar-cane irrigation P—Not
as a rule ; certainly not. 17 J'eb. 1894.

27.058. I take it to be your view that on the whole the
opium crop is distinctly valuable to the cultivators in

these pergunnas where opium is grown more largely P—

I

think it is so valuable that if you take it away you would
absolutely ruin the pergunnas.

27.059. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Unless some political

influence is brought to bear on the State authorities would
the proposed arrangement with regard to the manufacture
of opium in MeywKr be welcome to the State without
prejudicing its status or prestige P—It would only be
welcome if you could show them it is to their pecuniary

advantage.

27.060. Unless some political influence is brought to

bear on them p—Very likely.

27.061. They would not do it if a merchant were to go
to them and propose the arrangement P—A native chief

would not care to tax the people, but if he got the

advantage of throwing the odium on our shoulders a little

he would not mind.

27.062. Upon what basis of calculation did you arrive

at the three tolas a month j is it only a guess P—When I

was settlement ofl&cer I was in about eight or nine hundred
villages in Meywar, and I studied the people carefully. I

used in the early days to ask how many opium eaters

there were in the village and what quantity they consumed,
and that estimate of mine is the result of a large quantity

of answers.

27.063. Your official duties ])laced you in a special

position to arrive at a right estimate ?—Quite so. Nearly

everybody there carries a small ease. I have taken those

cases and inquired the quantity in them, and asked the

men how often they replenished them, and so on.

27.064. Do you agree with the State officials as to the

quantity?—The State officials and I agree. They say, I

believe, 2J tolas, which I am perfectly prepared to admit.

They and I say exactly the same quantity—in fact.

27.065. {Mr. Pease.) When you say the giving of opium
to children is the only direction in which you suspect it is

harmful to the race, do you include smoking ?—In all

my experience of India I have seen no smoking. There
is no smoking up country ; it is absolutely unknown.

27.066. You speak of England trading in liquor ; of

course you are aware that Kngland does not trade in

liquor in the sense in which India trades in opium ?—

I

think you mean the Bengal system of opium, not the
system of which I am now talking.

27.067. England does not trade in liquor, does she?

—

I think she trades in liquor exactly the same as the
people of Rajputana trade in opium. They buy and sell

for trade. I think that the people of India object to
alcohol a great deal more than they object to opium, and I

think they would resent alcohol being increased very
strongly. The native anti-op iumists are far more anti-

alcoholists than we have any notion of. I think there is

no objection to opium, and I think there is a strong
objection to alcohol—I mean among natives who do not
use either opium or alcohol.

The witness withdrew.

{Sir James Lyall here took the Chair.)

Mr. D. McLaughlan Slater, F.I.A., recalled and further examined.

27.068. (Chairman.) I understand you wish to read a

statement in reply to something contained in the Rev.

A. W. Prautoh's evidence?— I do.

27.069. We shall be happy to hear it P—I observe in the

local papers to-day that the Rev. A. W. Prautch, in his

evidence on the 16th of February, before the Royal Com-
mission on Opium, states that the Oriental Life Assurance

Company contested a claim from Calcutta because the

deceased took opium. This statement is entirely mis-

leading. The real contention of the company was that

the policies were obtained through fraud and misrepresen-

tation. Amongst the various matters constituting such

misrepresentation was the fact that the assured in his per-

sonal statement had not mentioned that he was a con-

firmed opium eater. If he had stated this circumstance

it would have led to inquiry as to what extent the habit

was indulged in. If the result of such inquhy had been

that he was an immoderate opium eater, the company
would have hesitated before accepting the risk. The case
was based upon entirely different circumstances. The point
of opium eating had very little to do with the acceptance
of the life (or refusal to pay the claim), which we contended
was secured through personation, fraud, and gross mis-
representation as to the assured's age, which the company
contended had been, not 52 as alleged, but considerably
oyer 65. It may be added that though judgment has been
given against the company, we have been strongly advised
to appeal. The company's defence showed that the con-
cealment of the fact of opium eating was only a minor
circumstance. This the Rev. Prautch could easily have
ascertained from the company's statement filed in the
court and published in the public journals. VVe have
24,016 policies on our registers, as per policy register No.
16 herewith submitted (register produced). Taking the

Ss 3

Mr. D. McL.
Slater, F.I.A.
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Mr. D. McL. ratio of English and Eurasian lives to native as one in

Slater, F.I.A. seven, there would he 20,576 native assured lives, instead

of 20,000. With regard to the numher of policies given

by the Rev. Prautoh, he only gives the numbers in force

at 31st December 1892, whereas my figures include all

policies that were issued by the company up to the date of

my substantiating the evidence of Sir WiUiam Moore before

the Commission in London. For the purpose of arriving

at a correct ratio of opium eaters it is necessary to take

into account lapsed, surrendered, and claimed policies,

which the Rev. Prautch, in his ignorance of actuarial

matters, has not done. Is not the Padri following the

precedent usually ascribed to another profession, and
abusing his opponents because he has no case himself.

27.070. (Mr. Mowbray.) Do I understand the statement

to be that in your evidence you were speaking of all the

native policies which you had issued at various times,

"whereas the figure given in the report was the figure re-

presenting the policies which were actually outstanding on
the 31st December 1892 ?—Precisely so.

27.071. You were giving the results of the whole ex-

perience of your oflBce with regard to native lives ?—Yes.

27.072. (Mr. Pease.) You say you have at the present

time 20,57(1 native assured lives ?—Yes.

27.073. That is not 20,576 poUcies, but 20,576 hvesp—
These are policies.

27.074. Is it true that it is the practice of the natives

often to take out several policies ?—Yes ;
perhaps the lives

are not quite so many as 20,576. They may take out two
or three policies, but they do not do this to any great

extent.

27.075. Does a native take out as many as 10 policies ?

—

Perhaps he does sometimes. Unfortunately he sometimes
divides 10,000Z. into poUcies of 1,OOOZ. each. But this is

not often done.

27.076. Do not you think that would have an appreci-

able efiect in reducing the total number?—No, I should

think the 500 odd we have on the registers beyond the

20,000 would compensate for that. The reverend gentle-

man saw most clearly that it was policies in force. In fact

the number " in force '' is given in italics. Up to that

time we had a good number of claims, surrenders and
lapses, and we put down the actual number of policies in

force at that date according to the hooks of the company.
That shows our responsibilities as to the assurances.

27.077. I understand you to say that at the present time
you have 20,000 native lives . assured, you have 25,000
policies which you believe represent 20,000 native lives

assured p—Xo ; I have stated that we ha^'e on our
registers 24,016 policies, and out of that number I believe

we have 20,000 native lives assured, because we actually

have on the books 20,676 native lives. Tliat is my state-

ment.

27.078. How do you explain the difference between

20,000 and 14,000?—The 14,000 at that date, 3lst De-

cember 1892, were policies that had existed ; but these are

not the actual policies now in force on the books of the

company, because some policies have lapsed, some sur-

rendered, and some were claimed ; also we have added a

considerable number of policies between 1st January 1893

and 16th February 1894. As I said in my statement,
" For ihe purpose ^of arriving at a correct ratio of opium
" eaters it is necessary to take into account lapsed, sur-

" rendered, and claimed policies, which the Rev. Prautch,
" in his ignorance of actuarial matters, has not done."

27.079. The 20,000 which you have on the books

includes a number of lapsed policies P—I am giving you
the policies which were actually on the registers of the

company from its commencement. To obtain the ratio

you must go back to the beginning of the company.

27.080. {Mr. Mowbray.) Do these 24,016 policies repre-

sent all the policies on the books since the company has

been running ?—Yes.

27.081. And you say that out of those there were
14,967 in force on the 31st Decero.ber 1892 P—Yes, as

clearly stated in the report.

27.082. You should have said, "We have had 20,000
" natives lives, and we have 14,967 lives including
" Europeans and Eurasians " ?—I did not take the 14,000
into consideration at all. I said that they do not bear any
proper proportion in arriving at a correct ratio.

27.083. The 14,000 includes Europeans and Eurasians ?

—Yes. The 24,016 also includes Europeans, Eurasians,

and natives. I have stated that the projjortion is one
European and Eurasian to seven natives.

27.084. Does the 14,967 include all the European,
Eurasians, and natives in force at that date ?—Yes.
I should like to make a further statement with regard to
the reverend gentleman who has been questioning my
statistics. I wish to imipeach the reverend gentleman, he
having gone to some of the leading European and native
journals in Bombay, with the object of getting them to

publish a scurrilous letter reflecting on myself and the
company. They unanimously refused to publish the
letter, as it would have appeared the same day as my
evidence before the Commission. No doubt he was aware
of the great value of statistical evidence, and his desire

was, if possible, to detract from and damage it. Comment
on such conduct is unnecessary.

27.085. (Mr. Pease.) Have you got that letter ?—I have
not got the letter, I was only informed about it when I

came to the Commission this morning, or 1 should have
taken notice of it in my statement.

27.086. Will you give us the name of the person who
has seen the scurrilous letter ?—I could give it to you in

confidence. (The witness then gave the name of his

informant to Mr. Pease in confidence.)

The witness withdrew.

Mr. RosTOMJi Pestonji Jehangir called in and e-Kamined.

27.087. {Chairman.) You are chief inspector of the

Bombay Opium Department P—Yes.

27.088. Au certain statements were made respecting you
in the Rev. W. Prautch's evidence we thought you might
wish 10 make some answer with regard to it, and therefore

we asked you to appear before us to-day. Are you prepared
to make any statement ?—Yes.

27.089. We shall be glad to hear what you have to say p

—On the 25th October 1893, one Abdoolakhan, the
manager of a pri\'ate opium smokinj^ club, was placed
before Mr. Webb, third Presidency magietrate, charged
witli having in his possession more than two tolas of opium.
The point that posscb.sion ijy the maiiugei' was sucii jiosses-

sion as constituted a bread) of the two-tola rule brol<e

down. Six or seven members of the club stated that a
share of the opium was theirs. The two tolas to which
each of them was entitled amounted in all to the quantity
in Abdoolakhan's possession. The magistrate held there

was no infringement uf the rule, and warned me to be
careful as I might be punished for trespass. I have a large

staff of detectives under me to check illicit sales of opium
and its preparations. Our difficulty is not in detecting a

case, but in proving the illicit sale when one is detected.

If a stranger went to a private smoking house he would
not get madat or cliandu. The managers of clubs know
that detectives are rmployed to watch them. During the
last Mahim fair the staff of men usually employed was
strengthened. I had stationed one inspector, one sub-

inspector, and ten detectives there night and day.
Attempts were made to get to book some managers of
the clubs, but failed. In fact, two men were brought
before me, but I had to let them go because I found it

would be imposible to prove the sale of opium. The
Abkari police did all they could to detect illicit sales of
chandu and madak in the Mahim fair, but their efforts
also failed. On the 10th of January I took Rev. Prautoh
to Mr. Campbell. Mr. Prautch made a long statement
to Mr. Campbell, who explained to him my difficulties.
Mr. Prautch admitted that the fault lay in the feebleness
of the law. I then begged of Mr. Prautch to bring any
irregularity lie might observe to my notice. I asked him
to help me in detecting cases. He tiaid he was satisfied
that tlie clubs were like ordinary shops, where any one
could go and purchase chandu. I said I had tried and
failed, and asked him to give nie one ot his informers. I
asked him more than half a dozen times, but each time he
refused to help me. I thought he was .satisfied of my
difficulties and would ajiologise, hut instead of that the
Gnnri/inn of 2()th January last contained a fiercer attack on
me than the one in a previous issue. \lr. Prautch has
never inquired into a case jiersonally. He lias paid ao-ents
men of (hsreimtable characters on whose testimony he
relies. Mr. Prautch thinks all opium consumers are born
liars and jail birds, but when these same men echo Mr.
Prautch's visws he considers them truthful. I and my
assistants do all we can to carry out Government orders.
Mr. Prautch tells me that I am conniving at these
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unlicensed houses, but he forprets that by doing so I would
bring discredit on myself. My superiors and Government,
far from thinking it a service, would consider that Ibrought
disgrace on them.

27,090. Is that the whole of the statement you wish to

make ?—Yes. I was present when Mr. Prautoh gave his

evidence here, when he said that about a year ago I

accompanied him with two other missionaries to a number
of smoking houses. He went on to say: "Mr. Rustomji
" undertook to show that the anti-opiumists had over-
" stated the facts, and I undertook to show that they
" had understated the evil. Our plan was to enter into
" conversation with a group of from 10 to 30 smokers.
" Then Mr. Rustomji would ask, ' How would you like to
" have the smoking houses closed and what would happen 1

'

" Usually a chorus of voices would say, ' We would die,'

" ' Our blood is dried up,' ' We must have opium,' &c.
" Then I would put the question in another way, stating
" that as nearly all present had been in jail, what did they
" do then P Did you die ? And if there would be a lock
" on the door to-morrow morning, what would you do ?

" ' It is true in jail we get no opium and live, and if the
" ' door was looked we would learn to do without it, and
" ' it would be good for us ' ; and then we would hear of
" their former prosperity and present ruin through opium.
" In Mr. Rustoraji's presence I asked regarding the state-
" ment I had always heard that many began the use of
" opium to stimulate sexual vice. This was generally
" admitted, with the qualification that after a year or two
" the user becomes ' useless ' or ' dried up.' The conversa-
" tion varied, but in every instance the smokers condemned
" the habit, pronounced it bad, and expressed sorrow that
" they were smokers. Mr. Rustomji admitted that the
" smokers held that position towards smoking, and stated
" so clearly before Mr. Madden, Mr. King, and myself.
" He stated that he was publishing a history of 80 opium
" smokers. I asked him to incorporate what he heard
" to-night (but be did not) ; he said he was personally
" paying for the printing of the book and doing it in the
" interests of philanthropy, that he had only returned from
" England a few weeks before, and he that night told me
" he was going home to England again shortly. He went
" and published the book." With regard to that state-

ment I should like to say that about a year ago I took with

me the Rev. Prautch and two other missionaries to a

number of opium smoking houses in Bombay. We put a

number of questions to the opium smokers there, and the

answers given were generally invariably the same, viz.,

Why should we give up opium ? " " Why do not you
give up your liquor ? " " Opium has done us no harm
excepting to those who, without sufficient food, have
taken the drug in excess. If you stop the use of

opium we shall die." I remember a hale and hearty

old man of about 75 telling me to ask Government to

build a few hospitals first before stopping the use of opium.

I remember asking Mr. Prautch to take notice of what had
passed, but he did not. He said such replies were given

because they were afraid of my presence. It could not

ha\'e been so for they were in no way under my orders. I

remember Mr. Prautch making a desperate attempt to get

replies according to his wishes, but he failed.

27.091. What have you to say with reference to the

statement that the shops at the Mahim fair were kept open

by the police keeping the ordinary police from interfering

with the shops ; was there anything to lead Mr. Prautch to

suppose your police were put there to interfere with the

other police p—So far as saymg there were some of my
police there Mr. Prautch is right. Every year I place some
detectives to watch that no illicit sale takes place, and this

year there being no licensed shops, I thought that the

private clubs would be open and that persons would be

selling illicitly, so I put on more men than I usually do

every year. That is the reason why there were opium

pohce stationed there ; they were not there for the purpose

of giving the illicit clubs any protection.

27.092. Were the ordinary police at the fair as well p

—

Yes, they were there as well. I asked Mr. Holway, the

pohce inspector, to give any assistance that my men wanted

in detecting cases, and I told him that I would give any

assistance that the police wanted.

27,092a. (Mr.- Mowbray.) Is it any part of the business

of the ordinary police to look after illicit dealings in opium,

or does that rest exclusively with the Customs pohce ?

—

They are empowered under the Opium Act ; they have the

same powers as the opium officials.

27,0924. (Mr. Pease.) Will you tell us what your con-

nexion has been with regard to the inquiry about the native

doctors, as to their signatures to the petition ?~I was

asked by Mr. Campbell. He had given me a book, and I

was asked to take that book round to the medical gentle-

men and show them what was written on the title page,

and ask them if they would sign the petition, or if they
had anything to say. I did nothing more than to show
them the petition which a|)peared in the Anti-Opium News
for September 1892. I did not do anything n^ore than
show them that petition, and they put down what they
wished to say.

27.093. All the statements made by these medical men
were written down in their hand-writing in your presence ?

Some of them were, but a few wrote to me as I had no
time to go to them personally.

27.094. Are you the author oE this book,* " Lives of

Bombay Opium Smokers " ?—Yes.
27.095. One statement in this book has caught my

attention ; you say,
'

' the population of India has increased
" during recent years to a great extent. These facts do
" not prove that opium causes sterility." Do they on the

other hand prove the reverse ?—These facts do not prove
that opium causes sterility.

27.096. Do they, on the other hand, prove that opium
does not cause sterility P—Yes, from the histories of the

smokers. I chiefly rely on their statements. Most of

them told me that they were married and had children.

27.097. I suppose you are aware that it is a fact that

married women of child-bearing age in India do not have
the same number of children as those in England P^I do
know that.

27.098. What is your own view with regard to the

practice of smoking opium p—I have seen that opium
smoking or opium eating in moderation has done no
harm.

27.099. You have published the opinion of some leading

medical men in this book, four gentlemen in all ; do
you unite in the views that they express ?—I do.

27.100. They say,
'

' A few men looked dissipated and
" withered. The cause of it was insufficient food and
" excessive indulgence in opium, as also in ganja,
" bhang, and liquor "P—I quite agree. I asked a num-
ber of those men who looked dissipated and withered
and I found out from their replies that if a person earned
about eight annas he would spend about five annas in

opium, and in addition to that he would be taking liquor

or bhang.

27.101. The injury to his health was in part caused by
the opium ?— It is impossible to find out whether it was
due to opium or to something else.

27.102. Further on in their report they say, " The
" smokers seemed to be unanimous on one point, namely,
" that opium smokmg or eating does not injure those who
" are well fed as it injures the starving " p— Yes, many of
them made statements that it injures especially those that
are starving and ill fed.

27.103. Many of those whom you have selected also

made a statement, did they not, which showed they were
suffering p—Yes, from starvation.

27.104. From various things p—One of these men said,
" I feel very miserable and sick."

27,104a. {Sir William Roberts.) How did you get these
notes of these biographies of the opium smokers ? They
were taken down by an expert shorthand writer, Mr.
Hughes.

27.105. Who went round p—I was present. Dr. Da
Cunha and others were present, and also one or two
detectives of the Opium Department. The notes were
taken down in the presence of a large number of men,
among whom was Dr. M. Da Cunha.

27.106. {Mr. Mowbray.) Was he present on all the
occasions when these statements were made ?—On almost
every occasion.

27.107. {Sir William Roberts.) Were you present your-
self on every occasion when these statements were taken
down p—Yes, on every occasion.

27.108. Then you regard yourself as personally respon-
sible for the authenticity of these accounts P—^Yes.

27.109. Are you prepared to take the responsibility of
their being absolutely authentic ?—Certainly.

27.110. {Mr. Pease.) Do the police inspectors of Bom-
bay consider it a part of their duty to watch over the
opium smoking shops P—Yes, it is part of their duty.

27,111- Do they neglect their duty P—Not in any way.

27,112. You say in a letter you address to the Daily
Graphic that the police inspector could not be considered

an authority P—I thought you were asking about the
Mahim fair.

* For extracts from this book, see Appendix XXII. to this Volume.

S.S 4

Mr. R. P.
[Jehangir.

17 Feb. 1894.
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27.113. I was asking you whether the police inspectors

of Bombay consider it their duty to watch over the conduct

of the opium smoking shops p—Not to watch o^'er the

conduct of the opium smoking siiops. If they have any

information they can go to the shops.

27.114. Was it not their duty to watch over the conduct

of licensed houses ?—If they have any information they

go there.

21.115. That is not an answer to my question?—They

are empowered under the Opium Act, and when they have

to get any information they go to these places.

21.116. I asked whether it was a part of their duty to

watch over the conduct of licensed opium shops P—Yes,

it is a part of their duty.

27.117. You say, " A police inspector cannot be con-
" sidered an authority on opium smoking, for he has few
" opportunities of forming an accurate opinion about
" the matter. He only ^dsits opium dens when he has
" some inqviiry to make ;

" that is a charge against a

police inspector that they neglect their duty p—I made
this statement particularly against the Ahmedabad police

inspector.

27.118. I would like to ask your opinion with regard to

the nati\'e medical gentlemen of Bombay. Is this your
\iew, " The opinion expressed by 49 qualiiied medical
" men of Bombay, comprising leading native prac-
" titioners of that place, is not worthy of much attention.
" It can hardly be denied that native medical practi-

" tioners, with very few exceptions, have little or no
" practice, and the few that have large practices rarely
" have opium smokers as their patients " P—Yes. When
I read the letter that appeared over Mr. Alexander's

signature in England I went through the list of the names
of 49 medical men. I knew them, some personally and
some by name. I went through the list, and found that

there were many who had not much practice, and so I

thought that their opinion was not of much importance.

27.119. You say, " Native medical gentlemen with very
" few exceptions have little or no practice." is that a fact P

— Yes. When I say "native" I mean out of those 49

medical men.

27.120. You do not say so?—That is what I mean.

27,120a. (Mr. Huridas Vi'haridas.) Did you take pains

to examine the rest of the opium smokers besides those

which are shown in this book, and did you find on ex-

amination that they were benefited by the smoking, or

otherwise?—They were benefited.

27.121. In the way you have shown in the book?

—

Yes.

27.122. So that you can say you have some knowledge
that all the 600 opium smokers in Bombay were benefited

by opium smoking ?—Y'es, they were benefited by opium
smoking. Those who were emaciated, opium was not the

cause of it, I have given illustrations in the book.

27.123. According to you opinion opium smoking was
a great advantage to their health ?—Yes, to this class of

people.

27.124. {Mr. Fanshawe.) As regards the Mahim fair, I

understand you to say that the Opium Department police

were not in any way stationed near the smoking shops for

the purpose of keeping the ordinary police away ?—No.
The ordinary police are not under our control in any way;
they are quite independent of us.

27.125. You have spoken of producing your book,
" Lives of Bombay Opium Smokers," at your own expense

;

was that actually the case p—Yes, at my own expense.

27.126. Can you tell me the nature of the legal pro-

ceedings in which Mr. Prautch is engaged ; they were
mentioned the other day, but we did not have the actual

facts ?—Mr. Prautch has taken out summonses against

eight opium consumers of Bombay for defamation, and
the Bombay opium farmer's manager has taken out a

summons against Mr. Prautch and three others for defa-

mation.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. C. F.
Underwood^
M.D.,

L.K.Q.C.P.I.,
L.R.C.1'.E.

M. C. Freeman Underwood, M.D., L.K.Q.C.P.I., L.R.C.P.E., &c., called in and examined.

27.127. [Chairman.) Will you tell us where you received

your medical education p—I received it in Bombay and
also at Dublin.

27.128. Of what place are you an M.D. p—Brussels
;

and 1 am a Licentiate of the King's and Queen's College

of Physicians, Ireland. 1 am a Licentiate of the College

of Physicians, Edinburgh, and 1 have other qualifications

besides.

27.129. When did you begin practice in India?—After

I qualified. I was in Government service in 18/5, and I

qualified at the Grant College in 18/5.

27.130. Did you practice in the Maratha country then p

—I was stationed at Satara, where I had a great deal to do

with Marathas and others. I was located there.

27.131. You have lately been practising in Bombay?

—

Yes, for the past five years. After 1 qualified in Europe I

left the Government service and practised in Bombay.

27.132. Will you tell us to what extent opium is con-

sumed in Bombay ?—Taking into consideration the habits

of the domiciled representatives of the races of Hindustan,

I should remark that the following table would approxi-

mately represent the proportion of habitual opium eaters

per mille amongst the various castes.

Mahomedans 250 to 300 per mille of adult males.

Rajputs - 800
Sikhs - 350
Bhattias 75 to 100

Lohanas - 200

Banias 60 „
Marwaris 5 to 8 „ „
Parsis 5

27.133. What castes do you include in the name Ma-
ratha ?—I do not mean the Brahmins, I exclude them. I

mean the Marathas pure and simple.

27.134. The Kunhis ?—Yes j these, as I have observed,

are at best approximate calculations, and certain districts,

low-lying, damp, and malarial, will give decidedly higlier

figures.

27.135. What is the effect of the use of opium so far as

you have observed p—Opium has for centuries been used

as a household remedy for young men and old—it has

been given almost frouj birth to infants. It is also given

as a prophylactic against disorders of the lungs and bowels

aud the troubles which accompany disturbed dentition. It

is also much in vogue as a prophylactic against malarious
fevers, neuralgia, dyspepsia, and diseases incidental to life

in malarious districts. Opmm again is habitually resorted

to for alleviation of all pain, and in the hands of the poor,

who are removed from medical aid, for instance, in the
country it is considered by them as " one of Heaven's
choicest blessmgs"—" a gift from the gods for the alle-

viation of suffering." Opium has been much used, and
with notable results, in the treatment of diabetes, diarrhoea,

dysentery, cholera, colic, acute and chronic disorders of the
bowels, rheumatism, acute and chronic lung complaints,
and last, but not least, the prophylactic treatment of fevers.

Symptomatically, opium is used to relieve pain and irrita-

tion, to allay and rela.f spasm, and by reason of its soporific

properties, to induce sleep, to check morbid secretions, and
to influence nutrition. Opium is so efficient and coni'enient
in the treatment of all forms of pain that the habit of
indulgence is readily formed. When used in moderation,
as is almost universally the case, opium is a stimulant and
tonic ; under its influence the action of the heart becomes
stronger and the arterial tension is raised, sense of fatigue
vanishes, and muscular movements become more rapid and
easy ; there is a slight flushing of the face, the expression
of the eye becomes more brilliant and the pupil is slightly
contracted ; there is in fact a condition of exalted cerebration
and ideation, which imperceptibly wanes till the exhibition
of the customary allowance.

27.136. What have you seen of the abuse of opium?—

I

have never come across any individual case of abuse of the
drug, and can confidently assert that I have never seen
moral perversion to adequately account for criminal capa-
bility. Opium habitues are characterised by shrewdness,
aptitude for business, and great powers of endurance ; and
as a rule are law-abiding and peaceable citizens. The
deplorable and exaggerated word pictures painted by the
anti-opiumists are mere vagaries of thought, and figures of
speech, which have no existence, or tenable grounds for
existence, except in the inner consciousness of the individuals
by whom they were evolved.

27.137. What are the usual doses ?—The usual methods
of c.\ hibition are:—For infants.—(a.) A minute quantity
of the crude drug, (b.) Bala goh, where the drug is in
combination with carminatives. For adults.—(a.) The
crude drug in doses varying from 1 grain to 6, and even
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15 grains—180 grains being the largest quantity I Iiave

observed taken in the 24 hours, (b.) Kasunibha (which
contains a large per-centage of morphia) is prepared by
repeated washings and percolations of the crude drug.
This preparation, at the gathering of the better classes in
Kathiawar and Gujarat, is passed round as a luxury in

the same manner as sherbet or wine. Chandul is pre-

pared by dissolving the crude drug in water, straining it

two or three times through muslin, and then evaporating
the liquor to a syrupy consistence. This is used for

smoking purposes. Madat is a weaker chandul mixed
with the carbonised husk of mung dhal (phaseolus mungo)
(Roxburgh), and is made into small balls and dried. This
preparation is smoked through the ordinary native hookah
vi-ith a minute bowl.

27.138. What is tlie effect on the liabitual consumer of
opium if he is deprived of his dose P—Opium habitues if

suddenly deprived of their daily allowance are liable to a
sense of fatigue, weakened muscularity, and diarrhoea. If

the regular dose has been a large one its cessation is

followed by a feeling of unrest, partial ineoherence of idea,

muscular tremors, and diarrhoea. The deleterious effects

usually written about are almost invariably due to pre-

existent disease or the complaint for which opium was
resorted to as a remedy. Of the opium smokers in Bombay
the majority belong to the mendicant and working
classes.

27.139. Are the consequences of the habitual use of

opium serious, and how do you compare those conse-

quences with the consequences which follow the use of

alcohol ?—They certainly are not. The moral influences

of the two are so peculiarly and diametrically opposite.

In the opium habitue there is no particular and peculiar

perversion of morality, but with indulgence in alcohol

there certainly is, leaving apart the criminal capability

educed in those who indulge too freely. Having already

referred at length to the effects of opium I do not con-
sider it necessary to recapitulate my ideas thereon. Upon
the nervous system alcohol first has an exciting effect,

followed by narcotism or coma in proportion to dosage.

The arterioles are dilated, thus admitting more blood to

the brain, and this is succeeded by diminished mental
activity owing to the effects of alcohol on the ganglion

cells. The reflex action of the spinal cord is reduced, and
the power of co-ordination impaired, so that walking is

by a staggering gait, and finally the knees will no longer

support the body. The action upon the centres in the

medulla is seen in the lowered temperature, the slowing of

the pulse after a preliminary acceleration, and the sighing
respiration or stertor. Death is due to respiratory paralysis

and lowering of the body heat. In small doses it increases

the appetite and digestive power, causing increased flow of

gastric juice. If taken in larger quantities appetite is

lost, nausea appears, and the digestive power is suspended.

Long continued indulgence in alcohol induces structural

changes in the stomach, new areolor tissue being formed,

\»'hich by its subsequent contraction strangulates the

gastric follicles, hence dyspepsia and gastric catarrh, v/ith

morning vomiting, are very common amongst drunkards.

The alcoholic habit induces pernicious tissue change in

almost every organ in the human economy, which ultimately

leads to the most disastrous results. Among the " results
"

of the abuse of alcohol may be mentioned delirium tremens,

insanity, paraplegia, an»mia of the brain, chronic catarrhal

pneumonia, fibroid phthisis, cirrhosis, and other con-

ditions of the liver from tissue change, and a sclerosis

of more or less all the organs.

27.140. Have you ever made postmortems of habitual

consumers of opium, and if so, have you discovered any

serious organic injuries p—In connexion with making
autopsies generally I have made post-mortem examinations

of opium consumers, but I have found nothing particular.

27.141. Is it very difficult for an opium consumer to

give up the habit ?—A great deal depends on the wish and

resolution of the party concerned to give up the habit ; but

with a little perseverance and tact in treatment, it is easily

overcome. The opium habit is gradually and only too

surely being replaced by indulgence in alcohol.

27.142. What are the effects of the habitual use of opium

on the mental faculties?—Opium in moderation does not

appear to do any injury to the mental faculties ?

27.143. Have you any other observations you would like

to make?— I think that the sale of opium should be re-

stricted to smaller quantities than that now sold to indivi-

dual purchasers, having in view the prevention of opium

poisoning. The total prohibition of opium would be disas-

trous to the poor and alcohol would never supply its place.

27.144. What do you mean by " opium poisoning," do

you mean suicide?—Yes, suicide.

O 82588.

27,145. A very little opium would kill a man if he were

not habituated to it, would it not?—Yes.

27,146., So that you can hardly stop that by reducing the

quantity sold ?—I believe 120 grains is the maximum
allowed to be sold to an individual just now, but I am not

quite certain on that point.

27.147. [Mr. Mowbray.) I understand you have come
here to-day voluntarily in consequence of a notice issued by
the Commission inviting anybody to attend ?—I was invited

to represent the Anglo-Indian and Western Eurasian

Association of India.

27.148. What are the objects of the association

which you represent ?—It is an association to represent

adequately to the authorities the wants of the Eurasian

and Anglo-Indian comnmnities. It is formed on the

principle of the old saying that "unity is strength." It

is to help one another in case of difficulty, to promote

education, and to look after the well-being of the Anglo-

Indians and Western Eurasians in general.

27.149. It is not a medical association P—No.

27.150. (LordBrassey.) I suppose it is the same sort of

association as there is in Calcutta P—Yes.

27.151. (Chairman.) How far does it extend?—Our
branch extends to Western India only. The Calcutta and

Madras branches are separate. Of course we have corre-

spondence with them.

27.152. How many branches are there in India?—There

are branches in Poona and the different large towns

—

Karachi, Hyderabad, Kotri, and other towns along the

railway.

27.153. How many branches are there?—I could not tell

you for certain.

27.154. Are there as many as 500 P — I should say there

are rather over a 1,000, but I could not correctly state the

number.

27,165. (Mr. Mowbray.) Do I understand that it was the

wish of the association that their views should be repre-

sented to the Commission and that they therefore asked

you to come here to represent their views ?—I do not
represent their views. They asked me as an independent
witness, as a member of the Eurasian community, to give

my views on the subject.

27,156. May your views be taken to be typical of the

views of the society which asked you to attend here P—

I

could not answer that question in the affirmative.

27,157- At any rate the society trusted you sufficiently

to ask you to come here ; and we may conclude they would
not have asked you to come here if tbey expected you to

say anything in vvhich they do not concur p—That is so.

27.158. (Sir IVilliam Roberts.) I suppose the views which
you express as a medical man are your own views and
nobody else's p—They are my own views.

27.159. I presume your estimate of opium habitues

which you have given us is rather a loose estimate ?—It is

as near as 1 could possibly get it from contact with these

people professionally and otherwise extending over 12
years in Bombay alone.

27.160. Have you had much personal experience of

oiiiiim eaters p—I come into contact with them nearly

L\try day. In my practice I come across a large per-cen-

tage of opium eaters.

27.161. You have made some remarks which are

obviously theoretical ; you say, " There is a slight flushing
" of the face, the expression of the eye becomes more
" brilliant, and the pupil becomes slightly contracted."

We have been told again and again that it was impossible

to distinguish the moderate opium eater from the people
who do not eat opium ?—When I have seen them after the

effects of the doses have passed over they have been in a
languid condition and their eyes have been dull. But
when I have seen them under the influence of opium their

eyes have assumed quite a brilliant and bright appearance.

27.162. You mean that when they are under the

influence of opium that dull appearance of the eyes is

removed, you do not mean that their eyes become more
bright than the eyes of other people P—No.

27.163. You give us the impression by your remarks that

you mean the eyes of opium eaters becomes more brilliant

than those who are not opium eaters p—1 do not mean
that,

27.164. You mean that when the opium is taken away
the eyes become dullP—The appearance of the eyes is not

so bright as when they are under the influence of opium.

T t
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27.165. You do not mean more than that ?—No.

27.166. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say that the

prohibition of opium would be disastrous to the poor, and
alcohol would never supply its place

;
you mean it would

not supply its place in spite of its good merits P—Yes, in

spite of its good merits of relieving pain.

27,167- Would not alcohol more than supply its place

in point of its bad merits ?—Yes, it would.

The witness withdrew.

27.168. (Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand you to say that
you think the prohibition of opium would lead to an in-

creased consumption of alcohol P— I think so.

27.169. (Chairman.) With reference to the names of these

castes that you have mentioned, I suppose the Marathas
you refer to are at Satara ?—I meet them in Bombay also.

27.170. Do you meet those Lohanas as well ?— Yes, they
are Hindus from Cutch.

The Bev.

M. B. Fuller,

M.A., B.D.

The Rev. M. B. Fuller, M.A., B.D., called in and examined.

7,171. (Chairman.) I believe you are a missionary ?-

I am.

27.172. Of what church are you a missionary?— I am
superintendent of the Mission of the International Alliance

in Berar, Khandesh, and Gujarat.

27.173. Does that include several churches ?—Yes, it is

inter-denominationai ; the Church of England and Dis-

senting missionaries are working together.

27,17-t. I believe you are a M.A. p— I am.

27,175. Of what university are you a M.A. P — Of
Oberlin College, Ohio.

27,17c. Will you tell us what classes, races, or castes

you have had experience among ?—Amongst Hindus of all

castes, and Mahomedans, as found in Berar.

27.177. How many years have you had experience there ?

—Eleven years.

27.178. What special opportunities have you had of

observation ?—I have made opportunities by visiting the

places where opium is sold and smoked, and I have talked

with the smokers about it and tried to persuade them to

get rid of the habit. I have \isited them a great many
times and am known among them.

27.179. Among what classes is the opium habit most
prevalent?—Among the Mahomedans opium smoking and
eating are the most prevalent. I am not so much ac-

quainted with opium drinking. That is confined more to

the Marwaris and well-to-do classes. It is hard to find out,

because it is carried on at their homes. Smoking is con-

sidered much worse than eatinff or drinking, but among
adults smoking is more prevalent than eating when they

have the conveniences for it, otherwise they eat it. There

are a great many more who eat opium than smoke it, but

the places with which I have had to do are places where it

is smoked. The smokers tell me that they eat it when
they go to the villages, where they have not the conve-

niences for smoking.

27.180. What place are you speaking of?—Akola.

27.181. Is that the only place?—That is the only place

near.

27.182. Have you seen any other smoking place besides

Akola?—I have seen smoking at Akoti.

27.183. Where is that P—Twenty-eight miles north of

Akola, in Berar. I have seen places in some of the smaller

towns, but I have not given it so much attention there. I

have seen it at little huts in the villages.

27.184. Can you tell us what is the per-centage of

opium consumers, and at what age the habit is acquired ?

—I have found it difficult to form an estimate of the per-

centage. I suppose there may be something over 1(10

regular smokers at Akola, where there are two smoking
shops, one in the city and one in the new part of the town,

but I am told various per-centages by the people them-
selves. Some put it as high as one-third. Perhaps that

is due to the Mahomedans, who eat it or take it in some
form, but I found it difficult to form a per-centage, and I

have not made an attempt to estimate it. It is generally

acquired by men from 15 to 25 years of age.

27.185. Y'ou are speaking of the smoking habit ?—Yes.

I found it much more difficult to inquire into the habit of

eating; it is not so easily noticeable.

27.186. Do you know what the motive is that induces

people to form the opium smoking habit p—The almost

uni\'eriid motive given by the smokers themselves is that

it is a wonderful aphrodisiac. All agree that it is ruinous

and leads to sterility. If the testimony of the smokers is

questioned I can give you the names of respectable Ma-
homedan merchants in Akola who tell me the tame thing.

I ought perhaps to say that the testimony of smokers was
questioned here the other day, and it was said that the

man who begins to smoke for the purpose of lust is already

an immoral man whose evidence cannot be taken. If that

IS true perhaps it would be hard to believe the evidence
that the Commissioners have already received if we are to

enter into the morality of all the witnesses. But I have
another thought, and that is one that has not been brought
up yet, so far as I have noticed. I'hat is, that many of

these men are not immoral in that sense when they begin
smoking for the purpose of lust. They are men who,
being Mahomedans oi' low caste Hindus, have tv/o or often

three wives, and they consider it perfectly legitimate to

increase the pleasure as long as they keep within the
bounds of legality, so that we cannot charge them with
immorality. Many of them, however, only have one wife.

I am often told by respectable Mahomedan merchants that
when the husband takes to opium smoking that in a few
months the wife refuses to be tormented any longer, and
leaves her husband and .family, and the home is broken
up.

27.187. According to that theory of yours it must be
the most powerful aphrodisiac ever heard of?—I tell you
what the respectable natives themselves told me. If you
want the exact facts I can give them to you, but it is

rather disgusting.

27.188. Do you think it is the most powerful aphrodisiac
ever heard of?—I can give you the names of several

respectable members of the Mahomedan community of
Akola, who do not use it themselves, who have given me
these facts.

27.189. You have explained why it cannot be assumed
that these men are immoral because they take opium for

this purpose, but I think you will allow that it is rather
shameless for them to give this reason to a stranger when
he goes into a public saloon and asks them why they take
to the habit?—I can hardly admit that it is shameless.
These men know me. I have been there for nine or 10
years. I talk to them kindly, and question them, and they
finally confess that they were deluded, and that they took
this thing on the advice of others, and they have repented
that they have ruined themselves and their families.

27.190. Do you suggest the reason to them?—No, I

simply ask them the reason.

27.191. You say they finally confessed, that looks rather
as if you suggested it to them ?—Not always. Sometimes
I have asked a man frankly whather that was the reason,
and he has been candid about it and told me that it was,
but I ha\-e asked him kindly.

26.192. Do not you think that if you examined a native
like that he would, to save trouble, admit what you sug-
gest?- My experience is that all natives are not liars, and
that all liars are not natives.

27.193. But if he is cross-examined in that way will not
he eventually admit what you say to save your troubling
him ?—It is not a matter of cross-examination, because he
realises that I have no authority. I go to them as a friend
and as a missionary. 1 talk to them as I would to anyone,
and try to get them to forsake the wrong.

27.194. I suppose it is not a very pleasant conversation,
is it ? He has gone there for pleasure and calm, and you
go in and cross-e.xamine him and finally get him to admit
something ?—Many of them do not go there for pleasure.
All pleasure has ceased years ago. They go there to drive
away the unbearable torment they suffer when they are
(vithout it. They do not e.xpect any pleasure. They
expect to get enough opium to drive off the effects caused
by being without it. They are wrecked men and tell a sad
story. I can believe their testimony when I know it is

against themselves, and when I know it is not to their
advantage to tell a lie. They could deny it vHthout any
thought of harm from me. I would say, moreover, that
I have never heard this contradicted.

27.195. Are you aware that the medical profession
generally think that it is an entire delusion that opium
has an aphrodisical effect ?—I would not say the profession
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generally have any such idea. Perhaps doctors could be
persuaded to give any answer that is wanted if the natives
can be. Whether these doctors are natives or not, I refuse

to draw a line between the truthfulness of natives and
Europeans.

27.196. I was not drawing lines. I was referring more
to European doctors P—I have had a good deal of ex-

perience indeahngwith men, and I think I know when they
are telling me the truth.

27.197. Can you give us any other observations upon
the effects of the opium habit ?—The habit is broken in the
jails without injury, but few men have courage or deter-

mination enough to break it (outside of jails) though
some do by degrees, I mean outside the jail. There are

many who eat a little regularly for a long time before

it becomes noticeable, and no clear line can be drawn
between moderation and excess. The moderates becomes
excessive.

27.198. What proportion of their income do the habitual

consumers spend on opium ?—From one-eighth to one-

half. Some tell me even more than that. Smokers often

spend one-half or one-third. Eaters consume much less.

27.199. Do you mean the smokers consume one-eighth

to one half?—No, smokers consume one-half or one-third.

27.200. Do yo\i think that no eater consumes less than

one-eighth of his income ?—I think you would find very

few. Three or four pice worth a day is considered not

nmch for a man who eats opium.

27.201. This answer refers to very poor people?—Yes,

this applies more to the labouring classes. Of course I

do not speak of Marwaris. I have had less experience of

them.

27.202. Is there a general tendency to increase the dose ?

—There is. The longer opium is used the more it requires

to produce a given effect. Those who began smoking
2 pice worth get to smoking 2 annas or more daily.

27.203. What are the results of the habit physically,

mentally, and morajly ?—Physically it makes men impotent
and sterile, reduces the flesh, till many are mere skeletons,

and they are unable to do any work without it. They
cannot eat much food. Mentally they become stupid except
when excited by opium. Morally, they seem to have little

moral sense left. There is a shamelessness about their

conversation that is exceedingly painful.

27.204. This all refers, I suppose, to opium smokers P

—

Principally to the men that I find at the opium smoking
shops.

27.205. This description you have given also refers, I

suppose, to excessive smoking, does it not?—Young men,
who have smoked, perhaps, only a little time, tell me that

it begins very soon to affect the appetite so that they can

eat little food, yet I have never heard a man say that

4 pice worth of opium did him more good than 4 pice

worth of food, so that the argument that opium is cheaper

than food for the poor breaks down.

27.206. In what proportion of cases are these injurious

results apparent ?—It is difficult to determine. It has had
decidedly injurious effects on nearly all the scores whom I

have known about the dens. There may be many more
than T realise who eat it moderately and do not show the

effect so much.

27.207. The question has been raised -nhether opium is

a protective against fnver, or whether it is believed by the

people in any part of the country to be. a protective against

fever ; what do you know about that P—I have never heard

of its use for fever. It is only lately that I have heard it

talked of.

27.208. Do you think it is a preventive ?—I do not.

27.209. Do you think any people in any part of the

country believe it to be a protective ?—I know what people

say, I do not know what they believe.

27.210. What do they say ?—Some say it is a protective,

it is a disputed question.

27.211. Do you mean some of the natives in Berar say

so, or where are you talking about ?—I suppose there are

some who say it is in Berar.

27.212. You do not know whether natives do say so in

Berar ?—I have never heard of it until lately. I have been

there a long time, and I have given a, good deal of medicine

for cholera and fevers.

27.213. Have you, or have you not, heard lately that

some people in Berar do consider it to be a protective p—

I

have talked with a native assistant at a hospital lately

about it, and he spoke of it being used up in the moun-

tainous parts sometimes, but he said it had no effect upon
the people living there ; it was only a protective for strangers
when they came there.

27.214. Are there people who believe in it there?—

I

suppose there are some who think so.

27.215. Among the natives of Berar whom you know is

the iiabit of smoking opium considered 'I'sgraceful ?—Most
decidedly so.

27.216. Is the habit of eating opium thought disgrace-
ful P—Yes. i'he terms " aphimi " and "aphubaz" are
both terms of reproach.

27.217. Will you tell us what, in your opinion, ought to
be done, what improvements ought to be made in the
present system. Have you any suggestions to make to
improve the present system ?—I have said that the improve-
ment I would suggest is the prohibition of opium except
for medical purposes.

27.218. That it should not be supplied to anybody
without a doctor's certificate, or how P—I suppose some-
thing like the methods adopted in America or England for
protection against poisons of other kinds.

27.219. I do not know what the method is in America,
but in England there is no real protection. The only thing
is that it is sold at druggists' shops labelled " poison "

instead of being sold at an opium shop P—I suppose I

could go and buy a tola of opium in this country without
any questions being asked, but I could not do so in

America. I should have to get some certificate, something
to show that I had a right to get it.

27.220. Who would give the certificate P—I suppose a
doctor would. I am not quite sure ; I have been out of
America for some years, and I have had no occasion to get
it. I know it is very carefully guarded. A man has to
give reasons for asking for strychnine and opium.

27.221. He would have to give reasons for getting strych-
nine in England, but not for getting opium. You do not
quite understand the American system, perhaps P—I cannot
speak [)ositively.

27.222. Do you think the closing of the licensed shops
for opium smoking has had any good effect?—-I have
visited these shops several times since. I have always
found some men there smoking, but not nearly so many as
before. One of the shops is in the same place, but they
are cautious.

27.223. You say that you have only seen two shops
altogether ?—That is in Akola itself.

27.224. Are the shops still in the same place ?—One of
them has been removed to another place. I have not
succeeded in getting into the back part of it yet. I used
to go there freely when there were 60 or 70 people there.

27.225. Is the other shop in the same place ?—^The other
shop is in the same place. I have found people there, but
they are very cautious lately. If they see me coming they
say, " Be careful," and yet the men ask me every time how
soon this thing is going to be shut up.

27.226. {Mr. Mowbray.) Have you been there since the
shops have been closed ?—Yes, since the shops were
supposed to be closed.

27.227. When was that P—The end of July ; I think it

was the 31st of July.

27.228. I have a particular reason for asking that ques-
tion. I am quite aware that the Government of India ordered
the shops to be closed in 1893. You are speaking of the
district of Berar, and in the papers presented to Parliament
I find—it is dated March 1891—"The Eesident has now
" directed that in all future licenses for the retail sale of
" drugs and liquor that no smoking of drugs shall be
" permitted on ttie premises." Therefore according to

that the closing of smoking shops in Berar was done or

ordered to be done by the Resident of Haidarabad some time
before it was enforced generally by the Government of India.

That is why I asked the question ?—I would only say that

since I returned from America, about 17 months ago, I

have found people smoking at this shop ; not the numbers
that I used to find, however. Since I returned from
America I have not given so much time to it. I went to

America in 1891 and came back in 1892, and I have not

given, thp same amount of time to if. I used to go and
preach and talk to them.

27.229. You m.&y have been away at the time the order

was issued for the closing of the shops in Berar p— I was
away for a year, from October 1891 to October 1892. One
of the shops in the new town has been removed from an
out-of-the-way place to a more public place, and I have not
yet got into the back room, if there is one.
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27,230. (Mr. Fanskawe.) Does the smoking go nn in a

licenced shop now, or in what you would call a private

smoking den p—It is the shop in the old town, a httle

place where opium is sold and smoked. The room is about
8 ft. by 10 ft. s(|uare. There are two little rooms at the

back.

27,2.31. {Mr. Mowbray.) I understand you are speaking
of what is going on at the present time ?—Yes.

27,23l!. Have yon drawn the attention of the police to

this sale of opium which you say is going on in places

where opium is being smoked ?~l am not sure that I

have. I have called the attention of the native police to it,

but I have not taken the matter to the superintendent of

police. When 1 go to the places there is always a crowd
gathered there, policemen and others.

27.233. Do you mean because you go there ?—Yes ; I

am known to the opium smokers as an agitator for tlie

shutting up of the shops, and they are begging me to do it.

The Mahoraedan community are watching with great

interest to see how soon they will be shut up. They say,
" This sahib is trying to do a good thing, trying to shut
" up the shops." It is not only the smokers but many
respectable non-smokers who gather there.

27.234. Why do not some of these smokers go to the
police and tell them that something illegal is going on f

Perhaps the police might assist them in closing the houses ?

—I think the police know it. I do not think I could
have gone to the place, and have seen the people smoking,
and the police not know it. The policemen have seen me
there.

27,23.5. I do not doubt for a moment you have seen
people smoking opium, but the technical oifence is

selling opium, and that seems to me only capable of being
decided in a law court, and I have suggested to you that

both these smokers and you being anxious to have the

dens closed, why do not you have the question decided in a

court of law as to whether it i.s illegal or not. If it is

illegal you can have the dens closed, and if it is not illegal

then comes the question whether the law ought to lie

strengthened. Can you give me any idea as to the number
of doctors there are in Berar practising according to

European methods p—I do not think I could.

27,23G. Have you any idea P—There are six civil

surgeons, and under them there are hospital assistants in

perhaps 25 Government hospitals. There is one dispensary

at each taluk, and there are 22 taluks in the province.

27.237. I suppose there are a great many native prac-
titioners p—Yes, a great many v/ho have studied in the
European schools, in the Grant Medical College, and other
colleges.

27.238. Is there anything to prevent a man setting up as

a medical practitioner in Berar?—I do not think that
there is.

27.239. If opium is only to be sold on the certificate of
a medical man you would have to go a step further and
define what a medical man was in Berar, would you not ?

—I suppose Government would have to determine for

itself whom it could entrust with that work.

27.240. The mere fact of saying that he was a medical
man would not be sufficient, would it p—It would not be
much.

27.241. I suppose you will admit also that there is a
considerable difference in the conditions in Berar and the
conditions in England with regard to the existence of
chemists' shops?—Yes, I know that.

27.242. Therefore it does not solve the question by
saying that there ought to be some sort; of method like

they have in England when the conditions are so dis-

similar?— I suppose the same argument would spply to
arsenic and strychnine, which can also be bought in the
streets of Akola—at any rate, arsenic can—in any
quantity.

27.243. I suppose there are not a great many people
who are anxious to get arsenic and strychnine continually

like there are people aPfXious to get opium?— I suppose
not.

27.245. That is hardly an answer to my question with
regard to strychnine and arsenic ?— I suppose it would not
be very difficult to prohibit either.

27.246. Do you mean either strychnine or arsenic P—
Strychnine and arsenic on the one side and ojiium on the
other. It would not be difficult if Government wanted
to prohibit it, as they have prohibited the manufacture of
salt.

27.247. They have prohibited the manufacture of salt,

but they have another method of providing it. They
prohibit the growth of opium in Berar, but they take
measures to provide it in another way. You are "asking
that they may prohibit it altogether. That is a different
thing, is it not P— It may be a difference in degree, but I

would not accept it as an inipossii)ility by any means.

27.248. {Chairman.) You say that arsenic and strychnine
can be bought in any quantity ?—I withdrew strychnine
afterwards, and I said that I could only obtain that by
going to the hospital, but I can buy raw arsenic any time I
want it in the shops on the streets.

27.249. There is a much greater restriction upon opium
than there is upon arsenic?—There is no occasion for
restriction as long as there are plenty of shops within reach
where opium is sold without any restriction except that the
money must be paid for it.

2/ ,250, {Sir William Roberts.) Is opium a common
household remedy in Berar p—I should say not.

27.251. It is not found ia every house?—It is used for
children, and in that sense it may be in most of the houses,
hut I have heard very little of its use as a medicine. When
I had a great experience of cholera—perhaps 30 cases a day—I did not use opium, and I was warned against the use
of opium as a remedy for cholera.

27.252. You are not a medical man p—I am not; but I
have been called upon to do a great deal of work, especially
in cholera cases, and I was warned against preparations
which contained laudanum or opium, and I did not use
them.

27.253. Where did the warning come from ?— It came
from things that I foun d in papers issued by some Go-
vernment surgeon-general, or some medical officer. The
remedies I saw prescribed and which I used mostly were
recommended by some surgeon -general or some official,
and also by Lorbier, who has a noted cholera remedy.

27.254. {Mr. Pease.) What is your view as to whether
opium could be purchased in the crude form in any
chemist's shop in England?— I understand that it could
not be purchased by anyone who pleased to call for it, that
it IS labelled " Poison," and, I suppose, it is protected as
such.

27.255. I believe that is so, that it is left to the dis-
cretion of the druggist, and he would not supply it if he
thought it was obtained for the purpose of crime. He
would not give any large quantity, and the person would
have to write his name in a book ?_I think that is so, and
I think it IS the same in America. If there was a sus-
picion m the mind of the chendst, I think he would
require a signature before giving it. If the man were a
clergyman or a respectable inhabitant in the place he
might be asked no questions about it or to give his sig-
nature. I he chemist who sells it is supposed to use his
discretion.

27.256. {Lord Brassey.) For the reasons that you have
set out for the consideration of the Commission you have
advocated tliat the sale of opium should only be permitted
tor medical use, is that so ?—Yes.

27,244. Therefore it is more easy to make restrictions

with regard to strychnine and arsenic, which are not things
in ordinary everyday demand, as opium is among certain

classes of the community in India?—In the part of India
where I live there are a large number of people who wish
to get their living by making salt, and that is an article in

very common use, and the Government has undertaken to

stop it, or rather it is prohibited, but whether that pro-

hibition has succeeded or not I am not able to say.

y,Lo7. A\ould you for somewhat similar considerationsmake a similar recommendation with regard to the sale of
alcohol ?-I would. I would say, with regard to opium,
that if It IS a good thing, the cheapest of food, and the
best thing for poor people, the tax should be taken offand It should be supplied as cheaply as possible, likewheat

;
but if it is a thmg that is to be interfered with so

seriously, I should prohibit it.

27,258. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you consider the
use of alcohol more injurious than the use of opium ?_Ihave no experience of either, and I find there is very little
to choose between them. I am as strongly against alcohol
as against opium.

.'-'^'^^'^^^''^1°^ seen drunkards in the condition thatthey ha\'e been violent to others p—Yes.

tioS-No"'"''^
you seen opium eaters in the same condi-

27,261. Do not you make a difference in that way so faras the violence is concerned P-Yes, there is a certain
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boisterOUstieSs about a liquor sliop that there is not about

an opium den.

27.262. And so far you consider alcohol is more inju-

rious than opium P—I should hate to choose either, but I

would admit that alcohol is doing more harm in India at

present than opium.

27.263. Uo you not thinlc that if any steps were taken

they should be taken for the suppression o£ alcohol first P

—I wish steps could he taken to include both. Perha])s

from the absolute harm there is being done now I should

put alcohol first, and opium as close after it as |)ossible.

27,263a. (Mr. Fanshawe.) In your evidence you refer

principally to opium smoking ?—Yes.

27.264. That is at Akola and one or two other places ?

—

Yes, and about the district of Western Berar.

27.265. Have you been in the habit of travelling in the

districts much ?—Yes, a great deal.

27.266. You rather limit your actual experience to Akola
and one or two other places P—Yes. In the Akola district

there are about 600,000 people, and I have made it my
business to preach in those villages—several hundred
villages. I have seen some of the smaller opium shops in

the villages. When I see people smoking I talk to them.

I have never made it any secret; they know me and I

preach to them about it as I would about anything else

which I think is doing them harm.

27.267. What was and is still smoked in Berar is

madak, is it not P—Yes.

27.268. Not chandu?—I do not know much about

caandu, madak is the name which is used.

27.269. You speak especially of Mahomedans, what
class of Mahomedans do you refer to P—In Akola many of

the Mahomedans are what are called the Baid sect.

27.270. Are they day labourers ?—Yes, and small shop-

keepers, and men who go about the bazaars with their wares,

and some artizans. They are the poor Mahomedan classes

—many of them are coolies and labourers.

27.271. Are you aware that among certain classes of

people in this country the use of what are believed to be
aphrodisiacs is very common ?—I am.

27.272. So that opium, whatever effect it may have in

that direction, is only one of many other substances which
are taken for that purpose P—I am aware of that.

27.273. Are you quite siire you al-e fiol'rSct in saying that

the age at which people begin to smoke opium is from 15

to 25. You place it earlier than the other evidence which
we have had P—I have inferred it from the people as near

as I could judge of the ages.

27.274. It seems a very early age, 15 to 25,—do you
still think that this is the usual age at which opium
smoking is begun?—Perhaps for an average it would be
too early. Perhaps 20 to 30 would be more correct. I

only took their names, and I had to make my own esti-

mate of their ages, and they told me as nearly as they

could how long they had used it. I only inferred it. It

is early manhood. Many of the Mahomedans are married

at 16, 18, and 20 years of age. I speak of the Mahomedan
community I have had most to do with. I know there

are a few Hindus who were once respectable among the

smokers.

27.275. You have given us a very unqualified statement
of the physical, mental, and moral effects of the opium
habit, do you refer to opium smoking only?—Principally

smoking.

27.276. Do you wish us to understand that opium
smoking always involves those consequences P—I have had
it not only from the smokers, but from the respectable

members of the community, that these are the most notice-

able effects.

27.277. The question is whether opium smoking always
leads to these results. We have had evidence that me-
chanics and others go on smoking opium without its

having any such marked effects as you have described, do
you wish your remarks to apply to all smokers P—-That is

how I found them. They are men about the shops, men
whom I know personally, who do coolie work and other

work for their living. I found them at the shop morning
and evening. Of course, not all these effects follow at

once.

27,278. You think your remarks are generally appli-

cable P—Yes, I do. It is very noticeable in Mr. Pestonji's

book referring to opium smokers, that he takes pains to

note that several of them are married and have children,

but he did not take pains to note the number who said

they had no children. I should like to have seen that
noted. Some had children before they began the habit,

and some have not smoked long enough to reach these

effects.
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The witness withdrew.

Mr. Rustomji Pestonji Jehangir recalled and e.\amined.

27,279. {Chairman), You wish to make a correction in

regard to a portion in your evidenced—Yes, I wish to say

that only Abdoola Khan and four others, five men in all,

were placed before Mr. Webb, and ten tolas of opium were

seized.

27,280. You stated before that there were six or seven
men altogether P—Yes. There were only five men in all,

and I wish to make this correction.

Mr. R. P.
Jehangir.

The witness withdrew.

{Lord Brassty tooh the Chair during the remainder of the sitting.)

Mr. Dhanjibhai Dorabji Gilder called in and examined.

27.281. (Chairman.) You are an assistant teacher of the

New High School, editor of the " Student's Friend," and

Joint Honorary Secretary of the Indian Temperance Asso-

ciation, Bombay?—Yes.

27.282. {Mr. Pease). You wish to give us some infor-

mation which you have gathered from visiting the opium

dens. We shall be glad to hear what you have to say ?—

I

have visited opium dens and opium shops and made special

inquiries among the consumers of the drug. The habit is

generally formed from vicious motives ; only occasionally

do people resort to it as a medicine. So far as my investi-

gations prove, the habit is rather difficult to be given up

;

but there have been cases in which it has been given up.

In 90 cases out of a hundred, what is called " moderation
"

in the use of this drug, leads on to excess. Besides, what

is a " moderate " dose for a habitual consumer will be

strong enough to kill half-a-dozen non-users. It is

believed to be necessary to enable working people to get

through their daily toil. It appears to paralyse the nerves

of feeling, and so the workmen does not feel fatigued. He
becomes obUvious to the pangs of hunger by taking opium.

The habit of taking opium is looked upon as very dis-

graceful. To be called an opium eater is a strong term of

reproach. The closing of licensed opium shops, enforced

here in August last, has not, so far as my knowledge

goes, produced beneficial results. It is necessary, in order
to give effect to the policy of discountenancing opium
smoking, to prohibit the manufacture and sale of the raw
drug, except for medical purposes. Public opinion would
undoubtedly favour the adoption of this measure, provided
no new burden in the shape of taxation is put upon the
heads of the people of India, who are already groaning
under a weight they cannot bear. In connection with
this I should like, with the permission of the Commission,
to put in a copy of the " Jam-e-Jamshed " of the 17th
of February. There is an open letter in that paper to Lord
Brassey and the members of the Opium Commission. It

gives a good idea of the native view of opium. It calls

upon us by name to come before the Commission and give
evidence.

27,282a. {Chairman.) You have responded to that call ?

—Yes.

27,2826. {Mr. Pease.) We shall be glad to have your
further remarks on this question ?— It would be desirable

to make special provision, by establishing a register of
habitual consumers above the age of 40 and the drug might
be sold to them for five years in doses which would get
smaller every six months. Only medical graduates of the
local and other universities and reputable native hakims

Tt 3
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or vaids should be entrusted with the sale for the wants
of their patients.

27.283. What is the efFect of ojrium upon the people ?

—

The £;enerality of people who use opium in any form
become thin and emaciated. They soon lose flesh. Their

dull, heavy eyes, pale, sallow faces, sunken cheeks, and
haggard looks, betray the poor victims cf the drug. In
short, some of them are just like living skeletons, as

published in my description of a visit to o|num dens, on

page 150 of the Abkari for October, 1892.

27.284. Will you give us a description of your visits to

these opium dens P—These dens having been so often

described I need not take up the time of the Commission
by a further description of them. Suffice it to say, that

those frequenting them were so anxious to have them closed

for ever, that they put us question upon question as to

when the Government would close these "living hells,"

as one of them teimed these dens. On another occasion

I visited the opium-smoking clubs that have been started

since the closing of the licensed shops. Each club occupied

a room on the first floor of a very long chawl. The same
old familiar sight met our eyes—persons in various stages

of emaciation , lying together in hoards like beasts. On
inquiry, we were told that very few of them took to tlie

use of opium as a medicine, but the majority took it as an
aphrodisiac. They continued its use for a length of time

for the same object ; but latterly they had to continue the

practice in order to overcome the lassitude and the feeling

of pain they felt after their debauch. I was accompanied
on these visits by Mr. Earle Simmons, an assistant at

Messrs. Gostling and Morris, Engineers; and Mr. Framji
Dadabhai Master, B.A., late Assistant Teacher, the New
High School, and at present an assistant at St. Xavier's

High School.

27.285. Will you give us your opinion as to how the

revenue derived from opium might be recouped ?—The
moral law is equally binding upon nations and individuals.

If it is bad for an individual to do a wrong thing ; it is

equally bad for a nation to do so. Hence, if the British

Government desire to do right, in Other words, to observe

the golden rule, they should at once give up the opium
traffic, Indian and (Jhinese, without minding the question

of revenue, wtiicii will surely recoup itself in a short time.

Among other measures may be mentioned retrenchment.

By retrencliment I do not mean the dismissal of a dozen
peons or half a dozen petty clerks, but retrenchment m its

true sense, viz., reduction in the heavy items of expenditure,

such as the Home charges, the ever-increasing military

expenditure, the exchange compensation, &c. Let the

salaries of all those who draw more than 300 rupees per

mensem be reduced by a small per-centage. Revenue lost

will be made good without any additional burden en the

already heavily-laden taxpayer. But the question is, " Is

" not the so-called revenue already lost even when it is

" available?" What is the usefulness of the China Fleet?

Why should India pay for the British Ambassador at Pekin ?

Mr. Dadabhoy Navrojee said the truth when he wrote,
" India derives not a particle of benefit. All India's
" profits of trade and several millions from her very pro-
" duce, and with these all the profit of opium, go the same
" way of the drain to England. Only India shares the
" curse of the Chinese race. Had this cursed opium trade
" not existed, India's miseries would have much sooner
" come to the surface, and relief and redress would have
" come to her long ago. But this trade has prolonged the
" agonies of India." Also see the " Consumption of Opium
in India," page 25 ; sub-section 2, in answer to argument
(c) in para. 3, beginning with "The consequent loss," up
to "prohibition."

27.286. You wish to draw the attention of the Commis-
sion to a book published in Gujerati in 1854 p—Yes, I have
to draw the attention of the Commission to a book pub-
lished in Gujerati in 1854 when the anti-opium agitation

was not even dreamt of. It is called " The Opium Trade :

its History, Limits, Morals, and Political EfiFects." It

contains a number of opinions of eminent scientific men,
missionaries, and even Government officials on the ruin and
devastation caused by opium in Assam and China. What
is a poison in China cannot be a food in India, hence the

application of the same arguments with equal force to India.

27.287. (Ghairman.) You have compiled some tables for

the information of the Commission, were these tables com-
piled from the official statistics P—Yes, from the

administration reports.

27.288. Have you any observations to make upon the

tables P— Yes. It may be mentioned that there is a

discrepancy in the figures for 1889-90, as given in the

administration report for that year, and the one for

1890-91. I give both. These figures show that while the

population of Bombay has increased by only 6 per cent.,

the consumption of opium has increased by 84 per cent.

;

and that throughout the Bombay Presidency, while the

population has increased 14 per cent., the sale of opium
has gone up 60 per cent, during the last decade. The
increased consumption of the drug will be self-evident from
the fact only that Bombay town consumed in 1892-23
nearly three-fourths of the quantity required for the whole
presidency in 1876-77. Tables A. and B. show that the

consumption of opium has been increasing by leaps and
bounds throughout the British territory as well as the

Native States in the Bombay Presidency. Statement C.

shows that while the export trade in opium between Bora-
bay and China has fallen 39T per cent, during the last 20
years, the home consumption of the drug has increased

l,iyiT per cent. I would like to withdraw Table D.
altogether.

27,289. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) I presume that you are

aware that before these restrictive measures were introduced
there was a great deal of opium smuggling from the Native
States going on, and therefore these figures do not show
the correct consumption of opium?—They appear in the

Government Blue Books, and we have to depend upon
Government Blue Books for these figures.

27,29 ). But there is the fact that a great deal of opium
smuggling was carried on. Many people are aware of that
and even the authorities say that there was an increase,

but it was an apparent increase and not an actual

increase. When the former consumption shown on paper
be added to that of the smuggled opium it would amount
to what is now shown ?—I quite admit that if it were
believable, but it is human nature to take credit for good
things, and when bad things occur to lay the blame on the
shoulders of others, and so in the same way when the con-
sumption of opium increases Government Blue Books say
that it is owing to prevention of smuggling, and when the
consumption decreases they say opium is smuggled

;

besides this, the administration reports show that on an
average about 2,000 lbs. have been annually seized as
smuggled opium, not more than 2,000 lbs.

27,290a. They have not got the data to show how much
smuggled opiam was brought into the British territory,

and so they cannot say what the amount was, but you
must make some allowance for the increase P—I would like

to draw your attention to the consumption in 1876-77,
when it was 919 lbs. and last year it was 18,000 lbs.

27.291. You must take the smugghng into account?—
We must take it into account and make certain deductions
but not so much as the increase shown in these tables.

27.292. [Sir James Lyali.) Are you aware that when the
Commission was in the Gujarat country we examined large
numbers of witnesses from Gujarat and Kathiawar and
nearly all of them said that the consumption of opium had
fallen off since 1878-79, that it had become much dearer
than it used to be, and therefore the consumption had
fallen off. You draw exactly the contrary conclusions from
the statistics ?—Yes.

27.293. They said that before 18/8-79 opium could be
bought more cheaply, but that since the arrangements
made in 1878-78 it had got much dearer. They all said
that, and that the consumption of opium had fallen oif.

Do you believe that they were all speaking falsehoods ?

I would not say so at once ; I have only Government
statistics to show that the consumption has been in-
creasing.

27.294. If smuggling largely existed before, and has
been since stopped, the statistics would prove nothin"-?
Statistics can be made to prove anything that the Govern-
ment or anybody else wishes.

27.295. Exactly, do you believe that the conclusion you
have drawn from the statistics are more reliable than the
evidence of a great many people who know the country,
and who say contrary to your conclusion that opium has
fallen otf because it has become much dearer ?—It is for
the Commission to decide whether they will believe the
statistics or the people.

27.296. The statistics I have no doubt are correct as far
as they can be made so, but are we to believe your conclu-
sions derived from statistics which you say can be made to
prove anything you like, or are we to believe the evidence
of a great number of people from all parts of the country
who say exactly the contrary ?—My conclusions have been
derived from the statistics and if the statistics are right you
must believe my conclusions.

27.297. (Mr. Fanshawe.) I believe you are editor of the
Student's Friend p—Yes.
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27.298. Will you tell us what class of periodical that is P

— It is an educational paper.

27.299. Is it published weekly ?—It is published every

month.

27.300. Is it issued chiefly amongst students?—Yes,

only amongst students.

27.301. Is the new High School a Parsi school?—It is

conducted by Parsis, but it is open to all classes of

people.

27.302. Has it been opened long?—About three years

»go.

27.303. Is it a large school?—It has 1,200 boys—it is

the largest native High School in Bombay.

27.304. As regards the effect of opium, you sa\' " The
" generality of people who use opium in any lorm become
" thin and emaciated," what is your authority for making
such an unqualified statement as that ?—It is not an
unqualified statement; I have seen people smoking and
eating opium.

27.305. You say "The generality of people who use
" opium in any form become thin and emaciated " ?—

I

have seen opium eaters and opium smokers.

27.306. Do you think your experience has been such as

to enable you to make such an unqualified statement as

that ?—I think so.

27.307. AVe have seen 50 or 60 men ourselves who were

opium eaters and who were certainly not thin and emaciated ?

— I have already answered that question—" If opium eaters
" and smokers who are well fed are strong and healthy,
" their strength and health can be attributed rather to their
" food than to the drug."

27.308. You qualify that general statement then ?—

•

Yes.

27.309. With regard to the Gujerati book referring to

the consumption in Assam, are yuu aware that in 1854

poppy cultivation was free in Assam, and that there was
no excise on opium ?—I was not born then so I cannot

say.

27.310. Are you aware that during the last 25 years the

number of opium shops in Assam has been greatly

reduced—from 6,000 to 800 ?—I cannot say, I do not know
that part of India.

27.311. You will recognise, therefore, that any con-

clusions that might be applicable to iissam in 1854 are not

necessarily applicable in 1894 P—The detailed conclusions

as to the quantity may not be applicable, but the general

conclusions as to the evil effects of the drug are applicable.

27.312. When the shops have been reduced from 5,000
to 800, and the price of opium raised to Rs. 37 per seer,

the highest price in India, the consumption must surely

have been reduced considerably ?—I do not believe in

restriction by lessening the nnmber of shops because
another shop may get all the customers and the con-

sumption will be the same.

27.313. Do you believe that people will travel 50 and 100
miles to a shop to get opium ?—If they have friends who
go there they will ask them to get opium for them.

27.314. You will admit the force of the argument, that

what may be applicable with regard to opium in 1854 may
not necessarily be applicable in 1894 when the conditions

are so different ?—With regard to the quantity consumed
the condilions will not be applicable, but the other

deduct'ons may be applicable.

27.315. {Chairman.) I believe you are Honorary
Secretary to the Indian Temperance Association p—Yes.

27.316. Your Association is established with a view to

promoting total abstinence ?—Yes.

27.317. That total abstinence extends to all stimulants,

does it not?—Yes.

27.318. [Sir James Lyall) You say that you have visited

opium dens on two occasions ?—Yes, one visit was in the

evening about nine o'clock, and on the second occasion it

was half-past-five or six.

27.319. On one occasion you say the consumers put ques-

tion after question as to when Government would close the

"living hells." Will you tell us what was the vernacular

term used for " living hells " ?—Jivatu Dojakh.

27 ,.320. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you think that there

are more cases of suicide from opium than those which
appear on the police records. The statistics do not show
the actual state of things so that the Commission should
take the same precaution in believing the Police Records ?

—The Government brings forward statistics. They say

whenever you want anything " these are the real facts, you
" can depend on the hard and dry facts." In the same
way I have brought forward these Government statistics.

They are not my own.

27,321. We have had evidence that the figures shown by
the Police Records were not the actual figures?—Many
cases of suicide are suppressed.

Mr. D. D,
Gilder.

17 Feb. 1394.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. Sumant Vishnu Karmabkar, B.D., called in and examined.

27.322. (Chairman.) I believe you are a Missionary of

the American Maratha Mission at Bassein, Thana District,

and you have lived in Bombay all your life ?—Yes.

27.323. What have you to tell us with regard to the

effects of the opium habit?—I have seen opium smokers

and eaters and have no hes-itation in saying that the habit

is bad. Many are visibly effected by the habit. Mendi-

cants and Hindu ' bairagis " are especially addicted to

opium using. It has the effect of deadening their moral

sensibilities, and Ihis enables them to follow the teachings

of " Vedantism." The idea of duality, I and thou, is

eliminated by the stupor, and this fact helps them to com-

mit all manner of vices. My observation is that usually

the opium dose is increased when once began, and the

users seldom stop it. The selling of bal golis (chil-

dren's pills) and opium for the stupification of children

ought to be strictly prohibited as the effect is evil. The
entire stoppage of the sale of opium except for medicine

would have a most beneficial effect on the present users

and the future generations. There is no ground for sup-

posing that there will be dissatisfaction among the people

of this part of India. I have seen women giving these

bala golis to their children, and I have sat in the bazaars

where they sell these bala golis and I have seen hundreds

of women buying opium. It is a sight which is very sad-

dening to see, these ignorant women buymg these bala

golis and giving them to their children, and thereby

entirely spoiling their height and health.

27.324. {Mr. Fanshawe.) I suppose you have not any

statistics to put before the Commission as to the ill-effects

of bala goli ?—I have no statistics.

27.325. You are speaking from your general impression

on the subject ?—I am speaking from what I have seen.

27.326. You are aware that the Bombay Government

had a special enquiry made into the matter and consulted a

large number of practitioners in Bombay who expressed

different opinions on the subject ?—Yes, I am aware of it.

The witness withdrew,

27.327. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you ,mean to say

that " Bairagis " are in the habit of taking opium and not
ganja?— I do not want to saj anything about ganja.

They do take ganja, but they also take opium.

27.328. Is it not rare for these men to take opium and
ganja as well ?—Those who take ganja take opium as well.

I have seen them.

27.329. Do not you make some difference among the

bairagis between the opium and ganja eaters, you say,
" the entire stoppage of the sale of opium except for
" medicine would have a most beneficial effect." Is not
the use of alcohol spreading very much ?—I object to

alcohol, I am a total abstinence man.

27.330. If you had your choice which would you
abolish ?— -I would abolish both.

27.331. We must take a practical view of the matter, we
cannot work on theory ?— I say that now this Opium Com-
mission has started deal with opium first, and when a

commission on alcohol is started you can deal with that

also.

27.332. Is opium a lesser evil than alcohol in your
opinion ?—I think opium is more injurious than alcohol in

this respect, that opium has a tendency to deprive you of

your will power while alcohol has not got that tendency.

I mean to say that it does have that tendency but a person

can be reclaimed from it.

27.333. Alcohol makes you mischievous and violent to

others whereas opium does not do that ?—Opium removes
that moral sensibility which a man has, the will poweri n
him is lessened at first and afterwards it is deadened.

27.334. It is just the same in the case of alcohol during

the time a man is intoxicated ?—Persons under the influ-

ence of opium very often commit suicide.

27.335. Do you say that alcohol is less injurious than

opium ?—^Yes.

27.336. So that you would like to deal with opium first ?

—Yes.

Tt 4

The Rev. S.

V.Karmarhar,
B.D.
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Meruji Dotaji
Chudasrma

and
Sardarsmliji

liana

17 Feb. 189-1

Meruji Dosaji Chudasama and Sardarsinhji Rana called in and examined.

27,360. You wish to tell us about the views of the people

of your village ?—Yes.
27,337. (Chairman to Mervji Dosaji Chudasama.) You

are a native of Gondal, of the Girasia caste of Kathiawar
and you live in Bombay?—Yes.

27,3.38. (To Sardarsinhji Rana.) You are a native of

Kantharia in Limri State, you belong to the Girasia caste

of Kathiawar and you live in Bombay ?—Yes.

27.339. (To Iileruji Dosaji Chudasama.) What have you
to tell us with regard to the question before this Com-
mission ?—Opium eating is very common in our caste.

It is the greatest curse to our people, and many of our
relations and friends deplore that they ever formed the

habit. We and they would be very thankful to Govern-
ment if it would stop this bad practice, by totally pro-

hibiting the sale of opium, except for medical use. It

would, however, be necessary to make an exception for

those who have already formed the habit ; otherwise they
would grumble. According to our customs, moderate
eating cannot but lead to immoderate eating. We can
give instances, if required, of friends and relations who
have ruined themselves and lost their estates through
opium.

27.340. (To Sardarsinhji Rana.) Do you agree with those
remarks ?—Yes.

27.341. (Sir James Lyall to Mervji Dosaji Chudasama.)
Do you come here of your own accord, or are you sent by
the Thakur ?—We are students in the college.

27.342. You come here of your own accord, you are not
sent by anyone p—No.

27.343. Are you studying at Elphinstone College?

—

Yes.

27.344. (Jl/r. Haridas Veharidas to Sardarsinhji Rana.)
D(i not you know cases in which deaths have occurred

from the alcohol habit. Can you give us one single

instance where a death has occurred on account of opium ?

—Yes, at Limri.

27.345. (To Meruji Dosaji Chudasama. ) Can you give us
an instance of a death occurring through the habit of

opium ?—Ye.s, there was one poor man living in Gondal
who used to take four or five ounces of opium daily and it

so happened that he could not get any opium and he died.

27,.''i4(i. I'hat was not from the direct effect of opium.
He died because he could not get opium ; if he had got

opium he would not have died. Have you known people

who died on account of taking alcohol ?—Yes.

27.347. And you do not know of cases of people dying
through the habit of opium P—No.

27.348. In such cases would you not say that opium is

a lesser evil than that of alcohol ?—Yes, of course.

27.349. If restrictive measures are necessary you would
prefer to see alcohol suppressed first P—Yes.

27.350. Then if necessary you might deal with opium?
—Yes. But why shculd we bring in the question of

alcohol when we are considering the question of opium.

27.351. If opium were stopped would there not be more
alcohol users in Kathiawar than there are at present P— Mo,

I do not think so because they can get opium more easily.

They come from the villages to Gondal to get alcohol.

There are Girasias in almost all the \illages.

27.352. But when the opium shops are closed there will

be a demand for alcohol and a sliO|) which is at Gondal
will have branches in the district?—But their religion

would come in the way whereas it does not come in the

way in the case of opium. There are many Girasias who
are religious people, they believe in their religion 'and they

take opium but who would never take wine on account of

religious scruples. So many people have been ruined

through the habit. Some of our relations have been ruined

and they have lost their estates.

27.353. (To Sardarsinhji Rana.) Do you agree with

these views ?—Yes.

27,354. Your father has a village, has he not p-

27,.355. What village ?— Kantharia.

-Yes.

27.356. Does the whole village belong to your father?

—

No, he has a share of it.

27.357. A Girasia means one who has received land from

the State .?—Yes.

27,.358. (Mr. Pease to Sardarsinhji Rana.) I believe you
wish to make a statement with regard to parents selling

(hc^ir children P—Yes.

27,359. We shall be glad to hear what you have to say P

— I have seen a girl sold for five tolas of opium and half a

m lund of wheat,

27,361-2. We shall be glad to hear what you have to

say?—During last September when I was at my village

I informed many of my relatives who are opium eaters

that a Royal Commission had been appointed by the

British Government to see whether the abolition of

the opium trade was feasible. In order to see what
their feelings were I added that most probably the opium
trade would be put a stop to. To my surprise and
astonishment they were very glad to hear this news. They
said that this step of the Government was the wisest one.

They expressed the opinion that they would be grateful to

the Government for removing this great evil. I say that

these were the feelings of those who took opium. If the

Government will make a necessary provision for those who
are already opium eaters there will remain no cause of

complaint or discontent among the Girasias. They are

tired of taking opium. (Meruji Dosaji Chudasama.) I

agree with my friend in those views. I have also spoken

to my friends about it.

27.363. (Mr. Pease to Meruji Dosaji Chudasama.) You
wish to tell us about the effect of opium upon a school-

fellow of yours .''—Yes. I can cite an instance of a Girasia

friend of mine who was one of my fellow students when I

was doing my vernacular at one of the schools. He was
then considered one of the best boys of the class and he
never missed a prize at the annual examination. Un-
fortunately he happened to be the son of a father who was
a great consumer of opium and who could not understand
the good of his son. My friend left the school when he
was 15 after going through some five Gujerati books.

That kind of education is considered the highest in our
class (Rajputs), which I can say without the least hesitation

is one of the most backward classes of India. Education
is a word which has hardly reached their ears till now.
Thus ojiium makes a man leave his mental faculties

totally uncultivated. The boy from the time of leaidng

the school had addicted himself to opium drinking as he
was surrounded by his relatives and friends who were
consumers of opium. He now almost forgets what he
learnt at the school and cao hardly read or write.

27.364. You also wish to tell us something about a man
who became a thief through taking opium P— I remember
the case of a man who being short of money stole some
articles and clothes from the house of his neighbour. He
being apprehended by the police was sent before the
magistrate who sentenced him for three months. I need
not gi"e the name of the gentleman, but he was a Rajput
l)y caste and was a landed ))roprietor. Really the treatment
he met at the hands of the law was disgracing to himself
and to his class, but he could not help it on account of the
opium habit. I think, therefore, that opium makes a man
entirely forgetful of his moral nature.

27.365. (Sir James Lyall to Meruji Dosaji Chudasama.)
How long have you been a student in the college ?—For
the last four years.

27.366. (To Sardarsinhji Rana.) How lona: have you
been a student in the college P—For the last two years.

27,36". (To Meruji Dosaji Chudasama.) What is your
ag« P—Twenty-four.

27.368. (To Sardarsinhji Rana.) What is your age?

—

Twenty-four.

27.369. Vou say that you saw a girl sold for some wheat
and opium, in what part of the country was that P—In the
east of Kathiawar.

27.370. In what state P—Limri.

27.371. Who was the man who sold the girl, her father
or whop—Her father.

27.372. What caste did he belong to P—Kumbhar, the
potter caste.

27.373. Did you see it yourself, or did you only hear of
it P—I saw it with my own eyes.

27.374. Were you present when the wheat and opium
were paid?— Yes.

27.375. Was it a sudden bargain or how was the bargain
made ?—It was a sudden bargain.

27.376. Was the buyer a Girasia ?—Yes.

27.377. What did he buy the girl for?—To give her to
his daughter as a maidservant.

27.378. When these Kumbhars marry their daughters
the man who gives in marriage his daughter takes a sum
of money from the father of the bridegroom, does he notf—Yes.

The witnesses withdrew.

Adjourned to Monday next at 11 o'clock.
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At the Town Hall, Bombay.

SEVENTY-FIFTH DAY.

Monday, 19th February 1894.

PEESENT :

The Eight Hon. LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B., Chairman, presiding.

Sir James B. Lyall, G.C.I.E., K.C.I.E.
The Hon. Sir Lachhmeeswar Sing Bah.vduk,

Maharaja of Darbhanga, K. C.S.I.

Sir William Roberts, M.D., F.R.S.
Mr. R. G. C. Mowbray, M.P.

Mr. A. U. Fanshawe.
Mr. A. Arthur Pease.
Mr. Haridas Vehabiuas.
Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.F.

Mr. J. PnEscoTT Hewett, C. i.e., Secretary.

Mr. J. Pkescott-HbweTt called in.

27.379. {('hairman.) I believe you have a statement that

you desire to make to the Commission ?—On Saturday I

received the following letter from Mr. Alexander. " Feb-
" ruary Ifi, 1894. Dear Mr. Hewett,—As you will see
" from enclosed, which was awaiting me on my return
" from the Commission this afternoon. Dr. Valentme's
" prediction is realised, and now four witnesses at Jeypore
" are all in prison. One of them (the old opium eater)

" came after us to Ajraere, and said he was afraid to go
" to his house as the police were after him ; but after

" some inquiries we doubted his story, and I gave him a
" rupee to pay his way home. As to the other three, you
" may have seen the correspondence in the Bombay
" Gazette. They all four came to us at the dak bungalow
" the same evening, telling us the police had been asking
" where they lived, and they expected all to be taken up.
" It was then we gave them money as mentioned by
" Mr. Prautch in his letter to the Gazette to enable
" him to communicate with us if the police apprehended
" them. The writer of this letter is Dr. Henry Phillips,

" Dr. Valentine's right-hand man, a native Christian,
" the father and grandfather were such before him. He
" is a native of .Jeypore and absolutely reliable, one of the
" best and nicest young fellows I have ever met. I
" hope you will wire at once to the Resident at Jeypore
" and make inquiries and get the poor fellows set at

" liberty.—Yours truly, Joseph G. Alexander."

" M. M. T. Institution, Agra, February 13, 1894.
" My dear Sir,—I had a letter from a friend in Jeypore

that four men who gave evidence in Opium Conimis.sioM

have been put in jail by the Raj autliorities. The friend

who wrote to me is one whom I can tr-iist. It iiiigiit be

as well for you to communicate with ihe Political Resident

of Jeypore. Dr. Sahib has finished his paper, and hopes
to send it to-morrow. V/ith my profound regards.—Yours,
&c., Henry Phillips."

In accordance, my lord, with your directions I telegraphed
to the Resident at Jeyjjore as follows ;

—

" Resident, " Bombay,
Jeypore. I7(h l-'eb. 18!(4.

" It has been reported to Commission that four anti-

opiumist witnesses have been put in jail by the Uaj
authorities. Please wire whether this statement is well
founded."

I have received the following reply :

—

" From Resident at Jeypore, to Secretary, Opium
Commission, Byculla Club.

" In reply to your telegram regarding alleged im-
priaonment of anti-opiumist witnesses, I aiu assured by
the Jeypore Durbar that the statements are utterly
groundless."

The witness withdrew.

Dr. R. N. Ranina re-called and further examined.

27,380. [Ghairman.) You are here, I believe, to make a

statement in respect of the Bombay petition?—Yes.

{Ghairman.) I may say to you from the chair that in our

Report the Commission will deal with the Bombay peti-

tion, and that in regard to what you have said to us with
reference to signatures for which you hold yourself per-
sonally responsible we do not impugn your statement.

[Witness.) I am very much obliged.

Mr. J. P.
Hewett.

19 Feb. 1894.

Dr. R. N.
Ranina.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. J. G. Alexand^ir re-called and further examined.

27,381. [Ghairman.) I believe you have a statement to

make to us P—I have received a letter from Miss Sunderbai

H. Powar. I told the Commission in Calcutta, in reply to

Sir James Lyall, that she would come before the Commis-

sion here or at Poona and give her evidence. She now
says :

" I would have come to Bombay to give evidence
" before the Royal Commission, hut now I am not well at

" all. I had a severe attack of influenza and it left me
" very weak. I am under the doctor's treatment." Under

these circumstances she has sent me a very brief statement

which I ask to be allowed to put in and read.

The room was cleared. On the re-admission of the

public,
.^

[Sir James Lyall.) I object to Miss Powar's evidence

being read. I do not think that a lady who has published

statements of the character of those made by her should be

O 82588.

allowed to give evidence which cannot be cross-examined.
The statements she has made seem to me to be full of
the greatest exaggeration and of false imputations, and
I object to any evidence of hers being rea'l, now that
she is not present to be cross-examined.

[Chairman.) I think the best course will be for you to
hand in the statement to me. I will take care that it is

circulated among the members of the Commission, and we
will consider how to deal with it, whether by printing it in
the Appendix or not.

[Witness.) There is practically nothing more in it ex-
cept that she says she wishes to pre.9ent copies of her
pamphlets.

[Sir James Lyall.) I object to these pamphlets beimr
presented without any cross-examination.

Uu

Mr. J. G.
Alexander.
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Mr. J. G. (Mr. Fanshawe.) I accept without the least reservation

Alexander. the statement made by Miss Sunderbai Powar that she is

unable to attend on account of illness, but I think it right

19 Feb. 1894. to ask you whether it is not the fact that she has been

unwilling to appear hitherto P

(Witness.) I do not think I can positively answer that

question. I will quite honestly say that I was given to

think when I arrived at Bombay that she probably was
unwilling. It only reached me in a roundabout way.

Upon receiving that information I at once wrote to her,

and I read the extract from her reply, which states that

she is unwell or that she otherwise would have come.*

27,.382. I think you will remember that on Friday last you
stated openly to me that you were an.vious that she should

appear, but you understood that she was unwilling ; am I

correct in that?—I am not quite sure how I put it. I have
just now put the facts as I know them. I have also to

make an application with regard to a letter from Mr.

Hanbury, which you have seen. I may be permitted to

state the circumstances before the Commission considers

whether it should receive the letter. Mr. Hanbury's name
has been mentioned to the Commission before. I think

you are aware that he is a merchant who lived 13 years in

China. He left London to re-visit China after many years

of absence, with some of his children, two or three weeks
before the Commission began ite sittmgs in London, and
he gave me some hope that he might be able to give

evidence personally before the Commission in India on his

return. I have received a letter from him in which he
says:—"I am on my way to England with my two
sons

"

27.383. [Ohairman.) Is this a statement that he is not
coming before us ?—Quite so.

27.384. Then I think if he has any testimony to commu-
nicate, and cannot appear here personally to do so, his

proper course is to address a letter to the public journals or

in some other channel than that of the Commission, in

order to make known his views. Everybody knows his

conaexion with China, and would receive hi.s respect in

statements made by him with reference to the question
submitted to this Commission. If he cannot appear
before us as a witness 1 think the proper way of making
his contribution to the solution of the question will be, not
by a letter to the Commission, which we cannot cross-

examine upon, but by an appeal directly to the public ?—

I

quite accept that decision.

The ii'itness withdrew.

Brig.-Surg.-
Lieut.-Col.

'J. B. Gaffney.

Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel J. B. Gaffney called in and examined.

Roberts.) I believe you are civil

-Yes.

27,386. (Sir William
surgeon at Jabalpore ?-

27,386. Will you tell us what opportunity you have had
of studyinif the effeot of the habitual use of opium on the

natives of India P—I have been a civil surgeon and
superintendent of jails in the Central Provinces for more
than 25 years, and have had considerable experience in

the use and abuse of opium (a) generally as regards its use
by prisoners before admission to jail, and (i) specially in

the Upper (iodavery district, where some 20 years ago I
made a special inquiry as to the consumption of opium
and ganja as affected by the increase or decrease of the
duty on country liquor. I have also had special experience

as a magistrate for about 15 years, when I had to deal

with many cases of breach of the Opium Act and the
illicit manufacture of madak. I have thus had both
medical and judicial experience of the use of opium and its

preparations in several districts.

27,.387. What opinion have you formed as to the effects

of the opium habit on the moral and physical condition
of the people P—The opinion I have been led to form re-

garding the effects of opium on the moral and physical

condition of the people who habitually use it, is that the
habitual eating of opium is harmless, except when the
eater is completely deprived of his usual supply. I have
knov/n men of all classes who have taken oi>ium daily and
on u'hom it had no prejudicial eft'ects. Many of these

have come before me as prisoners, and I have found the
sudden deprivation of the drug cause the greatest prostra-

tion ; diarrhaia almost invariably occurs, with loss of

appetite and weight. It has been my custom in these

cases to give small doses of opium gradually diminished
;

the unfavourable symptoms soon disappear, and the pri-

soner regains his former condition, and no longer feels the
want of his accustomed dose of opium.

27,388. What has been your experience with regard to

opium smoking P—As regards opium smoking, I have had
experience of madak smoking only. On this subject I
obtained much information in the Seoni district, where
smoking; is more general than in any other district in

which I have served. I consider madak smoking as hurt-
ful as opium eating is harmless, and am of opinion that

madak smoking is one of the most pernicious and demora-
lizing practices in India; it ruins the health, lowers both
the moral and physical condition of the smoker, and the

* The following letter was subsequently received from the
witness :

—

Bombay, 20 Feb. 18',)1.

Dear Lord Brassey,
Oil readiiiK the report of yeatorday'a proceediBgs in this

morning'.s paper, 1 perceive that I have done inju.^tice to Miss
Soonderbai by leaving her open to the imputation that she was unwil-
ling to tie cro.ss-exiimined on lier statements. I have not the slightest
reason to suppose that this was the cise ; on the contrary, from my
personal knowledge of her, I feel convinced tluit thore are very few
ladies, in Plngland or India, who would more readily submic to have her
statements publicly tested.

The unwillingness to come before the Commission which I was led to
believe slie entertained was, according to the information I received,
due to entirely dill'erent grounds.

[ shall be obliged if you will allow me to read the above statement, oi
if in some other way it may be made as jjublic as the answer I gave to
Mr. l<'anshawe yesterday.

Yours truly,

JOSEPU G. Aluxahdke.

practice furnishes a large proportion of prisoners to the jail

in any district where smoking is prevalent.

27,389. What do you know of the manufacture
of madak P—As a magistrate in the Seoni district

very many cases of illicit manufacture of madak were
brought before me. To properly understand the subject, I

made careful inquiries into the process of manufacture of
madak, and as I am not aware of any published descrip-
tion of the process, I shall fully describe it. Opium,
either smuggled or purchased from the licensed vendor, is

placed in a small brass vessel, called a kuttori, water is

added, and the mixture is slowly boiled over a charcoal
fire ; when the mixture becomes rather thick, it is strained
through cotton wool, and the product again boiled and
strained ; this process is carried out three times. Then
babul (Accacia arabica) leaves are taken, the leaflets stripped
off and roasted till carbonized in a piece of an eai'then
chattie ; the product is mixed with the opium till a suffi-

ciently solid substance is formed to make into pills rather
larger than an ordinary 5 graiu pill. These pills when dry
are smoked in a specially constructed pipe—choongi—made
of stone or brass with a reed or wooden stem ; a small cup
receives the pill, which is smoked by applying lighted char-
coal, no tobacco or other substance being added.

27.390. Did you ascertain the proportion of opium in the
madak p—Xo ; it is sufficient to make it of the con-
sistence of a pill.

27.391. What is the cause of the difference between
madak smoking and opium eating p—I have never been
able satisfactorily to account for the vast difference in
effects between eating opium and smoking it as madak

;

in the latter form crude opium is converted into a very
pure "watery extract of opium." It is probably owing to
the concentration of the active principles of opium by
repeated boiling that the product becomes infinitely more
powerful than opium, just as absolute alcohol is a poison,
but when sufficiently diluted is harmless.

27.392. In madak smoking there is complete combus-
tion I assume P—Yes.

27.393. And what the smoker would get would not be
unaltered constituents of the opium, but the heat pro-
ducts P—Y'es. Very little that I know of has been pub-
lished regarding the deleterious effects of madak smoking.
Sir W. Moore does not condemn it; he may not have seen
it used in the Bombay Presidency, or he could not have
failed to observe its baneful effects on its victims. In a
report, dated the 29th May 1893, I reported to the deputy
surgeon-general on the administration of opium to chil-
dren. The general conclusion I arrived at was that the
practice of giving opium to children was almost universal,
and according to my experience it produced no deleterious'
effect.s. I mentioned in a previous report the custom I
found prevailing in the Telegu country of administering
opium to children from the time of birth till they learned
to smoke tobacco.

27.394. Is opium eating considered a vice among the
population of your district?—Amongst the natives with
whom I am familiar opium eating is not considered a vice
or even a bad habit ; those who do not use it seem rather
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pleased that they cau do without it, I have never known
them to censure anyone fcr opium eating, although they
condemn madak smoking as a low and degrading vice.

27.395. Have you seen any evil results following the

practice of opium eating F—Beyond occasional cases of

poisoning by opium I have known of no e\ il effects follow-

ing its use.

27.396. Will you now express your views generally P—

I

am very strongly of opinion that not only is it unneces-

sary and undesirable to interfere with the production and
sale of opium, but that a serious wrong and a great and
deplorable mistake would be made in interfering with the

cousumption of opium by the natives of India. It would
be about as irrational and hopeless as to attempt to

prohibit the manufacture and consumption of beer in

England. I am familiar with the system of sale of opium
in the Central Provinces, where it is not manufactured, I

think any attefr.pt to prohibit the sale of opium except for

medicinal purposes would be a disastrous failure. I con-

sider it the duty of all Governments when dealing with

vice to regulate what they cannot prevent. The present

system of licensing endeavours to realise the largest mcome
from the sale of opium and so check its consumption, but

it cannot go beyond that point when smuggling would
naturally result if rates were made prohibitive.

27,397. As regards madak ?— .As regards madak, I think

it would be desirable to take every means, short of absolute

prohibition, to check its consumption ; but here the ques-

tion of the liberty and rights of the people comes in. If

you sell opium to the people, it appears scarcely justifiable

to dictate to them the manner in which they must con-

sume it. No man would submit to interference with the

manner in which he consumes either tobacco or brandy on
which he has puid Government du^y. The sale of madak
might be wholly prohibited, in which case private manu-
facture might be permitted for individual consumption;

the consumption of madak would then probably decline,

as there would bs n.) place of meeting lor dissolute

nuidak smokei's.

27,.i98. What do you think of the prospect of further

taxation H—I am of opinion that further taxation at the

preient time could not be borne, and that increased taxa-

tion to compensate Government for its loss of income

by the abolition of an almost universal custom would be

an infliction that would not be borne by the people, and

could not meet with the approval of any officer of experience

in India.

27.399. {Mr. Pease.) What proportion of adult males in

your neighbourhood do you estimate are consumers of

opium P—I could only venture on a guess, I could not

calculate actually.

27.400. In using the expression " universal custom,"

do you imply that it is the custom of men, women, and

children to take opium P—I should say it is customary in

almost all families to use it.

27.401. As a luxury?—As more of necessity; it is

considered so.

27.402. You mean for health ?—As medicine for children,

for their health.

27.403. Then your expression " universal " refers only

to the use of opium for children ?—Universal in families

and households I will say.

27.404. In the same way as laudanum and so forth

are universal in families in England ?—Yes ; only more

extensively so.

27.405. You have used ^'ei-y strong terms v.-ith regard to

smoking ; do you think that the taking of opium by

young persons in health is a good habit P—Eating opium

is not a good habit when it is unnecessary.

27.406. Have you met with many cases in which persons,

who having taken to the habit, have been unable to throw

it off P—In jail I have seen many who thrive without it

after n certain time—confirmed opium eaters.

27.407. In those cases you compel them to give it up ?

—Yes.

27.408. Do you find any difficulty in their cases P—At
first the system is a great deal affected for want of

the customary drug. They suffer a great deal, but
when small doses are administered to them they recover

completely.

27.409. Yon continue to give them opium or morphia P

—For a short time, when the symptoms require it.

27.410. {Mr. Mowbray.) What do you mean by the

illicit manufacture of madak?—There are licensed con-

tractors who manufacture and sell opium, and anyone who
manufactures or purchases madak, except through licensed

contractors, commits a penal offence.

27.411. You mean that the offence is the purchase or the

preparation of madak from shops other than those of the

licensed vendor ?—Yes ; it can only be used if purchased

from a licensed vendor. Under the Act the manufacture

of any preparation of opium is punishable.

27.412. These were cases wliere somebody, who was not

a Hcensed vendor, manufactured madak and sold it P

—

Yes.

27.413. There is no restriction, I suppose, in the Central

Provinces, to a man buying crude opium and manufac-

turing it into madak for his own consumption?—He
cannot make it for his own consumption ; the manu-
facture is illegal, except by a licensed vendor.

27.414. Are you sure of that?— I think so; in the Act

the manufacture of opium is punishable.

27.415. I understand that there are still licensed shops

open for the sale of madak in the Central Provinces ?—
Yes.

27,41(i. That is the only way in which madak can be

obtained legally ?—Yes.

27.417. Is the law with regard to stopping smoking on
licensed premises strictly carried out as far as you know
in the Central Provinces ?—I cannot answer the question.

27.418. {Mr. Fanshawe.) You have referred to your ex-

perience in the Upper Godavery district; did you there

find the belief prevalent that the use of opium was a

protection against chills and malarial influences?—Yes.

27.419. Can you give me any explanation of the difiusion

of tlie madak smoking habit in the Seoni district ?—

I

understand that it has existed a long time, but only the

low-class Mahomedans adopt it.

27.420. Beyond the fact that you know that it is an old

practice, you can suggest no special reason why it should

be followed more there than in other districts P—No, except

that it is a very old Mahomedan place, and there are a lot

of low-class Mahomedans there.

27.421. Has it been your experience that the opium
habit is one that is adopted by young men, or

more generally by men later in life P—I cannot say

from my own personal knowledge ; but from what I

have heard, men advanced in life take it to gain fresh

strength and vigour, and they find it efiectual. Young
men would take to it, first from medical advice, or perhaps

to ease pains, or when suffering from fever or other diseases,

such as diarrhoea or dysentery, and so might contract the

habit.

27.422. Has it been your experience that the habitual

use of opium has very often grown out of the necessity of

taking it in connexion with some disease .'—I should say

that it frequently is so.

27.423. (Mr. Wilson.) You speak of any attempt to

prevent the consumption of opium as being as irrational

as an attempt to prevent the consumption of beer in

England. I suppose you are aware that there are very
serious proposals made in England by Her Majesty's

Government to interfere with the consumption of beer P

—I am not aware of it.

27.424. You have not heard of any prohibitive legislation

under the system of local o))tioii ?—Yes, I have heard of

it, but I do not know much about it. I have been half of

my life out in India.

Brig.-Surg.

Lieut.- Col.

J. B. Gaffney.

19 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.
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Surgeon-Jtinjor W. A. Uuayle called ii; and examined.

27,425. [Chairman.) You are civil surgeon at Nimarp

—

Yea.

27,425a. {Sir William Roberts.) Will you kindly tell us

what opportunities you have had of maliing yourself ac-

quainted with the effect of the opium habit on (he natives

of India?—As a civil surgeon and superintendent of a jail

in the Central Provinces during the past eight years I

have had opportunities of becoming acquainted with the

habits of the civil population with respect to the consump-
tion of opium.

27,426. Does that complete your experience ?—Yes. As
sanitary and vaccination officer I have had to go through
the district every year, and have seen all sorts of people.

27,4-7. What has been the result of your observation !'

—In this district, Ni'iiar, opium is given to children from
the age of two weeks until that of two years. The poorer

classes give it very generally in order to keep their children

quiet ; the richer classes, as a matter of custom.

27,42<S. Is it given almost universally?—Y'es ; it is

almost universal among the poorer classes. In every vil-

lage you will find a few elderly persons who take opium to

relieve the pains of neuralgia and chronic rheumatism.
Some also indulge in it as a remedy for diarrhoea and
dysentery to which they are subject. The valley of the

Tapti and the jungles of Niniar generally are very mala-

rious tracts ; and nervous and muscular pains, together

with diurrhcea and dysentery, are frequent sequences of

malarial fevers, and to relieve these opium is the only

remedy within the reach of all, and many even cimnot
afford to purchase it, its price being so prohibitive.

27,42!*. AVhat opinion have you formfd as to the effect

oE the opium habit ?—No evidence has come within my
knowledge to induce me to believe that opium in moderate
doses exerts baneful effects on the constitution, morally or

physically. N'o case of insanity arising from the use of
opium has come under my observation. Willi regard to

ihe excessive use of the drug, I have seen a few old

upiun smugglers in jail who ha\'e certainly physically

detei-iorated under its use, but it is only fair to say that

these men, as a rule, lead vicious and dissipated lives.

Kxcept in Ihe large town of Burhanpur, there are, I am
inEurmed, but few opium smokers in the district; I have
therefore no personal acquaintance with them. They are

said to be among those who indulge excessively and suiler

most, their ph)sical deterioration being rapid.

27.430. In what light do people look upon the habit of

taking opium?—Natives do not look on the moderate use

of ojiium, even when not taken medicinally, as a degrad-

ing habit. Opium smokers and those who consume the

drug excessively and neglect their duties are naturally not

considered reputable members of society.

27.431. What do you think is the opinion generally

held as to measures for the prohibition of the use of

opium?—Although it vould matter little to the majority

of the ])eopie whether the growth of opium ivas prohibited

or not, except for medicinal purposes, yet public opinion

would be decidedly adverse to such prohibition.

27.432. Do you make that statement because the prac-

tice of the use of opium is not very widely spread in your

district ?—Yes.

27.433. Do you consider it possible to suppress the use

of opium ?—I do not see how it would be possible to

entirely ])rohi bit the growth of the poppy ard the production

and sale of opium except for medicinal purposes. In order

to be at hand for these latter purpose.^, opium shops would
still be necessaiy throughout the district, and there could be
no efficient check as to whether a person really bought the

opium for medical jmrposes or not. To raise the price of

the drug, and thus further limit consumption, would be to

take out of the reach of the poorest the only means they
have for the relief of much pain and suffering. I do not
see how the existing Government system can be modified
without raisiuit Ihe price, and thus putting the drug alto-

gether out of the reach of the people. I do not think that

the people would be willing to bear such extra taxation as

would be involved by the prohibition or further restriction

of the sale of opium, seeing that ihe wish of the public is

not in this direction.

27.434. Is your district a malarial one."—It is very

malarial.

27.435. Is there a current belief among the people that

opium is good for malarial fever ?—There is.

27.436. You have referred to neuralgia and rheumatism
;

is there a belief that opium is good for ague .''—It is gene-

rally laken after ague.

27.437. Not as a prophylactic ?—No, not as a prophy-
lactic.

27.438. But to mitigate the symptoms f—The sequences,

diarrhoja, dysentery, neuralgia, and muscular pains.

27.439. As far as you know, is opium really effective as

a febrifuge ?—I have no experience.

27.440. (Mr. Pease.) You say you have seen a few
opium smugglers in jail; are they specially addicted to

consuming opium ?—Yes.

27.441. Have you seen no one in jail deteriorate under
its use except smugglers ?—Yes, I have. But they were
chiefly smugglers.

27.442. (Mr. Mowbray.) Your district borders on Malwa ?

—On Indore.

2",443. Is there much smuggling across the frontier ?

—

A good deal.

27.444. Does that account for your seeing opium
smugglers in jail ?— Yes.

27.445. I suppose you use opium medicinally ?—Yes.

27.446. How do you obtain the opium you use medi-
cinally ?—From Government.

27.447. (Mr Haridas Vekaridas.) You are a Govern-
ment servant ?—Yes.

27.448. You are not required to have a license .?—No.

27.449. (Mr. Wilson.) I do not quite understand
whether upon the whole you think the habit of eating
opium good or bad ?—I do not see any evil in it. It is a
stimulant, the same as beer or whisky, or anything of that
kind.

27.450. If all your hospital assistants took it you would
not mind

;
you ,vould be indifferent on the subject ?—If

they took it in very moderate doses I should not mind.

27.451. What do you call a very moderate dose ?—From
two to eight grains daily.

27.452. You would not be afraid of its leading them
furtlier ?—No. It tloes not generally lead further, in my
experience.

The witness withdrew.

Mr, Haridas
Chnlterji.

Mr. Haridas C'iiatterji called in and examined.

27,453. (Chairman.) You are a pleader living in Khandwa?
—Yes.

27.4.')4. You have been 15 years in practice there?

—

Yes.

27,45.''. And in your professional avocations you have

been brought into contact with people inhabiting the

poppy growing districts of Malwa, Indore, M how, and one

or two Native States within the Central India Agency?

—

Yes.

;i7,456. Is Khandwa an important c-.ntre of the opium

trade ?—Not of the opium trade. It is a rising town of

commerce.

27,457. It is a centre of trade, is it not ?—Yes.

27.458. The Khandwa courts deal, do they not, rather
extensively'with opium smuggling cases ?—They do. They
give exemplary sentences.

27.459. In your profession you have had a good deal to
do with these cases ?—Yes ; many cases come to us.

27.460. You are a native of Bengal?—Yes.

27.461. Comparing your observation as to the effect of
opium at Khandwa with what you know of Bengal, what
is your impression?—My impression is not unfavourable
at all as regards the effects of opium. First, only a very
small per-centage of people take to it—only those who are
advanced in age and feel the effects of it ; they take small
doses with not very harmful effects ; on the contrary, I
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have seen instances in which they feel the good effects of

small doses.

27,462. What do you say as to the mcral aspect of the

question P—As regards the moral and, I mafadd, social

aspect of the question, I cannot say that (other exciting

causes being absent) moral depravity or social degradation

has ever sprung from the use of opium. Rich or poor,

high or low, I do not think that any opium eater I have

ever known has lost an inch of his position in the scale of

social estimation, or that his habitual dose of opium has

ever led him to any act of immorality. In one word, I

know no distinction, socially or morally, between two
individuals, one an abstainer and the other a consumer of

opium—of course, caiteris paribus. On the physical and
moral aspect oF the question there are one or two points

which deserve notice. The much maligned abuse of

opium as an allurement for vice, and for what I may call

se.Kual endurance, is what I had barely heard of, and I

have now read a good deal since the sitting of the Com-
mission. The detractors of opium made capital out of this.

I confess I have no experience on this point, and I dismiss

it with an observation that this is an instance of abuse of

opium, and that even in that respect I have reasons to

think that the picture has been considerably overdrawn.

We have no right to take an instance of abuse and to con-

demn an otherwise useful necessary for human life.

27.463. Is the opium habit extensively adopted in the

district of which you speak P—Not very extensively, though

the facilities for using opium are very great. As a matter

of fact, in many of the villages in the district, and in the

adjoining districts, opium grows abundantly' ; still I do not

find that, compared with Bengal, the per-centage of con-

sumption in Khandwa is appreciably higher.

27.464. Is the administration of opium to cliildren ex-

tensively resorted to in your district P—Yes. Since I have

come into this part of ttie country I have found that it is

more freely used than in Bengal.

27.465. In small doses without ill effects?—Yes.

27.466. What is the result of your observations as to

smoking opium ?—I do not claim much experience in

regard to the results of smoking opium on the moral and

physical man. For the little I have seen I have not a

single good word to speak in its favour.

27.467. It is a bad thing F—Yes, it is univerally coii-

demned in our district.

27.468. What is the state of public feeling in the dis-

trict for which you speak with reference to the use of opium
otherwise than for the purposes of medicine ?—The natives

of this country with whom I am familiar think of opium
more or less in the light I have expressed. Since the com-
mencement of the present agitation and crusade against

opium I have made it a point to study the opium literature

published in papers, and to test and to take the sense of

the native population here of all ranks with whom I have

come in contact, and I have invariably found that public

feeling is by no means adverse to the use of opium other

than for the purposes of medicine. Its abolition is dreaded

by the people with horror, and they consider that any

attempt to restrict its consumption to cases certified by

medical men would be a cruel instance of tyranny of the

majority over the minority.

27.469. What would you say with reference to the

smuggling which would be involved in the adoption of a

prohibitive policy P—Under the circumstances described in

the question, illicit trade in opium, of which I have an

extensive experience in this district, will, I apprehend,

increase many fold with the entire prohibition of the growth,

production, and sale of opium. Opium is a self-prescribed

medicine, and the habits of the people in this respect have

become so deep-rooted that nature will assert itself and

there would not be the least possibility of control. As com-

pared with alcoholic drinks, opium is comparatively cheaper,

and with all the stringent law and rules regulating its

manufacture, import, export and sale, smuggling thereof,

on various scales, is going on more or less throughout the

country. By any prohibitive measure you cannot and

will not be able to restrict the cultivation and growth of

opium in the extensive Native States in Malwa and else-

where. The decided feeling throughout the Central India

Native States, in one of which I had recently been, is in

favour of opium cultivation. Both the cultivators and the

State profit by it, and this I know would be the unanimous

testimony of all the' Native Chiefs and Rajas who have

been interrogated on the subject. The detractors of opium

traffic would do well to remember what would be the

necessary and the natural consequence of unrestricted or

clandestine growth of opium in one part of the country

and a keen hankering for the drug in another. Nature

will revolt against an administrative measure that seeks to

divide and keep asunder these powerful attractions.

27.470. You do not recommend that the Government
monopoly and advance for the growth and manufacture of

o[)ium should be discontinued ?—It should be restricted.

27.471. You do not recommend any change with regard
to monopoly and purchase ?—I think the present system
works very well.

27.472. But you do recommend, I undertand, that the

excise system being retained, some further restrictions

should be adopted P—In view of the fact that, whereas a
general prohibition of th? growth, manufacture, and sale of

opium will, while entailing a serious and needless loss of

Government revenue, impose an additional burden of ex-

penditure in the shape of an espionaging and suppressing
establishment all over the country, I would suggest that

the whole excise system, and therefore the Government
revenue, being retained, some restrictions should be im-
posed upon the free and unrestricted retail vend of opium
to prevent the abuse or the occasional debauch with it, for

criminal or suicidal purposes, and that these restrictions

should be further extended, almost to the extent of pro-

hibitive measures, against the licensing the manufacture
and sale of opium in the form of chandu and madak.
These restrictive and proliibitive steps will necessarily en-

tail a slight fall of revenue.

27.473. Would the people be willing to bear the cost of

prohibitory measures ?—I am afraid not.

27.474. {Mr. Pease.) You state that in cross-examining

a witness you find it useful and successful to charge him
with being an opium smoker. Is that in cases where the

quantity he smolces is comparatively small, or only where
he smokes to excess P—The more a man is addicted to

smoking the more he is unreliable.

27.475. You make this charge of a man being unreliable

even when he does not smoke to any extent p—If he smokes
chandu or madak he is more or less unreliable.

27.476. Do you always confine this charge to smoking,
or are opium eaters sometimes charged in the same way as

being " aflmchis " or " afimkhors " P—That relates to con-

sumers of large doses. Those in favour of whom I have
spoken are those who take small doses to counteract the

effects of advancing age.

27.477. I asked you wliether the charge of being opium
consumers was not sometimes made by pleaders against

persons who ate opium, and did not smoke it ?—Some-
times.

27.478. With a view to shake their credit ?—Yes.

27.479. {Mr. Mowbray.) What is the retail price of opium
in the bazars in Khandwa P— 1 am not quite sure ; I think
from six to eight annas per tola.

27.480. Do you know what it is over the border in

Indore P—About four rupees a seer.

27.481. From the papers put in by the' Government it

appears that the price at which it is issued to licensed

vendors in the Central Provinces is 22 rupees per seer P

—

Yes.

27.482. And you say that the retail selling price is about
six or eight annas per tola P—Yes.

27.483. I may take it, then, that there is a very large
diiference between the retail price in Indore and in

Khandwa P—A great difference.

27.484. Do you not think that that is a restriction upon
the retail vend of opium in Khandwa P—It is sufficiently re-

stricted as it is ; but in order to prevent the occasional abuse
of large doses being taken for the purposes of committing
suicide, and so forth, we might put a further restriction if

possible.

27.485. What have you in your mind when you speak of
further restrictions P—I have not considered what the mode
of restriction should be.

27.486. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say that you have
invariably found that public feeling is by no means adverse
to the use of opium other than for the purposes of medi-
cine, I suppose you mean opium eating, not opium smoking P

—No.

27.487. Would you qualify it by saying the moderate
use P—The moderate use I mean.

27.488. Would you say that for a young man in good
health to habituate himself to taking a moderate dose is a
good habit ?— Not for a young man, when there is no
necessity for it, I do not think so.

27.489. {Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand that when you
ask witnesses questions as to their opium eating with a
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vievv- to shake their credit, you only do this if you have

reason to believe that they eat opium in excess?— In

excess.

27.490. The experience you have Had is in the main the

experience of eating opium in moderation, as I gather from

your evidence P—Yes.

27.491. And the moderate use of opium is the rule and

the excessive use is the exception P—\ es.

27.492. Can you tell me from what class of life chandu

and madak smokers in the Nimar district are mainly drawn P

—They are generally the lower order of Mahomedans in

Burhanpur.

27.493. Is the taking of opium, in your experience, at

all a common method of committing suicide in Nimar P

—

Not in that district.

27.494. When you speak of opium being used for criminal

purposes, to what purposes are you referring P—Murdering

and disabling people.

27.495. Have you any experience of its being used largely

by regular poisoners or any class of criminals i^—I have

very little experience of that in the district. What I have

stated has been gathered chiefly from the papers and from

stories on the Bengal side, not in Nimar.

27.496. You are a Bengali yourself?—Yes.

27,497- And you have lived in the Nimar district for the

last 16 years?—Yes.

27.498. In the discharge of your professional duties?—
Yes.

27.499. (Mr. Wilxon.) When did you begin to pay special

attention to the opium question?—In my professional capa-

city I used to get large numbers of smuggling cases before

me. It was a time when smuggling was going on exten-

sively in Khandwa. The courts were rather lenient at

first, at the commencement of my practice, and that

leniency tended to smuggling going on very rapidly for

some years, ijince then I have not studied the opium
question in its social aspect, but I think that the demand
for opiiim, and the difference in price in the Native States

and the British territories, produced very much smuggling.

Eventually it was punished with exemplary sentences, and
then it began to fall otf. Since the sitting of the Commis-
sion I have studied the question to son.e extent, and I have

made innuiries among the people of all classes in the

district.

27.500. In reference to opium smuggling cascSj is it

your impression that those are bondfide cases of smuggling

or that they are cases of false accusation P—I am afraid that

there are some cases of false accusation as well. There

have been some cases in vi^hich false charges have been

made, and the accused have been let off. Ample rewards

were given, and probably in some instances that led persons

to invent cases.

27.501. Whether rightly or wrongly, is it not a common
belief in Khandwa that there is an enormous amount of

corruption and false accusation in connexion with opium

smuggling P—Three or four or five years ago that impres-

sion was abroad, but now it has died out. Even in the

earlier days the false cases were not numerous ;
there were

some.

27.502. Can you give me your idea of the proportion of

adult males in Khandwa and the district to which you are

referring who are in the habit of eating opium ?—I am not

exactly sure of the proportion.

27.503. Do you think it is 5 or 10 or 20 per cent. .?—

Hardly five per cent., perhaps just about five.

27.504. The rest of the people manage to live without it ?

—Yes.

27.505. Without suffering, as far as you can see?—
Without any necessity for opium. I am not sure about the

per-oentage.

27.506. Should you say, upon the whole, that the habit

of taking opium by persons in good health is a good or

bad habit ?—Without necessity it is, of course, a bad habit.

27.507. {Sir James Lyall.) Do you think it is a, good

habit for young men in good health to smoke tobacco ?

—

It is not a good habit.

27.508. In your experience do the Central Province

farmers and licensed vendors who have the monopoly in

their circles help the collectors to detect opium smuggling?
—They do.

27.509. Do any other people help to detect smuggling ?

—Besides those there are others who get rewards.

27.510. Informers?— Informers. They generally go up
in the trains to Indore, and there they try to find it out.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. W. J.
Gladwin. Mr. Wallace J. Gladwin called in and examined.

27,511. {Chairman.) Will you make the statement that

you are prepared to lay before us ?—Twenty-two years ago
I came to India as a missionary. I have laboured in

various parts of India and Ceylon. The opium habit was

forced upon my attention the first year, as one of my Indian

preachers was suspected by his brother Indian preachers

of vising it. They insisted that he should be put to the
" o))ium test," i.e., closely watched 24 hours. It was
stated that a confirmed opium user, when deprived of the

drug, would within 24 hours show such nervous depression

as would betray the habit. I noticed the absolute con-

demnation of this vicious habit by all the natives who
spoke of it. It was especially afiirmed that opium blunted

the moral sense, and made people dishonest. Several

times I have ^^sited the opium dens of Bombay and
elsewhere. Talking freely with the inmates I have heard

only unqualified regret at the slavery v.'hich bound them.

Most remarkable is the despair which all express. Other

vices they say can be given up, but opium never. In

1891 I had much correspondence with newspapers in India

upon the subject of the opium traffic. I sent circulars

of inquiries to many editors of papers, who were Indians,

and as far as opinions were expressed they were

unanimous in their condemnation, not of the opium
habit merely, but of the traffic which so mightily facilitates

and promotes the use of that poison. In London three

years ago—by way of testing the subject—I attempted

to purchase a small quantity of opium. At every place

I was refused, except one druggist, who hinted that

I might get some clandestinely. Returning to India

I tried to see how easily opium was available, and how
much could be procured. I saw little children of 10 years

of age pin-chase it at the open stalls in the Crawford

Market and Null Bazaar. The quantity was practically un-

limited. Though onlylO tolas were allowed to be sold to one

person (I have been since informed that it was reduced to

two tolas in 1892), yet the opium vendors told me that if

I wanted more, to call together some of the bystanders

and they would let me have 10 tolas for each one. The

same questions were asked by others, and the vendors

freely offered to sell any quantity that might be wished
in this manner. Considering how much testimony has

recently been given in India in fa\'Our of the use of opium
not only as to its being innocent and harmless, but
actually useful in many ways, it is evident that some
great change of public opinion must ensue. If this pro-

opium testimony is believed, then British law is utterly

wrong in depriving the people of the Dnited Kingdom
of an article so very usefiil, and which at its worst is only

a comforting luxury. In Columbo I was told, when talk-

ing with men in the opium dens, that they took up the
habit in connexion with diseases brought on by immorality.
I have Irere a statement by John Dudgeon, M.D., surgeon
to the Pekin Hospital, which I should like to read.

27.512. This is a statement by another gentleman?—-It

is an extract from the " Transactions of the Social Science
" Association at the Liverpool meeting, 1876."

27.513. {Choirman.) Unless we [lut some limitation upon
the reading of extracts from the writings of other persons,
and limit the evidence as far as possible to the testimony
of witnesses to facts coming under their own observation,
an indefinite extension may be given to our labours.

27.514. {Sir William Roberts.) In connexion with what
society are you labouring ?— I am labouring as an inde-
pendent missionary under no society.

27.515. By yourself?—Yes.

27.516. Do you take the same attitude with regard to
alcohol as you do with regard to opium ?—Very much the
same ; but I believe that opium is, under the circumstances
more of a danger because of its seductive influence upon
the people.

27.517. Do you look upon the moderate use of alcohol
in Europe as an evil ?—Yes, I have long been of that
opinion.

27.518. And a thing to be suppressed by law ?— I think
it would be better if there were some sort of suppression.
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27.519. (Mr. Mowbray.) Do you say that you have eeen
opium sold at the open stalls in Crawford Market and
Null Bazaar in Bombay ?—Yes, I have seen opium sold.

27.520. Hoiv many of these opium slialls did you seeP

—

I visited a large stall in Null Bazaar and another m Craw-
ford Market. I visited one stall in each market.

27.521. Did you notice whether there was any license

board where the opium was being sold ?—I think there

was, but I am not sure.

27.522. Did you ever think of inquiring?—No. The
people were there strolling about and buying opium very

largely.

27.523. They would hardly be doing that, I suppose, if

it had not been a licensed shop ?—I should think not if

the opium department were wide awake.

27,624. I thought from your statement that you had
seen it in many cases, but you now say that you saw one
stall in Crawford Market and one in Null Bazaar P—For
public sale. The dens using it is another matter.

27.525. When did you see the opium dens, within the

last six months?—^Not so recently. It has been during
several years observatioc.

27.526. [Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you know that

the amount of opium that can be sold has been lately

reduced from 10 tolas to two tolas P—Yes.

27.527. Then your remark vi^ould be so far modified ?
—

'

Yes. I so stated.

27.528. Four friends could buy eight tolas, two tolas

each ?—Yes.

27.529. Do you think they would do that for yon, and
give you all that was sold P—They freely offered 1o let nie

have it if I could only get the coolies to come for it.

27.530. Did you accept the 10 tolas from each of these

four or five persons ?—I believe the men meant what they

said ; they offered it freely.

27.531. But you did not try it practically
;
you did

not get the 10 tolas P—No. I fully believed their state-

ment, but I did not put it to the test.

27.532. {Mr. Fanskawe.) In what parts of India have
you had experience P You mention Ceylon P—In the

North-west Provinces, Madras, and Ceylon, and more
especially in Bombay.

27.533. Is your missionary work still carried on in

Bombay ?—Yes.

27.534. You have been here some years ?—Yes.

27.535. Eight or ten years .P—Yes.

27.536. I understand your evidence to relate more
particularly to opium smoking ?—Both smoking and
chewing it. The first case that I mentioned was that of a

man who swallowed opium.

27.537. Chewing is one thing, taking a pill is another.

You mean swallowing ?—Tes.

27.538. Has it come within your experience that opium
is used as a domestic remedy, and also as a restorative by
men in older life ?—I have known it frequently used to

put children to sleep while the mothers are at work, not

otherwise.

27.539. Those uses have not come within your ex-

perience?— Not as a medicine, except in cases such as I

mentioned where persons took it to get relief for diseases

brought on by immorality.

27.540. You never heard of its being used to give relief

in cases of rheumatism, pains, cold, and so on P—No. I

suppose it is sometimes used as such.

27.541. You never heard of its being used as a restora-

tive by men after 35 or 40 p—No, I have not.

27.542. {Sir James Lyall.) What was the result of the

test you applied to the Indian preacher ?—He refused to

be put to the test, and left the mission.

27.543. Does your church make abstinence from alcohol

as well as 0|)ium a rule of faith ?—I came to India as a

missionary of the American Methodists, but I am not
under their direction now. I am labouring independently.

They try to enforce total abstinence.

27.544. With referenre to the answers you say you
received at the opium dens, do you not think that if an
English gentleman spoke to arrack drinkers they also

would say that it was a very bad custom ?—Some do, and
some do not ; some defend it, as our countrymen do.

27.545. It is not the general way in which natives will

answer you when you speak to them p They do the

thing, and yet do not defend it p— I think not, as a general

rule. I felt that they were honest in their remarks.

27.546. Are you quite sure that you correctly remember
the facts in the story you told about going to a number of

druggist shops in London and trying to purchase opium P

—Yes.

27.547. What reason did the druggists give for

refusing to sell opium P—In Holborn they simply said

they could not do it. The druggist in Camden Road
showed me the law, and said I must get a prescription.

Almost all asked me if I had got a prescription.

27.548. Are you aware that there is no law requiring a

prescription P—I saw the law. They seemed to fear

selling it without some medical authority.

27.549. Are you aware that there is no such law as you
state, and that there is no such general practice p—I am
not aware of it.

27.550. That as a rule druggists supply any man who
asks with opium or with laudanum?— I was not aware of

that ; it is news to me.

27.551. That makes me very much astonished at your

story. What did you say ? Did you simply ask for so

much opium ?—I asked if I could purchase some opium.

27.552. How much did you ask for?—I did not ask for

any quantity at first. One or two asked me how much I

wanted, and I said " a small quantity." It struck ine

with surprise that druggists themselves seemed to be so

mucii afraid of selling it.

27.553. Are you aware that in some parts of England

where opium eating is common the opium is made up in

packets and put on the counter on fair days and market

days ?—I am not aware of it. I have read on what I

believe to be good authority that there are opium dens in

London where peoule can get it.

27.554. I think you said that you considered opium

more seductive than alcohol ?—Yes.

27.555. In the case of alcohol are not taste and the

pleasure of drinking in company large items of seduction P

—I suppose they are.

27.556. And are not those items entirely absent in the

case of opium eating p—They may be so. It seems to be

more of a slavery to the habit; it seems to come any way,

whether there are friends or not.

27.557. {Mr. Wilson.) You have referred t-i what you
learned 22 years ago. You have not told us whether your

view is the same still, whether your observation has lasted

to the present time?—Only changed to be more decidedly

against the habit.

27.558. Has your more recent observation tended to

confirm what you then learned ?—Yes, indeed I may say

more than confirmed what I then learned.

27.559. What would you say as to the general opinion

of the people of Bombay at large in reference to the opium
habit ?—1 have heard it always condemned except where

people apologise in the way they do sometimes for a Dad

habit, saying that they must do it, and that they rather

like it, but more or less in terms of condemnation.

27.560. With reference to ,
your experience in England,

are you aware that if the chemist had consented to sell the

opium to you he would have had to label it " poison ?"—

I

so understood. I procured a small pill in Camden Road,

and it was labelled "poison."

27.561. Are you also aware that, as a matter of fact,

all respectable chemists and druggists exercise a very

careful scrutiny over the persons to whom they sell opium p

—I understand that as a matter of common repute.

27.562. And are you aware that in some large towns

there is an honourable understanding among all respect-

able chemists and druggists to limit and restrict the sale

as far as they possibly csin ?—I was not aware of that, but

I have read in some articles of the Chemists and Druggists'

Society that they were bound by law to a very exclusive

policy—the members of the Association.

37.563. {Mr. Mowbray.) Can you tell me how many
chemists and druggists there are in India of the same class

as the chemists and druggists in England?— I do not

know. I should think there were but few, because so

much work is in the hands of the ofiicial departments, but

little independent practice apparently.

Mr. W. J.

Gladwin.

19 Feb. ;1S94.

The witness \vithdrew.
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Mr. Kalidas
Chaudhri.

19 Feb. 1894.

Mr. Kalidas Chaudhri called in and examined.

27.564. {Mr. Fnnshawe.) I believe you are a pleader at

Hoshangabad, in the Central Provinces ?—Yes.

27.565. Will you tell us what opportunities you have
had of learning about the opium habit i[i that district P—
I have been a pleader in active practice in this district for

the past 1 years. In my professional business, and in my
capacity as a member of the local board, district council

and municipality, at different times ot my life, I have
had innumerable opportunities of coming in contact with

various classes of people, and ihough I never made a

special study of the subject of the use and effects of opium,
yet I can safely say that I possess a general knowledge
of the subject with reference to a large portion of my
countrymen.

27.566. What opinion have you formed as to the effects

of the opium habit on the moral character of the people to

whom you are referring p—1 have been led to form no
adverse opinion regarding the effects of opium on the

moral condition of the people who habitually use it. In

fact, I consider the two questions are quite inlependent of

each other. I do not know of a single case where I pleaded

that a crime was committed because the offender was
under the influence of opium, nor do I remember any of

my professional brethren having raised such a plea in any
case. I think it would not be irrelevant if I were to say

here that an opium eater is quite inoffensive and un-
injurious to society, unlike people who are given to the

habit of drunkenness. Society is quite indifferent as to

whether a man takes opium or not. It condemns and
excommunicates a drunkard, but an opium eater or smoker
is never noticed even.

27.567. What have you to say as regards the physical

effects of the habit ?—As regards its effects on the physical

condition, I have never taken opium myself in any shape,

but I have heard from a great many people who take it

moderately and haliitually that it acts us a preventive

against many diseases, and checks the progrcos of the

effects of age. The common sajing is "jis umar men
' khai usi umar men rahe " (one remains at the same age
at which one begins to eat opium). The undisputable
facts are that when moderately taken, opium does no harm
to the physical constitution, and thai; its prophylactic and
curative virtues are recognised by all those who take it.

The Marwaris, for instance, take opium almost without
exception, and habitually, and yet they are the best

accountants and men of business. Similarly the Sikhs
use it, and yet they are the best soldiers in India. To say

the least, opium does not make the user an inefficient and
immoral member of society. It does not muddle his head
or make him an unfit workman. But this is only '\i'hen

opium is moderately used.

27,56ti. What is the result of opium taking in excess ?

—

When excessively taken, which is exceptional, it makes
him physically weak, and renders him vinfit for the

performance of his usual work.

27.569. What is the opinion of the natives, with whom
you are familiar, with regard to the use of opium ?—The
general impression is that, whether in eating or smoking,

the invariable accompaniment of the use of opium should

be good nourishing food. Those who can afford to live

well do not at all feel the evil effects of opium on the

physique. Such people are, on the contrary, very healthy

looking and active in business matters. But without

nourishing food opium does harm, especially the using of

it by smoking. Without good food, the opium eater and
smoker deteriorates both physically and mentally. But
this is only an impression which may or may not have a

sound reasonable basis.

27.570. In saying that this is only an impression, you
mean us to understand that you have no knowledge
personally of these effects .r*— I have not myself taken it.

The opium eaters and smokers to an excessive extent, who
are a cause of anxiety to the society and to the State, are

very few compared with the vast number of people who
take it moderately or do not take it at all. Briefly my
answer to the question is, that the use of opium has no
connexion whatever with the moral condition of the user;

that a moderate use does not tell upon the physical con-

stitution; that excessive use renders the user unfit as a
member of society, both physically and mentally, but

happily the number of such users is very limited ; that

the use of opium by smoking is more injurious than its

use Ijy eating.

27.571. I suppose you mean that the use of o])ium in

moderation bus no connexion with the moral condition of

the user P—Yes.

27.572. What is the opinion of the natives of the

Hoshangabad district on the subject of opium consump-
tion generally ?— I am familiar with the natives of this

district, and I am not aware that they hold an adverse
opinion regarding the use 0/ opium. The use of madak is

more resorted to by the lower classes of the society, and
this is a reason, I believe, why opium smoking is now and
then found to be condemned, for in a country where the

caste system has taken a firm root, anything that is done
by the people of the lower order is condemned, not because
the thing itself is bad, but because the lower classes do it.

As opium is used by the high and the low in most cases

moderately, and in very exceptional cases excessively,

without any condemnation from society, there is no strong

public opinion adverse to its use.

27.573. We have been told by a number of persons that

the term "afimi " is used as a term of reproach ; in your
experience, would it mean an opium consumer in excess

or an opium consumer in moderation as well p—The ex-

pression is used in regard to those who take it excessively.

27.574. Do you think it would be possible to entirely

prohibit the growth of poppy or the sale of opium except
for medical purposes ?— I do not think it is possible to

entirely prohibit the growth of the poppy and the jiro-

liuction and sale or opium, except for medical purjioses, in

this part of India, or, for the matter of that, anywhere in

India. Opium is considered to be a necessity in many
localities, especially in malarious localities, and even if it

were possible to ]3rohibit the growth of poppy and sale of

opium in India by means of a legislative measure and
treaties with the Native States, the prohibition would
produce such an immense dissatisfaction (not amounting
to political danger) and discomfort amongst the people,

that such a measure would not last for a day even, but
Government will lie compelled to restore matters to their

original state immediately. If such a measure were adopted
^

there is every likelihood of the people taking to cheap
alcohol which is more injurious than opium,

27.575. You have spoken of the use of opium in

malarious localities, am I to understand that the pre-

valence of a belief to that effect is within your personal
knowledge p—It is not within my personal knowledge ; I

have simply heard of it.

27.576. Do you think that any further restrictions or

modifications of the present system are desirable P—The
Chief Commissioner's Circular No. 4, of 189(1, baa intro-

duced very useful changes in the system regulating the
sale and manufacture of opium. It has prohibited the
conversion of opium shops into dens for o]num smoking,
and has further directed, as an ordinary rule, to grant
madak licenses only at large centres of population where
there is a considerable demand for its preparation. This
has placed a healthy check on the consumption of madak
which is undoubtedly more injurious than the eating of
opium. This will, of course, reduce the consumption of
opium generally. I think this check is quite sufficient for

the present, as the spread of education and civilisation is

also working towards its reduction to a minimum.

27.577. Is the practice of smoking madak at all com-
mon in the Hoshangabad district P— I cannot say that it is

common.

27,57^^- Can you tell us the classes by which the practice

is followed p—By the lower classes of sweepers and
Mahomedans.

27.579. Do you believe that the people would be wilUng
to bear any extra taxation p—I do not think that the
people would be willing to bear any extra taxation, if pro-
hibition or further restriction were to be decided on,
resulting in the loss of revenue to Government. There
is no scope ior further taxation.

27.580. Are you a Bengali ?—Yes.

27.581. Have you been settled for some years in the
Hoshangabad district P—Yes, for the past 22 years I have
been connected with the Hoshangabad district.

27.582. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say that the use
of madak is more resorted to by the lower classes of
society, and this is the reason why opium smoking is

now and then found to be condemned; you also say that
opium smoking is more injurious than opium eating.

Would you not modify your statement and say that the
opium habit is condemned, not merely because it is used
by the lower classes, but also because it is a bad habit?

—

iNo madak smoker has ever been excommunicated or

condemned in sociely.
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27.583. Do you consider that the use of opium in

moderate doses for a young man in good health is a good
thing ?—Never in my experience have I known it to be a

bad thing.

27.584. Do you take opium P—I do not take it, but I

would not hesitate if I were advised.

27.585. Advised by the doctors ?—Yes.

27.586. Then if advised by the doctors it is a good
thing, and if not it is a bad thing ; is that what you mean P

—No, I do not mean that. I would not consider it at

all necessary to take the opinion of a doctor before taking

opium. In my own case I might do so, but I do not

think it is a,bsolutely necessary to take the opinion of a

doctor before beginning to take a moderate dose of

opium.

27.587. Then is it one rule for other people and another

rule for yourself?—No. It entirely depends upon the

person to take it or not to take it. It is not necessary

that he should always go to a doctor for advice.

27,583. {Mr. Mowbray.) The closing of the smoking
shops in the Central Provinces was carried cut some time

ago?—In 1890.

27,589. Do you know whether that has practically put

a stop to smoking shops, or do they still exist under

another name ?—The practice has decreased to a consider-

able extent as is shown by statistics. There were 161

shops, and the last report shows that there are now
only 130.

27.590. AVhat figures are you quotmg from ?~Froni the

Government reports. They show that there has been a
perceptible decrease in the number of madak shops in the
Central Provinces by reason of the circular No. 4 of 1890.

27.591. What I asked was, whether smoking on pre-

mises where madak is sold has been put a stop to, or

whether it still takes place in clubs under another name ?

—

Not that I know of. In the headquarters of the district

I find that it has decreased to a great extent.

27.592. {Mr. Pease.) What is your opinion with regard

to the Sikhs ?—It is only hearsay, but with regard to

Marwaris I have personal knowledge.

27,693. AVould you be surprised to hear that more than
one colonel of a Sikh regiment told us that there are

only eight or nine men in their regiment who take opium ?

{No answer.)

27,594. If conscientious Hindus and Mahomedans
were unable to obtain opium they could not resort to

alcohol .P—Orthodoxy has been very much slackened now-
a-days. Necessity might drive them to take cheap alcohol.

Mr. Kalidas
Chandlri.

19 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Rai Bahadur Raghoba Mahadik called in and examined (through an interpreter).

27.595. {Mr. Fanshawe.) You are an honorary magis-

trate of J;he Raipur district, I understand ?—Yes.

27.596. Will you kindly tell us what your position is
;

are you a landowner ?— I am a zemindar in the Raipur

district.

27.597. Will you tell us your experience as regards the

habit of consuming opium ?—I have often had special

opportunities to deal with the people and localities in

general whereby I have become acquainted with the use

and effects of opium. In my opinion of those who
habitually use opium, the habits of the opium eaters are

not bad, but the smokers, and specially those who
cannot aSord to have nutritious food, generally take to

bad habits. Opium does no physical harm to the eaters,

but it does so to the smokers. As far as my experience

goes, the effects of eating and smoking opium are quite

different. People generally eat opium when they grow old

with a view to keep up their health and comfort, and they

are really benefited by it. Opium eating does away to

some extent with several diseases, which usually accompany

old age, and keeps up physical strength in its original state.

It has been generally seen that people who do not take

opium on attaining old age, and who complain of certain

diseases, are advised by opium eaters as well as by those

who do not use it to eat a little opiurn every day, and that

opium in such cases does produce some good. Had opium

not been beneficial in its effects, small children of our

country would not have been given opium to eat which

they are daily given till they grow two or three years old.

People fall into the habit of smoking opium in the very

prime of their youth, and oftentimes even before that, on

account of bad company or immoral pursuits, and it hns

been generally seen that those who are greatly addicted to

opium smoking, and specially those who cannot provide

for nourishing diet. &c., are deprived of their physical

strength which declines more and more as their age

advances. Often the people do not remain even strong

enough to follow the pursuits for which they commenced

to smoke opium. Opium smoking makes a man con-

temptible in the eyes of liis fellow brethren, his face

becomes blackish, his very appearance indicates that he is

a ' opium smoker." Several persons addicted to this

habit commit petty thefts, when they fall in want of

money for purchasing opium. Well-to-do persons,

however, are not driven to this extreme, because opium
smokers like sweatmeats and nourishing diet, and these to

some extent avoid the had consequences of opium
smoking which usually fall to the lot of the poor. Still

those who are very much addicted to this habit become
|ihysically and morally weak and incapable of attaining

their object with which they commenced smoking
opium. Their name is also stained. The public opinion

is that madak should be stopped altogether, because of

its bad efi'ects, which I have already described, but that

opium eating should not be prohibited. In my opinion

smuggling of opium is quite possible, but the measures
nowadays taken for minimising the growth and sale of

opium should be kept as hitherto done. Vend and use of

madak should be entirely prohibited in order to save the
people from its bad consequences, which I have already

mentioned in my reply. It is worth while to note here
that it will be almost impossible to stop the manufacture
of madak altogether when the production and sale of
opium are not prohibited, for madak will then be manufac-
tured secretly at home. But when the Government will

try to put a stop to it, people will get but few opportuilities

to do so when its sale will be prohibited. The police

should be required to keep a strict watch on the opium
smokers Proper punishment should be awarded, and the
informers rewarded when a case of opium smoking be
clearly proved by evidence. In this way, it is hoped, use
of madak, specially by those who have not yet commenced
it, will gradually disappear altogether. I am not well

acquainted with the present system in these provinces

regulating the sale and manufacture of opium. In my
opinion sale and manufacture of opium should not be
prohibited. I do not therefore think it advisable for me
to touch on the question of modifying the existence, or of

introducing new rules on the subject. For the sake of a
very small proportion of the population who use opium, I

do not think it justifiable to compel the people in general,

the greater portion of whom do not use opium at all, to

bear any extra taxation which will be necessary to com-
pensate the loss resulting from its prohibition. I do not
think that people will be willing to bear such taxation. In
my opinion madak should at first be totally prohibited and
then for a year or two the excise income from sale and
manufacture of opium should be compared with that of

previous year's. If there be any significant loss by the
prohibition of madak, the duties on the manufacture and
sale of opium should be proportionately raised so as

to compensate the loss. In this way, i.e., by selling

opium dearer, only those persons who use it will have to

bear the additional charge, while those who do not use it

will have no ground to complain of.

27.598. Do you know if there are many people who
smoke opium in the Raipur district ?—The number is less

than those who eat dry opium.

27.599. Can you tell us among what classes the practice

of madak smoking is most common ?—All classes.

27.600. {Mr. Pease.) What per-centage of the adult
males in your district take opium in any form ?—After the

age of 50 most people take opium, because they think that

opium benefits them.

27.601. What do you mean when you speak of the very
small proportion of the population who use opium?—Yes,

a small proportion of the population take opium.

27.602. But you have just told us that nearly everybody
takes it after 50 years of age ?—^Not all j only a small

proportion. Some do not take it.

Bai Bahadur
Baghoba
Mahadik.

The witness withdrew.
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Lala Nand Kishore called in and examined.

27.603. {Mr. Fanshawe.) Will you kindly tell us what
your position is in Saugor?^! am a banker, zemindar,

merchant, honorary secretary of the municipal committee,

and honorary magistrate.

27.604. Is the honorary secretary to the municipal

committee of Saugor elected or nominated by Government ?

•—Elective.

27.605. Have you had many opportunities of acquaint-

ing yourself with the people of the Saugor district who use

opium ?—Yes.

27.606. What opinion have you been able to form

regarding the effects of opium on the moral and physical

condition of the people ?—Moderate eating of opium is

morally and physically beneficial. Smoking and excessive

eating of opium are most undesirable, both morally and

physically. Opium can be eaten without anybody's know-

ledge and without forming a society, while smokers of opium

have to devote much of their time in using the drug, which

does not prove of sufficient relish withovit society, and such

society necessarily cannot be of good classes of people.

27.607. AVhat is the general opinion, so far as you are

aware, as regards opium smoking ?—Smoking is generally

looked down among people of the middle and richer classes.

The opinion of the public is very much against the smoking

of the drug only, the excessive use of which has ruined the

constitution of all consumers, who generally belong to the

poor class of people and who cannot afford to get sufficient

and rich nourishment as is required.

27.608. Is madak smoking at all common in the Saugor

district ?—Yes.
27.609. Fairly common ?—Yes.

27.610. Would the prohibition of the use of opium

except for medical purposes be practicable?—I consider

entire prohibition of sale, except for medical purposes,

impracticable. Consumption of opium for purposes of

eating should not be checked. Smoking should be put a

stop to totally. The prohibition of smoking will not in

my opinion affect the present revenue, as smokers will as

an alternative take to eating.

27.611. Do you consider that the policy of prohibition

would be regarded with discontent by the people of Saugor?

—Only smoking ; not eating.

27.612. Do you think the prohibition of eating would be

regarded with discontent ?—Yes.

27.613. Have you personally come across many cases of

opium eating or smoking in excess ?—Yes.

27.614. Many cases ?—Yes.

27.615. Among what class of people would these

exces'sive cases be ?—The smoking would be among the

lower classes.

27.616. As regards eatmg, have you come across many

cases' of excessive eating ?—Both among the poorer classes

and the richer classes.

27.617. Have you personally known many such cases?—

I

know a few.

27.618. A few such cases?—Yes.

27.619. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say that the

moderate eating of opium is morally and physically bene-

ficial ; may I ask you in which way the moderate eatmg of

opium is morally beneficial ?—I mean by moral that the

opium eaters do not do any harm ; they are not injuiious

to anybody.

27.620. {Mr. Mowbray.) Have you got many shops in

the Saugor district where you can buy madak ?—There is

only one shop where madak can be sold.

27.621. Is that a shop where you can buy both opium

and madak ?—Yes.

27.622. Where do people smoke madak in Saugor?—In

Saugor the general order is that they must smoke in the

l)ig shop. There is only one suddar shop, and the people

are only allowed to smoke there.

27.623. Do they smoke in the suddar shop ?—The order

is to that effect ; and those who smoke in their private

houses a're arrested, because in private houses it is strictly

prohibited to prepare and smoke madak. They can buy
ready made madak.

27.624. Do you mean that they smoke at the suddar

shop where they buy it ?—Yes, most of them smoke there.

27.625. {Mr. Pease.) If smoking was prohibited you say

that the smokers would take to eating ; do not you think

it would be a good thing for them to take to eating ?

—

Better than smoking.

27.626. You spoke as though you think it would be
rather a good thing for the revenue that they should take

to eating ; would you not prefer that they should give up
opium altogether?— It seems to me the people could not

do that.

27.627. They could not do it ?—No.

27.628. {Mr. Fansliawe.) With regard to the statement

you made about smoking on the licensed premises, are you
aware that smoking madak is not allowed in licensed

shops. The sale of madak is allowed, but the smoking of

madak is not allowed in licensed shops ?—I am aware of

that ; but they cannot smoke anywhere except in the

suddar shop where it is sold.

27.629. But smoking is prohibited. The order of the

Government is that madak may be sold, but smoking on
the premises is prohibited ; are you aware of that ?—Yes, I

am aware. It is only sold in one shop.

27.630. Yes, sold ; but not smoked ?—-Yes, but few
smoke there.

27.631. Have you seen that yourself?— fes.

27.632. Lately?—Yes.

27,6.33. In the licensed shop ?—Yes.

27.634. Actually in the licensed shop you have seen

some few people smoking ?—Yes.

27.635. And that is what you are referring to ?—Yes.

27.636. You are an honorary magistrate, did you take

any action to bring this breach of the law to the notice of

the authorities?—A few people were arrested lately.

27.637. Owing to your action ?—No, not on my action,

but the action of the police.

27.638. Are you quite sure you are telling us what you
really saw, people smoking in a licensed shop just lately ?

—

Yes.

27.639. And the people were arrested by the police, and
you saw it ?—Yes.

27.640. You are speakmg of what you saw when these
people were arrested?—Yes.

27.641. {Sir James Lyall.) Do you know what the
madak is made of in the Central Provinces ?—Babul leaves,

and some people make it of betel leaves and opium.

27.642. Liquid opium, I suppose, mixed up with the
leaves and fried ?—The leaves are fried first, and the opium
is melted, and they are then mixed together.

27.643. When the custom of smoking hookas prevailed
a good number of people used to smoke opium with
tobacco in hookas, did not they ?—No.

27,64.4. Never P—No.

The witness withdrew.

Vr.
S. Durand.

Dr. C. S. DuBAND called in and examined.

27,645. {Chairman.) Will you kindly make any state-

ment you wish to make to us ?— I am a medical missionary,

a graduate in medicine, having practised two years in

America before coming to India. I have been in India

four years and three months, most of the time at Harda in

the Central Provinces. I began medical work among the

natives immediately upon my arrival in the country. I am

well known in Harda, having attended a medical dispen-

sary all the time I have lived here and visited the sick in

their homes in every part of the town, making many visits

almost daily. The people not only know me but have
sufficient confidence in me to speak without fear or reserve
in reference to the use of opium, as they might not do to a
stranger. I know personally at least 15 confirmed opium
users in Harda and adjacent villages. I speak with them
frequently and freely in reference to the habit. Everyone
I ha'^'e spoken to on the subject gives testimony to the
eiiect that the use of the drug is injurious but the habit
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cannot be stopped. I visited an opium smoking resort at

8 p.m., January 22nd. I found 12 men who said they
were smoldng madak. I asked them if opium and the

common preparations of it were beneficial or harmful.
They all replied promptly that they were very harmful.
" Why do you use them if they are so harmful?" I asked.

"We cannot give up the habit" they answered. "But
" why did you begin to use the drug in the beginning P

"

" Because of the force of example. It was offered to us by
" others and we began to use it out of curiosity, but now
" the habit has such a bold upon us that we cannot give
" it up." " Does the use of opium make you stronger so
" that you can do more work P " "No it makes us weaker.
" We cannot do as much work as those who do not use it.''

" Would it be a good thing or a bad thing for the Govern-
" ment to close all the shops and stop the sale of opium ?

"

All promptly and unanimously said " It would be a very

good thing." "What would be the benefit P" "Our
" children would not be ruined. Several boys 10 or 12
" years of age in Harda are confirmed opium users !

"

" Sow would it affect those who are confirmed in the habit
" to have the supply stopped P " "They would hetrouViled
" more or less with diarrhoea and prostration for a time,
" but the most of them would recover from that." It is a

common practice in this place for parents and nurses to

give infants opium to make them sleep. I knew one case

of a child being given opium until, at the age of about
two-and-a-half years, there was apparently scarcely a tissue

left in its body but akin and bones, and it died of marasmus
caused in all probability solely by the opium. I recall

two more similar cases. The appearance of each child was
the same as that of the first. I lost sight of these two
cases but I am positive that they could not have lived long
after I saw them. The symptoms of chronic opium poison-

ing are very peculiar and unmistakable. The skin hangs
loose on the body, as if the flesh was taken out ; and the

face looks old and wrinkled and dried up. It is not to be

mistaken by one who has had an opportunity of observing
it. I was called on January 22nd to see an infant six weeks
old, which was suffering from constipation and retention

of urine brought on by an overdose of opium. This infant

has had opium almost daily since its birth. It is very

small, appears not to have grown at all since its birth, and
its skin is loose and wrinkled like that of an extremely old

person. It has since died. I have seen another case

since, which is in a fair way to die also. The child is six

months old and has had opium daily. I told the parents

it would not live another six months. It is of the same
community as the other case I mentioned. I have had
some experience with opium users as labourers. A year

ago I employed a man to carry two small loads a short dis-

tance. After carrying one load he said he could do no
more without opium although the whole job would not have

occupied more than an hour. As I refused to pay him
before the work was finished and he had no money he

borrowed two pice and invested it in opium. I saw no
more of him that day, but the following day he brought

the man from whom he had borrowed the two pice' and

asked me to pay the pice to him. On January 27th I sent

a small load from the bazaar to my house by an opium
smoker. My servants know the man well. They say he

was once a well-to-do man, son of a jeweller, but since

forming the habit of using opium he has spent all his

money for it—has sold all his property and all his clothes

except a few dirty rags. He now hangs around the bazaar

earning a pice or two now and then, which he immediately

spends for opium, while for his food he either goes to bis

parents or begs it. I see the man every time I go to the

bazaar.

27.646. {Maharajah of Darbhanglia.) You refer here more
to opium smoking than eating, I suppose ?—-I am not cer-

tain in all cases which they do, whether they eat or smoke it.

In the case of the twelve I saw at the smoking dens, they

were all smoking ; but in the case of the two coolies I

have mentioned, I am not certain whether they smoked or

ate.

27.647. (Sir William Roberts.) Where were you a gradu-

ate of. Dr. Durand ?— St. Louis, Missouri, U.S. America.

27.648. Did you receive a full medical training P—Yes.

27.649. Is the practice of giving opium to infants very

common in the neighbourhood of Harda ?—It is. The
mother of the child I last spoke of told me, when I told

her the child would not live unless she stojjped giving it

opium, " all our caste give opium."

27.650. We have heard before that 80 or 90 per cent, of

the infants would have opium given to them ?—Yes, I

should think so.

27.651. There must have been something exceptional in

these cases that fell under your notice ?^—Yes, it is only

those into whose houses I go that I see, unless my atten-

tion is called to them, I do not see them.

27.652. How do you account for the exceptional condition

of these infants you mentioned ?—In the case of the use of

every drug, opium as well, it has a different and more pro-

nounced effect on some persons than on others.

27.653. Then you think it was an individual idiosyn-

cracy ?—I think you might express it in that way, and that

idiosyncracy might be expressed as a peculiar susceptibility

to the opium poison. It is hard to tell what proportion of

people have that to such an extent that they would be
poisoned by the opium. Some have it and some have not.

27.654. Would you think that there was greater injury

done by opium amongst these infants than the occasional

opium poisoning that takes place in England and America ?

—It is more general.

27,666. What makes you think so P—Because more
infants get it. It is given to a greater per-centage, 80 or

90 per cent, of the whole number are given opium, whereas

in England or America a rather small per cent, get opium.

27.656. That is not quite a conclusive reason. I pre-

sume there is a greater tolerance of opium amongst the

infants of India than amongst the infants of England
or America p

—
^I'hat idea has never struck me.

27.657. If in India 80 or 90 per cent, of the children

get opium and yet live to be young men or young women
there must be something very exceptional in these cases

of opium marasmus ?—Yes.

27.658. Did you ascertain whether they had any disease ?

—It was mentioned they had not.

27.659. Did you make an examination ?—Yes.

27.660. You could not detect anything P—I could not
detect anything else.

27.661. Did you not find that when you detected a case

and told the mother she was giving the child too much
opium the child recovered p—Cases that have gone so far,

that get the ])eculiar symptom^s of chronic opium poisoning,

I have never seen recover.

27.662. Is not that rather a sign that there was some
other disease P—I do not think so, because the pure effects

of opium on the healthy body are just those.

27.663. It does not produce any deleterious effect appa-
rently : except in these singular exceptions, it does not
hurt the infants at all?—It does not, apparently, hurt
them so much. I think it does hurt them. I think it

injures them physically, at least, if not mentally and
morally to some extent; but not to so great an extent as

the cases noticed.

27.664. {Mr. Mowbray.) Your experience is all Central
Provinces experience ?—Yes.

27.665. What sort of a place is Harda ; is it a district or

town ?—A town.

Dr.
V, S. Durand.

19 Feb. 1894.

27,666. What
and 14,000.

size town ?—A town of between 13,000

27.667. I see you say you know at least 15 confirmed
opium users in Harda and adjacent villages ; I suppose
you mean 15 people who consume it in excess P—Yes, in

excess ; people who are fit for nothing, who barely work
long enough to get a pice or two for opium, and then go
and take a smoke ; and who then go and get another pice

to buy opium to smoke again.

27.668. Thirteen or fourteen out of 16,00U is not a very
large number p—These are very excessive users.

27.669. Smokers or eaters?—I am not certain.

27.670. Was the smoking resort vou went to in Harda p

—Yes.

27.671. Have you given any attention to the law about
these smoking places ?—Somewhat.

27.672. Was it a licensed shop where you found these

people smoking ?—It was not in a shop. It was under
a tree on the other side ot a narrow street.

27.673. On one side of the street there was a shop ; had
the shop a license board up ?—I do not recollect a board

;

I am sure it is a licensed shop.

27.674. Licensed for the sale, I suppose, both of madak
and opium P—They have both there at least.

27.675. And you found these people smoking on the
other side ?—Under a tree.

27.676. Not in a house at all ?—No. There is one
little shed made of bamboo matting in which they smoke

;

and there is a tree under which they congregate and
smoke.

Xx 2
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27.677. Then you would not suggest there was any-
thing illegal in that F—I do not see how you could
make an illegal point of it.

27.678. {Mr. HaridasVeharidas.) Have you a dispensary

as well as a hospital ?—I have no hospital. I am building

one now. I have a dispensary.

27.679. You have no place to keep patients in ?—Not
yet.

.27,680. Do you think that those people who told you
opium smoking was a bad thing, and if they were able to

give it up it would be a good thing, were serious ?—I have
no reason to doubt what they said. I did not extort anything
from them at all. They were very glad to speak about it.

They said, " We will come to the dispensary to get some
" medicine to leave off the habit."

27.681. Perhaps, knowing you did not like the habit,

they said that to please you ?—They would have denied
even smoking it if they had any such idea in tlieir

minds.

27.682. Do you try to induce them to go to your place
and remain under treatment to get rid of the habit F—

I

told them all, as I told a man yesterday, that if they would
stop opium, and any disease, diarrhcea, or anything oc-

curred, then they could come to me, and I would give them
what assistance I could.

27.683. Did they avail themselves of your offer F—Four
of them offered to come without my saying anything
about it ; but they did not come.

27.684. And so far they were not serious F—They did not
carry out their intentions.

27.685. {Mr. Fanshawe.) To v/hat Tnissionary society do
Tou belong ?—The Foreign Christian Missionary Society.

27.686. Is that an American society ?—Yes.

27.687. With reference to this visit to what you call an

opium smoking resort on January 22nd, was that the only

occasion on which you discussed the matter with opium
smokers ?—No, I have discussed it with them before and
since ; but not at their place.

27.688. Not while they were actually smoking?— Not at

the place of their smoking while they were actually

smoking.

27.689. During your four years' experience, has it come
within your knowledge that opium is used in Harda as

what may be called a household remedy by the people ?

—

Yes, it is used a great deal, and especially given to children.

I saw a case before I had been there a week.

27.690. I am referring more to its use for rheumatic
pains, colds, and so on p— I do not think it is used much.
It may be.

27,691-92. Has it come within your experience that

opium is taken as a restorative rather commonly among
older men after the age of 35 or 40 ?—The 12 men I saw
were all men under that age, and most of them had been

smoking for a number of years. Their ages would not

average over 30, and they had been smoking on an average

of about 10 years.

27.693. Has it come within your experience that the

habit of eating is common among older men as a restora-

tive p— I cannot say as to that, because most of the opium
users I know, with the exception of about four, are men in

middle life, and they have been using it for a long time
already.

27.694. With regard to the instances of the two labourers,

I understand that they were men who came in to do odd
jobs, and happened to be men who had been excessive

opium consumers ?—They live in the town, and simply hang
round to do odd jobs that they can do in a few minutes to

earn a pice or two.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. J. P.
Marzban,

Mr. J. P. Marzban called in and examined.

27.695. {Chairman.) Yon&re eA\tor of the Jame-Jamshed,
and proprietor of the Advocate of India P—I am.

27.696. Will you give us your opinion as regards the

consumption of opium in the different districts with which
you are acquainted ?—The population of Bombay may he

practically divided into three classes, the aristocracy, the

middle class, and the labouring class. To the best of my
belief the first do not use opium at all. Of the middle

classes a very small per-centage consume opium. The third

class are the largest consumers. From inquiries I have

been able to ascertain that of the licensed opium shops, the

Musalmans are |the largest buyers, the Hindus come next,

and the rest of the jiopulation, consisting of various castes

and nationalities, form a very small ]3er-centage of the

opium-consuming class. I have seen opium eaters dozing

in a helpless state for about an hour after they have swal-

lowed their accustomed quantity ; but I have also seen

Kathiawari Kharvas or Lascars, and other labouring classes

all the better for their dose. The formtr, as a rule, eat

opium. The Nowganis, or the bandar coolies, who are

remarkable for their strength, generally use opium, but I

cannot say I have seen them any the worse for it. Of
course I cannot say that opium is a blessing. Far from it.

If its consumption could be stopped without involving

very serious consequences, I should be the first to advocate

such a step. But to my mind such a preventive step

should be taken first, if at all, in case of spirit drinking,

as I know that excessive use of strong drinks has ruined

more men and families in a twelvemonth than opium could

possibly be expected to do within half a century. I have

never in my experience come across u, case in which a

family was rendered destitute owing to the master of the

house or the principal wage-earning man having been an

opium eater. But I am in a position to say that I have

come across a number of families who have been utterly

ruined by the drinking propensity of the master of the

house, i have voluntarily undertaken the work of visiting

the poor districts with a view to relieve distress amongst
the Parsis. Within the last three years I have visited

nearly 700 houses. Amongst these I met with but one

instance of a woman using opium. Her statement was

that because she took opium she was capable of bearing

hunger and fatigue, but I have seen dozens of cases in

which the wife and the children were reduced to abject

poverty, bordering on starvation, through the vice of drink.

As a Parsi I can safely say that the vice of opium eating

is almost unknown amongst them. During a recent visit

I paid to an opium den I ascertained by careful inquiry

that of the 80() chandul smokers there was only one who
was a Parsi, and he was an irregular visitor. During this

visit I examined about a dcfen psople as to the effects of

opium on their health, and in every case their answer was
that opium wa.5 essential to their health and comfort, and
if by any mischance the sale of opium \\-as stopped, they
would have to resort to large quantities of spirituous

liquors to supply the want. In almost every case I found
the smoker cheerful, contented, and apparently healthy. In

up-country towns I always made a point to frequent licensed

liquor shops, and I was shocked to find that the inferior class

of artisans, such as shoemakers, tailors, carpenters, builders,

and^abourers, spent at an average three annas per head
per aiem in liquor, at the close of the day. Their average
wage I found to be about eight annas. In most cases after

the liquor was consumed they tottered to their homes in

a semi-drunken state and slept off the effects of drink
without any food. On the other hand, my frequent visits

to the opium shops showed me that the opium eaters spent
about, at an average, one anna per head, and were plump
and unmistakably well-fed. Amongst the Musalmans
spirit drinking is a prohibition, and those addicted to vice
declared that if they were to be forced to give up opium
they would be driven to drink. I think that the sale of
opium under strict police regulations is conducive to peace
in the town. I have been assured by experienced police
officers that in case of serious crimes they have to look for
the suspected criminals in the liquor shops rather than in
the recognised opium dens. Numerous cases have been
brought before the law courts where high misdemeanors
have been traced to drunkards, but there have been very
few cases indeed where murders or fatal assaults have been
traced as direct results cf opium eating. In Katbiawar, I

found that men of inlluence and position, as :i, rule, take
opium, and the prevalent belief there is that the use of the
drug is a sure preventive of malarious fevers and other
diseases.

27,697. What is your experience as regards the effect of
such consumption on the moral and physical condition of
the jieople ?—I think I have already stated my views that
the opium smoker is generally a peace-loving subject. He
does not care for violence or fuss—all he wants is that he
should be allowed to pass his time undisturbed. In case
of a drunkard the case is otherwise. He generally creates
a disturbance and is a nuisance to the neighbourhood. A
person who takes small quantities of opium does not show
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any physical falling off as in the case of a drunkard, who is

invariably emaciated.

27,698. What is your opinion as to the disposition of the
people of India in regard to the use of opium for non-
medical purposes p—Opium is considered as a lu.vury by
some and a necessity by others. Absolute prevention of
sale of the drug will be considered a great hardship as it

does harm to nobody except perhaps the smoker himself.

The per-centage of opium smokers in Bombay is so very
small that it is hardly worth while to keep up expensive

departments to check the sale. The compulsory prevention

of opium eating and smoking must necessarily lead to

drinking and the inevitable result will be disorganisation

and strife. The general opinion of the natives appear to be
that this movement of the anti-opiumists is purely senti-

mental. That instead of coming to this country to disturb

a peaceful state of things which does nobody harm, they
ought, first, to strive and do away with the drinking hells

of England which ruin a number of people. That if any
reformation were needed it should begin nearer home where
the vice of drinking does greater mischief than opium in

India.

27,699. Do you think the people would be willing to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures P

—The people of India wdl never consent to bear in whole
or in part the cost of prohibitive mea'sures. They are

groaning under the heavy load of taxation, and any addition

to the existing burden in shape of taxation to make up the
deficiency created by loss of opium revenue will be the
signal for general discontent. I have serious doubts as to

the efficacy of measures proposed by the anti-opiumists.

To think that if India would cease to supply (Jiina with
opium the Chinese would stop smoking the drug is absurd
and farfetched. The vice, if so we call it, is so ingrained

in their system that they will find the drug from other

markets over which the British would have no control, and
the net result would be that India would lose a good slice

of her revenue which is crippled as it is. To reduce the

statement to a narrow circle I might say that a very little

imaginary good can be effected at a tremendously ruinous
cost and at great risk of public peace and safety of the

administration.

27.700. It may be concluded from what you have already

stated that in your opinion the sale of opiiim in British

India should not be prohibited P—That is my opinion.

27.701. {Mr. Pease.) You say, " If its consumption could
" be stopped without involving very serious consequences
" I should be the first to advocate such a step " ; would
you personally be in favour of prohibiting the use of opium
if you were not afraid that such a step would be in advance
of pubhc opinion P—Quite so.

27.702. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You say the habit of

drinking spirits is very injurious, would you not thank
people who came here to suppress it P—Yes, I would.

27.703. We have been told that if the use of opium
were prohibited there would be an extended use of alcohol

;

is that your opinion P—Yes, that is my opinion.

27.704. (Sir James Lyall.) What do you mean by saying

that you would be the first to advocate such a step as the

stopping the consumption of opium p—I would be amongst
those who were foremost in advocating such a step.

27.705. Do you mean that you are opposed to all kinds

of stimulants and narcotics ?—Used in any excessive

degree.

27.706. To prohibit the use of opium would involve

making it a sort of crime, punishable by law, would not

it P—Yes, if you come to that.

27.707. Do you think that would be found satisfactory ?

—It would be carrying the matter too far.

27.708. Where was this opium den to which you paid a

visit and where you found 8OO chandul smokers?—Bhendi
Bazaar, Bombay.

27.709. We have been told by some missionary gentle-

men who visited these so-called opium dens that the

habitues of these dens always cry out that they are slaves

to the opium habit, that they are being ruined by the

opium, and that they hope Government will do away with

the shops ; in your visits have you ever seen anything of

that kind ?—Never, I have heard quite the contrary.

27.710. How many men were there in the chandul shop
when you went there?—I went to about six or seven. The
number varied between 50 or GO—80 sometimes.

Mr. J. P.
Marzban.

19 Feb, 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Dr. F. B. Seervai called in and examined.

27.711. (Chairman.) I believe you have a statement to

make with reference to what is known as the Bombay
petition?—Yes. In connexion with the anti-opium
petition to Parliament I will note here the way in which
the signature was attempted to be obtained from me.
While I was engaged with some patients, about two years

or more ago, a man was announced as wishing to speak to

me. I saw him, and he handed me one sheet of paper

from a number of similar ones with a few names on each

and asked me to sign it. On asking what it meant, he
imploringly told me that it was for a very laudable object,

a petition to the Parliament againet the evils of opium
habit in India. I asked him to show me the petition,

which he said he would send me afterwards, but I refused

to sign without seeing it, and the man never returned.

(Chairman.) The Commission will take note of this

statement.

27.712. (Mr. Fanshawe.) Had you any reason to know
that the person who brought the petition had been sent

on behalf of the Anti-Opium Society ?—He said so.

27.713. Was he a peon, or messenger P—That I cannot

exactly say. The matter was at that time so veiy unim-
portant. I never thought it would require so much
attention, and I hurriedly went back to my patient.

27.714. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Was that a Parsi ?

—

I cannot exactly say, it is such a long time. These are the

impressions left upon me.

27.715. You do not know whether it was a Mussalman,
Parsi, or Hindu P—I only recollect he was trying to get

my signature on a blank sheet of paper, with some names
on it. That is the only thing I recollect. It happened so

long ago, and I attached at the time so little importance to

the matter that I never thought of it again.

27.716. Was he a respectable man—a gentleman ?—That
I cannot say.

27,717- Had you known he was a respectable man from

his appearance, would you have called him in and given him
a seat ?—Not at all.

27.718. (Mr. Pease.) Is that (sliowing document) the

paper which was handed to you P—No.

27.719. Was there any printing on the paper' handed to

you P—No, a few names only.

27.720. (Sir William Roberts.) I believe you are a
medical practitioner in Bombay p—Yes.

27.721. And a graduate of the Grant Medical College?
—Yes.

27.722. What opportunities have you had of studying
the habit of using opium in Bombay ?—My observations

as regards the consumption of opium extend to a period of

3-^ years of medical practice in the city of Bombay, among
almost all classes and races of the population. Also my
observations extend to parts of Gujarat, Kathiawar, and
the Deccan. I have no statistics of the consumption of

opium, but it is used apparently by larger numbers of the

Gujaratis and Kathiawaris than of the Deccanis. In
Bombay city it is more commonly used among Hindus and
native Musalmans than among other communities, and I

am convinced that a moderate habitual use of opium
becomes a necessity to a large class of the opium eating

population to mitigate the pain and sufl'ering from chronic

or incurable diseases, to lessen the effect of fatigue, of

mental worry, and to a certain extent that of privation.

It is largely used as a household drug in almost every case

in which it may be expected to relieve pain; and to put

restriction upon or to prohibit the use of this the most
useful and pain relieving drug would be in my opinion

both inhuman and impolitic.

27.723. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Have you had any-

thing to do with an opium trading firm P—Yes.

27.724. How many years ago P—I used to purchase

opium for merchants who shipped it to China, and I

tested it in the Chinese way. I had some Chinamen imder
me to do the work, because it was very laborious and
tedious. Before commencing the work they used to smoke
chandu. Then they began work and assayed about two
to three hundredweight of samples. They had to boil, to

X X 3
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^ filter, and to oonoellti'ate the extracts, and put them into

F. B. Seervai. diiJerent capsules, and weigh them, and find out the per-

centage. All that was done during the night hy two
19 Feb. 1894. Chinamen. At the same time they had to manage about a

' dozen and a half of vials. The smoking did not seem to

make them any worse, but more fit for laborious work.

27,725. While smoking opium so excessively were they
efficient in the performance of their duty ?—If they had not

smoked I do not think they could have worked as

efficiently as they did.

27,72C. Were they smoking often ?—No, they only

smoked once before beginning their work. They did not

smoke during the night ; and at six o'clock next morninjf
they were again on duty, and weighed the extract and
found out the per-centage by their own method.

27,727- Was it correct according to your test ?—Correct

within one or two per cent. I did not try all the samples,

but toiik some at random, and verified them, and they
were within one or two per cent. That does not make
any difTerenoe in assaying for smokable opium extract.

27,728. (Mr. Pease.) Do you think they could have
done their work if they had not smoked ?— I never tried

that ; but they did their work well within their smoking.

Mr. AbduUa
M. nhnramsi.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Abdulla M. Dhakamsi called in and examined.

27.729. [Sir James Ly all.) You are a solicitor, are you
not, in Bombay ?—Yes.

27.730. What is your experience as to the consumption
of opium?—The use of opium is not confined to any
particular race of people but is found more or less in

almost all classes and communities of the native popula-
tion in the districts with which I am acquainted. Gene-
rally speaking its use is moderate and its abuse an
exception. It is chiefly used by persons who have to

undergo great physical exertion and by persons over

45 years of age, and is taken as a. dietetic stimulant. The
districts with which I am acquainted are Bombayand parts

of Gujarat, Kathiawar, and Cutch.

27.731. What do you think are the effects of con-

sumption ?—Having known several persons who consume
opium, I am of opinion that its moderate consumption
does not produce any evil effects on the moral and
physical condition of the people. I have known opium
eaters varying in age from 45 to 80 years, and in the great

majority of cases found them to be healthy both in body
and in mind. No case has come under my notice in

which the moral condition of the opium eaters has suffered

from the moderate use of the drug.

27.732. What do you think the people of India think

generally in regard to the prohibition of the use of opium
for non-medical purposes?—In my opinion the people of

India are well disposed towards the moderate use of opium
for non-medical purposes, and I think there are various

reasons for such disposition. Some of them are as

follows :—Opium does not intoxicate, and the quantity

taken does not generally increase with the habit. It does

not lead to violence or crime. It does not undermine the

constitution and bring on the sorrows and sufferings

resulting from the excessive use of alcohol. To several

classes of the community spirituous drinks being forbidden

by religion, opium is the only stimulant to which they can
resort.

27.733. What is their disposition towards bearing, in

whole or in part, the cost of prohibitive measures ?—I am
of opinion that the people of India are not willing to bear

any part of the cost of prohibitive measures. As matters

now stand the country is already heavily taxed, and is not

able to bear further taxation. The loss of revenue which
would result from suppressing the cultivation of opium
would be felt heavily by the country, and it would be very

difficult to make it up.

27.734. I gather from your opinion that the sale of

opium, except for medical purposes, should not be pro-

hibited ?—In my opinion it would not be advisable to

prohibit the sale of opium for non-medical purposes.

Such prohibition will cause great discontent and lead to

the substitution of alcohol for opium, a result much to be

deplored.

27.735. Do you think if prohibition was enforced in

British India it could be extended to Native States ?—

I

think it would be difficult to extend such prohibition to

Native States.

27.736. You have been to China, have you not ?—Yes,

recently.

iu China p—For the most
I was for a short time at

27.737. Where did you stop

part I stopped in Hong Kong.
Canton and Makow.

27.738. Can you tell us anything you f observed in

reference to the opium smoking habit at those places ?

—

I observed that people generally smoked opium, and I

made some inquiries of people "ivith whom I came in

contact, chiefly iherchants dealing in silks. I asked them
if the export of opium from India was stopped whether
the Chinese would give ufi the habit of smoking, and they
said that they would never give up the habit, and if they
did not get opium from India they would get it from other
places. I saw opium being smoked m two or three

Chinese houses. There was a gathering or party there,

and I saw people from about 40 to 70 years of age who
smoked opium. I asked them and they said they had had
the habit for a long time. Some of them indulged in it

once or twice a week, and some daily. I found them
healthy and robust people. They were well-to-do people,
merchants, respectable members of society dealing with
foreign merchants.

27,73.''. Are there many merchants or other people of
the Mahoraedan faith in Hong Kong ?—Yes, there arc

Mahomedan merchants at Hong Kong.

27.740. Did you see many ?—There are not many,

27.741. You saw some P—I saw some.

27.742. Do you know whether the habit of smoking
opium prevails at all among them, or whether they avoid
it altogether?— -\o, not amongst them. When I said I

saw people smoking opium I meant the Chinese.

27.743. Does it prevail amongst the Mahomedans ?—So
far as I know it does not prevail amongst them.

27.744. I beheve you are of the Khoja caste, are you
not ?—Yes.

27.745. Is the habit of giving what they call bala golis

to children common among your community ?—Yes, it

is.

27.746. Is it generally supposed to be beneficial ?—.That
is the belief. It is given to the children as a tonic, and
also to keep them quiet.

27.747. The Khojas are a wealthy community, are they
not, in Bombay ?—Yes, fairly wealthy.

27.748. What sort of professions do they foUov? ?

—

Generally merchants.

27.749. And some like yourself have taken to other
professions ?—Very few have taken to professions yet.

27.750. {Mr. Pease.) Did you see anything of the elTect

of opium smoking in China among the poorer classes ?

—

No, not amongst the poorer classes.

27.751. Do you yourself believe in the practice of giving
children bala golis ?—It is commonly given amongst the
middle class people that I know. In our community it is

largely used.

27.752. I thought by the way you answered the question
you had not much faith in it jourself ?—I have not tried it

on my children so I do not know.

The witness withdrew.

Capt. H. S.

Blackburne,

Captain Harold Sbwallis Blackbuune called in and examined.

27,753. (Chairman.) Will you make your statement to

us, please?—I am commander of the P. & O. s.s.

" Gwalior." I began sea life a little more than 24 years

ago, and have been trading generally to the East between

England, India, and China during that time. About a

year ago I visited some of tlie opium dens and shops in

Bombay, in company with a, missionary friend, and the
majority of those whom we spoke to seemed' to reahse
what a terrible curse the opium was to them, and several

of them asked us why the Government did not close these
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places up ; and on being asked if they wished it, said Yes.
To the best o£ my recollection they were under the im-
pression that the ftueen had issued an order for these

places to be shut up. I feel very strongly about the opium
question, and as a lover of my country I feel sad about it,

as in my opinion our treatment of China in regard to it is

the most disgraceful blot in our history ; and believing as

I do that Grod deals with nations as with individuals I see

looming in the future some terrible retribution to our
country. I am not sure that it has not already began, as

I have often beard of terrible cases in our own country of

gentlemen and ladies of good birth even, and sometimes
doctors themselves, who have got so under the power of

morphia taking that they have lost all power of will.

Although I have not lived much on shore during my years

of sea service, I have come a good deal in contact with

the natives of India and China, as members of my crew,

and also as passengers while at sea, and as labourers when
in port. Until I read about the state of things in India,

and began to investigate for myself, I had no idea that

the natives of India were in any way addicted to opium
smoking. Up to a year ago, as far as my own personal

observation is concerned, I do not recollect ever seeing a

native of India smoking opium on board ship. In China,

however, I fear that the habit of opium smoking has a far

greater hold on the people, and many of my friends in

China have told me that it is greatly on the increase.

Many a time have I seen some terrible specimens of

humanity among our passengers, men who hardly ever

move from one lying position on the deck, and seem to

smoke nearly all day long, looking not unlike the photo-

graph specimens displayed in some of the anti-opium
papers. In China I think that opium smoking is univer-

sally looked on as a vice, and Europeans certainly do not,

as a rule, care to have a servant who is an opium smoker.
Chinamen, as a rule, do not like to own to being opium
smokers, but out of a number of deck passengers I have
always found a good per-centage of opium smokers who
cannot restrain themselves, and are yet unable to smoke
in secret. Knowing as I do intimately some of the oldest

missionaries in China, men and women who have lived

among the Chinese in their homes, I have not been taken
in by the evidence of the numerous witnesses who have
been telling us lately of the general beneficial eilects of

opium on the people of India. It seems strange that the

same drug sliould affect the people of China so differently.

Many a rich Chinaman has been brought by opium to a

miserable beggar and thief as I have been informed by
those who have known them personallj in both stages of

existence ; and suicide by opium, especially among women,
is of common occurrence. We have done China a gross

and irreparable wrong by forcing the opium trade upon
her, and I should like to see all opium prohibited except

for medical purposes. It is not in my province to suggest

how we are to make up for the loss of revenue, but of this

I am fully convinced that G-od's blessing will not rest upon
us if we continue this wrong for the sake of any gain.

Since writing out this evidence I have felt so exercised

about my own responsibility in the matter that I have

felt led to resign the P. & O. service, as the P. & O. are

and have been for many years the principal carrier of the

drug to China from Bombay.

27.754. {Sir James Lyall.) You say you have often seen

terrible specimens of humanity among your passengers,

men who hardly ever moved from one lying position on the

deck, and seemed to smoke nearly all day long, looking not

unlike the photograph specimens displayed in some of the

anti-opium papers. The evidence we have got from China
points to the fact that there is a belief in China that people

suffering from consumption and diseases of the lungs get

advantage from opium smoking ; did you ever inquire

from those people whether they suffered from diseases of

that kind p—No, I did not,

27.755. You presumed then that what you saw—the

emaciated appearance—was entirely due to opium ?—Yes,

because they were smoking continually,

27.756. Is it not possible that if you had gone into the

case like some doctors would have done you would have

found that these emaciated people were also suifering from
illness, and that, in fact, they were smoking because of the

state of their constitution ?—It is possible, but I do not

think it is very probable.

27.757. You say we have done China a gross and
irreparable wrong by forcing the opium upon her ; it is not

the fact that the opium imported into China has always
been taken off the shijjby the Chinese themselves—that is,

our ships have taken it to the Chinese coasts, but it is the

Chinese themselves who have always smuggled the opium
on shore ?—That may be ; but it is against the wish of the

Government. At one time, as you know, thousands of

chests were destroyed.

27.758. When you say "we have done China," you
mean the Chinese Government P—I mean the Chinese

nation, because the Government of the country made every

effort to keep it out of their country 50 or 60 years ago,

and there was hardly any opium in the country. They do

not want any more opium wars.

27.759. I mean to say, the Chinese people are equally

responsible with our sea captains and merchants who export

the opium to the Chinese coast, are they not P—I do not

think so, because they are the weaker nation.

27.760. You are talking of the Government ; I am
talking of the Chinese nation as distinct from the Govern-

ment P—Our responsibility is greater, because we are a

Christian nation, and these are heathens ; that is where I

feel our responsibility.

27.761. Do you think we ought to have made a law pro-

hibiting our ships from carrying anything that the Chinese

made contraband to the coast of China?— I think we
should have helped the Chinese Government to keep it out

of the country when it was against their wish.

27.762. Do we do that with regard to the trade of any

other country ?—I do not know what we would have

thought of the nation putting such a scourge upon us,

especially if they were professing to be above us altogether

in moral qualities.

27.763. You mean that our ships of war ought to have

overhauled these opium clippers and taken the opium
out of them ?—I daresay you know more about the history

of the matter than I do. I do not profess to have gone

^'ery thoroughly into the matter. I rely more upon the

authority of learned men, and men that have lived in the

country.

27.764. Do not you think that -(vithout having studied

very carefully the history of things that happened nearly 50

years ago it is rather rash to say "we have done China a

gross and irreparable wrong " ?—I do not think it rather

rash ; other people may think so.

27.765. I mean without studying the history carefully ?

I do not think it is rash, because I have it on the authority

of those who have given their lives for higher purposes, and

I know they are truthful.

27.766. You cannot tell whether they are writing from

full information or not, or whether they are writing from

the emotional point of view, can you P—I know they would
be truthful.

27,767- You mean the missionaries ?—Yes, missionaries

and others. Principally missionaries, my friends in

China.

27.768. (Mr. Fanshawe.) You are aware that the form
in which opium is consumed in India is chiefly eating and
drinking, whereas it is generally smoked in China p—I am
not very much acquainted with how it is done in India. I

went into some of the opium dens about a year ago, and
saw some people smoking and some eating.

27.769. Then your actual experience of opium con-
sumption in India is simply such as you have seen in the
dens P—I liave had very little experience in India.

27.770. But you ventured to compare the two, and you
have also stated that you have not been taken in by the
evidence which has l)een given before this Commission,
which seems to suggest that you are of opinion that the
e\'idenoe cannot be accepted as true ?—I do thmk it is not
all true,

27.771. At th6 same time you say your experience

of the opium habit in India is very limited indeed ?—Until
a year ago. I have seen more of it since. I do not think
that the natives of India smoke or use opium to anything
like the sa,me extent they do in China. I have had ample
opportunities of studying the Chinese. There are perhaps
.:iOO or 400 on deck, and we go the rounds amongst them,
and they cannot get out of sight. I take it, as a rule, when
a man gets in that state he is in some back shop where the

public do not see him. You do not find those sort of men
working in the streets or shops. They are out of sight.

27.772. Do you think you were justified in suggesting

that the evidence given from all parts of India was not

true, when your own experience of the practice of the

opium habit was so infinitesimal ?— I do not say they

are not true ; but they are so confiicting, and so very

different to the effects I have seen and heard of opium on
the Chinese, that I cannot help doubting the statements

of a good many of the people.

Xx 4

Capt. H. S.

Blackburne.

19 Feb. 18B4.
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J 9 Feb. 1894.

27.773. {Mr. Pease.) What has been your position with
the P. & O. Cumpanyp— P'rom fourth officer to commander.

27.774. In conscientiously giving up your appointment
with the P. & O. Company is it a personal loss to yourself?

—I have nothing at all at present from a worldly point of

view—nothing.

-7,775. [Sir William Roberts.) You say you fear that some
terrible retribution is coming to our country in consequence

ol its doings with regard to opium in China, and you go

on to state that you are not sure that the retribution has

not abeady come on account of the terrible cases in our

own country of gentlemen and ladies of good birth seeming

to have got into the habit of taking morphia; have you
any evidence that the morphia habit is more common in

England than elsewhere P—No; but it is very much on the

increase I am told by doctors. I believe that opium taking

will be very much on the increase soon after all that has

been said about the beneficial effects.

27,77fi. That is a prophecy, and they say you should not

prophesy unless you know ; it may comfort you to knovr,

according to the statements that I have seen, that England
is rather behind hand in the morphia habit, and that other
nations in Europe are rather more afflicted with that habit
than England?—Yes.

27,777. Is the Chinese nation degenerating ?—I think so.

27J'/S. What reason have you to think so?—The evi-

dence of most of my friends in China, who have lived

among them for many years.

27,779. Is there any evidence that you know of showing
that the Chinese as a nation are losing their vigour?—Yes,

morally I believe they are, and physically too. They are

waking a great deal to western notions, and thpy have

been going in for trade much more largely than they used

to—dning their own trade in the way of steamers, railways,

and so on. They are getting more ascendency in that way
if that is what you mean.

27,780. That is rather a sign of progress, is not it.''—Well,

I do not know whether it is so much progress.

-7,781. Is it possible you can have national success

without moral soundness ?—For a time.

27,782. Have you not drawn a distinction between
habits as they affect individuals and as they afi'ect

nations ?—Individuals compose the nation, and there is a
very large per-centage of Chinese who are utterly ruined by
oniura,

27,78.'i. Is it not possible that a habit, like our own habit

of taking alcohol, although injurious, as we know, to a
large number of individuals, yet may be beneficial to a

still larger number, and that upon the balance you may get
a habit injurious to individuals, but beneficial to the com-
munity?—I recognise that both opium and liquor do a

vast amount more harm than good. It is a very ques-
tionable thing whether either of them do any good.
Opium is no doubt sometimes a very useful medicine,
and it is quite possible liquors and wines may be, but that
is a question doctors have not thrashed out yet.

27,784. You would not even entertain it as a speculation
that any estimate of the good and evil of the opium habit
or of the alcohol habit was valueless until jou balanced the
good and evil ?—I do not think they can be balanced at all.

The witness withdrew.

Afr.

J. Fritchlei/,

Mr. John Fritciiley called in and examined.

27.785. (Chairman.) You were formerly jailor of the

Midnapore, Patna. and Bancoora Jails, and also served in

the Decca and Bengal Police, that is so, is it not?

—

Yes.

27.786. And you are now supported by your sons ?

—

Yes.

27.787. I believe you have had 50 j^ears' experience

among the (.!hinese, JMahomedans, and Hindus, and
certain low classes of India ; and you have had experience

in jails and in the police, and as ship chandler and mer-

chant in China ?—Yes.,

27.788. With these experiences what have you to say

to us about the opium question ?—The opium habit is very

prevalent among the lower classes in China and all over

Indian. When in China I saw the Chinese in a most
deplorable state from opium eating. I also saw the

Chinese lying about, with cadaverous faces, smoking their

opium pipes. Several of them died within two or three

months of my having observed them. That was my
experience among the Mandarins and poorer classes. I

saw a great many of them die. I also visited the opium
dens with the l^ev. Mr. Morrison.

27,78.9. Was that in the year 1844 ?— Yes ; I visited the

dens with Mr. Morrison, the missionary. I believe he was
the first missionary that went to H(mg Kong. He took

me to several of these dens, and showed me how the

people smoked. They make a small ball, which they put

in their pipe, and light it until the ball bursts. Then the

man takes a good pull at the opium and draws in the

smoke, and then lies down on his pillow. He does not

get up for six or seven hours afterwards. Mr. Morrison

personally showed me these things to convince me what the

o|jium effects were like in China. While I came out to

India I had a great dishke for opium ; and when I was m
the police I had experience of lots of people being killed

through opium. Opium is used as a suicidal drug. A
pill of opium with a little oil over it kills them in about

two or three hour.^. Many children were brought to the

police drugged with opium which had been given them by
their parents to keep them quiet. They had been given an
overdose and died. Some women were also brought in

de<td, then- husbands having dosed them with opium in the

opium dens.

27.7.''0. You observed these incidents when you were in

the police ?—Yes.

27,791. What action did you take?—We took their

names down, and ient them to the doctor, or to the

magistrate. Those that had been purposely drugged were

sent to the magistrate, and those who had committed
suicide were reported, and the doctor made a post-mortem
examination, when he found the opium and the oil mixed
in their stomach had caused their death.

27,792. When did you retire from the police ?—I was
transferred from the police to the jail in 1864.

27,79.1 Have you any more recent experiences ?—I was
in the Patna jail too.

27.794. Vi?'hat did you see there?—The prisoners that
came into jail. Patna., I believe, is the greatest place for
opium growing and opium eating.

27.795. The prisoners in the Patna jail are not allowed to
take opium, are they ?—Not allowed to bring it into jails

;

but these people came in craving for opium, and I insisted
that they should not get any until they were cured. I saw
in the evidence of Ur. Mouat, who was Inspector-General
of jails when I was jailor, that he said opium eaters or
smokers where the healthiest people. When I saw this
I wrote to the Guardian and told them to read my
letter, and refer to the Inspector-General's Jail Circular
prohibiting opium, in every jail. If opium was such a nice
thing as to make people robust and healthy and strong I
do not see why such a restriction should be imposed.

27.796. It might have been prohibited because it was a
luxury and an indulgence which ought to be denied to
prisonerti from punitive motives p—Then there was a man
brought into pri.son sentenced for one month. This man
had a craving for opium and would not eat his food.

27.797. When did this occur ?—About 1S65.

27,7-'8. You are sure of your facto, I suppose- it was a
long tmip ago ?—Yes. This man was brought into jail for a
month. He weighed about .'12 Bengal seers. He escaped
from the jail for want of opium. The magistrate sentenced
him again for six months. AVhen he came into prison he
craved so for opium that the doctor said he would die if he
did not get it. But I prevented him getting opium. I
told him to go on eating his food and he would soon get
over it. In five days he had no craving for opium.
'\\ hen he was released, seven months afterwards, I weighed
him again, and he weighed 1 maund 39 seers. He looked
as robust, healthy, and hearty as ever. This was particu-
larly reported by Mr. Cunliffe, the magistrate, to the
Inspector-General of jails, and the latter sent a circular
round to all the jails prohibiting as much as possible any
opium entering the jails. This man got over the opium
smoking in five days, and became a very robust man ; and
this circular was sent round to all the prisons prohibiting
the prisoners from using opium in any foi-m whatever.
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27.799. Was not there any order before prohibiting the

use of opium in the jail P—Yes, there were orders in 1857

by the Inspector-General of jails.

27.800. Have you any other evidence to give?—No,
nothing particular.

27.801. When did you leave the jail service ?—In 1871.

27.802. How long were you a merchant in China ?

—

Three years.

27.803. What kind of merchant were you ?—Ship's

chandler ; harbering and selling tea and other goods.

27.804. Were you born in India p—I was born at sea,

near the Isle of Wight. My father belonged to the 89th
Regiment.

27.805. Did you go to China from England ?—From
Madras. I was in Bombay in 1839.

27.806. And you were brought up in India p—Yes.

27,887. And went from India to China P—Yes.
27.808. I think you said you went to China in 1844 ?

—

About the end of 1843.

27.809. When did you enter the police ?—In 1859.

27.810. What did you do between ceasing to be a
merchant in China and entering the police ?—I was book-
keeper to Wise and Glass, the great indigo planters of

Dacca.

27.811. Where have you been living since you left the

service in 1871 ?—I have been about taking contracts in

different places. I got into the Public Works Depart-
ment at Jubbulpore. I have been taking contracts here
and there on the railways.

27,812. Were you an overseer in the
Department P—Overseer.

Public Works

27.813. That was after you left the jail service P—Yes.

27.814. {Mr. Pease.) I suppose it was when you were Jn
the Public Works Department that you were engaged in
railway construction ?—No. I was engaged in the Public
Works Department getting the barracks built at Jubbul-
pore.

27.815. When were you engaged in railway construo-
tion p—Here in Bombay in 1882.

27.816. In what capacity ?—Making bricks and tiles a,nd
culverts and bridges.

27,817- As a contractor P—No
; petty piece-work.

27.818. Under a contractor P—Yes; and I used to get
pay from the concern as a manager.

27.819. At that time you had the engaging of persons,
both men and women, had not you?—Yes.

27.820. How many had you in your employ at any
one time ?—On the Portuguese railway I had 500 employed.

27.821. When you were engaging them you never
engaged anyone that you knew ate or smoked "opium p

—

No.

Mr.
J. Fritchley.

IS Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. H. F. Laplamme called in and examined.

27.822. [Chairman) You live, I believe, at Yellaman-
clili, Vizagapatam P—Yes.

27.823. To what mission do you belong?—I represent

the conference of the two Canadian Baptist Telugu
Missions, with a membership of 43 missionaries, who occupy
14 mission stations, extending from the Kistna River on
the south to the extreme northern limit of the Telugu
country halfway through the Ganjam district on the north,

and inland from the sea from 30 to 50 miles, but not

including the hill tracts or agencies in either the Kistna,

Godavari, Vizagapatam, or Ganjam districts. The native

Christian oommunity of these missions numbers about
3,055 adult church members, and perhaps twice as many
children and dependents.

27.824. What classes of natives have you had ex-

perience amongst ?—The members of the body here

represented have had experience amongst all classes of the

Telugu people, and amongst all castes. Converts from
the highest castes have enabled them to learn particulars

of their private practices, and the low and outcastes they
have no trouble in studying at first hand. The work of

the men in preaching takes them so constantly into the

villages that they spend the greater part of their time

amongst the people. Whereas the school and medical

work and house-to-house visitations of the lady mis-
sionaries bring them into the family life of the high as well

as the low castes. The oldest missionaries' experience

dates back 20 years, others 16, a third 11, and the majority

about five years. The missionaries superintend all of their

own building work, thus dispensing with contractors, and
come into daily and intimate contact with a host of

masons, carpenters, coolies, and cartmen, and in this way
observe not only the effect of opium on users as compared
with non-users, but on users at later stages as com-
pared with earlier stages in their history. They understand
the language of the common people thoroughly, and in

conversation with them from time to time learn the evil

effects of 0])ium from the users themselves. The single

ladies in their medical work, caste girls' schools and house-

to-house visitations come into the homes of the high caste

as well as the low, and meeting the women of the household
have exceptional opportunities of learning that particular

phase of the opium habit which is hidden from ordinary

observers. As no person addicted to the habitual use of

opium is either admitted into church membership, or

allowed to remain, if discovered, special inquiry is made
regarding all such cases with a view to reform them if

possible, and thus a knowledge of the habit is acquired.

As the work of the missionary is to all classes, castes,

and conditions of people, he visits not only the streets of

the wealthy and the respectable, but moves amongst the

shepherds, the pariahs, the fishermen, the toddy-drawers,

and the fruit-sellers and scavengers, at all seasons of the

year and all hours of the day. Generally being accom-

O 82588.

panied by liis native preachers, he can immediately learn
from them the particulars of any practice or the meaning
of any phrase which is new and strange and might other-
wise escape him. With one exception all of our mis-
sionaries are itinerating missionaries, and spend the
greater part of their time in the streets and squares, and
sometimes the houses of the people in city, town, and
village.

27,825. How far is opium eating or drinking prevalent
amongst these classes ?—Opium drinking is not practised to
our knowledge. As to opium eating there is a great
difference of opinion. At the annual meeting of one sec-
tion of our Christians, who, in and about Cocanada, number
some 70t), of the 40 delegates from the 12 different native
congregations, some 17 were in a position to express an
opinion with some confidence. Of these, 12 declared that
75 per cent, of the adult population use it. Other five
declared that only half used it. A regimental doctor of
wide experience declared to one of our missionaries on one
occasion that one-third of the people used it in these
districts. In Cocanada and the Godavari others were of
the opinion that about 25 pei' cent, of the people used it.

Some of the more educated 'and most intelligent declared
that ail men over 40 years of age use it. This is confirmed
by a very large number of thoughtful and observant per-
sons from ditt'erent parts of the territory mentioned in mv
former reply. At the very lowest estimate which I should
personally dare to make, I would say that 10 per cent, of
the total population—men, women, and children—are
habitual users of opium. This, I am positive, is not an
over-estimate, and is based on my own personal knowledge.
Should I follow the testimony of others who, by a lifelong
experience amongst the people are in a position to speak
much more positively, I should be inclined to place the
per-centage much higher, and possibly nearer the truth by
saying that 25 per cent, of the entire population in these
parts use it habitually. Medicinally it is used occasionally
by almost all of the people. Of the habitual consumers
tne majority are men, possibly in the proportion of two
men to one woman. I cannot speak of definite ner-centages
amongst children, but the universal testimony from all
parts of the sea-coast talukas of the Godavari, Vizagapatam,
and Ganjam districts in the Telugu country is that from
the age of 40 days up to two or three years opium is
constantly administered by mothers to the children ; many
of them give small doses daily to the babies to quiet them,
and relieve cohc, &c. The dose is usually the size of a
mustard seed. Generally amongst habitual users the dose
is one-half anna's weight a day.

27,826. Is opium smoking prevalent?—Opium smoking
is confined entirely to men. It is considered a great shame
for a woman to be seen smoking opium, and of all the
dens I have seen I have not yet seen a woman smoking.
Though in Cocanada a woman is said to run an illicit

Yy
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smoking shebang. In these parts only the principal towns
of 5,000 population and over, situated on the main roads,

have opium smoking dens. Out of the total population

I am quite sure that at least five in 1^000 resort to the

opium dens. But there is a great deal of private smoking
which cannot be easily detected. I am sure the smokers
are much more immerous. In Cocanada there is one
licensed smoking den. I was shown three or four other

places where smoking is indulged in privately. Some of

them were in private houses, so not accessible, and in

others, though there was every indication of the practice

being carried on there, we failed to catch the habitues in

the act, nor could we induce any of them to make a

confession. In town populations perhaps two in 100

smoke.

27.827. At what age is the habit generally acquired ?

—

Between the ages of 25 and 40. The taste is doubtless

acquired in many instances in early childhood, from the

vicious practice of mothers indiscriminately treating all

infantile complaints of a certain character with opium.

27.828. What motives induce people to form the habit ?

—There is no doubt butthatthe habit is generally acquired

through using the drug as a medicine ; and as such for

coughs, diarrhcea, dysentery, cholera, fever with chills, and
rheumatism. Amongst women, many resort to opium as

a relief to jiains caused by womb troubles. Occasionally

children, who have been sickly, never relinguish the

habit, and grow up from childhood confirmed opium
eaters. Lecherous persons take opium, believing that by
so doing they can indulge more freely and more fre-

quently. It seems to act as a stimulant to the passions.

Many learn ib by associating with users, much as boys

learn to smoke at home.

27.829. Is the habit easily relinguished ?— In only very

exceptional cases is the habit ever relinguished, and then

with the greatest difiiculty ; leaving it off at once and for

ever is the only effective cure. That such is possible,

despite the protests to the contrary of the users, is abun-
dantly evidenced by experience with prisoners addicted to

the habit. The native hospital assistant at this place*

relates the incident of a prisoner who begged for opium
so pitiously, that the Jail authorities called him, fearing

serious results if the man's desire were denied. Instead of

administering opium, the hospital assistant gave him a

substitute saying there was much opium in it. The man
seemed quite content, though really there was not a drop

of opium used in the mi.xture administered. He confirmed
this by many other incidents of like character. There was
a notable case* in this place :* that of a merchant who was
an habitual excessive consumer, who fell into jail for

some crime. For four months he was deprived of opium.

When released, so marked was his physical improvement,
that his friends were scarcely able to recognise him. He
relapsed into the habit, and with that into leanness of

body and soul. An old man who was blind used to find

his way to the opium shop in his native village for the

usual daily dose. His son moved to another place taking

his father with him. He did not know the way to the

opium shop in that village, and could get no one to show
it him, as they were all opposed to his using so much
money uselessly, so he lay all day long for days upon his

cot, racked with fearful pain, and crying out that he would
die for lack of opium ; but he did not die. He got better

and lived for years after, a stronger and a healthier man
for not using it. One of the native preachers, a very

useful man, fell into the opium habit. As he could not

continue it and remain a member of the church he de-

termined to leave it off. One of the missionaries took

him in hand, and administered very strong coffee whenever
the craving for opium recurred. He has never taken opium
since, but dares not leave off the coffee. As no opium
user is allowed to become a member of our communion,
there are occasional cases of even old people leaving off the

habit in order to join the church.

27.830. Is there a marked difference between moderate
and excessive consumers ; if so, what is the per-centage

of excessive consumers p—The effects are so decidedly

difi'erent with different persons that the line between
moderation and excess is exceedingly crooked. During
an attack of dysentery, a native hospital assistant ad-

ministered from one to three doses of laudanum to me
daily, containing between .30 and 40 drops each, followed

in an hour by a bolus of ipecacuanha powder. Doubtless,

the nausea and vomiting neutralized the effect of the

opium. The result was a comfortably dreamy condition.

Whereas Mrs. Laflamme, when suffering from a similar

attack, on taking only ten drops, came nearly dying
of the effects. The action on natives is not nearly

so powerful as on Europeans. The dose to which a user

' i.e„ YrlLiman, Cliili.

quickly habituates himself, if it had been taken early in

the acquisition of the habit, would have been fatal. In
our mission work and in receiving candidates for baptism
we consider all habitual consumers as excessive consumers.
We take the ground that opium, taken in any other way
than as a medicine to cure a certain sickness, is an un-
justifiable excess. So that any man who uses it for

sickness must give it up when the sickness is cured, or

should opium fail to help him, must leave it off and try
some other drug. Looked at from this point of view, the
per-centages mentioned above represent the excessive con-
sumers, and the difference between them and those who
use the drug legitimately for medicinal purposes only is

marked indeed.

27,831. What proportion of their income do habitual

consumers spend on opium p—The incomes of the different

classes differ so much, and even the day wages of the

cooJie classes vary to such an extent in the different dis-

tricts that definiteness in answering this question is quite

impossible. Wealthy zamindars and landholders use it.

The amount spent on opium by them would be meagre as
compared with their income. Though men are able to

discover how much is purchased by some of the zamindars
for use in their households, the total might not be so
small. Old Paikarow, of the Vizagapatam district, was a
famous opium user, and latterly so constantly under its

influence that a servant sat by him at meals to indicate
the different dishes by placing the old man's hands on
them as he directed. He has some present day successors
scattered through the district who would vie with him
in excesses. Our coolie classes, who represent a large part
of the population of these districts, and who are most
quickly and seriously affected by the opium draft upon
their slender incomes, secure day wages at the following
rates in the different sections :

—

Kistna and Godavari
delta.

Vizagapatam
Ganjam

The price of opium ^-aries,

Men. ^\'ome^.

3 to 4 annas. 2 to 3 annas.

2 annas. 1 anna, 2 pies.

1 anna, 6 pies. 1 anna.

In the Bhimavaram taluk of
the Kistna it sells for 3 tolas to a rupee. In Sarvasiddhi
taluk, Vizagapatam, it sells at 2J tolas to a rupee, M-hereas in
Cocanada, where day wages are quite frequently eight annas,
especially amongst the longshoremen, who are notorious
opium eaters, the increased demand for opium is so great
that the license for the 20 and odd retail shops in that
taluk sells for 12 or 15 thousand rupees. There one rupee
will buy only 2J tolas of opium. It is a well-known fact
all the world o\'er that where day wages increase the
consumption of intoxicating drinks and drugs increases,
and where they diminish, the intoxicants are not so ex-
tensively used. Speaking generally, not definitely, and of
the coolie classes and day labourers, such as masons,
carpenters, fishermen, and such, from one-sixth to one-
fourth of their income goes for opium. This is a very
serious inroad on an income which, if all of it were used
on nourishing food and necessary shelter and clothing,
would not then save the people from the ragged and
painful edge of poverty. The average income per head in
Madras is only Rs. 254. One rich man in the Godavari
lost his property through the stupor and mental weakness
induced by the opium habit, and when dying and unable
to swallow had it rubbed on his lips, and dfed with the
smell of it in his nostrils. One coohe in Turrie never
came home till he had spent his entire day's wage of
3 annas on opium. He lived on his wife's and children's
earnings and on charity. A sweeper in YellamanchiH spent
all his monthly wage of 3 rupees on opium, and begged
his clothes and food from door to door. A preacher
named Jagayya spent one-half of his monthly wage of
6 rupees on opium, and compelled his wife and old father
to support him out of their hard-earned daily wage.

27,832. Is there a general tendency to increase the dose P
—The striking peculiarity of opium is that a large majority
of those who use it, presumably as a medicine at first,
become so enslaved to it that the most violent pains in
the arms and legs, and sometimes the whole body, occur
immediately on their being deprived of it. The will,' which
has in the meantime weakened under the influence of the
drug, is unable to withstand the temptation to relieve the
sufferings when the old remedy is so easily procurable.
And though they know that they are being weakened in
body, mind, and morals, they yield and continue the habit.
The dose may not be increased till some serious sickness
occurs which does not yield to the former dose. Then the
dose is doubled, and as even this increased dose is found in-
effectualin allaying the old pains, it is slowly enlarged.
The amount which some can take in a day and live is
astonishing. A fisherman in the South Godavari took
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i a tola a day. He died of cholera. I have known cases in

which the shopkeeper gave small pills to young men, p\ir-

porting that they would cure sickness. When the habit

had become so strong in their victims that they felt they
could not live without it, then the shopkeeper stopped
giving and made them buy. One such said he spent all

the money he could get on opium, and begged his meals.

He could live without food, or with very little ; he felt

that he could not do without opium. His bleared eyes,

shrunken chest, wasted limbs, and shuffling hesitating

movements indicated that he would not live long, even
with opium. Although he had been using it only one
year, he takes | of a tola a day.

27,833. What are the results of the habit physically,

mentally, and morally ?—A noted religious mendicant says

that " alcoholic drinks deprive a man of self-control.
" Uanja (hemp) deprives him of his sense. But opium
" takes his life-blood." I have heard that opium and
alcohol taken together make a man very ugty indeed.

This testimony is confirmed at the mouths of thousands of

witnesses. Men commonly give up tobacco and alcoholic

drinks, but the reformations amongst opium eaters are so

rare that it is said, " The man who takes opium habitually

takes it to his death." (a.) Physically.—The vicious prac-

tice followed by mothers of giving it to soothe restless

babes has resulted in the death of many of the little ones.

Opium in very minute doses will prove fatal to children, so

sensitive are they to it. To tabulate the numbers is diffi-

cult. But on asking a mixed company of some 200 people

in the Kistna, where the habit is not extensive, how many
children they had known to die from over-doses, they
mentioned seven cases. In my own experience I have
known native nurses to administer opium to four different

Euro])ean children in their charge with almost fatal results.

The parents in two of these cases, never suspecting the

cause, were completely puzzled as to how the children

should be treated. In two of the cases the symptoms of

opium poisoning were so decided that instant measures
were taken for their relief and the children barely escaped.

An overseer in the Public Works Department, a man of a
great deal of intelligence, in a public meeting convened to

secure evidence on the opilfm question, rose and told how
he hated opium because a dear little lad of his had come
near being killed by an accidental dose of the poison, and
of another child which had been killed by its own mother
giving it opium to lull it to sleep, He said a great many
deaths occur in this way amongst children, because the

poison is so easily secured and the mothers are so ignorant

as to its proper use. For these reasons he would strongly

urge the necessity of placing opium in the hands of medical
men to be sold by them only as a medicine. They would
then ask the people why the opium was needed, and could

properly advise them as to its uses, or suggest and prescribe

a substitute, (b.) The mortality from opium amongst
adults is sufficiently alarming to demand a more careful

provision for the sale of the drug under medical supervi-

sion, so that those who use it medicinally may be properly

advised as to the size and frequency of the dose. In
Cooanada during a sudden cholera scare, opium was taken

as a preventive medicine by several in such large quantities

as to result in their death. Habitual users take such large

quantities that what seems a small quantity to them when
taken by a non-user is sufficieni to kill them ; so that the

advice of opium eaters is practically worthless. Out of a

group of ten men five said they had known of ten fatal

cases, (c.) Many cases of suicide, especially amongst
women, are the result of opium. So well known are the

dangerous and powerfully poisonous properties of opium
mixed with gingelly oil that a common threat amongst the

women when angry is that they will take the mixture and
thus end their miserable lives. An old wholesale opium
vendor, who has been an habitual consumer of the drug for

some 20 years, until now his abnormal appetite demands
one quarter of a tola a day to satisfy its imperious cravings,

thus describes the results:

—

" The people waste away and
" become lean in their flesh. Their property vanishes.
" When this is all gone, they beg and even steal to secure
" the wherewithal to satisfy the demon gnawing at their
" vitals. It 'is very bad, very bad. They lose all will
" power, and when the weakened will struggles to escape
" the thraldom, the fearful pains in the body which imme-
" diately follow any attempt to leave it off overcome all

" better desires, and the man falls back a confirmed, a
" hopeless, and a helpless slave."' A young man who had
been cook to a noted opium eater in Bimlipatam describes

him as follows ;

—"My master was stout. He ate well.

" He was weak. He ate sweet things, but could not take
" much solid food. He took opium .six years in large
" quantities. 1 weighed it out for him. If there was a
" delay of an hour he could not endure it. He would

" become violently angry and beat me. He died from the
" effects of it." The lad himself was an opium sot, and he
looked it. From my own personal knowledge, and I have
heard many a poor fellow's confession, the effects seem as

follows :—The appetite goes, there is a bitter taste in the

mouth, in three months the will is so weakened that the

eater becomes a slave, perhaps an unwilling one, to the

habit. His strength slowly ebbs away, he loses iiesh,

fearful pains rack his limbs and body if he leave it off for

only a few hours. His eyes become bleared, his conscience

(never very active) gets blunt, and when his property

wastes away because the habit has destroyed his ability to

retain it, he will beg and steal to get opium. He will even

threaten his wife and children with murder if they do not

provide him with the money which he has become unable
to earn to purchase the black pill. If he is a peon or a

household servant in a family he sleeps over his work and
becomes so dull, stupid, and weak that even the most
indulgent of masters loses all patience with him. Amongst
my masons, and I employed 20 of them for over one year,

several were opium users. They were good for nothing

that required intelligence and strength. They were adepts

at putting in small stones and much mortar. But were a

constant trial to my patience, and I bore with them only

because masons were scarce, and poor as they were, no one
better could be secured. The opium users amongst the

coolies could be easily recognised by the characteristics

common to the class, and were retained in many cases only

because dismissal meant untold hardship to their suffering

wives and little ones. In many cases the day's wage was
paid the wife instead of the opium eating husband to

ensure its being used for food. Two of my household

servants were opium eaters. Stupidity, utter lack of

conscience, incapacity, and shameless negligence rendered

them so utterly useless that we were compelled to dismiss

them. Men addicted to drink were good servants com-
pared with them. Opium consumers have such a pernicious

influence morally that none are knowingly admitted to

church membership in our missions, and if discovered are

excluded. I believe this is almost the universal practice in

connexion with missions working in China. They do not

admit opium users to their church membership.

27.834. In what proportion of cases is the habit in-

jurious?—Any drug used as a medicine, which when
taken so enslaves the user as to make ic impossible

for him to give it up even after the sickness for which it

was taken has passed away, must be injurious. Better the

original sickness than the opium habit. In allthe cases

which I have known well the habit has been injurious.

27.835. Is opium generally believed to be protective

against fever ?—^There is a great diversity of opinion

amongst the natives. It is generally believed to be good
for a fever with chill. Men not addicted to opium laugh
at those who use it as a protective against fever, and
declare that those who do so have more fever than others,

and say they take it for fever to give an excuse for an other-

wise unjustifiably bad habit.

27.836. Is it specially useful in malarious districts, or

believed to be soP—It is believed to be so.

27.837. Is it necessary, or believed to be necessary, to

enable working people to get through their daily toil ?—By
the stupidity it induces men are not sensible of fatigue.

But it does not and cannot strengthen men. And the use
of it destroys the appetite for wholesome food. Men who
do not use it are more hardy and stronger than those who
do. In selecting coolies or bearers I should invariably

take men who do not use opium.

27.838. Is the habit of taking opium looked upon as

disgraceful ?—Yes, by all classes of the people. There is a

proverb used by all classes on occasions when anyone has
been inexcusably stupid, which is to the effect " that the
" man acts like an opium eater." The man at whom the

proverb is pointed invariably resents it with anger. This

sentiment is so widespread amongst the people as to promise
easy enforcement of a good strict prohibitory law.

27.839. Does the existing system of granting licenses for

the sale of opium tend to the spread of the habit or its

restriction ?—A licensed vendor secures his license at the

highest up-bid prices. In order to remunerate himself he
uses his utmost endeavour to extend consumption and sale.

Every retail vendor and every proprietor of an opium
smoking den is loud mouthed in commending the numer-
ous medicinal uses of the drug and in urging the people to

try it. They give away a good deal to young men not:

addicted to the habit to induce them to adopt it, and when
they are once enslaved make them pay for it.

27.840. Has the closing of shops for consumption on
the premises been carried out in your district.''—Opium

Yy 2
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The Rev. H. smoking shops are still in existence in Cocanada, Yellaman-
F. Lqflamme. chili and, as far as I could learn, in all other places in these

parts where they have hitherto existed. The authorities

9 Feb. 1894. are cognizant of their existence.

27,8-11. Have the results of this measure heen beneficial P

—They should be so. The closing of the shops would
scatter and weaken the opium smoking fellowship. Union
is strength to the extent that the congregating in opium
smoking dens is broken and the curse weakened.

27,842. Are any further measures required to give effiict

to the policy of discountenancing opium smoking P— By
diiving the opium smoker to indulge in private he is

thrown under the powerful restraint of the abuse of the

women and non-smokers of his household, who seeing the

bad effects in him oppose the habit vigorously.

27,S43. la it desirable to prohibit the sale of opium
except for medical purposes?—Yes, by all means yes. The
medical purposes for which the drug may be used are too

well known to be denied. But those purposes can be
safely accomplished only by the advice of a qualified medi-
cal practitioner. In this way, and this way only, can the

drug be restricted to its legitimate uses and be prevented

from ministering to the lusts of, and creating vice amongst,

the people.

27.844. Would public opinion favour the adoption of the

measure?—The sentiment of all classes of the peojile and
of even a large number of opium victims would be alto-

gether in favour of such a restriction. I have in my hand
four petitions to this effect, one from the 4.3 missionaries

of our two Canadian Baptist Missions, labouring amongst
some 3,000,000 of the people, two others from the native

Christian community connected with one of our missions

and numbering about 3,000 adult communicant church

members, and a third from a public meeting of some 30

men who represent the highest intelligence and best social

element of my own town of Yellamanchili. 'J'hey are

Hindus, men of education and of high position. They
regret the havoc wrought by the opium habit amongst
their fellows, and in the simple and brief resolution passed

by them represent the attitude of all thinking people

amongst their fellow countrymen. Good Hindus, good

Mahomedans and good Christians all over these districts

would unite in desiring Government to restrict the sale to

that for medical purposes only.

27.845. What class of persons do you think could be

entrusted with the medical use ?—Medical men, hospital

assistants, &c.

27.846. {Sir James Lijall.) It is in Vizagapatam and
Ganjam that the opium habit is most common, is it not?

—

In Godavari as well.

27.847. It is exceedingly common in the whole country,

is it not ?

—

1 do not know ; we are only on the sea coast.

27.848. It is a very old practice in that part of the world,

is it not ?—I am informed so.

27.849. Is it not a curious fact that the Madras Govern-

ment seem to have been ignorant of the extent to which

opium is used in those districts uj) to the year 1880 ?— I do

not know. I did not come to India myself until 188/, so I

am not familiar with it.

27.850. I suppose your views in respect to the prohibition

of alcohol would be the same as they are in respect to the

prohibition of opium ?—I should like to say a word or two

on that. I have been rather surprised at the ex'idence

given in favour of opium, and in that connexion I should

just hke to say this : the only way I can account for the

remarkable evidence given by many witnesses to the effect

that opium is largely harmless and to many very helpful is

that tliey recognise that a report by this Commission which

may result in the prohibiion of the opium traffic in India

will make the liquor tralBc in England utterly indefensible.

The opium and the liquor traflacs are in the same box.

Those who are enemies to the one are enemies to the other.

Anyone in a position to compare the evils wrought by

alcohol in England with those wrought by opium in India

would not for a moment hesitate to affirm that the former

is a much more serious vice ; so that it becomes apparent

that the Parliament which undertakes to grapple with and

overcome the lesser evil in a distant land must not, and

cannot, long delay an attack on the greater evil at its very

doors.

' 27,851 . But when we come to the point of trying to stop

the use of alcohol or the use of opium we find that the only

way of stopping it is to make it a crime punishable with

fine or imprisonment P—That is the way we do in America

and Canaila.

27.852. You think that is really a good thing ?— I think
it is an essential thing.

27.853. Is it not very doubtful whether you have suc-

ceeded in Canada in repressing drinking by that system ?

—We have not as yet had a fair trial. We have had local

option in Canada, the Scott Act, but we found that these

Local Option Acts were really not effective, and the people
became so disgusted with the failure of the Acts to meet
the case that they have reversed their decision at the polls,

and thrown the Local Option Acts out of provinces en-

tirely. Recently a commission was appointed by the

Dominion Parliament to examine into the question of the

alcohol traffic in all parts of the Dominion. They visited

the Eastern and Western States, and have been at work
for some time. In the meantime a plebescite has been
declared in some of the provinces, Manitoba, Ontario,

Prince Edward's Island, in which this one single issue was
put to the vote of the people, and the people have declared

in favour of the prohibition of the liquor traffic, by an
overwhelming majority.

27.854. In these three ?— Manitoba, Ontario, and Prince
Edward's Island.

27.855. I think I heard last year, when I was in Toronto,
that in Ontario it was going quite the other way .f*—That
is what they thought, I think. Professor Goldwin Smith
and Professor Clarke were very much surprised at the
results. It was voted on the 1st January last. In Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick they are practically prohibi-

tionists. New Brunswick passed Prohibition Acts as early

as 1867. Their legislators were rather in advance of the
sentiment of the people, and they found it was impractic-

able, but now the people are in favour of it, and we have
had prohibition in the north-west territories for a long
time until recently. British Columbia and Quebec are the
only provinces that are not strictly prohibitory.

27.856. Do not you think that stronger things can be
done safely in a democratic, self-governing country in

that way than in a country like India, where Govern-
ment is carried on by a small group of foreigners ?

—

I was before the Hemp Drugs Commission, and they
were asking the same questien in connexion vnih. the
prohibition of hemp drugs, and I told them there that
such a law was utterly useless, unless it was backed up by
a strong public sentiment. But in this country, if the
Government of the country were determined to suppress
these traffics, the ofBcials under them, the deputy collector,

the tassildars, and such like, who are very anxious indeed
to curry favour, would heartily second their efforts. In
the districts, as a rule, the people are very obsequious and
timid, and I think any determined effort on the part of
the Government to suppress the traffic would be successful.

I am sure that in our districts it would not raise any
trouble whatever. AVhen I first came to Yellamanchili
there was a proclamation against the growth of hemp
drugs. The hemp plants were torn up all over the place

;

nobody grew them at all.

27.857. They stopped the cultivation of the hemp drugs?
—It is not illegal, I think. They learned that afterwards,
and they have taken to growing it again. They simply
got that impression from the action taken by the police.

27.858. You were asked what was your own opinion
about the effect of opium as a prophylactic against fever,
and you gave an answer ; but is it not a fact that among
the people in the districts of Vizagapatam and Ganjam the
general idea is that the opium habit is a very strong resis-

tant to fever p—In A'izagapatam and Godavari I think people
believe in it. They take it largely for that reason ; but in
the Kistna district they do not take it, except for fever
with chills. The medical man there, the hospital assistant
at Yellamanchili, says that quinine is very much more
effective, and he thinks that the measures taken by Go-
vernment to place quinine in all the post offices and police
stations for sale at a mere nominal sum will do away with
the necessity of opium.

27.859. {Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand that you do not
think that opium stands on any different ground to other
stimulants P—No ; I do not think so. I think it is a much
more difficult habit to detect, and I think it is a much
more difficult habit to give up.

27.860. I mean that with regard to prohibition you do
not think it .stands on any different ground to other
stimulants p—We take the same stand against alcohol as
against ojiiuni.

27.861. llave //ou any statistics as to the number of
suicides to show that opium is largely used as a means of
suicide in the part of the country to which you refer ?

No, not amongst the women. I may mention here that if

a woman has a quarrel with her husband she threatens to
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take opium mixed with oil, and says that that will be the

last meal she will cook for him.

27.862. You are probably aware that in other parts o£

India people commit suicide in wells, or hang themselves

with their clothes, and so on p—They do in our part tod'.

27.863. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you consider the

effects of alcohol are more injurious than those of opium P

^1 think they are both very bad.

27.864. No doubt, but opium would stupify a person

while alcohol would make him \'iolent ?—I have said in

connexion with that, in comparing the drugs, that ganja

takes away a man's sense, alcohol deprives him of his

self-control, and opium takes his life blood.

27.865. But perhaps you will admit that opium will not

make a man so mischievous to society as alcohol will p—

I

think that alcohol in America and England is a much
mure serious evil than opium in India. In our district, I

think, alcohol is a more serious evil than opium.

27.866. If that is the case, would you not rather see

alcohol suppressed before opium ?—We tackle them both

together.

27.867. (Mr. Mowbray.) Are your districts in Madras
districts where the coolies go across to Burma from ?—Yes,

a number go from there.

27.868. Do they go to and fro to see the same people

again p—Yes.

27.869. We have had a good deal of evidence about

their opium eating and their hard work while in Burma ?

—A great many of our coolies learn their bad practice in

Burma; they contract the habit there. I know of some
cases where a man has contracted the habit of eating ganja

there.

27.870. {Mr. Pease.) Are you quite sure about ganja in

Burma ?—I have known cases where, they have taken

ganja in Rangoon, men who contracted the habit there.

All the coolies do not use opium by any means. I have

employed a large number of coolies, and all of them did

not ; they could not afford it. Those who did use it were

very much less capable than the others as day labourers.

27.871. {Mr. Mowbray.) Your experience is ahout six

and a half or seven years ?—Yes.

27.872. {Sir William Roberts.) Does the description you

give of the effects of opium, where you say, " The appetite

" goes, there is a bitter taste in the mouth," and so on,

appiy to moderate or excessive consumption p—It applies

to all. The first part of the description represents the

moderate users, and then the immoderate user, while the

latter part represents the sot.

27.873. (Mr. Mowbray.) You gave us some figures

about the amount of income in Madras, and I think you

put the average income at 263 rupees a year p—Yes.

27.874. Where did you get those figures ; it is rather a

small amount, is not it P—Yes, it is small. I noticed the

figures given in " National Righteousness."

27.875. It is Rs. 2 a month ?—Yes, for man, woman, and

child. This description seemed to tally exactly with my
own experience amongst the people that I adopted it as

true. I think the figures are Sir David Barbour's figures

—

the average income for each province according to Sir

David Barbour, taking in all sorts of income. It is a

comparative table for different Presidencies.

27.876. {Chairman.) Dividing the total income by the

number of people, all sexes and ages?—Yes. In connexion

with the financial view, I think that our mission would be

opposed to the principle of compensation. Sweeping

changes in the fiscal policy of a country necessitated by the The Rev. U.
exigencies of party government have Irequently resulted in F. Laflamme.
the closing of useful branches of industry and manufacture.
V^et such a government never dreams of compensating the 19 I'eb. 1894,

ruined manufacturer. By compensating th(! opium grower
and manufacturer in India we would be guilty of the
grave inconsistency of treating the progenitors of a means
of national vice with more leniency than fair and honour-
able tradesmen. Where the Government of India is under
necessity of narrowing production they never compensate
the farmers thus thrown out of opium production. I do
not think compensation would be fair.

27,877- {Mr. Fanshawe.) What about compensation to cul-

tivators in the Native States?—I do not see why they should

receive it if the other cultivators do not. Then in connexion
with the Madras Act—I have it here.—I have made a study

of it during the last few months. I have been surprised

at a great deal of the evidence given in favour of opium,
speaking of it us a very beneficial thing, a very good
thing ; whereas in the wording of the Act right throughout
it is treated as a very dangerous drug indeed. In con-

nexion with the prohibition of the traffic we were only

asking that the opium traffic may be so prohibited that

opium will be used for medicinal purposes only. Some
have said that if this occurred there would be a great

deal of trouble among the people, that the people would
not endure it ; but we find that previous to this Act

—

one of 1878—opium sold at eight tolas to the rupee.

When this Act was introduced and the new regulations

came in force the price of opium rose to 2J tolas a rupee,

and there was no disturbar.ee. So that I think if a still

further prohibitory enactment is made according to the

6th Rule of the Madras Opium Act, all that we asked
for would be accomplished, and I do not think any
trouble would result The 6th Regulation of the Madras
Act says :

" The collector may grant to any person re-
" siding within his district a license as a medical prac-
" titioner in such form as may from time to time be pre-
" scribed by the board with the previous sanction of the
" Governor of Fort St. George in council, for the posses-
" sion and retail of opiun , intoxicating drugs, and poppy
" heads for medical purposes only ; provided that such medi-
" cal practitioner shall not ha\'e in his possession at one time
" more than one seer of opium, one seer of intoxicating
" drugs, and ten seers of poppy heads, or such larger quan-
" titles as the board may in special cases authorise." We
ask for that restriction to medical purposes only. Then in

connexion with this Act I find on page 182, paragraph 10,

in the grant of the license to the vendor of opium, that he
shall " close his shop if situated on or adjacent to the line
" of march whilst a regiment or detachment of European
" or native soldiers is passing or encamped in the vicinity,
" should the collector so direct." I think the tendency to

crime is evidenced in the regulations by the Madras
Governor. He says in the fifth clause of the license for

the vend of opium under Rule 31, " He shall not receive
' " any wearing apparel or other goods in barter for opium

;

" that he shall not open his shop or make sales therein
" before sunrise ; that he shall not keep it open or make
" sales therein after 8 p.m, ; that he shall not harbour any
" suspicious person therein ; and that he shall not at any
" time allow the smoking or consumption of opium or its

" preparations in any form on the premises of such shop,"—" that he shall not permit persons of notoriously bad
" character to resort to his shop ; that he shall prexent
" gaming and disorderly conduct therein ; and that he
" shall give information to the nearest magistrate or police
" officer of any suspicious person who may resort to his
" shop." So that the various tendencies of the use of the

drug are evidenced by the wording of the regulations

themselves.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. R. M. Ramachendram called in and examined.

27.878. {Chairman.) You are secretary, I believe, of

the Mahajana Sabha, Conjeeveram .?—Yes.

27.879. Will you give us your views on the opium

question ?—From the statistics gathered from the shops

licensed for the sale of opium it would appear that the

quantity consumed in this town is comparatively very

little. Men of high social status do not appear to take

to opium eating. A few ])Oor people and some pensioned

sepoys are the only customers of the shops, who take it

that they may not ifeel hunger. It is more used here for

medicinal purposes than for consumption, as it is. Nations

supposed to be affected by our trade in it appear to manu-

facture the same more or less in their own countries, and

they may themselves be left to look after them. Our trade

in it is a chief source of income to this country. The
populace of this town, therefore, are of opinion that its

distribution in this country may be confined to medicinal

purposes alone, the manufacture of the same here and
its export to other countries being left unmolested. The
following resolutions were passed by my societj- :

—
" The

" amount of opium consumed durmg the official year of
" 1891 to 1892 is about 1,500 tolas. The amount con-

,

" sumed from 1892 to 1893 comes to about 1,957 tolas.

" From April 1893 to March 1894 it will come to nearly
" 1,200 tolas. Yearly about 300 tolas are used for
" medicinal purposes, and 2U0 tolas for the manufacture of
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•nadat. Deducting those from the whole, about 1,000
tolns per year is consumed in the gsniune state. The
maximum amount allowed for each buyer is only three

tolas. Even if it should be presumed that 1 J tola is con-
sumed by each man, we have only about flO opium eaters,

against a population of about 40,000. Of these CO opium
eaters !() aro habitual eaters. Most of these are |)ensioned

sepoys of low condition in life.- They say that opium
satisfies hunger. It is a sort of febrifuge to them. Opium
is used in the manufacture of certain medicines called

poonady, madanakameswary legyaai, and so forth. These
are things that increase the lust of a man, as their

very names express. Opium does not do any harm to
' a man of good nourishment. Excess in opium eating

only causes unconsciousness to the eater, and does not
prove deadly as is the case with alcoholic liquors. An
opium eater does not do any harm to society. He does

not rave or throw stones at others as a drunkard.
But men of high social status do not at all have
any recourse to any of these intoxicants. By the
manufacture of opium, the Indian Government and
the Indian agriculturers are profited much. To
deprive the Governmen!; of this legitimate source of

income is not desirable. If it is the intention of the

British Parliament to suppress the traffic in opium, in

" the interest of its Indian subjects, the Government may
" be directed to ])rohibit the sale of opium in India for

" other than medical purposes. We are not for a thorough
" prohibitio)! of the manufacture of opium. India should
" ^e free to export her opium to any country. It is not
" the duty of this Government to prohibit the importation
" of opium into countries like China, &c. ; for those
'

' Governments will themselves take care of their subjects
" where necessary. By prohibiting the manufacture of
" opium India alone may be made to lose an immense
" income, and the supposed evil will continue to remain
" the same in those places, for it is clearly known that
" opium is manufactured even in those countries, in the
" interest of whose people the suppression of the manu-
" facture is being considered."

27.580. (Chairman.) They are resolutions passed at a

meeting, are they not ?—Yes.

27.581. (Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand that this was a
meeting of the Mahajana Sabha, is that so ?—Yes.

27.882. How many persons belong to that association ?

—About 60.

27.883. How many were present at the meeting when
thess resolutions were passed ?—Nearly 45.

The witness withdrew.

Rao Sahib Rambilas called in and examined (through an interpreter).

I believe, a banker, of27.884. (Chairman) You are,

Amraoti, Hyderabad?—Yes.

27.885. AVhat have you to say with regard to opium?

—

Opium eating is neither morally nor physically in any way
harmful. It is actually bfneficial to those that are given

to it. He who is an habitual user of opium cannot do
without it. If he does not get opium in time his strength

fails, end he is quite knocked down; nay, he becomes
insensible. Those addicted to this habit are industrious

and diligent. I am not aware of any moral evils resulting

from opium eating. As to opium smoking- it is much
looked down upon. There would scarcely be any person

(excepting those that are addicted to opium smoking) who
would say anything in favour of opium smoking. It has

a deleterious effect upon the nervous system, and it results

in decay of the faculties. Bur in Berar, amongst users of

oijium, there could be found only 10 per cent, who smoke
opium, and again opium smokers could be found, for the

most part, among the lower classes (i.e., Kunbi, Dlieds,

&c.). From a medical point of view opium is absolutely

necessary to the people of Berar, and the effect of con-

sumption of opium (excepting smoking) is undoubtedly
beneficial. Opium is administered in many medicines

that relieve people from disRases. There are very few
jiersons in Berar who use opium as a luxury. My con-

clusion is that the use of opium is not deleterious to the

population, and, therefore, my opinion is that its supply

should not be curtailed either wholly or partially, nor

could it be so curtailed, as such curtailment would tend to

tell upon the Government revenue and the heS'lth of people

devoted to the use of opium. If it be assumed that

Government could possibly curtail the supply of opium,
my belief is that an entire curtailment would never be

received by classes given to opium, though a partial one
might be recei\'L'd with great difficulty and reluctance

;

and the result of such an entire curtailment will be that

many an opium user shall have to fall a victim at the altar

of this curtailment. I having made in(|uiries, and referred

to popular opinion, am of opinion that opium cannot with
advantage be replaced by any other drug.

27.886. (Sir James Lyall.) When you talk about opium
smoking in Berar, do you mean chandu smoking or madak
smoking?—Madak; there is no chandu in Berar.

27.887. Is it an ancient custom ?—I have seen it going
on for 50 years, and it existed before that.

27.888. Are you sure that about 10 per cent, of the

total users of opium are smokers ?—Yes. People of lower
castes smoke madak, but the better class people do not.

27.889. When you say that madak smoking results in

the decay of the faculties is that a general statement, or

have you noticed it ?—The hver is destroyed by madak
smoking.

27.890. Have you seen instances?—I have been told

that it produces these effects internally, but I have not
seen it myself.

27.891. You say there are very fewi)ersons in Berar who
use opium as a luxury. Do not you consider madak
smoking a luxury ?—Y'^es, it is a lu.xury.

27.892. (Mr. Fanshawe.) What is your position at
Amiaoti?— I am u, banker there. My firm has .been
established there for over 100 years.

27.893. (Mr. Haridas Vehuridas.) Do you take opium
yourself ?—No.

27.894. Do you say it is actually beneficial to those who
use it ; if you took it would it benefit you ?— I think I

would be benefited by it.

27.895. Even without any necessity for taking it ?—If
there should be any failure in my .strength, and I should
feel the necessity for opium, I should take it.

27.896. Then peojilc should take it only for the sake of
hoalth p—Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned till to-morrow at 11 o'clock.
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At the Town Hall, Bombay.

SEVENTY-SIXTH DAY.

Tuesday, 20tli February, 1894.

Present :

Right Honouradle LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B. (Chairman, presiding).

Sir James B. Lyall, G.C.I.E., K. C.S.I.
Sir William RoBER-'rs, M.D., F.R.S.

Mr. R. G. C. Mowbray, M.P.

Mr. A. U. Fanshawe.
Mr. Arthur Pease.
Mr. Haridas Veharidas.

Mr. J. Prbscott-Hewbtt, C.I.E., Secretary.

Mr. A. J. DuNLOi> recalled and further examined.

27.897. (Chairman.) I believe you are the senior member
of the Board of Revenue of the Hyderabad State P

—

Yes.

27.898. You have put in a valuable memorandum on
the question that has been referred to this Commission so

far as it relates to Hyderabad ?—Yes. I have also filed

a letter* written by the Prime Minister of Hyderabad to

Mr. Plowden, the Kesident, which he is anxious should be
before the Commission, as showing the views of His
Highness the Nizam's Government. Since my memo-
randum was written I have also obtained further evidence
which I should like to put in

.

[Chairman.) Tour memorandumf will receive the most
careful attention of the Commission ; and we shall be
happy to receive anything you wish to put in.

27.899. (Sir James Lyall ) How long have you been
in service in the Hyderabad State ?—I have been ten years

in Hyderabad. Altogether my service amounts to nearly

25 years. I held the appointment of Deputy Commis-
sioner in Berar ; and in foreign service I am senior member
of the Board of Revenue in Hyderabad.

27.900. You say in your memorandum, " Opium
" imported, either from beyond the frontier or from the
" districts, into the city of Hyderabad, and also opium
" exported beyond the frontiers, were subjected to a
" uniform customs duty of Re. 1 per seer " ; apart from
the city of Hyderabad, opium passing to and fro in the

district of Hyderabad did not pay any duty I suppose ?

—

Up to 1880 it paid no duty, except the Re. 1 import duty
whether imported into the city or into the district.

27.901. I suppose opium was very cheap at that time in

the Hyderabad districts ?—Yes ; it wasi very much cheaper
than it is now. Sometimes the price is made the cause of

complaint by certain people. One still hears of people
complaining of the high price of opium. The policy of
the Government has been to raise the price.

27.902. I suppose the Nizam's Government agreed to

the proposals of the Government of India because they
were convinced, after examination, that they would get a
much larger revenue from opium in that way than they
had before?—I do not think so. I happened to know
something of that question at the time, because while

some of these negotiations were going on I was second
Assistant Resident in Hyderabad, and acting at that time,

and I do not think His Highness the Nizam's Govern-
ment realised that they would receive such an increase in

revenue as they have actually got. They simply did it

because they were induced to do so by the Government of

India to save their revenue. They did not anticipate any
loss, but I do not think they anticipated such an increase

as they have obtained. I also think that it was not

anticipated that there would be such an increase in Berar
as there has been. We are very much in the same position

in Hyderabad as the Government of the assigned dis-

tricts are.

27.903. I see it is provided in the agreement that either

of the parties shall be at liberty to withdraw after giving

to the other party 12 months' notice. As it was so

profitable a measure there is no chance of the Hyderabad
Government wishing to withdraw ; but if the Government

* See Appendix XXV. lo this Volume,
t See Appendix XXVI. to tliis Volume.

of India went in for prohibition in British India the

Haidarabad Government would withdraw and change its

policy ?—I am instructed to say that if this agreement is

cancelled, and if opium is prohibited. His Highness the

Nizam's Government will claim the right of allowing

opium to be cultivated again, which will be a very

inconvenient arrangement for the neighbouring provinces

of the British (jovernment. Under this agreement they

have the right to do so; and the Prime Minister himself

has said so in his own letter.

27.904. You say " muddutkhanas and chandul shops
" known in Hyderabad as bambookhanas, because the
" chandul is smoked through a bamboo pipe, are pro-
" hibited by law, and the police have instructions to
" prevent the opening of any such places." When was
that law introducd ?—I cannot give the actual year. It

has been in force some time. I am sorry to say it is not

always observed. There are a large number of muddut-
khanas still in the Hyderabad city. One reason of, that is

because in the city itself there are so many jurisdictions of

independent jagirdars, and the police have not succeeded

in closing all the shops. The rule, however, is that they

should be closed.

27.905. Do you know what the reasons were which
induced the Hyderabad Government to pass the order?

—

The order was passed in the time of the first Sir Salar

Jung. I have not seen the order myself, and I do not
know what reason was given for itj but it is not supposed
to be respectable to have muddutkhanas. I suppose the

Mahomedan Government ^vish to see them closed.

27.906. Is there any prohibition against liquor shops ?

—

None whatever, except that they must be licensed ; and
the number, of course, is kept within certain bounds.

27.907. I see you say, " These figures '' (referring to

revenue) "give an average of nearly Rs. 18 per seer, or
" Rs. 7-13 per seer less than the amount realised in
" Berar ''

; is it the sale of the Government farms in

Berar which fetches a higher figure, or what is the reason ?

—Certainly the sale of Government farms realise more in

Berar than it does with us. I fancy also that there is

more smuggling in the Hyderabad State than there is in

Berar, which, of course, affects the sale of farms.

27.908. In giving your opinion upon the eli'ects of

opium, comparing them with those of liquor, you say,
" For my own part I can only say that, while I see much
" drunkenness among the lower classes of the native
" population caused by excessive indulgence in country
" spirits, and while the consumption of European liquor
" is seriously increasing, I cannot recall a single instance
" in which I have seen a person the worse for opium
" smoking creating"; is liquor very cheap in Hydera-
bad?—Native liquor is not so very cheap. Compared
with Bombay prices it is a little cheaper perhaps, but not
very much. I'he serious question is the enormous con-

sumption of European liquor which is on the increase.

The people of Hyderabad, especially the rising genera-

tions, are taking to drinking European liquor to a very
serious extent. Those of us who meet the people cannot
help observing it. The use of European liquor is a very
growing evil in Hyderabad, not on account of its cheap-
ness, but, I suppose, because the people prefer it. By the

people I mean the rather better class. This is really one
of the serious questions in Hyderabad.

Yy 4
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27.909. You know that the Government of India levies

a cnstoms duty on European liquors, calculated to be

equal to the excise duty upon native liquors ?—Yes.

27.910. Does the liquor which reaches Bombay bound
[or Hyderabad pay customs duty, or is it sent through in

bond f—It pays customs duty in Bombay, and it pays

customs duty in Hyderabad ; so that it is considerably

more expensive than liquor in Bombay.

27.911. There is no arrangement by which the Nizam
can claim to get it through wilhout paying customs duty ?

—That is raising rather a difficult question. There is an

old treaty by which the old ])ort of Masulapatam is

supposed to be a free port to the iSizani. But the question

is an old one, and I am not justified in saying that. As
a matter of fact all the liquor goes to Bomlsay, and is all

assessed. The ordinary customs duty is assessed in

Bombay, and it again pays duty in Hyderabad.

27.912. You say " Sikhs, of whom there are 4,600
" according to the last census, are also regular consumers
" of ojiium." I suppose those 4,G00 Sikhs are mostly

Dcccani Sikhs ?—Yes.

27.913. What professions do the Deccani Sikhs generally

follow?—They are in the regular troops; some of them
are now employed in the police. They form a portion of

the Nizam's regular troops and Jagirdar's troops.

27.914. Are they men of different castes ; do you know
what their caste is, being a Sikh of course it is a matter of

religion ?— I do not think so. I think they are just the

same as the Sikhs as originally came from up-country.

They have become Decannis now. Some of them have

not married. I always make a distinction between pure

Sikhs and Deccani Sikhs. I do not think they are people

who have changed their religion.

27.915. Further on you say, "There are no druggists'
" shops or medical practitioners in the Hyderabad districts

" to whom the duty of selling opium could be entrusted "
;

I suppose there are what are called Attar shops ?—^Ve

have Xunani doctors in parts of the districts, but not

e^erywhe^e. There is a great scarcity of them. In our

districts it would be practically impossible to say that

opium should only be sold through medical practitioners

because they do not e.xist except in the larger towns.

27.916. I gather from your memorandum that you think

that not only the ministers of His Highness the Nizam, but

the people of Hyderabad generally, would regard with great

presentiment any attempt to force a policy of prohibition

upon them ?—Most certainly. The feeling is very strong

indeed ; in fact it is so strong that in a city like Hyderabad,
which has a population, including the suburbs, of something
like 400,000 it would be practically impossible to do it.

On this point, if I may be permitted, I should like to give

some evidence which has come into my hands since I

wrote my memorandum a few weeks ago. The supply of

opium was stopped in a town containing about 20,000
inhabitants for two or three days owing to a dispute

between the contractors ; and with your permission I will

read what the Talukdar, who is in the position of the

collector of a district, or deputy commissioner of a district,

reported to me as amember of the Board of Revenue, showing
what happened when the opium supply was stopped. This

is a translation of Rubkar No. 517, dated 27 Isfandar

1303 Fasli, from the First Talukdar, '\Varangal district,

to the Subadar.

Eastern division. "In forwarding copy of a petition
" from Noma! Ramchandram, opium contractor of this

" district, I have the honour to state that the opium
" contractor had sent for about eight thousand rupees
" worth of opium for the W'arangal district, but the
" opium has been detained at HyQerabad in the excise
" office. At the request of the contractor the matter was
" reported to the excise office, the Abkari Commissioner,
" and the Revenue Board, with a request that permission
" may be granted to the contractor to bring in his opium,
" as the people have become clamorous owing to opium
" not being procurable in Warangal. A telegram also
" was sent yesterday, but up to this time no reply has
" been received from anywhere. In consequence of opium
" not being available the lives of the apium eaters are at
" stake. On my way to office I saw a crowd near the
" hospital Jin a curious state. Some men were gasping
" as if they were going to die, and the contractor was
" surrounded by all of them. With great difficulty I

" rescued the contractor from their hands and pacified
" them by telling them that I was endeavouring to get
" them opium which I hoped would arrive in a short space
" of time. Another crowd came to my office and stated
" that about 60 nien were in a very sad plight, and in fact
" the wretched state in which I found the men forming

" part of this crowd cannot be described. This then is

" the state of affairs. If permission is granted the opium
" chests in Warangal which are under attachment since two
" years will be made over to the contractor on his furnishing
" a reliable security, and afterwards when the contractor's
" opium is received two boxes of the same quantity and
" weight will be replaced m lieu thereof. It is also

" possible to recover the price of the opium from the
" contractor. I have made this suggestion owing to the
" extreme urgency of the case, as in the event of any
" delay taking place, I am afraid to conjecture what will

" happen to the opium eaters this night. Irrespective of
" the present request I beg that a representation may be
" made to higher authorities with a view to prompt
" orders being issued regarding the contractor's opium.

"(Signed) Shoukath Husain,
" Officiating First Talukdar."

This is the translation of an Urdu letter. It came to me
in my official capacity ; and I was obliged to telegraph

down to release certain opium from attachment, which
under ordinary circumstances would not have been
released. If this happened in a small town like Warangal
with 20,000 inhabitants' it can be imagined what would
happen in Haidarabad.

27.917. I gather from the rules attached to your
memorandum that all the o])ium imported into the

Hyderabad State has to come through the authorities and
certain depots ?—All of it is carefully weighed. The rules

are exactly the same as the opium rules for Berar. A pass

is issued ; it goes to the Godown and it is weighed and
dispatched.

27.918. From these depots it is sent to the licensed

vendors ?—Yes.

27.919. So that the State authorities have complete
control, and can issue the opium at whatever price they
think fit to the licensed vendors ?—We have nothing to do
with the price.

27.920. You might .P— Xo, ive sell the farms at auction
;

the opium farm for each district is sold.

27.921. I am not talking about the price to the public;

1 am talking about the price to the vendor ?—We have
nothing to do with that. The vendor buys the opium
himself at Indore and Malwa and he brings it in. He
makes his own arrangements for buying it. He has to

come to the Nizam's Government to ask for a pass, and
through the Resident the pass is given. He makes his

own arrangement. He brings it into Hyderabad ; he puts
it into the Godown, where it is checked, weighed, and
issued. We have nothing to do with the price. We take
our Rs. 10 duty, and the amount of the farm revenue,
which raises the price.

27.922. The Government has complete control, and
might easily raise the price if it liked ?—We sell by
auction ; we have no minimum price. As I have .shown
our price is still too cheap. We are anxious to make it

dearer. We suffer from the great drawback that Jagirdars
have independent jurisdiction (there are very large

Jagirdars in Hyderabad having independent States), and
then there is competition between Government and the
Talukhas, which also lowers the price.

27.923. If you got over the difficulty of the Jajirdars'
jurisdiction it would be very easy for the Nizam's Govern-
ment to tax the opium to anv extent it liked over and above
the Rs. 10 per seer import duty, as it must come, as it

were, into their hands at the Godown F—We could not put
more on at the Godown ; we could with the sanction of the
Government of India, but we could not put on any kind of
customs duty without the sanction of the Government of
India.

27.924. Under this a.greement ?—^Yes, under this
agreement ; and also under an old treaty regarding all our
customs duties. We do not impose any customs duty
without the sanction of the Government of India, and
the Rs. 10 duty sanctioned by the Government of
India is the maximum arranged for. Of course it could be
arranged with the Government of India, and in that way
we could raise the'price to anything we liked.

27.925. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) You state that the
Nizam's Government would claim the right to grow
poppy p—We reserve the right of claiming it.

27.926. The Minister's letter says that you maintain the
right to claim

;
you are not claiming now p—We maintain

our right to claim. It was a right which we enjoyed before
this arrangement was made.

27.927. If one party withdrew from the agreement the
other party would withdraw P—Certainly.
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27,928. (Mr. Mowbrdy.) 1 think you have told us that
when this arrangement waa made with His Highness'
Government, His Highness' Government did not anticipate

any loss, and that, as a matter of fact, there has been a

considerable gain p—Yes, a very great gain.

27,92.9. And, therefore, in this case no question of

compensation arose so far as the State revenue was
concerned ?—No.

27.930. I should like to ask you whether any question

of compensation arose with regard to ths cultivators who
had been in the habit of growing poppy, and who were
prohibited under this agreement from continuing to grow
it P—They have made considerable claims, especially the

Jagirdars—the large proprietors ; but so far their claims

have not been settled.

27.931. Is the land revenue in Hyderabad settled in the

same way as it is in British India?—The land revenue in

Hyderabad, so far as the district is concerned, is settled in

exactly the same way as the land revenue in the Bombay
Presidency. I have been Settlement Commissioner in the

Nizam's Government for some years, and I can say that

we have lost heavily from that point of view—from opium
ceasing to be grown. Opium land used to pay Rs. 30 per

bigha, and now we are assessing the same land at about

Rs. 5 ; but we have gained on the other side.

27.932. Looking at it from the other side, the cultivator

who has been prohibited from growing poppy has in fact

received compensation by the reduction of the land revenue
which he has to pay p—He has now since ths settlement

was introduced. For some years the cultivators did not
receive it and there were great complaints, so much so

that land was thrown out of cultivation. The cultivators,

however, would still be very glad to go back to opium. It

was a very favourite crop with them.

27.933. They would prefer to grow opium with a higher

rate of land revenue than grow other crops with a lower

rate of land revenue ?—They would,

27.934. With regard to the shops for the sale of madak
and chandu, I understand that there are no shops in which
smoking is allowed. Are there any shops in Hyderabad,
or in the Nizam's dominions, in which madak and chandu
can be bought in its prepared state P—Yes, there are many
shops where it can be bought ; but they do not allow

smoking in the shops.

27.935. There is no rule against smoking itself?—No,
none whatever.

27,93G. You say that there is raor° smuggling in Hy-
derabad than there is in Berar ; what form does the

smuggling take ?— I say so because I have had a great

deal of experience of smuggling in Berar, having been the

magistrate at the emporium where opium is received. We
used to detect many cases in Hyderabad, and though now
we detect very few cases I am quite convinced myself that

there is a good deal of smuggling. I think it is brought

in by the passengers who arrive by the mail trains. One
has only to look at the crowds of n^tive3 travelling, each

one with a large bundle. It would be almost practically

impossible to check smuggling. We have had cases in

which they have actually put opium into the spokes of the

wheels. They have hoUoued out the spokes of the wheels

and packed opium inside. I have no hesitation in saying

that our system for checking smuggling is at the present

time in a very unsatisfactory state._

27.937. I suppose it would be very difficult to make it

satisfactory ?— It would be extremely difficult. "We are

doing all we can, but it is very difficult.

27,937a. I suppose the opium which is brought in in

this way is all Malwa opium ?— I fancy so.

27.938. It would hardly pay to smuggle Bengal opium,

would it P— Bengal opium, I believe, is the cheaper of the

two, but Malwa being nearer I should think the pro-

bability is that the smuggled opium is all Malwa opium.

Any opium which saves our Rs. 10 duty would give a

sufficient profit to a man to induce him to smuggle.

27.939. Even if he got opium which paid the pass I'uty ?

—Yes ; the pass duty is Rs. lU a seer, that is what I was

thinking of.

27.940. I was thinking of the Rs. 600 achest?—Rs. 700

a chest is what we take, which is Rs. 10 a seer. Rs. 600

is the minimum.

27.941. I do not quite understand the letter you have

read to us, how long had the opium been detained p—The
letter was not written with the object of its being placed

before the Commission in any way ; it was merely a report

made to the Subadar of the Eastern Division, and it was

sent to me. The contractor had imported some six chests

O 82588.

of opium which he was not allowed to take possession of, Mr. A. J.

owing to a dispute with another contractor. It is un- Dunlop.

necessary to enter upon tlie details here, but for certain

reasons this opium was attached and the supply of opium -20 Feb. 1894.

fell short in this town of 20,000 inhabitantii. My only '

object in putting this letter forward is to show what
happened for two or three days when there was no opium.
I was obliged to telegraph down to give them some opium
there.

27.942. The want of opium made itself felt in three

days P—Yes.

27.943. {Mr. Pease.) You have stated that certain claim.s

of the ryots are still unsettled ; is that under the agreement
of October 1883 ?—The claims arise out of the change of

system introduced by the agreement of 1883. The system
was introduced in 1880, and the agreement \vas executed

formally in 1883.

27.944. The cultivation of the poppy ceased in 1880?

—

Yes, the formal agreement with the Government of India

being executed in 1883.

27.945. How can claims remain unsettled in 1894 that

arose in 1880?—I do not suppose that the claims will ever

be admitted. The claims have been made but they have
not been satisfied.

27.946. In plain English, the Government have declined

to recognise the claims P— Practically that is so. The ryots

felt that they had a grievance, but whether they have
formulated a claim or not I do not know ; but the Jagir-

dars did do so.

27.947. The fact remains that they were prohibited from
growing poppy and there was no revision of the rates for

some years after p—The revision of the rates was made as

soon as the settlement operations came into these districts.

There was no revision of the rates pending the regular

settlement operations.

27.948. What is the date of the letter you have read ?—
January the 30th, 1894.

27.949. {Chairman.) In the interesting statement you
have put in there is one point which seems to me to call for

particular notice. Referring to the general question of the
prohibition of the use of opium except for medical pur-

poses you tell us very clearly that your view is " that such
" an extreme course could only be justifiable if it were
" proved beyond all doubt tha: the use of opium is carried
" to such an extent, and so abused, that it is undertnining
'' the health, strength, an^ moral character of the popula-
" tion, or any large class of the population." What is

your view of the exact state of laots from that point of

view?—I cannot recall in all my service ever having seen any
case in which a man was the worse for opium consumption.
I have seen many drunkards but I have seen no evidence
in my daily life in Hyderabad of anybody being the worse
for opium. On the other hand, since we have been
especially inquiring into the subject I have heard an
immense amount of evidence on the other side. If I had
known when I wrote my memorandum all that I know
now I would have stated the case much more emphatically
than I have done. The view which I have expressed here
I still maintain most fully, that there is not a tittle of evi-

dence to show from anything found in the Hyderabad
State that the use of opium is abused or is injuring people
in any degree whatsoever. It is practically impossible to

stop the use of the drug ; and I should be very sorry to be
at Hyderabad if any measure were introduced to stop it

because it would lead to most serious consequences in the
city. Hyderabad is a town we cannot trifle with ; it is

full of armed men.

27,949a. With regard to compensation to His High-
ness' Government and to the Jagirdars, what do you con-

sider the total sum would be which might be demanded p—
I have said in my memorandum tliat if opium were to be
stopped we should claim 5 or 5J lakhs a year, which is

what we now receive. His Highness' Government sees no
reason why opium should be stopped, and therefore it is

not disposed to sacrifice any revenue. If the measure were
forced upon His Highness' Government the sum I have
mentioned would be claimed. But this is what the Prime
Minister has said :

" I feel so strongly the practical im-
" possibility of prohibiting the consumption of opium as
" proposed, that it seems almost unnecessary to refer to
" the question of compensation.'' We throw that quite

into the background because it is such an impracticable

question.

27,950. Uo you desire to say that even if this large sum
which you have named as the annual amount to be paid by
us as compensation were paid, there would still be dis-

satisfaction and discontent ?—I say most earnestly that if

you were to give us 20 lakhs a year we would rather continue

Zz
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opium. It would be impossible to carry on the Nizam's
Government if opium were entirely prohibited. It is not

used to any great extent as I have shown. The consump-
tion in the city and the suburbs is one-third of a grain per

head per day, which is not high, by any means. Still, it

is used in moderation })y so many people that to stop it

would lead to such a state of things that His Highness'

Government would rather forfeit any revenue than have it

stopped.

27,951. I suppose the amount used is not in excess of
what you would call medical use ?—These is no evidence
to show that the amount used is excessive in any way; it

may be in some cases, but we have no evidence of it.

The v/itness withdrew.

Col K. J. i.
Mackenzie.

Colonel K. J. L. Mackenzie, C.I.E., called in and examined.

27,952. {Chairman.) I believe you are commissioner

having charge of tlie Hyderabad assigned districts ?

—

Yea.

27,95.'! I believe you wish to put in a memorandum* on

opium and its use in the Hyderabad assigned districts,

commonly called Berar?—Yea.

27.954. As I imdcrstand previous to the 31st of March
187'^ the control and cluck upon the consumption of

opium was extremely lax ?—Yea.

27.955. And there are no records previous to that date

upon which you are i)repared to place reliance p—-None
whatever. Up to 1877 the cultivation was entirely free.

Import was also free.

27,95G. What was the date when the existing rules were

founded?—The existing rules came into force on the 1st

of April 1879. Our revenue year goes from the 1st of

April to the 31st of March.

27.957. Tell us shortly what has been the effect of the

rules of 1880 with regard to the vendors of opium P— It

has enabled us to watch the movements of opium inside

the province, and it has enabled us to control and check it

as far as we could.

27.958. Under the rules of 1S80 the vendors of opium,
wholesale or retail, are obliged to keep up regular accounts
showing the date of sale, the name of the purchaser, the

quantity of opium purchased, the total quantity sold to

consumers, and the quantity of opium used in preparing

madak?—Yes.

27.959. You have a perfect means of checking the

amount of consumption ?— I should be sorry to say that.

Some opium may be smuggled, though I do not think it

would be so very much.

27.960. But so far as it comes v.'ithin the ken of the

authorities you have a good check now p—Yes.

27,9(J1. What is the duty ?—Ri. 10 a seer.

27,9fi2. Or Rs. 700 per chest of 140 lbs. p—Yes.

27,96.'!. That is a ver}- heavy duty is it not p— It has

brought opium up from about Rs. 8 a seer to Rs. 40 or

Rs. 50 a seer.

27.964. So far as the action of Government is concerned

it has put a very serious check upon the consumption of

opium ?—Yes. The immediate effect «'as to check
cultivation, it fell considerably.

27.965. The consumption per head is exceedingly small,

is it not P—Yes. The highest it has ever gone to is '8 of

a seer.

27.966. What is the lowest amount?—"5.

27.967. Keeping in view the medicinal use, you think it

cannot be asserted that in Berar the use of opium except

in a few rare cases is hurtful P—Xo, certainly not.

27.968. What was the price of opium before this taxation

was imposed, and what is the present price?— It varied

from Rs. 6 to Rs. 8 a seer when cultivation was free, and
before any of these rules were brought in. As I have
shown in my memorandum the licensee sells to the taluk

farmers, who purchase the right to vend at Rs. 20 per seer.

These in turn sell opium to their sub-contractors at a fixed

price of Rs. 22 per sejr. These sub-contractors or the

retail vendors in tlieir turn realise quite Rs. 40 a seer for

opium sold for consumption, and Rs. 40 to Rs. 50 a seer

for opium used for madak.

27.969. Have you anything to say as to the use of opium
by the different races p—No reliable information is to be

obtained as to the exact numbers of the different sections

of the population mainly addicted to the use of opium.
Its use is very general and fairly evenly distributed between
all castes and peoples except Europeans and Parsis.

Hindus (high and low caste) and Mahomedans, males,

females, and children (between birth and up to three and
four years of age) all consume opium. Amongst smokers

of opium Mahomedans mainly predominate.

• /S'cc Appendix XXVIII. to this A'olume.

27.970. It is considerably given to children, is it not ?

—

I believe so.

27.971. Is it believed by the people generally that such
use does no harm ?—So I am told.

27.972. Looking at the native races amongst whom you
have lived, would you say that the finest specimens are to

be found among the people who use opium P— Certainly.

27,9(3. What is your own view iis to the policy of

prohibition r—I think it is impossible.

27.974. Do you think it is undesirable?—I think it is

most undesirable.

27.975. [Mr. Fanshawe.) You say, " If the information
" obtained from the vendors is to be trusted, it would
" appear that in Berar most of the opium which is sold is

" biraght for use medicinally." Do 1 understand you to

mean by that that it is used on medical advice or used by
the people themselves as a household medicine ?—As a
household medicine. We have very few native practitioners

indeed. The people use it for all sorts of pains and ills,

and they go and buy it for that jmrpose.

27.976. Then the class of information to which you refer

would be statements by the sellers, who told you that opium
was bought by native purchasers for pains and complaints,
and so on ?—That is what I mean.

27.977. (Mr. Mowbray.) So far as the revenue of the
assigned districts has gone, the prohibition of the growth
of poppy, taken with the new arrangements, has resulted
in an increase of revenue to the Government ?—Yes, that
is shown.

27.978. Have there been any complaints on the part of
the culti\'ators who formerly cultivated poppy ?—The only
complaint recorded by Mr. Jones, who was then the
commissioner of the day, was that he found that they
were obliged to sell their opium to the farmers. They did
net complain of the stoppage of the cultivation.

27.979. When the cultivation was allowed the cultivators
were compelled to sell to the licensed vendors p—Yes.

27.980. And that they complained of?— Yes, they
wanted to sell it to anybody they liked,

27.981. But when the cultivation was prohibited
altogether, did they make any complaint or claim for
compensation for having been deprived of a profitable
crop p— No.

27.982. When were the land rates in Berar settled p

We commenced about 30 years ago in the western portion
of Berar ; we took taluk by taluk.

27.983. Are you now commencing to revise the rates p

Yes.

27.984. Do you know in the revision which is now
beginning whether any calculation is made in consequence
of opiuni being prohibited ?— It does not come into our
calculation at all. Opium was only grown on what they
called garden cultivation. At the time when it was stopped
the area of cultivation fell to about 2,462 acres. That was
the year the order came out stopping it. But it was falling
before that, because the price of cotton was rising so high,
and garden cultivation did not pay. Since then garden
cultivation has fallen out in Berar very much. The wells
are useless. The jjeople rely very much upon cotton and
oil seeds, linseed, and so on.

'^7,985. So that practically at the time when the
cultivation of pop])y was prohibited in Berar it was a
dying industry p_It was. I do not mean to say that it
would have died out for it was always a valuable crop.
Even a little helped if everything else failed.

27.986. But it was not a matter of serious importance to
the agriculturalists p—No.

27.987. You say " the licensee sells to the taluk farmers,
" who purchase the right to vend, at Rs. 20 per seer." The
licensee is the man who holds the wholesale vend license
is he not P—Yes, he pays Rs. 16, and he gets the right to
bring the opium in from Indore.
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27.988. The Rs..20, I suppose, is fixed between the

licensee and the taluk farmer P—Yes.

27.989. Then you say that these taluk farmers in turn

sell opium to their sub-contractors at a fixed price of Rs 22
per seer ; is that fixed by Government P—No, it is arranged

by themselves.

27.990. You only mean that it is fixed in the sense that

it is always the same P—Yes.

27.991. And not fixed by law?—No.
27.992. With regard to the number of shops, see that

in the last year for which you have given us figures,

},892-93, there has been a very large reduction indeed in

the number of shops as compared with 1891-92 P—Yes, in

1891-92 the number was 685, and in 1892-93 it was 478.

27.993. Is there any special reacon for thatP—There
were complaints that they overlappei^ and there were parts

of the country that did not require them. It was to

prevent ruinous competition that we reduced the number.

27.994. These are the number of shops and not licenses ?—^The number of shops.

27.995. The number of shops to be opened for each

license is settled I suppose ?—Yes.

27.996. Who by?—By the deputy con^rrissioner,

sanctioned by the commissioner.

27.997. The number of shops is settled before the license

is put up to auction?— Yes.

27.998. The revenue shown in column No. 4 of your
first table is not for opium alone but includes also revenue

obtained from other drufrs p—Yes, we have separated them
this year.

27.999. But the main portion you say comes from opium p

— Yes.

28.000. Have you separate shops for the sale of chanuu
and madak ?—Chandu is unknown in Berar. I beheve
madak is the only thing they prepare.

28.001. Have you slicps for the sale of madak p—Not
separately.

28.002. Is every opium shop able to sell madak, or is a
separate license required ?—No, they have not a separate

license, they can prepare and sell it.

28.003. So that every opium shop may also be a madak
shop, if it is wished p— fes.

28.004. I suppose the resolution of the Government of

India against smoking on licensed premises applies to

Berar ?—Yes.

28,006. Have you done v ur best to carry it into effect

there P—Yes, we have.

28.006. Have you found much difflciiity in doing it P

—

No. I think the people are very law abiding. I do not
know that they would always obey the law unless someone
'naa present to look after them.

28.007. As far as your experience goes, has the closing

of licensed shops for smoking led to the opening of un-
licensed places P—I am afraid it has, from what respectable

native gentlemen tell me. Personally, I cannot give you
any evidence of value upon that point, but they tell me it

nas aone harm in that way.

28.008. Do the people who complain to you think that

it is better or worse that smoking should go on in un-
licensed shops P—They think it would be better to have
the smoking in licensed shops where everythiiig is open.

28.009. Do you care to express an opinion upon it your-

self?— I should say, let it be done openly. It is looked
upon as a matter of disgrace and you would probably
chick opium smoking. 'I'he lenoency at present is either

to drive the people to smoke opium in secret or to take to

something else, so I am told by respectable natives. I
would have licensed shops, where the people would have
to go in public to smoke. The disgrace of the thing would
prevent a number of people from taking to it.

28,009a. {Ml Pease.) Do you not think that in the

statistics you have given with regard to Amraoti you have
placed under medical use opium that is taken as a stimu-

lant and can nardly be considered as medical use p

—

Probably so. This is only a return from the man him-
self, to givev rough idea of how he sold it. The people

generally tell him that it is for medicinijl use and he puts

it down in his book.

28.010. After deducting what is for medical use and
what is for smoking, about half a pound is left out of

seventeen pounds and a half, and as we know that opium
in various forms is used for outward application, it seems
to me very little for non-medical use P— I should not attach

very great importance to these figures myself. I only gave
them from what the man told me ; it is only to give a kind
of idea to what happens.

28.011. [Sir James Lyall.) Did you happen to be work-
ing in an opium growing district when the cultivation of

the poppy was stopped p—I was in Ellichpur.

28.012. You heard no complaints by the cultivators at

all ?—No, I heard no comjjlaints.

28.013. You said that one reason for that was because
cotton cultivation was taking its place ; another reason, I

fancy, was because the wholesale vendors so bullied the
cultivators by forcing down the price that the cultivation

was not a popular one?—It was not a popular one cer-

tainly, because of the complaints that were made to the
commissioner at the time. The cultivation of opium fell

because of that reason.

Col K.J. L.

Mackenzie.

20 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew.

Rao Sahbb Deorao Vinayak called in and examined.

28,014. (Sir James Lyall.)

officer p—I am a pleader.

Are you a Government

28,016. Ave you a native of Bombay Presidency P—I am
a native of Bombay Presidency, but 1 have spent 40 years

of my life in Berar.

28,016. Will you kindly give us your opinion with regard

to the habit of opium eating and opium smoking ?—I make
distinction between opium eating and opium.smoking. In

opium eating again I make two divisions, (1) using opium
medicinally, and (2) using the same non-medicinally. In

medical use I include opium prescriDed by medical men
and also opium given to children and opium taken by old

and infirm persons in old age only. Non-medical use : In

Berar and among Beraris, Rajputs, and a few other Hindus
and a few Mahomedans take it for its oivn sake. Marwaris
born in Berar or elsewhere are more or less used to opium.
But with a few exceptions these people are well fed, and
opium does not do any harm to them. Morally, they are

in no way inferior to non-eaters, and physically they do
not fare badly, Opium requires solid nourishment, and
this they can afford to have. Opium smoking is bad and
produces very undesirable results. In Berar opium smok-
ing prevails generally among lower classes, and they are,

as a rule, poor. Smokers are physically weak and morally

low. My belief is based on personal inquiries and per-

sonal observations. Rajputs, Sikhs, and Rathors are ex-

tensively opium eaters, and yet are fine, stout, and healthy.

Morally, they are not inferior to non-eaters similarly

situated. Marwaris are notoriously opium eaters, and I

have not been able to find more business-like, mo^e frugal.

and more accurate sort of people than they. Smokers,
however, I have seen hundreds of the description I have
mentioned, viz., physically weak and morally low.

28.017. Can you give us any figures ?—I have no figures
to cite, but can assert that in 90 out oE 100 cases my re-

marks will hold good. Medically, opium can never be
deleieriuus; nor is it so uon-mediciually if used in mode-
rate quantity. It is looked upon as a relief in certain

cases ; opium eating ought not therefore to be stopped.

28.018. What is your opinion about opium smoking P

—

Opium smoking is no doubt desirable to stop, but more
desirable will it be to stop the use of alcohol which has
been doing immense mischief to the country. Opium in

its worst form would allow a person at least to stand on
his legs and behave as an ordinary human being, whereas
a drunkard is sometimes a beast, and is found lying his

full length. I£ at all philanthropists insist on Government
to remove vices from the population, I think the ways
adopted must be directed towards the stoppage of vices in

the order of the mischief they create. The first efforts,

therefore, ought to be uireoted to the stoppage of alcohol

drinks, and then, and then only, the question I think
would arise as to -nhether opium smoking should also be
stopped or not, and not till then.

28.019. With reference to what you say about intoxica-

tion from alcohol, people often talk of intoxication from
opium, do you think that is a proper word to use %vith

regard to opium p—No.

28.020. Have you ever seen a man who was at all out of

his senses from the use of opium P—No.

Zz 2
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28/J21. Have you ever seen a man in a state of insensi-

bility or stupor from the use of opinm p—Xo. I have
seen many people using a moderate quantity of opium, and
they were the best men of business.

28.022. Among what classes does the opium smokin;^

habit prevail p—Opium sraokinff is a vice, but in Berar p;ene-

rally it is confined to the lower classes. Alcohol, on the other

hand, covers higher as well as lower classes, including the

classes more or less influenced by some strange liquor

ideas—such as concentration of mind in philosophical

studies, buoyancy of animal spirit, &c., &c. These, no
doubt, are not the ideas of higher classes, but are such as

could be cited as an excuse by some of our newly educated

violent people to hide their weakness. Whatever may be

the truth iu these excises, liquor to ray mind is a curse,

and immense times greater curse than opium smoking iu

its worst form.

25.023. Can you suggest any means for stopping opium
sn:oking P — I cannot at present suggest any practical

means to stop opium smoking. Stoppage means three

things—(1) lingering death, (2) going to liquor or any
other worse thing such as bhang or ganja, (3) smuggling.
Smuggling means a remedy worse than the disease itself.

Between the two other things, the smoker, I am inclined

to believe, will naturally prefer vice to death.

28.024. Is it desirable to raise the price ?—It is not
desirable to raise the price.

28.025. What is the public opinion in the matter of the
use of opium ? — Public opinion is not against opium
eating but it is against opium smoking. But short supply
of the article will not be received by the general popula-
tion as an unmixed blessing since it has the tendency of

turning the smoker to worse things.

28,()2(i. What is the popular belief about the effects of

opium eating p—Popular belief is that opium eating is

beneficial to health when taken in moderate quantity. It

is bad if extravagantly taken, but not one-tenth so bad as

the liquor is. Popular belief in giving opium to children

is that, it keeps them quiet and gives them sound sleep.

It is also believed that it is a preventive in several ail-

ments to which children are liable. Popular belief regard-

ing the use of opium by old and infirm persons is that it

l^eeps them in spirit and enables them to attend to their

daily occupations. Old persons are many times obliged

under certain circumstances to live on one meal, and opium
has the capacity to avoid pangs of hunger.

28,027. Do you agree yourself in that view as regards

the use of opium by old and infirm persons—do you think
it is a right view.'—There is a pojiular belief about it. I

am personally inclined to think that old people take opium
simply to keep them in comfort. The poorer classes use
0])iuin in old age l)ecause they have to work in the hot
sun and at night, and opium keeps them in spirits.

28,02^. "What is your opinion on the whole about stop-

ping the use of opium ?— I consider, on the whole, that

The witness

it would be impolitic to stop the use of o])ium in India

indiscriminately.

28,029. What do you mean by " indiscriminately ''F—

I

have said that it is desirable to stop opium smoking, but
because it is not practicable I say it need not be stopped;

therefore I used the word "indiscriminately."

28.0.'j0. Your general conclusion is that nothing can be
done at the present time.''

—
'J'o my idea nothing- can be

done at present.

28.031. Have you interested yourself in any way in

social or political matters— I am the vice-chairman of the
Akola Municipality, and also vice-chairman of the Berar
Sarrajanik Sabha.

28.032. Is that association a political association ?

—

Yes.

28,0.33. Has it any alliance with the Congress p—The
Congress i'> for the whole countr)'. The Berar .Sabha
looks after the interests of the Berar province only.

28,0.34. You are also interested in the Congress, are you
not p —Yes.

28.035. Have you attended as a deputy ?—Yes, I have
been to the Congress every year since 1888. I am a
delegate from Berar.

28.036. {Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you consider the
habit of taking opium by a young man in good htalth a
good habit?—Opium is generally taken for some remedy
or to relie\e pain ; it is not taken as a mere luxury.

28,037- Would you consider it a good habit when it is

not taken on account of health p—My opinion is that it

is not so much opium that is to be condemned as objec-
tionable ; it is only on account of want of nourishment
that people suffer when they suffer at all from opium.

2-1,0.38. Do you think that if a man who was in the
habit of taking opium did not take it at the regular time
he would suffer ?—Yes.

28,03!). Would you consider it advisable to take it as a
habit and not for the benefit of the health ?—In Berar the
people, even when they arc youn^, take opium for some
reason, but there are people, for instance the Marwaris
and others, who take opium for its own sake for
pleasure.

28,040. You would not consider it advisable to take
opium under those circumstances ?—No, but it has be-
come a habit with them, and I do not think they can give
it up.

28,0-11. Would you advise your son who is young and
in good health to take opium as a habit ?—No, I would
not, but it he required it on account of his health I would
not oliject.

28,012. (Sir Jamas IjijaU.) Would you advise your son
if he is young and in good health to take tobacco ?—
Parents will not advise their children to take tobacco or
opium, but if they do take it they will not object.

withdrew.

Nawab
Muhammad
Salam- Ullah

Khan.

X.vwAB Mun.\M.M.\D .Salam-Ullaii Kuan called in and examined

and28,013. (Sir James hyall.) You are a Jagirdar

Special Magistrate in the Buidana district P—Yes.

28,041. In what part of Berar is the Buidana district ?

—

There are six districts in Berar, and Buidana is one of

them. It is on lhe boundary of the Nizam's State and the
cunmienceinent cf Beiar.

28,(J45. What family do you belong to ?—I belong to

the Bhutan lamily. My grandfather was in office, a

'J'aliikdiir, at the time of the battle of Assaye in 1803. He
rendered service to the British Government in that war,

and therefore he got a Jagir, and we ha\'e settled there

from that time.

28,0-IG. What is your view with regard to the effects of

the consumption of opium upon the people P—My belief

is that the effect of the consumption of opium on tlie

people of Berar is not bad or injurious at all, and the result

of the consumption is not in any way injurious either to

the consumers or to the public in general. The effect of

the con£ura])tion of opium does not necessarily affect the

morals of the consumer. Pliys'cally the effect of eating

of opium does not result in bad conssquerces, if opium is

eaten in moderation.

28,0-17- .\nioiig what classes of people is the habit prevcj-

lent ?—^There is no jiarticular class of people who could

be said lo be abnormally affected by opium, and as a whole
the consumption of opium is equal in all classes and

sections of the people. If there should be called a section
of people who are habitual eaters of opium, but not
abnormally affected by eating opium, I should take these
sections to he old women and infants. As. to view the
opium eaters medicinally and non-medicinally. I think it
would not be wrong to view that nil the opium taken is
taken medicinally, because opium has not a jileasant taste or
any jileasant effect, and those who take it take it for the
benefit derived from its effect. Some people take opium
as a cuie for some disease, some take it for relief from
jiain, some for exhaustion, or as a stimulant to the general
system of the body in old age and under similar circum-
stances.

28.048. Is opium used as a domestic medicine .P Y'es
'1 he o|)iuin is the cheapest and the best avilable niedicine
within the leach of the poor people, and a better one they
cannot obtain. •'

28.049. What effect does the habit have upon the
morals?— I have seen jieople enjoying very high positionm the native society addicted to the habit of eating opium
and I have found that it had not any bad effect on their
morals, as they were found to be men of very good m,orals
all round. I am not of opinion that the use of opium is
deleterionr, and, as I have said before, the use of opium is
wholly medicinal, and in my opinion it is not advisable to
curtail its supiily wholly or partially.
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28.050. Opium is much dearer than it used to be, is it

not ?—Yes, it is much dearer. Every attempt has been
made to make it as dear as possible.

28.051. Do you think that the making ct it so much
dearer has materially reduced the consumption ?—Yes,
because the i)eople cannot take so much. They have
reduced their doses, .i^ poor man cannot afford to take
too much. If he took two mashas before he would only
be able to take one masha now.

28,051a. Do you think the present system is good, or

would you propose any alteration P^I do not think any
system can be better than the present one. The present

system of the GoverDment is, in my humble opinion, a

quite sufficient curtailment of tiie supply of opium, and
any steps beyond the present system would be dangerous.
Any curtailment of the supply of opium would he received

in a most serious light by the people, and would be very
dangerous, as many soldiers in the army of the Government,
and many of the fighting races, such as Sikhs and Rajputs,

are addicted to the habit of eating opium, and it would he

most dangerous if a discontent is created amongst them.

28.052. Have you any experience of the cultivation of

opium P—Not much.

28.053. Do you think it is a profitable one?—Yes, it

is a very profltable one. I have not cultivated it myself,

but I am a landholder, and they used to cultivate it in my
own villages.

28.054. When the cultivation was stopoed by order was
there any complaint made about it?—My people suffered

very much.

28.055. Do you know whether they complained to the
authorities ?—No, they did not make any complaint.
They thought it would he useless to complain. It is very
profitable. The only two good crops are sugar cane and
poppy. The cultivation of sugar cane involves a great

deal of expense. First of all there is the seed. The seed

of sugar cane will cost 50 or 60 rupees. The cultivation
of poppy takes only three months, whereas sugar cane
takes 12 months. Sugar cane has to be watered the whole
year, and at the time of making molasses it costs a great
deal hcoause about 25 persons are engaged and they have
to be i/aid. Opium grows in three months, and 20
labourers only can do the work in three days. They are
paid 1 anna in the morning. They have only to work
two hours, and I have known the average produce of a
bigha to be about 7 seers of opium.

28.056. One witness told us that about the time when
opium was prohibited in Berar the price of cotton was
going uj) very much, and therefore the cultivators took
to cotton instead of opium, and did not mind very much?
— I cannot speak about that because it is a very long
time ago. I was not old enough to judge as to that. It

was prohibited nearly 20 years ago and I did not take any
interest in it. I was learning at school at that time.

28.057. Where did you go to college ?—I was at Akola
High School, and I was a short time at Bombay.

28.058. (I\lr. Haridas Veharidas.) Did your fatner or
grandfather get the title of Nawab from the British

Government ?—I got it.

28.059. You say that "some people take o])iura as a
" cure for some disease, some take it for relief from pain,
" some for exhaustion, or as a stimulant to the general
" system of the body in old age." In the case of old age
of course it is used as a stimulant P—Yes.

28.060. Is it good for a young man in good health P

—

It would be folly to take it in that case. If a young man
suffers from sickness of course he would take it.

26.061. You mean he would take it for the benefit of
his health?—Y'es. If I am in good health I do not want
it and why should I take it. If I am sick or have some
complaint I should take it.

Nawab
Muhammad
Salam-Ullah

. Khan.

20 Feb. 1S94.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. G. S. Khaparde called in and examined.

28.062. (Chairman.) What is your position?—I am a

High Court pleader of Bombay, and also a High Court
pleader of my province. I was for four years a first-class

magistrate, and after resigning my place I have been
practising. I am vice-chairman of the Municipality of

Amraoti.

28.063. Are you the elected chairman ?—Yes, the elected

vice-chairman of the Municipality, and the elected chair-

man of the District Board, and I am a member of the
District Congress Committee and also a member of the
International Congress.

25.064. We shall be glad to hear anything' you have to

tell us with regard to the question before this Commission ?

—Opium is given to nearly all the children in Amraoti up
to three or four years of age. It is not given after that

unles.'j they have some ailment or the doctor prescribes it.

My own idea is that it produces no injurious effects. It

has produced no bad effects on me, on my father, or

on my children. We give our children opium until they
reach the age of three years. During my experience as a

magistrate I did not come across a very bad character, a

person who had committed crime, through taking opium.
I have known people quarrel because of taking liquor, but
I have not known any quarrel through takine opium. I

condemn opium smoking, and I say it is very injurious. I

have seen peo]jle who were very well fed and very well

looked after, but yet when they took to opium smoking
they ruined their health. They get sunken cheeks and
protruding eyes, and all sorts of ailments. So far as I can
see it produces no special effect upon the morals of a

person. If anything, an opium eater is what we call an
easy going person, 'He takss everything more or less easy.

The greatest fault I can attribute to opium is that a man
who takes opium is not disposed to mind anything which is

going on about him. He does not take to bad habits, and
he is not necessarily a liar or a person addicted to any other

kind of evil-doing.

28.065. That tendency to let things pass is exhibited, I

suppose, in the case of those who take opium in what may
be called excess P— I think even in small quantities it has
that effect on a man. It makes him more or less disposed

to let things alone. That is one of the reasons why it is

given to children. The ladies in the house and the people

want to work, and the child gives too much trouble when
it is wide-awake. They give it a small dose of opium and
it keeps the child quiet. Otherwise it does not do harm to

children. My three sons have been brought up on opium,
and none of them are in bad health, and they can compare
favourably with any boys of their age.

28.066. Do you desire to recommend any modifications
in the present regulations, either as regards licensing or the
rules alfecting the sale or cultivation of opium?—I am
famihar only with the regulations in my province.

28.067. What do you say about them ?—I think they
are quite sufficient so far as they go.

28,"68. What is your opinion as to the general feeling

of the people with reference to any changes that have
been proposed to this Commission ?—The people more or
less desire the present arrangement to remain statu quo.
The cultivators naturally wish for permission to cultivate
poppy and so get more money by it, but otherwise there is

no desire to change the law.

28.069. As regards the general body of opium consumers,
do you say they would not wish that the sale should be
restricted to medical use upon a doctor's certificate ?

—

Consumers naturally want to get it as cheap as they can ;

they would like to have it made cheaper if possible, but
otherwise the general body of the public are quite satisfied

with the regulations as they now stand.

28.070. Would they object to any change P^Change in

the direction of making it harder to get would be objected
to, I think, either in the way of making it harder to get or
by raising the price.

25.071. What would you say would be the feeling of the
people as to increased taxation to make up for the loss of

revenue ?—They would object very strongly to increased
taxation

.

28.072. {Sir William Roberts.) Is the practice of giving
opium to infants very common in your district?—Yes.

25.073. Is it given to them every day ?—Yes, generally
every day, in the evening.

28.074. Only once a day ?— Yes.

28.075. It is ordinarily given once a day in the evening p

Yes.

28.076. But if it is given to keep the children quiet, as
you say, while the mothers are at w"rk, i suppose it must
be given in the morning ?—No, because one dose keeps
them quiet for 24 hours,

Zz 3
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28.077. (Sir James Lyall.) You say you have seen some
people extremely thin or emaciated from opium smoking ?

—Yes.

28.078. May not a man be very emaciated and more or

less weak, and yet able to do his work p—These people

whom I have come across, these opium smokers, turn out
very worthless men. They could not do any work. They
spend most of their time in sleeping and lying idle.

28.079. Are you speaking of Amraoti ?—No, of EUichpur.

28.080. That was from madak smoking, I suppose ?

—

Yes, I have seen it. I noticed in my province that the

people do not generally stop at madak smoking. When
they commence madak smoking they generally take to

other kinds of intoxicants along with it, such as bhang or

ganja. The madak smoker is really an objectionable

character.

28.081. Ee is almost always a man of low position, is he
not?—No ; I met one man of a very good family who has
taken to it, but he is looked down upon ; nobody associates

with him. if they can help it.

28.082. As a rule, I suppose, it is confined to the towns,
is it not P—Usually, but occasionally I come across an
opium smoker in a village—very occasionally.

28.083. As it is so much looked down upon and thought
so vicious, naturally only rather shameless people take to

it, I suppose—people who have no reputation to lose—as a

rule P—As a rule people of exactly the class you state take

to it, but in some cases I have even found ricli men and
men of position take to it. I met four or five of them
once.

28.084. I suppose they were vicious young men, were
they not ?—More or less almost all of them were of the

same charactei-. Only one of them has risen to a position

since.

28.085. If you stopped madak smoking would not those

same rather shameless vicious sort of people take tn liquor?

—I think they would.

28.086. (Mr. Fanshawe.) You have spoken of the use of

opium among children ; is it your experience in the

districts in which you ha\'e been employed that opium is

taken by older men as a restorative ?—Yes, some old men
take it as a restorative.

28.087. Is opium used, as far as you know, as a house-
hold remedy among the people of the districts against

rheumatism, colds, and complaints of that kind .''—Yes,
they often make a paste out of it, and if they have a pain

in the stomach they put some of the paste on the stomach
and occasionally they put it on the forehead, and so on.

28.088. That would be external application, but I am
speaking of taking it in the shape of pills for rheumalwra
and colds in the head^nusla, as it is called—and so on ?—
That has not come within my experience.

28.089. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you consider the

habit of taking alcohol is more injurious than opium —
Yes.

28.090. Would you like to see some steps taken tc

restrict the sale or use of alcohol ?—Yes. I do not wish to

say that opium is a blessing and should be recommended
to everybody, but I say it is the lesser evil of the two.

28.091. Would you like to see the use of alcohol

restricted or suppressed first ?—Yes.

28.092. (Mr. Mowbray.) Are you a member of the

National Congress ?—Yes.

28.093. Were you at Lahore a short time ago ?— I was.

28.094. There was no .-.ssion at all with regard to the

opium question at the Congress ?—There was no discussion

brought up specially. There was a private conversation

among the members, and the feeling appeared to be that,

as there was a Royal Commission sitting and evidence

being recorded, it would not be proper for a non-official

body like the Congress to pronounce an opinion upon it.

28,09.5. (Mr. Pease.) Do you think that some young
men who are respectable begin to smoke and through the
association of smoking become disreputable characters ?

—

I have not come across a person who started well in life

—

I mean one who went to school or to coller;e—who after-

wards took to smoking opium. I have not seen a young
man of that kind yet.

28.096. Still there are many respectable young men in

a very humble position in life ; do these respectable

young men sometimes commence the habit of opium
smoking p—In my experience I only know of one instance

of that kind.

28.097. You think they become bad characters before

they begin to smoke ?—Yes.

28.098. (Sir William Roberts.) Have you noticed many
fatal accidents from this practice of giving opium to chil-

dren, or have you heard of any p— I know of none.

28.099. The people are so skilled in the use of opium ?

—The mothers generally understand the dose. They give
so little of it. It is a very small pill.

28.100. Fatal cases do not even happen accidentally P—

•

So far as my experience goes I have not heard of anything
of that kind.

The witness withdrew.

Mr.
R. M. Dane.

Mr. R. M. Dane called in and examined.

28,101. [Chairman.]

make to us ?

I believe you have a statement to

(Witness.} I would request that the abstracts o£ evidence

of the following witnesses from the Hyderabad State, who
were prepared to appear before the Commission at Hydera-

bad, but who have been unable to attend at Bombay, may
be printed in the Appendices to the Report:—Surgeon-

Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Lawrie, Residency Surgeon,

Hyderabad ; Mr. Dorabji, Commissioner of Customs of

H.H.the Nizam's Government ; Nawab Imad Nawaz .lung

Bahadur, Abkari Commissioner ; Sheo Lall Moti Lall,

banker ; and Seth Bhagwandas, banker. The abstracts

of their evidence have been submitted.

(Chairman.) The abstracts shall be inserted in the Appen-

dices* as you request.

(Witness.) As regards the Central Provinces, I very

much regret to say that the memorandum on the excise

administration of opium in the Central Pro\'inces, which

was intended to supplement the information contained in

the note regarding those provinces which was put in by

Mr. Finlay on opium produced and consumed in India,

has not been prepared in time.

28,102. It will be put before us for the preparation of

the Commissioners' Report P—Certainly. I have received

a note in manuscript this morning ; it is possible that some
alterations in it may be necessary, and there has been no

time to have it printed. The note is by Mr. Drake Brock-

man, the Ofiiciating Commissioner of Excise. He is here

' See Appendix XXVII. to this Volume.

if the Commissioners desire to examine him.
note will be printed and put in.

If not, the

28,103. I have no doubt he will make a full and careful

statement of all the matters he wishes to bring under our
notice in his paper, and it will be before us as evidence in
that form for the preparation of the Report p— Certainly.

Mr. Drake Brockman is prepared to answer any questions
that may be asked. If I may be allowed to make a sugges-
tion I would suggest that the Commissioners should ask him
questions on any points on which they feel doubt as to the
excise system, and the note* may be jiut in subsequently in

a complete form containing full information on all points.

I should like to point out that paragraph 43 of Mr. Fin-
lay's note on opium produced and consumed in India
appears to me to contain sufficient information upon the
matter which I understood was in doubt yesterday, viz.,

whether consumption of opium in any form is allowed on
the premises. I should like to state further that three
witnesses from the Central Provinces, the Re\'. Israel .Jacob,

Rai Bahadur C. Narainswami, and Rao Sahib Balwant-
Rao Bhuskatey have been prevented from attending before
the Commission by ilUhealth, as I have been informed
by telegram frow t'.'c Revenue Secretary to the Chief Com-
missioner at Nagpur. 1 would ask that their abstractsf
of evidence may also be printed in the Appendices.

(Chairman.) They can be put in.

* See Appendix XXIX. to this A'olume.

t Sec Appendix XXX. to this Volume.

The witness withdrew.
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The Honourable Gangadhar Rao Chitnavis called in and examined.

28.104. (Chairman.) You are a malguzar and honorary
magistrate of NagpurP—I am.

28.105. Have you any observations to make to us with
reference to the consumption of opium P—I have not had
many opportunities of informing myself on the subject of

the use and effects of opium. The few opportunities I

had were only at Nagpur, in the persons of some who had
suffered from opium or madak smoking, and had then
gone a begging, and some who came before me as criminals

in my court. In these districts persons who are generally

addicted to opium smoking belong to the Mahomedan
class. Very few Hindus take to it. But the number of

opium eating Hindus is, I believe, much larger than opium
eating Mahomedans. I may here say that in these dis-

tricts opium is not smoked by itself, but is smoked in the

shape of madak.

28.106. You have spoken of opium smoking ; may I

take it from you that this opium or madak smoking is

much more injurious to health than opium eating ?—Yes,

I think so.

28.107. With regard to opium eating, would you say

it does not conduce to any very had effects p—^My
experience has been limited to well-to-do classes of persons

who have taken to opium eating, generally persons who
have taken to it with a motive, to do them good or to

prevent them from having malarial fever.

28.108. For medicinal purposes ?—Yes.

28.109. With regard to madak smoking, is that a habit

which is looked down upon by the people p—Yes, people

do look down upon it.

28.110. Persons who eat opium are not regarded in that

light P—No.
28.111. You say some of them are very respectable

members of society P—There are only a few in my part of

the country. The people do not take opium there much,
because the climate is not malarial in most parts of the

province.

28.112. Do you consider it possible to entirely prohibit

the use of opium p—I do not think so.

28.113. Do you think that if such a prohibition of the

use of opium were attempted it would lead to a great

increase of smuggling ?—Yes, to increase of smuggling
and dissatisfaction as well, as opium is mostly taken for

medicinal purposes.

28.114. What do you believe to be the opinions of the

people with reference to the contingency of having to bear
any further ta.xation P—I can gather from the opinions of

the people that they would be most unwilling to bear any
further taxation imposed upon them to cover loss of

revenue from opium. They would object to any such
change. It would be most inadvisable to tax the whole
population, many of whom may be living very moderate
lives, to correct the vices of a few persons. I would never

advocate any such change when, in addition to the reason

above mentioned, people themselves do not find that

opium eating with good nourishment is as injurious as it

has been reprcented to be, and that in some cases it is

really a blessing.

28.115. (Mr. Fanshawe.) You have spoken of the use of

opium for medicinal purposes. I gather that you have
also had experience of its use in the case of neople going
on journeys, and when special exhaustion has to be under-
gone?—Yes, in malarial climates when people go on long
journeys, or have to undergo exhaustion.

28.116. When you say that it is really a blessing in

some cases, you refer to cases of the m.edicinal use of

opium and to the other cases you have described?—Yes,

and to the case of infants too.

28.1 1 7. Has it come within your experience that opium is

used by older men as a restorative after thef^ge of 35 or

40 ?—Yes, those who take opium after that age, arid who
have good nourishment, generally live long—that is my
experience.

28.118. How do you regard the taking of opium in

moderation as a whole ?—I think it conduces to good
health.

28.119. The excessive cases you think ought to be
reprobated, but, taken as a whole, the moderate use of

opium is not open to objection ?—No.

28.120. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Would you consider

it a good thing for a young man in good health to take
opium as a habit ?—If he takes it for medicinal purposes I

would not look down upon the habit, but if he takes it, as

in the case of niadak smoking, for immoral purposes I

would look down upon it.

28.121. You would say the same with regard to opium
eating, I suppose ?—Yes.

The Hon.
Gangadhar

Rao
Chitnavis.

20 Feb. 1894.

The witness withdrew

Rao Bahadur Rao Yado Rao Pande called in and examined (through an interpreter).

28.122. (CUairman.) What is your position as a land-

nolder ?—I am a malguzar of 35 villages, and also a

jagirdar and mahajan (money-lender).

28.123. In what district do you reside?—Bhandara.

28.124. What have you to tell ua with regard to the

question before this Commission p—I ha\'e had numerous
opponunities in the course of my daily avocations of ob-

serving the habits of persons who use opium. Opium
eaters do not join together and eat opium. They take it

in their respective houses at appointed hours. Even
respectable and well-to-do men use opium. The Mar-
warees who have settled down here from two or three

generations, and are generally in good circumstances, are

addicted to this habit. Some of my acquaintances use

opium while others do not. I have no personal experience

either of eating or smoking opiun). The use of opium is

not injurious. As a rule natives administer it as medicine

in small doses to young children till they ai-e nearly three

or four years old, the reason being that it acts as a pre-

ventive of cold and other minor complaints. It keeps up
the strength of old persons if taken by them. But it is

decidedly injurious in th« case ol young persons. Still, if

the use of opium is accompanied by that of milk, ghee,

and sugar it does not cause any injury. There may be 10

or 15 per cent, of persons who use opium. The effect of

opium smoking in the case of aged persons is physically

very injurious. It makes a man weak and dric his blood.

The liver and brain are both affected. In my opinion

smoking should be put a stop to. I have got a number
of acquaintances among natives who eat opium. They
are in favour of its use. It is my opinion, as well as the

opinion of other people, that it may be used for purposes

other than medical. The growth of poppy and the pro-

duction and sale of opium should not be stopped. There

should be no prohibition against its use for those who only

eat it. But some punishment should be prescribed for

those who buy under the pretext of eating but use it for

smoking purposes. There is no prohibition for the sale of
opium, but there is a prohibition for its manufacture.
The consumption of opium will diminish in case its sale

for purposes other than medical is stopped. The system
in this province is that licenses are issued for the sale of
opium. The system is good. As far as my opinion goes,

I see no harm in making opium pay for the loss which
may be sustained by stopping the use of madak. Most
prohably the people will not be willing to bear the extra
taxation. I believe that they will greatly dislike it.

28,125. (il/r. Pease.) Do you think that young persons
can smoke opium v/ithout injury to their health?—No,
they cannot, it causes great injury whether they are young
or old.

28,120. (Sir James Lyall.) Is Bhandara one of the dis-

tricts in which they used to cultivate poppy ?—No.

2'-(,127. When used the Bhandara opium to come from?
—1 do not know.

28.128. Was opium 20 years ago much cheaper than it

is now, or has there lieen any change ?—It is much dearer

now.

28.129. Do you know why p—One reason of the in-

creased cost is that opium is now taxed, and another

reason is thit people have begun to smoke more madak
than before, and as madak is made out of opium the price

of opium has, therefore, been increased. Formerly people

did not smoke madak so much ; they used to eat opium
in the solid form.

28.130. Do you really think there has been a great

increase in madak smoking P—Ye^, the number of madak
smokers has increased, and the people smoke more than
they did before.

Zz4

Sao Bahadur
Rao Yado Rat

Pande.
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Rao Bahadur 28,131. {Mr. Pease.) Do you advise that madak smoking
A'-io Yado Rao should be prohibited, and the price of opium for eating in-

Pande. creased p—I am in favour of the prohibition of madak
smoking, and I see no particular objection to increasing

the price of opium, because the number of opium eaters

is not large, and those who eat it generally eat it as a

restorative in old age or for some disease.

The witness withdrew.

Rao Sahib
Bihari Lai.

lUo Sahib Bihari Lal called in and examined (through an interpreter).

28,1.32. {Chairman.) Wiiat is your position ?—I am a

nnalguzar of 35 villages. I have the title of Rao Sahib,

and I am also a banker.

28.133. Where do you reside ?—In the district of

Jubbulpore. I am also Government Treasurer of the Seoni

district.

28.134. What have you to tell us with regard to the

question before this Commission ?—I frequently come
across those in Jubbulpore who take opium in my dealings

with them, which has made me acquainted with the use

and effects of opium. In ray opinion the opium eaters are

frequently steady workers and keep good health. Madak
smokers who are poor are generally lean in body and suffer

from poverty of blood. Madak costs them much more
than those who take opium, as the latter can satisfy them-
selves by taking opium of one or two })ice, while opium
smokers must spend twu annas or so to intoxicate them
to their satisfaction. The natives of India consider that

opium has several medicinal properties and is frequently

useful, and it is taken on account of its beneficial effect in

some diseases. Opium taking has never been observed to

be the cause of any crime as alcohol. A drunkard may
become senseless, which is not the case with an opium
eater. In my opinion it is not advisable, with reference to

the possibility of smuggling, to put a stop to the cultivation

of poppy and the production and sale of opium. I am
acquainted with the present arrangement for the sale of

opium, and I cannot suggest any reform, but about madak,

which is injurious to health, it would be beneficial if

greater restrictions be imposed U])on madak smokers with

a view to discourage the haiiit. They can take opium
instead. If the use of opium be prohibited, the Govern-

ment will be obliged to recoup the loss of revenue by fresh

taxation, to the great discontent of the people in general,

who are unable to bear extra taxation with the present

income tax, salt tax, and other taxes which are already too

heavy for them to bear.

28,1.35. (.1/;'. Pease.) What further restrictions would
you place upon madak smokers p— I consider that the

existing arrangement as regards opium is satisfactory, that

the price is dear, and that there is no necessity for further

restriction. As regards madak smokers, the number is

not large, but still it is an injurious habit, and I think

some restriction should be imposed which would prevent

people who do not smoke from commencing the habit.

28,136. What restrictions do you recommend ?—I am in

favour of some further restriction, but I am not prepared to

state what the restriction should be.

The witness withdrew.

Svrg.-Maj.

C. Henderson.

Surgeon. Major G. Hendkbson called in and examined.

28,137- {Chairman) You are civil surgeon at Hushanga-
bad ?—I am.

28,138. How long have you bern in India?—Since

1880.

28,1.39. In what districts have you served P—In Madras,

Burma, Port Blair, and the Central Provinces.

28.140. {Sir IVilliam Roberts.) In what capacities have

you served p—In connexion with my professional duties,

and also with reference to the prisoners of the Hoshangabad
Jail during the past nine years, and the police force of the

Hoshangabad district during the same period, I have had
considerable opportunitj of informing myself with respect

to the use and effects of opium.

28.141. What opinion have you come to as to the effect

of the habit on the users p— My opinion as to the effects of

opium on the people who habitually use it is that only in

the case of a comparatively small number who eat it in large

quantities, and in the case of (hose who smoke it habitually,

does it do any harm. In these, according to my experience,

not very frequent cases, it does undoubtedly do harm by

causing more or less permanent muscular inactivity and
waste, reducing the individual in course of lime to a state

of helpless inacti\'ity and bad health. In the very large

number of those, however, who eat the drug habitually in

moderate quantities—five to 30 grains a day— I am quite

convinced tliat it is an inestimable boon, having no ap-

preciable effect other than beneficial. It has the efi'ect of

checking chronic painful affections, of bracing up the

system before undergoing heavy or unusual fatigue. Its

action in checking and preventing such chronic affections

as chronic bronchitis, asthma, rheumatism, and dysentery I

think is undisputed, and in my opinion there is a strong

probability of its possessing the property commonly
attributed to it, viz., of acting as a prophylactic in certain

diseases such as malaria. The effect physically on moderate

eaters is nil ; they are just as well nourished, strong, and

healthy as other people. I cannot recall a single case in

which I have bad to invalid a man when his incapacity for

further service was attributed to the opium habit. I

believe the use of opium has no moral effect whatever upon
those who consume it. No bad moral effects from the

consumption of the drug have ever come to my notice

among the general population, nor have I notictd any

connexion between the crimes committed by the prisoners

in the jail and their opium consuming habits; and such a

thing must be rare, otherwise instances would hn\-e come
before me during the many years in which I ha\'e been in

charge of the jail. The large majority of opium consumers

are quiet, weli-conducted, orderly people.

28.142. M'hat is your experience as to opium smoking P

—Smoking opium in the forms of chandu and miadak is

much less resorted to than eating, and chiefly among the

poorer classes. It is in my opinion far more injurious than

eating, probably from its gaining access to the system
through the lungs instead of through the stomach. Its

effects are much more quickly realized and somewhat
more intense than those following eating. \\ hether it is

necessary to increase the amount of opium entirely depends
upon the reason for which it is taken. In the case of

those who are the victims of clironic complaints the amount
of opium they take depends upon the amount of relief

obtained, and has often to be increased ; on the other

hand, those who take it in moderate doses for pleasure

need only to increase the amount slightly during a period

of years.

28.143. "What have you to tell us with regard to the

practice of giving opium to infants P — As regards the
practice of giving children opium to keep them quiet, I

am of opinion that it is harmful and injurious and ought
to be stopped, although I am aware that many hold an
entirely ditferent opinion.

28.144. May I ask you on what ground you have come
to the conclusion that it is injurious p—Because I think
that as a rule it is not given for medicinal purposes, but
simply to keep children quiet v/hen they cry.

28.145. Have you any cases which have come within
your actual personal experience of evil effects connected
with this habit ?—No, I cannot say that any cases have.

28,14C. Your objections are based merely on theoretical
grounds P—Yes.

28.147. What is the public opinion with regard to the
habit of using opium P — Native public opinion is not
adverse to the habit cf eating, especially in the case of
those who are' driven to it from chronic intractable com-
plaints, but opium smoking is regarded by many as a
disgrace, there being a pretty unanimous and strong
public opinion that it should be put a stop to.

28.148. Is it possible, in your opinion, to prohibit the
sale and production of opium except for medical pur-
poses?— In my opinion it would be impossible to prohibit
the sale and production of opium except for medical pur-
poses, because (1) of the ease with which smuggling could
and would be carried on; (2) medical purposes are often
closely and intimately connected with others; (3) anyone
requiring opium could always say that they wanted it for
medical purposes ; (4j if the medical agents through whom
the drug could only be procured were to consist of the
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civil surgeon and hospital assistants the number of these

would be BO inflnitesiinally small as compared with the

large number requiring the drug that it would amount to

a great and public scandal that the people could only pro-

cure the drug through such agency ; (5) if such a system

were resorted to the existing medical authorities (putting

aside native hakims as being altogether unreliable and

out of the question) would have to be enormously aug-

mented, or the system would prove impracticable.

28,149. Would you approve of any modification of the

existing Government system to check the use of opium P—
As to consumption being checked by modification of

the existing Government system, in my opinion no such step

should be taken. I would advocate, on the contrary, that

every village, with the exception perhaps of the very small

ones, should be provided with a supply of opium, so that

the people may be able to procure the drug when ill much
easier than they can at present. Under the existing system

it can only be procured in a few villages, and people living

in the large number of remaining ones have to send long

distances or go without it. I have upon several occasions,

while on tonr in the district, seen examples of this hard-

ship, and no doubt it veiy frequently occurs. As regards

chandu and madak, however, I am of opinion that the use

of these forms of opium should be abolished as far as

possible. In making this suggestion I do not of course

suppose that it would be possible for Government to stop

the custom of smoking opium completely so long as the

drug can be purchased, but I think that Government would

do wisely to discourage the habit of opium smoking as

far as possible. There is no necessity for its continuance.

The practice is looked upon by many as a disgrace ;
native

opinion generally is against it, and it is injurious to the

system. Moreover, if stopped, there will be no resulting

hardship to the people who use it, as they will simply

resort to the harmless habit of eating opium instead of

smoking it.

28.150. Have you had much experience of madak

smoking or maJak smokers ?—I have been brought into

contact with them during my service in this country.

28.151. There has been some little confusion as to why
madak smoking is looked upon with disapproval. We
are not quite sure whether it is a form of the opium habit

that is resorted to by persons of abandoned character, and

that it is disreputable on that account, and not because

it is more injurious than the eating of opium, what is your

view ?—As far as my experience goes I am inclined to

think that madak smoking is much more injurious than

opium eating on account of its being inhaled into the

lungs ; the fumes of madak arc not simply taken into the

mouth.

28.152. May I take it that your opinion of the more

injurious character of madak smoking is based upon that

theoretical supposition p—Partly upon theory, and partly

upon what I have seen of those who actually smoke

madak.

28.153. {Mr. Pease.) Do you think the effect of burning

opium in the process of smoking alters its character and

effect upon the human system ?— It might be so.

28.154. {Mr. Mowbray.) You referred to madak shops.

Are there many places where people can buy madak now ?

I believe there are comparatively few places now. There

are something like 57 shops where you can buy opium for

eating, but there are not so many where you can buy

madak.

28.155. You said, " I think that Government would do
" wisely to discourage the habit of opium smoking as

" far as possible " ; how do you think Government can

discourage it P—By prohibiting the public sale of it.

28.156. You cannot say exactly how many places sell it

at present P You think it is sold now at a small number
of places, and you wish the sale to be prohibited altogether ?

—Yes.

28.157. I suppose there would not be much difficulty

then in people buying opium and converting it into madak ?

—No, they could do so.

28.158. (Mr. Fanshawe.) As regards your proposal to

make opium more easily procurable, is it not the case that

in many villages opium would be found in some few houses

as being kept there in small quantities as a household

remedy P^Among the well-to-do people perhaps that would
be so, but I do not think it is the case among the poor

people.

28.159. Not among the cultivating classes ?—No. That
is my experience.

28.160. You say, "Native public opinion is not adverse
" to the habit of eating, especially in the case of those who
" are driven to it from chronic intractable complaints "

;

do you not think also that native public opinion is not

adverse to the habit when opium is used as a restorative in

old age P You have only spoken of chronic and intractable

complaints ?—I did not mean it in that sense, I meant
generally spteaking, but especially in the case of those who
ai-e driven to it from chronic intractable complaints. I do

not think they aie adverse to the habit of eating opium
either in the case of old age or in the case of the young.

28.161. I understand you to mean that they are not

adverse to the habit of eating opium whether by old or

young people, and that there is a leas feeling against it

when people are driven to it by some complaint ?—That is

what I mean.

28.162. (Sir James Lyall.) Are you aware that certain

Chinese witnesses have said that in China opium smoking
is believed to be a very efEective remedy for consumption
and pulmonary affections, or at any rate a habit which
stops the progress of these affections i'— I have heard it

stated.

21.163. Do you think it is possible P— I think it is

possible in moderation. It is the excessive smoking which
is injurious.

21.164. You said that your idea of the results of madak
smoking is not obtained from mere theory, but that you
hav3 noticed its effects in cases ; do you mean by that

that you have noticed the appearance of madak smokers,
or do you mean that you have medically attended many
madak smokers P— I mean both. I have attended them as

prisoners in jail, and I have also noticed the emaciated
appearance of madak smokers.

28.165. These people are generally supposed to be
debauched characters. Is it not very difficult, iherefore, to

say whether their physical condition is due merely to the

madak smoking habit, or whether it may not bn due to

debauchery of other kinds P—In many cases I think it ia

very difficult to say whether their emaciation is due to

disease or whether it is due to the smoking habit.

28.166. A witness who gave evidence to-day said that in

many cases these madak smokers also took bhang and
other drugs ; would not that add to the difficulty of th*

diagnosis P—It would complicate things very much.

Surg.-Maj.

C. Henderson.

20 Feb, 1894.

The witness withdrew.

The Rev. W. E. Robbins. M.A., called in and examined.

28.167. {Chairman.) I believe you have been a mis-

sionary of the Methodist Episcopal Church in India since

1872, and that you were one of the bearers of an anti-

opium memorial from 17,000 Christians in India and Great

Britain to the Chinese Government four years ago ?—Yes.

28.168. We shall be glad to hear anything you have t3

tell us with regard to the question before this Commis-

sion ? I have from time to time visited numbers of places

in India, as well as in other countries, which were reeking

with the fumes of the opium smoked therein, there being

often as many as a hundred in, and some instances several

hundreds of men, women, and children in each at a time,

in all stages of exhilaration and intoxication. Of the

numbers of frequenters of these places questioned—in

Marathi, Hindustani, and English—with reference to the

good or bad effects of the habit of eating or smoking the

drug, there has been a remarkable concensus of opinion in

O 82588.

condemnation of it as eiil and only evil; and certainly

the looks of the speakers did not belie their words. Indeed
I may say that this condemnation of the practice has been
unanimous—the only exception that I recall being a vendor
at one of the stalls. Only recently a man, unsolicited,

told me in good English that it was doing him harm and
he was quite ready to give it up, but could not, and that has

been the sad wail of multitudes in this land and others.

My observation is to the effect that not only do the habitues

of opium loathe the practice and themselves for having

become enslaved by it, but that they are held in disrepute

among the people generally who do not use it. Wherever
I have gone amongst Christian missions and churches of

all denominations I have found that those addicted to the

use of opium are rigidly excluded from membership until

they have abandoned it ; and in order to treat them for it,

medical missionaripg have their patients locked up in rooms

3 A
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The Rev W E.
'"'^^'^^ ^^^7 can have no access to the drup; fur a number of

Bobbins M.A. ^^y^' ^^'^ 6ven after they seemed cured they are very liable

!_ " " to relapse. As fascinating as the habit may be to the

20 Feb. 1894. Chinese, I am of opinion that if it be not prohibited except

as a medicine it may prove just iis fascinating and seduc-

tive to the people of India, who certainly have not more
robust constitutions for resistiufr its evil effects. I have

met at least one Hindu merchant who had been reduced

from wealth and respectability to penury to gratify his

cra-i'ing for the drug. But he was only an example of the

many of all classes and creeds.

28.169. I notice that you speak of having seen on certain

occasions several hundreds of men, women, and children

at one time smoking opium—where and when did you see

these large gatherings ?—About five years ago I had my
attention first directed to this subject in the city of Bom-
bay. I visited several different places where there were
very nearly a hundred persons smoking. I think, perhaps,

I have not seen more than a hundred at one place in

Bombay. In China, at Shanghai, I saw as many as a

thousand in one place at a time.

28.170. When you spoke of these large numbers you
referred to your experiences in China p—Yes.

28.171. Do you know that under recent regulations

licenses are no longer granted in this country for opium
smoking ?—I believe that is so, but I see them at the
stalls in great nunabers, three men at one stall, serving out
opium as fast as they can to passers by of all ages, sexes,

and creeds.

28,1/2. You have not stated specifically what is your
recommendation as a remedy for the evils of which you
have spoken about—what do you recommend to be done ?

—The best recommendation I can make is to prohibit the

growth of opium in India, the export of it from India, and
the import of it into India except for medical purposes.

That seems to me to be the only effectual remedy.

28.173. Being in favour of a prohibitory policy in rela-

tion to opivim, would you desire to include in the same
restrictions the sale of alcohol ?—I would be quite ready to

advocate that as well. I think one of the strongest points

that has been made with reference to the evil effects of

opium is that you cannot find anything better to compare
it with than alcohol.

28.174. In this country, which do you consider is the

greater cause of evil—alcohol or opium ?—It would be
difficult to tell, perhaps, without a greater knowledge of

the whole country. It was a long time before I would
agree that opium was really worse in its effects than
alcohol, knowing, as I do, the evil effects of alcohol ; but
there are two or three reasons why it seems to me that it is

really worse. One reason is that it is more seductive,

fascinating, and insidious, and people get into the habit

before they are aware of it, even more so than in the case

of alcohol. Another reason is that it seems to be more
difficult to break off even than alcohol. I have been told

by our medical missionaries in the opium refuges where
they have a great many of these smokers that they had a

large number whom they sent out as cured, and the universal

testimony of these medical missionaries was that a very
large proportion of these men went back again to the habit.

One medical missionary said that as many as 90 per cent,

went back to the habit, and another missionary told me
that the per-centage was even more than that.

28.175. {Mr. Fanshawe.) I understand that your ex-

perience of the opium-eating habit in India is limited P

You speak more particularly as regards opium smoking ?

—Yes.

28.176. With regard to the views you have expressed as

to habitues of opium loathing the practise and themselves

for having become enslaved by it, and being held in dis-

repute among the people generally, do you ivish those

remarks to apply more particularly to the smoking habit P

—Yes, to the opium smoking habit more particularly. I

think they would apply to the opium eating habit as well,

but these places which I have visited were places where
opium was smoked principally.

28.177. I understand that the time when you visited

these opium smoking places was five years ago?—It would
be about five years ago when I first visited them.

28.178. As regards your experience of opium smoking
on licensed premises in Bombay, did you see any children

smoking opium on any occasion at those places ?—I have
seen young people. I could not say how old they were.

They were not small children.

28.179. You say that you have seen hundreds of men,
women, and children smoking opium. I wish to know
whether you have seen children smoking opium in Bombay P

—I do not say that I have seen so many children smoking
opium in Bombay as in China.

28.180. Did you see any? In your recollection, have
you seen any children in licensed shops in Bombay actually

smoking opium p— 1 would not say that I saw any under
12 or 15 years of age.

28.181. Did you see many children over that age smoking
opium p—Not very many, the proportion was small.

28.182. Did you see any large number of women
smoking opium in these licensed shops in Bombay ?—I do
not recall just now whether I saw any women at the time
I visited these places in Bombay. I certainly saw a great
number in China.

28.183. (Mr. Haridas Veharidas.) Do you consider at
the present time that the alcohol habit "is increasing or
decreasing?— I think it is increasing.

28.184. Do you think the opium habit is increasing or
decreasing?— I think they both go together. From my
observations in Singapore I saw that there were opium
shops about every 10 yards with liquor shops between
them.

28,18.5. I am speaking of India ?—I have not seen so
many opium shops in India.

28.186. How would you compare the opium habit of 20
years ago with the opium habit of to-day, do you think it

is increasing?— I think the opium habit has increased
during the last 20 years.

28.187. Do you think the opium habit is more injurious
than the alcohol habit?—I think it is more injurious in
the respects that I have mentioned.

28.188. In other respects do you think alcohol is the
more injurious F—It is six of one and half-a-dozen of the
other. I do not know which to condemn the more.

28.189. If opium is stopped do you think the people
would take to alcohol ?—I believe, from the characteristics
and temperament of the people of India, that they are
more liable to take to opium, and that it is likely to do
more harm than alcohol to which they have not been
generally addicted.

28.190. If opium is stopped in the way you propose,
would they not take to alcohol ?—I am not prepared to
say. To some extent they would, no doubt.

28.191. Would it not be more injurious in point of
religion and precept P Perhaps you know that alcohol
causes a person to be violent?—The very effect of its
causing them to be violent prevents many from taking it
who otherwise would. The opium is so seductive and
insidious that they are under its influence before they are
aware of it.

28.192. Would not you like to see alcohol dealt with
first Y—l would like to see either habit done away with.
If you do away with alcohol to-day and opium to-morrow
it would be all right.

28.193. (Mr. Mowbray.) In what parts of India has your
work been P—I have been about nine years in Bombay
city.

28.194. Is that recently ?—I was here for my first five
years, and I have been here for four years from 1888 to
1892.

28.195. Have you been in any other part ?—This mer-
chant that I speak of was at Dongargarh, in the Central
Provinces.

28,196 You have been 22 years in India, and you have
accounted for nine years ; where have you spent the rest of
the time F—I was six years at Poona, two years in Igatpuri
one year in Lucknow, and two years on furlough.

'

28 197. Did you see much of the opium dens at Luck-
now ?—I did not. My attention was not called to it at
the time I was there, which was nine or 10 years ago.

28.198. How long were you in China when you went
with this petition ?—I was in China about four or five
months altogether.

28.199. How long were you in the Straits Settlements ?—I spent 15 or 16 days in the Straits Settlements Singa-
pore and Penang. I was at Hong Kong one week,
Canton one week, Shanghai about six or seven weeks
Tientsin a week or more, and three weeks at Pekin.

'

28.200. Are you working at Bombay now ?—I am work-
ing at Igatpuri, about 85 miles on the north-east on the
G.I.P. Railway.

28.201. (Mr. Pease.) When you were at Tientsin did
you have an interview with Li Hung Chang, the Chinese
Minister P—\es; I had an interview with the Prime
Minister, the Metropolitan Viceroy.
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28.202. Did he recei\'e your memorials and promise to

forward them to the Imperial authorities P—Yes, he re-

ceived them and promised to forward them to the Central

Government with his recommendation.

28.203. Is this a correct representation of what took

place:
—" He spoke in strong and emphatic terms of the

" moral and material evils of opium smoking. He said

" the Central Government were most sincere in their

" antagonism to the opium traffic, and if the foreign
" import were prohibited they would at once turn their

" efforts to effectually put down the home growth. ]5ut,

" he asked, would not the demand for a prohibition treaty
" with Great Britain bring on a third opium warp "P

—

Those are the words he used.

28.204. Have you anything further you would like to

add with regard to that interview P—-When asked that the

Chinese Government should demand a jirohibition treaty

from Great Britain {which was the purport of the memo-
rials), he nearly repeated the words uttered by the Marquis

Tseng a few days before he died, viz., " China is not free ;

" she cannot take the first step." He said China would

be most glad, and would take measures if there were a

prohibition treaty between Great Britain and China ; they

would take measures which they thought would be suc-

cessful in putting it down, like the home growth.

28,206. {Sir James Lyall.) Who was the Chinese Minis-

ter you had this interview with ?—Li Hung Chang. We
also had an interview with Prince Ching, the father of the

reigning Emperor—^a communication from his physician.

28.206. What was Li Hung Chang's position p—He is

Grand Secretary to the Chinese Government, corresponding

to the Prime Minister, and he is also the Viceroy of the

Metropolitan Province of Chihli.

28.207. Did he give you a reply ?—Not a written reply.

28.208. Who interpreted ?—A Chinese gentleman named
Lo Fung Lo.

28.209. You said just now that you had knov-m one

rich man who was ruined by the opium habit. I suppose

you have known a good many who were ruined by liquor,

have you not ?—Yes ; I have nothing good to say of the

liquor habit.

28.210. Are you prepared to say in what way you would
prohibit the use of opium except as a medicine P—The
only effectual way is legal prohibition.

28.211. To make it a criminal offence ?—Yes.

28.212. What do you mean by medical use, do you mean
naedical prescription p—I would say precisely as it is done
in England.

28.213. Are you aware that the English system does not

prevent its use for other than medical purposes P—I am not

aware of that. I would say under a doctor's prescription.

28.214. The English system does not prevent its sale ex-

cept so far that the word '

' Poison " must be put on the bottle

— would you be satisfied if the words " Poison Shop " were

put up above an opium shop p—That would help some
perhaps, hut I am not sure that the people do not know
already that it is poison—a great many of them.

28.215. You do not mean that it should only be pro-

curable on a medical order ?—Yes, that is what I meant to

say. I was not quite aware how it was done in England.

28.216. I think you have had experience of places like

the Central Provinces ? In Bombay there are a great

number of reliable doctors of all kinds, but in the Central

Provinces you may go a great many miles without finding

a doctor, except perhaps a village Vaid, is not that the

case?—That is true, certainly, in many places. I think it

would be easy enough to regulate that. I have not thought
just how it should be done in cases of that sort, but I have
no doubt it could be done. Some officer could be autho-

rised to do it.

28.217. You would have some medical officer appointed

for the purpose all over the country ?—I would not have
them specially appointed for the purpose. I think there

would be little difficulty in that. We cannot go very far,

excepting away out on the frontiers, without finding a

medical officer of some kind.

28.218. But in the Central Provinces you will admit
that you may go a great number of miles, 50 or 60 or 71'

miles without finding a medical officer ?—Yes, that is so,

but I do not think they would suffer very much if they did

not get it.

28.219. Some witnesses have told us in reference to

what you say that opium is the great and almost the only

medicine which is used as a domestic medicine in India,

and which everybody knows how to apply P—That is not
my experience, it is something quite new to me. I have
not heard of its being used as a general remedy at all until

the last few weeks.

28.220. You spoke of having seen the opium shops
crowded with customers, is it not a fact that if you only
allow one shop in an area of 50 to 100 square miles for an
article which is in considerable demand that shop is likely

to be more crowded than most shops ?—Yes, that would be
so in a large place.

28.221. Do you say that opium eating is more seductive

and fascinating than alcohol drinking p—Yes, it comes on
so insidiously.

28.222. Is it not the fact that a great part of the seduc-

tiveness of alcohol consists in the pleasure of its taste and
the pleasure of drinking in company p—It may be so, I do
not know why people drink it at all.

28.223. Is it not general knowledge that in all countries

people like the taste of liquor, and the pleasure of drinking
it in company, and that that is one of the seductions of the
habit P—I have heard that.

28.224. Do you think taere is the same seductiveness in

swallowing a bitter pill p—They soon get a very powerful
craving for it.

28.225. (Mr. Mowbray.) With regard to the China
petition you have mentioned, I suppose the proceedings
were reported at the time ?—Yes, it was published in several

papers in England.

28.226. Can you give me the date?—21st April 1892.

TheRev.W.E.
Bobbins, M.A.

20 Feb. 189^.

The witness withdrew.

Mr. Dbake-Brockman called in and examined.

28.227. {Sir James Lyall). What is the title of your

office p—I am officiating Commissioner of Excise in the

Central Provinces.

28.228. How many years' service I have you had P—

A

little over seven years.

28.229. Your experience has been entirely in the Central

Provinces p—Entirely.

28.230. How long have you acted as officiating Excise

Commissioner p—Nearly two years. I hold several other

offices besides. Inspector General of Registration, Superin-

tendent "f Stamps, and Commissioner of Miscellaneous

Revenue.

28.231. I believe you have prepared, on behalf of the

Central Provinces,* a note on the administration of the

excise revenue ft-om opium ?—Yes, the note shown to me
is based on one of mine, the original has been modified.

28.232. Who modified it ?—The Revenue Secretariat.

28.233. Do you put in this note now p— I did not put it

in. It was sent by post from the Secretariat.

The memorandum on the administration of the excise revenue from

opium in the Central Provinces will be found in its complete form in

Appendix XXIX. to this Volume.

26.234. You were told it was part of your duty to put it Mr.
in P—Not exactly so. I was told to forward a memorandum Drake-
to the Secretariat. It was there modifiefl, and sent on by 'Brochman.
post.

28.235. I understand that up to 1873-74 throughout
the whole Central Provinces, except Sambalpore, the cul-

tivation of the poppy was allowed, and the licensed vendors
drew their sup])ly of opium from those cultivators ?—They
got it from where they pleased. They either imported it

from outside the province or obtained it from the local

growers.

28.236. Were they allowed to import it from the Native
States ?—-They could make their own arrangements.

28.237. Was the import from Native States allowed ?

—

Yes, I think so, certainly.

28.238. Import was allowed freely from Native States p

—

Yes, certainly.

28.239. Without any pass p—There was a small duty I

believe. I have the rules here, if [ may be allowed to refer

to them. The rule was as follows ; Opium, the growth of

3 A 2
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Mr. " foreign territory, may be imported for sale in the districts

.Drake- " of tlie Central Provinces, or for transit elsewhere, except

Brockman. " as described in the preceding rule, covered by a pass

" form No. 5, which shall be Rranted by the ofihcer in

20 Feb. 1894. " charge of the district or by the Tehseeldar of the sub-

— '• division into which it is proposed to import, on a written

" application showing the weight, number of packages, and
" destination of the consignment. Such pass must be

" countersigned by the ofacer in charge of the district or

" sub-division of 'each district through which the consign-

" ment may pass, as in Rule 10."

28.240. Is this the present system?—Xo, under the

present rules import is not allowed except on account of

Government. Tlie rnle just quoted was issued in 1866,

and remained in force till October 1872, when others to

much the same effect were issued.

25.241. I understand that in 1873-74 the Bengal

system, whicb had prevailed in Sumbalpore, began to be

extended to the other districts F—Yes, that is so.

28.242. You quoted some figures, and you say in con-

sequence of this change the revenue rose from 38,979 to

107,273 ?—Yes ; but the latter figure represents gross

revenue, and to make the comparison just the net revenue,

Rs. 78,216, should be taken.

28.243. Are you talking of the revenue of the whole

Central Provinces or of those three districts P—The revenue

from the Chattisgarh dirision.

28.244. I suppose that great increase was due to the

substitution of licit for illicit opium P—Yes, I should say

so certainly, and particularly to the fact that the price of

the opium came to Government.

28.245. You say that the result of the introduction of

the Bengal system has been to raise the price of opium to

the purchasers from 4 to 6 tolas to the rupee, the old

village price, to 2 or 2^ tolas to the rupee ?—That is so.

28.246. The old village price was from 4 to 6 tolas the

rupee, and it ha? been raised to 2 or 2i tolas the rupee ?—
Yes.

28.247. That is, the price has been doubled to the

consumer ?—Yes.

24.248. You say, " The pohcy of the administration has

" been only to license shops where an actual and steady

" demand existed, or where facilities for illicit traffic were
" great." Do you mean by the last words that in such

places, even when the demand is small, you sometimes

allow 'shops ?—Yes ; where there are special facilities for

illicit introduction of the drug, shops are licensed more

freely than they otherwise would be.

28.249. The new system ivas completely introduced

from' 1879-80.?—Cultivation was stopped towards the end

of 1878, and all districts were under the new system from

the 1st April 1879.

28.250. Since then there has been no reduction in the

number of shops, but a small increase ?—The figures have

varied from time to time.

28.251. The consumption of opium would remain about

the same ?—It has slightly increased. Looking to a long

series of years, the average annual consumption has been

625 maunds, and in no year have the total issues varied

greatly from that amount.

28 252. I see it is stated that the number of madak

shops' has been reduced from 285 in 1890-91 to 128 in

1893-94?—That is so; including temporary shops the

reduction has been from 298 to 131.

28,263. What has been the cause of that large reduc-

tion ?—The main reason has been that the practice of

madak smoking is generally recognised by the native

community to be very harmful, and in 1890 proposals

were submitted to the Chief Commissioner to make its

manufacture illegal ; but it was not thought desirable to

go so far at that time, and the orders issued were simply

to the effect that licenses should be granted only at large

centres of population where there is a considerable and

permanent demand for the preparation.

28,254. You say that poppy cultivation was absolutely

closed in all districts by 1878 ?—That is so.

28 255. I believe you were not there at the time, bat

have' you any information as to whether it led to great

comulaint or not F—No. So far as my perusal of official

records goes I should say it did not; but I have no

information worth imparting on the subject.

28,256. You say that " smuggling had been stopped

" from the Madras side and from the Bengal side "—

there could hardly have been smuggling from the Madras
side."—Before the Opium Act came into force there was
some smuggling of what is calhid " biscuit " opium. It

came through from Rajmundri into the Chattisgarh

division.

28.257. You say that smuggling is still going on in

those districts which adjoin Native States, and that the

measures to stop it met with very slight success in spite

of special supervisors and paid detectives, &c. F—That
is so.

28.258. Are the powers of the feudatory States under
the Central Provinces distinctly defined ?—They hin-e

sunnuds, which will be found in Aitchison's Treaties.

With regard to opium, they are under special restrictions,

which are described in the note on opium arrangements in

the Central Provinces.

28,269. You do not know how those restrictions are

imposed.''— I understand they are in their sunnuds;
executive orders embodying them issued, in the first

instance, from the Local Secretariat.

28.260. (Mr. Pease.) Does the number of shops, of

which we have a record, give us the complete number, or

are there, as there used to be in the Central Provinces,

special licenses given for shops on bazaar days F—There are

temporary shops in the Central Provinces.

28.261. Those are not recorded in the list of shops which
are given to us ?—Under the standing orders they should

for the most ])art be classed as permanent shops. In some
districts I have reason to believe that these orders have
not been observed, and I am now engaged in bringing

them to the notice of the Deputy Commissioners.

28.262. Some years ago it appears that they were in

the habit also of granting occasional licenses for bazaar

days ; I was asking whether these shops licensed specially

on bazaar days are included in the total number of shops

now returned.''—The figures on page 10 of the Govern-
ment of India's " Note on opium produced and consumed
in India " were checked by my office, and I believe they

are correct.

28.263. Then with regard to the permanent shops.?

—

All the shops,* including the temporary shops, are included

in the Government of India's return, so far as their

e.xistence is known to me.

28.264. Those shops are not opened all the year round P

—In many cases a shop which is intended to be permanent
is not worked whether it is called temporary or not.

28.265. I want to know whether that is the number of

shops that are licensed for the year, and whether there are

additional shops occasionally licensed for special occasions P

•—The number returned by the Government of India*
includes all the temporary shops, so far as their existence

is known to my office.

28.266. Smoking on licensed premises was forbidden
many years ago I believe?—The prohibition came into

force on the 1st April 1891.

28.267. Do you think that there is smoking upon licensed

premises now p—Occasionally. I have had complaints.
Only the other day the Deputy Commissioner of Seoni
caught a numlier of persons smoking im the shop premises.
The licensee was punished. If cases do occur, and are
brought to the notice of the authorities, the men to blame
are punished.

28.268. What effect do you think the closing of the
licensed premises for the purpose of smoking since 1891
had had upon the practice of opium smoking F—My
personal opinion, already expressed in an official report to
Government, is that it is likely to do good, as indicating
the opinion that Government has of the practice. It is a
deleterious practice, and one that should be discouraged.
I may also add, however, that many officers do not agree
with me in thinking that the measure can ha\e any effect

on consumption of madak.

28.269. I suppose you would be of the opinion that a
person who is an opium smoker would be sure to smoke
on private premises if he could not smoke on jiublic

premises ?—I think so ; but there would be fewer recruits
for the practice.

28.270. Is it not your opinion that the fact that there is

no licensed shop would, to use your own term, tend to
lessen the number of recruits for smoking ojiiumF— I am
inclined to think so. That is my personal opinion.

* The witness subsequently correcltid this : .sec page 374. The figurcB
in tine Government of India return do not inclurle tcmporar.y shops.

The witness withdrew.
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Mr. J. Prescott-Hewett, Secretary to the Commission, called in.

{Chairman.) I believe you have a statement to make to

us ?

(Witness) I received yesterday a petition from certain

opium smokers in Bombay to the following effect :

—

" To the President and Members of the Royal Commis-

sion on Opium. Honoured Sirs,—We, the undersigned

opium consumers of Bombay, beg to inform you that opium

has done us no harm. If the use of it is prohibited, it will

be a great hardship on us. As the Commission is appointed

for us, we must be heard and not the Padris. We request

you to go round our private clubs and get us examined by

doctors. If you do not do this, and your report is un-

favourable to us, we shall protest against it.—We remain,

Sirs, your obedient servants."

The petition is signed by a number of opium smokers.

They were induced to leave the room under the solicitations

of Mr. Haridas. I have next to read a letter addressed to

your lordship by Mr. Prautch, which is as follows :

—

" Bombay, 16th February 1894. Lord Brassey, Chair-

man, Royal Opium Commission. My Lord,^—I think it

right to inform your lordship that it has come to my know-
ledge that recently a Resolution was issued by the Bombay
Government to restrict the giving of information and evi-

dence by Government servants on the opium question. I

venture to think that your lordship ought to call for a copy

of this Resolution. I wish to further mention that a few

weeks ago W. Almon, Esq., Assistant Commissioner of

Customs, wrote a letter from Bombay Customs House
Office to a legal gentleman in Poona, asking him to arrange

an interview for himself with an important anti-opium

witness. This attempt having failed, Mr. Almon himself

called on the witness who declined to see hnn. This affords

another ilhistration of the action of the authorities in this

opium inquiry. If my statement is denied, I can produce

the original letter.—1 have the honour to remain, faithfully,

A. W. Prautch."

Mr.
J. P. Hewett.

Your lordship has asked for the communications from the

Bombay Government, referred to by Mr. Prautch in his 20 Feb. 1894.
letter of the 1 6th instant. They are as follows :

—

Revenue Department,
Bombay Castle, 25th November 1893.

Iictter from the Commissioner of Customs, salt, opiiim,

and abkari, No. 5,834, dated 8th November 1893:—
" I have the honour to submit, for the information of

Government, a circular which, I understand, has been sent

to various executive officers under this Government by
Mr. Ernest Hart on the question of the use and abuse of

opium. It was submitted to me by Mr. Lamb, acting

collector of Kolaba, with a request that I should instruct

him as to the reply he should send. I forward also copy
of my reply to Mr. Lamb and of the circular which I

addressed to all collectors. It seems probable that Mr.
Hart's circular has been sent to others than collectors, and
possibly Government might wish to issue instructions

regarding it in the general and political departments."
Circular letter from the Commissioner of Customs, salt,

opium, and abkari to all collectors in the Presidency (except

the collector cf Kolaba), and the collectors asid deputy-
commissioners in Sind, No. 5642, dated 27th October
1893:—

" A collector has forwarded to this office for instructions

a circular from Mr. Ernest Hart, Chairman of the British

Medical Association, asking for certain information about
the use and abuse of opium amongst the natives of India.

To reply to such applications might prove embarrassing,

and as the Opium Commission, which has been appointed
by Parliament, is shortly about to visit India, all the infor-

mation which Mr. Hart desires to obtain will be elicited by
the properly constituted authorities. I have therefore to

inform you that if you have received a similar letter it is

desirable, for the reasons given above, that you should not
reply to it."

Resolution.—Government approve of the circular issued
by the commissioner of customs, salt, opium, and abkari
to the collectors and deputy commissioners, copies of

which should be forwarded to all other heads of offices for

information.

W. L. Harvey,
Under Secretary to Government.

The witness withdrew.

Adjourned to Thursday next.

At the Council Hall, Secretariat, Bombay.

SEVENTY-SEVENTH DAY.

Thursday, 22nd February 1894.

Present :

Right Hon. LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B. (Chairman, presiding).

Sir James Lyall, G.C.I.E., K. C.S.I.

The Hon. Sir Lachhmeswar Sing, Bahadur,

Maharaja of Darbhanga, K.C.I.E.

Sir William Roberts, M.D., F.R.S.

Mr. R. G. 0. MowBEAY, M.P.
Mr. A. U. Fanshawb.
Mr. Arthur Pease.
Mr. Haridas Veharidas.

Mr. J. Prescott-Hewett, CLE., Secretary.

Mr. J. Peescott-Hewett called in.

{Chairman.) I beheve you have some communications to

make to us P

{Witness.) I have received the following letter from Mr.

Dane, " On behalf of the Government of Bombay I request

" that a note may be made in the proceedings to the effect

" that Mr. Lee Warner, C.S.I., Secretary to the Govern-
" ment of Bombay in the Political Department, and Mr.
" Fazalbhai Vishram, who are now members of His Ex-
" cellency the Viceroy's Legislative Council, were not
" examined owing to their aljsenoe in Calcutta, and that

" the abstracts* of their evidence may be printed in the
" Appendices."

(Chairman.) Very well.

(Witness.) I have also received the following letter from

Mr. Drake-Brockman, dated 21st February:—"I was
" mistaken yesterday in informing Mr. Pease that the
" number of shops for retail vend of opium as given on

• See Appendis; XXIII. to this Volume.
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Mr.
J. P. Hewett,

22 Feb. 1894.
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jjf^
" page 10 of the Government of India's Note included

J. p. JJeivett.
" 'temporary' shops. Statistics of these shops will now
" be added to the Central Province Note, so that there

22 Feb. 1S94. " ™o,y be no further mistake on the point. A. temporary
. " shop is always sold with the nearest permanent one, and

" a single license covers sale of both ; the Government of
" India figures correctly represent the number of licenses
" issued. I shall be glad if the error can be corrected
" before the shorthand notes are sent to press." Mr.
Drake-Brockman wislies his answer to be corrected, the

question is whether it is to be done by correcting the

answer on the minutes, or aflBxing a note.

(Chairman.) I think the answer* may be corrected.

(WHncss.) I have also received the following letter from
Mr. Campbell :

—

"To the Secretary, The Boyal Opium Commission,
Bombay.

Sir, 21st February, 1894.
" In connexion with the letter published in to-day's

paper, which, at the last meeting of the Royal Opium
Commission the Rev. Mr. Prautch laid before the Chair-
man, I have the honour to request that the following

statement may be placed on record.
" Mr. Prautch writes that Mr. Almon, the assistant

commissioner and collector, wrote from the Customs House
to a legal gentleman in Poona asking him to arrange an
interview with an important anti-opiumist witness in

Poona. The letter to which Mr. Prautch presumably refers

was addressed by Mr. Almon to a friend who is a pleader

in Poona, and is also a leading member of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in that city. The letter is in the following

terms ;—My Dear , In a paper called the ' Woman's
Anti-Opium Prayer Sheet for August 1892,' puljlished
in England, there is a report of an address by Miss Soon-
derbai Powar on the opium question. Some of the state-

ments said to have been made by Miss Powar are strange
to those having a knowledge of these things here. Are
you acquainted with Miss Powar P If you are, and can do
so, could you arrange with Miss Powar that I could see

her with a view of 'asking her about these particular

statements in the way of explanation. If Miss Powar will

see me, I would like yourself and some other non-official

gentleman to be present at the interview.
" With regard to Mr. Pautch's statement that the

suggestion of an interview had reference to an important
anti-opiumist witness, it is to be noted that when Mr.
Almon's letter was written we were not aware that Miss
Soonderbai Powar was i ntended to be called as a witness.

The circumstances under •.vhich that letter was witten are

briefly as follows:— In January last my attention was
drawn to a paper published in England in August 1892
under the title ' Soonderbai Powar's Message,' which I had

not before seen and which contained, among others, the
following statements :—That thousands of high caste

women die of starvation in their dark zenana rooms because
their husbands ruin themselves by smoking in hcensed
opium dens ; that young men are led to smoke opium
through the wiles of the opium farmer who sets his

servants at the street corner,'* furnished with opium pipes
to tempt the youths to smoke ; that they (apparently either
the opium officials or the opium farmer) quietly mix opium
withour tea in refreshment rooms and in hotels, so that
a craving for opium arises and before we know what we
are doing we shall become slaves of opium. As the
alleged writer. Miss Soonderbai Powar, was born in or near
Poona, and has spent almost her whole life in Poona or

in Bombay, it follows that these statements referred either

to Poona or to Bombay. As each of these statements
involved serious charges against the management of the
opium revenue in Bombay my duty required me to examine
into their truth. Inquiries made through the commissioner
of police and the health ofiicer of the municipality failed

to reveal any foundation for them, except that, in respect
to the third statement, it appeared that there had been a
rumour, some two years ago, that certain Irani, that is,

Persian Parsi, tea-house keepers, put poppy heads in their tea
to darken its colour. As Mr. Almon, the assistant collector

of abkari, could procure me independent information, and
also as he is responsible for hotel and refreshment room
licenses, and under the Abkari Act has power to deal with
infringements of the Opium Act, I asked him to make
inquiry into the truth of the rumour that poppy heads
were sometimes put iu tea. The result of these inquiries
was that Mr. Almon failed to find that the rumour had
any foundation in fact. Mr. Almon suggested to me
that, as is usual in such cases, he might obtain from Miss
Soonderbai in Poona the individual who made the state-
ment, information regarding the practice which he had
failed to obtain in Bombay. The letter given above was
written vnth that object and with my knowledge. In
reply, Mr. Almon was informed that his friend could not
arrange a visit, but that a reference might be made to
the Rev. A. W. Prautch, of Thana, to whom his friend was
forwarding Mr. Almon's letter, and who his friend wrote
would probably know Miss Soouderbai and might arrange
an interview. On hearing of Mr. Prautch's connexion with
the matter I decided to make no further inquiry. Mr.
Prautch's statement in the letter to the Chairman, that after
the receipt of his friend's communication Mr. Almon
called on the witness who dechned to see him is, I am
informed, without foundation.

I have the honour to be.

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

J. M. Campbell,
Collector of Opium.

The witness withdrew.

ADDENDUM.

Rai Bahadur
Maffhunath

Singh.

Note.—The following evidence was taken at Delhi on the 23rd of January 1894, but the transcript of the
notes having been mislaid, the depositions were not printed in their proper place which is on uaee '^"il of
Yol. III., between Questions 18,863 and 18,864.

f & -

Rai Bahaduk Raghunath Singh called in and examined (through an interpreter).

(Gliairmcm.) I believe you are a Jat and honorary
magistrate of Najafgarh ?

—

A. Yes.

Q,. We shall be glad to hear anything you have to

tell us with reference to the subject which has been
referred to this Commission for inquiry p

—

A. Opium
is generally used medicinally, old people in particular

resorting to it as a preventive against catarrh, &c.

People of advanced age use it also as a digestive and
look upon it as a means of sustaining life. The people

would not care to see restrictions placed on the use of

opium, and they would pray Government not to do so

as it is considered a medicine for certain diseases and
is a means of enabling the old to digest their food.

The natives of India have been accustomed to it for

ages past. Opium is not produced in the Delhi district

where I now live ; but in the Bharatpur State where I

resided before, the poppy is cultivated ; and I know there-

fore that there is no other crop as valuable as that, seeing

that it repays by hundreds of rupees on a single bigha.

The people of this district are anxious to be permitted

• See note on page 372.

to cultivate the poppy, and would hail such permission
with delight. The people would, in my opinion, object
to prohibitive measures being adopted as to the use of
opium, and they would not like to be burdened with
fresh taxation in lieu of that already imposed.

(Mr. Fimshawe.) Will you kindly tell us whether
you are honorary magistrate in Delhi itself or in
Najafgarh P—^. Only in Najafgarh—a sub-division of
the Delhi district.

{Mr. Wilson.) Will you tell me whether von consider
that opium for men in perfect health is a good thing or
a bad thing?—4. It is not good; it is bad for personsm health.

Q. Do you really mean to say that the profit on
opium can be counted by hundreds of rupees on a
single bigha ?—.4. I mean one bigha—one pakka
bigha,, which is tki-ee bighas kachha—that fetches more
than hundreds of rupees.

(Sir William Boherts.) Yon have said that the habit
of using opium m healthy persons is a bad habit;
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would you also say that the use of alcohol by healthy

persons was an equally bad habit P

—

A. Worse than that.

{Mr. Fanshawe.) In saying that opium is a bad habit

for persons in good health, do you apply that to the old

people who you say use opium as a digestive P

—

A. I mean
digestive only in those cases where old people become

degenerated or weak. It is bad for young men in good
health.

Q. In speaking of the profits of opium you speak of

the profits in the Bharatpur State?

—

A. Tes.

Q. Bharatpur being a Native State in Kajputana P

—

A. Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Rai Bahadtjk Ramkishan Das called in and examined (through an interpreter).

(Mr. Fanshawe.) I believe you are an honorary
magistrate of Delhi P

—

A. Yes.

Q. Are you a regular resident of Delhi P

—

A. Yes.

Q. Will you tell us what you know about the use of

opium by the people of this place?

—

A. Large numbers,

especially those among the labouring classes, are in the

habit of taking opium, which they consider to be more
essential than either food or raiment. After having

taken opium they can work more hard than they other-

wise would do.

Q. For what reasons do these classes take opium ?

—

A. To avoid catching cold, and in order to enable them-

to work hard.

Q. How is the habit of opium eating regarded by the

people of Delhi P

—

A. The popular view in Delhi and its

neighbourhood in regard to the consumption of opium
is rather indifferent, viz., they look at it neither as a

virtue nor as a vice. Persons addicted to other drugs
are looked down upon, while opium consumers never

attempt to conceal the habit, as they are considered

a harmless lot of people.

Q. Are yon referring to people who take opium in

moderate quantities P

—

A. Tes, to persons who take it

iu moderate quantities.

Rai Bahadur
Baghunath

Singh.

Q. What would be the feeling in Delhi if the use of
opium were prohibited except for medical purposes P

—

A. They would take it to be very hard if the Govern-
ment attempted an interference.

Q. If the use of opium were prohibited except for

medical purposes would the people be prepared to pay
any fresh taxation that might be necessary P

—

A. Wo,
by no means. The people would never be prepared to

submit to any fresh taxation whatovei to compensate
for any loss in the opium revenue. They would not
like it at all. At present the tax falls only on con-
sumers ; then it would become general and people will

not like it. Fresh taxation would fall on the whole of
the residents.

Q. As regards the present arrangements for the
supply of opium on the part of the Government, have
you any opinion to express P

—

A. I consider the present
arrangements the best, as people can get opium very
easily.

Q. I believe that you are a Marwari P

—

A. A Khatri.

(Mr. Wilson.) Is it your opinion that opium is more
necessary to the labouring classes than either food or
clothing?

—

A. Those who have become habituated to
its use.

Rai Bahadur
JSamkishan

Das.

The witness withdrew.

3 A 4
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APPENDIX I.

Summary of Operations on Opium by Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel Hendley, CLE.

{Handed in by Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel Hendley, G.I.E., see Question 20,262.)
As I was interested in obtaining a correct knowledge

of tlie conditions under which, opium was taken in the
Jeypore State, and was also desirous of ascertaining
what native opinion, both professional and lay, was on
the subject as regards the habitual use of the drug, I
prepared in August 1892 a series of questions, which
were based in part upon an inquiry conducted by
Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Crombie of Calcutta as

well as on my own experience, and forwarded it to

medical officers and hospital assistants, who wore
serving under me, and also to a large number of
representative persons in Jeypore, with a request that
they would be good enough to answer them from their
personal knowledge. I received 65 replies.

Appended is a list of persons from ivhom I received
replies, a summary of the replies received, and a letter

received by me from the Rao Eaja of Sikar on the
subject.

I.

—

List of Peesons who have sent Eeplies to
Questions.

1. Babu Jadunath De, M.B., Assistant Superinteu-
dent of Dispensaries at Jeypore, 21 years a practitioner,

mostly at Jeypore.

2. Assistant Surgeon Jalaluddin, a Punjabi, formerly
a Musalman, now a Eoman Catholic Christian, L.M.S.,
Lahore. Since 1884 in Medical Department, Jeypore.

3. Second Class Hospital Assistant Myan Singh, a
Sikh with 14 years' medical service, chiefly in the

District Gaol, Jeypore, since he entered Jeypore
service.

4. Third Class Hospital Assistant Ram Gopal, a
Brahman with seven years' service, Sikar Dispensary.

5. Third Class Hospital Assistant Ram Sanehi, a
Brahman, with one year's service, Chatsu Dispensary.

6. Third Class Hospital Assistant Mookund Ram,
with two years' service, five years previously in private

practice, a Brahman, Sambhar Dispensary.

7. Third Class Hospital Assistant Hurdeo Prasad,
Brahman, with 15 years'
service, Cherama Dispensary.

Native Doctor Narsing Lall, Brahman, with 20
years' service, Mohwa Dispen-
sary.

9. Second Class Hospital Assistant Broma JSTuud,

Brahman, with IG years' service, Madhopur Dispen-
sary.

10. Second Class Hospital Assistant Devi Lall, Brah-
man, Baudikui Dispensary.

11. Native Doctor Nund Kishore Singh, Rajput, of
21 years' service, Gaol Dispensary.

12. Hospital Assistant Gordhun Das, a Bania, over
five years' service, Chomu Dispensary.

13. Local Class Native Doctor Prosono Kumar Das,
a Bengali, 35 years' service, Khetri Dispensary.

14. Native Doctor Ganesh Lall, a Jain, with 24 years'

service, Mayho Hospital, Jeypore.

15. Female Hospital Assistant Barji Bai, a Bania
widow, three years' service. Mayo. Hospital, Jeypore.

16. Female Hospital Assistant Janki Bai, a Khan-
delwal Brahman widow, three years' service, Mayo
Hospital, Jeyjiorc.

17. Native Doctor Kasim Ali, a Mohamedan, of 26

^ ,.„ ^ ,.„ ,. years' service, Sanganir Dis-
Indiflerent quahflcations. ;;„„„„„_ ^

18. Native Doctor Azimulla, a Mohamedan of 25

Poorly qualified.

Poorly qiialifiocl.

Indifferent qualiflcationi!.
years' service, Uniara Dispen-
sary.

19. First Class Hospital Assistant Alidul Rahim, a,

Mohamedan of 22 years' service, Malpnra Dispensary.

20. Third Class Hospital Assistant Abdulla Khan, a
Mohamedan of six years'

Experienced.

21. Third Class Hospital Assistant Mohamed Zahur-
ul-Huk, a Mohamedan of five years' service, Hindown
Dispensary.

22. First Class Hospital Assistant Syad Nnr Khan, a
Mohamedan of 25 years' service, Jeypore Central Gaol

;

has the order of merit for bravery.

23. Hospital Assistant Basat Ali, a Mohamedan of 15
years' service, Nim-Ka-Thana Dispensary.

24. First Class Hospital Assistant Mahbub Khan, a
Mohamedan of 30 years' service, now pensioned, Sri
Madhopur Dispensary.

25. Native Doctor Surfarajudin, a strict Mohamedan
of 26 years' service, Sawai Madhopur Dispensary.

26. Hakim Mahomed Salim Khan, a Mohamedan and
the Chief Yunani physician in
Jeypore.

27. Hakim Mahomed Azeezudin, a Mohamedan
Experienced.

Yunani physician in Jeypore.

28. Hakim Mohamed Yusaf Hussain Khan, a

Experienced.
Mahomedan physician.

NoN-PfiOEESSIONAL STATEMENTS.

29. The Reverend G. Macalister, United Presbyterian
Mission, Jeypore. About 20 years' experience here.

30. The Reverend J. Traill, United Presbyterian
Mission, Jeypore. He has lived about 24 years in
Jeypore.

31. Rao Bahadur Govind Singh Bahadur, Thakur of
Chomu. He is the premier Rajput noble of Jeypore,
and is a member of the Jeypore Council. He has
received titles from both the British and Jeypore
Governments, and is a leading member of the Walter
Krit Sabha, or Marriage Reform Association of
Rajputana.

32. Thakur Fatteh Singh, Thakur of Naila, a Rah-
tore Rajput, formerly the Vice-President of the
Council and Minister of Jeypore and a man of great
experience.

33. Haji Mahomed Ali Khan, u, Mohamedan and
member of the Jeypore Council.

34. Thakur Hari Singh, a Rajput, and who takes
great interest in all social questions relating to the
Hindus.

35. Pundit Braj Balabh, a Brahman and head clerk,
Jeypore Museum.

36. Lala Samander Karan, an Oswal or Saraogi,
second clerk, Jeypore Museum.

37. Darogah Ohimun Lall, a leader amongst the
Jains and head of the Imarat or Public Works Depart-
ment, Jeypore.

38. Durga Pershad, a Loda Rajput and first Meteoro-
logical Observer.

39. Nathu Narain, a Kayasth, a member of the
Kayasth Congress, and second observer.

40. Sheo Pratap, a Kayasth,
and third observer.

41. Luchmi Narain, a Kayasth and treasurer. Medical
Department.

42. Babu Jogindra Nath Sen, many years president
of the Jeypore municipality.

43. Hospital Assistant Shib Lall,
Brahman.

Inexperienced.

reserve list, a

Indifferent qimlificationa.
service, Jhunjhnoo Dispensary. service.

44- Hospital Assistant Abdul Halim, a Mohamedan
Short service. ?f

four years' service. Pnrana-
Basti Dispensary.

45. Rao Bahadur Kantee Chunder Mookerjee, CLE.
Chief Member of Council, Jeypore, Brahman. ' '

' ''

46. Mr. Williams, Superintendent of Goals, Jeypore
for more than 25 years.

' '

47. Third Class Hospital Assistant Alimullah, a
Intelligent but very short Mohamedan and a reserve

hospital assistant

.
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48. Rajah of Klietri Bahadur. He holds a separate

estate from the British G-overnment.

49. Babu Mohendra Nath Sen, Member of Council,

.Teypore.

50. Eao Rajah of Sikar, a very largo landholder and
great noble in Shekhawati.

51. Bhatt Sri Krishen Ram Vaid, a Hindu physician

in Jeypore.

52. Vaid Anandi Lall, a Hindu physician in

Jeypore,

53. Swami Ram Narain, a Dadu-Panthi Yaid.

54. Gokul Das Attar, a dealer in perfumes and
apothecary.

55. Pandit Chimun Lall.

II.

—

Summary of Replies to Questions.

^Quotations a/re given to indicate the line ofnative thought

on the subject, and especially the position taken up hy

practitioners of the indigenous system of medicine.']

1. To what extent does the habitual use of opium
prevail amongst the Hindus, Mahomedans, and Jains

of Jeypore ; and what do you think is the proportion

of opium-eaters in each community in your district ?

Almost all agree that the orthodox Hindus use most,

then Mahomedans, and last of all Jains.

The last named take bhang instead. The estimates

vary from that of Thakur Hari Singh, a very experienced

resident of Shekhawati, viz., that 10 per cent, of the

young take opium, and after 60 years only 10 per cent,

do not use it ; and the opinion of Assistant Surgeon
Jalaluddin that in Jeypore 90 per cent, take it, down
to 10 and even 5 per cent., according to Hospital

Assistant Basat Ali and native doctor Ganesh Lall.

The majority give about 25 per cent.

In the Chomu district 75 per cent., according to

Hospital Assistant G-overdhun Dass, use opium or

poppy-heads. All agree that Marwaris use most.

In Sawai Madhopur, a fatally malarious district,

almost everyone is said to use opium. Hakim
Mohamed Azizuddin writes that 75 per cent, of the

Jeypore people take opium, and 40 per cent, of the

inhabitants of Delhi.
^

The Rev. G. Macalister, U. P. Missionary, a 20 years

resident of Jeypore, is informed that as a rule Hindus

and Jains take a little opium when they are over 40

years of age. The premier noble of Jeypore states

that all castes use it more or less. Chimun Lall, a

leader amongst the Jains, believes that 36 per cent, of

Jeypore people take it.

JSIathu Narain, a member of the Kayasth Congress,

gives the proportion at 25 per cent.

The Rao Rajah of Sikar gives one-tenth.

The Rajah of Khetri 8 per cent.

Babu Mohendra Nath Sen one-tenth.

Three Vaids state that Rajputs use it most.

2. Does such use, in your opinion, lead to any evil

results, as, for example, deterioration of health, neglect

of business, poverty, gambling, domestic unhappiness,

or sensuality P
. . , . .,

Eight reply " yes," without giving any details
;

several others add, " only if the opium-eater is badly
" fed, and especially if milk cannot be obtained";

others, again, write, " only in young persons "; the

most experienced observe that bad results only follow

its use in excess. ,,.,, o t j
The Rev. J. Macalister and Assistant Surgeon Jadu

Nath De do not think it leads to any of the results

mentioned. ,, ,

The Rev. J. Traill says, "not the use, the abuse

might." Hajl Mohamed Ali Khan, Member of Council,

considers the moderate use beneficial; Rao Bahadur

Kantee Ohunder Mookerjee, O.I.E., chief Member of

Council, writes, " to deterioration of health when
" used in excess. In moderation sickly men generally

" improve in health, as I have experienced. Poverty

" cannot be the result of opium, as the drug costs very

" little in Jeypore; nor is there any connexion with

" gambling. Nor can domestic unhappiness result,

" as it does not make people troublesome as with
" intoxicants, nor is sensuality a result." Hospital

Assistant Devi Lall thinks domestic unhappiness might

ensue from want of opium. Hospital Assistant Syed

Nur Khan says, " no, unless in the case oi sensualists

who in time may become impotent." Thakur Fateh

Singh thinks it leads to waste of time, poverty, and
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useless expenditure, but not to gambling, family
quarrels, or sensuality. He also says medlioines are of
no use to the opium-eater. Thakur Hari Singh
believes it leads to most of the results mentioned and to
a little petty theft. Rao Bahadur Gobind Singh agrees
with him, except that gambling and domestic unhappi-
ness are not traceable to it. The Hakims think it may
lead to idleness and poverty if the regular dose is not
taken ; and, according to the Chief Hakim SalimKhan,
if milk and certain condiments are not used with it.

He writes that " India is hot and the people phlegmatic,
" but opium is cool, hence it does not hurt them, as it

" would the inhabitants of cold countries. By it.sclf

" it does not lead to ill results. Chandu and madak
" may do so, because taken in bad company in shops."
Lala Samandar Karan says, " it leads to some neglect
" of business, but promotes perseverance in work. It
" causes obstinacy and readiness to be provoked." Mr.
Williams, Superintendent of the Gaols, says, " Many
" parts of the plant are useful, it is valuable as a pre-
" venlive of disease and against the effects of over-
" work." The Rajas of Khetri and Sikar think it is

hurtful to some extent, but the former says " it does
not lead to poverty or gambling." Babu Mohendra
Nath Sen believes that only excessive use is injurious.

The Vaids generally think it valuable in disease.

3. Does the moderate use of opium lead in any
considerable number of instances to excessive use ? Is

the tendency to increase greater or less than the same
tendency in moderate spirit-drinkers ?

Only two think the tendency is greater than in the

case of wine, viz., Babu Jadu Nath De and native
doctor Nursing Lall, but the latter adds, "wine
drinkers become insane or violent." Two of the
Hakims say, " wise men do not exceed," and also note
that if the regular doses are not taken of opium,
increase takes place.

The chief man says, " it does not increase, because
'
' opium is not a food, but the use of wine increases,
" because it is a food."

The Rev. G. Macalister can only recollect two
instances of men so seriously addicted to opium as to

be unfit for work. Thakur Pateh Singh thinks it a

matter of personal character, and that only thoughtless
persons exceed.
Haji Mohamed Ali Khan is much of the same opinion.

Rao Bahadur Kantee Ohunder Mookerjee thinks the
craving for drink becomes irresistible, and is much
more difficult to fight against than that of opium.

Others consider that all intoxicants lead to excess
when taken in company. Native Doctor Kassim Ali
says he once saw a sepoy who took an ounce of opium,
but a man who takes two or three ounces of spirit may
afterwards take two or three bottles.

4.— {a.) Do yon think the prohibition of opium, except
for purely medicinal purposes, would lead to an extended
use of alcoholic drinks or of bhang or of other drugs or
stimulants P (J.) Would you regard such substitution

of alcohol for opium (apart from the religious aspect
of the question) as against public or private morality
or as a disaster to the community ?

The reply of Babu Jadu Niith De perhaps best
summarises the general opinion :

" No ; liquor cannot
" replace opium, because the latter is taken by all
" without prejudice. Bhang, charas, ganja, or stimu-
" lants or drugs would not serve the purposes of
" opium. The use of liquor is disastrous to the com-
" munity and against public morality. In some classes,
" which have no religion prejudice against alcohol,
" opium might be superseded by it."

Female Hospital Assistant Barji Bai writes, " Spirit-
" drinking would be injurious, because it leads to
" poverty, irreligion (breach of worship), and disagree-
" ment amongst caste fellows." Others think bhang
would be taken. One man says, "wine is better."

Hospital Assistant Basat Ali says, " Wine would cost
" 4 annas, but opium costs only a pie, hence the man
" who eats the latter would suffer."

Some think arsenic or strychnine would be taken.

The Hakims think bhang and spirit would be used.
One is of opinion that moderate use of wine makes a
man fatter and more ruddy, whereas the opium-eater
becomes feeble and pallid. Some think nothing could
take the place of opium. Thakur Hari Singh says,
" Spirit would bs taken, which, even apart from
" religion, would be a groat disaster for Hindus."
Darogah Chimun Lai writes, " One habituated to wine
" becomes insolent as the number of doses increases
" more than opium." Two or three men think it

might be prohibited without danger, but add that
alcohol is most harmful.
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Eao Bahadur Kantee Ohundef Mookerjee says that

most certainly other things would be used. Bach class

vrOMd take those which are not against their religion;

thus Eajputs, Menas, Jats, Gujars, &c. would not take

spirit.

The poor would drink country wine ; the rich English

spirit ; Brahmins, Jains, and Musulmans would taite

bhang.
The former offer bhang to Mahadeva as prasad or

consecrated food, which they eat, because Mahadeva or

Shiva is' very fond of it. It is offered daily or on

special occasions. Alcohol would be disastrous to all.

The Eaja of Khetri says, " more harm and less profit

from alcohol." The Eao Eajah of Sikar, " Of course
" other drugs would be used, and alcohol would be a
" disastrous exchange." The Vaids all say wine would

not be a substitute, and its use would be disgraceful.

Paildit Chiman Lall, Jain, thinks it would not be

hurtful to the Jains. Gokul Das, apothecary, thinks

alcohol disgraceful, " because men would treat their

mothers and sisters like their wives."

Mr. "Williams believes prohibition would be a cniel

hardship to the poor. Babu Mahendra Nath Sen would

no 6 'like to see alcohol used instead.

5. Do you think the excessive use of opium is in-

creasing or diminishing p If increasing would it be

wise or useful for the State to interfere and stop the

growth of the poppy and use of opium except for

medical purposes.

On the whole, the opinion is that it is increasing.

Eao Bahadur Kantee Ohunder Mookerjee writes :
" It

" would not under present circumstances be wise to

" interfere or to bring it down to the limit of medical
" uses. A check would only be necessary if it were
" used inordinately." Several think it should only be

sold in licensed shops, others think only gradual

interference would be right as other drugs would be

used which are worse, and opium-eaters would suffer

very much. Babu Jadu Nath De deprecates inter-

ference as no evil results follow moderate use. One
writer would check sale of opium, but allow the poppy
to be used. Another, in giving the same opinion, adds
" without the poppy the poor are like the dead." All

the Hakims think it is increasing, but should not be

stopped without a substitute.

The chief one says " opium prevents bad air getting

into the body and as many natives live in a small space.
" Opium prevents the otherwise bad effects of bad air

getting from the body of one man into that of another."

Thakur Hari Singh thinks everything should be

stopped. One or two think the tax might be increased.

Mr. WUliams is of opinion that it has "not dimin-
" ished since the agitation began legarding opium."

The Eaja of Ivhetri thinks gradual interference

might be useful. The Eao Eaja of Sikar believes it

would be neither wise nor useful.

Babu Mohendra Nath Sen says, " it is not necessary."

Bhatt Sri Krishun Vaid says " to stop it would be
oppression."

Anandi Lai says that it would be disastrous. Pandit
Ohimun Lall that nothing could replace it. Swami
Earn Narain that opium-eaters would suffer from many
diseases, and G-okul Das " not for diseases, though
" useful for those who take it for other reasons."

6. Does excessive use of opium cause more or less

degradation and depravity in your experience than
immoderate drinkinp; as regards (1) Deterioration of

bodily health
; (2) Mental or moral degredation

; (3)

Domestic misery ; (4) Public decency ; or (5) the

frequency and kind of crime it leads to p

' Babu Jadu Nath De says " excessive use leads to
" the above results as in the case of the moderate use
" of wine, but less crimes are committed." Assistant

Surgeon Jalaluddin writes, "not more; opium-eaters
' arc generally innocent and commit no crimes, but
" become poor, humble, and talkative."

Devi Lai thinks it leads to those residts, except
unhappiness when the usual dose cannot be had. One
female Hospital Assistant thinks it worse than wine,

the other that opium makes men obstinate if used in

excess. A Musalman thinks liquor drinkers are not
thought bad men, whereas oj)inm-eaters are.

One says, " wine leads to breach of etiquette."

Hakim Mahomed Salim Khan thinks it not so bad as

wine, because the latter is taken in public shops and
so is disgraceful ; it is moreover expensive, oven in

moderation and leads to boldness, and so to crime.
The other Hakims say " opium does not lead to crime."

The Eeverend G. Macalister, the Eevevcnd J. Traill,

and Thaknr Gobind Singh, all think excessive use of

spirit much worse. Thakur Hari Singh says opium is

taken to prevent the use of spirit rather than this

contrary. Ohimun Lall says, " the opium-eater never
" commits such crimes as dead drunk tipplers."

Luohmi Narain says,
'

' opium-eaters are looked down
" upon by those who do not use the drug, they remain
" strong if they take butter and milK." Hospital

Assistant Abdul Halim says, " less in all ways, because
" spirit drinkers are more liable to brain and liver

" diseases and disorders of the digestive system,
" whereas opium-eaters only suffer from constipation."

Eao Bahadur Kantee Ohunder Mookerjee writes

thus :
" opium never produces the least degradation or

" depravity. It may make a man indolent or injure
" health, but not give rise to the sort of degradation
" experienced by immoderate drinkers, nor does it

" cause crime."

The general opinion is that excess is not as bad as

immoderate drinking.

Mr. Williams says, " in moderation adds to health,

" causes reflection and caution, a quiet home life, and
" does not lead to crime."

Babu Mohendra Nath Sen wi-ites, " the abuse is less

" harmful than the abuse of alcohol. It does no harm
" to the mental faculties."

Swami Earn Narain says, " those who find fault with
" opium are quite incorrect. It preserves the health
" and protects against insanity."

7. What effect in your opium (a) does the opium
habit have in the children of an opium-eater? (6) It

is well known that the children of spirit drinkers have

congenital tendency to drink, is any similar tendency

noted amongst the children of opium-eaters ?

Eeplies almost uniformly in the negative to both

questions. Several think a few children may be

weakened, and three or four that it has some effect in

making them like the drug. The Eev. G-. Macalister

says, "no desire for it in after years though very
" commonly given it when young."
Hakim Mahomed Salim Khan says, " opium does not

" nourish the body, hence the liking for it cannot be
" transmitted. Three Vaids think that the children
" may have a congenital tendency if the parents take

opium at the time of conception.

9. What is the quantity used in a month on an
average P

This question was imperfectly understood.

Some replying for the quantities used in their

district by the whole population, otliers for the indi-

vidual.

Thakur Gobind Singh says 32 grains a day are taken
by moderate eaters. Eao Bahadur Kantee Ohunder
Mookerjee writes, "they begin with a grain and may
" go to 8 grains, rarely to a tolah or 180 grains a day."

He himself takes IJ grains each morning and evening.

He began it 15 years ago for chronic diarrhtoa and has
not increased the dose. He has lost the diarrhoea.

He is now 59 and is equal to his duties. He has been
so benefited that he would recommend it to his friends

under similar circumstances. At 44 he was so disabled
that if be had not used opium, he would not have been
able to carry on his business, if life had not been cut
short altogether. He is, he adds, " a living instance
" of the benefit of opium in moderation to a man who
" is not physically strong."

10. Does the quantity taken always or often increase P

On the whole the answers are in favour of increase. A
few do not know. The Eev. G. Macalister believes
opium-eaters in India are very temperate in the use of

it and excess is the exception. The Eev. J. Traill has
known men useless until they gave it up altogether.
Rao Bahadur Kantee Chuuder Mookerjee says, ''

it
•' increases if sufficient guard is not taken."

Several reply that it is increased in the cold season
;

and others, after a long period. Swami Earn Narain
says, " wise men do not increase it."

11. At wliat age is the habit generally formed P

Eeplies gener.illy in favour of middle age, about 40
j-ears. A few say ignorant persons begin in youth for
pleasure. One says "it varies with temperament."
The President of the Jeypore Municipality says, "young
" men begin it for society, not for bad purposes."
Olhers say in old age; and one that some parents do
not give it up when their children grow up. Ono or
two say young men begin it for sexual purposes. Eao
Bahadur Kantee Ohunder Mookerjee says, " between 30
" and 40 as health and streugtli are then at a standstill
or are on the decline." Pundit Ohimun Lall says,
" the old arc in great need of opium."
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12. What are the reasons which usually induce

people to begin to take opium ?

For chronic diseases, for example :

—

Diseases of the lungs.—Catarrh, bronchitis, asthma,

phthisis. In cold and cough to dry up the seorotions.

Diseases of the digestive tract.—Dyspepsia, diarrhcoa,

dysentery, piles, colic, fistula in ano, flatulence.

Other affections,—I'alpitation of heart; insomnia,

paralysis.

Diseases of the eye, such as staphyloma, iritis, nycta-

lopia, and epiphora; earache; neuralgia, mental

derangement, diabetes. In poverty to " induce labour,''

weariness of old age. Villagers take it when tired and
sick, chronic pain of all kinds, grief, cold, exhaustion, to

prevent worry. Debility ; rheumatism, phlegmatic

diseases of all kinds. Stricture, gleet.

Spermatorrhosa and gonorrhoia. Tonng men take it

for sexual purposes, and rich men to delay emission.

Hakim Mohamed Salim Khan says, " to prevent
'

' emission and when the semen is thin." This is the

meaning attached to its use for sexual purposes.

It is taken for luxury, that is, because others do it at

feasts, especially amongst the Rajputs ; also as a stimu-

lant as beer and wine are taken in Europe. Rao
Bahadur Kantee Chunder Mookerjee writes, " when a
" man feels decline of health. There are cases in
' which it is taken, but very rare ones, merely as an
" intoxicant. Taken especially for dyspepsia, diarrhoea,
" disorders of the stomach and bowls, afleotions of the
" lungs and neuralgia."

Babu Mohendr*, Nath Sen, in addition to the above,

says, " it is used by the old to enable them to take rich
" food." Swami Bam Narain says, "also in some
" cases of diarrhoea which cannot be cured without it."

13. Do women use opium as much as men, or at all,

for the same purposes ?

B.eplies generally to the effect that much leas is used

and generally for diseases, old age, troubles, aud sorrow.

Thakur Fatteh Singh says it is thought improper in the

upper classes. One or two men think it is used by a

few bad characters for sexual purposes.

14. Do Mohamedans, Hindus, and Jains consider it

disgraceful to take opium habitually in moderate
quantities ? Is it contrary to their religion ? If so,

why?
Most of the Musulmans and less experienced Hindus

t.ay it is prohibited for the former because an intoxicant.

Only one or two consider that it is prohibited to Hindus
and Jains, but some especially note that the prohibition

is not so strict as in the case of wine. Moderation is

enjoined. One man says it is less disgraceful^ than

tobacco. Another that, though contrary to religion,

"Precepts are not practice," and opium can be eaten

privately. The Rev. J. Traill says, " I think not ; I have
" met references such as this, ' opium banishes care, so

" ' the name of God ought to ease the soul in trouble.'
"

The general idea is that, though prohibited to Musul-

mans, and, to some degree, on this account, disgraceful,

its use is tolerated, and in disease is allowable.

Rao Bahadur Kantee Chunder Mookerjee says, " nor
" at all ashamed, nor disgraceful, nor contrary to

" religion."

The Rao Rajab of Sikar t^ays that even Mahomedans
in his district' do not consider it disgraceful though

contrary to theif religion. The Vaids say " it concerns
" the Mahomedans."

16. Do persons who take opium habitually live longer

or shorter lives than others ?

Thirteen say " shorter." Thakur Fateh Singh says,

" weakens, but does not shorten life."

The liev. G. Maolistor has known old men habitually

using opium. The Rev. J. Traill is informed that they
" live to full age if well fed."

Rao Bahadur Kantee Chunder Mookerjee says,

" those who take it in moderation are likely to live

" longer."
Babu Jadunath De the same. Assistant Surgeon Jalal-

uddin the same, also Hospital Assistant Ganesh Lall,

who quotes a case in the Mayo Hospital of a woman
aged 100. Hospital Assistant Mahbub Khan says,

" JSTo, because it does not lead to sexual appetite, which
" shortens life." Thakur Hari Singh says, " longer if

" moderate in use."

Rao Bahadur Thakur Gobind Smgh says, no. liuch-

mi Narain writes, "live longer, my grandfather took
" half an ounce a day and lived to 85. My father was
" not in such good health, did not take opmm, and
" died at 69."

The Raja of Khetri says the people in his estate think
it the cause of long life, so does Babu Mohendra Nath
Sen.

16. Are they as liable to diseases as others or more
so?
Afew say "more," without comment. Babu Jadunath

De says, " they keep better health and do not suffer
" from diseases as others do." Hospital Assistant Devi
Lall observes "less liable, but do not recover from
" disease as easily as others." Hospital Assistant Syed
Noor Khan and Rao Bahadur Thakuran Gobind Singh
say the same. Also Thakur Hari Singh. Rao Bahadur
Kantee Chunder Mookerjee writes, " in moderate
" quantities protects less liable." Hospital Assistant
Abdul Halim observes, "less liable except to constipa-
tion," and Hospital Assistant Shib Lall, " more liable,
" because they are constipated," and Bagbhat says,
" no man can be attacked by any disease unless hti'has
" constipation."
Lala Samander Karan says, " less, but bear cold

'[ with difficulty." Hakim Mahomed Salim Khan
writes, in our medical book " Quarabini-Kabir," it is

noted that " in modern times, when used in a proper
" way, opium protects from many diseases and saves
" the health when failing." Hospital Assistant
Mahabab Khan, " less, because opium is hot and dry,
" and diseases prevail from humidity." Hospital
Assistant Mya Singh says, "they escape malarial fevers
" sometimes."

17. Do you think the use of opium protects against
any diseases or the effects of exposure to cold ? If so,

what diseases ?

2. Do the men who use opium habitually suffer

more or less than other people when they go from ,the

plains to the hills in India or to Europe during the cold
weather ?

,

Only six think it does not protect from cold. Only
one, a young man, from neither cold nor disoasa.

Question li has much the same meaning, hence most
repeat their answers hero.

In most cases it is said to protect against chest dis-

orders, rheumatism, and diseases of the digestive tract,.

The Hakims all agree in this ; one sayn, " of course
"

it protects. " I saw a traveller quite senseless from cold,
" I gave him opium, and ho got right at once." The
Rev. G. M.icalister says, "it protects against fever."

The Rev. J. Traill, '' fever and cholera." Thakurs
Gobind Singh, Patteh Singh, and Hari Singh, Haji
Mohamed Ali, Rao Bahadur Kantee Chunder Mookerjee
all agree that it protects from cold, but some say tho
dose must be increased. The Vaids say it protects
against cold, diseases, and against corpulency. In short
again'et disease of the phlegmonous humour.

18. Does the use of opium ever cause insanity p
'

Replifes nearly all in the negative. Two or three Say
it may increase. The native doctor says, " the want of it

" leads to foolishness." Hakim Mahomed Salim Khan
says, "no." Sheikh Buali Sena (Avicenna) aid Hakim
Ali

,
say that some kinds of mania are quite cured by

opium. The Hakim Azizuddin says, " no," but makes
people strong. Hakira Yusuf Khan says, " no, protects
" against it.' Darogah Chimiin La'U writes, " never
" become insane, though by excesses their morality is a
" little muddled."

19. Is opium frequently abused so as to cause death
or shorten life ?

Nine- reply in the affirmative without any proof.
Others say, " only when ab.ised."

Native doctor Snrfaraj writes, " men addicted to it

" never die." Hakim Azizuddin writes, " it is the
" antidote to death." The Rev. G. Macalister, "very
seldom." The Rev. J. Traill " often does so as a poison,
" but not BO often as other things."

Haji Mahomed Ali says, " it cannot shorten life."

Darogah Ohimun Lall "produces a mortiferous effect,
" causing an ultimate death iftaken abruptly in excess."

Durga Prasad writes, "if abused, danger of death
" when on the house top or beside a well."

20. Do Hindus, Mohamedans, or Jains ever use opium
in the belief that it increases sexual appetite, or for the
sake of restoring it when it is failing ? Do they use
other drugs for that purpose ?

Babu Jadunath De writes, " all classes believe it

" invigorates it and steadies the power when failing.
" They use other drugs and adopt many other practices
" for this purpose. Assistant Surgeon Jalaluddili
" writes to the same effect, but points out that it is not
" to restore it; many other drugs 'are used for. that
" purpose. Several say 'yes, but impotency ensues.'
" Those who know say, ' to prolong or retard emission,
" ' keep up the power, not used j'or appetite.' " AD
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App. I. the Hakims say this. Durga Prashad says, " it keeps
" it moderate and even preserves it if milk and rich

Jeypur. i, food are taken." Pundit Brij Balabh says, "this is

" the general belief."

Nearly all dwell upon the fact that other drugs are

used for ap])Otite. Rao Bahadur Kautee Cbunder
Mookerjee writes, " it is the general impression that
" excess impairs the sexual power. It has never been
" known to increase the appetite or restore the ]30wer
" when failing. As it improves the health, it may act
" indirectly in strengthening the power." The Vaids
think it is a matter for Mahomedans only.

21. Does the opium-eater become indecent?
Replies nearly all in the negative. Some say men

may become filthy in their persons, or ridiculous as

they nod in company. Chimnn Lall says, " not beyond
" humanity like a drunkard."

22. Would the h:ibitual use of alcohol or ganja, instead
of opium, be against public decency ?

All agree that alcohol and ganja are worse. One says,
" these would not be allowed before guardians or
" superiors." Others note that, while all intoxicants
lead to evil, the use of spirit is disgraceful, and a cause
of public shame and iDdecency.

23. What per-centages of persons are locked up or
brought before a magistrate on account of alcohol,

ganja, and opium respeclively.

Replies generally to the eH'ect that very few, if any,

are locked up for opium. A few commit petty thefts.

Rao Bahadur Kantee Chunder Mookerji says, " hundreds
" of cases for alcohol almost daily in large cities."

" Ganja makes men irritable, and so a man who takes
it may be very quarrelsome, and oifend his neighbours,
and so come before the magistrate, but not so frequently
as for alcohol. Instances are rarely known of such
cases in which opium-eaters are brought before the
magistrate on criminal grounds committed as caused
by opium."
Mr.Williams, Superintendent of the Gaols, says," none

from opium." The Rajah of Khetri writes, " opium-
" eaters are not brought before the magistrates.
" Ganja-smokers and spirit-drinkers aie." The Raja
of Khetri and the Rao Raja of Sikar say, " not opium,
" but hundreds of spirit drinkers." Mr. Williams has
not met a case in 25 years. Babu Mohendra Nath Sen
hardly remembers a case.

24. Is much crime traceable to the habitual use of

opium p If 60, what kind of crime ? Crimes of vio-

lence ? Of assault P Robbery ? Theft p House Tres-
pass, &c. ?

Rao Bahadur Kantee Chunder Mookerjee writes, " no
" crime is traceable to the habitual use of opium as
" the effect of opium-eating. No opium-eater was ever
" so charged. An opium-eater may rob as in the
" ordinary world, but not because he takes opium."
Rao Bahadur Govind Singh and the Raja of Khetri

say ,
" they do not commit crimes."

Nearly all say only a little petty theft or sell their

clothes to get opium. Mr. Williams does not recollect a
single case here in 2-5 years of gaol work.
Goknl Das, the apothecary, says, " opium-eaters can

" do all sorts of crimes." No one else holds this opinion.

He is cleai'ly a pessimist all round.

25. Does the person who habitually uses opium be-

come less useful in business, less powerful in body, less

active, or more stupid than before ?

Replies on the whole are that they do not if they use
the drug modei ately, and tal<e the dose regularly. The
Rev. G. Macalister knows many men " who use opium
" regularly, and they are certainly hard-working men."
Rev. J. Traill says, " the abuse of opium, as of any-

" thing, may lead to them."
Lala Samander Karan says, " they are less powerful

" and but get steadiness at work, not less stupid or useful
" up to 60 years." Others say " no, ifthey get good food,"
others that they are a little weary, or " Pinak " after

the effect is over. Durga Prasad also dwells on their

perseverance. Hakim Mahomed Salim Khan writes,
" improper use of bread is even dangerous. Opium-
" eaters are less active, &c. if they do not take milk."
The Rao Raja of Sikar says, " those who use opium

" before .30 years of age may become so."

Swami Ram Narain writes, " not all men are wise,
" nor are all fools."

27. Are children given opium in your district, and, if

so, for what purposes, and for how long P

Babu Jadu Nath De says, " by the rich to ward off
" diseases, such as rheumatism, catarrh, fevers, diarr-
" hooea j and by the poor, in addition, to keep the

" children asleep and quiet, and so relieTe their mothers
" Given in all Rajputana, cases of death from overdose
" on lecord. Baneful custom, as it causes atrophy,
" constipation, fever, &c. The principal cause of
" infantile mortality here."

The opinions of all are much th-j same.
It is given from the third or fourth month to the

second, third, or fourth year. Haji Mahomed Ali Khan
says, " it is given to make them suck, as those who use

opium like milk."
Darogah Chimun Lall says, " it saves them from the

'• effects of the atmosphere, and imparts a general
" warmth ; and a steady growth."

It is given for bjwel complaints and teething.

Hakim Mahomed Salim Khan says, " it keeps them from
" the bad air of the world."

28. What are the practices and rules in your own
caste or community as regards opium, ganja, alcohol,

&c. ?

Babu Jadunath De says, " opium is used for disease

;

" bhang as a luxury by the rich, alcohol, for 30 years
" past, previously unknown, has committed havoc
" equally amongst all classes and ranks."
Assistant-Surgeon Jalaluddin says, "it is not pro-

" hibited to Musulmans, whereas if alcohol falls on a
" cloth the piece should be cut out and burned."
The Rajputs use it at festivals. Prosono Kumar says,

" he who uses alcohol is outcasted, but they take opium
" and ganja."
Opium, according to others, is not like spirit as it

may be used publicly. The Rev. G. Macalister believes
that opium-eaters are very temperate in India ; excess
is the exception. The Rajputs all say it is not pro-
hibited. Darogah Chimun Lall says, "it is a, matter of
])ersonal opinion." Babu Jogendre Nath says, " wine
only is prohibited." Rao Bahadur Kantee Chunder
Mookerji says, " opium is not prohibited in his caste.
" Ganja is looked upon as sacred, as Shiva is in favour
" of it."

Alcohol is prohibited except to worshippers of Sakti
or Kali, who use it on certain occasions, but if this
religious purpose leads to excess, as at times it may do,
it becomes discreditable ; almost all Brahmans before
going to a feast sharpen their appetites by taking
bhang in solution with almonds, pepper, and sugar.
The Vaids bay alcohol is forbidden, but opium is used by
all.

Pandit Chimun Lall says, "intoxicants are prohibited
" amongst Jains."

III. Letter from Rao Raja Madho Singh, Bahadur of
Sikar, to the Residency Surgeon, Jeypore.

Dated Sikar, the 15th December 1893.
I WAS glad to receive your letter of the 7th August

last, in addition to a number of question ])aptrs aneut
the advantages and disadvantages, &o. of the use of
opiurn, with a request to let you know my personal
experience thereon, as well as those of u, certain num-
ber of prominent Seths and Sahukars residing within
my territory.

In the first instance I must apologise for the long
delay that has occurred, as I had to refer the questions
from capable persons throughout my Stale, and I am
sure you will agree with me, what a diflacult task it is
to deal with a prejudiced community, whose suspicion is
susceptible to be easily roused on questions affecting
their everyday life business, and how much more
diflficiilt it is then to elicit true and correct answers
from its members separately and individually.
As regards my personal self, I have to say that I

have never tasted opium in whatsoever shape during
my life, and I feel it, therefore, to be a, great disadvan-
tage to speak with any weight on the use and abuse of
opium consumption.
However, on the whole, I can say so far that the

moderate use of opium is extended to a. great extent in
Rajputana, without deteiiorating in the majority of cases
either the physical or mental capacities of consumers.
Among the Rajput community opium-eating (mode-
rately) is not considered either a disgrace or reproach,
but is rather enjoyed openly in festivals, and visitors
are welcomed often with a request to partake therein.
This custom is not so prevalent iu Shekhawati, as it is
in Western Rajputana and Bikanir.
A habitual moderate consumer is very seldom liable to

the commission of a crime for the reason of his being
addicted to opium, or, in other words, there must be
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some other provocative causes for the man when he
commits a wrongful act, to which his dose of opium
may be attributed to have been a supplement, but the

latter itself single-handed can rarely be seen to bo
the cause (i.e., the primary cause) of such actions, as is

often the clisg with alcohol or strong liquors. It is not

the supply of opium thxt renders a consumer a danger
to the public. Even his successive failure to obtain the
article at the appointed hour, hardly leaves him suffi-

cient vigour and energy to cause the breach of public

peace, although such failures when prolonged have
been observed to be deleterious to him physically.

It would consequently be a severe^nay, even unbear-
able^—hardship to the great majority of consumers be-

longing to the present generation of limited means and
incomes, either to prohibit the use wholesale among

them or render the commodity more difficult to tbeir

approach. As it is yet doubtful and not easy to say
what wholesome and beneficial results will such out-
ward interference bring to them, it is still harder to

premise its effect on the world at large ; now buried on
the womb of futurity.

It is invidious to make a comparison, but, however, it

can be said that opium-eating is less injurious than
strong spirit in all its bearings, and an opium-eater will

hardly choose any other intoxicant.

An immoderate use of almost all intoxicants has been
generally found to be notoriously mischievous, and
opium cannot be said with fairness to be an exception to

the rule.

I have now the pleasure to enclose papers in answer
to the list of questions sent to me.

App. I.

Jeyptir.

APPENDIX II. Apr. II.

Jeypur.

Analysis (handed in by Surgeon-Lieutenant-Oolonel Hendley, C.I.E.) of the Cases of 4,409 opium eaters in

Jeypore, showing the causes which led to their use of the drug in 1893.

Taken in 1893 by Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel
Hendley, C.I.E.

&ENEaAL Diseases.

Class A.—Cholera - - 6
Dysentery - 92
Malarial fevers 480
Syphilis and

gonorrhoea - 92

„ C.—Debility, fa-

tigue -

Relief of pain
and old age -

„ D.—Rheumatic af-

fections - 213
All other gene-

ral diseases - 8

Sex.

670

927

221
1,818 41-23 per cent.Total general diseases

LoOAL Diseases.

Diseases of nervous system - 82
„ the eye - - 72

,, ear, nose, and circu-

lation - - 19

Diseases of the Respibatory System.

Asthma
Catarrh and bronchitis
All others - . -

- 451
- 239
- 38

728

Diseases of Digestive System.

Diarrhoea - - - - 139
Dyspepsia - - 128
Piles - - - - 120
All others - - - 62

449

Diseases of the urinary system 11

,, generative system 63

,, organs of loco-"]

motion ' L iQl
Connective tissue, skin, and

[

injuries - - -J

Total local diseases - 1,535 or 34-81 per cent.

Unclassified.

Taken as a slight exhilarant "|

following the example of >

friends. J

Substitution for other drugs

Total unclassified -

For sexual purposes
Unknown . . -

Grand total - - - 4,409

878
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to be hereafter communicated, and will examine
witnesses at Ajmere.

,
The branches of the inqnijy to

be made by it which concern the native States are :

—

(1.) Whether, if the production and use of opium for
non-medical purposes are prohibited throughout
British Indifl,, such prohibition could be extended
to the native States

;

(2.) The nature of the existing arrangements with' the
native States in respect of the transit ofjapium
through British territory, and whether those
arrangements could be, with justice, terminated

;

and
(3.) To what compensation would the native States

be fairly entitled in the event of measures of
prohibition being adopted.

2. On these questions the Government of India are
most anxious that the interests of the native States
should not bo overlooked, and that a full expression of
their views should be placed before the Commission.
They desire, therefore, that the Durbars may be invited
to nominate witnesses regarding the matters mentioned
in the preceding paragraph and any others to which
the Durbars may wish to call attention in connexion
with the opium question. Please explain all this per-

sonally* to the
* If more convenient the Durbar(s), and in such manner

explanation may be ftiven „„ t. nvnlrl Pfni+.i'ncr nnnppoo
orally to a trustworthy Vakil '^^ ™ avoia exciting unneces-
or agent of the Durbar. sary alarm, for it iS quite

possible that the inquiries of
the Commission may lead them to recommend no
interference which the Durbar(s)
could object to. Our object is to enable the Commission
to inform themselves fully on the whole subject,

regarding which thei'e is much misapprehension in

some quarters.
3. If the Durbar(s) would like

any members of the Commission to visit

and make inqitiries on the spot, please let me know.
I am inclined to think that it would be sufficient to send
witnesses to give evidence at Ajmere, but if the
Commission should wish to visit

I suppose the Durbar(s) would not object to invite

them. In any case they can hardly have time to ^isit

many States.

4. I should be glad if you could furnish me as soon as

possible with full information up to the present date
regarding :

—

(1.) The extent of poppy cultivation in

(2.) The production of opium in

(3.) The local consumption and export.

(4.) Revenue derived by the Durbars from opium,
either directly or otherwise.

(5.) The nature of the agreem.ent under which the

drug is exported through British territory

from
(6.) Compensation to which the State(s)

would, in your opinion, be entitled if the produc-

tion of opium were stopped or its export

prohibited.

A memorandum with statistics under these heads

would be useful to the Commission.

No. 3462 I.

Prom the Undee Secebtary to the Goveenment op

India, Foreign Department, to the Agent to tue
Goveenor-Geneeal in Eajputana.

SiE, Dated Simla, the 5th October 1893.

I AM directed to reply as follows to the several

inquiries made in your letter. No. 3732-G., dated the

22nd September 1893, regarding the Royal Commission
on opium :—

(1.) The Commission is not likely to visit Eajputana

before the end of November next, and the probable

date of their arrival aD Ajmere will be communi-
cated to you when the Comniission have definitely

settled the course of their tour.

(2.) Colonel Abbott may be nominated to give evi-

dence before the Oommision as you propose.

(3.) The list of subjects enumerated in paragraph 4

of the circular, which forms an enclosure to your

letter under reply, is approved.

2. I am to say that it will be convenient if a draft of

the evidence to be given by Colonel Abbott can be pre-

pared in advance and forwarded to the Government of

India for their information.
I have, &c.

A. Williams,

Under Secretary to the Government
of India.

ExTriACT from a demi-ofl&oial letter, dated 11th Nnvem-
lier 189:^ from Colonel H. B. Abbott, Resident,
Western Rajputana States, to Lieutenant S. F.
Bayluy, First Assistant to the Agent to the
Governor-General, Rajputana.

I SUBMIT a list of queries to be sent to Durbars with.a
note explanatory of them which, I think, embraces all

points.

When replies are received may I ask to be furnished
with an epitome for all the States in the form Mr,
Dhunjishah is now preparing. The note is intended in
whole or part for the use of political officers to draw
their attention, and through them the attention of
Durbars, to the serious importance of the subject. If
there be anything in the queries which looks like

begging a question, I hope the phraseology will be
altered, as it would be well to avoid even the appearance
of endeavouring to influence the Durbars in their state-

ment of the case, for we only wish to assist them in

understanding the matter and patting it fairly before
the Commission.

Colonel Trevor gave me to understand that my duty
in connexion with the Commission would be only to
place all the information received and produce the
witnesses sent before the Commission, and he made no
mention of my giving actual evidence myself, but if the
Government of India in the Foreign Department think
it desirable, T propose introducing myself to the
Commission by making the following statement.

App. IV.

Bajpulana.

Note on Opium,

/ 82588.

We are called upon to consider

—

(i.) If the production and use of opium for other than
„ , ,., . medical purposes could be
Nature 01 the urquiry, i -i -j, i . ^^ • ,

prohibited m Rajputana

;

(ii.) The nature of the existing arrangements with
the Rajputana States in respect to the transit of
opium through British India, and if these could
with justice be terminated

;

(iii.) What compensation would the native States be
fairly entitled to in the event of measures of
prohibition being adopted.

2. Under the firstheadwe have to ascertainwhat amount
of opium is produced in Rajpii-

oJ p?ohibiiion,"'
'^P''*^^*'""-^ tana, which means what is the

area under poppy growth P

What is its yield ? The above information has been
received froni some States, others have yet to supply it

;

and in the case of all it is necessarj' for the statistics

to be uniform, i.e., to be for the same term of years,
and all in British measures and weights (i.e., maunds
and seers, acres, &c.) It should also bo stated if the
areas have been ascertained by survey or appraisement,
and if they include alienated lands as well as Khalsa
lands. Further, it is necessary that if there be any
discrepancy, as compared with figures before furnished,
it should be explained. The official or officials who
supply this information should appear as witnesses on
these points before the Commission. In the case of
Jhallawar (and other States which possess such docu-
ments), a chart of crops might he produced before the
Commission to show at a glance how large a portion
of the irrigated area is devoted to the poppy. Next,
there is the use of opium, in which must be included
all preparations from it and the poppy plant. Culti-

vating witnesses should be examined as to the various
uses the plant is put to, and they, together with members
of the more important castes, and a representative to

speak on behalf of the remaining population, should be
called on to state

—

(a.) The uses they make of opium in its different forms,
such as "amal" and "amal pani," "post," and
so on;

(6.) To what extent the above are taken by them
;

(c.) By whom {i.e., men, women, and children) i

(d.) On what occasions, and for what purpose?
;

(e.) Their ideas of the effects ; and

(f.) If they could well manage without them.

These persons would afterwards appear as witnesses
before the Commission. For Jhallawar I would suggest
that some stalwart Sondhia, Mewati, and Rajput lum-
berdar^ and patels should be among the witnesses
selected.

It then remains, under the first head, for the Durbar
to state if it be possible to prohibit the production , and
use of opium except for medical purposes, andj if so, by
what means it could best be done.

""'3
c'"'
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Bajputona,

Tlieve fid ufc deem Lu bo anything to inquire

about from Durbars under
^Mtlu•e of existinj: arrangcv , -, , -, ,„i,- v, „_

mcnts in respect of transit the seoond head, which ap-

Ihrouf^li British India, inul pos-

sibility of teriiiinatlng llu-ni.
pears to refer to the arrange-

ments by which all o]>ium

for export through British India has to pay duty at the

scales. The justice of eitlier prohibiting all e.xport or

attaining the same end by considerably raising the

present duty is a matter for Government to conKider.

I know that for years past traders ha\-e petitioned to

have the duty lowered.

4. The third head is a very important one for the

Durbars. It will oblige them
Compensatiou in the event of

jq j^-igj carefully think out
Drolii'iition In-inir dccitleu on. ,- ,

i> . i „luuiii ii,.u b the presentvalueot the poppy,

and of opium in all its forms, to them and their subjects,

and the loss which will be incurred Ijy them and their

snbjectR if the poppy all but disappears as a crop,

and opium and its preparations liecome practically

non-existent articles of trade and consumption.

The value of tho poppj' plant in addition to the opium
prod uced consists of its young

V.liie of poppy and opmni.
j^^^^^ ^^^^ .^^ ,^ vegetable, its

seed and heads, and the preparations made from them.

Tho value of opium extends to the preparations made
from it.

Loss will be direct and indirect. Among indirect

losses should be included
Lo^s, direct, and indirect. ^j^^^g jjj^pjy j.^ ^^^^^ f^.^^^

chano-es in the course of trade and in social habits con-

sequent on deprivation of an article of commerce and

o-enoral consumption. Pecuniary loss will be felt by

(1) the Durbars, (2) jagirdars and all holders of alienated

lands where poppy is grown, (.3) by cultivators in both

Khalsa and alienated lands, and (4) by traders.

For Durbars pecuniary loss will mean

—

(a.) Diminution of land revenue, i.e., the difference

in demand on lands a.s-
Lossforliurbars. ^^gg^^ g^j. p^^ppy ^^^^^^

and on such lands when poppy crops are replaced

by other crops, irrigated or unirrigated.

The proportion, viz., 25 per cent., given by the

Jhallawar Durbar as the difference above referred to is

believed to be under-estimated, judging by the estimates

for the Central India States and by the revenue rates

given in the settlement report.

(6.) Loss in customs.

(c.) Loss in excise.

Note.—Where mixed excise contracts are given, care

should be taken, in estimating what portion belongs to

opium, to include all its preparations.

The estimate of 1,000 out of 7,100 given by Ulwar is

believed to be too low, as in the Punjab it is considerably

higher. Reference to former receipt books of contractors

should aid in arriving at a fair estimate.

The losses touched on above are direct.

Indirectly there may be further loss in the revision

of revenue rates and customs dues.

For holders of alienated lands losses may be suffered
under any or all of the heads

Loss for lagirdars.
^j^^^^ mentioned.

The pecuniary loss to cultivators will be directly the
, . ^ difierenoe in profit between

jjoss lor cultivators. .

,

j i. ^the poppy crop and whatever
other crop is likely to replace it. By profit is meant the
margin over expenses of cultivation.

Indirectly the cultivator will lose his credit ; in other
words, he will have to supply capital to make good that
loss.

Traders.—Their direct loss will be in the traffic in

, , t , opium and in the stocks
Loss for traders.

i
•

i -n i ,twhich will remain unsaleable.
Indirectly they too will suffer in credit and by the dis-
organisation of their business. Connected with these
traders there are the Manotidars of Jhallawar and the
Bohras of other States, the recognised agricultural
bankers or supporters of the cultivators, whose business
will suffer considerably.

5. When all the losses pointed out above and any
others that may occur to the Durbars have been carefully
estimated, the Durbars might state what compensation
they consider they and their subjects would be entitled
to. Theii- estimates should embrace any expenditure
to be incurred in prohibitive measures, in revisions of
land revenue or customs, tarifl", and such like. The

political oflHcers should
to check record their opinion as to

the reasonableness of ^ho
Dnrbar'B estimateB.

G. Medical t:stiiuoiiy is wanted to show the ellbcts

Medical testimony.
«f

f'^
Consumption of opium

and its preijarations, ana il

has been suggested that Surgeon Colonel Hendley
should b^ invited to appear as a witness. The chief

medical officer, I believe, has been asked by the Agent
to the Governor-General to appear himself, and he
might be consulted and asked to invite the evidence of

such medical officers, both European and native, as he
considers best qualitied to give an experienced opinion

on the subject.

7. This note goes over

General observation-.

Importance of liic snbjcct.

Selection ef witnesses.

Political olficers

Durbar eatimates.

old ground in part, and is

length}-, but the great im-
portance of tho matter to

Kajputana warrants it.

8. Prohibition can only be called for if it is understood
that the consumjition of opium in Rajputana is excessive,

most harmful to the i)opulatiou, jrhysically and morally-,

itnd can be put down with ease and at little expense.

If, on the other hand, excess be rare, the habit be not

only harmless, but beneficial
Need of prompt and careful

; jf j^ i^g ascertained that
preparation. ,•,,• ij i j.

prohibition would be most
difficult and would involve heavy expenditure, it is

urgently necessary, in the interest of the Durbars, that

undeniable proof of this being the case should be ready
to be laid before the Commission when they visit

Kajputana. Their visit will most probably take place
next Jiiiiuaiy, and it is high time for the Durbars to

realise that without careful and prompt preiiaration they
may not be in the best possible position to jirove their

case by laying full information and sending capaljle

witnesses to give evidence on all points before the

Commission.
9. There need not be fresh witnesses for each branch

of the subject, as the same
witnesses may be conversant

^vith more than one, but intelligent and experienced
non-official witnesses are wanted as well as officials.

10. I projjose that all witnesses be examined at head-
f|uarters hj the Durbars with the aid of political officers,

and that the written replies of the Durbars to the
questions asked of thein be based on the information
which these witnesses supply. These same witnesses
should, of course, be sent to appear before the Commis-
sion, and should reach A.jmere a week in advance of it

in order that I may become acquainted with all, and see
if each one understands on what points he is required
to give evidence.

11. A list of all witnesses selected should be sent as

,„ , . , , , soon as iiossible, giving their
*Sec list of queries appended. ^

, ^i, P
names, caste, profession, or

office, their standing, whether they know English, and
the points on whicli they are to give evidence.*

(Signed) H. B. Abbott,
Lieut. -Colonel.

A.bu,
Dated 12th November 1893.

Questions to Witness.

1. What is the area in acres under pojipy in Khalsa
and alienated lands taking tho
average for the past five

years '

2. How have you arrived at those figures, by survey
records or appraisement
(" Nazari " or " Andazi ") p

3. What is the out-turn of opium, in British m.aunds
and seers, of the above
area ?

4. How is your calculation
made.

Note.—If figures now given do not agree with those
furnished before, the difference should be explained.

5. If the cultivation of the poppy in above tireas
were prohibited what crops
would most likely take its

place, irrigated or unirri-
gated ?

6. What would be the diminution in the revenue
demand, consetjuent on the
substitution of the above
crops for the poppy? Give

hgures to show on what your calculation is based.

7. Would the stopping of poppy cultivation
necessitate a revision cf
revenue rates or at least of
irrigated rates ?

Revenue olficials.

Uevenue olficials.

Revenue officials.

Revenue officials.

Revenue olficials,

dars, patels, one
lar^e jagidar.s (

managers.

lumber-
or two
V then-

Revenue officials and one or
t wo jagidrars or managers.

Revenue officials and one or
two jagirdars or inanager.s.
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8. In that casG what loss in revenue T."ould be en-

tailed, and what expenditure
incurred in completing the
revision p Give figures.

and export of opium be pro-
hibited what will DC the loss in
customs to the Durbar, to

jagidars, and other holders of
Give figures to explain your calculation.

Revenue officials and oin> or
two jafiirdars or maiiageis.

9. If the production

Customs officials aiul one 01*

two great jagidars.

villages i

10. "Would the above prohibition require a revision of
„ 1 „ ,p •

,
the customs tarilF, and whatCustom officials. -j 1. xi i-i 1 1. ,.would be tho likely result ot

such revision, i.e , would it result in recovery in part
or in further loss of revenue ? In either case liow much
would be lost or recovered P Give details to explain
your reply.

11. If the consumption of opium and it preparations

„ ^ ,„ .
,

be prohibited, what would be
Customs officials. j-i, ithe Joss 111 excise.

Where necessary give your reasons for calculating
that the specified loss would be incurred in respect of

opium out of a mixed contract for all drugs.

12. "What is the dift'erence in profit on the cultiva-

,„ . , , , ,
tiou of tho poppy and the

Kevenue officials, uatels, and „iV>Q.. „,.«„,. ^u^nV, ,.,;ii „„ i ,
lumberdars. otner crops wnicn will replace

it P Give figures to explain
your reply.

13. Would there be a loss in credit if poppy cultiva-

_ „. . , , , , tion was stopped P If so, in
Revenue officials, patels, and „t,„^ „,„ „„„ij „j-j. u

lumbeidars. ^"at way could credit be
revived P

14. Fully detail what would be your loss as an
,

opium merchant if the pro-
duction and export of opium

were stopped.

15. Could you to any extent compensate yourself by
other business P If bo, how

Traders.
and to what extent p

16. What would be you loss if your cultivators were
forbidden to grow the poppy P

Give details,

17. What uses do you make the poppy plant from

T, t , , ,, J fl''st to last P
Fatels, lumbcrdars.

18. What employment do yon and you family get
out of the cultivation of the
poppy P

do .the members of your caste

Manotidars and bohras.

Field labourei-s.

19. Ill what form
consume opium ?

Consumers.

Consumers.

20. Do men, women, and
children alike take it p

21. What proportion of the

caste takes it.

22. What jiroportion, if any, of the persons whom
you have mentioned above as.

Consumers. •: , .
*. i -i. a.taking opium, take it to

excess ?

23. How often is it taken a day, and how much at a
time ?

Consumers.

24. What are the special occasions and purposes for

„ which it is '.aken, and is it
Consumers. . i t , , , ,

considered absolutely neces-
sary to take it at these times ?

25. What are its usual effects on those who take it.

„ in moderation ?
Consumers.

26. "What would be the result on the habits and!

customs and physical condition
of your caste if opium could

not be procured except as medicine P

Consumers.

General Note.

In all cases present figures should be compared and
reconciled with former ones.

Questions 10 Witnesses.

1. What is the area in acres under poppy in Khalsa.

and alienated lands, takinj^ the
Revenue officials. average for the past five years P

2. How have you arrived at those figures, by survey,,

records, or appraisement ('' Nazari " or " Andazi ") e

Revenue officials, lambardars,
patels. one or two laixc jagirdars
or their managers.

Revenue officials and one
two jajfirdurs or managers.

3. What is the out-turn of opium, in British mauiidH
and seers, of the above area P

4. How is your calculation made P

5. If the cultivation of the poppy in above areas
were prohibited what crops
would most likely take its

place, irrigated or un-
irrigated?

6. What would bo the diminution in the revenue
demand, consequent on the
substitution of the above
crops for the poppy ? Give

figures to show on what your calculation is based.

7. Would the stopping of poppy cultivation necessi-

tate a revision of revenue rates or at least of irrigated
rates ?

8. In that case what loss in revenue would be en-
tailed, and what expenditure incurred in completing
the revision P Give figures.

9. If the production and export of opium be pro-
hibited what will be the loss

two'gSia^^alr"
"'"''' P ?T''^>^

^o the Durbar, to

jagirdars, and other holders 01

villages P Give figures to explain your calculation.

10. Would the above prohibition require a revision

of the customs tariff, and what would
Custom, officials.

^^ ^-^^ ^-^g^^ ^^^^j^ ^f ^^^^ revision,

i.e., would it result in recovery in part 01 in further
loss of revenue P In either case how much would be
lost or recovered P Give details to explain yoTir

reply.

11. If the consumption of opium and its preparations
be prohibited what would be the loss in excise ?

(Where necessary, give your reasons for calculating

that the specified loss would be incurred in respect of

opium out of a mixed contract for all drugs.)

12. What is the dilference in profit on the cultivation

of the poppy and the other crops
which will replace it? Give
figures to explain your reply.

13. Would there be a loss in credit if poppy cultiva-

tion was stopped ? If so, in what way could credit be
revised p

14. Fully detail what would be your loss as an opium
merchant if the production and

Traders.
export of opium were stopped.

15. Could you to any extent compensate yourself by
other business? If so, how and

Trailers.
to what extent P

16. What would be your loss if your cultivators were
_, ,• , J I. ,. forbidden to grow the poppy ?
Maustidars and bohras. rt- j j. -i ° l ri w

Give details.

17. What uses do you make of the poppy plant from
Patels and lambardars, first to last P

18. What employment do you and your family get

,,.,,,, out of the cultivation of the
I'leld labourers. ..

poppy .-^

19. In what form do the members of your caste con-

Consumers, sume opium P

20. Do men, women, and children alike take it P

21. What proportion of the caste take itP

22. What proportion, if any, of tho persons whom
you have mentioned above as taking opium, take it to

excess ?

23. How often is it taken a day, and how much at a

Consumers. time r

24. What are the special occasions and purposes for

which it is taken, and is it considered absolutely neces-

sary to ta'ke it at these times P

25. What are its usual effects on those who take it in

moderation P

26. What would be the result on the habits and
customs and physical condition of your caste if opiuuu

could not be procured except as medicine ?

.Vpp. IV.

Bajputuna.

Revenue officials, patcl:i,

and lambardars.

Agent to the Govebnor-General's Camp, Ajmere,
29th November 1893.

From the First As.sistani AoiiiST 10 the Gov].;rnok-

GiSNEEAL, Bajptitana, to all PoLixrcAi UFricEES iiii

Rajpntana.

In continuation of the correspondence ending withi

my demi-ofBcial letter of 28tb t^eptember 1893, I aroi

.3 2
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App. it. requested by the Officiating Agent to the G-overnor-
,

—

-

G-eneral to send you copies of a note drawn up by
Kaiputana. Colonel Abbott, resident, Western Kajputana States,

who has been selected to represent the Kajputana
Agency before the Royal Commission on Opium for the
guidance of Durbars and political officers in collectinp;

the evidence to be i;iven at the Rajpatana sittings of the
Commission. These sittings will probably take place
at Ajmere and Jeyporo in the last 10 days of January
next, but the plans of the Commission may subsequently
undergo alteration. As at present arranged, the
Commission will Ije at Jeypore for part of the 24th
January^ and at Ajmere from 20th to 2.4th idem. It is

possible that during this time sub-committees may
visit Oodeypore and Jodhpore.

Mr. E. M. Dane, C.S., the officer selected by the
Government of India to advise local administrations in

the matter of preparing for the itiquiry to be held by
the Opium Commission, has had an opportunity of
seeing the previous correspondence on that sul)ject in
this office, and has pointed out that the great im-
portance of the inquiry to Kajputana, and the equally
great importance of the evidence to be given by native
States before the GommiBsion, lias apparently not been
fully appreciated. He remarks that the present inquiry
differs widely from any that have been previously insti-

tuted. On its results depend the future of the opium
industry in native States as it has to report not only
whether the production and sale of opium in British
India should be prohibited, but whether such prohibi-
tion should be extended to native territory, and on
what terms, if any, the existing arrangements with
native States in regard to tlie transit of opium could
with justice be terminated. Further, the Commission
has to assess the com])ensatiou to which, in the event of
prohibition being adopted, native States would be fairly

entitled. 'I'his being the case, it is needless to tay that
Kajputana is vitally interested in the inquiry, and it is

obviously of the first importance, not only to Eajputana
but to India as a whole that the true facts regarding
the production and consumption of opium in the Eajpu-
tana States shoidd be clearly and effectively placed
before the Commission. It must be remembered that
facts which are notorious to political officers in Eajpu-
tana may ]>e totally unknown to some members of the
Commission, and no effort should be spared to enlighten
such members. The evidence to be given by selected
political and medical officers will have to be sujiple-

mented by that of natives of rank and influence, whose
statements on the consumption question is bound to

carry more weight than that of Europeans. Such
witnesses should, as far as possible, represent all

interests concerned, and should be selected from the
official, cultivating, trading, and consuming classes, and
it is hoped that some of the leading jjnobles in the
Eajjiutana States may be induced to come forward in
person.

In order that the question of selecting witnesses may
receive the attention it deserves, it is absolutely neces-

sary that Durbars should be fully informed (where this
has not been done already) of the real scope of the
inquiry which the Commission has been appointed to
make, and should be invited to nominate witnesses
without delay. Special care is needed in the CHse of
Durbar,-; in opium-jiroducing States, such as Meywar,
Kotah, and Jhallawar, in order that the witnesses sent
to represent these States before the Commission may
be able to adequately show what are the true facts
I'egarding area under cultivation, uumlier and caste of

cultivators, out- turn of poppy and opium, local consump-
tion, export, course of trade, extent of mercantile
interests involved, connexion of the State (if any) with
the ojiium trade, and the revenue of all kinds con-
nected with opium which is enjoyed by the States and
their feudatory jagirdars. The groat feudatories and
petty chiefs in some of the States need particular con-
sideration in connexion with the inquiry, and there
should be no lack of evidence both official and non-
official, to prove before the Commission the full extent
of their rights and interests in opium. Another point
of special importance is that the Commission will
require estimates of compensation, which would be due
in case of prohibition, to have been drawn up not by
political officers but by the Durbars themselves, with the
])olitical officers' opinion as to their correctness. Durbars
should be induced, therefore, to lo.se no time in going
thoroughly into the subject, and in preparing the esti-

mates required with full details to show how the
amounts of compensation estimated arc arrived at.

Colonel Prideanx hopes that the foregoing remarks
and the suggestions and observations made by Colonel
Abbortt in his note enclosed will suffice to indicate the
urgent need of energetic and early action in preparing
for theO])ium Commission and the lines on which such
action should be taken. He will be glad to hear at an
early date what witnesses the Durbars have selected

;

whether arrangements can be made for their examina-
tion locally as suggested by Colonel Abbott, and
whether it will be practicable to have them ready in
Ajmere about a week in advance of the Commission's
arrival there. He will also be glad to receive as soon
as possible a record of the statements made by these
witnesses at the local examination and the Durbar's
own estimate of compensation which would be due to it

in the event of prohibition, with your opinion as to its

correctness.

I am to request that coiiies of all correspondence on
the above-mentioned subject may be sent direct to
Colonel Abbott, as it is important that that officer should
receive early intimation of your proceedings, and of
the action which the Durbar ]iroposes to take.

I have, &c.

S. F. Baylev,
First Assistant Agent to the

Governor-General.

App. V.

Karauli.

APPENDIX V.

Communications addressed to the Commission by (a) the Maiiakaja of Karauli and (h) the Maiia Eawal of
Banswaba, Rajputa.va. (Sec Questions 20,395, 20,398, and Question 21,544.)

[Handed in by Lieut.-Colonel Abbott, Resident in the Western States of Eajputana.j

(a.) Kakauli.

From Bhanwak Pal, Maharaja of Karauli, to the

Pkesident, Royal Commission on Opium, Ajmere.

Karanli, the 14th January 1894.

1 J I AVE much pleasure to inform you that I forward

herewith some papers in whi(.'h you will find all

matters connected ivith the manufacture and traffic in

opium in my State, ^'ou will also find therein tiguros

showing the losses that \voulil bo incurred by this

State if the cultivali(ni of pop])y and manufacture of

opium ^vere prohibited. These losses mainly fall under
three heads. Land Revenue, Oustonis, and Cultivators.

The first two are the direct loss to the State, and the

third to the cultivators in general. Tlie loss under
laud revenue would bo Es. 11,.!00, ami the loss under
custouiK lis. 4,800, T'hus the total hiss to the State

would be Rs, 1(3,000.

The h)ss to the cultivators will range li'um Es, 2b,:_;.j0

to Es. :!7,fS00, siiio.' the margin of jirofit left to the

cultivators, according to their allegation, is from Rs. 15

to Es. 20 per bigha of land. The resources of this
State being very small, these losses could ha.rdly be
recouped from any other sources.

Further, I have the pleasure to inform you that my
friend. Colonel Abbott, will furnish you with informa-
tions other than those that have been put down in
the papers reganling this State, as he has kindly
consented to represent the Eajputana States.

Deposition of Sheikh Amanat Husain, Revenue Officer,
Karauli.

1. Taking the average of last five years, beo-inuiu"'
from 1888-89 to 1892-93, the area of cultivatioS undei-
pop] ly m Khalsa villages is 568 acres and IIJ biswas,
and the area of land under the jaghirdars is 622 acres
and 22.i biswas. The total area under cultivation is
1,181 acres and 4 biswas. This area coyers the whole
of land under poi)i)y cultivation in the State of Ka-
rauli. These figures ai'c taken from the annual returns
submitted during the last five years.
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2. The Khalsa area is taken from the jamubaudi book
of eacli village, and the area of land under the jaghir-.

dars h taken from the annual returns submitted by the

jaghirdars in each year.

3, Tlie quantity of opium produced in the area,

according to English maunds and seers, taking the

average of production for the last Ave years, is the

folio-wing :

—

Mds. srs. chk.

Khalsa villages - - - 109 27 9

Jaghidars villages - - - 100 27 10

J

Total production 210 15 3*

This calculation is arrived at from the papers and
annual returns -which have been submitted during

the last five years. There is no difference in calcula-

tion in the returns of the present year and those of the

past years.

4. Poppy is cultivated on irrigated lands, ard there

are here two methods followed in its cultivation. First,

during the kharif crop the lands, which come under
the plough only once a year, arc left fallow, and
specially set apart for poppy cultivation. Poppy is

subsequehtly cultivated on such lands. If poppy cul-

tivation were discontinued barley and wheat might be
cultivated on such lands. But, regarding the collection

of rent, owing to the difference in the cultivation of

crops, and owing to difference in rates prevailing in

different villages for lands under poppy cultivation,

the average diminution in income would be Es. 1-8 per

biglja. This diminution in rate would rule so far as

barley and wheat are concerned. Second method is

this : Cotton and millet arc cultivated op. such lands

which have the strength of producing two crops

annually. This is what is called the early crop. The
rent of this crop is collected during the kharif season.

When it is reaped poppy is then cultivated, of which
separate rent is collected from the cultivators. If

poppy cultivation is discontinued then such lands

would lie absolutely barren during the latter crop,

since after the reaping of cotton and millet the season

for the cultivation of barley and wheat would be far

advanced. A great diminution in revenue would thus

take place. The extent of such lands is not recorded

in revenue papers, hence no accurate figures as to the

extent of loss that would entail upon the State coilld

be put down. But the estimated loss would be as much
as the fall in revenue of nearly 800 acres of land, which

is equivalent to 1,280 bighas (an acre is 1'6 bighas),

and since the scale of rent collected in land under

poppy cultivation is different in different villages,

therefore an average of Rs. 8 per bigha being taken as

an average rent per bigha, the total amount of loss

would be Rs. 10,240 in laud under cultivation twice a

year, and Rs. 960 in land under cultivation once a year.

The extent of the latter kind of land is 400 acres, equi-

valent to 640 bighas. So the total amount of logs that

would arise in the revenue of this State is estimated at

Rs. 11,200.

5. The settlement work of this State is still going

on. The settlement work of some tehsils has been

finished, and records-of-rights, such as terij, khatauni,

&c. have also been prepared. Hence, if poppy cultiva-

tion were discontinued, the papers under settlement

work which have already been prepared would surely

require revision.

6. The extent of loss that would be incurred would

be the expense of revising and again preparing the

papers, and this loss would amount to nearly Rs. 5,000.

If th6 papers that have been already prepared be im-

mediately revised, the amount stated above would be

the extent of loss. But if the settlement work is

allowed to go on, and the papers that have been pre-

pared be revised and prepared again after the lapse of

some time, the extent of loss would increase, and

would be double the present estimated loss.

7. The loss to the Durbar owing to the fall in cus-

toms from opium would be Rs. 4,070-1] annas, and by

the poppy seeds, Rs. 489-5 annas, and from poppy shells

the estimated loss would be Rs. 240. The total loss,

Rs 4,800. These figures are taken from the income

under customs for the year 1892-93. Furthermore, the

discontinuance of poppy cultivation would put a stop to

the manufacture of oil from the poppy seeds. This

would indirectly produce loss to the oilmen. Oil would

then sell dearer than now, and thus the loss would be

felt by all. The extent of this loss is impossible to

calculate. The income under poppy shells is put down

as an estimated income, since in the Customs Office iij

separate tariff' is kept for this article. On the other

hand, this article is included in grocers' articles of sale.

The jaghirdars would suffer no loss owing to the fall in

customs duties, since they do not enjoy the privilege of

levying customs duties.

8. The discontinuance of the cultivation of poppy
and the manufacture of opium will cause no revision

in the customs tariff, for the duties now levied upon
different commodities ha^e reached their highest

limit. There is no margin left for further increase in

other articles of trade, nor can the loss arising from
opium be compensated from any other source.

9. In this State, excepting the customs duties which
are levied upon opium, this article is not given on
contract. Everybody has the privilege of selling and
purchasing the article. Nor anything is prepared from
opium here, such as inadak or chandu. So there is no
contract, for the preparation of such things. Therefore
no loss would occur in the excise revenue.

10. In reply to this question patels and lambardars
depose thus :—-The difference in their income from the

cultivation of opium and that of wheat, subtracting

therefrom the expense incurred in cultivating them, will

be from Rs. 1 5 to Rs. 20 per bigha. Oalculatiug the lo.-^s

in this way, the whole loss on the entire area mentioned
abo\e, taking the average of last five years, will range
from Rs. 28,350 to Rs. 37,800. This will be the direct

loss of the culti^'ators.

11. The extent of loss to the jaghirdars has been de-

scribed in detail in reply to question 6. Bohras (money
lenders) -would suffer the loss to the extent of interest

of money laid out, for if the cultivation of po'jpj were
discontinued, as a matter of course, a great disturbance

would arise in the matter of money transaction between
the cultivators and the bohras.

Deposition of Patels, Lambardars, and Cultivators.

Ghisola, son of Mohan Lal Jath, resident of Makanpur,
Age 60 years. Illiterate.

Ohunni, son of Dajja, Brahmin. Mehta of Makanpur,
Age 50 years. Illiterate.

GtAnoakam, son of Nanga Maina of Palita.

Age 50 years. Illiterate.

The substance of the deposition of the three deponents
is materially the same.

1. Opium is always cultivated on irrigated laud. If

the cultivation of poppy were discontinued, barley,

wheat, and zira (cummin seed) might be cultivated in

its place.

2. If the price of opium remains fixed, then the

difference arising from the incomes of opium and wheat
is Rs. 15 per bigha, e.g., the average production of opium
on a bigha of land in English weight is 8 seers, the price

of which is Rs. 30, and poppy seed is produced to the

value of Rs. 8. Total value of a bigha is Rs. 38, whereas
the production ofwheat on the same bigha is 64 maunds,
the value of which is Rs. 18 only. The expense in-

curred in cultivating a bigha of poppy is Rs. 15. Thus
still leaving a margin of Rs. 23, whereas in the case of

wheat the expense is Rs. 8, thus leaving a margin of

Rs. 10, which is less by Rs. 15 to the income of opium.

If the value of opium arises, this margin is increased

to Rs. 20.

3. Great difference would arise between the bohras

(money lecders) and the cultivators. The bohras lend

as much money as the cultivators like to borrow, in

anticipation of the poppy crop. Bohras would nbt

advance so much money in other crops. For the culti-

vators take the money on the hypotlieoation of the

production of opium which is a very safe investment

for the bohras. This difference cannot be made up by

any other production.

4. The poppy leaves arc used as vegetable, and the

juice of poppy is used by the opium-eaters and for

other medicinal purposes. Its seeds are used in making
oil and are also used as medicine. The flowers of such

plants from which opium has not been extracted are

used as medicines. Opium-eaters use them for purposes

of intoxication. The stems of these plants are used as

fuels.

5. The wages earned by Held labourers on one bigha

of poppy under cultivation Trom the beginning to the

harvest time is Rs. 7 or 8.

3 C 3

App. V.

Karauli.
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API'. V.

Karavli.

De2>osUion of Tnidnrs in Ojjium.

r.iKiiAM CiiAND Setli (Mahesri Bania), son of Jvisi Ram.
Age 64 years.

B'BiiAEi Lal, son of Madam Bam, Agarwala Baiiia.

Ago 50 years.

1. The principal trade we carry on is in opium. We
always deal in this article. Even our whole business
and position in society lie in this trade. Bikham Chand
says that his annual income from this trade is 10 or V2
thousand rupees, and Behari Lal derives an annual
income of one thousand or eleven hundred rupees.
If the trade in opium or the cultivation of pjppy were
at once prohibited we should be put to the loss of the
above amount.

2. Our loss could not 1)0 compensated from other
trades, nor can we deal in other commodities. For
opium is such an article of trade that, however long ib

might bo stored up, it cannot be spoilt. On the other
hand, its value rises by its becoming old. For this

reason, we purchase it in favuurable times, and dispose
it when the price of opium rises in the market, or else

keep it in i-eservo for more favouiablo times. Banking
business, such as hundis, &c., have been received owing
to the money order system. We have never traded in

food grains or cotton, noi' can these commodities be
kept in store for a long time like opium . Their keeping
in store is risky, and liable to much loss. Hence a
trader in food grains, whether he likes it or not, whether
the market is Tavourable or not, is obliged to dispose of
his stock iu trade. Owing to this snch traders are put
to severe loss. Bub traders in opium enjoy on the
other hand the advantages which we have deposed
above.

Deposition of imo'.her Consumer.

Setii Bikuam Cjtand, son of Ja;si Ram, Caste Bania of

the Mahesri Class, Resident of Karauli. Age
64 years. Literate. Knows Hindi.

1. My castemen, i.e., mahajans who take opium, take
it in the form of globules.

2. Men generally take it. Women too, take it, but
their number is comparatively small, and children also

take it. After an infant is born, when ib is 20 days or a
month old, opium is then given to it in small doses. This
is continued till it is 24 or 3 years old. This is given to

it, for it promotes health and vigour. Infants are
rendered safe from the attacks of cough and cold.

3. Nearly 20 or 25 per cent, of my castemen take
opium.

4 Nearly 5 or 6 par cent, of my eaj^temen take it in

excess, and they take it to the extent of 2 or 4 mashas
per day.

5. Generally people take twice a day, morning and
evening, sometimes three times a day, and sometimes
even four times a day. But I take it three times a day.
Each time I take 3 rattles, i.e., 9 rattirs per day.

6. There is no common fixed time for people to take
ojiium. Each consumer has a separate fixed time of his
own, and at such times, owing to his settled habit, he
is under necessity to take opium.

7. The eHfCb of oi)iimi on the health of the moderate
consumers is this:—They |ircserve their health, sense,

the business habits, in short everything iiitRct. People
generally take o])ium in order to get relief from the
sufferings of many diseases. Moik;rate consumers have
been cured of many diseases. Opium is specially
valuable in cases of cough and cold.

.8. If people of my castemen who take opium and I,

who take it, do not get it excepting as a medicine, then
our habit and character would be changed for the worse.
We would go mad. ^^'e shall lose all jtowct of dis-

tinguishing good from bad. Our health would be
entirely shattered. We shall be bereft of the ])ower of
all work. The social custom that prevails among ns of
receiving our friends with opium would not only be
interfered with, but would be entirely abolished.

Do])osition of Kalyah Pal, son of Pkaiap Pal, Jadon
Bajj)ut. A resident of Kbaoda Bapotidar. Age
05 years. Literate. Knows Hindi. A consumer
of opium.

1. The jieople of my community generally take 0[dum
in the form of globules or small iiieces, and sometimes
take it mixed in watei' which is called amal panee.

2. Men generally take opium. The number of women
who consume opium is comparatively small. Children

too take opium. On the birth of a child, opium is given

to it in very small doses when it is nearly a month or

20 days old. This is continued till it is five years old.

We regard opium as a good tonic, producing good
digestive jwwei's in infants. It promotes health and
vigour of the child. Infants are given opium generally

to protect them from cold and other diseases.

3. The pro]iortion of my casfeineu who take opium is

jiearly 75 per cent.

4. The proportion of men taking in excess is nearly

25 per cent. Such men generally take 8 or 9 mashas
or even a tola jier diem.

5. People generally take opium twice a day, morning
and evening, and sometimes even three times a day.

But 1 take twice a day, i.e., morning and evening.
The quantity I take is 2 mashas in the moiiiing and
2 mashas in the evening.

6. There is no common fixed time for peojile lo take
opium. Bach consumer has a separate fixed time of

his own, and at such a time owing to his settled habit
he his under necessiby to take opium. Among the
Rajputs, specially dufiug the time of betrothal or
mariiage, the relatives and friends of the parties con-
cerned must needs take opium. That is a prevailing
custom among them.

7. The effect of opium on the constitution of the
moderate consumer is this :--They preserve their sense
and health intact. The consumers geiierally take it in

order to get a relief from many diseases. They are
actually cured of those diseases. Opium is specially
valuabte in cases of cough and ccjld.

8. If our castemen who are consumers of opium and
we who take it do nob get opium except f(.ir medicinal
purposes then we shall lose our eliaractcr. "Wc would
go mad and would lose our sense. Wc shall fall ,.,

victim to bowel complaints. Our lil'e would become a
burden to us, even it would be impossiljle for us to live.

The social custom that obtains among us to welcome
a friend with opium in time of friendly meetings would
not only be interfered with but would be entirely
abolished.

N.B.—The depositions of three consumers of opium,
namely, Kalyan Pal, Ballao Sing, son of Lochan Sing
of Harnagar, and Thakur Ganpat Sing Chohan of
Karauli.are materially the same, excepting the quantity
of o])ium consumed by each Kalyan Pal takes 4 mashas
per day, Ballao Sing 2 mashas every day, and Ganpab
Sing 3 )nashas every day.

(6.) Banswaea.

Translation of statement, No. 329, dated 11th January
1894, on the opium question, from the office of the
Banswara Durbar, forwarded with kharita, dated Pos
Sudi 6 Sambat 1950, from the Maha Rawal of Banswara
to the President, Royal Opium Commission.

1. By sbopping the cultivation, trade, and use of
opium, except as medicine, the State, jaghirdars,
mahiijaiis, tradris, cultivators, laboui'ers, and the poor
will sufler great Idss, because all of them are benefited
by the income derived IVom opium. This country being
chiefly jungles and bills, the use nf opium keeps off the
evil effects (jf the bad atmosphere. It is also given to
children to protect them from cold. It gives strength
to men and women in old age. Cultivators are enabled
through the warmth which it gives to the bodv to work
in the rainy as well as cold weather. Besides it is
the custom in this country to take opium on occasions
of marriage and other festivals. Hence its prohibition
will bo impossilde.

2. It a-ppears from inquiry that the State would
suffer a,ji annual loss of Rs. l,C9,08«-8 if the ctiltiva-
tion of opium were prohibited. Even if this amount
were paid to the State by Government as compensation,
the people at large would not willingly accept it, for as
the price ui opium rises the profit amounts' to Id
times more than it is at present.

3. An. acre of land yields about 50 lbs. of opium, the
jjrice (jI which comes to 150 rupees Imperial. The orice
mo)eovcr, depends ui:(,iu the bazaar r.ites.

'
'
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4 A man oan o.it opium from C masha to 1 tola the poppy-hoals are fi-iod an 1 oaton, and the stom; rf app. r.
(1 tola = 180 grdias and 1 mxsha = 15 gi-aiii? Troj the plant are used as m mure. —
woight) in a dny. Th ro i^ n ) one in this o )untry wh; 6. Nine hnndred and fifty acres are cultivatiid witli

"'"swara.

can take more than this on the aveiago. If taken in opiatn in this State. Only laud cultivated uii-Ier the
moderation, it does n-, harm. But if stopped, it would Tehsil and R ij Thamas was shown in former returns
rum the health of habitual consumers. amounting to 816 bigha,;. 950 at-ros now shown innludj

5. Every part of i,he opium plant is made use of, all laud oultival,ed by jaghirdars, by holders of land in
i.e., when the plant is young, it is used as vegetable, charity, and by chaukers, &c.

Detail of Annual Loss.

Rs. a. p.
Loss to the State, as shown below - - - . . - — 9,510
Rent of 408 acres at Rs. 20 per acre, Rs. 8,160 ; if wheat were to be substituted the
income derived will be Rs. 1,224 at Rs. a per acre; deducting this the net loss
will come to - - .... . . 6,930

Custom duties on the export and import of opium and opium seeds - - 2,574

-Total loss to the State .... 9,510

Loss to State cultivators, as shown below - - - - - — 53,448
One acre yields 25 seers of opium worth Rs. 150, therefore the price of opium for
408 acres at Rs. 150 per acre will be Rs. 61,203 ; if wheat substituted one acre
will yield 12 maunds at Rs. 15 per 6 miunds, therefore the price for 403 acres
will be Rs. 12,240 ; deducting this the net loss will be • - 48,960

408 acres will yield 816 maunds of opium seeds at 2 maunds psr acre, the price
therefore for 816 maunds at 4 Rs. per maund would be

The income from opium as a vegetable for 408 acres at Rs, 2 per acre would be
The income from the dry leaves for 403 acres at Re. 1 par acre comes to

Total loss to the State cultivators - - 53,448

3,264
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Bajputana.

APPENDIX VI.

Statistics regarding Opium in the Native States of Eajptjtana.

[Handed in by Lieut. -Colonel Abbott, Ecsident, Western Eajputana States. See Questions 20,393 and 20,.'?97.]

Meywab Statistics.

The total area under poppy cultivation, including
alienated lands, is 50,000 acres, which yields 16,250
uiaunds of opium juice.

Of the above amount 9,475 maunds is exported to

Bombay for foreign trade, wliile 40 maunds is taken to

Marwar, making a total export of 9,616 maunds, which
leaves 6,736 maunds in the State, 300 maunds of this

is put down to local consumption, and there remains
3,735 maunds to cover wastage in manufacture and add
to the stocks.

With the exception of its I'oots, every part of the

poppy plant is brought into use by cultivators and
others ; the young leaves of the early weeding are

eaten as vegetables ; the older leaves are dried and sold

for use in the manufacture of opium ; the dried stalks

are considered good fodder for cattle, partly supplying
the place of wait. The raw heads are sold both for

consumption and manure ; the dried heads from which
opium has been extracted are also used for manure,
and from the seed oil is extracted which is used for

lighting in the manufacture of opium and in preparing

oil-cakes, which is nouiishing food for cattle.

The value of the poppy crop to cultivators is estimated

ut Rs. 22,50,000.

Its value to the money-lending classes which support

the cultivators, is calculated at Es. 1,66,000.

The value of poppy cultivation to field labourers

and village servants has not been estimated.

The value of opium to the State and holders of alien-

ated lands together is jiut down at Es. 6,98,736.

The value of opixim to traders is reckoned at

Es. 1,10,000.

Opium is consumed in the following ways : mostly
dry, a little with spices, a fair amount is taken mixed
with water ; smoking is not indulged in.

It is said that 30 per cent, of the Eajputs, 20 per
cent, of the cultivating classes, and 10 per cent, of the
remaining population, or some 12 per cent, of the whole
are consumers. Children up to five years of age are
believed to be given it generally, and are not included
in the above calculation.

About 3 per cent, of the women arc considered con-
sumers.

Of the .above consumers some 2 per cent, are looked
upon as taking to excess.

As a rule it is taken twice n day, in doses ranging
from 1 to 20 grains, or 2 to 20 grains per day ; 15 grains

is considered a moderate daily allowance ior men, five

for women, and one grain is usually given to children.

It is taken as a stimulant for the purpose of keeping
the constitution robust.

It is considered necessary to consume opium on the
following occasions, viz., births, betrothals, marriages,
deaths, the Dewali and Holi FestiA-als, at greetings and
reconciliations.

The habit is looked upon as ^'ery beneficial, and if it

were stopped, the result, it is believed, would be loss of

health and strength and consequent inability to with-
stand exposure, particulaily in the case of the cultiva-

ting classes ; while consumers would look upon pro-

hibition as a cruel and tyrannical act, which would
produce general discontent.

The minister considers prohibition possible but very
difBoult. while the political oflScer is of opinion that the
State could not, unaided, carry out prohibition.

The compensation which it is considered would have
to be paid is us follows :

—

Es.
To the State and holders of alienated

lands ... - 9,22,495

(Including the cost of revision of

rates and prohibiti-se measures.)
To cultivators - - - 16,48,002

(Loss of credit not estimated.)

To the money-lending classes - 1,65,000
(Loss by bad debts and in credit

not estimated.)

To field labourers and village servants
(not estimated.)

To traders - - - - 51,10,000
(Loss by disorganisation of busi-

ness and in credit not estimated.)

Total - 78,45,497

Of the above amount Es. 28,05,497 is an annual loss.

The Eesident, Lieut.-Colonel Wyllie, CLE., is of
opinion that the figures for compensation as detailed
above approximately correct and nearer the mark.

DUNGABPOKE STATISTICS.

The total area under popp}- cultivation is returned as
2,285 acres, and the yield at 600 maunds of opium
juice.

The area of alienated lands is 571 acres.
Of the 600 maunds, 289 maunds are exported to

Malwa and Ahmedabad for foreign trade, while 200
maunds are taken to other parts of Eajputana, making
a total export of 489 maunds, which leaves a balance of
111 maunds for local consumption, and to cover wastage
in manufacture and add to the stocks.
The poppy plant is brought into use much in the

same way as in other parts of Eajputana.
The value of the crop to cultivation is estimated as

Es. 40,857, that is to say, the net profit on 2,285 acres
at Es. 17-14 per acre.

Its value to the money-lending classes is calculated
at Es. 9,428 at a profit of Es. 4-2 per acre.
The value of poppy cultivation to field labourers and

village servants is estimated at Es. 30,392.
The value of opium to the State is made up as fol-

lows :

—

Land revenue
Customs
Other taxes

Its value
lands is

Customs

Total

to the holders of alienated

Total

Es.
20,568
19,392

2,716

42,675

6,860
232

7,092

The value of opium to traders is put down at
Es. 78,240.

Opium is consumed mostly dry, a little with spices,
a fair amount is taken mixed with water. Smoking is
not indulged in except by poor classes. 16 per cent of
the whole population of the State are said to be addicted
to the habit. The proportion of those who exceed is
not given.

It is taken on the occasions of births, betrothals
marriages, deaths, the Dewali, Holi, Akhatij, and
Dashera festivals, and at greetings and reconciliations.
The Durbar is of opinion that an attempt to prohibit

would produce general discontent,
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Compensation is estimated as follows :

—

To the State.

On account of land revenue
„ customs
., s|iecial taxes

Cost of prohiLitive measures
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Its viilne to t'lio moiiey-loudiiirv cUi-Si'S ivliie'i support
tiiO cultivatoi's is calculated at Bs. 39,000. 'Oho valno
of poppy lultivatidii to field laljjure.rs and village

servants lias not been estimated.

The viilno of opium 1o tVie State and holders of

iiliciiatod lands together is put down iit Us. 3,7r"^.910.

The \ alue of opium to traders is reckoned at

Ss. 94,600.

Opium is gc'iienilly consumed in euting dry, smoking
as chaudu, and inadak, and in drinking as golwa. It is

also given to animals as medicine aiid ap])lied as oint-

ment. .Poppy-heads steeped in water are used by poor
people as narcotic.

About 16 per cent, of the population generally in the

Tonk district ia said to be addicted tothehaliit. About
40 per cent, of the Eajpnts in the State and some 8 per
cent, of the whole are consumers. The proportion of

those who exceed is jiot gi\en. It is taken for the

same purposes as in Meywar, and on similar occasions,

and is regarded as most conducive to health. The
Durbar opinion is that the prohibition will entail serious

loss to State and all classes, and great hardshij) to con-

sumers. The Durliar further considers that the pro-

hibition of cultivation ought not to be thought of. The
British CTOTernment has always allo^ved free cultivation

and trade in opium.

The Political Ofiicer is of opinion that the prohibition

looked upon as a direct intervention in internal ad-

ministration, and would be viewed with distrust and as

a breach of treaty stipulations.

The compensation, which it is considered would have
to be paid is as follows :

—

Es.
To the State and
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dompensation is estimated as follows :

—

To the State and alienated Landholders.

On account of land revenue -

Customs
The excise and special taxes -

Expense of revising land re-

venue and customs rates

Rs. Rs.
1,76,000
1,18,064

18,000
3,11,064.

1,87,400 1,87,400

Cost of prohibitive measures
(not estimated) - Total 4,98,464

To cultivators - 12,50,000

(Loss of credit not estimated.)

To the money-lending classes

(no information given under
this head).

Loss by bad debts and in credit

(not estimated).

To field labourers, village ser-

vants, and others - - 4,12,062

To traders ^ - 1,8'J,600

(Loss by disorganisation of basi-

uess and loss in credit not
estimated.)

Add—
Value of unsaleable stocks

Grand total

22,50,000

40,00,126

. Out of the above sum after deducting Rs. 1,87,400

for revision of rates and Bs. 22,60,000 for btocks, there
remains an annual loss of Rs. 21,62,726.

. The Political GfEcor, Cajitain Herbert, is of opinion
that the immediate and »on-recurring loss to States'

subjects is perhaps an overgloomy estimate.

BuNDi Statistics.

The information from Bundi does not show the
Khalsa (fiscal) and alieaated areas separately, but the
total area in which the poppy is grown is 1,871 acres,

the yield from wtiich amounts to 371 maunds of opium
juice. The export for the foreign trade is 167 maunds,
the balance it is presumed is for local consumption.

The poppy is used much in the same way as in
Meywar. The value of the crop to cultivators is

estimated as Rs. 95,421, that is to say, the net profit on
1,871 acres is Rs. 51 per acre.

Its value to the money-lending classes is calculated

at Rs. 20,!I26; their yearly profits. The value of

poppy cultivation to field labourers is estimated as

Rs. 36,847.

The value of opium to the State is made up aw

follows :

—

Land Revenue
Customs

Total

Rs.
44,224
36,404

80,628

Its value to the holders of alienated lands is not
shown separately. The value of opium to traders is

put down at Rs. 1,00,000. The amount of trade in

opium in the State is estimated at 2,000 maunds, and
the traders' profit is calculated at Rs. 60 per maund.

Th6 consumption of opium takes the same form as in

Meywar. The extent to "which it is consumed is not
stated, but 60 per cent, of the Mahajans are said to be
addicted to the habit ; the proportion of those who
e.xceed is said to be about two in a thousand.

It is taken for the same purposes as in Meywar and
on similar occasions. Its prohibition would have a

very bad effect on consumers.

The Durbar opinion. is that an attempt to prohibit

would cause serious loss both to the State and the

subjects, and would imperil the pru,,cnt peace''ul

condition of the country.

Compensation is estimated as follows :

—

To the State.

Rs.
On account of land revenue - 34,396

Customs - 36,404
Expense of revising land

revenue rates - - 1,00,000

Cost of prohibitive measures - 50,000

Rs.

To the holders of alienated lands
(not estimated).

Compensation to cultivators

in Khalsa lands -

Do. In alienated lands
(not estimated).

Loss of credit to cultivators
(not estimated).

Compensation to money-lenders
(Loss by bad debts and loss of

credit not estimated.)

Compensation to field labourers
and village servants (not

estimated).

The traders' compensation is

The value of unsaleable stocks,

loss of disorganisation of

business, or loss of credit are
not estimated.

Grand total

2,20,8UU

1,04,176 1,04,170

20,!J26 20,926

75,000 76,000

4,20,902

.sum, after deducting Rs. 1,00,000

there remains an annual loss

Out of the above
for revision of rates,

Rs. 3,20,902.

The Political Ofiicer, Lieutenant-Colonel Thornton,
Political Agent, Haraoti and Tonk, considers tho
Durbar's estimate of the loss direct and indirect, both
to itself and its subjects, as accurate as it is possible

to make them under existing circumstances.

Shahpujja Statistics.

Ihe total area under poppy cultivation is returned at

636 acres, but only 570 acres are used for producing
opium. The yield of poppy juice is 129 maunds. the

whole of which is exported to Bombay, local consump-
tion boir.g provided for by imports, for foreign trade.

The ''^'->y^py is used much in the same way as in

Marwar The value of the crop to cultivators is esti-

mated as Rs. 12,116, that is to say :

—

Bb.

(1.) 570 acres yielding opium at a net profit

of Rs. 19-3-4 per acre - - 10,948

(2.) 66 acres yielding poppy-heads at

Rs. 17-11-4 per acre - - - 1,168

Total 12,116

Its value to the money-lending classes which support

the cultivators is calculated at Rs. 9,250. It is estimated
that a capital of Rs. 50,000 is advanced by the bohras
to cultivators. The interest drawn by them generally

varies from Rs. 12 to 25 per cent, per annum. Taking
an average of the two, interest at 18J per cent, on
50,000 amounts to Rs. 9,250.

The value of l>oppy cultivation to field labourers is

reckoned at Rs. 26,070, being Rs. 41 per acre.

The value of opium to the chiefship and the

holders of alienated lands within it is made up as

follows :
—

(1.) Land revenue on 636 acres now under
poppy cultivation at an assessment of

Rs. 10-6-8 per acre
Patwari cess at annas 6-0 per acre

Customs revenue
(2.)

(3.)

Total

Bs.

6,625

238
4,713

11,676

The value of opium to the traders is reckoned at

Rs. 13,500. Their capital invested in this trade is said

to be about Rs. 75,000 which yields interest amounting
to Rs. 9,000 at 12 per cent, per annum, and there are

other profits—amounting to Rs. 4,600.

The cuusumptdon of opium takes the same form as

in ilejMvar. The extent to which it is consumed is not

stateil, but 65 per cent, of Rajputs and 30 per cent, of

3 D 2
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Brahmins, arc said to Ijc addicted to the baliit. The
proportion of tlaoae who exceed is given at b per

cent. An ordinary daily allowance is said to be 12

grains. It is taken for the same purposes as in Meywar
and on similar occasions. The habit is regarded as

most beneficial when taken in moderation, and its pro-

hibition it is consideT'ed would have a very bad eli'ect

on consumers. The Enja-Dhiraj is of opinion that an
attempt to prohibit would cause general discontent in

every class of the people, and that it would be im-

possible to enforce any such prohibition or restriction

by any reasonable means wiihin the power of the

chiefship.

The Political Officer considers that any direct inter-

vention by the Supreme G-overnment would ))e viewed
with apprehension and distrust, both by the chief and
his subject.

The compensation which it is considered would have
to be paid is as follows ;

—

(((.) To the Chiefship mid ihe Holders of
Alienated Lands.

On Account op Land Revenue.

Ks. Kb.

(1.) Diminution in laud revenue
when poppy is re-placed by
wheat and barley - - 3,684

(2.) Loss of revenue owing to

decrease in cultivated area for

want of capital and credit 12,500

(3.) Loss on account of frequent

damages to wheat and barley

crops at Bs. 2 per acre - 636

(f.) Loss of revenue owing to

retardation of cultivation of

waste lands 4,314

{o.) Loss of revenue on account of

falling of price of food grain

on which revenue is taken in

kind - - - 12,000

(6.) Loss of interest on Rs. 16,000
yearly in-sested for improve-
ments of land revenue 1,920

Total - - 34,984

Bs. Rs.

Onstoms - ." .
" ^''^^^

Loss on account of remission on
other articles - - 5,000

Cost of revision of customs tariff 1,000

Expense of revising land revenue rates

(not estimated).

'Jost of prohibitive measures - - 3,210

Total

Es.

111,709

48,933

(i.) To the Gidtivators a-nrl Field Lubotirers.

On account of luss of profit from poppv cultivatioi

Es. '
R>.

(1.) Diminution of the value of

produce when poppy is

substituted by wheat and
barley 11.292

(2.) Loss on account nf faHini; of

value of food grains - 24,000

(3.) Difl'erence in jiersonal ca,rn-

ings l.etweeu poppy and
the substitutes - 22,418 .;.7,7I0

Rs,

Loss of credit

Total
33,000

90,710

{Note.—Within the above are included the wages of

cultivators.)

(c.) To the Field Luljourrrs and Villii/r Srro'inlx.

(Not shown separatfly, but included iu the loss (if

cultivators.)

(d.) Money -lend in
/J

Classes.

Es.

On account of loss i>i \c.irly busi-

ness '
' 9,250

Loss by bad debts 25,000
Lr)ss of credit - r,,000

T<ti.l

Es

3:1,250

{-'.) To Traders.

On account of loss of tiadc

Value of unsaleable stocks -

Loss by disorganisation of business

Es.

13,500

60,000

20,000

Es

Total

Loss of credit of tradei>

Total com])ensation

93,500

not estimated.

2,72,393

Out of the above sura, after deducting Rs. 1^000 for

revision of customs tariff, Es. 25,000 for loss b}' bad
debts, Es. 60,000 value of unsaleable stocks, and
Bs. 2 3,000 for traders, and loss by disorganisation of
business, there remains an annual loss of Es. 1,66,393.

The claim f I ir ci )in]ieusation under the various heads put
in by the Chiefshi]) has been exauiined by the Political

Officer. Lieuteua.nt-Colonel Thornton, Political Agent,
Haraoti and Tonk, and he considers that so far as it

refers to direct Losses is in accordance with the best in-

formation at present available.

KisiiENGAKii Statistics.

The area of poj)py cultivation is :-

lihalsa (fiscal)

In alienated lands

Total

Acres.

103
71)

173

The yield of the total area is l'>!j maunds of opium
juice ; five maunds are e.x])orted, and 190 maunds are
kept for local consuni]ition.

T'he po])])y is used much in the same way as m
Meywar.
The value of the crop to cultivators is estimated as

Es. 36,005, that is to say, the net in-ofit on 173 acres at
Es. 208-2.

Its value to the money-lending classes is not calcu-
lated. The value ofpoppy cultivation to field labourers
alone is estimated at Rs. 19-8 per acre, or a total of
Es. 3,373.

The value of opium to the State is made up as
follows :

—

Land revenue at the rent rate of Es.
Es. 16-8 per acre for 103 acres 1,699

Customs duties - . 14,206

16,905

Its value to the holders of the alienated lauds is :

—

Laud revenue at the rent i-ate of
Es. 16-8 per acre for 70 acies . 1,156

The value of traders is jiut down at Es. 1,31,200.
The consumption of opium takes the same form as in

Meywar. The proportion of consumers to total popula-
tion is estimated at 20 per cent. The proiiortion of
those who exceed is said to be rare, amounting to G
])er cent, of the consumers, bat are said by a witness to
exceed 16 per cent, among Eajputs. It is taken for the
same purposes as in Meywar, and on similar occasimis.
It is also made use of ,at the harvest time h is civen
to animals whi'U niaking forrid nia)'.:lies. The habit is
regarded as most beneficial wheji taken in moderation.
The Durbar opinicni is that an attempt lo prohibit
woukl entail great hardship on infants and consumers,
and lead to the use of liquor, or poisons like arsenic'.
The Durbar considers ])rohibition possible, bnt ver
diflScult to cany out, and would give rise
content.

The comjiensation which it is considered
to be paid is as follows :

—

to great dis-

wonld have

To the State.

On account o| land r.j\-enue -

,, customs

,, excise

,, other taxes

Ex]pense of rcTising land lev
and customs i-afcos

Co.-I of prohibitive' nieasnres

Total

Rs.Rs.
671

s,62ii

1,^^00

3,780

14,877

1,000
3,600

4,090

9,477
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To tho holders oC iilicnated l:i ikI«— Rs. B.8.

465Income from laud -

Compensation to cultivators in

Khalsa and in alienated lands - 36, "308 35,208
Loss of credit tu cultivators (not

estimated).

The compensation to money-
lenders is included in that for

traders.

Loss by bad debts is not estimated.

The oompensatioQ to field labourers and others is

made up as follows :

—

Bs. Rs.
Loss of wages to field labourers in

Khalsa and alienated lands - 3,103
Lobs to oil pressors - 6,000

9,163

Tho traders' compensation, in which is included that
of money-lenders, is loss in annual profit.

(I.) To internal traders -

(2.) To export traders

Value of unsaleable stocks

Add

:

For consumers—extra expenses
of living on account of great
rise in price of opium

Grand total

31,200

1,00,000

80,000

Es.

2,11,200

76,600 75,600

3,51,103

the followin"Out of the above sum, after deductii,

items :

—

Rs.
(L) Cost of revision on rates - 1,000

(2.) Value of unsaleable stocks - 80,000

There remains an annual loss of Rs. 2,70,103.

Jeypore Statistics.

The J)0ppy cultivated is 7,622 acres, including ali-

enated lands, but only 3,000 acres are used for pro-
ducing opium

; i5opi)y-heads only are taken from the
rest. The yield of poppy juice is 1,687 mauuds, some
l4 maunds are exported. It is not stated what becomes
of the remainder, but it may be put down to local

consumiition.

The poppy is used mvich in the same way as in

Meywar, except that the leaves of the plant are not used
for vegetables.

The value of the poppy crop to cultivators is estimated
at Rs. 3,83,124. Its value to the money-lending classes

is calculated at Rs. 4.0,911.

'fhe \ alue of popjiy cultivatiou to field labourer and
villa.gc servants has not been esliinated.

The value of oiiiani to the State and holders of
alienated lands together is estimated at Rs. 1,47,800.

The value of oi>iiiin to traders is not reckoned.

The consumption of opium takes the same form as

in the other States already mentioned.

Ojiium-smoking exists, but is rare. The extent to

which it is consumed among the ])0))ulation as a whole
is not stated, but 25 per cent, of Rajputs, 5 per cent.

of Mabiimedans, and 15 per c(iit. of the remaining
pojinlation are said to lie addiciud to the hnbit. The
prn|)ortiiin of those who exceed is said to be f per cent-

of the consumers. It is taken for the same purposes
as elsewhere, and on similar occasions, and at ,i

Akhatij festival. The habit is regarded as most bene-

ficial when taken in luodeviition. The Jeypore Durbar
is of opinion thi't the result of prohibition will be bitterly

com]ilaiiied of bj most of the people, and likely to cause

general discontent of a very serious nature, ;ind many
habitual consuuiets will consider their live.s shortened.

The Politicd Officer, Colonel Peacock, has not stated

his opinion.

Compensation is estimated as follows :

—

To the State.

Es.
25,866

35,135

On account of land revenue

,, ,, customs

Ex])ense of revising landreveime
rates - - - 20,000

Cost of prohibitive measures (not

estimated).

Total

To Ihe HoW rs of Alienated Lands.
Es.

Income from land - - 24,000
Revision of laud revenue rates

(Shekhawati) - - - 40,000
Customs 15,000

Es.

61,00]

20,000

81,001

Compensation to cultivatoi's on
Khalsa land - - 1,27,725

In alienated lands - 1,89,750

79,000

3.17,475
The information for money-lenders is not

given.

The compensation to field labourers and
village servants is not estimated.

Traders.

Loss in annual profit not estimated.

Rs.

Value of unsaleable stocks 25,00,000 25,00,000

Grand total 29,77,476

Of the above amount the sum of Es. 4,17,476 is an
annual loss.

Kakatjli Statistics.

The average area under poppy cultivation for the
past five years shown by the annual records is

—

Acres.

Khalsa (fiscal) - - - 558
In alienated lands - - - 622

Total 1,180

The same papers give the average annual produce as-

Maunds.
From Khalsa lands - - 110
From alienated lands - - - 100

Total 210

No mention is made as to the disposal of this produce.

The poppy is used much in the same way as in

other parts of Rajputana. The flowers of such plants

from which opium has not been extracted are used as

medicine.
The value of the crop to cultivators is estimated at

Es. 43,660; that is to say, the net ]n'ofit on 1,180 acres

at 37 per acre.

Il-s value to the money-lending classes is not calcu-

lated. The value of pop])y cultivation to field labourers

is estimated at Es. 14,160, at Es. 12 per acre.

The value of opium to the State is made up as

follows :

—

Es.

Land revenue 11,312

Customs - - - 4,800

Total 16,112

Its value to the holders of alienated lands is not

calculated. The value of opium to waders is reckoned

at Es. 13,100.

The consumption of opium takes the same form as

in other States. The extent to which it is consumed
among the population as a whole is not stated, but

75 per cent, of Rajputs and 25 per cent, of Mahajans
are said to be addicted to the habit. The proportion of

those who exceed is not given. It is taken for the

same purposes as in other vStates and on s-,mil:ir

occasions. The habit is regarded as most beneficial

when taken in moderation. Neither the Durbar nor

3D 3
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Raiputana.

the Political Officer, Lioutenant-Colonel Martelli, ha-ve

offered any opinion as to the possibility of prohibition.

Compensation is estimated as follows :

—

To the State.

Ou account of land rerenue
Customs ...
For expenses connected with re-

vision of land reyenue rates

"Rs.

11,200
4,800

6,000

Cost of prohibitive measures (not
estimated).

To the holders of alienated lands
(not estimated)

Compensation to cultivators 33,040
In Khalsa lands and in alienated

lands (not estimated).

The information for money-lenders is not
jiveu.

Es.
The compensation to field labourers 14,160
The traders' loss in annual profit

is estimated at - 13,100
Loss of credit and value of un-

saleable stocks are not calcu-

lated.

Gi'and total

21,000

3:!,040

14,160

13,100

81,300

Out of the above sum, after dcdacbing Es. 6,000 for

revision of rates, there remains an annual loss of
E«. 76,300.

Note.—The compensation to cultivators is calculated

on the mean difference in profit resulting from the
cultivation of the poppy and the crop to be substituted
for it, viz., Es. '28 an acre on 1,180 acres.

Note.—The figures for compensation as stated above
do not altogether tally with those in the Kharita of his

Highness the Maharaja, but are worked nut in detail

from the written statements furnished by the State.

The compensation to field labourei-s and village

servants is not estimated.

The traders' loss is not calculated, as there is no trade
in oi)ium in the State.

Ulwae Statistics.

This State grows the ]iop]iy for the sake of its heads,
and not to produce opium.
.Ojuum is consumed mostly dry, and a little mixed

with water, smoking is not indulged in.

The extent to which it is consumed among the popu-
lation generally is not distinctly stated, but 33 per cent,
of the cultivating class, 10 per cent, of the Eajputs, and
2 per cent, of Kaisths are said to be consumers. The
proportion of those who exceed is put down at 8 per
cent, among cultivating, and 1 or 2 per cent, among
Rajput consumers. It is taken for the same purposes
as elsewhere, and on similar occasions. It is said to be
beneficial for cold and cough, and if taken in modera-
tion it serves as a preventive for several diseases. By
its prohibition the consumers would be put to great
inconvenience. The Durbar 0]iinion is that the con-
sumers who would be de]iri\'ed of the use of opium
would feel this prohibition keenly, and it is quite
possible that they might prefer certain claims for the
loss which would thereby be occasioned to them.

Consumption is estimated as follows :

—

Loss of land revenue

Loss in excise

—

(1.) To the State -

(2.) To the contractors
Loss in Octroi duty

Total

Es.

5,000

9,260
1,9.'.2

376

lti,".77

Dholpub, Statistics.

The total area of poppy cultivation only is given, and
is 268 acres, the produce from which is 72 maunds of
opium juice.

All the opium grown in the State is generally bought
up by Kerowlee traders, and exported to Malwar for

foreign trade. The average consumption in the Stat:/

is said to be eight maunds.
No information is supplied as to the uses made of the

]3lant. Its value to cultivators, money-lenders, and to

field labourers and village servants is not stated. Its

value to the State is made up .as follows :

—

Rs.

Land revenue from Khalsa and alienated

lauds, 208 acres at Rs. 18 per acre - 4,828
Customs and excise revenue (Khalsa and

alieuatedj - - - 2,474

Total - 7, •302

Opium is eat(^n or drunk as a rule, and rarely smoked
It is said that 20 per cent, of Eajputs and some 10 per
cent, of adult males of the whole po]5nlation are con-
sumers. It is taken so as to act as a gem ral stimulant

t o the brain and the muscles. It is also used on the
occasions of birth, betrothals, marriages, deaths,
festivals, ^veeLings, &c.

Its use is said to have done no harm whatever to the
population of the State, and its prohibition would cause
general discontent.

The Durbar is of opiniou that an attempt to prohibit
would cause endless trouble. The Political Officer,

Lieutenant-Colonel Martelli, has not stated his opinion.
Compensation is estimated as follows :

—

To the Statu and Landholders.

1. On account

2. Customs
3. Excise

if land revenue

Total

Rs.

4,828
1,294

1,180

7,302

The cost of prohibitive measures inid the expense of
revising land re"\'ejiue r.itcr Lave not been calculated.

The inlnrmation fur enltivatoi

not given.

and nil iue\ -lend ers IS

BlKANlK StATIMICS.

Opium is not iiroduce in this State.
The revenue derived by the State from it consists of

customs duties, and is calculated on the average
imports of the past nine years, and the present rate of
duty at 77,190. The holders of alienated lands do not
obtain any income from the drug.
The annual profit of traders is estimated at 20,000.
By the more well-to-do classes opium in mostly con-

sumed dry, ordinarily twice a day, and to the daily
amount of 12 grains, the poorer classes take it more
mixed in water, in the forms known a-<

' a.mal-pani '' or
'' post."

T\yenty-ti^-c per cent, of the whole population, it is
considered, are consumers, of whom 1 or 2 per
cent, take it to excess. ^Vmong the castes Rajput con-
sumers are reckoned at :i0 per cent., the numerous
caste of .Jat cultivators at 20 iier cent., and the mer-
cantile and Brahmin castes at 12 ]!0r cent.

It is taken for the same ^jurposes and generally on
the same occasions as elsewhere; it is also given to
horses, cattle, and camels, when extra work is exiiected
from them.
The moderate habit is looked U]io]] as of great advan-

tage, and by its means drink can be given uji.
The result of prohibition would be to kill half the

consumers, and drive the other half to taking arsenic
and other p jisons or liquor.
The Durbar and Political Officer, C. S. Bayley, Esq ,have ntt'ered no opinions as to the possibility of prohibi'

tion and its consequences.

The compensation is estimated as follows :—

For the State

lis.
For prospective loss in customs revenue - 1,50,000

(Cost of prohibitive measures is not estimated.)
The alienated Iand(jw]iors dei iving no income there

IS no compensation required under this head, and the
cost of prohibitive measures to them is not estimated

PoK Tk.vders.

Id Loci 1 1 Tmdo.

Ijiiss in annual profits

Value of unsaleable stocks

Es.
20,010

- 1.00,000
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la Foreign Trcule.

At oLhov ojnti'cs wlieiv they carry

business aud retain stocks

on lis.

20.00,000

21,20,000

(Compensation for disorganisation of business or loss

in credit is not estimated.)

The total compensaticm claimed amounts to

Rs. .i2,70,0;)0 of which Rs. 1,70,000 is for annual loss.

The Political Officer considers the compensation
claimed for the State and on account of internal trade

as fair, but that for the foreign trade decidedly under
the mark ; that the loss altogether would be a very
serious one, and miless full compensation was given

both the State and its inhabitants would suffer very

severely.

JaISALMIH, STA.TISTIC.S.

The poppy is not grown and therefore opium is not

produced.

Opium is taken in five different ways :

—

(1.) Crude, called " Mawa." (Proportion 60 per cent.)

(2.) Solved and strained through cotton,

called " Bhian " - - - (20 per cent.)

(3.) Solved and strained through cloth,

called " Galwan "
- - (10 per centj

(4.) Plain Pills - - - (7 per cent.)

(5.) Spiced - - (3 per cent.)

It is said that 66 per cent, of Rajputs and Oharans.

It is said that 65 per cent, of Rajputs and Charans,

55 per cent, of Mussulmans, 40 per cent, of lower castes,

25 per cent, of Mahajans, and 20 per cent, of the

remaining castes or some 50 per cent, of the male and
10 per cent, of the women are consumers.

Children up to three years of age are believed to be
given it generally.

Of the above consumers 15 per cent, of Mussulmans,
10 per cent, of Rajputs and Oharans, 5 per cent, of

Mahajans, and 2 per cent, of the remaining population

are looked upon as taking to excess.

Of the consumers some 5 per cent, take it only

once a day, and some 2 per cent, only once a week in

small dosea.

It is considered necessary to consume opium on the

occasions of births, betrothals, marriages, deaths, the

Akhatij, and other festivals, the first shaving of a male
child's head among Rajputs and Charans, shaving the

parting of a beard by Rajputs and Charans, and at

greetings and reconciliations. It is said that the

moderate use of opium improves the appetite, in-

vigorates the body, gives courage, removes fatigue, and
keeps off cold.

If the supply of opium were stopped, the result, it is

believed, would be loss of health, and the death of nearly

all consumers over 50 years of age.

The Durbar is of opinion that it is quite impossible

to' prohibit the consumption of opium in the Jaisalmir

State. He also anticipates political difficulties to the

State in the event of prohibition being decided upon.

The average import of opium for the past 10 years

has been about 162 maunds yearly, yielding an income
of about R. 32,175, and this would be the leal loss of

customs to the Durbar.
The loss to traders is estimated at Rs. 16,850 per

annum, and of Rs. 53,000, once for all on account of

unsaleable stock and unrecoverable debts.

The total annual loss, for which compensation is

asked for is estimated at Rs. 49,025 as above.

The Political Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Abbott,
considers the estimate for compensation to be

reasonable.

Makwab, (Jodhpoe) Statistics.

Opium is not produced in this State.

The revenue derived by the State from it consist.'j of

customs duties, and is calccilatedou the average imports

of the past five years and the present rate of duty at

Rs. 2,31,800. Besides this, transit duty on opium for

Jaisalmir brings to the Durbar an average annual

income of about Rs. 500. The holders of alienated

lands obtain an income of Rs. 5,000 from the drug.

It is mostly consumed in the dry crude form called
" Kara Amal," but a few take opium pills, dissolved

opium and tijara {i.e., poppy-head) infusion.

It is ordinarily taken twice a day, to the daily amount
of 8 to 12 grains.

Siv per cent, of the whole ])opula.tion, it is ousidered
are consumers, of whom '20 per cent, take it t ) excess,

that is to say, from 13 to 18 grains daily. Men are said

to be more generally habitual opium-eaters. Only
2 per cent, of females use it as a habit.

It is mostly used by Rajputs, Oharans, Bhats, and
criminal and forest triljes. The next greatest con-
sumers are Sindhis and Kaem Khanis, then come Jata

and Ivulbees.

It is taken for the same purposes and generally on
the same occasions as elsewhere.

The use of the drug is held socially respectable, and
is the symbol of courtesy and hospitality to all.

The moderate habit is regarded as of great advan-

tage. It helps the consumers to bear the fatigues of

their calls and to prolong their existence.

Prohibition will create discontent.

The Durbar is in favour of moderate consumption,
and desirous of protecting its revenue.

The compensation is estimated as follows :—

•

For the State.

Rs,

]?or loss is customs re\-euue - 2,00,500

(Cost of prohibiti^'e measures is

not estimated.)

For alienated landholders 5,000

For Traders.

Loss in aimual profit - - 42,64S

(Value of unsaleable stock, com-
sation for disorganisation of

business or loss in credit not
estimated.)

Total annual compensation 2,48,048

. The Political Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Abbott,
is of opinion that the loss in re\"onue shown by the

Durbar is not only reasonable but is, if anything,
estimated below what it might actually lose under the
circumstances contemplated.

App. VI.

Kajputana,

SiROHi Statistics.

The poppy is not grown and therefore opium is nc>t

produced.
The consumption of opium takes the same form as in

the rest of Rajputana. The extent to which it is con-
sumed is not clearly stated, but 6 per cent, of Rajputs,

8 per cent, of Charans, and 6 per cent, of Mahajans, as

also G-rassias and Rebaris are said to be addicted to the

habit. The proportion of those who exceed is given as

12 per cent of Rajputs, 16 per cent, of Charans, and
25 per cent, of Grassia aud Riberj" consumers. An
ordinary daily allowance is about 9 grains, but those
who take it in excess take up to one-fourth of a tola at

a time, that is half a tola or Si) grains per day. It is

taken for the same purposes as in other parts, and on
similar occasions. The general belief is that moderate
consumers keep healthy, and that no treat or feast can
be considered complete without opium.
The Durbar expresses the opinion that the prohibition

of the production, export, and sale of opium, except as

a medicine, will be very unfavourably received by all

classes in the State (who ^alue it as a stimulant and
attach much imjiortance to its use on many occasions),

and will be a hardship in particular to the Grassias and
other hill tribes, who use it as a safeguard against the
malarious climate of those regions. The Durbar con-
siders its use as beneficial.

Though the average import of opium for the past five

years has been about 175 maunds, yearly yielding an
income of about Rs. 30,626 at the present rate of duty
of Rs. 175 per maund, the Durbar reckons 200 maunds
in the usual amount of consumption ; and, judging by
the great increase of duty in the past, it considers duty
can be /aised up to Rs. 400 a maund without diminishing
the import. It thus reckons its prospective loss of

customs revenue, should opium cease to be imported, at

200 maunds by 400 per maund Rs. 80,000 a year, the

small dues taken -by jagidars being included in the

above.
The traders' loss is estimated at Rs. 10,000 a year.

A'alue oi' traders' stock,!! not estimated.

The total annual loss for which compensation is

asked for, is estimated at Rs. 90,000 as above.

. The Political Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Abbott,
is of opinion that the Durbar has estimated its loss at

quite an outside figure.

3 D 4
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APPIiNDIX VII.

App.VII.

l^jputana.

Statistics regarding the comparative (.'osi ami Pkofit of Oultivatinc; Poppy and ocpfcain oilier Crops in the

Meywmi St\tk, Rajpotani.

[Handed in l^y Mehta Buopal Sinoji. Srr <^)iicslion -20, Itil.]

I.

—

Statement showing the extent of Poppy Cultivation and the Initial \'alue and Cnsr of the produce of

an AcEE of Poppy Land.
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APPENDIX VIII.

App. VIII.

Ajmere.

Memoeandum on the Opitjm Excise in Ajmere-
Merwara.

[Handed in by Captain P. J. Melvill, see

Question 21,749.]

Memobandum.

Since 18] 8, when the districts of Ajmere-Merwara

Restrictions on the cultiv»-
Passed into the hands of the

tion, possession, and sale of British G-overnment, till the
opium in Ajmere-Merwara. present time, the Cultivation,

possession, and sale of opium hare been unrestricted

except within the Cantonm.ent limits of Nusseerabad
and the municipal limits of Ajmere, Beawar, and
Kekri.

In 1835 an attempt to introduce the farming system
was made by Mr. Cavendish, Hnperintendeat of Ajmere,
but the peculiar position of Ajmere-Merwara compelled
him. to abandon the scheme altogether.*

When Act XXXI. of 1856 became law, the Government
of the North-western Provinces did not see fit to extend
its operation to Ajmere-Merwara beyond the limits of
the Cantonment of Nusseerabad.* The reason for ex-
tending the provisions of the Act to A'usseerabad only
was that if e.xtended to the whole of these districts, it

would be unworkable, in view of the position of
Ajmere-AIerwara, which are surrounded by native
States, where the possession and sale of opium are
practically unrestricted.

The Opium Act, No. XXIII. of 1876, was not brought
into force in Ajmere-Merwara, in consequence of the
representations contained in letter, No. 322, dated the
17th May 1877, from the Chief Commissioner of
Ajmere-Merwara to the Government of India.

Subsequently, Act XXIII. of 1876 was amended by
Act I. of 1878, which was brought into force in Ajmere-
Merwara on the 2nd August 1879 ;f but under the rules
framed under the Act, and approved by the Govern-
ment of India.I the Chief Commissioner of Ajmere-
Merwara was empowered to define the areas within
which the possession of opium should be restricted, and
the areas defined were the municipal limits of Ajmere,
Kekri, and Beawar, and the Cantonment limits of
Nusseerabad.§ The Act was extended to those areas
only, which include all the towns of any size in the
di-stricts, in consequence of the re]>resentations made b)-

the Chief Commissioner in his letter, No, 96, dated the
3l8t January 1879, to the Government of India.

In 1887 the i-ules mentioned above were ainended||

for the reasons that (i.) the cultivation of poppy and
manufacture of opium without a license were not pro-
hibited w.thin the restricted areas, and (ii.) wholesale
dealers were entitled to sell opium wholesale to con-
sumers, with the consequence that all well-to-do
consumers bought in the 0]ien market from wholesale
dealers, and the Government revenue sufl'ered, in that
under the circumstances the farm of opium did not
bring in the amounts it shoiild have.

The rules as amended by the Chief Commissioner's
notiScation of the 12th August 1887 have remained in
force up to the present time.

In 1891 the Govei'nment of India resolved that the
consumption of opium on the premises in any form
should be prohibited.lf and the chaudu shops in Ajmere-
Merwara were accordingly closed.

The amount of land under poppy in the district of

Cultivation of Poppy in Ajmere is insignificant, and,
Ajmere-Merwara. except to an exceedingly

limited extent, poppy grown for the sake of the seed
and the poppy-heads only, no opium is extracted. The
seed not required by the cultivators is sold by them,
and from the poppy-heads an infusion named post is

made which is very generally used by Rajputs of the
poorer classes and by others. The average amount

of land under poppy in the Ajmere district is given
below :—

*

• Letter, No. 869, dated the inth May 18V7, from the Deputj- Com-
missioner to the Commissioner of Ajmere-Merwara.
t Government of India (Br-prirtinent of Finance and Commerce)

No. nor,, dated the 12lh July lM7'.i.

t Letter. No. 470, d.-itetl the l.Wli Miiy 1879, from tlin Under Secretary
to the Government of India in the Porei^n Department, to the Chief
Commissioner of Aj mere-Merwara.

§ Chief Cnrnniissioner's Notifications, No. 36'). dated 28th May 1881
and No. .981, datid the 21st .July l«s.l

11
Cliit^l' Coram is.sioner's Notilication, No. O. R. .".sn--l., dated the l"'tli

August 18S7.

IT Resolution by the Government of India, No. 4033. dated the ".'ith

September 1891.

Khalsa and Jaghir
Tstimrari estates

Total

Acres.

23
125

148

The cultivation of opium in the Ajmere district is,

then, almost entirely confined to Istimrari estates, and
prohibition or the imposition of special restrictions
there would have to be considered in connexion with
the question of tenure, all these estates having been
granted on fixed quitrents in perpetuity. As it is,

special rents, varying from Rs. 4 to Rs. 12 per acre, are
paid by cultivators to the Istlmiardars for land tinder
poppy, and the cultivation may be said to be restricted
by these special rates.

In Merwara there is a much larger area under poppy,
the average being 2,205 acres. In that district there
are two tehsils—Beawar and Todgarh. In the Beawar
tehsil the greater part of the land on which poppy is
cultivated is either (1) land which, from its situation,
is too moist for maize and other Kharif grain crops, and
on which cotton is grown ; or (2) laud on which cotton
is grown at the choice of the cultivator. When cotton
is grown no second crop, other than poppy, can be
raised, as cotton is not picked till after the time when
the Rabi grain crops are sown.
In the Todgarh tehsil poppy is cultivated, partly for

the same reasons as in the Beawar tehsil, and partly
because the country is very hilly, and the cultivable
area comparatively small, and the holdings are for the
most part very limited in extent. It is therefore a
matter of great importance to the cultivators to raise
the most profitable crop possible, and that crop is poppy.
Another great advantage of the crop to the cultivator is
that he can always obtain advances on it without
difficulty, and can sell the opium for cash.
The average out-turn of opium per acre under poppy

is 12i seers on land on which a Kharif crop has
not been raised, and 7J seers on land which is double-
cropped.
The expenses per acre of cultivation of poppy and

other crops, the gross value of out-turn, and the net
profit to the cultivator are given below :

(a.) Poppy.

Cost of Gultivatior,

Cost of seed

, , ploughing
, , manure

Average Government demand

Total

Value of Out-turn.

12J seers opium at Rs. 4 per seer
3 maunds 30 seers poppy seedsf

at Rs. 4 per maund
IJ maunds coriander seedsf at

Rs. 8 per maund - - .

Total

Rs. a. p.

4
5

17
4

26 4

Rs. a. p.
50

15

12

77 0~0

Net profit - Rg. 50 ^2 o

(h.) Cotton followed by Poppr.
Kharif

Cost of Cidtwatinn.

Cost of seeds -

„ ploughing
,, manure

Average Government demand

Total

Rs. a. p.10
6
17
4

27

The average is calculated on 1}he avoraee acreau-e undo,. „ ..,

years lRsr,-87, 1SS7-8, 1888-89, 1889-90 and IsSv ioto ui
^ ^I^ '" "'"

Wo beeu .xeluded, these being yeaVof extreme'scarofty
' ""' ''''"^^

t Alwa.ys grown with poppy.
voiuiuj.
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Valiie !of Oui-twm, .

Bs. a. p.

10 maunds. cottoa at Rs. 5 per

maund ' 50

Net profit

Babi.

Oost of Oultivation.

Cost of seed

„ ploughing

- 23 6

Rs. a. p.

4
5

Total

Value of Out-turn.

74 seers opium at Rs. 4 per seer

2J maunds poppy seed at Rs. 4 per
maund

25 seers coriander seed at Rs. 8 per
maund .....

Total -

Net profit - . . -

Net profit on the two crops

5 4

Rs. a. p.

30

10

5

45

39 12
62 12

Kharif.

(o.) Maize followed by Poppy.

Gost of Gultwation.

Rs. a. p.

Oost of seed - - - 1

„ ploughing - - .500
,, manure - - 17

Average Government demand - 4
Miscellaneous ... 100

Total 28

Value of Out-turn.
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App. VIII. jjj^ Marwar poppy is not cultivated, and there is no

Ajmere. restriction on the possession and sale of opium, but an
import duty of Es. 150 per maund is levied. In Jeypore
the rate charged on land under poppy varies from Rs. 4

to Rs. 5-10 per bigha, and an import duty of Rs. 25

to Rs. 35 per maund is levied on manufactured opium.
In Kishengarh no special tax or restriction is imposed
on the cultivation of the poppy or the possession or sale

of opium, while imports are very lightly taxed.

If it were proposed to restrict the cultivation, posses-

sion, and sale of opium in Ajmere-Merwara by imposing
taxes, these -would necessarily have to be not higher
than those imposed in the bordering native States, as

otherwise smuggling would commence, and, seeing that

no village in these districts is more than a day's

march from the frontier, preventive measures would
necessarily be futile.

In 1893 the Assistant Commissioner of iMerwara
made an inquiry as, to the quantity of opium produced
there and locally consumed, and the quantity exported.

He estimated that no more than one-fourth of the

amount is consumed locally ; that one-fourth is ex-

ported direct into Merwar ; and that the remaining one-

half is sent to Beawar for export.* It is believed that
most of the opium sent to Beawar is exported to Marwar
and Meywar, but no statistics are available.
The opium which is brought to the Ajmere scales is

produced in Malwa and Ker-

Opium brought to the Ajmere rowlee. Practically the whole
soaks. of it is exported to the

Punjab.

Opium is used habitually by the majority of Rajputs
.

and by many others in
Prohibition. Ajmere-Merwara, but so far

as my experience goes, excessive consumption is not

common. Owing to the position of these districts, it

would be impossible to check the possession of opium,
unless its cultivation, possession, and sale where pro-

hibited in the adjoining native States. In my opinion,

prohibition would be attended by considerable danger,

and would, beyond all doubt, create very great

dissatisfaction.

* Letter, No. 1281, dated the 12th April 1893, from the Commissioner
to the Chief Commissioner of Ajmere-Merwara.
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Data of a. HimDEED Cases of Opitthe Eating recorded by Dr. Huntlt.

[Handed in by Dr. Htjnilt, see A. 21,298.]

No. Age.
Amount of

Opium in

Grains.

Duration
of

Habit.

Disease for

which Patient

consulted me.

1
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APPEN^DIX X.

Questions regarding Opium issued by Lieut.-Colonel

D. Robertson to the Dukbaes of the Native States

in C/ENTiiAL India.

[Handed, in by Lieut. -Oolonel Kobbutson, Superin-

tendent of the Bewa State, see Question 21,868.]

Produotiaii.

1. What terms are employed to describe measure-

ments of opium land ? If bigas are used, state what the

size of one biga is, i.e., 150 feet square, or what F

2. What is the area under opium cultivation, in what
manner is this information derived by survey (Nazari

or Paimashi), or how ?

3. Does the cultivated area under opium vary from
year to year, if so, to what extent ? How do you account
for these variations, taking for this purpose a period of

10 years P

4. What is ordinarily grown in land thrown out of

opium cultivation if not allowed to remain fallow ?

5. Could any other crop be profitably cultivated in the

place of opium, such as Indigo-sugaroane, alP Give
reasons for your answer.

6. In the cultivation of opium what method is em-
ployed in sowing, manuring, weeding, watering, and
collecting the juice P Describe the process throughout,
noticing also the manure used. How many waterings
are given—whether well-water is better than tank-

water ; whether " kyaris " are made or not, and whether
in the weeding or thinning anything is derived which
supplies the cultivator with food.

7. Who are the people (castes) who cultivate opium,
and. in what proportion do they stand to the total popn-
latioQ of the State ? Is any special skill required in its

production P

8. In what month is opium sown, when does it ripen,

and by what climatic conditions is it affected at the

various stages of its growth P

9. What is the average produce of poppy milk per
biga in the various classes of lund which please

specify P

10. How is the land revenue assessed, i.e., for a term
of years or at each harvest p If in the former manner
are the ordinary rules for assessment observed P In the

latter case what portion of the yield does the State

take P and is the demand taken in cash or kind ?

11. In the case of a regular settlement for a term of

years what are the average rates per biga for the

various classes of opium land ?

12. Are there any privileged classes, for instance.

Brahmins, who obtain concessions in assessment ? if so,

what do these concessions amount to P

13. Is the cultivation of opium extending or con-

tracting ? Do the Durbar officials seek to extend it P

14. Is the cultivation popular amongst the people as

compared with other crops ? Explain your answer,

giving, if possible, an estimate of the profit to the culti-

vator of opium.

15. Is most opium land do-fasli, if so, wliat crop ordi-

narily precedes opium ? and does it as a rule provide

sufficient food for the cultivator, his family, and cattle

during the year P Please explain and give some illus-

trations of your answer.

16. What ordinarily becomes of the poppy milk or

chikP Does the cnltivator keep it or is it placed as

security for the revenue demand anywhere in deposit P

16a. Is the jallap system in force, if so, to what
extent P Please describe it.

Manufaetv/re.

17. Describe the process of manufacture, also Rubba,
Tikia, Hath-pavakh, and liakhlia.

18. Is opium filtered to test its fitness for China, and
is any but the best opium sent there P Is adulteration
resorted to to any extent P If so, what method is

adopted P

19. Where is opium manufactured, and in what
months p

20. How many men, and of what castes, are engaged
in this manufacture P for how many months are they
employed, and what remuneration do they receive ? Do
they do any other work P

21. What is the cost per chest of opium to the
merchant after he has paid the State dues on chik P

Poppy Seed—Dust and Heads.

22. Is the poppy seed disposed of separately by the
cultivator ; if so, at what rate P Mention if the price
fluctuates much, and by what it is regulated.

23. What is the average produce of seed per acre, and
is much of it used locally ?

24. Where is the seed, which is not used locally, sent
to, and in what quantities P

25. Is the dust collected, and sold separately P if so,

at what rate P

26. Are the poppy-heads disposed of separately p

What price per biga do they fetch P

Oonsumption.

27. What are the arrangements for vend of opium by
retail sale, and what revenue is derived either from
farming the monopoly of vend of license fees ?

28. What is the retail price of opium now p

29. Can cultivators sell in any quantities, great or
small, to whomsoever they please, and can they keep
what they want for private consumption p

30. In what form is opium consumed, i.e., eaten,
drunk, or smoked P

31. What is the population of the State P how many
shops are there P are they situated in towns or in
the country p under w.hat rules or restrictions, if any,
do they work, and has the farmer the right to open
shops where he pleases P

32. Are there any special or general restrictions
regarding, or penalties attached to, smoking opium
in public or private P Are there any as regards
eating ?

33. Do any chandoo shops exist in your State P

34. Can any estimate be given of the number of
people per 100 of the population who consume opium ?

distinguishing if possible between those who smoke, and
those who merely eat it in moderation p

35. Do agriculturists and others who follow trades
involving exposure ordinarily eat opium p If so, can
you give any estimate of their daily consumption,
distinguishing the use from the abuse of the drug ?

36. In the case of those who consume opium, is not
its use often attributed to old age, infirmity of some
sort, or liability to great exertions P Please give your
answer at length.

37. Is the kussumbha practice prevalent, if so, on
what occasions, domestic or otherwise P How is the
preparation made, and what amount of opium is

ordinarily used ?

88. Is opium ordinarily given to infants P If so, up
to what age and in what doses p Is the drug known to
produce any deleterious effects in these cases ?

39. Is a child weaned easily from the use of opium,
and in what manner does the change afi'eot its

health p

40. Is any decoction made from poppy-heads ? What
is it called ? Is its use at all general ? What are the

3E 3
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eifectB ? If used medicinally, for what ailments is the
decoction considered beneficial ?

41. Is opium given to horses, camels, or bullocks P If

so, to what extent and with what object?

42. Does opium allay or stave off the pangs of

hunger?

43. Does the moderate opium-eater take more or less

food than a non-consumer? Is the former ordinarily

thinner? Does he die sooner? Is he more or less

susceptible to disease, such as " Fasli " fever P Does he
suffer more or less from thirst in the hot weather P Is

opium taken more freely at any particular time of the
year, such as the hot weather or rains ?

44. Is the use of opium ordinarily confined to any
particular caste or castes ? Do men take it more freely

than women ?

4.5. Can you undertake to produce five or six aged or
middle aged, habitual, moderate eaters of opium for the
inspection of the Koyal Commission ?

Revemie.

46. Give as nearly as possible the amount of land
revenue derived from the cultivation of opium ?

47. As regards the taxation of chik or crude
opium :

—

(1.) At what rate is this tax levied P

(2.) "What does it produce yearly in the aggregate ?

(3.) "When and in what manner is it taken?

(4.) Is it taken from the cultivator as well as the

middleman ?

(5.) Is it taken on entering manufacturing towns P If

so, name these, and state whether the rate varies ?

(6.) "What rate or rates are taken in the towns in the
form of dharwai, tolawatti, &c. ? Has the seller as

well as the purchaser to pay dharwai, Ac? Are
these rates taken at every fresh sale P

48. Is the export of crude opium prohibited (if not),

what tax is levied on crude opium exported to another
State P

49. What taxes are levied on the manufacture of

opium, and what do ihey produce ?

60. "What duties are levied on opium moving about,

whether in the State or going to another State ? "What
is realised by these taxes ?

51. Are any taxes on opium taken extra to those
already alluded to ? If so, specify and describe them,
notmg M'hat they bring in to the State Treasury ?

52. What revenue does the State realise by way of a
tax on speculative bargains in opium ?

53. What temples, Panjra Poles, and other charitable
institutions are dependent upon offerings made by opium
merchants at a certain rate per chest P

Trade Infernal.

54. What is the approximate amount of "Rubba"
sent to the Punjab P Is this trade a State monopoly ?

What rates are levied wholesale and retail on this
" Eubba? "

65. Is biscuit and inferior opium (hath parakh) not
up to China standard exported P If so, where is it sent

to ? What rates are levied, and how much do they
bring in ?

China Trade.

56. What profit does a merchant make now per chest
of opium in the following cases ?

—

(a.) The merchant who manufactures and (1) sells

locally for export or (2) exports.

(b.) The dealer who buys manufactured opium and
exports.

67. What is the amount of opium now in stock, dis-

tinguishing between old and new opium p Where are
the stocks mostly stored ?

58. Is the opium trade a losing one now ? If so,

explain how it is that merchants adhere to the business,
and apparently are able to gain a living therefrom ?

59. Is there any trade in poppy khatti (oil cake) ?

60. Can you say anything of interest or importance in
connexion with Central India, in regard to the opium
trade in the city of Bombay ?

61. Can you give any figures regarding the trade in

poppy leaf-dust, poppy seed, poppy oil, poppy oil-cake
and heads p

62. Supposing the productions of opium were to cease
or be stopped, on whom would the loss fall, the Durbar,
the cultivators, or the traders ? If the loss would be
shared by the three, in what proportion would it fall

upon each of those named ?

APPENDIX XI.
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Statistics regarding Opium in the Native States of Central India with PKEFATORy Note by
Lieutenant-Colonel D. Robertson.

[Handed in by Lieutenant-Colonel D. Robertson, see Questions 21,867, 22,065.]

Note by Colonel D. Robeetson.

It is necessary in order to render what follows intel-

Ijo-ible that I should explain the circumstances under

which I have proceeded in preparing the information

submitted to the Royal Commission at Indore.

The statements (Groups A., B., C.) were prepared

from information supplied by the States, and in many
cases I adopted the figures supplied without alteration

;

in some cases, however, there were obvious exaggera-
tions which I was compelled to curtail. These instances
are all referred to in this note.

Again, when the States prepared their evidence in
some cases the particulars previously supplied to me
were departed from, and higher amounts of production
revenue, &c. were given. These instances are noted
for reference. I'iually, a few clerical errors arose
which are also pointed out.
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G-EOTIP A.

Bhopal.

H. H., the Begum's Yaddasht (memorandum) gives

about 12 lakhs as the amount required for compensa-

tion. The figures in statement, Group A. are, however,

(excluding the totals), tbose which I recorded myself

after personal inquiry from the local officials at Bhopal,

and so far as they go (they do i^ot include traders'

losses, as these could not, I was told, be estimated) are

])robably more correct than Her Highness's general

estimate. The Minister's (Imtiaz Ali) evidence was
prepared after the Begum's Yaddasht, and was probably

an attempt to work up to her figures, the accuracy of

which I had questioned.

Jaora.

I am afraid the figures are unreliable. In the evi-

dence of the Nawab, regarding loss to cultivators, there

is a clerical error, viz., Bs. 4,02,000 for Es. 4,20,000 ;

the former sum is said to be correct. The total amount
of compensation, Es. 12,38,000, having been supplied at

the last moment by the Nawab, the intermediate items,

such as area under cultiva,tion, production and revenue,

which I had previously recorded, require to be amended
;

this could only be done by a further reference, which
there is now no time to make.

Dhar.

The yearly produce of opium was given by the State

officials to me, and, subsequently, by one witness in

evidence, as 1,312 chests ; but in striking the average
for 10 years, the balance in hand at the commencement
of that period has been mistakenly included by the

State officials in the total. I have corrected this mis-
take by excluding the opening balance. The yearly
total should be 1,075 chests.

Narsingarh.

The loss to cultivators is estimated by ITasir Ali, the
State representative, to be Es. 1,60, 000, and to traders

Es. 65,000. I have given in my statement, Group A.,

the figures which were recorded by the political agent,

Bhopal, after personal inquiry from officials of the

State.

Rajgarh.

The total opium revenue given by me in Group A. is

Es. 1,22,680, and that now furnished in evidence is

Es. ] ,24,248. This may be due to the fact that the
amount of the wazu kashi (weighment tax) was not
given in. the statement furnished to me. The loss to

the State and cultivators estimated by Eajgarh officials

was reduced by me in preparing the statement to the
extent of about 25 per cent., as the political agent,

Bhopal, thought the figures given by the officials

unreliable ; they were moreover palpably exaggerated.

SitamoM.

The amount of land revenue derived from opium is

given (in Group A.) from information furnished to me as

Es. 91,316; in evidence the amount is said to be Es.

95,696. No reason has been furnished for the increase.

I should also add that in preparing the statement I

reduced the probable loss to the State from Es. 83,400

to Es. 74,300, as in all these small States the loss of

revenue would be about 75 per cent, of the total revenue

derived from opium. No information was supplied to

me about loss to culivators ; it has been assumed at a

round sum of Es. 60,000.

Sailama. App. XI.

The produce estimated by the State is at the rate of Centrailndia.
about 15 sers (30 lbs.) per bigha; this is considerably
above the average in Malwa, and has- therefore been
reduced by me from 1,203 chests to 401. Tbe land
revenue derived from opium has been reduced from
Es. 1,60,475 to Es. 60,000, as tbe total revenue of the
State is only Es. 1,50,000. Similarly, I have reduced
the losses by about 25 per cent, of Es. 70,000, which is

the total opium revenue given in Group A., together
with an allowance of about Es. 2,000 for taxes realised in
kind. The loss to cultivators was given by tbe State
officials as Es. 1,28,380 ; this amount I reduced to

Es. 40,000.

Khilchipur.

The statement made by the witness, that the total

opium revenue is Es. 51,000 must be a mistake ; the
correct figure is Es. 31,000. Tbe losses to the State,
cultivators, and traders W8re reduced by me from
Es. 39,000 to Es. 23,000, Es. 1,05,000 to Es. 29,(j00,

and Es. 36,000 to Es. 16,000 respectively.

Piploda.

The land revenue was stated by the witness to bo
Es. 70,000, viz., from the produce of 2,800 bighas of
opium cultivation. This was clearly excessive, and I
reduced by 25 per cent., viz., to Es. 53,000. Similarly,

the loss to the State was reduced from Es. 70,000 to

Es. 39,500.

Group B.

Jhahua.

Loss to the State estimated at Es. 43,329 ; as the
total revenue under all headings is only Es. 17,809, I
reduced the estimate to Es. 14,494.

MuUhan.

Losses to cultivators and traders were not given by
the State. They were assumed by me.

Bagli.

In Group B. the area under opium before the evi-

dence was prepared was reported to be 1 ,600 bighas.
1 therefore reduced the amount of loss estimated to fall

upon the State from Es. 31,232, as given in evidence,
to Es. 26,932.

Pathari.

The loss to the State, as estimated by the officials,

was reduced by me from Es. 4,250 to Es. 2,319.

Barwani.

The loss to the State was reduced by me from
Es. 6,200 to Es. 4,065.

Ghotjp C.

Batia.

Loss to State reduced from Es. 6,578 to Rs. 5,000.
The latter amount was fixed by the political agent in
Bundelkhand after personal inquiry from the officialf

of the State.

In many cases where the interests were small, and
especially in those States where revenue was taken in
kind which it was impossible to estimate accurately, I
allowed the figures as given to stand.

February 1S94.
D. EOBEETSON.

3E 4
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Annexure.—States in Oektkai, India grouped in the order of their

Grotjp a.—These States produce and

No. Name of State. Area. Ilevenue. Population

in 1881.

Population

in 1891.

Production of Opium.

Area under
Cultivation
in Acres.

10

13

H

15

Gwalior

Indore

Bhopal

Jaora

Eutlam

Dhar
Thakurates, viz. :

—

Kali Boori, Nim-
khera, Bhurudpura,
and Chiktiabar.

Narsingarh

Saighar

Sitamau

Dewas (J. B.)

Dewas (S. B.)

Sailana

Khilcbipur

Piploda

I

Square
Miles.

29,047

8,400

6,784

581

729

1,739

720

642

350

134

Tonk-

Total

Rs.

1,37,79,232

76,00,000

27,00,000

9,60,000

13,00,000

8,00,000

27,825

8,27,825

4,00,000

3,50,000

1,26,000

3,25,000

155 3,50,000

123

204

60

1,50,000

2,50,000

1,10,000

2,993,652

1,048,842

954,901

108,434

87,314

151,877

112,427

117,533

30,839

68,222

3,378,774

1,099,990

952,486

117,650

89,160

169,474

10,486

1,79,960

116,280

119,489

Acres.

113,711

76,250

21,753

10,847

9,051

9,377

11,038

9,174

73,940

29,723

36,125

11,643

33,307 3,076

69,684 i 5,639

Yearly
Produce in
Chest of

140i lbs.

Number of Eetail

Siiops, Eating or

Smoking (if any)

.

Annual

Land
Revenue
derived
from
Opium

Cultivation.

17,834

,625

1,547

1,300

1,125

1,075

4

1,079

927

840

372

672

There are shops,

bnt as they are

under no rules

or restrictions

the number can-

not be given.

47

1 (smoking)

1 (smoking),
50 (eating).

(See below.)

1,176.

These are not
licensed, anyone
can sell. Opium
is not consumed
on the premises.

Es.

28,03,678

15,35,553

3,35,586

5,75,000

3,06,000

2,10,264

1,16,550

1,00,571

I
91,31£

1,38,209

82,389
j

5,658
|

667

31,512

36,302

12,792

3,315

3,104

1,446

401

376

200

1,03,630

C0,000

27,01)0

53,000

A State in Rajputana, of "which two detached portions are in

49,668 2,92,28,057 5,825,472 6,319,775 283,439 34,965 1,278 64,56,357

Note.—Except for tlie Indore City eating shops, and the two smoking shops
It is impossible to estimate the
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Revenue derived from Opium.

Dvity on
Chick or Raw

Opium.

Local Export
Duty taken
by the State.

Rb.

2,03,738

8,680

15,000

8,175

Es.

4,85,480

2,07,737

15,945

60,000

43,795

Any other Rate
levied, such as
Wamn Kashi or
Town Duty.

Amount , Total Revenue
realised from 1 under all Headings
Retail Sale or

|
in the five preced-

Opium Shops. ing Columns,

B.S.

Sutta.

7,684

Dhadwai.
45,896

Bs.

13,017

Probable Loss to State and others

interested in Production ol Opium,
ir Cultivation were prohibited and

other Crops substituted.

Sutta.

5,000

Sutta.

6,050

Tollai and

I
Dharwai.

6,148 15,822
j

1,737

500

No informa-
tion.

Its.

32,96,842

*20,05,941

Jagir 1,87,500

21,93,441

3,60,211

6,55,500

3,64,020

t2,34,97l

State

Cultivators

Merchants

Rs.

26,45,777

34,01,591

9,33,611

69780,979

State

Cultivators

.Tagir

Merchants & others

State

Cultivators

Jagir

State

Cultivators

Traders

State

Cultivators

Traders

State

Cultivators

Traders

7,854

8,000

10,492

11,122

10,000

;Ee. 1-10 per

j
maund.

12,400

12,069

481

515

Wazan kashi.

12,000

Hahdari.

2,186

Wazan kashi at

at 2 per cent.

Dharwai, 1^ seers

per maund; Tollai,

J seer per maund.

2,946

Wazan.
2,669

1,40,950 !

State

1 Cultivators

Traders

411

375

j
Tax taken in kind.

Dharwai, 1| seers

per maund ; Tollai

\^ seer per maund.

4,000

— Dharwai, | seer

per maund

;

Tollai, 5 seer

per maund.

Central India. No information has been supplied.

1,22,680

99,316

1,52,539

1,18,311

70,000

31,000

53,000

State

Cultivators

Traders

State

Cultivators

State -

Cultivators

Traders

State -

Cultivators

Traders

State

Cultivators

State

Cultivators

Traders

State

Cultivators

Traders

2,89,209 8,58,244 87,168 14,303 78,92,781

State

Cultivators

Traders
Jagir

20,78,545

18,56,190

1,63,500

8,50,000

49,48,235

2,52,541

1,50,725

44,976

4,48,242

7,34,000

4,02,000

1,02.000

12,38,000

3,13,076

1,80,000

1,50,000

6,43,076

1,58,663

83,958

68,555

^3,11,176

Remarlis.

* Duty on poppy
seed, R». 3,902,

not included in

this.

Amount of loss

to merchants
and others not

stated.

Includes jagirs.

These figures

seem high, but

they were veri-

fied by telegra-

_ phic inquiry.

t Poppy poed,

&c., Es. 35,

not included.

96,411

1,18,720

__47,500

'2762^631

92,680

1,10,853

40,602

2,44,135

74,300
60,000

1,34,300

1,06,470

29,208

17,222

1,52,900

76,403

33,856
16,014

1,26,273

2,000

40,000

927)00

23,000

29,000

^16^0
68^0

39,500

50,000

25,000

1,14,500

67,43,366

65,46,101

22,iiG,.50J

2,08,476

1,5"7,64,417

in Jaora and Rutlam, there are no licensed establishments.— D. E.

amount of taxes taken in kind.

J 82588. F
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GrBOUP B.—In these States the Pboduce is ordinarily in excess of the Home

1. Jhabua

2. Malthaii

3. Bagli

4. Eaghogarh

5. Gurrah

6. Dharnunda

7. Suthalia

8. Bagode
9. Maksudangarh

10. Pathrai -

1 1 . Agra Barkhera

12. Karandia
13. Dhabla Dheer

14. Barkhera
15. Manpar (British)

16. Tappa
17. JabriaBhil

18. Patharia

19. Kaytha
20. Jamnia
2 1 . Daria Khere
22. Kamalpur

23. Umeri
24. Sadan Kheri

25. Uni
26. Dhabla Ghose
27. Khajuri

28. Men

29. Eajgarh (Bhopawar A)
30. Barwani
31. PupUauaggar

Total

Ai'ea. Hevenue.

Square Miles.

1,336

Included in Dhar

Included in Gwalior

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Included in Rajgarh

Included in Dewas
81

22
Included in Gwalior

Included in other States

10

Included in Denas -

60
Included in Gwalior

2

Included in other States

Included in Dewas
Included in Indore

6

Included in Gwalior

Ditto

Included in Jaora

Included in Dewas
Included in Gwalior

Ditto

Included in Indore

Included in Dhar
1,362

Included in Gwalior

2,879

Es.

1,28,000

60,000

60,000

25,000

12,000

Population

in 1881.

Population

in 1891.

9,000

20,000

31,000

12,000

7,000

10,000

21,000

3,000

5,000

16,000

7,500

10,680

5,000

3,800

•9,500

2,400

5,000

2,00,000

2,000

92,938

14,645

16,920

4,196

13,924

6,393

5,239

2,740

56,445

119,787

10,635

14,675

18,132

10,854

4,887

5,081

14,422

Production of Opium.

Area under
Cultivation
in Acres.

Acres.

471

1,033

1,124

4,816

7,440

2,001

5,342

847
1,028

3,302

473
756

3,057

3,000

869
587

922
80,266

638

Yearly Pro-
duce in

Chests of

140i lbs.

Number of
Eietail Shops,
Bating or
Smoking (if

any).

1,115 92

6,64,880 213,440 313,817

855

818

438

203
298

265
172

191

156

157

56
64

46

64
86
42
64
47

70
45

61

46

40

25

21

21

14

8,108

126

125

100

72

69

53

46
30

28
21

17

13

11

9

899

371

14

10

10

23

7

452
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Consumption. They send regularly a moderate Amount of Opium to the Scales.

Annual Revenue derived from Opium.

Land Revenue
derived from Opium

Cultivation.

Bs.

13,480

20,000

34,432

3,000

2,300

2,200

4,664

1,464

2,200

Duty on Oliiclt or
Raw Opium.

Bs.

3,831

1,865

2,865

3,626

1,870
954
875
875

1,185

3,353

1,612

822

206
977

1,128

810
785

Bs.l2 annually for

2 seers of opium
levied at 2 ctiha-

tacks per well.

215
280

Jhiri 400

Do. 265

Do. 368

Local Export Duty
taken by the State.

Any other rate
levied, such as

"Wazan Kashi or
Town Duty.

Rs.

3,079

500

Bs.

1,250

Included in land revenue.

Rs. 2 per maund.

419
45

425

709

Bs. 5-4 per maund.

Amount rea-
lised trouL
Retail gale
or Opium

Total Revenue
under all Headings
in the five pre-
ceding Columns.

Bs.

B.l 1-6-10 per maund

1,11,374

214
140

B.2-8 per maund

192

75

Rs.l 1-10-3 per

maund.
2

Rs.13-5-3 per
maund.

200

66
Rahdari Rs. 2

per maund; Import
as. 8 per maund

;

wazan raw opium
as. 8 per cent.;

export Re. 1 per
cent.; import as. 8

per cent.

206

Bs.2 per cent, and
1 tola per seer.

As. 9-9 per maund.
Bs.2 per cent., and
Rs. 12 on the total

amount exported.

46

R.11-6-10 per maund
R.ll-6-lOper maund

75

B. 11-6-10 per maund

R. 11-6-10 per maund

Rs. 3 per cent. -

Rs.2 per cent, and
also Bs. 2-13-7

per maund.

Rs.2 per cent, and
2 tolas per seer.

R.2-13-9permaund
Bs.2 per cent, and
2 tolas per seer.

Es. 2 per cent.

102

Rs.

17,809

20,500

34,432

R.3,400Revenue
taken in kind
excluded.

Bs.2,565. As
above.

Bs.2,568. As
above.

5,289

2,341

2,200

App. XI.

Central India.

Probable Loss to State
and others interested in
Production of Opium if

cultivation were pro-
hibited and other Crops

substituted.

10

4,065

4,250
1,625

2,865
B8.3,626 + duty.

2,084

1,161

876
875

1,423

3,353

R».l,612-i-duty

Bs.822 + duty.

356
Bs.977-t-duty.

1,128

810
785

4,280
280

State

Oultirators

Traders

State -

Cultivators

Traders

State

Cultivators

Traders

State -

Cultivators

Traders

State -

Cultivators

Traders

State -

Cultivators

Traders

State

Cultivators

Traders

State

Do.
Cultivators

Traders

State -

Jagir
Cultivators

State

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Rs.

14,494
15,521

5,220

~35^235

8,000

5,300

2,500

15,800

26,932

25,000

20,000

71,932

3,280

10,350

1,125

14,755

2,615

9,900

1,200

13,715

3,959

3,000
204

7,163

5,740

1,507

2,569

1,080

~5lT56

2,319
900

1,739

a,639

3,211

3,332

2,084
684
787
761

2,033

3,467

1,487
905

400
901

1,128

581
782

800

4,065
263

2,118 4,800 1,772 4,227 1,24,291 State - 1,00,507

Cultivators - 86,879

Traders 32,859

Jagir 900

Total -2,21,145

S F 2
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Retuen showing the Quantities of Opium which have passed the Scales under the Malwa Opium AeBNCT the past App. XI.

15 years, with Total and Average. CenMIndia.
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App. XUI.

Central India.

I eat opium daily about 4 annas in weight. H
Vias proved beneficial. Other men have similarly been

benefited by its use. Any prohibitive measure will in-

capacitate the people and many lives 'will be lost.

Every man is ready to endure many hardships for

the nourishment of his children, and if opium had not

been benefioial parents would never have given it to

their cbildren.

Opium is a sure remedy aminst many diseases, i.e.,

purging, cough, asthma, cold, dysentery, rheumatism,
&c.
Any prohibitive measure will cause loss, both of life

and property, and therefore will be greatly disliked by
the people.
There are 80 per cent, opium consumers among

Eajputs, and so multitudes will suffer from its pro-

hibition.

The use of opium is not baneful; but, on the con-
trary, conducive to health. I have never seen opium
produce any evil effects, and tbey generally consume
opium moderately.
Mandsaur has a very large trade in opium, and sanu-

kars have been established here from generations. If
opium export will be prohibited, they will suffer and
close their firms. The city will be deserted and labourers
and other servants will starve. No investment in any
other crop trade yields so large profits. Again, com is

damaged by being stored in the cold and open air, and
cannot be stored underground owing to dampness of the
soil. In any case, grain cannot be long stored without
being damaged.
In short, if opium is stopped, the Stale and traders

will suffer, as also cultivators and labourers, while those

who consume opium will be physically ruined.

Absteact of the Evidence of Ambakam, Numbardar of

Bhitaree Ujjain, Ujjain, in the Gwalior State.

I eat opium twice a day about 2 annas in weight.
I have been eating opium these 22 years. I am exposed
to the open air and cold weather, and hence I began to

eat it. I have been eating opium 2 annas in weight
these 13 years. I myself cultivate opium, and other
cultivators of my village also do it. First-claes land
yields 2 dharis, second-class 1 dhari, and third-class

land yields 3^ seers The rate of adan land is Es. 16
per bigha. In certain places it is less. Cultivators get
much profit. In addition to it makki is also produced.
We have to pay about Es. 7 or 8 to other labourers,
and our own labour is worth about Es. 7or 8. Sahukar
lends us money on opium only. Wheat cannot be pro-
duced, for if rain falls the wheat in irrigated land will

suffer and the seed will be sm.ill. The .soil of Malwa is

damp. Sugar cane cultivation costs Es. 100 per digha,
and we cannot get sufficient water for the cultivation

of sugar-cane. People do not consider me to be dis-

reputable on account ofmy eating opium. Children are
given doses of opium so long as they are nourished with
milk only, i.e., till thejr come to the age of 2^ or 3 years.

It is given either from the day of their birth or from
the 8th or 1.5th day, in order to enable them to digest
milk. I shall die if I do not get opium. If it is pro-
hibited to day I shall feel pain in my belly. My limbs
will be benumbed. I shall be attacked by fever. I
shall not be ablu to sit or stand. Drops oi' water will

fall from my eyes and nose. Malwa will be desolate.

If opium be prohibited, the progeny will not live long.

4.

Abstkact of the Evidence of Bhava Valad Bhagwant
Patei, aged 110 years, of mauza Jalwa, Ujjain, in

the G-walior State.

I cat opium since 15 or 20 years. I had been attacked
by disease in my leg, and could not get sleep, and hence
I took about 1 ratti of opium. Now I eat I5 masha.
It has cured my disease and enabled me to get up and
move about. Now if I do not take it I shall not be able
to move even a step and I shall be attacked by one or
other disease. r)pmm is cultivated in our villages
from the time of our I'orefathers. I myself have beon
cultivating it all my life.

5.

Abstkact of the Evidence of Gunpateao Wasddeo,
Subha of Mandsaur, in the Gwalior State.

I was Subha of Ujjain for eight years, and am Subha
of Mandsaur for the last 10 years. My father, Daji
Annnt, was a great farmer of revenue in former times

;

and I also lived with him at Mandsaur. I have
experience of this province from about 40 years.
About 12 annas (|) of the revenue of this z.ila, which

produces opium most, is derived from opium. JSTo other
crop can yield so much revenue.
There arc about 30 Istamrardars in this zila. They

are Eajputs. The cultivators are also Eajputs. Any
measure prohibiting opium will produce dissatisfacti'^ii.

Fifty per cent, of the people of all castes consu.ae
opium. If these thousands of people will not get
opium, diverse diseases will overtake them and will cost
them their lives. Among Eajputs kasumbha is neces-
sarily drunk on auspicious occasions, and even abstainers
are required to take it a litth;. They consider o])inm
auspicious and produotivo of welfare. If these Rajpnts
were iulerfeicd with iu tlieir sociel eusloms, hfnv lar

thoy will be discontented may lie imagined.

Abstract of the Evidence of Badridas, Munim of
Subkarn Pralhaddas, Ujjain, in the Gwalior State.

This firm in Malwa dates from Samvat 1887 (i.e.

1830 A.D.), and deals in opium. I am manager of the
firm since about 24 years.

Opium trade is the most important in Malwa, and is

carried on from centuries. Our long experience has
acquainted us with all the secrets of the trade and the
ways of making the greatest profit. In various centres
of trade our agencies have been permanently established.
If opium be stopped, the loss of the traders and mer-
chants in our Maharaja Sahib's Malwa will be about
10 laklis of rupees.
There are about thirty (30) opium-trading firms in

Ujjain ; and many managers and clerks derive their
livelihood. Hundreds of labourers are engaged in the
manufacture of opium. All these will be thrown out of
employment and will have to go abegging. We cannot
easily employ ourselves in any other trade, nor can so
much capital be invested. Wheat, cotton, &o. require
to be disposed of in a short time. If kept long, their
value is reduced by being damaged in various ways, and
the capital invested is itself in danger.

British Government has always given encouragement
to trade. From all countries merchandise of every
kind is imported into India, and from here opium,
cotton, wheat, and linseed are exported ; and among
these opium is a principal item. If opium trade is pro-
hibited, the loss to Malwa and India will be very great.
Malwa merchants will lose about 30 lakhs per year,
while Bombay merchants Avill lose their commission
charges to the amount of about 5 lakhs. The British
Government and the States will suffer. The loss of
cultivators and labourers will be very great.

7.

Absteact of the Evidence of Umhaoscngh, Munim of a
Banker at Ujjain, in the Gwalior State.

I was suffering from dysentery. So in 1830 I began
taking opram. 1 found relief, and also general benefit
to my health. I took 2 rattis for 1-5 years and since
five years take 3 rattis.

I am manager of Kibe's firm since 1928, and have
always done my duty from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. I can walk
10 miles without feeling warm or feverish. Those who
take other intoxicants become incapable of mental work
and lose in position, Imt not so with opium.
My father took opium, and -nas a strong man. By the

favour ot God my mother is alive, and is 60 years old
and takes opium with benefit and goes to temples on
foot.

By the production and trade of opium thousands of
people, rich and poor, gam their livelihood. And crores
of rupees are invested in its trade. There is no otlier
equally large and profitable trade.

ABSTRACT of the Evidence of Ganeshkam, Munim of aBanker at Mandsaur, in the Gwalior State.
The firm of Tarachand Ghanasham Das is of noarlv

70 years standing 1 have been in the firm sinceeight years. The firm trades in opium only The lo«we will suffer from the prohibition of opium is asfollows :_The profit from adat or agency is vwv con
siderable No other trade yields so much profit^ Th^bulk of the thing being very small and its vdlue bein^very great, it can be stored safely and easily Wo fZ^keep no other article of trade for' a lon.r time and H w^
keep it, we have the fear of its being dama^d Ind the
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price being lowered. Those who maimfactnre and sell
ojiinm earn a profit amounting from E.s. SS'to 100 per
chest. In addition to this they earn interest. Those
who invest their own capit^ in this trade get E^. 100 of
profit and Rs. 25 of adat and interest per chest, i.e., a
capital of Rs. 500 brings Rs. 126 a year, i.e., Rs. 2 a
month per chest. Sometimes he earns a lesser amount.
Any other article as sugar, wheat, &q. is eaten by rats
and may be easily misappropriated by men. Not so
opium, except in very small doses.

Absthact of the Evidence of Sbvaram Pakakha, a
Banker at Mandsaur, in the Gwalior State.

My firm is of about 100 years' standing at Mandsaur.
I trade only in opium. Opium was at first exported to
Daman via Jawad. Opium is now exported to Bombay
since Samvat 1888-89 (i.e., 1832 A.D.) Opium trade is

still much more profitable than other trades. . Since the
day the juice is brought to our firms, it yields us
interest, adat, &c., and it increases in value in propor-
tion to the period it is kept stored. It can be kept from
five to 10 years. So large a capital cannot be invested
in any other trade.

10.

AiBSTKACT of the Evidence of Raghtjnath Valad
Omkab Patel, of Agar, in the Gwalior State.

I have been eating opium these nearly seven years.
I use above 2 rattis in weight and twice a day. From
the beginning and till now I eat 2 rattis. I culti-
vate my own 4 high as of opium land. One higha of
of opium land yields 6J seers of opinm, worth Its.

31-4 and 4 maunds of opium seed, worth Rs. 6, i.e.,

Rs. 37-4. Out of this, Rs. 10 are incurred for labour
and cattle-grazing expenses and Rs. 10 are paid to the
State, i.e., Rs. 20 are expended and the remaining Es.
17-4 is our net profit. Besides this, we produce with
opium garlic, onion, makki, &c. sufficient for our own
use. We do not get so much profit from the cultiva-
tion of any other thing. We can hardly realise sufficient

to cover onr expenses and labour.

11.

Abstkact of the Evidence of Rajajee Vyas, Brahmin,
of Ujjain, in the Gwalior State.

I am a native physician, and according to our
Medical Science opium is useful in many diseases, such
as cough, asthma, diabetes, white leprosy, consumption,
spleen, worms, and malarial fevers. Greyish opinm
assists digestion, white-yellow opium counteracts the
effects of old age ; opium is consumed with benefit by
children and by most old men. It is prescribed with
good effects in above diseases.

Opium is allowed by our Shasti as, but not liquors,

tho evil effects of which are manifold.

12.

Abstkact of the Evidence of JSakayenkao Vithal,
Brahmin, of Agar, in the G-walior State.

I daily take opium one- fourth of a tola in two doses.

I was suffering fi o'li fever and purging. It has cured
my disease. If I do not get opium. I shall not be able

even to move.
Opium is not prohibited to us by our religion, but

liquors are. I think the prohibition of opium will be a
great injustice.

13.

Abstract of the, Evidence of Thaktjk Pralhausingh, of

Runija, Barnagar, in the Gwalior State.

Many benefits are derived from the use of opium. I

miyself sometimes use it. It produces no bad effects

on the body ; on the contrary, it cures many diseases.

Opium consumption is not considered disreputable in

onr caste. In marriage, betrothal, and other cere-

monies and at hospitable tables it is freely served. Nay,
the betrothal ceremony is not considered completed
unless kasumba is drunk.

If the use of opium will be stopped children cannot
be nourished, and thousands of men will die without it.

How much sinful it is to let thousands die of the want
of a thing.

Tho loss we will have to suffer frona the prohibition
of opium in revenue and the loss of the subjects in

general is a-i follows : In opium cultivation the land
pays per bigha Rs. 15 to 20 ; and if any other thing is

produced in it, then it hardly pays Re. 1-10. Again, in
opium land n j other thing can be produced by irriga-
tion. In adan land, the wheat produce yields very
small seed, and it is attacked by red blight. There is

not sufficient water for the cultivation of sugar-cane.
Ootton and other crops produce less when watered. In
our villages there are nearly 300 wells, and if opium cul-

tivation is stopped about 20 or 25 wells will remain in

use and the others being unused will fall down ; in that
case the value of 275 wells, at the rate of Rs. 300 a well,

i.e., aboxit Rs. 82,500, is lost capital. Tho subjects in

general will also suffer heavily, as in opium cultivation
the cultivator realises about Rs. 15 per bigha ; and the
labourers also will suffer.

app. xm.
Central India.

14.

Absieact of the Evidence of Thakue Fatiesing,
Jagiidar Tajkhedi, Bhaugarh, Mandsaur, in the
G-walior State.

I am the Istamrardar of Tajkhedi. I daily eat

opium about one-half of a rupee in weight. I took to

it because I had pain iii my limbs. I have been con-
suming it these 12 years. It has cured my disease. It

will go very hard with me if I will not get opium. In
marriage and other ceremonies it is freely served. Tho
ceremony is not considered to be completed without it.

We Sisodia Rajputs do not drink liquor. It is prohibited
among us. We will feel very hard if opium consumption
is prohibited. A prohibitive measure will be disliked
amongst us.

15.

Abstkact of the Evidence of Pakashram, of mauza
Nandavada, Mandsaur, in the Gwalior State.

We have been cultivating opium from generations.
Our loss will be very great if opium cultivation and
trade be prohibited. The land in this district does not
yield any other produce with good profit except opium.
The land yields about Rs. 50 worth of opium and Rs. 12
worth of opium seed. Out of this about Es. 36 are paid
in revenue and for costs, and the remainder is our
profit. No other cultivation brings so much profit.

16.

Abstract of tho Evidence of Lachman Prasad, Kamdar
of Tanoday, Agar, in the Gwalior State.

I take opium for the last 10 years. I was weak
before. I am now strong. I can work like a young
man. If we do not eat opium we shall be tit for
nothing. Opium cultivation is very profitable. If it

be stopped cultivators will suffer a great loss.

17.

Abstract of the EvipENCE of Rai Bahadur Nanak
Chand, of the Indore State.

My name is Nanak Chand, I am jagirdar of two
villages in Depalpore district. I have been Deputy
Mmister since three years. I was Treasury Officer for
four years. My age at present is about 344 years. My
service in the State is of seven years and a half. I have
got the title of " Mashiruddaula Rai Bahadur."

2. Out of nearly 170,000 irrigated bighas of land,
122,550 bighas are under opium cultivation.

3. In 122, f60 bighas of opium therearel]0,550 bighas
of State land and 12,000 bighas of jagir land.

4. The whole production of crude opium in this

Slate is estimated to be 1,22,550 dharis (or 15,320
maunds;.

;

5. From an average of nine years the export of
opium chests from Indore City and other towns in the
State is 11,800 a year.

6. Opium revenue realised by the State from all

sources is Rs. 20,12,000.

3 G 2
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7. If opium is prohibited pecuniary loss-

(1.) To the Darbar (including
Es. 2,00,000, the estimated cost
of prohibitive measures) would

Es.

be nearly

(2.) To the cultivators

(3.) To the traders

(4.) To the jagirdars

Total

- 20,29,000
10,-18,000

- 5,50,000
- 1,46,000

- 46,73,000

8. No money compensation would be sufficient to

meet Stale loss.

9. It would be impossible to apportion compensation
amongst individual agriculturists and traders.

10. Prohibition of opium would cause grave dis-

content amongst all classes of people.

.11. If the Government will determine to prohibit
opium and pay compensation, I think the inquiry about
accurate amonnt of loss will result in the increase
of figures given above as loss to the Durbar, cultivators,
traders, and jagirdars.

(Signed) Nanak Chand.
24th December 1893.

(True copy.)

G. J. Spahkes Madge,
Superintendent, Central India Agency.

castes. Opium-eaters live to good old age. Opium-
eaters, immediately after its consumption, generally
drink milk or eat some sort of sweat meat. Opium does
otavo off the pangs of hunger. When one becomes
habituated to the use of opium one does not suffer from
great thirst. Men indulge in the use of opium more
fleely than women.
The prohibition of opium will certainly cause great

discontent in the army.

20.

Abstkact of the Evidence of Kesari Oh and, of the
State of Indore.

I am Munim of the firm of Padamsee Nainsee and
President of the Akra Panch or Chamber of Com-
merce at Indore.
My master's transactions amount to half orore of

rupees or more.
I have been iu the opium trade for 16 years.
The banker and trader of Indore will suffer a loss of

over 12 lakhs of rupees every year.
Tnero will be grave discontent if opium is prohibited,

as, besides the annual profits which the merchants will
lose, they will also lose their outstandings of moi-e than
three crores. I eat opium daily. I was suffering from
an affection of the lungs, which was cured by taking
opium. Opium is beneficial. I could not work without
ojiium.

(Signed) Kesabi Chand.

18.

Abstkact of the Evidence of N.igo Bhikaji Datjbe,

of the Indore State.

I am Naib-Dewan Khasgi and one of the special

officers appointed by the Durbar for obtaining infor-

mation for the purpose of the Royal Commission on
Opium.

I was assistant collector and collector for several

years in diffe-.-ent districts, and I have had many oppor-
tunities to discuss this subject with rude as well as

intelligent peoiile engaged in the cultivation and trade

of opium, and I am of opinion that any interference

with the rights and privileges of the subjects of native

States with regard to the growth of opium will result

in great complications and serious danger.

I have given re])lies to all the 62 questions proposed
by the Central India Agency, which 1 append.

Ojiium production should not be prohibited.

Es.

The State would suffer a pecuniary 21,00,000
loss of.

,, jagirdars of - - 1,63.000

,, merchants of - - 8,50,000

,, agriculturlists of - 18,56,000

Total ^-9,69,000

(Signed) jSTago Bhikaji Daube,
S])Ocial Officer, Opium Commission, Indore.

Dated 23rd December 1893.

(True copy.)

G. J. Spaekes Madge,
Su]icrintcndent, Oenti-al India Agency Office.

19.

Abstkact of the Kvidence of Keshav Gopal Kasib,
L. M. and S., Principal Medical Officer, Holkar's Army.

I, Keshav Gopal Kanib, am the principal medical
officer in H.H. Maharaja Holkar's Army. I am a
servant of 10 years. My experience about the consump-
tion of opium is as follows :

—

It is eaten, drunk as well as smoked. Here in the
army more than half of the strength will be found
addicted to opium-eating. Kasumbha-drinkers and
chandu smokers don't exist in the army. Prom the
experience which I have about opium-eating, I can
assert that its moderate use is in no way injurious to
health. Those that eat opium in the army perform
their duties properly. Opium is eaten by men of all

21.

Abstkaci of the Evidence of Balmuki;jjd Gayadeen,
General Commanding of the State Army, Indore.

My name is Balmukund Gayadeen. I am a native of
Cawnpore. I have served the State for 28 years. I was
successively Mankari, Squadron Leader, iidjutant of
Cavalry, Superintendent of City Police. Commanding
of two cavalries and batteries of Mulki Pouj, Adjutant
General of the Eegular Army, Major General, and at
present full General Commanding of his Highness the
ilaharaja Holkar's Army including Artillery, Cavalry,
and Ini'antry Brigades. I am also a member of the
State Council. My experience in the military line
enables me to state as follows :

—

Opium is eaten as well as drunk in the army. The
per-centage of consumers is in my opinion 50. A mode-
rate use of opium is known not to tell against the
physique of soldiers. Opium-eaters are sober, quiet,
obedient, enterprising, and attentive to their duties'.
They can stand hard maiches under the influence of the
drug, and do not present « worse appearance than non.
consumers. If the use of opium is accompanied by the
use of milk, sweetmeat, or any substantial food ag is
usually the case, it is not only harmless but positively
beneficial. It staves off hunger, and keeps the user
from the effects of exposure to cold or heat. The habit
of opium-eating is very difficult to break off and conse-
quer.tly if prohibited would cause serious privation
ihe stoppage of opium would disable the users for
active duty and is sure to cause great discontent in thearmy under my command, which consists of Sikhs
Eajjmts, and other warlike tribes. Opium is also
usetul to animals and makes them capable of undereointr
hard work and long journeys.
The financial aspect of the prohibition of opium isequal y fraught with bad results. It is estimated fromthe State accounts that the loss to the State resultingfrom prohibition would be more than 2o lakhs annuallyand would render unproductive the vast investmentsmade by the State m the extension of irrigation Itwould also entail losses upon the cultivator!, Jaha-ir-

dars, traders, and other classes who depend for their
livelihood upon opium in one way or another, amountmg to some 36 lakhs annually, and will mean min tomost 01 them.
The State's loss will be impossible to be met by reduotion m expenditure or extra taxation. The exueuditure m regard to the army admits of no reduction onthe contrary, the expenditure has lately increased bythe tormation of Imperial Service Cavalry.

^
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22.

Absteact of the Evidence of Ditankaj Brijlal, !igod45,
caste Oswal Mahajan, occupation, Agent on the
firm of Eai Bahadur Gokuldas A'alabdas, inhabitant
of Indore at present.

I eat opium since last five years. I was ill for two
years and became very weak, when a native physician
advised mo to use opium, by which, he said, I would
restore my health. I did so, and I am happy to say
that I have recruited my health by it. I have
continued its practice till now. It enables me
to work with double vigour and keeps the intel-
lect clear. It is also pieventive against several
attacks of minor *distempers. I can say from my
my own experience that opium does not allay hunger,
but, on the contrary, it excites. It is a fact that rich
sustenance and milk are greatly beneficial to an opium
consumer.

23.

Abstbact of the "Evidence of Hakkisan Eamlal Modi,
aged 38, occupation, Ijaradai' and cultivation, caste
Mali, inhabitant of Oomaria Bujruk pargana Mhow,
in the Indore State.

I am a leaseholder of villages as well as a cultivator
Trom three generations. I cultivate both irrigated aud
dry lands every year. In the irrigated land I grow
articles by turns, in consequence of which I have an
experience of the produce of each kind in a bigha.
From my personal experience I can confidently state
that, among all the articles produced by cultivation
which fetch any money to a cultiviitor, opium is the
first that gives him good profits. It is produced in
less time, less labour, and moderate expenditure. An
article which has a demand in foreign markets fetches
large money. Cotton at present stands on an equal
footing with opium, but they cannot exchange their
places ; that is, no opium can be produced in cotton soil

or vice versa. It will bo observed from the above that
there is no substitute for opium in opium land, and
that no article can be equal to it in enriching its pro-
ducer. Prohibition or restriction in the growth of
opium is in my opinion equally detrimental to the
interests of a cultivator, a merchant, and the king. We
pray that not any kind of interference should bo made
in the growth of ojunm, and that we should be allowed
to lead a peaceful and happy life.

9th November 1893.

24.

Abstbact of the Evidence of Mr. Raoji Janaedhan
Bhide.

I am a B.A. of the University of Bombay. I have
been in the service of the Indore State these six

years. I was Huzur Treasurer for some time, and am
Accountant-Greneral at present.

The following is a summary of my evidence :

—

1. The Durbar, the cultivators, the traders, and
the landed aristocracy in the State are all vitally

interested in opium. Their combined income from
it is no less that 65 lakhs yearly, not to speak of the

vast investmenis made by the State and the ryots in

iiTJgation works, the accumulated advances of years

made to cultivators and the accumulated outstandings

of revenue demand against them; all which would
come to several crores of rupees, and is staked on opium
alone.

2. There is no other irrigated crop that combines in

itself so many advantages as opium, and none could be
grown in this part of the country half as successfully or

profitably as opium. Under present circumstances

wheat would be the best substitute for opium. But it

cannot bring to ryot or Sirkar one-eighth of what opium
brings.

3. Opium as an article of consumption is highly

esteemed by the people. It serves manifold uses, is

under no sort of religious or social ban, is Jiot only

harmless, but positively beneficial when taken in

moderation, and is, for these reasons, consumed very

generally. Bad efi^eots follow, not from the use, but

the abuse, which is altogether exceptional. Moderation

is the rule, and in moderation opium is a blessing as

compared with liquor and other stimulants.

4. 'I'here is no case made out for the suppression of
opium for non-medical purposes. The evil sought to

be remedied by it docs not exist to any appreciable
degree, and if artificially checked may give rise to one
greater. Lastly, nothing that India may do will operate
deterrently upon China.

fi. To carry out the plan of prohibition it will be
necessary to institute an extensive preventive machiney,
which, besides a heavy burden on the finances, will be
extremely vexatious to work, and needlessly oppressive
to the people.

6. The suppression of opium will necessarily encourage
the spread of liquor, which means physical^ moral,
social, and religious degradation and misery to India
such as no nation ever came to.

7. The suppression of opium will be looker! upon by
the people as an encroachment not only on their
pecuniary interests, but also on their long-cherished
usages, rights, and sentiments, and is calculated to

cause serious and universal discontent accentuated by
a ludicrous notion ruling among the illiterate masses
that the whole lind sole object of the movement is

to encourage liquor at the expense of opium, and
aggravated by the inquisitorial and vexatious operation
of preventive measures.

8. Supposing that, setting aside these considerations,

the British Government resolved to do away with opium
in British India, they could not eithei' compel or induce
the Indore State to do the same. Considering the
political relations between this State and the Paramount
Power so far as they are known to and believed in by
persons not in the political line, compulsion is out of

the question in this matter. Nor can the Indore State
allow itself to be induced to adopt the prohibition
policy, which means the permanent relinquishment of
half its entire revenue as well as of its outstandings
and invested capital representing crores of rupees.

9. Similarly, no change in the arrangements in

respect of the transit of opium from this State through
British territory would be j ustiflable. The State cannot
be deprived of its liberty to export opium so long as it

pays the duty imposed by the British Government.
Even an increase in this duty beyond the reasonable
limit would be unconstitutional, much more would it

be so to bar all exportation.

10. The idea of awarding compensation is extremely
impracticable. To compensate the Duibar alone is not
sufficient. The cultivators, traders, aud landholders
would be equally entitled to compensation. It is incon-

ceivable how it will be possible to compute the loss

and distribute the compensation individually in their

case. Lastly, no money compensation can really make
up the loss of a natural resource vouchsafed by God to

man.
(Signed) E. J. Bhide,

Accountant- General, Indore.

App. XIII.
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25.

Abstbact of the Evidence of Balkbishna Atmabam
GupTE, Inspector-General of Police and Member of

the Indore State Council.

Education and Experience.

Student of the Grant Medical College for three years

;

author of a treatise on agriculture ; member of the
Eoyal Agricultural Society of England and E.L.S.

;

nine years' experience of collecting raw materials for
exhibitions, and preparing compilations, based on per-
sonal knowledge of the Indian artisans, for the Bombay
Government "Gazetteer"; as Dr. J. M. Campbell's
assistant visited England as official delegate to the
Government of Bombay at the Colonial and Indian
Exhibitions, 1886.

Substance of Evidence.

Soils producing opium in this State cannot as pro-
fitably replace its cultivation by the introduction of the
ever-thirsty sugar-cane, the already ruined and de-
plorably under-sold al and indigo dyes through cheaper
and fugitive importions, or the much cheaner and more
perishable crops of garlic, onion, wheat, linseed, mustard
and turmeric.
Opium cultivation is popular among farmers because

it requires less time and yields larger profits than other

3 G 3
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orops, with the unavoidable scfinty supply of water in

this teri-itory.

As a medical sti^dent with special opportunities for

studying the habits of Indian artisans,! find that the

moderate or gradually increased use of opium does not

do any harm, and that, on the contrary, men addicted to

its use work more carefully and attentively than others,

and can sustain the strain of continuous work much
longer. Like the author of a book on phrenology that

I read years ago, I would proclaim, " Give me an artisan
" or craftsman who eats opium, and I will give him
" double the wages," in the place of or rather side by
side with his motto, " Give me the man that sings while
" at woik, and I will give him double the wages." A
large proportion of the farmers and artisans of this State

take opium and give it to their children.

As Inspector-General of Police, commanding a force

of about 6,000 men, I find by experience that policemen
taking opium are healthy, willing, and reliable watch-
men, and are never violent. Among the criminals of

the State gaols the proj)ortion of opium-eaters is small

compared with others.

As a literary studeni, and one who has to do hard
mental work, I confess that, whenever I feel taxed and
over-worked and deprived of sleep, I apply tincture of

opium to my head, m-, in its absence, opium mixed with
water, and positively find great relief.

During old age and infirmity people find opium in-

valuable.

(Signed) B. A. Gupte.
23rd December 1893.

Opium is useful for diseases produced by cold as well

as diarrhoea. It is useful to children too.

I think its cultivation should not be stopped.

26.

Abstbact of the Evidence of Datambaksh Major,
acting Adjutant-General, His Highness Maharaja
Holkar's Army.

Nearly ,5U per cent, of the army take opium.

Opium wards off from an opium-eater the eS'ecte of

cold and wind.

Poppy-heads are used as medicine and are also given

to horses, bullocks, &c.

27.

AiiSTMAOT of the EviuExoE of Muhammad Hidayat
l\ii/,N. Knrp;irdaz of Ivhilohipur Stale.

I am an old inhabitant cf the Gwalior State, and hold
jagirs in that Htiite as well as in Khilchipur. I have
been a Karpardaz of this S Late for six years. The people
of my place eat, cultivate, and trade in opium. These
are the sources of my information.

The avo;i, under poppy cultivation in the State is

6,000 bJ^has, rental of which amounts to Es. 27,000.

The total income of the State, iiicluding cesses, &c.,

amounts to E,s.51,00u. There is no other crop as profit-

able ns' op'.um. Sugar-cane cannot be grown with
advantage owing to bad land and insufficiency of

water ; besides, its cultivation is e.ipensive and entails

much labour. The metliod of indigo cultivation is not
known here, and is, nif ieover, considered disreputable.

Wheat would only pay lis. 12,000 per annum and cause

a loss of Bs. 'J9,00U per annum to the State.

2. Opium cultivation is over in a short time. It pays

the cultivator about Es. 23 per bigba.

3. Traders havo no feiu- of loss in this trade, as opium
does not deteriorate by lapse of time, but improves in

quality, whereas other commodities do deteriorate.

Poppy supplies oil, oil cakes; poppy seed is also used

as vegetable. In opium fields juar and fodder for

cattle are also produced. Opium is not used for the

sake of luxury, but medicinally to maintain health. It

will be diflioult for opium-eaters to forsake it. Liquor

cannot compete with opium, us it is costly. Opium-
caters do not commit crime or become turbulent, but

drunkards do. People must have some intoxicant.

The chiefs would not lil^e abolition of the opium culti-

vation. If any eluef do agree to it, he would object

altorvvards. The llritish Government would suffer a loss

too.

28.

ExTBACTS from the Abstbact of the Evidence of Pandit

SuEJ Bali Bajpai, Pensioned Head Pandit, Sehore

High School, at present an Octroi OolleotDr, Sehore,

in Central India, and deputed to represent the

Guaranteed Thakurates in the Bhopal Agency.

I am a servant of Government of 32 years' standing.

I was pensioned in 1891 from Government service'' in

its Educational Department. At present I am an

Octori collector in Sehore. I have been in this country

from the last 20 years. I have complete experience of

the growth, sale, and consumption of opium.

* * * *

In the Guaranteed States the land under poppy
cultivation is 2,789 bighas ; the out-turn of opium from
the same amounts to 348 maunds ; 48 maunds of this

is consumed in the said estates and the rest, is exported

to Sehore, Ujjain, and Indore.

* # * *

The population of these estates is, according to late

census, 35,920; of these 2,068 are poppy cultivators.

The opium is consvimed in two different forms : (1)

it is eaten, and (2) it is drunk. Madak and chandu is

scarcely known here. In one or two jagirs madak is

smoked, but chandu is entirely unknown. The average
account of opium consumers comes to 20 per cent.

Children are also allowed opium up to the age of three

to four years. The opium consumption is commenced
generally after the age of 25 to 30 years. The opium
consumption protects the consumer from asthma, fasli

fever, rheumatism, &o., as well as diarroea.

* * * *

The consumer of opium cannot give up the habit if

he has continually enjoyed it for a period of five to six

years and his daily dose' has gone up to one masha. If
they were forced to give up the habit they would prefer
committing suicide than to bear the pains of being
without the consumption. The man who has resolved
to destroy his life is prepared to do anything. In
these estates there is hardly a man who does not
consume opium, and if the consumer does not receive
his daily dose in time he suffers pains in body, and is

then utterly useless for any work.

* * * *

If the cultivation of poppy fl as prohibited the
Guaranteed Thakur.s would sufi'er considerably. They
shall not only sufi'er in person, but that their present
receipts will be reduced to one-fourth of what it is dt
present, and the said chiefs shall be unable to manage
their aff'airs as well as they do at present. The present
Guaranteed Thakurs are the descendants of those who
robbed and looted in Gwalior and Indore States. The
Government of India, when the settlement of Malwa
was made most wisely brought them under control and
settled them, making due arrangements for their and
their families' maintenance. Should their receipt be
cut down by the prohibition of opium cultivation and
trade they are sure to return to their ancestors' habit
(which they have been made to give up with consider-
able amoujit of labour and pecuniary outlay) and give
trouble in the country. Many idle and out-of-work
men may join them. There is every probability.
A jagirdar, when conversing on the subject of pro-

hibition, declared that if the prohibition were to be
enforced he had better be killed before any steps to
that end were taken. This was uttered by hirp in
excitement, and it was not in joke that he uttered the
words.
From this it could be seen that the result of pro-

hibition would bring about nothing but rebellion.

29.

Abstkaoi of the Evidence of Tiiakue Kesari Singh of
Piploda, in Westeen Malwa.

'^i''^¥onn*;°°*,
°^ poppy cultivation in the Khalsa isnearly 2 800 bighas, an^ the amount of opium producedm each bigha is approximately 10 seers.
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2. The tax levied on opium is 13 annas per maund;
and one anna extra is charged per maund as tko khuta
tax. On the whole the duty comes to 14 annas on
every maund.

.

3. The amount of revenue realised from the rent of
poppy lands is Rs. 70,000, and that of the duties levied
on opium is Rs. 500.

4. In my opinion the indulgence in moderate
quantities of opium does no injury to the consumer.
But it is better 't;6 abstain from indulging in it than to

betake oneself to it.

5. Forty per cent, of the population use opium for

medicinal purposes. The old and the infants are the

only persons included among those who use it as

medicine ; and there are 60" persons out of 100 who
indulge in it as an article of diet.

6. There are a very few people who injure their

health by taking opium in excess, I mean only five or

six in a company or 100 persons.

7. Among the persons of all the other castes in

general and among the Rajputs in particular the

practice of taking laudanum has got so much prominence
that none of. the peijsons of; any community has been
saved from indulging in kasumba, and in consequence
of this the practice has not been regarded as degrading
or bad.

30.

Abstkact of the Evidence of Eai Bahadur Bala
Pkasad, Diwan of Sitamau.

1. About 5,981 bighas of land is cultivated in Sitamau
State, and that the opium produced amounts to 1,122

maunds.

2. The poppy land is taxed at an average rate of

Ks. 16 per bigha.

3. The amount of revenue realised by the Sitamau
State, both from rent of poppy lands and by duties

levied thereupon, comep to about Rs. 1,03,758, i.e—
Rs.

Rent - . - - 95,696

Duties 8,062

1,03,758

4. The undersigned is of opinion that a moderate
consumption of opium is not in any way injurious ; bnt,

on the contrary, somewhat beneficial in this part of the

country, which is malarious indeed.

5. About 187 maunds of opium is used by the people

of Sitamau State as medicine and article of diet within

a year. / _ -

It is used by the people of the State generally, and
not by a small portion of the population.

6. There are very few persons in this State who have
injured themselves by taking opium in excess, i.e.,

perhaps one per thousand out of the opium-eaters.

7. The eating of opium in a moderate quantity is

not regarded as bad or degrading by the respectable

people ; but, on the contrary, a person who does not

take opium on ceremonial occasions is considered

discourteous in this part of the country. The distribu-

tion of opium liquid, which is called kasumba, when
exchanged amongst friends by their own hands, is

considered a mark of great respect at the time of

entertainments.
(Signed) Bal.4 Pbasad,

Diwan, Sitamau State.

Sitamau, 11th January 1894.

31.

Abstbact of the Evidence of Bias Haekisan, Amin of

Bori, in Jhabua.

I am Amin of Bori in Jhabua. I have served the

State as revenue officer in different capacities for up-

wards of 30 years. I am acquainted with opium traders,

consumers, and cultivators.

The area under opium cultivation is 978 acres, yield-

ing an annual revenue of Rs. 13,480. The annual pro-

duction is about 250 maunds, the greater part of which

is exported. Opium is the most remunerative crop.

The initial expenditure is l«ss than that pf other crops,
and the soil yielil&, two harvests.

,0n account of low prices during the past few years,
the cultivation of opium has diminished, the least ftrtile
land,being put under different crops.

-Opium is cultivated {ly all classes of agriculturists,
but most by the best cultivators, &uch as Sir\-ees,

Kponbis, an^. Mails. The average yield per bigha is 11
seers. The net profit to a cultivator may be estimated
at Rs. 2^ per Ijigha.

The State does not monopolise the sale of opium or
in any way .interfere with consumption in any form.
All classes lise opium, but the habitual one is most
coinmon with Rajputs and allied olajis, and least

common with the Bhils, who prefer alcohol. Opium is

taken to counteract the infirmity of old age, to remove
pains and weakness resulting from asthma, bronchitis,
piles, diarrhoea, dysentery, and rheumatism, and as a
preventive against fever.

It is given to infants to prevent colds and cough.
Occasional drinking of kasumba is one of the common
habits of the people ; while smoking is comparatively
rare.

Opium is also occasionally used as cattle medicine.
Opium is considered generally wholesome, and

habitual consumers become healthier and stronger,
provided they, <at the same time, get nourishing food ;

without that they sometimes become emaciated and
pale.

Opium is an important preventive against malarial
fever, and moderate consumption tends to keep down
the mortality rate. Abuse is very rare.

The ordinary dose is small, and is not usually
increased.

The total loss resulting from prohibition of cultivation

would exceed Rs. 60,000, and two-thirds of this loss

would fallen the State, thus necessitating fresh taxa-
tion. It ,would be most unpopular with all classes, and
even restrictions could not fail to produce loss and
widespread discontent. The State could not undertake
to interfere with the consumption of opium without
serious risk, and the probability is that any restriction

which could be successfully introduced would lead to

the more extensive use of alcohol or other drugs.

I can, if desired, give full particulars regarding pro-
duction and consumption. External trade is, as

already said, limited to the export of the raw opium
to "Rutlam. As regards internal trade, almost every
shop-keeper sells opium in small quantities and without
restriction.

App.XIII.
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32.

Abstpaot pf the Evidence of Lala Lachman Persitad,
- Mun^arim, Salt Department, in the Datia Siate

(Bundelkhand).

My name is, Lachman Pershad. I am a Motmid
of thb Datia State. Formerly I was a Boundary
Munsarim.

Twelve months ago a new departme; t for the
management of salt, saltpetre, and opium was created,

I am now munsarim of that department. When any
occasion arises I am deputed to make local inquiries.

I can inflict fines and other punishments subject to the
approval of the Durbar. I have now been deputed to
give evidence before the Eoyal Commiesioii. To the
best of my ability I have made inquiries from the
culti^'ators, traders, and eaters of opium, and from the
information thus derived, I am prepared to give the
following evidence before the Commission :

—

1. Datia is a native State near the border of Jhansi,
in Gwalior, and the British districts of Jhansi and
Jaloun.

2. Last year in about 252 bighas opium was culti-

vated, the average produce of which amounts to 31
maunds. This year 315 bighas of land has been brought
under poppy cultivation.

Kachhis generally cultivate opium. In the pargana
of Seondha, Kachhis have grown opium for many
generations. In other parganas, in some yean, opium
is produced in 5 or 10 bighas. and in some years it is

not cultivated at all. On inquiry the cultivators of

opium state that they pay Rs. 8 per bigha for opium
land as well as for other land in which they cannot
grow opium, but still- cultivate, simply because by
opium cultivation they can well maintain themselves

3 G 4
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Centrailndia.
security of opium fields. Moreover, they can grow, in

the irrigation channels of opium fields, vegetables and
things which their women sell, and thus support the
family. They also say that they like their old occupation.
It is well known that one can appreciate the occupation
he has been following all along. The cultivators
estimate their loss about Rs. 3,000 per annum. If

opium cultivation, which is their main occupation, be
stopped, they would be ruined, because their marriage
and other expenses are provided for from opium
cultivation.

3. The ryots say that they give opium to their
children as a protection against cold and other kindred
diseases. Besides, by giving opium, the children sleep
quietly, and allow the women to perform their domestic
duties. It IS used medicinally for sore eyes, hurts,
rheumatism, and for various other diseases. If opium
is prohibited they would suffer too.

4. Opium-eaters are very anxious at the idea of this,

and think that their lives are at stake, as by use of
opium alone can they move about.

5. Traders of opium assert that they never expect a
loss in this trade. They say that they purchase crude
opium at Es. 4 per seer, manufacture and sell it at

Rs. 8 per seer to retail vendors, who derive a profit of
about Rs. 2 per seer ; that they get a living out of it

;

and that this trade does uot entail hard labour but
gives a good profit. Thej- get a profit of about Rs. 32
per chest. Their estimated loss would be about Rs. 4,000.

We export and import opium from Gwalior under
passes issued by political agent, Bundelkhand.

6. The direct loss of the State, including land I'evenue,

would be Rs. 5,578.

7. Experience shows that opium is advantageous for
cold and diseases produced by cold, rheumatic pains,
and eye diseases. In old age its use is beneficial. Its
use for yotitbs, as well as the use of chandu and madak,
are injurious also when taken in excess ; it is injurious
if good food is not procurable. But an overdose of
everything, even medicine, is bad. This is the
general opinion, but whatever G-overnment thinks is

right.

8. The Durbar says that very little opium is pro-
duced in this State. Whatever Government orders,
after hearing the representations of other States in
which opium is largely produced, will be accepted by
this State as well.

32.

Abstract of the Evidence to be given by
Mr. Mahomed Baksh of Bagli.

1. It is customary hereto take opium at marriages,

festivals, &c., and on occasions of convivality and
mourning.

2. Opium is used as a prophylactic against climatic

influences and disease. It is consumed by old and
infirm people as also by those who are liable to great

exertions. It is given to infants and is used as a

medicine.

3. Those who take it in moderation are healthy and
perform their ordinary work satisfactorily.

4. Two thousand four hundred and twenty-three
bighas of land yield revenue to the Thakurate under the

head of opium, and bring in Rs. 31,000 on account of

rent, and Rs. 3,432 on account of dues, tax, and levies,

making a total of Rs. 34,432.

5. One thousand wells have been sunk at a cost of

3 lakhs of rupees for the purpose of irrigation of

opium crops. These would fall into disuse if opium
cultivation were to cease.

6. If the cultivation of opium were to be stoj/j cd,

wheat, gram, and such other grain would be sown. The
rate of opium land varies from 15 to 20 rupees, while
that of corn land from IJ to 2 rupees, and consequently
Rs. 3,200 only would be realised instead of Rs. 34,432.
Under such circumstances the loss may be calculated as
follows :

—

(1.) A yearly loss of Rs. 31,232 to the estate, including
rent and tax, but excluding the cost of wells, which
amounts to 3 lakhs.

(2.) A yearly loss of Rs. 25,000 to the cultivators and
the labourers.

(3.) A yearly loss of Rs. 20,000 to the traders.

7. The Thakurate seeks to improve the cultivation of
opium, and it is hoped that improvement will follow.
The income of the Thakurate and its people entirely
depends on the cultivation of opium. The Thakurate
cannot sustain the losses which would result from the
prohibition of the culture of poppy. Even if the above-
mentioned losses are recompensed, the Thakurate cannot
bear the loss to which it will be subjected in case the
opium cultivation is stopped.

APPENDIX XIY.

App. XIV.

B9-. jda.

Statistics regarding Production and Consumption of Home-gkown Opium in the Bakoda State fnnTi<1»,l ^„
the figures of the Tears 1883 to 1892. '

'""°^^^^'- °"

[Presented by A. P. Maconochie, Esq., Settlement
Officer of the Baroda State. See Question 22,629.]

I.

—

Cultivation or Opium, &c.

AcresArea under poppy cultivation - Acres 5,238

JSumber of liccuKes issued - 3,864

Amount of advances- - Rs. 64,378

ISl umber of persons to whom advances were 2,695
made.

Total yield of jnice - . lbs. 76,996

Average yield per acre - ,,16
Sum paid to cultivators for juice collected

Rs. 2,15,293

II.—Pkoduction op Opium, Exports and Realisa-
tions, &c.

Amount of opium produced - lbs
Amount of opium issued to licensed veU'

dors - . - lbs.
Value of opium issued to licensed ven-

92,233

61,101

dors
Revenue from license fees -

Miscellaneous revenue
Total revenue from sales
Amount of opium exported -

Revenue from opium exported
Total reveime

Rs. 6,26,303

30,777
10,409

6,67,489

33,390
Rs. 2,82,442

„ 9,49,932

lbs.

IIL- -Consumption op Opium.
Nausari division 34 tolas per head
Kari „ 0-59 „ „
Baroda ,, 1-34 ,,

"

Amreli ,, 2-44 " " "

held
*''** ^^°^^ °*' ^'''°'^'' territory about one tola per
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APPENDIX XVI.

App. XVI.

Bhtanagar.

CoKRESPONDENCs regarding the Opium Question in the

Bhaunagab State.

[Handed in by Lalubhai Samaldas, see Question

22,899.]

No. 137 of 1893.

Sir, Dated 30th December 1893.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of

your letters, Nos. 4,145, and 4,489, dated respectively

the 31st October and 29th November last regarding the

appointment by Bier most Gracious Majesty the Queen
Empress of a Royal Commission of inquiry into matters
connected with the growth, sale, and uses of opium

;

and with reference thereto to state that should the

Commission feel disposed to have any of its sittings at

Bhavnagar, it will give me much pleasure to welcome
the members as my guests, and to afford them every
means within my power of obtaining the information
they are in search of.

2. As regards the existing arrangements with my
own State, I cannot do better than forward, for the

information of the Commission, a copy of my letter,

No. 87, of the 25th June 1891, which contains a brief

account of the position of the State in the matter of this

drug from the earliest time of British supremacy to the

present date. Before 1820 this State was as free as it

could be in trading in opium and in growing the poppy,
while at the present time the growth of poppy, even for

medicinal purposes, is prohibited, and the State is

supplied by Government on payment of a pass duty of

Ks. 650 per chest, a charge previously unknown.

3. From this, it will, I think, be understood that if

the production and use of opium for non-medical pur-

poses are prohibited throughout British India, such
prohibition cannot, in my opinion, be extended to the
native States without the consent of the States, that is,

the willingness of the States to adopt a similar measure
;

or by payment of proper compensation.

4. I attach a list of names of witnesses whom I would
produce to the Commission for examination, whose
opinions would, I believe, be their own, based on
experienced observations, and expressed under a full

sense of the responsibility attaching to the same.
I am, &c.

(Signed) Takhtsingji,

The Political Agent, Maharaja of Bhavnagar.
Kathiawar.

No. 34 of 1894.

Kathiawar Political Agent's OfSce,
Camp Devcharari,

9th January 1894.

Copy with accompaniments forwarded to Government,
with compliments, in continuation of this office, No. 18,
of the 8th instant, for the favour of communication to
the Opium Royal Commission.

(Signed) G. E. Hancock, Colonel,

Acting Political Agent.

Accompaniment to Letteb, No. 137, dated 30th December
1893, from His Highness the Mahakaja of Bhau-
nagar to the Political Agent, Kathiawar.

Official.

R. Proctor Sims
*Lalubhai Samaldas, Esquire

*Dr. Shivnath Ramnath

Harisingji Jesabhai

- State Councillor.

Revenue Commis-
sioner of the
State.

Acting Chief Medi-
cal Officer.

Vahivatdar of
Kundla and land
proprietor.

Non-official.

Non-opium-eaters.

*Bhojkhuman of Bhamodra - Land proprietor.
*Raol Shri Harisingji Rupsingj - Bhayat and land

proprietor.
Alladin Deojibhai Merchant.
Oosman bin Abdul Hakim, Arab - ,,

Thakur Ragu Dahya, Hindu -
,,

Opium-eaters.

Patabhai

Harsur Kachar

SiK,

Mulgirasia
Sanosra.

Mulgirasia
Godhra.

of

of

No. 87.

• These two witnesses were examinecl.

Dated Bhaunagar, 25th June 1891.
With reference to your letter. No. 268, of the 28th

February last, on the subject of the traffic in opium, I
have the honour to state that the questions put by
Government necessitated a search into old records and
accounts wliicli were not handy, and my reply has in
consequence been delayed.

2. I will take the questions seriatim :

—

(1.) Has it been found practicable to enforce the
rule as to the minimum retail price ?

So far as I am able to ascertain the supervision
exercised over the licensed dealers in this State has
been of the strictest possible kind, and, with very few
exceptions, I have no reason to believe that in enforcing
this limitation there has been failure of the terms of the
contract, in other words, that the opium obtained at
Rs. 10-8 per seer is ever sold at less than Rs. 11-4.

In a letter addressed by me to the Political Ao-ent on
the 24th April of last year (No. 40), a copy of which was
furnished to your with my letter, No. 55, of the 24th
April last, I endeavoui-ed, by taking the normal con-
sumption of one tola per head per annum, to show that
it was improbable the Bhaunagar dealers could be
possessed of any surplus stock which it would, we might
say, be needful for them to dispose of at less than the
minimum rate. I have looked well about for some more
convincing proofs than this argument affords, but can
only fall back on the fact that very few complaints have
reached me of the contrary being the case, and these
few I will briefly note below :

—

(a.) Letter from Major Ferris, No. 1,116, dated 22nd
November 1889, intimating that the " Opium sub-
" inspector of Ahmedabad had reported to the
" collector that he had personally purchased from

the Bhoomh shop four tolas of opium for one
'' ^V^e, and at each of the shops at Madhda

Varte], and Trapaj, 8 annas worth at the same
rate.

(6.) Endorsement from Mr. Sladen, No 1 123 of the
4th November 1890, covering correspondence
beginning with a petition from the Government
vendor ot opium at DhoUera complaining that the
Bhaunagar licensees in Madhda, Vartei, Gano-li
Irapaj, Otana, and Sandhera were sellino- opium
at less than the minimum rate.

(c.) Letter from Captain Lyde, No. 65, of the 20th
April 1891, forwarding an extract from the Dhaud-huka magistrate's returns of two cases of smuss-Img from ' which it appeared that in both cales
„

the opium was smuggled into the Dhandhuka
district from the Bhaunagar State."

Every possible inquiry was made into the two firstmentioned complaints, with the result that onlv inreference to Madhda, in the second, could any proofsbe found. In the third case I asked for particulars ofthe evidence alluded to m the magistrate's return, andlearn from your letter, No. 809, of the 10th instant thatthe accused, who is a British subject himself said hecame from Otaria (a Bhavnagar village), but which hesubsequently denied.
On the other hand, as shown in my letter, No 40 thenumber of instances in which opium has been smuggledmto my State by reason of the large^tockmpossesfion

• These two witnesses were examined.
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of the Government farmers (as much as six times the

normal wants of the Government district) show clearly

that the maximum rate is not enforced in the territories

surrounding mine.

Briefly, then, I believe the rule is enforced as much
as any rule of the nature can be in my own State, but is

not enforced in the territory adjacent. Therefore that

it is not generally enforced.

3. (2.) If it is found that the rule is generally enforced,

has it had any beneficial effect on the opium revenues

of the British district or the native State concerned ?

My conclusion above that it has not been generally

enforced renders any further notice of the question un-

necessary ; but I contend that it has been enforced in

my own State, and in my letter, No. 40, which, as I

must refer to very frequently, I attach a copy, I have

shown, I think, clearly that this enforcement has resulted

in a distinct loss.

4. (3.) Supposing that (1) is answered in the affirma-

tive and (2) in the negative, is the result due to [a.) the

minimum retail price having been fixed too high or too

low? or (6 ) to any peculiarities of the system of opium
administration in the British districts or native States

concerned ? In the latter case, is the defect such as

cannot be conveniently renaedied P

I can only take this from my own standpoint, and
finding (1) in the affirmative and (2) in the negative,

proceed to the sub-questions :

—

(a.) I do not think the minimum retail price has

anything to do with it, unless there is any truth

in a report that is in current that Malwa opium
can be obtained direct by a Government farmer at

Es. 1-4 less than the same opium is possible to the

vendor in a native State. At the same time I do

not understand upon what grounds there should bo

any maximum or minimum price at all, so long as

Government can ensure all the opium that is sold

in the country being obtainable only from Govern-

ment stores and treasuries or on Government
passes.

(6.) This question, to my mind, touches at the root of

the difficulty, and in my letter, No. 40, 1 have fully

entered into the matter. The result is due entirely

to the system of farming or sales in the British dis-

tricts, where the contracts are given to the person

who buys the largest quantity of opium irrespec-

tive of the posBible needs of the district he has

contracted to sell in. The farmer must sell the

stock within liis contract time, and it is, of course,

better for him to be satisfied with a low profit than

to have a large quantity of the drug on his hands,

and what that large quantity is at Gogha I have

shown to be six times the normal consumption of

the district he supplies.

The remedy to me appears simple. Lei sales from

treasuries be regulated by the population to be supplied,

any excess above this being satisfactorily explained

before purchases over and above the normal consump-
tion are permitted. Ifthis plan,

" The licensed dealer shall T^liich is in strict accordance

So^i&hSSS" Witt paragraph 6 of Major
nuL uciu e b

Ballantynes notification of Sep-

tember 1820 (Abso Sud 2 of Samvat 1876), was adopted,

I believe the sales in my own State would soon rise to

the normal estimate of one tola per head.

5. I come now to the last of the questions.

(4.)
" If question (1) is answered in the negative,

should the status quo ante be restored ? or can any

other arrangement be suggested ?
"

The periods which mark the different phases of the

trade in opium in Kathiawar are briefly given below :—

Before 1820 —Previous to this year no restrictions

whatever existed in the import and export of opium in

and out of the province. An open trade with China and

other countries was carried on from the different ports

of Kathiawar, and poppy was grown wherever it was

needed or found to pay.

1820-1828—In 1820 with a view to prohibit the

export of opium, " not for increasing the duty carried

thereon " the British Government, by notification of

Major Ballantyne, framed rules, subsequently agreed

to bv the chiefs, in which it was stipulated that the

opium required should be obtained only from the

Government stores, and the price shall be the aggre-

gate of the original cost of the opium purchased by

Goveriiment together witli the expense of carrying the
same.

1828-1851.—On the Ist October 1828 a yad was issued
by Mr. Blane, political agent of Kathiawar, in which, on
the chiefs consenting to prohibit: opium traffic by
foreigners in their territories, the following conditions

were prescribed :

—

I
i

That the opium would be supplied only to he chief

or his authorised agent, who should not be a foreigner
;

that care should be taken for transit and sale, purchases
being allowed to the extent of four months' ascertained

consumption ; that the opium issued should be
secured by Government seal ; and that one seer of

opium in weight, equal to 38 rupees, be issued at the

rate of Rs. 5-8 per seer of the first quality and Rs. 4-8

of the second.

1851-1878.—In 1851 Colonel Lang, by notification,

increased the price to Rs. 22 per seer in common with
the territories administered by Governmenit, but on a
representation it was, by the same officer's notification.

No. 635, of the 21st October 1857, reduced to Es. 15,

while the rate in the Government districts was retained

at Rs. 22. This reduction was nearly proportionate to

the then existing amount of pass-fee, viz., Es. 400 per
chest of 140 lbs., but the payment was not reckoned as

a pass-fee.

In the interim a notification was issued, by Colonel
Keatinge in 1863 intimating his fears about smuggling,
and requiring strict compliance to existing arrange-
ments. In response to this the Bhavnagar Darbar gave
utterance to a grievance generally felt that the opium
sold at the stores was Khandesh opium, a much inferior

article to good Malwa, and assuring the political agent
of strict adherence to the arrangement if an article of

good quality was supplied at the settled price.

And in 187(J feeling that the rules were not sufficiently

understood, Colonel Anderson issued a, notification,

No. 7, of the 13th April of that year.

Since 1878.—On the 20th May 1878 (No. 13) the

Treasury officer at Rajkot issued a notification that the
sale of opium to licensed traders was stopped, but opium
would be supplied to those States that will agree to pay
the Government pass-fee when Government so desire

it. Simultaneously a pass-duty of Es. 650, hitherto
unknown, was imposed.

A few of the minor States agreed, but the others
refusing, a memorial was presented to Government
protesting against this order as injuriously affecting

their right to purchase the drug from Government at

cost price. In the meantime the full pass-duty was
imposed until Colonel Barton's notification of the 18th
February 1882, which ordered a refund of one-third.

But this notification placed the relationship of the
States with Government on an entirely new footing,

for in paragraph 4, while intimating the increase of
the rebate to the States on the pass-fee from one-fifth

to one-third of the full duty, it also enunciates that

—

" It must, however, be understood that the right of the
" British Government to impose the full duty is not
" affected by this concession."

In November 1882 the pass-duty was increased to
Es. 700 per chest.

To which of these periods, I would ask, am I referred
in regard to the first half of the question. In regard
to the second half—" Can any other arrangement be
suggested ? " it is, I assume, any other arrangement
than the present one is meant.

6. I recognise most heartily the need of the British
Government to hedge around the ojDium traffic with
such safeguards as will bring into the British Treasury
the full measure of the income to be derived from this

monopoly, and while I have in another place pointed
out how the rules now in force trench on my pre-
rogatives of independence guaranteed to me by the
Queen-Empress, I approach the question now put in

the spirit in which it is put and with a full desire to
render to the Paramount Power my hearty co-operation
in what is required to be done. I claim, moreover,
to have always dealt with the subject in the same
manner.

7. Diligent search has Deen made in my records to

arrive at some idea of what the opium revenue in my
State has been under the varied conditions through
which the traffic has passed, but I rptiret to say I
cannot obtain what I need in any reliab.u toi-m ])rior to

3 H 2
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{d.) That although there are only 20 houses in

the Tillage ct' Ohitra on the Grogha-Dhandhuka

road, the sale of opium there averaged 2,} maunds

per month.

(Memo —The Mamlatdar is in error
^

hore in

supposing, as he does, that this village is on the

Gogha-Dhandhuka road. It is over two miles

away from that line of communication.)

(e.) That though the Gogha farmer would not admit

abnormally large sales, the Mamlatdar had evidence

of sales at four tolas per rupee, and that this cheap

rate doubtless attracted purchasers from the

Bhavnagar villages.

(/.) That the Gogha farmer showed fictitious accounts,

the names of those persons to whom five tolas and

upwards were sold not, being real.

(o.) That the Gogha farmer sold opium to retail

salesmen of the Gogha district at rates lower than

those sanctioned by Government, and the retailers

again did the same. Instances are quoted which

came under the Mamlatdar's own observations.

7. On the strength of this report the Gogha farmer

was once more fined ; and it seems to me that with

this State paper in evidence, it is scarcely necessary

for me to say anything more, but I would add the

unimpeachable testimony of figures.

One tola per head of population is the average

consumption of opium in the
Political Agent's, No. «9, ^hmedabad district, and taking

dated 2«h February 1883.
^.^^ population of the Gogha dis-

trict to be 29,370 an annual sale of 739 lbs., or, say, six

full chests would be expected. But the traffic returns

of the Bhavnagar-Gondal-Junagad-Porbandar B.ailway

show that the actual importation into Gogha during

1885-6-7-8 and 9 was "S, 33, 32, 30, and 32^ fall chests

respectively, being an :i\erage of 32 or -26 chests more

than Gogha had any need for. In other words, there

is hero an actual sale of sbc tolas against a legitimately

probable sale of one.

8. I have said above that the Gogha Ijardar was not

the only channel by which illicit sales took place.

I would now ask that the sales in the Amreli Mahal of

His Hi£?huess the Gaekwar's territory be also submitted

to the test of figures.

The population of that district is 147,468, requiring

for a fully sufficient consumption 3,687 lbs., or, say, 27

chests of opium. Oompara this with the importation.

On the 10th June 1887, 172 half chests were despatched

from Sidhpur to Chital; in June 1888 the same

quantity ; while in 1889 the quantity was increased to

180 half chests, equal to an average of 87 full chests, or

60 che.'=its more than the population could legitimately

be expected to use up.

9. In further confirmation I would refer to the

information given in the Shero by the Assistant Political

Agent, Gohelvad, passed under date the 26th February

IsIS, to which I have added particulars obtained at

page'ieO of the Baroda Administration Report ending

July 1887, from which it appears that in the Amreli

Mahal in

—

tion of the Amreli Mahal with three other Mahals of

the Baroda State we have in

—

Navsari
Baroda -

Amreli
Kadi

1878-79
1879-80
1880-81
1881-82
1882-83
1883-84
188.5-86

1886-87

3,310 lbs. were sold = 0'90 tolas per head.

4,166

3,236

7,468
11,514
12,486

11,263

11,294

1-13

0-88

2-05

3-12

3-38

3-05

3-06

1882-83. 1883-84.

0-28
1'14

3 '02

0'50

0-31
1-47

.1 38

0'7l

188.5-86. 1886-87.

0-04
1-49

3-05
0-79

0-42
1-47

306
0-74

showing a consumption of double over Baroda
itself, four times over Kari, and seven times over
Nausari. The poppy is grown at Kari and Nausari,
and this would account for the low figures for these
districts, but why, it might be asked, should Amreli
be more than the double of Baroda. The conclusion,
I submit, can only be one, there must have been
illicit sales.

10. I would take now the consumption in my own
State, numbering roughly 403,000 souls

—

In 1885-86 - 9,049 lbs. = 0-89 tola per head.

„ 1886-87 - 8,140 „ 0-80

„ 1887-88 - 8,039 „ 079
„ 1888-89 - 6,812 „ 0-67

or an average of 8,010 lbs., or nearly 0'8 tola per head.

11. And next, taking the actual consumption for

1888-89—
Lbs.

In Bhaunagar 6,812

,, Gogha - - 4,550

„ Amreli . - - . 12,670

we have a total of 24,032 lbs., which, distributed over
the following population

—

Lbs.
Bhaunagar - ... 430,000
Gogha - . - . 29,370
Amreli .... 147,468

In all 679,838

gives an average consumption of 1'65 tolas per head,
and clearly shows that while Government has not been
a loser by the sales that have been eifected, a point
specially mentioned by the Mamlatdar in his report
above quoted, my State has suff'ered in that one year
alone a loss of over Rs. 16,000 in revenue as follows :

—

Allowing 1'65 tolas as the actual average consump-
tion per head on a population of 403,000, the opium
that should have been imported by my State, had
contraband not existed, would have been

4U3,000 X 1-65
' 40 X 140

= 118-6 full chests.

A pp. XVI.

Bhaunagar.

which shows in the last four mentioned seasons a sale

of over three times the recognised normal consumption.

Comparing again the consumption per head of popula-

while the actual importation has been only 48'6, giving
a difference of 70 chests, which at one-third its value,
viz., B,B. 233-5-4 per chest equals Rs. 16,333-6-4.

12. I can only add, in conclusion, that I adopted the
substance of the draft rules sub-

>T®°y^/<,?™j°.*?''l°iH'T niitted to Government by the
No. 4,963, dated 3ra July .-, .„• • n m ±. ^i
1883. Oommissioner of Customs, the

main object of which was to efiec-

tually prevent the sale of opium in my State by any
but licensed vendors ; that my officers have been rigid
in enforcing those rules, and that with the above
particulars before me I see no possibility of any pre.
vention of illicit sales excepting by the one way of

Government determining what the needs of a district

or State is, and selling only to the vendors of that
district a quantity sufficient for the same, requiring
full particulars for sales beyond the recognised ordinary
consumption.

3H 3
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Statement of the Oases of Smuggling of Opium tried by the City Magistrate of Bhaunagab from
1886 up to 1890.*

No. Name of the Accused.

Parhsotam Madhavji

Nanchaud Bechar

Bhagwan Ladha

Quantity of Opium and the

Place from whence it was
brought.

Quantity.

Place from
whence it was

brought.

Facts of the Case.

Lbs. tolas.

3 3^

4
I

Ganpat Gokul

Chitra under
Gogha.

Do.

Nagji Bhikabhai

Nathuji Muluji

1. Bhaya Bhagwan -

2. Jivi, woman, wife

of Bhaya Bhagwan.
3. Adamji Kalu.

Makan Bhana

Gopal Makan

Do.

Do.

21i

2 39j

1 39

Tansa under
Gogha.

Chitra under
Gogha.

Do.

ijib

Do.

Do.

The accused was on suspicion

•apprehended with the opium on
his person. He adri);tted the

commission of the offence before

the magistrate, and was con-
victed.

The accused was on suspicion

apprehended with the opium on
his person. On evidence of

haviug been in possession of the

opium not lioitly purchased, he
was convicted.

The accused while returning to

Bhavnagar from Chitra, was on
suspicion apprehended with the

opium in his possession secreted

on his person. On evidence he
was convicted.

The accused person in this case was
a licensed vendor of opium at

Chitra. He was apprehended
with the opium on his person.

Another person who had accom-
panied him at that time bolted

away. The opium found on the

person of the accused ipas of

the kind usually sold in the

Gogha district Ijy the licensed

vendors of that place. On evi-

dence the accused was convicted.

The accused in this case was appre-

hended with the opium on his

person, he having purchased it

at the village of Tansa under
Gogha from the licensed vendor
of that place. He was on evi-

dence convicted.

The accused in this case, who was
a Darbari sowar, was persuaded
by the licensed vendor of Chitra

to take the opium away to Bhav-
nagar and give it at his house.

The sowar was apprehended with

the opium on his person, and was
convicted on his own admission
and other evidence.

The accused, Nos. 1 and 2, were
apprehended with the opium on
their persons, they having pur-
chased it at the licensed vendor's

bhop at Chitra. On their admis-
sion of the commission of the

offence and other evidence they
were convicted ; while the third

accused, against whom there was
no corroborative evidence, save
the statement made by the

accused, Nos. 1 and 2, was dis-

charged.

In this case the accused was appre-
hended with the opium on his

person. On his own admission
and other evidence he was con-
victed.

The accused in this case, who was
iipjirehended with the opium on
his person, admitted teforo the
magistrate that he had purchased
it from the licensed vendor at

Chiira, at four tolas a rupee.
Hr was convicted on his own
admission and other r\ideiice.

See page 428.

Result of the Case tried.

The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Es. 5, or in default

thereof to 10 days' imprison-

ment with hard labour.

The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Rs. 2, or in default

thereof to eight days' rigorous

imprisonment.

The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Es. 25, or in default

thereof to suffer one and a half

month's imprisonment with hard
labour.

The accused was sentenced to
sutfer rigorous imprisonment
for two months, and pay a fine

of Es. 50, or in default thereof
to further imprisonment for

one and a half months with
hard labour.

The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Es. 50, or in default

thereof to suffer imprisonment
for two months with hard
labour.

The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Rs. 50, or to suffer

imprisonment with hard labour
for two months in default of the
fine.

The accused, Nos. 1 and 2, were
sentenced to two months' im-
prisonment with hard labour.

The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Es. 5, or in default
thereof to suffer imprisonment
for 1 days with hard labour.

The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Es. 5, or to suffer 10
days' rigorous imprisonment in
default thereof.
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No. Name of the Accused.

Quantity of Opium and the

Place from whence it was
brought.

Quantity.

10 1

.

Adu Kasu -

2. Nur Muhammad
Giga.

3. Jan Wali.

Lbs,

1

tolas.

4

Place from
whence it was

brought.

Facts of the Case.

11

12

13

14

Sawa Pirbhai

1. Jan Vario

2. Nur Muhammad
Giga.

Waldas Narbheram -

Jan Varln

15 Alibbai Madari

1 12JW

161

13-e

19|

Avania under
Gogha.

Chitra under

Gogha

Do.

Do,

Do.

Do.

The accused, Nos. 1 and 2, were,

while on their way from Avania
to Bhavnagar, apprehended with
the opium on their person, they
having purchased the same from
the licensed yendor's shop at

Avania. Accused, No. 3, was
charged with having aided and
abetted the accused, Nos. I,and2,
in the commission of the offence

of having been in possession of

the opium not lawfully pur-

chased.

On information, the house of the

accused was searched, from
which the opium secreted in

different places was found. He
admitted the commission of the

offence and was convicted.

Both the accused were apprehended
with the opium on their persons.

They admitted having purchased

it from the licensed vendor at

Chitra, and were convicted.

The accused in this case was appre-

hended with the opium on his

person, and on evidence was
convicted.

The accused while returning from
the village of Chitra was appre-

hended with the opium on his

person. He was convicted on

evidence.

In this case the accused, who was
a State servant, was apprehended
with the opium on his person.

He was convicted on evidence.

Result of the Case tried.

App. XVI.

Bhjiunagai.

Accused, No. 1, was convicted and
sentenced to suffer imprison-

ment with hard labour for 20

days, and pay a fine of Rs. 20,

or in default thereof to suffer

imprisonment for 10 days.

Accused, No. 2, was convicted

and sentenced to pay Es. 8, as

fine, or in default thereof to

suffer imprisonment for 16 days.

Accused, No. 3, against whom
there was not suificient evidence,

was discharged.

The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Rs. 50, or in default

thereof to suffer imprisonment
with hard labour for two
months.

The accused were sentenced to

pay a fine of Es. 25 each, or in

default thereof, to suffer simple

imprisonment for one month.

The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Rs. 10, or in default

thereof to suffer simple im-

prisonment for one month.
The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Es. 40, or in default

thereof to suffer imprisonment
for two months with hard
labour.

The accused was sentenced to pay
a fine of Es. 50, or in default

thereof to suffer imprisonment
for a month and a half with

hard labour.

APPENDIX XVII.

Statistics regarding Opium Consumers in the Junagadh Jail.

[Handed in by Dr. Tribhovandas Motichand Shah, Assistant Surgeon, Chief Medical Officer of the
Junagadh State, see Question 24,129.]

List of Opium Eaters.

1889-90.

Nos.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

n
12

13

14

15

Names.
Amount of

Opium-habit
on Admission.

Number of

Days during
which it was
given up.

Ali B. Chand
Hasum Yarmahomed
Meram Shamji
Nanji Vira

Ganee Ali

Kashum Shava
Jasa Veja
Eamji Jiwa
Mahoraedsha J.

Eana Juma
Hasan Jiwa
Hasum Juma
Hamir Dossa
Dada Bogha
Jamal Reman

Vals.

12

4

12

4
3

3

6

U

8

4

4
4

4
4
3

Days.
58

17

45
32

29
25
26
18

66

35

14

69

67

24

Amount of

Opium
consumed.

Vals.

347

43*
200i

7li

58|
544

78|
66

154
73

69
1571
1531
491
351

Amount of

Opium that

would have
been consumed

during

Incarceration.

Vals.

4,380

2,920

17,520

960
360

1,905

2,550

180

2,920

1,460

730
1,250

1,095

120
5471

App. XVII.

Junagadh.
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advisability of oheeking the illicit tvaflSo in Malwa
opium and imposing penalties upon possession, without
making any arrangements for licit sale or possession,
and directed the imposition of an export duty of Rs.
600 per chest of two Indian m.iunds, irrespective of
destination. The duty was assented to, but as the
export was almost nil it was inoperative. The Board
was, however, opposed to any restrictions on the pos-
session or sale of opium within the Presidency, as it

was then thought that the extent of consumption was
insignificant.

4. Inquiries instituted in 1873 as to the extent of the
consumption of opium in Godavari and other districts,

at the instance of Dr. Cornish, tended to show that the
consumption of the drug in four districts at least of
the Presidency was very considerable, and that a special
enactment restricting the traffic was urgently called
for, and it was determined to deal with the subject
along with that of the hemp drags for which a Bill was
then under preparation by the Local Government.
This, however, was not done as the Government of

India had, meanwhile, introduced into the Viceregal
Legislative Council a Bill for regulating the cultiva-

tion of the poppy, and the possession, transport, and
sale of opium, which was ultimately passed into law as

Act I. of 1878.

5. Law.—^The provisions of the Act penalise the
cultivation, manufacture, possession, transport, import,
export, or sale of opium otherwise than in accordance
with the rules franaed by the Local Government, which
have the force of law. Breaches of the Act and rules
issued thereunder are punishable with imprisonment
for a term which may extend to one year or fine not
exceeding Bs. 1,000, or both, together with the con-
fi.scation of the articles in respect of which any such
offence has been committed. Where fine is imposed,
provision is made for alternative imprisonment for not
more than six months. All oiScers of the Excise,

Police, Customs, Salt, Opium, or Revenue Department,
superior in rank to a peon or constable, authorised by
the Local Government in this behalf, are empowered,
on receiving information that opium is unlawfully kept
in an enclosed place, to enter, seize, and arrest, and
are entitled to such rewards as the magistrate in each
case may adjudge. Sums of money due to Government
under the Act are recoverable, as arrears of Land Re-
venue, and arrears to farmers from their licenued vendors
are also similarly recoverable, provided application is

made to that effect to the collector. Vexatious
searches, seizures, and arrests under the Act are

punishable, and officers making arrests or seizures are

required to report particulars to their superior ofiicers

within 48 hours.

6. Though the above Act was passed in 1878 it was
not extended to the Madras Presidency till 1st July

1880, as negotiations had to be entered into vpith His
Highness the Nizam's Government to prevent the

import of opium from his dominions into the Madras
Presidency, and preliminaries adjusted to obviate the

confusion, hardship, and fraud incidental to absence of

organisation at the outset.

7. Administration.—The administration of the opium
revenue is regulated by India Act I. of 1878 and the

rules and notifications issued thereunder. It is under
the management of the Collectors of Land Revenue
who are subject to the control of the Commissioner of

Salt, Abkari, and Separate Revenue—a member of the

Board of Revenue. In the Madras district the Act is

worked by the Town Abkari Establishment under the

supervision of the Deputy Commissioner of Salt and
Abkari Revenue, Central Division. The Collectors and

the Deputy Commissioner are assisted in the carrying

out of the Acts and rules by a large preventive esta-

blishment maintained in connexion with the Salt and
Abkari Administration of the Presidency. Ofiences

against the Act and rules arc punished by magistrates

of not lower rank than the second class.

8. The AdministraHon of the Agency Tracts.—The
restrictions imposed by the Opium Act and rules led

to a considerable increase in the price of opium in the

hill tracts of Vizagapatam. It rose from 6 or 6

tolas per rupee to 2 tolas, and in some parts opium

was not procurable at all. This produced serious dis-

content and distress among the hill people, who con-

sume opium largely, the drug being considered a

. necessary of life in those fever-stricken localities, and

it was therefore found necessary to take steps to enable

the hill tribes to obtain sufficient quantities at a

reasonable price without material difficulty. Inquiries

were instituted in Ganjam and Godavari as to the

I 82588.

system to be adopted in regulating the vend of opium
in the hill tracts of those districts. The measures
finally accepted for the agency tracts in the three
districts are brief!}' noticed below.

^
9. Oaiijam.—In the hill tracts of this district free

licenses for sale are granted in localities in which there
is a demand. The right of supplying opium to the
shopkeepers is assigned by contract to one of the
renters in the plains, where a maximum retail selling
price of As. 8 per tola is fixed.

10. Vinagapaiam.—It was suggested that the opium
required for consumption in the hill tracts might be
imported by Government and stored in depots cen-
trally situated for sale to the retailer,? at cost price.
It was also jiroposed that some of the hill mitoadars
and heads of villages should receive free licenses as
retail vendors, that inferior kinds of opium should be
sold by Government at 5 tolas a rupee, and that the
price of superior qualities be gradually raised, the
retail price being fixed at 4 tolas per rupee at first,

and subsequently at 3J tolas. The system of selling
opium to the vendors on behalf of Government was
introduced on J st April 1881. The opium imparted by
Government was sold only in the hill tracts above the
ghats at 4^ or 4j tolas per rupee to the vendors
(irrespective of quality) who retailed it at not less than
4 tolas. In the agency tracts below the ghats the supply
of opium was left to private enterprise.

11. In 1882-83 and the next year opium was
supplied by Government to licensed vendors at rates
varying from 4 to 6 tolas, according to the quality, and
retailed by them at from 3J to £ | tolas per rupee. Under
this arrangement a portion of the duty had to be fore-

gone, but as opium was considered a prophylactic against
fever, and as it was thought that the people would be
seriously inconvenienced if it were placed beyond their
reach it was deemed inadvisable to enhance the price
materially until more experience had been gained.

12. In 1884^85 the monopoly was left to private
enterprise, and was assigned to a contractor on condi-
tion of his supplying the shopkeepers licensed by
Government at 3J tolas per ru]]ee. The retail price rose
to 3 tolas per rupee, while the price in the ordinary
tracts was 2 to 25 tolas per rupee. In 1885-86, 1886-87,
and 1887-88 the monopoly of supply was disposed of
by tenders and the retail price underwent no alteration.
As this system was not, however, found to work satis-

factorily, the Government undertook the supply from
1888-89, the monopoly of vend being sold in auction in
selected localities and the retail price of opium being
restricted to 3 tolas per rupee as formerly. This was
tried as a temporary measure for one year, but as there
was onl}' one bidder in 1889-90, whose terms were
unreasonable, the system was continued for another
year. The privilege of retail vend in shops was sold by
auction in localities where the consumption exceeded
3,000 tolas per annum, fixed fees were paid for shops in
places where it varied between 1,000 and 3,000 tolas,
and free licenses were issued only for shops the average
annual consumption in which was less than 1,000 tolas.

The retail selling price was enhanced to 2| tolas per
rupee except in the Gudem Hills and in the Paderu
and Malkangiri taluks, where it was fixed at 3 tolas.

In 1890-91 and the two succeeding years, the privilege
of supplying the agency tracts was disposed of by
tender, and the retail price in the excepted tracts
enhanced to 2| tolas a rupee, while the monopoly
supplier was required to supply the licensed vendors
therein at 3J tolas per rupee and 3 tolas else-

where. In view of the complaints made by the
agency contractors and shopkeepers, the farms in the
ordinary tracts of the district were sold subject to the
condition that the price charged by shopkeepers should
not exceed 2 tolas and should be not less than 2^ tolas
per rupee. During the current year, the specially favour-
able rates in the excepted tracts have been abolished
and the retail price assimilated to that prevailing in the
rest of the agency tracts, and as the offers made for the
monopoly of supply were exceedingly low the tracts
have again been placed under direct Government
management.

13. Oodavari.—The Board proposed that the agency
tracts in the district should be treated in the same way
as the Vizagapatam agency tracts, and that a remission
of the pass-duty should be granted, but the Govern-
ment considered it unnecessary to undertake the supply
as no distress or discontent had been caused in the hill

tracts by the rise in the price of opium. The agents of

the mittas and heads of villages and such other persons
as the collector deemed fit were granted free licenses,

.3 1

App.xviri.

Madras.
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wliich, however, diil not reduce the price of opinm which
remained as higli as 'Jl or ;! tolas per rupee.

14. Betwci'.i 1884 and 1889 the rijjht of vend in

certain vilhi.^-cs wa.s sold by auction, while the grant of

free licenses for new shops in other ];arts wa^ prohibited

except with the Ilnard's special sanction. Since 1N90-91

the privilege has been disposed of b}' auction on the

folLiwing cmditions :

—

(i.) That the opium sold shall be of good quality.

(ii.) That not less than '^l tolas shall be sold for a

rupee.

(iii.) That the maximum cjuantity to be sold to a single

individual be restricted to 6 tolas.

l.\ Free licenses are also issued by the collector in

one or two villages where purchasers may not be forth-

coming. Shopkeepers obtain their supply of opium
from the taluk renters.

16. It will thus be seen that the system of issuing

free licenses for the retail vend of opium is at present
in force only in the G-anjam agency tracts and in

portions of the Vizagapatam and Godavari agency
tracts, in localities in which there is but very little

traific in the drug, and where, owing to difficulty of

communication and other causes, it would be a great

hardship to depriA e the people of opportunities of

obtaining this drug when necessary, and that the retail

price has been gradually raised from 5 tolas to from

3J to 21 tolas per rupee. The opium traffic is carefully

watched, and the system has had the effect of dis-

couraging the hereditary habit of using opium on the

part of the hill tribes.

17. Disposal of the Privilege of Vend of Opiuui in the

rest of the Ptesidency.—There were no restrictions

placed on the sale of opium prior to 1880. The Opium
Act, India, I. of 1878, was brought into force through-
out the Presidency on 1st July 1880, and the sales of

the opium shops took place in the months of July and
August following. During the first two years and
nine months the monopoly of retail ;• ale of opium was
disposed of by auction to the highest bidder at the
commencement of each year, the shops being sold

singly or in groups at Ine collector's discretion,

except in the hill ti acts of Ganjam, Vizagapatam, and
Godavari. Under this system the purchasers at

auction sales were bound to take out licenses and
maintain shops at the localities prescribed and to

pay besides the ]5urchase money for the monopoly
privilege a monthly duty of 1 rupee for each shop.

Complaints having been received that the purchasers
of shops under the shop-license system sold opium
clandestinely in the outlying villages, and there being
no check on illicit sales as there was no contractor for

definite areas, whose interest it would be to bring to

light such malpractices, the shop-licence system was
abandoned in 188:3 in favour of the farming sy.stem,

under which the pri-\-ilege of vending opium and
pop])y-heads and of manufacturing and vending in-

toxicating drn6;s was sold by auction for each
taluk in the mofussil and for each municipal
division in the town of Madras. This system',

however, was not extended to the districts of Kistna,
Auantapm-, North Arcot, and parts of (ianjam and
Guddapah until -April following, as the right to
vend in sho]is according to the ])reviously existing
arrangements had licen sold by collectors before the
Government order sanctioning the farming system was
communicated to them. In the town of Madras the
sale of the farms by municipal divisions having resulted
in the farmers underselling one another and lowering
the price of opium the whole district is now disposed of
as one farm since April lyy4. The sale of poppy-heads
was in 1885 separated from the opium farms, and
separate licenses have since l)oen gfnnted for the
yiriviJege on payment of a small fee of 8 annas.

18. Dispnsid of the Piivihge if Mcn-nfnriurp and
Vriid of Inii'j'iralinr/ Brvffs prrpar,"! from ijinum.—The
privilege of manufacturing intoxicating drugs from
opium is invariably connected with that of vend. From
July 1:80 to iMarch 1883 the monopoly wa- put up to
auction at the commencement of each year, the shoiis

being sold singly or in grou]js, and a license fee of
7U]J ' one per mensem was levied on each shop in
adilition to the amount realised at tlu' auction sale.

From Aj ril 1883 this was superseded by the farminn-
system and the privilege of manufacture and sale of
intoxicating drugs was amalgamated with that of vend
of ojiium, but a separate license was, however, held
requisite to enable shojjkeepers to cxutcise this right.

19. Disposal of the Privilege of Vend of Poppy-heads,

^Licenses for the vend of poppy-heads were formerly

granted for a period of one year on payment of an
annual fee of Rs. 3. From April 1883 to March 1885

the privilege of selling popjiy-heads was included in

the monopoly rights sold by farms at auccion, since

which latter date it has been separated and licenses

issued on a fixed fee of annas 8 per annum. This

arrangement has been made with a view to secure to the

public gi'eater facilities for procuring the article which
is in general use as a medicine.

20. Cultivation.—The cultivation of the poppy in the

Presidency may be said to be almost unknown, except

on the Nilgiris, where the plant was cultivated to a

very small extent by hillmen prior to 1880, but it has

since been prohibited.

21. ManufacUire.—The manufactui-e of opium is

prohibited, but that of intoxicating drugs from opium
IS permitted under license from the collector, and is

conjointly disposed of with the privilege of vend of the

same.

21. Possession.—Any j)erson may possess 1 tola of

preparations of opium or intoxicating drugs used in

smoking or 3 tolas of raw opium, or preparations thereof
used for purposes other than smoking, and 5 seers of

poppy-heads purchased from Government, or a farmer
licensed vendor, or medical practitioner, but no person
can possess a greater quantity unless he is a licensed
importer, a farmer, or licensed vendor or medical prac-
titioner, or unless specially authoii-ed by the collector

with the Board's sanction, in which cose he may possess
not more than 1 seer of opium oi' intoxicating drugs.
Under a li cense from the collector a medical practitioner
may have, for purely medicinal purposes, 1 seer of
opium, 1 seer of intoxicating drug, and 10 seers of poppy-
heads, or such large cjuantities as the Boaa'd may in
special cases authorise. In the agency tracts of

Ganjam and Vizagapatam the maximum quantity
which may be jiossessed is 3 tolas, while it is fixed
at 6 tolas in the agency tracts of Godavari.

23. Sale.—The sale of any quantity exceeding 1

tola of any preparation of opium or intoxicating drugs
used in smoking, or of any quantity exceeding 3
tolas of raw opium or preparations thereof used for
purposes other than smoking, or of poppy-heads
exceeding .j seers is treated as wholesale, and the
sale of any less quantity as retail. Licensed vendors
were formerly permitted to sell by retail at one time to
any person up to 3 tolas of opium or intoxicating
drugs, and it was but recently that the above limit was
reduced to 1 tola in the case of preparations used
for smoking, as the result of certain representations
made by the society for the suppression of the opium
traffic.

24. Sale hy Wholesale.—A licensed importer or a
farmer may sell by wholesale any r|uantity of opium or
poppy-heads to a farmer or a licensed vendor. Licensed
vendors also may sell by wholesale to other licensed
vendors or farmers, subject to the limitation that an
independent licensed vendor cannot sell by wholesale
to a dependent licensed vendor in another farm. In all
cases of sale to dependent licensed vendors, the seller
must satisfy himself that the former has the consent of
the renter on whom he is dependent. Wholesale issues
may be made to licensed medical practitioners also,
but the quantity so delivered must in no case exceed
that which they are entitled to possess under the
licenses held by them. Provision is also made in
the rules for the ;-U]iply of opium to farmers,
independent licensed venders, or medical practitioners
by G-overnment at collectors' offices.

25. Side hy UdoH.—Oiimm, intoxicating drug- or
1
OTipy-heads may be retailed by licensed vendors or

licensed medical practitioners for medicinal purposes
only. Licensed importers are disqualified from retailino-
opium or poppy-heads, and retail sale at collectors^
othces IS also prohiljited.

26. JmjMrf.—The opium rules contemplate the import
of opium on account of Government, as also by private
agencies. Persons desirous of importing opium or
poppy-heads arc permitted to do so under a license
obtained from the Board of Revenue through the
collector of the di^lnct into which it is intended to
import It. M] opium must hr procured from Indoio on
production of the license granted by the Board andmust be imported only by such route as mav have
Decn prescril)cd by the Board in th- license, and onlyunder the authority of a pass from the opium ao-cnt at
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Indore certifying to the payment of an import duty of
Rs. 700 per chest of 140J lb. Consignments so im-
ported require to be verified by the collector or other
ofiBoer in charge of excise revenue of the district on
their arrival, and to be stored in a registered place of

deposit, whence they cannot be removed except under
transport permits. The minimum quantity for which
a license is granted is restricted to half a chest, and the
quantity covered by a license is never allowed to exceed
what cap be cleared in one oonsignment. Imports,
other than those made under the authority of the
opium agent, Indore, are subject to a duty of Rs. 24 per
seer (80 tolas), leviable under section 5 of the Indian
Tariff A!ct XI. of 1882. A concession has, however,
been re(Jently made in the case of import for bond
fide private consumption of half a tola of opium or
preparations thereof by travellers crossing from French
into the British territory.

No duty is levied at Indore on poppy-heads imported
into this Presidency.

27. JSxpori.—Opium and poppy-heads may be ex-

ported on account of &overnment. Exports of opium
to Mysore, Travanoore, Cochin, Banganapalli, Sandur,
Pudukkottai, and the French Settlements in the Madras
Presidency are permitted if made under the licenses of

the respective residents or political agents of these
places. But opium booked through from other parts of

India by rail to any of these States may be imported
and exported if covered by a pass issued by the opium
agent, ludoi'e, or granted under the Bombay opium
rules. Export of opium to places other than these is

strictly prohibited.

28. Transport.—Licensed importers, farmers, and
licensed vendors wishing to transport opium from one
district to another have to obtain a pass in the pre-

scribed form, for each oonsignment from the officer in

charge of the opium revenue of the district from which
such opium is to be transported. Each package is

stamped in the presence of the officer granting the

pass with his official seal. No pass is granted unless

the person applying for it produces written permission
for so applying from the officer in charge of the opium
revenue ot the district to which the opium is consigned.

A copy of every transport pass is sent to the last-

named excise officer, who examines the consignment
on its arrival and passes it on to the consignee if

satisfied that the packages have not been tampered
with. These rules apply mutatis mutandis to consign-

ments from one taluk to another, if farmed to different

renters, with the difference that in this case the

Tahsildar of the respective localities is the officer who
grants passes and examines consignments. As a pre-

ventive measure against possible fraud, certain officers

of the Revenue, Excise, and Police Departments are

authorised to examine and verify such consignments
while in transit.

29. Confiscation.—Opium, intoxicating drugs, and
poppy-heads, in respect of which any offence has been
committed, are liable to confiscation, together with the

vessels, packages, coverings, animals, and conveyance

used in the commission of the offence, and when the

offence is against the rules as to sale the whole of the

opium iii the possession of the offender is so liable.

Opium declared to be liable to confiscation in cases

where the offender has been acquitted, and opium not

in the possession of any person which cannot be satis-

factorily accounted for can also be confiscated. Opium
so confiscated is ordered to be immediately destroyed

if pronounced unfit for consumption by the civil sur-

geon or chemical examiner. If fit for use, it is disposed

of by sale to licensed vendors for a price not below the

duty leviable thereon. Intoxicating drags confiscated

a^e destrpyed, and poppy-heads are disposed of accord-

ing to.the directions of the excise ofiicer of the district.

Whenever confiscation is ordered, the owner of the

property confiscated may be given the option of paying

in Hen of confiscation such fine as in each case iiiay be

determined.

;30. Beioard.—When an offender has been convicted

ujidor. the Act or opium confiscated, a reward not

exceeding the value of the property confiscated and
the amount of jthe fine imposed niay be, granted to the

person's who have contributed towards such conviction

or confiscation; The rule, has had a wholesome. in-

fluence on the detection of offences under the Act. and
there are cases on record where liberal rewards have
been sanctioned to informers and other co-operators in

the repression of offences.

31. Shops.—The following statement shows the App. XVIII.

number of licenses issued for the sale of opium and
intoxicating drugs during the last 13 years :

—

Madras.

1880-81
1881-82
1882-83
1883-84
1884-85 -

1885-86 -

1886-87 -

1887-88
1888-89
1889-90
1890-91
1891-92
1892-93 -

1,208

1,021

1,091

1,107

1,089

1.062

i;i63

1,157

1,172

1,052
1,050

1,034

1,004

It will thus be observed that there has been a steady
decrease in the number of licenses issued for the last

five years, and that the number last year was conspicu-
ously low as compared with the figures on record of

any of ihe previous years. It may also he noted that
no less than 694 of the licensed shops are situated in

the four northern districts of the Presidency.

32. No considerations of pushing sales or raising

revenue are allowed to operate in fixing the number of

shops, and the sole and invariable criterion for deter-

mining the number is the actual demand for the drug.

Consumption of opium in any shape on premises
licensed for sale is strictly prohibited, and every care is

taken to see that such premises are not used as ren-

dezvous of bad characters. Artificial stimulus to the

consumption of the drug is provided against by the
prohibition of sales by barter. Honesty iu the daily

transactions of the shopkeeper is secured, and fraud

controlled and frustrated by the frequent inspection

of shops by the land revenue and excise officers, and
the compulsory maintenance of accounts in a prescribed,

form. These precautions effectually prevent increase

in the number of shops beyond -the reasonable require-

ments of consumers, and explain the continued
diminution adverted to above.

33. Revenue.—The opium revenue prior to 1880 was
realised from duty on import and export. Since the

rules framed under the present Act came into force in

July 1880 it is derived from the following sources :

—

(i.) A pass duty of Rs. 5 per lb. on Malwa opium
" imported into the Presidency,

(ii.) The sale, by auction, of the right to sell opium
and to manufacture and vend intoxicating drugs
prepared from opium.

(iii.) Fees levied on licenses for the sale of popjjy-

heads.

(iv.) Fines and forfeitures.

34. Figures for the opium revenue for the last 13
years are given in the appendix to this note. It may
be remarked that the four northern districts mainly
contribute to the revenue under the above heads.

35. Consumption.—The opinion was long prevalent

that there was little or no consumption in the Presi-

dency. But searching inquiries instif;uted about the

year 1874 dispelled this idea and showed that it did not
represent the actual facts, but that, on the other hand,
there was a considerable consumption of opium in the

Presidency, especially in the four northern districts of

Ganjatu, Vizagapatam, Godavari, and Kistna.

36. A few months back a reference was made to the

Board as to the alleged existence of a trade in children's

opium pills, and the poisoning . of many children by i ts

use. It was found that the sale of such pills was con-

fined to a_ few scattered places in the Presidency.

Inquiries further went to show that the administration

of opium in'very small quantities to children purely

medicinally and as an antidote to infantile disorders, or

as a soporific, was, not uncommon, but that iu no case

was it attended with any injurious consequences.

(Signed) W. 0. Hoene,
Acting Secretary.

Board of Revenue (Separate Revenue),

,
Madras, 30th November 1893.

3 12
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AlP. SIX. APPENDIX XIX.

Abstbacts op Evidence or Witnesses who were
TENDEBED POB EXAMINATION BY THE GOVERNMENT
OF MaBBAS, but NOT EXAMINED BI THE ROTAL
Commission.

M. E. Ey. P. Nageswaram Pantolu, Acting Deputy
Tahsildar.

1. The maximum amount of opium, whioli large con-

sumers use, is I a tola per diem in Uto equal pills ; one

in the morning and the other in the evening.

2. It will not interfere with the maintenance of the

family of poorer classes, since they live on roots, on
tender roots of bamboos, on Vippa iiowers, on fruits of

Thummika tree, and on mango nuts, &c. Besides

eating the above, they will also sell them for mouey
with which they will buy opium.

3. It will not cause any evil effect on them, physically

or mentally.

4. It will not linduce people to commit any offence.

But the poor and idle people, such as Dombs, &o., who
are accustomed to eat opium when they are unable to

get opium, will commit petty thefts.

5. It will help to check the effects of malarious
climate.

6. It will not injure the health of children who are

born to opium eaters. Those children will rather look

strong and healthy.

7. A woman will generally consume six-pie worth of

opium, e.g., about three chinnams per diem in two equal

pills, and a child three-pie worth of opium in like

manner. Some women will use one-anna worth of

opium per diem,

8. Even if the women use smaller quantity of opium
the health and physical endurance of them is the same
as that of men, i.e., no difference.

9. The hill people will give daily about three-quarter
ohinnam of opium in two equal pills, one in the morning
and the other in the evening, to their children from
the date of their birth until they attain four years of

age. By this habit, their children escape from cold,

enlargement of spleen, cough, &c.

10. This habit of giving opium to children will be
discontinued after the children attain four years of age
if they could manage to do so. But such children irhen
they they attain proper age may again use opium.

11. Some of the hill people will swallow opium pills,

others will chew and swallow opium. Some of these

people will also smoke madat like hooka in addition to

opium. Madat will be prepared with boiled opium,
mixed with the powder of burnt leaves of gooseberry
and made into pills for smoking.

12. The opium consumers will use opium just before
taking their meals, both morning and evening. The
effect of opium will remain from morning to evening
and from evening to morning, at which intervals they
use it. Generally the opium eaters will take their

meals at 8 a.m. and between 6 and 7 p.m. Some use
opium thrice a day, i.e., morning, mid-day, and evening,
and these peojile will also take their meals thrice a day.
Some of these will consume one anna worth of opium
at each time. If the consumers could not get their meals
in time they will swallow opium, and then drink either

some water or buttermilk if they could get it. Unles,^

they take opium at the usual time they cannot move a

foot or do any work.

13. The opium will stop dysentery, diarrhoea, and
cough, &c., and it' is the best remedy for the hill people
for all sorts of diseases, since they use it daily.

(Signed) P. Nageswaram Pantulu,
Ag. Deputy Tahsildar.

Pattingi,

23rd December 1893.

II.

Rai Bahadur, M.R.Ry. K. Nabainswami Naidu,
Inspector of Police, Vizianagram.

The following is the information which I can offer as

regards the use and abuse of opium :

—

1

.

Opium is used by the natives of the Yizagapatam
district in all its parts. In the hilly tracts to a greater

extent. It is commonly used to check some diseases,

such as asthma, consumption, rheumatism, bronchitis,

ferer, dysentery, stomach-ache, and as a safe-guard

against the evil effects of malaria. Of course some
people, especially the well-to-do persons, consume it as

a luxury.

2. Opium is used in this district by all classes of

people without regard to caste, creed, colour, sex, or

age. The Musalmans and the Kshatrias take the

highest percentage on the plains, and in the hills the

percentage of non-consumers is much less than on
the plains. The hill people inhabiting the Golgonda
and Gudiem hills, of whom I have got good experience,

cannot do without it even for a single day. They know
no medicine with which they do not mix opium. They
take opium pill at meals. The hill man takes a pill as

his means permit, at about 9 o'clock in the morning,
and eats some grnel or other food, and then leaves

home for his work. At about 1 o'clock he will take
another pill when his dinner is ready for him, and then
in the evening between 7 and 8 another pill at night
meal. His dose ranges from quarter anna to two annas
worth of opium. At the pill hour, if nothing is ready
to follow the pill immediately after the pill is swallowed,
he will at least drink little water, and thereby supply
the want of food for the time being. Women and
children too have their shares. In fact, there are a
very few persons who do not use opium. They think
the drug is absolutely necessary to save themselves
from malaria, colds, dew, and abundant rains, which
are peculiar to the Agency tracts. They practise the
drug upon their children from the age of four or five

months, and continue to do so till aljoutthe ninth year,
when they stop it in a very few cases in which children
can withstand the causes as stated above, while in all

other cases the practice is carried up to the grave.
The low-country people frequenting the hills also practice
the use of the drug as a precaution against malaria,
colds, coughs, &c., and the inclemencies of the weather.

3. Both in the hills and on the plains there are opium
eaters who carry the practice to an unnecessary excess,
and they immediately look emaciated and restless. To
these men night is day and day is night.

4. Both the moderate and immoderate users of opium
suffer if they fail to get opium pill at the proper time.
Their whole body pulls very badly and becomes languid,
and if they fail to get it for a day or two they will catch
diarrhoea or dysenteiy.

5. The use of opium does not seem to have direct
effect on the moial condition of the people who are
addicted to the use of it, but on the physical condition
to some extent. The opium eater first begins the habit
with a small dose and gradually increases it as his
means permit, until at last he becomes a slave to it.

Then he suffers from constipation, want of proper
sleep, and disinclination to work, besides becoming very
weak.

6. The popular native idea is that the moderate use
of opium from the age of 40 years does immense good
to the user by keeping up the drooping vigour from age.
This .proved to lie quite true in the case of my old
mother. She suffered for many years from some
chronic belly-ache, and I tried many medicines to cure
it, but without effect. Some one advised her to use
opium in small doses, and she followed the advice and
she finds herself much better now.

7. The moderate nse of opium does not tell upon the
health of the consumer's children.

8. It does not incite crime, but want of money
wherewith to purchase opium drives the user to that
necessity, and that too only amongst the lower classes.

9. Opium is purified and made into pills by the
admixture of the roasted stuff of the betel leaves or the
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leaves of tbe babul tree {Acacia Ardbiea). This pre-

paration is called madat, wMcb is said to possess

stronger intoxicating properties than the opium itself,

and the use of it is resorted to only by those confirmed
eaters of opium and who do not satisfy themselves by
the use of opium alone. To the madal shops only

those people who have little or no regard to respect

resort), as the use of it is considered disreputable.

Madat consumers are easily detectable by their

emaciated bodies, ugly appearances, and gait. It is

used not as a medicine at all but as luxury. This
habit when once formed cannot be easily got rid of,

and has a greater tendency to the contribution of crime
than that of opium itself, because the users become
altogether indolent and seek for money wherewith to

purchase madat by illegal means when their legal

resources have exhausted. The madat .smokers are

generally composed of lower classes who live hand to
mouth.

10. The use of opium or madat is contracted by
some as aphrodisiac and carried to excess by degrees
when they find themselves deceived by the idea.

11. Native phybicians use the drug (opium) by mixing
it with other medicines. It is applied externally on
parts of the body affected by rheumatism or violence
and to heal sores or wounds.

12. In rare instances women mix opium with sweet
oil and drink the mixture to kill themselves owing to

some family quarrels.

•tPpXIX.

(Signed)

Vizianagram,
13th January 1894.

K. Nabainswami,
Inspector of Police.

III.

M.R.Ry. Geda Krishnama, Kannapuram.

Reply.

1. What are the efi'eots of opium on the consumer's
bodily frame as well as his character ?

2. Do people, in general, accept the proposition that
" opium should not be used for any other than medicinal
purposes," and, if so, are they willing to bear in whole
or in part the cost of prohibitive measures ?

3. Is it possible to prevent the growth of the poppy
tree, or the preparation of opium or the sale of opium
except for medicinal purposes ?

4. Is it possible to stop the opium trade, otherwise
than by prohibiting the growth of poppy and the
nmnufacturing of opium ?

6. How is opium supplied in these hill tracts ?

6. What portion of the population consume the drug,
and to what extent does each man consume P

7. Do the people use opium for any purpose other

than that of eating ?

8. What other advantages are there by consuming
opium P

9. Will they suffer in any way by stopping its use P

10. Supposing people sufier for want of it, cannot

they rest satisfied with any substitute P

I think, by the consumption of opium, a man's power
of "remembrance" is diminished, as also his bodily

strength. The practice in these parts is that a man
should not take to this habit as long as he is under
40 or 50 years of age. Those over 50, being naturally
weak, take to the habit of eating opium, thinking that

the latter has the effect of giving temporary strength.

I hear from the consumers that, if it is taken in old

age, it improves the general strength. I actually see

cases when deleterious effects are produced if the
consumer is ill-fed.

No. They would not like that the use of the drug
should be restricted to medicinal purposes alone, as
they have been accustomed to the free use of it for a
very long time. If so restricted, they will not be
willing to bear any cost of the prohibitive measures.

It is not usual in these parts either to grow the poppy
tree or to manufacture opium, and even granting there
is such a practice, it will not be possible to stop it, as

these people are not amenable to such orders.

I see no other way to stop this trade except by pro-
hibiting the growth of the poppy.

The licensed shop - keepers procure opium from
Eajahmundry and sell the same in the weekly markets
where there are licensed shops.

Excluding all cases where persons in these hill tracts

take opium whenever they fall sick, I think the number
of the habitual consumers is about 5 per cent., each
man taking on an average Jg of a tola a time, i.e., -^
of a tola a day.

It is used for external applications in cases of " sore
eyes" and "headaches." It is not used here in
smoking at all.

Those of the consumers that are over 40 or 60 years
have their nervous system strengthened, and, by the
use of the drug, constant irritation of their bowels is

cured.

Aged persons and, who are at the same time, weak,
cannot do without it, as otherwise they will be unfit to
attend to their ordinary avocations. Those that are
habituated to it suffer from pains in the hands and legs
if they fail to eat it.

There may be medicines likely to cure the sufferings
arising from the disease of opium, but as such medi-
cines are not as easily procurable as opium, people
cannot do without it.

Genehal Eemaeks.

I think that in these days under the renting system with a fixed number of shops for sale of opium the

consumption of the drugs is far less than in times previous to the introduction of the renting system.

2. I do not think that in these hill tracts this drug is used first (sic) for the sake of intoxication and pleasure.

(Signed) Geda Kkishnama.

/ 82588. 3 L
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IV.

Mr. H. Gr. PfiENDEEGAST, District Superintendent
of Police, Kistna.

Opium is used to a small extent throughout the

Kistna district. Unlike the case oi' the more northern
districts, more of it is consumed in the delta than in

the upland taluks. It is used mostly in the solid form,

as a prophylactic, and occasionally by those who cannot
get a full meal because it enables them to do a day's

work or less. The quantity consumed varies from

J2 to I of a tola. It is also used medicinally. The use

of opium is nowhere carried to excess. I do not know
of any instance in which injurious effects have followed

the modoraLe or immoderate use of opium. The
moderate use of opium has a beneficial effect both

morally a.nd physically—morally, because it removeB
the craving for alcohol, the use of which by natives of

this district almost invariably ends in abuse of it and
consequent demoralisntiou, and physically, because it

reduces the liability to delta fever, rheumatism and
other diseases, and enables a man to do more work
without the sense of fatigue than he could otherwise

endure without injury to his constitution. The use of

opium in no way contributes to the perpetratiou of

crime, but, on the contrary, prevents it in so far as it

prevents drunkenness, which does contribute to the

perpetration of crime. Moderate opium eatiug, and
this is the rule, with very few, if any exceptions in this

district, is cheap, costing from -,- to 1 anna per diem.
The use of arrack is an expensive luxury. Toddy
drinkers spend from 2j annas upwards per diem on
that beverage, and ari-aok drinkers spend fj-om 3 annas
upwards per diem on their drink. Those who are

regular drinkers thus spend about half their earnings
on drink and ai'o pauperised. Crime soon follows.

The very best men I have had serving under me arc

Goomsur Oriyas, who are all moderate opium eateis,

consuming on a average Jy tola a day. I had these

men under me for eight years continuously, and in all

that time I had not a single instance of the immoderate
use of opinmi or any evil effects resalting from its

moderate use by them. On the contrary, I had during
the same time among toddy and arrack drinking
telegas several instances of men dismissed for habitual

drunkenness and of others invalided from the effects

of excessive di'inking. To throw difficulties in the way
of the moderate use of opium would, in my opinion,

cause widespread discontent that would result in

serious danger.
(Signed) H. Gr. Pkehdekgasi.

excess, mainly with a view to drown their cares and

sorrows, and they suffer, getting emaciated and weak,

with sunken eyes, wild staring looks, and their whole

body shrivelled except their stomach, which is com-

paratively bloated. Opium in moderate doses seems

to have no effect upon people who eat well. My obser-

vations do not lead me to think that opium leads to

any immorality or crime. On the contrary opium has a

sedative effect, and malves people quiet and non-

interfering. The criminal class will of cour.se be

criminals, whether they take opium or not. It has all

along struck me that opium-eaters and smokers, even

when they use the drug in excessive quantities, are not

nearly so mischievous as people who use spirits or ganja

in excess. Here I may state that I have been in charge

of the sub-gaol at Salem for over one year, and that I

have not yet seen one man sent ti^ it who is an opium-

eater or smoker.
In the Salem town opium is used in two forms. Pills

made of crude opium are eaten or are dissolved in

milk, &c., and drunk. It is made into madat, and

smoked. Madat is prepared by adding to an infusion

of o])iuiii an equal quantity of roasted babul (Acacia

Arahica) leaves, and then making pills of the pro-

duct. Aljout 30 pills are made out of each tola

of the product. Opium in its crude state is sold at only

one place, and madat in two places. The consumers

are generally weavers, pensioned sepoys (Muhammadan
and Hindu) and beggars. Most of them are poor. The
beggars lock weak, and emaciated, as their Ijrethren in

Central India do ; the rest look as well as other men in

their station of life. Opium is given to children prin-

cipally by Muhammadans up to the ago of two, and
then discontinued. The average daily sale from
1st Ajnil last amounts to 9 tolas of crude opium, and
•5 tolas for madat. The approximate number of

people using opium in Salem town is l-!iO. In the

taluks the total consumi)tion of opium during 1892-93

is as follows :

—

M.K.Ey. P.S. Ganapati Aixeb, Avcrgal, B.A.,
Treasury Deputy Collector, Salem.

I was Private Secretary to the Prime Minister of

Indore in Central India, between August 187-^ and
December 1879. Daring this time I had occasion to

visit pares of the Indore State, and also Eutlam and
Dhar. I had, therefore, opportunities of studying the
opium question.

In Central India opium is used by all classes of ])eople

except Brahmans. Some take it as medicine, but the
majority take it from habit. When I was at Eutlam
with the Prime Minister, as guests of the Maharani, a
deputation of her Sirdars, who came to inquire after

our health, presented us balls of very su])erior old

opium, and drunk in our presence u, preparation of

opium called kusumba distilled on the spot. I mention
this incident to show that opium-eaters and smokers
are not looked down upon. Ojiium is given in very
small doses in Central India to childi'en of all classes

—

including Brahmans—up to about the age of two. It is

given under the impi'ession that it will jireveut children

from suffering from indigestion, diarrhoea, dysentery,

and other disorders of the stomach, and that it will

promote sound slee|i. Peojile in well-to-do circum-
gtances do not .suffer ])li\ sically if they tal.;e o]iium in

moderale i[uantities. In fact they are in as good health

as those who never use opium. People sull'eiing IVotn

certain complamts, such as rheumatism and a,sthma,

enjoy better health by using oiiiuiu Ihaji lliey would
otherwise do. Even iioor ]jeo])le who cannot afford to

feed themselves \>l operly get on well, so long as they use
opium in moderate quantities. They work hard and eat

well, and arc strong and robiisl. It is the fakirs and
other beggars that generally indulge themselves in

Taluks.
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and to the society than ganja and alcoholic drinks, and
the experience of laymen seems to tally with medical
opinion. If so, it seems most undesirable, even from a

point of view of morality, to prohibit the use of opium
for other than medichTal purposes. It is at all events

clear that there will be no gain morally. I am decidedl y
of opinion, therefore, that it would bo politically in-

expedient and physically and morally undesir'able to

prohibit the use of opium for oiher than medicinal pur-

poses, and I am sure that this view is in harmony with
intelligent and unbiassed native opinion in Central

India.

In Salem, I have taken some pains to ascertain the

views of people who do not use opium, and I find that

the few who have any views on the subject agree with

me. Here I may be permitted to state that I recently

had a conversation with a very intelligent Marvari
gentleman settled here for a long time. He informed
me that his father was a confirmed opium-eater, and
that he himself regularly used it for seven years, then
gave it up simply to see if it could be given up, then

resumed it for a few years, and then finally gave it up.

He thinks that the drug had no injurious effect upon
either his father or himself, that even in excess it is

much less injurious than ganja or alcoholic drinks, and
that in the case of people suft'ering from certain physical

complaints it is a positive boon.

(fe.) On the question as to how jfar the people will be
prepared to bear, in whole or in part, the cost of any
prohibitive measures, I am decidedly of opinion that, if

the matter is explained to them, not one will consent

to bear any part of the cost. So far as it affects the

people of India;, it is clear that the opium consumers
themselves regard the drug as a boon, while the others

think that, if it is an evil, it is far less serious than
ganja or alcoholic drinks. It is not therefore clear how
people can be expected to consent to contribute towards
the cost of any prohibitive measures. As regards the

effect of the drug upon the Chinese, on whose behalf

chiefly the present anti-opium movement has been set

afloat, it should be remembered that they will have
opium, whether India exports it or not, as is evident

from the fact that the quantity of opium exported from
India to China is very small as compared with that

produced in China. It seems useless therefore to

attempt to prohibit the export of opium to China. Any
such prohibition will also be inconsistent with the

manufacture in the country and the importation from
Europe and other countries of alcoholic drinks.

The further question has not been put as to how the

blank in the Indian accounts arising from the dis-

appearance of the opium revenue is to be filled up.

Unless the British Parliament will vote a contribution

to India of six or eight millions sterling a year, the

deficit must be made good by India as best she can.

It is a large question as to whether India can bear

any additional taxation, but it may be permitted to her

people to ask of their British rulers that no additional

taxation should be imposed upon them because it is

considered immoral to export opium to China, which
will have H}, or because such exportation retards the

progress of Christianity in that country.

(Siened) P. S. Ganapatl Aiybk,
Deputy Collector.

VI.

Surgeon-Major J. Lancastek, District Surgeon,
North Aroot.

The nature of the evidence which I have to give is

chiefly negative in its character as far as any evil

effects of the drug are concerned. The opium habit is

not in evidence in the large districts in Southern

India in which I am and have been the principal

medical officer.

2. My practice in private and in the public service

extends over a period of 20 years, and I have been the

principal medical officer of districts of over 2,000,000

inhabitants, and in the course of this experience, I

have never had any case of opium-poisoning either in

the adult or in children brought before me either in

hospital or in private practice. For the last five years

also no single case occurred among an average annual

attendance of 162,000 patients in the dispensaries of

this district (North Arcot).

In an extremely large number of cases of wounds and

injuries, averaging over 6,000 a year, no single case of

injui-y was induced or caused by the influence of opium,

while on the other hand fully bO per cent, were due to
the influence of alcohol or ganja.

3. I have had under my observation at A-arious times
an extremely large number of lunatics sent to me for
observation and report, and in no single case was
opium the ca,use of insanity.

4. I have been the medical officer of some of the
largebt gaols in Southern India, and only in extremely
rare cases have I found the opium habit to exist in

prisoners, and it is an equally rare event for opium to

be smuggled into the gaol ; there is no demand for it

;

the proportion of such attempt as compared to the
smuggling in of tobacco or ganja would be 1 opium to

200 of tobacco and 100 of ganja.

I have had occasionaily opium-eaters in gaol, though
very few indeed. They were chiefly men of Northern
India, fakirs and low class Muhamraadans. Some of
them were victims to old-standing diseases, venereal or
urinary fistulse, and had evidently fallen into the habit
from attempts to allay pain. The dose of opium given
to them daily by me was gradually reduced, and
tobacco given to them stopped the craving for the drug.
The men soon ceased to crave for opium when good
food and tobacco were given them.

5. The opium habit cannot be observed in the general
population by its effects.

It is confined to a very small section of the popula-
tion, and, if you want to find it, you must search for it.

The effects of the use of this drug do not show them-
selves as in alcohol, the use of which is fast spreading
in South India among all classes.

It (opium) is used very largely in native medicines
;

it is the sheet anchor of the native practitioner in all

diseases of the bowels, in diarrhoea, dysentery, cholera,

and malarious fevers which are only too common among
the people of India.

I have seen it (opium) used largely by pilgrims on
long and weary journeys, footsore, sick, half-fed, and
surrounded by scenes of squalor and discomfort as in

the pilgrim centres of Tirupati and Ramesvaram and
Tiruttani.

It (opium) is used by bandy-drivers and jutka men
about to start on a long drive. While I had my coffee

at daybreak, the shivering bandy-man took his pill of
opium and gave five to his pony and then started on a
journey without break of 20 to 26 mUes.

I have seen it (opium) used by residents of villages in
the early morning—possibly to stave off hunger—in
villages while on special sanitary duty in the great
famine of 1876-77.

^

In Southern India the habit of eating and smoking
opium is chiefly found in the larger towns and among
the poor, though a few of the better classes, like pen-
sioned native officers, smoke, having contracted the
habit on field service or on the march. Their opinion
is that it staves off hunger and supports the system
against fatigue. I have visited some of the places
where opium is smoked ; the habituals are all poor
men, chiefly elderly and old. Women in Southern
India rarely use it. Prostitutes sometimes smoke and
eat it to fight against fatigue, anxiety, and the effects

of dissipation. The wives of mendicants and wandering
tribes also use it. These places, i.e., the smoking-
houses) and their surroundings are squalid, poor, and
comfortless. The majority of the men after a few
whiffs went quietly away to their poor homes. There
was no stupor or intoxication. They all agreed that
the effects were soothing, and smiled when I asked
whether it incited them to any act of violence. One
man said it was a great peace-maker. This corresponds
with my own experience.

Opium is the poor man's drug ; he spends on it

3 to 6 pies daily. Alcohol would cost from 9 pies to 18
or more. The use of alcohol is steadily spreading, and
among the better classes its powers of mischief as
compared to those of opium are 100 to 1.

I am the doctor of the poor man, i.e., my work for

years past has been and is among the poorer strata of
the population in town, district, and gaol. My entire
sympathy is with this class, and if I felt that opium
was doing it harm, I would preach against its use. It

is against alcohol in its cheaper and meretricious forms
that a crusade should be started. For one man ruined
by opium a hundred are destroyed by alcohol.

Opium is the sheet anchor of Muhammadan and
Hindu medicine and is used by these practitioners in a
vast number of ailments. Any prohibition against its

use would be unjust and may raise a ripple of discon-
tent among a contented but poor section of the popula-
tion. Powerful drugs like arsenic, corrosive sublimate,

3L 3
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App. XIX. salts of copper and many vegetable poisons are sold

freely in the bazaars ; let these be prohibited, for they
are the chief iigents of secret poisoning, belbre any
steps aie takeai to prohibit the use of what is the poor

man's friend—o}iium. There is an old Hindustani
proverb which I'uns as follows :—To the child opium is

milk, to the adolescent an arrow, and to the old a stick.

It shows that to the growing the use of opinm i:i a

danger, but to the old a means of support. This view
may be generally accepted.

(Signed) J. Lancaster,
Surgeon-Major,

District Surgeon, North Arcot.

VII.

Surgeon-Major J. Maitland, Acting Senior Surgeon,
G-eneral Hospital, Madras.

Having been in medical practice in the Madras
Presidency for the past 17 years, and during a great
part of that time in civil employment, I have had much
to do with natives of all classes. My experience has
been chiefly gained in the City of Madras, but also in

the districts of Madura, Tinnevelly, and the Nilgiris.

With the exception, presently to be mentioned, I
believe opium eating to be extremely rare among the
natives of the above-mentioned districts. For example
during ihe past 10 months, when I have daily visited

from 70 to 80 persons in the Madras G-eneral Hospital,

I have only met with three opium eaters. The rare

instances that one does meet with are usually mendi-
cants, and the majority of them come from Northern
India.

The exception above alluded to is the Nilgiri district,

where some of the hill tribes (Badagas) are opium eaters.

As far as I could ascertain the proportion of persons
addicted to the habit amongst these people is under
10 per cent. Those who take opium are rather looked
down upon by their more virtuous neighbours. My
knowledge of the people is not sufficiently intimate to

enable one to say whether the habit is injurious to them
or not. I have never had an opportunity of watching
the efi'ects of opium given continuously for long periods
to healthy persons, but I have frequently watched its

effect given for a length of time and in considerable
doses in cases of diabetes. In such persons its action
is only beneficial.

(Signed) J. Maitland, M.D.,
Burgeon-Major, I.M.S., Acting Senior

Madras, Surgeon, General Hospital.

25th January, 1894.

VIII.

Surgeon-Major O'Haba, District Surgeon, &c.,

Bellary.

Slcetch of proposed evidence.—The nature of the
evidence which I propose to offer is essentially negative
when not favourable to the drug.

Infrequency of the opium habit.—The practice of eat-

ing opinm is by no means an obstrnsive habit in those
parts of the country with which I am best acquainted.

Experience derived from hospital and pirivaite practice.

—In extended civil medical practice among all condi-
tions and classes of people but few instances of opium-
eaters have been met with. These have been almost
invariably men from the north or north-west and
amongst those who perform pilgrimages to the sacred
shrines of Southern India. Subjected to privations and
exposure, obliged to traverse long distances on foot and
ofteu ailing from distressing and painful diseases, they
resort to opium (occasionally becoming excessive con-
sumer.'*) and declare themselves to be unable to exist

without it. In cases of great emaciation and exhaustion
admitted for treatment into hospital from this class, it

is seldom possible to assign the exact degree of injury
to the general system resulting from the habitual use
or abuse of the drug. Suffice to say that not in-

frequently such cases—without cessation of the opium
habit—regain health and strength from the effects of
rest and generous dietary.

Experience derivedfrom Gaols.—Prom a very extended
experience in charge of goals in South India, it may be
asserted that the discovery of oi)ium—as a " forbidden
article "—amongst the prisoners is a rare event ; that
it is confined almost always to men from the north

;

that the average prisoner in South India has no

acquaintance with the drug, and that there is evidently
" no demand " by the prisoners for its surreptitious

introduction into gaols.

General observations.—From time to time instances
of the " opium habit " have come under observation ;

the ])ersons concerned would probably be included
under the head of " moderate consumers," talcing from
one to four pills, about a grain each, per diem. ' There
was nothing in their appearance or conduct to lead
to suspicion of the habit, and it certainly had no
perceptible effect on their intelligence and activity.

Virtues of the drug.—Unlike alcohol, its use does not
excite to crimes of violence ; it is invaluable in a
variety of chronic and painful ailments, also in malarial

anaemia and partial starvation ; it sustains nervous
power, and as a remedial agent is second to uo single

drug in the pharmacopoeia.
(Signed) William O'Hara,

Surgeon-Major, District Surgeon,
25th January, 1894. &c., Bellary.

IX.

Surgeon-Major W. H. Thoknhill, M.D., Superinten-
dent, Government Lunatic Asylum, Madras.

I have no per.sonal experience or knowledge of opium
except as a medicine and I find from the records of
this institution, that the use of opium has been very
seldom given as the alleged cause of insanity, and can
only give evidence accordingly.

(Signed) W. H. Thohniiill, M.E.,
Surgeon-Major,

Superintendent, Lunatic Asylum,
Madras.

Surgeon-Major J. L. VanGetzel, M.B., CM., F.C.S.,
P.I.O., Chemical Examiner to the Government of
Madras.

As to the consumption of opium for non-medical
purposes and its effect upon the moral and physical
condition of the people I can only speak from general
observation, and my opinions are not based upon any
special study of the subject.

I was district medical officer of Ganjam for nearly
four years, and although the people of this district are
not reputedly an opium-eating people, yet it is on the
high way to the great Pooree temple and amongst
pilgrims, detained in the hospital by illness, there have
been opium eaters. Further, situated as this district is
between the great opium-eating provinces of Orissa on
the one side and Vizagapatam and Godavari on the
other, the habitual use of opium in Ganjam must be
more general than appears on the surface. During my
four years' charge of this district, I had occasion to
travel throughout its length and breadth several times.
About 15,000 out-patients passed annually through my
hospital, and I also had charge of a gaol with about 500
prisoners in it. With these opportunities among classes
of people, who might be expected to furnish examples
of the baneful effects of opium-eating, I only came
across the case of one man whose bodily or mental
health was apparently ruined by the habit. This was
a comparatively young man, not over 25 years if I
remember aright, who was constantly coming into
gaol for petty theft. He was well known in the bazaar
as a habitual opium eater, and he was constantly
overshadowed by the police on account of his well-
known propensity for thieving Whether the crime
was the result of the opium habit or only a coincidence
I could not determine. This man was always extremely
troublesome to manage at first ; deprived of his daily-
dose he was rendered utterly incapable of doing any-
kind of work, and suffered terribly from abdominal
pam and diarrhoea. I used to treat this case with
moderate and diminishing doses of solid opium, andm a few days the craving for the drug would be lulled
and the man took his place in the working gangs and
was a fairly well-behaved prisoner. Under favourable
circun stances I believe that this man could have o-ivea
up the habit and lived an honest life.

°

Other instances of the opium habit which have come
to my notice have been amongst pilgrims admitted for
severe diarrhoea and amongst prisoners. It was difficult
to determine in the former cases whether the diarrhoea
was due to stoppage of the drug or to indiscreet dieting
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but the administration of solid opium usually cured
these people in a few days and sent them on their
journey again. Among prisoners 'the desire to have
the drug was not shown after a few days, and they did
not seem to miss it, or suffer from the want of it.

G-anjam is notably a feverish district, and some of
the very worst forms of malarial fever are to be met
with there, but I never heard that, or came across any
instance in which opium was taken as a prophylactic or
cure for malaria. Either its reputed action against
malaria is unknown there, or I am badly informed.

I have habitually prescribed solid opium and its

B.P. preparations among patients, chiefly for the relief

of pain and for procuring sleep ; but I have never come
across any cases in which hafm has resulted from its

use.

I have also been in charge of five different Madras
regiments, but I never came across amongst sepoys any
disease attributable to opium.
With the single exception that I have noted I have

not met with any instaiices of disastrous results,

physical or moral, which could be attributed to the
use of the drug. I must add that I cannot say the
same with reference to alcohol. While the opium
eater cannot, as a rule, be reoogoised by outward signs
and appearances the alcohol tippler can, and while I

have not met with cages of organic disease attributable
to the use or abuse of opium, I can distinctly recall

cases which were traceable to the abuse of alcohol.

Close upon 10 years ago in a large town in South
India I used to be called in to see Brahmin patients,

admittedly hard drinkers, whose ailments were aggra-
vated by the habit, and I learnt that, though
Brahmins are precluded by caste rules from drinking
alcohol, there was a regular practice springing up
amongst certain classes of these people there to meet
and spend the evenings at imported liquor-shops. I
believe that the experience of medical officers stationed

in some of the other larger towns will accord with mine,
that while they pracliically see nothing of the disastrous
results of the opium habit, they do see among natives
cases arising out of, or aggravated by, the abuse of
alcohol, the latter being an experience, I believe, that
was quite uncommon 20 years ago.
The use of opium as a poison is comparatively

uncommon in this Presidency, and I append a table of
flgares for eight years (the period for which information
in this form is available), from which it will be seen
that out of 580 cases in which the presence of poison
was established, in only 38 was opium found ; and that
out of 560 deaths traced to poison, only 24 were
attributable to opium. Any restrictions placed upon
opium alone would still leave the poisoner a wide
choice of easily accessible poisons ; hence no advantage
will be secured by restricting its sale alone. A general
Poisons Act, however^ I regard as a necessity.

I take it that opium, wherever it is habitually con-
sumed, is talcen for much about the same purpose as
alcohol, viz., as a diet, as an exhilarant or to drive
away dull care. In many places I can also understand
its habitual use by people suffering from chronic
abdominal diseases ; the use of opium in such cases
helping the man to earn the means of support for his
family. Under all these circumstances, I do not
consider that the opium habit is an appreciable evil, or
that it is one which calls for remedy. On the other
hand, I consider that restrictions on the liberties of the
people of India in this matter would not be justifiable,

and that moral reformation, if it must necessarily be
brought about by State interference, should commence
in the direction of restricting the consumption of

ganjah and alcohol rather than of opium.
(Signed) VanG-eyzel,

Surgeon-Major, M.B., F.E.C., I.N.D.,

Chemical Examiner to the Government of Madras.
Madras, 27th January 1894.

App. XIX.
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App.XIX, contrast between the physical effects oi: opium and

alcohol.

Ahuse—harmful but—not common.—Abnf<o of opium
harmful without doubt, as is abuse of eating, smoking,

drinking, exercise. But abuse not common. Akyab.

a very moist climate, with a rainfall annually of 200

inches. Agriculturists there much exposed therefore

to vicissitudes of weather, and opium probably a

protection to their animal economies under the circum-

stances.

Post-mortem changes in Opium-eaters.—Sir William

Moore, having stated that no naked eye changes were

produced in the organs of opium eaters, examined

post-mortem, witness has looked very carefully for actual

organic change and is inclined to attribute a cirrhotic

condition of the stomach in which the mucous membrane
takes on an appearance like crocodile skin, to the abuse

of the stimulant. This may possibly be followed by
cirrhosis of the liver and even kidneys which was found

in one case. But the cirrhosis of liver and kidneys was
not advanced, and was only found in one case ; cirrhosis

of the stomach in four or five. But many post-mortem

examinations of opium eaters were made (of those who
had died of other affections), and as the above changes
were found so rarely it seems fair to conclude that

actual organic change is rare, and only appears late in

heavy consumers.

Dysentery in Opi^im- eaters.—Of dysentery in con-

nexion with the opium-eating habit, witness has seen

a good deal. 'I'he abusers of it seem to get dysentery

of a very severe type which is fatal, but this usually

does not occur till the fourth or fifth decade of life, and
can therefore hardly be said to cause early decay. Of
course these are the cases that come into an hospital for

treatment, and their number, in four months at Akyab,
was small. The great mass of opium eaters never
come before the Civil Surgeon at all, which they would
if they were seriously diseased, or only do so for ordinary
diseases, not due to opium, or as prisoners in his gaol,

and their absence may be taken as a very fair proof

that, at the very least, opium does not interfere with
the ordinary animal functions of their economics
whereby they earn their daily bread.

Sapid healing in one case of an Opium-eater.—Witness
was much struck with one case of an enormous wound
made in a Burman's loin at Akyab by a " dah " or very
heavy knife like an axe. It went down to the kidney,

and easily admitted the whole hand. The patient was
an eater of opium, to the extent of about 10 grains a

day, yet this enormous wound healed right off by first

intention, showing a vitality in the tissues ^vhich could

hardly exist if opium were as deleterious as many
people say. Witness has never before seen such a

successful closure of such an enormous wound. [He
was given his usual allowance of opium whilst in

hospital.]

Visits to Opium Bens.—Witness has visited the

so-called opium dens in Monywa, and Tamethin in

Upper Burmah, and the retail shop kept by a Chinaman
in Akyab, but has failed to find the besotted wrecks
described as peopling them.

Grime in connexion with Opium.—Witness has been
Superintendent of Mandalay Central Gaol, (over 1,100

prisoners) for six weeks, and of Yamethin and Akyab
gaols (2ncl and 4th class, with populations of about 300
and 120 respectively) for 1.5 months, but is unable to

say that the criminal classes in those gaols are especially

recruited from the opium consumers.

Smuggling.—A significant fact occurred in Akyab
during witness' tenure of office there. Some men
smuggling opium were detected by the Excise officers,

and on the latter's attempting to arrest them, attacked

them with such violence that much blood was shed,

manj- wounds given on both sides, and one man very
nearly died. This ivas before the recent order anent
the registration of opium consumers in Lower Burmah
was issued. From it it seemed fah' to draw the con-

clusion that, if smuggling was carried on merely to

avoid payment, of duty, and life thereby endangered,
((|)riori would smuggling be carried on to provide an
article forbidden by law, and therefore increased

value. For this reason witness, as u superintendent of

a gaol, regretted the issue of that recent order as it seems

a direct incentive to crime. There is no doubt that for

many years yet the Arracanese will have opium ;
and

if they cannot obtain it honestly on payment, from a

licensed shop, they are likely to go to any lengths, not

short of murder, and including smuggling, to obtain it.

To prevent this, the mere increase in the personnel of

the Excise department will be a serious burden on the

Exchequer, and the individuals are not likely to have a

task devoid of considerable personal risk. Witness has

had considerable experience in Burmah of the Sikh
race, having been surgeon to three police battalions of

mixed Punjabi, Muhammadans and Sikhs. These men
have served in the most malarious and trying districts,

b>!t most certainly, at the least, the Sikhs have not

fallen victims to the unhealthy climate in any greater

proportion than the Muhammadans which they should

do if their constitutions are undermined by opium.
(Signed) 0. L. Williams, M.D. Ed.,

M.B.C.S. Bug.,
Surg.-Oapfc. Indian Medical Service,

Ag. Professor of Pathology,
Medical College, Madras.

XII.

Syed Mohideen Sahib, First-class Hospital Assistant,
Madras.

As already stated in the sketch of my evidence, the
habit of taking opium is not common in the Madras
Presidency. With the exception of a few districts in the
north of the Presidency, such as Ganjara, Vizagapatam,
Godavari and Kistna, and of those which border on the
Nizam's dominions, the Madras Presidency may safely
be considered to enjoy perfect immunity from this
habit. Even in the places abijve-mentioned where
opium eaters are to be met with, the use of the drug
is not practised to any injurious extent. It is, in fact,

used by the lower orders of the popjulation more as a
remedy for exhaustion, starvation, and chronic pains
than as a luxury, in this connexion it may be mentioned
that the poorer classes are in the habit of dosing their
children, especially infants, with opium in the night
to keep them quiet and jmt them to slee]). In all these
cases it seems to have a powerful effect. Any excessive
consumption of the drug is, of course, dangerous, but
during my service of 20 years, during which period I
have served both in the northern and southern parts
of the Presidency, I have hardly come across any such
case.

The opium-eaters who may be found in our hospitals
in Madras or the southern districts do not belong to
the indigenous population, but are chiefly men from the
north of India on pilgrimage to the sacred shrines in
Southern India or pensioned Sepoys who contract the
habit on field service.

From my own experience as a medical man of 20
years' standing, I have found this drug extremely useful
for medical pirrposes. It has a beneficial effect in
all diseases of the bowels, in diarrhcea, dysentery,
chronic peritonitis, rheumatism, diabetes, in cases of all
chronic and painful ailments, and in malarious fevers.
This drug is largely resorted to even by native hakeems
andvaidians in such cases.

Its use certainly does not excite to acts of violence
and has no powers of mischief when compared to that
of alcohol. On perusal of the report on lunatic asylums
for the year 1891, under the heading "Causes," it is
seen that oi)ium as a cause of insanity takes the last
place; whereas alcohol, Indian hemp, and privation
take the lead. Again on page 22 of the same report
under the heading "Types of insanity," it is seen
that opium smoking caused no cases for admission
during the year, and that opium eating caused only
two cases out of a grand total of 810 admissions
whereas spirit drinking caused seven. As the use of
alcohol is now steadily spreading amongst all classes
of the population in this Presidency, and as it is in
most oases followed by disastrous result, legislation in
this direction seems urgently called for.

(Signed) Syed Mohideen,
First-class Hospital Assistant.
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In view of the approaching visit of the Parliamentary
Ojsium Commission, it seems desirable to prepare some
brief account of the system of management under
which the revenue from opium is realised in the
Bombay Presidency, and tliat the various changes
which have from time to time taken place, and the
method under which the existing system is worked
may be understood, some historical sketch thereof is

necessary.

The opium trade of the Bombay Presidency first
attracted the attention of the Supreme Government in
the early years of the present century, as being Ifkely
to injure the revenue derived from the Government
monopoly iu Bengal, and a desire was expressed
for the entire suppression of opium cultivation in
British and native territories controlled by the Local
Government; but as the Court of Directors on the
matter being referred to them considered the measure
not absolutely necessary, as the poppy did not appear
to be cultivated in the territories under the control of
this Government for profit or exportation bo much as
for local consumption, especially in Gujarat, where it

was large, further action was for' the time deferred.
But about 1818 much anxiety was caused by the

serious danger to the prosperity of the Bengal monopoly,
by the competition in the China market of opium from
the Native States of Central India, where cultivation
was unrestricted, the manufacturers skilful, and the
quality of the drug, when ready for the market, excep-
tionally good. It was found that this opium was
brought via Baroda and Cambay to Diu and Daman,
and thence shipped to China, while yet another route
was open via Pali and Jaisalmir to Karachi, where it

was shipped to Daman, and thence to China.
It was evident that, owing to the high value and the

portability of the drug, the difficulties presented by
various foreign States, and the enormous line of country
which would have to be guarded, any measures for
checking this importation into and transit through
British territory would be useless, unless arrangements
were made with the producing States for restricting
cultivation, and introducing a monopoly system, such
as prevailed in the Behar and Benares. With this

object in view therefore agreements were entered into
with the chiefs of Udaipur, Bundi, Kotah, Dhar, Butlam,
the Maharaja Holkar and others, containing provisions
to limit cultivation, prohibit sale and transit of
opium, and requiring it to be made over at a fixed

price to the British Agent, who was to buy up the
whole stock, and send it to Bombay for resale. For
the same purpose also the Treaty of 1820 was concluded
with His Highness the Gaekwar, while the various
petty chiefs, owning territories separating Malwa from
British Gujarat and the Gaekwari Mahals north of

Ahmedabad, signed agreements binding themselves to

prevent the transit of Malwa opium through their

respective territories. It was hoped that by these means
the supply of opium to the foreign ports above-named
for transhipment to China would be stopped.
Measures were also taken to regulate the consumption

of opiTini, in Gujarat, and to secure a regular revenue
therefrom, by establishing depots for the sale of the

drug to persons licensed to retail it, at such rates as

might tend to check its inordinate use, and at the same
time afford a reasonable supply to consumers, a small

fee being charged for each licence. For the supply of

opium to Katch the Political Resident was authorised

to prefer indents on the Commissioner of Opium,
Bombay, and a depot was established at Eajkot to

provide for the wants of Kathiawar. The agreements
made with the Ivutch and Kathiawar chiefs in 1820-21

will be found at pages 133—138 of Aitchison's Treaties,

Volume IV., edition of 1876, and are still in force.

The further arranijemeuts made with them later on,

after the Opium Act I. of 1878 came into force, will be

noted in their jiroper place. To return to Ihe earlier

period : a duty of Rs. 12 per Surat ser i\'as imposed, by
Regulation I."of 1818, on all npium not the i)roduce of

the territories immediately dependent of the Presidency

of Fort William, which might be brought into the

Presidency of Bombay, except on Government account,

and by Regulation II. of 1820 rules were promulgated

for the more effective prevention of clandestine im-

portation. These were repealed by Regulation XXI. of

1827, which, while reproducing the provisions of the
repealed regulations as to import duty and illicit

importation, also contained definite rules for regulating
the supply of opium for internal consumption and its

transit from place to place.

After 10 years' trial, however, the scheme was found
ineffectual, as regards the prevention of the exit of
Malwa opium to foreign ports for export to China.
Sindia, Jeypore, and others had from the first refused to
join in the arrangements made with the other chiefs in
Central India ; Karachi was still available as a port
for illicit export, and the high duty imposed on licit

importations into Bombay had proved prohibitory and
driven the trade to illegitimate channels, with the
result that the illicit trade was centred at Daman into
which several thousand chests of Malwa opium were
annually imported via Sind for direct export to China.
Besides this, those chiefs in Central India who had
entered into the agreements above-mentioned viewed
the arrangements with disfavour, their weathly mer-
chants were on the verge of ruin, and their cultivators,

who had previously disposed of their crops in the open
market, were discontented at having to sell to the
British Opium Agent at a fixed price.

In 1829 therefore the Government of India withdrew
entirely from the Malwa opium monopoly, and although
the restrictions in force in British and native territories

in the Bombay Presidency were still maintained, the
trade in Central India was thrown open to private
enterprise, and in lieu of the abandoned system, it was
decided to raise the revenue by the grant, at a special
rate, of passes to cover the transit of opium through
British territory to Bombay, for eventual exportation
to China. Care was, however, taken to fix the rate at
a figure which would make the cost of opium put down
in Bombay by the direct route compare favourably
with the cost of transmission to the coast by the
cheapest of the more circuitous routes through foreign
territory. At the same time Regulation XX of 1830
was passed, rescinding sections 1 and 2 of Regulation
XXI. of 1827, so far as they related to Malwa opium,
and making it lawful to import such opium by direct
route into Bombay for exportation by sea, under a pass
granted on payment of the prescribed fee, instead of
the duty leviable under Regulation XXI. of 1827.

It is worth mentioning that this last-named Regula-
tion had been framed on the assumption that no opium
was grown within the limits of the Presidency, and
that all the opium required for local consumption had
to be imported. So far from this being the case, how-
ever, considerable tracts of land in Gujarat, Khandesh,
and elsewhere were suited to, and were cultivated
with, the poppy, and when the Government of India,
in 1888-40, expressed their desire to stop the cultiva-
tion, and at the same time their unwillingness to pass a
special law for the purpose, it was only by straining
the meaning of the words " imported and brought
into " in Section 1 of the Regulation, that the cultivation
of the poppy was put a stop to, and there was difficulty

in dealing with the large stocks of opium, manufactured
in Khandesh on Government account by gaol labour,
owing to the absence of purchasers at the price—equal
to that of Malwa opium—demanded by Government.

In order to remedy this state of affairs, there were
lengthy discussions between the local and supreme
Governments, the outcome of which was that in 1853 it

was decided to pass a law prohibiting the cultivation
of the poppy in the Bombay Presidency, to abandon the
Khandesh manufacture, to obtain opium for home
consumption from Bengal or Malwa, and to closely
enforce the rights of restriction in Native States, in
which an)- traffic in opium for exportation by sea was
likely to be carried on. The then Commissioner of
Ciistoms was directed to draft a Bill to prohibit the
cultivation of the poppy, and amend the existing law as
to the importation and retail yule of opium. Ho pre-
pared a Bill accorilingly, but as it was found that the
repeal of much of Regulation XXI. of 1H27, which was
pro])os('d therein, would also affect the law lelatiiig to
Al)kari and Poisons, and the many questions involved
in the former subject were of a difficult aud complicated
nature, the result was a series of protracted discussions
without change in the OpiTim Law, for many years.

3 L 4
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The Government of India Acta, No. XXIII. of 1876

("to amend the law relating to u]iium") and VI. of

1877, postponiiig the date of coming into force of the

former, need merely be noted en passant, as they were
both repealed by Act I. of 187s, the opium law now in

force, with effect from 1st April, 1878. Under this Act
" no one shall

(fi) cultivate the poppy,
(6) manufacture opium,
(c) possess opium,
{d) transport opium,
(e) import or export opium, or

(/) sell opium,"
save under rules to be made by the Local Government
with the previous sanction of the Government of

India.

The history of legislation regarding opium having
thus been briefly traced, there remain for consideration

details connected with the
sources of supply

;

routes prescribed

;

rates or duty imposed from time to time
;

the manner in which duty is payable

;

the e.\amination of opium in transit, and on arrival

at its destination
;

the sources from which the opium revenue is derived.

Sov/rces of Supply.

All opium required for consumption in the Bombay
Presidency is obtained from Malwa or Rajputana. It

is permissible to obtain it also from the Government
factories in Bengal, but in practice none has been
obtained thence for many years past.

For the weighment of the opium, the issue of the

passes, the recovery of pass fees. Government have
established scales, and maintain offices at the following

places in Rajputana and Central India, viz., Indore,

Ujjain, Ratlam, Dhar, Jaora, Ajmir, Mandesaur, Bhopal,

and Chitor.

The scales at Ajmir were established in 1877, at

Jaura in 1878, at Mandesaur and Bhopal in 1879-80, at

Chitor in 1883-84, while those at the other places are of

earlier date. In 1857, scales were established at

Ahmedabad to meet the emergency arising from the

disturbed state of the country at that time. They have
been retained up till now, and are used for the weigh-
ment and passing, for export to Bombay, of opium
Srown in the territory of His Highness the Gaekwar,
and for the examination of opium imported from
Dongarpur. His Highness the Gaekwar, it may be

noted, is allowed to cultivate the poppy and manufac-
ture opium in the Kari division for the consumption of

his subjects, and for export by sea to China and other

foreign countries on payment of the full British pass

fee duty.

JRoutes prescribed.

The rules sanctioned by the Bombay Government,
with the previous approval of the Government of India,

direct that "no opium shall be imported into the

Presidency of Bombay by land unless it be

—

(a) booked through by railway for re-exportation

to other parts of British India or to Native
States

;

(b) for exportation by sea from Bombay

;

(c) for retail sale by licensed vendors in any district

in which the direct importation of opium for

such sale is sanctioned by the Local Govern-
ment, and subject to any conditions which
the Local Government may from time to time
prescribe

'

'

;

And further, that

—

" no opium shall be imported into the Presidency
of Bombay by land except by one of the following

routes, that is to say :

—

((() from any |ilace on the frontier of the Kari
Di\ision in the territory of His Highness
the Gaikwar, which the Local Govern-
ment may from time to time appoint,

direct to the town of Ahmebadad
;

(i) by railway from Khandwa or via Palanpur
and Ahmedabad."

Under Bombay Government Notification, No. 3340,

dated 29th June 1880, it is ruled that the Palanpur-

Ahmedabad State llailway shall be the route by which
alone oiiiuiu from Baroda territory may be imjiorted

into the BoTubiiy Presidency for transmission to the

scal(\s .it Ahmedabad. All opium so imported shall be

carried direct to thi- Government Opium Agency in the

town of Ahmedabad. There is but one exception to

the railway being the sole route by which opium can be
imported into the Bombay Presidency, and that is for

Dongarpur opium. By Government Notification, No. 229,

dated 13th January 1886, " opium the property of His
Highness the Maharaval of Dongarpur may be imjiorted
into Ahmedabad, under an escort furnished by His
Highness the Maharaval, by the following route, viz.,

by Vichvada, Samera, Samla,ji, Tintoi, Bakrol, Lembhoi,
Dhakrol, Modhuka, Harsol, Ujdia, Dehgam, and Naroda
to Ahmedabad.

Bates of Duty imposed from time to time.

The first duty on opium in this Presidency was
imposed by Regulation I. of 1818. It was Rs. 12 per
Surat ser on all opium not the produce of territories

immediately dependent on the Presidency of Port
William which might be brought into the Presidency of

Bombay except on account of Government. When
Regulation XXI. of 1827 repealing Regulation I. of

1818 was passed, the same rate of duty was continued
thereby, but Regulation XX. of 1830 left the rate to be
decided by Government from time to time, and the pass
fee was fixed at first at Rs. 176 per chest of 140 lbs. In
1835 the rate was lowered to Rs. 126, but in subsequent
years it was progressively increased as follows :

—

1843 to Rs. 200.

1845 „ 300.

1847 ,, 400.

1869 to Rs. 600.

1860 „ 600.

1861 „ 700.

On 1st October 1862, however, it was lowered to
Rs. 600, at which figure it remained till 16th July,
1877, when it was raised to Rs. 650, while for opium
passed at the scales at Ajmir, which were established a
few months before, the rate was higher by Rs. 25 per
chest. On 16th September 1879 the rate was raised to
Rs. 700, that for Ajmir being Rs. 725. These rates
were applicable to all opium, whether imported for
local consumption within the Presidency, or for subse-
quent export from Bombay to China or other foreign
ports. On 28th June 1882 "the rate for the latter was
lowered by Rs. 60 per chest, and on 6th July 1890 this
was further decreased by Rs. 50 ; at present, therefore,
the rates are :

—

(a) if imported for local consumption, Rs. 725 at the
Ajmir scales ; Rs. 700 at all others :

(b) if imported for export to foreign countries,
Rs. 625 at the Ajmir scales ; Rs. 600 at others.

Mode of Payment of Duty.

The duty payable

—

(a) at the Ahmedabad Opium Agency is paid either
in cash or by hundi payable at sight at the
Bank of Bombay

;

(b) at the Ajmir Agency, either in cash or by hundi
drawn on some trustworthy firm in Bombay,
and payable at sight

;

(c) at all Agencies subordinate to the Opium Agent,
Indore, by hnndis payable at six days' sight
drawn on some trustworthy firm in Bombay.
The opium is liable to detention by the Collector
of Land Revenue, Customs and Opium, Bombay,
at the risk of the consignee until payment of
the duty, when it is paid by hundi, has been
certified by the Bank of Bombay.

Examination of Opium m transit, and on arrival at
destination.

Opium booked through for re-exportation to other
parts of British India or Native States shall be detained
and examined as to number and weight of, and tam-
pering with jiackages in transit at such stations in the
Presidency as the Local GoNernment may appoint in
this behalf. By road route the naka at Samera in the
Mahi Kantha has been appointed an examining station
for opium imported from Dongarpur, while for oiiium
imported by rail, Dadar, Kalyan, Ahmednagar, Nand-
gaon and Sabarmati Railway stations are the jjlaces
appointed for examination.
On the arrival of the opium at its destination the

])ermit and the packages are presented for examination
to the Oollector. If he considers that the packat^es
have not been o]iened or tampered with in transitt if
their number is complete, and if they are found 'to
be of the full weight siiecified in the pass, less such
allowance for dryage, if any. as the Local Government
may from time to time prescribe, the packages may be
dealt with by the owner as the law or the rules there-
under prescribe, and the permit is retained by the
examining officer.
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Sowrees from which the Revenue from Opium is derived.

These may be arranged under four heads :

—

(a) the export duty on opium for China or other
foreign countries

;

(6) the duty on opium locally consumed, which is

drawn from (1) the farms for rct:dl vend in
British districts, (2) payments by Native
States

;

(o) the transhipment fees on Persian Gulf opium
;

{d) collections on behalf of the Madras Presidency.

The manner in which the revenue under head (a) is

levied has been described in the preceding paragraphs,
and it seems unnecessary here to go into further detail.

As to head (6), the system throughout the Presidency
proper, except in a few district's, which will be noted
later on, and in Sind, is now to give the farm to a
contractor selected by the Commissioner of Opiuin for

a term of one year, and a brief summary of how the
present method arose may be of interest. Previous to

the reforms introduced in 1878, duty at the rate of

Bs. 1,680 per chest was leviable on opium imported for

home consumption, the rate on opium for China
ranging from Bs. 600 to Us. 700 per chest. In practice,

the full duty rate was not imposed on opium for home
consumption, but taxation considerably in excess of the
export duty rate was levied on it. The sales of licit

opium dwindled to insignificant proportions, and almost
the whole wants of the people were met by smuggled
opium. A.iter many years spent in discussing various
remiedial proposals, the conclusion ultimately ai-rived at

was that the rate of taxation levied was prohibitive, and
was the main cause of the smuggling which so
extensively prevailed. The first measures of reform
decided on were,

—

(1) the reduction of the duty rate on opium for home
consumption, and its assimilation to that obtaining for

the time being on opium for the China market

;

(2) the abolition of fees for the privilege of vend.
Government determined to be content with the duty

realisations, and not to attempt to raise additional
revenue by imposing license fees on the retail sale of

opium. Another main feature of the scheme introduced
in 1878, with the object of displacing contraband opium
from consumption, and inducing the opium dealers to

confine their transactions to licit opium, was the
apportionment to farmers of a sufiicient share of the
sale proceeds of licit opium to induce them, from
motives of self-interest, to act honestly, to repress
illicit practices on the part of their retailers, and to

enlist their co-operation with Government for the
suppression of opium smuggling. The system of giving
the opium farms by competition was devised for the
application of the above principles, and being tried

first in Bombay City in June 1873, it was subsequently
extended to Gujarat, the greater part of the Deccan and
Konkan, and to Sind.

The scheme succeeded admirably in the first few
years after its introduction in displacing from consump-
tion in many districts considerable quantities of

contraband opium. There was at first no great com-
petition for the farms, and the minimum vends
guaranteed by the farmers were not forced by
competition to too hi;jh a figure. Although the sales of

licit opium rose rapidly, the farmers were able to sell

at, or about, the maximum prices allowed, the full

quantities they had undertaken to sell, and they made
good profits. But as years went on the progress of

licit consumption became slower, the farmers did not
exert themselves as they should have done to put a stop

to opium smuggling and the consumption of smuggled
opium, and it was evident that some of them had
entered into bargains out of which they could not make
certain of the profit they looked for, if they confined

their own dealings and those of their retailers to licit

opium. The large profits earned by many of the

farmers in the earlier years induced considerable cora-

]]etition for the farms, and many of them were let to

speculators, who guaranteed too high minimum vends,

and tendered for the farms on terms which left a very
small, if any, margin for honest profit. It was clear

that the whole object for which monopoly farms were
granted was lost if the farmers dealt, or permitted
their retailers to deal, in smuggled opium, and it

became essential to reconsider the terms on which the

farms should be granted, so that the farmers might be
assured of a reasonable profit on licit dealings.

It was decided that the competition for the farms
must be confined within limits, and no fof;n of auction

being possible which would satisfy the condition of

restricted competition, the most practicable resource.

while the farming system was continued—and the
time for dispensing with the aid of the farmers in

suppressing illicit practices had not arrived—seemed to
be selection from amongst the candidates for these
farms. Government, therefore, in July 1889, directed
that arrangements for the disposal of opium farms
should be made as follows :

—

(1.) The existing license conditions should be main-
tained intact. (2.) A margin of about Rs. 2-8-0 on each
pound of opium sold should be secured to the farmers
by limiting the minimum guaranteed vend to quantities
which the farmers might reasonably be expected to

sell at the maximum selling price allowed. For this

purpose the Commissioner of Opium was instructed to

estimate carefully the quantities that I'armers dealing
honestly were likely to be able to .sell in each district at
the retail selling price allowed, and to enter those
quantities in the licenses as the minimum vends which
the farmers would be required to guarantee. The
commissioner was directed to estimate the minimum
vends from the statistics in his office showing the actual
sales for a series of yearn, the number and nature of

offences committed against the opium laws, the
quantities of contraband opium seized and the amounts
paid by farmers as penalties for short sales. It was
considered that with these figures and the general
experience of the Department to aid him, the com-
missioner should be able to form a fair idea of the
minimum quantities which the farmers ought to be able
to sell. He was directed to use his discretion in fixing
these quantities, but to be careful not do overburden the
farmers, and to fix the minimum vends rather below
than above his own estimate of the normal demand
at the retail prices fixed.

(3.) Having fixed tht; minimum vends the commis-
sioner was instructed to publish them with the other
terms of the farm licenses, and call for applications for
the farms on those terms. He was then to make his

selection from among the candidates, and give the farms
to the persons whom he might consider most likely to

conduct the business satisfactorily.

The system was to be tried experimentally in the
first instance for one year, but from one cause or
another the term has since then been, as a rule, but one
year.

In the districts where the monopoly farm system,
either by competition or selection, was never introduced,
comprising Bijapur, Dharwar, Belgaum in the Southern
Maratha Country, Kanara, and Eatnagiri, where the
consumption of opium has always been insignificant,

the system has, since the introduction of the Opium
Act up to the end of 1892-93, been for the license to
pay to Government a fixed amount for the privilege of
sale in addition to the duty on the opium actually
issued to him from the Government depots for vend at
his shops, the farms being sold either by districts,

talukas, or shops.

The further modifications which have been made with
effect from 1st August, 1892 are

—

(a) abolition of the minimum guaranteed vend every-
where

;

(6) the reduction of the maximum quantity allowed
to be sold by the retail vendors to one person
in one day from ten tolas to two without a
special permit

;

(c) the prohibition of the sale of opium for con-
sumption on the premises,—in other words,
the closing of licensed chandul and madat
shops.

Owing to the term of the farm in Bombay City not
having expired till the 31st July 1893, the modification
did not take full effect there till the beginning of
the current year. By the abolition of the minimum
guaranteed vend it will be understood that farmers
have now to pay only the duty on opium actually
bought by them for sale, and instead of paying any
license fees they are required to maintain additional
establishments for the supervision of their retailers,

and the prevention of smuggling and other illicit

practices.

Under sub-head (2)^Payments by Native States—it

may be mentioned that, on the introduction of the
Opium Act in 1878, the Kathiawar States were
informed that the cultivation of the poppy and the
production of opium must be discontinued, that they
must import their opium under

_
passes granted by

recognised authorities, and by specified routes, mu:;t
take measures to cause opium rot;iiled in their States to

be sold under the same rules and at the same prices
as opium Supplied to consumers in British territory,

must furnish half-yearly a statement showing the

3 M
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Bombay. period, the proceeds of the sales and the balance of the

opium in hand in each division of the State at the end
of the half-year, and lastly they were required to pay
the full pass fee of Es. 650 on every chest of opium
imported into those States for the use of their subjects.

A drawback, hotfever, of Rs. 130 per chest, or 20 per
cent, of the pass fee, was to be allowed in the case of

opium so imported, on the distinct condition that the

Governments of the States, to which the privilege was
conceded, should use their utmost endeavours to

prevent the smuggling and illicit sale of opium, adopt
the British retail system, and not permit opium to be
sold by retail within their States at a lower price than
that at which it was sold in British territory. It was
further laid down that in case of failure to comply with
this condition, Grovernm ent were free to withdraw the
concession. Similar instructions were issued as regards
Cutcb.
That State, as well as those of Kathiawar, memorialised

in 1880 the G-overnment of India on the subject of these
orders, and in September 1881 they were informed of

the decision of the Supreme Government, which
confircaed tbat the Bombay wholly, except for the
modification that " the pass duty on re-imported opium
" shall be lowered from four-fifths of the full duty to
" two-thirds, the prohibition against cultivation and
" manufacture being maintained," while it was
expressly stated that " the right of the British Govern-
" ment to impose the full duty is not affected by this
" concession, which has been made in the expectation
" that the Chiefs will enter into loyal co-operation with
" the Government of Bombay for the suppression of all
" illicit traffic."

In December 1881 a further concession was made to
the States, in that they were permitted to purchase
opium from Bombay, or to import it from Central India
for consumption within the limits of their respective
States, subject to the condition that they strictly

complied with the rules under the Opium Act regu-
lating such traffic. In the beginning of 1882 the
Political Agent reported thixt the States had finally

accepted the arrangements determined on by Govern-
ment, and these arrangements were then duly and
publicly notified throughout Kathiawar. Thej' have
been worked in these States and in Cutch for some 14
years now, but formal agreements, binding mutually on
Government and the States, have not as yet been drawn
up and signed. It is expected, however, that these
will shortly be completed.

In the Mahi Kantha, the Eewa Kantha, and Palanpur,
Government in 1878 decided that the growth of the
poppy and the manufacture of opium mu.st be stopjied,

that the siile of opium should be a State monopoly,
that the opium consumed should be procured by the
State itself by special arrangements, either by direct

importation from Malwa under an official pass, or
from the Government opium depots at Ahmedabad
or elsewhere. The Political Agents were instructed
to inform the various Chiefs in those States
that the Government would insist on the strictest

performance of their treaty engagements to prevent
the importation of opium across their borders from
Malwa, Meywar, or Eajputana. With the view cf
securing the co-operation of the Chiefs they were per-
mitted to import, free of duty, the quantity of opium
actually required by each State for hona fide home
consumption, but on the distinct understanding that
the illicit importation of opium should be completel}-
stopped, and that the opium should not be sold by
retail at a loss price than that at which opium was
retailed in British territory. The full duty per chest
was to be paid by the local importers and consumers,
but the amount of the duty would form pnrt of the
reveimes of the Chiefs, and not be charged by or paid
to the British Government. The right of withdrawing
the privilege and of charging the full duty, in the
event of violation of the terms laid down, was, however,
reserved by Government. The States were further
required to furnish similar returns to those prescribed
for Cutch and Kathiawar. The terms were accepted
by the respective Chiefs, and are in force up to the
present time.

Similar obligations and terms have been imposed on
all the ]Sfati\e States in the Presidency, but the hi.story

of these the more important opium consuming States
has been given in detail . Cambay, alike with Palanpur,
the Mah Kantha and Rcwa Kanthii States, is allowed
remission of tlio whole of Iho British duty on o|]iiiiii

imported for homo consumption, the States under the
Surat Political Agencv, viz., Dhnfampur, Baiisdu, anrl

Sachm that under Thana, viz., Jawhar ; under Shola-
P'^'j' \i?-' ;^lkalkot; under Dharwar, viz., Savanur

:

under Kolaba viz., Janjira; the State of Savantvadi
;and those under the Southern Maratha Country Agency

(except Jath with the Daflapur Estate) received one-
fifth, while Jath, under the Southern Maratha Agency,
Bhor, under Poona, Auudh and Phaltan, under Satara,
receive one-tenth remission.
Of Baroda, which though territorially in the Bombay

Presidency, is politically subordinate to the Government
of India, it IS sufficient to say that it enjoys the whole
of the revenue derivable under its State monopoly both
tor home consumption and export to China, and is
besides allowed to import from Malwa, free of duty
whatever quantity of Malwa opium it may require for
home consumption.
Regarding nead(c), "Transhipment fees on Persian

Gult opium, this IS jirovided for under Rule 29 of the
opium rules sanctioned under Go\'ernment Notification
^''J^^^^^^^^V^'t'^eiit, No. 4472 A., dated 3rd June
1885. the rule is quoted for ready reference :—

"Notwithstanding anything hcrein-before con-
tained to the contrary, opium not the produce of
India may be imported by sea into the ports of
Bombay or Karachi, and opium, whether the i)ro-
duce of India or not. may be imported by t-ca into
the port of Aden : Provided in each case that the
opium so impoited be manifested for transhipment
or tor re-e.xportation in the same bottom •

" Opium so imported may be re-exported by sea
from the said ports :

" All such opium imported into and re-exported
from the said ports in the same bottom shall be
liable to a duty at the following rates on each chest
not exceeding UOi lbs. avoirdupois net weight—

When the consignment does not exceed 150
chests at Es. 6 per chest.

" Prom 151 to 300 chests at Rs. 4 per chest
y Prom 301 to 600 „ at „ 3 ,,
" 601 chests and upwards at ',', 2

" Provided that opium on which'a transhipment or
re-export fee has been levied at one of the said
ports shall be exempt from the payment of a re-
export fee at any other of the said ports "

Under head (d), " Collections on behalf of the Madras
Presidency, it may be noted that this is really nommal,
so far as Bombay is concerned. It luelude,. all revenuecolectedon behalf of Madras; e.g., opium passed for
that Presidency from the scales in Malwa under theBombay Opmm Commissioner, or opium exported by
sea from Bombay for Madras ports. It will be under-
stood that all such revenue is credited to Madias

b or the information of the Commission is appended
a complete annotated copy of the Opium Act 1. of 1S7Swith the rules in force up to date; and copies of (helicense forms showing the conditions now mnu.-ed onopium ^-endors. '

T. D. Mackenzie,
Commissioner of Customs, Salt,

n T> !.,,,„ Opium, and AbkariCamp Bordi, 4th December 1893: '

^"'^'^"•

The Indian Opium Act, No. I. of 1878, together withthe Rules and Notieicatioxs issued thereunder

A:.e!:^r.mt' ^^^^^^^^^^ °^ ^-^^^ -
Act No. 1 op 1878.

An Act to amend the Law relating to Opium
Wheheas it ia expedient to amend the law TPlnt;„ fopmm

;
it is hereby enacted as foUows :_ ^ *°

1 This Act may be called " The Opium Acl 187S "
It shall extend to such ],,cal aronr.iJiir n

manner directs in this behalf
^ounul in like

ter?d^f;thrGretno^:? titY ''"'r'^'
-^---

Ist Anril 187R p
Bombay m Council on tho

Nt^SdS\h?sr;cht7^"^^- ^-^fi-^i-°

+1, 1 . f °^f® ^°^° f°^ce in the territory of P.,-.,f

5^]8,^aEs=^s^"---s:s^^
of 1827 ::? XX" Timl° ^°"i'-y S^-^gnl-tions XXI.
shall be rei "ilf maSo th4o ,,^soo "r

'^ "' '^''''

of this Act.
tonespomhng sections

[Paragraphs 1 and 2 of sc-tiou '> . , , , ,Act Xlf, of 1891.)
^<tinii

... .-^(.,.poal-.,l by

Preamble.

Short title.

Local
extent.

Coramence-
ment.

Amendment
of Act V 11.

of 1836, s. 1
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Short title.

3. la this Act, unlesB there be something repugnant
in the subject or context

—

" Opium " juoludes also poppy heads, preparations
or admixtares of opium, and intoxicating drugs
prepared from the poppy

:

" Magistrate " means, in the Presidency towns, a
Presidency magistrate, and elsewhere a magistrate
of the first class or (when specially empowered by
the local government to try cases under this Act)
a magistrate of the second class :

"Import" means to bring into th? territories ad-

ministered by any local government from sea, or

from foreign territory, or from a territory ad-

ministered by any other local government

:

"Export" means to take out of the territories

administered by any local government to sea, or to

any foreign territory or to any territory adminis-
tered by another local government

:

"Transport" means to renaove from one place to

another within the territories administered by the

same local government.

4. Except as permitted by this Act, or by any other

enactment relating to opium for the time being in

force, or by rules framed under this Act or under any
such enactment, no one shall

—

(a) cultivate the poppy
;

(6) manufacture opium

;

(c) possess opium

;

(d) transport opium

;

(e) import or export 6pium ; or

(/) sell opium.

5. The local government, with the previous sanction

of the Governor-General in Council, may, from time

to time by notification in the local Gazette, make
rules consistent with this Act to permit absolutely, or

subject to the payment of duty or to any other con-

ditions, and to regulate within the whole or any
specified part of the territories administered by such
Government, all or any of the following matters :

—

(a) the cultivation of the poppy ;

ib) the manufacture of opium

;

(c) the possession of opium ;

(d) the transport of opium
;

(e) the importation or exportation of opium ; and

(/) the sale of opium, and the farm of duties leviable

on the sale of opium by retail

:

Provided that no duty shall be levied under any
such rule on any opium imported and on which a duty
is imposed by or under the law relating to sea customs
for the time being in force or under section (i.

EBVENUE DEPABTMENT, Government Notifica-

tion No. 44724a, dated 3rd June 1885.—In exercise of

the powers conferred by sections 5 and 13 of the Opium
Act, 1878, and in supersession of all previous rules

made under the same sections, the Governor in Council

is pleased, with the previous sanction of the Governor-

General in Council, to make the following rules for

regulating the traffic in opium in the Bombay Presi-

dency (namely) :

Preliminary.

1. These rules may be cited as the BOMBAY
OPIUM BULES.

2. In these rules, unless there be something repug-

nant in the subject or context,

—

(1)
" opium " has the meaning defined in the Act

;

(2)
" commissioner " means the commissioner of

customs, salt, opium, and abkari

;

(3) "collector" means any revenue officer in inde-

pendent charge of a district, and, within the limits

of the town of Bombay, the collector of customs
;

it also includes any assistant collector, deputy
collector, or assistant collector of customs duly

authorised by such collector to perform all or any
of the duties imposed on a collector by these

rules
;

(4) "farmer" means a person who has obtained

from the collector a farm under Eule 43 ;

(5) "licensed vendor" means a person who has

obtained a license for retail vend under Rule 39

or 45
;

(6) " Presidency of Bombay " includes Sind
;

(7) " town of Bombay " means the area comprised in

the limits of the jurisdiction of the Presidency

magistrates ;

(8)
" warehouse " means the Bombay Opium Ware-

house appointed by the Governor in Council,

in Government Notification No. 2205, dated

16th March 1885 (published in the " Bombay

Government Gazette" of 19th idem, page 341),
under section 7, clause (o), of the Act, for the
storage and deposit of opium legally imported
into and intended for exportation by sea from the
Presidency of Bombay.

Cultivation and Manufacture.

3. The cultivation of the poppy and, except as pro-

vided in Eules 22, 39, 43, and 44, the manufacture of
opium for sale or export are prohibited within the
Presidency of Bombay.

[Imperatrix v. Kanglo Asao.—Where a person who
had purchased opium from a licensed dealer, and, from
such opium had made a preparation called chandul for

his domestic use, was convicted of an offence in con-
travention of the rules prescribed and made by
Government under the Opium Act I. of 1878

—

{vide

"Government Gazette" for 1885, Part I., pages 704
to 715).

Meld, that the conviction was bad and that Eules 3
and 4 (1), read together, must be construed as per-
mitting the manufacture of chandul, by a person for

his own domestic use, from opium licitly obtained.
Criminal Euling, No. 42, dated 12th October 1893.

Candy and Fulton, JJ.]

hrv, XX,

Bombay,

Fostession.

4. Except as provided in Eules 5 and 6, or by a
special order of the commissioner under Eule 11.

(i) no person shall have in his possession any opium
other than

—

(a) opium purchased from Government, or from
a farmer or licensed vendor, or under Eule 36,
or

(6) a preparation or admixture made for his own
domestic use from opium so purchased

;

(ii) Save as provided in Eule 60,* no person, not
being a farmer or licensed vendor, shall have in
his possession more than five seers of poppy-
lieads or twof tolas of any description of opium

not being poppy-heads.

5. Eule 4 does not apply to

—

(i) opium in transit covered by a permit under
Eule 7;

(ii.) opium lawfully imported—
(a) during transit to its destination

;

(6) when warehoused under the provisions of
Eule 21.

(iii.) (c) Opium imported into Ahmedabad under
Eule 13a and possessed, subject to such conditions
as the commissioner may prescribe, by an autho-
rised agent of His Highness the Maharaval of
Dongarpur pending disposal. (Added by Govern-
ment Notification No. 229, dated 13th January
1886.)

6. The collector may grant

:

(a) to any medical practitioner residing within
his district, a license in the form marked A.,
hereto annexed, for the possession of opium
for medical purposes only (in such quantity as
the collector may iix, which, except in any
special case in which the commissioner may
authorise a larger quantity, shall not exceed
one seer).

J

(6) to any person, a spacial permit authorising
him, for a specified period, to have in his

possession for private consamption only a
specified quantity of opium in excess of two§
tolas.

The collector, with the sanction of the commis-
sioner, may delegate to the Mamlatdar, or
other chief revenue officer of a Taluka, the
power of granting special permits given him
by .sub-clause (b) of this rule under such
restrictions and subject to such instructions

as he may think fit. (Added by Government
Notification No. 491, dated 18th .January 1893,
piiblished at page 39 of the " Government
Gazette," Part L, dated 19th idem.)

* Vide Government Notification, No. 5515, dated Slat July 1883,

paffe 688, "Bombay Government Gazette," Parti., dated 3rd August

t Vide Government Notification, No. 6437 of 10th August 1892,
page 802 of the " Bombay Government Gazette " of Hth idem.

i Added bv Governmjnt Notification No. 4S61, dated 24ith June
189."i.

§ Tide Government Notification r<o. 6*37 of 10th August 1892,

page 802 of the "Bomliay Government Gazette," Part 1., of 11th
idem.

3 M 2
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Bombay.

Transport.

7. Save as provided in Rule 'lO,* tb'^ trauspnrt fvnw
one place to another within the Prcsiiluncy ol' Bombay
of any quantity of opium exceeding twof tolas in

weight is prohibited, except under cover of a permit
in Form B., hereto annexed, or in such other foim
as the commissioner from time to time proscribes,
granted

—

(a) in the case of opium to be transported from one
place to another within the town of Bombay, or

from any place within to any place without the
town of Bombay, by the collector

;

(b) in the case of opium to be transported from any
place in the Presidency, outside the town of Bombay
to the town of Bombay, or to any other place in
the Presidency, by the collector ol' the place from
which it is to be despatched :

Provided that

—

(1) in the case of opium imported into the town of
Bombay, the permit to cover transport from the
railway station to the warehouse may be endorsed
on the pass referred to in Rule 16

;

(2) in the case of opium to be expoi'ted by sea, the
permit to cover transport from the warehouse to

the place of shipment may be endorsed on the
shipping bill

;

(3) in the case of opium removed from a Government
depot to a retail shop, a permit in the i'orni C,
hereto annexed, or in such other form as the
commissioner from time to time prescribes may
be granted by the oiBcer in charge of such depot.

8. Except in the case of transport from one place to

another within the town of Bombay or within any
district, no such permit shall be granted unless the
person applying for it can produce a written per-
mission so to apply, signed—

(«) if transport to a place within the town of Bombay
be applied for,—by the collector of customs

;

(i) if transport to any district be applied for,—by the
collector of such district.

A copy of the permit granted shall be sent

—

in case (a) to the collector of customs
;

in case (6) to the collector of the district to which
the opium is to be transpoited.

9. No package containing opium shall be opened
during transport.

10. The permit and the packages shall, on arrival, he
presented for examination to the collector.

If, after examination, the collector concliidee that
the packages have not been opened or tampered with
in transit, if their number is complete, and if they be
found to be of the full weight specified in the pass (less

such allowance for dryag:-, if any, as the Local Govern-
ment from time to time prescribes), the packages may
be dealt with by the owner as the law or these rules
allow, the permit being reiained by the examining
officer. Otherwise the jjackagea shall be desamed and
dealt with as the law or the order.s of any duly authorised
authority may direct.

Im^'orl.

11. No opium shall be imported into the Presidency
of Bombay by sea except in whole or half chests for
re-exportation as pji-ovided by Rule 29.

Provided, however, that at the port of Bombay only,
opium may be imported othorwiae than iu whole or
half chests for re-exportation, snbjeci in all cases to
payment of the full duty imposed by the .Sea Customs
Tariff for the time being in force, and to any special
orders passed by tho commissioner as to subsequent
possession and disposal of the opium imported.

12. No opium shall be imported into the Presidency
of Bombay by land, unless it be :

(a) booked through by railway for re-exjiortation to
other parts of British India, or to Native States

;

(b) for exportation by sea from the ]iort of Bombay;
(c) for retail trade by licensed vendors, in any district

in which the direct importation of opium" for such
sale is sanctioned by the Local Government, and
subject to any conditions which tho Local Govern-
ment may from time to time prescribe :

• riile Goveniraent Notiflcatinn No. 6615, dated 31st .July ISII.3,

page 688, " Bombay Governmfnt Gazette," Part I., datnd 3rd AuKust
18=13

t Vide Government Notification No. 0'137 of IDth of August 1892 of the
" Bombay Government Gaactte," Part I., dated 24th June 1893.

Provided that any opium imported for either of the

pur])Oses mentioned in clause (b) and clause (c) may,
after it reaches its destination in the Presidency of

Bombay, find with the },erniis.-iini in writing of the

collector, be dealt with in any other way permitted

by the law for the time being in force. But, subject

to any conditions which the local government may
prescribe in this behalf, permission shall not be granted

by the collector until the difference between the duty

on the opium in question, calculated at the rates in

force at the date of the ajiplioation, on ojiium intended

for exportation and on opium intended for retail sale,

respectively shall have been recovered or refunded, as

the case may be.

Govcrnmcul Notifioilion No. 2365 of S!h May 1878,

modified by Notijicntiuii No. 8lo7, dated ilU November
1882.

His Excellency the Governor in Council is pleased to

permit the direct importation of ojiium from Malwa
into the town of Bombay for retail sale in the said town
by persons duly licensed there to retail opium subject

to the following conditions :

—

(a) All ojiium so imported shall be subject to the rate

of duty notified from time to time under section 6

of the Opium -\ct, 1878, lio be leviable on opium
imported into the Presidency of Bombay for con-
sumption therein, and payment of the duty leviable

thereon shall be made in accordance with the
provisions of the rules made under section 5 of the

Opium Act

;

(i) All opium so imported shall, on arrival at Bombay,
be de]iosited either in the Government opium
godown, or in the licensed shop of the licensed
vendor importing the same

;

(c) Opium deposited in the Government godown will

remain there at the risk of the importer, who shall

be at liberty to keep it in his own boxes and under
his own keys and seals, and to remove it in reason-
able quantities at a time to his shop as he requires
it for use ; but he shall not be entitled to have
access to the godown except during ofiice hours,
nor without special jiermission from the collector

of customs oftener than twice a week.

{d) The quantity of opium to be removed from the
Government godown shall on each occasion be
]iresented to the oiBcer in charge of the Opium
Department of the Custom House for weighment
and registration, and shall be covered by a pass in
the Perm C. attached to tho rules.

Similar permission for direct importation from
Malwa and direct jmrchase in Bombay from wholesale
dealers has been accorded to licensed retailers in

—

Ahmedabad, Kaira and Panch Mahals—By Govern-
ment Notification No. 6214 of 2nd October 1880,
modified by Notification No. 8 bL.7 of -ilst November
1882.

Broach and Poona—By Government Notification
No. 6341 of 26th October 1881, modified by
Notification No. 8157 of 21st November 1882.

Sholapur and Nasik—By Governmsnt Notification
Nc. 10,197 of 2yth December 1884.

Ahmeduagar—By Government Notification No. 2236
of 16th March 1885.

Revenue Department, Government Notification
No. 5300, dated 29th June 18^5.—In saperseasion
of paragraph 2 of each of th" hve Notifications
nntcd at foot,* and of so much of Notification
No. 81.57, published at page ii'.in of tlie -'Bombay
Government (J azctte " for 18^2, as re furs to para-
graph 2 in each of the first three of the Notifica-
tions, tlic Governor in Council is pleased to direct,
under clause (o) of No. 12 of the Bombay Opium'
Rules, published at jiages 704 to 715 of the
" Bombay Government Gazette " of 4th June
18^5, Part I., that |iersons duly licensed to retail
opium in any district or place to which any of the
said five Notifications applies may supply them-
seU-es with opium by purchase from wholesale

* W, No 2:;i;-, of 8th ^h^y 1878, publish^! uL page 303 of Part I of tlie
"Bonib;iy Gove.nment (;iizette" for 1S7S.

(2) No. ML I. .11 2nd > )ci„lM-r issii, |,ul,iisl,>.d at page 860 of Part I of
thi- liomliay l ,u>eruiHi nl Gazetli- for ISS(),

(3) No 0341 of 2Bth Oflolun- 1831, publislird at naKe i;-,0 nP l>„,.r t
of ihy" Bombay Government Gazette "for 1881.

oiiuici.

(4) No. 10,917, dated 2iith Uecemljpr ls,>ii, publisli.Ml -it oaee ' r,f
Part I. of tho " Uomhay Government Gazette" for is^-,

"

., '^'.-^'"•^^^'V
^''"'

^^i";?''
1885;PubHshed at page342 of Part I of

tlie Bombay Government Gazette "for 1886.
"' .ran i. oi
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dealers in Bombay, subject to tbe following

oouditions, viz. :

—

(1) that permission be in every case obtained as

i-equired by the proviso to JSTo. 12 of the said

rules

;

(2) that the differential duty, if any, leviable

on the opium under the said proviso be duly
paid

;

(3) that the opium be purchased by whole or

half chests only
;

(4) that it be shown to the- satisfaction of the

collector of customs and opium that the whole
of the opium purchased has been obtained from
the Bombay Opium Warehoase, and not from
any other place

;

(5) that the opium purchased be forthwith trans-

ported to its destination, and lodged for issue

in the same manner as if it had been imported
direct from Malwa or Meywar, as the case may
be.

GOVBRISIMENT NOTIFICATION NO. 7594, dated
9th October 1889 —Under the provisions of section 12 (c)

of the rules framed under sections 5 and 13 of the Opium
Act, 1878, and notified in Part I. of the "Bombay
Government Gazette " of the 4th June 1886, his Excel-

lency the Governor in Council is pleased to permit the

direct importation of opium from Malwar or Meywar
into the district of Khandesh for retail sale in the

said district by the person duly licensed to retail

opium in that district, subject to the following con-

ditions :

—

(a.) All opium so imported shall be subject to the
rate of duty imposed, for the time being, on opium
imported into the Presidency of Bombay for home
consumption, and payment of the duty leviable

thereon shall be made in accordance with the
provisions of Rule 17 of the rules under the Opium
Act, 1878, for the payment of duty on opium
intended for exportation by sea.

(h.) All opium so imported into the Khandesh district

shiill, on arrival, be deposited in the Government
Treasury at Dhulia, or in the Mamlatdar's Treasury
at Jalgaon. (The words in italics were added by
Government Notification, No. 8120, dated 17th No-
vember 1890.)

(c.) Opium deposited as aforesaid will remain there
at the risk of the importer, who shall be at liberty

to keep it in his own boxes and under his own
keys and seals, and to remove it to his shops at

such times as the collector of the district may
determine, and in such quantities at a time as he
may require for use, not being less than the
minim'im quantity to be fixed by the collector ; he
shall not be entitled to have access to the place of

deposit except during oflBee hours, nor without
special permission of the collector or other officer

duly empowered by the collector to grant such
permission.

(d.) The quantity of opium to be removed from the
place of deposit shall, on each occasion, be pre-

sented to the officer in charge of the place for

weighment and registration, and shall be covered
by a pass in the Form C. attached to the rules.

2. The person duly licensed to retail opium in the
aforesaid district is further permitted to supply
himself with opium by purchase direct from whole-
sale dealers in Bombay, subject to the following
conditions :

—

(1) that permission be in .every case obtained as

required by the proviso to No. 12 of the rules
;

(2) that the differential duty, if any, leviable on
the opium undi-r the said proviso be duly paid

;

(3) that the opium be purchased by whole or half

chests only
;

(4) that it be shown to the satisfaction of the col-

lector of customs and opium that the whole of the

opium purchased has been obtained from the

Bombay Opium Warehouse and not from any other
place ; and

(5) that the opium purchased be forthwith trans-

ported to its destination, and lodged for issue

m the same manner as if it had been imported
direct from Malwa or Meywar, as the case may
be.

Simihir permission for direct importation from Malwa
or Meywar has been accorded to the licensed retailer

in the Surat district by Government Notification,

No. 2S.33, dated 1 1th April 1893.

13. No opiam shall be imported into the Presidency
of Bombay by land, except by one of the ^following
routes, that is to say:

—

(a) from any place on the frontier of the Kadi
division in the territory of His Highness the
Gaikwar which the Local Government may from
time to time appoint direct to the town of
Ahmedabad

;

(6) by railway from Khaudwa, or via Palanpur and
Ahmedabad.

His Exeelleucy the Governor in Council is pleased to
rule that the Palanpur.Ahmedabad State Railway be
the route by which alone opium from Baroda territory
may be imported into the Bombay Presidency for trans-
mission to the scales at Ahmedabad. All opium so
imported shall be carried direct to the Government
Opium Agency in the town of Ahmedabad—Govern-
ment Notification, No. 3340, of 29th June 1880.

13a. Notwithstanding anything contained in Rule 13,
opium, the properly of His Highness the Maharaval
of Dongarpur, may be imported into Ahmedabad,
under an escort furnished by His Highness the
Maharaval, by the following route, viz., from Kherwada,
by Vichwada, Samera, Samlaji, Tintoi, Bakrol, Lem-
bhoi, Dhakrol, Modhuka, Harsol, Ujdia, Dehgani,
Naroda to Ahmedabad, and subject to examination as
to number, weight, and tampering in transit, at any
of the above places which the local government may
appoint in this behalf. (Added by Government Notifi-
cation, No. 229, dated 13th January 1886 )

14. Opium booked through for re-exportation to
other parts of British India or Native States shall be
detained and examined as to number, weight, and
tampering in transit at any railway station in the
Presidency which the local government may appoint in
this behalf.

Badar Station on the G. I. P. Bail-way has been
appointed an examining station for opium booked
through for re-exportation.—Government Resolution
No. 2250, dated 5th April 1882.
Kalyan Station on the G. I, P. Railway has been

appointed an examining station for opium booked
through from Khandwa to Hyderabad and stations on
the Nizam's State Railway.—Government Notification
No. 6004, dated 8th November 1879.
Ahmednagar on the Dhond-Manmad State Railway has

been appointed an examining station for opium booked
through for Madras, Hyderabad, and stations south
of Ahmednagar.—Government Notification, No 6466
dated 3rd December 1879.

Sabarmati railway station on the B. B. and C. I. and
Rajputana-Malwa Railway has been appointed an ex-
amining station for opium brought by Rajputana Malwa
Railway and booked through for stations north and
south of Ahmedabad.—Government Notification No
6045, dated 8th September 1887.

Nandgaon Railway Station on the G. I. P. Railway
has been ajipointod an examining station for opium
booked through from Indore for the Auruno-abad
Opium Warehouse in the territory of His Highness the
Nizam.—Government Notification, No. 3243 dated
12th May 1891.

15. Opium imported by land for exportation by sea
shall be brought direct to the town of Bombay, and
there depbsited in the manner provided in Rule 21,
until such time as it may be disposed of.

16. No opium shall be imported by land except after
payment of the duty, if any, imposed by the Governor-
General in Council under section 6 of the Act, and
under a pass in Form D. hereto annexed, or in 'such
other form as the commissioner from time to time
prescribes granted by the Government Opium Agent
at Indore, Chitor, Ujjein, Rutlam, Dhar, Ajmir
Ahmedabad, Mundisaur, or Bhopal, or by some other
officer duly authorised in that behalf by the Governor-
General in Council or the local government respec-
tively.

le.i. Notwithstanding anything contained in Rule 16
opium imported from the Kari division of His Highness
the Gaikwar's territory under clause (a). Rule 13, and
opium imported under Rule 13a from the territories
of His Highness the Maharaval of Dongarpur, shall be
allowed to be brought to the scales of Ahmedabad on
provisional passes to be granted by the Opium Ao-ent,
Ahmedabad, in such form as may be prescribed by the
commissioner from time to time without previous pay-
ment of duty. But no such opium shall be allowed to
be passed from the scales, except on payment of duty
if any, and under a pass as provided in Rule 16.
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(Added by Government Notification, Jfo, 6914, dated
14tli September 1889.)

Resolution of the G-overnment of India, No. 3689,

dated 17th November 1879.

"Read the following telegram, dated 22nd October
1879, from the Agent, GrOyernor-G-eneral for Central

India :

—

" Collector Kistna issues passes unstamped to

merchants for a large quantity of opium to be
imported from Indore. Merchants slip from Malwa
with consignments evading scales and will often

get away. This system will strengthen smuggling.
No pass should be given for Malwa opium, except

through this office. If any collector desires

opium imported, requisition should be sent to

Indore, not made over direct, as pass, by him to

merchant." ,

Resolution.—Under several local rules and regula-

tions, the import of opium from Malwa for local

consumption is permitted, under passes granted by
revenue officers.

2. The Governor-G-eneral in Council has resolved that

no pass shall, in future, be thus granted, excepting by
the Opium Agent at Indore.

3. Officers desiring to authorise the import of Malwa
opium, under sanctioned conditions, should accordingly
address the Opium Agent at Indore, who will issue the
required passes under such conditions, and with such
precautions as he thinks necessary for the safety of the
opium revenue which he supervises.

4. Each local government concerned will determine
and inform the Opium Agent what officers are autho-
rised to move him to issue passes under these orders."

—

Vide Government Motification, No. 646.5, dated 3rd De-
cember 1879.

17. The duty on opium intended for exportation by
sea shall be payable as follows ;

—

At the Ahmcdabad Opium Agency, in cash or by
hundi payable at sight at the Bank of Bombay

;

At the Ajmir Agency, in cash or by hundi drawn
on some tiustworthy firm in Bombay and payable at

sight

;

At all agencies subordinate to the Opium Agent,
Indore, by hundis drawn on some trustworthy firm in

Bombay, and payable at six days' sight.

18. Intimation of the passes granted and hundis
received daily shall be sent by the officer granting and
receiving the same direct to the collector of customs,
and to the Bank of Bombay (in the ciise of hundis
thereon) ; and when the opium concerned is intended
for retail sale by licensed vendors, or for immediate
re-exportation from the Presidency of Bombay to

another part of British India, or to a Native Stale, to

the collector or political officer of the locality to which
the opium is to be gent. The passes shall be delivered

to the importers to cover their consignments.

19. Save as permitted in Rules 11 and 20, no opium
shall be imported into the Presidency of Bombay :

—

(a) except in whole chests containing 140 lbs. of
opium, or half-chests containing 701bs.,^ZMS such
allowance, if any, for dryage as the local govern-
ment may fiom time to time prescribe ;

[h) unless each such chest or half-chest be marked
with tho cons jcutive number of the pass, the total

number of chests forming the consignment, and
the distinctive brand of the office from which the
pass was issued.

20. Notwithstanding anything contained in Rule 19,

opium booked through by railway for re-exportation
lo the Presidency of Madras may be imported in

strong wicker baskets subject to the following con-
ditions :

—

(a) each basket shall be stoutly and securely sewn
over with leather, and shall contain 10 lbs. of
opium

;

(6) seven of such baskets shall be packed in a
strong gunny or cloth bag, which shall be securely
sewn

;

(c) each bag shall have a label sewn on it, showing
the number of its covering pass and its weight
at the scales, and a distinguishing number or
mark.

21. Opium inported into the Presidency for exporta-

tion by sea shall be conveyed to Bombay and shall, on
arrival, be presented to tho collector, together with the

pass covering the same. The consignment shall be
verified in the manner specified in Rule 10, and con-

vevod direct to and deposited in the warehouse

:

Provided that any auoh opium may be detained by
the collector at the risk of the consignee, until payment
of the duty, when it is paid by hundi, has been certified

by the Bank of Bombay, or until any other condition
prescribed by this rule has been fulfilled.

22. Opium imported into the town of Bombay may,
for export purposes, be manufactured into chandul, but
such chandul shall continue liable to all the restrictions

on transport which under these rales apply to opium.
The manufacture shall be conducted under licenses to

to be issued by the collector on such conditions as the
commissioner may from time to time prescribe.

Export.

23. Opium imported under Rule 12 for exportation

by sea may be so exported from the port of Bombay
only.

24. Opium so exported by sea shall be packed in

whole or half chests containing the weights specified in

Rule 19.

25. When opium is to be removed for exportation by
sea, the expoi'ter shall enter in the shipping bill under
which the opium is to be exported the marks and
numbers of packages and the number of packages of
each mark to be removed from the warehouse. The
shipping bill so prepared shall be checked with the
warehouse register and removals noted therein.

26. Opium converted into chandul under Rule 22
may be exported under the same conditions as are
provided in Rules 23 to 25 for ordinary opium, at the
rate of 140 lbs. of chandul to 70 lbs. of opium.

27. When any person desires to export opium from
the Presidency of BDmba}^ into any foreign state, or
into any other part of British India, he shall obtain a
pass for each consignment, in such form as the com-
missioner may from time to time prescribe, from the
collector of the district from which such opium is to be
exported, or in the case of export from the town of
Bombay, from the collector of Customs.
The pass shall specify

—

(1) the name of the person in charge of the consign-
ment,

(2) the name of the consignee,

(3) the number of the packages and the weight and
contents of each, and

(4) the destination of the consignment.
But no such pass shall be granted unless the person

applying for it produces a written permission so to
apply, signed by the collector of the district, or the
political officer accredited to the foreign State into
which such opium is to be imported.

28. The collector may thereupon grant a pass for the
export of such opium.
Each package shall be sealed in the presence of the

officer granting the pass and with his official seal.

Transhipment and Re-export.

29. Notwithstanding anything herein-before contained
to the contrary, opium not the produce of India may be
imported by sea into the port of Bombay or Karachi,
and opium, whether the produce of India or not, may
be imported by the sea into the Port of Aden or Perim,*
provided in each case that the opium so imported be
manifested for transhipment or for re-exportation in
the same bottom.
Opium so imported may be re-exported by sea from

the said ports.

All such opium imported into and re-exported from
the said ports in the same bottom shall be liable to a
duty at the following rates on each chest not exceeding
14Ui lbs. avoirdupois net weight :

—

When the consignment does not exceed 150 chests at
Rs. 5 per chest.

'

Prom 151 to 300 chests, at Rs. 4 per chest
Prom 301 to 600 chests, at Rs. 3 per ihost!
601 chests and upwards, at Rs. 2 per chest.
Provided that opium on which a transhipment or

re-export fee has been levied at one of the said ports
shall be exempt from the payment of a re-export fee at
any other of the said ports.

30. Small parcels of opium imported under Rule 11
on which full customs duty has been paid may be
exported by sea or land uuder the special orders of the
oommissiouer.

1S8U.

Added by Government Notification, No. 74.82, dated 18th December
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Notification under Section 133 of the Sea Customs
Act, VIII. of 1878, published at page 28 of the " Bom-
bay Government Gazette," Part I., dated 11th January
1883 :—

Bombay Castle, 10th January 1883.

No. 221.— In supersession of Government Notification

No. 67, dated 6th January 1880, published in the
" Bombay Government Gazette Extraordinary " of the

same date, and in exercise of the power conferred by
Section 133 of Act VIII. of 1878 (The Sea Customs
Act), his Excellency the Governor in Council is pleased,

with the previous sanction of his Excellency the

Governor General of India in Council, to declare that a
fee on opium not the produce of India imported by sea

into the Ports of Bombay, Karachi, or Aden* or Perim
and transhipped in any of the said ports shall be levied

at the following rates on each chest not exceeding 140i
pounds avoirdupois net weight :

—

When the consignment does not exceed 150 chests, at

Es. 5 per chest.

Prom 151 to 300 chests, at Bs. 4 per chest.

Prom 301 to 600 chests, at Rs. 3 per chest.

601 chests and upwards, at Bs. 2 per chest.

{Government Notification No. 618, dated
nth September 1883.)

Opium on which a transhipment or re-export fee has

been levied at one of the said ports shall be exiempt

from the payment of a transhipment fee at any other of

the said ports.

General Bules as to Opium transported, imported, and
exported.

21. No railway company shall receive or convey
opium not covered and accompanied by a permit or

pass of an officer competent under these rules to grant
the same ; or shall convey opium otherwise than direct,

and in custody of its own officers, to the station at

vrhich, according to the route prescribed in such
permit or pass, it should leave the railway.

32. The bulk of a consignment of opium in transport

or in transit in the course of importation or exportation
shall not be broken ; and any revenue officer not
inferior in grade to a Mahalkari, or any iuKpector or

sub-inspector in the abkari or opium department, or

any police officer not inferior in grade to a head
constable, may at any time examine such a consign-

ment.
If, after such examination, the officer concludes that

the packages have not been opened or tampered with in

such transport or transit, if their number corresponds
with the number specified in the permit or pass, and if

they be of the full weight specified in such permit or

pass (less the allowance, if any, granted for dryage),

the consignment shall be allowed to proceed. Other-

wise the consignment shall be detained and disposed of

according to law.

33. Opium, the property of a farmer licensed by His
Highness the Gaikwar for the retail sale of opium in

His Highness's territories, and intended for the supply

of the said farmer's retail shops, may be imported into

and transported through or exported from British

territory when taken direct from one or other of the

depots and sub-depdtsf mentioned in the foot-note

under cover of permits issued and signed by a Naib-

Subha of a division or of a taluka of His Highness's

territories to the retail shop at which it is to bo sold.

Such permit shall be in Form C. appended to these

rules.

33i. The conditions subject to which the transport

through British territory of opium which has been
seized as liable to confiscation in any part of the terri-

tories of His Highness the Gaikwar of Baroda, but

which has not been ordered to be confiscated, shall be

permitted, are as follows :—

•

(re) that the opium shall be transported by the most
direct route from the place of seizure, to the place

at which its liability to confiscation is to be
decided.

* Vide Government Notification, No. 7483, dated 18th December 1886.

t Depots .—Navsari, Baropa, Kadi.
Sub-J)epots .—Viara, Velacha, Petlad. Dehgam, Patau, Kheralu,

Attarsumha. (Added by Government Notification, No. 7593, dated 9th

October 1889.)

(6) that it shall be covered by a pass which shall
contain the following particulars .-

—

(i) the route by which, the time during which,
and the places from and to which transport is

to be effected

;

(ii.) the quantity of the opium to which the pass
refers,

(o) that every such pass shall be

—

(1) in the Form P. hereto appended,
(2) signed by the Naib-Subha of the division,

(3) kept during transport in the possession of the
person in charge of the opium,

(4) produced on demand made by any British
officer of the departments of land revenue,
police, opium, and abkari

;

(d) that no quantity shall be so transported in excess
of that mentiuned in any pass granted or produced
in respect thereof, or by any route other than that
mentioned in such pass

;

(e) that intimation of the route by which any such
opium is to be transported shall be given to the
police patel of the first village in British territory

through which the opiam may have to pass, not
less than 24 hours before the transport through
such village is commenced. (Added by Govern-
ment Notification, No. 4426, of 30th June 1891, page
538 of the " Bombay Government Gazette," Part i.,

dated 2nd July 1891.)

33b. The conditions subject to which the import into,

transport through and export from British territory

shall be permitted of opium which is the property of
a farmer licensed by His Highness the Maharaja of the
Idar State, and which is to be taken direct from
the depot in His Highness's territory, in and through
British territory for the supply of the said farmer's
retail shops in His Highness's territory, are as fol-

lows :

—

(o) that the opiam shall be imported, transported,
and exported by the most direct route from the
State depot of the Idar State to the place where
it is to be licitly sold

;

(6) that it shall be covered by a pass which shall

contain the following particulars :

—

(1) the route by which, the time during which,
and the places from and to which import,
transport, and export are to be effected,

(2) the quantity of the opium to which the pass
refers

;

(c) that every such pass shall be—
(1) in Form G. appended hereto,

(2) signed by the Treasury officer of the Idar
State,

(3) kept during import, transport, or export in
the possession of the person in charge of the
opium,

(4) produced on demand made by any British
officer of the departments of land revenue,
police, opium, and abkari

;

(d) that no quantity shall be imported, transported,
or exported in excess of that mentioned in the
pass granted in respect thereof, or by any route
other than that mentioned in such pass

;

(e) that not less than 24 hours before the import into
British territory is commenced, intimation of the
route by which any such opium is to pass shall

be given to the police patel of the first village in

British territory through which the opium may
have to pass

;

(/) that a duplicate of every such pass shall at the
time of its issue be forwarded to the Mamlatdar
of every taluka in which a British village through
which the opium will have to pass is situated.

(Added by Government Notification, No. 8811,
dated 9th November 1892, page 1093 of " Bombay
Government Gazette," Part 1. of 10th idem.)

Sale.

34. Opium is said to be sold " retail " when a
quantity less than half a chest of 140 lbs. is sold in
a single transaction. It is said to be sold "whole-
sale " when half such a chest or any larger quantity
is so sold.

35. No person shall sell any opium to any person not
legally authorised to possess the same.

36. Opium deposited in the warehouse Rule 21 may
be sold wholesale in the town of Bombay pending its

disposal, subject to the provisions of these and of the
Bombay Opium Warehouse Rules as to removal from
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the warehouse, and provided that only whole cheats or

half chests shall be bo sold.

.36a. Opium imported into Ahmedabad tinder

Eule 13a may be sold wholesale to Native Chiefs and
British farmers or licensed vendors in the oily of

Ahmedabad pending its disposal, subject (o thj pro-

visions of these rules as to transport or expoit, as the

case maybe, and provided that only who lo chests or

half chests shall bo so sold. (Added by Government
Notification No. 22;», dated 13th January 1886.)

37. No person shall sell opium by retail without

a licence in this behalf
;
provided that a merlical prac-

titioner, who holds a licence granted to him under

Rule 6 [a), may sell medical preparations containing

opium to the extent and subject to the conditions

prescribed in his said licence. Amended by Notifica-

tion No. 6292, dated 3rd August 1892, page 773 of

4th idem.)

38. Save as provided in Rule 60*, no retail vendor
shall sell more than twof tolas of the inspissated juice

of the poppy, or of any preparation or admixture
thereof, or of any intoxicating drug prepared from
the poppy, or more than five sers of poppy-heads,

except to a licensed vendor or farmer or to a medical
practitioner or other person holding a special permit
granted by the collector under Biile 6, or under a

special order from the commissioner or a collector.

39. Licences for the retail of opium or for the

manufacture and retail of all or any intoxicating drugs
prepared from the poppy may be granted for the town
of Bombay by the collector of customs, and for other

parts of the Presidency, by the collector of the district.

Such licences shall be in the Form E. hereto annexed,

or in such other form as the commissioner from time
to time prescribes.

40. Whenever a licence is granted for the retail of

opium, the officer who grants it shall demand such
payments, and shall impose in the licence such condi-

tions on the licensee as may from time to time be
prescribed by tlie commissioner.

41. (Cancelled by Grovernment Notification No. 9061,

dated 10th November 188.5.)

42. Licences for retail shall be granted for one year
only, unless the commissioner shall otherwise specially

direct.

43. With the general or special sanction of the com-
missioner, the collector may let in farm the light to

retail opium, or to manufactaro and retail all or any
intoxicating drugs prepared from the poppy, in any
local area under his control, for a term not exceeding
five years. The commissioner may prescribe rules,

—

(a) for the invitation and acceptance of tenders for

such farms,

(b) for the requisition of security for the due fulfil-

ment of the engagements entered into by the

farmers, and
(c) us to the form and conditions of such leases.

Any breach of such engagement shall render the

lease liable to annulment by the authority by whom
the farm was sanctioned.

44. When any such farm is given, the farmer may
make his own arrangements for the appointment of

subordinate vendors, and for the manufacture of intoxi-

cating drugs, within the limits of his farm and subject

to the conditions of his lease
;
provided that no opium

except that supiilied from a Grovernmeot depot and
opium lawfully imported under clause (c), Rule 12,

and opium otherwise lawfully obtained, shall be
retailed or used in the manufacture of such drugs.

45. Licences for the retail of opium, or of intoxi-

cating drugs prepared from the pojipy. by persons
ajipointed hy the farmer to retail on his behalf, shall

be granted by the collector in such form and on such
conditions, consistent with the conditions of the farm
as the commissioner from time to time prescribes.

46. With the sanction of the commissioner, the
collector may cancel any lease granted under Rule 43

;

or may, within the period of the lease, impose any
new reservation of restriction on the farmer.

If any such lease be cancelled lor anj' cause other

than a breach of the conditions thereof, or if any

* Fw/r- Government Notification No. rj.''jl.'i, ilaktl aist Jnly 1S'J3,

pajrc 688, "Bombay Government Gazi'tte," I'art J., dated 3rd August
18S.'5.

t Vide Government Notification, No. 6437, dated lOtli Aupiist 1892,

page 802 of the "Bombay Government Gazotk'," Part I., dated
llth idem.

reservation or restriction with respect to the grant
of licences be im])Osed during the lease, the commis-
sioner shall award such compensation as he thinks
reasonable to the farmer for any damage sustained by
him by reason of such cancellation, reservation, or
restriction.

47. If any licensed vendor or farmer shall have in

his possession, on the expiry of his licence or farm,
any opium which he is unable to dispose of, to the

satisfaction of the collector by private sale to other
licensed vendors, or farmers, he shall surrender the
tame to the collector ; and the incoming licensed ven-
dor or farmer, or, if the expired licence or farm is not
renewed, any licensed vendor or farmer within the
district, when required by the collector, shall be bound
to purchase the opium aforesaid to the extent of two
months' supply at such price and in such quantities

as the collector shall adjudge: provided that the price
of opiitm thus adjudged shall in no case exceed the
rate at which it can be procured from the Government

:

provided also that, if such opium be in the opinion
of the collector unfit for use, the collector shall cause
it to be destroyed.

48. Central and subsidiary depots of opium for issue

to licensed retailers and farmers and for other Govern-
ment purposes shall be established at Bombay, and
such other places as the local government may from
time to time direct.

49. The opium required for these depots shall be
imported from Malwa or Bengal, or otherwise pro-
cured as the local government may direct, and shall
be stored in the first instance .at the central depots,
whence it will be supplied on indents to the subsidiary
depots as required.

50. Opium shall be issued from the Government
depots to licensed vendors at a price to be fixed
and notified from time to time by the local govern-
ment.
Under Eule 50 of the rules under the Indian Opium

Act I. of 1878, published at pages 704 to 71."; of the
"Bombay Government Gazette," dated the 4th June
1885, Part I., and in supersession of Government
Notification, No. 3128a, dated the 31st March ]b92,
it is hereby notified for general information, by order
of His Excellency the Right Honourable the Governor
in Council, that on and after 15th February 1893, and
until further intimation, opium will be issued from the
Government depots at Aden, Gajkot, Palanpur, Sadra,
and Baroua Cantonment, and from those in the Pro-
vince of Sind, and in the British Districts of Ahmeda-
bad, Kaira, Ihc Pauch Mahals, Broach, and Surat at
the fixed rate of Es. 10 per lb. of 40 tolas, and from
those in all other districts of the Presidency at the
fixed rate of lis. 9 and As, 8 per lb. of 40 tolas. (Go-
vernment Notification, No. 903, of 1st February 1893,
published at page 65 of "Bombay Government
Gazette," Part 1. of ISO:;,)

Import, Sfo., on behalf of the Oovernment.

51. Nothing contained in the foregoing rules shall be
deemed to affect the possession, transport, import,
export or sale of opium by or on behalf of the Govern-
ment.

Permission to import, export, transport, and sell

Opium.

52. Subject to the prohibitions, conditions, and regu-
lations imposed and proscribed by the foregoing rules,
the manufac ture, possession, import, export" transport,
and sale of opium are permitted.

[For Rules ,53 to .57, see notes under section 13.]

Control.

68, All collectors shall, as regards any matter arising
in the administration of these rules, be subject to the
general control of the commissioner.

* Special Exceptions as io Crude Opium in Fart of
the Thar and Fdrknr District.

60. In applying, so far as concerns crude opium, the
provisions of Rule 4 (ii,). Rule 7, and Rule 38, to such
portion of the Thar and Parkar District as lies cast of

*
^'li'''}

,','-^' G"^'^'^"'™' Notification, No. 6515. dated 31st July 1893

im
'*°"''="iy Government Gazette," Part I., dated 3rd August
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the E»sj)ern ,N£B'£i Canal, those ruleg^.-sliAll Jie read as if

for the words "two tolas," wherevet they occur therein,
there were substituted, the, w.ord* " tep.tolSisr,"

ft'The Governor-GenSral in Couneil may from time
to time; by notification in the " Gazette of India,"
impose snch duty as he thinks fit on opium or on any
kind of opium imported by land into British India or
into any specified part thereof, and may alter or abolish
any duty so imposed.
With reference to Financial Notification, No. 2027,

dated 28th June 1882, and in exercise of the,.powers
conferred by section • 6 of Act I. of 1878 '(the Opium
Act, 1878), the GoTernor-General in CSuncil is pleased
to notify that, till further orders, all .Qpium imported,
by land into the . Presidency of Bomb&y, 'and not
covered by a pass foi; exportation by sea fitim >the port
of Bombay; granted in accordaiflce with Kule 14* of
the Rules made under the Opium Act, 1878, and pub-
lished- by the' Government of Bombay, will be subject
to the following duty upon each chest weighing

,
net

140J lbs. avoirdupois weight, namely :

—

Es.

When the pass for such opium is granted
at Ajmir - ... 725

When the pass for such opium is granted
elsewhere .... 700

(Government of India's Notification, No. 4709, dated
3rd November 1882, republished at page 965 of the

"Bombay Government Gazette," Part I., dated
9th November 1882.)

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 6 of

Act I. of 1878 (the Opium Act, 1878), the Governor-
General in Council is pleased to reduce by Rs. 50 per
chest the duty on opium imported by land into the

Presidency of Bombay for exportation by sea from the

port of Bombay.,- ,

Accordingly it is hei'cby notified that, till further

orders, all opium imported by land into the Presidency
of Bombay, and covered by a pass for exportation by
sea from the port of Bombay, granted in accordance
with Rule 16 of the rules made under the Opium Act,

1878, published by the Government of Bombay in their

Notification, No. 4472A,t dated 3rd June 1885, shall be
subject to the following duty upon each chest weighing
net 140J lbs. avoirdupois weight, namely :

—

Rs.

When the pass for such opium is granted
at Ajmir - - - - 625

When the pass for such opium is granted

elsewhere ... 600

(Government of India's Notification, No. 3242, dated

5th July 1890, republished under Bombay Government
Notification, No. 4767, dated 9th idem.)

7. The Governor-General in Council may, by order

notified in the "Gazette of India,"

(a) authorise any local government to establish

warehouses for opium legally imported into, or

intended to be exported from, the territories

administered by such local government, and

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 7 (a)

of the Opium Act, 1878, the Governor-General in

Council is pleased to authorise the Governor of Bombay
in Council to establish a warehouse for opium legally

imported into or intended to be exported from the

territories administered by him — (Government of

India's Notification, No. 757, dated the 2nd May 1884,

page 863 of the "Bombay Government Gazette,"

Part I., dated 15th idem).

(6) cancel any such order.

So long as such order remains in force, the local

government may, by notification published in the

ofiScial gazette,

(c) declare any place to be a warehouse for all or any

opium legally imported whether before or after the

payment of any duty leviable thereon, into the

territories administered by such governmeiit, or

into any specified part thereof, or intended to be

exported thence, and
(d) cancel any such declaration.

An order under clause (6) shall cancel all previous

declarations under clause (c) of this section relating to

places in the territories to which such order refers.

So long as such declaration remains in force, ^the

owner of all such opium shall be bound to deposit it in

such warehouse. ^^ , , ,,,„,, ,__

Government Notification, No. 2205, dated 16th .March

1885. Under the power vested in him by section 7,

T Published at pages 704, to 715 of Part I., of the '

ment Gazette " of the 4th June 1885.

/ 82588.

Bombay GoTern-

clause (c), of the Opiuih Act, 'and with the previous AsAXXi
sanction of His Excellehdy the Right Honoufiible the Bombay.
Governor-General in Council, His Excellency the Right
Hdnourable the Governor' in' Council is pleased to
appoint the building ^knowh as the Port 'Trust Apollo
Bdnded Warehouse, situateid in Marine Street, within
the Port of Bombay, to be the place for the stCwage and
deposit of opium legally imported into the Presidency
of Bombay aiid intended for exportation .by sdk there-
from. '

'
'

,'
,''.''

This Notification shall come into f6rc6' from the
1st June 1,885.^

8. The liJOffil goverhment, with the previous sanction Power to

cif the Governor-General inr Council, may,; from time to reiwtng to"

time, by nptifiQati6ii iff the local gazette, m^lee, rules -warehouses,

consistent with this-'Act to regulate the.' safe custody of
opium warehoused'under section 7

', the levyoffees for
such warehousing ; the remo-val of such opium, for sale

or exportation ; and the manner in which it shall be
disposed of, if any duty or- fees leviable on it be not
paid within 12 months from the date of warehousing
the same.
Government Notification, No. 4472, dated 3rd June

1885.—In exercise of the power conferred by section 8
of the Opium Act, 1878, the Governor in Council is

pleased, with the previous sanction of the Governor-
General in Council, to make the following rules relating
to the warehouse appointed in Notification, No. 2205,

dated 16th March 1885 (published at page 341 of the
" Bombay Government Gazette," of the 19th idem),
for the storage and deposit of opium legally imported
into the Presidency of Bombay and intended for

exportation by sea therefrom, -viz. :
—

1. The said warehouse shall be known as "the
Bombay Opium Warehouse," and these rules may be
cited as "the Bombay Opium Warehouse Rules."

,2. In these rules, unless; there be something repug-
nant in the subject or context, any word or expression
which is defined in the Opium Act, 1878, or in the
Bombay Opium Rules, shall be deemed to have the
meaning attributed to it by that Act or those rules,,

S. Opium brought to the warehouse for deposit shall

be accompanied by the passport covering it issued at

the scales.

4. At the time of receipt of the opium into the ware-
house the warehouse-keeper, or some other officer

authorised by him in this behalf, shall examine the
marks, numbers, and other particulars on the chests or
half-chests and verify the same by comparison with
those entered in the passport.

5. If the marks, numbers, and other particulars on
the chests or half-chests are not found to correspond
with those given in the passport, the warehouse-keeper
shall at once report the fact for the orders of the
collector, the opium being held in safe custody pending
such orders.

If they correspond, the opium shall be stored in the
wai'ehouse.

6. After storage of the opium, the warehouse-keejier
shall stamp across the passport the word " warehoused,"
and shall enter therein, in the place provided for the
purpose, the number of the compartment of the ware-
house in which the opium has been stored with the date
and his signature.

The passport shall then be sent to the opium depart-
ment.

7. On receipt of the passport in the opium depart-
ment, the particulars thereof shall be entered in a
regis-ter ; the passport shall then be stamped with the
word " cancelled " and retained in the opium depart-
ment. The date of warehousing shall also be noted in

the register of passports.

8. All opium deposited in the warehouse as above
shall be at the disposal of the owners, to be dealt with
as provided in the Opium Act and the Bombay Opium
Rules.

9. No warehoused opium shall be removed from the
Warehouse until application in writing has been made
to the collector and a permit for snch rem.oval has been
obtained from him.
This rule shall not apply to the removal of opium

from one compartment of the warehouse to another.

10. Before removal of warehoused opium for expor-
tation by sea, the expoiter's shipping bill, which shpll

be in the form of Schedule A., or to the like effect, and
shall be prepared in the manner pro-vided in No,. 25 of

the Bombay Opium Rules, shall be presented to the
warehous.e-keeper, together with the collector's permit
authorising such removal.

3 N
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11. As the opium is passed out of the warehouse, the

warehouse-keeper, or some other oflBcer authorised by
him in this behalf, shall compare the marks and num-
bers and other particulars on the chests or half-chests

with those entered on the shipping bill and shall permit
the removal of the opium only on finding the particulars

to correspond.
12. When all the opium covered by a shipping bill

has been passed out of the warehouse, the warehouse
keeper or other officer aforesaid shall note on the
shipping bill the fact of the removal of the opium and
the date thereof.

13. The warehouse keeper shall then note in the
shipping bill the hours between which the opium shall

be transported from the warehouse to the place of
shipment, and return it to the exporter.

14. Before removal of any warehoused opium, under
tlie proviso to No. 12 of the Bombay Opium Rules, for

consumption within the Presidency of Bombay, or for

exportation under No. 27 of the said rules into any
foreign State or into any part of British India outside
of the Presidency of Bombay, the pass required by
No. 7 or No. 27 of the said rules, as the case may be,
shall be presented to the warehouse keeper, together
with the collector's permit authorising such removal.

16. Previous to permitting removal of any opium
under Rule 14, the warehouse keeper shall check by
weighment the contents of each chest or hall^-chest,

and shall compare the weight with that given in the
pass, and in the case of opium which is to be exported
under No. 27 of the Bombay Opium Rules, shall seal

each package as required by No. 28 of those rules.

16. On the removal of any such opium from the
warehouse the warehouse keeper shall note on the pass
the fact of the removal and the date thereof, returning
the pass to the person who presented it.

17. Before any warehoused opium is removed,
whether under Rules 10-13 or Rules 14-16, the ware-
house-keeper or other officer authorised by him in this
behalf, shall mark each chest or half-chest with the
Government stamp provided for this purpose.

18. Unless the collector by n special order otherwise
directs, no opixim shall be taken into, or passed out
of, the warehouse, except in whole or half-chests, and
in the manner prescribed in the foregoing rules.

19. Every operation connected with the deposit and
removal of opiuui in or from the warehouse, the
bringing of the same to the proper place for examina-
tion and weighment, and putting thereof into and out
of the scales, and the opening, sorting, lotting, mark-
ing, and numbering of packages of opium, in accord-
ance with or for the purposes of these rules, shall
be performed by or at the expense of the owner of the
opium.

20. The warehouse-keeper, or any person duly autho-
rised by the collector, may at any time enter any
compartment or part of the warehouse, and may weigh
or otherwise take an account of any opium that may
be there.

21. All assays, tests, examinations, and samplings
shall be performed within the warehouse.

22. Assaying, testing, and other operations in which
the use of fire is necessary shall be carried on only in
the part of the warehouse premises set apart for that
pm-pose, and known as the "testing-rooms."

23. The balance of opium, if any, remaining after
assay or test shall be removed from the testing-rooms
and again deposited in the portion of the warehouse set
apart for its storage.

24. The use of fires and naked lights and smoking
within the warehouse are absolutely prohibited except
in the testing-rooms.

25. The use of covered lights and lanterns maybe
permitted by the warehouse-keeper whenever it is

shown to his satisfaction that it is necessary to .allow
the packing and sorting of opium to be proceeded
within the warehouse after sunset. The use ofpetroleum
or other inflammable or dangerous oils for the purpose
of lighting is strictly prohibited.

26. The warehouse shall be closed on Sundays and
on New Year's Day, Good Friday, the Empress' Birth-
day, Christmas Day, and all other days on which the
closing of publio ofiBces is ordered by Government.
The collector, however, may, on application, permit
the warehouse to be opened on these days on payment
of such fees as the collector, with the sanction of the
commissioner, may from time to time fix.

(The scale of fees sanctioned by the commissioner in his
No. 775, dated 8th February 1887, is Rs. 10 for attend-
aace of warehouse-keeper, Rs. 6 for each gatekeeper,
annas 12 for the naik, and annas 8 for each peon.)

27. The ordinary working hours in the warehouse
shall be from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. But when the owner
of any opium to be deposited in the warehouse, or of

any opium already in the warehouse, makes

—

{a) a verbal request that the warehouse be kept
open at any other time between sanrise and sunset,

or

(6) a written application, giving sufficient reason for

the request, that the warehouse be kept open after

sunset up to an hour not later than 10 p.m.,

the warehouse-keeper shall open or allon- the warehouse
to remain open as desired.

28. No opium, or any other article, shall be brought
into or removed from the warehouse except between
the hours of sunrise and sunset

;
provided that opium

unavoidably detained in transit to the warehouse and
brought to the warehouse after sunset may be received
in safe custody pending verification in the ma«ner
specified in Rule 4.

29. The warehouse shall be opened and closed only
in the presence of the warehouse-keeper, who shall be
responsible that all doors and windows giving access to

the warehouse are properly closed and secured at the
end of each day, and at the time of closing shall see
that no person remains within the warehouse after it

is closed, and that all lights and fires have been i)roperly
put out.

30. After the closing of the warehouse the warehouse-
keeper shall place the keys of all locks in a box provided
for the ])urpose, and after locking the said box, shall
forward it to the Superintendent, Preventive Service,
or other ofiicer for the time being residing at the town
Custom House ; one key of the said box shall remain
in charge of the warehouse-keeper and a duplicate with
the officer aforesaid.

31. The responsibility of securely closing the doors
and windows of the several compartments within ware-
house shall rest with the respective occupants of such
compartments, and the keys shall remain in their
charge.

32. Every person who enters or leaves the warehouse
shall be liable to be searched for the purpose of
ascertaining if he has opium secreted about hiin.

33. All oases, bundles, and other articles shall be
liable to examination when being taken into or removed
from the warehouse.

34. Any person found guilty of any breach of the
Opium Act, or of any rule framed thereunder, or other-
wise committing any offence in respect of the ware-
house or of the warehouse oSicials, or of any property
contained in the warehouse, may be excluded from
and prohibited entry into the warehouse by the
collector.

36. The owners of opium stored in the warehouse
shall ordinarily pay monthly in advance rent at the
rates specified in Table I. of Schedule B., but the
Commissioner of Customs and Opium may at any time
substitute therefor fees at the rates specified in Table II.
of the same schedule (Government Notification
No. 6,315, dated 5th August 1885).

36. In the event of any rent (or warehouse fee) not
bemg paid when due, the collector may detain any
opium m the warehouse, the property of the person or
persons by whom such rent (or warehouse fee) is due
until the claim be satisfied, and no opium in respect
of which rent (or warehouse fees) have not been paid
shall be removed from the warehouse until thev are
paid. •'

37. The allotment of compartments and of testing
rooms m the warehouse sh.iU rest ^ith the collector
who may at any time revise or alter any such allotment
previously made by him.

38. Nothing contained in the foregoing rules shall
be deemed to afi^ect opium in the warehouse beloneine
to or which IS to be purchased by or on behalf ofGovernment.

9. Any person who in contravention of this Act Penalty foror of rules made and notified under section 5 or m^iculll.
section 8, "'

vation of

(a) cultivates the poppy, or ^^^^' ""•

(6) manufactures opium, or
(c) possesses opium, or
(d) transports opium, or
(e) imports or exports opium, or
(/) sells opium, or

(9) omits to warehouse opium, or removes or doesany act in respect of warehoused opium
and any person who otherwise contravenes any such
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shall, on conviction before a magistrate, be ptinished
for each such offence with imprisonment for a term
which may extend to one year, or with fine which may
extend to Rb. 1,000, or with both

;

and, where a fine is imposed, the convicting magistrate
shall direct the ofiender to be imprisoned in default of
payment of the fine for a term which may extend to
six months, and such imprisonment shall be in excess
of any other imprisonment to which he may have been
sentenced.

10. In prosecutions under section 9, it shall be
presumed, until the contrary is proved, that all opium
for which the accused person is unable to account satis-

factorily is opium in respect of which he has committed
an offence under this Act.

11. In any case in which an offence under section 9

has been committed

—

(a) the poppy so cultivated

;

(6) the opium in respect of which any offence under
the same section has been committed

;

(c) where, in the case of an offence under clause {d)

or (e) of the same section, the offender is trans-

porting, importing, or exporting any opium
exceeding the quantity (if any), which he is per-

mitted to transport, import, or export, as the case

may be, the whole of the opium which he is

transporting, importing, or exporting

;

(d) where, in the case of an offence under clause (/)
of the same section, the offender has in his posses-

sion any opium other than the opium in respect of

which the offence has been committed, the whole
of such other opium,

shall be liable to confiscation.

The vessels, packages, and coverings in which any
opium liable to confiscation under this section is found,

and the other contents (if any) of the vessel or package
in which such opium may be concealed, and the animals
and conveyances used in carrying it, shall likewise be
liable to confiscation.

12. When the offender is convicted, or when the

person charged with an offence in respect of any opium
is acquitted, but the magisU-ate decides that the opium
is liable to confiscation, such confiscation may be
ordered by the magistrate.

Whenever confiscation is authorised by this Act, the

officer ordering it may give the owner of the thing
liable to be confiscated an option to pay, in lieu of

confiscation, such fine as the officer thinks fit.

When an offence against this Act has been com-
mitted but the offender is not known or cannot be
found, or when opium not in the possession of any
person cannot be satisfactorily accounted for, the case

shall be inquired into and determined by the collector

of the district or deputy commissioner, or by any other

officer authorised by the local government in this

behalf either personally or in right of his office, who
may order such confiscation: Provided that no such

order shall be made until the expiration of one month
from the date of seizing the things intended to be con-

fiscated or without hearing the persons (if any) claiming

any right thereto, and the evidence (if any) which
they produce in support of their claims.

The collector of salt revenue has been authorised,

under paragraph 3 of this section, to inquire into and
determine cases of adjudications " so far as regards
" any opium or other thing seized by himself or by
" any officer subordinate to him. (Government Noti-

fication, No. 3578, dated the 20th June 1879, published

at page 609 of the " Bombay Government Gazette,"

Part I., dated 26th idem.)

13. The local government may, with the previous

saction of the Governor-General in Council, from time

to time, by Notification in the local gazette, make rules

consistent with this Act to regulate

—

(a) the disposal of all things confiscated under this

Act; and
(6) the rewards to be paid to officers and informers

out of the proceeds of fines and confiscations under

this Act.
Government Notification, No. 4472a, dated 3rd June

1885. In exercise of the powers conferred by sections 5

and 13 of the Opium Act, 1878, and in supersession of

all previous rules made under the same sections, the

Governor in Council is pleased, with the previous

sanction of the Governor-General in Council, to make

the following rules for regulating the traffic in opium

in the Bombay Presidency (namely)

:

[For Eules 1 to 52, see notes under section 5.]

Disposal of Things oonfiseated.

63. Opium confiscated under the Act shall be
examined by the collector, and, if declared by him to

be fit for use, shall be sent to the nearest dep6t. If
declared to be unfit for use, it shall be immediately
destroyed.

54. If the opium so sent to a dep6t be of quality
sufficiently good for retail purposes, it shall be added
to the stock at the dep6t. But if such opium be of
inferior quality, it may be issued to retail dealers at a
special rate proportioned to its quality, but shall be
subject in other respects to the same conditions as
other opium.

56. All property, other than opium, which is con-
fiscated under the Act shall be sold under the orders
of the magistrate or other officers by whom the con-
fiscation was adjudged.

Rewards to he paid to Officers and Informers.

56. Any magistrate convicting an offender under
section 9, or any magistrate or other authorised officer

ordering the confiscation of opium under section 12 of
the Act, may grant, in such proportions as he thinks
fit, to any person or persons who have contributed to

the seizure of the opium, or the conviction of the
offender, a reward not exceeding the value of the
opium and other articles confiscated in the case plus
the amount of any fine imposed ; or may place such
aggregate amount to be awarded at the disposal of the

head of the department, any officer or officers of which
may have contributed to the seizure of the opium or

the conviction of the offender, to be distributed by such
head of the department in such proportion as he thinks
fit among persons whom he may consider to be entitled

to reward in connexion with such seizure or conviction.
Government Notification, No. 7007, dated 20th

October 1888.—In exercise of the powers conferred by
section 13 of the Opium Act, 1878, the Governor in

Council, with the previous sanction of the Governor-
General in Council, is pleased to make the following
rules, and to direct that they shall be inserted as sub-
sections of No. 66 of the Rules under the said Act
published at pages 704 to 715 of Part I. of tbe
" Bombay Government Gazette," dated 4th June
1885 :—

1. Every order for reward shall state exactly the sum
of money awarded as a reward from

—

{a) the value of the opium and other articles confis-

cated in the case, and
(6) the amount of fine imposed.

2. For the purpose of determining the amount of

reward under head (a) above, the value of the opium
shall invariably be calculated at the rate of Rs. 6

per lb. (unless the officer passing the order considers the
opium to be decidedly valueless and records an opinion
to that effect), and the value of other confiscated

articles shall be appraised by him at his discretion.

3. Immediately after an order for a, reward is passed,

a warrant shall be issued on the Treasury for the
prompt disbursement of the amount of reward
adjudged under the head (a), Rule I., and for the pay-
ment of the amoant adjudged under the head (6) after

the recovery of the fine shall have been certified by the

magistrate concerned, a copy of the warrant being at

the same time given to the intended recipient.

4. The sufficiency of the amount adjudged as a reward
in each case should be judged (a) by the importance of

the seizure, and (6) by the dexterity displayed, and the

trouble and risk undergone, by the informers, captors,

and others concerned, acting in good faith.

6. If the fine is not paid within 24 hours, or only

paid in part, the convicting magistrate may, within a
limit of Rs. 100, order payment of its full amount or of

the unrealised balance, as the case may be, from the

Treasury. (Government Notification, No. 8664, dated
5th December 1890.)

6. If an officer who passes an order for a reward con-

siders the maximum amount of reward which he is

competent to grant or the amount actually available

for reward to be insufficient, or if the district magis-
trate is of opinion that the reward granted in any case

by a subordinate court or officer is insufficient, the
district magistrate may, on the application of the

officer concerned in the former case, and of his own
accord in the latter case, apply for the sanction of the
commissioner to supplement the reward by a further

reward under Rule 57 of the Opium Rules of such
amount as the district magistrate may deem fit to
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recommend,.submitting atthe ?am^e timie a clear state-

ment oi the case, and of the groupds for his recom-
meiidatiou. The commissioner riiay sanction, modify,
or reject, the district magistrate's recommendation as

he may think fit in each case.

57. In any case in which, in the opinion of the com-
missioner, any person has performed any service of

special merit in respect of the prevention or detection

of opium smnggling oi" of any offeiloe Against 'the Act,

the commissioner may grant to stioh person a reward
not esceeding in amount of Es. 600.

The commissioner, or, with the sanction of the com-
missioner,'a collector or the collector of salt revenue,
may incur at his discretion expenditure not texoeeding

Rs. 500 in each case-for the employment' of informers
or for any other purpose connected' with the prevention
or detection -of opium smuggling oj' of any oflTence

against the Act. •
i

The commissioner shall from time to time report to

the Grovemment the circumstances under which any
reward liiay 'havo-beengmnted ot- expenditure may have
been incurred under this rule.

[For Bule 68, see notes under section 5.]

Oontrol.

59. \'he decision of the collector as to the value of

opium which has been seized shall be fijial.

Any officer of any of the departments of excise,

police, customs, salt,- opium, or revenue, superior in

raiik to a peon or constable, who may in right of his

office be authorised by the Local Government in this

behalf,- and who has reason to believe, from personal

knowledge O'r fi-om information given by any person

and taken down in writing, that opium liable to-cou-

fiscation under this Act is manufactured, kept, or con-

cealed in any building, vessel, or -enclosed place, may,
between sunrise or sunset,

(a) enter an}- such building, .vessel, or place
;

(h) in case of resistance, break open any door and
remove any other obstacle to such entry

;

(c) seize. £uch -Opium and. all materials used in the
manufacture thereof,, and any other thing which he
has .reason to .believe to .be liable, to co]jfi,$cat.ion,

under section '11, or. any other law for the time
being in force, relating to opium ; and

d) detain .and search, and if he thinks proper, arrest

any person ivhom he has reason to believe to be
guilty of any offence relating to such opiiim, uijder

this or any other law for the time being in force.

Grovernment liy Notification No. 3578, dated 20th June
187!', published ot page 609 of the "Bombay Grovern-

ment Gazette," Part I., dated 26th idem, have authorised

the officers named below to act under this section,

within the limits of their respecti-vfe charges :

—

All officers of the revenue department invested with
magisterial powers, all police officers superior in rank
to a head constable, all sarkarkuns and inspectors in

the departments of opium and abkari, the collector,

depxity collector, and all assistant collectors of salt

revenue, the superintendent of the coastguard service,

and all coastguard inspectors, frontier inspectors,

sarkarkuns of Talukas, and supervisors of distilleries

subordinate to the collector of salt revenue.

Sub-inspectors in the department of opium and
abkari have been authorised to act, within the limits of

theii' respective charges, under this section. (Govern-
ment Notification No. 9339, dated 19th December 1883,

published at page 1000 of the " Bombay Government
Gazette," Part I., dated 20th idem.) '

' '

Inspectors of salt revenue in Sind have been autho-
rised to act,' within the limits of their res-peotive

chargfes, under this section. (Government JSTotifieation

No. 72*1, dated 7th September 1885.) -

The superintendent and the assistant superintendents

of the salt preventative establishment in the Thar and
Parkar district .liave been aathorised' to aCt, within the

limits of, their respecti^-e charges, under this section.

(Government' Notification No. 2362, dated 44h April

1893, published at page 340 of the " Bombay Govern-
ment Gazette," Part I'.',' dated ijth idemi)

In exercise of 'the powers conferred by section 14 of

the 0]:)ium Act, 1878, his Excellency the Governor in

Oouncir is pleasdd to authorise; Within the limitsiof' Dhe '

town tind'islatid of 'Bombay, thfe gangers and'to'lefki-of

the abkfoi "dopartnifnt employed within the said'-' limits

when performing the duties of inspectoifs or sub-

ins] lectors under the orders of the collector of land

revenue, customs, and opium, Bombay, to exercise the

poweiry iconfef'aible uhder the '^aid' 'settiofi. (Govern-
ment Notirioatioii," Revenue' Deptelrtment, N6.' 3569a,

dated 16th May 1898.)' '

In exercise of the jTowers conffirried by section 14 Of

the Opium Act,' 1878, ' and' in continuation of the
notifications under the said sectioh'' specified in the
footnote;* the Governor in Council is pleased to

authorise, in right of their offices, -the dffitiers of "the

police department herein below specified to exercise

within the limits of their respective charges all the

powers conferable under the said section, that is to
,

say

:

.All head constables specially appointed

—

• (a) for the protection of the opium revenue in the
Bombay Presidency, including ' the ".Province of

Sind,

(6) for the protection of the abkari re-rehue in any
part of the Presidency of Bombay other than the

Province of Sind. ; • •

(Government Notification ]Sro, 7157 dated 2nd October
1893, Eeyenue Department, page' -933,' '" Bombay
Government Gazette," Part I., dated 6th idem.)

15.' Atiy officer of ainy of the 'said departments may— Power to

(«) seize, in any Open place or in transit, any opium seize opium

or other thidg which he has reason to believe to be places,"

liable to confiscation utider section 11, or any other
law for the time being in force, relating to opium,

(b) detain and stearch any person whom he has reason Power to

to believe to be guilty of any offence against this or detain,

aiiy olfhef such law, and, if such person has opium |™Jst.''""^
in His possession, arrest him and any bthef persons
in his company.

16., All sep^rohes ui^der section 14-. or section 16 shall Searches,

b'e.made in accordance with the proyj^ions of the .Code iiowmade.

of Criminal Proceedure.
,

,

' 17. The officers' of'th'e Several departments'mfentiondd Officers to

in sectioii 14'Shall,' upOrl notice' gixcn or- re'qiaest made, "^sist each

be legally bound to assist each other in carrying out tile
°"'^''"

lirovisions of this Act.

', 18. Any officer of the said departments who, without
1 reasonable ..ground of suspicion, enters or searches, or
causes to bo entered or searched, any building, vessel,
Or place, or vexatiously and unnecessarily, seizes, the
property of any person lou the pretence of seizing or
searching for any opium or other thing: liable to
confiscation under this Act, or vexatiously and unneces-
sarily detains, searches, or arrests any person, shall for
every such offence be punished with a fine not exceeding
five hvmdred rupees.

19. The collector of the district, deputy commissioner,
or other officer authorised by the Local Government in
this behalf, either personally or in right of his office, or
a magistrate, may issue his warrant for the arrest of any
person whom he has reason to believe to have committed
an offence relating to opium, or for the search, whether
by day or night, of any building or vessel or place
in which he has reason to believe opium liable to
confiscation to be kept or concealed.

All warrants issued under this section shall be
executed in accordance with the provisions of the Code
of Criminal Procedure.
The collector, deputy collector, and all assistant

collectors of salt revenue have been authorised to issue
warrants under this section within the limits of their
respective charges. (Government Notification No. 3678,
dated the 20th June 1879, published at page 609 of the'
" Bombay Government Gaz^ette," Part I., dated 26th
idem.)

20. Every person arrested, and thing seized, under
section 14 or section 15, fehallbe- forwarded without
delay to th-te offi'cer iii charge of the liearest police
l^tatioh; and every person arrested and'^ thing seized
under section l^'shall be forwarded' without delav to
the offifer by whom the \VaWaiit was isSued.
Every officer to whom any person or' 'thinH'--is for-

warded under this section, shall, with all convenient

'

despatch, take such measures as may be necessary for
the (^isposal. according to law, of such person or thin".

• iS'otification.No. 357S at "Bombay Government Gazette" V;ri T
for 1879. page (iOt).

' ^' ^•'" i-

Notification No. 93.3a at "Bombay Govenlment Gazette " V-ut T tn,.
-1883, page 1000. . ..

' '-'^'"'

,.
Notification No. 7249 at " Bombay Government Gazette " Pnrt, T fnr

1885, page 1102. ... '
'"'

'

Notification No. 2383 at " Bombay Government Gazett<.' " Virt T f™
1893, page .340.

,
'

.
" '•- ™i

Notification No. 3569a at " Bombay Government Gazette " V-n-i i f„,.
1893, page 428.

' ' - .wiie, i,un., lor

Vexatious
entries,
searches,
seizures, and
arrests.

Issue of
warranty.

Disposal of

person
arrested or
thing seized.
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21. Whenever any officer makes any arrest or seizure

under this Act, he shall, within 48 hours next after

such arrest or seizure;' msikfe* a full report of all the
particulars of such arrest or seizure, make a full report
of such ''d.ri'estf or -8e42ure 'io' his im-SediEte official

superior.

22. In the case of allegod illegal cultivation of the
poppy, the crop shall not be removed, but shall, pending
the disposal of the case, be attached by an officer superior
in rank to a peon or constable, who may in right of his

office be' authorised by the Local Government in this

b&alf ; and such officer shall require the cultivator to

give bail in a reasonable amount (to be fixed by such
officer) for his appearance before the magistrate by
whom the case is to be disposed of, and such cultivator

shall not be arrested unless within a reasonable time he
fails to give such bail

:

Provided that, wherever Act No. XIII. of 1857 (An
Act to consolidate and amend the Jaw relating to the
cultivation of the poppy and the manufacture of opium
in the Presidency of Port William in Bengal), or any
part thereof, is in force, nothing in this section shall

apply to such cultivation.

AU collectors, assistant and deputy collectors,

mamiatdars, mukhtiarkars, awal karkuns, and head
munshis have been authorised to act under this section,

within the limits of their respective charges. (Govern-
ment Notification- 'No. 3678, dated 30th June 1879,
published at. page 609 of the " Bombay Government
Gazette," Part I., dated 26th idem.)

23. Any arrear of any fee or duty imposed under
this Act or any rule made hereunder, and any arrear

due from any farmer of opium revenue, may bo
recovered from the person primarily liable to pay the

same to the Government, or from his surety (if any),

as if it were an arrear of land revenue.

f
24. When any amount is due to a farmer of opium

revenue from his licensee in respect of a license, such
. farmer may make an application to the collector of the

district, deputy commissioner, or other officer autho-
' rised by the Local Government in this behalf, praying

Buch officer to recover such amount on behalf of the

applicant ; and on receiving such application such
collector, deputy commissioner, or other officer may,
in this discretion, recover such amount as if it were an
arrear of land revenue, and shall pay any amount so

recovered to the applicant.

Provided that the execution of any prbceSs issued

by such collector, deputy collector, or other officer for

the recovery of such amount, shall be stayed if the

licensee institutes a suit in the civil court to try

the demand of the farmer, and furnishes security to

the satisfaction of such officer for the payment of the

amount which such court may adjudge to be due from
him to such farmer.
Provided also, that nothing contained in this section

or done thereunder shall afi'ect the right of any farmer
of opium revenue to recover by suit in the civil

court or otherwise any amount due to him from such
licensee.

All assistant and deputy collectors, mamiatdars,
mukhtiarkars, and mahalkaris have been authorised

to act under this section, within the limits of their

respective charges. (Government Notification No. 3578,

dated the 20th June 1879, published at page 609, of the

"Bombay Government Gazette," Part I., dated 26th

idem.)
An appeal against an order passed by a collector

under this section lies to the commissioner of the

division and not to the Oommisgioner of Opiuni. (Go-

vernment Kesolution, Revenue Department, No. 1108,

dated 6th Pebruary 1886.)

25. When any person in compliance with any rule

made hereunder gives a bond for the performance

of any duty or act, such duty or act shall be deemed
to be a public duty, or an act in which the public are

interested, as the case may be, within the meaning

of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, section 74, and upon

breach of the condition of such bond by him, the whole

sum named therein as the amount' to be paid in case

of such breach m^iy be recovered from him as if it were

an arJ-ear'bflafld'rb'i^enue.
.

''
'

—'SchM'ule'repealedby,A&t-SII.df 189L ;
,
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LIST Of ItpENpICjil^,"." App. XX.

Bombay.

. 1., Porm A -^Special license to medical, practitionei'

i(&e8fE(Ule 6 under section 5). , i. . . ..ii<

2. Porm B.—Permit for transport of opium ,(s«e

• Rule 7 under section 5), ,,,,! ,1..;,.^ i;i .

,3. Porm.O.—Permit fori,conveya,nco,,.of opium: from
Government depot to.shop for retail sale, («ee iRule 7
under,section 6). : , ,, , ,1 ,,, .,.,

J 4. Porm D.T-Import pass {see-. Rule. 16,. under
,saotiQn.5). , . ' ,,,.,, r,, ,,,-; ,,ii,-.-,i.

5. Porm E.—License for retail „sa,le , of, opiuWnfor
tho iown and island of Bombay and. the distric^iB of
Ahmedabad, Kaira, Panch, Mahals, BrpSiChi Snirat,

Thana, , Nasik, Khandesh, . , Ahmediiagain, c^hol^pur.
. Poona, Satara, and Kolaba, ; (see.,. Rule,.,,39,,iiWider

sections). , ,, „ ,,„, . . .:.. , '. :,-.',

6. Porm E.—Do. for the province of Sind only (sea

Rule 39 under section 6).
' 7. Form B 1.—Do. for the districts of Bijapur,

Belgaum, Dharwar, Ratnagiri, and Eanara:(see Rul« 39
under section 5). ' ;; '• '

8. Form E 3.—'License for ' the -retail sale of 6pium
by a person appi!)inted;by the ieCriaer to I'etail ok' his

behalf (see Rule 45 under section 5).

9. Porni P.—Pas? for the transport through British

territory of opium liable to confiscation in any part of

the territories of His Highness the Gaikwar of Baroda
{see Rule 33a under section 6).

II" 10. Porm'G..—Pass for the ' import i 'ilito,Mtransport

throfigh, and export fromi British territoty) ©f opium
'Whit'h is 'the ipTopefty of «' faritie* licensed 'teyi His
Highness the Maharaja of the I'dar Stat0'(See' Rfllei33B

'lUtider 'Sections). ''•'>- j- ^'^ ' ' ':"•' •'' ' -'

11. Schedule A.—Piirnl of ' Ei'port 'Shippiug Bi'lT'(sBe

Rule 10 uiider, sectiion'8). '
''• ''

' '

12. Schedule B.;—Scale of w^rpjiouse, rent' 'and _ fees

(«ee Rule 36 under seciioii 8).

A.- -Seecial License to Mebicai. PiiAoimoNEES.
{8-ee Rule 6 (a).)

I Special'license is hereby granted under No. 6 (a) of

the Bombay Opium Rules, to A.B., following the
profession of at for

the possession of opium (*in quantity not exceeding),

subject to the following conditions, viz. :
—

1. That he shall procure and have in his possession

only such opium as he hand fide requires for making up
medical preparations or prescriptions

;

2. That, except when taking or sending medical
preparations from one place to another, as herein- after

permitted, he shall keep all opium in his possession

atf and nowhere else ;

3. That he shall procure all crude opium which he
requires for the said purposes either from a Govern-
ment depot or from a licensed retail vendor of opium,
and not from any other place or person

;

4. That he shall keep the seals on all balls of opium
in his possession intact, except the seal on 'the ball at

any time in actual use
;

5. That he shall not sell crude opium to any person
except on a bond fi,de medical prescription from a
medical practitioner, and shall in no case sell to any
one person on any one day more than two tolasj of

crude opium

;

6. That , except to a mesdical practitioner holdings a

license. undeiT'/NQ- 6 (a) qf-.the Bopnbay Opium Rules, he
shall not sell- to. anyone person in any one day more
than 10 tolas (4 ozs.) of any of the following preparations

of p.piumt yiz.-f— ,; ,. ,,( -^ , , „

Powdered opium.
Extract of opium,
Tihet lirfe- of opium

;

7. That if he sells to a medical practitioner holding

a license as aforesaid,, any such preparation as afore-

said, in" quantity exceeding ih any one transaction,

or in one, day 10 tolas (4. ozs.), he shall satisfy him-
self, Ij^fork permitting, the' removal of the preparation,

•Added by Government Notification No. '4561, dated Mth June 1893.

, t In filling in the form ojie or more places may be specified according
' to circumstaiices.

t Tide Government Notiflcation.No, 4960, dated 10th July 1893.

3 N 3
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that the purchaser has obtained from the proper
authority* a permit to cover the transport thereof;

8. That if he himself wishes to oarry with him from
place to place crude opium, or any such preparation as

aforesaid in quantity exceeding 10 tolas (4 ozs.), he
shall obtain a similar permit to cover the transport
thereof

;

9. That if he wishes to take or send any such pre-

paration as aforesaid in quantity exceeding 10 tolas

(4 ozg.) from the city of Bombay to any district, or
from one district to another disti-ict, or to the city

of Bombay, he shall, when applying to the proper
authority* for a permit to cover the transport thereof,

produce a written permission from the proper
authority* of the place to which the same is to be
transported

;

10. That if he wishes to export any such preparation
as aforesaid in quantity exceeding 10 tolas (4 ozs.) to

a Native State, or to any territory administered by
a Local Government other than the Government of
Bombay, he shall before doing so obtain from the
proper authority* an export pass, producing, with his

application therefor, a written permission from the
Political Agent of the Native State, or the collector

of the British district to which the export is to be
made ; and if he wishes to bring back any preparation
BO exported, he shall obtain from the proper authority*
an endorsement on the export pass jiermitting such
re-importation

;

11. That he shall keep an accurate and regular
account showing from time to time the quantities of

dry opium and of extract and of tincture of opium
purchased by him, and also, in each] case, the date
of purchase and the name of the purchase from whom
the purchase is made

;

12. That he shall produce the said account and this

license, and also any dry opium and any extract or
tincture of opium that may be in his possession, for
inspection on demand by any officer duly authorised in
this behalf by the proper authority.*

FORMS.

B.

—

Pekmit for Teansport o? Opidm.

(See Mule 7 under Sectisn 5.)

No. of

Pass from (here state locality and district) to (here

state locality and district), by (here give route and mode
of conveyance) in charge of (here give name) opium to

the amount of (here state weight) in (here state numhw
and description ofpackages).

This pass is to remain in force from (specify date or

hour) to and to be delivered on arrival

of the opium at its destination to (here enter name or

official designation).

Bated 189

Collector (or as the case may be).

0.

—

Peemii roB Conveyance oe Opium pkom Govern-
ment Depot to Shop eor Bbtail Sale.

(See Rule 7 under Section 5.)

No. of

Pass from the Government Opium Depot at
to the shop of (here enter name), at (here enter locality

and shop), sers tolas of opium, in charge
of (here enter name), between the hours of m. and

M., on the (here enter date) 189

Dated at (Bornbay), 189

Officer in charge of Depot.

• In the City of Bombay, the collector of land revenue, customs, and
opium ; elsewhere, the collector of the district or other officer authorised
by him.

D.

—

Import Pass.

No.

(See Rule 16 under Section 5.)

(Front.)

OPIUM.

of 189

PASSPORT.

Memorandum of the Out-turn of

Opium taken from
Scales under Pass No

Half-chests of
Chests brought to the

Importer
Consignee
In charge
Biupee.s
Chests
Half-chests
^Rupees
Net weight
Allowance for leaf and

dust.
Total net weight of a

chest.

Route

Begistered

Whereas having paid
to the British Government the sum of

Rs. as a consideration for the
privilege of importing from (M^lwa, or
as the case may be) to Bombay
chests of opium containing pounds
of Mdlway opium, at the rate of
hundred rupees per 140J (one hundred
and forty and a quarter) pounds weight

;

and the said having agreed to

pay all customs and duties thereon to
the Native States and Chiefs through
whoso territories the opium will have to

pass

;

is hereby permitted
to convey by the route described in the
margin from (MAlwa, or as the case may
be) to Bombay, for exportation thence
by sea (or as the case may be), the
above quantity in such packages jis

shall hereupon be endorsed, free of any
further duties whatever.

This pass will be valid until the
189 , and no longer, and shall,

on the opium being warehoused, be re-

tained and cancelled by the collector of

customs.
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(Beverae.)

Details op Eemovals prior to Expokt by Sea.

Oat of Trom To No. of
Chests.

No. and
Sate of

Transport
Permit.

Pass
No. of

189 .

Packages op Opium imported prom Malwa under
Pass No.

Marks and
Numbers of

Packages.
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retailing opium only the quantity required hy each
silccessive customer shall, as far as possible, be cut of

from a sealed ball ; that he shall not have, in his ])0S-.

ee'sfeiou at feach bf Mb shops 'riiore than one 'brokten ball

ofopium at a time for sale to customers.

.XO, That he wilj., retail Qpiunf oaily in th.e shop>3 ijtboye
,

mentioned, and, that he will qpen and niaiptain new
shops and close existing shops, and, shall maintain at

each shop such minimum stocks of opium as may be
required by the collector from time to time during the

currency of this license.

11. That' he will keep and use for selling opium by
retail, and other purposes of this license, such weights
as the collector may direct.

12. That, except to' a medical practitioner or other
person holding a special license from the collector, he
will not sell more than 'two tolas weight of opium to

any person at one time, or on any one day in the
aggregate.

13. That he will not adulterate or admix any foreign
substance or material whatever with the opium sold by
him.

14. That he will not receive any wearing apparel or
other goods in barter for opium ; that he, his servants,

agents, and his sub-tenants will not sell opium on credit

nor at prices below* the rates notified from time to

time for the issue of opium from the nearest Govern-
ment dep6t, or exceeding such rates by more than
one anna for a tola, unless specially authorised by the
collector in writing to sell opium at a higher rate.

15. That he will not open his shop or make sales

therein before sunrise ; that he will not keejj it open or
make sales therein after o'clock p.m., and that he
will not harbour any person therein during the night.

16. That he shiill keep all his sho])s open daily
during authorised hours. If the collector requires
him to establish any new shop, the licensee shall open
the same immediiitely on receipt of the collector's

order.

17. That he will not allow the consumption of opium
on the ]jr6mises ; that he will not permit persons of
notoriously bad character to resort to his shop ; that he
will prevent gaming and disorderly conduct therein,
and that be will give information to the nearest magis-
trate or police ofBcer of any suspected person who may
resort to his shops.

18. That he will have constantly fixed up at the
entrance of his shop a signboard bearing the following
inscription in legible characters in the English and
vernacular languages :

—

(Name of vendor).
" Licensed to retail Opium.''

" Price of Opium per Tola, annas ."

19. That he will produce forthwith for inspection on
demand of any revenue, police, excise, or customs
ofiBoer above the rank of jamadir the accaunts of any
of his retail shops, or of the place of deposit mentioned
in clause 3 of this license, as well as the whole quantity
of opium in his possession, and that he will not prevent
any revenue, police, excise, or customs officer of what-
ever grade from entering any of his shops at any hour
of the day or night.

20. That the " pound " mentioned in this license will
be a pound equal in weight to 40 tolas, a tola being
reckoned as equal to 180 grains.

21. That the licensee shall pay into the collector's
treasury monthly the sum of (Rs.f as license fees,
and a further sum of) Rs.J as contribution towards
the cost of the Grovernment establishment employed for
the prevention of opium smuggling in the
district. The first payment shall be made not later
than the 31st August 189 , and subsequent payments
not later than the last working day of each successive
month during the term of the license. That the licensee
shall employ and maintain sufficient establishments for
the inspection of shops and the prevention of irre-
gularities or realpractices therein, contrary to the
conditions of this license or to the law for the time
being in force ; that he shall also maintain establish-

• In licenses ior the diatriots of Ahmedabad, Kaira, Broach, Surat
and the Panoh Mahils the following words should be inserted between
the word " below " and the woids " the rates " in line 3 of clause 14
" half an anna for a tola in advance of."

t The additional words to be inserted in the Bombay license only,
X The amount fixed by tlio Commissioner of Opiurn'in respoot of each

farn will be notified at the time of invitini^ tenders for the farms.

ments, expend money in the payment of rewards and
otharwise, and exert himself to tlis ,,u.'tmosti for-,, the

purpose of checking the illicit manufacture and sale of

opium and all illicit opium traffic within the licensee's

district,' and of securing on the 2jart , of all the persons
employed by him in the carriage and sale of opium, a
strict adherence to the law and to the provisions of the
engageiueuts entered into by them ancl by him ; aiid if

it comes to his knowledge that a breach of the law or

of any of the said j^rbvisions has been committed, he
shall forthwith bring the same to the notice of the col-

lector, in order that the penalties prescribed for the

offence may be enforced.

22. That he has deposited with the collector the sum
of Es.* in cash or G-overnment promissory notes

as security for the due performance by him of the
conditions prescribe<l in this license,, and that the said

amount or such portion of it as may not have been ap-
propriated by the collector in liquidation of G-overnment
demands against him will be returned to him after the
expiry of the license and after all demands against the

licensee shall have been fully satisfied.

23. That this license may be recalled by the
collector—

(a) for default of punctual payment of the amount
mentioned in clause 22 ; or

(6) for default in or violation of any of the conditions
specified in this license ; or

(o) if the holder thereof be convicted of a breach of
the peace, or of any other offence during the
currency of this license ; or

(d) if he infringes any of the conditions imposed on
him by the Opium Act, 1878, or by the rviles in
force thereunder.

24. That any loss caused to G-ovemment in conse-
quence of the recall of this license for any of the
aforesaid causes shall be recovered from him from the
cash deposited by him with the collector, or by attach-
ment and sale of the stocks of opium held by him, or in
such other lawful manner as the collector shall direct.
He shall not be entitled to any sum that may be realised
over and above the sum payable by him by putting the
license to sale in consequence of his default, nor shall
he be entitled to any compensation or refund of any
sums paid by him. Should the collector desire to cancel
this license before the expiry of the period for which it

has been granted for any causes other than those
specified in the preceding clauses, the collector shall
give him three months' previous notice, and absolve
him from all liabilities under this license for the unex-
pired term of the license, or if notice be not given,
shall make such further compensation in default of
notice as the Commissioner of Customs, Salt, Opium,
and Abkari may direct.

25. That the collector shall have power at any time
to impose a fine not exceeding Bs. 1,000 on the licensee
instead of recalling this license, for infringement by the
licensee, or by any of his servants, agents, or "'sub-
tenants of any of the conditions of this license, and to
recover the amount of the fine so imposed from the cash
deposited by the licensee, or by attachment and sale of
the opium lodged under clause 3, or in such other
lawful manner as the collector may think fit. Nothing
contained in this clause or in clauses 23 and 24 shall,
however, affect the liability of the licensee to criminal
prosecution under the Opium Act.

26. That this license does not cover the manufacture
and sale by the licensee of chandul, madat, or any other
preparation of poppy juice, other than opium.

27. That he will comply with all police regulations
as to the closing of shops on the occasions of the
Mohoram and other festivals

; no compensa,tion or
allowance will be made on account of such closure.

Granted this the day of
189 . Collector.

' Tlie amount lixed by the Commissioner of Opium in reirmnt r.i <.«„>,!*rm will be notified at the time of inviting teudersToJ theKs ^'^^
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No. 1.

Foil THE PhOVINCE 01 SiHB ONLY.

FOKM E.

License for Retail Sale of Opium.

District

Number of License in the Register

Name of Retailer

Locality of Shops

Be it knoTivtL that

resident at .
>

in the town of .

_
> is

hereby authorised to sell opium by retail at the shops

above-mentioned from the day

of to the

(Jay of (both inclusive) upon

the following conditions :

—

1. That he will purchase from the collector con-

fiscated opium, and opium surrendered to the collector

by the retiring licensed vendor or farmer of the

district, in such quantities not exceeding two months'

supplj% and at such price not exceeding the rate at

which opium can be procured from a government
dep6t, as the collector shall adjudge.

2. That he will sell no opium but such as he may
have

—

(a) purchased from a government dep6t, or

(b) purchased from the collector under the provisions

of clause 1 of this license.

That he will not receive or have in his possession

any opium obtained in any other manner.

3. That he will lodge all opium purchased from a

government depot, or from the collector under clause 1

of this license, at such place, in such manner and

under such custody, and will remove and transport

opium from such place of deposit at such times in such

quantities and in such manner as the collector or other

officer nominated by the collector may from time to

time direct.

4. That he will keep in stock at the place appointed

by the collector under clause 3 above, at all times

between the 1st August 189 and the 1st July 189
,

inclusive, a quantity of opium purchased from a

government dep6t or from a collector under clause 1,

amounting in the aggregate to at least* lbs.

weight, or he will deposit with the collector, the value

thereof rupees.

5. That he will keep in a book, bound, and paged,

each page of which shall bear the seal of the collector,

plain and correct accounts written up to date daily

of opium lodged into, removed from, and in store at,

the place of deposit mentioned in clause 3, and of

opium daily received, sold and in stock at each of his

retail shops, as well as the price realised by sale,

together with a list showing the names and addresses

of all persons to whom opium may be sold in quantities

exceeding two tolas at one time, and will render to the

collector on or before the fifth of each month a, state-

ment showing the number of pounds of opium lodged

into, removed from, and in store at, the place of

deposit mentioned in clause 3, and the number of

pounds opium received, sold and in store at each of his

shops during the preceding month, and will furnish

forthwith on demand by the collector such other

accounts, returns, and information respecting his deal-

ings and arrangements under this license as the

collector may require ; and that the keeping or render-

ino- of incorrect accounts, statements or information

will constitute a breach of the conditions of this

licenFe.

6. That the collector shall have a lien on all opium

held in stock by the licensee at the place of deposit

mentioned in clause 3 for the recovery of contribution

for establishment under clause 21, and of any fine

levied on him under clause 25.

7. That the licensee will, immediately after the

expiry or recall of this license, surrender to the col-

lector all opium remaining unsold on his hands on the

date of the expiry or recall of this license as he may
have been unable to dispose of in lawful manner, and

will receive from the collector, such price, including

duty, as the collector shall adjudge for so much of the
opium so surrounded as may not be liable to confisca-

tion and as may be declared by the collector to be of

good quality and fit for retail sale ; but he will not
be entitled to receive any payment whatever for any
portion of the opium so surrendered which may be
liable to confiscation, or which may be declared by the
collector to be unfit for retail sale.

8. That he will not sub-let any of his opium shops
without permission of the collector, or employ for the
retail sale of opium any person for whose employment
in that behalf he may not have previously received
written sanction, and a separate license signed by the
collector authorising buch person to sell opium on
behalf of the licensee.

9. That he will cause each ball of opium intended
for sale to be threaded and stamped with the collector's

or Mamlatdar's official seal, at his own expense and in

such manner as the collector may prescribe ; that
in retailing opium only the quantity required by each
successive customer shall, as far as possible, be cut oft'

from a sealed ball ; that he shall not have in his

possession at each of his shops more than one broken
ball of opium at a time for sale to customers.

10. That he will retail opium only in the shops
above-mentioned, and that he will open snd maintain
now shops and close existing shops and shall maintain
at each shop such minimum stocks of opium as may be
required by the collector from time to time during the

currency of this license.

11. That he will keep and use for selling opium by
retail and other purposes of this license such weights
as the collector may direct.

12. That except to a medical practitioner or other
person holding a special license from the collector, he
will not sell more than two tolas weight of opium to

any person at one time, or on any one day in the

aggregate.

13. That he will not adulterate or admix any foreign

substance or material whatever with the opium sold by
him.

14. That he will not receive any wearing apparel or

other goods in barter for opium ; that he, his servants,

agents, and his sub-tenants will not sell opium on
credit nor at prices below the rates notified from time
to time for tlie issue of opium from the nearest govern-
ment depot, or exceeding such rates by more than one
anna for a tola, unless specially authorised by the
collector in writing to sell opium at a higher rate.

15. That he will not open his shop or make sales

therein before sunrise ; that he will not keep it open or
make sales therein after o'clock p.m., and that he
will not harbour any person therein during the night.

16. That he shall keep all his shops open daily

during authorised hours. If the collector requires him
to establish any new shop, the licensee shall open the
same immediately on receipt of the collector's order.

17. That he will not allow the consumption of opium
on the premises ; that he will not permit persons of

notoriously bad character to resort to his shop ; that

he will prevent gaming and disorderly conduct therein
;

and that he will give information to the nearest
magistrate or police officer of any suspected persons
who may resort to his shops.

18. That he will have constantly fixed up at the
entrance of his shop a signboard bearing the following
inscription in legible characters in the English and
vernacular languages :

—

App. XX.
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• Oiii inontli's estimatort sales of the district.

/ 82588.

(Name of Vendor.)

" Licensed to Retail Opium." " Price of Opium
per Tola, Annas ."

19. That he will produce forthwith for inspection on
demand of any revenue, police, excise, or customs
officer above the rank of jamadar, the accounts of any
of his retail shops, or of the place of deposit mentioned
in clause 3 of tliis license as well as the whole quantity
of opium in his possession, and that he will not prevent
any revenue, police, excise or customs officer of what-
ever grade from entering any of his shops at any hour
of the day or night.

20. That the " pound " mentioned in this licence will

be a pound equal in weight to 40 tolas, a tola being
reckoned as equal to 180 grains.
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*iJl. That the licensee shall pay into the collector's

treasury monthly the sum of Bs. as contribution

towardB the cost of the government establishment
em])loyed for the prevention of opium smuggling in

the district. The first payment shall be made
not later than the 31st August 189 , and subsequent
payments not later than the last working day of each

successive month during the term of the license.

That the licensee shall employ and maintain suflBcient

establishments for the inspection of shops and the

prevention of irregularities or mal-practices therein

contrary to the conditions of this license or to the law
for the time being in force ; that he shall also maintain
establishments, expend money in the payment of

rewards and otherwise, and e.xert himself to the ut-

most for the purpose of checking the illicit manufacture
and sale of opium and all illicit o]num traffic within
the licensee's district, and of securing on the part of

all the persons employed by him in the carriage and
sale of ojiium a strict adherence to the law and to the
provisions of the engagements entered into by them
and by him ; and if it comes to his knowledge that

a breach of the law or of any of the said provisiojjs

has been committed, he shall forthwith bring the same
to the notice of the collector in order that the penalties

prescribed for the offence may bo enforced.

22. That he has deposited with the collector the sum
of Rs.* in cash or Q-overnment promissory
notes as security for the performance by him of the

conditions prescribed in this license, and that the said

amount or such portion of it as may not have been
appropriated by the collector in liquidation of govern-
ment demands against him will be returned to him
after the expiry of this license and after all demands
against the licensee shall have been fully satisfied.

23. That this license may be recalled by the

collector :

—

{a.) for default of punctual payment of the amounts
mentioned in clause 21 ; or

(5.) for default in or violation of any of the conditions
specified in the license ; or

(c.) if the holder thereof be convicted of a breach of

the peace or of any other offence during the

currency of this license ; or

(d.) if he infringes any of the conditions imposed on
liim by the Opium A.ct, 1878, or by the rules in

force thereunder.

24. That any loss caused to Government in conse-

quence of the recall of this license tor any of the
aforesaid causes shall be reoovei'cd from him trom the
cash deposited by him with the collector, or b)' attach-

ment and sale of the stocks of opium held by him, or
in such other lawful manner as the collector shall

direct. He shall not be entitled to any sum that may
be realised over and above the sum payable by him by
putting the license to sale in consequence of his default,

nor shall he be entided to any compensation or refund
of any sums paid by him. Should the collector desire

to cancel this license before the expiry of the period for

which it has been granted I'nr any causes other than
those specified in the preceding clauses, the collector

shall give him three months' pi-evions notiro and
absolve him from all liabilities under the licouse lor the
unexpired term of the licen.'<e, or if notice be not given,

shall make such further compensation in default nl'

notice as the commissioner of customs, salt, opium, and
abkari, may direct.

25. That the collector shall have power at any time
to impose a fine not exceeding Bs. 1,000 on the licensee,

instead of recalling this license, for infringement by
the licensee or by any of his servants, agents, or sub-
tenants of any of the conditions of this license and to

recover the amount of the fine so imposed from the cash
deposited by the licensee, or by attaihment and sale of

the opium lodged under clause 3, or in such other

lawful manner as the collector may think fit. Nothing-

contained in this clause or in clauses 23 and 24i shall,

however, affect the liability of the licejisco to criminal

prosecution under the ( )pium Art.

26. That this lii'cnse dues not ciiviT the maiiufachirc

and sale by the licensee of chandul, madal. m- any
other pi'eparation of popp) juire, oilier than "pinm.

27. That he will comply with all police regulations aS

to the closing of shops on the occasions of the Mohoram
and other festivals ; no compensation or allowance will

Ije made on account of such closure.

Granted this the day of 189

Collector.

No. 2.

Fob the Distkiots oi' Bij.vpuk, Belgaum, DnAinvAii,

EATN.4GIBI, AND KANAKA ONLY.

FOBM E.—1.

License for lietail Sale of Ofium.

District

No. of License in Begister
Name of Betailer

Locality of .shop

* The amouiil fixeil liy Ito nonmiissirnifr n\ Oiimn in "ejiiipfl of
eacli fariTi will lir iiolilifd at llic iiiiu- of inviliiic li^nrlei'S for llic

farms.

Be it known that
resident at in the town of is hereby
authorised by the collector of to sell opium
by retail at the shop above-mentiond from the
day of 189 , to the day of
189 , (both days inclusive) upon the following con-
ditions :

—
1. That he will pay to Government an aggregate sum

of Eupees in 12 equal monthly instalments,
to be paid in advanc-c on the 1st day of each mouth.

2. That he will sell n(.) opium but such as he may
purchase from a Government depot, and that he will
jiot receive, or have in his possession opium obtained
otherwise.

3. That he will, immediately after the expiry or
recall of this license, surrender to the collector all

opium remaining unsold on his hands on the date of the
expiry or recall of this license as he may have been
unable to dispose of in lawful manner and will receive
from the collector such price, including duty, as the
c(jl lector sha.ll adjudge for so ranch of the opium so
surrendered as may not be liable to confiscation and as
may be declared by the collector to be of good quality
and fit for retail sale

;
but he will not be entitled ,to

receive any payment whatever for any ))ortion of the
opium so surrendered as may be liable to confiscation
or as may be declared by the collector to bo unfit for
retail sale.

4. That he will not sublet his opium shop without
permissi(ni of the collector, or employ for the retail of
opium any person for whose employment in that behalf
he may Jiot have previously received written sanction
of the collector.

."i. That he will retail opium only in the shop above-
mentioned ; and, unless with the sanction in writing
of the collector, will keep opium only at the said shop
or at the Government depot.

6. That he will keep and use for selling opium by
retail and other purposes of this license such weights
as the collector may direct.

7. That, except to a medical practitioner or other
lierson holding a special license from the collector, he
will not sell more than two tolas weight of opium to
any person at one time.

8. That he will not adulterate or admix any foreign
substance or material with the opium sold by him
That in retailing opium issneil to him in balls threadeci
and stamped with the ollectoi's nr Mam latdar's seal
only the quantity lecpiired by each successive i-ustomer
shall, as far as possilile, be cul oH' from a sealed ball •

that he shall not have in his possession more than one
broken ball ol opium at a time for sale to customers

'.». Thai he will not rec-ive any wearing apjiarol, or
other goods, in'bartcr lor opium.
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10. That lie will not open Ms shop, or make sales

therein, before sunrise ; that he will not keep it open
or make sales therein after 9 o'clock p.m.; that he will

not close his shop during authorised hours without the

sanction of the collector and that he will not harbour

any person therein during the night.

11. That he will not allow the consumption of opium
on the premises; that he will not permit persons of

notoriously bad character to resort to his shop ; that he

will prevent gaming and disorderly conduct therein

;

and that he will give information to the nearest magis-

trate or police officer of any suspected persons who may
resort to his shop.

12. That he will have constantly fixed up at the

entrance to his shop, a signboard, bearing the following

inscription, in legible characters, in the vernacular

language :

—

(Name of Vendor.)

" Licensed to retail opium." " Price per tola,

annas ."

13. That he will keep in a book, bound and paged,

each page of which shall bear the seal of the collector

or of the mamlatdar, and write up to date daily a plain

and correct account in such form as the collector may
direct, showing the quantity of opium purchased and
sold daily and the quantity of opium in stock at the

end of each day, as well as the price realised by sale,

together with a list showing the names and addresses

of all persons to whom opium, may be sold in quantities

exceeding two tolas at one time. That he will furnish

to the collector such accounts, returns and information

respecting his dealings and arrangements, under this

license as the collector may require ; and that the

keeping or rendering of incorrect accounts, returns, or

information, will constitute a breach of the conditions

of this license.

14. That he will produce for inspection, on demand
of any revenue, police, excise, or customs officer above
the rank of jamadar, his license and accounts, as well

as the whole quantity of opium in his possession ; and
that he will not prevent any revenue, police, excise, or

customs officer, of whatever grade, from entering his

shop at any hour of the day or night.

15. That he has deposited with the collector the sum
of Bs.* as security for the due performance
by him of the conditions prescribed in this license, and
that the said amount or such portion of it as may not
have been appropriated by the collector in liquidation

of Grovemment demands against him will be returned
to him after the expiry of this license, and after all

demands against the licensee shall have been fully

satisfied.

16. That this license may be recalled by the collector,

(a) for default of punctual payment of any of the

instalments mentioned in clause 1 ; or

(b) for default or violation of any of the conditions

specified in this license ; or

(c) if the holder thereof be convicted of a breach of

the peace, or of any other offence during the

currency of this license ; or

(d) if he infringes any of the conditions imposed on
him by the Opium Act, 1878, or by the rules in

force thereunder.

17. That any loss caused to Government in conse-

quence of the recall of this license for any of the

aforesaid causes, shall be recovered from him from the

cash deposited by him, or in such other lawful manner

as the collector shall direct.

18. That the collector shall have power at any time

to impose a fine not exceeding Ks. 200 on the licensee,

instead of recalling this license, for infringement by the

licensee, or by any of his servants, of any of the

conditions of this license and to recover the amount of

the fine so imposed from the cash deposited by the

licensee, or in such other lawful manner as the collector

may think fit. Nothing contained in this clause, or in

clauses 16 and 17 shall, however, afi"ect the liability of

the licensee to criminal prosecution under the Opium
Act.

19. That the collector reserves to himself the power

to issue additiacal licenses for the retail of opium in

whenever, in his opinion, the number

f One-sixth of the amount mentioned in clause 1.

of shops there licensed is not sufficient for the con-
venience of the public.

20. That this license does not cover the manufacture
and, sale by the licensee, of chandul, madat, or any
other preparation of poppy juice, other than opium.

Granted this the day of

189 .

Collector.

No. 4.

[Fob, AiL DisTKiCTS op the Bomba.y Pbesidjsncv,

INCLTTDING THE PSOVINOE 01' SiND.J

FOEM B-3.

License under Mule 45 of the Opiwm Rules for retail sale

of opvwm hy a person appointed by the fa/rmer for the

to retadl on his behalf.

District

Nunaber of license in register

Name of retailer

Locality of shop
Be it known that

resident at in the town of

is hereby authorised by the collector to sell opium by
retail at the shop above mentioned, from the
day of 189 , to the day of

189 (both days inclusive) upon the
following conditions :

—
1. That he will sell no opium but such as may be

supplied to him by , being the licensed

farmer of the right to retail opium in the

and that he will not receive, or have in his

possession opium obtained otherwise.

2. That he will retail opium in the shop above
mentioned, and will keep opium only at the said shop.

3. That he will keep and use for retailing opium such
weights as the collector may direct.

4. That, except to a medical practitioner, or other

person holding a special license from the collector, he
will not sell more than two tolas weight of opium to

any person at one time, or in any one day in the
aggregate.

That he will not adulterate or admix any foreign

substance or material with the opium sold by him ; that

in retailing opium issued to him in balls threaded and
stamped with the collector's or mamlatdar's seal, only

the quantity required by each successive customer shall,

as far as possible, be cut off from a sealed ball ; that he
shall not have in his possession more than one broken
b^ll of opium at a time for sale to customers.

6. That he will not receive any wearing apparel or

other goods in barter for opium : that he will not sell

opium on credit, nor at prices below* the rates notified

from time to time for the issue of opium from the

nearest Government depot, or exceeding such rates by
more than one anna for a tola, unless specially autho-
rised by the collector in writing to sell opium at a
higher rate.

7. That he will not open his shop to make sales

therein before sunrise ; that he will not keep it open or

make sales therein after 9 o'clock p.m. ; that he will

not close his shop during authorised hours without the
sanction of the collector ; and that he will not harbour
any person therein during the night.

8. That he will not allow the consumption of opium
on the premises ; that he will not permit persons of
notoriously bad character to resort to his shop ; that he
will prevent gaming and disorderly conduct therein

;

and that he will give information to the nearest magis-
trate or police officer of any suspected persons who may
resort to his shop.

9. That he will have constantly fixed up at the

entrance of his shop, a signboard bearing the following

inscription in legible characters, in the vernacular
language :

—

(Name of farmer. Name of vendor.)

" Licensed to retail opium; price per tola, annas ,"

10. That he will keep in a book, bound and paged,
each page of which sViall bear the seal of the collector

• In licenses for the districts of Ahmedabad, KS,ira, Broach, Sura t

and the Panch MahAls, the following words should be inserted between
the word " below " and the words " the rates " hi line 2 of clause 6 :-^
" half an ;i,nTia for a 1 ola in advance of."

3 2

App. XX.

Bombay,
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or of the mamlatdar, ,intl write up to dato, daily, a true

aiul correct account, in such form as the collector may
direct, showing the quantity of opium received and

sold daily, and tho (juantity in stock at the end of each

day, as well as the price recovered for opium sold,

together with a list showing tho names and addresses of

all persons to whom opium may be sold in quantities

exceeding two tolas at a time. That he will furnish to

the collector such accounts, returns, and information,

respecting his dealings under this license as the

collector may require.

11. That he will produce for inspection on demand of

any revenue, police, excise, or customs officer above

the rank of jamadar, his license and accounts, as well

as the whole quantity of opium in his possession ; and
that he will not prevent any revenue, police, excise,

or Customs officer of whatever grade from entering his

sho]i at any hour of the day or night.

12. That he shall not manufacture or sell chandiil,

madat, or any other prejiaration of poppy juice, other

than oi)ium.

18. That this license may be recalled by the collector

at any time without assigning any reason.

Granted this the day of 189 .

Collector.

FOBM F.

{See Rule 33a.)

Pass within days from this date, opium
weighing lbs. , tolas

,
grains , seized at the

vilhige of , in the taluka or mahal
of , in the division of

,

in the territories of His Highness the Gaikwar,
through the British villages named in the

margin, to the village of in the taluka of

mahal of in the said division in the
custody of , for production before
the undersigned.

Naib Snbha.

FOKM G.

Pass in accordance with Eule 33b of Rules under
section 6 of the Indian Opium Act from the * *

Dep6t at * * in the State of His Highness
the Maharaja of Idar sers * * tolas * *

opium, the property of A. B., farmer, licensed at
* * for retail sale at * * in His Highness's
territory to be taken by the following route and within
the following times, viz. ;

—

departing from* within (time)

passing through * (names of villages) ,, „

arriving at * for sale ,, ,,

in charge of C. D.

(Signature)

Treasury Officer, Idar State.
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{Reverse.)

Vessel's name may be altered.

Pee one rupee.

189 AsBt. Collector.

Fee received.

OasMer.

After check witli the original

entry for

fresh one may be granted for the

portion shut out or not shipped.

Fee one rupee.

189 Asst. Collector.

No.

Vessel's name
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1st October 1891, printed as Appendix No. 15 to the

despatch from the Government of India to the Secre-

tary of State, No. 289, dated 14th October 1891, printed

at pages 76-79 of the " Collection of Papers relating to

the Consumption of Opium in India." My object

now is mainly to show

—

(a) from reports of officers with special knowledge
of the subject

;

(b) from statistics
;

that opium smuggling was excessively prevalent before

1878 ; and that the introduction of the minimum
guaranteed vend system materially checked this

smuggling and caused licit largely to replace illicit

opium.

2. Under head (a) I would call attention to

—

(1) Mr. 0. W. Bell's report, dated 1st October 1869

on the Abk4ri system in this Presidency, from which
I extract the following paragraphs on the then system

of retailing opium :

—

" 63. I now come to the opium retail business. For
many years past the system of levying a fixed fee from
the licensee has been done away with, and after fixing

the number of shops required, the license for each has

been separately put up to auction. The licensee is

bound to take the opium he is to retail from the

G-overnment stores. At one time, but only for a few

years, the licensees obtained their supplies at a little

over cost price and free of duty, but for the last

30 years they have charged the duty as well.

" 64. This system acts pretty well in districts where
there are no great opportunities afforded for smuggling,

and where the consumption is almost entirely confined

to what is used by mothers to keep their infants quiet, as

in the Konkan, Deccan, and Southern Maratha country :

but in Gujarat, where a large proportion of the popula-

tion are inveterate opium eaters, and the adjacent Native

States produce the drug at half the price at which Govern-

ment supply it to the licensed retailer, the system
works badly. The licensee takes a little opium from
the Government stores as a blind, but the mass of what
he retails is smuggled. One has only to refer to

Statement No. 49, column 6, in the Appendix, to see

that, even if the retailer sells, as he asserts, at 60 per

cent, advance on the price he pays Government for the

opium supplied, he would rarely make enough out of

the Government opium to pay for his license. Again,

from the said statement, column 11, one sees how
entirely disproportioned is the issue from the Govern-
ment stores to what must be the local consumption of

the drug. The per-oentage of opium eaters and the

annual consumption per head shown in column 8 and
10 are fixed at rates, in almost every case, far below
what the local officers estimated. The excess of local

consumption over issue from Government trreasuries

in the Regulation Provinces is shown by me at

775 maunds, and may be relied on as much below the

mark. This quantity represents 457 chests of opium
and about 2f lakhs of rupees duty. The receipts from

licenses in our Regulation Provinces in 1867-68 do not

contrast favourably with the receipts from the s ime

source in the province of Sind, being only Es. 81,472

against Rs. 52,994.

" 65. I need not dwell on this part of the subject as
the Government records for many years teem with
reports from local officers in Gujarat, placing the
iact of the existence of opium smuggling beyond a
doubt. The primary cause apparently is that Govern-
ment insist on the retail of the most expensive kind
of opium at an enormous price in a district where
the drug can be got illicitly with little fear of detection
for half the price. A secondary cause is the prohibi-
tion of the production of opium. That this has
encouraged smuggling seems to be evidenced by the
fact that for the three years previous to the suppression
of the cultivation of the poppy, the average supply
from the Government stores to retailers in Ahmedabad
was about 381 maunds against an average of 126 maunds
for the three following years. The issue in 1867-68 is

a little over five maunds."

(2.) Mr. W. G. Pedder's report, No. 103, dated
30th July 1870, on " The Internal Management of the
Salt Department," in which he incidentally, para-
graph 105, touches on the opium question :

—

" Nothing can be a more legitimate source of revenue
than the internal consumption of opium. We are
supposed to tax it heavily, our Collectors have strained
the law to prevent its production in our own districts,

yet the only effect has been that our cultivators are
debarred from profiting by the cultivation of the poppy,
while the use of the drug is not checked in the smallest
degree, and the consumption is supplied entirely by
smuggled opium grown in foreign territory. In 1832
the licit sale of opium in the Ahmedabad Oollectorate

was Indian maunds 448-28, and the revenue from it

Rs. 2,36,408. In 1886 the licit sale was Indian maunds
5-9, and the revenue Rs. 5,450. I have no hesitation
in saying that if the present actual consumption of

Ahmedabad and Kaira was licit, the revenue would be
at least 10 lakhs of rupees."

(3.) Mr. (now Sir Charles) Pritchard's "Notes on
" the manufacture, importation, and consumption of
" opium in Gujarat, with suggestions for the repres-
" sion of opium smuggling," dated 17th October 1873.

He writes as follows :

—

"11. It is the duty of the preventive force on the
Kathiawar Runn and Marwar frontiers to prevent
opium from passing westwards into Cutch and
Kathiawar, and southwards (from Rajputana) into the
States under the Palanpur Superintendency ; but this

precaution can be of little value so long as the road
from Malwa, Meywar, and Udepur, across the eastern
frontier of the Presidency is left entirely open

.

" 12. Prevalence of Sr/imggling.— J.t is so generally
known and admitted that almost the whole of the opium
cousumed in Gujarat is smuggled, that little need be
advanced here in proof of the assertion. Indeed, so

long as Malwa opium has free access along the whole
length of our eastern boundary, and opium manufacture
is permitted in foreign territory interlaced with our
own, it cannot be expected that people will buy the
taxed drug.

" 13. A mass of conclusive evidence on the subject is

collected in Mr, Fernandez's (printed) reports, Nos. 357
and 436 of 187J, and in Mr. Bell's Abkari report. The
following table carries Mr. Bell's statistics of opium
consumption down to the latest date, and fully confirms
all that he has written on the subject :

—

App. XX.

Bombay.
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feel sure that a majority of the adult male population

of Northern Gujarat, of all classes except the mercantile

and literary, are habitual oonsumoi's of the drug.'
" Again, in the same paragi'aph, he writes :

—
' In

1832 the licit sale of opium in the Ahmedabad Col-

lectorate was 448 Indian mauuds, 28 sera, and the

revenue from it Rs. 2,86,408 ; in 1861 the licit sale of

opium was Indian mannds !j, aers '.->, and the revenue

Rs. 5,450.'

"15. It is impossible to nuiko an accurate estimate

of the whole quantity of illicit opium that enters

British Gujarat ; but the quantity known to pass into

the province is very large indeed. It has been ascer-

tained from the accounts of the Idar State and the

returns of sale at the Samlaji fair, that on an average

1,800 Indian maunds of Malwa opium, exclusive of
' Pass ' opium for China, pay transit duty every year on
passing through Idar and other petty States in the

Mahi Kantha. The accounts of the Panch Mahals also

show that the 1,200 Indian maunds of untaxed Malwa
opium annually enter Gujarat through that district.

It has further been shown (paragraph 9 of my report.

No. 1,138, dated the 5th March last) that at least

1,000 chests of Visnagar (Gaikwar) opium are smuggled
into British territory every year. This makes up a

total of 2,745 chests, the duty on which for home con-

sumption at Es. 24 per ser amounts to the enormous
sum of 46 lakhs rupees ; and besides an undetermined
quantity of untaxed opium is known to be imported
vii'i Rajpipla and the Mewasi States under Khaudesh.

"17. * * It is difficult, of course, to form a reliable

estimate of the produce of the Gaikwar's districts
;

but the Wahiwatdar of "Visnagar has lately informed

Mr. Carey that his collections on account of the Rs. 135*

duty average four lakhs a year, and it is probable, as

he farms the revenue, that he would not overstate them.

This represents an export of about 3,000 chests, the

whole of which ought to go to Ahmedabad, as Idar and
Palanpur (which with British territory circumscribe

the Gaikwar's northern Mahals) produce more than

sufficient opium for their own consumption. But from
information, with which Mr. Fernandez has favoured

me, it appears that the average number of chests of

Visnagar opium brought to the scales at Ahmedabad
during the last 10 years is less than 2,000, and that the

number is steadily decreasing year by year, and last

year fell as low as 1,300 and the year previous to 800.

"Prom all I could learn while in the Gaikwar's districts,

it would appear that the cultivation of the poppy is not

decreasing, and there can be no doubt that some
quantity of manufactured opium finds an exit from His
Highness's dominions without paying his export fee.

It may then, I think, be positively stated that at least

1,000 chests of Visnagar opium, the duty on which at

12 rupees per ser amounts to 17 lakhs rupees, are

smuggled into or through British territory every year.
" This opium mostly goes to Outch and Kathiawar,

which are supposed to consume taxed opium supplied

by Government. The adult population of those pro-

vinces are opium-eaters almost to a man ; but Cutoh

does not now take an ounce of taxed opium, and the

consignments to Kathiawar are less than 500 maunds a

year, notwithstanding a special reduction in the rate of

duty and the strenuous endeavours of the Political

Agent to induce the chiefs to indent, on Bombaj- for

their supplies. That Government should lose the

revenue from the opium consumption of Cutch and
Kathiawar is a serious matter in itself, but the failure

of existing arrangements to secure that revenue involves

a consideration of far greater moment. If those two
large provinces are able to smuggle sufficient for their

home consumption, what is there do prevent their

smuggling for export to China also ?
"

3. The first point I wish to make by referring to

these reports is that these officers writing long before
1878 asserted that opium smuggling, chiefly in Gujarat
of course, very largely existed, and that in consequence
of their reports, measures were taken which resulted in
the Opium Act No. 1 of 1878, and the rules thereunder.
The second point will be to show by the statistics

which follow how far those officers were justiiied in

their assertions.

As regards head (6)

4, I have in paragraph 6 of my '

' Abstract of
Evidence " shown the quantities of licit opium which
passed into consumption during each of the 10 years
ending 1892-3, and I now supplement that with a
similar table for the nine years from 1874-75 to
1882-83 :—

Districts.
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App. XXI.

Note by Mr. Hoene on the Signattjees to the Petition

in favour of the Peohibition of the use of

Opium, except for Medical Pueposes, presented to

Paeliament by certain Medical Pkactitionees

in Bombay {vide Question 25,603).

I have shown that every means was taken to give
publicity to the petition after it had been presented to

Parliament.
Nine months after the portraits of Cr. Atmaram

Pandurangand Dr. Khory appeared in the " Guardian,"
the illuminated petition was issued as a supplement
to the "Bombay G-iiardian " on October 14th, 1893, and
in the " Banner of Asia " for November 1893.

From " Times of India."

On November 14th the leading Bombay daily paper
published a list of 13 doctors who were represented as
either denying their signatures to the pelition, or in
some way qualifying them. On November 27 and
November 28 further lists of doctors were given, and
a long leading article on the alleged " Anti-Opium
Fraud;" From it I read, " The communication which
" we publish to-day practically completes the dis-
" avowals, one by one, of the petition by those who are
' represented as having signed it."

I now comment upon a few of the extracts from
the "Times of India," and letters from the doctors to
myself, which for convenience in comparing, I have
arranged side by side.

From Letter to Myself.

No reply received.Dr. Atmaram Pandurang says :
—" I do not remember,

but I may have signed the petition without cairefuUy

reading it, for when I now read it carefully, I do not

agree with it."

I have already shown how Dr. Pandurang signed the petition twice, which makes it hard to believe that it was
done without his agreeing to the contents of it. When I visited him. he said that he did not know when he <

was being interviewed by the " Times of India " correspondent that the result of the interview would be made
public. A fuller knowledi^e of the " Times of India " correspondent than they then had would also have tended
to make the doctors cautious as to what information they gave him. The correspondent is Eustomji Pestonji
Jehangir, Chief Opium Inspector, Bombay. To this fact Eev. A. W. Prautch, Mr. Man Sukh Lai, and others can
witness.

Dr. J. Grerson da Ounha says he never signed the

petition, and Dr. Khory could not have done so,
" because he is known to be a pro-opiumist."

J. Gerson da Ounha :—I have no idea of having
signed the petition you refer to. I know, however,
that the name attached to the printed petition is not
mine.

In the "Bombay Gazette" of January Hth, 1894, Dr. Eanina wrote that Dr. J. Gerson da Ounha signed in
his presence. To which a reply was given, and Dr. da Ounha was represented as saying that he always signed
his name in full " J. Gerson da Ounha " and that that was "the nomenclature given to m.e in every book or paper
in which I have the honour to be mentioned." In McLean's Guide to Bombay, howevei', for 1892, I iind
Dr. J. G. Ounha, and in the " Guide " for this year I find Dr. J. G. de Ounha. Also Dr. da Ounha's second public
denial of his signature to the petition is somewhat qualified, which his first was not.

Dr. Bhalohandra Krishna says :
—" I have read the

petition to Parliament. I believe, so far as I remember,
I signed a petition which was not worded in the
manner this is worded, I really do not agree with the

sentiments expressed in the petition."

Bhalchandra Krishna :—I have received your printed
letter, by registered post, dated the 22nd instant. In
reply to it I have to state that I certainly did not sign
the petition which has been published as the Anti-Opium
Petition. The statements in it are so grossly wild and
exaggerated that I could never subscribe to them.

Dr. Krishna pleads that he did sign a petition, but that it ivas not the petition we are considering. His name
was deciphered in England as Bhalchandra Kinbun, and on the receipt for my registered letter which the Post
Office brought back to me his signature might easily be read Kinbun. This is incidental proof that the petition
Dr. Krishna signed was the petition we arei now dealing with.

Dr. Mehta says :
—" I have never signed the petition,

and I am in favour of the drug."
V. N. Mehta :—So far aa I remember I never signed

the petition. However, I cannot say one way or the
other in the matter unless I see personally my
signature.

There is a great difference in these two statements. I have not personally seen Dr. V. N. Mehta, but he is

evidently not prepared to maintain the statement which the " Times of India " attributes to him.

Dr. N. P. Mehta :

—" I have never signed the petition, No reply received.

being in favour of opium eating rather than alcohol

drinking."

I learn from other sources that Dr. N. P. Mehta's statement in the " Times of India " was not made on the
merits of the petition only, but was influenced by other questions.

Dr. Madon says :

—" I am quite sure and remember
well that I have not signed the petition. In my opinion

the moderate use of opium, even as a habit, apart from

its use in certain chronic diseases, where it is certainly

beneficial, does no harm to the system generally."

Framji Edulji Madon :—In reply to your letter of
yesterday's date, I have the honour to give my honest
and true opinion as follows : That to the bes't of my
knowledge I well remember to have never signed the
A.nti-Opium Petition. I once remember to have signed
a petition concerning the temperance movement. I was
and am still strongly against the use of spirits by the
masses. That I have not read the Anti-Opium Petition
I am positive and certain. Whether one was offered to
me to read I do not remember. My views regarding the
use of opium I had expressed before in connexion with
the use of Balagholi (containing opium) in children.
According to my honest belief the moderate use of
opium is not harmful, but beneficial.

/ 82588. 3 P
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AlP. XXI. From " Times of India." From Letter to Myself.

Dr. A. G-. Viegas says:—"I did sign the petition, but
do not agree with the sweeping and condemnatory
remarks in the petition which has been now read to me.
Opium in moderate quantities is certainly beneficial in

Borne cases and a sheet anchor in a few diseases. Its

indiscriminate use is certainly dangerous, and proper
restrictions should be placed, but care should be talten

that this effect should not lead to substitution of alcohol

for opium by the people, the latter being a much more
deadly poison."

Accacio G. Viegas :—In answer to your letter I have
to say that I did sign an Anti-Opium Petition, and that
I am against the indiscriminate use and sale of opium

;

but I am also of opinion that the drug in suitable cases
and in proper doses is most beneficial, and in certain

diseases it is our sheet anchor. It is certainly desirable
that its sale and use should be controlled by proper
restrictions.

I was shown a petition in which it is said, or hinted,

that some opium eaters will go the length of selling

their wives and children to get the drug ; I repudiate
this statement, if it does occur in the petition in

question, as I have not known or heard of any opium
eater having done so. You will know from this short
letter what my views on opium are.

In this case the second statement is more qualified than the first.

Dr. Oowasji Pestonji says :

—" I remember having
signed the petition, taking it as a whole to do some
good. I do not agree with all the points therein
contained, particularly what is mentioned in paragraphs
Nos. 2, 4, and 6."

C'owasji Pestonji :—Since you are prepared to put a
wrong construction on one's silence to your registered
letter of yesterday's date, I beg to state that I did sign
the medical Anti-Opium Petition, but when I saw
extravagant paragraphs in the printed petition in the
daily papers regarding selling of wives and children
by the opium eaters, I was obliged to repudiate my
signature thus far. In doing so I have qualified my
statement, and I did it with my full will.

In one case three paragraphs are challenged, in the second only one paragraph.

Dr. A. F. Fernandez says:—"I remember having No reply received.

signed the petition, but probably under some mis-
representation, for I do not quite share the views
therein stated. Only when abused opium produces its

bad effects, and not when taken in moderation."

Dr. M. R. Sethna says :—I remember having signed No reply received,

the petition, but to say the tru.th I had no time to read
it, as I was very busy at the time. I am for opium,
and had I read the contents I should not have signed
it."

Dr. A. P. Andrade says :
—" I signed the petition Left. Letter returned,

under naisrepresentation."

Dr. Dinshaw DoraFb.ii says :
—" I remember to have

signed some petition about opium but I have done so

without reading such an exaggerated account as I find

it in the accompanying petition. If I had read it

carefully I would not have signed it."

Dr. Phirozaha Pallonji says : — "I remember
having signed the petition, but I cannot say how I
could have done so, when my views are very contrary
to those contained in the petition. Perhaps I read
something else, or must have signed it under some
misrepresentation."

Dinshaw Dorabji.^" I have received your registered
letter to-day. I wish to withdraw my signature from
the petition, as I find it to contain an exaggerated
account."

Phirozaha Pallonji.—In reply to your letter of yes-
terday's date, I beg to inform you that although I have
a faint recollection about my having signed a petition
anent opium (but what it was I do not remember now),
still I can aflJrm, that I could not possibly have signed
the petition in question, which has been lately made
public, as my views have been, and are, different from
those contained in the said petition.

These statements do not agree.

Dr. Cowasjee Motablioy says :

—" I remember to have
signed the petition without reading it, but now on
careful perusal of it I am of views quite contraay to

those contained in the petition."

Dr. Pereira says :
—

" I remember signing a petition
about opium consumption. I signed it hurriedly, as
I was busy at the time. I am in favour of a moderate
use of opium, and therefore do not agree with the
petition that appears in the ' Anti-Opium News ' for
September 1892."

Dr. S. W. Kane says :

—
" I remember to have signed

some such petition. But now I find that I cannot
subscribe to all the views therein expressed. On proper
consideration of the question, I have come to believe
that opium-eating is not always injurious to health as
it is declared by the anti-opiumists to be."

Cowasjee Motabhoy.—I begto acknowledge thereceipt
of your letter of the 22nd instant, and in reply to the
enquiry therein made, to inform you that I signed the
petition without a careful perusal of the contents thereof,
but when my attention was drawn to them subsequently'
I could not, but with regret, repudiate my signature to
it, as I did then and do now hold views quite contrary
to what was embodied in the petition.

My letter refused.

S. W. Kane.—I regret there has been considerable
delay m replying to your note of the 22nd January last
i hope you will excuse me for it. I am sorry 1 have
not been able to get a copy of the Petition which you
refer to, and which contains my signature, I was so
anxious to see it again before writing this. I am
however, prepared at once to admit that I "did sio-n
some such Petition soon after this anti-opium agitation
was set on foot, though it will be difficult or nearly
impossible for me now to identify it. I also recollect
that it contained signatures of some of my brother
practitioners. But I have reason to believe from the
few extracts that were now and then published in some
ot the local papers, that it contained some exaggerated
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I'rom " Times of India.'

Dr. A. M. De Souza says;—"I remember to have
signed some petition without a careful perusal of the

document. On reading the petition as it now appears

in the 'Anti-Opium News' for September 1892, I have
reason to disagree with it. In my opinion a moderate
use of the drug is not only harmless, but necessary to

certain persons under many conditions."

Dr. F. X. Ferreira says :

—'" I remember having signed

a petition, but did so under some misapprehension. I
am for opium."

Dr. L. D. Almeida says :
—" I have faint recollection

of signing a petition about opium consumption. . . .

I must have signed under some misunderstanding or

wrong information."

The following do not remember signing :

—

Dr. Shantaram Vithal says :

—" I do not remember
having signed the petition. If I have done so it was
perhaps after a hurried perusal of the document. On
reading the petition now carefully I have reason to

disagree."

Dr. R. N. Permanand says:—"I do not remember
signing the petition, a copy of which appears in the
' Anti-Opium News ' for September 1892, and to which
my signature has been attached. I do not agree with

the views contained therein."

Dr. Joshi says :
—" I do not remember to have signed

the petition taking an extreme view of the cpium
question. I am of opinion that opium used in moderate

quantities by people accustomed to its use proves of

great benefit to them, and that the total abstinence

from it would lead the people to vices of a worser

nature."

Dr. Merwanjee Kuvarjee says:—"I do not remem-
ber having signed such a petition. If I have it must

have been under some misrepresentation, for my views

are quite the contrary."

Dr. Eduljee says :
—" I do not remember having

signed the petition, but if I have done so it must have

been under some false representation, or without a

careful reading of it. On carefully reading it now I

quite disagree with it."

From "Letter to Myself."

statements to which I cannot conscientionslyi subscribe.
Besides, I freely confess that, within the last year.or
two, my own personal observation of the effects 'of
small doses of opium on my opium-eating patients, and
a careful consideration of the question, have led me to
change my views ; and this i j another reason why I
cannot allow my signature to remain in the petition.

A. M, De Souza.-—I am in receipt of your letter of the
22nd instant, and in reply I wish to state that some
years ago I recollect to have signed, with a half mind
I may say, a petition as regards the subject matter ;

but I am quite certain that I could never have signed
the petition in question, I naean the one containing -thslt

abominable statement, viz. :—An opium eater, especially
perhaps a native, will not have any scruple to sell his
wife and children for the sake of procuring the drug,
&c., &c.
During the last 20 years of my practice in Bombay

and out of Bombay I have never observed such a thing,
nor have I heard this said by my patients, even from
the books, or dens, or by anybody else.

Yes, I have heard suoh and similar statements or
remarks from those natives, and especially the Eurasians
and the Anglo-Indians, addicted to the use or rather
the abuse of alcohol ; and they have told me that such
is the case more in the United Kingdom.

I say, let the alcohol traflSc be abolished or greatly
checked by a heavy duty, and let the natives enjoy
moderately the juice called toddy, which compares more
favourably than even the best beer itself ; and I say,

not to encourage or seek to encourage by some such
means as the petition in question, which I again declare
I could not have very probably signed in the form you
mention, since I know fully well that the injurious
effects of opium were not half so bad as those of alcohol,

especially of foreign brand, which is now being forced
on the people of India to the great benefit both of the
Government and the missionary societies, and which is

done to the 'great detriment of the people, especially
the natives, otherwise there would be prosperity every-
where amongst the subjects of Her Gracious Majesty
the Queen and Empress of India.

No answer.

L. D. Almeida.—I have received your registered
letter, and in reply I wish to state that I wish to
repudiate my signature formally in the petition con-
cerning the consumption of opium. I do not know
how I happened to sign such a petition, with which my
views are quite the contrary.

No answer.

R. N. Permanand :—I am in receipt of yout letter

dated the 22nd ultimo. I ought to have replied to it

immediately, but I have been too ill to write till now.
With referer'^e to your query permit me to say that

I surely did uot put my signature to the memorial
which has appeared as the Anti-Opium MemoriaL
Some of the statements in it are so grossly exaggerated
that I could never agree to subscribe to them,i

No answer.

Ape. XXI.

No answer.

Edulji Nushirwanji:—In reply to your registered

letter dated the 22nd instant, I beg to inform you, that
though I might have put down my signature to the
Anti-Opium Petition under circumstances of which I
have now no recollection. I now do formally withdraw
it, or repudiate it as you term it, and that for the
reason, that when I happened to read a printed copy
of the petition bearing my signature, I found that it

contained statements for the truth of which I could
bear no testimony.

3 P 2
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App. XXI.
From " Times of India."

Dr. A. Hyams says:
—"I do not remember having

signed a petition witli a photo attached to it. At any
rate my views are quite opposite to those contained in

the petition."

Dr. P. J. L. De Sonza says :

—
" So far as I remember I

do not think I have signed such a petition. My views
are quite at one with those of the gentlemen wlio have
signed above."

Dr. Shivdas Permanandas says:—"I may have
signed the petition. I have no recollection of it now.
My views at present are more in favour of opium
than against it."

From Letter to Myself.

Dr. B. C. Tukina says:—"As far as I remember I

have never signed such a petition. While I am
generally in favour of the beneficiul ettects of opium
on its habitue, how can I have said to have signed such
a petition p

"

Dr. F. N. Bisni says:—•" I do not remember to have
signed the petition as appears in the ' Anti-Opium
News ' of 15th September 1892. I am in favour of

using opium in moderate and judicious doses."

Dr. E. M. Mody says :
— '

' I do not remember having
signed the petition as appears in the ' Anti-Opium
News ' for 15th September 1892 ; but if I have done it,

it must be under some false representation or without
carefully reading it. My views are quite contrary to

what appears in the paper."

Dr. V. Desai says:
—"I do not remember to have

signed the petition as appears in the ' Anti-Opium
News ' for 15th September 1893."

Dr. Khote says :
—

" I do not remember to have
signed the petition as appears in the ' Anti-Opium
News ' for 15th September 1892, I am not against
moderate opium-eating under certain restrictions."

Dr. E. F. Sethna says:—"I do not remember to
have signed the petition, and if I did. I must have done
so without reading it. I am in favour of a moderate
use of the drug."

Dr. Manji says :

—
" I do not remember at all having

signed the petition. If I have, it must be without
my reading it or under misrepresentation. As far as

my experience goes, a moderate use of opium is not
harmful."

Dr. Kandawala says:—" I do not remember having
signed the petition. My views are in favour of the use
of opium."

Dr. F. L. Kapadia says :

—" I do not agree with the
exaggerated accounts that appear in the petition pub-
lished in the ' Anti-Opium News ' for September 1892.
If a, person could do without opium, much better ; but
a moderate use of it to certain persons under certain
conditions would not be harmful."

Dr. Dalai says :

—
" I do not remember having signed

the petition. My views, on the contrary, are in favour
of it."

Dr. H. N. Contractor says :

—" At this date I do not
i-emember -ivhether or not I signed the petition. If I
have, it was thi-ough misrc])reBeiitation, as my views
weie and are in favour of » moderate use of the
drug."

No answer.

No answer.

Shivdas Permanandas :—As it appears in the " Times
of India " of Monday the 27th November 1893, I wrote
in a book that was brought to me what appears under
the heading, " How anti-opium petitions are got up,"
viz., "I may have signed the petition. I have no
recollection of it now ; my views at present are more
in favour of opium than against it."

I now add that had I been aware of the nature of
the petition which I have since come to know, I should
certainly not have signed the petition (if I did so) in
the first instance.

Edulji Oawasji Tukina :—In reply to your printed
registered letter sent to me this day I beg to infoi-m
you that I never recollect to have ever signed an Anti-
Opium Petition. As I am in favour of the beneficial
effects of opium, I now beg to inform you that I now
repudiate my signature to the petition sent to the
Parliament. I wonder how my name appeared in that
petition when I cannot recollect to have ever signed
it, and when I am in favour now of the good effects of
opium.

No answer.

Eatanfsha Manekji Modi :—In reply to your letter
dated the 22nd instant, I do not remember to have
signed the Anti-Opium Petition. I do not think I have
done it. I hold different views on the subject to those
expressed in the petition.

My letter refused.

No answer.

No answer.

Not found.

No answer.

No answei'.

My letter refused.

H. N Contractor :-Your letter to hand yesterday.
In reply, I should say, I do not remember nowwhether I signed the Anti-Opium Petition or not.

A '} "i-S'^* ^^^^ through misrepresentation, mis-understandmg, or mistake, because I am in favour
of the appropriate use of the drug-but, not its
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-tpp. XXII.

EXTKA.CT froto "Lives of Bombay Opium Smokers,"

by Mr. Eustomji Jbhangih. {Bee question 27,094.)

Syed Ulfat Hussein, a fairly well set up man, said :

—

I am a hegga/r, and am 50 years of age. I was born at

Azimabad in Patna ; I have smoked opium for the past

30 years, I took to the habit in consequence of bad

health. My earnings are about eight annas a day, and
I smoke between two and three annas worth of opium
daily If I do not take the opium I feel very sick and
miserable, bnt if I get my daily supply I have a good
appetite and feel cheerful. I was married and had one

child, but both wife and child are now dead.

Bahadershaw Balashaw, who seemed to enjoy the

best of health, said :—I am 66 years of age. I am now
a mendicant. Formerly I had a chwndool licence in

Nassick. I began to smoke opium 16 years ago

on the advice of a doctor who was attending me for

asthma. The asthma does not trouble me so long as I

get the chimdool, but when I go up-country and cannot

get it my old complaint returns. After I have smoked
chimdool I do not feel in the least intoxicated, on the

contrary, I am quite active, and could easily walk
12 or 16 miles. I am very strong, and will lift

any weight you like to give me, but 1 could not do

it without chundool. I have three children, but none
of them smoke ehundool. I earn from 12 annas to one

rupee a day, and spend two annas of my dailing earnings

on chundool.

Sheik Abdul Sheik Eehman, a tolerably healthy-

looking man, said :—I am a lasoar. My age is 30. 1

began smoking chundool when I was 16. I was
then suffering from intectual colic and dysentery,

and went to a doctor who gave me some medicine, but

as it did not do me any good he gave me opium.

Since then I have always smoked chundool, as I find iL

does me more good than eating dry opium ; the latter

always gives me flatulence. Ever since I have taken

chundool I have had good health and a good appetite.

If a person has no food and is starving then he would
be injured by smoking chundool, but a man who has

good food is not injured at all. I earn about eight

annas a day, and smoke about ten pice worth of chundool

every day. I am a married man, but have no family.

Sheik Hussein Sheik Hamad, who appeared to have

a good constitution, stated :—I was born in Indore.

I am 40. I started to smoke chundool 15 cr 16

years ago. 1 learnt the habit from some friends. My
earnings average six annas a day, and I spend about

two tfnnas in chundool. I was formerly a farmer in

Indore, but when my parents died I became a mendi-

cant. I work five or six hours a day, and always have

good health.

Baldev Parsadi, a well-built man, said:—I am a

Purdasi, and was born at Agra. I am about 40.

Formerly I was a railway porter, but now I work at

docks. I have smoked chmidool for the last eighteen

years. I took to it in consequence of pains in my chest

which was caused by a fall while I was in the railway

service. Since taking to the habit, I have had very

good health. If I gave up taking it I should be sick.

When I am away and unable to get chundool I get

asthma. I smoke about two annas worth of chundool

every day.

Premji Devji, u. well-set-up young man, said :—I am
28. I took to smoking chundool three years ago. I was

then suffering from diarrhoea, and my uncle who had
smoked chundool for the last 20 years advised me
to try it. I am a sweatmeat seller, and earn about 10

annas a diiy, and spend two annas in chundool. 1 work

about six houis a da}'.

Ibriihim Joseph, a good specimen of his race, said :—

I

belong to Kutch Mandvi, and am 50 years of age. I am
a tailor and earn from Es. 40 to Es. 60 a month. I

smoke four aunas worth of chundool every day. I

acquired the habit 25 years ago from some friends.

It always gives me strength. I work seven hours a

day, and if I did not get the chmidool I should die.

I am a married man and have four children ; none of

them smoke chundool.

Fazul Khan Kher Khan, a somewhat thin but healthy
looking man, of bright disposition, stated :—I am 50
years old, and was born at Nagar. I am»a "Victoria

driver and work 1^ hours a day. 1 earn from eight
annas to a rupee a day and spend two annus of it in

chundool. I learnt the habit from friends 30 years ago.
If I did not smoke chundool 1 should not be able to work.
I am married and have five children. It is not true that
chundool intoxicates a man, but it makes him cheerful
and happy.

Hussein Syed ISTasib, a sturdy young fellow, said :

—

I was born at Kutch Mandvi. I am 35, and have been
a smoker of chundool for 10 years. I work about seven
hours a day. I make about three annas, and get my
food. I smoke about two annas worth of chundool every
day, because it gives me an appetite, and makes me feel

well.

Cassam Hyderbeg, a bright, intelligent looking man,
stated :—I am a maker of tooth-picks, and am 38 years
of age. I make four or five annas a day, and regularly
spend two annas in chundool, which I have smoked for

about 20 years. Some friends introduced me to the
practice. I have always had good health since I took
to smoking it.

Eama Gmiesh, apparently a man of active habits,

said :—I was bom at Goa, and am 50 years old. I am
a goldsmith , and get three annas a day and my food. I

work six hours a day. I took to smoking chundool
20 years ago, and smoke about three pice worth a day.

I learnt the habit from some friends.

Mahomed Hussein Ali, a well developed Mahomedan,
said :—I was born at Delhi, and am 30 years of age.

By trade I am a gold embroiderer, and earn 10 annas a
day, in which I work seven hours. I have acquired
the habit of smoking chundool from friends five years
ago, but I am not a regular smoker. When I take
chundool I smoke three annas worth at a time. My
health is very good.

Abdoola Currim said :—I was born in Bombay, and
am now 65 years of age. I am a Victoria driver,

and work 13 hours a day. I have smoked chundool
Jbr the last 30 years. My daily earnings are from
13 annas to one (rupee. I smoke about three annas
worth of chundool every day. If I did not smoke
it, I should get sick and not be able to do my work.
I am married and have several children, but none of

tnem smoke.

Kaloo Noor Mahomed stated ;—I am 37 years of age.

I work for my brother, an hotel-keeper, who gives me
my food and 8 annas a day. I learnt to smoke
chundool 22 years ago from a friend who then held
a chundool licence. I smoke three or four annas
worth of opium every day. I work seven hours a day,
but could not do half my work if I did not have the
clMtndool.

Takoot Noor Mahomed, a well-built young man,
of healthy appearance, said :—Mangrole, in Kathiawar,
is my native place. I am 25 years of age. I am a
bottle seller, and make about eight annas a day. I

took to smooking chundool by way of a luxuiy five

years ago. When I first took to habit I consumed two
annas worth a day, but now I smoke three annas
worth. I work from six to seven hours a day. The
chundool gives me a good appetite and keeps me in very
good health ; if I did not smoke it I should not be able

to walk.

Ali Mahomed Soomar, who appeared to be in very
good health, and had plenty of flesh on his bones,

stated :—I am a native of Verawal, Kattiawar, and am
38 years of age. I am a bottle seller, and work five

hours a day, during which I make eight annas.

When I first learnt to smoke from some friends eight

years ago, I smoked only six pice worth of ehundool,

but now I take three annas worth a day. If 1

leave off chundool I feel pains in my body, but as

soon as I take it again it makes me active and fit for

work.

Mahomed Oassum, a medium sized, bright, healthy-

looking man said :—I am 50. I am a Victoria driver,

and earn from Es. 2 to Es. 3 a day, and work
from 12 to 14 hours a day. About 20 years ago I was
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took to ()])iuni. I keep all right as long as I smoke
ehmidool, but when I leave it off I get sick and' cannot

do my ivork. I smoke from two to three annas worth

a A&y. I have one child ; ray wife is dead.

Bava Sahilj Ismail, a fleshy, well-set-up man said :

—I was born in Sholapore, and am 40 years of age.

I was a weaver in Sholapore, and come to Bombay
to find work ; but as not having succeeded in getting

employment as a weaver, 1 now earn my living as a

musician. I earn from eight annas to one rupee a day,

and smoke four fice worth of opium daily. I learnt

the habit from a friend in Sholapore. Formerly, I

used to smoke only two pice worth. I am married,

and have five children ; none of them sm.oke chundool.

My appetite is good when I get clnmdool regularly, but

not otherwise.

Khervo Per Mahomed, a tall, muscular man, stated :

—I was born at Aurangabad, and am .30 years of age.

I am u, butcher, and earn from 10 to 12 annas a day.

I am married, and have two children. I have smoked
chundool for the last 11 years. Some friends taught
me the habit. Formerly I smoked five annas worth a

day, now I have decreased the quantity to two annas
for I cannot afibrd to spend more. I work 11 hours a
day, but I could not do my work if I did not get opium.
I left off smoking some time ago, but as I got

diarrhoea I had to take to it again.

Malook Kanjee, a good-looking, powerful young
fellow, said :—I belong to Kattiawar, and am 20 years

of age. I am a Victoria driver, and cam about 12 annas
a day. I woi'k from 10 o'clockm the morning till six in

the evening, and from eight at night till eight in the

morning. I have smoked chundool for the last two
years, and could not do half the work I now do if I did

not take it.

Lampoiv AsBoo, a bright, healthy looking Chinaman,
said :—I am -jI years of age. I am proprietor of

this chundool shop, and earn from Bs. 36 to Bs. 60 a
month. I have been 30 years in Bombay, and con-

tracted the habit of chundool smoking 20 years ago.

I smoke from two to si.x annas worth a day.

I take it as a luxury. I am very healthy and have
a good appetite. I am a married man, and have one
child.

Salu Mahomed Ismail, thin, and not very bright,
said :—I was born in Mauritius 3.5 years ago. I was
formerly a grain merchant there, but am now a tailor,

and earn frcjni 12 annas to one rupee a day. I have
smoked chundool for the last 20 years. I used to smoke
between Bo. 1 and Rs. 1-4-0 worth every day, but now I
smoke only two annas worth. I work seven hours a day.
I have never tried to do without chundool, because I
know if I leave it off I shall suffer, and not be able to
do my work.

Odhvadass Hemraj, thin, ]jut extremely bright and
cheerful, said:—lam a native of Shikarpur, and am
30 years old. I am an indigu dealer, and earn about
one rujjoo a day. I liave smoked chundool for a ycai-

and a half, and now smoke two aimas worth a day. I
learnt the habit from friends. I also take gnnja when
I feel sick. I work 10 hours a day. If Government
close the chundool shops, I shall be perfectly satisfied

to take dry opium.

Khivji Moolje, a thick-set man, said :—I was born at
Porebunder, and am 32 years of age. I am employed
by my uncle, who is a pearl broker, and I work seven
or eight hours a day. I learnt to smoke ch^mdool one
and a half years ago from some friends. I smoke two
annas worth a day. When I cannot get chundool I
take dry opium. I should not be able to do my work
if I do not take opium. I am married, and have one
daughter, who is eight years of age.

Gotrungar Motigur, in good condition for his years,
said :—I was born at Benares, and am 60 years old.
I am a mendicant, and make from eight annas to two
rupees a. day. I acquired the habit of chundool
smoking 40 years ago, and foi'merly smoked from
12 annas to one rupee's worth of chtmdool daily

;

I now smoke four annas worth, M}' health is very
good.

Latiff' Ismail, well formed, and in fair condition,
said:—I belong to Kutch Mandvi, and am 30 years
old. I am a fireman, and get Rs. IH a month.
When I am on shore I drive a Victoria, and work
16 or 17 hours a day. I learnt to smoke chundool
12 years ago, but I am not a re.gular smoker. When
at sea I take day npium, about 1 iilai worth a da\-.

When on shore I smoke four or five pice worth of

chundool daily, but would smoke more if I had more
leisure time. I am married, and have one son.

Cassum Mir Hamad Mir, a tall, stalwart man, said :

—I come from Kattiawar and am 3.5 years old. I am
a tailor, work seven or eight hours daily, and earn
eight annas a day. I have smoked madat for the last

five j^ears. I take it as a luxury. I am healthy, and
have a good appetite. I am married, and have got
three children.

G-oolab Bussool, nice looking old man, and apparently
in good condition, said :—I was born at Baroda, and
am 66 years of age. I am a mendicant, and get four
or six annas a day and my food. I go out begging
about five hours a day. I began to smoke madat
30 years ago. I took it for piles, and it has cured me.
I smoke four annas worth of madat daily. I have two
children.

Mahomed Ohotoo, a powerfully-built man, said :—

I

am 25, and was born in Bombay. I am a dock labourer,
and earn nine annas a day. I have smoked madat for

the last two years. I smoke two annas worth a day.
I learnt the habit from friends. My work lasts the
whole night, and I am always able to do it.

Peroo Mir Alam Khan, tall, well-built, said :—I was
born in Qnetta, and am 40 years of age. I am a cook
in a hotel and earn from ten annas to one rupee a day.
I work about ten hours. I began to smoke madat four
years ago. Some friends learnt me the habit. I smoke
about four pice worth of madat daily. If Government
close the smoking houses I shall take dry opium.

Suleman Tar, in very fair condition, stated :—

I

belong to Bombay, and am 30 years of age. I am a
coal seller and earn six annas a day. I have smoked
madat for eight years. Formerly I smoked eight annas
a day but I have reduced the quantity to three annas,
because I could not afford more. I acquired the habit
from friends. I work from seven to nine hours a day,
and am always fit to do my work when I take madat.
If I did not take it I should want two men to can-y me
out of this place.

Kalekhan ISTathikhan, a wonderfully fine old man,
said :—I was born at Jeypore, and am 70 years of age.
I am a, serang in the service of the P. and 0. Company,
and earn from Bs. 30 to Bs. 35 a month. I learnt the
habit of madat smoking from friends 20 years ago, and
smoke four annas worth a day. I work eight hours.
I am a married man and have had seven children, but
two of them are dead.

Phamdandass Jugundass, well built and of cheerful
disposition, said:—I was born at Faizabad, and am
30 years of age. I am a mendicant and get a little
money and my food and clothes. I started to smoke
mailnt 10 year.s ago, but I am not a regular smoker.

After smoking several balls of madat this man played
the siiai- and sang some native songs in clear ringing
voire.

Ali Bakat, well developed, bright, and intelligent,
said :^I come from Teheran, and am 30 years old. I
am a baker and earn from 12 annas to two rupees a
d.ay. I began to smoke madat 10 years an-o, I was
then suffering from eyesight, and was advised'by friends
to take it. Since taking it my eyesight and general
health has improve, I smoke six pice worth a dav
Formerly I took dry opium. .

Ismail Ahnas, strong, active, said:—I was born in
Muscat, and am 40 years of age. I am a Victoria driver
and earn from 12 annas to one rupee a day I com-
menced smoking moxlat 20 years ago for asthma,
bmce taking it I have not been troubled with that
complamt. I smoke from five to six annas worth a
day, i am married and have three children. I work
10 hours a day.

Gophur Baba, a handsome man of fine physique
said :-I was born at Bajapur in Butnaghiri, and am
60 years of age. I am the owner of a/aMimcir and makefrom Bs 500 to Bs. 1,000 a year. I have smoked madat
tor the last seven years, I took it to reduce myself
as 1 was too fat, I take four pice worth daily Sincetaking It I am less corpulent, but my appetite is veiTgood. Before taking oprani I could not do my work,

Suleman Oassum, tall and strong, said :—I come fromBajapur m Butnaghiri. and am 60 years of ao-e I am
?. dyer and rarn from eight annas to one rupee a day.
J. took to smokingMnar/^i)! several years ago on accountof rheumatism I am now much better and enjoy good

cveiy day.
1 am married and have one child.
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Rama Mahadoo, of medium height and good con-
dition, said:—-I am 40 years of ago, and come from
Hyderabad. I am a dyer and earn from 10 to 12 annas
a day. I work eight or nine hours. I began to smoke
madat six or seven years ago for rheumatic pains.

Since taking it P I am feeling well, and have a good
iip])etite. I smoke four pice worth of madid a day. I

am married and have foui' children.

Kisimgur Barogir, strong, bright, aud healthy, said :

—I was bom at Benares, and am 45 years old. I am a

sadoo and get a little money and my food. Twenty years
ago I suffered from enlargement of the spleen and piles

and was advised by a friend to take opium. I took to

it and have been much better ever since, but if I leave

off taking it my old complaint returns. T smoke two
or three pice worth madat every day.

Balishah Gasimghab, a poor weakly looking man,
said :—I come from Hyderabad, and am 20 years old.

I am a dyer and earn from eight to twelve annas a day.

I was suffering from dyspepsia a year ago, and in

consequence took to madat. I smoke two pice worth
a day. Since taking madat I am feeling very much
better.

Narsoo Kama, rather thin, but bright and inteUigent,

said :—I was born in Bombay and am 20 years of age.

I am a mill hand, and earn Rs. 15 per month. I began
to smoke madat six naonths back, but I do not smoke
every day. I took to it as I was suffering from
indigestion. When I smoke I take two pice worth
oi madat. I am feeling better since taking to it.

Din Mahomed Abdul Eeheman, a good specimen of

his race, said :—I come from Nagpur, and am 40 years

old. I am a kallassi, and earn eight annas a day.

I have smoked madat for the last 12 years. A TiaTtvm

advised me to take opium for intestinals colic, and an
enlarged spleen. I smoke four pice worth of madat a

day, and now feel very well.

Kurrim Khan Grhoree Khan, a man standing about
six feet high, of healthy appearance, said :—I come
from Delhi, and am 40. I am a bricklayer, and earn
one rupee a day. Twenty years ago a doctor in

Bhussaval recommended me to take opium for rheu-
matism from which I was then suffering. Since taking
it, the rheumatic pains have not troubled me. I smoke
two annas worth of madat daily.

Allabuku Pir Groolam, good-looking and apparently

in thorough health, said:—I am a native of Benares,
and am 30 years old. I am a hawker, and earn from
eight to ten annas a day. I have smoked for 10 years.

I take about two annas worth a day. When I do not

take it I feel lazy and unable to do my work.

Oassum Joseb, in fairly good condition, said:—

I

belong to Kattiawar, and am 30 years of age. I am a

fruit seller, and make Rs. 20 a month. I took to

smoking madat 14 years ago, on account of have an
enlarged liver. If I leave off smoking the pain returns.

I smoke three annas worth of madat daily. I am
married and got two children.

Sandoo Sarviji, apparently in good health, said :

—

I am 40, and was born in Bombay. I am a milkman,
and earn 12 annas a day. I was advised to take madat
three years ago for rheumatism. I smoke two pice

worth a day. I do not get the rheumatic pains now.
I have good appetite, and my general health is very

good.

Tookaram Mahipatram, in fair condition, said:

—

I am 30, and belong to Satara. 1 am a dock labourer,

and earn eight annas a day. I smoke between two and

three pice worth of madat a day. I was advised to

take it 10 years ago for fever and an enlarged spleen.

Aga Mahomed, healthy looking, though not very

stout, said :—I am 63, and belong to Bombay. I am
the licensee of this shop, and earn about Rs. 50 a month.

I work from 6 in the morning till 10 at night and

enjoy very good health. I commenced to smoke madat

35 years ago, and smoke two annas worth daily. I take

it as a luxury. I am married and have had two children,

but only one of them is living.

Kadershaw Booranshaw, tall, thin, but healthy,

stated :—I was born at Hyderabad, and over 50 years

of age. I am n. beggar, and go out begging three hours

a day. I have smoked madat for the last 20 years.

I also take dry opium. I smoke only one pice worth a

day. Some friends taught me the habit.

Mahomed -Amir, a tall, well set-up man, siiid:—I am

a native of Calcutta, and am 46 years of age. I am a

lascar in the service of the P. and 0. Company, and
earn Rs. 24 a month. I took to smoking madat 10 years
ago, on account of indigestion. I am now very much
better, and have got a good appetite. When on shore
I smoke one anna's worth of madat a day, hut when at
sea I take only dry opium. I am married and have
four cliildron.

Sheik Euoos, in good condition for his years, said :

—

1 am 65, and come from Rutnaghiri. I am a grocer,
and earn eight annas a day. Ten years ago a haJdm
advised me to take opium for rheumatic pains in my
joints. I smoke two pice worth madat daily. I am
married and have two children.

Cassum Abdoola, short, but securingly strong, said

:

—I come from Satara, and am 25 years of age. I am a
lascar, and earn Rs. 12 a month. I took to smoking
madat as a remedy for enlarged spleen three years ago.
I smoke four pice worth a day. I am keeping very
good health now.

Jamatsba Dilsha, rather languid looking, said:

—

I belong to Fazabad, and am 50 years of age. I am a
mendicant, and get from six to ten annas a day, and my
food aud clothing. I took to smoking madat as a
luxury 25 years ago. I smoke five annas worth a day,
and keep very good health. I have not had any smoke
yet, that is why I feel and look tired. As soon as I have
had it I shall be active again,

Wahad Ahmed Ally, a well-conditioned man, said:

—

I was born at Hyderabad (Deccan), and am 39 years
of age. I am a fortune teller, and earn from eight annas
to two rupees a day. I have smoked m,adat as a luxury
for the last 15 years. I smoke about four annas worth
a day. I am married and have four children. My
general health is very good. Nothing will induce me
to give up opium smoking. It does me no harm.
On the contrary, it gives me appetite, and I always feel

cheerful.

Enait Ally Bashratli, a fine, handsome old man, in

splendid condition, said :—I am 75 years of age and
was born at Lucknow. Formerly I was a fireman in

the Gr. I. P. Railway Company, but now I do no work.
My son, who earns Rs. 26 a month, supports me. I
have smoked madat as a luxury for the last 50 years.

I smoke two annas worth daily. My eyesight is very
good, and so is my general health. I have two children.

I always advise my friends to take opium, for if taken
in small quantities it does one lot of good.

Bsoob Ally Khan Mahomed, a, splendid specimen of

his race, said:—I am 30 years old, and come from
Mooltan. I am a dock labourer, and earn seven annas a
day. I have smoked madat for the last four years.

I take it for my cough. I smoke one pice worth daily.

My health now is very good. I work about eight hours
every day. If I did not smoke madat I would not be
able to do half the work I do at present.

Abdool Rehman, a man of weak constitution, said :

—

I belong to Jubulpore, and am 46 years of age. I am
employed in a shop, and earn six annas a day. I began
to smoke madat when I was 25 years old. I smoke
one anna's worth a day. I am married and have one
child.

Sekh Baba, a well-built, and bright-looking young
man, said:—I belong to Zanzibar, and am 25 years

of age. I am cabman, and earn from eight annas to

one rupee a day. I have smoked madat as a luxury for

the last four years. I smoke three annas worth a day.

I work 12 hours a day. I am married and have
one child.

Sekh Ohand Mahomed, over six feet and well-built,

said :—I come from the Berars, and am 40 years of age.

I am a beggar and earn about ten annas a day and food.

I go out begging between seven and ten hours daily.

I have smoked madat as a luxury for the last 15 years.

I smoke two annas worth a day.

Ebrahim Balaram, rather delicate looking, said :

—

I belong to Calcutta, and am 22 years of age. I was
formerly a measurer of ground, but am now getting my
living by begging, as I camiot find a situation on
account of ill-health. I have smoked madat, for fever,

for the last two years. I smoke an anna's worth
daily.

Mahomed Jaffer, tall, bright-looking, but not very

strong, said :—I was born at Janjira, and am 35 years

of age. I was formerly a lascar, but am now a

sub-licensee for the sale of madat, and make about

Rs. 12 per month. Ten years ago I suffered from
severe pains in my right side, and consulted many
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but without success. I was advised to take opium, and
since doing so my pains have disappeared. I smoke
about six pice worth of madat daily. I am married and
have two children.

Alishaw Mahomedshaw, bright, and in good condition,

said :—I belong to Allahabad, and am 37 years of age.

I am a beetle leaves seller, and make nine annas a day.

I have smoked madat for the last eight months. A
friend advised mo to take it as I was suffering from
diarrhoea. I smoke three pice worth a day, and am
feeling much better. I am married and have one child.

Haji Aga Khan, a big, well-built man, said :—I am
36, and belong to Bokhara. I take one pice worth
of dry opium every day, as it keeps me active. I attend
to my work daily. 1 am married and have two
children.

Nazirshaw Omarshi, tall, and somewhat weakly,
aid :—I am 48, and was born at Hyderabad. I began
to smoke madat, for asthma, ten years ago. I smoke
six pice worth a day, and feel well so long as I take it.

I earn my living by begging.

Abdoola Mahomed, a short, thick-set man of very
happy disposition, said :—I am 45, and come from
Arabia. I was formerly a soldier in the Hyderabad
army, but left it in consequence of ill-health. I am
now earning my living by begging, and make from
six to eight annas a day. I have smoked madat for the
last six years. I smoke about four pice worth a day.

I am married and have one child. My health has very
much improved _sinoe 1 began smoking madat, and I am
now trying to find out some employment for me.

Mahomed Ismael, well-pi'oserved for his years, said

:

—I was born in Hyderabad, and am 70 years of age. I

am a coffee-seller, and work eight hours a day. I have
taken opium for the last 40 years. Formerly I smoked
madat, but now I take crude opium, as it is cheaper. I

take opium as a luxury. I have two children and am
quite happy.

Vazir Shai, tall, and of fine physique, said :—I am
i'l, and am a native of Delhi. I was a sowar in the
Nizam's cavalry, but left it on account of ill-health.

I now make my living by begging, and get about six

annas a day and food. I have smoked madat for the
last 10 years as a cure for asthma. It has done me
much good, but if I leave it off my asthma returns. I

smoke four pice worth a day. I am mari'ied and have
one child.

Abdool Karim, thin, but healthy and cheerful, said;

-I belong to Ahmednaggar, and am )jO years of age.

I am an ear-cleaner, i have to move about in the
town the whole day. I earn from six to eight annas
a day. I take madat to keep away a cough from which
I suffer. I have smoked madat for the last three

years. I take two or three pice worth dailj'. I have
good appetite.

Sekh Chand Dada, short, but well built, said :—I am
30 years of age, and was born at Hyderabad. I have
smoked madat as a luxury for the past six months. I

smoke two pice worth a day. I earn my living by
begging. My general health is very good.

Haji Oosman, in fair condition, said :—I was born at

Poena, and am 36 years of age. I am a lascar, work
eight hours a. day, and earn Es. 15 a month. I have
smoked madat as a luxury for the last 10 years. I

smoke two pice worth daily. Opium smoking has done
me no harm. My health is good, and I have good
appetite. Why should I leave off smoking?

Haji Fakir Mahomed, tall, and in good health, said

:

--I belong to Kutch Mandvi, and am 46 years old. I
am a hawker, and earn 10 annas a day. I have smoked
madat as a luxury for the last 15 years. I smoke two
annas worth daily. If I find that smoking does me
harm, I will give it up.

Telwar Bahadur, a fairly strong man, said :—I was
born at Malwa, and am 46 years of age. I am a beggar,
and get about six annas a day and food. I began to

smoke madat 20 years ago. I smoke two auiias worth
of madat a day. I take it as a luxury. I go out
begging for five hours and sometimes seven hours a
day.

Aiivar Khan Kalekhan, somewhat delicate-looking,

aaid:—I was born at Grwaliar, and am 30 years old.

I am a singer, an^i earn eight annas a day. I took to
smoking madat as a luxury four years ago. I smoke
one anna worth a day. My general health is good, but
just at present I have fever and have taken not' ood.

Mahomed Khan Goolam Khan, medium-sized man,
in fair condition, said :—-I am 35 years of age, and
was born in Delhi. When the Burmese Prince was
dethroned I was then in the Commissariat, but I am
now working as a bricklayer, and earn eight annas a
day. I began to smoke madat five years ago. I took
it for hernia. I am now very much better, and am
able to do my work. I smoke two annas worth daily.

Bahadur Khan Fatekhan, of medium height, healthy
appearance, and bright disposition, said:—I am a
native of Jabulpore, and am 35 years of age. I go out
begging, and earn one rupee a day. Five years ago 1
was suffering from lung complaint, and took to
smoking madat. I am much better now, but if I
do not smoke I feel ^ery bad. I smoke two annas
worth every day.

Hussein Oassum, medium-sized, but strong looking,
said :—I am 30 years of age, and come from Poona. I
am a dock labourer, and earn from nine to 12 annas a
day. I have smoked madat for the last two years. I
learnt the habit from friends. I smoke one anna worth
of madat daily. I work about 10 hours a day.

Eamjan Bax well built, and of a very happy dis-
position, said:—I come from Allahabad, and am 39
years of age. I am a hawker, and earn from one rupee
to one rupee and four annas a da}-. I have smoked
madat as a luxury for the last eight years. I smoke
four annas worth a day I am married and have two
children. My health is very good.

Soobhan Ruttonjee, small, but well set up, said : I
belong to Poona, and my age is 35 years. I am a
butcher, and earn 12 annas a day. I have smoked
madat as a luxury for the last two months. I smoke
four pice worth a day. Formerly I took ganja, hut
since taking to madat I have gixew it up. My health
is very good, and I attend to my work regularly every
day.

Asgir Ally Nazir Ally, good looking, well built, and
very intelligent, said :—I am 40, and belong to Patna.
I am a lascar in the P. and 0. Company's service, and
earn Us. 25 a month. I have smoked madat for 12
years. I learnt the habit from friends. I smoke two
annas worth a day when I am on shore, but when at
sea I do not smoke at all.

Mohidin Salamaf , a])parently about 35 years of age,
in good condition, said :—1 come from Mixdras, I do
not know how old I am. I am a lascar, and earn from
eight to 10 annas a day. I have smoked madat as a
luxury for the pjist 10 years. I smoke 11 pice worth
ii day. My health, as well my appetite, is very good.

GoolabdasR Laloobhai, a smart, good looking youn"
man, said :—I come from Ahmedabad, and am 27 years
of age. I am a letter-writer, and earn Rs. 16 a month.
I have smoked chundool as a luxury for the past five
years. I smoke four annas worth a dav. When I go
to my native country I stop taking it. For the first
two or three days I miss it, but, after that, the desire
for it leaves me. I am married, and provide for my
wife, and also my mother.

Baboo Sekh Amir Oola, bright, but in broken health,
said :—I come from Delhi, and am 45 years of ao-e. I
make my living by selling beetle-leaAes, my earnings
being from six to eight annas a day. I work 10 hours
daily. I have smoked chundool as a luxury for the last
10 years. I smoke five pice worth daily. Four years
ago I tried to leave ofl' the habit, but at once felt sick
and so I took to it again.

'

Khare Khan, a fine handsome old Arab, objected at
first to answer the questions put to him, as he thought
an agitation was being got up to close the smoking
houses. After much persuasion, ho stated that he was
a horse-dealer, that he had smoked two annas worth of
chundool daily for the last six years, and that his health
was very good.

Mir Abbas Mir Khan Ally, a handsome looking man
of splendid physique, said :—I come from Lncknow
and am -,0 years of age. I am in the employ of a
horse-dealer, and earn Ks. 1-8 a day. I havo smoked
cInmdooL as a luxury for the past 20 years I smoke
five annas worth a day. If people get good food and
chundool It will never hurt their health It only
injures the starving. I keep very good health, and am
very strong If you wish to gauge my strength Iam willing to fight. I am married and have three
children.

Abdool Rehman, tall, and not very strong said -—I
belong to Ajmere, and am 39 years of age. I have
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smoked chundool for the past eight years. I took to it

as I had asthma. I now feel very much better, but if

I leave off ahundool my old complaint returns and I
pass restless nights. I smoke four pice worth a day.

Sekh Baban, strong and healthy, said:

—

T. am 30
years of age, and come from Poena. I am a fireman
in one of Messrs. Greave's Cotton Mills, and earn
Rs. 18 a month. I work six hours a day. I was
suffering from a severe cough two years ago, and took
to smoking chundool. I smoke one anna's worth a day,
and feel much better for it.

Haji Sulleman, in splendid condition for his age,

active, and intelligent, said :—I am 70 years of age. I
am a cabman, work 10 hours a day, and earn 12 annas.

Twenty years ago I was very weak and had pains in

my stomach. I took to smoking dhwndool on the advice
of some friends. Since then I have been keeping good
health. I smoke four pice worth daily. I am married
and have three children.

Ahoo Bukur, cheerful and robust, said:—I come
from Malabar, and am 40 years of age. I am a lasoar

in the P. and 0. Company's service, and earn Rs. 20 a

month. I have sm.oked chumdool as a luxury on and
off for the last six years. When I am at sea I do not
take opium in any form. When on shore, I smoke
chundool, four pice worth a day. I am married and
have four children. I also support my old mother.

Mahom.ed Ally, a very good specimen of a healthy
old man, said:—lam 75. I am a Persian-writer and
earn Rs. 20 a month. I have smoked chundool as a
luxury for the past 40 years. I smoke three pice worth
daily. I keep good health and work all day, but I

must have my chundool or dry opium. My wife is

dead, but I have two children.

Hurry Kherdari, small, but in good condition said :

—

I come from Satara, and am 40 years of age. I am a
cabman, and earn from twelve annas to one rupee a

day. 1 work ten hours a day. I have smoked chundool

for the last eight years. I am not injured in any way.
I smoke two annas worth a day. If I did not have it I

should feel ill.

Sayed Sadoo, a remarkably fine man for his age.

said :—I belong to Surat, and am 65 years old. I am a
cabman, and earn about 12 annas a day. I have taken
opium for the last 30 years as a luxury. Formerly 1

took madat, bat now I smoke chundool. I smoke one
anna's worth a day. If I did not take opium in some
form 1 should not be able to do my work. I am quite

healthy and have a good appetite. I am married and
have two children.

Ahmed Yakub, of healthy and active appearance,

said :—I am a native of Viramgaum,and am 25 years of

age. I am a milkman, and earn from Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-8

a day. I have smoked chundool as a luxury for the last

five years. I smoke four annas worth a day. I have
never stopped the habit, and do not mean to do so. My
wife is dead, but I have two children living. They do

do not eat or smoke opium.

Ahmed Rahim, a big, well built man, said :—1 was
born at Nasik and am 33 years of age. I am a lascar

in the service of the P. and 0. Company, and earn

eight annas a day. I have smoked chundool as a luxury

for five years. When I stop smoking it for a few days

I get dysentery. I am very healthy and have a good

appetite.

Sekh Ahmed Sekh, in good condition, said:—I am
45, and belong to Poona. I am a cloth-seller, and earn

seven annas a day. I have smoked madat as a luxury

for the last four years. I smoke three pice worth a

day. I have good health while I take it, but if 1 could

not get it I should die.

Sekh Ahmed, not looking very well on account of

suffering from fistula, said:—I was born at Barreilly,

and am 40 years of age. I am the keeper of a madat

shop, and earn from 12 annas to one rupee a day. I

have smoked madat as a luxury for the last 15 years.

I smoke two annas worth a day. My geneval health is

very good, as is my appetite. I do not look well on

account of little sickness, besides, I am worried on

account of my wife having been ill for the last five

months.

Sulleman Moqssa, a good-looking, healthy man,

said :—I was born iit Gogo, and a.m 45 years of age. I

am ii milkman, and oani from one rupee to two rupees

a day. I have taken dry oi)ium for the last 12 years

for a cough with which 1 used to bu, troubled.^ I am
very much better since taking it, and my appetite has

also improved.

I 82588.

Sekh Ismael Sekh Mahomed, rather thin but enjoying ^^?- XXII.

good health, said :—I am a native of Janjira, and am
60 years of age. I keep a chwidool shop, and earn 10
annaa a day. I have smoked chundool for the last 30
years as a luxury. Formerly I smoked 12 annas worth
a day, but I have now reduced the quantity to two
annas a day. I stopped smoking so heavily because it

did me some harm. I am keeping very good health
now.

Buxshoo Bbrahim, in fair condition, said :—I am 50
years old, and come from Cochin. I am a knife-seller,

and make eight annas a day. I have smoked chumdool
as a luxury for the last 20 years. I smoke two annas
worth a day. I enjoy good health. I am married and
have two children, but none of them take opium.

Mahomed Joolan Hussein, tall, and not very strong,

said :—I am 37 years old, and come from Calcutta. I

am a weaver, and earn Rs. 16 a month. Two years ago
I was in a delicate state of health, and took to smoking
chundool. I am feeling strong now, and my appetite

has also improved. I smoke one anna's worth daily.

Mir Sekh Hussein, in rather poor condition, said :—

I

am 50 years old. I am a seller of bangles, and earn six

annas a day. I have smoked chundool as a luxury for

the past ten years. I smoke two annas worth a day.

My health keeps good, so long as I get the chundool.

Ebrahim Esmael, healthy, active, and intelligent,

said :—I am a native of Kattiawar, and am 38 years of

age. I am a, cabman, earn 12 annas a day, and work
all night. I have smoked chundool as a luxury for the
last 12 years. I smoke four annas worth daily. It has
not done me any harm. In fact I get sick when I

do not take it. I once left off chundool, but during that

time I took dry opium.

Rahim Khan Mir Jan, healthy, and of cheerful dis-

position, said :—I am 55 years old. I am a tailor, and
make Rs. 20 a month. I work ten hours every day. I

have taken dry opium, as a luxury for the last 20 years.

I take three pice worth a day. I am married and have
two children. I have been twice to Oabul in the
hospital service. I am very strong, and if Government
want my services I am quite ready to join the army.

Fareed Bux Mahomed, well-developed and intelligent,

said :—I am 38, and come from Aurungabad. I am a
cabman, earn eight annas, and work nine hours a day.
I have smoked chundool as a luxury for 10 years. I

smoke two annas worth a day. My health is good so

long as I take chundool.

Aloo Din Rahim Bux, healthy and smart-looking,

said :—I come from Delhi, and am 30 years old. I am
a gold embroiderer, and earn Rs. 34 a month, and work
nine hours a day. I am not a regular smoker of
chundool. I smoke every third day. I smoke four pice

worth a day. I take it as a luxury. I began smoking
chundool when I was 24 years old. I am not married,
but I support my mother, who is in her native country.

Baboo Sadubhai, a small man, bright and intelligent,

said ;—I was born in Goa, and am 60 years of age. I
am a tailor, and earn eight annas a day. I have smoked
chundool for the last 20 years. I take dry opium when
I go to my native country. I keep good health as long
as I take chundool. I am married and have four

children. I smoke two annas worth of chundool daily.

Chand Rajan Ahmed, of slender-build, but bright
and active, said :—I am 40 years of age. I get my
living as a tin-maker. I make about 10 annas a day.

I have smoked cJiwiidool for the past 12 years for fever.

My health now is good. I smoke two annas worth a
day. I am married and have one daughter.

Asbmi Bux Hussein, a fine, well-built man, said :—

I

am 25, and come from Fattipur. I am a dyer, and earn
12 annas a day. I have smoked chundool as a luxury
for the past five years. I smoke two annas worth a
day. I am married and have one child. I send part

of my eai-nings to my old mother, who is in her native

country.

Abdool Rehman Sekli Cassum, well-conditioned,

said :—I am 45, and belong to Bombay. I am a gold
embroiderer, and earn Re. 1 to Rs. 1-8-0 a day. I have
smoked chundool as a luxury for the past 12 years. I

smoke four pice worth a day. It would do me harm
if I did not take it. I am married, have two wives and
children. I work 10 hours a day.

Sekh Hydi.'r Gookar, thin, and rather delicate lucking,

said :— i come from Indore, and am 4-'^ years of age. I

sell country tobacco, and earn eight- annas a day. I

have smoked chundool as a luxury for the past 20 years.

3 Q
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AP£i. XXil. I smoke three annas worth a day. My health is good,

and so is my appetite. I work nine hours a day.

Sirdir Khan Buddur Khan, splendidly built, and of

capital physique, said :—I come trom Lucknow, and am
37 years of age. I am a goldsmith, and earn Es. 35 a

month. I have smoked cJmndool for the last three

years. I smoke fovir pice worth daily. I take it as a

luxury. My health is very good, and so is my appetite.

My parents are living, and I provide for them. I work
ten hours a day.

Din Mahomed Bhugvandass, in good condition, and

cheerful disposition, said :—I belong to Bhopal and am
45 years of age. I am a beggar, and get three annas a

day and my food. I have smoked chundool as a luxury

for the past 10 years. I smoke three pice worth a day.

Nathoo Lalubhai, in the enjoyment of good health,

said :—I come from Ahmedabad, and am 50 years of

age. I am a cook, and earn eight annas a day and get

my food. I have smoked chundool as a luxury on and
off for the last 30 years. I smoke five pice worth a

day. Sometimes I leave it oflf for a few days, but it

does not make any difference to me. I am married and
have four children.

Giinpat Narayen, tall and thin, said:—I belong to

Poona, and am 25 years of age. I am a coolie, and earn

six annas a day. I have smoked chundool as a luxury
for the last 10 years. I smoke six pice worth a day. I

work from early in the morning till late in the evening.

My mother is living, and I provide for her.

Mahomed Esoo, thick-set and healthy, said :—I was
born at Ooran, and am 25 years of age. I am a fitter,

and earn eight annas a day. I have smoked chundool

for the last five months as a luxury. I smoke one
anna's worth a day. My health is good, and I do my
every day's work regularly.

Syed Jalal, under-sized, said :—I come from Nasik,
and am 50 years of age. I am a seller of old clothes,

and make eight annas a day. I have smoked chundool
as a luxury for the last 30 years. It has done me no
harm. I smoke three annas worth a day. I have never
dropped the habit. I had five children, but two are

dead. My wife is living, she does not smoke opium.

Sekh Mahomed Sekh Hussein, a big strong man,
said :— I was born in Bombay, and am 38 years of age.

I am a fireman in the service of the P. and 0. Company,
and earn from Es. 18 to Es. 20 a month. I have smoked
chundool as a luxury, on and oiF, for the past eight
year.s. I smoke two annas worth a day. When I go
to sea I take dry opium. I work nine hours a day. My
health is good, and so is my appetite. I am married,
and have two children.

Bsooji Pitale, tall wiry man, said ;.—I belong to

Nagpore, and am 55 years of age. I took to smoking
chundool as a. luxury in Delhi 40 years ogo. I smoke
two annas worth a day. I am healthy, and have a good
appetite. I am married, and have two children. I get
my living as a cabman, and earn eight annas a day.

Hakim Eamjan Ally, in very good condition, said :

—

I am 70, and come from Paizabad. I am a native
doctor, and earn from Es. 20 to Es. 30 a month. I have
smoked chundool as a luxury for the past 20 years. I
smoke four annas worth daily. I am married, and
have three children. The moderate use of opium will
never injure anybody. If there was any truth in such
a contention, I should not have reached my present
good old age. My father was an opium-eater, and he
died at the age of 85.

Eanezan Ally Budul, somewhat thin, but healthy,
said :—I come from Paizabad, and am 45 years of age.
I am a weaver, and earn eight annas a day. I have
smoked chundool as a luxury for six years. I smoke two
annas worth daily. My appetite is very good. I work
eight hours a day.

Mahomed Hussein Goolam Hussein, thin but healthy,
said :—I am 40, and come from Barreily. I earn my
living by begging. I get about seven annas a day.
Some years ago I went wrong in my head, and took to
opium. Now 1 am in my full senses and able to work.
Opium is a blessing, otherwise I should have before this
died in a lunatic asylum.

Abdool Eehman, a fine, healthy, muscular man,
said :—I am 45 years of age, and belong to Bombay. I
am a lascar, and earn Es. 16 a month. I have smoked
chundool, on and off, for the last 12 years as a luxury.
When on shore, I smoke from two to three annas worth
opium a day, but, when at sea, I take dry opium. Six

years ago I had a chimdool shop near the Boyal Albert
Docks in London, and all the lascars used to come
there, but after two years some people did me out of

some money, and so I had to take to the sea again. My
health is very good, and when at sea I work 10 hours
a day.

Abdool Eehman, healthy and cheerful, said :—I am
37 years of age, and come from Kutch Mandvi. I am a
dyer, and earn Es. 12 a month. I have smoked ch/wndool

as a luxury for the last seven years. I smoke three
annas worth daily. I left it off some time ago, but had
to take to it again, as I felt pains in my joints. If my
health were not good I should not be able to work eight
or 10 hours a day, as I do.

Soobrati Soolar, whose weakly appearance was ac-

counted for by an internal complaint, said :—I come
from Oawnpore, and am 45 years of age. I am a weaver,
and earn seven annas a day. Por the last 12 years, I
have smoked six pice worth of chundool daily. I am
married, and have one child.

Cumroodin Mahomed Essa, tall, and in very good
condition, said :—I am 45, and come from Aurangabad.
I am employed by the licensee of a chundool shop, and
earn Es. 30 a month. I have smoked chundool for the
last 22 years. I smoke five annas worth a day. I took
to opium as I was suffering from dysentery, and it cured
me. Pour years back I left it ofi' for two or three days,
but as I felt very bad, I took to it again. I was in a
hospital for two months, but the medicines I was
given did me no good. I am married, and have two
children.

HuBun Mumdnl, healthy, well-built man, said :—I am
40, and come from Oambay. I am a cook, and earn
Es. 20 a month. I have smoked chundool as a luxury
for the past 15 years, but my health is not injured in
any way.

Eamjan Adam Saheb, tall, thin, but quite healthy,
said :—I am 36, and come from Kurachi. I am a
shampooer, and make from four to .six annas a day and
get my food. 1 learnt the habit of smoking chundool
from friends 18 years ago. Pormerly I smoked eight
annas worth a day, but when my father died I had not
so much money to spend, and so I reduced the quantity
to two annas. Besides, I was formerly a bachelor, but
now I am married, and have one child.

Ahmed Ally, Subedarally, well-built and smart
lookuig, said :—I belong to Bombay, and am 30 years
of age. I am a tailor, and earn 10 annas a day. I work
10 hours daily. I have smoked chundool as a luxury for
eight years. I smoke three annas worth daily.

Abdul Kadir, a fine powerful man, said:—I am 50,
and come from Allahabad. I am a cloth seller, and
make Es. 30 a month. I have smoked chundool for
20 years, as a luxury, Pormerly I smoked one rupee's
worth daily, but now I smoke only four annas worth.
I reduced the quantity because the excess did me some
harm. I am now keeping very good health, and work
nine hours a day. I am married, and have six children,
but none of them smoke.

Haji Ally, big well-built man, said :—I am 57, and
come ftom Arabia. I am a lascar, and earn Es. 20 a
month. I have smoked chundool, on and ofi', for the
last 10 years, as a luxury. I learnt the habit in company
with friends in China. I am not a regular smoker.
When I do smoke, I take four pice worth. I am always
cheerful and happy. My health is very good.

Hussein Juma, stont, and in good health, said :—

I

am 45, and belong to Kathiawar. I am a baker, and
earn six annas a day. I have smoked chundool for 15
years. I took it as I had bleeding piles. I was in the
Sir Jamsetji Jeejibhoy Hospital for eight months with
that complaint, but the medicines, did not do me any
good, and I left the hospital. Then I was under the
treatment of some native doctors for another year, but
I was not cured. Ultimately, friends advised m'e to
take a little opium every day. I did so, and since then
am much better, and my appetite has also much
improved. I smoke three annas worth of chundool
every day.

Aboo Bukkur Sekh Ally, tall, thin, and active, said :—
Bombay is my native place, and I am 60 years of age.
I am a, moola (priest), and get five annas a day and
food. I have smoked chimdool as a luxury for 20 years.
I smoke four pice worth daily. My health is good.

Elalii Kadur, i, big, well-set-up man, said:—I was
born in Oawnpore, and am 64 years of age. I am em-
ployed as a mill-hand, and earn 14 annas a day I
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learut to smoke chundool from some friends 14 or 15
years ago. When I first took to the habit, I smoked
four pice worth a day, but I now take two annas worth.
I am married, and have one child. My wife and child
are in Oawnpore, and I send them part of my pay every
month.

Moosafkhan Hyder Khan, over 6 feet, a powerful
man, said :—I was born in Lucknow, and am 29 years
of age. I am a tailor, earn 10 annas a day, and work
12 hours daily. I learnt to smoke 6hy,ndool from friends

10 years ago. I smoke four annas worth daily.

Goolam. Hussein' Boolki, short, bi;it strong, said :—

1

am 52, and come from Benares. I am a weaver, and
earn eight annas a day. I have smoked chimddol for the
past 16 years. I took it as I was suffering from colic.

I was under medical treatment for one year and a half,

but got no relief. Some friends advised me to take
opium. I did so, and got much better. Four years
ago I felt completely recovered, and gave it up for four
months. The result was that my health began to fail,

and my eye-sight became dim. On the advice of a

native doctor I again took to opium. I sm.oke two
annas worth of ch/wndool every day, and now enjoy
excellent health. I am. married, and have two children.

Syed Oosman, thin, but healthy and intelligent-

looking, said :—I am 60, and come from Aurungabad.
I earn my living as a beggar. I have smoked chnndool

as a luxury for 30 years. Form.erly I smoked nine

annas worth a day, but as I do not get so much money
now, I have reduced the quantity to two annas worth.

I go out begging at 6 a.m., and return at 10 a.m., and
again go out in the evening from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. I

am in the enjoyment of good health.

Yakub Mahomed Hussein, a good specimen of his

race, said :—I am 45, and was born in Deooan Hydera-
bad. I am a bricklayer, and earn 12 annas a day. I

have smoked two annas worth of ohundool daily for the

last 20 years. A native doctor advised me to take it,

as I was suffering from dropsy. When I go up country

I take dry opium, as I cannot get ch/umdool. I am
mari-ied, and have two children. I am enjoying very

good health.

Mazim Din Kalekhan, strong, healthy-looking man,
said :—I am 30, and come from Oawnpore. I am a

lascar in the P. and 0. Company's servide, and earn

Es. 25 a month. I take chundool as a luxury. But I

am not a regular smoker. When I do smoke ohundool

I take from two to three annas worth. I have practised

the habit for the last two years.

Nunekhan Hazi, a well-built man, standing over six

feet, said :—I am 50, and was bom at Teheran. I am
a sweetmeat seller, and earn from six to eight annas

a day. I have smoked chundool as a luxury for the last

20 years. I smoke two annas worth daily. A person

who wishes to live long and enjoy good health must
take opium.

G-anga Grir B.amgir, a robust handsome man, said :

—

I come from Nasik, and am 45 years of age. I get my
living by begging, which brings me in from eight annas

to one rupee a day. I have smoked chundool as a

luxury for the last 20 years. I smoke from one to two
annas worth a day. I had left off smoking for about

two years, but took to it again as I liked it. A year

ago I was offered a place of a peon, but I would not

take it, as I earn more by begging.

SuUeman Noor Mahomed, medium height, of good

physique, said :—I was born at Poona, and am 30 years

of age. I am a singer, and earn from 12 annas to one

rupee a day. I have smoked four pice worth of chundool

as a luxury for the past two months.

Balla Hurry, well-built and intelligent, said :—I am
25, and was born at Poona. I am a vegetable-seller,

make 12 annas, and work 10 hours a day. I have

smoked madat as a luxury for the past nine months. I

smoke three pice worth daily. Since I have taken to

opium my health has very much improved.

Mir Ally Hook, in good condition, said :—I come

from Cutch Mandvi, and am 55 years of age. I am a

shopkeeper. I have taken one pice worth of dry opium

daily for the past seven years. If I did not take opium

I should not be able to do my work. I am married and

have six children, but none of them take opium. Why
do Government want to close the opium shops P Opium

has done us no harm ; besides, we have never raised

any complaint. Why should Government hear the

Padris and Mooktifaujwallas (clergymen and Salvation-

ists). They know nothing about tl^e mfitter. It is the

duty of Government to consult the opium consumer
themselves before taking any steps in the matter.

Abdool Ibrahim, in rather poor condition, said :—

I

am 29, and come from Poona. I am a cloth seller, and
make six annas a day. I have smoked two annas worth
of chundool daily for the past 12 years. I left it offonce
for a short while, but as I began to lose my appetite I
again took to chuHdool. My appetite now is as good as
I could wish it to be.

'

'

'

Samen Khoodabux, tall and well developed, said :—

I

was born in Deooan Hydrabad, and am 30 years of age.
I get my living by, selling rings, and make about eight
annas a day. I have smoked chwndool as a luxury for
14 years. I smoke six pice worth daily. My appetite
is good and so is my health.

Syed Hussein Syed Ally, a strong healthy man,
said :—I am 30, and come from Hydrabad. I am a
horse broker, and make Es. 40 a month. I have smoked
chwndool as a luxury for the past six years. I smoke six

annas worth a day. I am not married. I have my
parents whom I give half of my earnings.

Sooryat Ally Maudishaw, tall and healthy, said :—

I

was born at Hydrabad, and am 35 years of age. I am a
labourer, and earn six annas a day. I have smoked
ohundool for the last 10 years. I smoke three pice worth
a day. Some friends taught me the habit. When I
leave of chundool I take dry opium, but if I do not take
one or the other I get dysentery. If Government close

these chundool shops I shall take dry opium.

Abdoola Khan Aliar Khan, healthy and of cheerful
disposition, said :—I come from Delhi, and am 40 years
of age. I am a cabman, and earn Es. 13 a month. I
have taken chundool as a luxury for the past 20 years.

I smoke three annas worth a day. I once left it off, but
did not feel any ill effects from doing so. I am married
and have had five children, but only three of them are
alive.

Sayed Mir Adar AUi, healthy and bright, said :—

I

am 24, and come from Lucknow. I am a carpenter, earn
12 annas, and work nine hours daily. I have smoked
one anna's worth of chundool daily as a luxury for the
past two years. I am married and have one child.

Osman Khan Sorab Khan, a well built healthy man.
said :—I am a native of Delhi, and am 45 years of age,
I am a tin-maker, earn from 12 annas to two rupees, and
work eight hours a day. I have smoked chundool as a
luxury for the last six years. I smoke four annas worth
a day.

Shekh Amir Sekh Hussein, short and rather delicate

looking, said :—I was born at Khundwar, and am 35 years
of age. I am a tea seller, and make six annas a day, I
have smoked chundool for the past ten years as a
luxury. I smoke two annas worth a day. I once left

it off for a time but could not takemy food. Immediately
after resuming the habit my appetite improved.

Mohidin Oassum, who seemed to be in very poor
health, said :—I am 25, and come from JSTasik. I am a
singer, and earn ten annas a day. I have smoked
chundool as a luxury for eight years. I smoke two
annas worth daily. I have been suffering from fever
these last 10 days.

Amik Luman Adookh, a fine, big, strong man, said :

—

I am 24, and come from Persia. I am an Arabic writer,

and earn about one rupee a day. I have smoked four

pice worth of chundool daily as a luxury for the last 12

months.

Sayed Daod, a fine heal thy-looking old man, said : —

I

am 66, and come from Bahranpur. I have smoked
chundool for the past 30 years. I smoke four annas
worth a day. I enjoy the hest of health, and am quite

happy. I have 11 children. I am a pensioner.

Earn Govind, a strong, good-looking man, said :—

I

come from Satara, and am 36 years of age. I am a
beggar, and earn six annas a day and my food. I have
smokod chundool for nearly four years. I smoke four

pice worth a day. I left it off for a month or two, but
during that time I took dry opium. I go out begging
seven hours every day.

Samuel Benjamin, well set up, said :—I am 36 years

of age, and belong ^o Bombay. I am a Naik in the 18tb

Bombay Infantry, and get Es. 18 a month. I smoke six

pice worth of chwndool a day. I learnt the habit in

Cabul. I keep very good health, otherwise I should be
compelled to retire. I know many men in the army
who take opium, without which they would not enjoy

the excellent health they do now.
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ATP. XXII. Mir Khan Bahadur Khan, short, good-looking, and in

the best of health, said :—I come from Deccan Hydra-
bad, and am 25 years of age. I am a Porsiun letter

writer, and earn 12 annas a day. I have smoked four
annas worth of chundool daily as a luxury for the last

two years.

Fakir Mahomed Sekh Mahomed, stout, healthy and
intelligent, said :^I am 29, and was born in Hydrabad
(Deccan). I am a fireman in the service of the P. and
0. Company, and earn Es. 18 a month. I have smoked
chundool as a luxury for the past six years. I do not,

however, smoke every day. I smoke every second or

third day. I take three annas worth. While at sea
I sometimes take dry opium. I have been keeping very
good health.

Mahomed Yusuph, over 6 feet, strong, and well pro-

portioned, said :—I am 28, and was born at Peshawar.
I am a tailor, earn eight annas, and work seven hours a
day. I have smoked chundool as n luxury for the last

four years, I smoke two annas worth a day. If I do
not take it I should not be able to do my work. My
appetite is very good.

Siillum Noor Mahomed, very robust, said :—I was
born at Poena, and am 39 years of age. I am a singer,

and earn one rupee a day. I have smoked four pice
worth of chundool daily for the past two moiths as a
luxury. Formerly I used to drink country liquor.

Ebrahim Khamisin, thin, but of fairly healthy
appearance, said :—I am .37, and come from Junaghad.
I am a Victoria driver, earn from 12 annas to one
rupee, and work from eight to ten hours a day. T have
smoked chundool as a luxury for 12 years. I smoke
four annas worth a day.

Sayed Hyder, tall, strong, and active looking, said

:

—I come from Sliolapur, and am 30 years of age. I

am a stevedore's foreman, and earn one rupee a day.
I commenced to smoke chundool eight years ago. Some
friends taught me the habit. I do not smoke every
day ; when I do I take three pice worth.

Ulphat Sekh Hussein, in excellent health, said :—

I

am 25, and was born in Bombay. I am a beggar, and
get three annas a day and my food. I have smoked
six pice worth of chundool daily as a luxury for the
past three years.

Bhiroo Nathoo, good looking, bright, and healthy,
said:—I was born at Benares, and am 35 years of age.

I am a sweetmeat seller, and earn six annas a day.
I have smoked chundool for the last two years. I
smoke two pice worth a day.

Mijikhan Mamookhan, stout, active, and intelligent,

said :—I was born at Lucknow, and am 50 years of age.
I am a gold embroiderer, and earn from Es. 10 to Rs. 20
a month, and work eight hours a day. I was alwa3'S

strong and healthy. Some years ago I took a chill

from sleeping on damji ground, and this brought on
rheumatism. I had dreadful pain in my legs, in the
sides, and between the shoulders. For several months
I went on in this way. I was under the care of the
doctor for many months, but as I got no better, one of
mj' friends recommended me to take oj)ium. I did so.

By degrees I got stronger and stronger, and the pain
left me. My appetite also improved, and I have never
ailed anything to speak of since. When I do not take
opium I cannot eat. I smoke four annas worth of
chundool daily. I am married and have three children.

Itoo Manaji, tall, but not very strong, said :—I come
from Kolapoor, and am 30 years of age. I am a oooly,
and earn six annas a day. I smoke two annas worth a
day. I work six hours daily.

Dugroo Bhicaji, well-conditioned, said :—I am 30, and
come from Poena. I am a blacksmith, and earn 10 annas
a day, I have smoked chundool for the past 12 years.
I smoke one anna's worth daily. The chundool shops
were closed in Poena last year, and as I did not get
chundool my health began to fail me, so I came down
to Bombay, and am carrying on my business here. I am
all right now. I am married and have one child.

They live with me.

Eamprasad Bhavani, thin and weakly, said :—I come
from Dharwar, and am 30 years of age. I am a sweet-
meat seller, and earn four annas a day. I am si^lfering

from asthma, which is the reason for my taking opium.
So long as I get my smoke I keep fairly in good health.
I have smoked chundool for the hist 10 years.

Gormoo Maini, a well-built young man, said: I

was bom in Calcutta, and am 20 years of age. I am a
lascar in the P. and 0. Company's service, and earn

Es. 13 a month. I have smoked chundool for about one
year and a half. When on shore, I smoke four pice

worth daily. When I go to sea I take dry opium for

the first two or three days, and I then leave ofl' the
habit till I return to shore. My parents are living,

and I Kive them ])art of my earnings.

Babaji Laximan, healthy, fine-looking man, said:

—

I was born at Alibag, and am 30 years of age. I read
religious books amongst the Hiudus, and earn Es. 30
a month. I began to smoke chundool as a luxury six

years ago. I smoke five annas worth of chundool every
day. My health is very good, and so is my appetite. I
am married, and have one son.

Sekh Abdool Eehman, tall and robust, said :—I am
30, and belong to Tallegam. I am a las^car, and earn
Es. 18 a month. I have taken chumdool since I was
12 years of age. I now smoke four annas worth a day.
T work hard all day. While I take chundool my health
and appetite are good.

Amrit Laximom, of medium height, and in good
condition, said :—I am 35, and belong to Goran. .1 am
a cabman, and earn from Es. 2 to Es. 4 a day. I have
smoked chundool as a luxury for the last 18 years. I
smoke four annas worth a day. Three months ago
I went to my native country, and not being able to
get chitnduol there, I became sick, and had to return
to Bombay. So long as I get chundool my health is

good and am able to work. I work 10 hours a day. I
am married and have two children. I also support my
old parents.

Damodar Eupjee, small, but in good condition, said:—I belong to Jamnagar, and am 30 years of age. I am
a coooanut seller, and earn seven annas daily. I began
to smoke chundool as a luxury four years ago. I smoke
two annas' worth daily.

Fez Mahomed Goolam Khan, well built and in good
health, said :—I am 48, and come from Lucknow. I am
a commission agent, and earn from Es. 60 to Es. 100 a
month. I commenced to smoke chundool 20 years ago,
but I am not a regular smoker. When I do smoke 1
take four pice worth. Sometimes I take dry opium.
Some years ago I smoked one rupee's worth of chundool
a day, but it was too much for my health, and I thought
it was an expensive luxury, so I reduced the quantity.
I am married and have two children.

Ahmed Hussein, in fairly good condition, said :—
I come from Barreilly, and am 37 years of age. I am a
tailor, and earn eight annas a day. I began to smoke
chundool 11 jenTB ago. Formerly I used to take it in
large quantities, but now I am not a regular smoker.
When I do smoke I take only four pice worth. I take
it for asthma. I am now feeling considerably better,
I send part of my earnings to my parents, but when I
was taking chundool to excess I was unable to send them
anything.

Noor Mahomed Goolam Mahomed, health broken,
said :— f am 2.S, arid come from Benares. lam a beggar^
and earn 10 annas daily. With the exception of two or
three annas for food I spend all my earnings in chundool.
I have smoked chundool for the past seven years. My
general health is not very good.

Abdool Eehman, strong, good-looking man, said •

I am 26, and come Nusserabad. I am a beggar, and
earn about eight annas a day. T have smoked chundool
as a luxury for the past three years. Formerly I
smoked four annas worth a day, but I have now
reduced the quantity to two annas worth.

Samatkhan Bundekhan, tall, thin, and of a very happy
disposition, said:—I come from Delhi, and am 40 years
of age. I am a blacksmith, earn 12 annas, and work
10 hours daily. I have taken chundool as a luxury for
the past 12 years. I smoke two annas worth a dayMy health and appetite are both good. I am married
and have three children.

Nobob Mirza, thin, with shortened leg, but intelligent
said:- 1 am a native of Lucknow, and am 45 years
ot age. I am an Arabic teacher, and earn Es 15 amonth. Some years ago I got a fall while flying a kite
i had to take to my bed, and was attended by a doctor
After a month I was able to move about, but the pain
in my stomach and the chest did not leave me. Some-
times I felt better, sometimes worse, but never wellSome friends advised me to take opium. I did so and
after a few days the pain disappeared. The habit
afterwards settled on me. When I do not take chundool.my old complaint returns. I smoke one anna's worth
daily. I am married and hjive one daughter.
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Gni-ib Parath, strong, well-built, active niiin, said:

—

I was boi-n at Hydrabad, and am 40 years of ago. J am
a butcher, and earn 10 annas a day. I work 10 hours
daily. I have taken ohundool as a luxury for the last

16 years. I take fonr pice worth daily. 1 always have
good appetite and health.

Badshaw Laloo, tall, strong, and healthy, said:

—

I was born at Oodepore, and am 30 years of age. I am
a cook, and earn Rs. 10 a month. I have smoked
chundool as a luxury for the past 10 years. I smoke
six pice worth daily.

Valoo Virchand, tall, robust, and in good health,

said :—I am 22, and come from Guzerat. I am a
Brahmin (priest). I get Rs. 6 a month, and food and
clothes. I smoke two annas worth of chundool daily.

I have taken it for the last two years.

Sekh Munir Sekh Ourrim, tall, well-developed and
active, said :—I am 37, and Iselong to Mhow. I am a
shopkeeper, and make Rs. 25 a month. I commenced
to smoke chundool as a luxury six years ago. I am not
a regular smoker, but when I do not have chundool I take
dry opium. I smoke one anna's worth of chundool
every day.

Kallidaas Purundass, tall, thin, but healthy, said :

—

1 belong to Lucknow, and am 40 years of age. I am a
beggar, and get eight annas a day and food. I have
smoked chundool as a luxury for 20 years. I smoke
three annas worth a day. When I went to Cabul as a
porter in the Commissariat Department I had to drop
the habit as I could not get clmndool. For the first few
days I suffered, but the craving left me. I keep good
health while I take it regularly. I earn more in

begging, and so I do not care to serve any one.

Abdool Rehman Khan Ismail Khan, of average
height and good health, said :—I am 45, and come from
Delhi. I am a hawker, and make Rs. 13 a month.
I began to smoke opium as a luxury 25 years ago. I

smoke one anna's worth daily. My health is good and
so is my appetite.

Ismail AUi, a robust young man, said :—-I am 26, and
belong to Bombay. I am a dock labourer, and earn
eight annas a day. I have smoked chundool as a luxury
for the past two years. I smoke two pice worth daily.

I work ten hours every day.

Mahomed Esoo, a nice-looking healthy young man,
said :—I am 25, and was born in Bombay. I am a
shopkeeper, and earn from eight annas to a rupee a day.

I took to smoking madat two months ago on account
of fever. I am now better. As soon as I am thoroughly
recovered I shall leave off smoking madat, but I will

continue taking dry opium, as it is a good preventive
for fever.

Abdool Latif, strong, healthy man, said :—I was
born in Bombay, and am 40 years of age. I am a

landowner, and have an income of Rs. 100 a month.

I have smoked madat for 15 years. I smoke eight

annas worth a day. My general health is very good.

I am married and have four children.

Ismael Moosa, a small man, health broken, said :

—

I was born in Bombay, and am 40 years old. I am a

watchmaker, and earn Rs. 2 a day. I have smoked
madat iov the last 13 years. I smoke two annas worth

a day. My health is not good. I never was strong.

Thirteen years ago a friend advised me to take opium
and I did so. Since then I am feeling somewhat
better. Without madat I should be simply miserable.

Raja Khan Ghore Khan, a healthy old man, said :

—

I was born at Poena, and am 65 years of age. I am a

milkman, and earn a rupee a day. I have smoked
madat as a luxury for the past 30 years. I smoke
one anna's worth daily, and drink two seers of milk.

My wife is dead, but I have four children living with

me. I also support my old mother. She does not

smoke madat, but she takes little dry opium every day.

She is 80 years old.

Abdool Rahman, tall, healthy, and active, said :

—

I belong to Allahabad, and am 38 years of age. I am a

biscuit seller, and make Rs. 10 a month. I have

smoked chundool as a luxury for the past four years.

I take six pice worth daily._ My parents are alive and

I send them part of my earnings.

Cassum Khan Abdool Khan, tall, muscular, and full

of vigor, said :—I am 35, and come from Dehra Dun.

I am a gymnast, and make Rs. 20 a month. I have

smoked from two to four annas worth of chwndool daily

during the last 12 years.

Mahomed Pir Mahomed, a very respectable looking
old man, said :—I come from Peshawar, and am 80 years
of age. I am a tobacco seller, earn eight annas, and
work six hours a day. I ha\'c smoked chundool as a
luxury for the past 60 years. Formerly I smoked
one rupee worth a day, but now I generally smoke
two annas worth. When I earn more I smoke more.
My wife is dead, but I have four children and six
grand-children.

Goolam Rusul, strong, robust young man, said:

—

I am '25, and come from Jafferabad. I am a weaver,
and earn eight annas a day. I ha^-e smoked two
annas worth of chundool daily for the past two years.
Last year I left it off for a few days, but was not able
to do much work, so I took to it again. My health is

good. I laugh, I eat, I drink, and am happy. I am
not married, but I am engaged to a girl.

Syed Nazar, a healthy-looking old man, said :—I am
66, and come from Lucknow. I am a beggar, and get
my food and eight annas a day. Twenty-two years
ago a native doctor advised me to take opium, as I had
dreadful pain in my hips and legs. My appetite left

me and I had a bad taste in my mouth. I smoke
five pice worth of chundool daily. My health now is

very good. Smoking does not injure those who are
well fed.

Gagita Sadoola, in fine condition, said :—I am 30,

and come from Lucknow. I am a dyer, and earn
10 rupees a month. I have smoked chundool as a
luxury for the last two years, but I am not a regular
smoker. When I smoke I take two pice worth daily.

My health is very good. I am married and have one
child.

Naiz Ally Mohulril, slightly withered, said :—I am
50, and belong to Ajmere. I have smoked chundool as

a luxury for the last 15 years. I smoke four pice

worth a day. I am married, and have two children.

Mahdoo Davul, a thin wiry man, said :—I belong to

Hydrabad, and am 40 years of age. I am a butcher,

and earn two rupees a day. When I was 35 years of

age I was attacked with rheumatism. A doctor advised
me to take opium. I did so and felt better. I smoke
three annas worth daily. I work 10 hours a day. I am
married, and have three children.

Mahomed Bakir, in poor condition, said :—I am 50,

and come from Ahmedabad. I have smoked chundool
as a luxury for the laft 16 years. Formerly I used
to smoke 12 annas worth, but since the last few
months I have reduced the daily quantity to two annas
worth. I wish the chundool shops were closed, then I
would take dry opium, which would not cost more than
two pice.

Munekhan Chunekhan, medium height, strong, and
cheerful, said :—I come from Rampur, and am 30 years
of age. I am a tea seller, and earn 10 annas a day. I

have smoked chundool as a luxury for the last six years.
I smoke two annas worth daily. I am not married, but
I have my parents. They live im Rampur, and I send
them 5 rupees a month. I earn from 10 annas to
14 annas a day.

Narayen Baboo, a fine, robust young man, said :—

I

was born at Lucknow, and am 25 years old. I am a
cloth merchant, and earn 40 rupees a month. Five years
ago some friends taughtme to smoke chundool. I smoke
two annas worth a day. I am much benefited by its

use. Before I commenced smoking chundool my health
was not very good. Now I am enjoying good health.

I am married, and have one son.

Sekh Hussein Sekh M'aneck, slenderly built, said :

—

I am 36, and come from Patna. I have taken dir
opium for the last four years. I take one pice worth
a day. I was in the Hospital Department during the
last Afghan War. There I took a chill from sitting on
some wet grass. Then 1 was seized with pains in the
chest and back. Some friends advised me to take
opium, and I did so. I am much better now, but have
not quite recovered.

Pazul Fatoo, tall, thin, but of healthy appearance,

said :—I was born at Decca, and am 37 years of age. I

am a blacksmith, and make from 12 annas to one rupee

a day. I commenced to smoke chundool as a luxury
12 years ago I smoke six annas worth a day. I am
married, and have two children. I also supportmy old

mother.

Sekh Bahadur Abdool Rehman, tall and powerful
looking, said :—I come from Hydrabad, and am
36 years of age. I am ^ beggar, and make from eight
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App. XXII. to 10 a.nnas a day. Some friends taugtt me to smoke
eJiimdool "i 8 Jears a.go. I now smoke two annas wortli

a day. If Government close the chundool shops I will

take dry opium. I am very strong, and enjoy the best

of health.

Dost Mahomed Bhisti, sickly looking, said:—I am
60, and come from Thana. I began to smoke chundool

22 years ago. I am a beggar, and earn four annas a

day, and get my food. I smoke three annas worth
daily. When the Government closed the chundool shops

in the Thana District I had to come to Bombay, as my
health got bad.

Allabux Kujub, a powerful young man, said :—I am
20, and come from Lucknow. I am a weaver, and earn

six annas a day. I have smoked chundool as a luxury
for the last three years. I smoke three pice worth a
day. I work 10 hours daily.

Dost Mahomed Goolam Mahomed, in very good
health, said :—I am 100 years old. I am a beggar, and
earn eight annas a day, I have taken two pice worth
of opium as a luxury for the last 45 years. My wife is

dead, but I have six children living.

Hematali Khan Mir Mahomed Khan, a well built

man, said :—I am 40, and am a gold embroiderer. I

work 10 hours, and earn a rupee daily. I have taken
chundool worth six pice daily as a luxury for the last

20 years. I am married, and have two children. My
general health is good.

Pir Khan Sayed Khan, in good condition said:

—

I am a dyer, and am 60 years old. I work seven hours
daily, and earn about 10 annaa. I have commenced
smoking chundool since the last two months. I take it

for fever.

Mahsum Sekh Esub, a nice looking robust man, said

:

—I am 35. I am a wood seller, and earn 12 annas a
day. I have smoked two annas worth of chundool for

the last 10 years. My general health is very good. If

you wish to try my strength, I am willing to fight the
best boxer in Bombay.

Sayed Survar Jamal, health-broken, said :—I am a
beggar, and am 50 years old. I earn four annas a day.
I have smoked two annas worth of chundool daily for

the last eight years. I sometimes smoke ganja also.

My general health is not good.

The following persons are all soldiers in the Sikh
Axmy. Most of them are between 24 and 35 years of

age, and have seen service in Afghanistan, Burmah,
Egypt, and North-west Frontier. They are regular
opium-eaters. They have been consuming it almost
since their birth. They are all specimens of fine

warriors. Their energy, endurance, and bravery are

not at all afi'ected by their addiction to opium. They are
physically, morally, and mentally, one of the finest

races in India. They say that without opium they
would soon be useless :

—

Brahmsing Martahsing.
Brahmsing Daftawarsing.
Bursing Kirhasing.
Atraursing Molasa.
Pakursing Tehansing.
Menjabsing Hursing.
Brahmsing Eatesing.

Bahasing Metahsing.
Polasa Ramsing.
Chagarsing Gurdesing.
Achersing Gurdesing.
Sundersing Bellasing.

Pausa Chiasam.
Chandasing Jeversing.
Gurdesing Tarasing.

Dayabsing Balatsing.

Sundersing Bhavansing.
Malatsing Batlamsing. i

Lachmansing Bukursing.
Bulakasum Kansing.

Succhesing Duleaiug.
Kevalsing Jeysing.
Sundersing Metapsing.
Ohandsing Dhunsing.
Karamsing jSTihalsing.

Kisamsing Miasing.
Mooluksing Boosar.
Hurnamsing Chotesing.
Sundersing Kansing.
Kakusing Nakasing.
Naransing Patesing.
Hurnamsing Hirasing.
Budumsing Namsing.
Gujersing Ramsing.
Mungalsing Kansing.
Moolsing Zohichand.
Hirasing Satsing.
Hakimsing Malsing.
Bejansiug Patesing.
JSfaransing Mangalsing.

Haji Ahmed Moti, in very good health, said :—I am
55. I am a salt merchant, and earn two rupees a day.

I have smoked six annas worth of chwndool daily for

the last 30 years. I always take good food, and that

is the reason why I keep good health. I am married,

and have three children.

Zerab Ally Shaw Isphan Ally Shaw, a tall, well

built man, said :—I am 50 years old. I am a beggar,
and earn 12 annas daily. I have smoked six aunaa
worth of chundool daily for the last 20 years.

Kedir Eehman, a healthy old man, said :—I am
60 years old. I am a butcher, work six hours a day,

and earn 12 annas daily. 1 have smoked three pioe

worth of chundool daily for the last two years. I took
it for asthma. I feel better now. I am married, and
have three children.

Hakim Mahomed Hussein, a tall healthy looking
man, said :—I am 56 years old. I am a doctor and
earn from two rupees to four rupees daily. I have
smoked six annas worth of chundool daily for the last

40 years. I am married, and have six children.

Rahim Gangaji, a strong young man, said :—I am 25.

I am selling hides and skins. I earn 12 annas daUy,
I have smoked two annas worth of chundool daily for

the last eight years. My health is very good. I am
married and have one child.

Sadia Aga Mahomed, a stout healthy looking woman,
said :—I am 65 years old. I am selling madat, and earn
Rs. 40 a month. I have smoked four annas worth of

chundool daily for the last 40 years. I am married and
have eight children. Two of them smoke chundool.

Bhagoo Waman, health-broken, said :—I am 50 years
old. I am a beggar, and earn five annas daily. I have
smoked two annas worth of chundool daily for the last

20 years for asthma. I keep fairly good health so long
as I get my chundool, but when I do not get it I feel

very sick. If Government wishes to close the opium-
smoking houses I would advise them to first open a
few hospitals.

Pirbhai Nnrbhai, in good condition, said :—I am 35
years old. I am a mill-hand, and earn Rs. 18 a month.
I have smoked one anna's worth of chundool as a luxury
for the last six years. I am married and have two
children. I work ten hours daily.

Goolam Rusul Sekh Hnsen, a robust man, said :—

I

am 29 years old. I am a fitter. I work 10 hours a
day, and earn about 12 annas. I have smoked chundool
for the last six years.

Khoja Mahomed Taj Mahomed, a healthy looking
man, said :—I am 50 years old. I am a cart-driver,
work 10 hours, and earn eight annas daily. I have
smoked two pice worth of chundool daily for the last

20 years. I am married and have two children.

Pate Mahomed Sekh Ghand, in very good condition,
said :—I am 40 years old. I am a lascar, work 10
hours and earn eight annas daily. I have smoked one
anna's worth of chundool daily as a luxury for the last

eight years. I am married and have two children.

Rehanshaw Mavashaw, a cheerful, healthy looking
old man, said :—I am 50 years old. I am a beggar,
and earn seven annas daily. I have smoked two pioe
worth of chundool for the last 12 years. It has done
me no harm.

Sekh Buchoo Sekh Mohidin, said :—I am 52 years
of age. I am a beggar. I earn eight annas a day, and
get my food, I have smoked two annas worth of
chvmdool daily for the last 10 years. My general health
is very good.

Goolam Mahomed Buksh, a powerful looking man,
said :—I am 50 years old. I am a weaver, and earn
eight annas daily. I have smoked one anna's worth
of chundool daily for the last 15 years. I am married
and have four children.

Dilivar Khan Bahadur Khan, a robust man of cheer-
ful disposition, said :—I am 45 years old. I am a
cabman. I work 10 hours daily, and earn about a
rupee a day. I have smoked three annas worth of
chundool daily for the last eight years.

Nabab Khan Bahadur, said :—I am 45 years old. I
am. a tin-maker. I work nine hours, and earn 10 annas
daily. I have smoked three annas worth of chundool
daily for the last 10 years. I am married and have
children. My health is very good. I have nothing to
complain.

Sekh Ali Mahomed, in very good condition, said :—

I

ani a baker, and am 40 years old. I earn 10 annas
daily. I have smoked two annas worth of chundool
daily for the last 10 years. I am married and have
three children.

Sawlal Bal Govindlal, a well-built yoimg man, said

:

—I am 29 years old. I am a photographer, and earn
about three rupees a day. I have smoked six pice
worth of chundool daily for the last three years. My
health is very good. I work seven hours daily.

'

I am
married and have two children.
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Sawli Hama, in very good health, said : —I am 30

years old, and am a cart-driver. I work 12 hours daily,

and earn 10 annas. I have smoked one anna's worth

of chtmdool daily for the last five years.

Din Mahomed Ekoo, slightly withered, said :—I am
50 years old. I am a beggar, and earn six annas daily.
I have smoked two annas worth of chimdool daily for
the last 10 years. I took it for asthma. I am better
now, but have not completely recovered.

App. XXII.

APPENDIX XXIII.

Absiraois of Evidence of the Hon. W. Lbe-Wabneb,

C.S.I., and the Hon. Fazalbhai Visheam, absent at

Calcutta on duty with the Council of the Grovemor

General when the Eoyal Commission was at

Bombay.

[See page 373 of this Yolume.j

The Honourable Mr. W. Lee-Waenek, I.C.S., C.S.I.,

Secretary to Grovernment, Political Department,
Bombay.

Replies to qu^estions based on paragraph 5 (1) and

(2) of letter from the Grovernment of India, No. 3915

Ex., dated 8th September 1893.

1. What is your experience as regards the consump-
tion of opium by the different races of people in the

districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

Please name the districts:—Since my attention is

specially called to the effect which the proposed pro-

hibition would have on the Natives States, I content

myself with submitting the briefest remarks upon the

other and more general questions.

2. What is your experience as regards the effect of

such consumption on the moral and physical condition

of the people :—^I am acquainted with the districts of

Satara, Nasik, Poena and Karachi, the Oity of Bombay,
and the States of Kolhapur and the southern Maratha
Country, in which I have served in various capacities.

I have visited most of the Native States and every

district in Sind and the Presidency on tour. I have
served as political agent, as under secretary. Political

Department, Bombay, and as under secretary in the

Foreign Department to the Government of India, also

for many years as political secretary to the Government
of Bombay. The experience I have gained does not

enable me to answer the first question, since my first im-

pressions in one district have been corrected in another,

and the only conclusion I have drawn is, that between
province and province, and district and district, the

greatest contrast exists in the matter of the extent to

which, and the classes by whom, opium is consumed.

3. What is your opinion as to the disposition of the

people of India (a) in regard to the use of opium for

non-medical purposes ; (6) as to their willingness to

bear in whole or in part the cost of prohibitive measures ?

But it is possible upon the above-mentioned experiences

to express an opinion on the next question. I cannot

honestly attribute any of the moral or physical degene-

racy, which is common in India, and more marked in

some districts than in others, to the use of opium. I

attribute it to other moral and social causes, e.j'., vicious

habits and early marriages.

4. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium in

British India be prohibited except for medical purposes ?

Could such prohibition be extended to Native States

with which you are acquainted ? Supposing total pro-

hibition to be impracticable, can you suggest any
change in the system at present followed for regulating

and restricting the opium traflSc and for raising a

revenue therefrom ? Be good enough to state what, in

your opinion, would be the political effect upon Native

States in this Presidency resulting from the prohibition

of opium therein, and how such prohibition would be

regarded by the people thereof. Be good enough to

frame an estimate, if possible, showing on what it is

based, of what would be the claims for compensation

in the Native States of this Presidency, exclusive of

Baroda, which would result from restrictive measures :

I have frequently discussed the opium question with

high Native officials and non-officials. I apprehend

that the restriction of opium to medicinal purposes,

unless each man is to be his own doctor, would be

bitterly resented by all classes, by those who never use

it as well as by those who use it, indicating a dangerous

departure from the tolerant principles of British rule.

I am convinced that the taxpayers would not willingly
consent to pay for the prohibition, and I believe that
they would equally resent such a measure even if the
British taxpayer paid the cost of the necessary compen-
sation to opium-growers or proprietors, and made good
the loss of revenue to the Indian treasury.

5. Reserving the second clause of question 4, I am of
opinion that there is no moral justification for restricting
the sale of opium to persons requiring it for medical
purposes. I feel that, as a matter of sentiment, it

would be desirable if the British Government did not
manufacture or sell opium, but that as a matter of
honesty and morality there is no difference between
selling the right to manufacture or to sell opium, and
selling the produce of the poppy direct. I foresee that
any alteration of the present system would involve a
sacrifice of revenue, an adulteration of the article, an
increased supply and distribution of it, and fresh
taxation, which would strain beyond the limits of
endurance the loyalty and contentment of the people of

India.

6. I now proceed to the main question, as to whether
the prohibition of the sale of opium, save on medical
certificate, could be extended to the Native States.

To answer this question, which raises momentous
issues affecting British relations with the Native
States, I must

(a) submit some remarks on our principles of inter-

ference ;

(6) examine the past history of our opium dealings

with the Native States

;

(c) inquire whether the price to be paid for such
prohibition would correspond to the advantages
gained by it.

7. Princvples of interf&rence with the States.—As to

(a) I assume, for the sake of argument, that the
British Government having legislated and imposed
upon British subjects legal restrictions as to the growth
and use of opium, desires to impose upon the allied

States under British protection, the obligation to legis-

late in a similar manner for their own subjects. The
question is, how such an obligation can be justified.

The paramount protecting power has, by treaty and
usage, acquired and exercised its rights of interference

under four heads, namely, (i) for the common defence
;

(ii) for the settlement of the external affairs of the

States ;
(iii) in the exercise of the royal prerogative

;

and (iv) for the regulation of the internal administra-

tion of the States. Clearly any action taken in this

matter will fall under the fourth division. But whereas
the rights of the British Government to station troops in

foreign territory or regulate native armaments therein

;

or its right to undertake for the States all international

or interstatal settlements, and to bind them by its own
diplomatic action, or its prerogative to settle disputed
successions, and take charge of the administrations
during minority, rest in every case upon the clearest

titles and admissions of the Queen's allies, and in

many cases upon principles declared in the statutes of

the Imperial Parliament, the right of the British

Government to interfere in the internal administrations

of the States, opens up a question of great delicacy and
controversy. If the measure of intervention now pro-

posed is to be examined by the light of public faith and
policy, it is essential to analyse British rights of inter-

ference in the internal affairs of the States in order to

see whether past theory, practice, and treaty will

justify a demand for their co-operation in suppresing

the sale of opium.
Notwithstanding treaties disclaiming interference

and theories of sovereignty, interference with the

internal affairs of native states has been justified in the

past, either

—

{a.) when adopted in the interests of the states.

or

(6.) when adopted in the interests of the British

Government.

3 Q 4
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Arr XXIII. Under class (a.) history afiords instances of six recog-
~

nised grounds of intervention, namely,

—

(i.) to settle disputes as to succession,

(ii.) to prevent tbe partition and dismemberment of

a State,

(iii.) to suppress rebellion against the lawful ruler,

(iv.) to arrest gross misgovernment,
(v.) to secure religious toleration,

(vi.) to check offences against natural law or public

morality.

Under class (b.) the British Government, in the

interests of the whole empire, has (i.) asserted jurisdic-

tion over Europeans and Americans, over railways that

are parts of the general system, and over telegraphs,

and has protected its mails in foreign territory ; it has

(ii.) occasionally suppressed a mint which issued

spurious coin ; and it has (iii.) asserted u, right, which
every nation possesses against other nations and a
fortiori against subordinate allies, of protecting vital

British interests at all hazards where the safety or

paramount interests of the empire require it. My first

proposition then is, that the interference now suggested

can only be justified, if it is justifialjle at all, under
class {a.) (vi.) "to check offences against public

morality," or under class (h.) (iii.) to protect " vital

British interests." Interference to prevent suttee is

justified under the former, and the opium agreements
taken for the protection of the British revenue are the

furthest step yet taken in the direction of the latter.

A scrutiny of these precedents shows that by no logical

process could the obligation to suppress the sale of

opium under the altered conditions now proposed be
forced on the states. Lord William Bentiuck had the

courage to make suttee a criminal offence in British

India on the 4th of December 1829. Six years later the

widow of a Bombay Native Chief in the Mahi Kantha
was burned alive, despite the protest of British oflBcers.

In 1854 the obligation of personal liberty was still so

imperfectly recognised that Sir Henry Lawrence nego-
tiated with Udaipur for the suppression of seizing

people for sorcery, and in May 1860 Lord Canning
included a ])roYisiou against suttee in the Patiala

Sanad. No doubt public opinion would now in 1894

endorse the punishment of suttee in every protectsd

Native State, because the public conscience of united

India, at last, if not universally at least sufficiently

condemns it. But other crimes like those punished
by the age of consent Act, are not yet ranked as

offences against public morality, and no one can
pretend that the conscientious objections of certain

British subjects to the opium trade constituted a moral
obligation to break treaties and public jjledges against

interference in the Native States, on the ground that
" natural justice," or the law of nature compels the

paramount power in this instance to set aside treaties

and break pledges in deference to a higher law. An
appeal to the law of nature brings into the arena of

discussion the tu qitoqiie argument. If the conscience

of a few on the subject of opium justifies action, which
was not taken in the case of suttee, where the whole of

civilised opinion was on one side, until the lapse of

many years, and which is not now taken in the age
ot consent question, why does the British (3-overnment

turn a deaf ear to the millions of Mahomedans who
would prohibit the import or sale of liquor, or to the
greater millions of Hindiis who detest the consumption
of flesh? It cannot seriously be contended that the

law of nature demands in this case the abandonment of

pledges given to the Indian sovereigns, that the Com-
pany and the OroTsu (Statute 21 & 22 Vict. c. ovi. s. (i7)

will uphold their treaties which guarantee in the
clearest terms their sovereign rights in the internal

administration of their i>rincipalities. Nor, again, can
it be urged that the " vital interests " of British rule

require this sudden change of policy from the produc-

tion and sale of opium to its suppression despite the
protests of the Native States.

The past History of our Opiitm Dealings with the

8. British action in the past would give the contra-

diction to such a iiropositiou. Between the interference

which has been exercised in Bombay with the opium
dealings of the Native States, and that which is now
under discussion, there is all I he diHt'ieuce between
yea and nny. The vital intprpsts of the British

G-o\-ernment lia\e justified the iictujn liilbprto taken,
but that very action, ujmI the aiguments by ivhich it

hn.8 been sujiported, cut the ground from under the
fresh position which the advocates of su|)|iression of

the trade seek so take up. We have justified a depar-

ture from the rale and pledge of non-interference

because the British from the date of their first contact

with the States ]iroclaimed their right to raise a revenule

from opium, with which right the otherwise admissible

rights of the States were incompatible. The new
position is that we are to change our minds and
abandon the revenue, and yet impose on the States dis-

abilities not in the solid or vital interests of our
revenue and of the imperial expenditure which confers

so many benefits on the States, but in the interests of

our own view of morality. In short, we abandon the

fiscal justification recognised by the States, and plead

a moral justification which the States do not accept,

and which, for the reasons given, it would be contrary

to our policy and pledges to enforce against their

consent. We have never claimed a right to impose
our conscience on the Queen's allies except where our
conscience was the conscience of the civilised world,

and the evil we have sought to prevent was an olTeuce

against humanity, or, what I have called, the law of

nature.

I shall endeavour now to support my argument that

our interference with the States of India, and .the par-

ticular form of it which has been adojited in Bombay,
have been based advowedly on the vital requirements
of Indian finance. Under the Moghai Empire, from
which we derived our rights in Bengal, an ojiium
monojjoly was asserted. As the Moghai power declined
their rights also fell into abeyance, until in 1773
Warren Hastings assumed the monopoly in the Com-
pany's possessions in Bengal, Behar, and Orissa. The
contract system was abandoned in favour of the direct
agency system at the close of last century. The fall of

the Peshwa and the break up of the Maratha con-
federacy extended British ascendancy to Eajputaua,
Central India, and Bombay by the year 1817, A.D. Our
increased knowledge of the country proved that the
Bengal monopoly could not be maintained without co-
operation in Western and Central India. After some
attempts to prevent the export of opium from that side
of India by buying up the produce of a restricted cul-
tivation, we settled down in 1820 to the principle which
has in the main been followed since then, although
owing to faulty regulations the prfciciple was worked
defectively until Mr. Pritchard restored its efficiency.

Briefly the scheme was this. Central India and Eaj-
putaua were allowed to grow what they pleased, b^it

their opium was not to leave the States save under
passes granted at a special rate of duty to cover the
transit to the ports whence it was shipped or the
markets it was to reach. The flaw in the scheme was,
that sufficient checks were not devised to prevent the
introduction of opium into our own adjoining districts.

The Bombay States in their turn paid the penalty due
to geographical conditions. If they too had been
allowed to grow opium it would have been impossible
to protect the revenue, since their ready access to the
sea would have defied proper supervision. If, then,
Rajputana and Central India were to be allowed to
produce opium, and if the Bengal monopoly and British
finance were to be ]irotected, the Bombay States must
submit to differential treatment. It was just possible to
treat Baroda, whose isolation from the sea line was
completed by other arrangements more liberally than
Kafhiawar, girt by the sea, or Cutch in the same
position, or Oambiiy, Savantvadi, Janju-a, and even
Kolbapur, and other States close to ' the seaboard.
Accordingly Baroda got the benefit of the possible
exemption from the prohibitioji to the growth which
was enforced in the case of the other States. We have
evidence of the views of Grovernment in 1820 in a letter
addressed by Secretary J. Earish to the Resident at
Baroda, No. 1,031, dated August 16th, 1820. The
Gaekwar was requested to fall into line with the inten-
tion of the Bombay Government to enforce Regulations
I. of 181S and II. of 1820. In informing him °that His
Highness would be sujijilied with Malwa opium from
Kaiva, the words were added, " at such rates as may
" check the inordinate use of it; and yet besides a
" profit to the retailers, be within the reach of those
" who may have been accustomed to indulge in opium,
" and yield a revenue to the Gaekwar Government.''
I quote this to sup|i(i}t any argument that the rights
of the Native States to innke a revenue out of opium
wen; i-ecognis(..l in 1^20, snbject to the conditicns that
their systems did nnl, injure British finance, and in
eerlain eases that s|]eeiiil British rights aetpiircd from
the Peshiva were t-;ifegiiiiriled. The Stntr- ,,[ Baroda
got the benefit o!' its position in 1x20. and it has
retained its advantages in the engagement of 18;8
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which introduced a sort of State monopoly, which was
intended to prexont smuggling into British territoiy.
I believe that some 3,500 acres in Baroda are under
poppy cvilti\ ation. The rest of the Bombay States fare(t
worse, because in their cases the paramount fiscal

interests of the British Government and their sjjccijil

rights over opium could not be otherwise safeguarded.
Under the approved system introduced by Mr.
Pritohard, the Bombay States cannot culti\ate the
poppy of manufacture opium, and they .idopt the
British system ofpasses, of purchases from a depot or
from Malwa, and of retail sale, while they receive three
benefits in exchange

—

(a.) A supply of free opium for their requirements to
Cambay, the Palanpur, the Mahi Kantha and
the Rewa Kantha Agencies ; and a supply at a
reduced rate of duty, viz. frds of the duty, to
Outch and the Kathiawar States, y^ths of the
duty to the Satara Jaghirs, and fths of the
duty to the other States :

(6.) Compensation to certain States as follows for the
loss of transit dnties and eesscs on manu-
facture, viz. :

—

Es.
- 31,600Palanpur

Mahi Kantha
Eewa Kantha

7,228

7,137

45,865

(c.) Certain profits on the retail sale.

The dvity remitted by Government under (a.) varies,

of course, with the amount supplied, but in 1891-92 it

was estimated at Rs. 1,47,354, which was less than in

the previous year, I believe. If, then, an estimate is

required of the cost to the British taxpayer of sup-
pressing the opium trafiic in the Native States of

Bombay, the account would have to include these
items, the value of the opium duty now refunded to

the States, say Rs, 1,50,000 + the compensation of

Es. 45,865 now paid to them + something for loss of

retail profits + Bs. 2,02,500 which the British Govern-
ment now retains as its share of the duty on opium
consumed in the States + a further compensation
(which cannot be estimated without detailed discussion

with the States), representing the -value of their full

rights to administer their estates as they please, which
rights they would have a claim to resume when the
vital fiscal interests of the paramount power no longer
require compulsion on the protected States to adapt
their administration to the Imperial monopoly. Their
requirements for medicinal purposes would also have
to be met.

The Profit and Loss Account.

9. Would the advantages gained compensate for the

cost P The prohibition of the growth or manufacture or

sale of opium except for medicinal purposes in British

India would either be accompanied by a similar pro-

h'.bition in the Native States, or it would not. If it

were not so accompanied, a complete failure of our
attempts to suppress the traffic may be confidently
antici])atod. Despite an army of Customs officers on
our frontiers, we never could prex-ent the drug from
reaching our own ])e()iile at a rate which vrould greatly
stimulate the consumption of it.

A glance at the map of Bombay with its patchwork
of foreign territory, its irregular frontiers, and the
frequent enclaves of foreign jurisdiction will establish
the proposition. If the prohibition is enforced against
the Natix-e States by compensating them and their
raiats for the revenue they now raise in Baroda,
Rajputana, and Central India, or for the revenue which
they might raise when the argument of vital interests
is withdrawn, and the revenue they do raise under
present conditions in compensation and refunds in
whole or in part of the duty in the States of Bombay,
then a further question arises whether the prohibition
which the law imposes can be enforced in fact. With
due deference I submit that it could not be enforced.
I take the instance of Cutch, with its area of 6,600
square miles, with its single British Agent to represent
supervisit n, and with its ruler pointing to Article 10 of
his treaty of 1819, "the Rao, his heirs, and successors,
" shall be absolute masters of their territory." Could
the Rao and the British Agent enforce the simpler
prohibition against infanticide practised by only one
class of the community P On October 13th, 1819, the
Eao " engaged to join heartily in abolishing the custom
" generally through the Bhayads." Twenty-one years
later the Foreign (sic) Chiefs confessed, " in 1835 we
" renewed our engagement." " Now the two Govern-
" ments have no confidence in the fulfilment . of
" our engagements." Six j-ears later another engage-
ment was taken, and a few years ago the Bombay
Government still felt no confidence that the practice
had ceased to exist. A restrictive law against an article

in popular demand passed in the teeth of public opinion
would not only not be enforced, but it would entail

opposition and resentment. Once this feeling gained
ground amongst the 67 millions of people subject to

the Native States, the 221 millions of people subject to

the Queen-Empress would catch the contagion. I have
no doubt that more than 260 millions of the population
of India are not aware that the question of interference

with their right to take opium if and when they desire

it is under discussion. If their attention could be
roused to the fact I should apprehend serious con-

sequences ; but confining my remarks to the feelings

of the ruling families, I am convinced that not merely
Nawabs like those of Cambay and Junagadh, who use it

for purposes of hospitality, but scores of Chiefs who
never use it at all would view with the greatest alarm
the extension of interference by the paramont power
to matters in which disputed views of morality, and
not the recognised necessities of finance or public
tranquility, could alone be pleaded as the justification

for abandoning the principle of non-intervention in the
internal affairs of the country princes.

App. XXIII.

Honourable Mr. Fazalbhai Vishkam, Member of His Excellency the Viceroy's Legislative Council, and one
of the leading Merchants of Bombay.

Replies to questions based on paragraph 5 (1) and (2) of letter from the Government of India, No. 3,915-Bx.
dated 8th September 1893.

Answers.

1. What is your experience as regards the consump-
tion of opium by the different races of people in the

districts with which you are personally acquainted ?

Please name the districts P

2. What is your experience as regards the effect of

such consumption on the moral and physical condition

of the people P

3. What is your opinion as to the disposition of the

people of India

—

(a.) in regard to the use of opium for non-medical

purposes P

(6.) as to their willingness to bear in whole or in

part the cost of prohibitive measures P

4. Should, in your opinion, the sale of opium
in British India be prohibited except for medical

purposes P

Could such prohibition be extended to Native States

with which you are acquainted P

/ 82588.

1. Contact with different classes of people in Bombay
and Kathiawar.

2. In my opinion opium eating in moderation has no
demoralising effect on the people, and there is no
physical degeneration either.

3. (ft.) It is considered to be a non-stimulant and an
agreeable sedative, besides being most valuable for

medical purposes.

(6.) I am sure the people are unwilling, as well as

unable, to bear any portion of the cost of prohibitive
measures.

4. Certainly not.

S R
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fi. What, ill YOiii' opinion, would be the ofl'oft on the
finances of India if the jirodiictioii and eoiisnmption ol'

0]iium were proliibited, taking into consideration
clauses («.),(?).). aiid(c.) of the Resolution of Parliament,
copy of which has been sent to yon H

8. Supposing total prohibition to be impracticable,
can you suggest any change in the system at present
followed for regulating and restricting the opium
traffic and for raising a revenue therefrom ;*

6. I have no statistics by me at present, but it goes
without saying that the effect on the already crippled
fiiiiinces of Inilia will be somothiiig enormous. Any
jirohibition of the production and consumption of
opium will be most unwise.

8. On the whole, I think the present system is

working very well, but I think that if Government
were to take all the farms into their own hands and
not let them out to contractors, the revenue is sure

to increase materially. Under the jiresent system it is

a well known fact that opium contractors or " farmers "

(as I believe they arc called) make large profits in their

contracts with Government from year to year.

App. XXIV. APPENDIX XXIY.

Note on Childefa's Pills or Bal.\ Goli, by ;\lv. .1. M. Campbell, CLE.

[Presented to the Royal Commission in continuation of his Evidence.]

In ]\larcli 1891 inquiry showed that the number of

sho])s at which Bala Golis were sold had risen from
150 in 1887 to nearly 300 in 1891 ; and also that bhang,
dhatura, aconite, and other drugs harmful to children

were occasioniilly used in addition to opium, and that

the quantitj' of opium used was most uncertain, vary-

ing from a minute particle to a dose large enough to

cause injury. It further appeared that most of the

opium used in these pills was illicit.

To pnt a stop to these irregularities, in August 1891

it was arranged tliat children's pills should bo prepared
under the supervision of the licensed opium farmer,

and that the regulation pills should contain nothing
but a variety of harmless spices and from 9/50 to 9, 2.j

of a gi-ain of opium. On samples of these pills recently

(27th January 1894) submitted to him for testing,

Surgeon-Major Parker, the Superintendent of Govern-
ment Drugs, reports. No. 586, dated 3()th January 1894,

that though the practice of using opium pills to quiet

children may be open to objection it is inseparable from
native habits and customs. Dr. Parker holds that the

pills sent to him, being free from aconite, bhang, and
dhatura, are comparatively hai'mless, and that to with-

draw the existing supervision and restrictions on the
manufacture of L^ala golis or children's pills would be a
most dangerous procedure calculated to increase the

rate of infantile mortality.

"While few authorities deny that the pills are given
not with the object of freeing the mother from the

annoyance of a fretful child but with the intention of

benefiting the child, Bombay professional opinion is

almost equally divided on the question whether opium
is beneficial or hurtful to children. Of 84 statements
obtained in 1893 from members of the Grant College
Medical Society, 27 were in favour of the use of the

drug, 30 were against it, 25 gave no opinion, and two
were doubtful. At the same time it is to be remembered
th:it practitioners and physicians associate with opium
cases of sickness in which the child is out of health

either in spite of or because of the use of opium.
Doctors do not as doctors see any of the mass of

children who are given opium and who benefit from its

use. The view that opium is beneficial to children

finds support in the fact that the people of Malwa have
been giving opium to their children for the last 300 years.

In Bombay the case of the North Gujarat Ifemcns
and Khojas, two of the most vigorous and prosperous of

the trading classes, is important evidence in support of

the tonic virtues of opium. In 1893, when the rumour
spread that the use of children's opium pills was likely

to be stopped, over 350 Khojas and Memous, including

leading men of both communities, petitioned the
collector against the proposed prohibition. They and
their fathers had always taken opium as children. It

secured sleep, helped digestion, and kept off fever.

To deprive their children of opium pills would be a
serious evil. The case of the Khojas and Memons,
which to a less extent is the case of the Banias and
Bhatias from North Gujarat, is important not only
from their notable robustness of body and mind but

because they are well-to-do. That Khoja women give
their children opium is an ans\vcr to the common
statement that such pills ara given solely by tiie poor
to keep their children quiet. It is beyond doubt that
Khoja and Memon women give their children opium
for their children's benefit. The practice is the result
of long experience. There se^ms no reason to suppose
tViat the lesson of experience is a, mistaken lesson.

This experience of the higher classes of Gujaratis is

supported by the experience of the higher classes of
Hindus in the Bombay Dakhan, where Brahmans and
Marathas, classes of notable keenness and endurance,
commonl}- give their children opium from a few months
to two or three years old. Rao Bahadur Balvant
Ramchander Nathu, a Sirdar and Inamdar of the
Dakhan, a competent witness of robust bodily and
mental health, states (23rd January 1894) that he was
dosed with opium as a child. He says the practice is

mojt common. He has never heard of the death of an
infant from eating opium. He knows of no instance
of a lad or a. man made a dullard or a failure from, the
effects of opium taken in childhood. Mr. K. Rag-
hunathji, a Prabhu genthiman of Bombay, of unusual
intelligence and information, writes on the 3rd of
February 1894 : Gujaratis and Marathas alike, more
especially Marathas, use Balgolis or baby pills. They
give these pills to their children to soothe them and
also as a tonic. These Balgolis always do good. I
have no knowledge of any child dying, I know of no lad
turning out a failure because of Balgolis. Maratha
women give their children opium in tiny pills varying
from a poppy to a millet seed. The opium is given
either dry or in milk. It is a soothing agent. Under
its influence the child thrives.

It may bo asked why should not the making of
Balagolis be left to medical practitioners. The answer
is medical practitioners never have and never would
make children's pills. The ingredients arc too many

;

the profit is too small. The pill making is grocer's not
doctor's work. The bulk of the people who use the
pills arc at home in a grocer's shop, they are ill at ease
in a practitioner's consulting room. Nor should the
making be left to grocers. Grocers would use either
illicit opium or other cheaper and more dangerous
materials. They would take no care that the pills are
of uniform strength The pills would be made in
hundreds of shops. No opium staff could check the
manufacture. Whether opium is on the whole hurtful
or beneficial to infants, it is a matter of the first
importance that as the belief in the cfflcacv of opium is
widespread, parents should be able to "obtain pure
opium instead either of adulterated opium or of arsenic
bhang or dhatura. During the year ending 31st July
1893, under the contractor's supervision about 240
pounds of opium mixed with spices have been made
into about 12 lakhs of children's pills.

17th February 1894.
J. M. CAMPBJiLL,

Collector of Bombay.
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APPENDIX XXV.
Letter from the Minister to His Highness the Nizam to Mv. Plowden, the Resident at Hyderabad containinK the

views of the Nizam's Government on the Opium Question.

[Handed in hy Mr. Dunlop.

Hyderabad, Deccau,
My Dear Me. Pjowdbn, 8th December 1893.

I HAVE much pleasure in complying with the
request conveyed in Mr. Tucker's letter, No. 1891,
dated 1st instant, to the effect tbat I should state in

Apr. XXV.

Hyderabad
State.

writing the views of His Highness' Government on the
opium question which is now being inquired into by a
Royal Commission.

2. If there were reason to believe that the use of

opium is being carried to such an extent that it is

physically or morally affecting the population, or any
large class of the population. His Highness' Govern-
ment would not hesitate to adopt measures to check,
at least, the inordinate consumption of the drug. But
nothing short of very strong evidence of the evil effects

of opium would justify such au extreme measure as

the general prohibition of the use of opium except for

medicinal purposes.

3. So far as Hyderabad is concerned there is no
doubt that the use of opium is not a public evil. On
the contrary, there is a general feeling that opium in

moderation is necessary for many persons, and that
the use of it, far from being attended with bad results,

is beneficial to those who have become accustomed
to it.

4. Opium is used to a considerable extent in

Mahomedan families, and is almost invariably given to

young Mahomedan children. The Sikhs and Kajpoots
are regular consumers of opium, and show no bat-

results from it. It is also used by many other classoiv

in the city of Hyderabad, and in the Western Districts

of the Dominions. In the Telingana Districts there is

very little consumption of opium, the people being
more addicted to drink.

5. In the year 1881 Sir Salar Jung, who was then
Minister, acting under the advice of the Government
of India, suppressed the cultivation of poppy and
arranged to obtain supplies for licit consumption from
Malwa, the Government of India undertaking to levy

a pass duty on behalf of His Highness' Government of

British Eu])ees 10 per seer.

This arrangement was regarded at the time with
considerable dissatisfaction by many Jagirdars who
had been in the habit of receiving a high rental for

opium lands, and also by the ryots who cultivated

opium. But all classes have now become accustomed
to the existing arrangement, and it has certainly been
a profitable one to His Highness' Government, for,

whereas the revenue from opium prior to 1881 was
estimated at H. S. Rs. 41,871 (British Bs. 36,000) it is

now, including His Highness' Sur-fi-khas District,

about British Es. 4,37,000. At the same time the

consumption of opium has decreased. It was estimated

that in the year jirior to the introduction of the new
system the quantity of 0])ium for consumption was
about 31,000 seers. The average imports du.ring the

past three years is 26,000 seers, or 5,000 seers less than

when the local cultivation of the poppy was permitted.

This is no doubt the result of having raised the price

of opium by the system of pass du^ty.

6. The average consvimption of opium in the whole

of His Highness' dominions is as little as 1 8 tolas per

annum per 100 head of population. In the City of

Hyderabad and its suburbs the annual consumption is

72 tolas per 100 persons, or rather less than three-

fourths of a tola to each person per annum.

7. In the face of these statistics, and with the fact

before us that no single class of the population can be

pointed to as having become degraded by an over-

indulgence in opium, His Highness' Government would

be strongly ojiposed to any jirohibition of the use of

opium.

8. The suggestion that it should be prohibited except

for medicinal jrarposes, seems to me a singularly

impracticable one, for there are no druggists in His

Highness' Districts who could be employed as agents

for the sale of opium, nor are there medical men who
could regulate the supidy ; and, moreover, how could

it be ascertained that a purchaser required the opium

for bond fide medicinal use and not as a luxury ?

9. The 'jx'-i-tiiit; rule; which wore framed in com-

munication with" the Government of India. ] rovide an

effecfivc check on the import and transit of opium from

one district to another. It is also jji-ovidcd that a

licensed dealer shall not sell to any one person at one

time more than 5 tolas of opium.

See Qmstion 27,898.]

The result of the import duty of Rs. 10 per seer, and
the sale of opium contracts m districts, has been to
raise the retail price of opium so that it now sells in
the City at from 2J to 2\ tolas per rupee, and in
the districts at 2 tolas per rupee. At these rates the
ordinary classes of the people cannot afford an over-
indulgence in opium.

10. Taking the questions referred to me seriatim, I
would sum up the views of His Highness' Government
as follow :

—

1. Whether if the production and use of opium for
non-medicinal purposes are prohibited throughout
British Iinlia such prohibition could be extended
to Kative States?

His Highness' Government would be strongly
opposed to the introduction of any such measure
in these Dominions because

—

(1.) there are no valid grounds for such a
high-handed procedure; (2.) the dis-
tinction desired to be drawn between
opium required for medicinal and non-
medicinal purposes is an impracticable
one

; (3.) interference with the normal
consumption of opium would be resented
by those who are in the habit of regu-
larly using the drug, and in the city of

Hyderabad would be likely to engender
a feeling the results of which might be
most embarrassing to the Government

;

(4.) if the supply of opium is cut off,

opium eaters will Vje likely to take to

ganja or strong spirits, both of which
are worse than opium.

2. The nature of the existing arrangements with the
Native States in respect of the transit of opium
through British Territory, and whether such
arrangements could be with justice terminated?
The arrangements by which the opium supply

for His Highness' dominions is ootamed from
Malwa is regulated by the agreement entered
into with the Government of India on the
29th October 18?i».

It is true that the Government of India could,
under Article IV. of this agreement, withdraw
from the arrangement on gi\-ing 12 months'
notice, but in the event of such a course being
adopted, and the supplies of Malwa opium cut
off. His Highness' Government would certainly
maintain its right to resume the system of local
cultivation of the pojipy, and I need scarcely say
that the effect of this would probably be highly
inconvenient to the adjoining British Province?,
for it would be almost impossible to check the
smuggling of Hyderabad grown opium across
the frontier.

3. To what compensation would the Native States be
fairlj' entitled in the event of measures of
prohibition being adopted ?

I feel so strongly the practical impossibility
of prohibiting the consumption of opium as
proposed, that it seems almost unnecessary to
refer to this question. But, supposing for a
moment that the inquiry of the Royal Commis-
sion were to lead to results that would adversely
affect the revenue derived from opium in the
Hyderabad State, His Highness' Government
would certainly expect to be com])ensated for

any loss that might be caused thereby.

11. I have in the foregoing, frankly and without
reserve, expressed the views of His Highness' Govern-
ment on this subject, because the ])roposals now under
inquiry by the Royal Commission are of grave im-
portance both socially and politically ; and believing,

as I do, that there are no valid grounds for ])rohibiting

the consumption of opium and that the course si:ggested

by the anti-opiumists would not ordy be a dangerous
one for any Government in India to adoj)t, but would
be harsh and unjust to the peo])le, I have felt it

incumbent on myself to say that His Highness' Govern-
ment would iKjt, under the present circumstances of

the case, aecejit any measure that might be calculated
to unduly interfere with the consumption iil' the drug
to the moderate extent it is now generally used.

Believe me.
Yours \ory .-inccrely,

Vikar-ul-Umua.
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APPENDIX XXVI.

MEMOEANnuM On thc SYSTEM uf Oi'iUM BxcisB in the Hyderabvd State, by Mr. A. J. DuNLor, Scnioi- Member,
Board of Eeveiiue in the Hyuekabad State.

[Handed in hy Mr. Bunlop. See Question 26,754.]

System of Administration.

Up to the yriiT 1880 there was no restriction mi the

cultivation of poppy nor on the local manufacture of

opium ; nor was any sjjecial attention paid to the sale

of opium.
The supply of opium was derived partly From local

sources and partly from Central India, or British

territory.

2. In 187'8-79 thc area under poppy cultivation was

—

Bigas.

Government and Surfkhas lands 4, .553

Jagir lauds - - 1,944

Total 6,497

or aljout .5,000 acres, and it was estimated that thc

local production of opium amnunlcd to 17,302 sccrs.

In thc same ycii.r the imports of opium into Hyderabad
amounted to 14,291 seers, and, deducting 636 seers

exjjorted, it was estimated that the opium a\-ailablc for

consumption in 1878-79 was 3U,it.57 sccrs, equivalent to

about 442 chests of 140 lbs. each.

Opium imported, either from beyond the frontier or

from the districts, into the City of Hyderabad, and also

opium exjiorted beyond the fi'onticrs, were subjected to

a uniform customs duty of Rs. 1 per sicr.

The total income from opium in 1878-79 (1288 Pasli)

was estimated as follows :

—

. Government and Surfhliiis.

Revenue from lands under poppy cultivation. *H. S.

Rs. 22,941 = Government Rs. ] 9,622.

Export and import duty on opium, H. 8. Rs. 18,930
:= Government Rs. 16,193.

Total, H. S. Rs. 41,871 = Government Rs. 35,81."..

Jagirs.

Revenue from laud under lio]i]>y cultivatidn, H. S.

Rs. 27,191 = Government Rs. 23,2-58.

Total, H. S. Rs. 69,062 = G(i\ cvument Rs. 50,073.

3. Shortly after the enactment of the Iiulia Opium
Act (1. of 1878) :iiid a coiisefpicnt change in the i)])ium

.system of the British ]iroviiices adjoining irydcmbad,
it was fouiul that the opium levcuue of these provinces
was likely to be affected by the absence of a sufficient

control over the cultivation, mannlacturo, ;ind sale of

opium in His Highness the Nizam's dominions.

4. Negotiations were accordingly entered into with
the Nizam's Government with a view to raising the

price of opiura In Hyderabad to the level pertaining
In the adjoining provinces, so that there would not bo
the same inducement to smuggle opium from Hydcraljud
into British territory. It was tinally resolved by
Sir Salar Jung, who was then Minister iind Regent
of the Hyderabad State, to adopt, in accordance with
the Resident's advice, the same sj^stem as had been
shortly before introduced into Berai' with good results,

viz., to prohibit the local cultivation of poppy in both
Government and Jagir lands, and to obtain supj)lies

of opium from Indoreiu Central India, the Government
of India undertaking to collect, on behalf of the Nizam's
Government, a duty on all consignments of opium at a
rate of not less thiin Rs. 600 per chest of 140 lbs.

5. In pursuance of this arrangement, a notification

was issued on the 2iid October, I881.1, prohibiting the
cultivation of thc poppy and flie ma.nnracl are ol' opium
throughout the whole of His Highness' Dominions.

6. At the same time Opium Rules (ha\iug the Sa.me
effect In Hyderaliad as a legal enactment) were Framed
very much on the same lines as the Tier;ir Rules, and
on the 10th October 1880 it wtis notified thiit lliesc

Rules would be brought intoefl'ect ticmi the 1st January
1881, from which date the import of opium was |iro-

hiblled e.\:ce)it undoT- a. ]iass issued liy the Opium A.gent
at Indorc, the rate of duty being fixed at Rs 10
Ijer seer, or Rs. 700 per chest.

Tho e\|)iirr. of opium was at tic same time |"irohll)ited,

prcjvlslon lieing minle tor the tra.iisil ol' opium through

H. S. is llTdIi Sikkii, iIih term Ini- 1]u: llyiicnilciit coinage ja viipee.s .

the Hyderabad State, from Bombay or Central India
to the Madras Presidency.

7. Subsequently, on the 29th October 1883, the terms
of thc new system were embodied in a formal memo-
randum of agreement between the British Government
and the Government of His Highness the Nizam, a copy
of which is as follows :

—

"Memorandum of agreement between the British
Government and the Government of His .Highness the
Nizam of Hyderabad.

" For the protection of the common interests of the
British Government and the flovernment of His
Highness the Nizam of Hydc.i'abad in the matter of the
opium revenue, His Highness the Nizam of Hyderabad
has agreed, as regards His Highness' territories,

that—
"(1.) Thc cidtivatlon of the poppy and the manu-

facture of opium shall be absolutely prohibited.
" (2.) With the exception of opium booked through

by rail to the Madras Rresidency, no o)iium
shall be imported without a license from His
Highiiess the Nizam.

" (3.) With the same exception, no opium shall be
exported.

"(4.) The import of opium shall, aa far as possible,
be confined to what is absolutely requisite for
licit home consumption.

'•
(5.) The transi)ort, possession, and retail sale of

opium shall be permitted only under license
from His Highness the Nizam.

"II. His Highness the Nizam further agrees to
commimicate to the Resident at Hydera))ad all altera-
tions which it may from time to time be found necessary
to mal<o in tho rules which have been framed to give
effect to the above conditions, and not to make any
alterations the effect of which will be to diminish the
securities provided by the rules for duo observance
of the said conditions.

"III. And the British Government has agreed that
the Opium Agent at Indore shall issue pa^ses for the
transport from Indore to Hyderabad of such quantities
of o])lum as may from time to time be applied for by
His Highness' Government through tho Resident at
Hyderabad ; and shall levy on the same, on behalf
of His Highness' Government, pass duty at thc rate
which may, from time to time, be fixed by the British
Government

; and shall remit the said duty throuo-h
thc Resident at HyderaJjad in .such manner as maybe
from time to time arranged : provided that, If the
British Government fix a rate of pass duty lower than
Rs. 601) (six himdred) per chest of 140 lbs. avoirdupois,
the rate charged on (jpium supplied to Hyderabad shall
not be less than Rs. 600 per chest of 140 lbs. iivoirdupois,
except with the previous consent of His HIn-hness'
Government.

°

"IV. Lastly, it is provided thiit either of the parties
to this agreement shall be at lilierty to withdraw from
It after giving to the other party 12 months' notice."

This agreement remains in force to the jiresent day,
and the rate of duty has been maintained at Rs. 700
per chest.

8. Up to the year 1892 the whole of the opium
imported under the new arrangement was brought by
rail to the City of Hyderabad, from whence it was sent
by dealers under passes issued by the Excise Officer to
the dillei-ent districts. It was found, however, that
the (riide, whuli had to supply an area of S2,698 square
miles, was inconvenienced by being centralised at
Hydei'abad, and ni 1892 it was arranged with the
Resident that opium may be imported from Indore
1^1 either Auranga,bad in the northern part of the State
Gulburg.ih on the western side, Warangal on the
custom sale, or the (.'ity ol' Hydcraba,,) as ., central
depot.

1

^- -^^"^^^ /'" 1^' ;^'"*';"' "^ ""l^"'*^ "^ "P™m have
been framed by the Resident and are a.ppi'uded.

10 Govermnent 0|Mum .godowns ,ire established at
Ihe tour pliic.'s to which opium can be imported and
all eoiisignments are ueighe.l on arrival andkei.tm the
,!_5odoun unlillhe.) arcohl or d.^s] ,alched to I he districtsOpium isMied honi the ,go,l,,wns is covered by a pass
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whicti slio*s the quantity and destination of the opium

,

and this pass has to be delivered up to the officer in the
district or taluka to which the opium has been sent.

System of GontrolUng the Internal Opium Trade.

11. Any person may import opium for wholesale
dealings, on his obtaining a permit from the Eesideut
(the application being submitted through the Nizam's
Government) and on his paying at Indore a duty of 10
British rupees per seer. But he can only sell the opium
to a licensed retail vendor or wholesale dealer, and is

prohibited frotn selling a smaller quantity than five

tolas. A Aifholesale dealer is required to take out a
license, foi which the charge is Ks. 16.

12. For the official year that has just commenced,
the excise commissioner has sold the monopoly of

importing opium from Indore to one person, who has
undertaken to pay H. S. Rs. 30,000 = Grovernment
rupees 25,661 for it. Some objections have been raised

to this departure from the usual course, and the matter
has not yet been finally decided by His Highness'
Grovernment;.

13. The monopoly of the retail vend of opium is sold

at auction by districts or sub-divisions of districts.

Retail vendors are prohibited from selling to one person

at one time more than five tolas of opium. The number
of shops is fixed by the revenue oflScers. Opium cannot
be sold at any .but recognised shops. The licensed

vendors are bound to keep an account of the opium
sold daily, showing both the name of the purchaser and
the quantity of opium sold to him. Shops have to be

kept closed from 9 p.m. to sunrise.

A clause is inserted in the license to the effect that

drunkards
,
persons ofnotoriously bad habits, or gamblers,

shall not be allowed in the opium shops.

Muddutkhanas and chandul shops, known in Hydera-
bad as bambookhanas, because the chandul is smoked
through a bamboo pipe, are prohibited by law, and the

police have instructions to prevsnt the opening of any
such places.

14. The rules, in short, jjro^ide for a very thorough
control over the opium trade, and heavy penalties are

imposablo for any breach of them. My experience,

however, is that the rules are not so strictly enforced

in the Hyderabad State as tbey are in the adjoining

districts of Berar under British Administration.

15.. In the city and suburbs of Hyderabad, including

the Military Cantonment of Secunderabad, persons

were formerl)- allowed to establish shops for the retail

side of opium on taking out a license, for which the

charge was Rs. 16. This system was stopped iu 1889,

and since then the monopoly of the retail sale in the

city and suburbs has been put up to auction in the same
way, and under the same conditions as have been
described above for the districts.

16. Since the stoppage of cultivation of pojipy, the

quantity of opium annually impoi-ted into Hyderabad,

and the revenue obtained by the Nizam's Government
I'rom the pass duty of Rs. 10 per seer are shown below :

—

Hyderabad State is 11,530,450, which is distributed as
follows :

—

App, XXVI.

Hyderabad
State.
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23. The retail price of opium is from 2J to 2J tolas

per Hulli Sicca rupee in the City, and about li ti.las

per rupee iu the districts, which is equal to iiom
Government Rs. 34-3-0 to 2-1-12-0 per seer.

24. The incidence of reveime per head of population

iu the "whole of the dominions is " [)ies.

25. The average consumption of opium per 100 head
of population is 18 tolas per annum, or 32 grains per

head per annum. In the City and suburbs it is 72 tolas

per 100 persons, or about one-third of a grain per head
per day.

Proposal to proMhit the use of Opium.

26. On the general question as to whether the use

of opium should be prohibited except for medicinal

purposes, my view is that such an extreme course

could only be justifiable if it were proved, beyond all

doubt, that the use of opium is carried to such an
extent, and so abused that it is undermining the

health, strengtb, and moral character of the population,

or any large class of the population. Nothing short of

this would justify interference with the habits of the

people. My own experience, gained from 24 years'

service in the country', tbo last 10 of which ha\-e

been in Hyderabad, is that there is absolutely no
evidence to show that opium is consumed to such an
extent in the Hyderabad State as to amount to an abuse
of it. Medical evidence, based on experience gained
from hospital or private practice, may or may not show
that there have been cases in which persons have ruined

themselves by an over-indulgence iu opium, but any
such isolated cases cannot be held to justify a Govern,
ment iu decreeing the prohibition, except for medicinal
purposes, of opium. I*'or my own part 1 can o]dy say

that, while I see much drunkeiuiess among the lower

classes of the native population caused by excessive

indulgence in country spirits, and while the consumption
of European liqvior is seriously increasing, I cannot
recall a single instance in which I have seen n person
the worse of opium smoking or eating.

27. Since the question has been raised in its present
form, I have heard many people remark on the good
efifects of a moderate use of opium and of the necessitj^

for it under certain conditions ; but in connexion with
this I wish merely to confine myself to saying that, if

there is to be any interference with the habits of the
people from philanthropic motives, or on moral grounds,
then such interference would be better directed towards
checking the consvimption of European liquor, for this

habit is growing among the younger generation in

Hyderabad, and is infinitely more injurious, and more
prevalent, than the habits of excessive opium smoking
or eating.

28. Opium is used to a consideraljle extent in Maho-
medan families, and it is almost invariably given to

yoimg Mahomedan children as a preventative or cure

for their ailments. Any interference on the part oF

Government with this practice would, 1 believe, be
much resented.

Bahtores and Marwaries also use opium freely. Sikhs,

of whom there are 4,600 according to the last census,

are also regitlar consumers of opium. The poorer
classes, which form the greatest mass of the population,

cannot afford much opium at its present price, and
confine themselves mainly to liquor drinking.

29. It seems to me practically impossible, even if it

were desirable, to give efl'ect to the suggestion that the

use of opium should be linuted to medical purposes,
for who is to decide that opium demanded by a.

purchaser is going to be used medicinally or as a
luxur3- ?

30. As I have already shown, our rules limit the
quantity of opium which a.ny single person may hold at

a time to live tolas. The present value of this quantity

is about Rs. 2, and in practice it is found that the sales

are of much smaller quant ities. There are no druggists'

shops or medical pracl itionoi-s in tlu! Hyderabad districts

to whom the duty of selling opium coidd be entrusted,

audi regard this suggestion as a singularly impracticable

one.

31. It is in lay opinion jiossible for His Highness'
Govej'nment to ujuke opium still naac (.xpcnsive tn the

constmn;r. This is the really effectual way ol' checking
an over-indulgence in ojuinn and is all that isnecrssary.

The pn>hibitioii of Ihe geiier.il n.-e of 0|iiuni iu a. large

uallve City like Hyderabad would, 1 believe, arcaise a.

bit1;er feeling among the consuming classes, the results

of which might be most embarrassing both to His
Highness' Government and to the Government of India,

and it is an entirely impracticable measure.

It would also drive the people to the use of liquor,

which is worse for them than opium.

32. It is instructive to note that Sir Salar Jung, who
knew well the feeling of people in Hyderabad, and who
seems to have been reluctant to suppress the cultivation

of opium, stated in his order of October 1880 to Jagirdars

and others that the cultivation and manufacture of the

popp3' are prohibited wraf'er ihe advice of the Ilesident.

I should be sorry to predict the results if the present

Government in Hyderabad were to issue an order that

the use of opium was prohibited under the advice of

tlie British Government.

:!3. The present Minister, the Nawab Vikar-ul-Umra
Bahadur, has, in his letter of the 8th December 1893,

to the Resident, expressed very decided views on this

question.

In reference to the proposed prohibition of the use

of opium the Minister has said :

—

"His Highness' Government would be strongly

opposed to the introduction of any such measure in

these dominionB, Ijecanse (1) there are no valid grounds
for such a high-handed procedure, (2) the distinction

desired to be drawn between opium required for

medicinal and non-medicinal purposes is an impractic-

able one, (3) interference with the normal consumption
of opium would be resented by those who are in the
habit of regtdarly using the drug, and in the City of

Hydei'abad would be likely to engender a feeling the
results of which might be most cmbarassing to the
Government, (4) if the supply of opium is cut off, opium
eaters will be likely to take io ganja or strong spirits,

both of which are worse than opium."

On the question of compensation to Native States,

the Minister has said:

—

"I feel so strongly the practical impossibility of
prohibiting the consumption of opium as proposed,
that it seems almost unnecessary to refer to this

question. But, supposing for a moment that the
inquirj- of the Royal Commission were to lead to results
that would adversely affect the revenue derived from
opium in the Hyderabad State, His Highness' Govern-
ment would certainly expect to be compensated for any
loss that might be cattsed thereby."

And in concluding his letter the Minister said :
—

" I have, in the foregoing frankly, and without
reserve, expressed the views of His Highness' Govern-
ment on this subject, because the ))roposals now under
inquiry by the Royal Commission are ofgrave importance
both socially and politically, and believing, as I do,
that there are no valid grounds for j)rohibiting the
consumption of opium, and that the course suggested
by the anti-opiumists would not only be a dangerous
one for any Government in India to adopt, but would
be harsh and unjust to the ])eople, I have felt it

incumbent on mj'self to say that His Highness'
Government would not, luidor the present circumstances
of the case, accept any measure that might be calculated
to trnduly interlere with the consiunption of the drug
til the moderate extent it is now generally used.''

31. The existing arrangements with the Government
of India may, as 1 have shown, be terminated on
12 months' notice. Bat supposing that the Govern-
ment of India were to prevent the import of opium into
Hyderabad, His Highness' Government would then be
entitled to remove the restriction on the local cultivation
of the poppy, and the Government of India would find
itself in a worse position, for not only would the
Hyderabad Stiite produce sufficient opium for its home
consumption, but it would also, in all probability,
manufacture largely for export, and the expense to the
British Government of preventing smuggling on the
frontiers of so large a territory would be so heavy that
it could not be entertained.

35. On the other hand, if tbo Government of His
Higbcsses the Nizam were induced, against their own
cimvictions, to prohibit the use of opium as proposed,
they could not reasonably bo expected to adopt this
course without ret-eiving compensation for the loss of
revenue, and such compensation could not be fixed
at less than the amount of revenue the Government is
now receiving fioni opium, plus the Jagirdars' losses,
and the whole may be stated at about 5 to 5t lakhs of
Biitish rupees annually.
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Rules for Impoet of Opium by RaiIiVay into the

Hydeeauad State.

Extracts from Residency Orders, No. 16 and 15, dated
respectively the l^th Aiiqust 1892 and 1st August
1893.

I.—No station master shall, without the special orders
of the Resident, receive any opium offered for consign-
ment to any station outside His Highness' territories.

II.—The importation of opium into the dominions of
His Highness by rail is prohibited unless—

(a) it has been consigned from Indore
;

(6) it is consigned to the Hyderabad Station to the
care of the Talukdar of the Abkari, or to

Gulburga or Warangal station to the care of

the First Talukdar of these districts
;

(e) it is covered by a pass granted by the Deputy
Opium Agent, Indore.

Should opium consigned to any place in His Higli-

ness' dominions not mentioned in clause (6) arrive at

any railway station in Hyderabad territory, the .station-

master must detain it and report the matter, through
the Superintendent, Railway IPolice, for orders of the
Residen*!.

N.B.—Opium can also be consigned to Aurangabad
via Khandwa and Nandgaon, but as such consignments
do not enter His Highness the Nizam's territory by
rail, they do not come within the scope" of these rules.

III.—Opium consigned to an)- of the places mentioned
in clause (6), Rule II., shall be made over to the con-

signee or his agent on his producing the pass mentioned
in clause (c) of the same rule in the presence of the
senior officer of the railway polics, and of the Customs
officer at the station. It shall be the duty of these

officers to see, before the opium loaves the station, that

the s?als of the packages are unbroken, that their
weight tallies with that entered in the pass, and tljat

the term for which the pass is valid has not been
exceeded. The date on which the package reaches the
station shall be deemed to be the date of import, and
not the dato on which the delivery may be made.
Should it appear to the railway polico officer that the
package lias been opened pj/ route, or thii.l. there is otlier

reason for suspicion, lio is authorised to open the
package and weigh the opium.

JV. —The Superintendent of Railway Police shall

keep a register in the form attached, and he should
report all suspicious cases for the orders of the
Resident.

V.—There are no restrictions on the transport of

opium from stations in the territories of His Highness
to the other stations within the same territories, but
immediate information regarding such consignments
shall be given to the senior police officers at the station

of despatch and receipt by the respective station

masters.

Opium in transit through the Bombay Presidency
is liable to be examined at Ahmednagar. Therefore,

when opium under transport from one station to another
in His Highness the Nizam's dominions will have to

pass through Bombay territory, the sender must, prior

to despatch, report the consignment to the Superin-

tendent of Railway Police or the senior officer of railway

police present at Hyderabiu'i , who will despatch an
advice of it in the form annexed direct to the Collector

of Ahmednagar, granting a duplicate to the sender.

The duplicate must he produced before the stafion

master of the station of despatch at the time of booking,

and that officer shall refuse to receive any consignment
that doe.=! not agree with the particulars entered in the

duplicate. All such refusals shall be reported without

delay to the Superintendent, Riihvay Police.
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Advice of the despatch of the following Gonsignments of Opium from to

SeiiiU No. Date.

Chests.

Number. ' Weight.

Packages.

Half Chests.

Number. I Weight.

Bags.

Number. ! Weight.

Destination. Route.

OPIUM—HYDERABAD STATE.

Statement shjwinq Supply of Opium t) each BistriaL including Gity and Suburbs.
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Opium—-Hydeeabad State—rorai.

Name of District.

Northern Division,

Population.

Quantity of Opium supplied.

1,300 P. 1,301 F. 1,302 P.

Average
of Three
Years.

Medak
Tndur
Elgandal
Bidar
Sirpur Tandur

Total

Eastern Division.

Waruugal
Nalgundah
Mahbub Nagar

Total

Total of Districts

Hyderabad City

Atraf Balda
Jagirs

<i
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APPENDIX XXVII. App. XXVII.

Hyderabad
State.

Length of

service.

Personal
prejudice
a^iiinst

opium.

Personal
experience
of opium in
medicine.

Absteacts of Evidence of Witnesses tendered for

Examination at HYDERjiBAD from the Hydbuabad
State and not Examined by the Royal (jOMmission.

I.

Memorandum by Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel Edward
Lawme, Besidency Surgeon, Hyderabad.

I have served in India for 21 years, during the last

eight years of this period in Hyderabad.

2. I was stongly prejudiced against opium, even as a
remedy, when 1 came out to India in 1872. I regarded
all opium eating and smoking as vice, and hardly dared
to employ opium at all in diseases of children. The
opinions I now hold are founded upon facts and cir-

cumstances which have come under my own observation.

3. My experience of opium as a remedy is px-obably

the same as that of hundreds of other medical men. At
first I was much astonished to find that opium in full

medicinal doses does not necessarily produce sleep. I
then discovered that, though it does not produce sleep

in cases where it is intended to do so, its general effect

is almost invariably beneficial. The third stage in my
personal experience of opium consists in the employ-
ment of the drug in bowel complaints, such as diarrhoea,

enteritis, dysentery, and choleM, in which diseases its

advantages are universally acknowledged, and also as

a prophylactic and curative agent in certain forms of

malarial disease. The statement which has been put
forward of late—that opium is of no use in malarious

fever except to relieve the pains of the disease—is

incorrect. Fact takes precedence of opinion in a ques-

tion of this kind, and the following facts disprove it.

Malarious remittent fever was unusually prevalent in

Hyderabad during the last three months of 1893, and
the clinical charts which are here reproduced form
part of the record of two recent cases in which this

disease was arre^ti'd by one of the alkaloids of opium :

—

Gase I.—(Private).

Uncomplicated Malarious Remittent Fever.

Mrs. P., age 29.

Oase II.—(Hospiial).

Malarious Remittent Fever with Complications.

Miss H.. age 21.

lu tlie first of these cases, the patient had been ill for
five days, and in the second for three, before coming
under my observation. Both were characterised by
intolerable headache, v.'hicli prevented sleep, uncon-
trolled vomiting, and the absence of any intermission of
the fever. All the known remedies had been tried
without relief. In each case a full dose of morphine
was given at about 9 o'clock p.m. The effect was
that the headache disappeared, refreshing sleep was
obtained, and both patients woke up next morning free
from fever.

4. Opium is employed as a domestic remedy by all Medicinal
classes of people in India ; it is given to Indian children use of opium

from the age of a month up to two years, by the poor, peop'il.

to keep them quiet, and by poor and rich alike as a
prophylactic against the bowel complaints, fevers, and
other diseases which are incidental to dentition. It is

taken by adults in Hyderabad to protect them against
cholera, of which they stand in great dread, as well as
against fever, diarrhcea, and dysentery. Personally,
I belive that opium does afford very efficient protection
against bowel disorders, such as acute enteritis in

children, and diarrhoea, dysentery, and cholera in
adults. I have proved above that it exercises a
curative action in malarious disease, and it is not
unreasonable to suppose that it may have a prophylactic
effect in the case of both bowel disorders and malaria,
if only b}- protecting the system against chills.

5. In India, the opium habit (adat) is generally rjjjg opium
contracted on the advice of friends or of Hakims habit.

(doctors), much in the same way as the alcohol habit is

in England. I may state at once that in Hyderabad
the ordinary opium eater, whether male or female, is

entirely above the suspicion of vice. Though the use
of opium is frequently begun as a prophylactic after
attacks of cold or bowel complaint, or as a remedy in
painful diseases, it is taken by regular opium eaters and
smokers as a stimulant or exhilarant, nevej' as a
narcotic. Among the higher classes it is very
occasionally employed byj'oung married men as an
aphrodisiac. Its only alleged value in this respect is to

/ 825 A S
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'

—

postpone or delay the orgasm. Opium eaters begin by
Syderaitki. taking a small quantity once or twice a day, and as

soon as they become accustomed to it they increase the

amount until they ;iri'ive at an average or habitual dose,

which they seldom exceed. As a rule, oiiium eaters

accustom themselves to a dose, which varies from two
to eight grains, taken twice a day before their prin-

cipal meals. But the regular dose may go far beyond
this, and many opium eaters take from 30 to 40
grains of solid opium twice a day every day of their lives

{vide Appendix A). The reason of this appears to be
that when the opium habit is acquired the individual

derives so much benefit from the drug that he increases

the quantity under the impression that the more he
takes the better he will be. A small number of people
take the average or habitual dose three times a day,
and a still smaller numbei' take it whenever they feel

inclined. The latter class are to a certain extent objects

of ridicule and go by the name of
'

' yad-aphim " {yad
memory, and aphim opium). The ordinary mode of

taking opium in Hyderabad is either alone as a pill or

made into a pill with sweet almonds. A few people
smoke it in the form of madat or chandu.

The effects 6. I have had to treat patients for opium poisoning,

habit!"'""'" ^^^ "^ ^'^° instances (one Native and one European)*
for the effects of sudden discontinuance of large doses
of opium ; but I have never yet been called upon to

treat, nor have I ever met with a diseased or depraved
state of the constitution due to the opium habit ; and
during the time I have had charge of the Afzul G-unj

and Residenc}' Hospitals in Hyderabad 671, .595 patients
have passed through my hands. There is no indication
that I know of whereby an opium eater can be recognised
as such, and opium most assuredly does not produce
emaciation. My experience and conclusions have led
me irresistibly to the opinion that opium taken
regularly, in no matter what dose, provided the habit
has been fully acquired, has no deteriorating effect

upon the physical or moral condition. On the contrary,
I am firmly convinced that the habitual use of opium is

beneficial. No doubt at first and sometimes afterwards
it causes disagreeable constipation {vide Appendix A.)
and therefore possibly drowsiness and malaise ; but
when once the opium habit is confirmed, and it is

surprising how quickly this state is arrived at, these
unpleasant results as a rule completely wear off. The
constipating effect is no longer disagreeable, as the
opium now merely jirevents looseness and irregularity
of the bowels, and this is unquestionably one of the
actions of the drug which is most highly prized in
India. But there is a great deal more than this to be
said for the opium habit. Opium eaters assert, and I

am ])crsuaded they are right, that opium conduces to
the regularity of all their functions :—regularity of
meals, regularity of sleep, and of digestion ; and that it

keeps them cheerful, contented, happy, and >vell. The
opium eater takes his pill, or jiills, of opium half an
hour or so before his early meal at 7 or 8 a.m., and
again before his afternoon meal or dinner at 2 or 3 p.m.

;

the drug digests slowly with his food, and, instead of
feeling; drowsy or heavy after meals, as non-opium
eaters often do, that is invariably the time when his
mind is most active and his bodj- most vigorous {vide
Appendix A). The popular or prevailing notion that
opium produces sleep, lethargy, or sloth in the habitual
opium eater is an entii'C delusion {vide Appendix B),
and such terms as " druivsj," "stupor," '' heav}-,"
" drugged," " narcotised," and •' sleeping off the effects

of the opium," etc., applied to the opium eater are
altogether unmeaning and misleading. The opium
eater can sleep at normal times like anybody else, but
he probably sleeps less than people who do not take
opium and he never takes opium as a hypnotic {vide

Appendix A).

The effect of
''' ^^^ result of sudden comjjlete cutting off of opium

sudden depends on the amount to which the individual has

Wnuance of
^^^^^ accustomed. If the amount has been small and

opium. the health good, it is insignificant. The results of
suddenly stopping opium which has been taken in large
quantities may be stated as follows :

—

{a.) Opium delirium tremens.

(6.) Pains all over the body.
(c.) Disorders of digestion.

{d.) Diarrhoea and bowel complaints.

(«.) Ooma and convulsions.

Opium delirium tremens is the name given to the
condition of melancholia and moroseness, with loss of

apj)etite and sleeplessness, which occur when the opium
habit of large doses is suddenly checked. If the opium
eater is suffering from verj- acute and high fever or
inflammatory disease, the sud.leu discontinuance of his

opium while in this state may be followed by coma and
convulsions. The opium habit can be dropped suddenly
with impunity under all circumstances if a dose of

belladonna, proportioned to the amount of opium the
patient has been in the habit of taking, is substituted
for it at the accustomed times and continued in

diminishing doses for a week or ten days after the
stoppage of the opium.

8. There is no comparison between the effects of the Comparison

opium habit and the habitual use of alcohol. The eflects of
dietetic use of alcohol is of doubtful benefit, and even opium and

when emploj'ed in moderation it may lead to excess, ^'^ohol.

The excessive use of alcohol means the tendency to

drunkenness and chronic alcoholism, or the production
of insidious effects on the general health, which destroy
numerous lives in Europe every year, and would do the
same in India if the alcohol habit were to become
general. On the other hand, the use of opium is

always beneficial ; the largest habitual quantities of
opium never produce degrading or disastrous results ;

and there is no such thing as excess if the opium habit
has been fully acquired. Finally, my experience in
Hyderabad, where habits of drinking are doing infinite

harm, has taught me that the one chance for inebriates
of escape from disgrace and ruin lies in the sul^stitution

of the opium habit for the abuse of alcohol. If this is

so in India why not in England ? Surely it would be
much better to enquire fully into the assured advantages
of the substitution of the opium habit for alcoholism, in
England, than to attempt to interfere with the ancient
custom of opium eating in India, about which the very
least that can be said is that it has done more good than
harm.

9. I have no hesitation in recommending the habitual Is the

use of opium in European children during the j.eriod of t^'i^™
!"'"*

dentition; and whereas formerly many children used mended '-

to die in my practice from enteritis, which is ihe
scourge of European infant life in India, noiv I raiely if

ever lose a case from this disease. As regards adults, I
believe it is likely that the habitual use of opium in
Europe would save or prolong many of the lives which
end in acute and chronic lung diseases, mid that it

would promote longevity and happiness just as it does
in India. In the case of people in arduous and
responsible positions in England, such as engine-drivers
and railway signalmen, it would appear to be a legiti-
mate subject for investigation whether the opium habit
would not tend to keeji their minds clear and on the
alert while on duty, and prevent the drowsiness which,
as is well known, so often leads to accidents and loss
of life.

It is difficult to publish one's honest opinion on the
advisability of recommending the opium habit without
laying oneself open tomisinterjiretation. My deliberate
opinion, formed, as stated above, by conviction and
experience in the face of previously conceived and
almost inveterate prejudice against the drug, is

perfectly clear and definite, that, if stimulants are to be
taken at all, the opium habit may be consistently
recommended on the ground that opium is the only
stimulant which does no harm whatever and at the
same time may possibly do a great deal of good.

Edwakd Lawkie,
Surgeon Lieutenant. -Colonel,

Eesidenoy Surgeon, Hyderabad (Deccan).

Appendix A.

* The case ri the Eui-opr.'in was that of a >r,iin^ iiiiiu who arrived in
Lahore, where he was net Itnown, and the chemist refu.sed to supply
him with the enormous doses of laudamini, four cunces daily, to wliieli
ho had been accustomed,

Inteuviews with Opium Eatees.

{Two Hyderabad Gentlemen.)

(1.) Nawab, A. J., aetat. 68 : hale, hearty old man
Has always enjoyed good health and was never ill but
once, with dysentery when he was 30. Began to take
opium at the age of 22. At that time he was very stout
and he took it by advice of his friends to i-educe his fat.
Began with a two-grain dose, soon took two grains
twice a day, and at the end of seven months gradualh-
increased the amount, until at the age of 35 he had
become habituated to 90 grains a day. Never took less
than 90 grains a day after that until he was 6.!j years
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old ; and then, as lie heard rumours that the sale of
opium was likely to be restricted, he commenced
reducing the dose and he now takes 70 grains a day, 9,5

before his morning meal and 45 before his afternoon
meal. He states that from the time he began to take
opium his general health improved and his corpulency
decreased, so that at the age of 30 he was liko other
people. He has never taken opium as a hypnotic and
nas never suffered from sleepiness or laziness, and he
does not as a rule sleep in the daytime, even in the hot
weather. He goes to bed at 9.30, and gets up at 4.30,
and this has always been his custom. The Nawab is a
strictly religious Mahomedan and has never taken
alcohol. When I asked him if he looked upon opium
eating as in anj' sense wrong or a vice, the only reply
he gave was, " I say my prayers five times a day."
When asked if opium ever made him sleep he said
thai he had several times taken half as much again as
his usual dose and that it had not made him sleepy.
The only bad effect opium has ever had is that it made
him constipated when he first began to take it. Now
it does not do so.

(2.) M. Y. A., jetat. 51. Spare, wiry physique, and
healthy appearance. Never ill and has only ocoas-
sionally suffered from slight ailments. Says he began
to take opium when he was 18 years old. He had
wounded his hand and lost a large quantity of blood,

and his friends advised him to take opium to obtain
relief from pain and from the effects of the haemorrhage.
At the end of three months, when the wound had healed
and he had acquired the opium habit, he began to

increase the dose from two to four grains twice a day,
until at the age of 40 he was taking 24 grains a day.
Says he had no particular reason for increasing the
dose after this, but ten years ago he went to Baghdad
and then began to take more in order to prevent
himself from feeling the cold. Now he takes 16 grains
of opium before his morning meal and 32 before his

afternoon meal. He does this regularly every day and
his general health is excellent. Opium never acts as a
Tiarcotic. When I asked him how long he slept at

night he replied " Never more than an hour. He
meant by this, however, that he wakes up habitually
every hour throughout the night, i.e., that he is a very
light sleeper. He goes to bed at nine and rises at four.

Opium has never increased his tendency to sleep and
he never suffers from lassitude and never drinks alcohol

.

He is always full of vigour in every way.

Appendix B.

The following extract is taken from notes of an
inquiry into opium eating at the Jail, conducted by my
Assistant, Dr. Mahomed Abdul Grhany :

—

Opium Eatin& Inquiry.

Central Jail, Hyderabad, Deccan.

(1.) Number.—1.

(2.) Name, age, and sex.—Nhunnay Sab, set. 22, male.

(3.) Occupation.—Drummer.
(4.) Amount of opium taken daily.— 36 grains twice

a day.

(5.) Duration of opium taking.—8 years.

(fj.) Cause of addiction to opium taking.—" Drummers,
to rise early in the morning, take opium."

The reason for the opium habit in this case is

civen in my assistant's own words, and at the time

they were written he had no idea why the inquiry was
being made. Their meaning is plain. Drummers are

a class who have to get up very early in the morning,

and in order to make sure of being able to do so they

take opium. This confirms the statement put forward

in paragraph 6, that the opium habit means alertness of

all the faculties, and that it is of itself incompatible

with laziness or sloth.

Appendix C.

Memorandum by Mrs. Dora. Flowers, M.D., in medical

charge of the Zenana Department of the Afzulgunj

Hospital, Hyderabad (Deccan).

My experience of opium eating among.:t tlio female

population of Hyderabad is, that five women out of

every ten are addicted to it. Opium is much more

consumed by the upper classes than by the poorer
women. As a rule, women take to opium eating when
verging on middle age, and I have seldom found it

taken by women under 30. Almost invariably the
reason given for the habit is that it was resorted to for
the relief of dyspeptic and neuralgic troubles so common
among.st women here. In most cases the advice of a
Hakim or an experienced friend has induced them to
begin eating it. As regards its effects, I have never
seen it produce any repulsive symptoms, nor does it

lead to vicious habits of any sort. In fact, it is not
used by the women as an intoxicant, nor for sensual
self-indulgence at all. Indeed, the majority of opium
eaters are very pious ladies, much given to religious
observances, who do not know what vice is. They are
always half apologetic when mentioning the habit, but
state that it gives them relief from feelings of illness,

and enables them to perform household and other duties
with more ease and comfort than they could do without it.

The dose is generally increased up to a certain point,
at which it remains fixed. I have known it consumed
in from two-grain to ten-grain pills of the crude
opium, which is that most generally used. I do not
think opium eating amongst women here is to be
reprobated, as it certainly gives them a strength,
perhaps artificial, yet essential to the performance of
their duties. It corresponds to the glass of Burgundy
or claret that a delicate European lady takes to support
her strength ; and it is not so injurious, as the tendency
to take alcohol often grows till it is taken in excess and
produces all the repulsive and dreadful consequences
of alcoholism and drunkenness. The opium eater never
exhibits such symptoms. The cases of vice and moral
degradation I have met with amongst the women of
Hyderabad are always associated with the habit of
drinking alcohol. This vice is met with here, and is

attended with painful results. In fact, the increasing
consumption of alcoholic liquors is leading many to
moral degradation and poverty. The habit of giving
opium to infants is extremely prevalent in Hyderabad.
In the majority of cases it does no harm, in fact, I have
been surprised to see how well children thrive on it

;

but I have come across two or three cases where an
over-dose has been given and the child has been saved
with difiBculty. I have had two such cases, and have
heard of death resulting in one or two others. Opium
is the poison usually taken when a woman is tired of
life and commits suicide, but drowning is just as
frequently resorted to. The only objection I have ever
had to the habit of eating opium is that it has appeared
to me difficult to cure a confirmed opium eater of
diarrhoea or dysentery when these supervene in spite of
the daily dose, as they occasionally do. At the same
time I have found these diseases far less prevalent
amongst opium eaters than amongst those who do not
partake habitually of the drug.

App. XXVII.

Uyderabad
State.

Precis of Evidence of the Ladies and Nurse of the Salar
Jung Zenana.

There are about 200 ladies in the Zenana of the late

Sir Salar Jung and his brother the late Nawab Munir-
ul-Mulk Bahadur. Many of them are of advanced age,

one is 95, and all are well preserved and in an average
state of good health. Every one of them takes opium
habitually, some began its use at the age of 10. They
take it hi quantities varying from two to 12 grains

twice a day before their principal meals, early in the
morning and about six in the evening. They do not
take it to produce sleep, but as a stimulant to give
them strength and energy. They also say that taking
it prevents cold, bowel complaints, rheumatic pains in

the joints, and cramps in the limbs. In the majority
of the Begums it has no constipating effect. Mrs.
Bourillon, who is employed as nurse to the infant son
of the late Sir Salar Jung, and has li^ed in Lho Zenana
for four years, knows all the Begums well. She states

that to deprive them of opium, or to make it dearer or

more difficult to procure, would in their opinion be to

rob them of a reliable safeguard against ill-health.

Mrs. Bourillon volunteered the statement that she is

herself an opium eater. She has taken opium habitually

for the last six months. She had a severe cold with

tightness of the chest, and she began to take it by the

advice of the Begum Sahib. Since she has become
accustomed to it, her general health and condition have
improved in the most surprising manner. Formerly
she used always to feel drowsy in the day-time, in fact,

she could not do without her daily sleep. Now she

3 S 2
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never sleeps in the day, and has not the smallest

inclination to do so. She used to take a glass of brandy

and water every afternoon. iSiiicc she has taken opium
she has ceased to feel any desire for this stimulant, and

hasj therefore given it up. She does not suffer from

constipation. The most satisfactory benefit she has

derived from the use of opium is the efiect it has had
on her tendency to obesity. For a long time before she

took to opium she suffered great distress of body and
mind on account of increasing stoutness. She could

take no walknig exercise, aii(l always felt fatigued.

Now, after her morning pill of opium, she is equal to

any amount of work and exertion, and is free from the

feeling of lassitude in the day. Sne can walk long

distances not only without fatigue, but with enjoyment.

If anything, her stoutness is decreasing, but, whether
this is so or not, it no longer gives her any trouble.

She feels fit and well, which she had not done for a

long time before she began to take opium.

Precis of the Evidence of Umtu Begum of the 8alar Jung
Zenana, aged 50 years, fat and healthy.

Has taken opium for 40 years, ever since she was 10,

She was giveu opium as an infant, but it was stopped

at the age of eight. When she was 10 years old it was
gived to her again on account of dysentery. She has

taken it ever since, and now takes 16 gridns in the

morning and 16 in the evening. She goes to bed any
time between 10 and 12 at night, rises at 7, takes opium
at 8 or 9 o'clock before her morning meal, and again at

6 p.m. before her dinner. Sometimes sho sle.ps in the

day, if she feels inclined, but not regularly. She never
takes opium as a hypnotic. It strengthens her and
enables her to get through her household work with
case. The opium keeps her bowels regular, and she

has never had dysentery since she began to take it.

She says people take opium for all kinds of complaints,

taut tliey employ it as a medicine, not with the idea of

promoting intoxicating or jileasuraljle ofl'ects. She
thinks that if opium were sto])])ed, very many people

would take to other forms ol stimulants, or, if too

respectable to do this, they would die ; and that without
opium no matter what medicines they got they would
not be cured of any of their ailments. There is no
disgrace or anything to be ashamed of in eating opium,
such as there is in taking akuliol. She herself would
take her opium ] lills before anybodj- ; but if she took
wine, which she does not, she would never take it

before jieuple. She has never seen any harm result

from eating opium. When people take it to excess it

does them no injuiy as long as they keep to the doses

to which they have become arrustomed, and .she believes

they only take the larger quantities, not from any
vicious motive, but because they tlnnk it may du them
good. Thinks the Queen onuhtto stop alcohol, because
it destroys men's lives ; but never opium, because it

keeps them in health, hapjiy, and contented. She is

very anxious to know why the Queen wishes to put a
sto]) to opium, and would like Her Majesty to be
informed that opium does not impoverish those who use
it, as the amount a man spends on opium is small, and
does not run away with much of his pay ; whereas if he
drinks alcohol he may spend tlie whole of his pay or

more on the quantity required to satisfy him for one
day. Her own income is 6ii rupees a month. Out of

this .she spends about five on opium, an<l the precise
-i-aine she gets out of this ex]>enditure is that it enables
her to thoroughly enjoy the remaining bh rupees.

The Be;,;;um finished by saying " Toll the Queen to

cut diiwii the trees " (meaning the toddy palm trees),
" and to break all the bottles " (meaning wine buttles),
" but nCN'er to stop our opium,"
[The Begum's statement is given in her own words :

it was made in Urdu, and translated by Mrs, Fellowes,

M.D.]

Precis of the Evidence of R. A., stout and healthy loohing.

E. A., a native of Hyderabad, began the use of opium,
while on tour in the Deccan 21 years ago, on account of
a severe attack of diarrhoea. He acquired t^.e opium
habit after recovering from the attack, and then found
that it enabled him to walk and shoot all day long
without getting tired.

He has taken opium off and on ever since with no
other bad effect than constipation. He has never found
any diffir.ulty in giving it np when he wanted to do so,

but has always commenced it again because he cnj(]ys

better health with it than without it. For c\am]iir,

when he tried to do without it he iiivariablv suffered

from indigestion, which always disappeared when he
began it again. E. A. paid a visit to England with the
late Sir Salar Jung (the elder), in the year 1876. He
did not suffer from the cijld in Europe like others did
who did not take opium, and he could always rtand any
amount of out-door exercise without fatigue. This was
particularly shown when they stayed with the late Duke
of Sutherland atDunrobin. JSTo one ever dreamed tiiat

lie was an ojiium eater, and he used to astonish every-
body by his endurance, and by the amount of walking he
got through on shooting and other excursions. He
returned to Hyderabad in the best of health. The
same thing happened when he went a few years later to
the Nilgherris. Those of his party who took opium,
did not suffer from the cold or from hill-diarrhosa
and could take plenty of exercise. Those who did not
take opium felt the cold extremely, and were constantly
laid up with dysentery and diarrhoea.

E. A, states that whenever he has to undergo any
unusual fatigue, such as stopping up all night on duty,
or whencvor he is ill, all he does is to increase his dose
of opium, and this is attended with the happiest results.

He said (and Dr. Lawrie can vouch for the truth of his
assertion) " No one who knows me can say that I ever
" show signs of drow.^iness or fatigue in the daytime,
" or that I am emaciated, or of a vicious disjiosition, I
" am never happier than when taking exercise, and if
" I want to undergo any unusual exertion all I have to
"do to enable me to go through it with ease is to
" increase my dose of opium,"
[The above statement was made to Surgeon Lieutenant-

Colonel Lavrric, who knows E, A. well, and can confirm
its accuracy, E, A, is a man of temperate appearance,
and no one could tell that he eats opium. Dr. Lawrie
knew E. A. intimately for five years before he discovered
that he is an opium eater,]

Precis of Evidence of Ntmnay Sah, aged 22 years,
drummer.

This witness is th3 individual mentioned in Ap-
pendix B, of Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel Lawrie's
Memorandum on Opium, He is brousrht before the
Commission on Opiitra as an example of a young man
who takes opium to excess. He is a spare youth of
average jihysique, an:l l;a: what would be called in
England a '' soft " look

; he is not the least unhealthy
in a.ppearance.

He has taken ri)ium tor 12 years, since he was 10
years old. He began it because being a drummer, and
having to rise very early in the mornings, his friends
advised him to take opium as the surest means of
enabling himself to do so. At first he took small doses,
but he gradually accustomed himself to smoke madai
as well as to eat opium, and now he smokes and eats as
much of the drug as he can get. He eats 40 or SO
grains of solid opium two or three times a day, a.nd
smokes mudah to the extent of aboitt 2iiU grains 'in the
2-1 hours. He is never ill as long as he can get larrre

.

quantities of the drug, and he is not drowsy or sleepy
during the day ; but he is an aijsolute slave to opium
and is miserable without it. If by auy chance he is
short of money, and cannot procure the arnount of oiiium
he wants^ho begs about the city until he obtains enough
to buy it. Dr. Lawrie was a little sceptical about
the quantity he is stated to take. He therefore, at
Dr, Lawrie's request, brought his opium and madala to
the hospital, and ate and .^inoked before the class. He
first ate fs grains of crude opium, and he then sat
down and smoked 30 grains of niadah. He showed no
more sign of any effect than an ordinary person would
after smoking a cigarette. He was asked if eatiiio- and
smoking such a quantity gave him no sensation of
sleepiness or of intox-cat-.,n, and he replied that he
had not taken enough to i a-oduce auy unusual sensations
He is will nig to appear before the Commission, and eat
and smoke as much as they like.

II.

Evidence of Mr. Dohabji, Commissioner of Customs
His Highness the Nizam's (ioverument.

In my opinion it is a matter of utter im]iossibilitv to
e.xpect that by prohibiting the consum|.ti.ui of opium
any of those benefits which the Government anticipates
will be derived, Tbousands and thousands of people in
India are addicted to the use of opium, and the habit
will never be dropped by them. The habitual use of
other intoxicating drn-s can be broken off but it is
imjiossible to eradicate the acquired practice of con-suming opium, and those l^ ho ar<^ slaves t.. thi- drug
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endure the greatest agony if they are deprived of it.

It is also a matte ' of some consideration that an
inebriate if deprived of one intoxicant to which he has
been addicted will, as a matter of course, have recourse

to another. Let ns suppose that opium is put a stop to,

the i-esult will be that the consumption of liquorwill be
increased and the latter is muoli more harmful in its

effects than opium.
An examination of the criminal records will show that

liquor often incites crime, but that the use of opium
does not do so.

(Signed) Dokabji.

III.

Evidence by Nawab Imad Nawaz Jung Bahadtju,
Abkari (Jommissioner.

1. I have been in the service of His Highness the

Nizam's G-overnment for the last 29 years, and have
occupied various posts in the city as well as in the

districts. In my opinion a wrong notion has spread

abroad in Europe that opium has a poisonous effect on

its consumer and that it renders him incapable of any
work. In fact this is not the case ; the people of this

place do not call it a poison but an antidote of poisons.

The use of opium produces many valuable effects.

Magmmd Adwiyah, in which the nature and quality of

every article have been minutely described and which

is held to be a book of authority on Tunani medicine,

has the following paragraph in praise of opium :

—

" In pains of a most severe nature no other medicine

than opium has a more soothing effect, and none inter-

venes so successfully between ailment and death. In

diseases resulting from cold, diseases of the eye and

the ear, in coughs and asthma produced by heat, and in

old standing fevers of a malarious nature, opium is

very useful. In diarrhoea and ulceration of the bowels,

no other medicine is more effective ; and when a

patient is subject to grief and sorrow, and in cases of

weakness of the heart, thirst and hunger during a

famine, in severe cold seasons, on occasions of removing

one's teeth., in colic and inflammations of the urinal

canal, opium has a marvellous efTect. In the diseases

of the head such as neuralgic headache, brow-ague,

tetanus, delirium and insanity, also in diseases of the

eye such aa eye-ache, eye-sure, &c., ulceration and

inflammation of the ear, opium is equally useful. If

given with other ingredients which may be found

necessary, opium is also useful in reducing swellings,

pain in the joints, gout, and red rash."

2. Wben taken in large quantities it has, no duubt,

bad effects, as is the case with every other thing when
' taken to excess. If taken in small doses it is not only

not injurious, but also strengthens the nervous system

and improves the health and acts as a powerful preven-

tative with respect to other diseases. Consul Gardiner

says that the Chinese Protestant Christians, who do not

use opium and are dissuaded from mari-ying early,

largely succumb to the efi"ects of old fevers. Chinese

are of opinion that the use of opium prevents them

from suffering from phthisis. Dr. Porter Smith, the

great missionary doctor of China, has recorded as his

opinion that a moderate use of opium is not dangerous

to the health.. Really the use of Ghandw to a proper

extent agrees very well with the constitution of man-

kind and reduces the severity of cough and consumption

and checks the attacks of malarious fever.

3. The most important efiect of opium is that it

maintains the health and establishes the vital powers

of man. In the province of Hyderabad there is not a

child to whom opium will not have been administered

until three years. Warlike races such as the Sikhs,

Rajputs, Moguls, and Patans invariably use opium, but

it does 'not interfere with their activity, vigour, and

bravery to any extent. Especially the labouring classes

acquire an incomprehensible power of endurance from

the use of this drug. Ghandu smoking is harmless so

also is the drinking of opium dissolved in water. A
moderate use of it improves the intellect and gives an

additional tone to the organs of work. Opium con-

sumption does not produce illness except when it is

taken to excess—which, however, emaciates the body,

and such cases are very rare. An opium-eater has

senerally a sanguine temperament, he does not quarrel

with his neighbours, nor does he ill-treat his wife
;
but

one subject to the eflfects of alcohol does all these

ordinarily. The use of alcohol produces the diseases of

the kidneys, lungs, and the heart, while opium protects

one from such direful maladies. If it is used very

carelessly, to an excess, it is undoubtedly injurious, but

this is the mistake of the consumer and not the opium.

4. I am perfectly certain that if the use of opium be
totally stopjied in this country, the step would result in
the loss of several lives, and it would be most difficult

for weak and dilapidated persons to preserve I heir lives.
Indeed, the use of a military force or some coercive
measures of a serious nature would be necessary to
stop the use of opium entirely. I have personal
experiences of an incident which occurred lac year
before last, when on a certain day the opium coiitrjctor
of the city had closed his shops. A large number of
people evidently disaffected gathered round my bunga-
low and showed signs of a turbulence and seemed leadj^

to sacrifice their lives ; some of them had lallen

prostrate from exhaustion and weakness as if they wert
suffering from years of sickness. I was obliged to Lake
immediate steps to open the shops, by which the li\-ea

of several people were saved. Opium is for the people
of this country as harmless and beneficial as wine is for

the people of Italy or Franco or the beer to the people
of England and Germany. Opium is used from an
immemorial time in this country and the quantity
consumed is so small that we may fairly presume tha.t

it is not in use at all. In the earliest days Arabs wore
the ]jeople who introduced opium in China and India
with a view, no doubt, to prevent the consumption of

alcoholic drinks, to which they were deadly ojiposed.

Even now we see that in those countries where opium
is largely used, the consumption of spirituous liquors

is proportionately small. Opium is an antidote of the
poisonous effects of alcohol, it not only replaces the
habit of using spirits, but removes its bad eflects also.

The Nizam's Government never endeavoured to iiicrea,se

the consumption of opium, but on the other hand it

tried to minimise its use as far as practicable by raising

its selling price to a proper limit. The increase

observed in the quantity consumed is more due to the
increase of population than to anything else, and it

must also be remembered that the quantity shown as

consumed is not wholly used by men, a portion of it is

also given as medicine to animals, especially to horses.

As far as my experience goes, I can firmly assure the

Commission that the use of opium among the people of

this country is day by day on the decrease. Nhouldtho
price of opium be raised so high as to render it inucces-

sible to the ])eople, then as a necessary consequence the

people will not be contented with only trying to

smuggle it from other parts but will assuredly take to

the use of other powerful and stupifying intoxicants

such as Oanja and Bhang, the plant of which can be
easily grown in one's own compound, or perhaps
acquire the habit of drinking a more dangerous beve-

rage such as the spirituous liquor is.

5. It must also be remembered that the cultivation

of the poppy and manufacture of opium were going on
from an immemorial time in this country, and that the

local consumption was not in any way indebted to

foreign imports, but since 1297 Hijri (1880 a.d.) this

Government entered into a treaty with the Government
of India. Ever since all the opium now consumed here
is imported from British India. Should the Govern-
ment of India now resolve to stop the supply to this

province, it will become necessary for this Government
to grow the poppy and make opium again locally. The
average quantity of opium imported into this country

for three years ending with Fasli 1300 is 47,887 lbs. and
the amount realised thereon is Government Rs. 3,31,204,

at the rate of 20 per cent, of Halli Sicca and the rate of

consumption per head* per annum is about one dram.
Even if the Government be prepared to award us the

above sum as compensation it will not at all be advi-

sable to stop its use here entirely, taking of course the

well-being of the public into cousideration. Should,

however, the use of opium be forcibly stopped and the

necessary compensation be not awarded, which is

improbable, the step would have a serious effect on the

finances of this State, which it would be impossible

to replenish either by means of taxation or other

measures.
6. In my opinion the measures now in force for the

purpose of minimising the consumption of opium are

quite sufficient and practicable for the present ; and
any step to entirely stop the use of opium would
certainly involve loss of life, and the G-overnment

would be knowingly besmearing its hands with l^he

innocent blood of the opium-eaters.

(Signed) Imad .Nawaz Jung.

Chudderghaut, n

December 29, 1893. i.

25th. Bahman 1303 FT J
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The population is 11.300,000.
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IV.

Letter to A. J. Dunlop, Esq., Senior Mo.Mbov, Board
of Revenue, Hyderabad Stite.

1 beg to acknowledge your letter of the 7th Bahmaii

1303 Fasli, on the suljject of the iuf]uirj of the Royjl

Opium OommiKsion and enclosing a triutl (tiou oi Fir.^t

Assistant Resident'sletter No. 193, dated Ctli Decein'icr,

calling for a written statement of the views entertained

here on this subject.

In the Committee held on the 18th Azur 1303 Fasli,

I have already expressed my general opinion that no

restriction should be imposed on the use of opium, and
in maintaining the same view now, I beg to say that the

greatest harm will be done by preventing the use of

this drug, and those who are addicted to its daily use

will suffer to a very large extent in health.

The advantages derived from the use of opium when
it is administered as a medicine, or is habitually con-

sumed, need not be described. Opium, no doubt, is a

poison, but the prevention of its use by those -who are

accustomed to it would prove fatal to them. A large

number of people both in His Highness the Nizam's
Dominions and in the British territories are given to

the use of this drug, and it is the duty of both these

Governments to see that the health of these people is

not affected in any way.
From a revenue point of view, the Nizam's Govern-

ment has suffered a loss by the prohibition of the opium
cultivation. AltUoagh other crops such as cereals, &c.

are sown in its place, they are not so ]:irofitable as an
opium crop, borause a single crop of the latter produces
throe such valuable products as (1) opium, (2* poppy
seed, and (3) poppy heads.

In any case I am of opinion tliat neither the traffic in

opium nor the use of the drug should bo prohibited.

If any prohibition is to be made on the grounds that

that use of the drug leads to intoxication, then it becomes

incumbent on me to point out the evils of drink, and
the injurioiTsresults which follow from the use of spirits.

Liquor is consumed to a large extent in England and
other cold countries, but scientists and doctors have
shown that it causes delirium tremens, burns and
d strnys the liver, spoils the teeth, impairs the eye-

sight, shatters the brain and constitution and produces
iQany other injurious results, and consequently they
have tried to restrict its use.

Many countries are still advooatina: the pi-evention of
the consumption of liquor. In India drink is mostly
used by way of imitation, without any regard to the
climate and other circumstances of this country. Tlie

consequence is ihat such injurious results ensue as is

beyond the power of pen to describe. It is therefore

necessary and desirable that the use of liquor and not
that of opium should be prohibited, as tl^e former is

entirely fraught with evil results.

(Signed) SuEO Lall Moti Lall Sahoo.

Thanslation of Evidence of Seth Bhagwandas,
Banker of Hydeeabad, Deccan.

The practice of consuming opium has become universal
in this country. If the opium-eater cannot get his
opium, he will become a wreck, that is to say he will
become physically unfit for any work. His health is

therefoi'e dependent on his opium. In my opinion an
order for the prohibition of opium could not be enforced.
The climate of this country warrants the use of opium
as a specific for good health. Opium-eaters suffer no
ill effects from the climate. The eti'eots of opium-eating
are not so pernicious as those produced by liquor.
There are many men who, if told to take liquor, will
rather lose their lives than touch a drop, and at the
same time, such men who are addicted to opium find it

impossible to break off the habit.

(Signed) Bhagwandas.

APPENDIX XXVIII.

Statistics regarding the Consumption of Qpinn and the Revenue derived from Opium in the Hyderabad
Assigned Districts (Bbrar).

[Presented by Gol. K. J. L. Mackenzie, G.I.E., Commissioner of the Hyderabad Assigned Districts. See Question 27,953.]

STATEMENT I.

—

Details as to Opium Bevenue and Consumption.

1.
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STATEMENT II.— Consumption of Opium by Uistbicts tob the Yeak 1892-93.

ijli

District.
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API". XXIV. was aocom|)amed by increased strictness in measuring
—""

plots and iiscerLiiining ont-turn, and in jiaragraj)!! 38 of

Provii'c?f. the Excise Keport for the year 187Li-77 it fras remarked
tliat the result had been a decrease in cultivation in all

districts under the Govcrament system and also in

Hoshangabad. On the other hand, in Jubbulpore,

Kimar, and Sanger, where, as in Narsinghjiur, Damoh
and H(isliaT]ga,bad, licensed vendors still made their

ottu arrangements fur obtaining opium for sale to con-

sumei's, cultivation showed a, tendency to incerase.

9. No more districts werr brought under the G-ovevn-

nient sujiply system in 1877"7'^, liut the net I'cvenue

continued to rise, and stood for the year at Rs. 3,84,349*

against Es. 3.7)8,629* in the prec-'ding one, and from

the 1st April lS7i-i the system flas extended to three

more districts (Jubbul])ore, Damoli and I>rarsinghpur)

.

By this time cultivation was almost entirely confined

to the Jubbulpore and Betul districts. In Jubbulpore,

however, cultivation suffered heavy loss in 1876-77

from hail, and many gave up cultivation of the poppy
in consequence ; while in Betul, in spite of numerous
prosecutions, cultivators habitually kept back the

greater part of their produce. In November 1878 it

was decided that no more licences for local cultivation

should be granted, and since then the poppy has not

been grown in any part of the pi'ovinces.

10. The remaining three districts (Saugor, Hoshang-
abad and Nimar), in which fanners had previously been
allowed to buy opium in the open market, were brought
under the Government suppi)- system from the 1st

April 1879, and in the following June the Opium Act
of lS7o was extended to the Central Provinces, ousting

the operation of Act X of 1871 so far as it concerned
opium. No rules permitting cultivation of the poppy
have been framed under Section 5 of the Act of 1878,

and local production is therefore punishable under
Section 9.

11. In Appendix A to this Note are given statistics

of the number of licences granted lor the cultivation of

the pop])y, the area sown and tlie annual outtui'nin the

several districts or the pro\-inces from the year 1866-67

to 1S77--7S. The chief producing districts were Betul,

Chhindwara, Jubbuljiore, Nimar and Hoshangabad,
the first three of these ))roducing m.ore than enough to

meet the local (i.e., district) demand. From Betul
opium was exportc<l to Bcrar and to the Central Pro-
vincis districts lying to the south and east, while the
Jubbul])ore District supplied the northern and central

districts, as well as parts of the Nerbudda Valley and
the less distant parts of Chhattisgarh. Though there
were thus some tracts where the local produce was in

excess of the h c.il demand, the provinces as a whole
were, even when cultivation was least restricted,

always largely dependent on imports from other parts
of India., and there has never been n time when a
system oL supi)lying retail vendors, on jia.jTnent of .i.

direct duty, with locally produced 0])inm only, was
practicable.

12. Ill Betul and Chhindwara the prohibition of

cultivation caused some discontent, and complaints are

still oocasionall}- lic-ard. In Wardha the Settlement
operations of b-y2-9:! have brought to light the fact

that though the rents jiaid for land under ojiium were
often V( ry high, no reductions were made by landlords
when cultivation of the poppy was sto))ped, and in

several cases of this kind it has now been found neces-
sary to reduce rents. The following quotations from
repoits by the Settlement Ofiicer, Jlai Bahadur Pur-
shotam Das, will serve to make this point clear:—

(1) Ilcrit-rate llepurt (Karanjia group, Arvi Tahsil).

—

A large ]iortion oJ the rent enhancement provided for
will be counterbalanced by reductions, which will be
granted in cases ol' excessive ]iaymcnts of ordinary
tenants and those made for opium cultivation.

(2; Hent rate lirport (Arvi grott]), Arvi Tahsil).—The
cultivation of opium lias been prohibited since the
introduction of the Excise Act, but the former high
payments have since continued untouched. They un-
doubtedly ijress on certair. lauds, and have resulted in
the indebtedness of their occupants.

(3) Assessment UcimtI (Anjt group).—The fields on
which rents nave been reduced are mostly those on
which opium was grown at the former Settlement, and
aliliough the cultivation of opium was prohibited on
the iniroilucticm of the Excise Act, the same high rents
wejc realized by the malguzars.

Similar cases will no doubt come to notice when
assessujcnt work is taken up in the other districts where
cpium was formerly grown.

13. Tlie system (jf requiring licenseil vendors to
.supply themselves ivitli (jpium ])urchased from Govern-
ment justified itsell, wherever introduced, by financial

* These fi,s;ures inclmlc profiLs on supplies of opium ti. Tciuliitory
Chiefs and ccrtiiiii Zumindars—u/rfe foot-note to Appendix C:,

results, and it is safe to sa.y that, on the whole, the

interests of the I.ooal Administration and of the people

were best served by the entire prohibition of cultiva-

tion. Deputy Commissioners, to whom the work ot

buying up the local crops in districts under the Govern-

ment supply system was entrusted, found it -.'smpossible

to prevent illicit retention of the produce, and cultiva-

tion being considerable in a few districts only, the

continued protection in those districts of the interests

which had been afl'eoted by its prohibition elsewhere

would have involved more trouble to the executive than

their importance warranted.

14. So long as local cultivation was permitted, the

the local produce was, as already stated, bought up by

Deputy Commissioners on behalf of Government in all

districts under the Government supply system, and

was issued to licensed vendors at prices which varied

from time to time.

Thus, in 1876-77, the following rates prevailed m
respect of local opium :

—

For Betel opium

Local opium of other
districts.

Es.
18 per ser in Wardha.
19 „ " "

and

20
16

in Mandla
Seoni.

in Eaipur.
in the district

where raised.

The opium purchased on behalf of Government out-

side the provinces and that supplied from Bengal and
Ghazipur have always been issued at Es. 22 per ser in

the Khalsa, except in the Ohanda district, where

licensed vendors in parts near Bcrar and the territories

of His Highness the Nizam were supplied at rates

varying between Es. 19 and Es. 21 per ser from June

1875 to'Apiil 1380 ; the sole exception now existing is

the Sirinicha tahsil of that district, where the issue

lirice was, in 1879, fixed at Ks. 20 per ser, and has since

remained at that figure. From 1875-76 to 1877-78,

both years included, local produce was supplemented
liy purchases made in the open market at Indore,

through a commission agent s]iecially appointed by
Government, the opium thus obtained costing from
Rs. 10-5-0 to Es. i:i-12-0 jier ser delivered at Nagpur
and being supjilied to all districts except Sambalpur.

In 1878-7!) the Ghazipur Factory supplied Bengal
opium to all districts under the Government system
except Sambalpur, and by 1883 all districts without
exception received their stocks from that factory.

From 1883 to 1888, Malwa opium was received under
the orders of the Government of India ; since the latter

year, opium produced in the North-Wcstern Provinces
and Oudh, and costing Es. 7-4-0 per ser, has invariably

been supplied.

15. In October 1880, Opium Eules framed under Kulcsumli'i.,

Act I of 1W78 weie issued. They have been slightly ^''//{Pl'g""
'

modified from time to time but the only change that '

ij

need be noticed here is the distinction laid down in fei

1892 between opium and intoxicating drugs, and the
reduction of the quantity of the latter which may
legally be ]iossessed by a private person from two tolas

to one tola. A copy of the rules as they now stand
forms Appendix B to this note.

16. In Appendix C will be found for each year in Uetail sale.

which a separate report on the operations of the Excise
Department has issued

—

(1) the number of shops in the jirovinces licensed
for the retail sale of opium and madak

;

(2) the sales to retail vendors of Government opium
and confiscate d opium in the Khalsa

;

(3) the amount of (a) direct duty, (6) licence fees
realized on account of opium.

In the method of controlling retail sale, there has
been scarcely any change since the provinces were
first formed in 1861. It has always been the rule, and
is the rule now, to sell annually to the highest bidder,
provided he be a respectable man and solvent, and
subject to his furnishing suitable security, the right to
retail opium in u. particular shop or group of shops

;

and at no time in tlie history of the pro\-iuces have the
i

monopolists been bound down either to sell at a specified
price or to guarantee any minimum, aggregate, annual
sale. The ])rice of the drug to consumers has been
made as high as jiossiblc, not merely by subjecting the
annual sale of monopolies to a strict competition, but
also, aa has already been shown, by obliging retail

\ endors to pay a fixed price of Es. 22 per ser for their
supplies. The result of the policy pursued by the
Administration has been gradually to raise the retail
price of the drug from 4 to 6 tolas per rupee—which
ruled under the old system when no direct duty was
levied—to 2 to 2\ tolas, which may now be said to be
the iionnal price.

17. The policy followed in regard to licensing shops opinm
for the sale of crude opium may be stated as follows, shops.
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Madak
shops.

Consump-
tion of
opium in
the Khalsa.
per head of
population.

Except in districts which horder on Native States, and
into which there is reason to believe that foreign opium
is smuggled, permanent shops are not numerous, because
the drug is portable and keeps) ; but in order to give
reasona'^e facilities to tlxe rural population for obtain-
ing supplies for* medicinal purposes temporary shops
are licensed for fair or market days only. Each tem-
porary shop is, as a rule, sold and licensed along with
the nearest permanent shop. In districts into which
foreign opium is smuggled from Native States, it is

impossible to obtain high fees for the privilege of vend
at any place near the border, and tliere is the danger
that the holder of a shop may sell smuggled opium
under cover of his license : the plan followed in such
cases is to establish shops near the border pretty freely,

licensing them to respectable persons for what they
will fetch, and watching closely the quantity of Govern-
ment opium purchased for sale by the licensees. In
the current year (1 893-94) the total number of shops
for the sale of crude opium is 1,374, of which 881 are
permanent, and 493 temporary : each shop serves, on
an average, 56 square miles and 7,312 persons.

18. The Administration has always, and especially

since 1891-92, drawn a marked distinction between the
smoking and the eating of opium. The former habit
is condemned by respectable native opinion throughout
the provinces, and the policy followed has been to

check its extension, so far as this is practically possible.

The only preparation of opium which can legally be
smoked is that known as madak, and a detailed account
of this preparation is given in Appendix D to this

Note. fChandu is very possibly made and smoked by
stealth here and there in the Northern districts, but no
licences have ever been issued for its manufacture or
sale, and indulgence in it, except by occasional
travellers, appears to be rare.

In 1890 it was determined to prohibit the consump-
tion of madak on the premises of licensed vendors,
and it was at the same time laid down that the number
of shops for the sale of the drug was to be restricted

as far as possible, and that no madak license was to be
given except to a licensed opium vendor. The orders
which issued to secure practical effect being given to

this decision are reproduced as Appendix E. to this

Note. The policy therein indicated has already led to
a marked decrease in the number of madak shops, and
though there has been no corresponding diminution
in the quantity of crude opium consumed, it seems
probable that there has been some falling off in con-
sumption of this particular preparation. In the
current year the number of opium shops licensed for

the sale of madak is 131 only, as compared with 298 in

1890-91.

19. Appendix F shows, for the year 1892-93, the
population of each district in the provinces, the total

consumption of opium in it, and the average consump-
tion per head. No particular castes can be singled out
as specially addicted to the drug : it is eaten by persons
of all classes and all ages, but smoking is for the most
part confined to persons who are prohibited by religion

or by caste custom from indulging in liquor.

II.

—

Smuggling of Opium into the Centbal
Provinces.

20. A few words may be added regarding smuggling,
which was very general in the days when the local

cultivation of the poppy was permitted, and when
excise arrangements in Madras and in Berar were less

strict than they are at present, but is now much less

common.
Smuggling from the Madras side, from the Eewah

State, and from Berar, was at one time prevalent ; from
Madras and Eewah it has now entirely ceased, and the

retail price of opium in Berar has for some years been
quite as high as it is in these provinces. But across

the long line of frontier with Native States in the north

and west, where the cultivation of the poppy is unre-

stricted, a great deal of smuggling still goes on, and
is a constant difficulty in the way of efficient excise

administration in the Hoshangabad, Nimar, Saugor,

and Narsiiighpur districts. Special measures have

frequently been tried for the prevention of this illicit

traffic, but so far with slight success. Neither special

supervisors, patrol police, paid detectives, nor a sy.stem

of liberal rewards, have yet had the effect of materially

oheckinET this traffic.

• Vide paragraph 88 on page 41 of the Central Provinces Eicise

Manual.
t 'I'he statement in paragraph 43 of the Government of India's

" Note on opium produced and consumed in India," that in a few

cases the licence to sell opium includes the right to sell madak and
chatiOu as well ia not quite accurate. The manufacture or sale of

chandu is never licensed.

Ill—OriUM Arraxgeiients in Feudatohies and
Zamindakis.

21. The preceding portion of this Note has dealt only
wjth the arrangements in regard to opium which arem force m the Khalsa ; but apart from the regularly
settled area of British districts there are a numbe- (1-5)
of Feudatory States attached to these provinces, and
numerous largo estates fjagirs and zamindaris) the
owners of which have hitherto had some degree of
control over their local opium administration. The
toUowmg is a brief description of the system in forcem the Feudatory States.

iqqJ® "^^^^^^^S arrangements have been in force since
1880 m the case of the Ohhattishgarh feudatories and
Bastar, and since 1881 in the case of Makrai, in the
Hoshangabad district. The feudatories of the Raipur
and Bilaspur districts (with the sole exception of
Bastar) are supplied with opium at Es. 17 per ser, and
those of the Sambalpur district at Es. 22 per ser. The
Bastar State is supplied with opium at Es. 12-8-0 per
ser,- and Makrai in the Nerbudda Division at Es. 10
per ser. All these States make their own ari'angements
for the retail sale of the drug, but they are not allowed
to issue opium to their vendors at a less rate than
Es. 22 per ser, and the cultivation of the poppy is
unknown throughout their area.

22. Besides the chiefs of Feudatory States there are
several non-feudatory zamindars who have hitherto
enjoyed excise rights in respect to opium, have made
their own arrangements for the retail vend of the drug,
and have enjoyed the revenue therefrom. These
zamindars are supplied with Government opium at the
following rates :

—

Es. 22 per ser in Eaipur and Bilaspur.

>> 14 ,, Hoshangabad and Chhindwara.
All these landholders are bound to prevent cultivation

of the poppy in their estates, and to issue opium to
their retail vendors at rates not less than that at which
the Khalsa retail vendors purchase from the Treasury,
viz., Es. 22 per ser. The zamindars of Hoshangabad
and_ Chhindwara are known as "Jagirdars," and in
their case the interests of Government are specially
safeguarded by requiring their retail vendors to pur.
chase direct from the Government Treasury at Es. 22
per ser, of which Es. 14 are credited to Government,
and the balance, Es. 8, to the account of the jagirdar
concerned. It may be added that the Government of
India has recently expressed its disapproval of thp
pontrol over Excise administration now exercised by
the local zemindars

; aooordinglj', these rights are now
being gradually withdrawn, and their territories will,
when this has been done, be treated as a part of the
Khalsa for excise purposes.

23. The yearly issues of opium under these arrange-
ments are as follows for the period 1881-82 to
1892-93 :—

Year. m. s. c.

App. XXIX.

Central
P evince^.

1881-82 -
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APPENDIX B.

Opittm Eules in roncE in the Centkal Peovinces.

The following rules have been made by the Chief
Commissioner under sections 5 and 13 of the Opium
Act, and sanctioned by the Governor-General in
Council.

Interpretation Olcmse.

In these rules

—

(1.) As regards officers serving in the Central pro-
vinces, " Commissioner " and " Deputy
Commissioner " mean the Commissioner of

Excise and the deputy commissioner of a
district, including any assistant or extra-
assistant commissioner duly authorised by
a deputy commissioner to exercise all or any
of the powers or duties conferred or imposed
on a deputy commissioner by these rules.

As regards officers serving in other pre-
sidencies or provinces, " Commissioner,"
"Deputy Commissioner," and "Collector"
mean officers thus designated in the presi-

dencies or provinces in which they serve.

(2.) " Opium " means the inspissated juice of the
poppy.

" Intoxicating drugs " includes madak and ohandu
and every preparation and admixture thereof, and kafa,

and all other intoxicating or narcotic preparation of

opium and of the poppy, but does not include poppy-

" Poppy-heads " mean the dry capsules of the poppy.
(3.) "Farmer" means a person who has obtained

a farm from the deputy commissioner of a
district of the Central Provinces, under
Rule XXIX. or XXXIV.

(4.)
" Licensed vendor " means a person who has

obtained a license for retail vend from the

deputy commissioner of a district of the
Central Provinces, under Rules XXIII.,
XXVII., or XXX.

(5.) " Medical practitioner '' means a medical prac-

titioner to whom a license has been granted
by a deputy commissioner under Rule VII.

(6.) The sale of any quantity of opium exceeding
two tolas, or of intoxicating drug exceeding
one tola, or of poppy-heads exceeding one
seer is a wholesale.

(7.) The sale of any quantity of opium not exceed-
ing two tolas, or of intoxicating drugs not
exceeding one tola, or of poppy-heads not
exceeding one seer is a retail.

(8.) The words "import," "export," and "trans-
port " have the respective meanings assigned
to them in the Opium Act, 1878.

(9.) " Transit " means the import, transport, and
export of opium passing through the Central
Provinces from one place to another outside

such provinces without change of ownership.

Manufacture.

II. The manufacture of intoxicating drugs under
a license from the deputy commissioner or a farmer
is permitted.

Possession.

III. Any person may have in his posession

—

(a) two tolas of opium,

(6) one tola of an intoxicating drug,

(c) one seer of poppy-heads ;

provided that such opium, intoxicating drug, or poppy-

heads have been purchased from the Government, or

from a farmer or a licensed vendor, or a medical

practitioner.

rV. The possession of more than

—

(a) two tolas of opium,

(6) one tola of an intoxicating drug,

(c) one seer of poppy-heads,

by a farmer or licensed vendor at his licensed place (or

places) of vendor in transport (under pass) thereto is

permitted.

V. Medical servants of Government or, with the

permission of the deputy commissioner, medical

servants of any municipal committee or other public

body may have in their possession opium and poppy-

heads for land fide Government purposes.

VI. With the sanction of the commissioner, the

deputy commissioner may especially authorise the

possession by toy person of a quantity of opium or
intoxicating drugs not exceeding one seer.

VII. The deputy commissioner may grant to any
medical practitioner residing within his district a
license in Porm I., hereto annexed, or in such other
form as may be prescribed by the chief commissioner
from time to time, for the possession and retail of
opium, intoxicating drugs, and poppy-heads for medical
purposes only

;
provided that such medical practitioner

shall not have in his possession at one time more than
one seer of opium, one seer of intoxicating drugs, and
five seers of poppy-heads.

Transport.

VIII. When a farmer or licensed vendor desires to
transport opium, intoxicating drugs, or poppy-heads, he
shall obtain an entry in his shop pass-book by an excise
officer for each consignment in such form as the
commissioner may from time to time prescribe.

IX. The bulk of the consignment shall not be broken
in transport.

X. Any revenue officer not inferior in grade to a
Naib-Tahsildar , or any police officer not inferior in
grade to a head-constable, may, at any time, examine
a consignment in transport.

Import.

XI. The import of opium and poppy-heads on account
of Government is permitted.

Etcport.

XII. The export of opium and poppy-heads on
account of Government is permitted.

Transit.

XIII. When 'accompanied by a passport issued by
the opium agent at Indore or his authorised assistants,
certifying prepayment of the duty from time to time
ordered by the Governor-General in Council to be
levied at the scales, the transit of opium from the
scales at Bhopal by road through the town of Hoshang-
abad to Ilarsi, and thence by rail is permitted; and
when accompanied by such passport the transit by rail

of opium which has passed the scales established at

places other than Bhopal is permitted.

XIV. The bulk of a consignment shall not be broken
in transit.

XV. The destination of a consignment shall not be
altered from that which has been specified in the
passport.

XVI. Delivery of opium in transit shall not be taken
from the railway company by the owner or consignee,

or by any other person, without the written authority
of the deputy commissioner.

XVII. Opium in transit may be detained and
examined as to all particulars specified in the passport,

or as to the prepayment of duty, or as to tampering
in transit, or change of destination of the consignment,
or as to the due observance of these rules at any
station at which the chief commissioner may direct

such detention or examination either generally or
specially. The railway officials shall afiord at all

times all reasonable facilities to the Government
official or officials authorised in writing by the deputy
commissioner to make such general or special examina-
tions, and on the requisition of such Government
official or officials shall detain any consignment pending
the order of the deputy commissioner, and shall be
indemniflnd for acting on such requisition.

Sale, Wliolesale.

XVIII. Opium in quantities of not less than half a

ser, and poppy-heads in quantities of not less than five

sers, shall be supplied on prepayment at such rates as

the chief commissioner may from time to time direct

from the deputy commissioner's office, or such other

offices as the chief commissioner may direct, to a

farmer or licensed vendor or medical practitioner, or

to the committee of any public hospital or charitable

dispensary.

XIX. Subject to the provisions of Rule VIII.
regarding transport, a farmer or licensed vendor may
sell any quantity of opium to another farmer or

licensed vendor, and a quantity not exceeding one ser

of opium or five sers of poppy-heads at one time to a

medical practitioner.

3T 2
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Sale, Retail.

XX, Opium or intoxicating drugs or poppy-heads
may be retailed under licenses from the dejjuty com-
missioner or from a farmer, and in accordance with the

conditions specified in each license,

XXI, No opium or ]ioin)y-lieads sliall be sold whole-
sale or retail which has not been bought from some
Government officer or from a iarmer or licensed

vendor.

XXII, No large;- quantities of opium than two tolas,

or of intoxicating drugs than one tola, or of poppy-
heads than one ser, shall be sold, except to a licensed

vendor, farmer, or medical practitioner, or under a
special order from a deputy commissioner,

XXIII, Licenses for the retail of opium or for the
manufacture and retail of intoxicating drugs may be
granted by the deputy commissioner, and the settle-

ment of the vend of opium, and of the monopolies of

manufacture and retail of intoxicating drugs, shall be
made periodically under the instructions of the com-
missioner. The commissioner may from time to time
restrict or increase the number of opium shops and of

licenses allowed for the manufacture and retail of

intoxicating drugs, and shall decide whether the shops
or licenses shall be settled or contracted for separately

or in groups.

XXIV, Licenses for the retail of opium shall be
granted by the dejiuty commissioner to licensed vendors
in Form II. hereto annexed,

XXV, Licenses for the manufacture and retail jale

of intoxicating drugs shall be granted by the deputy
commissioner in Form IV. hereto annexed,

XXVI, Wlienever the deputy commissioner grants a
license for the retail of opium or of intoxicating drugs,
he shall demand such duty and shall impose such
conditions on the license over and above those specified

in the license as may from time to time be prescribed
by the chief commissioner ; and every person taliing

out such a license shall give such security for the
performance of his engagement, or make such deposit
in lieu of security as the de))uty commissioner may
require.

XXVII, Licenses for the retail of pojjpy-heads shall

be granted by the deputy commissioner on such terms
as the commissioner may prescribe,

XXVIII, Licenses for the retail of opium, intoxi-
cating drugs, and poppy-heads shall be granted for one
year only, unless the chief commissioner shall other-
wise specially direct.

Farm of Duties leviable on Retail Vend.

XXIX, With the sanction of the commissioner, the
deputy commissioner may let in farm the duties
leviable on the retail of opium, and all or any intoxi-
cating drugs for a term not exceeding two years in
any district or part of a district, and with the sanction
of the chief commissioner for a term not exceeding five

years. The commissioner may prescribe rules

—

(a) for the invitation and acceptance of tenders for
such farms

;

(6) for the requisition of security for the due ful-

filment of the engagements entered into by
the farmers ; and

(c) as to the form and conditions of such leases.

XXX, AVhen the duties leviable on the retail of
opium or any intoxicating drugs are let in farm, the
farmer may make his own arrangements for the retail
of opium or for the manufacture and retail of any
intoxicating drug within the limits of his farm, and
may grant licenses for the same in such form as may
from time to time be prescribed for this purpose

;
pro-

vided that no opium except that supplied from the
deputy commissioner or other officers appointed Ijy the
chief commissioner (Kulo XVIII,) shall be sold or shall
be used in the manufacture of intoxicating druo-s.
Such licenses shall be countersigned by the deputy
commissioner, and when so countersigned shall have
the same force as if they were granted by the deputy
commissioner,

XXXI, Before entering into engagements for any
such farm of the duties leviable ou opium or on intoxi-
eating drugs as aforesaid, the commissioner may make
such reservations and restrictions with respect lothe
grant of licenses by the farmer as he tbinks tit.

XXXII, Every farmer shall file m the deputy com-
missioner's office, in such form as may from time to

time be prescribed by the commissioner, a list of all

licenses granted by him,

XXXIII. With the sanction of the chief commis-
sioner obtained through the commissioner, the deputy
commissioner may cancel any lease granted under
Rule XXIX., or may, within the period of the lease,

impose any new reservation and restriction on the
farmer. If a lease be cancelled for any cause other
than a breach of the conditions of the lease, or if any
reservation or restriction with respect to the grant of

licenses be imposed during the lease, the chief commis-
sioner may award to the farmer compensation for any
loss thereby caused to him,

XXXIV. The deputy commissioner may farm the

duties leviable on the retail of poppy-heads on such
terms as the commissioner shall from time to time
prescribe.

Disposal of Opium on expiry of License.

XXXV. If any licensed vendor or farmer shall have
in his possession on the expiry of his license or farm
any opium, intoxicating drugs or poppy-heads which
he is unable to dispose of to the satisfaction of the
deputy commissioner, by private sale, to other licensed
vendors or farmers, he shall surrender the same to the
deputy commissioner, and the incoming licensed
vendor or farmer, or if the expired license or farm is

not renewed, any licensed vendor or farmer within the
district, when required by the deputy commissioner,
shall he bound to purchase the articles aforesaid to the
extent of two months' supply, at such price and in
such quantities as the deputy commissioner shall ad-
judge

;
provided that the price of opium thus adjudged

shall in no case exceed the rate at which it can be
procured from the Grovemment

; provided also that if

such articles be declared to be unfit for use, the deputy
commissioner shall cause them to be destroyed.

General.

XXXVI. Except where otherwise specially provided
in the foregoing rules, the possession, transport, im-
port, export, or sale of opium, intoxicating drugs, or
poppy-heads by, or on behalf of, the Government shall
be unrestricted.

Disposal of Things confiscated.

XXXVII. Opium confiscated under the Opium Act,
1878, shall be disposed of as may be directed by the
commissioner, if certified after examination by the
deputy commissioner to be fit for use; if declared by
him to be unfit for use, it shall be immediately
destroyed.

XXXVIII. If the opium so confiscated be added to
the stores and prove of inferior quality, it may be
issued to retail vendors at a special rate proportionate
to its quality, but shall be subject in other respects to
the same conditions as other opium.,

XXXIX. Intoxicating drugs confiscated under the
said Act shall be immediately destroyed,

XL. Poppy-heads confiscated under the said Act
shall be disposed of as the deputy commissioner may
direct.

XLI. All property, other than opium, intoxicating
drugs, or poppy-heads, which is confiscated under the
said Act, shall be sold under the orders of the magis-
trate or other officer by whom the confiscation was
adjudged.

Rewards.

XLII, Any magistrate convicting an offender under
Section 9, or any magistrate or other officer ordering
under Section 12 the confiscation of opium, or any
other articles liable to confiscation under the Act, may
forthwith grant (in such proportion as he thinks 'fit) to
any person or persons who have contributed to the
conviction of the oft'ender, or to the seizure of the
opium or other article confiscated, as a reward,—

(1) a sum not exceeding the amount of the fine (if
any) imposed, plus the value of the opium
and other articles confiscated ; or

(2) if no fine be imposed, or if in the opinion of
the magi.strate or other officer aforesaid the
amount of fine imposed is an inadequate
rewiiid,

a sum not exceeding Ks. lOO, plus the value of theopmm and other articles confiscated, or with the
sanction of the Commissioner of Excise, not exceeding
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Rs. 500, plus the value of the opium and other articles

confiscated.

XLIII. In any case in which in the opinion of the
commissioner any person has performed any service
of special merit in respect of the prevention or de-
tection of opium smuggling, or of any offence against
the Opium Act, 1878, the commissioner may grant to
such person a reward not exceeding an amount of

Es. 500. The commissioner, or a deputy commissioner,
with the sanction of the commissioner, may incur, at

his discretion, expenditure not exceeding Bs. 500 in

each case, for the employment of informers or for any
other purpose connected with the prevention or detec-

tion of opium smuggling, or of any offence against the
Opium Act, 1878.

The commissioner shall from time to time report the
circumstances under which any reward may have been
granted or expenditure may have been incurred under
this rule.

Gontrol and Appeal.

XLIV. All deputy commissioners shall, as regards

any matter arising in the administration of these rules,

be subject to the general control of the commissioner.
All executive orders of deputy commissioners under

these rules shall be appealable to the commissioner,
and an appeal from the orders of the commissioner
shall lie to the chief commissioner ; but the decision of

the deputy commissioner as to the value of the opium
which has been seized shall be final.

,
resident of

is hereby authorised
to sell opium

FOEMS.

I.

—

Special License to Medical Pkactitioners under
EULE VII.

Special license is granted to , following

the profession of at , in the district

of , for the retail of opium, intoxicating

drugs, or poppy-heads, on the condition that the said

shall not have in his possession at one
time more than one ser of opium, one ser of intoxicating
drugs, and five sers of poppy-heads, and that such
opium, intoxicating drugs, or poppy-heads shall be
procured from the deputy commissioner's ofiice, or a
licensed vendor or farmer, and shall be used bond fide

as medicine, or in medical preparations or prescriptions.

District

Dated

II.

—

License eor Eetail Sale op Opixtm.

(Granted by the Deputy Commissioner.)

District.

No. of license in Register.

Name of retailer.

Locality of shop.

Be it known that
Mauzah , District

by the deputy commissioner of

by retail and wholesale, under the provisions of Itules

VIII. and. XIX. of the Central Provinces' Opium Rules
to another licensed vendor, or to a medical practitioner

licensed under Eule VII. of those Eules, in his shop
at . , lu , from the date of this

license to the day of , 18 ,

upon the following conditions :

—

I. That he shall pay to Grovernment a monthly duty
of Es.

II. That he shall sell no opium, but such as he may
purchase from. Grovernment or a licensed vendor, and
that he shall not received or have in his possession
opium obtained otherwise ; and that all opium pur-
chased by him from the Treasury shall, after entry
(under Rule VIII.) in the shop pass-book of the
quantity of opium purchased, and of the time allowed
for transport to the shop, be taken to the shop for

which the pass is granted (and not to any other shop or
place), and shall also be taken to the said shop within
the time allowed in the pass-book.

III. That he shall not receive any wearing apparel
or other goods in barter for opium, and that he shall

not sell any opium on credit, nor allow any opium to

be consumed on his premises.

IV. That he shall not open his shop, or make sales

therein, before sunrise ; that he shall not keep it open,

or make sales therein, after* and that he
shall not harbour any person therein during during
the night.

V. That he shall not permit persons of notoriously

bad character to resort to his shop ; that he shall

prevent gaming and disorderly conduct therein; and
that he shall give information to the nearest magistrate
or police officer of any suspected person who may resort

to his shop.

VI. That he shall have constantly fixed up, ajt the

entrance of his shop, a sign-board bearing the following

inscription, in legible characters, in the vernacular
language :

—

(Name of vendor.)

" Licensed to retail opium."

VII. That, if so required by the Deputy Commis-
sioner, he shall keep up daily an account in this form,
showing the receipts and deliveries of opium at his

shop each day, and the balance in store :

—

Aff. XXIX.

Centtttl
Provinces.

Date.
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(c.) If the holder of this license be convicted of

breach of the peace, or of any other criminal

oifence
;

{d) If there is reason to believe that the licensee

either smuggles himself, or connives at

smuggling.
Should the license be re-called for any of these

causes, the license-holder shall have no claim to any
compensation whatever, or to any refund of any duty
or instalment of duty already paid. But it shall be in

the discretion of the deputy commissioner to make
such compensation or refund, should he consider it

necessary or advisable to do so. Should the deputy
comm.issioner desire to recall this license before the

expiry of the period for which it has been granted, for

any cause other than those herein-before specified (a),

(6)> (c), {d), he shall give 15 days' previous notice and
remit a sum equal to the duty for 15 days, or if notice

be not given, shall make such further compensation, in

default of notice, as the chief commissioner may
direct.

XI. This license may be surrendered by the license-

holder on his giving one month's notice to the deputy
commissioner and paying such fine not exceeding the

amount of the duty for six months, or the loss caused
to Government by the failure to carry out any condition

imposed, as the deputy commissioner may adjudge.

Should the deputy commissioner be satisfied that the

reason for resigning the license is adequate, he may,
with the sanction of the chief commissioner, remit the

fine.

XII. On the infringement of any of the above articles,

<x any of the conditions imposed by the Opium Act,

1878, or by the rules made thereunder, this license, and
any other license or licenses that the holder may have
obtained for the sale of opium., or for the manufacture
or sale of madak or chandu, shall be forfeited.

III.

—

License foe Retail Sale of Opium.*

(To be granted by a farmer.)

District.

No. of license in register.

Name of retailer.

Locality of shop.

Be it known that , resident of ,

Mauzah , District , is hereby
authorized by , the farmer of

to sell opium by retail and wholesale, under the pro-

visions of EuleB VIII. and XIX., of the Central

Provinces' Opium Eulea, to another licensed vendor or

to a medical practitioner licensed under Rule VII. of

those rules, in his shop at , in

from the date of this license to the , day
of , 189 , upon the following conditions :

—

I. That he shall pay to the farmer , a

monthly duty of

II. That he shall sell no opium but such as he may
purchase from the farmer , and that he
shall not receive, or have in his possession, opium
obtained otherwise.

III. That he shall not receive any wearing apparel

or other goods in barter for opium, and that he shall

not sell opium on credit, nor allow any opium to be

consumed on his premises.

IV. That he shall not open his shop, or make sales

therein before sunrise ; that he shall not keep open, or

make sales therein after , and that he shall

not harbour any person therein during the night.

V. That he shall not permit persons of notoriously
bad character to resort to his shop ; that he shall prevent
gaming and disorderly conduct therein ; and that he
shall give information to the nearest magistrate or
police officer of any suspected person who may resort
to his shop.

VI. That he shall have constantly iixed up, at the
entrance of his shop, a signboard bearing the following
inscription, in legible characters in the vernacular
language :

—

(Name of vendor.)

" Licensed to retail opium."

VII. That, if so required by the deputy commis-
sioner, he shall keep up daily an account in this form,
showing the receipts and deliveries of opium at his
shop each day, and the balance in store :

—

Date.
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purchased and of the time allowed for transport to the
shop, be taken to the shop for which the pass is granted
(and not to any other shop or place), and shall iilso bo
taken to the said shop within the time allowed in the
pass-book.

HI. That he shall not receive any wearing apparel,

or other goods in barter for the drug, and that he shall

not sell the drug on credit nor allow any of the drug
to be consumed on his premises.

IV. That he shall not open his shop, or make sales

therein, before sunrise; that he shall not keep it open,
or make sales therein after* and that he shall

not harbour any suspected persons therein.

V. That ho shall not permit persons of notoriously-

bad character to resort to his shop; that he shall

prevent gaming and disorderly conduct therein ; and
that he shall give information to the nearest magistrate
or police officer of any suspected person who may resort
to his shop.

VI. That he shall have constantly fixed up at the
entrance of his shop a sign board bearing the following
inscription, in the vernacular language of the country :

—

(Name of vendor.)

" Licensed vendor of madak (or chandn).

VII. That, if so required by the deputy commissioner,
he shall keep up daily the following account showing
the receipts of opium in his shop, the quantity used
in the manufacture of madak (or chandu), and the
balance remaining in store at the end of the day :

—

A/Bf. SSIX,

Ctotral

I.

—

Opium.

1.
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—

License foe the Manufactuee and Retail
Sale of Madak oe ChanSu.

(To be granted by a fanner.)

District.

No. in register.

Name of vendor.
Locality of shop.

Be it known that , resident of ,

Mauzah , District , is authorised
by , the farmer of , to manufacture
and sell by retail, madak (or chandu, as the case may
be), in his shop at , from the date of this

icense to the 189 , upon the following
conditions :

—

I. That he shall pay to the farmer a monthly duty of
Rs.

II. That he shall purchase all the opium he may use
in the manufacture of madak (or chandu, as the case
may be) direct from the farmer , and not
from any licensed opium vendor, and that all opium
purchased by him from the former shall after entry
funder Rule VIII.) in the shop pass-book of the quantity
of opium purchased and of the time allowed for trans-

port to the shop, be taken to the shop for which the

pass is granted (and not to any other shop or place),

and shall also be taken to the said shop, within the
time allowed in the pass-book.

III. That he shall not receive any wearing apparel or
other goods in barter for the drug, and that ho shall

not sell the drug on credit, nor allow any of the drug
to be consumed on his premises.

IV. That he shall not open his shop, or make sales

therein before sunrise, that he shall not keep it open, or
effect sales therein after , and that he shall
not harbour any suspected person therein.

V. That he shall not permit persons of notoriously
bad character to resort to his shop ; that he shall not
permit gaming and disorderly conduct therein ; and
that he shall give information to the nearest magistrate
or police officer of any suspected person who may
resort to his shop.

VI. That he shall have constantly fixed up at the
entrance of his shop a sign board bearing the following
inscription, in the vernacular language of the country ;

—

(Name of vendor.)

" Licensed vendor of madak (or chandu)."

VII. That, if 80 required by the deputy commis-
sioner, he shall keep up daily the following account
showing the receipts of opium in his shop, the quantity
used in the manufacturing of madak (or chandu), and
the balance remaining in store at the end of the day ;^

I.

—

Opium.

1.
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APPENDIX 0.

Statement showing the Nxtmbbk of Shops Licensed for Retail Sale of Opium and Madak, the Quantity of Opium.

issued, and the Receipts from Doty, and License Fees in the Khalsa.

App. XXIX.

Central
Provinces.

1. •
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OmcuLAB No. 4.

From H. H. Piuest, Esq., I.C.S., Officiating Coiu-nis-

sioner of Excise, Central Provinces, to till Diii'UTY

CoMMissiONEas, Central Provinces.

SiK, Dated Nagjmr, 5th September 1890.

!» forwarding, for your information and guidance,

copy of a letter from the secretary to the chief commis-
sioner, containing the chief commissioner's orders

regarding the pro])Osal to close madak shops and prohibit

the manufacture of madak, I have the honour to inform
you that the i)istrii(tions contained in that letter should
have effect given to fchcm from the 1st April 1891.

From that date the consuin])tion of opium, madak,
ganja, foreign bhang, or majum on the premises of

the licensed vendors of these drugs will be entirely

prohibited, and a condition to this effect will be inserted

in all leases granted to such vendors. These orders
should he promptly made known to all who are inte-
; ested in the sale of drugs. When they come into foi'co
special care will have to be taken to prevent the illicit

manufacture of madak, and for this end a watch must
be maintained by both the police and excise officers
upon all habitual assemblages of madak smokers, and
the sources of supply should be quietly ascertained in
all such cases. Attention is also invited to the instruc-
tions contained in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the secretarial
letter, which should be very carefully complied with.
Frorn my own experience, I incline to think that it is
possible to reduce considerably the number of madak
shops in these Provinces, and deputy commissioners
should carefully consider this point when submitting
their annual proposals regarding the excise arrange-
ments of their several districts in November next.

I have, &c.
H. 11. Peiest,

Officiating Commissioner
of Excise.

Copy of a Letter No. 510(3—500, dated the 14th August
1890, from L. K. Laukie, Esq., I.C.S., Officiating

Secretary to the Chief Commissioner, Central
Provinces, to the Commissioner of Excise, Central
Provinces.

I am directed to acknowledge receipt of your letter

No. 1767, dated the 8th instant, submitting the replies

received by you from commissioners and deputy com-
missioners on the sul>ject of your proposal to close

madak shops and prohibit the manufacture of madak.

2. I am to say that after carefully considering the

various arguments adduced, the chief commissioner is

of opinion that, while there is much to be said in favour
of the entire prohibition of the manufacture of madak,
it is inadvisable, in view of the opinions expressed on
the other side, to go as far as this at present. He thinks
that the step which the facts and papers before him
render justifiable and expedient, is to put a stop to the
practice of allowing vendors of intoxicating drugs to

maintain " taverns " for the consumptioa not only of

madak, but of ojiium and ganja and all their pre-

parations. It should 1)0 a condition of all retail licenses
hereafter granted for the sale of intoxicating drugs of
any kind that the drug is not to be consumed on the
premises. Persons who cannot do without their regular
dose of a narcotic must carry home from the shops
what they require and smoke, or swallow it in private.
G-regariousness in habits of vice must no longer be
encouraged by Government.

3. As a rule, [ am to add, the opium and madak
contracts should, in future, be sold together. The
opium vendor should be also the madak vendor, and
if he declines in any instance to combine the sale of
the preparation with the sale of the drug from which
it is prepared, the madak sho() should be closed.

4. Finally, no new licenses to manufacture and sell
madak should be given in places \>'here there arc no
madak shops at present, even though there may be an
opium shop. As an ordinary rule, madak-licenses
should be granted only at large centres of population,
where there is a considerable and permanent demand
for the preparation.

APPENDIX F.

Statement showing Consumption of Opium per Head of Population in the British Territories of the Central
Provinces.
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APPENDIX XXX. App. XXX.
i>

•^

^Central
Provinces.

Abstkacts of Evidence of Witnesses tendered for Examination from the Central Pkovinces, and r»ot examined
by the Koyal Commission.

[See Question 28,103.]

Abstract of evidence to be given by the Rev. Israel Jacob,

Missionary Priest of the Church of England and
Chairman of the District Council, Ohanda.

jstionl. I have been a missionary for the past 20 years, the

greater part of which I worked in Chanda, Central
Provinces, and a few years at Indore, Central India,

where abundance of poppy is grown and opium is

manufactured and exported to other places.

My position and work have lirought me into direct

personal observation and acquaintance of several

people of different status and position in society, who
vise opium in one form or another. I have taken an
interest in the opium question, and discussed it with
men of my own profession and intelligent native

gentlemen of India. I have also read with attention

what specialists have written on the subject.

esMon II. My varied experience has led mo to the deliberate

opinion that opium eating, ia moderate quantities,

far from being harmful or injurious, ia most beneficial

to health at certain periods of life.

For instance, 95 per cent, of the population of Chanda
use it as a prophylactic against infantile diseases. The
iidministration of it to little infants is an absolute

necessity with the labouring classes of people.

The suppression of opium manufacture, or laying

further restriction on the sale of it, will be felt a great

hardship by these people. Its use by the adult popula-

tion is very limited.

Opium eating at the age of 50 is considered most
eificacious in its effects in checking maladies of a certain

nature incident to that stage of life.

Yes, my observation has led me to draw a distinction

between the eating of opium and the smoking of it in

the form of madak and chandu. The latter was observed

to ruin the human system and to demoralize the con-

sumer. The appearance of the madak smoker is

generally emaciated, and he looks stupid, dull, and

listless. Opium smoking therefore is, I consider, very

demoralizing in its effects.

The public opinion is not adverse to its use either

medicinally or as a mild stimulant in small doses.

If due regard is to be paid to the liberty of the ryot,

I do not think it feasible, or at any rate advisable, to

prohibit the growth of poppy and the production and

sale of opium lor any purpose.

The suppression of the sale of opium will, I fear, lead

to serious and sad results.

Oi'fstion

1 I.

(^1 est ion

Q.iCStion v.

Question
M.

Tes, I am acquainted with the present system m
these Provinces for regulating the sale of opium. The

system in vogue at present is the best, and I do not

think any change or alteration is either called for or

necessary.

The people will, on no account, be willing to bear

extra taxation to meet the loss of the revenue from

opium to Grovernment in any shape.

Addenda.

jq-Q 1. The consumption of opium in British India

is comparatively very small. Its effects, morally and

physically, are not perceived to be great, calling for any

interference.

j^o 2 The use of opium per se is not an evil. It is

not so deleterious an article as ganja or liquor. There-

fore its use need not be prohibited by law, more so as it

is generally used as an article of necessity rather than

of luxury.

jjo 3 Since opium is not an evil article per se, the

revenue derived from it by Government is not an

iniquitous one, and therefore it should not be sur-

rendered.

IJ-Q 4 —Government have adopted wise and just

measures to check the abuses of opium eating and

smoking and no further restrictions are necessary,

except the closing of dens for madak smoking, where it

is not so done already.

Abstract of evidence to he given by Bai Bahadur
G. Narainswami, Pleader of Nagpur.

I had opportunities of informing myself on the use Queslion L
and effects of opium generally, and with special reference
to the people in these Provinces and Berars.

Some of my servants were in the habit of eating and
smoking opium, and I often watched their conditions.

During my practice as a pleader for the last 29 years
in the Central Provitices and Berars, I have often come
across persons in the habit of eating and smoking
opium. I have also sometimes seen people smoking
opium in Madakkhanas.

There are several forms in which opium is used. It
is called

—

Madak,
Sadak,
Chandu.
Kasumbha,

Arak,
Sith,

Posteen,
Burush, &c.,

according to the different modes in which it is manu-
factured. In these Provinces madak is used generally
by low-caste Mahomedans, Kunbug, Marathas, and
Koshtees. Many Marwarees and some Brahmins are in
the habit of eating opium, and they, however, take
special care to use nourishing food, such as milk,
cream, sweetmeats, &c. after taking opium.

The effects cif opium on persons habitually using it Question Hi
for pleasure (who generally indulge in large quantities,

though commencing at first with small doses) and not
as medicine, are to a great extent pernicious. The
physical condition of persons always using opium is

generally undermined. It gets gradually deteriorated.
They lose all their energies. There is no lustre or
bloom left on their features. They look pale and
yellowish. Their vital and generative organs get
affected. Their mind gets muddled and their brain
weakened. They, in fact, become unfit for any active
pursuit in life. By the use of this drug one's moral
character is affected for the worse. When one gets to

the habit of using opium he loses all coutrol over
himself, and cannot do without it. In case of poor and
lower classes who are habituated to the use of opium,
they resort to the offences of theft, &c., when they
have no money to buy it. The eating of opium is not
so bad as that of smoking it. By smoking, one's
constitution gets spoiled much sooner than by eating
opium. When opium is taken in very moderate
quantities, with nourishing food along with it, the
poisonous effects of the drug are, in the majority of
cases, minimized.

The use of opium is generally disliked. Habitual Question

opium eating or smoking is looked upon by the public "^'

as a disgraceful practice, and a person who is a slave to

this habit is looked down upon. Public opinion is

adverse to the use of opium, except for medicinal
purposes or in very small quanity.

There is no doubt a great possibility of smuggling,
but this smuggling would not, I think, permit the
importation of so much opium as to make the people
use it in such large numbers and in such large

quantities, as they are doing at present. There is,

however, this danger that for want of opium, the
people used to it may take to liquor, which will be

worse.

No poppy is grown, and no opium is manufactured in

these Provinces, so there is no fear of any smuggling
taking place in these Provinces, except by way of

importation, which can easily be stopped by the same
means which are now adopted for preventing the
importation of smuggled opium.

I do not think that entire prohibition of the sale of Question T.

opium, except for medical purposes, is unpracticable in

these Provinces, where, as I have already stated, no
poppy is grown and no opium is produced ; but where
its prohibition is impracticable, I think that if the
manufacture in the form of madak and chandu be made

Question
IV.
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Question IV.

Question I.

Question II.

penal and the licensing of the manufaorare and the sale

in the ibrm of madak and chandu be entirely stopped,

and the sale of opium only be allowed, the consumption
would be greatly checked. There appears to be

necessity of making any modificatioDS in the present

system of regulating the sale of opium.

I do not think the people would in any way be willing

to bear any extra taxation on account of the loss of

revenue by the prohibition or further restriction of the

use of opium. As far as my experience goes, native

opinion is decidedly opposed to fresh taxation in any
shape or form.

Abstract of .Evidence to he yiven hy Rao Saheb Balwant
Jiao Shuskatey, Jagirdur of Timorni and Honorary
Extra-Assistant Commissioner, Nimar,

Yes; I have had opportunities . both, special and
general, for informing myself on the subject of the use

and effects of opium. I have a number of dependants,

amongst whom opium eaters form a part. I have also

come across people who are habituated to the use of the

drug in question, but, in my experience, I have found
that such opium consumers do not exclusively belong

to a particular sect or class of people, and higher classes

of people are not seen smoking opium. On tours to my
Jagir villages, I have found that smoking is much
resorted to by lower orders of people. In my visits to

parts out of British India, I met with people taking

opium in liquid form called Kusambba. It would not be

out of place, were L to mention that this Kusambba is

also used in some parts of British India, though to a

very limited extent.

As far as ray ex]>erience goes, opium-eating of itself

does not necessaril}' lead a man to immoral practices,

l)ut physically it docs atiect the human constitution

to a greater or less degree according as the consumers
get nourishing food or otherwise. There is undoubtedly
a noticeable dift'erenco between eating and smoking

opium ; smoking, even with a good diet, utterly

impairs human health, while eating opium in small

doses serves as a tonic, and the more so in old arge.

Opium-eaters are not at all, in the opinion of the Question

public, held in any low estimation; opium smokers, on •

the other hand are looked upon with great abhorrence,

and are Aery much censured.

I dare say that if the growth of poppy be entirely Question

prohibited, it would be a death-blow to those who are IV^-

already accustomed to it. I should even go the length

of saying that some of them would succomb to dedth,

for I have met with people who, trying to get rid of

this practice, have fallen victims to death after suffering

from several diseases as diarrhoea, Ac, and others in

their turn could not but retain their long-continfied

habits. Prohibition will also encourage smuggling on
all sides.

With regard to this question, my knowledge and Question V.

information are limited, but I could suggest that

smoking only should be entirely prohibited, except in

the cases of those who are already addicted to it, they
may be allowed this privilege for reasons stated in

answers to the last question. And for these habitual
smokers a place should be fixed wherein they should
be allowed to smoke at particular times of the day, and
with a, limited number of pills. This would not be
innovation to them, as they are already habituated to

resort to such assemblies. I can confidentally say that
this modification would not go to prohibit smuggling in
its entirety, but it would be a kind of check to a certain
extent, as these people would be ashamed to resort to

these public-houses.

People would never be willing to bear extra taxation Question

for the prohibition or further restriction, as it has been ^^•

already pointed out that eating is not censured by them,
but, on the contrary, is held as a tonic, and in case of
smoking where restriction is necessary, the resulting
loss cannot be compensated by extra taxation for the
aforesaid reasons or additional taxation, as the practice
of smoking is in use in lower closses of people who are
very poor.

The Questions referred to in the preceding Abstbacts are questions issued by the Local Administration, Central
Provinces, to the Witnesses selected to give Evidence. These Questions are printed below. ;

;

List of Questions to he answered hy Witnesses who have
heen selected to give Evidence before the Royal Opium
Commission.

(] .) Have you had any K|)ecial opportunities for in-

forming yourself on the subject of the use and efi'ects of
opium either (a) generally, or (5) with reference to any
particular locality or class of people ?

If so, what have these opportunities been P

(2.) What opinion have you been led to form re-

garding the eflects of opium on the moral and physical
condition of the people who habitually use it ? Have
you been led Viy your experience to draw any distinction

between the eating and the smoking of opium '^ If so,

state what that distiuclion is.

(3.) What is the opinion of tho natives with whom
you are familiar regarding the use of opium P Is there
any strong public opinion adverse to its use other than
medicinally ?

(4.) Do you think that, with reference to the habits
of the j^eople and the possibility of smuggling, it would
be possible to entirely prohibit the growth of the poppy
and the production and sale of opium, except for medical
purposes ?

(6.) Are you familiar with the present system in
these Provinces for regulating the sale and manufac-
ture of opium p If you consider that entire prohibition
of sale, except for medical purposes, is impracticable,
do you think that consumption could be checked by
any modification of the existing Government system P

If so, what modifications would you suggest in the
present arrangements for (a) licensing the sale of
opium

, (6) licensing its manufacture and sale in the
form of chandu and madah ?

(6.) If prohibition or further restriction were to be
decided on, and if the resulting loss of revenue were
to make other taxation necessary, do you think that
the people would bo willing to bear such extra
taxation P
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SALE OF GOVERNMEIST PUBLICATIONS.

n^he "ndor-itiQTitioned Firms have been appointed solo Agents for the sale of Government Publications,
iiicliiuing Pfirliamontary Reports and Papers, Acta of Parliament, Record Office Pablicauons, &c., &o., and all
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—
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